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FOREWORD

The Helicopter Engineering Handbook forms a part of the Engineering Design
Handbook Series which present. engineering data for the design and construction of
Army equipment.

This volume, AMCP 706-201, PreliminaryDesign, is Part One of a three-part Engineering Design Handbook titled Helicopter Engineering. Along with AMCP 706-202,
DetailDesign and AMCP 706-203, QualificationAssurance, this part is intended to set
forth explicit design standards for Army helicopters, to establish qualification requirements, and to provide technical guidance to helicopter designers in both the industry
and within the Army.
This volume, AMCP 706-201, discusses the characteristics and subsystems which
must be considered during preliminary design of a helicopter. Additionally, possible
design problems encountered during helicopter design are discussed and possible solutions suggested. The volume is divided into 14 ,hapters and is organized as described
in Chapter 1, the introduction to the volume.
AMCP 706-202 deals with the evolution of the vehicle from an approved preliminary
design configuration. As a result of this phase, the design must provide sufficient detail
to permit construction and qualification of the helicopter in compliance with the
approved detail specification and other requirements. Design requirements for all
vehicle subsystems also are included in AMCP 706-202.
The third volume of the handbook, AMCP 706-203, defines the requirements for
airworthiness qualification of the helicopter and for demonstration of contract compliance. The test procedures used by the Army in the performance of those additional tests
required by the Airworthiness Qualification Program to be performed by the Army also
are described.
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PREFACE

This volume, AMCP 706-201, PreliminaryDesign, is the first section of a three-part
engineering handbook, Helicopter Engineering,in the Engineering Design Handboxok
series. It was prepared by Forge Aerospace, Inc., Washington, D.C., under subcontract
to the Engineering Handbook Office, Duke University, Durham, N.C,
The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those approved
for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The Army Materiel
Command policy is to release these Engineering Design Handbook., to other DOD
activities and their contractors, and other Government agencies in accordance with
current Army Regulation 70-31, dated 9 September 1966. It will be noted that the
majotity of these Handbooks can be obtained from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring these Handbooks follow:
a. Activities within AMC, DOD agencies, and Government agencies other than
DOD having need for the Handbooks should direct their request on an official form
to:
Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201
b.

Contractors and universities must forward their requests to:
National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

(Requests for classified documents must be sent. with appropriate "Need-to-Kno,w
justification. to Letterkenny Army Depot.)
Users of the handbook are encouraged to contact USAAVSCOM, St. Louis, Mo.,
Flight Standards and Qualification Division (AMSAV-EFI), with their recommendations and comments concerning the handbook. Comments should be specific and
include recommended text changes and supporting rationale. DA Form 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications (available through normal publications supply channels) may be used for this purpose. A copy of the comments should be sent to:
Commander
US Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCRD-TV
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22333
Revisions to the handbook will be made on an as-required basis and will be distributed on a normal basis through the Letterkenny Army Depot.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1-0

)

INTROP

1CTION

This volume, PreliminaryDesign, is Part One of a
three-part engineering design handbook series on hellcopter engineering. The other two parts are AMCP
706.202, DetailDesign, and AMCP 706-203, Qualtflcation Assurance.
Preliminary design is the initial engineering activity in the development of any new weapon system.
The capability defined by the U.S. Army, first in the
Required Operational Capability (ROC). and then,
more specifically. in a Request for Quotation (RFQ)
or Request for Proposal (RFP). is the basis for the
development of a new system. During preliminary
design the characteristics necessary to provide the
required mission capability are combined with the
characteristics necessary to insure an acceptable cost
of ownerhip. Since these characteristics sometimes
tend to conflict, the preliminary design process comprises many tradeoffs and compromises. offering a
challenge to the creative capability of the contractor's engineering organizations.
Detail design is that portion of the design cycle that
commences upon award of a development contract.
During detail design all subsystems and components
must be defined completely, by specifications and/or
drawings, so that the helicopter can be assembled and
qualified. The requirements unique to the detail design
discussed in AMCP 706-202, while the requirements for qualification are described in AMCP 706-

1
5are

203.
Helicopters are defined, for the purposes of this
handbook, as those aircraft which derive both lift and
propulsive force from a powered rotary wing and have
the capability to hover and to fly rearward and sideward, as well as forward. Existing configurations used
by the Army include a single lifting rotor with an antitorque rotor, and tandem lifting rotors. A compound
helicopter is a helicopter which incorporates fixed-wing
surfaces to partially unload the lifting rotor and/or
additional thrust producing devices. Such devices sup"plement the thrust-producing capability of the lifting
rotor(s).

Army helicopters are classified with respect to the
general mission they are developed to accomplish.
Classes of interest are:
1. Attack Helicopter (AH). A fast, highly maneuverable, heavily armed machine used for combat
fire support and helicopter escort missions. The attack
helicopter may well be a compound vehicle, i.e., with
auxiliary forward propulsion and/or a stub wing used
to unload the main rotor in high-speed flight.
2. Cargo Helicopter (CH). Medium- and heavylift classes that are intended primarily for heavy loadcarrying missions. The loads may be carried internally
or externally. These helicopters generally have a wide
range of center of gravity (CG) travel.
3. Observation Helicopter (OH). A small, light
machine that may be useful for a variety of missions
including surveillance, target acquisition, command

and control, etc. Light armament may be installed.

4. Training Helicopter (TH). A small helicopter
usually with seating only for instructor and studentpilot, or a helicopter of one of the other mission classes
specifically assigned to the training mission.
5. Utility Helicopter (UH). A class that is assigned
a wide variety of missions such as medical evacuation,
transporting personnel, and/or light cargo loads. Speed
and maneuverability are required in order to minimize
vulnerability when operating over hostile territory.
This handbook discusses the design requirements applicable to Army helicopters for all missions under
visual flight rule (VFR) operation, day or night. As
such, the scope of this document has been limited to
cover the basic aerial vehicles. Design requirements for
mission-essential equipment-e.g., weapons, sensors.
cargo-handling equipment-are beyond this scope and
are not discussed, although the helicopter-integral interface requirements for such equipment are included.
The design of power plants, batteries, generators or
alternators, and similar components. are also beyond
the scope of the handbook.
The US Army's mission assignments in land warfare result in an operational environment that is severe.
1-I
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almost infinitely variable, and yet unique. The Army
must be prepared to operate anywhere in the world in
climate that is hot or cold, in atmosphere that is humid
or dry, and on terrain that is rugged or level. The
Army's materiel and equipment, including its helicopters, must be capable of effective performance in any of
these environments. Furthermore, the helicopters must
operate with the combat force, making regular use of
unprepared or rapidly cleared sizes. Servicing and organizational maintenance will be performed in similar
surroundings. The Army helicopter, therefore, must be
sufficiently rugged to perform its mission effectively
under such diverse operating conditions, yet be mechanically simple in order to be maintained easily without specialized facilities and equipment or highly
skilled personnel,
In addition to being able to perform its assigned
mission effectively in a variety of operational environments, the Army helicopter must be designed for safety
and survivability. Safety can be enhanced by design.
Hazards must be identified and appropriate action
taken to minimize both the probability of occurrences
and the consequences of equipment failure and/or human error. Provision must be made for the protection
of personnel following damage to the helicopter
whether as a result of combat-related accidents, or normal peacetime operations. Therefore, as this handbook
is concerned with design and development of helicopters for the U.S.Army, it discusses not only the methods
of providing the performance characteristics essential
to assigned missions, but also those additional design
requirements and characteristics necessary for survivability and safety.
This preliminary design volume is organized in a
functional manner. The design process requires the
coordinated activities of a number of engineering disciplines. In order to facilitate the evaluation of the suitability or adequacy of a given design by specialists in
each applicable discipline, this volume has been arranged to discuss the various disciplines in separate
chapters. The integration of individual mission and design requirements into a complete and coordinated design is treated from two important, but different, points
of view in separate chapters. This document may be
used as a guide for the development and/or review of
a proposed response to a Government solicitation.
In Chapter 2 the definition and determination of
mission effectiveness are discussed. The performance
capabilities must be combined with the availability for
assignment to obtain a meaningful measure of mission
effectiveness. The design alternatives available, meanwhile. permit a given level of effectiveness to be

selection of a candidate design is its cost effectiveness,
with the cost of prime interest being life-cycle cost,
Chapter 3 discusses helicopter performance. Ineluded are the fundamentals of rotary-wing aerodynamics and the inherent relationships between basic
design parameters with specific mission performance
requirements defined. A parametric analysis can be
performed to select or define the geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of the design. With these characteristics known, detailed performance can be calculated
over the entire operational envelope.
Chapter 4 treats st•uctural design. The applicable
design criteria are defined and discussed. The application of these criteria to a given design with specific
performance results in the definition of loads pertinent
to all structural components. The static strength
adequacy of the components is then determined by
stress analysis. A large number of helicopter components are subject to oscillatory or repeated loadings of
sufficient magnitude that fatigue rather than static
strength is the critical structural design consideration.
Methods of fatigue life determination are discussed.
Chapter 5 discusses the dynamics of helicopters. Of
particular concern are the potential instabilities of
those parts of the helicopter-both rotating and nonrotating-that are subject to oscillating loads. Methods
of analysis of the responses of these systems and the
design requirements and techniques for preventing
these instabilities are discussed.
Chapter 6 discusses handling qualities, or those characteristics of the helicopter which result from and depend upon the interrelation between its stability and
control characteristics. Design requirements are defined separately for stability and control, but ýhe intent
is the achievement of flying qualities appropriate to the
assigned mission of the helicopter.
Chapters 7, 8, and 9 discuss the design requirements
pertinent to those subsystems not previously described
in detail that are fundamental to the operation and
performance of the helicopter. These are the drive systern. the power plant and its supporting subsystems.
and secondary power subsystems.
Chapter 10 discusses the subject of weight and balance which is essential to any aircraft. Included are
discussions of weight and balance determination methods and weight control guidelines pertinent to preli,nary design.
Chapter I I discusses maintainability requirements.
Included are those considerations essential during the
design phases to assure maximum maintainability of
the helicopter. Chapter 12 discusses the characteristics
of reliability and availability. Those design considera.

achieved at various levels of cost. The final criterion for

tions and requirements that contribute to the achiee-
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ment of required levels of reliability and availability
also are reviewed.
In Chapter 13 the integrated design is discussed. The
selection of an arrangement and configuration includes
the consideration of all pertinent lesign requirements-whether they pertain to the complte helicop.
ter, the individual subsystem, or the personnel who will
operate and maintain it. The requirements applicable to
the complete helicopter depend upon the assigned mis.
sions and the operational environment, and also upon
"thecapability to be delivered to the assigned duty. Therefore transportability may impose restraints upon operational characteristics or upon the methods of manufacture and assembly oftthe helicopter,
The final chapter (Chapter 14) of this part of the
handbook defines the documentation which may be
required to define the proposed design. A given helicopter program will probably not require all the docu-

mentation listed. The intent of this chapter is to provide
Ltdefinition of the inlrmnation needmi to permtit a de.
tailed eialuation of all possible characteristi.s of a pro.
pxsed d&.sign.
Throughout this volume, the mandatory design requirements have been identified with the contractual
language that makes use of the imperative word
"shall". To assist in the use of this document in the
planning of a helicopter program, the word "shall" has
been italicized in the statement of each such require.
ment.
Since the preliminary design requirements for individual programs may vary from the level of detail
described in this volume, the procuring activity will
specify in its Request for Proposal the extent to which
these requirements are applicable to the design of a
given helicopter.
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CHAPTER 2

MISSION EFFECTIVENESS
2-1

INTRODUCTION

The ultimate measure of the value of a helicopter is
its effectiveness in performing its assigned mission(s).
Until recent years quantitative treatment of the system
value concept usually has resulted in considerable disagreement as to what constitute meaningful measurement criteria and evaluation techniques. The demand
for greater performance and the corresponding escalation of costs, however, have necessitated the development of better, more useful mission effectiveness estimating methodologies.
Although most actual computations normally are
performed as a part of requirements derivation and are
refined further during concept formulation, an understanding of mission effectiveness provides design engineers and program management personnel with essential guidance during preliminary design. Their
technical decisions must reflect careful consideration of
the many parameters and trade-offs that contribute to
the ultimate effectiveness of the resulting helicopter.
This chapter provides the general background information about and discusses the philosophy of the mission effectiveness concept, along with a number of approaches and methodologies used in quantification
thereof. Detailed instructions ;elative to application of
the techniques have been omitted, however, as being
inappropriate for the preliminary design phase and
hence beyond the scope of this handbook. Refs. 1-27
and AMCP 706-191 provide depth of detail with respect to specific analytical methods.

2-2

MILiTARY SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS AND MISSION

EFFECTIVENESS
The helicopter must interface with the other relevant
elements, e.g., combat, logistic (or support), command,
control, and communication subsystems, within the
parent organization or system. In other words, a helicopter must perform its mission as a completely integrated component, providing support for and acting in

conjunction and in balance with associated subsystems
and components. This concept is depicted in Fig. 2-1.
The inputs to the helicopter are figurative rather
than literal in this example; they refer to the requirements and constraints placed upon the vehicle by its
association with the other elements. In a sense, the
helicopter output is its mission performance. This output contributes in part to the overall output of the
parent system, which, in turn, represents mission performance.
Mission effectiveness, then, becomes the measurement of this performance, be it for the parent system
or any of its components. Actually, the component
variables have the same relevance to this larger system
as they do to the subsystem; the primary differences are
the degree and level of definition. Although the subsequent paragraphs are oriented toward the helicopter,
the overall applicability of the concept to weapon system design should be borne in mind.
2-2.1

MILITARY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Military system requirements may emanate from
several sources. Among these sources are:
1. The potential for improved . v'ilities offered
by state-of-the-art advancemewL.
2. Recognized deficiencies based upon operational
experience
3. An identified threat for which no counterthreat
exists
4. Concepts evolved from long-range studies of
postulated future operations and from long-range technical forecasts.
The requirenints normally will specify what types of

missions and levels of performance the system should
be capable of delivering. For example, an observation
helicopter may be required to perform surveillance,
artillery adjustment, command and control, and similar missiuns. In performing these missions, the helicopter should be capable of attaining given levels of range,
speed, and payload for each type of mission. The specification also may require provisions for weapon, sur2-1
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veillance, and/or communication equipment installations,
It is the task of the designer to analyze and assimilate
the specifications and to produce-through technical
skill, trade-offs, and optimization-the system that has
the highest probability of satisfying the military system
requirements at the lowest possible cost (Ref. 1).
2-2.1.1
Operations Research (OR)

1. Mathematical modeling
2. Simulation (manual or automated)
3. War gaming
4. Field experiments
5. Troop testing
6. Cost-effectiveness analysis
7. Human factors analysis and testing

In most instances the development of quantitative
design objectives from the sources lited in par. 2-2.1 is
characterized by a series of broad and highly iterative
analytical studies. The science of operations research
(OR) is one of the principal tools in this effort.
The generalized procedural steps used in OR studies
are:
1.Formulation of the p:oblem
2.
of measures
2. Establishment
Estaierminatiof
measducles ofofeffectiveness
reffetivenesd
3. Denstermitionexercise,
and
collt
io ofs arel
td
4. Construction, exercise, and analysis of a representative model
5. Derivation and interpretation of the solution(s)
6. Verification of the solution(s) by experiment
7. Recommendations and implementation (Refs. 2
.and 3).

Selection of the appropriate technique is dependent to
a large degree upon the nature of the particular problem, the available resources, and the skill and philosophy of the analyst.
In general, OR attempts to project a quantified overview of the entire system so that its sensitivity to the
particular subsystem or component, e.g., the helicopter, can be measured. Estimates of expected mission
performance, requirements for operational and supporting force structures, and system costs are typical
outputs of the analyses.
2-2.1.2

The continual demand for improved performance
capabilities,
which usually translate into increased
complexity with
an attendant growth in total system

Toe actual analytical techniques and methodologies
that are used in each step are far too numerous to
catalog or define here. For example, Step 4 could be
implemented by one or a combination of the following
OR procedures:

"I

IC

Budgetary Considerations

cost, has magnified the importance of budgetary considerations in recent years. The use of cost-effectiveness
methodologies in OR normally allows the projection of
a first-order estimate of the costs necessary to the postulated mission objectives.
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Fig. 2-1. Helicopter as a Subsystem
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is important that the fiscal requirements
SIt
of the
system in question be tempered by the demands of
other systems within the overall military structure. In
turn, the military requirements must be weighed
against other national objectives. In other words, some
degree of balance must be achieved within budgetary
constraints. It is not unusual, therefore, to find that
many desirable proposed military system requirements
must be relaxed or abandoned because of budgetary
considerations. This circumstance forces the establishment of priorities to insure that the essential characteristics of the system are retained without undue degradation of its capabilities.

erable trade-off, iteration, and compromise, even in the
preliminary design phase. The result is the basis for an
optimized configuration that can be translated into
preliminary hardware design.
The next step is to compare the candidate designs in
order to select the one that best appears to meet the
user or military system requirements.
Practical or "real-world" constraints, e.g., cost,
state-of-the-art, threat, and complexities arising from
the .ade-offs associated with hardware design, may
render some of the military system requirements infeasible or incompatible. Provisions must be made to permit re-evaluation, modification, or revisions as neces-

Setting priorities is one of the most critical tasks in
the formulation of military system requirements. The
user must be made to realize that practical constraints
exist. For example, a particular desired capability
might result in severe weight penalties, exceed the current state-of-the-art, or be prohibitively costly. Thus,
the trade-offs must be weighed before a firm statement
of need is finalized. The user should be expected to
temper the statement of requirements accordingly, but
this should not imply a stifling influence upon the ultimate conceptual design. Rather, it demands that sound
bases and rationales be developed tojustify and validate
each of the system requirements. Further, evidence
must be presented to indicate that appropriate interfaces with, and sensitivities of, other systems and the
budget have been analyzed.

sary. Unreasonable adherence to unrealistic or obsolete
requirements eventually may cause serious degradation
of mission effectiveness by unduly compromising the
helicopter.

2-2.2

DESIGN CYCLL

In the preliminary design phase, the user's mission
requirements are translated into a general configuration. The purpose is to determine whether the military
system requirements are obtainable within the constraints of money and state-of-the-art. A degree of risk
or uncertainty usually is present ., new designs. This
risk can be tolerated when the budget will permit adequate supporting research and/or development concurrently.
Corporate design philosophy and experience influence the preliminary design phase to a considerable
extent. Normally, a number of configurations are designed, with each incorporating the proprietary features for which the particular company is noted. In
addition, each design reflects thL. company's interpretation and understanding of the military system requirements and design criteria.
Fig. 2-2 depicts conceptually the manner in which all
elements of a design are brought together to satisfy the
user's requirements. This process is repeated separately
for each proposed configuration and consists of consid-

2-2.3

MISSION-EFFECTIVENESS EQUATION

One standard approach to the problem of measuring
the mission effectiveness of a helicopter is to consider
four primary, measurable factors or variables-three
operational and one economic. The operational factors,
as defined in AMCP 706-134, are mission readines$.
survivability, and overall performance; the economic
variable is cost.
The operational factors are defined as follows (Ref.
5):
1. Mission readiness. A measure of the degree to
which an item is operable and committable at the start
of a particular mission, when the mission is called for
at an unknown (random) point in time.
2. Survivability. A measure of the degree to which
an item will withstand a hostile, manmade environment
without suffering abortive impairment of its ability to
accomplish its designated mission.
. Performance (overall). A measure of how well
an item executes its designated mission, i.e., the output
resulting from the use of the item.
The economic factor, or cost, essentially is an expression of the resources-measured in dollars-required
to design, produce, test, and operate an item during its
life cycle.
The ultimate objective of the design cycle is the optimization of all helicopter system components to maximize the contribution of each factor to mission effectiveness. In this form the objective appears to be
somewhat abstract and difficult to visualize in concrete, quantitative terms. The design phases. however.
demand that mission readiness, survivability, performance. and cost be translated into terms that will guide
2-3
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Fig. 2-2. Configuration Composition and Optimiration (Ref. 4)
the importance of maximizing the contribution of each
factor during design is emphasized.

READINESS

2-2.3.2
MISSION
EFFECTIVENESS

SURVIVABILITY
PERFORMANC

-

Fig. 2-3. Contribution of Operstional Factors to
Mission Effectiveness
the detailed development of a helicopter with maximized mission effectiveness.

Economic Factor

The economic factor, or cost, associated with mission-effectiveness considerations conceptually assumes
the role of a common denomiator that relates the
operational factors. In other words, a specific amount
of mission effectiveness per dollar can be obtained from
the contribution of specific values of mission readiness,
survivability, and performance. Similarly, levels of each
are achieved at a dollar cost, e.g., mission readiness per
dollar, survivability per dollar. This concept is illustrated by Eq. 2-2:
Mission Effectiveness
Dollar

'

(Mission Readiness
Dollar
Survivability

2-2.3.1

Operational Factors

Dollar

The operational factors-mission readiness, survivability, and overall performance-are the primary contributions to mission effectiveness. The relationship
may be visualized by the schematic shown in Fig. 2-3.
Mathematically, this relationship may be illustrated
by the following conceptual, probabilistic equation
Mission Effectiveness =flMission Readiness.
Survivability.
Perfoimancc)

(2-1)

Mission effectiveness is stated as the product of the
factors, each of which can be expressed as a probability
P Each factor must be maximized independently with
respect to the requirements, i.e., P approaches 1. Because in practice the ideal P
I1 can never be reached,
2-4

(2-2)
Do
Here again, the equation is conceptual and cannot
necessarily be quantified. It does illustrate, however,
the necessity of bringing all facets of the design effort
into an overall degree of technical harmony and ecoPerforrnance

nomic balance, so that the end result can be considered
a successful configuration. For example, excessive performance at the expense of mission readiness clearly is
undesirable, especially if the costs of achieving the uncalled-for level of capability are high.
Techniques have been developed that attempt to
bring all of the relevant operational and economic factors into acceptable compatibility. A most useful concept in this regard is the application of the cost-effectiveness methodologies that are detailed in subsequent
paragraphs.

F
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2-3

OPERATIONAL FACTOR
ANALYSIS

,

Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2 are conceptual and somewhat ab.
stract. Each of the operational factors is far too complex and consists of too much detail to be reduced to
such a simplistic mathematical model. Furthermore,
the assumption of independence of terms implicit in
these equations is questionable from a practical viewpoint, e.g., decisions concerning survivability generally
will have considerable effect upon mission readiness
ind performance, and vice versa. Therefore, it is necessary to make a more detailed examination of the operational factors and the relevant subfactors in order to
present a system overview to the helicopter designer.
2

M

N

Iactions

In the broadest sense, mission readiness can be construed to have two separate, identifiable facets. One
may be termed "mission capability" and is defined to
mean a configuration containing all of the equipment
and facilities necessary to allow conduct of the mission(s) for which it was designed. The other facet is
"availability" in the classical sense, i.e., readiness based
upon the operational condition of the configuration.
The designer is concerned primarily with enhancing or
maximizing the availability of specified equipment on
the basis of mission capability requirements.
2-3.1.1

Mission Capability (MC)
Mission capability (MC) refers to those design provi
sions that will permit the helicopter to be available for
specific missions required of the military system. For
example, it may be desirable that the helicopter have
multimission capabilities, such as armed scout and
medical evacuation; provisions for rapid and simplified
conversion from one mission configuration to another
promote readiness of the vehicle to accept new assignments.
Strategic deployability is another example of MC. In
the event that deployment is desired at a distance
beyond the design performance range, provisions either
for rapid disassembly/assembly with maximum dimensions that will permit air transportability or for in-flight
refueling equipment may be required. Note: Ferry
range is a performance factor rather than a mission
readiness factor.
Another aspect of MC might be a requirement for
rapid response. The designer, therefore, must weigh
self-start capability, freedom from extensive preflight
checkout and warmup, etc.

As an MC effectiveness measure, the prohabilistic
approach does not apply. The helicopter either has the
required provision P = I, or it does not, symbolized
as P
0. The only realistic measurement that might
be applied from the MC standpoint, therefore, is time;
i.e., how rapidly can the design provisions be used when
called upon?
If the effectiveness of MC items is to be measured,
the user should endeavor to establish design criteria in
the statement of military system requirements. The use
of OR (par. 2-2.1.1) can assist in setting reasonable
design objectives.
2a
Availability in the classical sense has two primary
subfactors: reliability and maintainability. Reliability,
in turn, is related to mean-time-between-maintenance(MTBMA), which is defined as the total funetioning life, for a particular interval, of an item divided
by the total number of maintenance actions within the
population during the measurement interval. Maintainability is related to mean-time-to-repair (MTTR), and
is defined as the total corrective maintenance time divided by the total number of corrective maintenance
actions during a given period of time (Refs. 5 and 6).
Availability A,therefore, may be derived as a probability from the equation
A

(Reliability. Maintainability)
+ TT "dinmensionless
= MTBMA
MBM
MTBMA + MTTR i

(2-3)

Fig. 2-4 depicts the typical trade-off between reliability and maintainability as it affects availability. It
should be noted that increasing maintainability actually is the inverse of MTTR in this figure. Also, as the
MTBMA, and therefore reliability, are improved for a
given MTTR, the availability increases. Improved
maintainability, or reduced MTTR, also improves
availability (AMCP 706-134).
The designer's task, therefore, is clear-cut- any
means available should be used to improve both subfactors, provided that unreasonable costs or degradation
to the other aspects of mission effectiveness are not
incurred. Where possible, the user should identify minimum limits of acceptable availability for the system as
shown in Fig. 2-4.
Unfortunately, rapid technological advances and the
corresponding demands for greater mission capabilities
and higher levels of performance have resulted in
marked increases in system complexity, i.e., more ele2-5
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The implications of complexity are clear; the greater
the number of components, the higher the probability
of reduced availability. The designer's objective is to
provide the desired levels of mission performance and
other factors without an undue proliferation of subsystems and to provide improved availability through in-

SUBSYSTEMS
2
3

reliability and maintainability.

.creased

.2-3.1.2.1

1

(2-4)

A

SYSTEM X

COMPONENTS

A., dimensionless

system availability,
dimensionless
= subsystem availability,
dimensionless
Theoretically, the subsystem availability could be comas a function of the component availability

CURVES OF -4

SAVAI

A43

where

*--*.

1

0.50

2

Reliability

"Reliability may be defined as the probability that an
item will perform satisfactorily for a specified period of
time when operated under prescribed conditions (Ref.
6). In a sense, reliability is a measure of the deviation
of an item from perfection; i.e., a perfect item would
never fail and, thus, would have a reliability probability
of P = 1. The usual history of failure rates is shown
_____in

Fig. 2-6. After initial debugging during the develop-

ments, which may result in losses in availability (Ref.

mental test period, the failure rate for a given item
tends to stabilize at a constant level until the item
approaches the end of its designed lifetime, when the
failure rate increases duir to wearout. During the period
of normal useful life, the failure rate is relatively constant and occurs by chance.
Generally. as operational time or complexity of an

6). The proliferation of subsystems, components, etc.,

itenm increases, the failure rate becomes exponential.

is illustrated in Fig. 2-5. This illustrative breakdown
could be extended to the most basic element.
System X is composed of a series of subsystems, with
each subsystem comprising a series of components,
which in turn involve a series of basic elements. The
overall system availability is computed as the product
of each subsystem iwvailability (assuming independent

The complexity relationship is shown in Fig. 2-7
(Refs. 4 andf8).
The relationship between reliability R. failure
rate. and mean.time-betweeu-failures (MTBF). (Ref.
7). is given by:

Fig. 2-5. Illustration of System Complexity

R(t)

A, for simplicity).
2-6
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where

where

t = time, hr
X = failure rate = I/MTBF, hr'
The effect of complexity upon a system is cumulative-dependent upon the collective reliabilities of its
subsystems and components-in the same mannur as
for availability (Eq. 2-4).

R, = subsystem relia;';,ty,
dimensionless
X, = subsystem failure rate, hr""
A, = system failure rate, hrR, = system reliability, dimensionless
The prediction of reliability for a system actua'!y is
a far more complex process than Eqs. 2-5, 2-6, and 2.7
would indicate. The implications of Eq. 2-7, however,
are clear; the designer must maximize the degree of

R

R=

e-x\t

e2

*-

*3t

e--nt

(2-7)

71
Sdown.

reliability of each subsystem to achieve satisfactory
overall system reliability.
The user, too, has the burden of establishing deflnitive reliability design objectives as a part of the military
system requirements. Tre problem is basically one of
balancing the cost of achieving the desired level of
reliability against the costs and effects of failing to perform an assigned mission because of in-service breakThe trade-offs are exceedingly difficult in that all

,d

potential operational applications and operating environments must be considered.
In order to satisiy established reliability require-

I

I,

Ssponse

COMPLEXITY

Fig. 2-7. Reliability as a Funwtion of Complexity
(Ref. 7)

ments, the designer must optimize his reliability rein terms of weight, size, and cost. To assist in
this process, he may select one or more of the reliability
design techniques listed in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 indicates that most techniques involve a
weight penalty. The net result of increased system
weight, especially when applied to helicopters, is an
adverse effect upon weight-sensitive performance factors such as payload, range, and speed. Degradation of
performance may lead in turn to reductions in helicop2-7
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ter survivability. This points up again the necessity for
considering all elements of a system during design.
The quest for increased reliability continues far
beyond the development of the first prototype. inprovements are sought throughout the service life of
the system, up to the point at which improvements no
longer are cost-effective. A continuing reliability pro-

in determining system availability (Eq. 2-6). is a mea,ure of maintenance effectiveness and i, defined as, a
characteristic of design and installation expressed a%
the probability that an item will be retained in. or re.
,,to.
a spccitid .ondition within a ,ivcn peiod ol
time when the maintenance is performed in accordance
with prescribed procedures and resources (Ref. 5).

gram has other beneficial aspects as well. It provides:

Maintainability is related to the term MTTR (Ref. 6).

1. A check on the accuracy of the initial design
requirements, assumptions, decisions, and predictive
techniques2
2.Anmpirical deesign
3. A technique for improving initial design shortcomingsA

These definitions indicate the impact of maintenance
considerations upon military operations. First, success
in performing an assigned mission, i.e., mission effectiveness, is a function of maintainability: for example.
a reconnaissance helicopter requiring excessive maintenance may miss vital time-sensitive mission objectives
due to downtime. Second, ill-designed maintenance
concepts lead to intolerable costs during the life cycle
of the system. Third, faulty maintenance design provisions have tremendous impact upon the entire logistic
support and technician training systems, requiring
greater spare part sxockage and distribution and the
training of greater numbers of personnel (AMCP 706134).

The mechanisms for establishing and operating a reliability improvement program should be planned as an
integral part of the helicopter system life cycle,
Maintainability
2-3.1.2.2
Maintenance is defined as all actions necessary for
retaining an item in, or restoring it to, a specified condition. Maintainability, the companion term of reliability

TABLE 2-1
SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY DESIGN TECHNIQUES
DESCRIPTION

TECHNIQUE

REDUNDANCY

DERATING

USES PARALLEL OR MULTIPLE
SUBSYSTEMS 'COMPONENTS TO
PERFORM SOME TASK FUNC TION.

ADVANTAGES
ASSURES CONTINUITY OF OPERATION IN THE EVENT 01- A SUB
SYSTEM ( OMPONENT FAILURE.

IS THE NORMAL OPERATION OF OPERATES SIGNIFICANTLY BELOW DESIGNED STRESS LEVELS.
SUPSYSTEMS 'COMPONENTS
CONSIDERABLY BELOW MAX
[MUM DESIGN OUJTPUT CAPABILITY

DISADVANTAGES
INCREASES:
1. SYSTEM COMPLEXITY
2. MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
3. SIZE AND WEIGHT
LESSENS OPERATING EFFICIENCY. INCREASES SIZE AND
WEIGHT PER DEGREE OF OUTPUT iv.g., Ih.'hp)

USES INSTALLED MONITORING DEVICES TO SENSE INCIPIENT FAILURES

WARNS OF POSSIBLE FAILURE
BEFORE OCCURRENCE

INVOLVES COST OF MONITOR
EQUIPMENT REQUIRES SPECIALIZED MAINTENANCE OF MONITORS.

UTILIZES TIME-PROVEN COMPONENTS IN LIEU OF NEW
DEVELOPMENTS.
UTILIZES EXTRA SAFETY MARGINS IN AREAS O7 STRESS.

REDUCES CHANCE OF FAILURE
DURING BREAKIN PERIOD LESS EXPENSIVE
PROVDES ADDITIONAL ASSURANCE OF FAILURE - FREE OPERATION

OLDER COMPONENTS MAY NOT
BE AS EFFICIENT - INCREASED
WEIGHT.
MIGHT INCUR A WEIGHT PENALTY.

COMPONENT

REFINES DESIGN BY ITERATION, i.-.. TESTING COM-

PROVIDES MORE ASSURANCE
OF RELIABLE INSERVICE OP-

TESTING MAY NOT DUPLICATE
ALL INSERVICE OPERATING

DEVELOPMENT

PONENT, THEN REDESIGN

ERATION.

CONDITIONS ENVIRONMENTS
INCREASES TIME, COSTS REQUIRED.

PROMOTES EASE OF SERVICING/ROUTINE MAINTENANCE.

EXTENDS LIFE OF COMPONENTS'
ITEMS, THUS ENHANCING RELIABI LITY.

INCREASES TIME, LABOR REQUIRED.

SERVICING

DIAGNOSTIC
AIDS

CONSERVATIVE
DESIGN
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TABLE 2-2
SUMMARY OF MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
tEHNILF

AC[C'ESSIS-LITw

\IIt'-\TN".

IVERCwA\6EABIL!TY

SAFETý

SIMLIF CATION

ST-%NDARDIZATION

ITION

IMPLICATION

A 'EASL'RE or THE RELATIVE EASE OF ADMISSION TO THE VARIOUS AREAS OF AN
I TEi 'REF. 2 *

HIGH ACCESSIBILITY, V\HICH ALLOWS FOR MORE
RAPID CHECKING, SLRVICING, REMOVALAND
REPLACEMFNI , LOWERING OF MTTA.

ADEOQATE 'IARKING 01- ITE.IS. PARIS,
F.Tt.,T(1 LACILITA'E REPAIR AND RE•LACEME%? REI:. I .iTTR.

REDUCTION OF CIRCUIT TRACING AND RELATING ITEMS 10 INSTRUCTIONS. LO'E.'INu 0)
PROMOTIONOF SAFETY,

ABILITN TO SUBSTITUTE FUNCTIONALLY
AND 'OR H'NYSICAL
LN L INEITE'.I FOR
DEFECTIVE ITEM.

ABILITY TO REPLACE ITEMS V.ITHOUT DIFFICULTY;
LOI'.ER MTTR.

PROVIS!ON OF BUILTIN SAFETY PRECAUTIONS TO rEDLUCE SERVICE
REPAIR RISKS.

MORE UNDIVIDED ATTENTION TO TASK BY
TECHNICIAN.

REDUCTION IN THE DEGREE OF COMPLEXITY
PRESENT IN SVSTEI SUBSYSTEM.

FE\`ER MAINTENANCE TASKS TO PERFORM.
LOWER MTTR (ALSO IMPROVED RELIABILITY,

ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES
To ACHIEVE THE GREATEST PRACTICAL

REDUCTION OF NONSTANDARD ITEMS AND
BURDEN ON LOGISTIC SUPPORT.

UNIFORMITY,

UNITIZATION
AND
\IODUI.ARIZATION

IMPROVED
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
Ref AMCP 706-134

PACKAGING OF DIFFICULT-10 MAINTAIN
OR UNMAINTAINABLE COMPONENTS FOR
EASY REMOVAL AND REPI ACEMENT;
RELATED TO INTERCHANGEABILITY AND
STAND ARDIZATION.

REDUCTION OF REPAIR TIME IN FIELD. THUS
PERMITTING RAPID TURNAROUND.

USE O
'QUICK-TO IJSE" FASTENERS
TRANSPARENT PANELS BETTER LLIBRICANTS ETC.

REDUCTION OF SERVICE TIME OR REQUIREMENT
TO SERVICE.

The prime responsibility for reducing maintenance
requirements lies with the system designer because features that significantly enhance maintainability must
be incorporated into the design at the outset. Improvements introduced after fabrication, especially on complex systems, have only marginal or diminishingly effective results when measured against the efforts
expeded

Ref.9).Because

performance--can bring about measurable improvements in and savings for the entire military system.
2-3.2

SURVIVABILITY

A
equation (Eq. 2-1) is survivability which for purposes
of primary conof this equation
wasaccomplishment
defined in par. is2-2.3.'
mission

Some of the principal maintainability design considerations available to the system designer are summarized in Table 2-2.
The complex and important subject of maintainabilpurpose of

cern, it follows that protection of the lives and wellbeing of the crew and of the mission-sensitive equipment (fire controls, sensors, etc.) is mandatory. Also, if
the
concept
ofhelicopter,
mission effectiveness
the
a single
only fo~rover
rather than extends
of the
lifetime

designer's successful application of maintainability
techniques can have an impact far beyond that of pure
mission effectiveness. A helicopter system that reduces
spare mparechartinic-tooles,
S
part inventories, that
thatr canequi
be service:! with ordiospecalwized
nary mechanic-tools, that requires nspecialzed support equipment, and that requires no additional personnel with specialized training-all without sacrificing

1 The term survivability, from the mission-r'cctit cness point otf
view, should not be confused with "crash stir%iiliu'i
"'crishworthiness" considerations. Although "crash suiivihahilitv" is a
vital factor in helicopter design. and normally is includcd as a
portion of the survivability program during declopmcnt. it doec.s
riot contribute directly to mission effectiveness, Ft-rwhcrmorc.
quantitative treatment, if possible. is ijc:osistcrit uith the hlasic
approach to mission effectiveness.

ity is discussed at length in Chapter 11. The
introducing the subject here is to emphasize that the
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sortie, any design feature that might prolong system
usefulness by minimizing incurred damage must be
considered. For purposes of discussion, those aspects Of
survivability having to do with combat Invironments
will be referred to as "vulnerability".
Two primary aspects of vulnerability must be consid.
ered from the design point of view: (1) the avoidance
of detection by hostile forces, and (2) the minimization
of the possibility that crippling or catastrophic failure
will be induced by hostile fire.
Existing design techniques and devices can reduce
vulnerability; however, resultant effectiveness must be
measured through interaction with a predicted threat
environment, e.g., hostile defensive sensors and weapons, or weather,
Detection avoidance involves reduction of the helicopter signature in order to render the vehicle less noticeable to enemy sensors, both human and electronic.

Several types of signatures are common to helicopters
-acoustics, infrared (IR) radiation, and radar. Engineering design techniques have been developed that
mitigate the undesirable effects of each type of signsture (see Chapters 8 and 13); however, these techniques
usually result in some loss of performance and/or a
weight penalty. For example, a typical IR suppression
device for a helicopter power plant might cool the exhaust duct and provide shielding to restrict the hostile
viewing angle of the sensor. The penalties associated
with such a device for a 1500-hp gas turbine engine
might be as much as 50 Ib, and could cause a loss of
more than 2% in shaft horsepower. While the penalty
seemingly is small, it should be accepted only after
careful consideration of alternatives,
Under some conditions, both static and dynamic,
lnonreflective treatments for
windscreens and curved suirfaces may be specified to
reduce the possibility of visual acquisition. There normally is a relatively minor weight penalty associated
with these treatments.
The ability to operate a helicopter at extremely low
altitudes, i.e.. nap-of-the-earth, is another means of
avoiding detection. This technique normally demands
a high degree of maneuverability and excellent flight
handling qualities, both of which are performance subfactors. This type of operation presents difficulties in
navigation and in the avoidance of unforeseen obstructions. In some types of operations these difficulties can
be allayed by using specialized navigation devices and

be employed to reduce system vulnerability. Maneuverability (the ability to take rapid evasive action), the use
of suppression-fire or counterfire, and the use of electronic countermeasures are typical active measures.
Various design techniques can be employed to
reduce the vulnerability of a helicopter to hostile fire.
Providing armor and shielding for the crew and for
certain critical components is a highly effective means,
but one that imposes major weight penalties. Redundant or backup subsystems and components, especially
those that are separated widely within the structure,
prevent catastrophic loss when severe battle damage is
received by one system (see Chapters 9 and 13). Multipie load path design prevents immediate or progressive
failure due to impact by distributing loads in other
parts of the structure. An analogous technique is the
use of ballistic-resistant components, e.g., bell cranks
or rods that deform but do not fail when struck by
fragments or high velocity debris. Self-sealing fuel cells
and fire-retardant materials are other preventive measurea (Refs. I and 12).
c
The degree to which vulnerability reduction capabilities should be incorporated into a design must be specifled by the user in the military system requirements.
Achieving balance among the available alternatives is
an extremely difficult trade-off task. Where significant
design differences exist, among alternatives, however, it
is possible to obtain some measure of the melative vulnerability of each design by inserting each into models
of threat environments. These models essentially are
combat scenarios representing possible situations in
which the helicopter might be expected to operate.
Based upon empirical data and theoretical calculations,
in evaluation of the relative vulnerability is possible.
This technique is satisfactory, provided the threat etyvironment is recognized to be artificial and may have
little or no relevance to the eventual operating situation.
PERFORMANCE

2-3.3

Basically, performance is the output of a system. In
the mission-effectiveness equation (Eq. 2-1), the performance factor is essentially a Figure of Merit in
probabilistic form, representing an assessment of the

terrain following/avoidance equipment, but this equip-

relative worth of system output during the conduct of

ment imposes a weight penalty and increases system
complexity (Ref. 10).

assigned tasks. The performance factor also may be
considered as an overall indication of capabilities: i.e..

Once the helicopter has been detected by an enemy,
a combination of both active and passive measures can

the performance levels that are expected to be achieved
when the system is committed to a missioni.
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2-3.3.1

Performance Requirements
Until the early 1960s, the overall performance
capabilities of helicopters were relatively limited. Technological improvements-including reduction of para.
sitic drag, improved rotor systems, auxiliary propul.
sion, and lighter weight structures and engines-have
resulted in considerable growth in almost all aspects of
helicopter operational capability. Figs. 2-8 and 2-9 depict the improvements achieved in cruise speed and the
reductions made in structural weight (Ref. 13).
The increase in the spectrum of obtainable performance has had a major impact upon military planning..
Whereas, in the past, use of helicopters for certain missions was considered impossible because of performance deficiencies, new operational applications such as
attack and heavy-lift missions now have become feasible. It is possible today to optimize configurations for
particular classes of missions, rather than to use the one
300
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[iCertain

parameters are extremely sensitive to mission
e.g., design-limit speed is an important parameter
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the attack mission but of little value to the heavy-lift
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helicopter, and maneuverability may be significant to
attack and light observation missions but of lesser

Fig. 218. Trends in Helicopter Cruise Speeds (Ref.
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capability from the configuration.
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importance to the utility mission.
To augment the statement of requirements, the user
may devise a mission profile (or several profiles for
multimission capabilities) to assist the designer. A mission profile essentially is a synthesized scenario representative of
possible
the helicopter
to
Fig.the
2-10
depictsfunctions
a hypothetical
mission is
profor a heavy-lift mission. The mission normally is
designed to extract the maximum desired performance

Trile

S---

Fig.

The statement of performance criteria evolves during

minimum acceptable levels of performance for each
flight parameter that is significant for the mission class.

00

S0

1. Identification of the classes of missions that lend
themselves effectively to helicopter applications; e.g..
attack, observation, utility tactical transport, and
heavy-lift
2. Identification of the significant operational
parameters for each class of` mission
3. Statements of minimum acceptablt performance for each class of mission
4. Statements of priorities to be considered in conduct of performance parameter trade-off analyses
5. Statements of requirements for mission augmenting/enhancing equipmenw to be installed; e.g.,
weapons, fire control systems, sensors, cargo-handling
equipment, and navigation and communication equipment.
the formulation of the military system requirements
2-2.1). Normally, the criteria take the form of

I

__"_._--

or two available helicopter types for the entire range of
applications as used to be the practice
To take advantage of increased performance
capabilities, it has become necesary for the usr to be
highly specific and definitive with respect to:

.

2-3.3.2
.

.has

I

Fig. 2-9. Trend of Structural Weights for
Helicopters (Ref. 13)

'.

Performance Effectiveness

Traditionally, the performance of helicopter systems
been described in terms of standard flight parameters, e.g.. speed, rate of climb, range. and payload. With
respect to military applications, however, the trend has
been toward the establishment of more operationall.
oriented measures such as productivity. target acquisition and engagement capabilities, and maneuverability.
The latter terms are quantified by manipulating the
aforementioned flight parameters according to mission
2-11
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profiles (par. 2-3.3) or by inserting the candidate configuration into complex simulations.
As mentioned previously, the flight parameters are
dependent upon, and extremely sensitive to, the intended class(es) of mission(s). In some instances the
entire design may be established on the basis of a single
mission performance requirementt e.g., the heavy-lift
mission may specify the vertical lift of a specific weight
at 4000 ft altitude, 95"F, out-of-ground effect. Although details may vary during the parametric analysis, such a requirement probably will fix the amount of
installed power and the general size and configuration
of the helicopter system (Ref. 14). The designer must
analyze each mission and military system requirement
to determine the critical design parameters. This step
"ishis point of departure.
Certain functionally oriented aspects of performance
effectiveness, e.g., target ac ,isition and engagement
capabilities, do not lend themselves to direct measurement. Regardless of the inherent and augmented
capabilities of the helicopter, its ultimate effectiveness
really is dependent upon the hostile environment
---enemy battlefield array, organization, deployed offensive and defensive equipment, and battle plans. The
enemy disposition only can be hypothesized from the
best available intelligence. Considerable abstraction or
deviation from available data may be necessary or
desirable. If suitable enemy arrays can be constructed,
it is possible to insert the helicopter or groups of helicopters represented by the inherent and augmented
performance parameters into computer simulation
models of varying degrees of complexity. Various techniques exist for treating significant unknown variables,
Monte Carlo techniques (successive comparisons of

-T

To
T,
T
T,
T4
T,
T,,
T,

computed or input probabilities with series of random
numbers) commonly are used. but techniques also have
been developed for providing complete distributions of
possible results without recourse to Monte Carlo meth.
ods. The parametric approach cau be used in cases in
which some semblance of boundary condition% is
known (Rer. 1).
This type of simulation process provides an assessment of the probability that targets can be acquired and
engaged under certain sets of design conditions, This
information not only is helpful in evaluating performance, but also can be used in design trade-off analyses.
The designer may employ user-supplied profiles to
assist in the optimization of candidate configurations.
When the user has specified the installation of performance-enhancing equipment, the designer may resort
to sophisticated simulations (computer models) to determine maximum expected effectiveness. From such
techniques it should be possible to derive a probabilistic
Figure of Merit representative of the value of the particular configuration.
Another technique used to evaluate performance factors is an item-by-item comparison of each candidate
configuration. Both the designer and the user normally
employ some matrix of this type in their respective
evaluations. Where significant differences in parameter
levels exist, the selection often is easy. It would be
assumed that a configuration having the highest levels
for each parameter would provide the best overall level
of performance (Ref. 4). Problems arise, however,
when the order changes from one parameter to
another, and/or when the differencs in performance
level are small. For example, Configuration A may
have a 3% advantage in payload over Configuration B,

AMBIENT CONDITIONS
4000 It
95 F

START ENGINES AT BASE
VERTICAL TAKEOFF WITH MAXIMUM FUEL AND CREW
CLIMB TO CRUISE ALTITUDE a FEET
FLY d, MILES AND LAND TO TAKE ON FULL, EXTERNAL PAYLOAD OF Y TONS
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
FLY d, MILES AND HOVER OUT-OF-GROUND EFFECT, DISCHARGE PAYLOAD
RETURN TO BASE
LAND WITH I MINUTES FUEL RESERVE
NOTE REPRESENTATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OR STATE OF OPERATION MUST
BE STATED.q , CRUISE AT 99". AIRSPEED FOR BEST RANGE.

Fig. 2-10. Representative Mission Profile, Heavy-lift Helicopter
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The elements of an economic analysis are:
1. Statements of the design objective and of the
effectiveness measures to be used to determine accomplishment of the objective
2. Specification of the candidate means (alternamight be accomplished
tives) by which the objective costs
associated with the
3. Measurements of the

engine. In general, an increase in ton-mile performance
is attained for a given engine only with increasing ,•phistication of airframe design e.g., drag reduction or
lighter weight structure , which, of course, is reflected
in higher costs.
Note that the information given in Fig. 2-1 1 is insufficient to allow a specific design choice to be made until
a criterion is applied. Some knowledge of what level of
performance actually is needed must be incorporated.
Thus. if a fixed effectiveness level of 5000 ton-miles of
cargo-carrying capability is considered sufficient, a de.
sign using Engine A clearly would be less expensive
than a design using Engine B to attain the same 5000ton-mile capability. On the other hand. if a fixed effectiveness level of at least 7000 ton-miles of capability is
required, only a configuration that uses Engine B can
the requirement.
,neet
Consider
also the adjustment of the fixed cost criterion level in determining the final choice. For example,
if $5 billion initially is considered a reasonable fixed
cost to the Army for a cargo helicopter fleet, then a cost
approximating $6 billion using Engine B also should be
considered because this alternative offers a substantial
increase in cargo transport capability over that attainable from either the Engine A or B designs at the $5

potential use of each candidate means
4. A set of relationships (a model) that relates the
cost of each candidati means to its corresponding effec-

One additional criterion, dominance, is valid equally
for decisionmaking. This is the rare but preferred situation in which one design always is more effective than

tivenessalI
5.iAvcrieriooctall

5. A criterion or criteria with which alternatives
are compared and upon which selection may be made.

other choices at all cost levels.
Further treatment of criterion forms is found in Refs.
17 and 18.

Further discussion of the elements of an economic
analysis are contained in Refs. 15 and 16.

2-4.4

while B may be 2% faster than A.Thus, unless the user
can indicate a priority of importance for each required
parameter. the comparison method may be of marginal
salue.

2-4
2-4.1

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
GENERAL

This paragraph discusses the use of economic analysis. often termed cost-effectiveness analysis, as an aid in
design trade-off decisionmaking. Elements of an economic analysis are presented, along with detailed discussions of criteria cost concepts, cost estimation, and
the use of simulation models in economic analysis.
2-4.2

2-4.3

ELEMENTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

FORMS OF CRITERIA

Normally, a fixed effectiveness or fixed cost form of
criterion is established first, and then the sensitivity of
the fixed level upon the most promising choices is examined. A fixed effectiveness criterion would minimize
the cost to attain a given effect. A fixed cost criterion
would maximize the effectiveness attainable at a fixed
cost.
Fig. 2-11 presents continuous plots of effectiveness
versus cost of ownership for two versions of a cargo
helicopter design, where the objective is to choose between two alternative engines,
The measure of effectiveness is the payload range
capability, defined as the maximum ton-miles attainable at the best-range speed. Each curve on the chart
represents a continuous lockis of points, with each point
being a single airframe design configuration for a given

billion level.

t

V

A,

COST ANALYSIS

This discussion provides the designer with a basic
introduction to cost concepts, methods of cost estimations, and the role of cost estimation in the decision
process.
The term "cost analysis" means many things. Foi
the purposes of this handbook, cost analysis shall be
concerned with the resources (usually expressed in dollars) required to design, produce, and operate Army
helicopters. The results of such analyses. together with
effectiveness, will aid designers in arriving at design
trade-off decisions.
Cost analyses developed during a concept design
phase normally are less accurate than those developed
in a system procurement or operational phase. The
reason is that planning, or design, involves projections
for programs that reach further into the future and are
specified less clearly than are prograrmming or budgeting actions. In general, a far higher degree of uncer2-13
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tainty in cost data can be tolerated in design planning
than would be acceptable in the later phases. Recognition of this fact is important to both the designer and
the cost analyst in selecting an appropriate level of
detail and precision to be applied in design decisions.
Two major sources of uncertainty exist in cost analy-

Ref. 20 presents a technique for quantitatively evaluating the impact of uncertainty in cost analysis.

sis:

competing designs is life cycle cost, which is the summation of all expenditures required from conception of
a system until it is phased out of operational use. The
life cycle cost (also termed total system cost or "cradleto-grave" cost) of an Army helicopter may be divided
into the following time-phased parts: research and de-

1. Inadequate or inaccurate specification of the
system being costed
2. Statistical inaccuracies in the cost-estimating relationships (CERs).
Cost estimates characteristically err on the low side,
often underestimating total system costs by factors of
tota sysem
b facors
two or more. Post-examination of several sets of program cost estimates (Ref. 19) has shown that the major
rearon for underestimation is a significant change in
system specification. Thus, the system subjected to cost
analysis is quite unlike the system that eventually is
procured and enters the Army inventory. This fact
should not discourage the designer from using costs to
aid his decisions regarding design approaches, however. The important consideration in the use of cost in
decisionmaking is that all data used to aid a given
decision must be attained consistently and arrayed on
a comparative basis. Thus, decisions made upon the
basis of such data are valid within the context in which
they are made. They will, in most cases, remain so for
a given system even where other system factors change.

" ,

U,

Cost Concepts
2-4.4.1
2-4.4.1.1
Life Cycle Cost
One cost concept generally used to select among

velopment, initial investment, and annual operating

costs. Another way of dividing these costs is into nonrecurring and recurring expenditures. Briefly, these
re.uring arecurrined as fhese
categories are defined as follows:
1. Nonrecurring:
a. Research and development. Includes all costs
of hardware, engineering, test, and other activities necessary to qualify a system for use
b. Initial investment. Inclhdes all costs of producing an item and procuring the operating
personnel necessary for its use by the Army.
2. Recurring:
a. Operations. Includes all costs-such as fuel,
operations, personnel, replacement, and train.
ing-of operating the system throughout its
service life
b. Maintenance. Includes all costs of spares, re-
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pair parts, maintenance personnel, etc., required to maintain a system in operational
readiness,
For example, this cost concept might be used to aid
selection of one from among two or more competing
helicopter engines. Given equal survivability, availability, and performance factors, a determination would be
made of which engine installation offers the least life
cycle cost to the Army for a selected service life.
The designer should be.warned, however, that use of
the life cycle cost concept involves some difficulties,
The first is the magnitude of the task of assembling
sufficient historical data on similar systems and force
structures to generate meaningful cost-estimating relationships for the new system concept. Such a task requires extensive and continual effort in data collection,
analysis, and update. A second problem area, institutional constraints, involves the difficulty experienced
by groups other than top-level Army agencies in obtaining access to relevant and sometimes sensitive historical information with which to assemble an adequate
cost data bank. Finally, there is the problem of the
perspective of the cost analysis organization; e.g., a
private contractor cannot be faulted for displaying
more concern for initial costs (the contractor's price to
the Army), in the face of competition, than for the
Army's costs of operating and maintaining the deliveted item.
2-4.4.1.2
Incremental Cost
The concept of incremental cost involves the comparative use of the increment (difference) in costs between alternatives. This amounts to a "top-of.theiceberg" analysis and eliminates the need for the large
effort required for a total system cost comparison,
Thus, for example, if all engines being considered as
candidates for a helicopter design already were qualifled fully, the prior incurred R&D costs would not need
to be considered in the selection process because there
is no way to recover prior expenditures ("sunk" costs).
By the same token, if all engines had demonstrated that
they essentially were equal in maintenance factors,
there likewise would be no reason to convert this information to dollar costs because the impact would be the
same for each engine choice. In other words, the designer need use only costs that differ among the engines, e.g., initial procurement costs and annual operating costs. The total difference would allow the analyst
to rank the engines in terms of incremental costs. For
example, the incremental 10-yr Cost of Ownership for
a 2000-engine fleet, assuming a baseline cost for Engine
A. might be baseline cost plus $40 million for Engine

B, and baseline cost minus $95 million for Engine C,
where there is no need to evaluate the baseline cost in
absolute terms.
Although it can be argued that such data provide no
basis for determining the total cost of any of the pro.
gram choices, nor do they give any indication of percentage differences among alternatives, it also can be
argued that, in the absence of any better information,
the incremental cost information can aid a selection
among alternatives. Forms of selection criteria are discussed in par. 2-4.3.
2-4.4.1.3

Real Resource Utilization

Cost analysis also could be called 'resource analysis" because it involves the estimation of the resource
implications of alternative courses of action. Resource
utilizations may be expressed in terms such as maintenance hours per flight hour, pounds of fuel consumed
per flight hour, or number of quality control inspections required per component assembly. The utility of
such measurements should not be ignored in making
design decisions. The need to convert such physical
resource measurements into dollar costs arises out of
the desirability of putting differing resource measurements into commensurate terms as a basis for weighing
the relative importance of each. The potential consumption of resources, expressed as dollar costs, allows
unlike resource uses to be compared or totaled: a dollar
consumed for fuel is equal in value to a dollar consumcd to pay a mechanic. In this way, the designer ca
make comparative and unbiased choices among re
source expenditures.
In some cases, however, the analyst will encountei
physical resources that are constrained by other thar.
dollar costs and that cannot be expressed meaningfully
in dollar terms. Such a constrained resource might be
the production capacity of an existing manufacturing
facility. Management business risk decisions. insufficient time to build new facilities, or similar factors may
exclude a given design alternative, even if no explicit
limitation is placed upon dollar resources.
Another example is the consideration of the value of
human life during a survivability trade-off study. The
value of human life is not conmmensurate with other
resource measurements and. hence, its %aluecannot be
expressed in terms of payment of survivor benefits, or
the costs of training and travel of replacement personnel. While dollar costs consumed for such activities are
commensurate in every way with other dollar costs.
their use would tend to mask the implications of the
trade-off of human lives for dollars.
2-15
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2-4.4.1.4
Joint Costs
Joint costs are generated when more than one system
uses a specific resource. Normally, joint resources are
t hose involved in the functions of command or support.
Joint costs that can be considered as "overhead" may
be classified as either fixed or variable. The use of fixed
joint resources does not change with the systems or
organizations using them; as a result, no incremental
costs need be allocated to the system designs being
compared. Variable joint costs, on the other hand, occur when a change in the system design results in
changes in the joint resource requirements or uses. As
such, an appropriate proportion of the change in the
incremental variable joint cost properly should be allocated to the change in system design,
An example of such an unequal allocation of incremental joint costs in a design trade-off analysis is the
difference in the number of support-services personnel

penditures to be made in later years.
6. Indirect cost. Not identified with the unit or
system that generates it. Indirect costs are joint costs:
i.e., they reflect the use of resources that support more
than one unit or system.
7. Investment cost. Nonrecurring costs required to
take a systemn from the developmental stage to operating capability within a force. These consist of costs for

necessary to support the maintenance personnel required by a fleet of one helicopter model versus a fleet
of another design that requires fewer maintenance peromaintain an equal level of availability.

initial procurement of the system and initial training.
and allowances for mair-tenance and combat parts inventory.
8. Operating cost. Recurring cost required to keep

Other Cost Concepts
2-4.4.1.5
Additional cost concepts, such as discounted costs
and time-phased costs, routinely ar, ecountered in
is unlikely
force structure and programs. How.
'r design
that they will be needed while anal vzi•,
with
d delit.
trade-off planning. Concept-,
which the cost analyst sh lu e tamiliar
m.d by dividingr
I. Amortized costs.
costs by the estimated service life of the system,
2. Constant dollar cost. A cost whose value
throughout time may be affected by inflation or deflation, but these effects are segregated. The cost is
"frozen" in time and expressed in dollars of a particular

a system in an active force.
9. Opportunity cost. Cost of resources consumed

3. Direct cost. That cost related solely to the system that generates it. This term often is used to distinguish operating unit costs from support costs (see item
6).
4. Discounted cost. U. *to show the time preferencc for postponed commitments to expenditures. Discounted cost also may be termed present cost and is
obtained by the formula
P

= C ( l + r)-m . dollars

(2-8)

where
PC

present value of cost, dollars

C

cost at end oftn time periods,
dollars.,

M

-hr ,ftim,..periods.
oniess
i'nn rate (expressed
lecimal) per time period.
dim,,ensionless

Inflated
cost. That presen-ay
which uses anestimatef
estimated inat 5.
fator tosincreae
infiatonfctorto
ra-ease present-dayv estimate,,
of ex-

in following one course of action and, therefore, unavailable to any alternative course of action.
10. Price. The dollar amount paid to a seller. The
price is only part of the cost to the buyer because the
buyer also must pay the cost of ownership.
11. Residual value. The estimated current worth of
remaining assets when a system is removed from the
active inventory (also termed salvage value).
2-4.4.2
Cost Estimation
This paragraph defines cost-estimating relationships
(CER)
describes
howobjective
they areis obtained
the
purposesand
they
serve. The
to supply and
the design engineer with sufficient knowledge to judge the
value and individual validity of CERs as aids in making
design trade-off decisions. A discussion of the statistical analysis techniques used to derive these relationships is beyond the scope of this handbook.
A CER may be defined as a statement of how the
costs of a system are influenced by changes in one or
more variables of that system.
In certain cases, a simple factor type of CER may be
possible. For example, in estimating fuel consumption
costs, a simple multiplier can be apr lied to the number
of pounds of fuel consumed to obtain the annual cost
of fuel. Quite often, however, CERs can become far
more complex, especially where an interdependency
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cxists hetween the number and size of engines selected
)or use on a single helicopter and the cost of mainte,nance of that vehicle.
2-4.4.2.1
Data Development
The most fundamental step in deriving cost-estimating relationships is the collection of data related to
current models used in operations and environments
similar to those for which the new design is being pro-

'
.

'

,"

cured. Historical records are the most common source

of such data. Other data are obtained from tests and
specially designed field experiments.
Two types of data are collected. First is the information that defines the dependent variable. i.e., costs of
various operations. Second are those data that define
the independent or interdependent variables, i.e. those
that describe how the costs were generated. The difficulty here is that most influential factors seldom are
apparent. The principal task of the cost analyst is to
assess the independent variables and to test the strength
of the relationships between cost and the operations
that generate cost. Those that prove to have both strong
and reliable relationships are selected as the CERs to
be used in predictive analyses. For example, in the case
of helicopter depot maintenance costs, data might be
collected on maintenance cost versus flying hours,
numbers of takeoffs and landings. or helicopter gross
weights. The relationship that offered the highest predictive reliability would be the preferred CER for estimating cost of depot maintenance for similar helicopter operations.
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.
.
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Fig. 2-12. Typical Curvilinear CER

2-4.4.2 2
CER Display Formats
Ther.: ar. three principal methods used to display
cost-est r.Zin-g relationships: graphical formats, tabu-

dollars
the amount by which Y
increases for a unit increase in
X, dollars
X
the number of direct personnel
b = constant cost, dollars
In this example there is a minimum cost of support
personnel b that must be assumed even if the number
of direct assignees is minimal or zero. Obviously, this
relationship also could be expressed graphically as a
straight line (linear) variation of Yas a function of X
with a Yintercept value of b. In either case. the interpretation should be straightforward. The choice of display format is strictly for the convenience of the ana-

lar formats, and mathematical formulas. The simplest
form of mathematical CER is the multiplying factor.
The CERs used to estimate the pay and allowances of
military personnel normally are expressed with such a
factor. Thus. the total cost for pay and allowances of
direct military personnel associated with a given helicopter fleet equals the number of personnel assigned
directly to the fleet times the average pay and allowance factors (dollars per man).
A similar CER presentation takes the fbrm of the

lyst.
There are certain CERs-the nonlinear and often
irregular relationships-that do not lend themselves
readily to mathematical form. In this case the graphical
format is preferred. One of the more common forms of
graphical displays of CERs is that shown in Fig. 2-12.
A typical curvilinear CER is plotted on log-log graph
paper. Note that this curve is somewhat curvilinear
rather than a straight line, and thus would prove difficult to express directly in mathematical form. Fre-

linear equation. For example, the cost of support personnel sometimes is expressed as a function of the number of direct personnel in the form

quently, a simplification is applied to such a relationship that makes the assumption either that the curve is
linear or that it can be dealt with as a series of litlear
segments. In any event, it often is easier in the case of
irregular relationships to plot the results graphically
and then read required values directly from the resulting plot.
The third common fot m of CER is the tabular pre-

Y = aX + b , dollars
where
Y

cost of support personnel.

(2.9)

a
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TABLE 2-3
CONSTRUCTION COST AS MULTIPLE OF
EQUIVALENT U.S. COST (U.S. = 1.0)
_

_

_

_

_

_

drawn through these data is termed correlation

-line

0.90
1.10
1.35
1.40
1.60
2.35

KOREA
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

"FRANCE
VI ET NAM
PANAMA

".
""3i

4,

sentation. Several CERs lend themselves well to this
format, as shown in Table 2-3.
Other less common forms of CERs are nomograms
and multivariate equations; the former is a type of
graphical display, while the latter can be used only
when aided by computer.
2-4.4.2.3
;'

that the empty-weight-versus-cost relationship is the
most consistent trend of those examined. The statistical
technique for quantifying the quality of fit of a straight

CER Derivation

analysis; a perfect fit yields a correlation coefficient of
unity, and no correlation yields a zero correlation coefficient. A coefficient of variation is a second statistical
measure and is a quantification of the degree of scatter
of the data; i.e., the lower the coefficient of variation,
the better the relationship. The coeffi
SPHILIPPINES
cients of correlation and variation for the three relationships examined
"are shown in Table 2-5. In the cases examined the
relationship between depot maintenance cost and hellcopter empty weight offers the highest coefficient of
correlation and the lowest coefficient of variation.
Therefore, it clearly is the best of the three CERs for
predicting depot maintenance costs on similar helicopters.
Another statistical technique, regression analysis,
now is applied to this relationship. Regression analysis
is used to express the trend line and the confidence

The
firstdatep
step on
in CER
of
Theirstoril
similarderivation
operationisis the
(par.collection
2o n 1.
historical data on similar operations (par. 2-4.4.2.1).
The second step is to assess the strength of the interdependencies between cost and the physical data that
describe a system or operation. This step is aided prinbsasclayslation
cpFor example, assume that a significant degree of
analysis has been made of several types of helicopters
for three years of operations in both U.S. Army and
related military operating organizations. The analyses
have shown that, for a selected subset of the data that
relate most directly to the design, depot maintenance
costs are related to the continuous maximum power
level of the engines, to the airframe empty .weight, and
to the maximum design gross weight. Now the factor
must be selected that offers the best CER for prediction
of depot maintenance costs. The data for this hypothetical example are shown in Table 2-4.
The next step is to plot the depot maintenance cost
for the three years versus the independent variables.
These plots are shown in Fig. 2-13, and it is apparent

ibands.
sd~
xrs lineh is rn
ieadtecniec
The trend
the best
fit linear relationship
that can be put through the data points. In this case the
trend line for CER is Cost ($/flt-hr) = 3.06 + 7.20
(empty weight X 10-). The 95% confidence bands
are shown in Fig. 2-14 and represent a statistical calcuthat yields a subjective confidence that 95% of
all measured values will fall between the bands.
24..
Use CEas
of
Like any predictive relationship, a CER is a tool for
determining that which we wish to know based upon
that which already is known or which can be measured.
Where a sufficient body of historical data exists for
analysis, a variety of CERs can be developed.
The degree to which costs can be used to aid decisionmaking is as sensitive to the validity of the CERs
as it is to the validity of the physical relationships that
describe the design alternatives. Similarly, it is important to avoid using the direct cost of producing an item
of hardware as the sole cost criterion, and instead, to

TABLE 2-4
CER TEST DATA

HELICOPTER I
A
CH
B
CH
C
CH
CH4

2-18

DEPENDENT VARIABLES
DEPOT MAINTANENCE.
COST. Sf11-hr
FY'70
FY'69
Y
7

8

8

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
ENGINE
EMPTY
GROSS
WEIGHT
WEIGHT.
POWER ,
n x 10 "o
ii, x in
1' X I
2
2..5

11
,

14
3

2

2
.6

]
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1,

consider the total cost implications of selecting one

30

-

-.

design over another.

Par. 2.4.5 describes, by example, how CERs can be
combined with a knowledge of the effectiveness of vari-.
ous designs to aid design trade-off decisionmaking.
Simulation modeling and the decision criteria related to
cost-effectiveness techniques are discussed.

zr

TREND LINE

//
9

20

Further data concerning cost-estimating techniques
and cost factors useful to the task of conducting heli-

copter design trade-off analyses are presented in Refs.
19 through 27.

~10"

0

-

4
20

.

9V'. CONFIDENCE
BANDS

fi.Confidence

C0

20L30

24.5

Any discussion of design trade-off analysis must inof such modeling in relating unit effectiveness to total
system cost.
paragraph uses an example of choosing between
two engines for a cargo helicopter. It is assumed that
a choice of either engine design yields insignificant dif-

-_-This

0
2o

30

EMPTY WEIGHT, lb x 10 3

ferences in the estimated performance and survivability
of the basic helicopter. Differences exist only in the

20

GROSS WT

EMPTY WT

POWER

estimated vehicle availability and the initial investment
cost.
There are five elements in cost-effectiveness analysis.
as specified in par. 2-4.2:
I. Objective. To provide a capability to deliver one
flight hours of helicopter cargo airlift per year
for a period of 10 yr. Thus, the measurement of effectiveness is the number of airlift hours available.
2. Measure of cost. Ten-year cost of owaership ot
total fleet of identical cargo helicopters.
3. Design choices:
a. Helicopter with Engine A
b. Helicopter with Engine B.
4. Criterion of choice. That design which meets
the objective at the least cost shall be preferred.
5. Model. The fifth element, the model, is devel.
oped herein.

0.93

0. 0.
0.15

0.81
0.32

The data available to begin the analysis are shown in
Table 2-6. in addition. it is known that the mean cost

O10

2
PO2.E

5
5

POWER, hp x 10

.5million

715

Fig. 2the

TABLE 2-5
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AND
VARIATION

COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

SIMULATION MODELING: AN

dclude simulation modeling because of the importance

-

1

10

J

30

20

10

- 0

0

10-

EMPTY WEIGHT, Ih x 10)"'

Bands

GROSS WEIGHT, lb x 10'
.EXAMPLE
S
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Fig. 2.14. Selected CER With Trend Line and
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of helicopter maintenance is $240 per maintenance
hour.
Two imjortant facts should be noted for the construction of the model:
1, Helicopters are procured by the Army in fleet
quantities and not as individual units. As such, a cornmitment of resources to one design or method can be
assessed properly only in terms of the full costs and
effects that the com m itm ent yields.
2. The design of a helicopter is specified fully in a
single unit, Therefore, measurements that characterize
the capabilities of a given design are determined and
expressed most readily for a single unit.

per year per helicopter of'
design type x, hr
A,
unit availability ratio for design
type x helicopter. dimensionless
An equation expressing the 10-yr cost of ownership
C,, is:

The difference in measurement levels between deci%ionsregarding program resource allocations and those

where

C I " "\.1.)
*

tI3
n

11,

proper. To the analyst, however, it presents a requiremert to bridge a gap in information. The solution to

c,,,,

this need is to construct a model or series of relation-

i(r
-

,

flt-hr/yr

-

helicopter unit of design type x,
dollars
= operating cost for design type

10

2

+ 10

A

+1070maint

Ej,. = effectiveness criterion, fixed
effectiveness, fit-hr/yr
N, = number of helicopters in the
fleet of type x helicopter
H =planned flight hours available
TABLE 2-6

Ct

INITIAL INVESTMENT COST . MILL ION $

2

MEAN OPERATING COST, S PER FLT--HR
MTBMA, HR

110
12

S...

T (12

o1pr

+3)10•

+

,

dollars

(2-12)

[2.0
[2.0XX 106] + 107(110)

240

1.8

$6.60 X 109

801
15

3

5

1.25

1.67

...

fit-hr
fth

+ 107( ý1.25)

ENGINE

and for Design B

2-20

..............

C

Evaluating this equation for both designs, we obtain
for Design A

DATA12
ENGINE A

MTTR, HR
RATIO OF MAINTENANCE HOURS
TO FLIGHT HOURS

7

(2-10)

where.

TYPICAL ANALYSI

(

initial investment cost of one

103HI'
Co

Efr= NxtA

d

.''

'

C .. = organizational cost of
maintenance, dollars/maint-hr
A quantitative example of the cost calculations for the
fixed effectiveness method is shown in Eqs. 2-12
thruugh 2-14. This example is based upon the assump1
fittions that Ef, = 106 fit-hr/yr and H = 1000
hr/helicopter-yr. Combining Eqs. 2-10 and 2-11 and
solving for C, we obtain

ness criterion is

,.,.

t

Ih.hr

involving design information is both typical and

ships that simulates the operational use of the helicopter fleet. The model takes information that is known-d
single-unit capability, or cost and maintenance
data-and structures it to obtain a semni-realistic simulation of a total organization use. In this way the
desired measures of fleet effectiveness and fleet cost are
obtained.
A model that can be used in this way for the cargo
helicopter design study is shown in logic flow form in
Fig. 2-15.
The same can be expressed mathematically with two
equations. An equation expressing the fixed effective-

. - hr', C,,II,.

-.

4

(2-13)

A

'

. ..
'a

/77

,7

7
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2-1y. Logic Flow Diagram rfor Design
sFig. Trade-off Model
would be fundamentally the same. A more complex

5)103

10o•

=

(15 +1

replaceactualbecrew
such asmight
further
by
constructed
realistic model
more elements
perhaps
andadding
Similarly,
costs.
fuel
and
ment policies, part stockage,
the effectiveness simulation might be portrayed more

[1.8 X 1061 + 107(80)

+107(1 .67)

240
(2-14)

=$7.20 X 109

Thus, for the chosen level of effectiveness a $600 million saving results if the helicopter design that uses
Engine A is chosen.
"Thechoice of Design A was not apparent readily
from the original data. Indeed, the initial .unit cost of
Design A is 11% higher than for Design B. This exampie points out the danger of using only partial cost data
to evaluate a design trade-off decision. This is further
emphasized by the two 10-yr cost equations as evaluated for the two helicopter designs. The total initial
investment cost of Design A (Eq. 2-13) is $2.5 billion
or approximately 38% of the total 10-yr cost; thus, the
recurring costs contribution to the 10-yr cost of ownership amounts to 62%. For Design B these recurring
costs are 67% of the total. In either case they have a
significant impact and should not be ignored.

realistically by using a random selection of typical mission profiles or a probabilistic simulation of unscheduled maintenance action.
A discussion of such probabilistic models is beyond
the scope of this handbook. However, Ref. 21 describes
such a model used for helicopter design trade-offstudies. In building a simulation model, the analyst should
make sure that the addition of further detail and complexity not only will improve the simulation of reality,
but also will improve the accuracy of the simulation,
consistent with the needs of the problem and the inherent accuracy of the input data.

2-5

LIST OF SYMBOLS
A = availability, dimensionless
A, = component availability,
dimensionless
A,

Although the example used was simple, the actual
process of model building for more complex problems

=

subsystem availability,
dimensionless
2-21
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A, = system
availability,
dimensionless

l';ii',

=

ifdimensionless

a =
a

Sb =
C =
CIO =
C.,.,
CP,
Ej;.
H

=

unit availability ratio for design
type x helicopters,
amount by which Y increases
foramountb
hictincreasen,
for a unit increase in X,
dolla•s
constant cost, dollars
cost e.t end ofm time periods.
dollars
10 yr cost of ownership, dollars
organizational cost of
"maintenance, dollars/maint-hr
operating cost per hour for
design type x dollars
effectiveness criterion, fixed
effectiveness, flt-hr/yr
flight hours available per year
from helicopter unit of type x
hr

10. H. G. Smith and J. Ht. McDermott, "Design-

unit of design type x, dollars
m = number of time periods,
dimensionless
helicopters in the
fleet of type x, dimensionless
P = probability, dimensionless
PC = present value of cost, dollarsdollars
dimensionless
R, = subsystem reliability,

ing for Crashworthiness and Survivability",
Journal of the American Helicopter Society,
13, No. 4 (October 1968).
11. F. P. McCourt, Factors Influencing Aircraft
Survivability,Advance Paper for Man-Mobility-Survivability Forum, Indianapolis, Ind.,
1967.
12. Turnbow, et al., Crash Survival Design
Guide, TR 71-22, USAAMRDL, Revised GCc-

dimensionless
system reliability, dimensionless
r = discount rate (expressed is a
decimal) per time period.
dimensionless

tober 1971.
13. B.
Schriever and W. W. Seifert, CoChmn,
AirA.Transportation
1975 and Beyond: A Sys-

t = time, hr

14. A. Gessow and G. C. Myers, Jr., Aerodynam-

'

=

number of direct personnel,
dimesionessYork,
dimensionless
dollars

S=
failure rate failure
=1/MTBF.
= subsystem
rate. hr'hr't
, = system failure rate. hr'
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CHAPTER 3

PERFORMANCE
3-1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes procedures for the preliminary optimization of helicopter performance. In the
preliminary design, performance evaluations necessarily are tentative, but proper use of historical data
and available analytical techniques will minimize uncertainties and avoid difficulties and delays in the detail
design and qualification assurance phases.
Aerodynamics and propulsion are the primary areas
for performance optimization. Methods for evaluating
these elements are described in this chapter. This introduction describes the e- Aution of the theoretical basis
of helicopter performance evaluation, along with the
major preliminary design problems and the potentials
of helicopter performance.
Although the conception of the helicopter preceded
that of the autogyro by at least several centuries, the
discovery by Cierva of the optimum blade angle for
autorotation of a freely rotating rotor was probably the
most vital step toward practicable rotary-wing flight. It
permitted achievement of a slow descent, making it
possible for the helicopter to land safely in the event of
engine failure,
The reports of Glauert (Ref. 1) and Lock (Ref. 2)
formed the earliest theoretical bases for investigating
the physical principles of rotary-wing flight. Analysis
at'first wus confined to the autogyro, but Glauert later
developed a theory of helicopter performance during
vertical ascent (Ref. 3) that was extended to cover horizontal flight (Ref. 4) with the rotor axis vertical. Squire
(Ref. 5) extended the analysis to flight with the rotor
axis inclined forward to give a component of rotor
thrust for propulsion. Wheatley (Ref. 6) made further
fundamental contributions to tke early literature on
helicopter performance.
The era of the autogyro (Ref. 7) merged into that of
the helicopter by Focke's demonstration (Ref. 8) in
1938 of adequate controllability in the hover mode. A
series of papers by Bennett (Ref. 9) on rotary-wing
aircraft summarized the state of knowledge in 1940; it
was clear then that there were three main categories of
rotary-wing aircraft:

1. The classic or "pure" helicopter that had no
separate means of propulsion; i.e., all of the power was
supplied to the rotor or rotors (Ref. 5)
2. The autogyro, whose rotor was kept in rotation
during flight by aerodynamic forces only, the engine
power being supplied to a propeller that provided a
forward thrust component for translational flight. The
rotor thus was wholly a lifting device.
3. The compound or hybrid helicopter, in which
part of the power was supplied to the rotor for producing lift and part to a propeller for providing propulsion.
The helicopter was enhanced greatly by the addition of
a fixed wing to reduce the lift component provided by
the rotor in translational flight, thereby enabling higher
forward speeds to be achieved without encountering
severe fluctuations in rotor lift. Such periodic fluctuations had been responsible for high rotor drag and inherent vibrational problems.
3-1.1

WORKING STATES OF A ROTOR

Glauert (Ref. 10) and Lock (Ref. 11) have analyzed
the working states of a rotor in terms of two parameters
F and f, thrust coefficients defined by the equation
dTý 47rrp(V - P? F
dr
47wp V' f
lb/ft

f

(3-1)

where
dT = thrust of the blade elements at
radial distance r, lb (i.e., the
thrust resulting from the
momentum imparted to the air
in an annulus of radius r and
thickness dr)
VD = rate of descent, fps
v = rotor-induced velocity at the
annulus, fps
p = density of air, slug/ft"
3-I
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Hence, the velocity of flow through the annulus is
(VD

-

v) when VD > v, and (v --

V0) when

By using the empirical relationship between Fand
/given in Eq. 3-1 in the ý,gion where there is recirculatory flow through the disk, Bennett (Ref. 12) shows
that a rotor autorotative is partially a propeller in the
"vortex ring state" and partially a windmill in the

"windmillmay

""indi
rkeitte.wherTheerewisandmi pwaeshe,
a
s
which
which t VD > v,rai.e., where there is an upwash, absorbs
more torque from the air than can be expended in
profile drag; therefore, the autorotative rotor at zero
torqae.must expend excess torque in the "vortex ring
state" where VD < v, i.e., where there is a downwash.
In powered level flight or in a climb the rotor is
working mainly in the "normal propeller state". V
now becomes 7, the helicopter speed, and the velocity
of flow through the annulus at radius r is ( V + v). For
uniform distribution of v over the disk-an ideal as.
sumption-the rotor can be considered as an "actuator
disk", a useful concept with which to compare the
effects of nonuniform distribution and the effects of
losses due to profile drag and unsteady flow.
Margler and Squire (Refs. 13 and 14) show that even
in powered level flight there are regions of upwash as
well as downwash. Thus, the blade elements are subjected to periodic variations in angle of attack due to
the distribution of induced velocity and, therefore, experience periodic variations in torque that may fluctuate from a negative (windmill) value in an upwash to
a strong positive (propeller) value in a downwash. Even
with uniform distribution of v over the disk (a state that
is unachievable in operation), a downwash results in an
effective "wash-in" of angle of attack and, therefore, in
increased loading toward the tip. Conversely, a uniform upwash results in an effective "wash-out" and,
therefore, in decreased loading toward the tip.
The velocity distribution over the disk for any condition of flight can be calculated from Glauert's erapirical values of F and f, using the method
established by Ref. 12 for power-off descent. In the
"vortex ring state", the rotor power ranges from zero
in autorotation to nearly full power in the hover
.mode.
Stewart (Ref. 15) has determined in experimental
flight the boundaries between the three main working
states of a rotor for a typical helicopter. His work has
shown that, as the forward speed increases, the rotor
remains substantially in the normal propeller state up
to higher sinking speeds. With the rotor in autorotation, the "windmill brake state" applies to lower sinking speeds as the forward speed increases. Thus, the
rate of loss of potential energy in a glide is approxi3-2

mately equal to the power required for level flight at a
given forward speed.

POWER REQUIRED FOR LEVEL FLIGHT
3-1.2
The energy equation of a helicopter is derived fronm
the assumption that the power expended is equal to the
power supplied from the engine or engines. This power
be transmitted wholly to the rotor or rotors (of a
pure helicopter), wholly to a propulsive propeller or jet
(of an autogyro), or partly to the rotor and partly to a
(
propulsive propeller or jet (of a compound helicopter).
The power is expended mainly in:
1. Induced drag of the rotor or rotors
2. Profile drag of the rotor blades
3. Body drag.
The induced power varies inversely with forward
speed. The profile power increases from its value in the
hover mode as the square of the forward speed and the
power due to body drag increases as the cube of that
speed.
The total power requirement during translational
flight from hover to maximum speed initially decreases
to a minimum value associated with best endurance,
then increases at higher forward speeds. At these
speeds the parasite power, which is expended to overcome body drag, becomes predominant. Typically, the
power required for hovering is about twice that required for maximum endurance. Hence, at low translational speeds the helicopter operates in the region of the
power curve where power decreases with forward
speed.
It is evident that body drag must be kept to a minimum if high cruising and maximum speeds are to be
attained. Use of a propeller or propulsive jet for forward propulsion would assist in maintaining a small
fuselage angle of attack, and hence keep body drag to
a minimum. The rotor drag at high speed can be
minimizcd by using a fixed wing to off-load the rotor.
thus avoiding periodic blade tip stall.

3-2

AERODYNAMICS

In this paragraph the relationships of basic theories
used in classical methods for calculating rotor pe,-formance are compured to show the considerations and processes required in building a realistic analytical performance model.
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3-2.1.1

Hovering Flight

3

..
o n
ToIn
The most elementary analytical model for estimating
the performance of a hovering rotor can be derived by
applying the momentum and energy conservation laws
to the air mass influenced by a rotor disk. The power
applied by the disk equals the rate of change with time
in kinetic energy of the airflow (&KNA_,
, which is
assumed to be steady and uniform over the disk area:
KE
T=

'

At

2

, ft-lb/sec

•2

account and added to the Ideal induced power of Eq.
3-5.
general, profile power hp. is given by
P ob
h

Orurctdr

(3-6)

1100

hp

where
b = number of blades
c = blade chord at radius r, ft

(3-2)

n = rotor angular speed, rad/sec
=j
=

and the thrust is equal to the change of momentum
across the disk
, lb

T = (pA,) 2

(3.3)

section drag coefficient at
radius r, dimensionless
R = rotor radius, ft
For a blade with constant chord A,but varying elemental drag coefficient ct, we use the mean drag coefficient
CD and the profile power expression becomes

where

.2

-

A = rotor disk area, ft2
T = rotor thrust, lb
v.' = rotor-induced velocity through
the rotor disk, fps
= rotor-induced velocity infinitely
downstream, fps
Hence, V2 = 2v, indicating that the induced velocity
infinitely far downstream is twice that at the actuator
•disk, and

Sv=:

, fps

440
0bR

4400
¢D(3-7)
Z
-(7

To maintain consistency in this approach, the blade
section lift coefficient c1 also is assumed constant along
the blade (permitting the use of the mean lift coefficient
C.) and the corresponding expression for rotor thrust
is obtained. Normally, thrust T is given by
c(Wb) 2 c, dr ,lb

TT= --7

(3-8)

(3-4)

and for the conditions stated,
this becomes
T

Finally, the induced horsepower hp, is given by
TO

T3 / 2

hp1 = 350 = 55O

ý

obC

6

C
l

, lb

(3-9)

(35)

Obviously, lift and drag coefficients do vary along

This expression for induced horsepower is the
theoretical ideal. In reality, of course, the induced
velocity is not constant over the disk area and has a
rotational component. Also, wake vorticity, threedimensional flow at the blade tip, and blade profile drag
combine with other power losses to decrease the rotor
efficiency when converting shaft power to thrust. To
estimate a more reasonable lifting rotor power demand,
profile drag losses and energy losses incurred because
of the vorticity effects at the blade tips are taken into

the blade. However, if a relationship between the mean
values of lift and drag coefficients can be established,
the power and thrust relationships of Eqs. 3-7 and 3-9
can be exercised. Such a relationship, between mean lift
and drag coefficients, is shown in Fig. 3-1 for one relationship between the mean lift coefficient CL and the
ratio Cr/o', where Cris the thrust coefficient and or the
rotor solidity. The additional refinement required to
make this elementary analytical method suitable for
approximating simple-geometry-rotor hover performance is the consideration of blade tip losses. The pressure differential along the blade span is dissipated at the
3-3
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Fig. 3-1. TypIcal Mean Drag and Lift Coefficients
tip by the circulation of air flowing from the lower to
the upper surface of the blade. This circulation persists
over a portion of the tip area that, conseque•atly, generates no lift. Semi-empirically, this condition is treated
by assuming a tip loss factor Bthat reduces the effective
radius for lift calculations. Typical values of B range
from 0.93 to 0.98, depending upon rotor blade loading.
This parameter is discussed further in par. 3-2.1.1.4.
The total power hp required jy a hovering rotor
includes the induced power of Eq. 3-5, modified to
include the tip loss factor B, and the profile power of
Eq. 3-7:
T 312
550B%'12pA

pbcR4 2(1
4400

=

CT

T
pirR2 (nR)9

_

-

Q

P
3-4

(3-11)

(\

C(p , dimensionless

where
torque, lb-ft
power, ft-lb/sec

rotor solidity, bc/(vrR),
dimensionless
Empirical corrections to the mean drag coefficient to
account for Mach number effects and to the induced
torque coefficient CQ. to account for nonuniform downwash can be introduced easily to make the theory as
exact as is necessary for any specific rotor for which
=

3-2.1.1.2
Figure of Merit
An index of rotor efficiency for converting shaft
power to th~vst is given by the ratio of the theoretically
ideal power to the actual power required. This index is
called the rotor Figure of Merit M, expressed nondimensionally as

0.707

3/2

T32

,dimensionless

(3-14)

CQ

D

pfrR 3-(R•" prR3(fR)Z \1)
=

(r

C

,dimeruionless

induced torque coefficient,

dimensionless
Co = profile torque coefficient,

M

For convenience, the thrust T, torque Q• and power P
expressions can be nondimensionalized into coff,
cients CT, C 0 and C4 where

C:

(3-13)

,dimensionless

where
0 ..

e

D

(3-12)

For the ideal rotor, ihe Figure of Merit would equal
unity; however, this value can be achieved only when
blade tip and profile drag losses are nonexistent. One
simple method of evaluating rotor performance is to
examine a plot of thrust to power (power loading
Th,,) vs thrust to rotor disk area (rotor disk loading
w) for various Figures of Merit. This relationship is
illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The value M = 0.75 may be
considered representative of a relatively efficient rotor.
The use of Figure of Merit for rotor design and evaluation is discussed further in par. 3-2.1.1.7.
3-2.1.1.3
Blade Element Theory
The blade element theory provides a more realistic
method of analyzing hover performance by giving due
consideration to blade profile drag losses. The rotor
blade is analyzed as being made up of individual blade
elements, each of which contributes to performance.
Each spanwise element of the blade then may be con-

r7
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_

_
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_
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sidered as a two-dimensional airfoil section, and the
thrust and torque can be determined by integration. To
derive a better representation of the inflow, and the
resultant lift and inplant forces, at each blade element,
this method is complemented by use of momentum
theory. The rotor disk then is divided into elemental
annuli and the change in momentum (elemental
thrust), for each is equated to the blade element lift for
a given blade pitch. This approach
is depicted in Fig.
3-3 for a hovering rotor, where io, a, and &are defined
below and V is the total velocity relative to the blade

element.
AT

AL. cos 0 -AD sin 0

where
ID

(3-15)
[c,[c-opbC(sWc)s
cos - cd sin 01 & ,rlb

, lb

(3-16)

Solving Eqs. 3-15 and 3-16 simultaneously gives
V= L[bcr 2
8v

Cos
1

co

- cdsin#)'j

,fps

(3-17)

of attack is dependent upon induced velocity v, i.e.,
a = 0 - Tan '[v/(lr)], where 0 is the blade section
pitch angle. Eq. 3.17 is transcendental in v, requiring
an
iterative
solution
if nonlinear
variations
ceand
dC with
a are
considered.
With the
use of of
a digital

computer, this is accomplished by assuming a value for
v, computing a and the corresponding c, and Cd coefficients from appropriate two-dimensional airfoil char-

L = lift, lb
= drag, lb
= inflow angle, Tan-'

AT= p(2vrir),(2v)

Both c, and cd vary with angle of attack a, and angle

or

A,

This represents the elemental thrust on a annulus of
thickness Arat a radius r. From momentum considera.
tions the equivalent expression is

rv/(Ilrad

acteristics (accounting for local stall and compressibility effects), thereby obtaining a new value of v. This
3-5
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process then is repeated until convergence within the
required tolerance is obtained. Again, tip loss is included by applying a "tip loss factor" that assumes
complete loss of lif over a portion of the blade at the
tip. Reasonable accuracy is achieved using this twodimensional approximation of a tip loss factor. However, three-dimensional tip effects and the wake
nonuniformity caused by a finite number of blades limit
the usefulness of this method for detailed rotor design.

factors Is confirmed for most purposes by test. For
tail rotors with low aspect ratio Art (AR
radiuse/blade area) and high solidity or, both Eqs. 3.18
and 3-19 yield values for B that are too high for good
correlation with test results.

3-2.1.1.4
Tip Loss Factor
The value of the tip loss factor to be used in the
calculations described is dependent upon the quantity
being computed, i.e., thrust or power for a given pitch
angle or thrust for a given power. The selected mode
of application attempts to predict all of these quantities
with the same tip loss factor. It is assumed that the lift
and induced drag are integrated from root to radius
BR (integrated from r = 0 to r = 0.97R, where
tip loss factor = 0.97) while the profile drag is
integrated from root to tip.
Two approximate formulas for B are offered (Ref.
16), one as a function of blade loading and one as a
function of blade geometry (blade radius R, and tip
chord c4¢):

2.1.1.3 consider three-dimensional effects only to the
extent of including a semi-empirical tip loss factor.
However, to evaluate the real situation, the rotor vortex
pattern and the character of the generated wake structure must be analyzed because these factors affect the
induced velocity distribution along a blade. The vortex
theory provides the basis from which analytical treatment of three-dimensional considerations can be
derived and completes the list of classical approaches
used in the development of methods for calculating
realistic rotor hovering performance.
The vortex pattern created beneath a hovering rotor
by a blade consists of a helical vortex sheet, the diameter and helix angle of which change as the slipstream
contracts. Fig. 3-4 illustrates the path of the vortex
sheet at the blade tip. The vortex sheet starts behind the
blade and rolls up into a pair of counter-rotating vortices near the blade tip and root. The induced velocity
distribution at the rotor and the resultant rotor loading
are determined by the combined influence of the vortex
patterns generated by a number of blades. At the same
time, the exact vortex pattern and the vortex strength

•T

-b

=1- I

, dimensionless

(3-18)

dimensionless

(3-19)

and
B= I

-

--

2R

,

These formulas yield similar factors for conventional
main rotors where B=0.97, and the adequacy of these

3-2.1.1.5

Vortex Theory-Three-dimensional
Considerations
The methods of analysis in pars. 3.2.1.1.1 and 3-

are dependent upon the magnitude and distribution of

the rotor loading. A complete analysis, therefore, requires consideration of the coupled effects of wake
shape, wake vortex strength, and rotor lift. Ref. 17
provides a detailed description of the various theoreti-

ArAAT

AL

a

Fig. 3-3. Moments maid Forces of a Hovering Rotor
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cal approaches used to develop mathematical models of
the vortax system and identify the modifications made

BLADEM(1)

to the theoretical concepts to encompass recent physical evidence of blade vortex interference and rotor

,

wake characteristics.

J

The position of the vortex generated by each blae
tip relative to the rotor tip path plane is dependent
upon the contraction of the near -wake. Consideration
of this contraction, therefore, is most important in an
analysis of the rotor blade interference caused by the
proximity of the shed vortex to the following blades .j
The distortion in local angle of attack at the blade tip
caused by the passage of a strong vortex generated by
the preceding blade, as depicted in Fig. 3-5, produces

.

,

_').
BLADEQ
.

1

-

"-.
VORTEX SHED
BY BLADE(I)

-

severe profile drag losses not predicted by the previously discussed classical methods. Omission of this
effect can result in highly optimistic performance estimates especialy for high disk loading, high wolidity
rotors. Accurate definitio- of the wake geometry also
is necessary to obtain correct axial and radial position-

in Ref. 18. The airfoil characteristics used in conjunction with the PWMA are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3-7.

ing of the vortex elements in the wake, which is essen-

These data originate from two-dimensional wind tun-

tial for rotor geometry design optimization.

nel tests of a production blade specimen using the

,;.:

3-2.1.2.6

Theoretical Three-dimensional
Prediction Method

_-y.
..

NACA 0012 airfoil section.

3-2.1.1.7

Excellent agreement between theory and expirimental results has been demonstrated with the Prescribed
SWake-momentum Analysis (PWMA) (Ref. 18). Tins
analysis uses the basic strip momentum theory, modi.
fled to include the effects of the near wake by adding
a wake-irduced "interference" velocity to the strip
momentum calculated inflow. The wake geometry used
by th. PWMA is defined simply in terms of basic rotor
parameters to which the w-'-- is particularly sensitive,
It has been investigated i,.,.pendently by analytical
and experimental studies, all of which indicate basic
agreement. An outline of the major iterative methods
fc,. use in the PWMA computer program is presented

C N•-~

3-

.

-ter,

Empirical Prediction Method

A method that is considered to give excellent results
in rapid prediction of rotor hovering performace at
high rotor loadings is the Figure of Merit Ratio (FMR)
method. This method is based upon emnpirical evaluation of isolated rotor whirl stand test data, and it is
useful particularly for high rotor loading conditions
where most other methods are highly optimistic. A
significant result of this evaluation is that rotor solidity,
rather than number of blades or individual blade geometty, appears to be the principal factor affecting rotor
performance for a given tip Mach number and blade lift
coefficient.
By equating rotor thrust (corrected empirically for
blade tip losses) to rotor lift, it can be shown that the
mean blade lift caefcient El is proportional to the
parameter Cr/cr. This more readily m,-asured pa -rnetip Mach numa-, in
and
together
ber M,,
is nowwith
usedrotor
. a solidity
parameter
establishing
rotor
performance.
As noted in par. 3-2 1.1.2, the Figure of Merit for the
ideal rotor would be unity. Realistically the maximum
value of tht Figure of Merit M, must take into accourn birde profile drag and tip losses. Using the torque
"coefficient (CV) expression of Eq. 3-13 (which takes
into account profile drag and tip lcsses>. Eq. 3-14 ,nm

Fi. 3-4. Vortex Pattern Bemnah Hovet-ug
Rotor

be rewratten as

3.7

I
.
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The Figure of Merit Ratio (FMR) is now defined as
the ratio between the actual Figure of Merit (taking
into account tip Mach number M,, blade root cutout,
and other practical considerations) and the msximum
Figure of Merit. The basic FMR is established empirically by normalizing all test data to - 8 deg linear blade
twist and 20% root cutout based upon derivatives devel.
oped from strip analysis considerations. Figs. 3-9, 3.
10, and 3-11 present the resulting trends of FMR with
solidity a- for several values of C-/o" and tip Mach
numbers of 0.55, 0.60, and 0.65, respectively. Actual
data points for these trends are shown to illustrate the
level of uncertainty inherent in the faired lines. Figs.
3-12 and 3-13 show the blade twist 0, and blade root

0.707 CT 3 / 2
.

, dimensionless

CT1

1÷

B2/2

(3.20)

.

8

The nmaimum realistic Figure of Merit M,. can now
be plotted as a finction of Cr/" for selected values of
o, (Fig. 3-8) using the following empirical values:
B = 0.97
a = dc/da = 5.73, rad'a = 6Cr/(oaaB'), rad
CD
0.0087 - 0.0216a + 0.4a'
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cutout corrections. In reducing the test data. rotor

1.00

using the Cheeseman and Gregory correction (par. 3-.1oW
2.1.1.8), and the results at discrete tip Mach numbers
&
are cross-plotted to provide performance at the three
D0.80
Mach numbers presented.
recogbe
should
There are inherent variants, which
nized whenever this method is used, and which contribute to the scatter on the plotted data points. These
include:
W0.60
1. Tip shap.
2. Airfoil section
3. Leading edge ab:asion strip geometry
4. Reynolds number.
Blade planform and section camber are two other
important parameters that need to be considered in
detail rotor design. Blade taper has an eftct upon rotor
performance similar to that resulting from increased
blade twist. Both factors tend to provide a more uniform inflow distribution; this relieves the blade loading
at the tip, which, in turn, reduces tip losses by decreasing the strength of the tip vortex. In addition, the cornbined power saving derived from lower induced and

CT'
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whirl stand performance is adjusted for ground effect
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profile drag losses can be significant at high rotor loadings.
Section camber design considerations usually are
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demonstrated. Effects of various airfoils upon hov
performance (horsepower required) can be appro
imated by use of Eq. 3.7 with Co adjusted for t:
appropriate section.
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geared to meet specific performance requirements for a
particular flight regime, and wind tunnel test programs
are conducted to optimize the section characteristics
sought. Section pitching moment characteristics norr ally are the undesirable side effects of camber in a
rotating wing, insofar as rotor control load and blade
stiffness requirements are concerned. However, means
of minimizing inhewet pitching moments have been
3-10
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3-2.1.1.8

w'

Ground Effect

A

C_

C3/2

When a hovering rotor is near the ground,the"
velocity is resisted and reduced by the presence of the
ground. This factor decreases the inflow to the rotor for
a particular disk loading, resulting in a thrut increase
for a given blade pitch angle. Conversely, at a constant
thrust the power required to hover is reduced. The
additional thrust attainable at a given power level per-.
mits greater payloads in cases where hover out-of.
ground effect (OGE) is not necessary, and where tmns.
lational flight can be initiated from the in-ground
effect (IGE) wheel height. Ground effect corrections
have been attempted theoretically using mirror image
rotor systems and combinations of sources and sinks to
simulate the obstruction of the wake. One such approach is that developed by Knight and Hefner in Ref.
19. In this analysis the rotor is replaced by a cylindrical
voztex of strength r and the ground by an image vortex
cylinder as shown in Fig. 3-14. The resulting induced
velocities, of equal magnitude, act in opposite directions and thus cancel each other at the ground. This
image vortex system can be solved by potential theory
for an idealy twisted rotor (circulation constant along
the blade radius and independent of the distance above
the ground) to obtain the variation of the induced
velocity along the blade for a range of rotor heights.
Then, using the components of the ideal torque equation that vary with thrust and inflow velocity (the profile drag component o'C4/8is omitted), an incremental
torque coefficient ACV can be calculated. The value of
AC,2 out-of-ground effect is designated ACU,, and a
*ground effect correction factor A is defined as
,dimensionless

(321)

2 6T,
+ 3

BA

Ace

T,
B2

4

+ 4 2
"

dimensionless

8"

(3-22)

.2

C32

B,

..

+

a,

-

3 a

B2

482

B2

+ -

, dimensionles

where
thrust coefficient corrected for
gou
duetoto
threuscediienf
ground
reduced inflow due

C

effect. dimensionless

a

=-

slope of lift coefficient vs angle

of attack curve (dc/dak),
rad -,
81, 82 = coefficients of equation Cd =
8o + 8,a + 82ac,
dimensionless
Calculation of A will provide a family of nondimensional curves for selected values of Cr/o'0 (Fig. 3-15).
These can be used readily to compute changes in power
required to hover as a function of the rotor height
above the ground Z; these curves can be approximated
by A = [Z/(2R)]"1. This theory has been shown to be
accurate for Z/R> 1; empirical methods, discussed in
succeeding paragraphs, should be used at lower

where C•Cand ACq are given by

ROTOR
(4L-ý

R

ROTOR HEIGHTP.
-GROUND PLANE
IMAGE
g3-14. Replasemat of Rotor and Ground by
Vert"
=
Cylinda Vortex ad Imam

heights.
Theoretical ground effect corrections involve ideal
rotors, and do not accountfor all factors that influence
the rotor wake. To develop realistic analytical models,
flight test data and small-scale investigations have been
used to determine empirical modifications to theoretical ground effect equations. Cheeseman and Gregory
(Rtd. 20) have used a mirror image rotor system
theoretical upproach and single rotor helicopter test
data to develop an empirical relationship. By use of the
ideal power relationship, which states that the main
rotor power equals the product of the rotor thrust and
the induced velocity, the thrust augmentation ratio can
be expressed as 'T. = v.,v at a constant power.
The velocity induced at the center of the rotor by its
mirror image is
3-11
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Assuming v,. and Av are constant over the disk, v
equals (v. -- Av) and
T

I - (R2/16Z),

dimensionless

_24)
(3.4

To determine the effects of blade loading on ground
effect, the OGE thrust T. from blade element theory
must be stated,
/2
T, = pabcnW•(/
2downwash
•+

i

b

dless (3-26)

(-5

where
a =slope of lift coefficient versus
angle of attack curve (dcl/da),
tad-•
X, inflow ratio, ( V sin a - 0)4
(flfi). dimensionless
Using Eqs. 3-23 and 3-25 and the inflow ratio X,relationship, Cheesemnu derives the following equation:

"qc =Cheeseman forward Rlight
factor
In hover V = 0 and when C(0.25,qc,a V'o-)'l
a] = 1, Eq. 3-26 approximates Eq. 3-24.
The Cheeseman equation correlates well for lightly
loaded rotors. For'higher disk loadings, however, the
equation is somewhat optimistic and flight data should
be used if available. Ref. 20 also includes an analysis of
tandem ground effect.
IGE vertical drag (par. 3-2.1.1.9) decreases
from its OGE value. This decrease normally is contained in the empirical ground effect correlation. Flight
tests of a helicopter at a series of wheel heights provide
a good estimate of the IGE characteristics of that partitular vehicle. These data then can be used, in conjunction with theoretically or empirically derived coffeetions, to define the ground effect characteristics for a
helicopter similar in shape and vertical drag to the
lgttested aircraft.
3-2.1.1.9
Vertical Drag/Thrust Recovery
Vertical drag Dvis the drag upon the aircraft caused
by rotor-induced velocities and is analogous to the
parasite drag that occurs in forward flight. Vertical
drag is added to gross weight to determine the total
vertical thrust to be provided by the rotor. In vertical
climb, the airflow velocity is increase•l, causing greater
vertical drag. Thrust recovery is the thrust augmentation resulting from the proximity of the airframe to the
rotor, which creates a partial "'ground effect". Wake
distortion around the fuselage usually is relatively minor; but when wings or bulky equipment are incorporated, the wa~e distortion becomes significant. The
is increased at outward radial stations. Additional power required due to the distorted wake is
included in the thrust recovery term. In practice, the
net vertical drag, which is the net effect of the download and the thrust recovery, ranges in value from 2%
to 10% of the gross weight. The influence of the net
vertical drag is even more important when considered
in terms of payload, because the given percentages are
doubled or tripled.
Ile analysis of vertical drag is base upon empirical
methods at the pramt time. Ile purely theoretical
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analysis of an airframe as a three-dimensional body
immersed in a nonuniform, accelerating, and separat.
ing flow would be a very difficult task. Therefore, a
combination of simplified theoretical methods and test
data is used in vertical drag prediction. The two basic
means for evaluating vertical drag are the polar area
moment of inertia ratio method and the strip analysis
method.
1. Polar area moment of inertia ratio method. This
method is based upon a simple velocity distribution
beneath a hovering rotor over areas of characteristic
shape.
The basic assumption underlying this approach is
that the rotor has a parabolic spanwise blade loading,
which is true for low linear-twisted blades. For a parabolic loading, the velocity distribution is triangular and
the slipstream dynamic pressure varies parabolically
along a blade, i.e., as a function of r . Since the vertical
drag of an element is the product of the slipstream
dynamic pressure, drag coefficient, and fuselage (or
wing) element area, the drag is proportional to (area X
r 2), or polar arta moment of inertia 1. The I ratio
is now defined as the ratio between 1. and the polar area
moment of inertia of the rotor disk, (ir R ")/2.to deterSection drag coefficients (normally difficult
mine directly), thrust recovery, and flow peculiarities
are not calculated directly, but are accounted for by
using test results for the variation of net vertical drag
with the polar area moment of inertia. Fig. 3-16 presents the net vertical drag as a percentage of rotor
thrust versus I, ratio for the extreme body geometties-cylinders and flat plates---and an average helicopter fuselage. The usefulness of this figure can be
enhanced by the addition of comparable lines for additional fuselage types.
Use of this method is rapid and includes the (allowing steps:
a. Draw the planform of the helicopter,
b. Assume a nominal wake contraction to 90% at
the fuselage, and divide the helicopter within this wake
area into cornvenient geometric elements.
c. Calculate the polar area moment of inertia for
each
Calmeicuelatenthe par ara mmen oerltia f
each geometric element and add the results.
d. Calculate the polar area moment of inertia of
the rotor disk, #rR'/2.
e. Obtain the ratio of airframe to rotor polar moment of inertia, 14 ratio (Item c divided by Item d).
f. Enter Fig. 3-16 at the total aircraft I ratio and
read the total net vertical drag percentage on a curve
representative of the fuselage shape under considera-

The method also can be used by obtaining the polar
area moment ratio of each element separately, entering
Fig. 3.16 for each I, ratio, and summing the elemental
net vertical drag values. The advantage of the second
method Is that the relative weighting of cylindrical and
flat plate elements is simpler. However, the total aircraft effect-including representative interference and
thrust recovery effects-as determined by testing is
lost.
The method as presented does not compensate for
the effects of rotor geometry, rotor characteristics, and
fuselage (element) vertical position; additional correction factors must be applied for any effect that will
influence the wake geometry significantly.
A sample net vertical drag calculation for a typical
compound helicopter is given in Fig. 3-17.
2. Strip analysis method. A vertical drag prediction method that inherently should be more accurate
than the polar area moment of inertia method is strip
analysis. This method consists of the determination of
the slipstream geometry below the rotor and the estimation of element two- and three-dimensional drag
coefficients produced by the interaction of this wake
with the airframe. A thrust recovery factor is applied
to the gross drag to give the net vertical drag.
Experience has shown that the appropriate drag coefficients are difficult.to determine due to uncertaintie.s
in actual Reyialds numbers and to complexities in
body shape. Correlation with test data has indicated
that drag coefficients higher than normal two-dimensional steady-state drag coefficients must be used.
An accurate determination of the wake geometry is
necessary for reasonable calculation of impingement
velocities. Wake geometries may be determined using
various techniques; e.g., analytical free wake velocity
distributions; analytical velocity distribution at a blade,
extended below the rotor using the results of smoke
studies or wake velocity measurements (Ref. 21); or
wake surveys using hot wire or pitot static probes. A
typical isolated rotor wake distribution is shown in Fig.
3-18. Experiments have shown that the wake is distorted by the presence of a surface; the wake is expanded by the body, causing a greater portion of the
airframe to be affected by the downwash, as shown by
Fig. 3-19.
Use of the strip method involves the division of the
aircraft planform into small elements. The velocity at
each element is found from wake velocity charts, and
representative drag coefficients are assumed. Using the
conventional drag equation D = CnpV 3A/2, the total
download can be found. This value is increased to account for interference and protuberances (z 10%) and
3-13
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reduced to reflect the thrust recovery (z 30%), giving
the net vertical drag.

Power required to operate each piece of equipment
is determined for particular flight conditions. The total

The uncertainties of both of the methods cited are
large, up to ±3%of the gross weight at a 9S% confidenae level. Small.scale data have been used to provide
correction factors used In the methods, along with a
limited amount of flight test data. In the latter case,
vertical drag is derived from a comparison of isolated
rotor whirlatand test data with flight test information.
The uncertainty of prediction can be removed only
when present methods are modified by results from
coordinated fall-scale vertical drag tests, out-of-gpound
effect, conducted expressly to examine the mechanisms
of thrust recovery and download,
Uncertainties in the strip analysis method result
from the difficulty of determining appropriate drag coefficients and the proper wake profile. The strip analysis method, however, is very useful in trending. When
the approximate base vertical drag value is known, the
effects of changes in wake geometry due to alterations
in twist distribution, solidity, or fuselage shape can be
evaluated with relatively good accuracy.
Wind and ground effect cause additional uncertainties due to wake distortion, and these factors are difficult to estimate accurately.

efficiency can te summarized in two convenient formats, as shown in Fig. 3-20. The format of Fig. 3-20(A)
gives a mean efficiency and assumes that power required by each component varies linearly with main
rotor power at a given advance ratio, g, where I equals
Vcoso./(flR). Fig. 3-20(B) accounts more accurately
for the variation in gearbox power requirements and in
the tail rotor power absorption, but does not account
fully for the variation of tail rotor power with velocity.
If greater accuracy is required, the efficiency must be
calculated for each combination of power level, airspeed, and atmospheric condition.

3-2.1.1.10

Power Train Effects

Mhin rotor power must be increased to allow for
other sou rces of power consumption. Losses from these
sourcem normally are stated in an overall power train
efficiency factor q'. Included in this factor is power
absorbed by accessories, transmissions, transmissiondriven oil pumps and cooler blowers, generators, bydraulic pumps, and tail rotor.
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Forward Flight

3.2.1.2.1

Energy Methods

A relatively simple approach to forward flight rotor
performance calculation is the energy method. The
power absorbed by the rotor may be divided into the
following elements:
1. Induced power, to sustain lift
2. Profile power, to overcome the drag of the rotor
blades
3. Parasite power, to pull the fuselage and rotor
head through the air
4. Climb power, to change the aircraft potential
erera
n

energy
5. Acceleration power, to change the aircraft or
rotor kinetic energy
6. Power required to overcome vertical drag.

AK
A I
SASE 0, AI
(-- CONTRACTION TO 0.9R L-

>0

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

POLAR AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA RATIO

fi
3-14.

3-16. Verticl Drag
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...

ri(,

............

T

AREA NO.

Ip,ft4

1

0.0667
0,0375
0.0068
0.0985
0.0037
0.0728

2
3
4
5
:,6

x 106
x 106
x 106
x 106
x 106
x 106

"F

I

IpROTORft 4

IpRATIO

4.02 x 106
4.02 x 106
4.02 x 106
4.02 x 106
4.02 x 106
4.02 x 106

0.0166
0.0094
0.0017
0.0245
0.0009
0.0181

TOTAL

0,0712

i l

METHOD 1 - USE TOTAL IpRATIO, VERTICAL DRAG Dv =7.7 %
METHOD 2 - USE ELEMENTS
IpRATIO OF FUSELAGE AND NACELLES
IFRATIO OF WING
TOTAL

0.0531,
0.0181,
0.0712

Ov =3.8%
Dv 3 .3 %
7.1%

ADD 10% FOR INTERFERENCE Dr= 1.1 x 7.1%=7.8%
Fig. 3-17. Sample Net Vertical Drag Calculation for Compound Helicopter
In steady, level flight the power required by the rotor
can be grouped into the following elements:
1. Induced power to sustain a force normal to the
flight path
2. Profile power to overcome the drag of the rotor
blades
3. Parasite power to sustain a force along the flight
path.

V =/(V- v sin a )2 + (P cos ay

,

fps

(3-27)
I,

Similar to the development of the induced power
hp, in hover (Eq. 3-5),
Tr:(
hp, = 5 0 (v- Vsana)

(3-28)

These are discussed separately in the paragraphs that

3-2.1.2.1.1

Induced Power

The induced power in forward flight is the power
required to accelerate air downward to create a force
normal to the flight path. An induced velocity v is
added to the free-stream velocity V, as shown in Fig.
3-21 , such that the resultant velocity V 'is given by

and can also be expressed as the change in KE of the
air mass (pA V) passing through the rotor

hp, =

0

[(V--P2 sin a)2
+ (VZ cos a)2 - V2 ] pA V'

(3-29)
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(3-31)

0.0100he-1

0.2.

Nondimensionalizing by introducing the induced
velocity in hover v0, where u0 equals[ T/(2pA)]' (Eq.
3-4), we arrive at Wald's Equation (Ref. 22)
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3-22. The
in by
Fig.
has the
form
23) and
for v in Eq. 3-32 is not straightforward. The thrust is
assumed vertical for the computation of induced
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MAIN ROTOR POWER COEFFICIENT CG'

Since the thrust T equals the change in momentum
perpendicular to the rotor plane,

T pAV'v 2

,lb

.

(3.30)

Fig. 3-20. Formats for Total Efficiency

V

T

V
AT ROTOR2
Combining Eqs. 3-28, 3-29, and 3-30 results in the same
relationship between v2 and v as for hover flight,
namely, v. = 2v. Equating the right hand side of Eqs.
3.28 and 3-29, and substituting for v 2, we obtain
3-16

DOWN ST R
Fig. 3-21. Calculation of Resultant Velocity W'in
Forward Flight
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power, and the parasite power is left as a separate term.
The profile and the parasite powers are discussed in
pars. 3-2.1.2.1.2 and 3-2.1.2.1.3, respectively.
0, Eq. 3-27
With the rotor angle of attack a

~becomesTo.i

w

V

W
5-0

hp,,

2

A

(3-37)

Po

To make use of Eq. 3.37, vlvo is determined from -Fig.
3-22.
+

V=V

, fps

(3-33)

3.2.1.2.1.2

Profile Power

The profile power hp. in forward_flight is computed
assuming a mean drag coefficient CD. In general

and Eq. 3-31 reduces to
Tr' 2f2

-- -- =0

,

ft4 /sec 4

2Wl

R

(3-34)

hpo =

(.,

"8

where

Solving Eq. 3-34 yields

advance ratio using only the
component of velocity normal
to the blade in the plane of
rotation, Vcos a/(AlR),
dimensionless
Wir t lazimuth angle of rotor blade
from its downwind position,
rad
)k

)

__ I_2
2= +

2
+ T

•/2
/2

fps

(335)

When T/(2pA)4V 2/2, v is approximately equal to
T/(2pA F). Using Eq. 3-28, we arrive at

hpjýlO•

(3-36)

T12A

Nondimensionalizing and accounting for the sign of
the velocity in the reversed flow region, we have
C(X + ;j Sin V;)3 d~do
C.

which is the induced power required to produce lift.
Assuming that the thrust Tis equal to the gross weight
W, and considering that the effective blade radius in
the production of thrust is only BR, the induced power
also can be expressed as

Co

j

=

(

sn

"1

_
.

+

nd

3

where
*,

profile power coefficient,
dimensionless
=generalized radial distance,
dimensionless
"""______rIR,
Integrating Eq. 3-39 gives
Co,,

C

~1.c____

____x

0adeg-

-J0t

Co

3

L

.
. .defined
NORMALIZED FLIGHT SPE EDIV,'i v
Fig. 3.22. Wald's Equation

8

+ 3),dimensionless (3-40)

The advance ratio p, used in Eqs. 3-38 and 3-39 is
using only the component of velocity normal to
the blade in the plane of rotation. Consideration of the
radial and vertical velocity components in these equations would be very difficult; however, it has been
3-17
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shown that Eq. 3-40, accounting for Ohse velocities, is

all elements, assuring, in effect, that the inflow velocity

approximately

cubed is always positive.

(3-41)

3-2.1.2.1.3 Ptasite Power
The power required to overcome all drag not formed

and, using the basic power coefficient equation and
substituting for w profile horsepower hp. becomes

in producing lift is called parasite power. The method
widely used to calculate this power is that of summation of component parasite drag contributions. In making an assessment of aircraft component drag by this

2

CPO

-j--(I + 4.65# ) ,dlimensionle

(PbcR4Wszc0

p= 4

4400

()

(

method, it is convenient to use the equivalent flat plate
concept, where the drag is expressed as the area fof a
flat plate, with a drag coefficient of unity, that would

produce the same drag force as the component under

consideration. The drag force D normally is defined as
Eq. 3-42 equals Eq. 3-7 when A -0.
The mean drag coefficient Cpis found from Fig. 3-1
when the mean lift coefficient C is determined by calculating thrust in a manner analogous to the power
integral
'

" (fr +SLUR sin 0)' drd;P

"

-2

d

; wl
-uoaifJ)'r

Pv2
2

CD$=qCDS ,lb

(345)
P

where

2

q = dynamic pressure, (pV )/2, psf

CD = drag coefficient, dimensionless
S = component reference area, ft2
and in terms of an equivalent flat plate area f,

BIsIo
R

T=

D=

1b

D=qf ,lb

(3-43)

(3-46)

2jCL (11P
MlR sinkdd9t1b
The parasite power hp, is, therefore,

Integrating Eq. 3-43 and using the basic thrust coefficient equation yields the mean lift coefficient U

CL
L= B +

6CT/o
BpU2

p
-

dimensionless (3-44)
ds

hpP

DV

qfTV

=--0 =

5--

(3-47)

where

fr

2

=

the total equivalent flat plate
area of all components,

At high forward speeds a significant portior. of the

180 deg

rotor disk is in a region of reversed flow, where the
rotational speed of the inboard blade elements is less
than the flight velocity. Hence the local velocity at the
blade element *YL impinges the blade trailing edge. This
occurs near 4 = 270 deg, within an area defined by
r = - )Asin 4 (Fig. 3-23). The effect of the reversed
flow is incorporated into Eqs. 3-43 and 3-39 for thrust
and profile power coeffiv:ients, respectively. The portion of the disk in reversed flow is assumed to have a
negative lift equal in magnitude to the lift calculated for
that region by Eq. 3-43. The profile power is not affected directly by the direction of flow, but a correction
is required to maintain a positive drag contribution for
3-18
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including their mutual
interference effects, ft'
From
Eqs.
3-45
and
3-46
the value off for a particular
component is3-....
f= CDS

ft2

(3-48)

The value of the component drag coefficient CD is dependent upon the reference area, e.g., wetted area, projected area, etc., under consideration and the relative
location of the component, which may be under the
influence of secondary flow rather than freestream
flow. An excellent source of information concerning
the drag coefficients of aircraft components is Ref. 24.
One major source of drag in a helicopter is the main
rotor head/pylon assembly. Important facts derived
from tests to date include:
I. Significant drag reduction is attainable with a
properly configured fairing.
2. The rotor head/pylon combination must be
considered as a whole. Isolated rotor head drag is not
a true measure of total effect.
3. The rotor head wake and associated turbulence
in the tail area can be influenced significantly by rotor
head/pylon geometry.
4. A rotor head fairing must be seled
aerodynamically, particularly at the junction with the
pylon, to be effective.
The total drag area of the aircraft usually is calculated for a level aircraft attitude. However, an estimate
of themust
trimbeattitude
fordrag
various
conditions
made, and
area forward
variationflight
with

condtios
e mdeand
mst ragare vaiaton ith

fuselage angle of attack established. This is essential to
realistically estimate the power requirements. The effect of fuselage lift (positive or negative) should also be
established, since this can also affect the power requirements to maintain a given flight condition.
3-2.1.2.2
Blade Element Theory
The blade element theory for determining the char_.cteristics of a lifting rotor in t'orward flight has been
in the development stage for a number of years. The
progress in the early years is summarized in Ref. 16,
which'also contains a basic treatment of the theory.
This paragrapt, deals primarily with the theory and
techniques developed by Wheatley (Ref. 25) and Bailey
(Ref. 26). The Wheatley/Bailey method largely has
been replaced by the more refined theories that now are
possible with the aid of digital computers. However, it
is the basis upon which the more sophisticated methods
are founded and still is useful as a means for obtaining

relatively quick answers when computer services are
unavailable.
3-2.1.2.2.1
Wheatley
Method
WhalyMto
The general integral expressions
for thrust, drag, and
torque for a rotor using the blade element theory are
exceedingly complex. By means of certain simplifying
assumptions, Wheatley developed the theory to the extent that further refinement would make the expressions unmanageable. The assumptions used are:
I. Induced angles of attack ai, inflow angles -0,
and blade flapping angles 13 are small such that
sin a, = a,, sin q4 4, and sin/3 =3
2. The radial component of the resultant air
velocity at each blade element may be neglected.
3. The flapping hinge is located on the axis of
rotation.
4. The profile drag coefficient and lift-curve slope
are constant.
5. Blades are considered rigid.
6. Blades have linear twist; i.e., pitch is of the form
0 = 60 + (r/R)O, where 01 is the difference between
root and tip pitch angles.
7. The expression for blade flapping is of the form
/3 = ao - a, cos 4 - b, sin 4 - a2 cos 24 b1sin 2 *, where 4' is the azimuth angle of the
blade from its downwind position.
8. Powers of p. of the fifth magnitude and above
are neglected.
In addition
to the givenforassumptions,
approximate
methods
are introduced
dealing with
blade tip

losses and with the effect of reversed flow over the

losses
ad
e e
retreating blade.
To bring the resulting Wheatley expressions for rotor
thrust torque and drag into a manageable form, the
method of "t-coef;cients" may be used (Ref. 26). For
a given rotor tip loss factor B and a Lock number
y
cpaR4lI, (where is the mass moment of inertia
of a blade about the flapping hinge, slug-ft), the
theoretical equations for thrust coefficient, flapping coetficients, torque coefficients, and profile drag-lift ratio
may be written as polynomials in terms of the inflow
ratio X, the advance ratio p., and the blade pitch angle
parameters 0, and 0,. The coefficients in these expressions (the "t-coefficients") have been evaluated over a
range of f.'s for B = 0.97 and - = 15. The Lock
number y is the ratio of the aerodynamic forces affecting blade flapping to the flapwise moment of inertia of
the blade. The "t-coefficients" are relatively insensitive
to changes in B and y (Refs. 16 and 26).
3-19
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Iterative Procedure
3-2.1.2.2.2
When using the Wheatley equations for a particular
flight condition, an iterative solution is necessary. In
general, X and 0o are not known, and must be solved
by iterating between the equations that contain thetwo
known dependent variables.
To reduce much of the iterative work necessary in
deriving forward flight performance, a method has
been developed that uses charts to facilitate the procedure. The approach taken is a combination of blade
element analysis and energy methods. The total power
hpr in unaccelerated steady level flight may be expressed as
hpT = hpi + hp, + hpp

(3-49)

cause the induced velocity becomes large relative to the
forward-flight speed. In either of these cases,
Di
LR

p = parasite

DP
LR

_

pV 2f
2L R

dimensionless

f

(3-54)

rRo2 CLR

DoIL, may be obtained fromthe Bailey tables for any
specific combinations of Xand 0 and charts have been
constructed from those results that relate Do/LR to

D/LR.

De =D + Do
0 +D

2. Calculate D,/LR and D,/LR.

, lb

(3-50)

or
DD +
L L
L

(3-53)

From Eq. 3-46

The total effective drag D, is given by

D
L

dimensionless

C1 ,/o" at specific levels of D/LR. These charts are
given in Ref. 16 for untwisted blades and in Ref. 27.
The basic steady forward flight performance may be
evaluated as follows:
1. Given a required Cp/o- and p., assume

where subscripts are
T = total
i = induced
o = profile

DD

CT
2p(u 2 + x 2 )1 12

,dimensionless

(3-51)

where
Lt = rotor lift, lb
For Lt= T, az0, T/(2pA)( 02/2, and v,< V, using
Eq. 3-36 we have

3. Determine Do/LR from charts.
4. Sum the (D/Lj)'s to get D/LR for comparison
with that assumed.
5. Repeat Steps I through 4 for another assumed
D/LR and interpolate to find Do/LR for which output
matches input.
3-2.1.2.2.3 Blade Stall
An additional important result of simple blade element theory is the prediction of section angle of attack
over the rotor in order to evaluate the extent, if any, of
blade stall. For rotor blades the maximum blade angle
of attack occurs at the blade tip near * = 270 deg.
Consequently, stall usually begins at that point and
a

10 .2 70 can

be used as a criterion for the onset of stall.

At the retreating tip, the angle of attack is
D1

Div

P,

LR

LV
RLV

LR

LR
2 2

2PiR V

_T

2\l

-2p-AV)(L

V/

VO
CLR
CLR-

4

dimensionless

(3-52)

a1.0.270

04

--

,ra

, tad

(X5
(3-55)

where
where

CL, = rotor lift coefficient,
Liq1[(l/2)pV1frR'l.
dimensionless
At speeds lower than p. = 0.10 or at large rotor angles
of attack, this expression for D,/L, breaks down be3-20

3// =-0,
+ 2b,
3 = a0 + B, + a,.
Therefore, using the Bailey method, a, 1,27o can be
found for any given 0 and ,. The remaining portions
of the rotor continue to function normally. but
develop more than thei," share of thrust to cornpensate for the losses experienced in the stalled
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region, which yields less lift but more drag. Indications are that the profile power factors are increased in proportion to the degree by which the
retreating blade tip angle exceeds the stalling angle.
thus

•

oCDpiR 2 (VR) 3

hpo =

• + 4.651A2
!.0,270-DD•

+

.
(3-56)
ast -- aDD /

where
aDD = angle of attack for drag
divergence, rad
a,, = angle of attack where
objectionable stall occurs, rad
The forward speed at which onset of blade stall first
is noted generally is the speed for best range. This is due
to the marked increase in profile power required at
higher speed. Vibration levels also seem to increase at
the higher speeds due to asymmetrical loading,
3-2.1.2.2.4 Numerical Methods
High-speed computers permit detailed iterative calculations using element theory. (par. 3-2.1.2.2). The
theory described in Refs. 25 and 26 can be used without
the aid of advanced numerical methods in the lowspeed flight regime, but is subject to inaccuracies in
moderate- to high-speed flight regimes.
The current applied-element theory of the General-

inputs for inflow, advance ratio, collective and cyclic
pitch angles, and starting values of the flapping angle
and its derivatives. Two-dimensional airfoil and span
data (as a function of angle of attack and Mach num.
ber) also must be provided.
The GRP computer program is based upon the solution of the flapping motion from highly nonlinear equations for the sum of the moments about the flapping
hinge in a shaft-axis system. These moments are the
aerodynamic moment MA, the weight moment M,, the
inertia moment M,, and the elastic flapping hinge restraint ME, such that M, + Mw + M, + Me = 0.
A numerical solution is found by finite differences and
a step-by-step procedure, knowing that the steady-state
flapping is periodic#3(*) = 0(* + 21r).
Time-averaged values of rotor forces and moments
are found by summing along a blade and averaging
around the azimuth the aerodynamic loads on the
blade. Iteration to specific lift and drag values can be
accomplished by modifying the inflow and the collective pitch or longitudinal cyclic pitch using a Taylor
series and partial derivatives with respect to the parameters cited, based upon the Wheatley-Bailey method.
The flapping iteration is started with the new initial
values for inflow and collective pitch or longitudinal
cyclic pitch. A solution is reached when the drag and
lift components are within specified tolerances. The
basic flow chart is presented in Fig. 3-24.
3-2.1.2.2.5

GraphicalMethod-NASA Charts

The charts of Ref. 28, also known as the NASA

ized Rotor Performance (GRP) Computer Program
eliminates assumptions of the simpler methods, including Mach number effects on c, and cd, reversed flow
region characteristics, and some of the restricting small

Charts or Tann-.r Charts, are a series of curves developed from the Generalized Rotor Performance program (par. 3-2.1.2.2.4). The numerical procedure was
used to calculate nondimensional rotor performance

angle assumptions. This method does retain some assumptions, however, among which are:
I. Steady-state airfoil data
2. Two-dimensional flow at each blade section (no
spanwise flow)
3. Constant rotational speed about the shaft axis
4. Uniform rotor inflow

for linear blade twists 01 of -8, -4, and 0 deg, for
advance ratios p, from 0.25 to 1.4, and advancing tip
Mach numbers M, between 0.7 and 0.9. Use of the
charts is recommended where high-speed computers
are not available. Sufficient information is obtainable
from them to evaluate a rotor system. The charts are
presented in terms of dimensionless coefficients of rotor
lift C., drag CD, and total torque Cc, for various values
of rotor control plane angle of attack ac.,
Fig. 3-25 illustrates a typical pair of charts. These
curves are calculated for a nominal configuration consisting basically of rectangular-planform blades with a
25% cut-out, zero offset, and a tip loss factor of 0.97.
A rotor solidity of 0.1 is used in the charts but corrections to other solidities can be calculated readily. Detailed examples of the use of these charts are given in
Ref. 28.

5. Rotor blade rigid in bending and torsion.

Numerical methods exist to eliminate all of the given
assumptions except 3, with an associated increase in
program complexity. A nonrigid blade, for example, is
useful for stress calcillation as well as for aerodynamic
analyses.
The basic numerical method is useful in level flight,
climb, or descent calculations. In addition to rotor geometry values, the GRP computer program requires
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3. STARTING VALUES

power required to operate aircraft accessories,
transmissions, and the tall rotor can be combined into
a single efficiency factor -q (par. 3-2.1.1.10). Total
power coefficient CPr is calculated by dividing the
charted torque coefficient CQM by the efficiency.

FLAPPING
ITERATION
(ONE
REVOLUTION)

CChe

_NCP,

=,

dimensionless

(3-57)

CHECK CONVERGENC9E
OF I3AND d(3/dO
NCO
YES

Tail rotor performance can be obtained from the charts
to ,.stablish this efficiency.
3.2.1.2.2.6 RadialFlow Corrections
The numerical methods and the charts described in
pars. 3-2.1.2.2.4 and 3-2.1.2.2.5 do not consider the
radial component of rotor velocity U, parallel to the
blade span. The radial component U,(Fig. 3-27), which
significantly increases the profile drag, can be expressed as

CHECK a, AND bis
AGAINST SPECIFIED
TOLERANCE
YTS
NO
MODIFY
S

AU,•7,R cosp + Xs2R
FORCE AND MOMENT
INTEGRATIONS

CHECK
TOLERANCE
ON LIFT AND ORA

PRINT

I

......

FIg. 3-24. Bmic Flow Chart for Numerical Method
The NASA Charts represent the performane of ani
isolated rotor. To obtain total aircraft performance,
airframe aerodynamics also must be considered. The
airframe contributes lift and drag as functions of body
pitch, yaw attitude, and flight velocity. Expressions for
d&Iu/dVand daf,,/dVmay be found by flight testing
and then used to select the proper body attitude to enter
curves showing the variation of lift and drag with body
attitude (where 4/,,and a. are the yaw angle and angle
of attack, respectively, of the fuselage reference line),
Examples of these curves are shown in Fig. 3-26.
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For a first-order approximation
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(3-60)

The integration and averaging of expressions for the
rotor force perpendicular to the control axis Hand the
decelerating torque provide an expression for the profile torque coefficient Cgo

/
CQ =-8
o

(I + n)

+ n=•)

,

d'less

(3-61)

and n, and n2 are evaluated numerically from the complete expression. The sum of n, and n2 ranges from 4.5
at )A = 0.0 to 4.89 at ,k = 0.50. Ignoring the radial
flow yields
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FIg 3-25. Typical Charts for EstimatIn Performance

CQ

Co

IOCD\
~ (1 + 3A2 ) ,dimensionless
l•

(3-62)

The differences between Eqs. 3-61 and 3.62 must be
added to the profile power assumed by the NASA
Charts and the numerical computation. The radial flow
correction AC(° then is equal to
_C

-io
-

vides an index of the level of aerodynamic interference.
This ratio is referred to as the tandem rotor interference
factor K such that:
CQT -CQo
K-,

=

-,-,

Q

"o

,

imensionless (3-64)

where
(niL2), dimensionless

(3-63)

•)
where n has the following values (Ref. 29):
n
0.00
1.50
0.10 = 1.57 0.10 .50
0.20 = 1.57

Cor - total torque coefficient of the
tandem rotor system,
dimensionless
Co. = profile torque coefficient foc the
single rotor, dimensionless
C•, = total torque coefficient of each
single rotor, dimensionless

ACQ

increase in tanidemn torque

coefficient over the single rotor

0,30 = 1.78
0,40 = 1.78
0.50 -- 1.89
0.60 = 2.03
0.60 = 2.03
0.75 = 2.24
1.00
2.62
ga
For
C given value of drag coefficient, the value of
A C0 can be calculated and added to the value Co from
the charts.
3-2.1.3

I + -C

torque coefficient,
dimensionless
induced torque coefficient of
the single rotor, dimensionless
The theoretical ideal induced power hp, required by
tandem-rotor system to generate a given thrust then
can be expressed in terms of simple momentum theory
(Eq. 3-5) -s
Co

3 12

KT

Tandem-rotor Interference

Aerodynamic interference caused by the overlap or
intermesh of tandem-rotor systems increases the power
required to produce a given total thrust over that required for the same rotors when isolated. Because the
profile drag coefficient of a rotor operating at moderate
thrust ccefficients is nearly constant, this increase in
total powz;r is attributable to an increase in induced
power only. For a given tandem-rotor overlap, the ratio
of the induced power of the tandem-rotor system to the
induced power of the two isolated single rotors pro-

=

hpi

K=

5520pA

(3-65)

In this case A is the projected disk area of the two rotors
(see Fig. 3-28).
In the hovering regime numerous tests have resulted
in a power correction factor as a function of rotor shaft
spacing ratio st (see Fig. 3-28) that agrees reasonably
well with theoretically derived trends (Fig. 3-29). The
test data, obtained with rators employing blades with
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Fig. 3-27. Velocity Componeats
planforms and twists consistent with standard practice
(not assuming "ideal" twist or taper) fall, as would be
3-24

expected, between the theoretical curves for uniform
and parabolic Rpanwise blade loading derived in Ref.
30. The estimation of vertical drag (par. 3-2.1.1.9) must
include the effects of the increased downwash of the
adjacent or overlapped rotors.
In forward flight, the effect of interference on induced power is considerably greater than in hover hecause the air inflow is nearly horizontal, reducing the
effective aspect ratio of the lifting system by about
one-half compared with two isolated rotors. This effect
can be approximated analytically by using the analogy
of two wings in tandem, with appropriate values of gap

AMCP 706-201
tionship in the system (Ref. 31). The induced power
correction factor K. that results from this approach is
expressed as

and stagger, and defining the induced downwash rela-

. 1 +-

SATKu

, dimensionless

(3-66)
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aaeei
where didcdpwritreec
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less,
(seFi.3-68)
dimension2
aese age a

yR=

R~~~~~

and the wake skew angle yis calculated approximately
from

Fig. 3-28. Projected Disk Area, Overlapping Rotors
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Estimation of the characteristics of a wing or fin
surface under a given set of conditions can be accomplished readily provided that information on lift and
drag coefficients as a function of angle of attack is
for some given aspect ratio. At a required lift
coefficient, the angle of attack, drag coefficient, and lift
curve slope for the planform under consideration are

found by the method of Ref. 32. This method includes

____

.....

_

__

_

the introduction of spanwise efficiency factors into the
relationship between two-dimensional and
three-dimensional airfoil characteristics based upon an
elliptical distribution of lift over the three-dimensional
(finite span) wing. Once the general nondimensional
characteristics of the wing or similar sur-

_aerodynamic

are established, the lift and drag forces at any
are calculated by the conventional relationships of fixed-wing aerodynamics,

c

"-0condition

WAKE SKEW ANGLE y deg

Fig. 3-3•. Tandem-rotor Interferenee Factors

n,

Fixed Aerodynamic Surfaces

•/=1.5f )and
an"
rad
2-=

2- CL
-SC

L

, lb
b(3-69)

(3-68)

pV2
D

=

S

=

2 SCD

,lb

(3-70)

where
T -- thrust of forward rotor, lb
Al = area of the forward rotor, ft2
Eq. 3-67 is presented graphically by Fig. 3-30. Note
that this method, at reasonable values of -y(O
deg ! 7•< 10 deg), indicates a value for d, of the order
of 1.8, which represents a 90% increase in the induced
power of the tandem system over that for the single
rotor. This method provides a guide to the order of
magnitude of tandem-rotor interference in forward
flight. However, consideration of tip losses, which
reduce the diameter of the stream tube of infiowing air,
decreases the effective aspect ratio even more; hence,
induced power correction factors of more than 2.0 are
possible. Actual variation of K. with forward speed is
difficult to establish because it varies with aircraft ge,whetry. Furthermore, flight techniques such as sideslip
flight have been developed to compensate for the rotor
interference penalty. The amount of sideslip used is
determined by the best trade-off between the reduction
in power losses due to rotor interference and the increase in parasite powcr that results from sideslip
flight,
3-26

where

3-2.2
3-2.2.1

planform
area of the surface,
ft2

COMPOUND CONFIGURATIONS
Speed Capability of Helicopters

A compound helicopter is one that has a wing to
relieve the rotor of its lifting requirements, partially or
totally, and an auxiliary propulsion device to relieve the
rotor of its propulsion requirements partially or totally.
Such a helicopter can achieve a higher maximum forward speed than can a conventional helicopter, and
retains hovering capability.
The maximum speed attainable by a conventional
helicopter is limited by drag divergence on the advancing blade and/or by one of the several phenomena
lumped together under the term "blade stall" on the
retreating blade. To obtain the highest maximum aircraft speed, a rotor speed must be selected that allows
the retreating blade to experience blade stall at the
same time that the advancing blade experiences drag

AMCP 706-201
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3-31. Retreating Tip Angle of Attack
divergence. Fig. 3-31 shows the retreating tip angle of
attack (which is an indicator of blade stall) as a function of forward speed for a conventional helicopter, a
helicopter with a wing, a helicopter with auxiliary propulsion, and a helicopter with both a wing and auxiliary
propulsion (compound helicopter). In this example, the
same rotor is assumed on each of the aircraft. The rotor
has a solidity of 0. 1, a blade twist of - 5 deg, and a
hovering disk loading of 5 lb/ft2. The rotor, and hence
tip, speed is adjusted with forward speed so that the
advancing tip Mach number is kept constant at 0.92.
Fig. 3-31 shows that, for a retreating tip angle of attack
of 12 deg, both the conventional and the winged helicopter can fly to about 1'A kt, the helicopter with
auxiliary propulsion fan fly to about 235 kt, and the
compound hellcoptar has no speed limitation due to
blade stall. The riaximun speeds of the first three
types might be ra ied slightly by optimizing solidity
and twist, but the values presentd are typical of the
present state-of-the-art.
3-2.2.2
Prliina. y Deugn Conskderations
Once it has been decided that a compound f.elicopter
configuration is necessary to satisfy a given speed requirement, the goid of the preliminary design effort
should be the same as for any other aircraft; i.e., to

obtain the smallest physical dimensions, lightest
weight, and most efficient design that can satisfy simul.
taneously all of the requirements specified.
For any aircraft the design requirements tend to be
conflicting, but for compound helicopters the conflict
is dramatic and is characterized by the philosophy that
whatever helps the high-speed capability hurts the boyering capability and vice versa. For a given payload and
mission time, the size of the aircraft is determined by
the type of auxiliary propulsion and the rotor disk
loading selected. If the mission requires a relatively
short period of high-speed flight, a simple turbojet or
fanjet engine may be used; this approach is attractive
especially when a compound configuration evolves
from an existing helicopter design. For relatively long
high-speed mission legs, the complexity of a propeller
usually will prove to be justified by its higher propulsive efficiency. Another configuration that might be
considered during preliminary design is a pressure-jet
rotor that operates in autorotation in high-speed flight
while the driving gases are ducted to a nozzle for forward propulsion.
If, for the sake of simplicity, a separate jet engine is
selected for auxiliary propulsion, the selection of the
rotor power plant rating and the rotor disk loading is
based upon the hovering requirement and the basic
3-27
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trade-off is the same as for a conventional helicopter:
i.e., the larger the power plant, the higher the disk
loading can be, thus producing a smaller aircraft. If a
propeller is chosen for auxiliary propulsion and is to be
driven by the same engine as the rotor, the engine
rating usually is set by the high-speed requirement and
the rotor disk loading selected is the highest at which
the hover requirement can be met. In some cases the
disk loading is not determined in this manner but is
limited to some smaller value by a maximum limitation
upon the rotor downwash velocity or by consideration
of good autorotational characteristics.

3.2.2.3

Selectinn of Configuration
Parameters

Wing
3-2.2.3.1
The wing is required for high-speed operation, but it
produces performance penalties ii, hover. Therefore,
the definition of its parameters is an exercise in "leastworst compromise" rather than in "optimization".
These wing parameters, discussed below, include:
1. Area
2. Span
3. Incidence
4. Incorporation of flaps
5. Location.
The wing area will depend, to a large extent, upon
the predicted performance, vibration, and stress characteristics of the rotor. From a performance standpoint, the rotor should carry as much load as possible
at high speed; but from vibration and stress standpoints, the rotor should be unloaded completely. Thus,
the design criterion for wing lift is some fraction of the
aircraft gross weight at high speed, and the value of this
fraction is dependent upon the degree of confidence in
the rotor design. Once the design value of wing lift is
selected, primarily upon the basis of experience with
similar aircraft, the wing area can be calculated.
Another type of criterion that might define the wing
area is a specified maneuver, such as a 2-g turn at 150
kt. If the combination of the rotor, as defined by the
Sspecified
hover capability, and the wing, as defined by
Sthe
high-speed requirement, is not sufficient to produce
2 g's, either the rotor blade area or the wing area must
be increased. In some cases it will prove advantageous
to make the change to the wing rather than to the rotor;
but, to minimize the wing structural weight and the
download in hover, the wing area should be no larger
than is necessary to satisfy the most critical requirement. Based upon theory and some test data, the wing
download in hover is equal approximately to one-half
3-28

the disk loading times the wing area exposed to the
rotor wake.
The selection of the wing span involves a trade-off
study. Large span has the advantage of less induced
drag in forward flight, but has the disadvantages of
higher structural weight and more download in hover
due to greater rotor wake velocities at the outer sections
of the wing. The selection of the wing span must be
based upon a judgment as to the relative importance of
the conflicting requirements of speed, hover performance, and empty weight.
The selection of wing incidence with respect to the
rotor shaft will be influenced by the desire to operate
the rotor at low angles of attack at high speeds in order
to minimize the oscillatory rotor loads. Thus, the rotor
disk ideally should be horizontal at high speeds and the
wing incidence, adjusted for the rotor-induced downwash angle, will be equal to the angle of attack at which
the wing develops the required lift coefficient.
For most compound helicopter designs, the wing
thickness, taper ratio, and airfoil section are chosen on
the basis of the same considerations as are used in
designing a fixed-wing aircraft to be flown at low subsonic speed. These factors are structural efficiency, low
drag, and a high maximum lift coefficient.
Flaps on the wing of a compound helicopter might
be considered for several reasons, e.g., to minimize the
basic wing area if the required area is dictated by a
maneuver requirement. In such a case the additional
complexity of a flapped wing and its increased drag
during the maneuver would have to be weighed against
the predicted decreases in hover download and, possibly, wing weight. Another possible application of a
wing flap is to decrease the hover download by deflecting the flap down 90 deg, thereby decreasing the wing
area exposed to the rotor wake. An additional use for
a flap is to decrease wing lift during entries into autorotation by upward dflection of the flap. This requirement applies primarily to configurations that do not
use propellers for auxiliary propulsion; the phenomenon that generates this requirement is discussed in par.
3-2.2.4.3.
Items that slfould be considered in choosing the vertical location of the wing generally are the same as for
a fixed-wing aircraft. These include crashworthiness,
fueling convenience, crew visibility, landing gear arrangement, external store loading, and field-of-fire restriction. In addition, the designer of the compound
helicopter must provide adequate clearance between
the wing and the rotor during maneuvers and between
the wing and ,the ground during slope landings. In
choosing the fore-and-aft location of the wing, it should
be recognized that the wing can be used to increase
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longitudinal stability by locating the aerodynamic center of the wing to the rear of the most aft operational

3-2.2.3.2
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The broad requirements for the rotor are: in hover,
to operate efficiently; at moderate speeds, to provide its
share of the required maneuvering capability; and, at
high speeds, to produce as much lift as possible without
producing excessive vibration or loads. Once the disk
leading is chosen, either on the basis of using all of the
installed power to hover or on the basis of maximum
allowable downwash velocity, several other rotor
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Fig. 3-32. Tip Speed Limitations for Operation at
Constatt Mach Number

The rotor tip speed will be established by the combination of the maximum forward speed and the maximum allowable advancing tip Mach number. Current
practice places this Mach number at 0.85 to 0.95, to
avoid drag divergence, depending upon the tip airfoil
section used. Fig. 3-32 shows maximum tip speed as a
function of forward speed for several Mach numbers,
Whether the resulting rotor speed should be used
throughout the flight envelope is dependent upon additional design considerations. The weights of the rotor
and the drive system can be minimized by designing for
a relatively high hover tip speed (700-800 fps). If the
maximum tip speed dictated by the high-forward-speed
requirement approaches these values, then the same tip
speed should be used throughout the flight envelope;
but if the tip speed for high-speed flight is considerably
below this range, a two-speed design should be considered in order to take advantage of the potential weight
saving. Factors that must be considered when making
this decision are the potential problems involved in
operating the rotor over a wide rpm range; noise due
to high tip speeds in hover; and, in the case of a cornpound with a propeller, the desire to operate the propeller at low tip speeds in hover and at high tip speeds
in forward flight (the opposite of the requirement for
the rotor). The latter problem can be eliminated by
declutching the propeller from the drive system in
hover and low-speed flight. The power thus saved in
hover should be enough to justify the weight of the
clutch and perhaps even its development cost.

The rotor solidity is determined by one or the other
of two requirements, hover performance or maneuver
capability. For a given disk loading and tip speed, the
solidity helps to define the hover Figure of Merit. It has
been shown that the Figure of Merit is also a function
of Cr/a', twist, and tip Mach number (par. 3-2.1.1.7).
For steady turns, the rotor must supply whatever lift
the wing cannot. The solidity that meets this requirement is
nW -L
ax

p°Ptm
Cd
P(STR)2 A

d'less

(3-71)
(3)71)

where
n = load factor for turn,
dimensionless
W, = helicopter gross weight, lb
L.. = maximum lift of wing, lb
The usable value of (Cr/o'), for a new rotor design
is not defined easily, but a compilation of wind tunnel
and flight test data leads to the empirical plot of
(Cr/).,5asa function of advance ratio g, of Fig. 3-33,
which represents the boundary above which the rotor
profile power rises rapidly, indicating significant areas
of blade stall. The solidity corresponding to the best
hover Figure of Merit and the solidity that satisfies the
3-29
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3-2.2.3.3

If a jet engine is selected for propulsion, the choice

0.10

of Its location is relatively flexible, with constraints
by balance considerations; the necessity to
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-
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placing critical components, ground personnel,

-avoid

or flammable ground objects in the hot exhaust; and
levels in the cockpit and passenger/troop cabin.
The selection of the best location for a propeller is
more difficult and involves finding a location where
the propeller will not be in the way of the rotor in
flight and landing conditionis, of the ground during
slope landings, of people during normal and emergency situations, of fire from flexible weapons, and of

-noise

S• 0.06
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debris or jettisoned stores. At the same time, the com-

plexity of the drive train, the noise in the cockpit and
passenger/troop cabin, and the structural dynamic
0
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Fig. 3-33. Maximmm Thrust Coeffcient/Solidity for
Steady Flight
maneuver requirement should be compared and the
highest value chosen for the design.
High blade twist is helpful in increasing the hover
performance, but it can produce large osci!latory blade
loads at high forward speeds. The trade-off is difficult
to assess during preliminary design so a moderate value
ofa
tuA
mis
order
1is
In oderto
a hih
perae
sped ithhighadvncing tip Mach numbers, the airfoil section of the blades
section should be thin. In order to be efficient in hover
and to have good maneuvering capability, the bladc.s
should be thick. The trends of critical drag divergence
Mach number MDD and of section maximum lift coefficient ci,= with thickness ratio are shown on Fig. 3-34.
A partially satisfactory theoretical solution to these
conflicting requirements is to use a blade that is tapered
in thickness from the root to the tip where the highest
Mach numbers are experienced. Whether or not this
actually can be done is dependent somewhat upon the
method of blade construction (par. 4-9.1). Forward
camber, sometimes called "droop snoot", may be used
to make thin sections act like thicker sections with
respect to maximum lift coefficient by giving the critical upper nose a gentler contour that keeps the airflow
3-30

response should be held to a minimum.

The basic advantage of a prcpeiier over a jet engine
is that the propeller moves more air. For the same
reason large propellers are preferred to small propel lers; the larger the diameter, the higher the propulsive
efficiency. However, an increase in propeller size inc-eases its weight and the weight of the associated drive
train, and adds to the difficulty of integration into the
design. Thus, another trade-off decision must be made
in choosing the optimum propeller diameter based
upon high-speed capability versus empty weight. Other
propeller parameters that must be selected are rpm and
totpl activity factor. Propeller selection is discussed in
par. 3-3.3.2.
propeller usually responds more rapidly to pilot
demands for changes in thrust than does a jet engine.
advantage of propellers
this is ofa secondary
However,
because rapidity
horizontal thrust control normally
is not a critical consideration for compound helicopters.
3-2.2.3.4

Torque Balancing and Directional
Control
Compound helicopters using rotor arrangements
with natural torque balancing-such as those with tandem. coaxial. synchropter. or jet-powered rotors.achieve directional control in the same manner as
do conventional helicopters with these rotor configurations.
In the case of the single-rotor, shaft-driven, cornpound helicopter, however, there is a possibility of using the auxiliary propulsion device instead of a tail
rotor for antitorque and directional control. When this
device is acting as a primary control, its reliability is a

"
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major consideration which precludes the use of a separate jet engine for this purpose.
If a single propeller is used, the possibility of employing it either as a swiveling tail rotor or in conjunction
with flow-turning vanes should be considered; both of
these systems have been flown on prototype aircraft.
When the two functions are combined, the swiveling
tail rotor is lighter than the combination of a separate
propeller and tail rotor-but at the cost of mechanical
complexity in the swiveling mechanism and in the control system, which must make the transition from rudder pedal control in hover to a propeller pitch control
in forward flight. (In high-speed flight, an airplane rudder can be used for directional control.) The pusher
propeller with flow-turning vanes also combines the
two functions but involves the same control complexity. In addition, this device becomes ineffective at
some rearward speed that may be below that required
to hover over a spot in a tail wind.
Another possibility for using the auxiliary propulsion device for antitorque and directional control exists
if two wing-mounted propellers with differential thrust
are used. This scheme however, while feasible, can require substantially more power in hover than the tail

rotor it eliminates. The power would be essentially the
same if the product of the total disk area and the distance between the propellers was the same as the product of the disk area and the moment arm of the tail
rotor. For most practicable configurations, it will be
found that this product for wing-mounted propellers is
one-third to one-quarter that for a tail rotor and, consequently, the power required for antitorque is three to
four times that used by a tail rotor. However, for compound helicopters having a large power plant because
of the high-speed requirement, but limited to a low disk
loading by downwash considerations, the high power
required by this antitorque scheme may not produce a
significant penalty.
If a conventional tail rotor is to be used, the tradeoffi are the same as for a conventional helicopter; i.e.,
the larger the tail rotor, the less power it requires but
the more it weighs and the more awkward the design
becomes. Because the tail rotor experiences the same
forward speed as the main rotor in forward flight, it is
;ogical .to use the same tip speed unless the tail rotor
blade tip section has a different critical Mach number
than that of the main rotor. The critical thrust condition for the tail rotor will come either in balancing main
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rotor torque during a full-power vertical climb at sea
level or in hover under a high-altitude, hot-day condition. Both situations should be analyzed and the one
requiring the highest solidity should be preferred.
3-2.2.4

Compound Helicopter Performance

3-2.2.4.1
Wing/Rotor Lift: Sharing
It is useful, in developing methods for calculating
compound helicopter performance, to think of the aircraft as a biplane having an upper wing with an adjustable flap corresponding to the rotor and its collective
pitch control. If the upper wing of a biplane has a larger
span than the bottom wing, it pays to carry most of the
lift on the upper wing to take advantage of its lower
span loading and, thus, its lower induced drag. The
same idea applies to a compound helicopter if the rotor
diameter is greater than the wing span. This is illustrated by examining the following basic equation for
the drag D of the compound:

Calculating Procedure for Power
Required
The calculation of the power required for a cornpound helicopter in level flight is more complicated
than that for a conventional helicopter but still is relatively straightforward. The following procedure can be
performed by hand calculation or programmed on a
computer:
1. Obtain by wind tunnel testing, or by estimation,
plots of effective lift and drag areas and pitching moment volume (L/q ft2, D/q ft2, and M/q ft, respectively) versus the angle of attack of the fuselage reference line af,, for the complete aircraft without rotors.
2. For the selected gross weight and forward
speed, assume a series of values for fuselage angle of
attack. Based upon small-angle assumptions, which are
valid for compound helicopters in level flight, the required rotor thrust, or lift L., is:
3-2.2.4.2

L
(3-74)
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3. Calculate the rotor tip path plane angle of at-

tack a, as

=~
Gus ±+57.3 - +±ata
1 ±+i

r2)R

, dcg
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where
Subscripts

b= wing span, ft
w = wing

where

a

R = rotor

If it is assumed that the first three terms are independent of lift, then the variation of drag with lift is dependent only upon the last two terms. The drag then is
minimum when

W
LR =

1 + (b/2R) 2

'

lb

LR
R

fps

(3-76)

(The rotor-induced downwash at the wing is assumed
to be equal to the momentum value of induced velocity
at the rotor disk.)
and

of the structural and dynamic characteristics of the

a,,-

rotor and fuselage and may not be known fully until the
aircraft flies.

at$ =

...............................

path plane relative to rotor

shaft, deg
= angle of rotor shaft relative to
a reference perpendicular to the
fuselage reference line, deg
and, for T/(2p.4)< V'/2 Eq. 3-35 results in

(3-73)

For the highest performance, the rotor should be operated up to the above stated value of lift, or to the limit
as defined by excessive oscillating loads. The oscillatory
load trend corresponds roughly to the product of collective pitch and the cube of the advance ratio. The
point at which these loads become limiting is a function
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= longitudinal tilt of rotor tip
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where
As,,

= distance between helicopter CG
"androtor shaft, parallel to
fuselage reference line, ft

with the wing as compared to the increase in power
associated with the rotor.
3-2.2.4.3

4. Use rotor performance charts for the correct
advance ratio, and, knowing rotor thrust (lift) and rotor angle of attack, find collective pitch and plot it as
a function of fuselage angle of attack.
5. Select even increments of collective pitch and
tabulate the corresponding values of rotor thrust, rotor
angle of attack, and fuselage angle of attack.
6. Use rotor charts to find rotor shaft power and
H force for the selected values of collective pitch and
rotor thrust.
7. Compute
totaland
power associated with the rotor
as the
sum of main
tail rotor requirements and
transmission and drive system losses.
8. Compute the required propulsion thrust 7T,as
T

where
S

SH

-

aR
D q +H+L
q
R 57.3

, lb

(3-78)

= rotor H-force perpendicular to

control axis, lb
9. For propeller-powered compound helicopters,
the propeller power hpp is
hp

55

(379)

we = propeller efficiency factor,
dimensionless
Subscript

Autorotation of a Compound
Helicopter

MR = rotor pitching moment, lb-ft

Autorotation of the rotor of a compound helicopter
requires the same conditions as for other helicopters;
i.e., the lift vectors on the blades must be tilted far
enough forward to overcome the drag of the blades. A
fully unloaded rotor cannot autorotate because it has
no lift vectors to tilt forward. For this reason if the wing
is large enough to support the entire weight of the
helicopter during entries into autorotation at high
speeds, it is difficult to load the rotor enough to enable
it to autorotate. One solution is for the pilot to perform
steady turns at a load factor high enough so that both
the wing and the rotor are required to produce lift.
Another solution is to reduce the wing lift mechanically
with spoilers, with an incidence reduction, or with an
up-deflected flap. For compounds with propellers, it is
not necessary to aut6rotate the rotor initially if the
propeller
pitchascana be
reduced this
sufficiently
to operate
the propeller
windmill;
procedure
allows

power to be extracted from the airstream at high speeds
so as to keep the entire power train operating until the
speed is low enough to allow the rotor to be used in
normal autorotation.

3-2.3

WIND TUNNEL TESTING

3-2.3.1
Objectives
The objectives of wind tunnel testing are one or more
of the following;
1. To support a specific design project
2. To perform research into fundamental
phenomena
3. To investigate advanced concepts.

P = propeller

The upper plot of Fig. 3-35 shows the results of
using the foregoing procedure to computce the power
required for a typical compound helicopter. The advantage of operating at high collective pitch angles is
evident. The bottom plot of the figure shows the
product of collective pitch and the cube of the advance ratio (this parameter is roughly proportional to
the oscillatory loads) and indicates the disadvantage
of operating at high collective pitch. Fig. 3-36 shows
component power requirements for operation at
collective pitch values of 4 and 10 deg. The primary
e.ect of operating at a higher collective pitch angle is
a more significant decrease in the power associated

This paragraph deals with the preliminary design aspects of wind tunnel testing that are included in the first
of these objectives.

3-2.3.2

Support of a Project

In the discussion of wind tunnel testing that follows,
it should be remembered that test planning should consider the reliability of the resulting data. Dimensional
similarity, particularly in terms of Reynolds number
and Mach number, is desired, but the relationship between model size and tunnel size also must be considered because of the significant influence of wind tunnel
wall effects upon helicopter test data.
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estimates of drag and stability and to provide an opportunity toimprove these parameters before the design is
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a very large closure angle because of the tactical advantage of rear ramp loading. The rotor hub is a bluff body
that, although difficult to fair as a unit, can benefit
from streamlining of individual components. During
wind tunnel testing the hub should be rotated to obtain
proper values of hub/pylon drag.
The hub not only produces drag of its own, but, in
many cases, induces flow separation on the portion of
the fuselage behind it. The degree of separation often
can be reduced through the use of some form of a
vortex generator or boundary layer control specifically
tailored through wind tunnel tests. In a similar manner,
the problem of separation behind a blunt cargo compartment can be attacked through changes in fuselage
lines or the use of strakes or vortex generators. Wind
tunnel testing of high-performance helicopters inevitably involves evaluating the reduction in drag resulting
from a retractable versus fixed landing gear.
Powered Models
ein a complete series of wind tunnel
The scond hasebility.
tests is the addition of a powered rotor to the airframe
mode.Th
modl
resltiniis useul
for deermiing
determining
model
useful fr
model. The resulting
derivarotor-airframe interference effects and stabilityuseful
in
tives but has not proven to be particularly

Dynamic Models
3-2.3.2.3
An investigation of oscillatory loads and of the dynamics of the rotor and its control system can be made
with a rotor model that is scaled both geometrically
and dynamically in terms of the natural frequencies of
its flapping, inplane, and torsional blade modes and of
the control modes associated with control system flexiUnfortunately, the knowledge of these frequenand ittheis
of the
effort,be¶'ore
nearactual
the endrftor
cies comes
likely
that the
willdesign
be flying
Neverthe
ted.
ilt
b
designed,
model can be
built, and tested. Nevertheless,

tiveprvento
bu ha no b paticlary uefu in
determining the performance of the rotor itself because
of significant aerodynamic and dynamic scale effects.
In extreme flight conditions involving significant blade

the availability of a dynamic wind tunnel model during
the flig
ion
of t prna
c
can be mo rant
the flight test portion of the proestian important
i
o
phenomena as they arise (Ref. 33).

3-2.3.2.2

*

stall or compressibility effects, the Reynolds numbers
and the oscillting aeroelastic twist-which is a function of blade structural and centrifugal stiffness in
bending and in torsion-play very important roles;
matching these characteristics with small-scale rotors
so far has not been practicable. In the case of interference effects, however, useful results can be obtained
with a rotor that is similar geometrically, but not necessarily dynamically, to the full-scale rotor. The interference effects may be significant especially in producing
pitchizig moments during the transition from hover to
forward flight and in producing rotor-fuselage interference deag in all flight conditions.
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model can be designed,

3-2.3.2.4
Special Models
example of a special wind tunnel test that might
be required to support other phases of the design effort
is the measurement of engine inlet pressure recovery
and flow distribution at the face of the compressor. For
this
type
of test, it is necessaryairlow
to install a pump in a
model
to induce the correct
into the inlet. A
type of test involves measuring pressures on the

-1

i

windshield and other critical components

through use
of pressure tubes connected to a manometer
board or

to a scanning pressur a transducer. It may be desirable
to measure bending moments in such components as
and horizontal stabilizers to allow the designers
to use measured values, rather than theoretical (which
normally tend to be conservative). Th- resulting design
will thus have minimum structural weight. Also, it may
be necessary to conduct external store jettison tests
wi: II the wind tunnel model to establish the flight envelope in which dropped stores fall clear of the aircraft,
and to determine whether a positive ejection me-

chanism--such as a spring or an explosive device-is
required. Wind tunnel jettison i..sIs require models of
stores that must have the correct aerodynamic shape,
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weight, and CG location. The model must be such that
the ratio of aerodynamic forces to inertia forces is correct for the model scale and the wind tunnel speed
being used to simulate flight conditions. Results rre
recorded with movie cameras taking front and side
views. The model need not have rotors, but it helps in
interpreting film results if the tip path planes of the
main rotor(s), tail rotor, and propeller are defined with
wire hoops.
For a rotor design that pioneers in the use of a new
airfoil section, it is desirable to obtain the airfoil characterstics for use in the rotor analysis, in a two-dimensional tunnel. These characteristics should include lift,
drag, and pitching moments throughout the angle of
attack, Mach number, and Reynolds number ranges in
which the blade elements operate. Ref. 34 contains a
complete description of a typical steady-state, twodimensional wind tunnel test. A variation of this type
of test involves testing the airfoil while it is subjected
to oscillating plunge and pitch motions at various mean
angle of attack settings. The results then can be used to
evaluate the nonsteady characteristics of the airfoil as
repreented by the hysteresis loops in lift, drag, and
pitching moment. Another type of two-dimensional
testing used to evaluate three-dimensional effects is the
testing of the airfoil at the various values of sweep that
can occur on the blade and that have been found to
affect the maximum lift coefficient significantly. Threedimen.sional effects can be obtained by testing a blade
tip at various sweep angles. All of the steady, nonsteady, and three-dimensional airfoil characteristics
can be used in the sophisticated rotor analysis programs that account for blade element sweep, unsteady
tip vortex induced flows, and blade flapping and torsional flexibility.
3-2.3.2.6
Testing of Actual Hardware
Wind tunnel testing of component hardware often is
required to support the design and analysis effort further. For example, the drag of antennas and external
stores and the aerodynamic loads opposing the motion
of rotating weapon turrets and gun-sights are difficult
to predict analytically or with small-scale models, but
are evaluated easily in a wind tunnel,
The testing of a complete aircraft in a full-scale wind
tunnel generally is not included in the early project
planning. During the flight test phase, however, it may
become desirable to investigate one or more specific
problems in the areas of rotor dynamics, stability, or
performance, and the designer may dete.anine that
these problems can be investigated with either less dan3-36
S,

ger or more precision in the wind tunnel than in flight
(Ref. 35). Full-scale tests currently are limited by tunnel capability to speeds of less than 190 kt and to rotor
diameters of less than 65 ft. The aircraft should be
equipped with flight test instrumentation for measuring
rotor loads, a real-time monitoring system, and a quickacting remote control system.
Mounting the helicopter on the wind tunnel balance
system changes the dynamic environment from that of
free flight in two significant ways. First, the balance
system has its own set of modes of oscillation that, if
excited at their natural frequencies by oscillating rotor
loads, can confuse the dynamic data being measured at
the rotor and, in some cases, can lead to structural
failures. To avoid such problems, the natural frequencies of the balance system should be predetermined by
shake tests and rotor speeds then selected so as to avoid
them; or the balance natural frequencies should be
changed by modifications to the mass, damping, or
structural stiffness. The second significant change ir
the dynamic environment arises from the ability of the
wind tunnel supports to provide essentially immediate
reactions to aircraft loads and moments. This is in
contrast to the aircraft in free flight, which produces
reactions proportional only to aircraft inertia. The
consequence of this difference is that rotor forceswhich in free flight would cause the aircraft to move
and to relieve the forces-are not relieved in the wind
tunnel but may build up to catastrophic magnitudes.
For this reason it is important to be able to monitor
critical rotor loads and to relieve them quickly with the
control system.
3-2.3.3

Model Design Considerations

Models without rotors, which are used for studies of
drag and stability qualities, should be designed similarly to comparable fixed-wing models. The model
should be as large as possibie and the test tunnel speed
as high as possible to enable testing at high Reynolds
numbers. This is important especially when determining the drag of bluff body components such as rotor
hubs, landing gear, or weapons. Consideration must be
given to compressibility effects, which frequently can
become significant due to high local Mach numbers
and can result in considerable error in the translation
of small-scale results to full scale.
The use of transition strips to establish the turbulent
boundary layer at the forward part of each component
is recommended. Because the determination of hub
drag is an important objective of this type of testing, the
hub should be built as accurately as possible. Blade
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stubs with a span equal to the chord should be installed
to duplicate the hub-blade junction. If practicable, the
hub should be rotated with a motor at a speed corresponding to the full-scale advance ratio at the test tunnel speed. Major components should be made removable and the model should be designed for testing both
right side up and upside down to evaluate both hub
drag and landing gear drag away from the influence of
the balance supports.
3-2.3.3,2

Models With Rotors

3.2.3.3.2.1
Rotor Design
In this type of model, the rotor diameter should be
as large as possible to allow testing as closely as possible
to full-scale Reynolds numbers. If the primary focus of
interest is the high-speed regime, the rotor diameter
can be up to 75% of the tunnel test section width. If
low-speed problems are to be investigated, the rotor
diameter should not exceed 25% of the test section
height so as to minimize recirculption of the rotor wake
from the tunnel floor. The model rotor tip speed should
be the same as that proposed for the full-scale helicopter in order to preserve true Mach numbers and induced velocity effects. When it is not possible to operate
the tunnel
at such
a speed, the design rotor speed
ateshould
be reduced
in order
to maintain the true d
svance ratio, because this is a primary rotor parameter
while Mach number and induced effects are secondary
parameters,
The scaling of mass and structural parameters
for
dynamic models should attempt to match natural frequencies and ratios of acrodynamic-to-inertia parameters -io as to allow investigation of flutter, mechanical
vibration and stability, p:rformance, and fl: ing quali.
ties (Ref. 33).
3-2.3.3.2.2 Rotor Control Systems
Depending upon the objectives of the model test, the
rotor control system may be either nonexistent or
nearly as complete as that of the actual aircraft. The
simplest models have flapping or teetering rotors, no
cyclic pitch, and collective pitch that is adjustable only
during a model change. Data points taken with this
type of model always will have the tip path plane tilted
with respect to the shaft, except for specific combinations of shaft angle of attack and tip speed ratio for each
collective pitch setting. For some types of tests these
out-of-trim data are valid and useful, but for other tests
only tritmn conditions -..e of interest. The incorporation
of a remote control system for both cyclic and collective pitch allows each datum point to represent a trim
condition at the desired rotor thrust and hub moment;

if. either words, the testing time can be ',-uceddrastically at the cost of model complexity. For models without cyclic pitch, the flapping of the tip path plane must
be monitored closely to prevent tail boom strikes at
high collective pitch and tip speed ratios.
3-2.3.3.2.3 Rotor Power Supply
F
For some specialized tests, the rotor can be tested in
autorotation and therefore Yio power supply is required.
The more usual test, however, requires that the rotor
be powered. The model power plant will be scaled
down from the zctual power plant by a scale factor
dependent on the specific similarity requirements of the
test. For pressure-jet rotors, compressed air is used
from the shop supply or from a special compressor,
depending upon the quantity of air required. Successful
shaft-driven model tests have been conducted using
electrical and hydraulic power. Many wind tunnels
now use pneumatic motors for scale models.
The electrical system of powering models usually
consists of a variable-frequency motor-generator, set
outside the test section, and a synchronous motor in the
model. Most suitable synchronous motors are watercooled so as to obtain'high power in a small envelope.
The wires and cooling tubes to the motor, along with
any instrumentstion wiring, should be attached to the
model in such a way as to introduce minimum forces
and moments due to air loads or changes in angles of
attack. In addition, all wiring should be shielded to
avoid interference. Fig. 3-37 shows how this may.be
done.
A hydraulic system that has been used satisfactorily
consists of a constant speed-constant volume pump
with a controllable bypass valve outside the test section
and a hydraulic motor in the model. The bypass valve
is used to control the amount of fluid going to the
model and, hence, its speed. To prevent hydraulic pressure from producing excessive balance tares, the tubing
running from the pump to the model support should be
straight with solid elbow fittings as shown in Fig. 3-38.
It still will be necessary, however, to evaluate the
balance-teading tares as a function of hydraulic
pressure for making final corrections to the test
results.
3-2.3.3.2.4 Instrumentation
The sophistication of model instrumentation will be
dictated by the objectives of the test program. Simple
tests might use only the tind tunnel balance system,
whereas more complikated tests might require instrumentation on the oruer of that used for flight tests, e.g.,
strain gages and various types of potentiometers to
measure rotor and control system loads and positions.
The recording of measurements in the rotating system
3-37
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requires either slip rings or a radio transmitter
mounted
on the hub, both systems having been used
satisfactorily.

attaching the entire rotor system to the rest of the
model
a separate
strain
gage method
balance las
system
should with
be considered.
This
attaching
the

For many types of testi, it is necessay to differentiate between the thrust of the rotor anti the lift on the
rat of the model. Rotor thrust can be obtained by
awasuring:
I. The tension in the rotorshaft
2. The average beding moment in the rotor hub
or blade root
3. The average blade coning.
All of the methods require measurements in the rotatins system, and the last two methods rely upon a calibration that may be difficult to perform in a wind
tunnel. (It should be noted that measuring rotor thrust
always is a difficult task whether in a wind tunnel or
in flight.) As an alternative approach, the possibility of

advantage of being outside the rotating system (thus
not requiring slip rings), and it can be used to measure
not only thrust but shaft torque, rotor pitching and
roiling moments, and longitudinal and lateral rotor
forces as well. Such a balance system should be designed so as to introduce no new modes of vibration
with natural frequencies in the range of the test rotor
speeds,
For model rotors in which dynamic phenomena are
primary considerations, it is important that critical
measurements be monitored continuously. Some tests
require not only several critical displays but several
observers to monitor them. No compromise should be
made concerning the number of critical loads to be
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displayed on an oscilloscope, with the limits clearly
marked. A maximum of information, clearly displayed
in a recognized farbion, and alert personnel are required for satisfactory testing. Any dynamic measureS ments that are important to decisions that must be
made during the test should be recorded on an instant-

k

.

...

developing oscillograph or on a Brush recorder. All
data should be recorded on permanent oscillographs or
tape recorders for subsequent data reduction. It is
highly desirable in critical tests to have continuous
motion picture coverage. A means must be provided for
identifying the various types of data being recorded
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with tunnel run number and, if possible, with a stand&
a•d time signal.
Rotor speed can be determined in several ways. In
rotors driven by a variable-frequency electrical system,
the frequency meter on the motor-generator set can be
calibrated to moad rotor speed directly. In more elaborate models, a tachometer generator can be belt- or
Sear-driven by the rotor shaft with a conventional aircraft tachometer at the operator's station. For very
precise measurement, an Event-Per-Unit-Time Counter can be used to count the electrical impulses generated by one or more magnets fastened to the rotor
shaft as they pass an induction coil on the nonrotating
portion of the model. The same electrical impulse. can
be recorded as an indication of rotor azimuth position
on any system that is being used to record loads or
dynamic data.
3-2.3.4

Test Procedures

The test procedures for rotorless helicopter models
are the same as those for models of fixed-wing aircraft:
angle of attack runs at zero yaw and yaw -uns at representative angles of attack-all at the highest practicable
tunnel speed that results in the best available correlation of Reynolds number and Mach number to fullscale conditions. Configuration changes should include
stabilizer incidence changos and removal of of individual components. In some cases, flow visualization
using tufts or oil sublimation will be useful in defining
sources of drag.
A model with a rotor introduces four additional test
parameters: advance ratio, collective pitch, longitudinal cyclic pitch, and lateral cyclic pitch. For dats points
representing trim conditions, the collective pitch
should be such as to produce the desired rotor thrust
and the cyclic pitch should be such us to produce the
desired pitching and rolling moments about the CG.
Once the trim point has been established, stability
derivatives can be determined with respect to angle of
attack, forward speed, rotor speed, cyclic pitch, collective pitch, and side slip angle.
Tests of dynamic or full-scale models often involve
the determination of stability boundaries for certain
modes of oscillation. The procedure for this type of
investigation is to establish the trim conditions and
then to measure the time the model requires to damp
to half-amplitude following a control system doublet.
The boundary then is approached by increasing rotor
thrust or tunnel speed by a small increment and repeating the doublet. A running plot of the inverse of the
time to damp to half-amplitude is maintained. As soon
as the plot can be extrapolated to zero, the stability
3-40

boundary is assumed to be established and the test is
concludt.d without actually subjecting the model to the
instability. Determination of stability boundaries is one
of the most dangerous aspects of wind tunnel testing
and should be attempted only after a maximum effort
has been made by analysis to predict these instabilities.
3-2.3.5

Data Reduction

Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections
3.2.3.5.1
Wind tunnel wall corrections for rotorn are a funetion of the wake skew angle and the dimensions of the
tunnel test section with respect to the rotor diameter.
For cases in which the roto, wake skew angle is near
90 deg (the wake is going straight back from the rotor),
the corrections are the same as for a circular wing of
the same span. For cases in which the skew angle is
near 0 deg (as in hover), the recirculation inside the test
section probably will produce unstable test conditions
that will make quantitative measurements useless. For
skew angles between the two extremes, wall correction
methods are given in Ref. 36 for a variety of test section
dimensions and shapes.
Presentation of Results
3-2.3.5..
The preferred form for the presentation of results of
wind tunnel tests of helicopter models is omewhat
different than for fixed-wing models. The wing is the
principal source of aerodynamic forces upon an airplane so it is customary to nondimensionalize measured forces and moments based upon the wing dimensions. This procedure allows a quick comparison with
other airplanes and the form is the same as that used
in the analysis of performance and flying qualities. On
a helicopter, however, the rotor is the principal source
of forces and moments, and these factors are related
closely to the forces and moments on the rest of the
aircraft. For this reason rotor characteristics are nondimensionalized based upon the rotor dimensions, but
the forces and moments of the remainder of the aircraft
are presented best, in the form of D/q and M/q as a
function of angle of attack and sideslip angle where
these quantities refer to full-scale formes and moments.
Note that D/q is the equivalent flat plate area, which
is the normal unit of drag used in helicopter analysis.
Fig. 3-39 shows a typical set of test data tor a model
without rotor.
Rotor data--either from a rotor-alone test or from a
complete model-with-rotor test-should be presented
in the same format as is used in analysis. The independent variables that specify the test ;.onditions are tunnel
speed V, tip speed fiR, angle of attack of the shaft
ak, collective pitch, longitudinal cyclic pitch, and lat-
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Fig. 3.39. Typkcal Resuts for Model Without Rotor

eral cyclic pitch. The corresponding dependent variables of most interest are C/lo, CxRo/0, Cp/o-,
Cp0 /O-, and ac and their variations. A typical plot of
wind tunnel data for a rotor is shown in Fig. 3-40 as
taken from Ref. 37.
3-2.3.6

Other Related Tests

Rotor Whirl Tower
3-2.3.6.1I
Whirl towers are used:
1. To measure the hover performance of existing
rotors
2. To verify the structural integrity and dynamic
stability of new or modified rotors
3. To track blades to a tolerance
4. To do specialized research into such factors as
airfoil characteristics, wake structure. noise, and
ground effect,
In order to Mllow testing in out-of-ground-effect conditions, a conventionally mounted rotor should be at least
one diameter above the ground. If the rotor can be
mounted upside down, a tower height of 40% of the
diameter will be sufficient to make the ground effect

negligible. Upside-down mounting is not always practicable with actual helicopter rotors, but it usually is
feasible for model rotors designed from the beginning
for whirl tower use. Depending upon the primary purpose of the whirl tower, it may be equipped to measure
rotor thrust and power, blade loads, control system
loads and positions, blade track, and wake characteristics. In some stability investigations, it is useful to gimbal-mount the rotor support on a frame that can simulate the actual pitch and roll inertias of the aircraft.
Such tests should be conducted in near-zero wind conditions (under 3 kt), especially if performance characteristics are desired.
3-2.3.6.2

Download Test Facilities

Because every pound of fuselage or wing download
decreases the payload capability by a pound in hover,
it
is important to be able to determine this penalty
accurately
during the preliminary design phase. Analytical procedures using calculated wake characteristics
and estimated drag coefficients for the aircraft components in the wake are useful as first estimates, but these
should be verified by using the model designed for the
wind tunnel and a whirl tower using a geometrically
3141
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1. Shaft drive system. This system use a turboshaft engine(s), either a free power turbine or a coupled
version, to supply the shaft horsepower necessary for
driving the helicopter rotor(s)/propeller(s) through a
shafting and gearing system. The coupled version normally is not used due to the superior performance characteristics of the free turbine in a helicopter environment, such as better fuel consumption at part loads and
better power control under fluctuating load conditions.
In the free turbine, gas generator speed is independent
of helicopter rotor speed.
2. Reaction drive system. This system uses a turbofan or turbojet engine to provide reaction force. One
method uses a series of ducts to carry the exhaust gases
to the helicopter rotor, where they are expelled through
nozzles in the trailing edge and/or tips to drive the
rotor. Another method uses engines mounted at the
ends of the helicopter rotor blades to drive the rotor.

scaled rotor (Fig. 3-41). For structural simplicity, and
to avoid ground effect, the rotor can be mounted with
its axis horizontal and the model mounted beside it
with a separate support and balance system. To insure
that the wake characteristics are the same as at full
scale, the rotor model should be capable of developing
the same disk loading and tip speed as the actual rotor.
The effect of the ground upon download can be determined by mounting a ground plane next to the model

PROPULSION

3-3
3-3.1
3-3.1.1

PROPULSION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Prqwlsion Techniques

Two types of helicopter gas turbine engine propulsion techniques will be discussed in this paragraph:
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Primary emphasis in this paragrph will be on the

-

YEA 19e0

1970

"thisemphasis property reflects the projected helicopter
1000

design trends for the foreseeable future. Furthermore,

the thermodynamic concepts enunciated generally will
be applicable to the reaction system as well.
3-3.1.2

--

,
80o

Gas Turbine Engine Characteristics

IM

The gas turbine engine cycle variables of primary
interest to the helicopter designer are specific fuel consumption SFCand specific power SHPiW.,where SHP
is the shaft horsepower and IWthe weight flow of air.
SFCexcrts a primary influence upon helicopter range
and endurance. The major effects of SHP/WN are upon
engine size and weight. While cycle pressure ratio, dosign philosophy, and engine configuration also can affect the final engine size and weight significantly, the
largest single influence is airflow rate V,. For a given
power ratingthis is established by the cycle value of
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3-3.1.2.1
Cycle Description
Theanalytical model for thegas turbine engine is the
Brayton cycle shown in Fig. 3-44. A complete analysis
of the cycle is included in AMCP 706-285. The discussion here is limited to a review of the critical parameters and of their effects upon the performance characteristics of the engine. This discussion will assume an

SYSTEM

\\

air cycle, i.e., the working fluid is assumed to be air
It

constant values of specific heat and molecular
weight throughout the cycle. While this assumption
does not reflect accurately the real conditions in a gas
turbine engine, it does permit a straightforward development of the fundamental engine characteristics in

'with
I\
II

closed analytical form. The refinement of accounting

for variable gas properties, while essential to the engine
designer, does not contribute to an understand'n of
the turbine engine interrelations.

Fig. 3.41. Aruigememt of x3owaled Facility
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timum give corresponding increases in SFC Typical
results are shown in Fig. 3-45, along with a comparison
with the ideal case.

I....]

ISOBARIC

3-3.1.2.3
Specific Power
The other dependent cycle variable of interest to the
designer is specific power, i.e., the power
produced in the cycle by each lb/sec of airflow. This

5
-- ISENTROPIC '---helicopter
12 1SO.AlIýI_
2
_________

._______

yields minimum SC, and increases beyond op-

cycle variable is a major index of engine weight for a
_

ENTROPY S

• g 3-44. Gas Turbine Engine Cycle (Generalized)

given power capability because it establishes the engine

envelope.

For the ideal air cycle, specific power, unlike
SFK is a function of both cycle pressure ratio and
turbine inlet temperature T,. From the definition of
SFC it follows that

As shown in Fig. 3-44, the ideal turbine engine cycle
is made up of two isentropic(constant entropy) and two
isobaric (constant pressure)processes. In this ideal case,
air is compressed without losses from State 2 to 3,
heating (fuel addition) takes place at constant pressure
from 3 to 4, followed by isentropic expansion through
the turbine from 4 to 5.The cycle is completed, conceptually, by cooling the exhaust gases from 4 to 2. This,
of course, takes place in the atmosphere, external to the
engine.
For the free power turbine engine cycle, the power
required to drive the compressor is provided in the
expansion from 4 to 4.5. The useful or output power is
represented by the expansion from 4.5 to 5. This model
assumes that the gas, generator turbine is located upstream of the output turbine (power turbine). While
this is not a necessary constraint for free power turbine
engines, it is normal. The output power is the difference
between the total expansion power developed (4 to 5)
and the compressor power required (3 to 2).

shaft horsepower
weight flow of air, lb/sec
engine fuel flow, lb/hr
specific fuel consumption,
lb/hp-hr
c, = specific heat at constant
pressure, BtufIb-*R
T = total temperature, 'R (T3 at
turbine station 3 etc.)
This relationship is plotted in Fig. 3-46. Eq. 3-80 is
valid for both the ideal and real cases because it is an
identity by definition.

3-3.1.2.2
Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC)
The gas turbine engine, like any other heat engine, is
constrained to less than 100% thermal efficiency by

o

two factors. First. even if process losses (pressure

•

losses, inefficiencies in compression/expansion, radation heat losses, etc.) could be prevented, the second
law of thermodynamics demands that only a portion of
the thermal energy (fuel) added to the cycle can be
converted into useful work. For the ideal case of no
process losses and constant gas properties, the SFC,
expressed as lb fuel/hp-hr, is only a function of cycle
pressure ratio. If a second set of constraints relating to
individual process efficiencies is considered, it is found
that an optimu'm pressure ratio exists for each combi.
nation of ef,,iency and maximum cycle temperature
(turbine inlet temperature). This optimum pressure
3-44

SHP

W /Wa

SC

Cp(T 4 - T 3 )

SFC

(3-80)
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SHP =
W. =
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Fig. 3-45. Effect of Gas Turbine Cycle, Parameters
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pass the required flow rate. The concept is useful, how-

Process Analysis

In the paragraphs
that follow,
theprimary
gas turbine
engine
-" is broken
down for analysis
into its
elements/
processes:

The fundamental constraint for the energy equation
is that the gross energy level is unchanged, with energy
conversion taking place between velocity and static enthalpy.

2. Compressor
3. Combustor
4. Turbine
5. Exhaust (duct).
For each element, a simple statement of the first law of
thermodynamics (AMCP 706-285) is applied, together
with appropriate constraints, to yield the analytical
basis for detailed calculations.
Results for each major engine component are devel,
oped subsequently. Note that the results from the application of the first law are energy balance statements.
Other thermodynamic relationships are introduced as
required to translate the fundamental equations into
statements concerning such factors as component pressure ratio and temperature ratio.
For each equation developed, a parenthetical note is
added when tht result applies only to either the ideal
or the real case. When the result is applicable to both,
no note is appended.
The individualideal
processes
discussed
subsequently are
and real
cases.me1+ionless
diagrammed for convenience in Fig. 3-47 for both the
ideal and real cases.
3-3.1.3.1
Inlet
The inlet converts the kinetic energy associated with
the free stream or forward flight velocity into stagnation pressure and temperature. In a real engine the
stagnation state (velocity = 0) is never reached, because an infinite cross section would be required to
1F

S250
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h2 =ho + +t(

, Btu/Ib

(3-81)

where
g = acceleration due to gravity, fps'
h = enthalpy, Btu/lb
J = mechanical equivalent of heat,
ft-lb/Btu (1 ft-lb = 778 Btu)
Subscripts
0 = freestream conditions at
velocity V
1, 2 etc. = conditions at cycle stage 1, 2
etc. (see Fig. 347)
For the ideal case of a reversible process, the temperature ratio and pressure ratio relationships are
(3-82)
I

T

P2

Po
where

+

_

-

I Mo2

/T 20-•)

dimensionless

dimensicnlet%

(3-83)

k = ratio of specific
heats cy'c,

dimensionless
= Mach number, dimensionless

p = total pressure, lb/fl'

A number ofefficiency or loss definitions can be used
to describe the real process. Perhaps the most straight-

forward is inlet pressure loss ratio, defined as Pressure
Loss = (p2' - A )/p, where the prime value p'. is the
Typical values range from 1-3% and can be assumed constant over the flight and power ranges.
3-3.1.3.2
Compressor

Oideal.

5

aeovenin
forolo e of ctyhlcountinefrseas inutipon
vie coenntmhoofaouigfoiduin
system losses.
evier,

15

17

3 /P2

3-46. Effect of Gm Turbise Cycle Parameters
Upon SpecfIC Power

The basic assumption for the compression process is
that it takes place adiabatically (no heat added or rejected). Of course, some heat loss to the environment
does occur. Compressor case temperatures of 1000F
and higher will be commonplace with high ( > 15:1)
3-45
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prerure ratios, and it is clear that these temperatures
result in hest loss to the atmosphere. However, while
this heat loss-expressed in BtuAr-may be substanfor
tial, it is negligible when expressed in terms relevant
the energy equation (Btu/hr)Ab ail. Similar remarks
concerning external heat loss are relevtr,tt frsr hoth the
combustor and the turbine expansion processes discussed later.
With this assumption, the energy rwlation simplifies
to:
= -- (A

-

2)

, Btufb

(3-84)

where

Wk = shaft work, Btu/lb
sign indicates that work is done on the
negative
The
system. For the ideal reversible case, the pressure ratio
to temperature ratio relationship is:

(%k
-

-II
3 Ir T\
dimensionless
P2
S. .eaddition.

p

(3-85)

In the process, a compressor polytropic efficiency q, is
introduced as

Combustor
3-3.1.3.3
For the combustion process fv'k 0 r 'idthe energy
added in the combustor in the form of fuel Q (Btu)
A&While this equation
lequals the change in enthalpyrelationship,
a further exenergy
basic
the
establishes
more sig&.fIinto
this
translate
to
pansionis required
value of
heating
ratio,
fuel-to-air
cant terms involving
inlet
turbine
and
temperature,
exit
compressor
the fuel,
temperature. The combustion process is a complex one
and is discussed in detail in AMCP 706-285. The ideal
process assumes that all of the energy released from the
fuel is captured in the air streams without loss It also
assumes complete combustion and hence release of all

asthe energy available. Because neither of these

i is introsumptions is valid, a combustion efficiency
energy
ideal
the
from
duced to account for deviations
A representative range of combustion efficiency is 98-99%.
In addition, stagnation pressure drop takes place
during combustion and has two components: the friction pressure drop and the momentum pressure loss.
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A representative range of compressor polytropic eAtlciency is 80-90%.
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3-3.1.3.4

Turbine

C

"C/OilBUSTOR
LEKG EXIT

This expansion process also is assumed adiabatic, as

in the compressor, resulting in the energy equation

EA
O

W~f=

(hz--h
4 )=Cp(Ts T 4 )

,Btu/lb

(3-87)

As with the compressor, a turbine polytropic efficiency
-", is introduced such that

jCOMPRESSOR EXIT

LE/
.

OE

ML, URBINE LEAKAGE
CD
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Q-J
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1/?Il

AIRFLOW LEAKAGE, %

,

\Ts/
3-.3.7 .3.5

.7

b

dimensionless

(3-88)

Exhaust Duct

This element is similar to the inlet in terms of the
energy relationship. Again it is assumed that both
and Wh are zero, giving an energy relationship of the
same form as for the induction system (Eq. 3-81).
In the case of a turboshaft engine, the exhaust system
normally is designed to diffuse the relatively high turbine exit Mach number to a low value in the it plane.
In this case, the ideal and real processes also are of the
same form as for the ram compression process of the
induction system (Eqs. 3-82 and 3-83).
A turbojet or turbofan engine that might find appli.
cation as a turbojet or turbofan tip drive power plant
would use an accelerating exhaust nozzle rather than a
diffusing duct.
Other Considerations
3-3.1.3.6
The preceding paragraphs developed the fundamental descriptive relationships for the individual components, as well as the overall dependency of SFC and
SHP/W,upon cycle/component characteristics. These
results now require consideration in conjunction with
the effects of:
the engine
1. Air leakage efrom
fgeometry
2. Turbine cooling air
3. Reynolds number effects
4. Gas property variations
5. Fuel heating valves,
I. Leakage. The performance penalties associated
with air leakage from the engine are severe. While every
effovr is made to minimize leakage, design constraints
never permit the attainment of a leak-free system. The
tendency toward higher operating pressures and tem-

Fig. 3-48. Effects of Leakape Upon Specific Fuel
conumption
perature levels in order to attain minimum SFC and
maximum SHP/Wo compounds this difficulty by raising static force levels and temperature gradients
throughout the engine.
The effects of leakage are shown in Fig. 3.48 for a
typical engine cycle. It can be seen that the degradation
in SFC varies depending upon the location of the leak.
Fundamentally, the losses due to leakage increase as
the leak point moves aft in the compressor (more work
is done on the air and then lost to the cycle). As the leak
point moses aft from the combustor exit through the
turbine, two independent effects take place. First, the
fuel that has been burned with the leakage air also is
lost. Second, as the leak point moves aft through the
turbine, less and less expansion work potential is lost
and the SFCand SHP/ Wdegradation decreases. If the
leak occurs in the exhaust duct, no important effects
are apparent.
Ar important distinction must be made between
these effects and those to be expected from an engine
that suddenly "springs a leak". In the. latter case, rematch effects between turbine and compressor will degrade SFC and SHP/W, even more because turbine
optimization, presumed for each point of Fig.
3-48, no longer will apply.
2. Cooling. The demand for better engine performance, lower SFC, and higher SHPIW,, leads to higher
pressure ratios and turbine inlet temperaturcs. Because
currently available materials will not permit operation
at temperatures equal to required gas temperatures,
turbine cooling is used. Cooling air from the compressor is circulated through the turbine elements to maintain material temperatures within acceptable limits.
3-47
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Turbine cooling air can be thought of as a special
form of leakage-where the leaked air is lost to the
cycle temporarily, throttled to a lower pressure, and
then reintroduced into a downstream turbine. The
losses associated with turbine cooling air then become
a function of where the air is extracted from the cornpreor (midpoint, exit, etc.) and where it is introduced
3. Reynolds number effects. The discussion to this
point has concentrated upon thermodynamic considerations. It should be recognized, however, that a thermodynamic approach. while giving point-to-point rela-

data. This note on gas properties is intended primarily
as a caution against using standard air data.
5. Fuel heating value. The heating value of a given
fuel is determined in calorimeter tests conducted under
"standard" conditions; the reactants (fuel and air) are
brought to 77F, ignited, and the products cooled to
77F. The heat released in this cooling process is the
heating value (H V). To use accurately the H V thus
determined, the combustion equation must reflect
that
neither the reactants nor the products are at 77F in the
gas turbine engine.
3-3.1.4

Partial Power Cycle Analysis

tionships (compressor work = -Ah), usually cannot

address the details of how the process takes place. In
particular, the design of compressors, tu,-bines, cornbustors, inlets, and exhaust systems is largely the work
of the engine aerodynamicist. It is this discipline that
configures the detail blading and sets tip speeds, illcidence angles, and flow paths to meet the thermodynamic cycle goals. As in any aerodynamic device, the
flow regimes and loss characteristics are sensitive to the
absolute value of Reynolds number. The significance
for an aircraft engine is that the operating Reynolds
number in the engine decreases significantly as the aircraft operating altitude increases. Associated with the
lower Reynolds number &ftincreased altitude is degradation of compressor efficiency and compressor flow
capacity, and possibly a combustor pressure drop. Although the Reynolds number in the turbine also decreases, efficiency and flow characteristics usually are
not affected because the initial sea level Reynolds number typically is very high.
The subject of Reynolds number effects has been
treated exten.ively in the technical literature. Definitive treatment in this handbook obviously is impossible.
The subject is mentioned here primarily to caution helicopter designers that sea level data will not necessarily
be applicable at altitude.

The cruise power requirement for helicopters normally is well below the power required for hover.
Hence, the SFC point of primary interest to the helicopter designer may not be given by design point cycle
results. Fig. 3-49 shows the typical variation of SFC
with SHP as a percentage of maximum SHP for a gas
turbine engine. The typical power range for cruise also
is indicated.
The degradation in SFC at partial power is caused
primarily by the reduction in engine pressure ratio.
Component efficiency variations with power modulations are not a primary influence on SFCdegradation,
at least for the free power turbine engine. Careful attention to detail component design and matching actually
can result in component efficiency improvement at partial powee.
The fundamental characteristics of the partial power
operating mode ior both free power turbine and coupled turbine designs are developed in the paragraphs
that follow.
For this analysis, it is assumed that the power turbine nozzle remains choked throughout the power

0.8

4. Gas properties. As noted in par. 3-3.1.2.1, the

C

assumption of coastan, gas properties leads to straightforward and quickly aveilable analytical results. While

0
6

these give valuable insight into the major operating
parameters of the cycle, they will not be sufficiently

accurate for generating engine performance data. In
particular, the specific heats vary through the engine as
a function of local gar temperatures and composition.
The composition changes from air in the compressor to
a combination of products of combustion and air at the

combustor exit and through the turbine. Modern, highspeed, digital computers handle these variables with
ease, usually by storing the applicable thermodynamic
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range, and that component efficiencies remain constant. Both assumptions are excellent approximations
of actual engine conditions. Further partial power predictions based upon this model are appropriate to tworotor compressor designs. In this case, extension of the
basic reasoning permits accurate prediction of the individual compressor operating lines.
With these assumptions, it can be shown that partial
power turbine inlet temperature ratio and engine pressure ratio are related by Eq. 3-86. An alternative expression in terms of compressor temperature ratio is

r

11also

/T

rFT,/T
2

11

L(Ts/T2)-

=[ T,/T)-

,d'less

(3-89)

.TTaJ

Po

where
Subscript

)

des = design
par = partial power or load
The SFC partial power operating line thus can be
plotted on the design point cycle chart once the design
point is selected, as shown in Fig. 3-50 (baseline data
reproduced from Fig. 3-45).
Partial power (as a percentage of design power) also
can be superimposed upon the data of Fig. 3-50.
SHP

%SHP
P
W
(la

fSHP/W
r_ _

(3-90)

d'less

I(Waddes

for each point along the SFCoperating line. As a consequence of the assumption of a choked power turbine
nozzle, the referred flow into the gas generator turbine
remains at a fixed value. This leads to:

a)

Pp
P-

(W )ded

(T4/TS)1a
("
d

J

,

Hence, each point along the operating line of Fig. 3-50
will yield a unique value of partial power percent. This
is presented on Fig. 3-50 when the percent power
data are shown as a family of lines. The intersection
points with (T4 /T 2)/((/T7) - 1J = constant give
the power and SFC characteristic shown in the inset.
The technique outlined for integrating design point
with partial power/SFC cycle calculations should
prove valuable in itself. Perhaps more important, however, is the conclusion that partial power engine performance at helicopter cruise power essentially is established by the engine design point selection. Some fine
tuning of partial power SFC is possible through techniques such as free power turbine speed selection and
component efficiency matching. However, there are
fundamental constraints operating to force reduction in
the primary cycle variables (pressure ratio and peak
temperature) and hence increase in SFC at partial
power settings.
The approximations of SFCcharacteristics will demonstrate a distinct advantage for the free power turbine
engine over the coupled type, given equivalent design
points for both. While this trend is considered valid in
general, a particular engine design could show the advanttage to be negligible after other engine requirements
are imposed upon the design selection process.

The first term is a function of T/ T2 and TIT2 and
component efficiencies, and therefore can be calculated
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tems are:
1. Hot (or warm) gas system, in which pressurized
gas is carried through the i..otor and exhausted rear-
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ward at the rotor tip. The thrust developed by this
high-velocity exit stream provides the required rotor
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Reaction Systems

Drive configurations using reaction principles are
possible and have been built. Two such reaction sys-
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2. Tip drive system, in which a turbojet or turbo-
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Fig. 3-50. Variation of Cycle Parameters With
Partial Power Operation (Typical)
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fan engine is mounted at the rotor tip. The jet or fan
thrust supplies the necessary rotor drive power.
The selection of an optimized reaction system over
a conventional design cannot be made upon the basis
of the system thermodynamic characteristics, instead,
349
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minion performance and economics are the major cri.
terla ulding suchdecisions. The paragraphs that follow

It

Vt 2 ) + [(V,

are restricted to development of the thermodynamic

(V, Vt

model and governing equations for reaction systems.
No attempt is made to indicate where such systems
might prow superior to conventional designs.

2
1 + (VeIVd)

3-3.1.5.1

-

Vt 2

-

Vt) 2 /2)

dimenslonleas

(3-93)

where

Hot Gas Cycle

The hot gS cycle, like the tip jet, eliminates the need
for a transmission system. Beca',conventional transmission system weight represents 8-12% of helicopter
gross weight, this would appear to be a significant ad
vantage. However, a penalty in fuel consumption is
incurred. Also, in addition to mission fuel weight, other
of the
subsystem weights are affected, particularly that
roor, which generally becomes hravier,
With conventional power transmission systems,
power is transferred from the engine to the rotor at an
efficiency of 95-97%. For the ideal hot gas system, this
power transfer efficiency is dependent upon the kinetic
energy "losses" of the exit stream. In the real case,
friction and heat loomes through the rotor duct also

V, = exit velocity, fps
V, = rotor tip speed, fps
The term (, - V,) is the absolute value of exit
velocity (stationary observer). This formulation of ,, is
identical to that of propulsion efficiency for turbojets
and turbofans, where V replaces the usual flight
velocity term V The exit velocity V,is dependent upon
the amount of compression work done in the rotor as
well as the gas power produced by the turbine engine
cycle. A relationship for %,in terms of rotor tip speed
and the cycle power produced, while more cumbersome, is considered appropriate for this paragraph on
cycle analysis. From the rdationship (per unit mass)
Work Produced = Cycle Work + Comprenlon Work

-

must be considered.

as
1. Ideal Gas Flow. The helicopter rotor acts
both a compressor and a turbine. As the gas flows
radially outward, it is compressed in proportion to the
square of the rotor tip speed. When the gas expands

the transfer efficiency % can be expressed as:

through the tip jet r.ozzle, a propulsion force is pro.
duced that is proportional to the exit gas velocity (relative to the nozzle). Because this force acts at a radius
about the center of rotation, power is produced that is
propoional to the product of exit gas velocity and
rotor tip speed. This drive power balances the sum of
power required and the usual rotor drag
comp
power.
Analogous to the concept of propulsion efficiency, a
transfer efficiency for the system is defined as the ratio
of useful work produced to the total energy expended.
Here the kinetic energy "wasted" in the exhaust must
be accounted for. With this definition, the transfer effi.
ciency n. is given by

(-

+

yV

(+

V__T,
+jY)

17tr = •o

.ov\

-

,d'less

(3.95)

where V0 is defined on the basis of cycle performance,
such that the kinetic energy or head that would be
developed by the gas if it were expanded isentropically
to ambient pressure would equal V0/(2g) (ft-lb/lb).
2. Real Gas Flow. In real gas flow, friction and
heat transfer losses occur through the rotor. In this
case, a loss factor LF is defined as:
(V'

)2 -

LF

2
Ve
,

dimensionless

(3-96)

Vt

useful work

useful work -J exit kinetic energy

*

d1es (3-92)
where

or, per unit mass
3-50

V,' = no-loss exit velocity, fps
V, = actual exit velocity, fps
With this definition, the transfer efficiency %,,becomes

"AMCP 706-201
,bearings
1V
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2ii.

and mounts also must pay special attention to
the gyroscopic forces attendant to the rotor rotation.

)

3-3.2

IpV\ 21
, dimensionless

--

(3-97)

Fig. 3.51 shows results for both the ideal and real flow
Tip Jet

3-3.1.5.2

The Figure of Merit for the tip jet, defined as the
ratio of useful power produced to total energy eXpended, takes the familiar form of the jet transfer effi
ciency •,,'(,,)

ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS AND
SELECTION

3-3.2.1
Basic Considerations
The selection of the helicopter engine must be based
upon the system approah. All characteistics influencaironf sytmapcnsidere
uthbe
caan~dstheinfluence
fec
ing the performance of the engine as installed in the
aircraft must be considered and the influence of each
characteristic weighed in the final selection.
Basic trade-offs--among performance, development
time, cost, maintainability, durability, and reliability
---are made during the development of an engine, and
subsequently become important aspects in engine selec-

tion. The airframe manufacturer cannot evaluate per2

let)

1 V

dmensones

3

The similarity with the hot gas cycle propulsion efficiency formulation is apparent. For the tip jet case,
however, further expansion of this basic relationship is
not required because there is no intervening duct between the gas generator and the propulsion nozzle.
The thermodynamic nature of the tip jet as a rotor
drive system is relatively straightforward. However,
unique problems can arise in the mechanical design of
such a system because of the steady g-field imposed.
This new environment demands particular care in the
design of fuel and lubrication systems. The designers of
0.8

• LF

PRESSURE JE. LOS'S FACTOR

LF_0

result he seeks is the total helicopter system performance. Engine configuration (size, weight, and arrangement), interface requirements, and other airframelimiting factors must be considered in the overall
evaluation. Engine costs and development time (if applicable) can be evaluated relative to program scope;
however, maintainability, reliability, and durability, aIthough important, lack uniform criteria.
Two engine types are in use in helicopters: the reciprocating, or piston, engine and the turboshaft engine.
The current trend is toward the exclusive use of the
turboshaft engine because it is lighter, smaller, and
more reliable than the piston engine; however, the piston engine is more efficient (lower SFC) at present and
has a longer history of Army usage. Current gas turbine
engines in the 2000- to 3000.hp class produce approximately 4 hp/lb of engine weight at maximum power,
whereas piston engines produce less than I hp/lb. This

weight advantage permits more payload on the gas

UJ

engine-powered helicopter. The smaller relative

L.)
U-turbine

size of the gas turbine engine reduces, aerodynamic
drag, permits more convenient location on, or within,
the helicopter and allows greater payload.
Reliability of an engine is dependent to a degree upon

-.
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the state of development of the individual engine. The

Laircraft
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formance on the basis of the engine alone, as the end

,
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0.4
0.6
0.8
RATIO OF PRESSURE JET ROTOR TIP SPEED
TO EQUIVALENT CYCLE VELOCITY Vt V0

1.0

Fig. 3-51. Pressmre Jet Tranfer Effideney as a
Fuet.oa of Cycle Losses

experience of the Army with turbine engine-powered
clearly indicates that the rotary motion of the
gas turbine engine shows a significant inherent improvement over the reciprocating motion of the piston
engine -insofar as reliability is concerned. Gas turbine
engines used in helicopter applications have a timebetween-overhaul (TBO) on the order of 1200 hr

whereas reciprocating engines have a TBO on the order
of 500 hr.
3-51
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?ýuel consumption may be higher for the gas turbine
engine. The SFC usually is 0.5-0.7 lb/hr-hp, whereas
the SFC for a comparable piston engine would be approximately 0.4. However, the SFCof the gas turbine
engine is continuing to decrease as further development
permits the use of higher compressor pressure ratios
and more efficient components.
Because of the lower maintenance costs of the gas
turbine engine (lifetime system costs of parts and labor)
and the lower cost of turbine fuel compared to aviation
gasoline, the lifetime cost of the gas turbine engine is
lower than that of the piston engine (Ref. 38).
Three other advantages of the gas turbine engine
over the piston engine are:
1. Improved ability to start at low temperatures
2. Ability to produce full power immediately (no
warmup)
3. Ability to burn a wide range of fuels.
Because of the advantages of the gas turbine engine,
from the overall system viewpoint, and the trend to.
ward the exclusive use of that engine in Army helicop.
ters, only the gas turbine engine is considered in the
following discussion.
3-3.2.1.1
Gas Turbine Engine
Fig. 3-52 is a photograph of a cutaway of a typical
turboshaft engine. Beginning at the left of the engine
tne major components are the gearbox, the compressor
(consisting of five axial stages and one centrifugal
stage), and an annular combustion chamber surrounding the four-stage axial turbine,
Ref. 39 lists the characteristics of gas turbine and
piston engines used in military helicopters. It includes
turboshaft engines with power levels from 317 hp to
4800 hp, but SFC ranges only from 0.48 to 0.69.
33.2.1.2

Coupled and Free Power Turbine
Engines
Two basic configurations of turboshaft engines are
possible: the single-spool type, called the "coupled engine"; or a type with a separate power turbine, usually
called the free power turbine engine (Fig. 3-53). In Fig.
3-53(A) the gas turbine engine has a single spool and
the excess power of the turbine (over that required to
drive the compressor) is available to power the helicopter. In the engine shown schematically as Fig. 3-53(B)
the gas generator turbine extracts only enough power
to drive the compressor. The remainder of the energy
is extracted by the power turbine with an independent
(free) shaft to power the helicopter. As discussed in par.
3-3.1, there is no difference in the thermodynamics of
the two engines and, at design load, there is no differ3-52

ence in SFC, However, as the load is decreased from the
design condition, the SFCof the single-spool (coupled)
engine increases more rapidly than does that of the free
power turbine design. The primary advantage of the
free power turbine design over the single-spool or coupled engine is the increased operational flexibility, be.
cause the gas generator and the power turbine can be
operated at different speeds. Thus, the gas generator
speed can be controlled-to tailor the air weight flow
W., to obtain better component efficiencies, and obtain
more favorable pressure ratios and turbine inlet ternperatures-independent of the rotor speed requirements. Because of the improved efficiency of the free
power turbine design. most helicopter turboshaft engines are of this type.
3-3.2.1.3
Cycle Modifications
In the selection of design parameters for a helicopter
engine for a given set of mission profiles, extensive
studies are made of the Brayton cycle (idealized gas
turbine cycle). These studies involve various combinations of compressor pressure ratios ane tiarbine inlet
temperatures, with realistic values of comrponent efficiency, pressure loss, and leakage.
Two other modifications are considered for special
missions-the use of regeneration and reheat. Both
techniques are shown schematically in Fig. 3-54. Regeneration involves the use of a heat exchanger to extract some of the energy (heat) left in the gases a%they
leave the turbine and to transfer this energy to the air
leaving the compressor (Fig. 3-54(A)). The recovery of
this energy reduces the amount of fuel required to heat
the air to the turbine inlet temperature, thus reducing
the SFC and increasing the efficiency.
The regenerator has a particularly beneficial effect
upon the efficiency at partial power. In fact, gas turbine
engines with regenerators have been fabricated that
improed efficiencies over diesel engines. The
disadvantages of the regenerator are its size, weight,
and cost. Unless the flight range of the helicopter is
long, it usually is not possible to justify a regenerator
by the weight of fuel saved. Consequently, it would
appear that only for special missions will regenerators
be employed in helicopter engines.
The reheat cycle shown in Fig. 3-54(B) incorporates
a combustion chamber between two turbines. Because
the primary combustor operates with a lean fuel/air
ratio, sufficient oxygen is available to react with additional fuel. Reheat increases the work output of the
power turbine because the turbine output is proportional directly to the inlet tempeiature. For a typical
case of an engine with a pressure ratio of 8:1 and a
turbine inlet temperature of 1600*F, a reheat combus-
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Fig. 3-52. Cutaway of a Typical Turboshaft Engine (T53L-13)
tor would increase the output of the engine from 88.5
Btu/Ib-of-air to 114 Btu/lb-of-air, or 29%. The energy
is added at a lower pressure so that, thermodynamically, the efficiency of the reheat cycle--compared to
the basic cycle--must decrease.
Reheat combustors can be made reasonably small
and lightweight; it is primarily the complexity of the
control that makes reheat undesirable. If power turbine
cooling is required as a result of reheat, further complications are encountered because the power turbine
normally would not require cooling. However, for special applications, the reheat cycle could show system
advantages.
3-3.2.2

the output and thermal efficiency of a basic cycle turboshaft engine can be written in terms of the pressure and
temperature ratios, specific heats, and component efficiencies.
To obtain the optimum design pressure ratio for a
given value o," T, for the cycle (with the s•implifying
assumptions), these equations may be differentiated
and set equal to ?ero. It is assumed that the component
efficiencies are not functions of pressure ratio. (As pressure ratio is increased in actual engines, however, thtL
component efficiencies do decrease.) For maximum
output

Selection of Design Point Cycle
Parameters

From an examination of Figs. 3-44 through 3-47
which are presented for the simple Brayton cycle (no
regeneration or reheat), it is obvious that high compressor pressure ratios and T,'s are required for high specific output and low SFC Assuming constant specific
heats (c, = 0.24, c, = 0.17), no pressure drop, and no
change in mass flow (perfect gas, isentropic process),

=

_
-eopt out

•

T4 1/2
17_
Tl

where
T,
q,

turbine inlet temperature
2540°F (30000R)
compressor polytropic
efficiency = 0.83

-
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,=

turbine polytropic efficiency =
0.87
the optimum compressor pressure ratio PA/A is shown
to be
,1.41
[1%30.8579)('4'

__

(-I)
ý

both

A opt out
=

11.7

timum pressure ratio in the actual engine is not 11.7 for
maximum output and the optimum pressure ratio for
maximum thermal efficiency is not 29.8, the ratios are
of the order of 12 and 30, respectively. These values
indicate the importance of a high value for pressure
ratio; they also indicate output
that anandengine
doesSFCat
not give
the
the least
the highest specific

(3-100)

For maximum thermal efficiency (minimum SFC a

more complex rjlationship results (Ref. 40). Ev&!uation
of the expresaion for the same T, and component effici.
encies reslts in avalue of A/A = 29.8.
Because of the simplifying assumptions introduced
in deriving the equations, the results obtainod are only
approximate. The equations are useful, however, and
are sufficiently correct for obtaining general performance characteristics of the engine; i.e., while the op-

same pressure ratio. It should be noted that the curves
of Fig. 3-46 (specific power venus pressure ratio) are
relatively fiat and that there is little, if any, loss in
specific power as the cycle pressure ratio is increased
beyond abMut 12.
In the previous example the T4 was selected as
2540F. Much engineering effort must be devoted to the
selection of the T, for a given engine. All values of
T4 above approximately 1800'F require the use of air
bled from the compressor for cooling of the turbine at
least in its early stages. This is accomplished by bleed.
ing air early in the compression cycle and passing it
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through the turbine blades, from which it exits downinto the turbine gas flow.
Sstream
estimate of cooling air requirements
SAn for blade

j

'•

is given in Fig. 3-55. It should Scooling
be noted that as
the air is bled from the compressor for turbine cooling,
it is lost for turbine work (at least for the cooled stages)
and consequently there is a significant loss in engine

5..

output. Therefore, careful studies must be made to select the proper balance between the increase in work
associated with increased T, and the loss in work associated with the air bled for cooling.
Developmental engines have been operated at 3000"F
with cooled blades, but the 7, of existing engines is well
below this value--in the range of 1900-2250F. Turbine
3-55
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large models, the compressor pressure ratio is expected

to increase in the future, leading to attendant increases
28

in specific power and efficiency.

--

It should be note, that the shaft output of an engine
can be increased by increasing the weight flow of air
SW, through the engine, because the output is proportional directly to Wi,. The SFC of the engine is not

-

-

significantly changed by changing the airflow rate.

--

As stated earlier, the choice of the desired engine
parameters and then an engine for a given helicopter,

4

z

must be based upon the system approach. Apparent
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-

basic design improvements are often offset by disadvan-

--

tages. Examples are:
Z

8

-

As compressor pressure ratios are increased,

-.

overall compressor efficiency decreases and the corn4
2400

pressor becomes heavier; furthermore, the number of

-
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TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE. OR

If 3-55. Eftct of Turine Inlet Tejmpratre on
To
Cooling Air Requiremeats

inlet temperatures and pressure ratios are expected to
continue to increase in the future.
Currently, turbine engine compressors can be built
with pressure ratios of about 25 with good efficiency.
Compressors with pressure ratios greater than approximately 12 must have variable stators and/or two or
more rotors operating at different speeds to obtin good
operating characteristics. This complication, combined
with the extremely short blades associated with the
small airflows through the current sizes of helicopter
engines, tends to keep the pressure ratios of helicopter
engines less than 15. Several of the current designs of
helicopter engines have compressors using several axial
stages with a final centrifugal stage to assist in overcoming the problems associated with the operation of
the shortest blades at the discharge end of the compressor.
Ref. 39 shows that current military helicopter engines have compressor pressure ratios of about 6 to 8,
with a maximum value of 14. Researchers are looking
into means of increasing the pressure ratio of the compressor by increasing the pressure ratio per stage of
both axial and centrifugal compressors while maintaining good efficiency. Success in this research would
mean that small, lightweight, efficient, high-pressureratio compressors could be built. As the size of the
engine increases, so does the ease of increasing the
pressure ratio. Thus, for all engines, but especially the
3-56

gas producer (compressor power) turbine stages increases, or each stage becomes more heavily loaded,
with a decrease in efficiency.
2. As T, is raised, either more exotic turbine materials must be used or cooling air must be bled from the
compressor
and ducted
to the turbine, with the resulting complications
and losses
associated with that process.
Therefore, the advantages of a higher compressor pressure ratio or a higher T, must be balanced against the
design, development, and production problems. Required power can also be achieved by increasing enginie
size so as to increase the airflow through the engine.
Increases in overall efficiency will only be attained by
improvements in compressor and/or turbine detail design and/or component efficiency.
Partial Power Operation
3-3.2.2.1
After a preliminary choice has been made for the
design values of compressor pressure ratio p3 /A and
T,, the operation of the engine must be investigated.
Because the major portion of the operating life of a
helicopter engine is at less than full power, considerable
effort must be directed toward selecting the partial
power design point parameter such that output and
efficiency will not degrade excessively as the value of
T, and engine gas producer speed decrease as the power
isreduced. If such factors as weight, size, and component efficiency could be held constant, it would be
desirable to select a pressure ratio greater than the
optimum for the maximum power condition.
Analytical Design
3-3.2.2.2
The gas turbine engine manufacturers have developed computer programs that design the components
of an engine for selected vlues of airflow, pressure
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"ratio, turbine inlet temperature, etc. These programs

of environmental conditions. The range of conditions
may be specified as unassisted or assisted starts.
2. The control system must provide transient operation (more or less power) with a minimum response
time while avoiding stall, overtemperature, and burner
blowout.
3. The engine must accelerate or decelerate
smoothly to new power levels and must operate stably
at a selected operating point.
4. The control system must keep the engine operating at or below the maximum turbine inlet temperature, the maximum rotative speed, and the maximum
output power.
Table 3-1 lists the definable regimes of operation, the
effects of the independent variables upon performance,
and the possible control parameters.

are combinations of theory and experience since it is
not possible to handle many of the flow and structural
mechanics problems theoretically. In the analvwis of the
compressor, for example, a typical program would produce is an output such elements as the number of
stages, the rotational speed, the blade shapes, blade
spacings (solidity), compressor weight, and compressor
efficiency; allowance would be made for boundary layers on the blade and casing surfaces, and radial equilibrium would be treated, A program might be ,-ritten for
the design point and a separate program for partial
power operation, or the programs might be combined
to produce, as outputs, the basic hardware design and
the compressor operating parameters for the complete
range of operating conditions. It is possible to design
the program so as to display the operating parameters
as they are being calculated so that input variables may
be changed and recalculations made and displayed.
After computer designs of all components are prepared, they are integrated into a complete engine program and the overall engine performance is calculated.
Most of the secondary effects--variation of component

.

Sefficiency with flow rate

and speed--r

3-3.2.3.1
Simple Control System
The simpler and, in general, smaller helicopter ennes inorporate a simple control system. A schematic
of a typical control system for a free turbine enine is
p
presented as Fig. 3-56. In this control scheme only five
variables are sensed: compressor discharge pressure
At gas producer speed N,,f power turbine sped N,,
throttle position, and fuel pump discharge pressure
The system shown is a pneumatic-mechanical sysr.
tem where the pneumatic air is supplied by the corpressor. The rotor speeds are sensed mechanically by
through gears at speeds
driven
governors
two flyweight to
proportional
N,, and N,,
respectively.
porioallto
fue andlow,srespctively.
Basically, fuel flow is a function of p, with modulations obtained by opening bleed valves through the

included in

these computer programs so that they are much more
accurate than the simplified analyses discussed earlier,.
Obviously, these computer programs are extremely
valuable in reducing design time and costs and in s
lecting a most likely combination of components from
there
S Ite
cmbiatins possible.
ossile.Unfrtuntel,
Unfortunately, tere
infinite combinations
the ifinte
are limitations in these programs because of the complexity of factors such as fluid mechanics and strucmechanics in gas turbine design. Some of the
tural S~action
incompletely understood problems are boundary layer
separation, three-dimensional flow around compressor

*

of the governors sensing N, and N, The fuel

contof te g
s se ns ing
the el
the engine
system by
is based
control output
in
sensingupon
N,. controlling
With the throttle
power
ground idle, N, is controlled by the N. regulator. With
the throttle fully open, AT will be held constant at
100% of maximum and N. is established by power
turbine governor action upon the gas producer fuel

of combustionicow, mixing, mixing in the presence
istics for c
combustion, blade vibration charactercomplex shapes, and blade vibration charactenistics in the presence of a high velocity gas flow.
Thus, the components and engines still require considatecontrol.

,

The control system is designed for a reduced
fuel flow during the initial starting cycle. N, must be
15% of maximum for fuel flow to begin. As p., increases, a bellows acts to increase the fuel flow in ac.
cordance with an acceleration schedule; this continues
until at 52% of maximum N. the flyweight governor
acts to reduce the flow, stabilizing to an equilibrium of
62.6% of maximum N, with the throttle in ground idle.
At this condition, N, will be less than 100%. When the
throttle is moved to full open with minimum collective
pitch, the fuel flow will be increased to the acceleration
schedule and N, and N, will increase. N, will increase
until it reaches 100%, at which time the power turbine
3-57

ricated.
3-3.2.3

Control System

The control system of a helicopter engine enables the
engine to operate in the many modes required. Ideally,
the system controls the engine so that either minimum
SFC or maximum acceleration is achieved, depending
upon the requirements of the pilot. The general control
requirements for the helicopter engine are (Ref. 41):
I. The engine must start throughout a wide range
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governor will act to hold the fuel flow constant. At this
condition N, will be between 78% and 82%. If the
throttle is open fully and the collective pitch is increased, N, will droop. The decrease in flyweight force
in the power turbine governor changes the bleed valve
position so as to cuuse the fuel flow to increase to
restore N, to 100%. The increase in fuel flow causes
N, and the T, to increase, which increases the energy
flow to the power turbine, restoring N, to 100%. As
power demand increases, the fuel flow continues to
increase until N, reaches a maximum of 100%; with
No at 100%, this is the maximum output of the engine,
Obviously. this discussion is simplified. There are
compensatory devices such as an overspeed device that
shuts off fuel flow at an Nshtt
oof It2%,
1% annoetmea
overtemperature device, and a throttle setting so that the pilot can
operate the engine with N, at other than 100%.
S3-3.2.3.2

Variable-geometry Control System

The variable compressor vanes are positioned to pro.
vide good compressor efficiency and compressor stall
margin throughout the power operating range.
The variable turbine vanes are controlled to maintain
rated gas generator turbine inlet gas temperature T,
over most of the output power range. Special engine
shutdown features must be provided for engine protection.
In a typical operating mode for a helicopter engine
incorporating variable compressor and turbine vanes,
the engine is started automatically and T, increases as
the throttle is advanced from idle. The maximum value
of T, is reached early in throttle travel. After reaching
the maximum value, the temperature is held constant
h varying
aiuthe geometry.
autetmeauei
edcntn
by
Increasing fuel flow
increases
the gas gener.. Lor speed while holding maximum T,
minimizes fuel consumption. Power modulation is
achieved by gas generator speed governing with fuel
flow. The specd setting of the gas generator governor

There are three variables that a more complicated
engine control system must control directly: fuel flow,
variable vanes in the compressor, and variable vanes in

is a function primarily of throttle mnsition and compressor inlet air temperature.
The compressor variable vanes are scheduled as a

the turbine.
Fuel flow is regulated to provide power changes, to
control the gas generator speed, to limit the power
turbine speed, to limit the output power, to )revent
overtemperature during transient operation, to avoid
compressor stall, and to prevent burner blowout,

function of gas generator speed and compressor inlet
air temperature. The schedule is set to maintain good
compressor efficiency and stall margin during both
steady-state and transient operation.
The turbine variable vane schedule is a function of
throttle position. Because throttle position leads gas

TABLE 3-1
CONTROL PARAMETERS
(A)DEFINABLE REGIMES OF OPERATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. MAX POVýER
7. IDLE

STARTING
ACCELERATION
DECELERATION
SHUTDOWN
CRUISE POWER

8. MAX ROTOR SPEED
9. MAX GEAR

(B) EFFECT OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES ON PERFORMANCE:
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
1. FUEL FLOW

WHEN
INCREASING

EFFECT ON OPLRATION
INCREASES TURBINE TEMPERATURE,
POWER, m
REDUCES rpm

2. ROTOR BLADE PITCH ANGLE

INCREASING

3. COMPRESSOR VARIABLE
GEOMETRY

UNLOADING

INCREASES STALL MARGIN AT LOW
SPEEDS

4, TURBINE VARIABLE
GEOMETRY

OPENING

IMPROVES SURGE MARGIN CHANGES
SPEED RELATIONSHIP

(C) POSSIBLE CONTROL PARAMETERS:
I1. THROTTLE POSITION
7.P,
11. T
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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GAS GENERATOR. rpm
POWER TURBINE, rpm
ROTOR BLADE ANGLE
GEARBOX TORQUE
FLIGHT CONDITION

8. P

12. T

9. P4
I1). P.

13. T
14. 1.
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Fig. 3-S6. Schematic Ifiagram of a Simple Gas Turbine Engine Control (Ref. 42)
generator speed on transients, the vanes are positioned
to aid in providing minimum transient response time.
A safety feature usually designed into the control
system provides automatic shutdown of the fuel valve
,in the event of gas generator or power turbine overSspeed or excessive turbine temperature.
3.3.
3-3.3.1

ROTOR AND PROPELLER ANALYSIS
Rotor Configurations

R

o

tit

3-3.3.1.1
Rotor Types
The primary distine,! -hing features of rotary-wing
aircraft are the rotor system and the drive system associated with the configuration. In shaft-driven systems,
the transmissions use gear and bearing design techniques that are quite similar to those used in other
fields, although the degree of refinement in design has
been carried to a very advanced state. The rotors used
in helicopters, however, find almost no counterpart
elsewhere and are unique in their operating conditions.
Many distinct types of rotors have been used successfully, and to see why these have found application, it
is necessary to outline the range of operating conditions

for which a rotor must be designed. The rotor must
provide sufficient thrust and hence lift for sea level
hovering and an additional margin of thrust for vertical
climb and for hovering at higher altitudes. In forward
flight the rotor provides the propulsive thrust as well
as the lift to sustain the aircraft. The rotor also provides
the required aircraft control forces for roll and pitch,
as well as acceleration fore, aft, laterally, and vertically.
As the rotor moves through the air in forward flight,
cxperiences changes in airflow that give rise to periodic fluctuations of aerodynamic forces. Fig. 3.57 depicts the rotor motion in forward flight. At position A
a blade element is advancing into the helicopter airflow
and its velocity relative to the air is (fir + V). At
position C the blade element is retreating from the
helicopter airflow and its velocity relative to the air is
(fir - V). At Points B and D the velocity is fIrnormal
to the blade radial axis but has a radial flow velocity
varying, from + V to - V Thus, the rotor blade elements experience a gross fluctuation in velority normal
to the radial axis of ± Vduring every revolution. In
addition, the blade experiences varyitig inflow/outflow
velocities during each revolution. Corresponding to
3-59
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V VELOCITY OF
ROTOR
A FORWARD

to have somewhat higher vibration levels, while the
multibladed configurations tend to have reduced vibration levels, provided the blades are all in balance. The
most common number of blades lies in the range of two

to five, and two blades usually are used for simplicity.
_-

_-

.A
.
R .moving

\R

The trend in larger modern helicopters seems to be
toward increased numbers of blades.
3-3.3.1.2

o3
Fig. 3-57. Plan View of Rotor in Flight
this total velocity variation, the blades experience varying lift and drag forces during every revolution,
To accommodate the wide range of requirem.ents,
rotor systems have evolved into a few fundamental
types, namely:
1. Fully articulated rotors, in which the blades are
attached to the hub by means of hinges that allow the

*
.

Rotor Hub Geometry

To illustrate better the actual configurations of rotor
hubs, some typical hub geometries are considered in the
paragraphs that follow.
There are two general types of fully articulated rotors. In one the flapping and lag hinges are separatcd,
and in the other these hinge axes intersect. The first
type is shown schematically in Fig. 3-58. In this rotor
design, the flapping hinge passes through the center of
rotation. In Fig. 3-59 a similar hub arrangement is
shown except that the flapping hinge is located outboard of the center of rotation. Such a configuration is

known as an offset hinge hub. Fig. 3-60 is a photograph
blades to move freely up and down (flap) in a vertical
of an early hub of the type shown in Fig. 3-58. The
plane about the horizontal hinge, and by hinges that
second category of fully articulated rotors, those with
allow the blades to rock back and forth in the plane of
coincident flap and lag hinges, is shown schematically
hinge.
In
about
a
vertical
(lead-lag
motion)
rotation
reetathn
blead-laremouionte
aboto
Fig. 3-61. This hub is also of the offset type. A
the hubhubnstruin
structure
effiect, the blades are mounted toavertheal
photograph of a typical hub of this type is shown in Fig.
upon universal joints,
3-62.
2. Semirigid or floating-hub rotors, in which the
The two-bladed semirigid (teetering hinge) rotor
configuration is popular for smaller rotors. The simblades are connected rigidly to each other through a
plest form is shown schematically in Fig. 3-03. A
hub structure and th, rotor is allowed to tilt or rock
photograph of the same configuration is shown in
with respect to the rotor drive shaft. When a twoFig. 3-64.
bladed rotor is mounted in this fashion, it usually has
A good example of the floating hub is that used by
a single teetering hinge and the blade motion resembles
Doman (Fig. 3-65). The rotor unit itself is rigid or
that of a child's teeter-totter.
hingeless except for the necessary feathering or pitch
3. Fully rigid or hingeless rotors, in which the
change bearings. The entire rotor assembly is mounted
blades are connected rigidly to the hub structure and
to the vertical mast by means of a universal joint, and
the hub in turn is connected rigidly to the rotor mast.
the power to the rotor is passed from the drive shaft
No flapping or lag hinges are used in these rotors.
through the joint.
4. Flex-hinge or strap-hinge rotors, in which a deFig. 3-66 illustrates a hingeless rotor as exemplified
gree of rigidity for the blade connection is achieved that
by the rotor on the B61kow BO 105 helicopter, which
lies between that of a freely hinged blade and the high
incorporates feathering hinges for blade pitch change.
value of stiffness found with rigid connections,
In all of these rotor systems some type of blade pitch
change hinge is incorporated. Such hinges allow the
blades to pivot about an axis that runs parallel to the
blade span. The pitch change hinge often is referred to
as the blade-feathering hinge and is usually located so
as to pass near the quarter chord of the blade.
The numbers of blades that have been used on rotors
include as few as one counterwcighted blade and as
many as eight blades. One.bladed configurations tend
3-60

3-3.3.1.3

Rotor Control Systems

Control of the helicopter is achieved primarily
through the control of the rotor system. Although the
helicopter, in principle, can move in three mutually
perpendicular directions and can rotate about three
axes, in practice some of the controls are normally
coupled together so that four independent pilot controls are provided. These are:

f
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Fig. 3-58. Fully Articulated Rotor With Central Flapping Hinge
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Fig. 3-59. Fully Articulated Rotor With Offset Flapping Hinge
1. Vertical control. This control allows the vertical
position of the aircraft to be selected at will. The usual
technique used is to change the thrust of the rotor by
changing the pitch (angle of attack) of the rotor blades.
An increase in pitch leads to an increase in thrust if
constant rotor speed is maintained. Some designs have
tried to keep the blade pitch fixed and to vary the thrust
by varying engine speed, but none of these designs have
advanced to full production because of the limited response available with fixed pitch systems.
2. Yaw or directional control. This control allows
the pilot to select a prescribed heading by providing for
rotation of the aircraft about a vertical axis that is fixed
relative to the aircraft. The most common s&chemes for
obtaining yaw control are use of a tail rotor in singlemain-rotor machines, the differential tilting of rotors in
helicopters with tandem or laterally disposed rotors,

-

.

-•'''I

&...

and use of differential torque in helicopters with coaxial
rotors. In forward flight aerodynamic surfaces also can
be used, but in low-speed flight they are ineffective.
3. Longitudinal control. In this control, pitching
and fore and aft translation are coupled together. The
rotor produces both a horizontal force component and
a moment tending to pitch the fuselage. As the aircraft
tilts in the desired direction, the rotor tilts in that direction also, and an additional force is exerted in the
desired direction. In a helicopter having a single rotor,
the control forces and moments are generated by that
rotor. In a tandem configuration the large displacement
between rotors allows the use of both differential thrust
and individual rotor tilt to achieve pitching of the aircraft for control.
4. Lateral control. This control allows the pilot to
move the aircraft horizontally in a direction perpen3-61
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Fig. 3-60. Photograph of Fully Articulated Rotor With Separated Hinges
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Fig. 3-61. Schematic of Fully Articulated flub With Coincident Hinges
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Fig. 3-62. Photograph of Fully Articulated Rotor With Coincident Hinges
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Fig. 3-63. Schematic of 'Two-bladed Semirigid Rotor

dicular to the fore and aft motion. It is similar to the
longitudinal control in that rolling action and lateral
translation are coupled together to achieve the desired
aircraft response. The techniques used to achieve lateral control are the same as riscussed for longitudinal

control except tha, the laterally disposed configuration
is analogous in this case to the tandem longitudinal
control.
Lateral and longitudinal control through the rotor
usually are achieved by producing moments about the
3.63
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rotor hub, by tilting the rotor thrust ven:tor, or by a
combination of the two. If the rotor of a helicopter is
tilted at an angle with respect to the fuselage, a change
in the resultant thrust vector results and forces and

moments are exerted upon the fuselage. The action of
this type of control is illustrated in Fig. 3.67. If the
rotor tilts, a horizontal force component H exists that
can accelerate the aircraft, %nd a moment is created

Fig. 3-64. Fhotogrmpb of Two-bladed Semirigid Rotor
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Fig. 3-65. Floating Hub Rotor
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Fig. 3-66. Modem
about the aircraft CO that can cause S...
the fuselage to tilt
in response to the rotor tilt.
Two general means exist for obtaining the necessary
effective rotor tilt. If the rotor is of the semirigid or
floating hub type, it is possible actually to tilt the hub
body in the direction desired. Aerodynamic forces will
cu-se the blades to follow the hub and the tip path
plane will tend to line up parallel to the hub. This type
of control is called direct control and has found use
only in small autogyros and jet-driven rotors in special
cases.
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Fig. 3-67. Tilt of Rotor Thkmst Vector

HIagelm Rotor
The mnit common technique is to vary the pitch or
angle of attack of each blade cyclically once per revolution. This varying pitch technique is called cyclic pitch
control. As the pitch is increased periodically in a given
azimuth region, increased lift forces aile generated that
cause moments to be exerted upon the blades. If the
blades are articulated, they flap in response to these
moments. Because the resultant flapping occurs once
per revolution, an effective tilting of the whole rotor tip
path plane occurs and the resultant thrust vector tilts
in response. If the rotor is rigid, the lift moments on the
blades resulting from cyclic pitch cause a precession of
the rotor to a new tilted position. Because the rotor is
connected rigidly to the transmission and fuselage, the
precessional actions must carry the fuselage as well as
the rotor to the new position. It should be noted that
almost all modern rotors, blade pitch can be condirectly by the pilot.
3-3.3.1.4
Elements of Rotor Motion
an aerodynamic and dynamic standpoint, the

ideal rotor is a rigid one with an infinitely stiff structure. In such a system the applied air loads and dynamic loads cause no deflections of the system and the
problems of dynamic response disappear. However, as
has been found repeatedly by designers who have
worked with rigid or even semirigid rotor systems, the
3-65
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components are not infinitely stiff; instead, varying dogrees of flexibility are inherent in their design. Thiis
flexibility results in components that reopond dynamically to the various loads imposed upon the b.-Jes.
To illustrate this point, consider the flapping motion
(or flapping degree of freedom) of one blade attached
to a hub structure that is attached rigidly to the rotor
mast. A given blade can be attached to the hub by
several means:
I. A flapping hinge at the centerline
ihinge

Fig. 3-68 depicts a simplified rotor as viewed from
above. The rotor rotates in a counterclockwise direc,
tion with the downwind position as the zero degree
point of reference.
To obtain a clear picture of the fundamentals of
blade motion, consider a rotor made up of blade elements that consist of a single square paddle with a
chord length c, a span length Ar = I, and a mass
m, = W,/g. It is assumed that the paddle supporting
arm is hinged at the center of rotation and that the
supporting arm introduces no inertial or aerodynamic
forces. It also is assumed that the hinge axis lies in the
plane of rotation and is perpendicular to the blade span
axis.
For the purposes of the equation of motion, consider
this simple blade element as rotating about a vertical
axis in a vacuum, with no aerodynamic forces acting
upon it. (n Fig. 3-69, which shows the rotor from the
rear, /0, is the flapping angle of the blade element.

3, A flapping hinge with a spring to restrain the
blade flapping about the hinge
4. A spring strap retention or flexural hinge replacing the bearings
5. A stiff flexural hinge
6. Direct attachment to the hub without any
hinges or separate flexures (rigid or hingeless rotor).

Summing moments about point 0, we find

The listing of attachment methods merely indicates a
relatively continuous spectrum of increasing stiffness of
blade mounting. Because the blade is the same regard-

-A / Cos

less of the attachment method, maximum resistance to
motion will come when the blade is mounted directly
to the hub and the least resistance will come when the
simple flapping hinge is used. The other methods provide varying degrees of stiffness. The blade attached
directly to the hub will bend under the load and tends
to act as an equivalent flexure hinge itself. Consequently, the demarcation between the flexural mountings and the rigid rotor becomes indistinct. None of the
configurations actually is rigid for this would require
infinite stiffness; none of the configurations is completely without stiffness because centrifugal force acts
as a powerful force to govern the flapping motion of the
Each of these mounting configurations will have as-

W
_

-

,lb-ft

(3-101)

where
, = blade element mass moment of
inertia, slug-ft2
180 dVtV

VELOCITY OF
ROTOR
FORWARD

-V
-

0/

0d

/

270 deg
\'

sociated with it a natural frequency of flapping motion

.

-

.-

that will be dependent upon the stiffness of the mounting method. Tlhus, the primary difference among the
various means of blade attachment lies in the variation
over a limited range of the dynamic response of the
rotor to the loads imposed upon it. Because the centrifugal restoring moment is so powerful, differences in
blade mounting techniques produce relatively small effects upon the flapping response except in the case of
small rotors, where high stiffnesses may be achieved.
This discussion, therefore, deals primarily with the
motions and operation of the fully articulated rotor.
This type is the most widely used, and it demonstrates
most of the phenomena necessary for an understanding
of rotor operation.

0 deg
Fig. 3.8. Rotation of Blade Increment, Plan View
I
I

w.
,

-
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Fig. 3-69. Rotation of Blade Increment, Rear View
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flapping angular acceleration,
rad/sec2
W, weight of blade element, lb
For the very small angles of motion involved in ordinary rotor flapping motion, sin P,=•.. and cos
0,= I; hence
i 0 +
a. gW

lb-ft

P20r1 =

Because for the paddle element I,
S+ ar

=

-

-g

-

(3-102)

(Wlg)rl,

,rad/a€c

(3-03)

This equation can be compared to the equation of a
simple vertical spring mass system where
m = mass, slug
k = spring constant, lb/ft
x = displacement of the mass, ft
R = linear acceleration of the mass,
ft/sec,
The equation of motion for this systun int + kx =

,

lg
lb

(3-104)

or
t+( k• x =g

, ft/sec2

(3-105)

\

The most important portion of this equation is the
homogeneous portion given by
k

+

)

0

,

rad/sec

(3-108)

or the natural frequency of the paddle blade is equal
exactly to the rotational speed of the rotor.
It can be shown readily that this result is true for any
articulated rotor freely hinged for flapping at the centerline of rotation. This means that the rotor blade in
such a system requires essentially no force to cause it

to flap once per revolution. Because once-per-revolution flapping is actually a tilting of the rotor disk, it
follows that little control force is required to tilt the
rotor thrust vector in the direction desired for aircraft
control.
The foregoing analysis of flapping motion is a greatly

simplified summary of the operation of an actual flapping rotor. As discussed previously, all other rotor configurations tend to increase the flapping stiffness above
this fundamental value. The added stiffness that can be
achieved with most rotors, however, falls in a range
such that the natural frequency of the lowest flapping
or flap bending mode tends to be just slightly above
rotor speed at the operating point. Typically, for a
uniform blade mounted without hinges to rigid hub, the
lowest flapping frequency is only approximately 20%
above the frequency of the same blade hinged at the
centerline of rotation.

3-3.3.1.5
Characteristics of Rotors
Each of the various rotor configurations presented
has certain unique characteristics that tend to recommend it for particular operating conditions.
3-3.3.1.5.1 Fully Articulated Rotors
This type of rotor allows a great amount of flexibility
in design. For example, the number of blades may
range from three up to eight or more, and to rotor
diameters in excess of 100 ft. The individual blade flapture reduce to zero at the hinge; thus, bending moments

The solution leads to the natural frequency a, of the
vibrating mass which is
Wk\ 1/2
no,
=

1

ping hinges insure that the moments in the blade struc-

= 0

x

,=

'3107)
,sec

By direct analogy the natural vibrating frequency
woof the flapping paddle blade can be obtained from
the coefficient of P, in the equation. Hence, for the
blade case

in both the blade root attachments and the hub structure are reduced by the presence of the hinge. The
individual hinges allow the blades to flat freely in response to changing gross weight, maneuver, or gust
load conditions. In the case of pullup maneuvers, as the
thrust of the rotor increases, the blades will cone up to
a new position, yet the bending moments at the flapping hinges will remain essentially zero.
In addition, it is possible to use a wide range of hinge
configurations to accomplish a specific design objective. For example, offset of the flapping hinge from the
center of rotation, as illustrated by some of the preceding figures, provides for a large increase in control
3-67
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power exerted by the rotor. The moments exerted on
the fuselage by the tilt of the rotor thrust vector are
augmented by the moments created by the centrifugal
force components acting at the offset hinges. It is p.,ssible to tilt the hinges so that blade flapping and pitch
change are coupled together to achieve certain desired
results. It is also possible to incorporate pitch cone
coupling which reduces blade collective pitch whenever
the total thrust of the rotor tends to increase,
The primary advantage of the fully articulated rotor
system is its versatility. It can be used with a wide range
of sizes, gross weights, and numbers of blades, and a
variety of hinge configurations.
Although many advantages accrue with the use of
the fully articulated rotor, it has certain inherent drawbacks. When a rotor blade flaps, its center of mass
moves radially in the centrifugal field created by the
rotation of the rotor. This radial motion gives rise to
Coriolis accelerations that lead to large forces in the
inplane direction of the rotor blades. These flappinginduced inplane forces in turn can lead to high bending
moments in the chordwise direction near the rotor hub.
To alleviate these high moments, the lag hinges are
located outboard from the center of rotation and allow
the blades to oscillate through a small angle around the
hinge. Although these lag hinges reduce the bending
moments induced by the Coriolis accelerations,
another serious problem arises when blade chordwise
freedom i- allowed. It is possible for the lead and lag
motions of the individual blades to couple with motions
of the fuselage and landing gear that can lead to a
destructive instability known as "ground resonance"
(par. 5-2.5). To prevent destructive ground resonant
oscillations, it is necessary to add lag dampers around
the lag hinges to limit the lead-lag oscillations by absorbing their energy.
The combination of flapping hinges, lag hinges, lag
dampers, and the associated bearings, spindles, housinAs, retainers, plus the lubrication provisions, leads to
considerable complexity in the rotor hub of a fully
articulated rotor. In addition, because of the arrangement of the hinges and the blade motions associated
with the hinges, the pitch control mechanisms for these
rotors become more complex in order to prevent unwanted coupling between blade motion and pitch
change. Thus, complexity is the major drawback of the
fully articulated rotors.-ROTOR
3-3.3.1.5.2

Two-bladed Teetering Semirigid
Rotors

The two-bladed semirigid rotor is used widely because of its inherent simplicity and relatively low cost.
In the configuration most commonly used, the rotor

hub structure is mounted upon a set of bearings whose
axis is normal generally to the blade span axis. The two
blades are mounted on the hub by means of pitch
change bearings. Because the blades are mounted directly to the hub, they can flap in unison in a manner
similar to a teeter-totter, and hence this type often is
referred to as a teetering rotor. The teetering action of
the blades allows them to perform first harmonic or
once-per-revolution flapping in a completely satisfactory manner.
Because forward flight air loads are complex, rotor
blades are loaded at marty higher frequencies that are
multiples of rotor speed. In the articulated rotor, the
blades can flap in response to these higher frequencies.
In the teetering rotor, the blades cannot flap individually; and as a consequence, these higher frequency
loads introduce bending moments into the blade roo!
and hub structure.
Two-bladed teetering rotors usually are designed so
that the blades have a fixed coning angle. The coning
angle of a rotor is the average angle between the blades
and a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The
coning angle of a hovering rotor is shown in Fig. 3-70.
The lift and centrifugal forces tend to move the blade
upward to a position of equilibrium. If a hinge is incorporated for each blade, each blade will turn through the
angle •0. This average angle is called the coning angle
because in hover the rotor blades tend to form a cone.
The blades of a two-bladed teetering rotor are attached
to the hub with a builtin value of coning angle ,00. This
average coning angle counteracts the steady lift moments of the hub quite effectively for a particular design
thrust and rotor speed. If, however, the thrust of the
rotor is changed drastically due, for example, to a sudden takeoff or large overload, the bending moments in
the hub can increase greatly. This is because the two
blades are attached rigidly to the hub and hence cannot
cone further upward to alleviate the increased loading
conditions.
Because the rotor assembly is mounted upon a single
teetering axis, it is possible to generate oscillating mo-
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Fig. 3-70. Side View Showing Coning Angle of a
Hovering Rotor
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ments in the drive shaft as the blades flap in response
to forward flight loads. The effects of such oscillating
moments in both the transmission system and the rotor
hub bearings must be considered.
The flapping bearings of a two-bladed teetering rotor
essentially are unloaded because the centrifugal force of
one blade pssses through the hub structure and directly
to the opposite blade. Another advantage of such a
rotor is that it can be designed so as to preclude the
occurrence of ground resonance instabilities through
use of blades that have a great deal of stiffness in the
chordwise direction. The added stiffness requires added
weight, but the result is a very durable and rugged rotor
system.
The size and weight ranges of the teetering twobladed rotor have been relatively limited. Typically,
rotor sizes have ranged from 15 ft up to more than 50
ft in diameter and aircraft gross weights from a few
hundred pounds to somewhat over 10,000 lb. As these
rotors get larger, their dynamic vibration and weight
problems tend to increase,

)

I,,

3-3.3.1.5.3 Modified Two-bladed Rotors
Several variations of the standard two-bladed teetering rotor have been studied and developed. In most
versions an attempt is made to allow the coning angle
of the rotor to change under load. One method is to
incorporate a central coning bearing assembly that is
separate from the teetering bearings. Thus, as the load
changes, the blades cone to a new equilibrium position
and the blades flap about the teetering hinge. Other
types use a common teetering-coning hinge that accomplishes the same result. Another variation was used on
the 135-ft-diameter, two-bladed XH-17 helicopter rotor, which was driven by pressu., jets at the tips of the
blades. In this configuration, each blade was mounted
onto the hub by means of flexural straps that acted as
hinges and allowed the blades to cone or flap as
necessary under load.
Most of these variations of the simple teetering rotor
result in a reduction in the moments induced due to
blade loading changes and, as a result, allow these rotors to be used over a much larger range of sizes and
gross weights. However, some of the dynamic and
structural weight problems associated with chordwise
actions still remain.
3-3.3.1.5.4 Rigid or Hinge/ess Rotors
The primary feature of the rigid or hingeless rotor is
the absence of both the flapping and the lag hinges.
Blade feathering bearings still are used, however, to
permit the collective blade pitch change necessary to
vary rotor thrust and obtain aircraft control.

Elimination of the flap and lag hinges leads to a
considerable simplification in the design of the rotor
hub because the many bearings, spindles, housings, and
seals associated with these bearings also are eliminated.
Because the blades can carry moments directly into the
hub and then directly into the rotor mast, hingeless
rotors can develop a large amount of control power.
The added moments can be used to achieve more rapid
control response from the helicopter than normally
would be associated with an articulated rotor. The
elimintvion of the hinges also results in a simplification
of tht rotor control system, because mony of the links
and elements found in an articdlated rotor are eliminated or reduced in size.
Hingeless rotors have some inherent drawbacks,
however. Because the blades are connected directly to
the hub and the hub is connected directly to the rotor
mast, any changes in thrust loading or air loading will
produce bending moments in the blades and hub structures. Also, a mean coning angle is built into the hub
attachment, as with the teetering, two-bladed rotor.
Thus, a sudden pullup can lead to high stresses in the
blade roots and hub. In addition, all the harmonic loadings above the first will tend to cause high blade and
hub stresses, and operation at gross weights or rotor
speeds other than the design values will increase the
average moments in the hub region. T1.! net result of
these increased loads is that fatigue stresses can become
very high, and therefore the useful life of the hub may
be relatively short. To reduce the stresses induced by
these loadings, it often is necessary to increase the stiffness and weight of the blade roots and hubs, and the
resultant rotor weight penalties can become very large.
The alternative to increasing hub stiffness and weight
has been to reduce stiffness in the flapping direction.
The flexure thus provided will alleviate high stresses
and still result in a relatively simple configuration, but
the control power will be reduced somewhat.
Ground resonance instabilities can be avoidoed in
hingeless rotors in a manner similar to that used in
teetering rotors. A high degree of chordwise stiffness is
required such that the lowest natural chordwise frequency is above the r'otor speed under operational conditions. Rotors without lag hinges have been operated
with chordwise frequencies below operating rotor
speed, but such an approach must be pursued only with
caution and a comprehensive test program.
The floating hub rotor combines features of the
hingeless rotor hub system with the tilting feature of
the teetering rotor. In this design, the hingeless rotor is
sllowed to tilt in any direction on the rotor mast in the
manner of the first-harmonic flapping of an articulated
rotor. Thus, the floating hub rotor retains the sim3-69
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plicity of the hingeless rotor and the transient first
harmonic stresses on the hub are alleviateOl. Because a
builtin coning angle is used and because the blades
cannot flap in response to higher harmonic loadings,
the floating hub rotor can develop high moments and
stresses like the hingeless rotor. The floating hub rotor
also must be designed carefully
so as to prevent
of goundresoanceinstbiliy;
ad. the
occurrence ofwhose
cause the rotor hub assembly is free to tilt and perform
first harmonic flapping readily, its control power is
reduced to that found in ordinary articulated rotors
with a small offset in the flapping hinge. But an increase in control power can be achieved by incorporat-

a. Two rotors coaxially mounted and rotating in
opposite directions
b. Two rotors displaced laterally to the fisclage
and rotating in opposite directions
c. Two rotors mounted in tandem and rotating
in opposite directions
d. Two rotors,in rotating
oppositeindirections
opposite directions,
blades intermesh with each oter by
whose amountsrmeuh roth
can berb
varying amounts. Such rotors can be arranged either laterally or in tandem.
e. Various numbers of rotors greater than 2, including 3-, 4-, and 6-rotor configurations.

Ing spring restraint in the tilting hub.
3-3.3.1.6n
Othetran
Rtor Systiltin Consid
s
3-3.3.1.6
Other Rotor System Considerations
The means employed to counteract the driving
tor4ue necessary to turn the rotor always has been a
governing characteristic in helicopter design. To provide an efficient lifting system with a minimum amount
of installed power plant weight and cost and a minimum fuel consumption rate, the rotor diameter must be
made very large in comparison to an ordinary propeller. It also is necessary to design the rotor so that blade
tip velocities remain somewhat below sonic speed.
These characteristics of large diameter and limited tip
speed result in the large, slow-turning rotors common
to today's rotary-wing aircraft.
Since torque Q can be expressed as
(3-109)

=

-

Use of jet-driven rotors stems from the desire to
eliminate the torque problem at its source. If the blades
are driven by the reaction forces of jets located within
the rotating system, e.g., on the blades, the only shaft
torques passed through to the fuselage are those due to
bearing friction and power takeoffs for auxiliaries.
With jet drives, both the torque problem and massive
transmissions are eliminated. There are, however,
liaiated Th the optimum
de
many ot
associated with the optimum
difficulties
other
many
use of jet drives; and although many jet drives have
been proposed and attempted, no purely jet-driven rotor configuration has had sustained production. The
most important drawback to their use has been a relatively high fuel consumption rate that hz• !=.ited them
to short-range, special-purpose missions. New technology in turbines and materials, however, may allow
of these designs in the future. Some
typical jet-driven rotor configurations include:
1. Tip-mounted engines:

,reconsideration

it is evident that the slow turning rotors result in high
values of torque. As shaft torques increase, transmission size, weight, complexity, and cost increase as well.
To alleviate the effects of severe torque loadings, tradeoffs must be made among the various conflicting design
requirements so as to obtain a good overall balance in
the final configuration.
Because of the severe torque loading considerations,
many seemingly unrelated rotor configurations have
been suggested, studied, and developed, and a few hav.
reached production status. Configurations employing
shaft power include the following:
1. Single main rotor:
a. Single rotor with antitorque tail rotor in rear
of aircraft
b. Single rotor with laterally disposed antitorque rotor
2. More than one main rotor:

J

a. Ram jet engines
b. Pulse jet engines
c. Gas turbines
d. Rockets
2. Pressure jet systems:
a. Compressed air to tip jet
b. Compressed air to tip afterburner
c. Turbofan exhaust to tip jet
d. Turbojet exhaust to tip jet.
The use of engines mounted at the blade tips is beset
with problems such as those resulting from centrifugal
force and control loads. The pressure jet configurations
suffer from blade design limitations and duct losses.
Maximum engine installation simplicity is achieved
through the use of the "hot cycle" systems of Items 2c
and 2d.
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3-3.3.2

Propeller Selection
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3-3.3.2.1

Propeller Types

Throughout the history of propeller-driven aircraft,
the most widely used propeller configuration has been
the conventional free-air, variable-pitch type, usually
incorporating from two to four rigidly retained blades.
For special applications, several other propeller concepts show promise. These include the shrouded propeller, the variable-camber propeller, the variablediameter propeller, the multibladed prop-fan with and
without shrouds, and the rotor-prop. Each of these
concepts offers specific characteristics to meet particular aircraft requirements.
Adding a shroud to a conventional propeller permits
performance to be maintained with a reduction in
diameter and affords substantial noise attenuation. For
larger, high-speed aircraft, particularly those with
VTOL capability, the variable-camber concept provides the best potential for improving overall performance by matching the propeller to both takeoff and
high-speed level flight conditions. This is accomplished
by pairing conventional blades such that in takeoff they
function mutually as a slotted flap airfoil and in cruise
two independent, low-camber airfoils. Full-scale
tests of this concept have shown reduced noise in addito confirming the cambering effect of the paired
blades under static conditions. Although at a much
earlier stage of development than the variable-camber
propeller, the variable-diameter propeller offers
another way to improve the matching of takeoff and
cruise performance. However. because of the increased
airfoil thickness and limitations on blade twist distribution necessary to permit blade telescoping for reduced
diameter, the high-speed efficiency of this concept inherently is below that of the variable-camber concept.
Moreover, no noise reduction at takeoff can be anticipated.
It is well known that propeller noise can be reduced
by operating at a low tip speed, provided that the blade
area is sufficient to prevent stall. A low-tip-speed, multibladed prop-fan offers the potential of reduced noise
and small diameter at performance levels comparable
to a conventional propeller. Further advances in performance, noise reduction, and compactness may be
obtained from a shrouded prop-fan that combines the
favorable characteristics of the multiblades and the
shroud.
For large VTOL craft incorporating a tilt-wing or
tilt-rotor for transition from hover to level flight, the
rotor-prop has certain attractions. The hinged retention permits large diameters with narrow, low-activityfactor blades at reasonable weights for high perform-

ance in hover and transition. Acceptable cruise
performance can be obtained by large reductions in
rotational speeds between takeoff and high speed flight.

A disadvantage is that the success of this concept is
dependent upon the availability of engines with large
rpm spreads at a small loss in SFC between takeoff and
high-speed conditions. Moreover, the high advance
ratios in cruise ,And at V,. tend to reduce efficiency.
This reduced efficiency may be offset by using very low
activity factor blades, but at the expense of increased
propeller weight.
3-3.3.2.2
Helicopter Application
Performance requirements for propellers for coinpound helicopters differ considerably from those normally associated with conventional propeller-driven
aircraft. In the latter case, the propeller provides the
thrust requirement for all flight regimes, including
takeoff, climb, cruise, and V... Because of this
broad operating spectrum, the aerodynamic design of
the propeller becomes a comprehensive analysis effort. The final propeller configuration generally is
that which meets the primary performance
requirements at the expense of some compromise in
off-design conditions.
The helicopter application does not involve this wide
operating spectrum. With a compound helicopter, the
propeller normally is used only for cruise, and accordingly it is optimized for maximum efficiency at the
design cruise conditions. A second design condition
results when the propeller is driven by the same engine(s) that drives the main rotor. Thus, during hover,
where no forward thrust is required, the propeller is
designed to absorb minimum power because esch
horsepower lost to the propeller results in a loss of 8-10
lb of thrust. Therefore, in some cases the propeller
cruise performance might be compromised so as to
attain minimum power in hover. Other considerations
influencing propeller aerodynamic design include inflight reversing for air braking and the use of the propeller as an antitorque rotor by swiveling it about a
vertical axis. Finally, the downwash of the main rotor
on the propeller during hover and climb must be considered.
In summary, although the performance spectrum is
narrower, the selection of propellers for helicopters involves several unique considerations not encountered
in conventional aircraft propeller installations.
Analytical Procedures
3-3.3.2.3
Successful propeller design involves two prime considerations: attainment of the required aerodynamic
performance and structural integrity. Thus, the success
of the design effort is dependent upon the availability
3-71
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of reliable aerodynamic and structural design criteria.
Accordingly, propeller manufacturers are devoting
considerable effort to the development of the analytical
design methods discussed briefly here.
"Themost reliable and widely used propeller performance calculation method is based upon an advanced
form of the blade element theory. In this theory, the
aerodynamic forces acting upon a series of radial elements are calculated and then integrated over the blade
to establish the total forces. The vortex theory
and Goldstein's solution (Ref. 43) for the radial distribution of circulation for a finite number of blades have
now been applied to the tlade element theory. Thus. an
analytical method has been evolved that permits the
accurate calculation of the efficiency of any arbitrary

Because an adequate theory has not been derived for
calculation of reverse thrust and windmilling drag, an
empirical method has been developed from test data to
predict propeller performance for these off-design operating conditions with acceptable accuracy.
The main function of the propeller-to produce
thrust at a minimum expense in power-must be accomplished with hardware that affords maximum reliability at minimum weight and cost. Thus, it is essential
that structural design criteria and material development be commensurate in refinement with the aerodynamic criteria.
The design of a propeller system begins with blade
definition involving both aerodynamic and structural
considerations. The blade definition generates the

propeller configuration, operating at any imposed condition.
Over the years this method has been refined, along
with the associated two-dimensional airfoil data, to the
point where comparisons with experimental data on
both full-scale and model propellers indicate an accuracy of better than ±2% in the vicinity of the design
point and only slightly lower accuracy for off-design
points. The method has been programmed on a digital
computer from which up to 200 efficiency points per
minute can be calculated. Included as options to this
basic program are subroutines for calculating aerodynamic twisting moments on the blades and computing
total and azimuthal distributions of air loads with inclined and nonsymmetrical inflows.
More recently, a noise subroutine has been added as
option based upon an extension of the work of Ref.
44. This program uses the propeller air loading distribution computed by the method outlined above and
calculates from it both far and near field sound pressure
levels in terms of decibels at any prescribed location for
any propeller geometry and operating condition. If requested, the program also computes perceived noise
levels (PNL) and effective perceived noise levels
(EPNL) corrected for tone and time duration.
For tilt-wing VTOL aircraft, in which the propeller
is in transition from hover to horizontal flight, a new
method, based upon rotor theory, has been developed
to compute the six moment and force components
generated by the propeller during transition. The
method can handle cyclic propellers as an option.
For shrouded propellers and shrouded prop-fans, the
blade element calculation method is based upon the
one-dimensional, inviscid, incompressible momentum
theory from the work of Ref. 45. In order to incorporate shroud drag, an empirical correction has been
evolved that is dependent upon the shroud exit area
ratio and the free-stream Mach number.

steady and vibratory loads to which the propeller must
be designed and consequently affects the design of the
barrel, actuator, control, and gearbox. To aid the designer, many theoretical analyses and associated computer programs for obtaining optimum structures have
been derived and developed. These programs cover
both steady and vibratory stresses as well as many
secondary structural aspects. A detailed discussion of
these structural design tools and their application to
hardware design is presented in AMCP 706-202.
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3-3.3.2.4

Propeller Seloction Procedure

Basic Considerations
3-3.3.2.4.1
In the propeller preliminary design phase, only aerodynamic sizing is carried out in detail. The other design
considerations, particularly blade structure, usually are
estimated on the basis of past experience and preliminary analysis merely to assure the feasibility of the
aerodynamic selection.
The computerized strip analysis methods developed
from the refined theory form the fundamental criteria
used by the industry to design propellers for all applications. Moreover, their derivatives and the empirical
methods reviewed are used to compute most of the
aerodynamic data and to support structural design.
Recognizing the need for a more convenient propeller performance analysis method for use in preliminary
design, the propeller industry has published generalized performance calculation manuals based upon the
computer programs and propeller performance the.ry.
These manuals, widely used throughout the aircraft
industry, present static and inflight performance data
covering a complete range of potential operating conditions for a family of propellers, with variations of the
major geometric parameters. In addition to performance data, the manuals include methods for estimating
propeller weight and far-field noise at zero airspeed.

AMCP 706-201
One recommended set of such manuals (Refs. 46, 47,

fR

and 48) covers conventional propellers, shrouded pro-

pellets, and variable camber propellers, respectively.
The preliminary design procedure detailed subsequently is based upon the data included in Ref. 46 for
conventional propellers. The discussion covers the concept of the process, definition of the basic performance
and prime blade geometric parameters, use of generalized performance plots and other aerodynamic data,
and a step-by-step procedure for propeller selection.
All of the necessary aerodynamic data are presented in
the series of charts included herein. To facilitate the
demonstration of this method, a sample propeller selection problem for a hypothetical, representative helicopter is set up and the selection process is undertaken in
detail.

(3-112)
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with this term being weighted similarly toactivity facttwy
tor.

Other parameters-such as those that define the aer3-3.3.2.4.2 Definitions
odynamic shape of a blade, the thickness ratio, and the
twist distributions-have some effect upon blade perOn a nondimensional basis, propellers are defined by
thise
methodto
variales
oetheyb:reonothused
~~tws
npople
fatrdiasdfndsal
~ activity
~ ~factor ~AF,
Activity~
number of blades,
blade
and inteformance.
However, asoprme
their effects
are ipn
equivalent
grated design lift coefficient CL,
small
changes
in used
the activity
and inCL,,
and
thereActivity factor AF was defined early in propeller
fore they
are not
as primefactor
variables
this
method.
technology as a power absorption factor. It is defined
rigorouslyincluded
R
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These parameters, along with airfoil section choice, are
in the later optimum blade process.
The nondimensional coefficients advance ratio A,
power coefficient Cp, and thrust coefficient Cr, used to
determine propeller performance, are defined by

DV
J = nD
--

where
D = propeller diameter, ft
propeller radius, ft
R
b = elemental width, ft

_

PnD-

S2003
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/b

(3-114)

P =,p 3D$

r = elemental radius, ft
In nondimensional terms,
_

,dimensionless

SHP(po/p)
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p1.02~3

0)

dless (3-115)

AF= 10)

o
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Activity factor today is used as a weighted measure
of the width distribution of the blade, e.g., a blade with
a purely rectangular planform derives half of its activity factor from the outer 15% of the blade. The numerical weighting results in convenient values for the
AF, normally between 50 and 150.
With the advent of laminar flow airfoil sections with
unlimited section design ift coefficients independent of
thickness ratio, the term integrated design lift coefficient C,, was defined as:

T(Po/p)
(N\2/D.,\

-

6610

,

d'len (3-116)

03

where
V = true airspeed, fps
n = propeller speed, rps
N = propeller speed, rpm
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P
engine power, ft-lb/sec
SHP = engine output shaft horsepower
T = propeller thrust, lb
The propeller efficiency factor ip is defined as
TV

=

C7__J
P

,

dimensionless

(3-117)

and thrust is now stated as
T=.

3-3.3.2.4.3

550 SHP r7P
V

lb

(3-118)

Performance Ca/cu/at/on Method

0.3 (Fig. 3-73). Comparable charts for two additional
values of CL, and three additional values 3f AF are
included in Ref. 46, together with a comparable set of
charts for four-bladed propellers. Selection of design
parameters for a given specification requirement can be
accomplished by crossplotting appropriate values from
these charts. The data are limited to conditions where

there is no compressibility, i.e., the sections are op,:rating below their critical Mach numbers.
The performance charts are based upon a constant
velocity through the propeller disk because blocking
effects, i.e., the actual velocity through the disk, vary
greatly with the aircraft geometry that is in close proximity to the propeller installation. These blocking effects have an influence upon the absolute values of
performance; however, they usually do not change the
comparative performance values of propellers of differ-

A generalized performance calculation method for
propellers operating at normal flight speeds is described. The form selected was governed primarily by
the consideration of ease of usage and the elimination
of the principal deficiency of existing empirical methods, i.e., the deterioration of accuracy at extreme oper-

ent designs. Therefore, the elimination of blocking effects from the procedure will not detract from the usefulness of the method for preliminary design propeller
selection. In general, blocking has the same effect upon
the optimum efficiency as upon the actual rfficiency.
An empirical method, based upon actual propeller

ating conditions and blade geometries. Accordingly,

tests, is used to calculate the minimum shaft horse-

the method incorporated a series of performance charts
with each chart accurately defining performance for a
specific propeller geometric configuration over the
complete range of potential operating conditions.

power required to drive the propeller at full speed at
static conditions and also for the calculation of reverse
thrust. This method is referred to as the generalized
thrust and torque chart method and uses the charts of

It is good design practice on compound helicopters

Figs. 3-74 through 3-82. Although minimum horse-

to select a propeller that does not involve compressibility. Fig. 3-71 presents the criterion for no compressibility loss in the form of the maximum allowable inte-

power required is sensitive to variables such as blade
thickness, twist, camber, and width distribution, experience has shown that the empirical method suffices for

grated design lift coefficient CL, as a function of aircraft

preliminary design application. In the final blade op-

Mach number and NDf!, where f, is the ratio of the

timization procedure, the minimum power figure is cal-

speed of sound at sea level standard day to the speed

culated by a refined strip analysis method. However,

of sound at the specific operation condition.
An ideal performaiwe chart is provided for threebladed propellers (Fig. 3-72). This example chart represents the performance of propellers with minimum induced losses and zero profile losses for a finite number
of blades. An actual propeller design never can achieve
optimum performance; but by careful tailoring for the
design condition, it is possible to approach the optimum. Interpolation among charts that present a systematic variation of each major shape parameter will
define performance for any desired propeller configuration. The performance charts provided for the generalized performance method, therefore, depict the variation of the power coefficient Cp with advance ratio J
and efficiency 71p. Example data are presented for
three-bladed propellers with given values of blade integrated design lift coefficients CL, and activity factor AF

the reverse thrust performance still must be calculated
with the empirical method because the strip analysis
theory does not apply.
Performance requirements for compound helicopters vary. The airframe manufacturer usually will
specify a maximum propeller diameter that will fit into
his design envelope. Because a given engine is specified,
the power available to the propeller and the thrust
requirements also are known. At times the propeller
rotational speed is specified; at other times it is undetermined because gearboxes must be designed to be mated
to the main rotor. At this stage, consideration must be
given to weight and noise as well as to performance. A.;
the diameter becomes smaller, the activity factor also
becomes lower, and the propeller system consequently
will be lighter. A reduction in propeller tip speed generally w,'! reduc. the system noise level.
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A generalized weight formula that has proved to be
fairly accurate has been developed ove- the years. The
total system weight Win pounds is given by
(A.F. 0.6 ×control,
Xmay

I(D\':*/B\'
W=K
1
ND

o,

.

1

\

0.5S
(l + 1.0)°

10
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24

,
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lb

where the portion containing K, is the propeller weight
and the portion containing K2 is the gearbox weight.
The K factors are a function of propeller type as well
as of materials. For compound helicopter applications,
two propeller types can be considered. A conventional
propeller-including barrel and blades, spinner, pitch
actuator, pitch lock, deicing capability, feathering capability, control, and a gearbox--is employed in installations where the power input comes directly from the
engine, which either is separate or is decoupled from

.........

..........

3-3.4

OTHER PROPULSIVE DEVICES

As noted earlier, the pure helicopter is limited to

'

+ K2 (Torque) 0°

the main rotor drive shaft. A shaft-driven propeller is
used in installations where the propeller is slaved to the
main rotor drive shaft. The latter propeller does not
include pitch lock, feathering capability, deicing, or a
and its structure is lighter. A gearbox may or
not be included.

forward flight speeds below 200 kt because of cornpressibility effects on the advancing rotor olade and
stall effects on the retreating blade. Beyond that speed,
the main rotor becomes ineffective aerodynamically.
Faster forward speeds may be achieved by compounding.
The discussion of auxiliary propulsive devices
focuses on the speed range above 150 kt. The addition
of auxiliary propulsive devices to the basic helicopter
design introduces several new factors to be considered
in the system design. First, the propulsive device is
selected from among four principal types: propeller,
shrouded propeller, turbofan, and turbojet. Second,
3-75
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the merit of the devices decreases in the order listedpropeller, shrouded propeller, turbofan, turbojet-in
0.014
the speed range of interest because the exhaust veloci0.01
ties increase in that order.
"0
The requirement to provide much of the total power
/aboard
the vehicle in the form of shaft power for driv0.010
ing the main rotor under hover conditions, combined
,
with the more favorable propulsive efficiency of propellets or shrouded propellers, favors the selection of
SI 'these devices for auxiliary propulsion. Depending upon
the application, however, other factors may lead to
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selection of one of the other types. For instance, weight,
complexity, and reliability considerations may reduce
the relative merit of propellers and shrouded propel-

S lers.
S3-3.4.1

designed for primary propulsion in comhelicopters are similar in most respects to those
for conventional aircraft.
However, the propeller or
rotor for antitorque control more closely parallels the
main rotor in its operation. Biut even that parallel has

these devices introduce the possibility of using the devices for antitorque and directional (yaw) control as
well as propulsion. Finally, the design of the main control system must accommodate the interfacing of the
auxiliary propulsion device with the main rotor during
transition from low to high flight speeds, and must
provide the additional controls needed for operation of
the propulsive devices alone.
Considerng the ideal propulsive efficiency•n, of the
different types of propulsive devices
TV

I

dimensionless
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t1
T = propulsive device thrust, lb
V = free stream velocity relative to
the propulsive device (flight-i
speed), fps
P = power transferred from the
engine to the propulsive device,
ft-lb/sec
Vj = effective exhaust jet velocity far
behind the propulsive device,
fps
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severe limitations because of the complex range of flow
fields within which the tail rotor may operate.

I. Use of differential (cyclic) pitch control for a
single propeller
"2.Use of differential thrust for twin propeller configurations
3. Provision of turning vanes in the propeller slip.
stream
4. Swiveling the propeller about a vertical axis.
The power required for this function may be higher
than that needed for a comparable tail rotor under
or loeped fo ighcprbetioto uset
hon
hovering or low-speed flight ciJnditions because the
moment ann length is smaller in practicable configurations. In the case of a single propeller configuration,
combining the functions of propulsion and control requires a significant compromise in the design of the
prer
athat would
wt oudrade
ruiseperformance.
peromnceUnUn
degrade cruise
propeller
der
high-speed
conditions,
fixed the
aerodynamic
surfaces
normallyflight
are provided
to unload
tail rotor,

3-3.4.1.1
Primary Propulsion
Having decided to employ propeller propulsion for
primary thrust in high-speed flight, the system designer
must consider several factors. For example, the number
of propellers to be used and their locations on the helicopter must be determined, and the drive train, its
controls must
controls, and the propeller aerodynamic
of positions for the propelbe designed. In the selection

ler(s), the most advantageous location from an aerodynamic viewpoint probably is forward of the main rotor
slipstream because this allows a relatively smooth and
predictable
inflow.
Another
advantage
of the
of the
flowforward
from the
accrued
benefit
is the
location
bnefover cre
thesurface. Analysesofst of
Spropeller poelocn sipstheam
slipstream
the wingsurface.Analo
wing

rmally arepowed toquired.
sus
thus reducing the power required.
3-3.4.1.2
Tail Rotor

such flows may be found in Refs. 49 ard 50. Such
factors as operational considerations and complexity
and weight of the systems also may influence the location of the propeller(s). For example, if only one propellet is used for primary propulsion, it may be advantageoums to combine the drive trains for the propulsive
propeller and a separate tail rotor at the rear of the
airframe.
The propeller(s) used for auxiliary propulsion may
provide antitorque control and directional (yaw) control in the following ways:

The tail rotor of a conventional helicopter with a
single rotor generally consumes 8-10% of the engine
power under hovering conditions and somewhat less
(34%) under forward flight conditions. Depending
upon the design of fixed aerodynamic surfaces that may
be. incorporated, the tail rotor may be unloaded substantially at higher flight speeds. The aerodynamic flow
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field experienced by the tail rotor includes the following conditions:
1. Static operation in hover
2. [nplane component of freestrearn velocity in

forward or rearward fihas for the main rotor
3.fPosite
orr w flight, ffunctions
3. Positive or negative freestream velocity along
the rotor axis in sideward flight or yawing motions,
including operation in the "vortex ring" state
4. Significant interaction with the induced flow
field of the main rotor under all conditions.
Thus, the design of the tail rotor involves semiempirical

compromises. Control normally is effected by pitch
changes. A detailed discussion of the factors involved
tail rotors may be found
in the design of conventional
52.
in Refs. 51 and
The potential merit of employing a swiveling tail
rotor to provide auxiliary propulsive thrust in forward
flight has been studied in flight tests (Ref. 53). In this
case, the tail rotor had a fixed pitch and could pivot
about a vertical axis under the control of the helicopter
rudder pedals. Adequate control power was demonstrated, and the transition from hover to forward flight
was smooth. This design obviously has the advantage
of simplicity through avoidance of the necessity for
pitch controls and other elements associated with sepa-

Uft Coefftlest on Thrust Coefflcent
rate propellers for antitorque control and forward
flight. On the other hand, the design requirements for
a tail rotor and a propeller for forward flight speeds
above 150 kt differ significantly, and a single propeller
deindthnlebhprusveadntore
designed to handle both propulsive and antitorque
is inefficient in both. The propeller for auxiliary propulsion, for example, requires a distribution of
twist far different from that desired and normally employed in tail rotor design. Also, the higher flight
speeds could involve the transmittal of a large fraction
of the total power aboard the vehicle to the thrustproducing
propeller. In this case, the complexity of
swiveling elements in the drive

train might be undesira.-:

ble.

A shrouded (duacted) propeller for forward flight
propulsion offers certain advantages over conventional
free propellers, particularly under low-speed or static
conditions. However, the improvement in efficiency
diminishes at higher speeds because of the drag of the
shroud. Although the concept is not new and the stateof-the-art in design is suitable for preliminary design
purpo'ses, more data are needed for refined analysis,
including off-design performance at various angles of
attack.
3-83
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There are two important design considerations for a
shrouded propeller:
1. The provision of a shroud around a propeller is
beneficial only when the device operates at sufficiently
h ocount
v lue
high values of the thrust coefficient Crp given by

CTs

dtmenstonless (3.121)

-

sp

where

Cr. = total thrust coefficient for the
shrouded propeller,

dimensionless
2
A, = area of the propeller disk, ft
V = free stream velocity, fps
Ts= = total thrust of the shrouded
propeller, lb
2. The duct should be designed to provide an in-

CT =

T'c

=

CTeff T
TCeff

crease of velocity at the plane of the propeller (converg.
ing inlet).
The first consideration arises from taking into acthe drag of the duct, which is part of the total
propulsive device. It implies that the device will function best either under static conditions ( V = 0) or at
high disk loadings T /A,. There is little point in
shrouding a lightly loaded propeller. The requirement
to operate at higher disk loadings for forward flight
leads to inherently lower propulsive efficiencies by
comparison with lightly loaded, unshrouded propel.
len.
The total thrust of a ducted propeller includes contributions from both the duct and the propeller. According to Ref. 54, a partial thrust coefficient for the
thrust Cr. of the propeller alone should be introduced.
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where
.C-

A = pressure rise across the

C

propeller, psf
From Bernoulli's equation, applied to the flows up-

;v+

stream and downstream from the propeller, &p

a:,_

p( V1 - V-)/2. Using approximations of the simple
momentum theory of propellers, in the absence of the
duct the ratio of the velocity at the plane of the propel"ler V, to the free stream value V would becL

U"

v
P = V+V
V

+0.01mnsoles
1I-+ t/12 , dimensionless

(313
(3-123)

_

INCREASING CD

Li

,

1~iO
.0
0.1
1010.0
THRUST COEFFICIENT FOR
SHROUDED PROPELLER CT,,

o.

O.

FIg. 383. Variatiot of Shrouded Propeller

where
(V - V)V dimensionless
The thrust coefficient Cr. for the unshrouded propeller
becomes

Performm as Inffleased by Shroud Drag

=

C

, +=-2-) , dimensionless

=

(3-124)

for 8 positive (converging duct) and assuming equal
thrust coefficients, 4 will be lower for the ducted propeller and so -q. will be higher. This comparison
should not be interpreted to imply that the values of
CT.,

The presence of the shroud will alter the velocity at the
plane of the propeller. Under this condition an incremental velocity ratio 8 is defined so that
VP

-V

1

+ +-2

,dimenionless

(3-125)

for free propellers and CTe., for ducted propellers

d iigned for the same application would be chosen to
be equal.
In accounting for the drag of the duct by defining a
suitable drag coefficient CD, the overall propulsive efficiency of the shrouded propeller would vary, as illus-

trated in Fig. 3-83. As shown, depending upon the
design of thc duct and the resulting CD value, the propulsive efficiency ,% decays rapidly at the lower thrust
coefficient values. P
Depending upon the design of the shroud, 8 may be
The design of a ducted propeller involves the aerodypositive or negative. For the ducts of interest here, 8
nanics of both the duct and the propeller. The propelshould be positive (converging ducts). The thrust coefler design follows well-developed methods for axial
ficient Crs1 for a shrouded propeller then becomes
flow fans, as described in Refs. 55, 56, and 57, given the
flow field interference effects of the duct. The aerodydesign of the duct may be treated by the method
Ii+ 2 +6 /of dimensionless (3-126) namic
CT ==2 TP
singularities, i.e., by replacing the duct by a suitable
distribution of ring vortices (Ref. 54). In determining
the total circulation of the ring airfoil, it is necessary in
The corresponding ideal propulsive efficiency for the
this procedure to account for the interference effects of
shrouded propeller 'q,3 from Eqs. 3-120 and 3-124, is
the propeller upon the flow about the ring airfoil. The
influence of the propeller may be characterized by a
distribution of vortex rings over the surface of the proI -peller,
in addition to a cylindrical vortex tube reprep~p
1+/I/2
senting the downstream jet flow. Characterization of a
given geometry by this method involves lengthy cornd
(putations
leading to the solution of the resulting inte+1
gral equation, as in the conventional aerodynamic thevhich is dependent upon the thrust coefficient of the
)ropeller alone. Comparing the expressions for CT,
md CTras in Eqs. 3-126 and 3-124, it may be seen that,

a

......

ory of wings. For preliminary design purposes, some
simplifications may be acceptable, such as characterization of the shroud by a cylindrical distribution of ring
vortices, or even a single, suitably positioned vortex
3-85
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(Ref. 58). One of the features of better duct design,
apart from the requirement to provide a positive 8, is
a relatively large inlet lip radius of curvature, on the
order of 5-10% of the inlet duct radiuis (Ref. 54).
Several aspects of ducted propellers require consideration in the selection of such devices for auxiliary propuluion. A comparison of the ducted propeller with a
free propeller must account for the fact that the ducted
propeller may be loaded to its tip, and the effective
advance ratio may not vary to the point where pitch
controls are needed in the ducted propeller. Turning
vanes may be provided in the ducted propeller to
recover the rotational energy of the slipstream. The
disk loading of a ducted propeller (100-500 psf) tends
to be substantially higher than that for unducted propellers (10-100 psf); this leads to higher speeds, bower
torques, and thus lighter weights at a given power level.
These merits are reduced by the weight and drag of the
duct and the resulting lower propulsive efficiency.
The ducted propeller has been considered for alltitorque control in the form of a propeller-in-fan configuration for the SA.341 (Ref. 59), and has been used in
the past on other nonproduction vehicles.
Figs. 3-84 through 3-87 illustrate wind tunnel results
for the ducted propellers used in the Bell Aerospace

3-3.4.3

Turbofan and Turbojet Propulsion

Turbofan and turbojet engines, because of their relatively high exhaust velocities, are lower in propulsive
efficiency than propeller or ducted propeller devices.
Nonetheless, there are factors that may lead to their
selection for some auxiliary propulsive purposes.
The basic arrangement of a turbofan engine is shown
in Fig. 3.88. The turbojet engine configuration may be
visualized simply by removing the fan, its turbine, and
the external ducting. The compressor C, the burner,
and the turbine T, form the basic gas generator unit. In
the turbofan configuration, part of the energy generated by the gas leaving the gas generator drives the fan
turbine T2 , and the remainder of the energy available
so
I

Et

tb
?

0- 1

'

--

1

29 Ceg

0

X-22A (Ref. 60). Fig. 3-84 shows the dimensions of the
duct; typical performance data for different propeller
pitch angles P are presented in Fig. 3-85; and some test
results involving flow separation from the shroud, including the effects of model scale, are presented in Figs.
3-86 and 3-87.
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produces thrust in the exhaust nozzle A.. In the turbojet, all of the available energy in the gas generator
exhaust is employed directly for thrust production in
the exhaust nozzle. The bypass ratio BPR for the turbofan engine is defined as the ratio of the mass air flow
rate through the fan to that through the gas generator.

100
80S6PaRTIO-60

For turbofan engines for the auxiliary propulsive application, high bypass ratios (above 3) are necessary if
these engines are to be reasonably competitive.
Figs. 3-89 and 3-90 illustrate the performance
parameters relative thrust and thrust specific fuel
consumption (TSFC) as a function of airspeed for a
range of bypass ratios, and compare these parameters
with a turboprop.
Because of the high. propulsive power required at
higher, flight speeds, integration of the propulsion and
rotor power systems must be considered. The convertible fan/shaft (CF/S) engine concept discussed in Ref.
61 accomplishes this objective. The CF/S concept involves an engine that can provide shaft power under

-U.PSTREM LIP

low-speed flight conditions and propulsive thrust by
means of turbofan configuration at higher flight speeds.

ONSET OF LOCAL SEPARATION

Advantages of integration of the fan into the en.
gine--as opposed to a separate fan unit-include

OVER BrTRE

lighter weight, lower drag, benefits of precompression
for the flow entering the compressor of the gas generator, and simpler installation. Such an installation is

'400

0

illustrated in Fig. 3-91.
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Turbojet engines probably would not be selected for
compound helicopter designs requiring sustained auxiliary
propulsion primarily because of their relatively
poor propulsive efficiency
(high 1SFC) at such flight
speeds. On the other hand, if mission requirements
dictate
onlydashes,
short periods of auxiliary propulsion for
high-speed
turbojet engines may appear more
favorable because of their relatively lighter weight by
comparison with turbofan engines of comparable
thrust. Early investigations of vehicle dynamics with
auxiliary propulsion frequently were performed using
small turbojet engines as auxiliary propulsive units because of their simplicity and the economy of adding the
on existing helicopters. The subject of auxiliary
propulsion unit selection and installation configuration
treated extensively in Refs. 62 through 65.
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3-3.4.4
Augmentation Systems
One way to avoid sizing a helicopter power plant for

_

continuous operation at the extremes of the required

%.

20

power specifications when continuous full-power oper"ationis not actually needed is to provide a system for
temporary augmentation of the power available. For
example, a requirement for 6000-fl elevation, 95"F day,
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this manner. Augmentation methods (Refs. 66 and 67)
include:

1. Precompressor injection of liquids. This procedure is intended to lower the temperature of the air
entering the compressor and thereby to reduce the re3-87
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4. Augmenting the compressor flow by various
methods (variable geometry and bleed arrangement)
5. Overspeed and overtemperature operation of
the engine
6. Interburning between turbine stages
to increas the
7.
generate
ass gas generators
o separate
Useof
7. Use
power turbine mass flow rate
8. Use of separate auxiliary engines
9. Bypassing the regenerator in engines with re-

quired work of compression. Evaporation of the liquid
within the compressor produces effects similar to intercooling between stages. However, the use of water/alcohol injection is not acceptable to the U.S. Army due
to contamination problems in field use
a sepa
2. Supercharging the compressor by usingexternal
a separate,
by
driven
stage
precompressor
rate
turbine, or by the power turbine through a clutching
arrangement
3. Intercooling the compressor by using stored
coolants

generation.
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The results of use of water/alcohol injection ahead
of the compressor, in a specific application are shown
in Fig. 3-92. In computing the augmentation, it was
assumed that the evaporation of the water/alcohol
mixture occurred by a wet compression process within
the compressor. However, actual systems suffer from:
1. Adverse effects of high relative humidity in the
ambient atmosphere
2. Variation of the sites of the evaporation process
within the compressor due to varying water/alcohol to
air ratios and engine operating conditions, along with
,'esidence times within the compressor that are too
short for complete evaporation
4.0

E0FUEL FLOW
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C
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Fig. 3-91. Sample Configuration of a Convertible
Fan/Shaft Engine
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Fig. 3-89. Comparison of Performance for
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HELICOPTER PRELIMINARY

DESIGN STUDY
34.1

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

Psis
required during the heliopter
Parametric analysis
preliminary design study because of the many design
parameters to be specified. A number of these parameters are interrelated in such a manner that a variation
in one parameter may result in the simultaneous
change of one or more related parameters. The study
of the relationships among design parameters and of
theeffects of variations of these parameters upon hel..

copter mission perfecrmance is the proper domain of

*

*

Sparametric analysis.
The complicated nature of helicopters, as well as the
importance of many variables that are not quantified
easily, has precluded the overall optimization of helicopter configurations by classical techniques. However, classical optimization techniques may be applied
to design problems where the pertinent relationships
are well known and defined. Also, the availability of
large-capacity computing equipment makes possible
further application of classical techniques to helicopter
design. These techniques are discussed in par. 3-4. 1.1.
A schematic diagram of a typical preliminary design
study is shown in Fig. 3-93 (Ref. 68).
Parametric analysis is a continuing task during the
preliminary design study. In the early stages, the parametric ant .ysis furnishes preliminary estimates of design paravietucs based upon the state-of-the-art. As the
design become. more clearly defined by the design synthesis and related tasks, the scope of the parametric
analysis may be narrowed and more detail furnished on
selected parameters and relationships,
The principal use for data from the parametric analysis is in design synthesis. During the preliminiry design study there is a continuous interchange of information betweeti the design synthesis and parametric
analysis. The parametric analysis will provide information regarding trade-offs between major design variables, including data on the effects of the variation of
particular design variables on helicopter or subsystem
performance. The principal relationships used in the
preparation of these data are discussed in par. 3-4.1.2.
The actual conduct of the parametric analysis study
will depend upon the way in which the mission requirements are specified irt the requirement document. Soxme
simple examples of the manner in which studies are
conducted are given in par. 3-4.1.3.
3-90

34.1.1
Optimization in Helicopter Design
The objective of the preliminary design study is the
specification of the best configuration to accomplish a
given set of mission objectives. Implicit in this objective
are the following two steps:
1. Define the helicopter configurations that will
mee theire
mission requrliments.
meet the mission requirements.
configurations.
In the language of classical optimization theory, Step
I is the definition of constraints. Step 2 requires the
selection of an objective function and the maximization
of this function within the domain bounded by the
constraints. The application of optimization to helicop-

ter design is discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
3.4.1.1.1
Objective Functions
Selection of the best helicopter configuration to satisfy a given set of mission objectives starts with the
definition of what is meant by "best", or, the selection
of an objective function. Some possible optimization
criteria are;
1. Minimum cost
2. Minimum size
3. Minimum gross weight
4. Maximum performance (payload, range, endurance, etc.)
5. Maximum performance per unit cost.
(Actually, because optimization usually is referred to as
a process of maximization, the objective functions for
those criteria listed as minimum should be replaced by
their negatives for computational purposes.)
The selection of an objective function is dependent
upon its suitability for the purposes of the particular
design study and upon the ease (or even possibility) of
computing values for the function from information
normally available during the preliminary design
study.
For instance, consider minimum cost. In order to
optimize a design according to this criterion, it is necessary to know the effect upon cost of variations in design
parameters such as disk loading and power loading. It
is necessary to consider not only development and
manufacturing costs, but also the costs of operation.
maintenance, provisions, and spares over the life cycle
of the helicopte.-. The development of refined cost analysis methods may make it easier to optimize on a cost
basis in the future than has been possible in the past.
In contrast to the general nonavailability of suitable
cost relationships, a consid-rable volume of helicopter

AMCP 706-201
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Fig. 3-93. Helicopter Preliminary Derigp Study
weight data has been accumulated. Minimum gross
weight is, therefore, a practical choice for an optimization criterion.
Maximum performance per unit of cost more cornmonly is called maximum cost-effectiveness, and requirements for cost-effectiveness analysis are a part of
the
studies.
all new military
all design
ew
esigilitry
stdie. However,
Hoeve, due
du to
tothe

aforementioned limitations on cost data, cost-effective-

nets usually is not treated at the configuration optim i-

zation level. For a discussion of cost-effectiveness in
helicopter design, see par. 2-4.

3-4.1.1.2

Constraints

For any objective function chosen, a given set of

In general, the variables v,, Y2,... ,v,, may not take on
values outside some finite range determined by the mission objectives. The constraints bounding acceptable
configurations involving interrelated variables usually
will be in the form of an inequality such as./'(v,,
v.) < b, where a and b
V2 ...- v-0)> a or/( v,, P2 ..
are
numerical
values. An example offamsinsei
a mission-speciaenmrclvle.A
fled
constraint is illustrated xml
in Fig. 3-94. In the figure,

which
agi e presents
h o rc power
il n ,t loading
e o m against
n t on disk
f p loading
w rl ad forg
and disk loading must lie in the shaded region to satisfy
the specified hover requirement.
In addition to the mission-specified constraints,
some constraints arise from physical limitations. For
instance, the rotor usually is constrained to operate at

problem variables v1, v2,.... v, should result in a unique

a tip speed Mach number below that value at which

value for the function. The variables are design parameters such as disk loading, power loading, and tip speed.
In general, the larger the number of variables carried
through the analysis, the more nearly optimum the
solution, but also the more complicated the computational procedure. Whenever possible, the analysis
should be limited to a few important independent variables; values for less important variables should be
drawn from experience, engineering judgment, or
suboptimization (par. 3-4.1.1.4).

significantly increased drag and vibration occur due to
compressibility effects. Minimum acceptable levels of
rotor blade noise may result in an even lower value for
maximum Mach number at the blade tip.
Other constraints, such as a minimum gross weight
objective or a minimum installed horsepower requirement, may be specified directly in the requirement
document.
Actual examples of constraints that arise in helicopter design are discussed in pars. 3-4.1.2 and 3-4.1.3.
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Fig. 3-94. Misuion-specifled Constralnt

3-4.1.1.3
Optimization Techniques
Mathematical programming techniques such as linear, nonlinear, quadratic, and dynamic programming
have been applied successfully to optimization problems in many diverse fields. These techniques are used
to maximize a specialized objective function (usually
linear) of many variables, subject to many specialized
constraints (linear, quadratic, etc.). These techniques
usually are not appropriate to overall helicopter design
optimization because of the large number of imposed
restrictions. However, the number of independent variables usually can be kept small by exercising good engi.
neering judgment and suboptimization. Maximum
seeking methods, including graphical methods, then
can be used to advantage,
3-4.1.1.3.12
Maximum Seeking Methods
The inlependent variables in helicopter design normally are continuous. The number of possible combinations of parameters, therefore, is infinite, and all combinations of parameters cannot be tested in order to pick
the best. Thus, a sequential technique is needed to vary
the independent variables according to some pre-established plan so as to approach a maximum in the shortest possible time.
A detailed discussion of maximum seeking methods
is beyond the scope of this handbook. For a complete
study of these methods, see Refs. 69 and 70 or any
recent book on operations research.
3-4.1.1.3.2 Graphical Techniques
The most commonly used techniques in engineering
optimization are graphical. Graphical methods are
straightforward and easily understood, and the engineer can use them independently of computers and
programmers. In addition, graphical presentations not
only 'rndicate optimum sets of parameters, but also indi3-92

cate the sensitivity of the objective function to small
changes in the independent variables. These sensitivities become more important as the design process proceeds, and practical limitations are placed upon some
variables.
Graphical techniques also have several important
disadvantages. When using graphs, it is possible to
carry only a few major parameters through the design
other important
process from beginning to end, andSCONSTRAINED
variables must be assigned values based upon experience and judgment. If it is found necessary at some
later time to change one of these assigned values, a
considerable time delay may result while the entire
procedure (or a large part of it) is carried out for the
new value(s). In addition, as more is learned about the
fundamental relationships in helicopter design, more
detail will be needed in the design process. Graphical
techniques have a limited potential for extension to
account for the advancing state-of-the-art in helicopter
design.
3-4.1.1.4
Suboptimization
Optimization rigorously applied requires that each
independent variable be specified completely in determining the optimum and that a change in any of the independent variables results in a value of the objective
function no larger than the optimum. In praztice, this
rigorous application of optimization cannot be used in
helicopter design for two reasons. First, there are many
independent variables, resulting in an unmanageable
optimization problem. Second, any variable must appear in the objective function in order to be used in
optimization. For common objective functions such as
gross weight or cost, the relevant estimating relationships have been derived on the basis of a few major
variables; thus, other variables are superfluous for optimization.
The term "suboptimization" is used here to denote
optimization on a limited scale, whereby a few variables
are assigned values that maximize some intermediate
objective function that experience has shown to be important for helicopter performance. For instance, main
rotor soliditi may be chosen to maximize rotor Figure
of Merit, a measure of the nondimensional induced
power loss in a rotor when converting torque into hovering thrust.

3-41.2

Basic Relationsips for Parametric

Analysis
Parametric analysis uses relationships from power
plant analysis, aerodynamic analysis, weight analysis,
and perhaps cost analysis to define those helicopter

.
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designs that will meet the mission specifications, and

12

from them to pick the best design relative to some

I

00'

optimization criterion. In most cases, the relationships
10
- " 0.85
'=
-,0.85
arc approximate for two reasons. First, mathematical
of
raliy.
econ,
8
4~i-.~,
7:1
1
models are merely approximations of reality. Second,
,- use
many of the relationships are empirical or at least
simplifying assumptions.
=
,
The mathematical forms or empirical fairings that
• 4
"
may be used to specify a relationship between design
..
variables are not unique. The evolution in helicopter
2 analysis brings increasing precision, and simplifying
assumptions are removed with regularity, usually at the
40
60
80
100
expense of computational economy.
POWER, I0max continuous hp
A particular relationship between design variables
must be based upon a consideration of design study
Fig. 3-95. Altitude Dependence of Turbine Engine
operational factors, among which are:
Power
I. Need for precision at the particular design stage
2. Availability of needed data
air as a perfect gas. The curve will be found to agree
3. Acceptability of any time delay involved in
Scomputations
reasonably
well with data for actual engines with the
same efficiencies
7),., •epressure ratio 'r,. and turbine
4. Cost of computations.
inlet temperature T,.Fig. 3-95 also presents a curve of
'

The paragraphs that follow present some of the fundamental relationships used in parametric analysis. In
each case the form of the relationship has been chosen
to allow its use without tb, necessity for elaborate cornputations. The basic methods of parametric analysis
remain valid regardless of the means used to compute
the required relationships.
3-4.1.2.1
Engine Performance Relationships
The engine performance relationships pertinent to
parametric analysis are the temperature dependence
and altitude dependence of engine power output, and
the relationship of fuel consumption to engine power
output.

Altitude Dependence of Power
O
Output

The power output of a gas turbine is proportional
directly to the mass of air flowing through it per unit
of time. Owing to the reduction of density of the ambient air for a given volume flow, this mass decreases
with altitude. On the other hand, under standard conditions gas turbine thermal efficiency increases with
altitude due to decreasing ambient air temperature.
Parametric analysis makes use of curves of percent
maximum continuous power (at sea level) plotted versus altitude. These may be derived from test data for a
single engine or faired from data for a number of representative engines. To illustrate the effect of altitude on
engine performance, Fig. 3-95 was plotted from a
theoretical analysis of the Brayton cycle, considering

the "hot day" performance of the engine, with a hot
day defined by increasing the standard temperature by
57 deg F &t all altitudes.

3-4.1.2.1.2

Temperature Dependence of
Available Power

Two factors combine to decrease the power output
of a gas turbine engine as ambient air temperature in.
creases. Most important is the fact that engine thermal
efficiency decreases with increasing temperature. In addition, increasing temperature at constant atmospheric
pressure results in a decrease in air density that in turn
causes a decrease in the mass of air flowing through the
turbine per unit of time. For use in parametric analysis,
empirical data for the temperature dependence of
power output generally are satisfactory. Fig. 3-96, cornputed from theoretical considerations, illustrates the
variation of available power with ambient temperature
keeping T., constant.
Specific Fuel Consumption
3-4.1.2.1.3
The specific fuel consumption of a gas turbine engine
is shown in Fig. 3-97. This figure (Ref. 71) represents
a fairing of test data. Althotigh the data upon which the
curve is based are not current, the curve represents the
normal trend of specific fuel consumption with varying
power setting.
3-4.1.2.2

Helicopter Power Requirements

The power requirements of a helicopter can be divided into the following categories:
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The dependence of these power requirements upon helicopter design variables is described in par. 3-2, and is
simplified and summarized in the paragraphs that fol-

low.
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3-4.1.2.2.1.1
Main-rotorInduced Power
main-rotor induced power is the power required
to overcome the induced drag of the main rotor. The
induced power requirements in hover and in forward
flight are:
1. Hover. In hover, the induced power is given by
the expression

Fig. 3-46. Temperature Dependence of Turbine
Engise Power
hpi = 5-

B

(3-129)
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Fig. 3.97 Go Tumrbe Specific Fuel Cosumption

The expression for induced power given in Eq. 3-129 is

derived from moirentum theory and is based upon a
uniform distribution of flow through the actuator disk.

In the more realistic case of triangular flow distribution
(Ref. 71)
1.13T

1. Main rotor power
2. Control power (tail rotor power)
3. Accessory power
4. Auxiliary propulsive power
5. Gear and transmission losses,
All of the requirements do not apply to all helicopter
c'nfignrations, but each power requirement must be
estimated carefully when it is appropriate to the configuration under study.
3.4.1.2.2.1
Main Rotor Power
The main rotor power requirement may be divided
further into the following categories:
1. Main-rotor induced power hp,
2. Main-rotor profile power hp.
The total main-rotor shaft power rhp requirement is
given by
3-94

hpw

550--'-

__

B

(3-130)

The factor B, accounting for the loss of lift at the blade
tips due to three-dimensional flow, can be computed
from Eq. 3-18 for rotors of low solidity.
2. Forward flight. In forward flight, the induced
power is less than in hover because of the lift of the
rotor Jue to forward velocity. Induced power can be
expressed as
1.13T

hPw

K5

(3-131)

An estimate of the induced power correction factor
3 t.can be obtained from Wald's Equation (Eq. 3-32).
When Eq. 3-32 is modified to express forward velocity
Vin knots, and the tip path plane assumed to be paral-

AMCP 706-201
lel to the helicopter velocity vector, a,, =0, the factor
K. is simply the ratio of the induced velocities W/YO0.
Therefore
S+

".

'2

1l.69V\'..

'0

1.6V

I

, dimensionless

(3.132)

3.4.1.2.2.1.3

ParesitePower

Parasite power hpis the power required to overcome
the parasite drag of the helicopter. In the absence of
auxiliary propulsion, this power must be supplied by
the main rotor.

values of K. can be computed. A plot of K. at sea level
for various values of disk loading is given in Fig. 3.98.

Parasite drag in aeronautical theory usually is taken
to be exactly opposite in directior, to the velocity vec.
tor. However, in helicopter design a simplification resuits if the parasite drag is limited only to the drag
opposing horizontal motion. The vertical component of
parasite drag is considered as an increase in downloading (vertical drag).
The standard expression for parasite power (par. 32.1.2.1.3) is given by Eq. 3-47. In hover or vertical
climb, where the forward velocity vanishes, there is no
parasite drag.

3-4.1.2.2.1.2

3-4.1.2.2.1.4

Using the expression for v0
V = V1BW

',2P9)fps

(3-133)

Main-rotor Profile Power

Profile power is the power required to overcome the
profile drag (skin friction and pressure drag) of the
main rotor. Profile power in forward flight may be
computed from Eq. 3-42.
In hover, the advance ratio A,vanishes, giving a
lower value for bp
0, For the computation of the mean
drag coefficient CD, see par. 3-2.1.2.1.2.
In terms of thrust and blade loading wa-, Eq. 3-42
can be rewritten as

Power Requirements for
Tandem-rotorConfigurations

The profile power and pgrasite power requirements
for tandemerotor configurations are given by the same
expressions used for single rotors. The induced power,
however, requires a special treatment. The geometry of
a tandem-rotor configuration is shown in Fig. 3-99.
The tandem-rotor effective disk area 4, is computed
on the basis of effective blade length BR, and also
accounts for any overlapped areas. The induced power
hp, in hover is given by the expression

43T p(=

h

2
C/
440 (I +4.65p ) (3-134)

hp0

K

(3-135)

=50"
5p
2pA
where

a

drotormsolidity, bcR,
i

The tandem-rotor interference factor K is discussed in
par. 3-2.1.3.
In forward flight the value of hp, given by Eq. 3-135

must be multiplied
by a factor K, as in the case of a
single-rotor
configuration.

21.0
Ck:

0.8 -

10
Ckl

LLJ"'

T

3T, I(TT~

0.6
2
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'

S0.4
C3
.The

wlb-t

factor K. is computed from Eq. 3-137, derived in
71 from momentum theory,

0""Ref.
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AIRSPEED V,kt
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1.69V

!

.d'less

(3-137)

Fig. 3-98. Induced Power Correction
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where

and profile power, which may be computed from Eqs.
3-131 and 3-134, respectively, if the main rotor variables are replaced by thL 'norresponding tail rotor variables. The tail rotor thrust must be sufficient to counteract the main rotor torque and also to provide
adequate yaw control and maneuvering ability.

[T/(2pA,)•" 2

v =
Av = vertical area equal to single
rotor plus vertical gap area
(Fig. 3-99)

3-4.1.2.2.2

Control Power

Control power is the power required by the tail rotor
in single-rotor configurations to counteract the torque
o( the main rotor and to provide directional control.
The main rotor torque Q is given by the equation
550 rhp

b-ft
Ib

(3.138)'
(3

This torque must be balanced by a counter torque produced by a tail rotor thrust Trj at the end of a tail rotor
moment arm S*.

Q = T sr

(3-139)

, lb-ft

Combining Eqs. 3-138 and 3-139, the expression for tail
rotor thrust is obtained,

550 Iy
T
TRlb

(3-140)

TRused).

Tail rotor power hprj is composed of induced power

3-4.1.2.2.3 Accessory Power
Accessory power hp,, is the power required by accessories such as generators. air conditioners, and
winches. Accessory power is computed by summing
the power requirements of all the accessories, including the losses in the power takeoffs from the
power plant or drive system.
3-4.1.2.2.4

Auxiliary PropidsivePower

Auxiliary propulsive power hp.,x is the power required by a propeller or other auxiliary propulsion device. Auxiliary propulsion is employed with or without
fixed aerodynamic surfaces to permit higher forward
speeds than can be obtained when all propulsive requirements are met by the main rotor.
Auxiliary propulsion may be supplied by a jet engine
separate from the main engine(s). In this case it is
necessary for the .iuxiliary engine only to provide sufficient thrust to overcome the parasite drag of the helicopter and the profile drag of the wing (if a wing is
However, use of a separat engine is not the
usual procedure in helicopters because of the low propulsive efficiency of a jet engine at low speed (par.
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3-3.3.4). When such a configuration is used, it usually
is to allow inexpensive modification of an existing de-

CT,(Y

sign. The more normal practice is to use a propeller

'

driven by the main engines. Power requirements for the
auxiliary propeller are discussed in par. 3.2.2.4.2.
3-4.1.2.2.5 Gear and TransmissionPower
Losses
Gear and transmission power losses hp, comprise
that power which is lost in friction associated with the
drive
train. These
usually
are estimated
from
past experience
withlosses
similar
components
as a percent-

15

.

0.09

F20 0.55
HOVER
LIFT CURVE SLOPEE,
D
,
0 deg
ftl10 3
0__
a--10.

c 10,
a.''

age of the total horsepower requirement for the heli-

copter.
3-4.1.2.2.6

52

Total Helicopter Power
Requirement
ReqireentFi&.

4
6
8
DISK LOADING w, lb f12

10

3-100. Hover Power Lmotdg at Altitude

The total helicopter power requirement BHPis given
by

hpTR = K,(BHP)

(3-141)

+ hp, + hpr
BHP=rhp + hpTR + hpa,,

(3-143)

The factor hp, usually is computed as a fraction
Kc of BHP from the relationship

The power requirements for hover, fbrward flight, and
climb are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

hpg =K,(BHP)
3-4.1.2.2.6.1

(3-14)

Hover Power Required

Outiýof-ground Effect (OGE)

where the values of K,and K. are estimated from statistics of past helicopter designs.
A useful presentation of power required in hover is

For most helicopter designs, the most stringent
power requirement is to support hover out-of-ground

shown in Fig. 3-100, where the power loading T1. is

effect (OGE) at the design altitude and temperature

given by

condition.
It is possible that the propeller (if used) can be disen-

b

gaged in hover so that hp.,, vanishes. However, the

clutch installation may result in unacceptable cost and
weight penalties. In such cases the propeller is kept in
motion with the pitch set so as to produce zero net
thrust. The value of hp,,. then is just the power required to overcome the propeller profile drag.
The main rotor power in hover rhp,,. is given by
rhp•,o i

Thp

where

W, = gross weight, lb
The curves of horsepower required to hover at altitude, shown in Fig. 3-100, can be converted to requirements for installed sea level maximum continuous
horsepower by applying a factor to account for the loss
of engine power output at altitude. The altitude correction factors are given by Fig. 3-95. A temperature adjustment factor can be read from Fig. 3-96 if the hover
conditions are required to be met at temperatures other
than standard. The resulting curves are shown in Fig.
3-101.
Implicit in the curves of Figs. 3-100 and 3-101 are
values of f1R, a%, B CD, and hover download Dp The
values of CD, A and or are dependent upon the rotor

(3-142)

hpi + hp.

HP

The induced power and profile power are given by
Eqs. 3-129 and 3-134 (with A. 0), respectively. The
thrust Tto be used is the sum of gross weight and hover
download (vertical drag). The computation of hover
download is discussed in par. 3-2.1.1.9.
The factor hpr, in Eq. 3-141 can be computed from
the considerations in par. 3-4.1.2.2.2, or may be estimated as a fraction K, of BHP, i.e.,
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Merit (from the curves of Fig. 3-102) versus the corresponding values of Cr/r is shown for two tip Mach
numbers in Fig. 3-103. It can be seen that such a figure
can be used to select an optimum value of Cr/c" for
given values of the other rotor parameters.
use of optimum values of Cr/c" will result in a
considerable simplification of the expression for main
rotor hover profile power. The value of solidity will be

1 [

1O

a
6
4
DISK LOADING w, Ib ft2

2

Fig. 3-102 shows that, for a tip Mach number M2 of
0.55, the Figure of Merit is maximized over a wide
range of values of cr when a value of 0.09 is assigned
to Cri/c. The optimum value of Ckr is lower for a tip

given by

CT

a

Upon applying the definitions of thrust coefficient

I

Cr and disk loading w,and rearranging,
10.08

.=

w/co = p(flR) 2 (CTIc)oPt

CT/by

"-

",

-

/ . - .,- • - - 2"--

,.I•

---0.10
.0.080
0.09

(3-148)
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The value of rotor tip speed fiR usually is governed
0.16

Fig. 3-102. Rotor Figure of Merit

design. The rotor solidity cr may be chosen to maximize the rotor Figure of Merit using curves similar to
those in par. 3-2.1.1.7. A plot of rotor Figure of Merit
against solidity for various values of the ratio Clcr for
two tip Mach numbers is shown in Fig. 3-102. These
curves are computed by the following procedure:
1. For a selected value of C,lcr, tabulate values of
maximum Figure of Merit for selected values of solidity.
2. Multiply the maximum Figure of Merit by the
Figure of Merit Ratio FMR for the appropriate values
of o-, CT/cr, and M, and plot.
3.98

(3-147)

Inserting this expression for w/or into Eq. 3-134 and
combining with Eq. 3-130 gives the total rhp to hover
OG E rhP11o.•:,

0.0..13T

0.0.00

, lb/ft 2

•,0.09

, 0.70"-

r6

(3.146)

(CT/°)='t

Fig. 3-101. Sea Level Power Loading
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by consideration of retreating tip blade stall or advanc
ing tip compressibility in forward flight..-

-
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3-4.1.2.2.6.2 Hover PowerRequired In-ground

Effect (IGE)

0210

I

--- 4

The power required to hover in-ground effect (IGE)
is determined by applying a ground effect correction to

the OGE hover power requirement. The total rhp to
hover IGE is then given by rhpmOr where

[A (AC0

rhpM=o

+

°

'
• 0.1
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..

> 0,0
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Fig. 3-104. Power Required in Forward Flight
An estimate of A (par. 3-2.1.1.8), valid only for
Z > k, is given by
3f

A

CL

-Z

J±

AVAILABLE POWER

(3-150)

dimensloiiess
SIPOWER

REQUIRED IN
rFORVIARD FLIGHT

For computations at lower wheel heights, see par. 32.1.1.8.

o

3-4.1.2.2.6.3 Power Required In ForwardFlight

<R
n

The expression for main rotor power in forward

AIRSPEED V,kt

flight rhpfis given by combining Eqs. 3-131, 3-134, and
3-47
1,13T
rhpff

r-w

BEST R!C

Fig. 3-105. Climb Power Determination
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3-4.1.2.2.6.4

Power Required to Climb

expression for helicopter rate of climb R/C(par.

+6The

3-4.2.6) is
If auxiliary propulsion is provided, hp., will be subtracted from this expression.
A typical plot of inverse power loading required in
forward flight versus forward velocity is shown in Fig.
3-104. The dip in the curve is due to the fact that the
induced power term of Eq. 3-151 predominates in lowspeed flight while the parasite power term predominates at high speed. The additional power requirement
due to blade stall and compressibility effects at high
speed is not shown in Fig. 3-104 because the problems
associated with these effects preclude normal flight at
such speeds.
The curves of I ig. 3-104 presume a constant altitude,
a constant rotor tip speed, and a constant value of
.fr/ W,,. Any of these parameters may be varied to generate sets of parametric curves if required for analysis.

ASHP X 33,000 XK
RIC

-

,ft/min.

(3.152)

The factor ASHP is the additional power (over that
required to maintain altitude) available to climb, and
Ko is the climb efficiency factor. Obviously a helicopter
R/Cwill be at maximum when the forward velocity is
that which minimizes the power requirement in level
forward flight, as shown in Fig. 3-105. If vertical climb
is required, ASHPmust be read at the ordinate for zero
forward velocity. In this case, the installed power must
be sufficient to produce the required rate of climb as
given by Eq. 3-152.
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3-4.1.2.3
3-4.1.2.3.1

Fuel Requirements
Fuel Flow in Hdover

The computation of fuel flow in hover is

accomplished by the use of Fig. 3.106. Chart A is a cross
plot

used in climbing. In this case, the value of SFC( is the
SFC at NRP. The ratio of fuel required to climb from
altitude
h0 (ft) to altitude h, (fit) at a rate of climb
R/C (fpm) to mean gross weight RF is given by

of Fig. 3-101 for a fixed gross weight and shows the
design power loading appropriate to the normal rated
power NRP required for hovering at the design hover
altitude. At a selected altitude, determine the power
loading required. Calculate the %NRP as shown, and
enter Chart B at that value. Read the specific fuel
consumption SFC from the appropriate altitude curve
(interpolating as required).
Fig. 3-106 also shows the construction of Chart C,
which introduces the fuel weight ratio rate dR,/d,
where R, is the ratio of the fuel weight to the gross
weight (fuel weight/ W,). Values of dR,./dt are cal-

hi -ho
dRP
C IW
"-d

R
R

6/

dimensionless (3.154)

t

-

DESIGN HOVER

. r

culated for various altitudes, and hence unique values

,

.

LTIT

-

of T,, and SFC, and plotted as shown.
3-4.1.2.3.2

Fuel Flow in ForwardFlight

D

I

The fuel flow in forward flight is of prime importance in the selection of a helicopter configuration that
is required to have a specified range or radius of action.

L.....-•
C

"-ALTITUDE

- - -

_I_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-

The computation of this parameter is illustrated in Fig.
3-107. Chart A is a typical plot of reciprocal power

'oNRP=100( Thp

loading T,-' as a function of airspeed for a fixed disk

r

loading and altitude (as described in Fig. 3-104).
C
The chart also shows the available reciprocal power
loading at normal rated power NRP. The procedure
=-I
followed to obtain SFC from Chart B is the same as
for hover flight and as illustrated in Fig. 3-107.
Chart C is constructed in the same way as that on
U..•
Fig. 3-106, and shows the minimum value for-----dRFI/dt, which defines the flight speed conditions for

CHART B

%

SEA LEVEL
Oft

U___
it
'

(5.

maximum endurance. Fig. 3-107 introduces, in Chart
D, the fuel rate ratio per unit range dR,/dRg. This is

___

_

NRP

CL

L

.

-

.

dRFdt

reasons discussed extensively in par. 3-4.2.4.

T

, hr-'

SFC/Thp
:

-

3.4.1.2.3.3 Fuel Flow in Climb
The fuel weight ratio rate during climb is given by

SFCCI

-....

-

for maximum range. In practice, normal cruise is conducted at a slightly higher airspeed than shown for

=

-

Y

calculated as shown in the figure. The minimum value
of dR,/dRg indicates the~conditions pertinent to cruise

(dRF

/Thp)

:

CHART C

,._

(3-153)

-rp ds

,_

where it is assumed that normal rated power NRP is

9

ALTITUDE

Fig. 3-106. Fuel Flow in Hover
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"3-4.1.2.4

Helicopter Weight-estimating
in ddiionRelationships
In addition to the equations for required power, the
parametric analysis requires a set of equations for estimating helicopter gross weight as a function of major
design parameters,
Weight-estimating relationships usually are based

CHART A
-INVERSE POWER LOADING
O

.I

.

- - I--

REQUIRED POWER

at the expense of additional computational effort.

I
1_

_

Techniques of Configuration

_3-4.1.3

Selection

AIRSPEED V, kt
---P 10The

I..

NRP

8: HAR
-

.

-/

100 (T-p'/Th-es)
2B
SE LEVEL
ft
.,",,,--5000

domain of feasible helicopter configurations is

defined by balancing qarefully the conflicting requirements of the aerodynamic analysis and the weight anal-

--'

L. VEL

-

-lude

"

a -C.3 ,
C
,E,". I-...- -NRP

-- i
" _t

,-

CL

IdRF/dt(SFC)ThpI
.. r

I

S

/

ysis. A definite link between the aerodynamic and
weight requirements is the fuel weight ratio RF.
The design mission requirements normally will
in-

either a range requirement or an endurance requirement. Either of these, when combined with other
mission requirements, will result in a minimum required RF. Parametric analysis will define this minimum R~as a function of selected major design parameters. Meanwhile, the weight analysis will define a
maximum available RFas a function of the same set of

parameters. A feasible helicopter configuration is one

CHART C
2

upon statistical data from previous helicopter designs.
For more detail on weight estimation and for guidance
regarding appropriate parametric relationships, see
par. 10-2.4.
For configuration selection, an equation expressing
the ratio of empty weight (less fuel tank) to gross
weight as a function of major design parameters is
required. The parameters upon which the empty
weight ratio is dependent should be the ones that will
be used in configuration selection techniques. For the
techniques discussed in par. 3-4.1.3, the empty weight
ratio should be a function of gross weight, tip speed,
disk loading, power loading, and number of engines.
Additional parameters, such as equivalent drag area,
can be included in the configuration
selection process

BEST ENDURANCE SPEEDI
(dR i
(FRdtmin

for which the minimum required Rris no less than the
maximum available R,,.
The set of feasible configurations established by the

I

RFmethod may be analyzed further to determine which
configuration optimizes some selected objective func-

-:I
-

,•

_J..

.

_

#-AIRSPEED V~kt
dRFidRg(
R
•,R
F,
t

tion.

The RF method for helicopter design is discussed in
Ref. 71, where minimum gross weight is the criterion
used for optimization.

CHART D3-4.1.3.1

Feasible Configurations
3-4.1.3.1.1

-J

iVCR

AIRSPEE

C

-V

AIRSPEED V, t

Fig. 3-107. Fuel Required in Forward Flight

Installed Power and Tip Speed
selection
The RF method for configuration selection discussed
here requires a value of installed power loading to be
selected in advance. This value usually is selected on
the basis of the most rigid hover requirement. To determine the most rigid requirement, power loading charts
such as those shown in Fig. 3-100 must be prepared for
3-101
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each specified hover requirement (in terms of altitude,
ambient air temperature, IGE, or OGE) and a composite curve of power loading versus disk loading is then
prepared. Each point on the composite power loading
curve will be the minimum power loading shown on
any of the individual power loading curves for the particular disk loading,
In some cases the climb or forward flight requirement may predominate. In such a case, the power loading required for the predominating flight condition will
replace the relevant portion of the composite hover
power loading curve.
The rotor should be most efficient in producing
thrust when operating at design maximum tip speed.
The rotor is constrained to operate at a speed no greater
than that for which retreating tip blade stall occurs at
the maximum forward speed. An additional consideration that may limit the tip speed is the compressibility
at the advancing blade tip. The resulting vibration level
or incremental power requirement may effectively limit
the tip speed. Because tip speed appears in both the
aerodynamic and weight relationships, it may be carried over into the optimization procedure at the cost of
increased computational effort.
3-4.1.3.1.2

where
weight of fuel tank per pound
of fuel, dimensionless
and the factor 1/(1 + KF) hence accounts for fuel tank
weight. The empty weight to gross weight ratio 4 is a
function of gross weight, disk loading, power loading,
and tip speed. Therefore, the fuel weight ratio is a
function of there same variables. For selected values of
power loading and tip speed, the resulting RFav as a
function of W,, will be as shown in Fig. 3-108.
K.

3-4.1.3.1.3 Required Fuel Weight Ratio
The fuel required to perform a mission at a specified
range is the sum of the fuel required to climb to cruise
altitude, the cruise fuel required, and any additional
fuel required for starting, maneuvering, and descent at
destination. The required fuel weight ratio R,. is expressed by the equation
R

=

(ARFI + ARF2 + ARF3)

W

-

-

W -0w

,lb

, d'less

AR&

-=gross weight, lb
= payload, lb
W, = crew weight, lb
S= ratio of empty weight to gross
weight, dimensionless
Upon dividing by gross weight,

=

difelirese
dimensionlweg
flimb, dimensionless
rationreqe
climb,
fuel weight ratio required to
cruise, dimensionless

AR,, = fuel weight ratio required to
start and maneuver,
dimensionless

(3-155)

where

DISK LOADING w, Ib'ft2 w
2
W

•
._
-J

R',

w3 >

x

=

WS

,d'less

(3-156)

>W

GROSS WEIGHT W., Ib

Fig. 3-108. Available Fuel Weight Ratio
3-102

(3-157)

where

Available Fuel Weight Ratio

The R, method of defining feasible helicopter configurations requires the comparison of available R,
with required R,. The available fuel weight ratio
RF, is derived from weight relationships. The weight
W,, of fuel and fuel tank is given by the equation
WF = W

(X

Freq

.f

'St
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The factor K, accounts for a fuel raserve expressed
as a fraction of initial fuel load. If starting and
maiieuvering are assumed to occzr at normal rated
power NRP, the fuel requirement per pound of gross

0
?

W

D;SK L:OADING w, Ib/ft2

"weightis given by
AR3

tIPF

s

]

CNRP]-_

dimensionless

(3-158)

W

where

W3:

At

•
*

the time required for starting
and maneuvers, hr
SFCNxp = the specific fuel consumption at
'all power, lb/hp-hr
The term ARn is given by Eq. 3-154, where it is designated R• 1 . If a return trip is specified in the mission
'reouirement, the values of AR& and AR& must be
doubled. The value of A Rn is given for a simple constant altitude cruise mission of range Rg (n mi) by

2>CI
W2

D

=

GROSS WEIGHT Wg, Ibl
Fig. 3-109. Reqlal1!d F8e0 Welght Ratio

DISK LOADING w, Il, ft2
LOCUS OF MINIMUM

wh er

P'

2

WEIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

dRF
, dimensionless (3-159)

where the value of dRr/dRg ii computed as shown in
Fig. 3-107. For more complicated mission profiles and
related analyses refer to pars. 3-4.2.3 through 3-4.2.7.
The value of dR FdRg,and hence of the required fuel
weight ratio P, , is a function of gross weight, power
loading, tip speed, and f//W. The selection of values

w

,W
;
"1
JLL.

3

t

The required fuel weight ratic of Fig. 3-109 and the
available ý'uel weight ratio of Fig. 3-108 are shown plotted together in Fig. 3-110. The condition for a feasible
configuration is
RF

> R1

,dimensionless

(3-160)

The shaded region on*iFig. 3-110 is the feasible region
for di-sk loading w,. The point of L..erseciion of the

W

E
LERGI
FOR wI
R

of power loading and tip speed is discussed in par.

3-4.1.3.1.1. Th• j•,-i•eter JTIW, may be carried as a
variable, or a value ,n'.y be assigned based upon wind
tunnel tests or upon a statistically based estimation
procedure. When specific values of all other parameters
have been assigned, a plot of required fuel weight ratio
for several values of disk loading can be obtained. Such
a plot is shown in Fig. 3-109.

W2 7W

W3 >W2

FORw_=_w_

GROSS WEIGHT W.#b
Fig. 3-110. Comfiguratlo Selmdtlo

RF and R,-,r curves for each disk loading defines the
minimum gross weight contiguration for that disk loat'.
ing. The locus of minimum weight configurations also
is shown. If the objective for optimization is minimum
gro"s weight, the optimum configuration (gross weight
atid disk leading) can be read directly from Fig. 3-110.
'lhe basic RF method can be extended by including
in the analysis additional parameters such as tip speed
11 R or .tr/ Wr Thf, resulting graph then would consist
of a number of sets of RA curves, each set generating a
•ocus of minimum gross weight configurationh. The
choice of an optimum design is dependent upon the
optimization criterion sdected. Optimization is discussed in more detail in paragraphs that follow.
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3-4.1.3.2.3
Cost Effectiveness
A preferred optimization criterion is maximum cost
effectiveness (effectiveness per unit cost) for some appropriate measure of effectiveness. As an illustration of
this method, radius of action will be used as the ineasure of effectiveness. The curves of Fig. 3-109 are valid
only for a given radius of action. Hence, the feasible loci
of minimum weight configurations in Figs. 3-110 and
3-112 also are valid only for that single radius of actioia.
Loci of minimum weight configurations for several

FOR MINIMUM WEIGHT
CONFIGURATIONS

cc

of action Rg,, Rg2, Rg3, (dashed lines) are shown

__radii

GROSS WEIGHT Wq. Ib
Fig. 3-111. Main Rotor Radius
3-4.1.3.2
•3.4.1.3.2,1
.

Optimization
Minimum Weight and Minimum
Size Configurations

The relative sizes of the minimum gross weight configurations from Fig. 3-110 can be seen in Fig. 3-111.
This figure is a plot of main rotor radius as a function
of gross weight for the minimum weight configurations
shown in Fig. 3-110, used to determine the effects of
liitatonsor
eighor requirements
equiemets tat iso
Ssize or weight sizeor
limitations
that also
might be applicable to the desig,. The rotor blade
radius R is given by the equation

R=

,ft

(3-161)

in Fig. 3.113 superimposed upon constant cost lines.
Also shown are lines of constant radius of action per
unit cost (solid lines). These cost-effectiveness lines surround a "peak" because the value of cost-effectiveness
is increasing on the concave sides of the curves. The
maximum cost-effectiveness configuration is found at
the top of the peak.
The cost-effectiveness method also can be used with
a number of other effectiveness measures such as endurance or payload.
MISSION PERFORMANCE

3-4.2

This paragraph presents the methods used to calculate helicopter mission performance capabilities for a
specific configuration. A typical helicopter mission
profile is depicted in Fig. 3-114. Noted on the profile
are the mission elements that are analyzed when determining the mission performance capability of a configuration. To calculate the performance, it first is necessary to determine the aircraft maximum gross weight

at takeoff. The takeoff capability is dependent upon
Fig. 3-111 in conjunction with Eq. 3-161 shows that the
disk loading w for a minimum weight configuration
increases much more rapidly than does the gross
weight and hence the rotor radius decreases. Therefore,
the minimum size configuration for a given mission
profile generally is ýhf heaviest allowable configuration.
3-4.1.3.2.2

Minimum Cost Configurations

A replot of the feasible locus of minimum weight
configurations (from Fig. 3-110) is shown in Fig. 3-112,
superimposed upon constant cost lines. The constant
cost lines in this figure represent trends only and should//
not be considered precise in shape o- value. The minimum cost configuration is the. ;.onfiguration defined by
the point of tangency betwfea the lowest cost curvt and
the locus of minin.,;m weight configurations.
*

3-104
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WEIGHT DESIGNS
¶
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/'
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CURVES/

/
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CONFIGURATION
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DISK LOADING w, Ib tt2

]Fg. 3X112. Minimum Cost Configurations
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ambient conditions and the takeoff criteria. For hellcopters, the takeoff criteria usually are based upon either hover out-of-ground-effect or hover in-groundeffect capability. Once the maximum takeoff gross
weight capability has been determined and the elements
of the mission specified, the mission fuel requirements
can be calculated. Fuel allowances are calculated for
engine and rotor startup and pretakeoff checks (usually
termed "warmup"), hover, climb to cruise altitude,
cruise over the specified range or for the specified endurance, and hover time at landing. From a given maximum takeoff gross weight, which includes the fuel
requirements, and with the weight of the aircraft, associated equipment, and crew defined, the payload capai bility for the mission can be determined.
3-4.2.1

TO
C

OESCEND TO
LANDING SITE

•.,TIJDE
A
HOVER

,.ITH PAYLOAD

HOVER AND
A/LFASE PAYLOAD

a
P.AFWUP

AT NORMAL POV.ER

LAND WITH 10

FUEL RSERVE

LANDING SITE

TAKEO;F SITE
RANGE

Fig. 3.114. Typical Mlisson Profile

Hover Ceiling

3-4.2.1.1
General
e chovering
Hover ceiling is defined as the maximum altitude at
which a given helicopter can remain aloft stationary
windfelcityd
zaailtesro
opthegonner
wonithonrespelct
*
conditions.
Helicopter capabilities are affcted
markedly by ambient temperature and proximity to the
ground.
Fig. 3-1!5 represents a typical format used to show
helicopter hover ceiling capability when hovering at a
wheel (skid) height greater than approximately two
rotor diameters above the ground, which is termed
MAXIMUM
COST-EFFECTIVENESS
MA
MOS-FEUTIVENE
CONFIGURATION
R /The

RADI
E3
SR

CONSTANT ALTITUDE CRUISE
RANGE SPEED
AT eFST

92/

Ito

-,F R81
S%,%

.ating

DISK LOADING w,Ib'Q2
Fig. 3-113. Cost-effectiveness Optimization

OGE, and when hovering close to the ground,
which is termed hovering IGE. The upper portion of
the chart shows OGE performance capabilities over a
range of pressure altitudes and ambient temperature
conditions. By entering the chart at specified altitude
and temperature conditions, the OGE gross weight capability can be read at the corresponding point on the
gross weight scale. By following a path to the appropriate wheel height parallel to the guidelines shown on the
bottom of the chart, the IGE hover gross weight capability can be determined. This format generally is used
when presenting hover capabilities in the pilot's operat.
ing
manual, and
technical documents such as deiail
specifications
andinproposals.
reduction in gross weight capability that is displayed on the hover chart at high altitude and high
temperature is characteristic of turbine-powered helicopters. The decreased capability is a result principally
of the engine-power-available characteristics. Power required for constant gross weight is relatively insensitive
altitude and temperature variations.
Hover ceiling capabilities generally are shown for a
gross weight range extending from the minimum operweight to the maximum gross weight rpproved
for the aircraft and for a range of altitudes extending
from sea level to the maximum operating altitude.
Transmission torquz limitations on power available,
and altitude limitations on specific components, may
restrict the performance capabilities of the aircraft. On
flight handbook and detail specification charts, ambient temperatures for the approved or design operating
range generally are shown. For specific technical investigations or system analvsis sties, the temperature
and altitude ranges generally are narrower and may be
3-105
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limited to the temperature or altitude of interest.
The variation in gross weight capability as a ffunction
of wheel or skid height shows that the proximity of the
ground influences, by its effect upon the downwash
field, the performance of a rotor. As the helicopter
approaches the ground in hover, the blade pitch required to produce a given thrust is reduced, with a
resultant decrease in induced power required. When
this condition exists, the helicopter is hovering IGE. As
the height above the ground is increased, the benefit of
ground effect decreases, resulting in an increase in induced power. A point finally is reached at which the
height above the ground can be increased further with
no resultant increase in hover power required. At this
point, the aircraft is hovering OGE. The significant
parameter determining the benefit derived from ground
effect is the ratio of rotor height -Above the ground to
rotor diameter ZIR. Based upon measured helicopter
characteristics, there is little evidence of ground effect
I above ZIR = 2.0.
Whnstudying specific configurations, the distance
between the rotor hub and the wheel or skid is accounted for and performance usually is shown as a
function of wheel or skid height. The minimum recoinmended wheel height is determined from flying quali-

ties and controllability characteristics when operating
near the ground (2-ft skid height).
Method of Analysis
3-4.2.1.2
The analysis method flow diagram in Fig. 3.116 depicts the steps used when calculating hover ceiling capability. Chart A of Fig. 3-116 depicts the installed
shaft horsepower characteristics as a function of amibient temperature for various altitude conditions. Inst~a1led shaft horsepower is developed from the basic
uninstalled engine power available charactersitics with
adjustments that account for losses from elements of
the airfrme inlet an(' A'haust system; e.g.. inlet geometry and screens, particle separators, and infrared suppressors. The adjustments also include an allowan!e 'For
bleed air extracted from the compressor stages for antiice protection of engine inlets when operating in cold
ambient conditions or for cabin and cockpit air-conditioning systems when operating in hot ambient conditons. The engine power rating used for calculating boyering capability is selected based upon the duration of
hover specified for the mission. Maximum power isI
used when the hover portion of the mission is less than
5 or 10 min in duration. Intermiediate power is used for
hover of up to 30 min and maximum continuous power

V
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Fig. 3-115. Hover Ceiling
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is used for mission%requiring hover periods in excess

externally. Because the externally suspended cargo 11111

S...• of 30 rain. Chart Hof Fig. 3-1 16 depicts the aircraft

poses a drag penalty upon the coilfiguration, speed capability and range capability are reduced. Fig. 3-118
depicts typical characteristics for internal and external
payload range capabilities of a helicopter.
Asfrayicatopainataosattaef
Asfrayicatopainataosattkef
goswihwe
uli de oices h ag
capability, a commensurate reduction in payload is
necessary. When the internal fuel capacity is reached,X,
large rt-ductions in payload p~ro.duce relatively ,;V.i.ll
increases in range. capability. The range capability canI
be extended significantly, however, by adlding internally or externally mounted auxiliary fuel tanks, as
shown by the dashed line on Fig. 3-118. Limitations
upon the payload capability can result from space re-j
strictions or from floor loading limitations for internal
cag , nd f o th dei nl m ai ns f t e c r o
hokntecaefetralods
Payload capability for a helicopter is defined as the

•"power

required characteristics for hover OGE as a
function of the weight coefficient Cip, defined as
WIpA(M'R)J. The power required may be determined
theoretically or by testing of models or full-scale configurations, When the power required is derived
theoretically, it is developed for the basic rotor (see Fig.
3-117) and adjustments are made to account for vertical drag on the fuselage due to rotor downwash; tail
•rotor
losses (for single-rotor helicopters) or rotor interference losses (,for an overlapped tandem-rotor helicopter); transmission system losses; accessory power re.
quired for pumps, blowers, and electrical generators;
and additional power must be added when the helicopter is to be operated at critical combinations of thrust
and high tip Mach numbers where significant cornpressibility losses are incurred. These adjustments between basic isolated rotor performance and actual aircraft performance are illustrated clearly in Fig. 3-1 17.
To calculate hover ceiling capability, enter Chart A
S~~of Fig. 3-116 at the ambient conditions desired. The
.•example is shown for ambient conditions of 5000 ft
presurealtiudeand
teperaureof 9"F.At tose
•
•
~~~~ambient conditions, the installed shaft horsepower can
•/ be determined and the nondimensional power coeffi.
Scient,
Cp,!ian be calculated. Using the ambient temperS •ature,
the Mach number of the blade tip M, can be
calculated by dividing the tip speed fIR by the speed of
sound a at that temperature.,hrtBi then entered at

Stransported
',simply
.3-107

taefgrswihtlstesu
ofhemsonul
required, the fixed useful load, and the aircraft empty'
weight. Aircraft empty weight and fixed useful load are
inentcacersisoayspiicofguto.
Takeoff gross weight is dependent upon the takeoff
criteria specified. Required mission fuel is dependent
upon the mission profile specified and normally ineludes a 5% increase over that which is calculated by
using the engine manufacturer's specification. These

the power coefficient and Mach number to determine
the weight coefficient ou:t-of-ground-effect C-101 .,
which is converted to gross weight capability and plotted on the hover ceiling chart (Chart D) for the selected
ambient temperature. Similarly, Chart C is used to
determine the gross weight capability when hovering
IGE at the example wheel height of 30 ft, and is the
basis for the IGE hover ceiling chart (Chart E).

items are discussed in more detail in the paragraphs
that follow.

3-4.2.2

Examples of takeoff criteria normally used to define
takeoff gross weight are hover OGE, hover
at a specified %~he. height, %verticaltakeoff at a
specified vertical rate of climb, and structural himita(ions. For gross weights in excess of those that allow
hover IGE capability, a rolling takeoff may be specified. In some cases, the takeoff gross weight may be
established by the en route cruise capability with one
engine inoperative or by perforniance requirement.%
specified for the helicopter at a given landing site. The
structural !imitation on takeoff gross weight may be
any one of the design limitations, such as basic struerural design gross weight or alternate design gross
weight. depending upo~n the mission.

Payload

3-4..2.
Genralmission
3-•..2.
GenralIGE
Helicopter mission performance criteria generally
require transportation of a specified payload over a
specified distance. The payload may be in the form of
troops, troop supplies and ammu,,ition, weapons. or
vehicles. Many of these items can be loaded efficiently
into the cabir, of the helicopter. In many instances,
however, the dimensions of'th,; load exceed those of the
cabin. Because of the ability of the helicopter to hover
over a fixed point, these loads may he suspended and
externally to the cabin. In some cases it
is more efficient to acquire and deposit the cargo

3-4.2.2.2

:

:
.,
•

Definition of Weights

The takeoff and landing gross weights of the helicoptraecmrsdo
h lmnslstdmpr 026
34222I
TkofGosWih

!
•
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Fig. 3-117. Aircraft Hover Power Development

3-4.2.2.2.2 Empty Weight
"The items that make up the empty weight of a
helicopter are given in par. 10-2.6. They comprise a
completely assembled, ready-to-fly helicopter, and include the fluids required for operation of various systems, e.g., transmission oil and hydraulic fluid. Not
,included in empty weight are the trped fluids for
engine
lubrication or the trappedosdee
or unusablespno
fuel in the
h
fulsse.Seil.tm'ob
fuel system. Special items to be considered as part of theop
empty weight of a given helicopter will be incorporated
in the applicable model specification. For special mis.
sions requiring maximum useful load, it may be desirable to reduce the empty weight by stripping, i.e., removing nonessential items. The extent of the stripping is
dependent upon the objective of the mission and upon
OHOOK LIMITATION
KIMITATION
CARGO LTERNAL
INTERNAL CARGO
MISSION

SA

0

C1D
EXTERNJAL CARGO
M>INFixed
MISSIONT

/

A'

AUBILIARY
TANKS

FULLINTEGRAL.
FUEL CAPACITY

RANGE, n mi
Fig. 3.118. Payload-range Cqahility

whether or not the stripping can be accomplished in the
field,
342.22.3 Basic Weiht
The basic weight comprises the empty weight, all
fixed operating equipment, mission armament, auxiliary fuel tanks, ballast, and trapped and unusable fuel
and oil. The basic weight of a given aircraft will vary

with
equipment.The
chas in
when
crating equipment. The term "basic weight", when
qualified with a word indicating the type of mission
involved--basic weight for combat, basic weight for
ferry-may be used in conjunction with directives
specifying equipment for those missions.
In preliminary design, the weight of internal auxill fuel tanks (bladder) is estimated based upon 0.3
lb/gal of auxiliary fuel, while external auxiliary tank
weight is estimated based upon 0.5 lb/gal oi auxiliary
fuel.

3-4.2.2.2.4

Fixed Useful Load

useful load is comprised of items such as oil,
crew, crewmen's baggage, and emergency and other
specified auxiliary equipment.
Operating Weight
34.2.2.2.5
Operating weight is the sum of the empty weight and
the fixed useful load.
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3-4.2.2.2.6

Useful Load

Fl

Useful load includes all items from the fixed useful
load list plus fuel, cargo, ammunition, bombs, drop
loads, passengers, and external auxiliary fuel tanks (if
they are to be disposed of during flight).

34.2.3
3-4.2.3.1

lb (3-162)

Fuel Required

where

Wf = fuel flow, lb/hr

Mission Profile

8= ambient pressure ratio,
Pb,,p,,Pd,t, dimensionless
0 = ambient temperature ratio,
T,,bT,,d,, dimensionless
At = time increment, hr

Mission Profile Definition

Fuel calculations for determining the payload-range
capabilities of helicopters are dependent upon the mission profile specified. Innumerable variations in mis-

sion profile can be developed by rearrangement of a few
basic elements. The typical mission profile is depicted
schematically in Fig. 3-114.
The engine fuel consumption rate shall be increased
5% over that quoted by the engine manufacturer to
compensate for variations among service aircraft and
operating techniques. The fuel grade is generall) that
which is considered standard for the engine(s) installed,
and the fuel weight is based upon the associated fuel
density. Typical helicopter turbine engine fuels include
JP-4 grade at 6.5 lb/gal and JP-5 grade at 6.8 lb/gal.
Deviations from these expressed normal conditions are
cited in MIL-M-7700 and MIL-C-501 1.
Mission Profile Elements
3-4.2.3.2
""o!eto:owing paragraphs detail considerations affecting Y ,ght and fuel consumption for each phase of
the typical mission profile depicted in Fig. 3-114. To
simplify data presentation the concept of referred or
generalized values is introduced at this time by use of
generalizing coefficients 8 and 0, where 8 is the ambient pressure ratio P/P,,d,,, and 0 the ambient tempera.
Sture ratio T/
Warmup
3-4.2.3.2.1
Engine start and aircraft checkout commonly are
termed "warmup". A normal fuel allowance for
warmup is 5 min at normal power and is calculated by

use of a chart similar to Fig. 3-119 prepared from the

manufacturer's performance data for the engine installed. The method is as follows:
1. For the specified ambient condition, calculate
shaft horse power SJP/(6v'0) using
generalized
the

8V,/D = generalizing coefficient,
dimensionless
3-4.2.3.2.2 Hover at Takeoff
In many cases, the hover time at takeoff is negligible
and is not included in the mission profile, particularly
when payloads are carried internally. However, the
hover time required for external load acquisition can be
significant, and in this case the fuel requirements must
be considered in determining the total mission fuel. By
using the hover performance and engine fuel flot characteristics shown in Fig. 3-120, fuel required for hover
is obtained as follows:
I. For the specified ambient condition (OGE) and
the takeoff gross weight, calculate the dimensionless
weight coefficient Co. = W,/(pAW 2 R 2).
2. Enter Chart A of Fig. 3-120 and read the dimensionless power coefficient Cp required to hover at takeoff.
3. Convert Cp to generalized engine power required SHP/(6v'•) and enter Chart B to determine the
generalized engine fuel flow Wl/(•V•).
4. Calculate the fuel burned during hover at takeoff by using Eq. 3-162 with the appropriate hover

time.

ENGINE SPECIFICATION

-5',INCREASE
=
-ý

-

ENGINE SPECIFICATION

maximum continuous power.
2. Enter the chart for the calculated value of

SHP/(8v'D) and obtain generalized
Wf/(6V") using the 5% increase curve.

fuel

flow

3. Calculate the fuel required for warmup using
the following equation and the appropriate warmup
time At in hours:
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Fig. 3-119. Engine Fuel Flow Characteristics
(Typical)
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3-4.2.3.2.3

)

Climb to Cruise Altitude
Time, distance, and fuel required to climb to cruise
altitude are accounted for whui determining absolute
operational capabilities of a helicopter, but usually are
ignored when simple, comparative analyses are conducted. Often, when climb fuel allowance is accounted
for, no distance credit is taken. Fig. 3-121 is a typical
chart showing time, distance, and fuel required to
climb. The development of this chart is presented in
par. 34.2.6.4.

ALTITUDE/

ALTIT DE

3.4.2.3.2.4 Cruise at ConstantAltitude
Cruise generally is conducted at best range speed but
conditions may require maximum speed as limited by
the normal power of the engines. In some cases, maximum speed may be limited by the structural capabilities of the helicopter or, for external load missions, the
speed may be limited by the aerodynamic instability of
the external load. This is depicted in the helicopter
speed capability chart of Fig. 3-122.
After establishing the aircraft takeoff gross weight,
the mission profile (see Fig. 3-114), the desired range,
and the range-fuel data presented in Figs. 3-123 and
3-124, the fuel for cruise can be determined. A detailed
description of the development of Figs. 3-123 and 3-124
is presented in par. 3-4.2.4. The specific range repre"sents the nautical miles traveled per pound of fuel

u-

ALTITUDE

-j

CHART A
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I--ii
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.S
F•ig. 3-121. Time, Distaace, ad Fuel To Climb from
Level

S&Sea
-=

POWER COEFFICIENT Cp,
dimensionless
TAKEOFF

CHART B
ENGINE FUEL FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
"ENGINE SPEC.
-

5o INCREASE.

GROS,' 'NIEIGHT%.
"

a,
"" • =

HOREPOE SPEC.S
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SH P/(131). hp
Fig. 3-120. Hover Fuel Calculation
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Fig. 3-122. Helicopter Speed Capability
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a new average cruise gross weight.

The iteration process is required because the average
gross weight over the cruise portion of the mission is
less than the initial cruise gross weight by one-half of
the fuel burned. Because the specific range performance increases as gross weight decreases, a fuel requirement based upon the initial gross weight will be greater
than necessary.
Normally, only one or two iterations are required to
converge average mission gross weights to a point

-?J

g

3. From the initial cruise gross weight subtract
one-half of the fuel requirement obtained in the steps
discussed to obtain an approximate average cruise
gross weight.
Re-enter Fig. 3-123 at the average cruise gross
weight and read a new specific range.
Recalculate the fuel required as in step 2 and

where th,. fuel requirement change is insignificant. In
"afew cases, however, a third iteration may be necessary
this condition is reached. An alternative, more
direct method for determining cruise fuel is to use a
range index curve (see Fig. 3-124). This curve also is
entered at the initial cruise gross weight, but a range
R& is read. From R& the desired mission range

IU

GROSS WEIGHT Wg, Ib
Fig. 3-124. Range Index Curve

Rg,, is subtracted yielding Rg. Reenter the range
cindexat Rg
1 and obtain the end cruise gross
weight. The difference between initial cruise and end
cruise gross weights is the cruise fuel required.
3-4.2.3.2.5 Descent to Landing Site
The fuel used during the descent from cruise altitude

usually is considered negligible and no distance credit

S

*
*
*

burned. The weight of fuel burned in a mission of range
Rg (n mi) in time t (hr) is fw (lb). Thus, the specific
range Rg/fw can also be expressed as (Rg/t)/(fw/) or
V/w(n mi/lb) where Vis the true airspeed in kt and
Wf the fuel flow in lb/hr. In order to use the range-fuel
data of Figs. 3-123 and 3-124, the initial cruise gross
weight must be determined. For the particular mission
profile being discussed; the helicopter must warm up,
hove,
ad cimbbefre
nitatig te
of
portion of
the cuis
cruise potio
initiating
before
hover, and climb
the mission. Therefore, the fuel burned during hover,
warmup, and climb is subtracted from the takeoff gross
weight to obtain the initial cruise gross weight. By
using the specific range performance of Fig. 3-123, *-he

cruising fuel required is determined as follows:

1. Enter Fig. 3-123 at initial cruise gross weight
and read the associated specific range.
2. Calculate the approximate cruise fuel required
for the mission by dividing the desired range by the
specific range; i.e., Fuel (lb) = Range (n mi)/Specific
Rangc (n mi/lb).
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3-4.2.3.2.6 Hover at Landing Site
As with hover at takeoff, hover time at landing usually is negligible for internal load missions. With external cargo, the hover time is significant due to the time
involved in depositing the cargo. The method of obtainfor
takeoff with is
:heidentical
exception
that described
the gross
to that
the fuelat requirement
ing hover

weight at the end of the cruise is used to establish the
wer req ed.
power required.

3-4.2.3.2.7 Reserve Allowance
Reserve fuel allowance often is specified as 10% of
the total initial fuel at engine start. For very short
missions this results in a very small reserve allowance;
therefore, 20- or 30-min cruise at best endurance speed
or best range speed is used instead. Employing the
elements of the mission profile of Fig. 3-114, the total
fuel, less reserve, required for the mission is the sum of

AMCP 706-201
the fuel required for warmup, hover at takeoff, climb
to altitude, cruise, and hover at landing. For a 10% fuel
reserve, the total fuel and reserve fuel are expressed by
the following equations:
Total Fuel = (Total Fuel Less Reserve)/0.9 }The
and

(3.163)

Reserve Fuel = 0.11 (Total Fuel Less Reserve)
A typical summary payload-range calculation chart is
presented in Fig. 3-125, and includes a step-by-step
procedure for calculation of the fuel required for each
of t - mission elements and the associated payload for
a given range, using the specific range performance
method. This chart consists of the flight condition, the
step number to indicate the correct order for calculation. the item being determined, and the appropriate
unit of each item. The column to the right is to be filled
in with the values associated with the specified pay.
load-range mission. When used in conjunction with the
previously discussed mission elements, the chart provider. an orderly and accurate approach for obtaining

helicopter payload-range capabilities.
External Load Mission
3-4.2.3.3
When the payload is to be carried in the form of
external cargo, the payload-range capability of the helicopter may be reduced significantly (see Fig. 3-116).
The reason for this reduction is the increased drag
produced by the load. For a fixed airspeed Vthe additional power ASHPrequired is proportional directly to
the increased drag AD. This increase in power required
results in a higher engine fuel flow rate; therefore, the
specific range V/Wfis lower for external load missions
than for internal load missions. In addition, the safe
airspeed for transport of an external load may be lower
than the speed for best range, causing a further reduction in specific range (Fig. 3-126).
For fixed conditions of mission profile, takeoff gross
weight Wg, empty weight W, and range Rg, the fuel
required to perform the mission with an external load
will be greater than that required with an internal load.
As a result, the payload will be smaller. This fact is
illustrated by Points A and B on Fig. 3-118.

3-4.2.3.4

Effect of Altitude on Payload-range
Capability

The typical effect of increasing cruise altitude on
payload-range capability is depicted in Fig. 3-127. At
a high takeoff gross weight Wm, the payload-range capability is better for cruising at sea level than for cruising at altitude. But for a low takeoff gross weight

W,I cruising at altitude provides the best payloadrange capability. This trend reversal is a result of the
nature of the range-fuel performance shown by the
specific range performance curve in Fig. 3-128.
development
specific range performance is
explained
in detail in of
par. 3-4.2.4 and is used here only
to clarify the effect of altitude upon payload-range capability. At a high takeoff gross weight W,,,the specific
range is much better at sea level than at 3000 ft; i.e.,
for a fixed range, the fuel burned will be less and the
payload will be greater for the sea level cruise or, if the
fuel is held constant, the range for sea level cruise will
be greater. For a low takeoff gross weight, the specific
range parameter shows the reverse effect; i.e., cruising
at altitude provides better specific range capability than
cruising at sea level.
For short-range missions, the time and fuel required
to climb to the best cruising altitude usually negate the
benefit of the better cruise performance attained. However, for ferry missions over long distances, best-range
capability is obtained by climbing to maintain the optimum cruise altitude as fuel is burned off, as indicated
by the dashed curve of Fig. 3-128.
3-4.2.4

Rang.

Range capability of a helicopter is a product of the
fuel consumption rate of the configuration at the specifled cruise speed. The cruise speed specified is dependent upon the objectives of the mission. The paragraphs
that follow describe how range capability varies as a
function of speed, cruise altitude, gioss weight, and
wind strength and direction.
3-4.2.4.1

Specific Range Parameter
Computation
In order to compute the specific range parameter,
which is a measure of the range capability of the configuration, the following basic information must be availahie:
1. Engine fuel-flow characteristics as. illustrated in
Chart A, Fig. 3-129
2. Power-required characteristics as illustrated in
Charts B, and B,, Fig. 3-129.
Chart A of Fig. 3-129 is typical of turboshaft engine
fuel-flow characteristics. Over a substantial portion of

the useful range of .he curve, the fuel-flow characteristics may be approximated by the linear equation
W,/(WV") = a + $1-SHP/(86
"), where a and.3 are
constants representing the y-axis intercept and slope,
respectively, of the relationship between generalized
fuel flow rate W(/b380) and generalized shaft horsepower SHP/(WV/)
This is a convenient form for
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the computation that follows. (The actual engine
characteristics are obtained from the manufacturer's
detail specification.)
Charts B, and B2 of Fig. 3-129 represent two commoo methods of presenting helicopter performance
data. Chart B, is the dimensionless Cp, C., 1L, and

hovering tip Mach number M0 method; Chart B2 is the
generalized shaft horsepower SHP/(8 VI), generalized
gross weight W/,8 , generalized true airspeed V/141,
and generalized rotor speed N/I/V
method. The
equivalence of these two methods can be shown as
follows: the thrust coefficient Cris defined by Eq. 3-11.

MISSION FUEL REQUIREMENTS
CONDITION

STEP
NO.

ITEM

UNITS

PRE-TAKEOFF

I
2
3

TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT (TOGW)
WARMUP FUEL
HOVER FUEL AT TOGW

Ib
Ib
Ib

4
5
6
7
8

INITIAL CLIMB GW
RATE OF CLIMB
TIME TO CLIMB TO ALTITUDE
SPEED FOR BEST CLIMB
DISTANCE COVERED IN CLIMB
FUEL USED IN CLIMB

Ib
fpm
min
kt
n mi
Ib

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Ib
INITIAL CRUISE GW
n mi Ib
INITIAL SPECIFIC RANGE
n mi
CRUISE DISTANCE-RANGE
Ib
FUEL
APPROXIMATE CRUISE
Ib
AVERAGE CRUISE GROSS WEIGHT
AVERAGE SPECIFIC RANGE
n mi Ib
ACTUAL CRUISE FUEL
lb
INITIAL DESCENT GW
lb
RATE OF DESCENT
fpm
TIME TO DESCEND TO ALTITUDE min
FUEL USED FOR DESCENT
lb

21
22

LANDING GW
HOVER FUEL AT LANDING GW

CLIMB
TO
CTO
CRUISE
_9

CRUISE
OUTBOUND

DESCENT
OPERATION AT
LANDING SITE

PAYLOAD-RANGE
MISSION

Ib
ib

PAYLOAD DE1 ERMINATION
DETERMINE
DTERATINEW
OPERATINGWT

A
C

WEIGHT EMPTY
FIXED USEFUL LOAD
OPERATING WT

Ib
Ib
Ib

D

Ib
Ib
lb
lb
lb

DETERMINE
MISSIO& FUEL

F
G
H

WARMUP FUEL
HOVER FUEL
CLIMB FUEL
CRUISE FUEL
DESCENT FUEL

R
RESERVE FUEL

I
j

HOVER FUEL
MISSION FUEL LESS RESERVE

Ib
Ib

K
L

RESERVE FUEL
TOTAL MISSION FUEL

Ib

lb

PAYLOAD=TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT - OPERATING WEIGHT - TOTAL MISSION FUEL
Fig. 3-125. Payload-range Calculation Chart
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By using the standard definition of o
following equation is obtained:

=

P/Po, the

LDLU NTERNAL CA)G
XTERAL =

CTC=

c

CLU

°p°A(2R)2

, dimensionless

(3-164)

Also, o, = 8/0, and tip speed fIR can be expressed
as
Thus,
(wR/30)N.
by
N(rpm)
a function of rotor speed
GROSS WEIGHT Wg, Ib
=

Fig. 3-426. Specific Range Perfornmance
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Because the grouped terms are constant for a specific
at constant
generalized data
it can be concluded
configuration,
W,/8 andthat
constant N/lv
is
equivalent to presenting data at constant Cr as in the
dimensionless method.
In a similar manner it can be shown that the dimensionless power coefficient Cp is equivalent to

%

550(30)3
•
IT3

CP=p
0A

3
3 R3

L

P/(6

0)

N/ /-O)3 J

J(N

,d'less

(3-166)

RANGE. n mi
Fig. 3-127. Payload-range Capability

OPTIMUM ALTITUDE
SW = 15.000 ft

Again the grouped terms are constant for a specific
configuration, and data presented in the generalized
method are equivalent to those in the dimensionless
method.
The final comparison of the two methods is made
advancing tip Mach
to forward
with
respect
number
M,/,. The
advancespeed
ratio and
j. is defined as the ratio
forward speed Vto rotor tip speed fiR and therefore

-of

can be expressed as

C••-<11 10,ooo ft
I/V'/'°
)
---- (V WISN - --

(V W•~

(/;)

'-----

-

LEVE
LEVL--R
SEA

-irR lkA/Tro]
-dimensionless
I["

(3-167)

000-

.___1___--Thus,

W,

V<,

WE1GHT
;ROSS,
.

data generalized in terms of V/ ,• and
N/v'-can be related directly to advance ratio for a

specific configuration. 'The advancing tip Mach numiber Mi

.3-1221. Optimum Specific Range I!rformance

M I,*.

is given by:
o

(9 ± i)

,

dimensioniess

(3-1689
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ratio (rIR) x and
azimuth angle 4s, dimensionless

whereradius

ume

roortpere

for M, and using the relationship a
a~vT where a, is the speed of sound at standard sea
level temperature, the following expression is obtained.

hovertipg MaR)ch nubrsubstitutlqg
hoversiong,(lRe
blade Mach number at
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for a turboshaft engine at zero power) and is discussed in further detail in the next paragraph. Specific
shall be computed at an airspeed commensurate
with the 99% best-specific-range value providing that

r

(3.169)

V/[

0

Again it is shown that the advancing tip Mach number,
which is experienced at a given value V/VTJ and
NvV, can be expressed in terms of the corresponding
tt and M0 in the dimensionless system.
The previous discussion shows that the two methods
can be used interchangeabl, and will give equal performance values for a given combination of flight
speed, gross weight, and rotor speed, provided that the
rotational tip Mach number M0 is held constant. To
obtain model or flight test power polars for a sere&of
gross weight conditions to be used at a specified ambient temperature condition, it is necessary to hold a
constant test tip Mach number M0 .
Even though the two methods are shown to be
equivalent, the generalized method is becoming increasingly popular for two reasons:
1. The generalized method uses quantities that are
of a familiar magnitude.
2. A significant number of performance comparisons are made at sea level standard conditions where
8 and 0 have values of unity, and thus the performance
figures can be used directly in dimensional form. The
dimensionless method requires elaborate cai relations
even for the standard day condition.
Helicopter performnance data are obtained from the
following sources:
1. Flight test
2. Wind tunnel model test
3. Theoretically estimated performance.
By applying the appropriate factors representing the

specified ambient conditions, the dimensioual forms of

engine characteristics
and
aircraft performane
enie hratrstc
adarcat
efrmne (obotained from either the dimensionless or the generalized
C and
D
method)
F
re obtained as illustrated in Chflow shall b
of Fig. 3-129. The engine specific fuel flow shall be
increased by 5% to satisfy Military Specification requirements.
By combining the information on Charts C and D
(Fig. 3-129), the specific rangi V/IW can be determined
as a function of airspeed as illustrated by Chart E. The
maximum value of specific range occurs at a speed
designated as best-range speed. This speed corresponds
to the point of maximum lift-to-drag ratio LID,, as
illustrated in Chart D. D, is the helicopter total effective drag (including consideration of a finite fuel flow

airspeed does not exceed any airspeed limitations. The
selected airspeed is the higher of the two speeds at
which specific range is equal to 99% of the maximum
available at a specific gross weight. This practice allows
the helicopter to cruise at speeds 5-7% faster while
sacrificing only 1% in range capability. Thus, a significant increase in mission speed is realized with an
associated reduction in mission time and hence improved helicopter productivity. Furthermore, as fuel
is used and gross weight decreases, the best-range airspeed increases. By starting cruise at the higher speed
the helicopter remains at a better-than-99%-specificrange airspeed without constant changes in control
settings.
The total helicopter effective drag D, is derived in the
following manner. For conventional fixed-wing aircraft
with reciprocating or jet.engine power plants, the total
power requir.ment can be expressed as drag D times
the aircraft velocity V.in knots, i.e.,
1.6914D
(3-170)

SP

and the resulting value of SHPcan be used to determine
the fuel-flow rate. This definition also would apply to
a helicopter with a reciprocating engine power plant.
However, for a helicopter with turboshaft engine(s) the
expression must be modified slightly because turboshaft engine fuel-flow characteristics vary slightly from
the linear relationships that apply to reciprocating and
jet engines. Chart C, Fig. 3-129, illustrates a typical
turboshaft
fuel-flow power
curve. Except
at extremely
low powers,engine
the fuel-flow
relationship
can be

l

approximated
by Wf
= a(8vl) + fl(SHP). The portion of the power
spectrum
for which this approximation of the por s
et
whic thi appr1ximation is valid is normally between 30% and 100% of
normal rated power. Assuming the fuel used prior to
the production of useful SZIP is proportional to the
number of engines, the total fuel-flow rate can be expressed as
p,'1

[na

/)+S
t=iS
HP]

lb/hr

n

number of engines

(3-171)

where
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The term (na/, ) (80 1 ) represents an effective additional power when viewed relative to the engine fuel
flow versus power slope (,8), as illustrated in Chart D
of Fig. 3-129. Extending the effective drag definition,
SP +

na
-(6%1/r')

=

1.69 VD,
550

VDe
325

(3-172)

an effective drag D, is obtained that accounts for the
basic fuel consumption of a tLrboshaft engine when
producing zero power. Chart D graphically illustrates
the effect of turboshaft fueJl-l-ow characteristics upon
cruise speeds. As a consequence of these characteristics, maximum available range with turboshaft engines
occurs at higher cruise speeds than is the case with
reciprocating engines.
3-4.2.4.2

Variation With Gross Weight

The method ,resented in the previous paragraph
tablishes the specific range parameter as a function esof
airspeed only. To determine the optimum helicopter
range capability, it is necessary to determ , e the speed
schedule that is flown as the gross weight decreases due
to fuel burnoff. Charts B and C, Fi,. 3-130, illustrate
typical speed schedules.
At high gross weights, the helicopter speed may be
limited by the structural flight envelope. At intermediate weights, the speed generally is limited by the maximum continuous power (normal power) available, corrected for ram effects. Noted on Chart B is the
incremental power derived from ram effects at high
cruise speeds. Due to the comparativeiy low forward
flight speeds and the typical ram recovery characteristics of helicopter engine inlets, only a small increase in
power available can be expected due to ram effects.
Therefore, power correction for ram generally is ignored and static engine power often is used. At mid and
low gross weight conditions, the helicopter is able to fly
at 99% of best-range speed.
Charts D and E, Fig. 3-130, depict the effect of speed
upon the specific range parameter using the engine
fuel-flow characteristics of Chart A in the same manner
as with Fig. 3-129. Chart D illustrates the fact that the
normal power and structural envelope restrictions limit
operation at high gross weights to speeds below the
desired 99% best-range speed. Severe speed restrictions
would be required, however, before an appreciable impact upon the aircraft range capability would occur. As
shown, a 5-7% reduction in flight speed causes the
aircraft to fly near the 100% best-range speed (better
range); a further 5-7% airspeed reduction places the
cruise speed at about 99% of best specific range speed

and on the low-speed sido of the optimum range speed,
with no sacrifice in range. If the cruise speeds are restricted further, the range performance is reduced significantly. Chart E further illustrates the specific range
available when flying within the constraints shown in
Charts C and D.
3-4.2.4.3

Range Index Method

From the specified range cruise schedule presented
in par. 3-4.2.4.2, the helicopter range performance can
be computed as follows. During flight, a decrease in
helicopter gross weight A Ws is equal to the amount of
fuel consumed-A fuel = A W.. To determine the
range capability for an initial weight W., and final
weight W,,

R
JW9o

Wf

This expression normally is evaluated by numerical
integration to determine range capability. A useful
method for solving range problems, which is helpful
especially if a great number of missions are to be
analyzed, is the range index curve. Fig. 3-131 illustrates
the development of this curve.
Chart A of Fig. 3.131 shows the cruise speed capability associated with the specific range and range index
curves of Charts B and C. This is a convenient presentation format and is used when calculating mission
cruise time. From the incremental range equation, the
index curves may be developed by cumulative integration of the expression. The trends shown in Chart C are
indicative of the performance capabilities generally obtained. The integration normally is carried out over
gross weights ranging from minimum operating weight
to the aircraft maximum gross weight. The convex nature of the index lines indicates that the increment in
available range increases with decreasing W for a constant amount of fuel burnoff.
Chart C also illustrates the use of a range index
curve. The range capability is obtained by entering
Chart B at the initial cruise gross weight W,o to obtain
the Rgo index, and by entering at the final gross weight
1f', (established by amount of fuel c
imed) to determine the Rg1 index. The mission rant hen is given by
Rg,,,, = R - Rg. Thus, the range can be determined for any amount of fuel used up to and including
full fuel. The special case of a ferry mission is discussed
in par. 3-4.2.4.6.
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3-4.2.4.4

Effect of Altitude and Gross Weight
Range

~of alt:,tude upon cruise speed for a nominal gros,

B, Fig. 3-132, shows typical variations of cruise speeds
as a function of altitude and gross weight. Chart C
illustrates the resulting variation in specific range with
attd.A ahgoswiha
liuecidto
exists at which the optimum specific range is available.

i!weight. At low altitudes, the helicopter is able to fly at
.,•
best-range speeds. As altitude increases, the normal
•power and structural envelope speeds decrease, e-•using
• !limitations
upon the maximum allowable speeds. Chart

This altitude corresponds to a condition where the helicopter is operating at the optimum LID, for the particular gross weight.
The increase in available specific range with increas-

•;on
•:Charts
:•

";;

A1 through A3, Fig. 3-132, illustrate th• effect

•

:"-

4

AIRSPEED V. kt

aj)

NO'

RANGE SPEED

~

-•;•!"'-•

x•';

CHART C
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"
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range for a given fuel weight is available at high alti-.
tudes; conversely, the maximum increment is available
at low altitudes for high gross weights. This is a result
of the altitude trends shown in Chart C. At all altitudes
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in Chart D, the lower weights exhibit superior range

increments for a given fuel weight.
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3-4.2.4.5
Effect of Wind on Range Capability
Prevailing winds affect both range capability and
optimum cruise speed. To compute the specific range
parameter with the effect of wind incorporated, it is
necessary only to add tail wind or to subtract head
wind from the true airspeed to find the resultant
ground speed. The specific range expression becomes:

~~ENVELOPE

Specific Range

(

,n

mil/lb

(3-174)

GROSS WEIGHT W,, lb

Vitt

Chart A, Fig. 3-133, illustrates the effect of wind on
the optimum airspeed required to maximize range capability. Chart B illustrates the variation of specific
range and airspeed for optimum range; the optimum
airspeed decreases for tail winds and increases for head
winds. Charts C and D present the variation of range

CHART C

with gross weight and winds. From Chart D, wind
effects are shown to have a significant impact on the
trends of the range index curve and can result in sub-
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Fig. 3-131. Ramp Ildex Method
ing altitude for lower gross weights is attributable to
the improvement ;n turbothnft engine efficiency that
occurs with increasing altitude. At high gross weights,
the increased power required due to altitude overcomes
the improved erngine characteristics. The locus of maximum specific ran-ge points in Chart C represents an
optimum altitude schedule for obtaining the maximum
available range at each gross weight. Chart D depicts
the effects of gross weight and altitude upon the range
index curves developed previously. This chort indicates
3-120

ing large quantities of cruise fuel.
3-4.2.4.6

INCREMENT

'

stantial adjustments in range capability when consider-

Ferry Range Capability and Range
Extension

To determine maximum range capability for a given
configuration, the helicopter is considered as carrying
no payload. Limitations that affect the'ferry range caare fuel capacity and takeoff criteria. Substan-

tially increased range capability can be achieved by
adding auxiliary fuel tanks. With their use, the empty
weight of the conflr.ration will increase by about 0.5
lb/gal of auxiliary fuzi for external tanks and 0.3 lb/gal
for internal bladder tanks. Examples of takeoff criteria
used when studying ferry mission capability are hover
requirements OGE or IGE, takeoff distance required to
clear a specified obstacle, or use of a rolling takeoff
from a runway. In some cases, the takeoff gross weight
may be limited by the design maximum gross weight.
The range capability of multiengine helicopters can
be extended further by shutting down one engine after
the gross weight is reduced sufficiently as a result of
fuel consumption and maintaining crsixse on the re
maining operating engine(s). This improvement in
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range derives princinaily from the SFC characteristics
of the turbine engine. At low gross weights, the reduced
power required for best-range speed precludes operating the engines at the optimum SFC level. By shutting

down one engine, the remaining engine(s) operate at
higher powers and nearer their maximum efficiency,
thereby extending the range over that acldevable when
all engines are operating. This technique has been used
3-121
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to establish world distance records for helicopters. Under normal circumstances, however, it is not common
practice to shut down one engine on ferry missions.
A helicopter ferry mission requires the use of operatalg conditions that will optimize range capability.
Thus, the aircraft starts at its maximum allowable gross
weight and cruises until its weight reaches the empty

weight plus required fuel reserves and fixed useful load.
To gain the most advantageous flight conditions, the
alrcraft performs a cruise climb at the optimum altitude-gross weight schedule of par. 34.2.4.4. Chart A of
Fig. 3.134 illustrates a typical altitude schedule for a
ferry mission. The initial portion of the mission is performed at low altitude (best for high gross weight range
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performance). Altitude is increased as fuel is burned off

\and gross weight decreases. The associated airspeed

schedule is shown in Chart B, Fig. 3-134, and it normally is limited by the structural envelope or by normal
power at high weights, and by 99% best-range speed at
lower gross weights. Chart C, Fig. 3-134, depicts the
gross weight-range schedule for a ferry mission and
illustrates the benefit of flying an optimum altitude
schedule as opposed to a constant altitude. In using an
optimum altitude cruise-climb, however, the power required to perform the climb must be considered. Chart
D illustrates the incremental climb power, which can
be computed using a rate of change of potential energy
relationship. The K, term in the expression is a climb
efficiency term. A more complete explanation of the
calculation of climb power is presented in par. 3-4.2.6.
Climb effects can be integrated into the specific range
computation by modifying the expression to:
(3-175)

('/DA),ma at each gross weight. The locus of
(L/De)C points forms a cruise schedule from which

However, it can be obtained with sufficient accuracy by
taking the operating conditions at the midpoint of the
mission, computing the shaft horsepower required for
climb ASHPI,, determining the associated incremental
fuel-flow rate A Wpand calculating the climb fuel as the
product of AWfand t (the total mission time). This fuel
component then is unavailable for cruise, and the ferry
range is computed using the remaining fuel and level
flight specific range values. Chart E illustrates the effect of cruising at optimum altitude as opposed to constant altitude. The climb power correction represents a
small reduction in the overall range capability,

the maximum range at each generalized gross weight
can be obtained. Chart B illustrates that there is a point
on the cruise schedule at which the optimum LID, is
available. The generalized weight and airspeed corresponding to this point provide the optimum specific
range value that can be achieved. For range missions
initiated at gross weights above the W,/8 for
(L/D, maximum specific range is obtained by flying
at sea level and following the cruise schedule cited.
When sufficient fuel is burned to decrease the grloss
weight to the W,/8 for (L/D%,,, the aircraft then begins a slow climb to maintain the W,18 value as the
gross weight decreases further. This procedure allows
the aircraft to cruise at optimum LID, and, therefore,
to obtain optimum range performance capability. For
missions initiated at gross weights below the
W,/8 for (L/O•,,, the maximum range is obtained by

Specific Range

-

cally to one generalized limit but are dependent upon
altitude and temperature. The effects of normal power
and structural envelope limitations normally need to be
considered only in the event of high gross weights or
extreme ambient temperature conditions. Range performance can b- computed at any desired altitude by
using Chart D and the appropriate pressure ratio 8 for
the socific altiwude, Chart D is shown for constant
N/Mi
However, the variation of specific range with
N/VO-is relatively minor compared with the effects of
gross weight and altitude.
The generalized method is not as accurate as the
dimensional approach, but in most cases it has sufficient accuracy for preliminary design range calculations. The generalized format also lends itself to explaining how increased range capability is obtained by
performing a cruise climb.
Fig. 3-136 illustrates generalized power polars at
constant generalized rotor speed. Superimposed upon
Chart A, Fig. 3-136, are lines that determine

3-4.2.4.7

+

S ie+(.SHp)CI
=

nmi/lb

Range
-F4PrParameter
arange in Generalized

As an alternative method for preliminary determination of performance, he*-opter range performance can
be computed in the generalized form without first computing dimensional quantities. Fig. 3-135 illustrates the
development of a generalized specific range parameter.
The procedure used to compute the generalized
range parameter is similar to that of par. ?-4.2.4.6,
differing only in the generalized nature of the final data.
Charts A through C, Fig. 3-135, depict the development of the rartge parameter as a function of generalized airspeed and generalized gross weight. The locus
of best range and 99% best range speeds is illustrated

envelope
in Chart C. Normal power and structural
limits are not shown because they do not collapse typi-

climbing initially to the altitude that gives W,/8 equal
to the desired value and then continuing a slow climb
to maintain this value as fuel is burned off.
Breguet Range Equation
3-4.2.4.8
Breguet developed an expression for the maximum
range Rg,, of a fixed-wing aircraft with a reciprocating engine power plant. The result is of the form (Ref.
72):

R9m.

25 ( .n

--W3

n mi

(3-176)
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propulsive efficiency,
dimensionless
that the aircraft is cruising at
assumes
expression
This
(L/D),.. throughout the mission by being flown at
constant angle of attack to maintain CL and CD constant while velocity is allowed to vary.
q,

whore

WV

c = shaft engine specific fuel
consumption, lb-fuel/hp-hr
Wji = initial and final gross weight,
respectively, lb
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"Asimilar expression was determined by Breguet for

where

a fixed-wing aircraft with a turbojet power plant:

)(

altitude), lb-fuelAb-thrust-hr

295' 1/2

9SC/o"
adimensionless

Max

F-

c' = jet engine specific fuel
consumption (function of

,

nmi

(3-177)

/~t

= ambient density ratio,
This expresion is valid strictly only when cruise is at'
constant altitude; however, Perkins and Hage (Ref. 72)
determined that it gives results within 3% of the op3-125
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timum range obtained by flying an optimum altitude

3251%

The Breguet approach can be extended to helicopters
with turboshaft power plants by making a f'ew modifications. The incremental range is given by Eq. 3.173.
Using Eq. 3-171, the incremental range equation
becomes

+ .' V

,n mif

(3-178)

34.2.5
Endurance
The endurance of a helicopter is defined as the length
of time for which it can remain airborne while using a
specified quantity of fuel. Search operations at slow
speeds (80-120 kt) or loiter operations are examples of
mission requirements that require maximum
endurance capability. The maximum endurance capa.
bility is achieved by operating the helicopter at the
speed for which minimum power is required. In the
discussion that follows, the method of analysis is de-

Now, introducing effective drag D, (Eq. 3-172), and

assuming lift equal to weight, the incremental range

expressionspecial
-325
dRg =-----

1IL\ dw
W
,n mi
Wscribed
""

(3-179)

and the effects of gross weight and altitude

upon endurance are discussed. In addition, an alternative analysis method that uses the Breguet endurance
equation is presented.
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The range thus is determined to be proportional to
LID, and the range again can be maximized by performing a cruise-climb to maintain L/D, at its optimum value as weight is reduced by fuel burnoff.
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3-4.2.5.1

Analysis Method

dW

The endurance capability can be determined if the
following elements are available:
1. Fuel flow versus power characteristics (generalized) of the installed engine(s)
2. Airspeed versus power polars (generalized or
dimensionless) for the helicopter,
Charts A, B1, and B2, Fig. 3-137, illustrate typical examples of these elements.
The engine fuel flow characteristics are obtained
from the manufacturer', detail specification, and the
aircraft performance can be obtained from one or more
of the following sources: flight test data, wind tunnel
model test data, or theoretically estimated data. The
engine fuel flow characteristics shall be 5% above the
manufacturer's specification to comply with Military
Specification requirements (MIL-C-501 1). The dimensional charts for helicopter performance (Charts C and
1), Fig. 3-137) can be obtained by applying the appropriate factors representing the specified ambient conditions to either dimensionless or generalized data because the. two methods yield equivalent results (par.
3.4.2.4).
The endurance capability of an aircraft is solely a
function of the rate at which fuel is consumed during
flight. To maximize endurance it is necessary to minimize fuel consumption W/. The engine power requirements therefore must be kept at a minimum, and this
requires that the aircraft be flown at the airspeed for
minimum power as illustrated in Chart D of Fig. 3-137.
From Chart D the power requirements at the speed for
maximum endurance can be obtained; entering Chart
C at the required power, the fuel consumption of the
engine(s) can be determined. The minimum fuel flow
thus is established as a function of gross weight, and
Chart E illustrates the typical trend of increasing fuel
flow requirements with increased gross weight. The
incremental endurance At is defined by

At

AWS

,hhr

(3-181)

where the fuel weiht.3-4.2.5.3
burned is equal to the change in aircraft
weight.
The total endikrance of an aircraft starting at an
initial gross weight W,, and ending at a final gross
weight W,1 is given by

t

,hr

-=

JW

(3-182)

Wf

This expression normally is evaluated by numerical
integration to determine endurance capability.
Another approach to this solution, one which is particularly valuable if a number of endurance requirements are to be analyzed, is the endurance index curve
shown in Chart F, Fig. 3-137. The index curve is obtained by cumulative integration of the expressiont
-A WW/g .The trends presented are typical of results
obtained for helicopters with turboshaft engines. If the
integration is performed from the maximum aircraft
weight to the minimum operating weight, the curve can
be used for all gross weights of interest. Fig. 3-137 also
presents an example of the use of the index curve. The
incremental endurance is obtained by entering the endurance index curves of Chart F at the initial gross
weight W• to determine the k iadex, and at the final
gross weight W,, (dictated by amount of fuel consumed) to determine the t, index. The endurance increment then is given by
t-ti.
Effect of Gross Weight and Altitude
on Endurance
The effects of gross weight and altitude on endurance
capability are shown in Fig. 3-138. For constant altitude conditions, the endurance increment increases
with decreasing gross weight for a constant increment
in fuel consumption. Fig. 3-138 further illustrates that
higher altitudes offer slightly better endurance capabilities especially at high gross weights. The range benefit
resulting from increased altitude is attributable to the
improvement in the efficiency of the turboshaft engine
with altitude as well as to the decreased fuselage and
blade profile drag.
The effect of variation in minimum power required
due to small changes in rotor speed is relatively minor
compared to the effects of gross weight and altitude,
and generally can be ignored.
Prevailing winds, which are an important consideration whcn computing range performance, have no effect upon endurance capability because enaurance is
dependent solely on fuel consumption rate.
3-4.2.5.2

Breguet Endurance Equation

The approach used by Breguet to develop an expression for range capability also can be used to obtain an
endurance expression. For a fixed-wing aircraft with a
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reciprocating engine power plant, the endurance expression is (Ref. 72)
37.9--

~

max

'.,°,,=
~

7Wo1/2

/

1

j

,o;e

I

dRg

/

,hr

(3-183)

endurance, the quantity
CI' 2 /Co must be maximized. -:ueto a- in Eq. 3-183,
the maximum endurance is available at low altitudes
for equivalent values of C"'2 /CD
For a fixed-wing aircraft with a turbojet power plant,
a similar expression is obtained:

I=-)

,hr (3-18

To integrate Eq. 3-186, it is helpful to make use of
another system of dimensionless quantities that ina freesimilar
streamto fixed-wing
dynamic pressure term (q=
P)'/2)
icopter coefficients tbr lift L, and effective drag DA are
given by
L=

-p(.69w(2R)2L
I
2W. 1t/2
= 1.- 1^2
V T.6-9
:p-2-R;Y
~

,

i"

"

(3-187)
}(,kt

,kt

(3-184)
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X
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To achieve

and from Eq. 3-179

Dex

X\.691

,lb
(3-188)

*

This expression is strictly valid only for constant altitude because SFC is a function of altitude. Optimum
endurance is obtained when the aircraft maintains a
flight velocity that maximizes (L/D)/c'.
Extending the Breguet technique to helicopters with
turboshaft
power
plants, a similar expression can be
obtained. The
incremental
endurance is given by Eq.
3-182. Thus
,hr

dt=
-

t~~

LrID =L ID
e
c e,

dim~ensionless

whewre
1.69 V

velocity, fps (V is velocity in
kt)
2R= rotor diameter, ft
-= rotor solidity, dimensionless
A development of this dimensionless system can be
found in Ref. 73. Eq. 3-186 then rearranges to

(3-185)

H

dt=--

j

j

X

_2___

L112

)
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i

d Wg

h(31

9
(3.189)

,hr
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and integrating over the limits of W10to 91,, yields

2t
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L

[P
~1 (2R7

1
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Lc 3/2•

Cl
hr (3-190)

GROSS WEIGHT GW, lb
Fig, 3-138. Effect of Grows Weight and Altitude on
Endurance
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For typical helicopters with turboshaft power plants,
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capability is determined by entering at a specified
weight and pressure altitude to determine the rate of
climb at standard temperature conditions on the baseline, and then following the guide line to obtain azi
correction for operations at nonstandard
temperatures. This format provides only an approximate correction for operations at nonstandard temperatures because the guide lines represent a mean of the
variation of engine power available and aircraft power
with temperature over a range of altitudes.
Forward rate of climb R/Cis calculated with the aid
the power relationship of Eq. 3-191.
33,000(ASHP)K

"R/C =,

, fpm

(3-191)

"AIRSPEEDV,kt
Fig. 3-139. Level Flight Power Required

where
ASHP

the product generally is constant with altitude, showing
a slight increase in endurance capability with increased
altitude.
3-4.2.6

Rate of Climb-Maximum and
Vertical

3-4.2.6.1
Basic Considerations
Rate of climb capability is derived from the power
available beyond that required for level flight or hover.
The variation with forward speed in power required for

=

excess power available above
level flight power required at a

fixed airspeed as shown in Fig.
3-139, hp
K, = climb efficiency factor,
dimensionless
Maximum rate of climb for a given weight occurs at
the speed at which power required for level flight is at
a minimum. This speed increases with increasing
weight and altitude. A typical plot of minimum level
flight power required, obtained from a "crossplot" of
existing power polars, as shown in Fig. 3-142, is used
as the basis for determining the excess power available

level flight and power available is shown in Fig. 3-139.
The excess power available is represented by the crosshatched area. Typical rate of climb characteristics for
a helicopter are shown in Fig. 3-140.
Methods for determining the climb efficiency term
K., the rate of climb capability at low forward speeds
amid at maximum forward speeds, and the vertical rate
of climb are described in the paragraphs that follow,

used in Eq. 3-191.
Flight test experience on existing helicopters has
shown that a climb efficiency factor K, must be applied
to allow for transmission efficiency, rotor efficiency
(induced velocity and power variations in climb), and
increases in fuselage download. The increase in download results from the added vertical component of the
flight path velocity and the increase in rotor induced
velocity.

3-4.2.6.2
Forward Climbveoiy
Fig.3-14
1 illust
iorwm as uThe

climb efficiency factor can be obtained from
flight test data simply by relating the actual climb performance to that determined from the theoretical
power relationship (ASHP - W/(R/C). If flight test
data are not available, the following method is used to
define the value of K, at a given airspeed. The rotor
performance map shown in Chart A, Fig. 3-143, is
generated either from model test results (including rotor and fuselage) or from theoretical trim and power
analyses that provide for both rotor and fuselage effects
(fuselage drag, download, and rotor/fuselage interference). The lines of constant power define the locus of

Fig. 3-141 illustrates typical formats used to present
forward climb performance. The charts define specific
climb capabilities at fixed gross weights and ambient
conditions tor a given engine power level. Chart A
presents RIC performance variation with altitude at
various gross weights and standard day temperatures at
altitude. Chart B provides RIC data at a given gross
weight, showing the effect of nonstandard day temperatures at altitude.
A format frequently used to present climb capability
in Operator's Manuals is shown in Chart C. Climb
3-130
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K
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R ASHP x 33.000 x Kp ~fpm

LI-

"AIRSPEED V. k

A

*ADDITIONAL 5%FOR TAIL ROTOR POWER
Fig. 3-140. ".rl Capability
possible lift and propulsive force F,,combinations for a
particular helicopter configuration. The level flight
trim condition shown in Chart A is defined for a pro.
pulsive -3-131
force of zero for various gross weights and powcrs. In level flight, the climb angle y is zero and, therefore, the lift equals the gross weight.
Chart
B, Fig. 3.143, illustrates the vector diagram
.....
used to calculate rate of climb using excess net propulsive force AF,, at constant gross weight. The asoiated
force relation3hip is shown in Chart C. An arc of constant gross weight is constructed across the lines of
constant power. A resultant vector representing gross
weight is drawn from the origin to each operating point
on the power curves and is resolved into an excess
propulsive force AFTand a net lift W,cos v. The excess
propulsive force defines the climb angle as shown in Eq.
3-192.

~y= in1(AF~W,),deg(3-92)

Climb velocity is determined with the aid of Eq.
3-193 using the climb angle y derived in Eq. 3-192. The
airspeed for which the rotor map is presented represents the flight path speed V~,,,
V= V

t

sin~y

fp

(3.1931)

where V,., and Vpj are in ft/sec units.
The increased power required to achieve the calculated climb velocity is the difference between the trim
point and the operating point defined on the power map
at constant gross weight. This increased power is comnbined with the climb velocity in Eq. 3.194 to calculate
the value of K,
K1,i

dimensionless

(3-194)

The climb efficiency factor is developed at airspeeds

AMCP 706-201

*

defined by minimum level flight power required. Because rotor efficiency in a climrh remains essentially
constant at speeds above minimum power, K, varies
with rate of climb and is difficult to determine for a
"general condition. Therefore, to insure an accurate
evaluation of climb performance in tlc. low-speed region, the use of power maps in lieu of the power equation is recommended,
Fig. 3.144 illustrates the calculation technique used
with Eq. 3-191 to determine maximum rate of climb.

The engine power available at a desired ambient condition is derived from data provided by the engine manufacturer (see Chart A). Chart B then is used to determine the associated minimum level flight power
required at a given weight.
The excess power-the difference between power required and power available--is used in Eq. 3-191 with
the previously established K. it determine the climb
rate. This process is repeated at different weights and
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Fig. 3-141. Forward Climb CapMbIlty--Graidcal Format
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ambient conditions in order to obtain the series of climb
curves shown in Chart C.
Service and Combat Ceilings
Service ceiling is defined as the maximum altitude ai
which the aircraft exhibits a 100 fpm rate of climb
capability at a given temperature, while combat ceiling
requires a climb capability of 500 fpm. These ceilings
normally are defined at besi climb speed, using normal
ot intermediate engine power ratings. Fig. 3-145 illus.
trates the standard presentational format for multiengine service andccmbat ceilings, andone engine inoperative (0E1) service ceiling. A ceiling is derived by
entering the appropriate chart at the desired gross
weight and temperature; e.g., for a typical helicopter at
a gross weight of 36,000 lb and operating at an ambient
3-4.2.6.3

temperature of 20"C, the multiengine service ceiling is

*

8000 ft, the combat ceiling is 7000 ft, and the OEI
service ceiling is 4700 ft.
The ceiling capability chart is determined from a
cross-plot of the climb capability/attitude chart (Fig.
3-141) at the climb rate associated wi'h service or combat ceiling. An alternative calculation method, which
can be used in the absence of a climb capability plot,
pis
depicted in Fig. 3-146. First, the values of minimum
power required for level flight (Chart A) are adjusted
to reflect the additional climb power required for the
100 and 500 fpm climb rates, using the power relationship of Eq. 3-19 1.These values of total power required
in climb are plotted in Chart C for a given altitude and
temperature. Then, the resultin8 data are combined
with -thegiven power available at the ambient condition
of interest to calculate ceiling capability as follows.
Enter Chart B at a specific pressure altitude to determine the engine power available at the ambient temperature. Trace right to Chart C at fixed power and inter-

STANDARD
00

,,p g

. =)E,.
-•,bility

E

R

SPEE

1climb

CYC

GROSS WEIGHT W., Ib

Fig. 3-142. Minimum Level Flight Power Required

sect the power required curve for the desired rate of
climb. From this intersection, trace down to determine
the gross weight. The gross weight and pressure altitude then are combined to form the ceiling capaoility
(Chart D). OEI service ceiling is calculated in a similar
manner.
3-4.2.6.4
Time, Fuel. 4nd Distance to Clinmb
A typical graphical presentation of the time required, fuel used, and horizontal distance covered in a
climb was shown in Fig. 3.121. These curves provide
a direct reading of climb ai a given altitude as a function of gross weight.
ofthe folimg relationi
shedethrou
plished through the use of the following relationship:
At_,.

,h_*.3.95

1/2

,ran

(3-195)

where
w e

= change in altitude, ft
(R/C)o = initial rate of climb, fpm
(R/C), = final rate of climb, fpm
Fuel consumed and horizontal distance traveled during
the climb are cIculated from the time to climb and the
average buel flow rate and true airspeed applicable during the climb. For climbs of long duration, several
smaller increments oi altitude change may be used,
smalle rements f titue angemay beind
with the results for time, fuel, and distance each being
summed to obtain the inal result.
Vertical Climb
3-4.2.6.5
Fig. 3-147 illustrates the manner in which vertical
r
whicertical
Fig. 3-147illtratesene in
climb capability is presented in performance documents. Chart A presents sea level vertical rates of climb
at various temperature conditions as a function of gross
weight. Vertical climb capability for a series of gross
weights at varying altitudes is provided by Chart B.
Chart C presents OGE hover capability with a vertical
correction chart in a manner normally incorporated in an aircraft Operator's Manual. Use of this
format is initiated by determining the OGE hover capaat the ambient condition of interest from the
upper portion of the chart. The correction for a given
"R/Cthenis applied by following the guideline to obtain
the maximum gross weight at which the desired vertical climb capability exists.
Fig. 3-148 presents a typical breakdown of hover
power required and illustrates the relationship of the
component power requirements to the excess power
used to calculate vertical climb.
3-133
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Mw vertical climb capability, neglecting downlomd,
is epreised in term of the total velocity through the
rotor disk &Wd the equivalent rotorlinduced velocity
RIC

6(W=

•,,j)

,fpm

The total velocity Uls defln'4 4or a specified thrut
and engine power available as
fv•n-.,&n•po(fl
U =
T ops

(3-196)

fps

(3-197)

where
U = total velocity through the rotor,
fos
v = rotor-induced velocity in the
climb, fps

where
,*p.,
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Ap. = rotcr proflle horsepower
(theoretical)
T =gromweiht + hover
download, lbT
The equvalent Yotor-induced velocity in climb is
related to both the total velocity and the hover-induced
velocity asfollowL
a,

98

I fp(s

u
-

as

The rotor-induced velocity in hover can be expressed

SS0
=fp

where

4

g,=4e

4,,

(3-1"9)

(4*p + tanl rotor

hover horsepower required a.
the spec~dW thrust
II&analsis umes that the rotor profile power in
vertical climb is equivalent to that in hover. This asumption is valid for arotor employinag blades or nonlinear twist and has sufficient accuracy for application
to a typical bla ckwith linear twist.313
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The computation of vertical climb capability as
discussed is based upon a zero fuselage downloadD
V,1
condition. Fuselage vertical drag in a vertical climb is
dependent upon the sum of the climb velocity and
the rotor-induced velocity. An increase in fuselage
download during a vertical climb requires an increase
in rotor thrust over that required to hover. Eq. 3-200
presents a method of calculating vertical drag in
climb D~:dimensionless
k.

CHART

.. CS
2

V +~)
c
DV cl

,b(32)

where
Col, = mean drag coefficient of
fuselage in vertical flow.
Sy-planform area of fuselage
exposed to the vertical flow, ft'
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FIft 34145. Service and Combat Ceiling Capability
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Fi.3-146. Ceillfg CAPabilty Caklcultle
A more rigorous calculation of vertical climb download would relate the individual fuselage section drag
coefficients and areas to their positions relative to the
rotor, and would allow for downwash velocities less
than 2v, i.e., not an infinite distance downstream (par.
3-2.1.1.9).

Takeoff and L dnln

3-4.2.7
3-4.2.7.1

General

Typical takeoff proflile ate shown in Fig. 3-149.
The vertical takeoff profile can be achkeed by a helicopter only if power available is in excess of that required for hover out-of-ground effect (HOGE). The
3-137
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ts..
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*

realistically base upon a height-velocity profile such
OUIS3 uko pafti b.used whuen the hellcopter has
as that shown in Fig. 3-150.
kas power available tha that required to howe inWhen a helicopter is operatd in accordance with its
raund effect (MGM
A pratical consideratio that usualy dictato the height-velocity lim~t~atns, the takeoff isaccomplished
by accelerating in level flogt from hover to the airspeed
takeoff priClle used in service is the IWumIO3 Pil10U
bandin cagbility followin an engine failure Unass at which the altitude above the ground can be in0
:• .i•t"
" .' .. is capAble (or very
.
the,,,.helicopter
nearly so) of hoverins creased. By climbing
at the minimum safe speed. the
with one engine inoperative 0111, it cannot return with
aircramft can climb at the maximum climb angle until it
safety vertically to thetakeoff point folloing an eallinO e asapeiedotclhig.Mnmu tkof
aef
safe takeoff height/velocity coridor cenas&4idosal egt iiu
falhwe. A typica
.¢
is sowIn~g.3.10.
or heicoterwit suficent
distance capability is derived from the power available
power to HIOGE. the maxim um safe hover height at inexcess of that required for level, unaccelerated flight.
The excess power required for acceleration and climb
zero velocty is typically About 0.5 to 0.6 times the rotor
is depicted in Fig. 3-151.
diameter. Tberefome takeoff capabilities are estimated
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)

The landing capability also is predicated upon observing the safe height-velocity profile shown in Fig.
3-150. A typical landing profile is shown in Fig. 3-152.
Another consideration when determining the takeoff
and landing distance capabilities is the ability to present a readable, repeatable airspeed indication to the
pilot during the takeoff and landing maneuvers. Hellcopter airspeed measurement systems in use today gen-

orally are not capable of providing an adequate airspeed
indication at speeds below 20.30 kt during takeoff and
landing operations.
Throughout the takeoff and landing operations.
speed and at 'tude change continually under the influence of the pt. *s control inputs. Consideration of thiz
nonunitbnn motion rarely is necessay when determining performance capabilities of the helicopter. T'he
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takeoff distance calculations that follow can be made

The power available and the aircraft attitude limita-

with sufficient accuracy by considering only the lift.
drag, and propulsive forces while ignoring the inertia
forces associated with the nonuniform motions that
occur during the maneuver,

tions shown in Chart B, Fig. 3-153, define the maximum propulsive force available for accelerating the
aircraft. This propulsive force is divided by the gross
weight to define the variation of horizontal acceleration
am capability with true airspeed as indicated in Chart

3.4.2.7.2
Takeoff Performance
The takeoff maneuver consists of three separate
parts: acceleration, rotation, and climb. The paragraphs that follow describe the method for analyzing
each phase nf the maneuver. A series of helicopter
performance charts, including fuselage characteristics,
is used to derive the basic data.

3-4.2.7.2.1

Acceleration
Chart A, Fig. 3-153, illustrates a performance chart
and the method of obtaining the propulsive force F.and
power required at a fixed lift (constant vertical thrust)
for evaluating Il-vel acceleration. Chart B, which is
derived from Chart A, presents a summary of net propulsive force AF, for the airspeed range of interest
during the acceleration. To provide an accurate appraisal of capability, this diagram reflects IOE operation.

A, Fig. 3-15.
Integration of this curve, by taking increments in
airspeed and average acceleration a,, defines the increse in true airspeed with time presented in Chan B,
Fig. 3-160. Strip integration of the airspeed/time variation results in the total distance associated with the
acceleration phase of the takeoff maneuver shown in
Chart C. To define the performance characteristics
with accuracy, the strip integration must use very small
increments of velocity and time. This integration is
accomplished mott efficiently by a computer.
3-4.2.7.2.2 Rotation
When the target airspeed for climb is reached, t.lie
helicopter is rotated from a nose-low attitude to the
trim attitude for climb, and a fixed airspeed is maintained. This attitude change may be u much as 20 deg
for takeoffs using moderate power. During the rota-
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Fig. 3-151. Power RequIrements for Takeoff
tion, the aircraft continues to accelerate slightly in the
horizontal plane while accelerating vertically to the
power-limited rate of climb speed. A rigorous analysis
of the rotation would include specific aircraft pitch rate
capability ag/dt and evaluation of the horizontal and
vertical acceleration at constant power and some average pitch attitude.
A reasonable approximation of the distance traveled
during rotation ;s made by assuming a typical pitch rate
(8-10 deg/sec) and calculating the time required to
rotate. The power-limited climb attitude is defined
from power charts at the desired airspeed and rate of
climb. Eq. 3-201 is used to derive the time interval for
rotation At,,:

-e

,ec

(3-201)

where
(AG/A), = nominal pitch rate, deg/sec
O0,= trim climb attitude, deg
O8, = acceleration attitude, deg
If airspeed and altitude are assumed constant during
the rotation, the distance required for the rotation is
equal to the product of the rotational airspeed and the
rotational time from Eq. 3-201.
3-4.2.7.2.3 Climb
Following the rotation, the aircraft initiates the
climb phase at a constant speed. The power map of Fig.
3-155, Chart A, is used to derive the rate of climb
capability at the fixed airspeed. A vector representing
gross weight is drawn to the various operating points
along the constant-power lines, and the resulting excess
net propulsive force is converted to a steady rate of

climb using Eqs. 3-192 and 3-193. A summary of rate
of climb capability at fixed gross weight and several
3-141
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airspeeds and power levels is presented in Chart B, Fig.
3-155. Because the aircraft is climbing away from the
ground at some forward speed, ground. effect is not
included. This chart is used to derive the time and

distance required to travel from level acceleration
height to obstacle heigbt.
Fig. 3-156 presents a series of charts that detail the
climb distance analysis. Chart A of Fig. 3-156 is
derived from Chart B of Fig. 3-155 at a given engine
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A/s

=

Vý,GAz)

, ft

Acceleration Phase

to climb at a selected airspeed. Chart C, Fig. 3-156, is
constructed using the horizontal component of the
flight path speed.

(3.202)

As= Vfi "t~o 1 Vf
A given obstacle height is used to determine the time

1Pfh"')Att

323
(32)
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where y is Sin` (VJ/V,&,,j).
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3.4.2.7.3.1

dfinhed
c
aiboutvTe mrvdsaximeaumrlibe

Approach

provides
a measure
climb angle
defined
aboveThe
of The
the steepness
of ythe
climbout.
maximum
climb

developed
from
Multiengine
power
charts in landing
a mannercapability
similar toisthat
used in deter-

angle, as limited by power available, will provide the
minimum takeoff distance. Considerations of lowspeed operation in the height-velocity diagram and
low-speed airspeed measurement system accuracy may
LEmil the climb angle to less than maximum obtainable
with available power and thereby lengthen the takeoff
distance.

power
tskin a manesil
tha
uaedin determining takeoff
capability. Forar the
landing
situation,
negative values of net propulsive force are used to define the rate of descent at a fixed gross weight and
several airspeeds. Fig. 3-157 illustrates the development of the power requirement tbr the initial descent
at fixed airspeed. The diagram is constructed similarly
to Fig. 3-155 and the resulting negativi. propulsive

Landing Performance

The landing maneuver consists of three phases: approach, attitude flare, and deceleration. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-152. During the initial descent to the
landing area, the airspeed and the rate of descent are
held constant. As the ground is approached, an attitude
flare is initiated (pitch attitude rotation) by increasing
pitch attitude above the flight trim value. During the
initial flare, the rate of descent is reduced to zero for
a hover landing condition or to an acceptable descent
rate for a roll-on landing. The final approach is made
at zero or a small rate of descent with pitch attitude
sufficiently above trim to supply a decelerating thrust.
When there is not sufficient power to perform an IGE
hover, a roll-on landing at some forward airspeed is

force is converted to a steady descent rate using the
relationships of Eqs. 3-192 and -193, with the climb
angle y replaced by the descent angley o. Chart B, Fig.
3-157, is derived from Chart A for constant gross
weight at several flight path airspeeds Vj, .,k and
negative propulsive forces - AF,. The rate of descent
normally is limited to the zero power (autorotation)
condition. If the rate of descent is increased beyond this
condition, the rotor speed will increase above the trim
power-on setting.
Fig. 3-158 illustrate6 the analysis of the initial approach phase of landing. An average value for the apprOach rate of descent is chosen from Chart A, Fig.
3-158. Because the landing is not power-limited, several
combinations of approach airspeed and rate of descent
are possible. Approach speeds of 30-40 kt and rates of

required. The geometry of the particular helicopter will
dictate landing pitch attitude limitations based upon
tail rotor, landing gear, or fuselage clearances.

descent of 1000-1500 fpm are conditions commonly
used for both dual- and single-engine landings. Chart
B is derived using several values for approach rate of

3-4.2.7.3
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Fig. 3-155. Development of Takeoff Performance Climb Capability
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descent and various descent times as shown on the
chart.

ous treatment of this transient condition would employ
power charts to define the propulsive force and net lift

shown in Chart C, Fig. 34°158, is defined by the honrizontal component of the flight path speed in the same
manner as climb distance is calculated (Eq. 3-203) but
with descent angle yD= Sin` (V 0/V•,,•) in lieu of
climb angle.
3-4.2.7.3.2 Rotat/on

tion of the height lost and distance traveled during
fuselage rotation is derived using a typical pitch attitude rate (8-10 deg/sec). The time is calculated as

... The distance traveled during the initial descent as

During the rotation phase, the fuiselage is rotated
nose-up to provide horizontal deceleration and to
reduce the rate of descent. Deceleration is achieved by
converting the negative propulsive force associated
with the rate of descent to a decelerative force. Rigor-

POWER
AVAILABLE CONSTANT
PWER AVAILABLjCONSTANT

'YFLIGHT PATH SPEED

Vflt

path ,fps

CTof
CHART B
S
.

.

.The
iAt TO CLIMB

TIME Ad, sec i
___Chart

CHART C
R
E
2" t•s REQUIRED

ýs

_

END OF
ATTITUDE
ROTATION

(3-204)

where
Of = body attitude for level
deceleration, deg
OD= body attitude during approach,
deg

()fl=

2__

(At)f,

ft

(3-205)

The horizontal distance traveled is equal to the product

the approach airspeed and the time required to flare,
from Eq. 3-204.

%
.

(•l /t)

flare time increment are used to define the height loss
the initial flare,

S'during

--

(At)f/?

The average rate of descent during rotation and the

CHART A

o

at each fuselage angle during rotation. An approxima-

TIME At, sec

Fig. 3-156. Takeoff Performance

-

Climb Phase

3-4.2.7.3.3

Deceleration

final attitude flare is accomplished at a fixed rate
of descent while the helicopter is being decelerated to
the horizontal touchdown speed. Fig. 3-159 illustrates
the use of power charts to determine the power requirements and decelerative forces. The vector diagram of
A, Fig. 3-159, is constructed in a manner similar

to the takeoff condition diagram; however, the net propulsive force is negative. Chart B defines the power
requirements during the deceleration for a fixed gross
weight. At the higher airspeeds, autorotation (zero
power) limits the deceleration: maximum attitude
limits deceleration at the low airspeeds.
The deceleration capability shown in Chart A, Fig.
3-160, is derived from Chart B of Fig. 3-159 for the
specific gross weight. Chart B, Fig. 3-160, presents a
time history of approach velocity while Chart C, Fig.
3-160, defines the distance traveled during the deceleration. The total landing distance over a specified obstacle height is the sum of the three component distances
of the landing maneuver.
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Airspeed-altitude limitatnms of helicopters em be
categorzd as those relating to power, structural integrity, stability, maneuverability, and comfort. The rela.
tive importance of each factor is dependent upon the
configuration and the operatio.4 application. For ex.
ample* a helicopter carrying bulky external loads can
be speed-constrained by those loads. Mission requirements may include extreme maneuver ability, which
means substantial control margins and maneuvering
capabilities, and the airspeeds and/or altitudes at
"whichthese are not available become limitations upon
the helicopter flight envelope,
Helicopter speed capability tends to decrease with

errors but Including the sea level standard adiabatic
compressible flow correction. (Thls latter correction is
included in the calibration of the airspeed instrument
dials.)
2. CAS. Calibrated airspeed is equal to the airspeed indicator reading corrected for position and instrument mrror. (As a result of the sea level adiabatic
compressible flow correction to the airspeed instrument dial, CAS is equal to the true airspeed (TAS) in
standard atmosphere at sea level.)
3. EAS. Equivalent airspeed is equal to the airspeed indicator reading corrected for position error,
instrument error, and for adiabatic compressible flow
for the particular altitude. (EAS isequal to CAS at sea
level in standard atmosphere.)
4. TAS., True airspeed of the helicopter relative to

altitude as retreating blade stall produces excessive

undisturbed air.

3-4.3

S~

AISNPKE"D.ATIJDE UMIS

blade and control system vibratory loads. The addition
of a wing permits speed capability to be maintained to
higher altitudes. Adding auxiliary propulsion allows
Shigher sped at all altitudes provided adequate power
is available (Fig. 3-161).
The paragraphs that follow discuss the various helicopter airspeed-altitude constraints and their sensitivity to design parameters and mission requirements.
3-4.3.2

Diitions

-'

however, limits itself to use of true airspeed, a practice

consistent with the requirements of MIL-C-50 I1for
definition of standard aircraft characteristics.
Altitude also can be defined in several ways. Abso-

lute, or tapeline, altitude is the measured distance
above a ground reference, as would be recorded by a
radar altimeter. Pressure altitude is the altitude above

static airspeed indicator reading as installed in the helicopter without correction for airspeed indicator system

mean sea level in a standard atmosphere at which a
given barometric pressure is to be found. Pressure alti-

CHART B

CHART A
NET LIFT L, Ib
1WgCOS) d)
FLIGHT PATH
TRUE AIRSPEED -40 kt
OUT*OF*GROUND
!•:

,

The true airspeed to equivalent airspeed relationship
TAS = EAS(po/p)" 2 is shown graphically in Fig. 3162. Indicated airspeed often is used in describing heficopter performance because flight handbooks are in the
pilot's frame of reference. The discussion following,

Speeds commonly defined are:
1. IAS. Indicated airspeed is equal to the pitot
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Fig. 3157. Development of Approach Rate of Descent
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tude is recoriled by a standard barometric altimeter
that is set to a standard sa level pressure of 29.92 in.
of mercury. Density altitude is pressure altitude adjusted for temperature deviations from standal e.g.,
MIX0 ft pressure altitude at 95'F is equivalent to 9600
ft density altitude (same density as 9600 ft pressure
altitude at standard day temperature). Density altitude

ent performance factors. In this dscuusaon, however,
altitude refers to presure altitude under standard atmospheric conditions.

often is a convenient way to normalize density-depend-

the power available. Power-f•'

3,4,3,•1

Cpntradyti

The fundamental limitation up
speed at which required pof,..
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Pig. 3-158. Laoding Perfem"ce
Phane

each speed category generally is defined by the aircraft
detail specification or, in its absence, by MIL-C-SO I.
Power-limited speed usually is maximized at some
nominal altitude and varies only slightly with altitude

at standard temperature. However, temperature varla-

OF DESCENT

--

,eis simply the

ouash avilable power.

Available power may be const. ainod by engine output
or by transmission rating. The engine rating usable for

CHART A
Ui
.•

-,ti flight speed is
.z

0

tion has significant impact upon power available bethe power output of turbine engines is very sensitive to ambient temperature.
The minimum flight speed of a helicopter also can be
power-limited. At zero airspeed, altitude is constrained
the OGE hover ceiling. The power-limited speed
is shaped like an inverted power-requred
curve.
Constraints also are imposed by requirements for
safe recovery in the event that an engine becomes inoperative. This criterion will normally define minimum
and maximum speed limitations. The altitude-velocity
diagram defines the airspeed altitude envelope within
which the aircraft can operate and still recover safely
an engine power loss (Fig. 3-163).
The low-speed/altitude boundary is determined by
the ability to autorotate and land safely in the case of
loss. Recoverability from partial or complete
power loss also may define the high-speed boundary.
At speeds above some limiting value, a sudden reduction in power may produce an unacceptable loss of
rotor rpm or altitude before speed can be reduced to the
power limit. This characteristic is a dynamic one
that is dependent upon rotor inertia and pilot response,
thus is not generalized easily. However, as helicopspeeds approach 200 kt, it may become an important constraint upon allowable speed at low altitude.
Obviously, one engine inoperative (OEI) criteria are
influenced directly by the aumber of engines installed.
Introduction of transmission rating limitations upon
power
is a method often used to insure ademargin.
quate power
3.4.3.4

-

Aro*

Structural Constraint

Structural limitations upon helicopter flight speeds
can be broken down into those relating to one or more
3.147
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of four areas: the airframe, the rotor blades, the rotor
rotor shaft.
and theintegrity
oystem,
control
for level flight is keyed
Airframe
structural

and compressibility on the advancing blade, contribute
a given rotor system
to increased vibratory stresses. For
and rpm, stmiss-limited speed tends to vary inversely

to dynamic pressure. The surface pressures, both pos.
tive and negative, generated by the slipstream must be
within design limits. Helicopters assume various pitch
and sideslip orientations depending upon CG location
and cideponroienptainsdthepressures mupo Ce location
and control input, and the pressures must be acceptable
within a given range of this angular orientation. Because surface pressures are directly proportional to free
stream dynamic pressure, speed is very critical. Within

with gross weight. Both main and tail rotor blade
stresses, of course, must be considered.
Rotor system control loads represent one of the most
significant constraints upon helicopter speed. As with
blade stresses, control loads have both a steady and a
vibratory content. Steady loads are a function of blade
l
loading and control system geometry, while vibratory

approi~riate margins for trim orientation and gust conditions, the airframe structural true airspeed envel6pe

Because it is configured to govern blade pitch angle,
the control system is very sensitive to blade bending
and aerodynamic pitching moments. Thus, control
loads build up rapidly with blade deflection when the
retreating blade tip begins to stall, and an aerodynamic
nose-dow i pitching moment isgenerated. The onset of
an be
angle of
the ange
related toThe
be related
stall can
bladee stc
retrea' ;,g blad
attack of the blade tip, which in turn is established by

altitude and temperature as air denincrease with
will
sity decreases
(following a constant equivalent airspeed
line).
Rotor blade stresses represent another important
structural
constraint.
degree ofupon
bladeboth
structural
steady
is'dependent
may occurThdamage that
adamage tatomay occures
s dependerte.
un brthe steady
and vibratory stresses generated. The higher the steadyF
stress, the lower the allowable vibratory stress for the
same damage criteria. Steady stress is a function
primarily of gross weight and centrifugal force, and is
S
relatively insensitive to speed and altitude. Vibratory
stress, on the other hand, arises because of variations
in loading as the blade rotates azimuthally, and is
speed-sensitive. As speed increases, the variation in the
loading on the advancing and retreating blades increases, causing higher vibratory loads and corresponding stresscs. Both high angle of attack and stall on the
retreating blade, and possibly negative angle of attack

loads.

dynamic pressure and required blade lift. For a
given gross weight, therefore, onset of stall is proportional to the square of the net tip speed and air density.
Thus, for a given level of acceptable control load, limit
speed will vary approximately as:

V

S

fps

-

-p,

lam

where
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For conventional helicopters, che empiriCal constant
k generally is in the order of 50 Wb/ft2
A large number of rotor modifications that can help
alleviate retreating blade stall and attendant control
loads suggest themselves. The maximum blade lift coefficient can be increased with cambered airfoil sections
or boundary layer contiol with appropriate consideration for the associated aerodynamic pitching moment.
Spanwise loading can be optimized with high twist,
second harmonic featherirng control, and laiterak CG
offset obtained with offset or semirigid flapping hinges.
And, of course, the rotor can be unloaded either by
increasing blade area or by incorporating a wing and/
or auxiliary propulsion.
Rotor shaft stresses in bending are caused by the hub
moment generated by the rotor to trim the helicopter
in an acceptable attitude. The required hub moment is
a function of gross weight, speed, and CG location. If
a requirement to keep the airframe reasonably level at
extreme CG excursions demands very high hub mo3-149
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IControllability
,
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AIRSPEED V,kt

I. 3-164. Typical Stractarl Altitede-sieed
Constraints

ments, limiting shaft stresses may constrain speed or
altitude.
The general character of individual structural al.
titude/airspeed limits now can be summarized. Airframe constraints are proportional to dynamic pressure
so that allowable true airspeed increases with altitude
(Fig. 3-164). Blade stresses are dependent chiefly upon
gross weight and speed, and are independent of altitude. Control loads are a function of both gross weight
and altitude, and generally represent the most limiting
structural constraint. Shaft stresses generally are not
limiting.
It must be remembered that the sensitivity of blade
stresses and control loads to gross weight is more properly a sens-tivity to blade lift, so that speed increases
can be realized through the use of wings and/or auxiliary propulsion to unload the rotor and expand the
envelope,
Stablity Constraints

Stability is the tendency to return to equilibrium
following a disturbance. A flight condition resulting in
any uncontrollable instability is unacceptable, and, in
fact, a generous margin must be provided for level
flight condiaons to accommodate necessary maneuvering and potential gust loadings.
Stability constraints upon airspeed consist of those
introduced by the retor, the blades, the airframe, and
an external load. Generalization as to the relative importance of these, and definition of specific trends with
regard to altitude or gross weight, is found in Chapter
6. The significance of'stability limits cannot be overemphasized, however, as the consequences of flying inadvertently into an unstable regime can be catastrophic.
3-150

is a less-specific property than stability, and relates to speed, accuracy, and the ease with
which the helicopter can be made to maneuver from the

i
I AIRF
. ~ tMEEsteady-state flight condition.
The most obvious controllability limitation is that

S
LOADS

3-4.3.5

Maneuverability and Controllability

established by maximum available control travel. A

obtains forward propulsion by superimpos-

ing a longitudinal cyclic blade angle variation on top of
the collective pitch required to provide lift. The location of the CG imposes the most significant variant in
control requirements. The aerodynamic trim of the airframe in forward flight imposes variations at higher
speeds. Climb or descent attitude and power condition
introduce additional variables to be considnred. Speed
often is restricted by aft locations of the CG, and therefore can' be limited by inadequate blade angle or pilot
control travel. A control margin for necessary maneuvering from the steady-state trim flight condition must
in general, it should be at least
available and,
be
the operational flight envelope.
throughout
10%kept
Collective pitch constraints also can limit speed and
altitude capabilities at lower speeds because the required blade angle increases with inflow in climb and
forward flight and inversely with air density at constant
gross weight.
At low speeds, tail rotor adequacy must be considered. The tail rotor must counteract main rotor torque
and also must provide sufficient additional yawing moment for precise hovering control and maneuvering.
Bu.cause the latter usually involves transient rather
than steady-state operation, power is not the limiting
factor. Instead, the sensitivity of tail rotor response (the
slope of thrust with rudder input) and the absolute
pitch-limited thrust of the tail rotor are constraining.
Tail rotor thrust/pitch sensitivity is related to blade
loading, and decreases markedly as the blades begin to
stall. A reasonable ground rula is that sensitivity should
not decrease to less than half the steady trim value. At
high speed, a vertical fin helps trim main rotor torque,
and tail rotor thrust/pitch sensitivity is enhanced
greatly. Thus, tail rotor adequacy considerations do not
affect the high-speed envelope except to the degree that
tail rotor stresses become significant. The altitude-airspeed constraints imposed by main rotor control limits
and tail rotor adequacy, then, look something like Fig.
3-165.
The altitude-airspeed envelope also can be restrict .d
by considerations of crew and passenger comfort. Coi nfort factors include atmospheric oxygen content, vibration, noise, and attitude.
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The most obvious altitude constraint is the oxygen

Stion

level in the ambient atmosphere. Without pressurizaor special oxygen apparatus, personnel should not.
be exposed to extended operation at pressure altitudes

above 10,000 ft, where the oxygen pressure is two-

thirds that at sea level.

WITH AUXILIARY PROPULSION
.x

0

ARPE

ISE0Vk

Several of the structural and st bllity constraints also

may cause undesirable vibration. Fuselage vibration

,

induced by the rotor, engines, and transmission generally increases with gross weight and forward speed

(Fig. 3-166). The unique response characteristics of the
airframe significantly affect the local impact of vibration, and precise tuning often can reduce the vibratory
impact at specific flight conditions. Continuous flight
obviously permits leas vibration than short spurts at
maximum speed. The need to operate sensitive equipment such as gunsights or motion sensors also may
limit the acceptable level of vibration.
The nose-down attitude of the aircraft cannot exceed
that acceptable to the crew and/or passengers. As
ABSOLUTE BLADE PITCH/
PILOT CONTROL TRAVEL LIMIT

o•! •/

TAILQROTOR

I

ADEGUACY

--

-

-MI-

Fig. 3-167. Fuselage ritch Attitude
speed increases, the helicopter nose must be dropped to
provide necessary rotor propulsive force without excessive blade flapping. A forward CO condition aggrar
yates the problem. Often, high-speed helicopters incorporate built-in forward rotor shaft incidence as
compensation. Use of a wing to unload rotor lift also
can aggravate the attitude problem., because the rotor
must be tilted even further forward to provide propulsive frcc with a smaller thrust vector. Use of auxiliary
propulsion, on the other hand, eliminates the need for
the rotor to tilt forward and allows the aircraft to be
trimmed level (Fig. 3-167).
Noise, both external and internal, imposes a final
constraint upon speed. As speed increases, the

WT
A Vpotential
AND CG MARGIN

Sflight.

retreating blade may stall and the advancing blade tip
is exposed to higher Mach numbers. The resulting pressure impulses are observed as noise and may be unacceptable. Crew or passenger tolerance to the noise
transmitted internally by the rotor, engines, or drive
system also may restrict allowable speed for sustained

AIRSPEED V. kt

Fig. 3-165. Altitude Constraints Imposed by Main
Rotor Control Limits and Tail Rotor Adequacy
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3-5.1.1

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
AUTOROTATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Basic Mechanism of Autorotation

One of the important features of a helicopter, in
contrast to most other types of aircraft, is the ability it
affords to make a landing following a complete power
failure with a reasonable expectation of no injuries atld
no structural damage. Both the military and the FAA
recognize this capability by requiring that it be demon-

AIRIEED

V. k;

FIg. 3-166. Typical Vibration Characteristics

-trated even in multiengine helicopters. Autorotation
not only is used following power failure, but also is
generully the fastest means of descent in case of other
3-151
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unexpected events such as fire, severe vibration, or con-

at which the rotor slows down if the pilot takes no

trol system malfunction,
The basic mechanism of autorotation and hover is
illustrated in Fig. 3-168, which shows the lift and drag
vectors acting upon a blade element in hover, in a slow
vertical descent, and in a fast vertical descent. The lift
vector is held constant for the three flight modes by
decreasing the pitch of the blade as the rate of descent
is increased. It may be seen that at some rate of descent
the lift vector L, which always is perpendicular to the
local resultant velocity, will be tilted forward enough to
balance
drag the
vector
At this rotating
point, no
power
is
required the
to keep
bladeD.element
and
•t is in
requioredto.kee the blade oelaeompent rotoratig adift is
autorotation. In the cas of a complete rotor, the lift
and drag forces on every blade element will not necessarily be balanced, but the integrated torque due to the
forward tilt of the lift vectors on all of the elements will
balance the integrated torque due to the drag on all of
the elements. This balancing of the torque applies to
autorotation in forward flight as well as in a vertical

action following the power failure can be derived by
assuming that the decelerating torque is proportional to
the square of the rotor speed. The resultant equation is
a function of the original torque Q and rotor speed
fl0 :
rads(C2

-'

(3.207)

Eq4. 3.207 ca be rewritten as a nonlinear integral equation in terms of the equivalent time t, during which the
total kinetic energy could be converted into power at
the initial level; e.g., by increasing collective pitch as
the rotor speed decreases:
L
'"R

descent.
For a given combihation of disk loading and collective pitch, vertical autorotation is a stable flight condi-

tion that is defined by a unique combination of rotor
speed and rate of descent. This means that if the rate
of descent increases, both the blade lift and its forward
tilt also will increase with a resulting increase in rotor
speed. The latter produces another increase in lift and
a corresponding decrease in the rate of descent back to
its original value. If the rotor speed increases without
an accompanying increase in the rate of descent, the lift
vector will tilt back and the drag vector will increase,
thus causing the rotor speed to return toward its initial
value. Similarly, in forward flight autorotation is stable
at a given combination of forward speed, disk loading,
and collective pitch and is defined by a unique combination of rotor angle of attack with respect to the flight
path, glide path angle with respect to the horizon, and
rotor speed.
3-5.1.2

/ /

/

v

'

Q
(POWERED FLIGHT)
L
//I

4 -V

/

V

SLOW VERTICAL
DESCENT
(TOTAL DRAG
(TTA
DRAG
DECELERATING
DR
TORQUE)
!V

(B)SLOW VERTICAL DESCENT
(TOTAL DRAG PRODUCES ADECELERAT ING TORQUE)

Entry into Autorotation

The entry into autorotation is the maneuver occurring between the instant of power plant failure and the
point at which steady autorotation is achieved. In nor-

mal flight, the helicopter rotor requires power to keep
it rotating. If the source of power suddenly fails, the
rotor initially will require the same power but, being
unable to obtain it from the power plant, will obtain it
from its own kinetic energy by slowing down. During-(C)
this process, it can approach a stalled condition that, if
actually encountered, would bring the rotor to an uncontrollable flight condition. An equation for the rate

0

r

R

itl

FAST VERTICAL DESCENT
(TOTAL DRAG PRODUCES ASMALL OR ZERO TORQUE)
Fig. 3-168. Basic Medhalalsw of Autorotation
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dt , dimensionless (3-208)

ISI0 /2

Q

2.4

2.8

wolloing
Power Fail.re

reduction in coning, is large enough to cause a blade
In order to give the pilot an opportunity to react with

strike on the fore-body.

sufficient rapidity, he must be given an adequate indication of engine failure. This generally is not a problem
in a reciprocating-engine helicopter because the change
in noise level is readily apparent. With turbine-powered

where

)

2.0

120/2
(3.209)

helicopters, however, the prime source of noise in the

The denominator of the second form of the expression
for t,is the rotor power. For most helicopters and flight
conditions, the equivalent time is between I and 4 sec.
Eq. 3-208 has been evaluated for s-veral values of
equivalent time and the results plotted on Fig. 3-169.
It may be seen from this figure that the rotor speed can
decay by as much as 35% in the first second after
power loss.
To prevent a dangerously low rotor speed, the pilot
must initiate prompt control action following power
failure. In hover and low-speed flight, the proper pilot
action is to reduce the collective pitch in order to
reduce the power required, and quickly to obtain the
rate of descent necessary for steady autorotation. At
high speeds, the decrease in collective pitch may be
delayed if, instead, an immediate cyclic nose-up flare is
performed. This flare simulates a rate of descent by
establishing an attitude such that the air is coming
upward through the rotor. Another reason for this type
of entry into autorotation at high speed is that collective pitch reduction causes the rotor to flap down in
front, thus delaying achievement of the condition of
upward flow through the rotor. Sometimes this nosedown flapping, in conjunction with the accompanying

cockpit may be the transmission, which produces es.
sentially the same noise level whether under power or
not. For this reason an engine failure alarm system
separate from the normal flight and engine instruments
may be required. The signals that can be used to trigger
the alarm include a rotor speed below some preset level;
high rotor speed deceleration i-ates; zero or negative
torque between the engine and the transmission; or a
sudden drop in engine temperature, pressure, or fuel
flow. It may be necessary to use more than one of these
signals to avoid nuisance alarms.
During entry into autorotation from hover, the pilot
may elect either to make a nearly vertical descent all
the way to the ground or to make a transition to forward-flight autorotation. Because the rate of descent in
autorotation is proportional roughly to the power required by the rotor, the minimum rate of descent occurs at the forward speed corresponding to the minimum point on the power-required curve. Vertical
descents are practicable only on helicopters with low
disk loadings; such helicopters also normally require
lower power for hovering. When entering vertical autorotation, a special problem may occur as the helicopter accelerates toward its stable rate of descent and
passes through the critical part of the "vortex ring"
state. The vortex ring state exists between the hover
mode and the autorotation mode for vertical descent.

._

,

-

sec

( 0 ,o
f0 )
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inthiscondition, the rotor carries with it a mass of
rotating air, like a amoke ring, which is rotating down
through the mlddle of the rotor and up on the outside.
This mass of air becomes very unstable in the critical
part of the vortex ring state and breaks down in large
and random fluctuations that act upon the rotor as
sbarp-edged puts, producing a situation in which the
helicopter is difficult to control. Fortunately, the vortea ring state either can be passed through quickly by

,.

valueofJ - 7determined in Eq. 3-211and Vacan
be found in turn by multiplication by vo from Eq. 3-4.
Note that from Fig. 3.170, an average value of Vn is 2.0.
Thus the rate of descent in vertical autorotatlon is approximately twice the corresponding value of the induoed velocity in hover. For sea level conditions
(p = 0.002378 slug/fl), this gives approximately:
VD

s,

29%,

, fps

(3-212)

decreasing rotor power or alleviated by descending
with a moderate amount of forward speed.
During autorotation at forward speed, the rotor
speed sometimes is difficult to raise from the low value
it decreases to during the entry if the minimum collective pitch setting is not low enough to maintain the
rotor speed at the desired value. In these cases, the
rotor speed can be increased by making steady turns;
the increased Imod factor and corresponding increased
angle of attack increase the flow of air up through the
rotor and, thus, the energy that can be extracted from
the airstream. This extra energy allows autorotation at
a higher rotor speed at the expense of a higher rate of
descent.

3.5.1.3
3-5.1.3.1

Calculation of the Rate of Descent
in Autorotatkon

(This equation, icidentally, also gives a good approximation for the rate of descent of a parachute.)
-.

In forward flight autorotation, the rate of descent
can be calculated either by an approximate method
when quick results are required or by a more rigorous
method when greater accuracy or the effect of configuration changes are desired. The approximate method is
based upon the concept that the power available is
supplied by the rate of loss of potential energy and the
assumption that the power required is the same as for
level flight at the same speed. The equation for rate of
descent using the approximate procedure is
550hpreq

Vertical Autorotation

5

VD=

S

pP323

The equation for the rate of descent V', in steady
vertical autorotation may be derived by the method in
Pef. 16 by setting the idealized rotor equation for
torque coefficient equal to zero:

.

(

I

QC c3/2

J
•=2.4..,:-

0

dimensionless

(3-210)

-

In this equation the descent and induced velocities

>

have been nondimensionalized by dividing by the induced velocity in hover vo. Eq. 3-210 can be rewritten

>

-

,

.. 2.2

-

2 2.0

as

OC/81.8SVD
-

,Idimesionless

(3-211)

S1.6

t
0

In the autorotative condition, the nondimensionalized
rate of descent
and the nondimensionalized net
velocity through the rotor V - V are related as
shown on Fig. 3-170. Thus iD can be found for the

PD,

I
04

-

__

-

W>)

,t
0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

NET VERTICAL VELOCITY VD-- F. dirrensionless
Fig. 3-170. Noadimueoual Velocities In Vertical
Autorotatioa
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Fig. 3-171. Forces on Helicopter In Antorotalon

"

This equation cannot be considered more accurate than
±-15% because the power required in autorotation is
not the same as for forward flight due to the difference
in local blade element angle of attack distributions and
fuselage drag contributions for the two flight conditions.
A more accurate method is based upon the use of
rotor charts (par. 3-2.1.2.2.5) and the equation of forces
along the glide path acting upon the helicopter as
shown in Fig. 3-171. Substantiation of this method is
determined through actual flight test by the "sawtooth
rate of descent" procedures discussed in AMCP 706-

speed along the flight path, tip speed, and density involves the following steps:
1. Estimate the torque that the rotor must supply
in autorotation to drive the tail rotor, transmission, and
accessories. Compute the corresponding value of negative Co/o.
2. For the value of Cr/o corresponding to the
particular gross weight, tip speed, and density and the
value of Cq/oc determined by Step 1, use a suitable
rotor chart for the proper tip speed ratio to find the
collective pitch 0o

203. The rate of descent ist

and the -orce fom the rotor
charts.
4. Find the fuselage angle of attack am as

VD = V sin 7 D ,fps
Using small-angle assumptions, sin
nTcR +D+H
Sin

YD

(3-214)

,=

is estimated by

dimensionless

='

3. For values of Cr/A• and 0o determine the angle

(3-215)

(3-216)

5., Find the fuselage drag as
Sq

,lb

(3-217)

The calculation procedure for a given gross weight,
3-155
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The horsepower hp in Eq. 3-218 is assumed to be the
average between the two conditions, and the time tis the
time required to decelerate from V. to V, using the
component of gravity along the climb path. The altitude gained is
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80
where

Fig. 3-172. Rate of Descent in Autorotation

(CTIo).,.
=

,deg

(3-220)

(rad/sec9

(3-221)

Cos'

"whereD/q is g function of at. as measured in a wind
tunnel
or obtained by estimation.
:

a,
and

6. Calculate the rate of descent and the glide angle
from Eqs. 3-214 and 3-215.

-•:

*
•./

The results of a sample calculation using this method
are shown on Fig. 3-172 for the UH-1, along with
points
plIn determined in flight test (Ref. 74).

3-5.1.4
Glide Distance
SThe
zone within which the pilot must
s he radius of the
spofthe
whh
~~~select hrandig
his landing spot followithing
following a pwer
power filureist
failure is equal
to the horizontal projection of his maximum glide distance from
• " the altitude at which he established a
steady-state autorotation. This altitude is either the altitude at which power failure occurred or the altitude
to which he can zoom (speed reduction climb) following power failure. The zoom maneuver is possible when
the power failure occurs at a forward speed V0 higher
than the autorotational speed V,. The equation for the
altitude gained during the zoom is derived from the
equation for the change of energy.
3-156
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Eqs. 3-220 and 3-22 1, the value of (Cr/o1),,,. may be
estimated using the lower boundary of Fig. 3-173,
which has been compiled from a study of wind tunnel
and flight test results and represents the boundary
above which the rotor profile power rises rapidly, indicating significant areas of bladehni
stall. The equation
frtemxmmgiedsac
is
then
distance
for the maimum glide
V!

dmax

h

,

ft

(3-222)

VD

The objective of the flare maneuver is to make a
transition from steady-state autorotation, with moder-

...

ate forward and vertical velocities, to a touchdown,

STEADY
TION
RO
TA
AUTO

with small or no forward and vertical velocities. An

idealized flare maneuver is illustrated in Fig. 3-174 and
starts with a cyclic flare at constant collective pitch, in
which the increased rotor thrust and its aft tilt component are used to decrease both the vertical and horizontal velocitilcomponents. At the end of this cyclic flare,
the aircraft should be near the ground with its vertical
velocity VD = 0 or within the design sink speed of the
landing gear Vd and with the horizontal velocity corresponding to autorotation at the angle of attack to

can be rotated nose-down to a level attitude, in the time

COLLECTIVE
FLA
RE

.LARE

LA

ALTITUDE.

I
TOUCHDOWN
COLCTE

.

PITCH.

CYCLICAF

i

PITH.
FVD

which the helicopter has been pitched. The flare angle
of attack is the highest angle from which the helicopter

CYCLIC
RE
FLA

A

.

PITCH

!

ATTITUDE.

I

dep

during which the rotor energy can be used to develop
hovering thrust. The final rotation and collective flare
are used to bring both velocity components as close to
zero as possible.
The maximum allowable touchdown speed is dependent upon vehicle configuration and landing gear

.t se.
.-

ROTOR

.

I ',

I

"

capability. A maximum touchdown speed of 15 kt is

specified in MIL-H-8501. A means of estimating this
speed during design is given oy the following procedure:
1. Calculate the maximum allowable angle of attack a.. at the end of the cyclic flare as a function of
the maximum nose-down pitch rate , and the time

:"_
RATE

OF

DESCENT.

I"

!

'

GROUND DISTANCE. ti-,,.0

Fig. 3-174, Idealized Flare Maneuver

th,, available for the maneuver
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(3-225)

For this maneuver, the value of (Cr/cr),,a may be
from the upper boundary on Fig. 3-173, which

represents the limits of conditions in which the rotor
can be controlled even though much of it is stalled. In
some cases, the maximum allowable angle will not be
as defined by Eq. 3-223, but will be limited to some
3-157
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smaller value by the pilot's loss of visua4l contact with
the ground at high angles.
2. From Fig. 3.175, find the value of the minimum
advance ratio at which autorotation can be sustained at
the maximum flare angle while still developing a vertical component of rotor thrust equal to the gross weight.
3. Find the minimum touchdown velocity in kt as
p,,,i,,(fZ

~It )/2

oR--(g
1.69

,design

where (ax
ti,.,)/2 is the decrease of forward speed
during the rotation.
Although the rate of descent in steady autorotation
does not enter into the calculation of the touchdown
velocity in a direct manner, it does affect the pilot's
chances of achieving the idealized flare that has been
assumed. The cyclic flare is a precision maneuver in
which the pilot, using only his cyclic and collective
controls, must solve simultaneously the equations of
motion for vertical forces, horizontal forces, and pitching moments so as to end the flare within narrow limits
of height above the ground, rate of descent, forward
speed, and angle of attack. The higher the rate of descent at the start of the cyclic flare, the less time he has
to correct prior control inputs in order to perform the
maneuver satisfactori:y and to make his actual touchdown within the limitations of the landing gear design
sink speed. The flare maneuver can result in large blade
flapping angles, and the designer must provide surficient cleara ice between the aft fuselage and the rotor
to prevent blade strikes. No simple analytical procedures are available for computing how much flapping
0.35

0.15 (CT m'

0.30

0.10

a pilot will induce while making an autorotational flare,
so the designer must be guided by his judgment and
experience.
3-5.1.6

Height-Velocity Curve

Single-engine Helicopters
3-5.1.6.1
The ability of the helicopter to demonstrate an actual
flare and landing at a touchdown speed within the
capability of the landing gear is restricted by the
initial combination of altitude and forward velocity
whose boundaries define the height-velocity curve or
"deadman's curve". A typical height-velocity curve is
shown in Fig. 3-163.
A first approximation of the height-velocity curve
can be generated during preliminary design by a cnmbination of empirical and analytical considerations as
outlined in Ref. 75. This method makes use of the
generalized nondimensional height-velocity curve
shown on Fig. 3-176, which has been generated from
experimental data cbtained using several single-engine
helicopters as flown by skilled test pilots. For this reason the method is cousidered to produce a minimum
unsafe area, but not necessarily an operational envelope
for everyday flying. The lower boundary was obtained
with no delay in collective pitch reduction and the
upper boundary with a one-second delay.
In order to establish the diagram for a given helicopter, three heights and one airspeed must be found: low
hover height hl•, high hover height hh,, critical hover
height h,,,, and critical airspeed V,,,.
Th, value of h&o can be calculated by assuming that
the pilot is alert and immediately can establish a rate
of descent equal to the landing gear design sink •peed
Vd and that he can maintain that rate of descent

or.
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Fig. 3X175. Conditions for Autorotation at End of Cyclic Flare
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during the time that the available kinetic energy of the
rotor can provide power equivalent to that required for

1000

hover IGE without exceeding a value of blade section
lift coefficient c, of 1.2. The latter is a figure that is

800

achievable by at least two out of three helicopters, ac-

cording to Ref. 75. The resultant equation is
h

=4

v

a'n:(1-2.24V
o oT

10I

C
-600-.7-

, ft (3-227)
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>6400------------------

0lApqHOGEA

200
where A is the ground effect parameter and is shown
as a function of the rotor height-to-diameter ratio on
Fig. 3-15.
Analysis of the experimental height-velocity data
produced the relationship between the high hover
height hh1and V2 shown on Fig. 3-177 and also identified Vj,as a function of the speed for minimum power
VE and C1 /cr a. shown on Fig. 3-178.
, which, according
The final required altitude is
to Ref. 75, can be considered to be 95 ft for all singleengine helicopters until further flight test programs are
carried out in this field.
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method has been used to calculate the heightvelocity curve for the UH-lI nd the results are p'lotted
on
3-179
flight from
test points
representing
bothFig.Waie
and along
criticalwith
landings
Ref. 74.
It may be
seen that, for a maneuver that is highly dependent upon

pilot technique, the calculated curve is reasonably close
to the measured points. As previously mentioned, this
method can be used only to define a minimum unsafe
3-159
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Fig. 3-179. Height-velocity Curve for UH-1
are%. The "avoid" area is unconservatively small and
can be considered only a first approximatiu~n of an
operational limitation.
The second, or high-speed, portion of the 'heightvelocity curve shown on Fig. 3-163 issimply a warning
that a power failure at high speed and close to the
ground is a dangerous situation. No analytical method
has been developed for predicting this portion of the
curve and some presentations omit it entirely. Two
considerations regarding the high-speed portion of the
height-velocity curve are worth noting. First, the pilot
can be assuived to be alert and able to react quickly to
a power failure. Second, for most helicopters, when the
rotor slows down at constant collective pitch, the increase in tip speed ratio causes the rotor to flap back

so that a pitchup isstarted automatically. This pitchup
*

value that is one-half the speed at which the remaining
power can maintain a rate of descent equal to the landing gear design sink speed Vd, or one-half the forward

tends to keep rotor speedi from decayintg and at high
speeds results in the start of a zoom maneuver.<'
Multiengine Helicopters
3-5.1.6.2
A power failure that results only in a partial loss of
power is obviously less of a problem than a complete
power failure. The height-velocity curve for this case/
can be developed in the same way as for the single-/
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Based upon the experimental data given for the CH47B in Ref. 77, the correspondirg critical height k(,,
can be assumed to be 50 ft instead of the 95 ft used for
helicopters. The high hover height h,,, can
be found as a function of V,, from Fig. 3-177. Fig.
3-180 shows the height-velocity diagram for the CH47B determined by the procedure outlined, along with
fih etpit
rmRf 7

engine helicopter. The equation for the low hovf1i7;
V
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celerated flight are presented and the limitations of
current theories are mentioned.
The theory of maneuvering performance of helicopiera is in its infancy. There is no definitive literature on
the subject, so an unpublished theory based upon energy and momentum theory is presented. It has been
found useful in comparing the performance of a wide
variety of helicopter designs.
The limitations of the performance of a rotor in maneuvering flight are dependent heavily on its design. A
viable theory that would account for all the variations
of rotor systems would have to include dynamic, acroelastic, and structural effects, as well as aerodynamic
effects. Although the technologies associated with each
of these effects include theoretical approaches to the
problem of predicting maneuvering flight limitations,
the currently available methods must be applied separately because of the complexity of combining them.
The most common limitations are aerodynamic (stall),
dynamic (vibration), or aeroelastic (flutter). Only the
aerodynamic limitations of rotor performance are defined quantitatively here; the others are discussed in
qualitative terms.
3-5.2.1

Power Required in Accelerated
Flight
The power required of the helicopter in equilibrium
level flight must be determined before its performance
in accelerated flight can be computed. Methods for this

climb may be approximated by Eq. 3-191. The efficiency constant K. is typically about 0.85 for climbing
flight and 0.80 for descending flight. Autorotational
performance may be computed from Eq. 3-191 by settins the power available ASHP to zero.
Excess power also may be used to accelerate the
vehicle at constant altitude. The time required to accel*rate from V, to V2 is given by

J

3-5.2.2

Changing Energy States

The capability of the aircraft to change energy states
is limited by the power available because power is simply the rate of change of energy. Excess power may be
used to increase altitude (potential energy). The rate of
•"o

Under this definition, a constant-speed descending turn performed at constant load factor uses rotor transient load factor
capability,

(3-230)

In deriving Eq. 3.230, it was assumed that all the
excess power is used to generate a force that accelerates
the vehicle horizontally. Although this force approaches infinity as velocity approaches zero, the equation
is so arranged that the integrand goes to zero in hoverins flight.
Decelerative performance may be computed similarly. The power required by the rotor during a cyclic
flare decreases because the flow state approaches that
of autorotation. The amount of this reduction in the
rotor power must not be negative, however, because it
would cause rotor overspeed. Therefore, all the power
required at a given speed is assumed to generate a force
Fthat decelerates the vehicle by means of the equation
req

F

,

,lb

=

(3-231)

.d

The time to decelerate from V2 to V, is given by

deficient)

2. To induce normal acceleration
a. At constant energy (called sustained load factor capability)
b. With loss of energy (called transient ioad
factor t capability),

"s

,,

determination are discussed in par. 3-2.

If power available exceeds that required for unaccelerated level flight, this excess power may be used:
1. To change energy states
a. By climbing (or descending if power is deficient)
b. By accelerating (or decelerating if power is

sec

(
)
dV
550(hp 1, - hpmq)

fv

t

I

J

Wig

dV
V

,Sec

(3-232)

d

which is the same as Eq. 3.230 if hp,, is set to zero.
3-5.2.3

Normal Acceleration Capability

Excess power may be used to increase lift above the

l-g-flight value in order to turn the aircraft in either the
vertical (symmetrical pullup) or the horizontal (conventional turn) plane. The normal acceleration produced by a given amount of excess power is nearly
independent of flight path orientation, so the accelerated flight performance equations can be derived
from considerations of level turning flight.
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Increasing the angle of attack of an airfoil increases
its lift, but also increases its drag; therefore, in ac.
celeatingl flight more power is required. This increased
power is absot .,d by the rotor when both collective
and cyclic pitch controls are used to attain load factors
that require full power. A maneuver (turn) of this kind
demonstrates the aircraft sustained load factor capabil.
ity. It is apparent that sustained load factor performance is dependent highly upon the amount of excess
power available
poWhe svti
her ning
When still higher normal acceleration is demanded,
the aircraft can lose either altitude (potential energy) or
airspeed (kinetic energy) in exchange for the required
total power. Turns of this kind make use of the rotor
transient lomdl factor capability, which may be limited
by
blade
stall, i-or
rotor
instabilities,
or vibration.
The
is
maneuvers
load factor
transient
required
power
quite high, however, and energy is lost rapidly. Fur-

Scompared

thermore, the capability of the rotor to absorb power
diminishes
because it approaches the autorotative flow
.•
state
-- •"at high angles of attack (Refs. 78 and 79). Therefore,
be factor
limitedmaneuvers
in their capability tohelicopters
decelerate always
in highwill
load
when
.mat
in gloadcfactorhmaneuverstwhen
with fixed-wing aircraft which are not sub-

ject to this reduction in capability to absorb power.
Compound helicopters with propellers geared to the
rotor are not restricted in the same way as helicopters,
Sbut in this regard are like fixed-wing aircraft.
but arelik
n tis rgar
fixd-wng arcrft.analysis
Sustained load factor performance is a function not
only of the excess power available hp.,, but also of the
induced velocity and the change in rotor profile power
with angle of attack. If all available power is used to
produce normal acceleration, the following equation
expresses the normal load factor n:

performance are reflected in the cockpit. These placarded maximum rotor loads and speeds can be converted into rotor lift coefficients and advance ratios.
Fig. 3-181 shows a typical example of such a relationship (Ref. 80). The rotor blade lift coefficient t, shown
is dimensionless and is equal to 2CT/a'. The values of
t, that result from the placarded airspeed limits are
indicated by the flagged, open triangles; the solid trian.
for
gle are data points
transient load factor maneuverflight. The dashed line was computed from the
eroleatnsishwadrpeetshevus
oft
a
t at which power divergence occurs for a teetering
rotor. The values applicable to other types of rotors or
using difftrent airfoil sections may vary significantly
from these.
Although the t, versus At characteristics of rotor sys-

tems vary widely, an aerodynamically limited value of
tq at different advance ratios can be computed if the
variation of maximum lift coefficient with Mach nunbet for the blade section used is known. The analytical
model for this computation is illustrated in Fig. 3-182.

Throughout the retreating blade region, the blade sections are assumed to be at the maximum lift coefficient
ott

h

ld

tto

twihtersliglf

o

out to the blade station at which the resultinga lift oments of the advancing and retreating blades are equal
and opposite, and the lift is assumed to be zero beyond
that station. Fig. 3-183 shows the results of such an
for two relationships of maximum lift coefficnt toMac
relsoids
indictedata
cient to Mach number. The solid triangles indicate data
show data
circles
flight
maneuvering
from full-scal
fo
windit
tunndtests.
teht The
ofng
theo
samrofiley
tom.
e.

0.4

'•IW.-V-

n

,dimensionless

(3-233)
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PLACAIED
AIRSPEED

*

fps (3-234)

2q

where v is obtained from Eq. 3.35. The value of %,may
be approximated as 2v, if the data necessary to use Eq.
3-234 are not available.
The transient load factor capability of a rotor is calculated by dividing the maximum attainable lift coefficient by the l-g lift coefficient for the same flight condition. Thrust and airspeed limitations upon helicopter
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Fit. 3-182. Analytical Model for Maximum Rotor Thust
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This relatively simple approach to the aerodynamic
limitation of rotor thrust appears to be reasonably accurate for at least one rotor system and it predicts the
correct trend with increasing airspeed. However, the
adequacy of the method to account for the effects other
than aerodynamic which were discussed previously has
not been demonstrated for all types of rotors. Therefore, empirical methods based upon test data for rotors

Effect of Wings

3-5.2.4

The effect of wings upon load factor capability is to
increase the change of lift that corresponds to a change
in the aircraft angle of attack. The equivalent induced
velocity w,,for z wing may be determined by including
the 62 component of drag in the same way as for the
rotor.

comparable to that being proposed may be equally effective for preliminary design purposes.

It is apparent from Fig. 3-183 that the transient load

weeqW

factor capability of rotor systems decreases rapidly

with increasing speed. Significant improvements in

transient load factor capability can be made by careful
attention to the blade section properties at different
radial locations along the rotor blade.

r!

A

+

a2

S0.4
r

•

%' I

0 .2

0.

WIND TUN EL..

AR = wing aspect ratio, b2/Sý

e
.L

0

0ItL
0

wing span efficiency factor,

0.1dimensionless

U
0

1

dimensionless
wing span, ft

=

S.0
P

(3-236)

a. = wing lift curve slope, rad'
Ae,," = vrb 2 /4, ft'

0j,
W- DATA
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Lw
= 2peVA 1
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MANEUVERING

u•L.2
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•

,where

0.3

*I
ps (3-235)

2

where

0w
•"

1

N1.0
MACH No.
0.2
0.4

S

0.6

0.8

wing lift, lb
wing area, ft'

=
=

Eq. 3-235 is similar to Eq. 3-234 because the same
momentum theory approach was used for both the
fixed-wing and the rotor equations. The sustained
normal load factor n for a fixed-wing aircraft can be
expressed in a form similar to Eq. 3-233 for helicopters:

1.0

ADVANCE RATIO ji, dimensionless

Fig. 3-183. Analytical Aerodynamic Maximum
Thrust
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n =

+

_T

k500

1+~

323)

where

k

dc,,--,

empirical constant, (fps)'

The additional term k/.(p/po)1V' ] accounts for the
rapid increase in wing drag at speeds near stall. It may
be neglected for calculadions of turning performance at
speeds higher than about 130% of wing stall speed.
The energy expressions for pure helicopters and for
fixed-wing aircraft may be combined for the computation of the sustained turn performance of winged helicopters. The equations presented are based upon the
assumptions that the wing has fixed incidencc, that it
is positioned below (in the downwash of) the primary
lifting rotor, and that its lift does not affect rotor thrust
significantly. The equations may be modified to account for other configurations.
The fundamental technique for computing constant.
energy turning performance is to use all of the excess
power to produce lift; i.e., to overcome the additional
induced drag that accompanies additional lift. Equations must be developed for rotor thrust and drag and
for wing lift and drag, as well as for the changes in these
quantities in accelerated flight. The following relationships assume that downwash angles are small, that
momentum theory is valid for determining rotor induced velocity, and that the value of induced velocity
at the rotor disk changes with wing angle of attack by
W/Vradians:

attack, ralreena

.lb/rad (3.242)

1 - 4Aq

awAw~q

where

-_f(,s

2
2

pA

Ib/rad

(3-243)

This last expression (Eq. 3-243) for rotor thrust
change with angle of attack at constant collective pitch
is derived from linear rotor theory. It represents the
product of the dynamic pressure at the tip of the blade,
the blade area, the slope of the blade section lift curve,
and the advance ratio of the rotor. If collective pitch is
reduced in high load factor maneuvers, a greater
change in angle of attack will be required for the same
load factor than if the collective pitch is fixed. This is
one way the division of lift between the wing and the
rotor in maneuvering flight may be controlled.
The change of normal acceleration with angle of
attack may be determined from Eqs. 3-240, 3-242, and
3.243:
dn

I [

(a
+(a

q) x

fus

aAq(a+
A
WWW

Lw

whr

kinducedrincremental angle of

Differentiating Eqs. 3-238 and 3-239

(P/PO)l V,

Wt [,-

a, =

(3-237)

f,u

-

V

)

,lb

where
a. = wing angle of incidence, rad
A. = wing area, ft2
T= 2pA V,

,lb

(

(3-238)

(3-239)

d'less

4Aq

(3-244)

The first term of Eq. 3-244 represents the increase in
thrust and the last term represents the decrement of
wing lift caused by increased rotor-induced velocity.
From Eq. 3'243 it can be shown that the wing contribution of Eq. 3-244 reduces to aA,,q{1-[oa/(4M)]}. The
term in braces may be thought of as the load factor
effectiveness of the wing, which is zero if A±
cra/4 and becomes increasingly positive at higher
speeds. Because a is typically about 2 Ir, if or = 0.065,
the zero-lift value of ,& is 0.102, which corresponds to
a speed of about 45 kt. At this low speed the smallangle assumption is imprecise enough that an exact
solution of Eq. 3-238 demands the use of the more
term, Tan-' (WV). However, the wing load factor effectiveness term shows how the wing helps in
-

nW5 =T+Lw

lb

(3-240)

The change in wing lift with angle of attack is given by
LW

ML

allw 8a, 8T
'--precise
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maneuvering flight. The load factor effectiveness of the

3-5.3.1

wing would be 0.75 at 180 kt and only 0.5 at 135 kt.
Thus, it is apparent that a wing is effective in maneuvering flight only at high forward speeds. However, rotors designed for high forward speeds have higher
solidities than the 0.065 of the example given proviously: a value of about 0.11 is typical. This greater
solidity of the rotor reduces the wing oad flctor effectiveness; at 180 kt it would be reduced from 0.75 to
F
.
hau0.575.
From Ecs. 3-235 through 3-244, an equation for an
effective induced velocity of the wing and rotor combined v.. may be derived and sustained load factor
performance computed. If f/ represents the fraction of
the vertical force supported by the wings, then the
induced power may be computed from

A unique feature of the helicopter is its ability to
effect an autorotative landing in the event of total
power failure. The installation of more than one engine
improves the reliability of the aircraft in that power
failure of one engine does not make such a lading
necessary. Redundancy and improved performan ar
realized through multiple engine installations.
Methods for analysis ofautorocational performance
are discussed in par. 3-5.1. Both vertical and forward
flight autorotstion are analyzed, with the special case
of partial power loss mentioned briefly.
A rapid assessmen: of the szfety margin, system
adequacy, or gross weight capabiity of a helicopter to
effect an autorotative landing can be made by establishing an autorotative index A. criterion. Such an index
can be simply the ratio of the rotor rotational kinetic
energy to the power required to hover, at a given gross
weight;

P,= L w,, + 7Vq

nWVZ
R W ft.lb/sec

(3-245)

The constant-energy turn performance of a winged

Shelicopter (see Eqs. 3-233 and 3-237), is given by
S550hpx
n =

+

'

,dimensionless

(3-246)

"Ws;• wV
where vj,, is computed for level flight in equilibrium,
so that n = 1.
Transient load factor maneuvers generally are accompanied by a greater change in the aircraft angle of
attack than are constant-energy maneuvers. In transient load factor maneuvers, the wing produces more
lift than the given equations indicate. Although further
work in this area is necessary, the methodology is
straightforward and the equations presented in this
paragraph should be sufficient to extend the theory.
3-5.3

AUtotatko,

ENGINE(S) OFF/INOPERATIVE
CONDITIONS

General performance considerations and trim requirements are discussed to highlight the helicopter
one-engine off/out operational characteristics. Methods for determination of helicopter performance
capabilities with one-engine off or inoperative also are
described,

A

l I1AlAll
O

G( sec

(3-247)

:

*herr
I
rotor inertia, slug-ft
.The value of such an index is dependent upon the
availability of flight test data. which is the only reliable
basis to use as a reference for comparison. Once this
reference is established, the index can be used on other
;ystems under study and their merits judged relative to
known characteristics of similar aircraft. Under this
criterion an Alof no less than 1.7 appears to be acceptable operationally for single-rotor aircraft.
3-5.3.2

Performance With One Engine
Inperatlve (OEI)
The requirement to maintain a 100-fpm rate of climb
with ona engine inoperative (OI)normally is not critical for helicopters with three or more engines. How.
ever, the analysis that follows is valid for the loss of
one or more engines.
I',,,t speed for minimum power and therefore for
maximum power loading is used to derive maximum
performance, according to these criteria. Fig. 3.184
shows a typical level-flight power required curve and
the intersection of OEI power available. Because the
power required (and available) to hover is about twice
that for the best rate of climb speed, the loss of one
engine in a twin-engine aircraft still leaves sufficient
power to continue flight. The difference between the
power available and the power required is the climb
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of varying engine speed. For typical flight conditions,
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S3-18C. Power letwhidd Ckaradetela/

change with gross weight, speed, and atmospheric con-

ditions, the trend remains as illustrated. Using Fig.
3.186 to optimize the operating rpm for a given set of
conditions, the range of rpm that will provide sufficient
power to sustain flight can be found. Fig. 3-187 illustrates the effect upon fuel consumption characteristics

In

Stsaiy4tate Forward Fnogt
power avariable, and the rate of climb /C foloss
condition can be defined by Eq. 3-191. Climb performance with one engine operative is calculated by the
same methods as when all engines are operative, making appropriate adjustments in all parameters for the
reduced value of ASHP.

the maximum range for a twin-engine helicopter can be
increased by about 15% by shutting down one engine.
Similarly, endurance is increased by about 25%. The
increase in range or endurance resulting from shutting
down an engine normally will be smaller in the case of
helicopter with three or more engines unless the available multiengine power greatly exceeds the power required, in which case large gains in endurance and
range may be possible. Fig. 3-188 shows typical trends
of best range speed, maximum SFC, and corresponding
rotor speed management with gross weight. This type
of information is of great value to the pilot, in case of
of one engine, when maximum fuel saving is para-

3•5.3.3

OEI Range and Endurance
A multiengine helicopter can cruise efficiently with
one engine inoperative provided sufficient power is

available for the particular flight conditions. A turbine
engine manifests a significant improvement in fuel flow
per horsepower (SFC) at high power levels, thus making it attractive to shut down one such engine as a
means of increasing either range or endurance. Enginepower on/idle/off management is desirable in a multiengine aircraft for optimizing range or endurance.
While the multiengine reliability then is dependent
upon the ability to restart the inoperative engine, other
flight characteristics in the intermediate speed region
are not affected adversely as in a fixed-wing multiengine aircraft, where thrust asymmetry will require large

FIXED rpm

-

"
C WDUAL
• •
ENGINE I
L. •OPERATION I

OEI, SINGLE
ENGINE
i.
',-'OPERATION
I
POWER (PER ENGINE, hp

,-

Fig. 3-185. Specific Fuel Consumption vs Engine
Power

control forces for trim (par. 3.5.3.5). As illustrated in

Fig. 3-184, the speeds for both best endurance and best

range occur in the aircraft intermediate speed region.
When the OEe capability becomes critical for continning flight, rotor and engine speed must be opti-.
mized to provide a sufficient margin between total
power available and power required and to minimize
fuel flow rate. Fig. 3-185 shows the variation of SFC at
a fixed engine rpm. The fuel saving possible by shutting
down one engine is shown clearly by the slope of this
curve. While the exact shape of the SFC curve will vary
from engine to engine and the operating powers will
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Takeoff procedures can be clusifled Into three basik
I.vertical
cu.As helicopter development baa led to improved
2 biu
3. Horizontal.
payload capabilities, varimu regulation~s, both commercial and military, have evolved! to insures6, e n
b ascfih ah frteepoeursaesonI
Bas Mo3 ahsfrtes rcdue es9wiI
level of safety during thes maneuvers.

-

__________________upon

OUAL
OPEATIONoff
ENINE
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Takeoff fligt path profiles generally art predicated
the Occurrence of aft engine malfunction during
and therefore rejcting or continuing the fligt
with the remaining engines) if possible For multi..Sine helicopte~rs the critical decision point (CDP) is
defined as a conmbination of speed and altitude at
which. If an engin sudel becomes inoperathve, i.

L.L.OEI

M
Z

__________

ENGINE SPEED, rpm

F,34187. Varlatioa of Faed Flow W16 Eagle

%gM
_____

of H,, H2 , and H, are dependnt upon individual

_____tudes
_____

-

-

________landing

I
_

Irejected

___
__________this

mission requirements and should be provided by the
procuring activity, or selected on an objective basis and
approved by the procuring activity.
In Fig. 3-189 the distance s, defines the prepared
surface, or field size, and is predicated upon the
takeoff distance plsaurcraft length, although
the 011 landing distance alOw must be considered in
determination. The distances h3 anid s, are the cri-

teria for establishing the takeoff procedures Although
the oblique procedure yields greater operating weights
than does the vertical, the minimum climbout speed is
limited by the ability of the airspeed system accurately
and repeatedly to indicate the desired speed. Present
The use of the vertical procedure eliminates the re
quirement for the airspeed system by using a visual
grounid refaerec to maintain near-ver"ia ascents. The:
effects of operating weight and field size requirements

____

M

takeoff can be rejected and a safe landing effected
within the heliport (prepared surface) boundaries. As
an alternative, CDP alilows the flight to be continued
with a clearance past the edge of the helipor of no less
than R, (Fig. 3-189), with the minimum height of the
flight path yielding an obstacle clearance of no less than
H2 and maintaining an obstacle clearance of no les
than H3 during the single-enine climbout. The magni-

____

UJ

____

____________upon

takeoff procedure ame shown in Fig. 3-190.

For all takeoff procedures the flight path must noot go
____________into
________limitation

9

I
_____

GROSS WEIGHT. lb

Fig. 3-188. Maximsm Rapng Minapmmt Variables

the "&void" region of the height-velocity (H-V)

curve (par. 3-5.1) for the operating weights
under consideraton.
Considerations for landing are similar to those for
takeoff; with the CDP having its equivalent in the landing decision point (LDP). LDP can be defined as the
point from which the aircraft can clear the front of the
prepared surface by HI and make a safe landing if an
engine malunctions at or past that point, or can accel3-167
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Fig. 3.189. Flight Path Profiles for Takeoff Procedures
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H, and H12 should be obtained from pertinent military
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The preparped surface size requirements established
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tance to account for variables such as threshold clear-
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crate and continue the flight 0111 and maintain an
obasacle clearance of H12 (Fig. 3-191). The values for
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based upon the point-to-point distance
from the point where the aircraft passes
through height H, to a full stop plus the helicopter
length. A safety factor generally is applied to this disance and runway surface condition.
The field size requirement for a given helicopter is
established as the greater of the lengths required for the
takeoff and landing maneuver. Field size requirements for landings generally will follow the same
trend as shown in Fig. 3-190.
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PREPARED SURF ACE

Fig. 3.191. Landing Profile
3-5.3.4.1
Calculation of Flight Paths
minated when a specified tolerance with v/vo is
The calculationTheTh
of takeofT
and
landing
profiles
in.
or four eppressed
passes are sufficient.
calcuatio
ann lanin
ind-en reached; generally,
powethree
thenf
The induced power then can be expressed nondimenvolves the analysis of rotor aerodynamics in accelerating low-speed flight (V < 60 kt). Because blade eleionally for any flight condition as
ment theory or numerical methods are not adaptable
readily to low-speed flight regimes, energy methods are
CT 3 12 (lo2
employed. The energy method outlined in par. 3-2
Cp
dimensionless
(3-249)
1 =-yields an acceptable base for estimating flight profiles,
although some of the simplifying assumptions must be
modified. During takeoff and landing maneuvers the
In the evaluation of takeoff and landing perform.
rotor experiences large tip path plane angular changes,
ance, acceleration OGE and IGE must be taken into
and the assumption that rotor thrust is vertical
account. Ground effect data covering a wide range of
no longer is valid (a,,, t0). Therefore, the rotorthrust levels and forward speeds must be available for
induced velocity as defined by Eq. 3-35 of par. 3-2.1 i
accurate analysis of ground clearance and vertical
used directly. Its form should not be simplified by small
touchdown speeds. The incorporation of ground effect
assumptionsb
rotor
a
into the consideration of power required modifies Eq.
effect upon induced power in low-speed flight. The
3.249 to
value of v/lv can be solved by an iterative process.
First, however, Eq. 3-32 of par. 3-2.1 is divided by its
C 3/2
first derivative with respect to v/vo.Theiterativeproc".r
cA
ess would take the form
- f2Be
'

I=
I

Vo

first estimate

The method outlined in par. 3.2 illustrates the proce-

dures for evaluating power requirements for a known

-2 --I
'-2
( °

--'

operating weight. In a takeoff or landing analysis the

(Z)
\

sin

+ (..I) (__
-E =
Y-

J_drag

,(t•sin
)

4(2••6
4'

P

helicopter generally starts from a steady-state flight

,

\
2

a](32)

°

condition and engine power is applied. Thus, the relationship that thrust equals gross weight plus vertical
is no longer valid and must be expressed as
FV

Tcos,

1,-(W,

+DV)

Fm = T sin &,.,- Dm
V

Iv~~

.lb

(3-251)

(

,dimensionlessFH

Vo

The resubstitution of (v/vo), for v/vo can be ter-

. lb

(3-252)

sn,
,l(32)
The total thrust vector may be assumed to be perpendicular to the tip path plane axis in low-speed flight.
The flight path then can be computed from the equations of motion
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(Figs.
,

faH(A)2

(3-253)

ft (3-254)

where

a =-.~.-,

a'

-

W

,

fps

(3-255)

typical trade-offs and acceptable solutions covered in
3-193, 3.194, and 3.195. The flow chart for a
landing routine analytical model is shown in Fig. 3.
196, with typical trade-offs and acceptable solutions
covered in Figs. 3-197, 3-198, and 3-199.
The discussion contained herein generalizes actual
situations. The analysis of a specific situation will require that the effects of the independent variables upon
the particular operational roquirements be explored in
much more detail.
3-5.3.4.3

Weight-altitude-temperature
Characteristics

The rotor thrust for a given power input and rpm
change can best be found from th,• total power equation
by an iterative process
_ 2 = hpi + hp,
1 -n)
(SHF)ti +I I
+ hpp 4. hpI

(3-256)

The thrust-power relationships for the induced
power hp, and the profile power hp0 are given in par.
3-2. The thrust relationship to the climb power hpI may
be derived from Eq. 3-191. Due to the complexities of
solving directly for thrust, a reasonable approximation
of actual flight profiles can be obtained by selecting
finite time intervals and using the average SHP, fIR,
V, and Vyas constants across the selected time interval,
This, in effect, yields a step function integral of the
flight path; the smaller the time intervals, the more
accurate the computed flight path.
As can be seen from this analysis, the helicopter
trajectory during the takeoff and landing maneuvers is
dependent strictly upon the cyclic input (tip path plane
angle) and the rate of power application. At the point
of assumed engine malfunction, the control inputs-cyclic and collective-become the controlling factors for
attaining desired climbout speeds and using available
rotor kinetic energy for niinimizing the distance to the
minimum point on the continued flight path, or for
for rejected
impact speed
verticalHih-sped
takeffsandlandngs
omptersarereminimizing the
takeoffs and landings. High-speed computers are required for practica ble evaluation of flight paths.
Procedure for Calculating Takeoff
and Landing Problems
Although no single procedure covers all possible
takeoff and landing problems, a generalized method
of establishing takeoff and landing operational capabilitles is outlined herein. A flow chart for a routine
analytical takeoff model is shown in Fig. 3-192 with
3-5.3.4.2
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The procedures previously outlined indicate the
basic methods for establishing the maximum operating
weight for a prescribed takeoff procedure. The CDP
and the twin-engine climbout torque (TEQ) are alto establish
be a falloutforsoa asgiven
lowed
altitude the
and maximum
temperacapabilities
weight to
ture. A weight-altitude-temperature (WAT) curve
based upon variations of CDP and TEQ with altitude
and temperature becomes operationally unfeasible.
Also, these variations do not safely account for the
conditions when the aircraft is not loaded to the maximum allowable operating weight for which the takeoff
procedure was established.
To establish an operationally feasible takeoff procedure that can be used for any gross weight-altitudetemperature combination, the procedure that follows is
used:
The CDP, TEQ and maximum allowable operating
weight are established for a given altitude, temperature,
and defined takeoff procedure. The result is referred to
as the base procedure CDP. For operational practicability, this CDP is held fixed for all WAT combinations. The TEQ is used to the extent of determining the
vertical velocity at the base procedure CDP. This vertical velocity is then held fxed for all W" -ombinations.
The steps for determining each altitude and temperature other than the base point are:
for the fixed

weight-TEQ
v . Establish
velocity
at the decision
point.relationship
This appears as Curve

i.320
i ca-2.
For
tear TEQs, establish operating weight
2. For three
pability for safe rejected takeoff from design decision
point. This is Curve (B) in Fig. 3-200.
3. Compute continued flight regime at three TEQs
to obtain operating weight for safe continued flight, as
shown in Curve (C) of Fig. 3-200. The operating weight
will be the lower of the weights defined by the intersection of Curves (A) and (B) or (A) and (C). These three
()i
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PILOT
MARGIN

IMPACT SPEED
CRITERIA

TOUCHDOWN SPEED
HEIGHT OF COLLECTIVE FLARE, ft
OUTPUT LANDINGS
THE OUTPUT FOR LANDINGS IS TREATED IN THE SAME MANNER AS THAT
FOR REJECTED TAKEOFF.
SECONDARY ITERATIONS
DIAGNOSTICSa AIRCRAFT LANDED SHORT OF PROSPECTIVE LANDING SITE.
FIX. INCREASE SPEED AT EDGE OF HELIPORT.
b AIRCRAFT LANDED BEYOND PROSPECTIVE LANDING SITE.
FIX: DECREASE SPEED AT EDGE OF HELIPORT.
DECREASE OPERATING WEIGHT.
RESULTS YIELD CURVE:
(1)
a REDUCE POWER LEVEL USED DURING CYCLIC FLARE.
b INCREASE VERTICAL APPROACH VELOCITY (REQUIRES LOP INCREASEl.
c INCREASE WEIGHT.
(2) DESIRED SOLUTION, PILOT MARGIN SHOULD BE j 5 ft FROM PEAK.
(31
a INCREASE 'PEED AT COLLECTIVE FLARF POINT.
b INCREASE SPEED AT TOUCHDOWN POINT.
c DECREASE VERTICAL APPROACH VELOCITY (REQUIRES LOP DECREASEi.
d DECREASE WEIGHT.
e INCREASE HORIZONTAL APPROACH VELOCITY (REQUIRES LDP DECREASE,.

Fig. 3-198. Primary Iteration for Impact Velocity With Height-collective Flare

a-zI-

.. SOLUTIONS

LANDINGS

HORIZONTAL APPROACH
SPEED, kt

LANDING DISTANCE, ft

Fig. 3-199. Determination of Matched LDPs for the Imding and Balked Landing
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curves will have a common TEQ-operating weight in.
for the base procedure point,
3-5.3.5

Aircraft Trim Characteristics

For the conventional single-rotor helicopter, the loss
of one engine will require a change in yaw control when
operating in the region where the remaining engine(s)
cannot provide the required torque. In this case, the
aircraft will be slowed to the power condition at which
requirements can be satisfied. Fig. 3-201 shows the
moments acting upon the aircraft while in sideslip

Jtrim

Torque (TEQ) Relatioahip
trimmed flight. Note that primary control is derived
from the antitorque device(s) at the aft section of the
fuselage. The size of the vertical fin and/or its camber,
the adequacy of control range on the tail rotor, the
control range in the movable rudder (if available), and
the roll attitude conthbution of each become the primary design attributes for study under this flight situation. Efficient use of energy in driving the free turbine,
wtth very low exit velocity as a consequence, makes the
residual thrust small and, therefore, not a critical factor
in the trim equation. Also, most engine installations are
located very close to the transmission and the yawing
moment produced by residual engine thrust is minimal.

MAIN ROTOR
TORQUE QjDIRECTION

OF ROTATION

TIL ROTOR THRUST

ESIDULX

TTR

VRTICAL FIN FORCE TF

ky
(TT4T)=QH j

(Fv) (x) - Tj)(Y)

Fig. 3-201. Moments Acting on Aircraft While in Sideslip Trimmed Flight
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LIST

OF SYMBOLS

A= ar
rotor di area, 2
AFprot der
iisk
ar
AF
propeller activity factor,

dimensionless
Al = autorotative index, sec
AR = aspect ratio, dimensionless
of tandem
A, = effective
rotor, It: disk area
rotor
ft'relative
Fourier
cos * inblade
coefficient
A, = series
pitch
expresses
that of
ae0rielthativxrses
t the e
rotor
angle 0 relative to
rotor
shaft, hence lateral cyclic pitch,
deg or rad
a = slope of lift coefficient versus
angle of attack curve, per rad
or per deg
speed of sound, fps
- numerical value (function of
variables Vt, K 2 , .... V.)
= linear acceleration, fps?
a0 = speed of sound at standard
sea-level temperature,
dimensionless
a. = coefficient of cos ml' term in
Fourier series for flapping
anglef/ as function of azimuth
angle *, deg or rad
a,, = coefficient ofcos * in Fourier
series for flapping angle ,#
relative to shaft, hence
longitudinal tilt of tip path
the rotor
plane with respect pintofront,
deg
shatP

or radA

propeller blade section
elemental width, ft
= number of blales
= wing span, ft
b. = coefficient of sin ,n term in
Fourier series for flapping
angle 0 as a function or
dni of
anileth as a
aeimut ng si g orir
= coefficient of sin •/in Fourier
series for flapping angle
to the rotor shaft,
sath
tolttilt otor
relate
path
of tip
lateral
hence
plane,
sddgo positivea up on retreating
side, deg or rad
C0 = drag coefficient, dimensionless
mean drag coefficient,,
C
dimensionless
CL = lift coefficient, dimensionless
= mean lift coefficient,
dimensionless
CL, = integrated design lift coefficient
(propeller blade), dimensionless
Cs = rotor lift coefficient,
dimensionless
C, = power coefficient, dimensionless
C9 = torque coefficient,
dimensionless
torque coefficient OGE,
=
CO9
dimensionless
Cr = thrust coefficient, dimensionless
thrust coefficient OGE,
C,.

dimensionless4
corrected for
thrust
inflow due to ground
reducedcoefficient
dimensionless

r,

upeffect,

B = tip loss factor, dimensionless
BlIP = total helicopter horsepower
required
BPR = bypass ratio, the ratio of the
mas rate of airflow through
the fan to that through the
core s generator,
dimensionless
BR = effective blade length, ft
B,, = coefficient of sin * in Fourier
series that expresses blade pitch
angle 0 relative to the rotor
shaft, hence longitudinal cyclic
pitcha, deg or tad
(function
value,
numerical
b
variables V,
V2 .....
V,) of

Cw

Cx

Cwweight coefficiait,

dimeioess
forc
hizonle
- rotor horizontal force
coefficient, dimensionless

c - blade chord, ft
shaft engine specific fuel
consumption, lb-fuel/hp-hr
jet engine specific fuel
consumption,
lbofumlpb-thrust-hr
m drag coefficient,
section
c, = section lift coefficient,
dimensionless
c•

=

specific heat at constant
pressure, Btu/lb-'R
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,= specific heat at constant
volume, Btu/lb.°R
D = drag, lb
- diameter, ft
A - helicopter total effective drag,
lb
-, helicopter effective drag
coefficient, dimensionless
Do. - hover download, lb
d = glide distance, ft
y = induced power interference
parameter, dimensionless

ft-lb/Stu (I ft-lb = 778 Btu)
= advance ratio, dimensionless
K = tandem rotor interifrence
factor, dimensionless
Kr = weight of fNel tank per pound
of fuel, dimenionless
of
gear ditrnsionloss
ratio, dimansionless
K
caio im encfon
,
K - climb efficiency factor,
dimensionless
K, = fuel reserve factor,

dimensionless
F = force, lb
= thrust-coefficient, dimenaionless
/f equivalent flat plate drag area,
ft:
= thrust coefficient, dimensionless
fr = ratio of speed of sound at
standard day sea level to speed
of sound at specified operating
conditions, dimensionless
fw = weight of fuel, lb
==4fraction of vertical force
supported by wing,
dimensionless
g = acceleration due to gravity,

K, = control power ratio,
dimensionless
Ki = induced power correction factor
(forward flight), dimensionless
K, = factor related to propeller
weight, dimensionless
K, = factor related to gearbox
weight, dimensionless
KE = kinetic energy, ft-lb
k = retreating blade stall factor
dependent upon blade geometry
and loading, Ib2/ft'
= empirical constant, (fps)'
= r-p.-cific heat ratio c./c,,
dimensionless
= spring constant, lb/ft
L = lift, lb

e - wing span efficiency factor,

ft/se 2

H = rotor H-force perpendicular to
ror

shaft, lb

= clearance height, ft
lV = heating valve of fuel, Btu/lb
h = altitude, ft
-enthalpy, Btub
hp = horsepower, hp (I hp -= 550
ft-lb/sec)
hp. = accessory power, hp
hpo.. = auxiliary propulsive power, hp
hpo = gear
losses,and
hptransmission power
= man
l
moment of inertia of
blade about fapp ine
ofnge,
slug.ft2
= rotor moment of inertia,
slug-Af
I, = polar area moment of inertia,
ft4

= angle of rotor shaft relative to
a reference perpendicular to the
fuselage reference line, deg
/ = mechanical equivalent of heat,

dimensionless

L, -=helicopter lift coefficient,

dimensionless
LF = loss factor, dimensionless
M = Mach number, dimensionless
= rotor Figure of Merit,
dimensionless
= monment, lb-ft
A = tip Mach number,
dimensionless
= rotor tip Mach number
= (hovering),
rotor blade dimensionless
Mach number at
radius ratio (r/) x and
azimuth angle *J,dimensionless
matn,slug
N = rotational speed, rpm
Nr = an producer rotational speed,
N =

rpm
N, = power turbine rotational speed,

rpm
NRP = normal rated power, hp
N/IV, = generalized rotor speed, rpm
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n, - load factor, dimensionless
- number of 'engines
-Propeller speed, rev/sec
,
x. a,, oh - numeical

V = helicopter speed, fps

- true airspeed of forward flight,
kt

resultant velocity, function of v
Vostant

and Vin forward flight, fps
vertical rate of descent, fps
nondimenulonalized vertical
rate of descent, dimensionless
airspeed for minimum power,
kt
kt
V;
nduct exit velocity, fp
Q
V = no loss duct exit,,,.'ty, fbs
Vj = effective exhaust jet velocity far

dimensionless

P =power, ft-lb/s~ec

pVD
=
V1 =

P,, = power transferred from the
engine to the propeller
ft-lb/sec
p = total pressure, lb/ft2
p" - total pressure (ideal cycle),
lb/ft2

Srotor torque, lb-ft
= energy added in the combustor
of fuel, Btu/sec
in the form
$pessreIb/t2VLt
dnam
q - dynamic pressure lb/ft2
A = rotor or propeller radius, ft
= resultant force vector on blade
element, lb

behind the propulsive device,

== fps
local vvelocity aat blade eelement,

fe

A•, = fuel weight to gross weight
ratio, dimensionless

V = rotor tip speed, fps
WV/ = generalized airspeed, kt
Vo = forward speed at time of power

RP = range, n mi

rp = compression ratio,
dimensionless
S = reference area, ft
= wing area, ft2
SFC = specific fuel consumption,
lb/hp-hr
gri~~SP = shaft
S afthorsepowr
= horsepower

;i

SHPt($v/) = generalized shaft horsepower
distance,
ft='
s = distance,
ft
st = rotor shaft spacing ratio,

"dimensionless
T = thrust, lb
= rotor or propeller thrnst, lb
= total temperature, OR
= power loading, lb/hp
r = time, see or hr
= endurance, hr
t, = rotor blade lift coefficient,
dimensionless
t,= time required to dissipate rotor
kinetic energy in hover down
to rotor speed corresponding to
stall at initial rotor thrust, s-c
U = total velocity through rotor
disk, fps
V = free stream velocity, fps
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p
Vp = axial velocity at the plane of
the propeller, fps
V, = sink speed at time of impact,

A/C = rate of climb, fpm

r = elemental radius, ft
Ap = main rotor shaft horsepower

,

failure, fps
V1,

..... V, = selected variables

W
W,
W,
W
WF
W(1)

=
=
=
==
=

weight, lb

weight flow of air, lb/sec
crew weight, lb
weight empty, lb
weight of fuel and fuel tank, lb
= engine fuel flow, lb-fuel/hr
l-ulh
= generalized
engine fuel flow,

lb-fuel/-r
gross weight of helicopter, lb

W,18 = generalized gross weight,
dimensionless
W= payload, lb
W, = shaft work, Btu/lb
w = rotor disk loading, lb/ft2
w,, = equivalent induced velocity for
a wing, fps
x = generalized radius ratio r/R,
dimensionless
= displacement along longitudinal
axis, ft
y = lateral displacement, ft
Z = height from rotor centroid to
ground, ft
a = angle of attack, rad or deg
= turboshaft fuel flow intercept at
zero power, lb-fuel/hr

.

t
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ac =arotor control pne nle of

_a

=

8=

induced incrmental
Vangle of

ax = rotor tip plane path angle of
attack, degror
~ dg
el8 ~
~ Plane
lnetk
•, ~~
~ = tip Path
tilt,
aw = wing angle of incidence, rad
= rotor blade element angle of
"a,.#
.attack, at radius ratio (i) x0

altitude temperature ratio,
=

~

~

=

8, 8, and 8

=

1=

=

fog
OGF.
rotor-inducd velocty

dotr ed velo
do=wnstrea, fps

= empty weight to gross weight
ratio, dimensionless
rdd
= azimuth angle of rotor blade
in
from its downwind position.

dg
yaw angle, dog
f = rotor angular speed, rmd/sec
i(R = rotor tip speed, fps
w, = natural frequency of vibration,
tad/se
-

dimensionless

range,
specific
generalized
n
spec

n mi/lb-fulel

=.dimensionless

jet
transfer efficiency,
dimensionless
....

t

dimensionless

dimensionlessor

'9 = efficiency, dimensionless
= mechanical efficiency of the
helicopter, dimensionless
1c = Cheeseman forward flight
efficiency factor, dimensionless
I? = expansion efficiency,
dimensionless
ti=
propulsive efriciency,

i

- V)VV,
p = density
of air, slug/ft3
Po = NACA standard sir density at
sea level, 0.002378 slug/t
= rotor solidity, dimensionless
= ratio of ambient sir density to
level density,
standard eam
dimensionless

altitude pressure ratio,
dmn
icmt.
onles
= incremental velocity ratioAngle,
~~~~~~~(change in Vp,/V)due to the=rorinowage
(change in a p
ldu cto
of a propeller duct,frmisdw
dimnsones

=.

71 tr(jet)
t.

= rotor-induced velocity, fpa
generalized induced velocity,
dimensioness
= rotor induced velocity in hover

2/Vo

=

V1W•
F

inflow

adv=nce ratio, dimensionless

X

coefficients of equation C, =
dieni
+ 8ne+ 2al
• •.

ollective pitch

deg
A = ground effect correction factor,
dimeionless
ratio, dimensionleus

= flight path angle with reapect
to horizon, deg
= Lock number, dimensionless
= wae d skw Aglerad(Vi
= wake skew angle,
'AR,1 = fuel weight ratio, required to
ARF2
fuclimb, dimensionuless
,AR 2 = fuel weight ratio required in
"cruise,dimensionless
AR,) = fuel weight ratio required to
staft and maneuver,

:•
.,presence

(

, d8

= total blade twist root to tip,

v

8

rotor blade ion pitch aigle,
aiu ai
seto
pitch aangle
blade
or rad

de pitclh Anlie It radius ratio
ow=tppt
blade

O

and azimuth Angle *, rad or
'de
= flapping angle, rad or dg
= propeller pich angle, dog
= helicopter yaw angle, des
- turbhaft el flow dope
=
fversus shaft horsepower,
lb-fuel/hr-hp
= rotor coning angle, rad or dog=

strength,

helicopter pitch attitude, deg c,

Saipb
Subscripts
,

aerodynamic
average
acc = acceleration
amb
ambient
= available
av =
b = combustion
=

C = compressor

ch = chart
cl =
climb
= cuime
Cr = cruise
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DD

-

t-= sta1

draS diergence

esiffetieT

rotor
= seailvl
S = shrogednpriplle
sI = strandferd
= setiall
T = totalt
= turing
lniuiax
xR =wthi rosettor
taxgnial
trtransy)eri
it
to

Dq=dequvaent
ex = axe=eeato

I.'.'

encV
D
d= dvergial
fd=sfdeig
£= eorast
fic h
*= eflutie
eat=
equivalet

pat

espec

ey
fus = Nex
F = herticnalfiz

= wtrepctovertical

MIC -=forward fInghtun efecw
i

=

faa = hovelag
10GE = hvrin-ground elffect

0

fistndadontal condition
foI wose
operaneg.fowtiron, fial h

hi = hinhdiuleete

rotor. Also, engine station 2

init = initial
= level flight
=low
= maximum
= maneuver
= minimum
mis= mission
mm= nominal

NAP =normal rated power
00£

out-of-ground effect

qW=o ptmu
P = poelr1H.Glauert,
P =presstae
= parasite
= perpendicular
= proplsivetogyro'
par parialloador
pwerAeronautical
V

ref =
mgq =
res =
rw=
s =
=
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ofdesentsearch
RID
rae
r = rdial4.
reference
required
residual
rotation
single rotor
single blade element
Sh = haft(1932),

odto

wih
inl-th re ppeatiton
logiuinal(x
lniesaterl)aisn
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CHAPTER 4

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
4-1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concerned with the definition of
structural design criteria for helicopters, the determination of basic loads based upon these criteria, and tho
demonstration, by preliminary structural analysis, of
the adequacy of the structure to withstand these loads.
The design criteria included are based primarily upon,
existing Military Specifications. In some areas acceptable criteria are not provided by these specifications and,
,experience dictates the requirement. Some
threfore,
instances of the latter are fatigue spectra and fail-safe
criteria.
Design criteria are developed for the following conditions:
1. Flight and takeoff
2. Landing
3. Ground
4. Controls
5. Special loadings
6. Miscellaneous.
These criteria, together with the design parameters and
characteristics of a given model helicopter, are used to
calculate basic loads. Methods for the determination of
loads applicable to components such as rotor systems
and
landing for
gearwhich
are described
in detail. For procethose
components
the load determination
dure is explained adequately in available publications,
appropriate references are cited.
It is a practical impossibility, to analyze structural
adequacy for every loading condition a helicopter
might encounter. However, experience has shown that
there are only a few critical loading conditions. During
the preliminary design process, these critical conditions
must be identified and the applicable loads calculated,
If the helicopter can withstand these critical loads, it
will have an adequate margin of safety for all other
loads normally encountered.
Army helicopters are classified by mission utilization
(See Chapter 1); preliminary load development is accomplished with the end use of the vehicle as guidance.

A design parameter fundamental to basic helicopter
loads is design limit flight speed Vn.. Other speeds (par.
4-2), used primarily for developing fatigue spectra, are
percentages of the design limit flight speed or of the
maximum level flight speed VH1
Three values of gross weight to be used in preliminary design are minimum design gross weight, basic
structural design gross weight, and maximum alternate
gross weight. These criteria are defined and their application discussed in par. 4-3. Other helicopter weights,
(par.enc
4-4)te
isebasedeent
upnseeaofihmcni
applicable to specific loading conditions, also are dis-cussed.
The determination of flight and takeoff loading requirements (par. 4-4) is based upon several flight condi.
tions that must be examined at maximum and minimum
design rotor speeds, both power-on and
power-off.
Some of the design conditions are design
limit speed, symmetrical dives and pullouts, vertical
takeoff, rolling pullout, and yaw. Additional maneuvers and missionconditionsof significance in the determination of component fatigue or service lives also are

discussed.

Landing load criteria reflect the fact that Army helicopter environments include unprepared landing areas,
adverse weather and terrain, and relatively inexperienced personnel. Par. 4-5 lists preliminary design
requirements
for levelspeed,
and asymmetric
landings, with
and without forward
for various helicopter
sizes,
weights, and configurations. Reserve energy requirements and crash load factors also are specified.
Ground handling can impose critical loads upon the
aircraft structure. Par. 4-6 describes preliminary design
requirements for taxiing, jacking and mooring, and
towing and transport.
Loading conditions resulting from acceleration and
braking of the rotor are discussed in par. 4-7. The most
critical conditions usually occur when maximum engine power is applied to the system at low rotor speed,
causing peak torques in the transmission and large
bending moments on the rotor blades. The rotor-braking load to be considered involves bringing the rotor to
rest from a low rotor speed.
4-1
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Preliminary design for hard points required for the
attachment of external stores involves load analyses to
insure the structural integrity of hard-point fittings and
their supporting structure, store and pylon fairings, and
adjacent structures affectedby the presence of external
stores. Requirements for use of test data and models for
analyzing hard-point loads are given in par. 4-8.
Substantiation of the structural adequacy of rotor,
drive, and control systems is described in par. 4-9. The
determination of applicable loads, both steady and alternating, is discussed, together with appropriate methods for preliminary structural analysis. Control system
load origins, the criteria for structural design, and
methods of localizing loads are given in this paragraph.
Structural consideration must be given to ultimate
loads, both in flight and during ground handling, and
to periodic (fatigue) loads,
The structural substantiation of the airframe is
treated in par. 4-1%. For purposes of this discussion
air. rame structure includes the fuselage, wing and empennage, landing gear, and mission equipment installations. Limit loads are to be multiplied by the ultimate
factor of safety (1.5), and a positive margin against

limited by blade stall or compressibility effects. For
preliminary design, VH shall be not less than the maximum level flight speed attainable in forward, sideward,
and rearward at each applicable gross weight using
intermediate power. Minimum values of 35 kt are required for V,, in sideward or rearward flight with specific values being established by the procuring activity
for each model helicopter. These determinations depend upon individual mission requirements.
The second design flight speed is VDL, design limit
flight speed. This speed is defined as a given percentage
above VH. The ratio VDL/VH shall be not less than 1.25
for attack, 1.20 for utility, and 1.15 for observation,
training, cargo, or heavy-lift helicopters.
The design flight speeds are used throughout the
preliminary design process as a basis for evaluating
critical loading conditions. Specific applications of the
design flight speeds appear throughout this chapter.
Additional flight speeds also are specified for individual loading conditions. Examples of these are:
1. Autorotational dive speed VT, :the design maximum flight speed in autorotation
2. The flight speed for minimum rate of descent

fflilure is to be maintained. Yielding is not permitted at

in autorotation

limit load and failure is not permitted at ultimate load.
One exception to this requirement is in the design of
certain landing gear such as skid gear; experience has
shown that 'Yielding of the energy-absorbing skid or
spring device may be permitted for the limit condition
specified.
Because it contains a large complement of rotating
Becus i are
cntinsaomlemntofroatng

machinery and has a rotor that constantly generates a
cyclic load input, a helicopter operates in a severe
fatigue environment. A large number of dynamic components are designed primarily so that they will provide
adequate fatigue strength. A design requirement is a
minimum fatigue or service life, generally 3600 hr, for
parts that cannot be designed fail-safe. Methods for
determination of service lives are discussed in par. 4-I1.
Both preliminary estimates and the final determination, which is based upon flight load surveys and
laboratory tests to failure, are treated.

4-2

DESIGN FLIGHT SPEEDS

At least two design flight speeds shall be used in
preliminary structural design' The first is V., the design maximum level flight speed in forward, rearward,
or sideward flight. MIL-S-8698 defines V,, in forward
flight as the maximum speed attainable at the basic
design gross weight in level flight using intermediate
(formerly military or 30 miin) power, or as may be
4-2

vV, ,.,1

3. The flight speed for maximum rate of climb
V
the forward flight speed at which power requcr
quired for level flight is minimum, hence at which
power available for climb is maximum
4. Cruise speed V, : the highest forward flight
speed at which specific range (n miAb fuel) is 99% of
maximum

5. Endurance speed V, :the flight speed at which
fuel consumption rate (b/hr) in level forward flight is
minimum.
Values of these flight speeds may be stated in the
helicopter detail specification. If they are not so specifled, they should be calculated (see par. 34).
The operating limit flight speed is the "neverexceed" speed VNE. The value of this "red-line" airspeed should be equal to VDL. However, vibration or
stress limits upon helicopter flight speeds may be found
during the flight test program. In such cases VNE may
have to be less than VDL. During preliminary design,
VNE shall be assumed equal to VDzL.
Helicopter speeds pertinent to landing conditions are
discussed in par. 4-5.3.

4-3

GROSS WEIGHTS

Three gross weights W, are significant to the preliminary design of helicopters: minimum design,
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basic structural design W,,. and maximum alternate
m mdesign
weights W,..gross
dThe minimum desig
o
ight
is the lowest gross
weight considered practicable for flight. This gross
weight for all models shall consist of all items of the
helicopter basic weight (see Chapter 10) plus:
1. 5% of usable fuel
2. Minimum quantity of oil consistent with Item I
3. Minimum crew (170 lb).

Z
,000
Fz

This gross weight represents a helicopter returning
from a mission with all disposable payload items expended. Maximum load factor and angular acceleradion are obtained at the extremities of the helicopter
during flight maneuvers at this gross weight.
The basic structural design gross weight for all helicopter models shall be the takeoff gross weight with
full internal fuel and with full internal and external

adequate strength in Army helicopters. Design gross
weight, as defined in Chapter 10, remains the basis for
performance calculations.
The maximum alternate design gross weight shall be
as prescribed in the helicopter detail specification. In
any case, the maximum alternate design gross weight
shall not be greater than the maximum gross weight at
which the helicopter can take off from an unprepared
field of 800-ft length and clear a 50-ft obstacle in not
less than ar additional 200 ft. Such takeoff shall be at
sea
level ol a •.candard
day and shall use the lesser of
seanlevelia
,candard
odmaxiy
m tandshall
siotheolwrque,
intermediat, power or maximum transmission torque.
The load factors n, applicable to this gross weight
shall be the load factors nb specified for the basic structural design gross weight multiplied by the ratio of the
basic
structural
weight to the maxim un
baltesrate
design design
gross gross
weight, nto te
nmaxu).
These load factors shall not be less than 2.0. (Load
factor n is the ratio of a given load to the weight with
which it is associated.) The maximum alternate design
gross weight shall be used for landing and groundhandling conditions to the extent specified.
In the development of design loads for conditions for
which these design gross weights are applicable, the
range of center of gravity (CG) locations resulting from
all practicable arrangements of variable and removable
items for which provision is required shall be considered. Gross weights to be used for design shall be all
critical gross weights between the minimum and the
maximum alternate design gross weights.

x

/
/

-

M

VECTORS ARE SHOWN IN THE
POSITIVE DIRECTION ALONG SODY
AXES. LEFT HAND RULE APPLIES TO

load items required for the performance of the primary

mission, as defined in the helicopter detail specification. Inclusion of full internal fuel in this definition of
basic structural design gross weight is a departure from
MIL-S-8698 that has been found necessary to provide

F

MOMENTS.

Fig. 4-1. Positive Sign and Vector Conveations for
Force Acting an the Helicopter

4-4

FLIGHT AND TAKEOFF LOADING

44.1

FLIGHT ENVELOPES AND MISSION
PROFILES

F
Forces and moments acting upon the helicopter during
acting along and about three mutually perpendicular
body axes. Sign and vector conventions for the forces
an
moments acting along these principal axes are as
depicted in Fig. 4-1 Note that this coordinate system
is the opposite of that used to define the motions of the
helicopter (Chapter 6).
At any instant in time, all aerodynamic and inertia
forces shall be in equilibrium, and the following conditions shall be satisfied:
1. Summation of forces along each of three mutually perpendicular reference axes equals zero
2. Summation of moments about each of three
mutually perpendicular reference axes equals zero.
Rotor thrust shall be in equilibrium with the aerodynamic and inertia forces acting upon the aircraft. For
the case of trimmed l-g flight, the rotor thrust T is
equal to the resultant of the weight W, and the aerodynamic drag D, and has a line of action in opposition to
the resultant F, of these two forces, as shown in Fig.
4-3
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about the y-axis. This moment causes the aircraft to
pitch about they-axis, and the resulting angular acceleration when multiplied by inertia results in a moment
counterbalancing the applied moment, as shown in Fig.
4-3.
PFor angular accelerations, a system similar to that
for linear accelerations is used, except that the force
F, acting upon any element in the aircraft is also a
function of the distance x'of that element from the CO,
and is defined by the equation
Fig. 4-2. Resolution of Weight and Drag i

(inx'O

Trimmed Flight
4-2. (For simplicity, the drag force is shown as acting
through
Ywthe CG of the helicopter.)
For flight conditions in which there is no angular
acceleration, inertia and gravity forces shall be distheir
amemaner
inthe
weght, wih
with teir
manner aas weights,
same
tributed in thetrib*.e

whewhere

gravity forces, for convenience in analysis, are combined as the product of a normal load factor n, and the

4r2) such that
4
c

,(

:~

= weight of element, lb

w= wenghta ofcelemetint, lb /ec
aglraclrtordsc
the airthrust andaccelerathe arotor
between
unbalance
Any gross
craft
"weight
will cause
corresponding

Stion in the vertical direction a, and load factor n, (Eq.
Tcos *R =nzWs

gross weight W,

F= ,nW lb

l(43

,

w

,lb

(4-4)

(4-1)
where

where

T

F,
normal force component, lb
The equation defining the relationship between load
factor n, and linear acceleration a, for zero pitch attitude is:
a
nf

=

I+

dfrom
d

(4-2)

where
g = acceleration due to gravity,
32.2 ft/sec2
Additional forces and moments are created during
those flight conditions in which the helicopter is being
maneuvered by the pilot, or in which external forces
such as gusts cause the aircraft to be accelerated in
either a linear or an angular fashion. These forces and
moments produce linear and angular accelerations that
result in balancing inertia forces and moments. The
aircraft, when considered as a free body, remains in
equilibrium.
As an example of the stated principles, fore or aft
movement of the control stick changes the direction of
thrust of the rotor, resulting in an unbalanced moment
4-4

.

rotor thrust, lb

aN

angle between thrust vector and
vertical, rad
The same rationale can be applied to any flight condition, e.g., a rolling or yawing maneuver.
The primary modification for a compound helicopter
a structural standpoint is that force-generating
systems other than the rotor are introduced. These
additional systems are generally wings, either with or
without auxiliary lift and control devices such as flaps

Xx'J

,
- 0

nz W9
Fig. 4-3. Moments Resulting From Control Stick
Movement

ii
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and aileron, and thrust producers such as propellers or
auxiliary jet engines,
4-4.1.1

Basic Flight Loading Conditions

1, This method defines load factor capability of a rotor
in terms of the maximum mean blade lift coefficient
1si4., The expression for load factorcapability n,, is:

(

During its life cycle a helicopter is subjected to a
wide variety of loads, many for short durations of time.
Some loads are generated by pilot input and some origi-

nate from natural sources such as gusts and rough
landing surfaces. A helicopter lives in a severe fatigue
environment because of its large complement of rotat.-i
ing machinery and its rotor that constantly generates a
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cyclic load input. The dynamic components-includ- '/
s ao
ing drive shafts, transmissions, rotor hubs, and blades
-- are sized primarily from a consideration of fatigue
strength. Although many portions of the airframe are
aB3 = rotor
coningtipangle,
rad or deg
designed from the standpoint of ultimate strength, a
rotor blade
loss factor,
thorough fatigue investigation is necessary in those
dimensionless
areas most affected by dynamic or oscillatory loads
di nensionles s
arising from sources such as rotors or weapons.
p. = advance ratio, (Vcosa,)/(fR),
Critical flight loading conditions normally considdimensionless
ii = rotor speed, rad/sec
ered in the design of a pure helicopter are defined in
MIL-S-8698. These conditions are:
V = forward flight speed, fps
= rotor radius, ft
R
VD1,,
speed
limit
(design
speed
1. Maximum
a. = rotor angle of attack, tad or deg
2. Symmetrical dive and pullout at design limit
and subscripts
speed VOL and at 0.6 VN, approximately the speed of
= trimmed 1-g flight
=
maximum load factor capability
N = value at maximum load factor,
3. Vertical takeoff (jump takeoff)
n
.
4. Rolling pullout
The formula is conservative because the maximum
mean rotor lift coefficient is an ideal theoretical value,
S. Yaw
usually not achievable with actual rotor blades. Modifi6. Autorotational maneuvers,
cations can be made to account for factors such as
These flight conditions must be examined at maximum
blades tapering in thickness and blade root cutout
and minin.um design rotor speeds. In addition, a
areas.
pushover maneuver to the minimum design load
Lift capability of auxiliary lifting devices-such as
factor, which usually is 0.0, shall be investigated,
wings, horizontal tails, and ailerons--is determined by
Design of a compound helicopter requires investigaclassical methods defined in texts on aerodynamics and
tion of conditions other than those defined in MIL-Sloads. Airloads theoretically should be based upon the
8698. Other conditions to be examined will be associmaximum wing lift force coefficient representing
atcd with the lift or propulsion forces generated by the
the highest angle of attack at stall for which the wing
wing stabilizer or auxiliary lift and propulsion devices,
is analyzed, but never should be less than those correand will, in general, follow classical aircraft design
sponding to the design limit load factor. The forn e
methods. Flight conditions requiring investigation
coefficient should be multiplied by an appropriate facshall be applicable loads defined in MIL-A-8860, MILtor to compensate for transient lift forces above those
A-9861, MIL-A-8865, and MIL-A-8866. Applicability
actually achievable by the wing at steady-state stall. A
will be determined by the individual aircraft configurafactor of 1.25 is recommended to cover momentary
tion.
loads during gusts and sudden maneuvers. An alternate
Considerations other than those defined in these
factor may be substituted when dynamic airfoil characMilitary Specifications may be necessary for particular
teristics are available and can be used in the derivation.
situations or specialized aircraft missions in order to
For compound helicopters and other aircraft coninsure adequate strength ir, the aircraft.
figured with both wings and rotors, a rational combinaLoad factor capability can be derived directly in
tion of the lift capabilities of both devices is required.
terms of rotor thrust by the method contained in Ref.
The present state-of-the.art is such that only a small
4-5
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"amountof data is available on compound helicopters,
The effective lift capabilities and the interactions between wings and rotors are not well defined,
It is conservative to add the lift capability of the
wings directly to that of the rotor, neglecting any lag
in response time between the rotor and the wings. This
approach would be conservative for any type of control
system used in a compound helicopter-from an aircraft that is flown purely in the helicopter mode without auxiliary controls such as ailerons, elevators, and
rudders to an aircraft that has a wide array of aerodynamic control devices on wings and empennage. Time
lag in response between forces generated by the wing
and those generated by the rotor will vary widely, depending upon configuration. The rotor response, in
general, will tend to lead the wing response when no
auxiliary control devices are installed on the wing because wing lift is dependent upon a change in angle of
attack of the entire aircraft. This criterion for structural
design of compound helicopters is treated further in
par. 4-4.2.
Because of the uncertainties of estimating interaction
among body, rotor, and wing, it is difficult to compute
the drag forces acting upon the aircraft accurately by
analytical methods. As a result, preliminary design Calculations are best developed from aerodynamic drag
data obtained in the wind tunnel. Values of lift, drag,
and pitching moment for all attitudes and angles of
attack can be obtained for the complete aircraft, vehicle-less-rotor, vehicle-less-wing, and vehicle-less-wingand-rotor. These data can be used directly in calculating basic air loads for structural design purposes.
Verification of wind tunnel model data can be obtained
later on full-scale aircraft during the flight test program.

44.1.2

Mission Profile and Fatigue
Analysis

Because the rotor system and dynamic components
of a helicopter are sized principally from fatigue considerations, fatigue analysis is a basic requirement of
helicopter design. The design shall insure that the helicopter is capable of achieving the operational design
flight requirements, is safe to operate, is free from
fatigue failure throughout its design life, and has adequate reliability with a minimuim of maintenance. At
the same time, it is important to avoid penalizing the
aircraft with excessive weight so that it cannot perform
its mission efficiently.
Fundamental to achieving these aims is a clear definition of the missions the aircraft is to perform. Because most helicopters will be used for a number of
4-6

different purposes, it is necessary to define a variety of
missions that a specific helicopter will perform during
its design life. An estimate of the percentage of useful."
life that will be spent performing each mission also
must be made.
A large number of variable parameters enters into
the determination of fatigue life. In addition to defining
aircraft missions in quantitative terms, it is necessary to
make estimates of a large number of factors and to take
these into consideration during generation of a fatigue
loading spectrum. Some of the more important of these
variables are:
at Aing
at landing
2. Flight altitudes
3. Number of takeoffs and landings per mission
4. Loads due to external stores and/or cargo slings
5. Airspeeds
6. CG range
7. Rotor speeds
8. Gust effects
it9.

Mad

number
, dura

to

ofplt

10. Sinking speed during landing
11. Autorotation.
Two typical mission profiles for an armed helicopter
are shown in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5. Such mission scenarios
will be defined by the procuring activity and used by
the aircraft developer as the basis for fatigue analysis.
Information contained in the mission profiles will be
expanded into a spectrum of flight and ground conditions as shown in Table 4-1.
Time for each event and the number and duration of
events occurring during the aircraft life are determined
from engineering estimates based upon the class of helicopter, field experience with that class of aircraft, and
estimated performance of the vehicle itself. These estimates normally are made by the aircraft designer and
approved by the procuring activity. Percentage of flight
time spent in each flight condition then can be computed from the equation in Note 2 of Table 4-1.
Inherent in the profile is a definition of aircraft life,
expressed in flight hours. This value usually will be
defined by the procuring activity prior to initiation of
aircraft development.
Because a helicopter is flown at a variety of airspeeds, weight and CG distributions, rotor speeds, and
altitudes, the flight condition spectrum must be expanded further, as indicated in Table 4-1, to consider
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11,000 lb
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1.0

AVERAGE MISSION DURATION
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SERVICE TIME
AVERAGE WEIGHT AT TAKEOFF
AVERAGE WEIGHT AT MISSION COMPLETION
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%MISSION TIME

PHASE

VELOCITY
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I TAKEOFF AND HOVER
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2.0
6.0
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3

10.0

0 - 50

10.0

100 - 150

5.0
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5.0
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A.T
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DASH TO RETURN TO ESCORT
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5.0
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PHASE

I
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2

FLIGHT TO RECONNAISSANCE AREA

3
4

I-HEADQUARTERS

AT CRUISE SPEED

RECONNAISSANCE
INVESTIGATE AND NEUTRALIZE
GROUND TARGET OF OPPORTUNITY
5 FLIGHT TO GROUND TROOP
AT CRUISE SPEED
6 LANDING AND HOVER
7 TAKEOFF AND HOVER
8 FLIGHT TO TARGET AT CRUISE SPEEO
9 ENGAGE AND NEUTRALIZE TARGET
10 RETURN TO BASE AT CRUISE SPEED
11I HOVER AND LAND

-

• MISSION TIME
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RANGE, kt

2.0
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10.0
2.0
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10.0
6.0
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TABLE• 4-1

FLIGHT CONDITION SPECTrRUM FOR FATIGUE ANALYSIS

FLIGHT
CATEGORY

I
FLIGHT CONDITION
HOVER AND AIR TAXI
LOW SPEED CRUISE

NOTE
1

STEADY MEDIUM SPEED CRUISE-FLIGHT, HIGH SPEED CRUISE
POWER ON MAX LEVEL FLIGHT
SPEED
DIVE :I?EED

TRANSITION

TIME
PER
EVENT

NO.OF
EVENTS
DURING
AIRCRAFT
LIFE

:, FLIGHT
TIME

NOTE

EXPANSION PARAMETERS
.1IEIGHT. ROTOR
CG
SPEED ALTITUDE
DISTRI- OISTRIDISTRIBUTION BUTION
BUTION

NOTE
2

1

",,

!

LOW SPEED TRANSITION
HIGH
SPEED TRANSITION
TRAITION0
TO
AUTOROTATION
TRANSITION FROM
AUTOROTATION

NOTE

CYLIC AND COLLECTIVE
PULL-UPS

NOTE
1

NOTE
1

1

NOTE
1

,,

NOTE
2

NOTE
2

ROLLING PULL-OUT

_

RIGHT TURNS
LEFT TURNS
STEEP CLIMBING TURNS
RIGHT
STEEP CLIMBING TURNS
~LEFT

!i

..

POWANEUVERO
TURN.ON-THE-SPOT
"POWER ON DYNAMIC YAW (RUDDER
REVERSALS)
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
REVERSAL
VERTICAL CONTROL

"REVERSAL

QUICK-STOP
___

JUMP TAKEOFF
FLARE

AUTOROTATION STEADY
DESCENT
AUTOROTATION RIGHT
TURN
•

NOTE

NOTE
1

"

NOTE
2

AUTOROTATION LEFT
~TURN
POWER OFF AUTOROTATION PULL-UP
AUTOROTATION RUDDER
REVERSAL
AUTOROTATION LATERAL
CONTROL REVERSAL
AUTOROTATION VERTICAL

-

CONTROL REVERSAL

AUTOROTATION FLARE
NOTES:

1. VALUES DETERMINED BY ENGINEERING ANALYSIS OF MISSION PROFILES
2. ' FLIGHT TIME - TIME PER EVENT X NUMBER OF EVENTS DURING AIRCRAFT LIFE X 100
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4.4.2.1

.
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-

a helicopter is discussed in par. 4.4.1 and a discussion
load factors a they relate to the rotor hub is included

"-0

MODEL

-

AHIG:

S100

,1

..
01
!tions.

- 11
57-

3MODEL

S.--

UN-IC

,

ratio of the maximum possiblethrust thatcan be devel-

q

MOE,I
MOD 1.'.

V"

The vertical accelerations that establish the maneuver limit loads can be related to the maximum thrust
capability of the rotor. The maximum load factor is the

=

I

--------

in par. 4-10.2. A clear concept of limit loads is an
important factor in the efficient design and safe operation of a helicopter. The discussion that follows provides more information on limit load factors as they
apply to various types of maneuvers and flight condi-

"

S10

Symmetrical Flight

nature of the forces and moments acting upon

-The

S300
..
S-of

S"

LIMIT LOAD FACTORS

0.2
0.6
1.0
1.4
1.8
2.2
NORMAL LOAD FACTOR nz. dimensionless

oped by the rotor to the gross weight. The maximum
thrust is determined by assuming the maximum lift
coefficient at all blade sections. This, according to Ref.
4, may be represented by:

Fig. 4-6. Frequency of Occurrence of Load Factors

(Ref. 2)

(4-6)

mex

pbcR(flR)

maz

these parameters because fatigue life is affected greatly
by each.-

For armed helicopters, estimates of the amount of
firing of guns and other weapons also are required in
order that fatigue lives of structural components atfected by these loads can be determined.

1.0

In addition to the spectrum of flight conditions, se-

verity distributions of load factors due to pilot-initiated
maneuvers and gust encounters are required. Fig. 4-6
(Ref. 2) is representative of the severity of load factors
due to maneuvers and gusts during the life of an attack
helicopter and a utility helicopter, while Fig. 4-7 (Ref.
3) represents such load factors for a fixed.wing aircraft.
Fig. 4-7 presents cumulative frequency of occurrence,
which Is the probability of occurrence of a given or
greater gust velocity.
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-

Data presented in Fig. 4-6 are suitable for use during
preliminary design and analysis of attack and utility

10-

,-

-.

helicopters, while Fig. 4-7 is suitable for all helicopter
classes (pars. 4-4.2 and 4-4.3). Fatigue damage due to
landings and ground conditions (pars. 4-5 and 4-6) also

-

-

-

must be included in the conoputation of fatigue life of
the helicopter. Final determination of fatigue life of the

airframe and dynamic components (par. 4-11) can be

o-1'

-

0

20

so

4o

made only after laboratory fatigue testing of specimens

and determination of the magnitude of loads during the
flight load survey.
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where
thrust coefficient,
T/[pwrA(flR)1,2 dimensionless
fiR = rotor tip speed, fps
p = air density, slug/ft
a = rotor solidity, be, /(rR),
dimensionless
b = number of blades
C' = blade chord (effective), ft
The lift coefficient for the basic structural design
gross weight, in the same manner, may be represented
by:
Cr

=

d(LOT ==pbcR(SIRýi

(4-7)

or maxiThe maximum possible load factor n,
mum g load obtainable at basic structuralesign gross
weight then would be obtained from Eqs. 4-6 and 4-7
as an altrnate to Eq. 4-5:
(CT/°V)Max
Max

(4.g)

(CT/a) desin

This maximum attainable load factor can be computed for a given rotor system and vehicle combination,
However, MIL-S-8698 has established limit load factors to be used in the design and qualification of three
different clases of helicopters. They are shown in Table 4-2. The requirements of one of these classes probably will be applicable to any new helicopter design. On
the other hand, the Request for Proposal (RFP) may
establish requirements that are different. In addition,
more up-to-date test data on similar vehicles may be
available that justifies different limit load factors. These
data also should be considered.
The determination of realistic load factors has been
a continuing effort by industry and various Governmental agencies. Structural design criteria that are

-.

i

TABLE 4-2
HELICOPTER DESIGN LIMIT LOAD
FACTORS
MISSI..
......
MRSSION
LIMIT
ODFCOSCLASS
3.IC.5AHOTION
1
CLASS I
-3.5..-0.5
AH. OH. TH, UH
CLASS I1
CLASS III

LOADS
FACTO,
RS.
+3.0, -0.5

-2.5,-0.5

C L ASSI FI CATI O

CH. PAYLOAD < 5000 lb
CH, PAYLOAD > 5000 1b

peculiar to the varied missions performed by Army
helicopters are necessary to assure procurement of
vehicles that will provide satisfactory service throughout their useful lives. A substantial amount of flight
load data now has been acquired on Army helicopters
in operational environments. These data should be reviewed as a part of the preliminary design effort on a
new helicopter.
Ref. I summarizes some early flight test data on load
factors obtained in maneuvers. The maximum load factor measured in the test program covered by the report
was 2.68 g obtained by a combined cyclic and collective
pullup during autorotation at 50 mph with motion of
the collective control delayed approximately 1.5 sec.
Other high load factors obtained during the tests were:
1. Cyclic pitch pullup, level flight, 85mph; 2.38 g
"2.Cyclic pitch pulluo. autorotation, 80mph; 2.55 g
3. Cyclic pitch pullup, 5-deg dive in autorotation,
50 mph; 2.52 g.
Fig, 12b of Ref. 5 summarizes data obtained on turbine-powered helicopters with gross weights less than
10,000 lb. These data showed a maximum maneuver
load factor of 2.5 g and fewer than 50 accumulated
occurrences above 2.0 g for each 1000 hr in operation.
Ref. 6 summarizes load factor data obtained on three
light observation helicopters and two large load-lifting
helicopters. Maximum maneuver loads for the light
helicopters generally did not exceed 2.5 g, and the number of occurrences above 2.0 g also was fewer than 50
per 1000 hr. The maximum maneuver load factors for
the heavy-lift helicopters were all below 2.0 g. Similar
data for AH and UH helicopters are shown in Fig. 4-6
(Ref. 2).
In contrast to the case of positive acceleration, the
limitations on negative load factor provided by reaching 'CL are of little practical interest. Control moments are reduced during negative accelerations and all
data show that -0.5 g is an adequate negative acceleration for consideration in design. Inherent blade motion
limitation is one of the factors affecting the magnitude
of negative acceleration. The most common sources for
negative load factors are gust loads (par. 4-4.3).
Control of Limit Load Factors
4-4.2.1.1
As flight speed increases, a given rotor angle-ofattack change produces a larger thrust increment so
that large load factorsma be reached withoutlag
attitude changes. The maximum loads thus may be

h u ag
a h d iapplication,
d f c o s inmarate eofr control
t ha l ar ge lo variation

obtained by

magnitude of control movement, and airspeed.
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Artificial limitation of load factors may be accomplished by:
I. Rotor speed regulation
2. Dampers in controls

SLimit

3
g
t
nfactors
Except for rotor speed regulation, these artificial methods of limitation have not been popular for helicopter
design and operation.
load factors for configurations such as copounds and helicopters with unconventional rotors
must be established on an individual basis. However,
the general approach for these unconventional vehicles
load factors used must be justithe same in that the
is
et n nltiaaa
fldtooghyb
fled thoroughly by test and analytical data.
4-4.2.1.2
V-n Diagram
Typical K-n diagrams are shown in Fig. 4-8. The
load factors shown are the limit load factors for hypothtical helicopter designs. The upper limit of 3.5 g and
the lower limit of -0.5 g in the low airspeed and
normal airspeed region were established by MIL-S8698. The limits at high airspeed were determined by
rotor blade stall and blade tip Mach limits. The load
factor n. shown in this diagram is:
a:
?i= cos 0 ±

(4-9)

where
0 - pitch angle of helicopter body
axis, deg
4-4.2.1.3
Maneuvers (Symmetrical Flight)
Various maneuvers that are classified as symmetrical
flight maneuvers include the following:
1. Hover. Hover is normally at or near zero airspeed and the load factor is one.
2. Takeoff and climb. Vertical takeoff and vertical
climb are inherent capabilities of the helicopter. A
jump takeoff maneuver consists of rapid application of
collective pitch on the ground while the rotor is turning
at maximum power-on rotational speed. The maximum
vertical load factor from this maneuver seldom exceeds
1.6. A maximum rate of climb from takeoff is a demonstration maneuver and results in relatively modest accelerations and associated load factors of 1.5 and less.
3. Level flight. The resultant thrust load during
level flight is reacted by the weight of the vehicle, the
inertial load due to longitudinal acceleration, and the
drag load from airspeed. As airspeed and longitudinal
acceleration increase, the longitudinal load increases
4-12

accordingly, causing an increase in the required thrust.
A diagram of these level flight forces is shown in Fig.
4-9. Higher load factors are more likely in the highspeed regime of level flight because the relatively large
thrust increment from the rotor facilitates large load
with modest flight attitude changes. Larger
control capability, however, is available in the airspeed
range around 0.6 V,'f
4. One-g dive. A 1-g dive maneuver consists of
operating the helicopter, in a dive attitude with rotor
thrust approximately equal to gross weight (load factor
1.0). This maneuver often is used (per MIL-S-8698)
t demonstrate maximum speed followed
by maximum
pumlsp from e d ive.
te
loadefactrdduring
the pullup from the dive.
load factor
5. Pullup. The pullup demonstrates maximum
-

load factor for symmetrical flight. The design conditions of MIL-S-8698 are at airspeeds of V.L and 0.6
Vp for maximum rotor speed and minimum rotor
speed. Fig. 4-10 shows a diagram of forces encountered
iii the maneuver. The loads originate from gravity, aerodynamic pitching moment, inertia, and the centrifugal
force caused by the angular velocity of the helicopter
following an arc. Longitudinal loads also are encountered
at the rotor hub point of attachment because of
the force
associated with the moment and because
of
the drag and the longitudinal component of the gravity
load. These longitudinal loads must be considered for
"thismaneuver as well as for other maneuvers to which
they are applicable. Lateral loads also are applicable in
symmetrical flight maneuvers because of lateral movements, directional controls, and tail rotor thrust. Even
though these longitudinal and lateral loads have their
associated limit load factors, they are not discussed in
as much detail because their magnitudes are small cornpared with the vertical thrust loads and longitudinal
moments.
4-4.2.1.4
Rotor Speed and Power Ranges
There is a significant difftarence in load factor consideration between power-on and power-off operations.
The allowable range of power-on rotor speed is relatively small, being limited on the high side by engine
limits and on the lw side by helicopter rotor blade stall
and associated vibration and comfort levels. Power-off
operation, on the other hand, has a comparatively large
allowable range of rotor speeds. The maximum allowable rotor speed in autorotation is considerably higher
than the maximum speed allowable power-on.
This maximum power-off rotor speed limit is essentially the design limit of the rotor (with some reduction
for a factor of safety). The minimum power-off rotor
rpm may be set at the lowest level from which, as
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Fig. 4.Typical V-n Diagrms Showing Flight Maneuvers
by flight test experience, rotor speed recovery
) shown
can be accomplished in a safe length of time. As shown
in Eq. 4-, the maximum thrust capability T, of the
rotor varies directly ai (flAR) Trhe maximum possible
thrust capability of the rotor is, therefore, at the maximumoto
hichis
sped, powr-of coditon.
Thisreltioshi,
whch ltiatey reult inthe
determination of the maximum possible limit load factor, is illustrated in Fig. 4-11, which is a graph Of
maxmumposibl
veticl lad actr vrsu roor
speed for a hypothetical rotor system. This graph
shows that the power-on operating range is below the
maximum normal load capability of the rotor. Thus,
demostrtio
manuves ivoling oadfacors
should be conducted under partial power and autorotational flight conditions where the rotor can be operated
at ahighr sped.regimes
4-4.2.1.5

Load Factors for Other Than

Normal Gross Weights

If a helicopter is operated at a weight greater or less
than the normal design gross weight, it must be assmied that a different maneuvering load margin is
available. For this reason it is customary to specify a
higher-than-normal gross weight-normally called an
alternate design gross weight (par. 4-3>-in the detail
specification. The load factor for this configuration
should not be less than 2.0 (MIL-S-8698).

The .zonfiguration that involves a lighter-than-normal gross weight also should be considered. Certain
missions may call for off-loading a portion of the fuel
and cargo. This creates a condition where the relationship between rotor thrust capability and actual gross
weight results in a higher limit load factor. The principat requirement for application of this higher load factor would be for certain equipment items.
4-4.2.1.6
Fatigue Analysis
The effect of a particular maneuver on fatigue life
must be determined by inflight measurement of the
ste othcmpntsfrwihheaigele
inoatnisedd.Crincm
nnsmyacumulate damaging fatigue cycles during high-speed
flight with a relatively modest load factor increase. On
thohehadhierldfcosinterlgt
may result in no fatigue damage. It is essential,
therefore, that information on both the load factor and
the resulting stress is known.
In addition, it is important to have an accurate measurement or estimate of the maneuver time spectrum. A
typical maneuver time history showing load factor versus time is illustrated in Fig. 4-12. TIhis type of maneuver time history may be used to determine the approximate number of load cycles at each load factor for the
particular flight condition. The number of such maneuvers in a given time can be estimated from data such
as that in Ref. 6. A total cycle count for load factors
4-13
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and associated stresses then can be accumulated to establish the effect of the maneuver upon the fatigue life

to verify the maximum limit load capability or desig,
of the rotor and helicopter system.

This procedure would be repeated for all other maneuvers that h,.%e been determined to be critical for
fatigue life of components. The preliminary design task

4.4.2.2

should include definition of the possible maneuver

cmiet
sals
h aiu rotational
odfcosdrn
gitudinal) and
simultaneous
accelerations

spectrum for the helicopter being designed. It is not
possible
to make a definitive fatigue analysis without
•
flight test data from the actual helicopter, but background data may be used in a preliminary analysis that
isi.of value
and deignand
may assist in achievement of a nearotimu
basc
o
b
dA

cmi
speotrmestablish
the maximum
load factors
during
asymmetrical
flight operations.
Power-on,
power-off,

of a component,

Asymnmtrical Flight

Combined load factors (vertical, lateral, and Ion-

and rotor speed variations also art applicable to asyrd.

cal flight maneuvers include rolling pullups, sideslips
yaw, and sideward flight.

Static Analysis
The static analysis of the helicopter should be based
upon one or several critical maneuvers that result in the

rolling pullup maneuver consists of a pullup while
the helicopter is in a rolling flight attitude. The roll or
bank attitude results in a load factor n, = 1/co• •,
where 9S = bank angle measured between the rotor
shaft centerline and vertical. This load factor then is

also should be included in the structural demonstration

with the additional normal loads applied as shown in

4-4.2.1.7

maximum possible limit load factors. These maneuvers

increased in proportion to the pullup and turn rates
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Fig. 4-10. The primary load factors encountered in3.
the tolling pullup maneuvtr are in the normal vertical direction. However. the longitudinal and lateral
loads also are significant. as is the lateral moment
required for the roll rate, sod all shall be considered.
The rolling pullup, maneuver is one of the principal
design maneuvers of MIL-S-8698.1.
The sideslipe, yaw, and sideward flight maneuvers
provide the highest lateral load factors. Limit load factors for the tail boom and directional control system
also ame established by these maneuvers.
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GUSTS
has been established that the reaction of a helicop.,
ter to gusts is less severe than is the reaction of a
aircraft. Ref. 7 summarizes test results from
operating a helicopter and a fixed-wing aircraft side-by.
side and shows much larger load factors from gusts for
the fixed-wing aircraft. Other tests have given the same
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results.

load factors on helicopters due to gusts are
not insignificant. An incremental load factor of 0.9 due
to a gust was experienced by a commercial helicopter

a test in the Chicago area (Ref. 8).

trend toward higher airspeeds for helicopters
gust criteria more significant because gust load
factors normally increase with airspeed. A gust load
criterion is given in MIL.S-8698, including definition
4-15
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of a gust alleviation factor. This factor, according to the
specification, varies as a function of disk loading and
becomes equal to ut .'t 6 psf and above. Studies (Ref.
9), however, have t'
gust alleviation factors in accordance with this specification to be too conservative
and to result in load factors that are excessive. It is
apparent that gust load factors should be established
carefully. The best approach during the preliminary
design stage is to review the available data, especially
data on similar vehicles, and to establish and then to
justify the gust load factors to be used for tht. new
design.
Because gust load factors have been a relatively important aspect of fixed-wing aircraft design, a large
amount of data on gusts has been accumulated. One
such example is Ref. 10, which contains infoicmation
such as gust length versus gust velocity and cumulative
frequency of occurrence per mile of flight. Additional
data on cumulative frequency of occurrence are given
in Fig. 4-7 (Ref. 3).
4-4.3.1

Conditions Requiring Gust Load
Factors

The factors that e iter into the determination of gust
load factors include:
1. RFP and applicable specifications
2. Fatigue considerations
3. Airspeed range
4. Configuration
5. Exposed surfaces.
The RFP and the referenced specifications often establish specific requircments overtical
sidera, ions. MIL-S-8698, for example, cites a specific
gust velocity (o be applied, together with the schedule
for gust alleviation factor discused previously. The
gust velocity specified is 50(o'& )fps where o =
p/pc, the tatio of the density of air at the altitude under
consideration to the density of air at sea level. Therefore, the gust velocity t - considerecd at sea level is 50
fps. FAR Part 29 specifies a gust velocity of 30 fps for
design.
Fatigue considerations rcquire gust load factor data,
especially if the critical design loads for the helicopter
are set by gust conditions, or if the expec~ed operational
environment is one in which gusty air is normal.
The operating O.rspeed is an important factor in the
determination of gust loads. Ref. 7 shows lower gust

load factors at lower speeds from both calculate1 data
and test data. This has be-n confirmed in other tests
and invest~ga,,ns (Ref. 9). Fig. 4-13 is a Y-P diagiam
showing mne i,,ttive load fActors due to gusts as a fur, c4-16

tion of stirspeed. This is consistent with the gust load
criteria for fixed-wing aircraft (MIL-A-8861), where
the increments! load factor due to gusts is proportional
directly to equivalent airspeed. A comparable relationship is not given in MIL-S-8698.
Rotorcraft other than the pure helicopter, which has
freedom for blade flapping, shall be given special consideration in regard to gust load factors. Blades stiff or
rigid in the flapwise direction, along with auxiliary
wings, would tend to make such a rotorcraft behave
more likes fixed-wing aircraft. Supporting data on gust
effects are mandatory for this kind of aircraft.
Gust load factor data also are required for ground
conditions when the rotor is stopped or in transition
between the running and stopped positions. The behavior of rotor blades in the transitional period under gusty
conditions is an important consideration in the design
of the rotor hub. The structural criteria for the up stops
and droop stops of the blades often are based upon gust
factors. Gust loads on fixed surfaces also shall be considered and are a function of the gust velocity, the
surface area of exposure, and the effective inertia of the
vehicle. The dynamic response of the helicopter to the
specified gust loads also shall be examined.
4-4.3.2

Gust Influence

The response of a lifting rotor to gusts is difficult to
predict analytically, even when using computers, because of the transient nature of the disturbance and the
large number of variables involved. A rigorous mathematical analysis should include trL-nsient blade flapping, blade flexibility, induced velocity changes, and
motion of the vehicle. For preliminary design,
however, both computer data and flight data (such as
b d t the(maximus
sd
9) aeuful
h ef.
Ref. 9) are useful and should be used to the maximum
extent practicable.
1 +2.0
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Oust velocity causes a change in velocity through the
rotor, resulting in a change in rotor thrust. This change
in thrust is related primarily to a change in angle of
attack of the rotor a*. The incremental load factor
from the thrust change may be calculated by an approach that considers the gust to produce only an angle-of-attack change and that neglects any alleviation
factors. This may be expressed in the following manner
(Ref. 7):

An

dCT (flR) 2

TR2

(4-10)

V " W0
v=dda

Ifactor

where

4-4.3.4

Fatigue Loadings

The influence of gust loadings upon the fatigue life
of helicopter components depends upon the relative
sensitivity of the particular vehicle to gust conditions.
Fig. 4-7 shows a cumulative frequency of occurrence
per mile of flight versus gust velocity. From this figure,
at 2,000 to 10,000 ft, one occurrence of 50 fps or more
per 1.3 million mi of flight is indicated. Gusts of 30 fps
or higher will occur only once per 27,000 mi. If these
data are appropriate for a given helicopter, gust loading
would have a small effect upon fatigue life because
30-50 fps gusts normally would result in a load factor
less than limit load factor when a reasonable alleviation
was applied.

4-5

LANDING CONDITIONS

4-5.1

DESIGN LIMIT LANDING
REQUIREMENTS

An = load factor increment

U = gust speed, fps
V = flight speed, fps
Because the change in angle of attack
is influenced by
vehicle inertia, gust wave shape, and other
physical
conditions, a gust alleviation factor is established by
computation or by test data. The most accurate factor
is based upon test data from similar vehicles,
When considering gust alleviation factors for heli..opters, data on fixed-wing aircraft sometimes have
been used for comparative purposes. Helicopters, however, differ from fixed-wing aihcraft in that the velocity
at the helicopter blade-tip leading edge is higher in
relation to the gust velocity than is the velocity at the
wing leading edge. Another factor is the flexibility and
load attenuation provided by the flapping hinges and
flexible blades normally used on helicopters,
Information on the atmospheric gusts pertinent to
the helicopter is of fundamental importance to preliminary design. Much of this information is included iii
Ref. 10, and those data should be used for estimating
gust load factors, especially in cases where the Aleviation factors are computed.
4.4.3.3

Gust Loads During Maneuvers

The superposition of gust loads and maneuver loads
occurs infrequently, and generally the combination of
these loads does not exceed the helicopter limit load.
The limit maneuver load factor is determined by the
maximum capability of the rotor (par. 4-4.2), and exceeding this load factor is not possible even with the
addition of a gust load. Maneuvering under gusty air
conditions zs not normally a helicopter demonstration
requirement,

Army operating cnvironments involve unprepared
areas and terrain types that must be considered in the
selection of a landing gear type and in subsequent design iterations. Consideration of both level and asymmetric landings-with and without forward speed-at
varying helicopter sizes, weights, and configurations is
essential. The parameters of the landing gear design or
configuratoon sensitive to the anticipated operational
factors are likewise of interest.
4-5.1.1
Symmetrical Landings
Symmetrical landings can be accomplished in more
than one manner-from hover; during a power-on approach with forward velocity, possibly including drift;
fully autorotational with or without forward speed, and
possibly with drift; :r, in rare cases, under emergency
conditions involving abnormal descent velocity. These
rare, emergency landings usually are attributable to
battle damage, vehicle malfunction, adverse weather or
terrain conditions, or pilot error.
Power-on landings normally result in relatively low
descent velocities at ground contact, usually not ex-eeding S fps. Fully autorotational landings rofely are
performed with large multimigine helicopters but are
frequent with the smaller single-engine models, to the
point that they shall be considered as normal landings.
These normal autorotatinal landings usually do not
exceed 6.5 fps descent velocity at ground contact. In
bWttle zone operations, a descent velocity of 8 fps way
be considered a normal sinking speed at ground contact. Under emergency conditions, or in unusual situa4-17
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tions as noted, descent velocities of 15 fps or more
occasionally may be encountered (Ref. 1I).
The sinking speeds at ground contact in all of these
operating conditions are affected significantly by such
vehicle design parameters as autorotational minimum
descent rate; vehicle size, configuration, and weight;
density altitude (Ref. 12); and many other factors. It
may be necessary to increase the minimum design sink
rates in order to allow for unusual or abnormal vehicle
parameters.

ters, that evasive maneuversbe performed immediately
before and during the landing flare. The design descent
velocities must be increased in such cases to reflect
these special tactical requirements.

4-5.1.1.1
Design Sinking Velocity
Minimum values for the design limit sinking speeds
at ground contact are given by MIL-S-8698 as:
1. Minimum flying weight and basic structural design gross weight-8 fps together with 0.67 W, rotor lift
throughout the impact

minimum drag factor on all contacting wheels (Fig.
4-16):
a. 3-point
b. Nose first, near level
c. Aft first, near level'
d. Aft first, maximum nose-up (as limited by

2. Alternate design gross weight---6 fps together
with 0.67 W, rotor lift throughout the impact.

e. Tail-bumper or tail wheel first (if applicable)
f. 50% maximum vertical load for Conditions

Due to the inadequacy of these criteria to account for
the severe usage of Army helicopters under combat
conditions, the design sink speed shall be a minimum
of 10 fps in lieu of 8 fps for all new designs. The horizontal speeds with which the design limit sinking speed
shall be combined shall include all values between
zero and 120% of the speed corresponding to minimum
power required for level flight at the landing gross
weight.
Factors to be considered for any particular combination of design configuration and operational environment are:
1. Steady-state descent velocity in autorotation (or
with all engines at flight idle for multiengine helicopters)
2. The forward velocity associated with the minimum steady-state autorotational descent velocity
3. Maximum operational density altitude to be designed for as a normal anticipated operating requirement
4. Disk loading
landing gear configuration as
5. Vehicle sizv
indicated by Fig. 4-14, where A = effective additional
drop height
6. Vehicle low-spoed stability and control

lb through Ie applied in any horizontal direction one gear at a time, in combination with
the vertical loads. Free-swivelling nose gear
shall be assumed to line up with the obstruction load (lockable or steerable nose gear
shall be treated as nonswivelling).
g. Conditions la through If with spin-up and
spring-back loads, if more critical.
2. Skid gear, both with and without a 0.5 drag
factor (Fig. 4-17):
a. Perfectly level
b. Nose first, near level
c. Aft first, near level
d. Aft first, maximum nose-up
e. Tail-bumper first
f. Level landing on symmetrical obstructions
located at forward contact points, and, alternatively, midway between the skid attach
points.
3. Tail-wheel gear, both with and without a 0.25
minimum drag factor on all contacting wheels (Fig.
4-18):
a. Level (main first)'

7. Pilot location relative to CG or relative to
ground contact (Fig. 4-15). As a general rule, the likeli-

(fuselage reference line), no pitching relief to the impact loads is
to be considered. l-owever, if the aft (or main) gear islocated more
than 15 deg aft (and below) the CG, pitching relief may be consid.
ered (Ref. 13). provided the additional (pitching) momentum is
considered in regard to possible critical secondary impact of the

hood of higher descent velocities at ground contact
increases as the pilot's distance ahead of the CG and
ahead of or above the initial ground contact point is

ire,,forward
increased.
8. The requirement, for certain types of helicop4-18

Landing Attitude Requirements
4-5.1.1.2
Landing conditions that require structural load consideration are the following variations of attitudes and
loadings:
1. Tricycle gear, both with and without a 0.25

tail-bumper)Y

If the aft (or main) gear is not located more than 15 deg aft
(and below) the CO with reference to thc normal level attitude

gear and provided the effect of ,he increased height of the
CG above ground at initial contact is accounted Cot as the gear

position is moved aft.
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GROUND LINE

(B) SIZE EFFECT
lFig. 4-14. Consideratons Affecting Design Limit Sinking Speed
b. 3-point
c. Tail first
d. 50% maximum vertical load for Conditions
3a and 3c applied in any horizontal direction
one gear at a time, in combination with the
vertical loads. Free-swivelling tail gea
shall be assumed to line up with the obstruction load (lockable or steerable tail gear shall
be treated as nonswivelling).
e. Conditions 3a through 3c with spin-up and
spring-back loads, if more critical.

4. Quadnicycle gear, both with and without a 0.25
minimum drag factor on all contacting wheels (Fig.
4-19):
a. 4-point
b. Nos first, near level
c. Aft first, near level' (footnote p. 4- 18)
d. Aft first, max nose-up' (footnote p. 4-Mt~
e. Tail-bumper first (if applicable)
f. Uneven terrain, near level attitude; either suf,
ficient terrain unevenness shall be assumed
so as to result in a three-point loading, or
4-19
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alternatively, a vertical unevenness equal to
2% of wheelbase, crest to trough, shall be
assumed at the most critical wave length and
angle for the particular gear coafiguration. For this condition, 75% of the ground
load factor at the CO for Condition 4a, but
not less than 2.0 S. may be usad.4-.13
S. 501% maximum vertical load for Conditions
4b through 4f applied in any horizontal direc.
tion one gear at a time, in combination with
the vertical lo'ads. Free-swivelling forward

Nskew

gear shall be assumed to line up with the
obstruction load (lockable or steerable for.
ward geam shall be treated as nonswivelling).
h. Conditions 4a through 4d with apin-up and
spiSm lod&if more critical.
WegtadCFcor
4511.
WehtadCFcos
The Ca, to be considered in conjunction with any
landing weight shal include the most adverse combination of vertical, longitudinal, and lateral limits for the
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particular helicopter, between and including minimum
•..

flying weight and alternate design gross weight.
As a minimum, the weights to be considered in regard to landing requirements are basic structural desigp gross weight, minimum design gross weight, and
A 'EIE"

alternate design gross weight.

The mass moments of inertia to be considered at any
weight and CG should reflect the most adverse distribution within the weight and CO limits chosen for
investigation. This consideration should include exter-

-..

,._

__

.___

,

nal as well as internal weight items, provided they es-.
sentially are attached rigidly to the vehicle.
4-5.1.1.4
Evaluation of Vehicle Designs
Factors affecting the maximum sinking velocities at
ground contact for optimizing helicopter designs include:
1. Disk loading. Higher disk loading means higher

B ,J0SE CIRS T

'Ci AFT FIRST

fA 3-PQINT

(0) AFT FIRST, Max NOSE UP
Fig. 4-17. Landlng Attitudes, Skid Gear

(BI NOSE FIRST

"-

C)AFT FIRST, NEAR LEVEL4).

(D)AFT FIRST, Mix NOSE UP

g

ad

SF/it 4-16. TAndg Attiouwl

Tduced
Tricycle Gear

induced power losses in the rotor, and thus higher descent velocities in autorotation, other factors being
equal.
2. Blade loading. Very little variability of this factor is noted in modern helicopter designs (Refs. 13 and

3. Vehicle aerodynamic cleanness. By reducing
drag, sinking velocities in autorotation are reduced in
several ways:
a. the LID improvement results in higher forward velocity at a given sinking velocity
b. the glide angle thus is flattened
c. the optimum minimum sinking velocity is reduced slightly because of the reduction in inpower loss at the increased forward
speed
4-21
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4.5.1.1.5

Preliminary Substantiation

Requirements

SWhere
S..E.'..

•

A'N',',•

a particular design or mission requirement

indicates adverse factors of the types in par. 4-5.1.1.4,
the values of sinking velocities to be used for preliminary design
be substantiated
manner.
This
may bemust
accomplished
eitherinbya rational
analytical
corn
parison relating back to the (minimum) conventional
criteria, or by actual landing test demonstrations under
similar conditions--comparing the more unconventional design to a similar, operationally proven, design.
In most cases, analytical comparisons should suffice for
preliminary design purposes.

5B $-.•'INT

Asymmetrical Landings

S4-5.1.2

In general, the limit descent velocities, at the vehicle

CO, to be used with asymmetrical landing conditions

for preliminary design purposes, are not different significantly from the values to be used with the level
landing conditions of par. 4-5. 1.1.The most prominent
VC TAIL cIRST

Fig. 4-18. Landing Attitudes, Tail Wheel Gear

d. the better glide path permits more time for
pilot reaction to winds and terrain variables
e. the higher forward speed provides more vehidc kinetic energy, which can be converted to
rotor kinetic energy during the final flare.
4. Control power and vehicle response. The ability
to maneuver precisely during the approach, flare, and
final touchdown has an important effect upon descent
velocity at ground contact, although this effect is difficult to define in an absolute sense.
5. Pilot visibility and location relative to the vehicle CO and to the point of initial ground contact (Fig.
4-15). The poorer the visibility in the forward-downward-sideward directions, the poorer will be the pilot's
ability to minimize the descent velocity at ground contact &ad
also the greater the chance of pilot error in
judging the flare maneuver relative to the terrain. Similar effects result as the pilot's location is moved forward
and upward relative to the initial ground contact point
(as may occur in larger vehicles). Also, as the pilot is
positioned farther forward of the CG, pitching accelerations and velocities at his station become larger in
comparison to the accelerations and velocities at the
CG, thus reducing "pilot feel" during the crucial final
portion of the landing maneuver.
4-22
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factors causing asymmetrical landing impacts in normal operation (Fig. 4-20) are:
I. Variable wind direction or gusty wind conditions
2. Adverse terrain or obstructions
32.Advere teriin oBecause
4. Evasive tactics prior to and during the landing

maneuver
S. CO extremes or other vehicle factors
6. Inexpert piloting

7. Drift
8. Yaw attitude or velocity
9. Roll attitude or velocity
10. Slope landings.
the sinking speeds at L ,und contact are
affected12byand
many
design
parameters
(Refs.
15), different
it may bevehicle
necessary
to increase
the

10 fps minimum design limit sink rate (par. 4-5.. 1..1)
to account for unusual or abnormal vehicle and operational parameters. The horizontal landing speeds for
asymmetrical landings shall be the same as for level
landings (par. 4-5.1.1.1).

4-5.1.2.1

(A) ADVERSE TERRAIN

(B DRIFT OR YA'

(C)ROLL

'O) SLOPE LANDING

F

4-20. MWit Coammo Asymmetrical Landing

Attiuds

Landing Attitude Requirements

Asymmetrical landings require design consideration
of the follawing variations of attitudes and conditions
using, as a minimum, the same limit sinking velocities
as for level landings (par. 4-5.1.1.1):
I. Tricycle gear, both with and without a 0.25 drag
factor on all contacting wheels (Fig. 4-21):
a. One aft gear first, near level'
b. One aft gear first, maximum nose-up'

Ec. of Conditions la and lb with spin-up
Each
and spring-back loads, if more critical
d. Drift landings, aft gear first, near level, vertical reaction at each gear equal to 50% of
maximum vertical reaction from level and
near-level symmetrical landings (par. 4-5.1.1.2,
Conditions la and lc), inward side load
on one gear equal to 80% of applicable vertical load and outward side load on other gear
equal to 60% of applicable vertical load
simultaneously, zero drag load
e. Landing with roll velocity: each of Conditions la through 1c, with 0.25 rad/sec roll
velocity at ground contact in the most adverse combination with 75% limit sinking
velocity
f. Landing with roll displacement: each of Conditions la through Ic, with 5-deg roll attitude
in the most adverse combination with 75%
limit sinking velocity

" If the aft (or main) gear is not located more than 15 deg aft
(and below) the CG with reference to the normal level attitude
(fuselage reference line). no pitching relief to the impact loads is
to be considered. However. if the aft (or main) gear is located more
than 15 deg aft (and below) the CG. pitching relief may be considered (Ref. 16). provided the additional pitching momentum is
considered in regard to possible critical secondary impact of ttle
forward gear and provided the effect of the increased height of the
CG above ground at initial contact is accounted for as the gear
position is -toved aft.
4-23
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2. Skid gear, both with and without 0.5 drag factor

(Fig. 4-22):K..
a. One skid first, near level laterally; nose first,
near level longitudinally; level longitudinally;
aft first, near level longitudinally; and aft
first, maximum nose-up
b. One skid first, without drag but with 0.5 friction factor acting inboard on one skid and
obtboard on the other. Assume same attitudes as for Condition 2a.
c. Level landing on asymmetrical obstruction
located at one skid forward contact point
Tail-bumper-first attitude, with 0.5 friction
coefficient acting up to ±30 deg from aft,
whichever is more critical
e. Level landing with yaw velocity: a yaw
velocity at ground contact sufficient to develop asymmetrical 0.5 friction factors as a
transverse couple applied at the most critical
locations on the skids and alternatively as a
longitudinal couple, zero symmetrical drag
Level landing with roll velocity: Condition
2a, with 0.25 rad/sec roll velocity at ground
combination with
most adverse
in sinking
contactlimit
velocity

'•\T .\
(A) ONE AFT GEAR FIRST

Sd.
"(B)
AFT GEAR
FIRST,
GEAR FIRST,•
(B) ONE
ONE AFT
Max NOSE UP

S•

6
"f.
(C) DRIFT
•-,,,• • 13\
•75%

g. Landing with roll displacement: Condition

(DVROLL
(A) ONE SKID FIRST

Fig. 4-21. Asymmetrieal Attitudes, Tricycle Gear
g. 50% maximum vertical gear load for Condi-

-

':

-

tions la and Ic applied in any horizontal direction one gear at a time, in combination
with the vertical loads. Free-swivelling nose
gear shall be assumed to line up with the
obstruction load (lockable or steerable nose
gear shall be treated as nonswivelling if more
critical).
h. Slope landing: a 15-deg ground slope in the
most adverse direction in combination with
an 8 fps descent velocity
i. Tail-bumper-first attitude with 0.5 friction
factor acting up to ± 30 deg from aft, whichever is more critical.

(8) DRIFT OR YAW

•:I/

__

I

II

(0) ASYMMETRIC OBSTRUCTIONS
Fig. 4-22. Asymmetrical Attitudes, Skid Gear
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2a, with 5-deg roll attitude in the most ad.
verse combination with 75% limit sinking
velocity
h. Slope landing: a I5-deg slope in the most adverse direction in combination with an 8 fps
sinking velocity,
3. Tail-wheel gear, both with and without a 0.25
drag factor on all contacting wheels (Fig. 4-23):
. Oditions
a. One main gear first, level attitude2 (footnote
p. 4-23)
b. One main gear first, near 3-point attitude2
c. Each of Conditions 3a and 3b with spin-up
and spring-back loads, if more critical
d. Drift landings: main gear first, level, vertical
reaction at each gear equal to 50% of maximum vertical reaction from level and 3-point
symmetrical landings (par. 4-5.1.1.2, Conditions 3a and 3b), inward side load one gear
equal to 80% of applicable vertical load and
outward side load on other gear equal to 60%

(A) ONE MAIN GEAR FIRST

-•

(8) ONE MAIN GEAR FIRST,
Max NOSE UP

()

DRIFT OR YAW

Ftg. 4-23. Asymmetrcal Attitudes, Tail Wheel Gear

of applicable vertical load simultaneously,
zero drag load
e. Landing with roll velocity: each of Conditions 3a through 3c with 0.25 rad/sec roll
velocity at ground contact in the most adverse combination with 75% limit sinking
velocity
f. Landing with roll displacement: each of Con.
3a through 3c with 5-deg roll attitude
in the most adverse combination with 75%
limit sinking velocity
g. 50% maximum vertical gear load for Conditions 3a through 3c, applied in any critical
horizontal direction one gear at a time, in
combination with the other gear vertical.*
loads. Free-swivelling tail gear shall be asurumed to line up with the obstruction load
(lockable or steerable tail gear shall be
treated as nonswivelling, if more critical).
h. Slope landing: a 15-deg slope in the most adverse direction together with a sinking
velocity of 8 fps
4. Quadricycle gear, both with and without 0.25
drag factor on all contacting wheels (Fig. 4-24):
a. One side first, near level laterally; nose first,
near level longitudinally; level longitudinally;
aft first, near level longitudinally; maximum
nose-up' (footnote p. 4-23)
b. Condition 4a with spin-up and spring-back
loads, if more critical
c. Drift landings: one, or both, aft gear first,
near level, vertical reaction at each gear equal
to 50% of maximum vertical reaction from
4-point and near level symmetrical landings
(par. 4-5.1.1.2, Conditions 4a through 4c),
inward side load on gear on one side equal to
80% of applicable vertical load and outward
side load on gear on other side equal to 60%
of applicable vertical load simultaneously,
zero drag load
d. Landing with roll velocity: Conditions 4a and
4b with 0.25 rad/sec roll velocity at ground
contact in most adverse combination with
75% limit sinking velocity
e. Landing with roll displacement: Conditions
4a and 4b with 5-deg roll attitude in the most
adverse combination with 75% limit sinking
velocity
f. 50% maximum vertical load for Conditions
4a and 4b applied in any horizontal direction
one gear at a time, in combination with the
vertical loads. Free-swivelling nose gear shall
4-25
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landing
gear configuration
adverse terin conform
regard toto quadricycleconditions
(especially to

(A)ONE SIDE FIRST

type gear)
2. Yaw stability and control: the degee to which
the vehicle can be maintained in optimum horizontal
ing maneuver under normal expected variations of
wind and terrain conditions

3. Roll stability and control: the capability of

"maintaining optimum roll alignment with respect to
the ground under the normal expected variations of
wind and terrain
4. Slope landing capability: heavily dependent
upon the overali helicopter configuration, including
and configuration of landing gear, control power,

_______type

S..

..

.

'"size,

etc.

(B) DRIFT OR YAW
4-5.2
4-5.2.1
7.
(C) 3-POINT (ADVERSE TERRAIN)
F, . 4-X4 Asymmeb•
i.ear

Attitoda, QvMreycle
A11).
-"r

be assumed to line up with the obstruction
load (lockable or steerable nose gears shall be
treated as nonswivelling).
g. Slope landing: a 15-de slope in the most
verse direction, with a sinking velocity of 8

•I

h. Tail-bumper..flrt attitude: with 0.5 friction
factor acting up to ±30 deg from aft, whichever is more critical.
4.5.1.2.2

Weight ancLCG Factors
The weights and CGs to be considered for asymmetrical landings should be the same for symmetrical landings (par. 4-5.1.1.3). It is important that the most criti.
cal vehicle mas moments of inertia in roll and pitch
also be considered in this regard.
4-5.1.2.3
Evaluation of Vehicle Designs
Factors affecting the local sinking velocities and attitudes at ground contact during asymmetrical landings
for optimization of helicopter design are noted in the
following paragraphs (these are in addition to the factors of par. 4-5.1.1.4):
1. Conformability (Fig. 4-25): the ability of the
4-26

RESERVE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Reserve Energy Descent Velocities

The reserve energy requirements for helicopter landing impacts are important to both the safety and the
continued operational availability of the vehicles under
the anticipated military operating environment (Ref.
As noted in par. 4.5.1.1 and in Ref. 17, it is important not only to specify the design limit descent
velocity, under which no landing gear damage is incurred, but also to specify a more severe descent
velocity under which limited damage to the landing
gear and/or airframe would be acceptable operationally. The value of this latter descent velocity has been
spCilied in MIL-S-8698 as Vi45times the design limit
descent velocity, resulting in a minimum value of approximately 10 fps. This value does not rofiect the
much wider variability of the helicopter operating environment (Ref. 18), especially with regard to terrain,
weather conditions, rate of descent during landing approach, and the more severe demands upon pilot skill.
Thus, the criteria for the design reserve energy descent
velocities at ground contact for Army helicopters are as
follows:
1. N¶11 X (design limit sinking velocity) =
12.24 fps. Under this severity of impact, minor, quickly
repairable or replaceable damage to the landing gear
components only is to be permitted. No damage to the
airframe that would prevent continued safe vehicle operation is permitted.
2. 2.0 X (design limit sinking velocity) = 20 fps.
Under this severity of impact, major landing gear damage is permissible, provided that complete collapse or
sudden catastrophic failure does not result and that

.71
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i(A

(A) PITCH

(C) WRACKING (QUADRICYCLE)
(B) ROLL
fig 4.25. Cm-aiderations Affecting Conformsbility of Landing Gear to Terrain

only minor, field repairable damage to the airframe is
likely to be incurred.

Considerations
As stated in par. 4-5.2.1 and Ref. 19, it is essential
that means be provided in helicopter landing gear design to absorb additional impact energy while limiting
the magnitude of the loads imposed upon the vehicle,
Characteristics that help in achieving maximum reserve energy capability include the effective dissipation
of the initial impact energy so as to minimize bounce
and the severity of secondary impact, and effective load
compmsation for "hydraulic lock" (Ref. 20) of air-oil
shock struts or for the elastic "spring" effect of underdamped landing gear designs. A yielding "structural
fuse" (e.g., honeycomb-filled cylinder in landing gear
system with yield load above normal landing gear limit
load) has been fotnd to be most effective in limiting
vehicle damage for the unusually high descent veloci ties occasionally etrcountered in service.
As an important side benefit, effective energy dissipation--or deadening---and load-limiting "structural
fuse" have been found by computer studies, extreme

drop tests, and actual service experience to reduce substantially the likelihood of blade-to-boom interference
("boom-chops") during the landing impact.
Formerly it was thought that reserve energy impact
capability was dependent largely upon reserve strength
(which adds cost and weight penalties), but now it has
been proven that relatively low landing load factors are
acceptable, and even desirable, provided adequate
provision is made in the landing gear desigit for energy
dissipation and load compensation. This is true particularly of vehicles that are to be operated routinely for
pilot training or in the battle zone environment. As
shown in Ref. 17, little or no weight and/or cost penalty need result from the provision of relatively severe
reserve energy capability in a landing gear design, provided proper optimization of the desired characteristics
is included during the preliminary design stage of a
vehicle. For example, substantial experience now is
available on helicopters with landing gears having reserve energy descent velocity capabilities on the order
of 15 fps, even though the design limit ground load
factor was on the order of 2.0 to 2.5. These landing
gears also are among the lightest in the industry, exploding the myth of an excessive weight penalty for an
adequate reserve energy capability.
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While structural yielding can be utilized efficiently in

rotor kinetic energy

achieving adequate reserve energy capability at little or
no overall weight penalty, there no doubt are alternative concepts that would be effective for achieving the

hov. r power

specified objectives.
4-5.2.3

K2

1,

Other Considerations
KE-

Because the reserve energy descent velocities specified inherently take into account abnormally severe
impact conditions, detail consideration of such additional parameters as density altitude, gross weight,
wind and terrain, etc., is not necessary. The basic structural design gross weight should be used for preliminary design purposes, along with only the most probable vehicle attitudes and ground frictional considerations during the severe impact. It also should
be kept in mind that these extreme values of vrtical
velocity at ground contact are generally the result of an
excessive descent velocity during approach, an incompleted or insufficient flare maneuver,or excessive hover
height in relation to available rotor energy after cornpletion of the landing flare. Loss of engine power near
the ground, or battle damage, also occasionally are
contributing factors. Except for the landing from a
hover, appreciable forward velocity may exist, along
with some drift component. Ref. 11 indicates that the
forward velocity at impact generally is no greater than
that for best approach speed-power-off, i.e., best glide
angle. Therefore, for design purposes the reserve energy descent velocity shall be combined with a horizontal velocity equal io 120% of the speed for minimum power required. This combination of velocities
should be considered throughout the attitude range
from 15-deg nose-down to the maximum nose-up attitude attained during a maximum horizontal deceleration maneuver.

4-5.2.4

Autorotwtional Capability Indices
(Landings)

"At least two or more autorotational indices have
been found useful in judging the comparative capability
of helicopters to make successful autorotational landings (Ref. It). In general, these methods are used to
determine an "autorotation constant" K, which is a
ratio of the useful rotor kinetic energy KEeither to the
power required to hover or to the autorotational sink
rate energy (or power) as in the following equations:
4-28

rg
rotor kinetic energy(4-11)
sink rate energy

f2
_2 (A

.~

m

ft-lb

where
polar mass moment of inertia
of rotor, slug-ftW
rotor speed for autorotation,
11.4
rad/sec
- minimum rotor speed at which
f,
rotor thrust = helicopter
weight, rad/sec
Hover power required and autorotational sink rates
are taken from performance data normally available for
the particular helicopter configuration being considered. The value K, may be interpreted physically as a
comparative "stand-off time", while value K2 may be
interpreted physically as a comparative capability of
arresting the sink rate. The effects of relative landing
gear impact capability and of relative vehicle kinetic
energy due to forward speed, as well as of relative
control power, also must be taken into consideration
along with the autorotational constants noted.
Ref. 21 uses the results of three height-velocity flight
test programs to formulate a semi-empirical procedure
for showing the effects of density altitude and helicopter gross weight on the shape of the height-velocity
(H-V) diagram for autorotational landings.
=

4-5.3

CRASH LOADS

The helicopter shall be designed for protectilon of
the occupants during a crash. In the paragraphs that
follow, the application of crashworthy structural design features for maximum protection of occupants is
discussed. Included is a discussion of the aircraft crash
environment, fuselage structural design considerations,
and controlled deformation of structure (primary, secondary, and crew seats). Retention of equipment such
as transmissions, rotor masts, seats, and occupants in
the cabin and cockpit regions is discussed. The retention of other equipment and stores as applicable to
occupant protection from "missiles" within the decclerating fuselage also is discussed.

ýV
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4.5.3.1

Crash Envir,

.

.-at

the rotor blades d&flect downward which can have ser-

• "•

The crash environments of aircraft range from the

.or
S

insignificant hard landing to the nonsurvivable landing.
When an aircraft crashes, motion continues until the
kinetic energy has been attenuated, primarily through
the application of force through distance. The decelerative force is a function of the kinetic energy of the
aircraft and the distance through which it moves during deceleration,
In the crash of an aircraft with a purely vertical
velocity component, this movement is permitted by
deformation of both the terrain upon which the aircraft
crashes and of the structure of the aircraft. If the aircraft crashes on soft soil, considerable soil deformation
will occur and the decelerative load will be less because
of the distance traveled against the force compacting or
moving the soil, and against the crushing strength of
the ffuselage. If the aircraft crashes on a rigid surface
such as concrete, the deformation distance essentially
will be supplied entirely by the crushing fuselage, resuiting in a higher load factor.
If the aircraft crashes with a high longitudinal compotent of velocity, the longitudinal decelerative loading can be a function of many things. These include
friction, plowing and gouging of earth, aircraft Iongitudinal crush strength (in the case of barrier impact),
local crush strength of the fuselage impacting local
barriers such as trees, posts, and rocks.
Combinations involving longitudinal, vertical, and
lateral components of velocity include longitudinal,

ous consequences, in addition to striking the ground

and rolling the aircraft. For example, the torsional and

bending load transmitted to the rotor mast and transmission upon contact of the blade(s) with the ground
tends to tear the transmission free and displace it into
the occupied sections of the aircraft. In addition, vertical deflection of a rotor at impact may permit the
blades to pass through parts of the fuselage, creating an
intrusion hazard for the occupants in those regions.
During a typical crash the aircraft structure progressively collapses at its crush strength. The total deformation distance of the structure is a function of the kinetic
energy of the aircraft and the structural depth and
strength. The decelerative loads transmitted to the occupied sections of the aircraft thus are reduced from
those experienced by the contact point of the aircraft.
Additional deformation distance reduces the loads experienced by the occupants and occupied portions of
the aircraft.
Survivable accidents (defined by evaluation of present-day aircraft structure and existing accident records) are explained in Ref. 11. Deceleration-versustime pulses and, thus, the defined impact velocity
changes representative of the 95th percentile survivable
crash environments, have been determined for the various directions and are presented in Table 4-3. Terminology is defined in Fig. 4-26. Helicopters should be
designed to protect all occupants in crashes having
these characteristics. However, the peak g levels listed
are a result of the structural strength of existing aircraft

vertical, and lateral decelerative loads. Relatively high

and are not necessarily desirable design levels. Heli-

vertical decelerative loads also can be applied through
the process of rapidly changing the direction of the
longitudinal velocity component of the aircraft structure, as when an aircraft with high longitudinal velocity
impacts a relatively rigid surface at even a very slight
angle. Consequently, consideration must be given to
the existence of high vertical decelerative loads in accidents consisting of primarily longitudinal impact
velocity components, as well as in accidents having
high vertical velocity components.
The crash environment for helicopters provides a
high potential for rollover because of the vertical location of the CO and because of the turning rotor. Rotor
strikes on trees or other obstacles tend to flip the aircraft on its side. Because more than half of the significant survivable accidents of rotary-wing aircraft now
involve rollover, lateral retention and strength and ceiling support strength in the occupied regions are of

copters shall be designed to protect the occupants in
crashes which produce the design velocity changes
listed. Because of variations in the impacted surface,
aircraft orientation, and effect upon mission performance, environmental conditions have been reduced to
design criteria for various critical portions of the aircraft. These criteria are presented in the discussion that
follows.

The aircraft, once involved in a crash, is expendable,
and preference is given to occupant protection. Therefore, the helicopter should be designed to provide the
maximum degree of protection possible to the occupants. The structure surrounding occupied areas shall
be the strongest in the aircraft and shall remain rcasonably intact. If the protective shell collapses around

extreme significance.
Another environmental hazard can be created by the
main rotor of the helicopter. When the aircraft crashes,

the occupants during a crash, then efforts to improve
their chances for survival by improvement of occupant
restraint systems or by reduction of post-crash hazards

4-5.3.2

Structural Design
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ar futile. The structure shall be designed to cush and
deform in a controlled, predictable manner so that
fornes and decelerations impoewd upon occupants are
minimized while still maintaining the protective shell,
This means that analysis fr crashworthiness must consider the large deflections of structural members and
joints, with loading in the phatic strain runge.
Airframe structure shouk be designed first for normal flight loads, landing loads, and ground handling
loads; but the requirements of crashworthines should
be kept in mind. A dynamic analysis should be made
to determine impact forces and acceleraticus, particularly those decelerative forces transmitted to the structure that supports personnel seats. This avalysis is
neosary to determine the degree of structural
deformation required to permit personnel survival and
to determine methods to prevent complete failurt of
that structure that surrounds personnel. In order to
permit plastic deformation of the structure, the use of
a safety factor of 1.0 with a margin of safety o(O.0 based

upon yield strength is "aderable
for the crash load omdition (Ref. 11). In areas where gross structual deformatiom are anticipated, joints should be desgned and
analyzed to reduce the probability of failure under large
angular deflactions a linamr displacements and to
provide maximum capability for energy absorption.
Crushed structure that remains intact and in place
can help to shield remadning structure and personmel
from damage in subsequent impacts. During a crash
loads are rapidly increasing, not instantaneou. In most
caes, a minimum of 10 noec is required for loads to
reach maximum values. Under such conditions, inertial
effects may be of importance although strain rate ef
fects in materials probably are insignificant. Material
ductility is required to insure that crushing, twisting.
and buckling of the structural shell can occur without
rupture
The structure that contacts the impact surface first
is usually the first to deform. The localized deformation
continues either until the kinetic energy of the aircraft

TABLE 4-3
SUNMMARY OF DESIGN 11 . •--%S
FOR HELICOPTERS
IMPACT DIRECTION
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is absrmbed or untd! the localized deformation capability is exhausted. Additional structure then can be invalved in the deformation. For example* a circularshaped ftwelage. when loaded radially, defonms in a
ammer that produces a continually increasing contact
surface. T-,is characteristic can be used RaIly to provide desrabie force y iu deformation and occupant
protective shell strength in an aircraft fu.ela8c,
Occupant survival considerations include:
1. Increasing the energy-absorption capacity Of
the structure srr
g the oupiable areas. Energy-abbing capability of the structure beneath the
floor is extremely important because helicopter crashes
typically involve a relatively high vertical deceleration
2. Designing the structure that makes initial contact with the ground so as to minimize gouging and
o
of soil, hence reducing the deceleration and
r
gthe logitudinal forces
3. Designing for safe breakaway of components
such as the tail rotor boom and external stores during
a crash to effect a reduction in the mass of the aircraft,
hence reducing the strength required in the c€ r-kpit and
cabin structure for energy absorption
Reinforcement of cockpit and cabin structure to
permit withstanding of crash forces without significant
reduction in occupiable volume

5. Designing tiedowns of equipment located in occupied areas for retention during a crash.
4-5.3,2.1

Lateral Impact

The helicopter shall be designed to withstand lateral
im•act on a rigid surface (such as concrete) with
velocity changes of 30 fps without serious injury to the
occupants. The helicopter must provide the required
degree of protection for lateral crashes in which the
fuselage is rotated ± 20 deg about its roll axis and
±20 deg about its yaw axis.
4-5.3.2.2
Vertical Impact
The helicopter shall be designed to withstand vertical crashes onto a rigid surface with impact velocity
changes of 42 fps without serious injury to the occupants. The helicopter shall be designed to provide the
required degree of protection for vertical crashes in
which the fuselage is rotated ± 15 deg about its pitch
axis and ± 30 deg about its roll axis.
The design shall include provisions for reducing the
decelerative loads imposed upon occupants. A recommended provision is energy-absorbing passnger and
crew seats that protect occupants in crashes at energy

levels that are survivable from the standpoint of general
cockpit and cabin collapse.
The threat of general cockpit and cabin collapse under vertical impact may be reduced by:
1. Transfer of mass froin the top of the fuselage to
the cockpit and/or cabin floor
2. Localized strengthening at locations of large
concentrations of mass attached to upper structure
3. Design of subfloor, sidewall, cockpit, and cabin
structure that increases elastic energy absorption or
provides for plastic energy absorption at loads less than
the general collapse load to maintain primary cabin
integrity
integrity
4. Use of energy-absorbing landing gear to reduce
the severity of cockpit and cabin decelerations for minor impacts.
Longitudinal Impact
4-5.3.2.3
The helicopter shall be designed to withstand a Iongitudinal impact into a rigid wall or barrier with an
impact velocity change of 20 fps without serious injury
to the occupants, including crew members.
The helicopter also shall be designed to withstand
longitudinal crashes onto terrain surfaces with 50 fps
velocity changes without serious injury to the occupants. The underbelly of the aircraft shall be designed
to minimize gouging and plowing of soil to minimize

the decelerative loading and limit it to the design values. In order to accomplish this, a ductile material
having an elongation of at least 10% should be used.
In addition, it is recommended that belly skins on aircraft weighing up to 3000 lb should be capable oa'sustaining running loads of 1500 lb/in.; over 3000 lb but
under 6000 lb, 2400 lb/in.; and over 6000 lb, 3000
lb/in. over at least the forward 20% of the basic fuselage length.
Combined Vertical and Forward
Resultant Velocity
The helicopter shall be designed to withstand
crashes with a resultant impact velocity change of 50
fps without serious injury to occupants. The sink
velocity component applied simultaneously with the
longitudinal velocity component shall not exceed 42
fps.
4-5.3.2.4

4-5.3.2.5
Rollover
acting sodThe helicopter shall be capable of
type terrain at a 5-deg impact angle up to a horizontal
velocity of 100 fps without overturning. In addition,
with the helicopter inverted or on its side, the structure
shall be able to withstand the loads resulting from the
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basic structural design gross weight and the following
load factors:
1. 4.0 perpendicular to a waterline
2. 4.0 parallel to a waterline
3. 2.0 laterally,
4-5.3.2.6
Landing Gear
The landing gear shall be capable of totally decelerating a fully loaded helicopter (basic structural design
gross weight) from an impact velocity of 20 ljs with
only minor airframe damage and without transmitting
excessive forces to the fuselage or to the occupants (par.
4-5.2. 1). The gear shall not penetrate into the occupied
section of the helicopter,
Overhead Masses
4-5.3.2.7
Massive components located overhead, such as the
transmission and rotor mast and other items that might
cause injury to personnel, shall be designed to withstand the following separately applied loads: lateral, 18 g; longitudinal, ± 20 g; and vertical, + 20 g and
- 10 g. For simultaneously applied loads, each of the
cited loads shall be applied in turn at its maximum
value while the remaining two are reduced to one-half
of their maximum values,
4-5.3.3
Seat and Restraint System Design
To perform their intended retention functions, the
seat, attachments, and supporting structure shall possess sufficient strength to reduce the occupant velocity
to zero r'elative to the heliopter structure to which the
seat is attached. In addition, both the restraint system
and the seat shall possess physical characteristics that
tend to reduce rather than to amplify the decelerative
load transmitted to the occupant from the helicopter
structure. Because the harness and the sect provide the
interface between the occupant and the helicopter and
will be in contact with the occupant for leng periods of
time, comfort must not be reduced significantly t
forts to increase crashworthiness. Crew seats sha, te
designed in accordanee with MIL-S-58095.
During a potentially survivable crash, the load that
the supporting structure must carry can be reduced
through deformation of the seat structure, by loadlimiting devices, or through a combination of both. The
objective of intentionally load-limiting seat systems is
to use the space between the seat and the floor for
relative displacement of the seat and occupant with
respect to the airframe, thus decreasing the load transmitted to the occupant. The intent is to maintain tolerable loads upon the occupant throughout the crash
pulse. Factors that affect the final design of a seat and
,-

I
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restraint system include human tolerance limits the
design input pulse, the occupant weight, the weight of
the seat, the cushion, and the restraint system.
Additional factors that affect the design of loadlimiting seats include the weight of the movable part of
the seat and the available stroke distance. 1l1e occupant
weights to be considered in design of crew seats range
from 211 to 146 lb, representing the 95th to 5th percentile Army aviator, respectively. Crew seat strength
shall be based on the 75th percentile soldier at a weight
of 235 lb; however, design of the energy-absorbing systern must include conpideration for the full range of
occupant weights. Dynamic analyses of the cushion,
occupant, seat, and restraint system must be accomplished to establish an optimum load-limiting system
within the available stroke length. Stroke length should
be maximized to achieve the maximum protection for
the occupant.
The seats shall be capable of maintaining their structural integrity and attachment to the airframe during
floor angular and linear deflections resulting from a
crash. Attachments, therefore, shall be capab!e of undergoing angular and linear displacements while maintamning design shear, tensile, and compressive loading
requirements. Floor attachment joints shall be capable
of allowing a universal ± 10 deg angular rotation without failure. Attachments of seat members to seat support structures shall be capable of permitting the linear
misalignment of the floor attachment points without
imposing excessive loads on seat members.
The load-carrying capacity of components that are
deformed beyond their elastic limit shall be considered
in determining the ultimate strength of the seat. The
use of ductile materials is desirable. Materials having
an elongation of 10% or greater are recommended for
use on all critical structural members on seat and restraint systems.
Detailed information and requirements on seat and
restraint system design may be found in Ref. I I and
MIL.-S-58095.

4-5.3.4

Other Equipment and Stores

All equipment and stores that are carried openly in
the crew or troop/passenger compartments and are of
sufficient nr critical size, mass and location to constilute a hazard to personnel when torn free in a crash
shall be provided with restraint devices and/or be anchored securely to structure capable of restraining the
equipment in a survivable crash. Minimum design load
factors fe.. such items shall be in accordance with par.
4.5.3.2.7.
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It is a relatively simple task to restrain small items
of ancillary equipment to withstand the specified static

4-6.1.1.1
Two-point Braked Roll
For either a nose-wheel or a tail-wheel configuration,

items, however, weight penalties might be incurred. In
additiom anid pethmpst

two-point braked roll except that the vertical load factor at the CG

ing the lods anticipated. For this reasn the use of load
limiters for heavier equipment or stores may be an
option to the static strength requirements. If load limitera ane employed, they shall conform to the seat retention pnciples described in Ref. 11. Also, if the stroking of such load limiters allows the equipment or stores
to enter the occupant strike envelope, the equipmint
shall be padded in accordance with Ref. 11.

Three-point Braked Roll
4-6.1.1.2
The requirements of MIL.A-8862 shall apply to the
three-point braked roll of helicopters with nose wheel
landing gear, except that the vertical load factor at the
CG shall be 1.2 for all gross weights. This loading
condition is shown in Fig. 4-28.

kmils without significant weight penalties. For larger
more important, the available
supportng structure may not be capable of withstanid,

the requirements of MIL-A-g862 shall apply for the
shall be 1.2 for all gross weights. Ti
loading condition is shown in Fig. 4-27.

4-6.1.1.3

Unsymmetrical Braking

For nose-wheel helicopters, the unsymmetrical brak-

4-6

TAXI AND GROUND-HANDLING
LOADING CONDITIONS

ing requirements of MIL-A-8862 shall apply.

4-6.1.1.4

Reverse Braking

Taxiing and ground-crew handling can impose criti-

For both nose-wheel and tail-wheel helicopters, the

cal lads on the helicopter basic rtructure, landing gear,
and ground-handling equipment. This paragraph presents the taxiing and ground-handling criteria that
shall be considered during the preliminary design of
certain portions of the helicopter, based on MIL-S8698 and MIL-A-8862.
Loatd factors and weights that are onsistent with
S
realistic operating conditions shall be used. Thus, it
may be necessary to go beyond the minimum arbitrary
load factors specified in MIL-S-8698.

reverse braking requirements of MIL-A-p862 shall apply.
4-6.1.1.5
Wheel, Brakes, and Tire Heating
In the selection of wheels, brakes, and tires, the requirements of MIL-W-5013, MIL-T-5(l1, and MIL-B8584 are applicable. The heat generated during braking
shall not result in stresses that will cause explosion or
failure of these components during and subsequent to
prolonged and repeated brake application.

"44.1.2

4-6.1

GROUND MANEUVERING

Ground maneuvering conditions may occur while
the helicopter is at its maximum weight; therefore,
Iads shall be computed using the maximum alternate
design gross weight. Ground maneuvering loads are
caused by various Naking conditions, by turning or
pivoting, and by operation over uneven surfaces. While
calculating the critical loadings, it should be kept in
mind that the purpose is to determine whether the
mauimum load in a local portion of the structure is
more severe or more critical in magnitude and/or direction than that which results from normal landing
conditions.

"44.1.1

Braking Conditions

Only three-whee. landing gear configurations, either
nose wheel or tail wheel, are
ionsidered in the para-

Turning
The turning requirements of MIL-A-8862 shall apply to both nose-wheel and tail-wheel helicopters. The
following formulas based upon loads and dimensions as
defined by Fig. 4-29, may be used to determine the
loads. For the gear on the outside of the turn
F

Wb
We
=0.5 -- +n - ,lb
t
d
lb

F8,,t=nSFv t

FvA=
FsA = n, FVA

(4-12)

(4-13)

(4-14)

,lb
lb

(4-15)

graphs that follow. For quadricycle gear configura-

tions, criteria comparable to those given shall be applicable.

In Eqs. 4-12 through 4-15 the value of the lateral load
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factor it, MAll be the overturning value, n, =
0.5 b#(dc) although n, need not be greater than 0.5.
For the gear on the inside of the turn
Wb
VM
2

For auxiliary Sear the values of Eqs. 4-12 through
4.15 sall be used.
44.1.3
PlVogn
The pivoting requirements of MIL-A-88U2 shall ap.
piy to both nos-ewheel and tail-wheel helicopters.

we
(.16

b

-

4-6.1.4
FsM

The taxiing requirements, or MIL-A-8862 shall Wp
ply to both nose-.wheel and tail-wheel helicoptars

(4-17)

,lb

=MF,

Tax~ing

N2
-

In Eqs. 4-16 and 4-17 the value of the lateral load factor
.. 5
SealT lgwC dton
n, shall be the value giving maximum vertical and side
The special tail Sear conditions of MIL-A-8862 shall
load on the wheel on the inside of the turn, x, =apply
to tail-gear helicopters. These special conditions
0.Z5bu/(do), although n, need not be greater than 0.5.
include a tail-gear obstruction condition.
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JACKING AND MOORING CONDITIONS

As a part at the peliminy design oE the helicopter,
the kd invesatifim should include loading due to
jacking and mooring. This paiagraph presents the c
teria for there conditions anda discuom of •pplimtiom.
,4.2.1

Jackg Loads

For maintena•ce such as repairing or cuanging land""S
CC2oiponmis and for weighing and bancging
the helicopter, jack points are provided. The jack-point
fittings and their backup structure must be analyzed for
the forces imposed. Jackinb loads for helicopters shall
be in accordance with MIL-A-8862 except that the
maximum alternate design gross weight shall apply.
Jacking condition generally do not present overaIl
stncural design problems but may produce loads that
are critikal locally.

442.2

Mooring Loads

With the helicopter secured in the static attitude and
with rotor blades secured and control surfaces locked,
a 70-kt wind shall be imposed from any horizontal
aidirection. Under those conditions a helicopter of conventional configuration generally will not develop
loads that exceed the friction resistance of the landing
gear, even with the helicopter in an empty weight configuration.
Eq. 4-18 is used to compute the horizontal wind load

)

F1 CDP2
D

where

A

lb

(4-18)

-

A = presented arms ft'
Ca = drag coefficient, dimensionless
V = wind speed, fps

F•
WHEELS ON
OUTSIDE

"pOF
TUj

With the addition of wings to the helicopter configuration, a significant lift force may be developed. The
mooring system must react the resultant of the lift and
drag (wind) loads. The wing lift L would be

SAn

F S,

nsW

LL

a

.

WHEELS ON
INSIDE

CL = lift coefficient, dimensionless
S = wing area (planform), ft'
The lift coefficient CL in this case is based upon the

OF TURN

angle of attack that the wing presents in the static

VIEW

"4-6.3
,W
"This

F ,.helicopter

6

(4-19)

•_-attitude.

A. PLAN

-

lb

where

FS~

b

p2)S

ED
END

E4-4.3.1
ViEW

ft. 4-29. Tuelm

TOWING AND TRANSPORT LOADS

paragraph considers the loads developed during
towing and transport. While towing is traditional and
requires no amplification, transport does. Transport
refers to delivery by land vehicle, by airplane, or by
(including sling carriage).
Towing Loads

The towing lequirements of MIL-A-8862 shali apply to all helicopters, except that the applicable weight
shall be the maximum alternate design gross weigh,.
4-35
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4-6.3.2
Transport Loads
For purposes of design for transport, a limit load
factor of 2.67 is considered appropriate for application
to the CG within a 30-deg vertical cone at the hoisting
(sling) attachment or on the support points as mounted
in truck, train, or aircraft. Gross weights must b~e appropriate to the loading condition; for the sling condition, full internal fuel shall be included, while for vehicle transit, neither fuel nor payload need be included.
For truck, train, and aircraft delivery, the helicopter
sometimes is disassembled, supported in cradles, and
boxed. Transportability considerations are discussed in
par. 13-3.

4-7
4-7.1

MISCELLANEOUS LOADING

acceleration AN/At'

CONDITIONS

1. Rotor speed at ground idle. Ground idle speed
at a lower power is shown by Point LG. A rapid acceleration from this condition is shown by Line LG-B,
which is parallel to the base Line G-A but intercepts
the topping torque line at a higher peak value.
2. Engine acceleration time. The engine (gas generator) accelerates to peak torque along Line G-A with
little rotor speed change. If the engine were to be accelerated more rapidly (Line G-C), less rotor speed
change would occur and peak torque would be higher;
if the engine were to be accelerated more slowly (Line
G-D), the peak torque during the engine acceleration
time would be lower.
3. Total rotor/drive system inertia. An increase in
inertia would lower the rotor speed change and increase the peak torque (Line G-C), while a decrease in
inertia would decrease peak torque (Line G-D).
4. Ambient temperature. A decrease in ambient
temperature normally will increase the rotor speed at
ground idle, increase the engine acceleration rate, and
increase the maximum torque available.

ROTOR ACCELERATION

Rotor acceleration is the result of an unbalance of
torque acting upon the drive system.
The case considered herein will be limited to acceleration from ground idle to normal operating rotor speed.
During rapid accelerations, the rotor and drive systems
can be subjected to high transient torque loads that can
overstress the system momentarily. The primary considerations ,re initial rotor speed, response of the engine to pilot command, and inertia of the rotor/drive
system. In most applications, integrated engine control
systems or automatic engine start equipment are incorporated to assist the pilot in avoiding an overtorque
condition during startup and normal missions.
Generally, the most critical conditions will occur
when maximum eniePower
is applied to the system
uengine
at low rotor speed, causing high peak torques in the
mast and transmission and high inplane bending moments on the rotor blades.
The peak loads developed during a maximum power
acceleration are functions of the particular engine and
rotor/dcive system. The load, acting upon a rotor with
articulated blades are not necessarily distributed
equal' v to each of the rotor blades. However, the loads
upon a rotor that does not incorporate drag hinges are
distributed equally. The distribution of loads upon articulated and rigid rotors is considered in par. 4-7.1.3.
The facto.i influencing peak engine torque developed in a maximum acceleration, are:
2. Engine acceleration time
3. Total rotor/drive system inertia
4. Ambirnt temperature.
4-36

Figs. 4-30(A) and (B) show the relationship of horsepower and torque, respectively, to rotor speed for a
typical free-turbine engine. Line G-A-F in both figures
depicts a typical rapid acceleration from ground idle to
flight idle. The engine will accelerate from Point 0 to
Point A (gas generator topping) with little rotor speed
change. As rotor speed increases (Point A to Point F),
the engine maintains topping conditions until the governed rotor speed is reached. In the governed range, the
engine governor schedules power, through fuel flow, to
.matchengine conditions to flight idle power required.
From Fig. 4-30 the effect on the baseline acceleration case (Line G-A) of the principal system and environmental factors can be shown as follows, using the
relationship between inertia 1, torque Q, and angular

The procedure for estimating the loading condition
resulting from acceleration of the rotor system involves
the determination of pound idle speed. peak engine
torque, and rotor blade loads.
4-7.1.1
Determination of Ground Idle Rotor
Spemd
Thle ground idle speed is determined by equating
engine power available to the aerodynamic rotor loading at the minimum pitch or thrust position. The airframe manufacturer usually has some latitude in selection of the engine power-hence, rotor speed-at
ground idle. Selection of rotor speed for ground idle
involves insuring that the rotor system is stable with
regard io blade flapping and ground resonance. Other

I...
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Aerodynamic load in this equation is the power absorbed by the rotor at minimum collective pitch and
100% flight rotor speed N.
Dtermlnatlon of Peak Engine
Torque
In order todetermine the peak traient torquedeveloped in a rapid engine acceleration, an estimate of
rotor speed change ANduring engine acceseration must
be made. From the basic relationship for angular acreleration,
the equation desribing the expression for
aN is derived:
xerodynamic
4-7.1.2

At,3 3 0)

&V
12. ,

-

-

r(
.rp

OR

,b-ft
lp

Qot +

(4-23)

\.

With this information, the rotor speed change during
the engine aeccleration can be estimated and, by ase of
the typical torque/speed relationship givep in Fig. 430(B), the peak torque Q, can be approxinawed.
The distribution of Ote peak tronsient torque in a
drive system that connects twv o" tz rotoei is pro
portiona! to the inertia of each rotor/drive and ev zhe
load of each ro•or. Thus, the total env'ne
torque Qto transmitted through each rrior dAie sha
is defined by

(4-2 1)

OR/D

F969)A

where
1,,w = total rotor/drive system mass
moment of inertia, slug-ft 2
= average torqut acting on the
rotor/drive system, lb-ft
At = engine acceleration time, sec
The engine acceleration time is listed in engine model
specifications. The maximum allowable time for acceleration from ground idle to maximum power is 10 sac
(MIL-E-8593). The engine manufacturer usually adjusts the engine to produce a sea level standard day
acceleration of 6 sec or less.
The average net torque available for acceleration of
the rotor is the average engine torque minus the average aerodynamic rotor torque. The aerodynamic
torque QA can be estimated by:

(N.V Y
Q• = (QC

,)

T ,lb-ft
(4-22)
A Qlower

where
QCP - ratio of aerodynamic rotor
torque at minimum collective
pitc.h and 100% rotor speed
to T, dimensionless
7' = total (one or more engines)
engine torque at maximum
rated power, lb-ft
The engine output torque during a rapid acceleration
can be estimated by a function of time to the nth power
t*where n varies from 4 to 6. Thus, tCuengine torque
QEbetween ground idle Qw and its peak value Qp can
be approximated by:
4-38

Q42)
+ OA,

15-f

(4-24)

where
= single rotor/drive system mass
moment of inertia, slug-ft2
QCPj•,D = QCPofsingle rotor/drive
system . dimensionless
During rapid aceerations, the torque distribtibt usually is dependent more upon inertia ratio than upon
aerodynamic lods.
For rapid engine accelerations, the peak torque Q,
transmitted by the rotor shaft is estimated by use of Eq.
4-24, with Q, replaced by Qp.
Because the maximum available torque of turboshaft
engines increases as ambient temperature decreases,
more power is available and engines accelerate faster at
temperatures. Therefore, transient torques during accelerations also will increase with decreasing ambient temperature, as discussed briefly in par. 4-7.1.
The temperature at which maximum power occurs can
be determined from the engine specification. This temperature usually is dependent upon the engine control
and is not necessarily the lowest ambient temperature
for which the engine is qualified.
To determine the peak transien: torque loads at the
temperature at which maximum power is produced, the
pertinent parameters must be recalculated. Engine acceleration time At can be approximated as a function
of the absolute temperature ratio ms follows:
It,

A1

Oats

ec

(4-25)

,

-~__

wAt =cewhile
r= acceleration time t ny
ambient temperature r,, sec
&tsv = acceleration time at standard
atmospheric temfperature, (59'F
or 519RM), sec
* =
ratio of absolute temperatures,
7; /519, dimensionless
When high transient torques are applied to a rotor at
low rotor speeds, and wht,;-e centrifugal stiffening effectsate small, the rotor blades will bc subjected to high
inplane bLoding. To estimate the blade loads, the
two-je acting at the rotor hub must be determined. The
equation used for cal'mulaing rotor hub torque Q.b is

,- _
=(

+ Q./'

.WE

-A)

Sto,,,I
]function

.Ip

lb-ft (4-.6)

SThrough
S..

replae-v -nt of Qr bQ,. -n ýq. 4-26, the
peak torques to -hich th' rotor hub will be %ubjected
doring a rapid engine acc•dlcrhion can be estims:ed.
Criteria for distribuation of loads ou articulited or
rigid rotors are prtvidcA in MIL-S-8f98- For the pur'riteria fr.n
pose of analyzhng rotor acceleration kads.n
this specirication are interpreted as followsi. Rigid re~tort. Fiw rotor blades without drag
hinges, a,6 will be distributed ei4ually zo each blade.
2. Articulated roiors. Thz inerd1a load will be disthe aerodynam~c load will be
tributed to each
Sdistributed
to anyMlade
two but
bldes of a three-blad rotor or
bads tof
•ny three blades of a four-bladed rotor or any four

blades or a five-bhaed rotor. The duration of the unbalanced aerodynamic load should be considered as the
time per revolution divided by the number of blades. At
the start of acceleration from ground idle, centrifugal
effects can be so low as to allow the blades to strike the
drag stops. In this case, the momentum change caused
by that collision must be considered and distributed
similarly to the aerodynamic load.
l

Sbrake

Generally, rotor brakes are designed to decelerate
the rotor quickly during rotor shutdown. Also, a rotor
often is required for use on parked aircraft to
prevent wind-caused rotor rotation or rotor rotation

--.-
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operating the engine at its idle speed. For these
conditions, the torque rating required of the brake will
be low, usually less than 10% of the maximum torque
experienced during rotor acceleration to flight speed.
The rotor-braking load to be considered involves
bringing the rotor to rest from a low rotor speed
(ground idle or lower). Normally, the brake will decelerate the rotor in 15-30 sec by the application of a
constant pressure to the braking surface. Higher pressure may be required when the rotor is to be held
during engine startup. Under certain conditions, application of the brake at low rotor speed will cause the
transmission to stop almost instantaneously, while the
rotor Wlades will continue their motion until they strike
the lead stops. On r.gid rotors the blade motion will
continue until the kinetic energy of the rotor is absorbed by blade chordwise bending. In either case, the
iertia loads of the rotor must be considered.
The maximum torque transmitted by the brake is a
of initial speed, length of application, and fre-

quency of application. The brfake manufacturer's specification usually provides sufficient information from
which to determine these torques.
4-8

SPECIAL LOADING CONDITIONS

4-8.1
4-4.1.1

HARD-POINT LOADS
External Store Installations

When hard points for the attachment of external
stores are required, the stores to be considered will be
specified by the procuring activity. Normally, a variation of loading conditions and stores must be considered, including but not necessarily limited to auxiliary
fuel tanks, spray tanks, smoke dispensers, bombs, gun
pods, mine and flare dispensers, rocket launchers, and
missiles. The contractor shall insure the structural integrity ofr.

1. Hard-point fittings and their supporting structure

2. Store and pylon fairings
3. Control surfaces and adjacent hWicopter structure affected by the presence or operation of the stores.
4-8.1.1.1
Design Criteria
All external store installations, whether latent (fuel
tanks, droppable munitions) or active (guns, rocket
launchers, power-ejected munitions), must be substantiated for static and dynamic loads, as applicable. The
following loads must be considered:
I. Flight loads: (par. 4-4.1)
2. Landing loads: (pars. 4-5.1 and 4-5.2)
4-39
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3. Taxi and ground-handling loads: (par. 4-6)
4. Ejection loads (power-ejected stores)
5. Fatigue loads due to gun firing, rocket launching, etc.
6. Crash loads: (par. 4-5.3).
Ejection loads applicable to power ejected stores
should be provided in the system specification. Fatigue
loads applicable to external stores installations are discussed in par. 4-8.1.1.7.
If crash loads on external stores are not specified, the
crash load factors used shall be the same as the crash
load factors specified as applicable to other mass items
(transmission, engine, etc.) which would endanger the
occupants of the helicopter in the event of a survivable
crash.

ter structural members for which stores loads are critical, to the point(s) at which other loading conditions
are critical.
For crash conditions, the supporting structure for
the hard-point installation must be substantiated up to
the point that the loads are resisted by shear forces in
a beam, bulkhead web, or skin; there is no requirement
to show a balanced structure beyond that point.

If provisions are made for boresighting, if partial

4-8.1.1.6
Aerodynamic Load Determination
The following aerodynamic loads must be determined on a preliminary basis for the full range of potential flight attitudes:
E Lift, drag. and associated bending moments on
the stores
2. Pressure distribution in the region of the stores
3. Aerodynamic buiffeting on control surfaces in
the wake of the stores.
Analytical methods, described in par. 3-2.1, or wind
tunnel testing, described in par. 3-2.3, may be employed
for load determination. Wind tunnel data may be
derived from prior tests of comparable configurations
or from preliminary tests of the proposed configuration. These aerodynamic loads must be added to the
inertia loads to determine critical static loads, to determine fairing and closure loads, or to estimate the
fatigue lives of structures subject to oscillatory loads.

store loads can be carried, e.g., rocket pods not fully
loaded, or if flexible weapons are to be mounted on the
hard points, static loads must be developed for the
extreme travel of the CG of the store.

4-8.1.1.7
Dynamic Loads
When external stores are installed, dynamic loads in
the helicopter may be generated from one or more of
the following sources:

4-8.1.1.4
Methods of Analysis
It is usual for the geometry of the fitting installation
and the structural arrangement of the store pylon to
result in a statically indeterminate structure. There are
several generally accepted methods of determining the
loads on such structures, and any of them may be used,
including Refs. 22, 23, and 24. If the store is suspended
by a rack, the suspension loads shall ba determined in
accordarace with the appendix of MIL-A-8591. The
load factor diagrams of this specification are not applicable to helicopters,

I. The response of the stores to rotor-induced vibration
2. The reactions to store activation (gun firing,
rocket launching, flare dispensing, etc.)
3. The control-surface loads generated by aerodynamic disturbances induced by the stores
4. The blast overpressures of store activation impinging upon adjacent structure.

4-8.1.1.2
Weight
As a rule, static loads for hard points must be developed for the maximum weight of the stores to be supported. However, if the sequence in which the .dsposable load is expended or the combination of store loading
with rotor capability or maneuver rate are such that the
loads on the hard points could become critical with
partial loading, then these combinations must be considered in the development of the static loads,
Center of Gravity
4-8.1.1.3

4-8.1.1.5
Extent of Substantiation
The local support structure for external stores must
be substantiated for the loads, shears, bending moments, and torsions resulting from the loads on the
external stores under all conditions consdered in par.
4-8. 1.1.1.!.The local support structure for the stores is
those pylons, frames, fittings, skins and other helicop-

All external store installations shall be substantiated
for the dynamic loads that arise from any or all of these
sources. Adequate consideration must be given to all
known factors that influence these loads, as described
in the discussion that follows.
Vibratory loads arising from response of the stores to
rotor-induced vibration are influenced by the following
variables that must be known or assumed in order to
determine the resulting dynamic loads:
1. The weight and the CGY of the store, and their
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variation with the release of expendable load in part or
whole
2. The mass moments of inertia of the store about
its three principal axes
3. The stiffness of the internal structure of the
store, particularly in the area contacted by the swaybrace pads
4. I
astores
porting structure

calculated. For stores with variable mass-such as
mine dispensers, fuel tanks, or rocket launchers-the
mass that produces the coincidence between the
predominant main rotor harmonic frequencies and the
natural frequency of the support system must be cornputed and reported.
Substantiation of local support structure for external
for vibratory (fatigue) loads is required to the
same extent that substantiation is required for crash

5. Variations in the gross weight and CG of the
helicopter and in rotor speed.

loads (par. 4-8.1. .5).
4-8.1.2
Reaction Forces

Reaction forces are influenced by factors such as
recoil loads, total impulse, and rate of fire of weapons,
and by the natural frequency and damping ch.racteristics of the hard-point supporting structure. These factors are discussed in detail in pars. 4-8.1.2 and 4-8.1.3.
The shapes of the stores, the speeds and maneuvers
of the helicopter, and the shapes and locations of the
control surfaces are the principal factors influencing
the loads generated by aerodynamic disturbances.
Wind tunnel data are the best means of confirming the
characteristics of the airflow in the area of interest
because analytical predictions cannot account reliably
for the effects of flow interferences.
Loads resulting from the impingement of blast overpressures upon adjacent structures are influenced by
the pressure and velocity of the shock wave, the location of adjacent structure, and the natural frequency
and damping characteristics of the structural elements.
These factors are discussed in detail in par. 4-8.1.4.
Flight Load Determination
4-8.1.1.8
Flight vibratory loads shall be determined finally by
aFRight load
vibradturvy
(nloads
sha
weadeterine
firing wheree
a flight
survey (including
weapon
firing
applicable) as described in Chapter 8, AMCP 706-203.
For preliminary design, vibratory loads must be determined or established by rational means and the effects
investigated by means of appropriate analysis.
A dynamic model of the airframe structure that includes at least the first three flexible modes in the vertical and lateral directions must be computed from the
estimated weight and stiffness distributions. A maximum of 2% of critical damping must be used in the
structural model. The mass and inertia of the store and
the spring rate and damping of the support system also
must be included in the dynamic model. Unless intentional support system damping is provided, a maximum of 2% of critical damping in the support system
must be in the analysis. The model must be subjected
to oscillatory loads simulating the loads imposed upon
the airframe by the rotor. The responses of the store
and the oscillatory loads in the support system must be

In order to analyze the effects of j.-ttisoning stores,
some consideration of helicopter stability and coatrol
parameters must be included. In general, an asymmetmoric jettison will create an offset CG and a rolling
a lrclearance
a ggravate any
ten Jlatt
w illten
hat will
me ttthat
ment
to aggravate any potential clear ance
problem between the store and elements of the helicopter. Therefore, the jettison impulse should be sufficient
to provide a safe clearance margin, but should be minimized as much as possible in order to relieve the rolling
moment input and the support loads. This specific impulse may be determined in the following manner:
1. Determoe the force developed against the store
by the jettison mechanism at any instant during the
jettison sequence.
2. Plot this force versus the time of the jettison
sequence and integrate the curve thus developed.
For developmental power-jettison mechanisms, an
estimate based upon tests can be used and the expected
range of variations can be stated conservatively.
Reaction loads to the hard points may be developed
from the helicopter
kn3wn or inertia
assumed
force.
However,
reliefpower-jettison
must be ignored
in
calculating these reaction loads to include the possibility of symmetric jettison.
4-8.1.3

Firing Frequency Dynamics

The installation of repeated-fire weapons on helicopters has in many cases been a trial-and-error process, with designi modifications following test results
until the system was acceptable. Some weapons-such
as the 40 mm XM129 Grenade Launcher and the 7.62
mm XM134 Machine Gun-have required littk if any
dynamic analysis. For larger weapons-such as the 20
mm M61 Cannon-the . ecoil adapters were developed
with consideration of the firing rate and the dynamic
characteristics of the support system. Dynamic analysis
usually can be used effectively in tailoring the recoil
system, in selecting the firing rate of the weapon system, and in estimating the design fatigue leads.
4-41
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Generally, because of the complex Atructure of the
support system, reaction forces can be determined accurately only by firing tests; however, an analysis using
the impulse of the projectile, the firing rate, and the
calculated dynamic characteristics of the support systern can give reasonable design parameters. The reaction forces usually are significantly lower for a helicopter support system than for a hard stand. The only
C__..;ption is when the firing rate or one uf its first few
harmonics coincides with a lightly damped natural frequency in the support system. The support structure
should be designed to avoid resonance of its fundamental modes with the firing rate and, if possible, with
the first two harmonics of the firing rate. If gun design
parameters require that the weapon fire at a fundamental frequency of the suppo,' system, provisions for
damping the support system response should be considered.
4-8.1.4

Blast Overpressures

If active weapons are close enough to the helicopter
for blast overpressures to impinge upon adjacent structural elements, the affected areas must be substantiated
for this additional loading. This substantiation may be
by test or by a combination of test and analysis. The
aim of the analytical procedure is to determine the
loads and stresses in the structural elements that result
from their dynamic responses to the blast loading. An
analytical approach usable for design purposes is described in Ref. 25. This reference also presents an excellent bibliography of additional work in the field,
In order to determine the desired dynamic response
characteristics, two important parameters must be
known or determined: (1) the free-field blast pressure,
and (2) the time of arrival of the blast wave as it sweeps
across the structure under consideration. For guns, including those with muzzle brakes, blast diffusers, or
blast suppressors, the analytical procedure described in
Volume I of Ref. 25 may be used or the data may be
determined experimentally. For rocket launchers, missiles, or power-ejected munitions, the data must be determined experimentally because no adequate analytical procedure exists. The RFP may provide such
available test data as are pertinent,
With these two parameters defined, the dynamic responses of specific structural elements may be determined. For the cases that follow, the analytical procedures described in Volume- II of Ref. 25 may be
employed and the results corroborated during qualification testing:
1. Elastic response of a rectangular membrane
2. Response of a simply supported circular plate
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3. Large-deflection, out-of-plane response of a pinjointed framework
4. Elastic-plastic response of a rectangular plate
5. Dynamic response of a beam with coupled
bending and torsion
6. Coupled bending torsional response of rotor
blades subjected to blast loading.
Alternatively, the dynamic responses of specific structural elements may be determined experimentally by
testing representative sections of the structure. The resuits of either approach must be corroborated during
qualification testing.
The effects of repeated exposure to the structuralresponse loads must be considered when locating items
of equipment whose operating characteristics might be
affected by such exposure. Such equipment must be far
enough from the interior side of the exposed structural
element or its mounting structure to preclude any operating failure or deficiency due to such exposure.
4-8.2

EXTERNAL CARGO

The helciopter is unique in its usefulness for carrying
external cargo. Many shapes and sizes of external
cargo, both rigidly attached (but removable) and sling
loaded, have been lifted and transported. Most external
cargo transported by helicopters is handled by an external sling attached to the airframe structure. A variation
in application of the external sling is the use of a hoist
to lift loads into the cabin. Also, the lifting and aerial
towing of downed aircraft have proven to be effective
applications for the external cargo sling. With the development of helicopters such as the HLH which carry
all cargo externally, rigid attachments will become
more common.
4-8.2.1
Rigidly Attached Extenal Cargo
This discussion of rigidly attached external cargo is
limited to the design requirements imposed upon the
helicopter structure. However, these requirements are
based upon the possibility that the rigidly attached container will be "man-rated", i.e., a "people-pod". The
helicopter attachments must, of course, withstand
maximum flight maneuver and landing loads, but the
most important considerations are the crash load conditions. During preliminary design consideration also
must be given to such things as container location and
protection from ground impact or other obstructions
for crash protection. The crash condition should be
handled as an impact/energy problem, as discussed in
par. 4-5.3, instead of by the use of arbitrary load factors. When handled in this manner, the helicopter
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structure must deform a predetermined amount to absurb the crash energy. in determining the magnitude of
the loads for estimates of the degree of c61iapWe required of the airframe, impact velocities must be assumed. These velocities shall be those associated with
&95% survivable crad as defined in Ref. I I. A more

OPERATORS
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complete discussion of the crash loads is provided in

-

-

par. 4-5.3.
Sling-loaded External Cargo
4-4.2.2
The combined loads for designing the sling support
fitting will consist of the static weight of the external
load and the aerodynamic loads adjusted for inertia and
safety factors. Also to be considered is sling-load
bounce, as discussed in par. 4-10.6.
Static Loads
4-8.2.2.1
The magnitude of the dead weight sling load required normally is established in the system specification. However, for those cases where the exact load is
not specified, and for consideration of growth possibilities, the maximum sling load weight should be equal at
least to the difference between the basic structural design gross weight and the minimum design gross weight
(par. 4-3). If an alternate design gross weight is specifled for the helicopter, the sling load fittings shall be
"capable of accommodating a proportionately higher
load.

Aerodynamic Loads
S4-8.2 2.2
Aerodynamic loads may be an important consideration for sling-loaded external cargo. Their significance
is a function of the shape, volume, and density of the
external loads being considered. For high-density cargo
the aerodynamic loads usually can be ignored. Vertical
loads are experienced from rotor downdraft, and drag
and lift loads are encountered in forward flight. Additional drag loads sometimes are imposed artificially to
provide flight stability to the slung cargo. The allowable magnitude of the drag loads must be determined
from prior test experience, aerodynamic analysis, and
wind tunnel test data. The maximum extenial drag
load, once determined, establishes an operational limitation on the aircraft as indicated in Fig. 4-3 1. This, in
effect, limits the amount of drag that must be reacted
by the helicopter fitting.

S4-8.2.2.3

Combined Loads
The maximum combined sling loads to be applied to
the helicopter fitting are determined by vectorially adding the dead weight and the aerodynamic loads. The
resultant load then is increased by a dynamic magnification factor of 2.0 to obtain the limit load. The line of

DRAG

Fig. 4-31. Drag Limits for Helicopter Fittings
action of this load relative to the helicopter fitting
should be derived from the flight attitude normal for
the helicopter, when operating without sling load, at
the flight speed for which the aerodynamic load acting
on the sling load is calculated. Alternatively, the line of
action can be considered to act within a cone of action
of 30 deg from the vertical. The relationship of the
helicopter to the vertical depends upon the flight attitude required at the maximum speed with sling tad.
Several characteristics of sling-loaded cargo operating conditions make the consideration of asymmetrical
loading necessary for design of the helicopter interface
fitting. All sling loads are subject to pendulum oscillation and to yaw or a minor amount of directional instability. In order to account for these conditions, the
fitting loading direction should be assumed to vary
proportionally to the control capability of the helicopter.
4-4.2.3

Lifting and Aerial Towing

Lifting and aerial towing of down e' aircraft recently
have become important uses for the external sling. The
loading applied to the helicopter interface fitting will
not be altered beyond that discussed in the previous
paragraphs during the preliminary design stage for the
towing application.
The primary differences in the loading considerations are those brought about by the aerodynamic characteristics of the towed vehicle. Specifically, these are
lift, drag, and flight stability-all of which are considerations for the particular lifting and towing operation.
If the lift characteristics of the towed vehicle introduce a problem, its aerodynamic surfaces can be
modified by the temporary installation of spoilers.
4-43
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Flight stability during the towing operation can be improved by the attachment of a drogue chute. These
modifications will increase the drag, thus reducing the
maximum permissible flight speed.
4-8.3
FLOORING AND WORK PLATFORMS
Structural design criteria for floors and work platforms depend to a great extent upon the ultimate use
of the particular helicopter being developed. This parsgraph lists design criteria for distributed and concentrated design loads for the floor and platform areas as
well as local loads to be applied at the tiedown fittings.
Also discussed are requirements such as interchangeability and replaceability, and the need for ruggedness
and durabilihy.

Lightweight design is a major consideration for helicoptei flooring. The lightest weight materials that are
capable of meeting the structural requirements, and are
economically feasible, shall be used. Specific criteria
are described in the paragraphs that follow. The type
of loading--crew or cargo-will determine the strength
requirements.
Thu personnel restraint and seat load paths normally
pass through the floor structure and into the basic
helicopter structure. The floor itself, therefore, does not
carry the entire seat restraint load, even though the
fittings may be located at the floor surface and give
partial support to the floor. The ultimate load requiremeats for these personnel restraint fittings are the applicable crash loads (par. 4-5.3).
The fittings for cargo tiedown also are attached to
the basic helicopter structure, directing the tiedown
load paths through the floor in the same manner as the
personnel restraint fittings.
The same fittings often are used alternately for personnel restraint and cargo tiedown, depending upon
the operational mission. A well-executed preliminary
design develops a maximum degree of multiple usage
for the floor fittings. The design loads applicable to the
tiedown fittings are due to flight maneuvers and to the
appropriate crash conditions, to prevent shifting of
cargo so that occupants of the helicopter are not endangered.
One of the objectives in helicopter floor design is to
resolve most of the floor loads into a pattern where the
concentrated load-carrying fittings, such as tiedown
and seat attachment fittings, also provide the major
support for the fibor. An approach that has proven to
be succeshal for the preliminary design of helicopter
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floors consists of surveying the various load arrange.
meats anticipated for the vehicle and then laying out a
pattern of a minimum number of fitting attachment
points that fits any and all helicopter p6rsonnel, equipment, and cargo loading conditions. This would include provisions for cargo load tiedown, seat attachment, personnel restraint, special loading requirements, and any attachment included for special
mission requirements defined in the RFP system specification. The fittings should be located in a standard
pattern (Ref. 26). Whe the most effic t itting arrangement has been established, additional structure as
required is provided for the floor.
Cargo loading aids such as tracks and floor pulleys
can introduce concentrated loads. Thus, particular attention should be given to distributing the load among
the fittings already provided. The loading aids and associated criteria will depend upon the cargo loads for
which provision is required; such information normally
will be included in the RFP system specification.
Design limit floor pressures shall be 75n, psf for
crew floors mnd 300 n, psf for cargo areas. The load
factors n, shall br- 3.5 plus increments due to angular
accelerations from maneuvers, or the load factor resulting from hard landings up to 15 fps, whichever is
greater. In addition, the following criteria shall apply.
1. The cargo floor shall have a local loading capsbility for a 50-psi limit load applied to a single 0.5
ft2 area (8 in. x 9 in. to 3 in. x 24 in.)within any 6ft2
area.
2. A cargo floor panel, 18 in. square and supported
at two edges, shall withstand the impact from a sturdy
pine box, uniformly loaded so that the box and its
contents weigh 200 lb, dropped from a height of 15 in.
above the panel (distance between panel and lowest
corner
of the
box)panel.
so thatThe
onelocal
corner
of the boxinstrikes
the
cente' of
deformation
the floor
caused by this impact shall not exceed 0.3 in. A line
between the corner of the box and the contact shall be
vertical upon impact. The corner radius of the box shall
not exceed 0.5 in.
3. The cargo floor and loading ramps shall withstand, without undue surface wear or evidence of
fatigue cracking, the effects of 1000 complete trips in
a fixed path of a 1000-lb load applied by a steel wheel
8 in. in diameter and 2.5 in. wide.
4. The cargt. floor shall have the capability to
withstand track and/or tire pressures consistent with
the applicable vehicle loading requirement. The applicable single-axle weight loads will ae as specified by the
procuring activity. The cargo floor and loading ramps
shall be capable of withstanding the loads resulting
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from application of a limit load factor of 2.0 to the
loads imposed during loading of vehicles having the
maximum applicable axle loads.
Work Platform Design Criteria
Work platforms are used for supporting maintenance personnel, tools, and, in some cases, certain helicopter parts; therefore, they are subject to concentrated
lods. For preliminary design purposes, work platforms shall be capable of supporting a 200-lb man with
"allhis weight on one foot at a load factor of 1.5 without
permanent deformation. If the platform is sufficiently
4-8.3.2

large to support more than one person, the load criteria
shall be increased proportionately. In all cases, allowance for support of tools and the appropriate helciopter
parts also shall be made.
4-8.3.3

)

Interctamgeabgilty
and
Replaceability

Floors of helicopters are subject to heavy usage and,
therefore, the surface may need periodic replacement.
In case a panel of the floor is damaged and requires
replacement, it should be replaceable at the organizational maintenance level without the aid of special tools
and with a minimum expenditure of time.
As interchangeability of floor parts, fittings, and panels is advantageous, attention should be paid to standard spacings and standard design configurations (Ref.
26).
See par. 11-2 for a more detailed discussion of interchaugeability/replaceability.
32.
4-8.3.4
DUraglity
Floors and work platforms of helicopters must be
durable in order to withstand heavy service and rough
handling. The materials used in these areas must be
resistant to corrosion and deterioration, and any porous material must be treated to reduce moisture absorption. Good drainage should be provided, especially
for work platforms where snow or ice might accumulate and create a safety hazard. The preferred surface
for a work platform is corrugated metal that is selfdraining and inherently skid-resistant.

shall be used as a guide for personnel loadings during
the design of these components.
Doors and hatches include the following closures for
all openings provided in the helicopter for entry, egress,
and access:
1. Access doors
2. Hinged or sliding canopies
3. Sliding, d&ors
4. Passenger doors

6. Cargo compartment doors
7. Emergency doors
8. Escape hatches.
This paragraph discusses the structural design criteria for the doors and hatches including distributed
load, concentrated load, and deflection criteria. Requirements for quick removal and replacement during
normal operation, and for emergency jettison and/or
personnel egress, are specified.
A4.l

Design Criteria

A series of mock-ups and component investigations
during the preliminary design development is recomimended for achieving optimum door and hatch configurations. Operational design criteria to be considered during this preliminary design stage include:
1. Doors and hatches shall withstand the airloads
resulting from flight at maximum speed VDL and sideslip angles.
Doors shall be rugged and resistant to rough
handling or lack of maintenance during V.rvice operation.
3. Doors shall provide easy access to seats and
cargo loading areas.
4. Doors and hatches shall provide easy egress in
case of emergency.
5. Sealing fo rain, snow, and external environ-erg
r
proi ded...+,-n
m ea ll

Doors and hatches must be easy to operate and
rugged, and particular care is required to minimize
their malfunctioning in the field environment. The ap-

6. Mechanisms shall operate under all applicable
environmental and weather cond, ons.
7. Handles shall be easy to operattw't must resist
being twisted or broken off inadvertently.
8. All doors that may restrict the egress of personnel shall be easily removable and the opening clean and
clear in times of emergency.
9. Doors and hatches shall withstand applicable

taut loading consideration, and MIL-STD-1472

10. Doors shall be so arranged and located that the

4-8.4

DOORS AND NATCHF.

plication of human engineering principles is an impor-

wind gusts in eithe7" the open or closed position.
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aerodynamic loads in forward flight will not force them
open.
1I. Production tolerances and structural deflections resulting from limit loads shall not interfere with
satisfactory operation of the doors and hatches.
4-8.4.1 .1
Concentrated Loads
4-8.All.1c
oncentrated
Laoatds wSeal

they should not be stronger than the internal parts that
they operate. This precludes continued attempts byl\,...
trapped personnel to open an emergency door after the
mechanism has failed, and causes them to seek alternate exits. Additional criteria for emergency handle
lotas and design may be obtained from Ref. 28.
loads may originate from either static seals or

operation of doors and hatches terminate in the latche

preuzed
seals. Pressurized seals have a greater potential for creating
concentrated loads on the hinges
and latches of the doors. Presmuriza
tio normally is
supplied by the engine compressor tystem or by an
auxiliary power system. The seal mum be analyzi.4 for
maximum loads, and these loads should not cause an

All concentrated loads as~sociated with the use and

and hinges. The sources of these loads are:

1. Open canopy or open vent door during
prah or taxi operation

-

3. Outward push from persotnel
4. Hndls
an emrgecy)unlatching
(orml
tendency.
4. Handles (normal
and
emergency)
The air loads on doors and hatches for helicopters
5. Seal loads
probably are minimal when compared to the many
6. Air loads
personnel-oriented loads. The air loads, however,
7. Rough handling,
should be investigated, including the application of the
If a sliding or hinged canopy is used, it should be
appr
te gust criteria as outlined in per. 4-4.3.
Consideration of rough handling of doors is reconi.
designed to withstand an air load from taxi operations
mended during the preliminary design stage. Experof up to 60 kt. The closing mechanism should provide
for closing of the canopy in not more than 10 sec with
ence from past field operation is most helpful in esone motion by one hand. All sides shall be locked. The
timating loads. A checklist of rough handling
loads for operating this opening and closing mechanism
conditions with estimzted resultant loads is one method
should be based upon the criteria of MIL-STD-1472.
of examining these possible problems. The list could
Additional and more detailed design criteria for an
include items such as:
overhead canopy may be obtained from Ref. 27. These
1. Using an opened door as %step
same criteria apply to a vent door if such a door is
provided.
2. Failing to latch the door in a strong wind
All doors that are subject to damage by ground gusts
3. Testing the strength of the handle as a curiosity
shall be provided with a means to absorb the energy
4. Wind loads from other helicopters being run up
resulting from a 40-kt ground gust occurring during
or taxied nearby or flown close overhead.
opening or closing. These doors and access doors or
panels shall be provided with a positive hold-open feature that will withstand gust loads to 65 kt when the
door or panel is in the open position and unattended.
Cargo doors shall be capable of being opened at all
Due to possible inadvertent loading by personnel,
flight speeds up to 80 kt EAS. It must be possible to
doors into personnel compartments should be capable
perform the function of opening the doors while in
of withstanding a load of 300 lb without opening. This
flight at all speeds from 0 kt (hover) to 80 kt EAS; if
load is assumed to be applied upon a 10in! are at any
the doors are opened at low speed. flight at speeds
point on the surface of the door. Doors into other
greater than 80 kt EAS should be possible. The highest
compartments also may be subjected to similar loading
speed practicable without adverse effect upon the deconditions. The magnitude of the load applied depends
sign is desired.
upon the use and application of each door under mouPersonnel compartment doors, and particularly the
sideration. The 30O-lb load shalrbe applied in all cases
doors to troop compartments, shall be capable of withif a lower requirement cannot be justified.
standing the loads resulting from flight in the doorsThe normal door handle load for operation should
open configuration at all flight speeds up to a minimum
not exceed 10 lb and emergency handles should be
110% of cruise speed (the higher speed at which spedesigned to operate at 10-30 lb. These emergency han.
cific range is 99% of maximum). The highest speed in
dies shall withstand an emergency load of 300 lb. The
the doors-open configuration that is practicable withhandles shall be designed to break at 300+ lb, and
out adverse effect upon the design is desired.
446
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Def•ction Criteria
SThe most important deflectIon criterion isthe saur-

-

..

4-8.4.1.3

the detail design and are discussed in Chanter 11,
AMCP 706-202.

ance that dellectim from any and all sources shall not

44L4.2

pweoent the door or hatch from performing its task as
a satisfactory closure. Als, the door or hatch shall be
free to opt and close under all operating conditions

Fat removal and replacement of doors and hatches
should be possible. Full consideration of this require-

sad eveclafly uI.er emergency conditim. This men

ment during the preliminary design is necessary for the

that adequate clearance shall be provided where deflhction are anticipated. In those cases where deflecshll not tend to disngage the
tion are present, t
latching system but. instead, either should increase the
engagement without interference or should not affect it.
The following sources of deflections that could affect
the p•rformance of doors and hatches are presented
and discussed briefly as a checklist for preliminary design consideration:
1. Flight and landing gear loads. Deflections from
flight loads ad landing gear loads are coridered norMal and shall not be very large.
2. Seal prssurization. Deflection from seal pressurization must be checked and the seal shall be
located so that any deflection resulting from its operation is in a direction to improve latch engagement.
3. Manufacturing. Permanent de•lv-tions sometimes are encountered in the manufacturing process as
a result of deforming purts to meet the established contour.
4. Overloads. Permanent deflections may be encountered from overloads due to hard landings, or
other abnormal operating conditions. Effort should be
made during the preliminary design stage to establish
basic door and hatch configurations that are inherently
forgiving under unusual deflection conditions.

establishment of satisfactory configurations.

4-8.4.1.4
• !The

*

Removal and Replacement

hatches

Production Tolerance

basic preliminary design of the doors and

should

include the consideration

of

practicable production tolerances. Manufacturing
representatives should be consulted to determine the
tolerances that can be held reasonably when door
and frame structures are made in separate jigs. There
must be sufficient clearace between the door and
frame so that tolerance buildup catinot cause
interference between the door. or any attachment to
the door, and the frame. The minimum clearance
never should be loss than 0.20 in.
Flushnes, and gap tolerance requirements between
the doors and the helicopter skin oecome a matter for
performance consideration and should be allowed for
in the basic door configuration estaklished during the
preliminary design stage. The exact limits and methods
for achieving these limits must be worked out during

Emergency Jettison and/or
Peronnl Egress
Most personnel compartment doors are equipped
with jettison devices. These devices are periodically
checked as an operational tnd maintenance procedure.
MIL-STD-1472 states that the simplest possible es.
cape mode consistent with safety and effectiveness s/oll
be provided. Ref. 28 states that emergency hatches
and doors should be designed to be opened quickly,
operated easily, and, wherever possible, jettisonabce.
These, and other criteria pertinent to emergency
evacuation of personnel, are discussed in further detail
in par. 13-2.2.1.
4-.4.3

4-.4.4
Siz of Openings
The size of the openings for helicopters should be as
small as possible, yet large enough to permit efficient
performance by personnel and to provide adequate
convenience and safety. All openings that personnel
may contact must have well-rounded and smooth edges
with no obstructions.
4-8.4.4.1
Access Openings
Access openings that provide for adjusting and handling interior items shall be sufficiently large to permit
the required operations and, if possible, to provide an
adequate view of the components being worked on. The
dimensions of the openings shall be no less than those
shown in MIL-STD-1472 for the appropriate access
requirements for arms, hands, or fingers. Allowance
should be made for maintenance personnel wearing
cold weather clothing.
4-8.4.4.2
Entry Openings
The size of entries often is established by the RFP or
by the size of the equipment and cargo to be tranmported. Such openings should be sized to provide adequate clearances and to permit convenient and expeditious loading and unloading of the specified equipment
and cargo. Those openings that are provided primarily
for personnel entry shall be sized to accommodate the
95th percentile man (MIL-STD-1472) with adequate
clearance for comfort and convenience.
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Egress Openings
4-8.4.4.3
The primary concern for size of egress openings is
related to emergency exit. The emergmcies to be conevacuation,
escape, are
ground
sidered
in par. and
13ditching.include
Th1ese aerial
requirements
discussed
2.2. T.
4-8.5

STEPS AND HANDHOLDS
In order to achieve the optimum compatibility be.
tween the equipment and human performance, conveniences such as steps and handholds must be provided to make possible the best use of the equipment.
Well-placed steps and handholds will enable maintenance personnel to accomplish necesmary maintenance
quickly, safely, and effectively. This applies especially
to helicopters because a large proportion of their highniaintenance components and equipment is located
relatively high above the ground when the vehicle is
parked.
There are virtually no specifications available that
provide detailed guides for the provision and design of
steps and handholds for helicopters. The most appropriate source of general guidance is MIL-STD-1472.
4-8.5.1
Steps
After the need for a step is established, the requirements of size, strength, and other considerations next
must be established. Sizing should be provided so as to
accommodate the ?nd to 98th percentile anthropome-e
try summarized in MIL-STD-1472.
Size and Clearance Requirements
4-8.5.1.1
There are three general types of steps, all of which
are associated with different size and clearance requirements. The type-internal recessed, external fixed, or
removable-selected for a particular installation will
depend upon its weight, cost, and other usage and systern considerations.
Strength Requirements
4-8.5.1.2
The strength requirements of the steps and their
mounting will be established by the RFP and/or the
proposed application of the preliminary design. Unless
otherwise specified, the weight of the personnel for
which the steps and associated fittings are designed
should be assumed to be the 95th percentile, as shown
in MIL.STD-1472.
A limit load factor of 2.0 must be assumed, together
with the standard ultimate factor of 1.5. In cases where
a lower limit load can be justified, a reduction of the 2-g
"limit is acceptable. The structural design of all steps
shall allow for use by two men each applying his
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weight on one foot, unless it can be snown that two ,
cannot use the same step at the same time.
4.8.5.1.3
Other Considerations
for the preliminary design
considerations
Other osdrtnsorhepliiryein
stage of steps for helicopters are concerned primarily
with the safety aspects. For all steps, attention must
be
given to the provision of an effective nonskid surface.
This can be accomplished by several methods, including the app!,'ation of nonskid material per MIL-W5050 and MIL-W-5044. In order to retain the nonskid
condition provided in the design, consideration must be
given to the possible environmental conditions, and
provision should be made for features such as drainage
and adaptability to easy clearing of ice and snow or
other environmentally caused obstructions.
If removable *-,rhinged steps are used, It is mandatory that a means be provided for assuring their return to the propar flight operational position prior to
tolkeoff. In cases where the step itself is a protuberance, it should be identified by noticeable color
coding or the equivalent.
Handholds
4452
The need for and location of a handhold are best
established by experience. Thus, use of a mock-up or
experience on a similar installation is essential.
4-8.5.2.1
Size and Clps.rcnce Requirements
for Handholds
There are a number of shapes applicable for Ise as
handholds, among which are the towel bar, T-bar, Jbar, and recessed and knob shapes. Recommendations
for dimensions and clearances for these various shapes
are given in MIL-STD-1472.
The size of the handhold should be in accordance
with the purpose for which it is provided. It may be
designed for grasping by two hands, by one hand, or by
two fingers. Two-handed handholds are not common
for helicopters, but both the one-hand and two-finger
configurations are useful.
Strength Requirements
4.8.5.2.2
The strength requirements of each handhold should
be determined on an individual basis, with consideration of circumstances such as the possible mechanical
force advantage. The first consideration is the requirements of the RFP; then other information from eperience and testing should be considered. MIL-STD-1472
may be used as a general guide for typical arm and
hand forces.
For preliminary design purposes, unless more accurate information is available, the strength of the hand-
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hold should be based upon the weight of the 95th per.
centile U.S. Army personnel (MIL-STD-1472). The
handhold should be designed for a limit load factor of
1.0 with the normal ultimate load factf- or 1.5.
Local circunstances may alter these load requiremants. If a two-finger handhold is being provided, the
design load may be reduced accordingly, or, if the
handhold is positioned so that an additional dynamic
load could be applied, the strength of the fitting must
be increased.
4-8.5.2.3
Other Considerations
Often, the most convenient handhold is a portion of
the sttuctue that already is available. The utilization
of available surfaces and projections as handholds
should be encouraged, but the structure supporting
there surfaces and projections must allow for the additional loads.

ROSTRUCTURAL SUBSTANTIATION
ROTOR, DRIVE, AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Substantiation of the structural adequacy of a helicopter
....
/ and of its comp ce with the criteria outlined
in the preceding paragraphs is accomplished by analyds and/or test. The required analyses consist of the
calculation of stresses resulting from the application of
appropriate loads to the various components of the
structure and, by comparing these stresses with those
allowable, the determination of individual margins of
safety. The development of the basic loads and the
substantiation of the rotor, drive, and control systems
in accordance with pertinent criteria is discussed in the
paragraphs that folMow. The substantiation of the airframe structure, including installation and support of
all helicopter subsystems is discussed in par. 4-10.
4-9.1

ROTOR LOADS--STEADY AND

UNSTEADY
4-9.1.1

Auonada

In producing the desired lift and propulsive forces,
the rotor blades encounter time-varying dynamic and
aerodynamic loads that cause steady and vibratory
stresses, aircraft vibration, and noise and that can lead
to blade instabilities. It must be assumed that the airload and dynamic load distributions are in equilibrium,
When a helicopter is in forward flight, the airload
distribution on a rotor blade varies substantially both
along the blade radius and around the azimuth. Fig.
4-32 shows a typical variation of the normal force on

a blade as it rotates. It is evident that the various peaks
and valleys in the spanwise airload distribution produce significant harmonic content, causing blade stress
and aircraft vibration. The soutces of the blade airloads
are numerousand complex. For ease of discussion, they
we grouped into four areas:
I. Impressed blade pitch
2. Airflow
3. Rotor position and motion
4. Airfoil cl
teristics.
4-9.1.1.1

Impressed Blade Pitch

There are three basic sources of impressed blade
pitch: blade twist, control inputs, and pitch coupling.
I. Blade twist. Negative twist, in which the outer
end of the blade has a smaller pitch ang!t than the root
end, is used to provide a more uniform lift distribution
along the blade. The redistribution of load caused by
twist generally produces higher vibratory stresses for
higher values of negative twist. For a possible explanation of this phenomenon, see Fig. 4-33. The primary
contributor to the vibratory bending stresses is the dissymmetry between the loads on the advancing ane retreating rotor blades in forward flight. Blades with high
negative twist carry negative lift outboard and positive
lift inboard on the advancing side, and carry positive
outboard lift on the retreating side of the rotor disk,
producing significant harmonic excitation of the blade.
The loading distribution for an untwisted (Odeg twist)
blade is quite different; the loading on the advancing
side is similar to that on the retreating side, thus reducing the diseymmetry and the resultant vibratory blade
stresses.
2. Control inputs. Main rotor controls generally
include both collective pitch and cyclic pitch, producing a steady pitch angle and a one-per-rev variation in
pitch angle on the blade, respectively. Tail rotor control
generally is limited to collective pitch. Both pitch inputs lead to airloads in all harmonics due to interaction
with other parameters.
3. Pitch coupling. A third source of impressed
blade pitch is the coupling between blade pitch and
other degrees of freedom of the rotor. The principal
coupling terms are pitch-flap 83, and pitch-lag a,, in
which blade pitch varies with blade flapping or coning,
and with blade lalging or hunting, respectively. Pitch
coupling also exists with flap bending/torsion and
chord bending/torsion degrees of freedom of the
blades.
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4-9.1.1.2

Airflow

search has indicated that radial flow may be significant
for some conditions. For the primary velocity component at a blade section, tangential velocity UT, the mag.
nitude at a point A on the blade, at radius r from the
hub, is given by

influencing blade airloais, are for.
prime factors
Twa..
Twa prive~
Vandrotor
tipnspeen
de !rnThemarefrwardI velocity end rotor tip speed flR. These are
related by the advance ratio p = V/(fil R), which
dentotes the size of the reverse flow region of the rotor

disk. This region forms a circle centered at azimuth
angle 4 = 270 deg with a diameter of 1AR (see Fig.
4-34). Reverse flow can be significant in that air flowi~ig
over the blade from the trailing edge can produce large
pitching moments about the blade pitch axis. For normal helicopter advance ratio, the dynamic pressure in
the reverse flow region is low, and this effect is not
significant. However, for compound configurations in
which rotor speed will be lowered to give advance
ratios approaching 1, reverse flow effects will be significant.
For most flight conditions, the dynamic pressure is
created primarily by the tangential velocity of air over
a blade. Analyses generally have included the vertical
of velocity, which will be discussed later,
but have neglected the radial component. Recent re-

=

W+ V

= ;TR

+P
+ Msin
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0.0093
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ROTATION

S= 0 deg
Fg. 432, Costor Map Over the Rotor Disk of Tet Airlaim, lb/lu.
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fps

4 = blade azimuth angle, deg
Because dynamic pressure is proportional to U., there
are one- and two-per-rev variations in dynamic pressure due to thl gt sin * term. For a given tip speed these
harmonic components become larger at higher advance
ratios.
The variations in tangential velocity atound the
azimuth also affect airloads by v.-ying the effective
angle of attack along the blade. By neglecting radial
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flow effects, this change in angle of attack cm be determinied by considering tangential airflow and the flow
vertically up (inflow) through the rotor disk. The net
airflow is not parallel to the rotor disk but is in a
•drecton iven by the vector sum of the inflow Up and
the tangential velocity Cr. This has the
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ally and radially, the angle also will be a function of
azimuth and will have many significant harmonics,
the number depending in part ppu the rotor inflow
model used.
For most design applications, uniform inflow ovor
the rotor disk is assumed. The value of the induced
inflow is given by classical momentum theory (Ref 4).
reality, the inflow over the rotor disk is not uniform;
the strength of the vortices in the wake of each blade
determines the induced inflow distribution. The location of the tip vortex for each blade of a rotor at low
and high speeds is shown in Fig. 4-35. The presence of
the wake elements near the rotor disk affects inflow
esper'Wily in the immediate vicinity of the vortex. Computer programs for calculating the nonuniform inflow
over a rotor disk have been developed (Refs. 29 and 30).
These have assumed that the wake is as shown (see Fig.
4-35); i.e., the wake does not distort due to vortex
interaction. Research now is under way to define the
rotor inflow when wake distortions are taken into account (Ref. 31). The wakes move due to vortex interaction as shown (see Fig. 4-36). Distortion effects may be
for compound configurations, in which the
wake remains very close to the rotor disk due to the
nearly zero rotor shaft tilt when the rotor is not required to supply propulsive force.
0In addition to the effect of rotor wake upon inflow,
there v•e other effects that getaerally art not included
in rc'utine design analyses but that can affect the rotor
inflow. The presence of an airframe and ptopellers will
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alter main rotor inflow (Ref. 32). In the case of the tail
rotor, the influence of the rotor wake and flow over the
main rotor hub, as well as blockage due to the tail
pylon, can be significant factors (Refs. 33 and 34).
4-9.1.1.3

*

Rotor Position and Motion

Both the Up and Ur terms are affected both by the
actual blade location in space and by the motion of the
bladc. The forward velocity of the aircraft must be
corrected by the sum of the rotor shaft inclination to
the flight direction and the local blade flapping angle
to arrive at the local Upand Ucomponents of forward
velocity. In addition, the out-of-plane or flapping
velocity of a blade element affects the U•, ter'm, while
secigifcan term forlprovingaffectstherodynamic
wha
lag velocity affects UT. The flapping velocity term is a
of
damping
aerodynamic
providing
for
significant term
the blade.
It would require a lengthy derivation to define how
all of the elements discussed specifically enter into the
angle-of-attack calculation and the dynamic pressure
calculation. This is discussed in Refs. 35, 36, and 37. A
typical angle-of-attack distribution for a rotor at high
forward speed is shown in Fig. 4-37. A typical local
velocity (Mach number) distribution from which the
dynamic pressure is calculated is shown in Fig. 4-38.
These two clements, along with the airfoil characteristics, must be known to define the airloads on a rotor
blade.

4-9.1.1.4

In the earliest rotor performance analyses, designers
assumed that an airfoil could be,represented simpiy as
a lift-curve slope and an angle of attack. This model
neglected stall, but as long as the vehicle was instagedpower limited (as early helicopters were) and operated
at low flights speeds, little or none of the rotor disk
encountered stall. A more sophisticated model avoided
stall by not permitting the blade section lift coefficient
to exceed some fixed value. (In these models, drag and
section pitching moment customarily were ignored.)
In fixed-wing practice the primary importance of
stall is the definite upper limit to lift. However, stall on
aheiotrsacmpndbyomnyterfetsf
near-equal importance that the simple models previously mentioned are inadequate for prediction of rotor airloeds and stresses. Therefore, two-dimensional
aerodynamic data were introduced into the analyses.
Thete data, based upon two-dimensional wind tunnel
data, were used because the aspect ratio of a helicopter
rotor blade normally is large enough that finite aspect
ratio corrections can be neglected. Such effects are
represented insxend by an empirical "tip loss" and/or
"root loss" in the lift (and sometimes pitching moment)
and by the addition of a drag coefficient increment for
surface roughness and similar effects.

LOW SPEED ROTOR W/AKE••"•

V

Airfoil Characteristics

•.';

HIGH SPEED ROTOR WAKE

f.
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WAKE PROM PHOTOS
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SIDE VIEW

ftg 4.36 Walte Trajdorin for One Blab.(Hoverlg FU9t, OGE)
With the ind~usio of two~dimensional aerodynamic
d"e it is itsaructive to observe the effects of Wit drag,
and pitching moment on rotor loads, particularly in the
vicinity of stall. ift, as commnlxy defined, is perpedicular to the relative wind. Thus, the primary componmot of lift is in the flapwise direction, which is out of
the plone of rotation. However, a small inplane coamposent exist and many tend either to retard blade rotation
(thus requiring added power) or to aid it (as in the case
of antoratatian). Its magnitude may be sinular to that
dtthe airfoil drag force. Conversely, the primary result
ofsarfi drag as exciaton of blade chordwis bending,

while a small component of drag is out of the plane of
rotation.
It ia obvious that both of these forces are capable of
providing a momnent about the blade foathering axis.
With a blad deflected above or below the feathering
axis, momnents tending to increase or decrease blade
pitch may be generated by those airloads that are eccentric to the feathering or control axs. When the
elasi axis of the blade is ahead of or behind the feathering axis, the airoods also can cause moments that
tend to increase or decrease pitch. These effects may
tend partially to cancel each other, by appropriate
blade design these nmoments may be arragged to be
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compensating. The blade aerodynamic pitching moment then becomes the primary excication in blade
torsion.
Because of variations in Mach number, Reynolds
number, and angle of attack, each spanwise portion of

a rapid increase in both drag and pitching moment
components of aerodynamic excitation. Thus, if a segment of a blade penetrtes the stall region momentarily
as it proceeds around the azimuth, local impulsive
loading will occur and may excite various vibratory

the rotor blade stalls at a different azimuthail loration,

modes. As Mach number increases, it becomes more

For some conditions, the lift stall is sharp and well
defined; for others, it is simply a region where lift ceases
increasing with angle of attack and remains constant.
However, steady-state stall always is accompanied by

important to include finite aspect ratio effects in the
determination of applicable airfoil characteristics. This
is particularly true of pitching moment coefficient
qv for its effect upon blade torsion.
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quately the nonlinearities encountered. While Mach

tigtin
heaifol
oudat
seony
aplcabe o he
priurdeinThis s o lastu.Mn ei
€opershav ben biltwith only a few different airfoil
sectons
anddat onthese sections are available
readly.Win tuneldata on a more exotic section
contemplated oranew design often are unavailable, or
very expensive to obtain; but because the flow field
itself is difficult to define, the data from a closely
rlated "standard" section often can be used without
sgiiatloss of accuracy. An evemt more common
practice during preliminary analysis is to neglect the
effect upon section characteristics of production/operatioral departures of airfoil contour such as erosion
strips, blunt trailing edges, and tabs,from the theoretical section contour,
In most of the more advanced computerized analyses, the lhft, drag, and blade-pitching moment coefficients are obtained from a table look-up procedure
bused upon both angle of attack and Mach number.
Such tables are generated either from wind tunnel data
or from the collections of such data in the literature and
the classic source for such data is Ref. 38. In either
!case,
the table look-up procedure should handle ade---

th ucetantesindecrbig heflow fedmake data
ttemr xrm
ahnmesquestionable because of wall effe-cts, transonic flow, and other cornplications in gathering the initial airfoil data in the
wind tunnel. Reynolds number effects often are lumped
with Mach number because, during a constant chord
airfoil test in a given atmosphere, Reynolds number
and Mach number vary together.
Recent analytical improvements in the treatment of
airfoil properties include attempts to include radial
flow and unsteady aerodynamic effects. Radial flow
effects are the helicopter analog of swept-wing theory,
and arise from considering the skewed flow on the
airfoil. Skewed flow implies that th¢e airfoil section as
sceen by the airstream should be modified to account for
the fact that the flow does not run perpendicular to the
span, and that the total velocity and dynamic pressure
also are modified. Further work is required in this area
(see Chapter 3). Unsteady aerodynamic effects arise
from the fact that the actual rotor blade angle of attack
changes too rapidly to be represented properly by
steady-state aerodynamics. Most existing unsteady
data were obtained for simple harmonic motion of an
-4
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airfoil (Refs. 39 and 40), while rotor blades execute
multiharmonic motion. Thus, work on the application
of unsteady aerodynamic data to helicopter rotors requires careful consideration of the proper means of
making the data and the environment comptible.
4-9

1.1.5

Transient Loads
Two of the more important perturbations encountered by helicopter rotors are gust loads and flight
maneuver loads. Both are amenable to simplified descriptions and are treated in detail only rarely. Here,
both simplified and detailed models will be discussed
for completeness.
The actions of a gust in producing a load transient
on a rotor begin with the change in angle of attack that
a shift in the flow field logically will cause. This
changes the lift, drag, and moments appearing on the
rotor blade. The blade reacts to these changes and in
so doing feeds a force and moment change into the
airframe. The airframe reacts to these forces and to any
added forces the gust produces (such as a change in the
lift of the body and wing). Thus, a gust produces a load
transient that occurs as an aerodynamic impulse, followed by dynamic responses that tend to alleviate the
initial shock.
The aerodynamic impu~se is a function of the amplitude and wave form of the atmospheric disturbance,
but is not easily predictable because a given angle of
attack change &a or ma not cause a corresponding
linear change in CL, CD,and CM. Stall effects and other
nonlinearities complicate the picture.
In addition to this uncertainty in the effect of a given
Aa, it should be realized that the Aa is itself an unknown because a gust is a near-random atmospheric
disturbance. To further complicate matters, the gust
alleviation produced by aircraft dynamic responses is a
complex phenomenon that varies with the vehicle under study. In the light of such complexities, simplifications commonly are adopted.
Discrete gust models are used for design purposes in
examining the limit blade response or extreme load.
This involves modeling only the limit gust of interest,
Because of their direct effect upon blade angle of attack, vertical gusts are much more critical and are the
only ones normally considered. Experience has shown
that severe step functions do not occur in the atmosphere; that dynamic response alleviation often is quite
significant; and that a better empirical approach can
account for both effects (par. 4-4.3). Such an approach
might use ramp and/or trigonometric functions. A typical example is a 50-fps sine-squared function with a
ramp length of 90 ft (see Ref. 9).

The gust having been described, the means of applying it to the rotor system are considered. I*• the simplest
rotor models the gust is converted into an instantaneous effective change in the inflow ratio AX, and this
AAisa applied
sumulfaneously to the entire rotor disk.
For
more sophisticated
description, a gust penetration model is used. This method requires that the gust
be applied to each blade element/time combinatio, as
a local change in the flow field rather than as a change
in the average downwash. The effect of the gust is
accounted for in the analysis as a change in angle of
attack, which in turn can be accounted for in complex
blade analyses such as are discussed in par. 4-9.1.2.
The load transient produced by a maneuver is in
some ways analogous to the gust load transients previously discussed. Pilot action initiates an angle of attack change in the rotor system, producing forces and
moments fed from the rotor to the aircraft, which then
responds dynamically. However, the maneuver loads
are a closed loop; the dynamic response of the aircraft
causes further changes ir. the aerodynamic loading; and
the process repeats. While the gust situation involves
excitation primarily in one direction, with dynamic response alleviating the loading without truly changing
the qualitative character, maneuver loads are multidirectional and the dynamic responses are of much more
significance. This easily is seen in, for example, a roll.
To obtain a large roll acceleration, the lift must be
asymmetrical. At high roll rates, gyroscopic precession
is significant. Similarly, a 30 deg/sec roll rate on a large
helicopter (rotor diameter of about 70 ft) implies a
vertical velocity component at the tip of about 20 fps,
which increases the angle of attack on one side and
decreases it on the other.
There art two common means of modeling maneuver loads. In the first case, only the primary effect of
a maneuver-the increase in load factor on the aircraft
and thus the lift required from the rotor disk-is considered. This also may include consideration of redistribution of airloads to reflect a changed hub moment.
However, this method is inadequate for prediction of
the details of the blade loading and the resultant
stresses. A more exact approach involves applying, at
the rotor hub, the acceleration and rotation time histoties actually felt there, along with the corresponding
time history of contro, positions. Thir has the effect of
fully describing the maneuver and has been found to
provide insight into the source of the stress changes
caused in maneuvering flight. This may be done in a
closed loop-assuming that the forces and moments
that the rotor produces are consistent with the accelerations of the hub by which one describes the maneuver
---or it may be done open loop, ignoring the need •or
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fuselage dynamics to obtain a consistent set of dynamic
conditions. As long as the maneuver is well known
(such as a banked turn, roll, and dive pullout) and the
model has been shown to be consistent for earlier cases,
open loop operation probably is adequate. Further descriptions of this type of analysis can be found in Ref.
41.
4-9.1.2

Analytic Approach to Rotor Load
Prediction

Accurate analytic prediction of the loads generated
by a rotor requires a sophisticated mathematical de7
scription of the dynamic characteristics of the rotor
system, together wilh accurate definition of aerodynamic forcing functions. The dynamic complexity of
rotors and the aerodynamic environment in which they
operate makes this no simple task. By way of example,
a system comprising only the rotor blades and the rotor
hub will be discussed. This neglects airframe/rotor sys.
tern dynamic coupling,
The primary objective is the prediction of the responses of the rotor blades to the aerodynamic forces.
The respooses having been established, the rotor loads
c~n be calculated. To do this, the differential equations
of motion of the dynamic system are set up first.
A common method of representing the blade dynam.
ics is to assume that the blade displacements q&can be
represented by the sum of a series of modal coordinates
(Fig. 4-39). These modal coordinates, by separation of
variables, can be represented by the product of the
mode shape variables 4o,(x) (functions of blade radius
only), and by a function that defines the magnitude of
the particular modal participation ,(a function of time
only). The modal functions generally are referred to as
normal or principal modes and have the important
mathematical property of being orthogonal; i.e., motion in each norm al mode can exist independently.
Thus, the number of normal modes chosen is equivalent to the number of degrees of freedom describing the
notion of each blade. This method can be applied to
represent the flapwise, chordwise, and torsional blade
displacements. Clearly, the greater the number of
modes chosen to define the deflections, the more accurate the representation. The number used is dependent
upon the order of the highest forcing frequency. In
practice, a total of approximately 10-15 modes generally is sufficient to define the motions of each blade.
The mode shapes and correspond, ig frequencies can
be obtained by any standard method of obtaining the
free vibration characteristics of a continuous system,
e.g., the method of Myklestad (Refs. 41 and 42). This
modal representation is applicable to blades with any
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general form of root boundary conditions, from fully
articulated through rigid.
The fact that the normal modes are orthogonal does
not preclude the inclusion of dynamic coupling terms
in the description of the rotor system. This is achieved
by simply including the coupling effects as applied
forces. Based upon the desired degree of accuracy, th:
physical description of the blades may include the effects of any or all of the following: blade twist, chordwise mass unbalance, counterweights, noncoincidence
of elastic axis and quarter chord, and radially varying
blade properties.
To obtain the dynamic system differential equations
of motion, the absolute translational and rotational
coordinates of motion of any bi, de element are obtained. This is achieved conveniently through a series
of coordinate transformations, which allow definition
of the blade velocity vector that is used to specify the
blade kinetic energy. Potential and dissipation energies
resulting, for example, from blade root springs and
dampers are obtained readily through use of the relative coordinates of motion. The analytic forms of these
energy functions having been obtained, the method of
Lagrange may be used to establish the differential equations. Lagrange's method states that
d(aT/841 )
dt

T/aq, + a V/aq, + aD/aq3

Q3 (4-28)

where
T
V
D
q,

=
=
=

kinetic energy, ft-lb
potential energy, ft-lb
dissipation energy, ft-lb
coordinates, or degrees of
freedom, defining system
motion, ft
The Q, are applied generalized forces that will be discunsed in a subsequent paragraph. For accurate representation, significant nonlinear terms generally are retained in the equations. In addition to these
nonlinearities, the equations contain time-dependent
coefficient ternis-the dependency arising from the rotational nature of the system.
The aerodynamic characteristics of a given airfoil
cannot be calculated accurately. Linear analytic expressions defining the airfoil characteristics can be used
in certain stability studies, but such a practice generally
is not acceptable for accurate prediction of rotor loads.
There are many reasons for this, not the least being the
very complex nature of the airflow around the airfoil,
part ularly in regions of stall or high Mach number
operation. For this reason aerodynamic inputs rely
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upon the results of larlpe numbers of wind tunnel tests
(see par. 4-9. I. 1.4).
The Nmdymtmic forces expe•eneed by the rotor
system, in addition to being functims of the aemdynamic characte•fics of the b•ade• are functions of the
rotor system displacements and velocities. For this tea.
son there is a high degree ofcouplinlg between dynamic
system motions and the aerodynamic environment.
In producing thrust, a mtorgenerates inducedvelocisles across the rotor disk (Ref. 31). These velocities
are important as they affect the blade angle-of-attack
distributions and, hence, bhde load characteristics.
They are the result of the shed and trailing wakes generated by the rotor blades, and various degrees ofsophistication may be employed in predicting their effects,
The simplest method assumes a uniform distribution of
induced velocities across the disk, whereas the most
rigorous methods calculate the free wake geometry and
the resultant induced velocity distribution across the
disk. The degree of accuracy requtred in the rotor loads
prediction determines which method is employed.

The generaiized forces Q,, which as stated earlk•'
may be the result ofdynamic couplinll or aerodynlunk• /
eft'ects, may be obtained by employing the principle e(
vWtua! work. This in its simplest form s.•at• that

•,

•

a[Xo]
Pt aq,

I
i

I
, Ib

(4-29)

i

where
P, •- forces applied at say station/,
Ib
X, -- absolute position vectors of the
points L ft
Combining the dynamic system equations and the
g•ner•lized forc•,ng functions leads to a complex, nonlinear set of second order differential equations with
time-dependent coefficients. These can be solved only
by numerical techniques and high-speed computers.
Briefly, the method employed is to compute the systei•
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FIg 4.40. Elesuuats in Analysis
response characteristics at each instant of time as the
. blades travel azimuthally. In this way the transient
blade deflections and the moments and stresses consistant with these deflections are obtained. At the same
alldbladeschtrackfinrthewsame
mannero
ar
moments at the blade root
and
time, the shearsFortesteadyhelight
calculated,
therefore,
forcesand
and moments
may
obtained
teFore hub
hubdy
forces
momdens
mray be
bnese
tanne,
fromtrated
fromaver0
smmaion
badesof he oot hemand
moments derived from a single blade analysis. However, under certain circumstances, e.g., certain conditions of turbulence, a multibladed analysis is necessary.
Fig. 4-40 shows in block form how the elements
discussed may be structured to form the basic analysis.
It has not been possible here to discuss all of the
important aspects of rotor load predictions. For exampie, the effects of airframe dynamics or airframe/rotor
interference have not been included; but it has been
shown that the problem is complex and requires sophisticated treatments to obtain accurate forecasts of the
rotor response and load characteristics. More detailed
information is available in Refs. 35, 36, 37, and 43.
Unfortunately, few simplified procedures give meaningful results. There is, however, a simplified method
for estimating flapwise bending moment characteristics
of rotor blades (Ref. 44) that merits mention. This
report shows that the flapwise bending moments are

basically linear functions of several independent rotor
parameters and can be computed by transfer function,
superposition techniques. Transfer coefficients that relate rotor parameters to harmonics of moment are presented in the form of design charts for a widi, range of
parameters and operating conditions. Detailed procedures for using these design charts in conjunction with
tae
ihsml charts acltos
performance
(Ref. 45) are hdescribed
illusehdiand hw
with sample calculations. The method is shown
to provide quantitatively accurate results at advance
ratios from 0.25 to 0.4.
4-9.1.3

Preliminary Design Considerations

The basic requirements for rotor blade analysis are
contained in MIL-S-8698. In addition, checks of centrifugal stress, static bending stress and deflection, and
resonant frequencies are used in the early stages to size
the blade structure.
Before the blade can be analyzed structurally, the
various axes of the blade must be located. Because
symmetrical airfoils umvmly are used, the blade chord
is taken as the centerline of symrmeiry of all sections of
the blade structure. This leaves the axes perpendicular
to the mean chord-the flexural (or neutral) axis for
chordwise bending, the shear center, the feathering axis-to be located, and the center of tensile restraint and
the mass centroid (or CG) of the entire blade.
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Symmetrical airfoils with practicable construction,
operatin at low Mach numbers and below stall, have
their aerodynamic centers at the quarter-chord point
(Fig. 4-41). This usually is used as the location of the
feathering axis and the mass centroid to avoid stall and
torsional divergence. The shear center also is located at
the quarter-chord because the summation of all torsional shears should be zero; any other location would
produce a torsional shear moment. To keep the blade
straight in flight, the intersection of the flapping and
lead-lag hinges also is placed at the quarter chord;
consequently, the flexural axis should be at the same
location. The blade structure must be proportioned so
as to place these axes in approximately the correct
location. If they are not, an iterative step is needed at
this stage, altering the distributions of mass and/or
stiffness to correct the deficiency.
Although symmetrical airfoils normally are used, it
may with some blade sections be desirable to locate the
mass centroid and the shear center forward of the aerodynamic center for greater blade stability.
Because the blade is subjected to various combinations of flapwise and chordwise bending, centrifugal
tension, flapwise and chordwise shear, and torsional
moments, it is necessary to determine the spar crosssectional area, flapwise and chordwise moments of inertia, nuss distribution, mean area enclosed by the spar
outer and inner boundaries, spar mean line perimeter,
and wall thickness at several locations (Fig. 4-42).
These properties, in addition to the inherent properties
of the spar material--such as its tensile and shear

.----. 25

C

moduli of elasticity-arc sufficient to determin( the
flapwist and chordwise bending stresses, shear strews,
torsional rigidity, torsional stresses, spar weight, #.t\d
natural frequencies.
Approximately six stations along the blade .
lected, and the spar section is laid out at each,
The properties of each section are cavi:;
,. atdividual curves of cross-sectional area and fks. wi•e and
chorowise moments of inertia are plotted against blad:
radius. Because a plot of blade mass distribution also
is required for use in the calculation of blade weight,
natural frequencies, and stresses, an estimate of the
weights of the nonstructural blade components at each
station is included, based upon experience and trend
studies.
Centrifugal stresses created in the spar by blade rotation then are checked at several stations along the blad,;
spar. Slight modifications are made, as required, to the
spar wall thickness to adjust for overstressed or understressed conditions.The centrifugal stress should be selected on the basis of repeated application, (start-stop
cycle) and with consideration for the superposition of
vibratory stresses in flight. A maximum value of 20%
of allowable tensile stress can be used.
With the blade approximately sized in this manner,
the blade is considered to be cantilevered horizontally
at the root, and static bending stresses and deflections
are computed. Modifications may be made to the spanwise taper to adjust the tip deflection to a value suitable
for adequate operating clearance of other airframe
components (par. 13-1) and to provide a positive mar-

• ,MASS CG CHORDWISE
MASS DISTRIBUTION

,.X\AERODYNAMIC
MAK'
FEATHERING
FLEXURAL
SHEAR

-CENTER

AIRLOAD CG CHORDWISE
AIRLOAD DISTRIBUTION

Fig. 4.41. Tyical Blade Cross-sectional Ioading
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gin of safety with a limit load factor of 4.67 for ground
handling.
Buckling of the spar may occur at a stress below the
allowable static stress if the campresvive stress due to
bending exceee &critical value. The subsequent analysis treats the spar wall as a curved plate and defines a5)

~W
1~0070

critical compressive stress as a function of the dimen-

)
4curvature

40

sionsand modulus of elasicity of the plate.
The dimensionas used in the buckling analysis arec'=70
taken from scale drawings of the blade spar sections. By
ignoring sharply curved front and rear extremities of
the spar.acircular arc is fitted to the upper or lower
in selecting the proper curve for determination of the

Z

dimsensionless constant K,, (Fig. 4-43). The chordal
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spar wall shape, using athree-point fit. The radius of
rand wall thickness t, both in in., are used

width W of the spor, also in in., is used to determine2
the abcissa W2 /(4 46 on the graph. The selection of the2
appropriate value for Wis very important inasmuch as
its contribution to the critical stress is of the second
order (W ').Appropriate values of t and WV,
combined
with modulus of elasticity A in psi, and K, are used in
the calculation of critical buckling stress F11 in the
equation:
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SHAPE FACTOR W'/ (rEt), dimensionless

Fl&,4-43. Determination of Constant K, to
Calculate Critical Budding Stres (Eq. 4-39)

(4-30)

cV

F,,( may then be plotted against rotor radius. It is ai
limiting value of axial compressive stress for the blade
spar. Bending stress may exceed this value by the
amount of the tensile stress superimposed by centrifugal force. Trhus, the conditions for which buckling
becomes a critical design consideration are most likely
to be those wherein the rotor is stopped, or nearly
stopped.

The blade now is sized to approximately the proportions required by dynamic loading considerations. In
subsequent analytical steps, severe dimensional
changes involving complete iteration of previous work
are unlikely. The calculation of resonant frequencies
for flapwiae and chordwise bending are discussed in
par. 5-3.
Small adjustments now are made in the section pro erties to correct for dimensional changes that have
been made during these preliminary analyses. Tor4-61
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sional stiffness is calculated for each section by stand.
ard methods, e.g., Ref. 46. The properties nnw are
ready for more extensive stress calculation, and can b
plotted against rotor radius for convenience,
Rotor blade stress and fatigue analysis are discussed
in detail in par. 4-I .
4.9.2

HUB LOADS

The hub is the central structure of both main and tail
rotors. On any kind of helicopter the hub transmits
flight loads to the airframe, and on shaft-driven helicopters it ii the structure through which the drive
torque is distributed to the blades.
4-9.2.1

Characteristics of Rotor Hubs

The blades of all rotors are attached to a mechanism
that permits their pitch or incidence to be varied. This
mechanism is usually the most outboard portion of the
hub. (In some rotors this function is accomplished by
twisting the blade itself.) Inboard, the nonpitching part
of the hub may have hinges that permit the blades to
move in the flapping and lead-lag planes.
Rotor blades will seek an equilibrium position in the
vertical plane by moving around the flapping hinge,
real or simulated. The main loads determining the equilibrium position are the thrust, or vertical airload, and
the centrifugal force. Because the centrifugal force is
10-20 times as large as the vertical airload, the blade
axis will have a slight angle with respect to the plane
of rotation. This angle is known as coning angle.
If a load that varies once per revolution is applied to
the blade, the latter will respond with a once-per-revolution motion about its flapping hinge. The result is a
tilt of the plane in which the blade is moving, with the
angle of tilt equal to the flapping angle of the individual
plane of rotation of all blades.
The thrust vector will tilt with the plane of rotation
and will have a component in the direction of tilt. It is
this component that makes the helicopter move in the
direction of rotor tilt. In level flight the vertical component of the thrust vector is.equal to the weight of the
helicopter.
A number of different types of rotor hubs have been
developed and are in use. The characteristics of the
fundamental concepts employed for rotor control are
discussed in par. 3-3.3. The advantages and disadvantages of the various types are reviewed in that discussion.
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4-9.2.2

Analysis of Rotor Loads

rhe determination of lov'.s on an individual rotor
blade is discussed in par. 4-9.1.The combination at the
hub of the periodically varying loads on the rotor
blades and the resultart loads that are transmitted
through the hub to the airframe are discussed in par. 5.2.
Th• physical characteristics of helicopter rotors, as
decribed by the distribution of mass and elastic proper-ies and the aerodynamic environment in which
they operate, are far from linear with respect to either
radial lucation or azimuthal orientation. The typical
digital computer analysis, therefore, treats the rotor by
considering various aerodynamic and dynamic effects
at discrete points as a function of radial location and
azimuth position. By increasing both the number of
radial locations and the number of azimuth positions,
the solution for the nonlinear physical system may be
obtained to within an acceptable degree of accuracy.
For preliminary design, the principal uses of cornputer analyses are the screening of proposed structural
configurations and the initial dynamic tuning to avoid
resonance with known excitation frequencies. The current techniques include the computation of aerodynamic forces along the blades based upon steady-state
aerodynamic coefficients. These forces are applied to
rotating beams that are restrained to the mast by appropriate hub kinematics so as to represent the boundary
conditions for rigid, semirigid, gimbaled, or articulated
rotors, as appropriate. The resulting steady and vibratory blade moments then are calcu!ated for use in the
stress calculations. The resultant shear loads at the hub
are combined to form the forces that will cause the
vibrate. Much design effort is spent to
fuselage
reduce theto oscillatory
loads in the rotor and to minimize the vibration level at high forward velocities. Ro.
tor hubs generally are fatigue-critical components, and
their substantiation must include fatigue life deternination (par. 4-11).
Nondimensional coefficients that are convenient for
expressing thrust capability are the blade-loading coefficient t1
2T
bcRp( )2

dimensionless

(4-31)

and the mean blade lift coefficient C
CL

7T
cRp(iR) 2

dimensionless

(4-32)
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T = rotor thrust, lb

LOAD

b
number of blades
c = blade chord, ft
R = rotor radius, ft

.

.3
."'

11 = rotor speed, rad/sec
p = ar density, slug/ft'
These coefficients are related

t-

CONSTANT
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The rotor-thrust coefficient Cr
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is not as convenient an expression of thrust capability
because it includes the rotor solidity oa (the ratio of
blade area to disk area)
7

Cr = aC .

NiR

p
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Fig. 4.44. Typical Flapwise-load Envelope
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stant over the rotor-speed range. If the load factor is
for the normal operating speed, it is too conat lower speeds.

Until recently, most rotor blades used symmetrical
sections, such as NACA 0012. With these blades, the
loads in maneuvers consistently were less than t, =
1=
.23. Newer blade designs, using camber
0.35, or
in the forward part of the section, have greater lift
capacity; blade-loading coefficients of 0.38 can be attaied. Airfoil sections now being developed should
make it possible to reach t, = 0.40.
As the forward speed of the helicopter increases,
rotor thrust capability is reduced. This is because the
blade is subjected to conditions of airspeed and inflow
angle that are different for each azimuth position. The
blade reaches conditions of limit lift capability, or stall,
in some azimuth positions earlier than in others. Vibration and control problems associated with this occur
rence will prevent the rotor from reaching its maximum thrust capa•lities under these conditions.

4-9.2.2.2
Inplane Loads
In powered flight, drive torque is transmitted from
the drive shaft or mast through the hub to the blades.
Along each blade, this torque is balanced by the inplane
components of the airload. In forward flight and maneuvers, the position of this basic equilibrium point
oscillates as the airload varies: and the oscillation may
be reinforced if its frequency is near the natural frequency of the lead-lag motion.
In articulated rotors, the loads cause oscillatory leadlag motions that are damped by a mechanism in the
hub. In rotors that are stiff inplane, the inplane loads
are only lightly damped. The loads transmitted by the
blades to the hub may be balanced by opposing loads
on the other blades. Because it is difficult to calculate
limit loads in lightly damped structures that are excited
at frequencies near resonance, the design limit loads for
inplane-stiff rotors usually are derived from flight -tesl
data on similar configurations. The limit root inplane

.

4-9.2.2.1

=correct
= tservative

Flapwise Loads

Current structural desig- requirements dictate that
a rotor be substantiated for a static flapwise load envelope as shown in Fig. 4-44. The conditions represented
by the envelope can be substantiated by demonstrating
that the rotor in question satisfies the load conditions
at the corners of the envelope. Such an envelope, how-

moment MI.,,. can be expressed conveniently in terms
of drive torque Mr and the number of blades b. For
powered flight
M11

=

MT
-b 0

K)

, lb-ft

(4-36)

ever, is unrealistic because thrust capability is not con4-63
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and for power-off conditions
M

m

MT

(0± K)

lb-ft

(4-37)

In these equations K is an empirically determined factor.
Flight loads measured on various chordwise-stiff
two-bladed and three-bladed rotors during maneuvers
have shown peak moments corresponding to K = 3.0
for small helicopters and to K = 4.5 for medium-size
helicopters. Eecause a large number of parameters influence the magnitude of the peak inplane bending moments reached, K factors cannot be specified for classes
of helicopters. The choice of the proper factor for the
limit chordwise moment is left to the discretion of the
designer. Moments for new designs can be derived by
using K factors determined from flight load data for
similar helicopters.
4-9.2.3
Design Loads for Fatigue
It is important that allowable levels for oscillatory or
fatigue loads be established during preliminary design.
The frequencies of these loads range from multiples of
the rotor speed to once or less per flight. Because the
number of cycles accumulates rapidly at the higher
frequencies, fatigue damage cannot be permitted for the
load levels that occur at the frequencies; and, conversely, high loads should not occur at frequencies high
enough to accumulate a critical amount of fatigue damage. Therefore, the loading spectrum of the helicopter
(par. 4-4.1) is an important criterion in the design of its
rotor hub. Fatigue analysis is discussed in detail in par.
4-9.2.3.1
Endurance Load Level
Because it is impracticable during preliminary design
to analyze each component for a complete loading
spectrum, a common practice is to use the oscillatory
loads that occur in high-speed level flight as a yardstick
for fatigue analysis and to apply factors to these loads
to account for the material, the load spectrum, and the
desired life of the components (Ref. 47). The level flight
loadings can be calculated if the necessary parameters
(weight, power, and drag) and the rotor dimensions
and speed are known. Whenever feasible, the endurance limit for the hub components is established at or
above these load levels so that no fatigue damage accumulates in high-speed level flight. Oscillatory loads
resulting from maneivers and other conditions in the
loading spectrum for which fatigue damage can be permitted to accumulate can be related to the high-speed
4-64

level flight loads by appropriate factors. Suitable values
for the appropriate factors generally can be found by
statistical analysis of flight load data for previous deo signs.
4-9.2.3.2
Maneuver Loads
Although the mean loads and the load amplitudes
under the transient conditions of a given maneuver can
be calculated, the results are far less accurate than are
those for the level flight conditions. One reason for this
is that the load level reached in actual maneuvers is
dependent strongly upon pilot handling and transient
response. Also, many factors, both known and unknown, that cannot be considered in the analysis have
an influence on the result. Therefore, the general approach of analyzing for fatigue based upon steady flight
conditions and applying appropriate factors to cover
maneuvers has proved to be more practicable during
preliminary design. This is in addition to a static analysis that uses a limit-load envelope that includes any
peak loads that would be experienced in maneuvers.
4-9.2.3.3
Ground-air Load Cycle
A tape o repetis,
lo that
n
usu a s te red
by stat analysis, but that may require separate treatment because of the possibility of fatigue damage, is the
ground-to-air load cycle. For certain parts of the rotor,
especially the blade-retention system and the flapwise
flexures, the stress cycle from standstill through runup
to flight is considerable. If the helicopter is used for
many flights of short duration, fatigue damage may
accumulate in a relatively moderate number of load
cycles, e.g., less than 10', of high stress level. The
material S-N curves, plots of failure load versus number of cycles to failure, are not well defined at numbers
of cycles less than 10' because fatigue tests are not run
regularly at such high stress levels. However, if the
designer is aware that a considerable number of high
stress cycles may occur, he has the option to safeguard
the structure by the introduction of an additional factor
in the preliminary static analysis.
Miscellaneous Loading Conditions
4-9.2.4
A qurrber of conditions may produce loads on the
hub that need to be investigated separately. These conditions are discussed briefly in the paragraphs that foilow.
Starting and Shutdown Loads
4-9.2.4.1
Upon starting the rotor, the drive torque is balanced
only by the inertial loads along the blades. The blades
of articulated rotors lag and hit the lag stops that are
necessary to limit this motion. Drive torque distributed

.
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over tue blades, theefore, provides a loading condition
for the stop and the adjacent structure. In the s~me
way, shutdown loads arise from the application of a
rotor brake. Tih rated torque of the brake, distributed
over the blades, is the loading condition for the lead
stop &adits adjacent structure. Fo- a rotor that is stiff
inpwme, the starting or shutdown torque is usually minor in comparison to the rated torque at the rotor
operating speed.
The criteria upon which these loads are based am
given in pars. 4-7.1 and 4-7.2.
4-9.2.4.2
Wind Loads
A rotor can be vulnerable to damage from wind
loads when the helicopter is parked, or when the rotor
is turning at less than its operating speed. These loads
upon stationary blades, tethered or free, can be calcalatd readily. During runup and shutdown, however,
the rotor may pass through rotor speeds where flapping
due to the wind load becomes divergent, resulting in
very high loads in the hub. Establishing applicable
loads in this condition is left to the designer, using a
rational baw appropriate for the rotor system under
4.9.2.4.3
Stop-banging Loads
Freely flapping rotor blades are supported at rest by
Slower flapping stop, or "droop stop", which may be
either a rigid part of the hub or a mechanism that
moves out of the way to provide flapping freedom in
flight. As a rule, gimbal-mounted and seesaw rotors do
not have droop stops; instead, flapping freedom of the
entire hub is limited by a stop. In either case, the flapping stops experience loads whenever the motions of
blades or the rotor exceed the available travel, and no
load requirement exists for this condition. However,
the
stop and rotor structure of articulated rotoriflapping
sMrl bure
staticuweight
tors shallbesubstntpiad
limit load factor of 4.67 (pir.
4-9.1.3). In the case of seesaw and gimbal-mounted
rotoM a foot moment should be added to account for
loads of the other blade or blades.
the e
Altholh atrary, the limit load factor of 4.67 will
cover many cam on the ground where the blades strike
;. flapping stops. These cases may include ground
"ridling(transport, taxiing, hoisting), turning the roat low speed in a strong wind, and also the case
where the helicopter is parked with the rotor untethered while another helicopter hovers in close proximity
or overhead.

It should be noted that the loads incurred when the
flapping stops are hit in flight are of an altogether
different order of magnitude. This condition must be

avoided, and the design shall be such that, should it
happen inadvertently, no components of primary importance to flight safety are damaged.
Folding Loads
4-9.2.4.4
If the hub has provisions for folding the blades, the
structure should be substantiated for the loads experienced throughout the range of motion from folded
to unfolded. There is no specification criterion applicable to this kind of operation. The gravity loads should
be multiplied by a moderate factor (2.0) to cover
ground handling, and a minimum wind velocity of 45
kt should be included to cover the likelihood that the
operation may be performed in wind, and to he consisteant with par. 4-9.2.4.2.
To protect rotor blades from damage when the helicopter is parked, they should be moored or tethered.
The mooring or tiedown loads shall be determined in
a rational manner, based upon the criteria given in par.
4-6.2.2.
4-9.2.4.6
Hoisting Loads
If the rotor hub has provisions for hoisting the helicopter (either special purpose hoisting lugs or otherwise) the loads shall be based, upon the basic structural
design gross weight minus crew and payload and shall
include a load factor of 2.0 (par. 4-6.3). The helicopter
may be hoisted either by appropriate ground equipmeat or by another helicopter. In the latter case the
applicable load should include a component of drag
upon the helicopter durin. tanspor
LO
4-9.3

MECHANICAL DRIVE SYSTEM LOADS

Drive system loads occur primarily as a result of the
transmission of engine power to the rotors. The initial
prime mover load, starting at the engine as torque,
produces various dynamic and static loads as the input
horsepower i3 transmitted through the drive train to
the rotor system(s). The following loads generally are
present on helicooter drive systems and must be considered during the predesign phase of the aircraft:
I. Steady torques
2. Oscillating torques
3. Axial or thrust loads
4. Radial loads
5. Tangential loads

6. Bending loads
7. Rotating beam loading
8. Structural deflection loads
4-65
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9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Misalignment loads
Torque reaction loads
Mast bending and shear loads
Aircraft load factor
Gust loads
Crash loads
Dynamic loads from resonances

16. Dynamic loads from geometric effscts
17. Gear tooth contact loads
18. Frictional loads
19. Loads that produce brinnelling
20. Bearing loads, bearing cage loads, and bearing
preloading.
These loads combine to develop stresses, both steady
and :nillatory, that must be accounted for adequately
thiougn the proper selection of materials and allowable
stmess-2s. Values of allowable stress specitted in MILHDBK-5 may be used fot sizing helicopter drive sys.rm components. When data for proposed materials are
not provided by MIL-HDBK-5, the values used must
be validated on a rational basis.
The magnitudes of the applicable drive system loads
are dependent upon the mission spectra projected for
the life of the vehicle. A growth factor should be considered in the preliminary design. Designing the drive
system initially for moderate design stresses assures
minimum development risk while also providing for
subsequent growth. The difference between the initial
design stress and the maximum allowable operating
stress represents the initial growth potential. T;iis
growth potential should provide for an increase in engine power capability that usually will be specified in
the RFP.
4-9.3.1

Load Spectra

The drive system designer must know the power
required for the typical design mission spectrum and
aircraft gross weights. Rotational speeds must be specifled for the various power requirements because design
stresses are based upon torque loadings, and fatigue
considerations are related to numbers of cycles when
loads are above the material endurance limits. Also,
drive system rotational speeds must be defined, particularly for long shaft sections. The section properties of
the shafting must be selected so that no critical speed
resonances occur within ± 10% of any operating speed
of any setion of the shafting (see MIL-T-5955 and par.
5-5).
Horsepower is related to torque Qin lb-in, and rota4-66
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tional speed N in rpm by the formula

p

ON
63,000

(438)

A fundamental principle is that torque Q is proportional inversely to rotational speed. The influence ofthe
torque value varies in magnitude among the different
types of components. For example, transmission gear
stage weight varies approximately as the 0.7 power of
torque, while shafting weight varies approximately as
the 0.38 power of torque. This explains the potential of
achieving lighter weight drive systems with higher
speed
components.
system
state-of-the-art
is improving
continuouslyDrive
to allow
higher
rotational speeds
provg tinuusl to allow higher
r
on pee
through the use of improved materials, higher comione accuracy,
got
and better understanding of dynamic
loadings of bearings, gears, and other critical components.
The load spectrum must include all possible transient and overload conditions so that design limit loads
may be established. Duration of transient loads also is
important for determining fatigue damage cycles and
possible life limits to fatigue-loaded parts.
The load and rpm spectra for a typicai small helicopter may appear like those shown in Tables 4-4. 4-5. and
4-6.
The maximum continuous (normal power) engine
rating must be matched to the airframe power requirements for the mission spectrum. The input power must
be distributed properly in a manner such as is shown
in Table 4-6. It should be noted that in one flight condition-autorotation-the rotor is driving, resulting in
side gear tooth loading and possibly in reversed thrust
loads on some bearings. Although these loads are not
high. this condition still must be provided for in the
gear tooth development and in the bearing configuration selection.
4-9.3.2

Cubic Mean Load

The sizing of bearings and the computation of bearing life, as well as a preliminary detcrinination of gear
tooth compressive fatigue (Hertz) st ress. arc dependent
upon the cubic mean load. This is because the compres.
sive fatigue loading is related to both bearing life and
gear tooth surface durability approximately inversely
as the cube of the load.
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TABLE 4-4
RPM RANGE-TYPICAL SMALL HELICOPTER

POWER-ON
MINIMUM rpm
MAXIMUM rpm

TAIL
DRIVE SHAFT

TAIL ROTOR

MAIN ROTOR

6,000
N,)
(1W00,

2,170

2,914

495

6,210

2.257

3,093

515

666

2.283

380

2.486

3.407

567

ENGINE

(104-o Np)
POWER-OFF
DESIGN
MINIMUM rpm
DESIGN
MAXIMUM rpm

TABLE 4-5
I

ENGINE HORSEPOWER-TYPICAL SMALLL:

ph

(4-39)

TAKEOFF POWER
(5-mm RATING)

300 hp AT 6.000 rpm OR
312 hp AT 6.240 rpm

where

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER

270 hp AT 6.000 rm OR
hp
281
rpm
6.240 rpmn
hpAT
AT 6.240
281340
340 hp AT 6 000

= |
P, = power required at load
spectrum condition i4 hp
P,, = max rated power, hp
= ratio of time at load spectrum
condition i to total load
spectrum time, dimensionless
By use of the small helicopter example of Table 4-6, the

PEm
10-sec TRA*IENT
PER
LIMITS
(MGT
ENGINE SPECS

_,

__

*MGT -- MEASURED GAS TEMPERATURE
The cubic mean load Fmay be defined by the follow-

input cubic mean power would be approximately 270

ing equation:

TABLE 4-6
LOAD SPECTRUM-TYPICAL SMALL HELICOPTER
MAIN TRANSMISSION
CONDITION

BEFORE TR*
DRIVE, hp

AFTER TR"
DRIVE, hp

TR GEARBOX,
hp

- TIME

CRUISE

260

237

23

84

HOVER

270

244

26

5

2

17

15

7

CLIMB

300

265

35

3.6

TRANSIENT

340

280

80

0.4

150

0.01

AUTOROTATION

MANEUVER

"TR

= TAIL ROTOR
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hp for the main transmission and 26 hp for the tail
rotor gearbox. These loads are converted into torque
according to Eq. 4-38 and used for gear tooth sie and
bearing life determinations,
Gear teeth must be designed for a balance between
surface durability and tooth bending fatigue loading
such that the gear teeth will, based on initial design
loads, have an infinite fife. Properly designed gear teeth
will have a surface pitting as their principal life-limiting
failure mode. Gear tooth strength parameters and criteria arediscussed further inChapter 4, AMCP 706-202
and Refs. 48-51.

4-9.3.4
Fatigue Loads
Historically, most drive system failures of a serious
nature are caused by fatigue fractures. The following
list indicates some of the reasons for past service-.
related fatigue failures:
1. Consistent operation above specification torque
limits (high stress/low cycle loads)
2. Stress raisers (notches) caused from tool marks
and scratches in critical areas
3. Undetected damage allowed to remain on the
aircraft; e.g., bullet or fragment damage, buckled drive
shafts from tail rotor strikes, and corrosion
4. Inadequate fatigue testing to establish realistic
4-9.3.3
Steady Loads
component life
5. Higher loads in critical areas than indicated
by
Most drive system loads are fatigue-related dynamic
stress analysis
loads. However; low cycle and static loads also must be
6. Metallurgical defects, resulting in reduced enlimits
durance
mounting
the
on
loads
crash
example,
For
considered.
7. Quality control problems, e.g., section sizes less
system and ultimate loads on drive shafting should be
minimum tolerance limits
than
established to account for brush, tree, grass, and water
8. Assembly errors
strikes by the tail rotor. Mounting loads, in addition to
torque-related loads, should include crash load factors
9. Reduced strength caused from overheating by a
previous malfunction; i.e., spinning bearing races,
in accordance with par. 4-5.3.
Tail rotors add thrust and bending loads to the tail jammed bearings from loss of oil and overheating, and
excessive deflections
rotor drive shaft that must be combined with the dy10. Poor process control; e.g., grinding-burn cracks
rolimits.
Main
endurance
in
determining
loads
namic
tooth roots, loss of case hardness as a result of
at
gear
transmission
tors may be supported so that the rmain
components are unaffected by rotor lo.ds. If the rotor
improper grind clean-up, hydrogen embrittlement
loads are reacted by the drive system, associated deflecfrom11.plating,
and chemical
of critical
surfaces
Misalignment
duringattack
mounting
of accessories
tion effects must be considered, along with the normal
11. M
ringsmounting
of accessories
manand drive shafts, causing excessively high alternating
load reaction design. Also, the integrity of the main
bending moments.
rotor supporting structure is a critical parameter and
may require higher design loads than internal gearbox
It can be seen that human factors are critical and
order to attain adequate
for inlimits.
accounted
belives
must
possible
compnens
still
autrottio
sotha
is
til
posibl
in
fatigue
or endurance
autorotation
that
so
components
event of an internal gearbox failure. Steady loads from
Tiguel orlenduanc
lts.
and alternating bending mooscillations
Torsional
bereatedthrughthe
rtorbraes
f
lsomus
se
the
the use of rotor brakes also must be, reacted through the
ments in drive shafts must be verified by and correlated
transmission housing. Par. 7-6.5 describes predesign
with flight test strain gage data before new helicopters
considerations for rotor br,? -.
become operational. This is necessary because some
Control system bell cranks and levers often are supreversed loading cannot be fully analyzed-such as torported from the drive system housings. Loads from the
sional oscillations caused by engine fuel-governor servo
control system should be reacted adequately with a
instabilities, combined loading from multiple load
minimum of deflection and with ar. adequate margin of
paths, internal deflections, and rotor feedback oscillasafety.
tions
during various maneuvers and flight attitudes.
gearbox
Some gearboxes have provisions for internal
jam-up protection by means of a shear-section struc4
Load Analysis for Typical
tural fuse that will open to permit maintenance of rotor
Helicopter
speed. Careful consideration must be given to the design criteria for such components to insure that malThe following subsystems, typical of single rotor-tail
functions do not occur under any normal operational
rotor helicopter of small- to utility-size, are sufficiently
conditions of the aircraft,
different to require specialized load analysis treatment:
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I. Main and taii rotor gearboxes
2. Free-wheeling unit (clutch)
3.
SPiralnbevel gear stage
4. Planetary gear stage
5. Spur or helical gear stage
6. Main housing
7. Drive shafts and couplings.
4-9.3.5.1

normal may be required to account for the loads encountered from typical Army missions.
Limit loads, which are the maximum operational
static loads, for which permanent deformation is not
permissible, are higher than loads causing fatigue
stresses. For the small helicopter example, the limit
loads are:
I. Thrust: 430 lb

Main and Tail Rotor Gearboxes

2. Angle of Thrust: 15 deg
3. Input Torque: 3260 lb-in.
4. Control System: 585 lb.

Tail rotor gearboxes and most main rotor gearboxes.
not only transmit torque with a change in speed and
direction, but also support and react rotor loads. These
Typical small helicopter tail rotor gearbox loading
rotor loads must be cansidered during the predesign of
diagrams are shown in Fig. 4-45. It can be seen that a
the gearbox and output gear shaft,
complex set of loads, both steady and cyclic, must be
As described in par. 4-9.3.1, the rotor cubic mean
reacted through the gear shafts to the housing via
loads must be determined for the aircraft mission specbearings and finally to the attaching aircraft structra. A typical thrust spe.;trum for a small helicopter tail
ture. Gear shaft B, the tail rotor drive shaft. is the
rotor gearbox is showa in Table 4-7.
most highly loaded element. and is frequently the
A cubic mean tail rotor thrust, derived from Table
only life-limited part of the gearbox. A description of
4-7 and using Eq. 4-39, must be assumed to act in
the loads from input torque T. and output torque T,.
conjunction with a mean transverse load. These thrust
control loads P, and P2 , and tail rotor reaction loads
and transverse loads act in conjunction with the design
R7 and R, is shown in Table 4-8. A main transmission
torque spectrum.
that supports the main rotor would have similar load
The output-shaft bending-fatigue loading also is afcharacteristics to consider in its design.
fected by cyclic torques and loads from the rotor. For
All the shaft loads described in Table 4-8 must be
the small helicopter example, a ± 150-lb cyclic load is
An
t the housingstrough th bearingsus a
and radial
loads.
orqe
.•applied
uncionwit
a yclc to
perpendicular
the oshaft__450Ib-n.combination
centerline in concombination of axial
ofa iand
tr
ou Housing
sings and
an
junction with a cyclic torque of ±450 lb-in,
bearing deflections must be controlled to prevent addiAdditionally, the shaft shall have a calculated crititi
ng
deflections
t at h gena
tionai loading from excessive deflections at the gear
cal speed margin of ± 10% of any operating speed of
any shaft section, as required by MIL-T-5955. Statimesh.
mesh
the tooth
during loads
vary These
loads
contact
tooth to
Gear
permanent set
et from
rom
from
sliding
rolling
action.
result
in
te not
saftshold
ot tke
take a pemannt
should
cally, the shafttall,
normal operating mission or handling loads. Small helifom sliding tomrolling
ation. THerload
t i
tooth bending, compressive fatigue (Hertz), and the
copter military missions, for example, frequently inscoring or wear-producing pressure-velocity (P-V) facvolve tail rotor strikes of various objects such as birds
tors. Values of P-V may be high enough to result in
"or tall grass, and the helicopter must be capable of tocsi waror scorin unles
g
ubtion
'mission completion without excessive tail rotor vibraprovided. Deflections or geometrical errors causing less
than optimum tooth pattet,-s may cause gear tooth
tions. As a result, shaft stiffnesses that are higher than
t•,
4
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TIME, o

contact loads to become unmanageably high. Excessive
causing short MTBFs and TBOs, will result in
pormsinefcves.
mission effectiveress.
failures of the drive train have resulted in the
past from inadequate load analysis. Rotating beam
loads are especially serious if quality control
problems also are present; e.g., stress raisers from poor
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ment deficiencies.
Because all loads must pass through the gearbox
housing and attachment lugs into the aircraft structure,
redundant load paths should permit adequate strucrural integrity in the event of a loss of one load path,
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such as a mounting lug. The gearbox housing should be
"designedto be strong enough to react crash loads without either causing catastrophic results during flight or
injuring the crew during crash conditions.
It can be seen from the previous discussion that the
loads applied to a tail rotor gearbox. or any gearbox
that reacts rotor loads, combine- into a complex pattern
that is difficult to analyze. Although a complete analv"sis normally would not be performed during the
preliminary design phase, the prin,:ipal static and dynamic loads should be analyzed sufficiently to insure
structural integrity within the selected size. weight. and
performance of the drive unit.
4-9.3.5.2

Free-wheeling Unit

Free-wheeling units are one-way clutches that transmit torque in one direction, but that free-wheel in the
"opposite dir&tion. During autorotational flight they
allow rotor sA-ed to be maintained without the rotor
airloads being required to drive the engine or other
drive train components.

Y

Other helicopter applications may require continuous overrunning when more than one rotational speed
is used by the drive system. For example, the XV-3
tilting prop-votor helicopter used a two-speed transmis%ion that required continuous operation of separate
free-wheeling units in either the helicopter or the high
also require one-way clutches so that free-wheeling can
occur in the event of an engine shutdown. One-way
clutches usually are located in the high rotational speed
areas, where torques are lower, for best weight and
cost-effectiveness.
Both operating modes, drive and free-wheel, must
be considered during a load analysis because eachmode
contributes different loads to the drive system.
I. Drive mode. The operating, or torque-transmitting, mode transfers tangential forces by a wedging
action whereby the inner race and outer races are connected by sprags or rollers. Sprag-type clutches should
be positioned and separated so that multiple load paths

TAIL ROTOR
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Fig. 445. Typical Tail Rotor Gearbox Load Diagram
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transmit torque equally at a precise wedging angle between the races. The angle is selected so that at maximum or limit torques the sprags will not go over center
or slip.
In this mode, the following should be analyzed:
a. Surfrfce compressive fatigue (Hertz atress) of
the races and rollers
b. loop, stresses of the races
c. Position of sprags or rollers at maximum
toad.

minimize power loss and lubrication requirements.
Sprags and rollers are controlled by springs so that
contact with the races should never be lost due to centrifugal forces. This feature also insures engagement
when sudden torque is applied in the drive direction
and minimizes impact loads upon engagement. Normal
forces during the free-wheel mode must be low because
the differential speeds between inner and outer races
are high. The heat generated by friction in the freewheeling mode must be stabihized to allow continuous
or high-altitude autorotational clutch operations. Suc-

Extremely hard sprags or rollers and races are required to prevent brinelling and compressive fatigue
failures. Minimum case hardnesses of R( 60 and adequate support by proper vore structures are required

cessful one-way clutches require a lubrication system
and surface finishes adequate to maintain an oil film.
Further information on overrunning clutches is included in par. 7-6.

for the free-wheel components.

4-9.3.5.3

Both inner and outer races must be sufficiently rigid
to prevent excessive deflections under the high hoop
stress loads. Cases of free-wheeling unit failure have
occurred when the sprags went over center because of
excessive race strains. Bearing support and geometric
accuracy must permit equal loading over the length of
the sprags or rollers. Excessive end loading may cause
free-wheeling

brinelling and affe-, the overrunning

mode.
2. Free-wheel mode. Successful one-way clutch
operation is dependent upon a low coefficient of friction between the races and sprag or roller units to

Main Transmission Bevel Gear

Par. 4-9.3.5.1 discusses tail rotor gearbox loads using
a spiral bevel gear example for a small helicopter. This
paragraph deals with predsign concepts involving
main transmission loads. Main transmissions typically
differ from tail rotor gearsets in the following areas:
L. Wider range of speeds and loads

2. Wider tooth faces and higher tooth contact
ratios
3. Larger reduction ratios
4. More complex lubricazion systems
5. More critical tooth contact patterns

TABLE 4-8
TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX LOADS
LOAD

6. Combined loadings (two gears on one shaft)
7. Ring gear mounting requirements
8. Bearing arrangements.
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high-load applications considers tooth contact ratios
adequate to minimize gear noise. Gear tooth geometry
al;o can be adjusted to produce lower net loads for
efficient bearing sizes and arrangements. Bearing radial

and thrust loads are deternoned by a vectorial summation of the tangential, radial, and thrust loads produced
by bevel gear geometry. When more than one gear is

supported by a bearing complex, all the vectors from

each gear sy.item must be combined.
Trends indicate that input gear stages will be required to operate at higher and higher speeds in the
future. The current state-of-the-art includes gear tooth
4-71
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peripheral speeds to 30,000 fpm. Dynamic loads at
higher speeds must be considered and analyzed in the
preliminary design phase to insure feasibility. Damping
techniques and/or a higher degree of tooth accuracy
also should be considered to minimize dynamic loads
at the higher speeds.
The trends are to employ gears of finer pitch with
larger contact ratios (more than two teeth in contact)
in order to provide quieter gears and higher allowable
loads. Wide tooth faces, approaching 33% of the cone
distance, require greater design and manufacturing ac=uracy to optimize tooth contact patterns at maximum
continuous powejý ratings. Pinions and gears normally
are straddle-mounted and supported so that deflections
are minimal and consistent; however, overhung mounting Arrangements can provide adequate stiffness. Tooth
developments and gear cutting equipment must be able
to assure constant contact pattern control in production. A gear tooth with a large contact pattern area is
required to assure a load distribution compatible with
calculated bending and compressive fatigue margins,
With these controls, and with high quality gear materials that are carburized and ground properly, Gleason
bending stress allowables in the range 35,000-40,000 psi
and compressive fatigue (Hertz) values to 260,000 psi
can be expected durin3 the 1970s.
Gear wear and scoring are functions of the loadcarrying ability of the lubricant uscd. Latest state-ofthe-art developments indicate that scoring and wear are
related to the Ryder scoring index of the oils. The
Ryder scoring index is determined by a standard test
procedure and reflects the load narrying capability of a
lubricant. Continuing improvements in the synthetic
lubricants will result in continuing reductions in gear
wear rates.
Bolt mounting of ring gears to gear shafts should
include an adequate number of bolts so that the frictional forces (from clamp-up) can carry the maximum
torque to eliminate potential fretting or erosion problems. Hole clearances and bolt head seating must be
such as to preclude the possibility of only one or two
fasteners carrying the torque load. There have been
several cases where bolt heads have popped as a result
of bending loads on the bolts. Best design practice allows only tensile loads in the mounting bolts, with
sufficient tension to permit the static friction forces to
be higher than the highest expected transient load. The
static friction coefficient selected for the load analysis
should consider oil-lubricated members and not dry
coefficients of frictions. Some ring gears have been
mounzý d so that splines carry the torque loads. However, fretting corrosion from the working of relatively
flexible ring gear-, has been the cause of service prob4-72
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lems in past designs. Further information about this
type of installation is contained in Chapter 7.
Bearings should be arranged for the most efficient
management of the gear load paths. Gears and their
bearings should be designed as a unit to obtain the
optimum package. Manufacturer's recommendations
must be reviewed, understood, and qualified by the
transmission designer. It also is important that the
bearing manufacwurer understand the application as
fully as possible prior to making recommendations.
The bearing manufacturers can be relied upon to verify
the most efficient arrangements and bearing geometry
for minimal deflections and optimum bearing life.
Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association
(AFBMA) life calculations also may be used. Present
practice is to use computer programs to determine the
optimum bearing design.

Planetary Gear Stages
4-9.3.5.4
Planetary gears are used commonly on the higher
torque output stages because the torque loading can be
shared by multiple planet pinions. If six planets are
used, for example, gear tooth loads can approach onesixth those experienced with a single mesh stage Much
finer gear diametral pitches are possible, along with
smaller gear diameters. Generally, planetary stages are
more compact and potentially lighter, but at the expense of more complexity by virtue of the larger number of gears and bearings required.
The arrangement of planetary drives most commonly used is the fixed ring type with the sun gear
driving and the planet carrier being the driven or output member. This arrangement typically produces a
reduction ratio above 3.0 to I. Other arrangements of
planetary drives have been used in helicopters to produce reversed direction drive by fixing the planet carrier. Driving of the ring gear with a fixed sun is used
when reduction ratios less than 2.0 to I are desired.
A load diagram of a standard helicopter planetary
stage having a driving sun gear, a driven planet, and a
fixed ring gear is shown in Fig. 4-46.
The sun gear tangeiitial forces T, and the separating
forces S, of all meshes, assuming equal load sharing,
will provide a balanced load condition on the stn gear.
The tangential load T, on the planet gear at its two
mesh points produces a resultant output load W, at
each planet equal to the sum of the applied tangential
loads. The separating loads Sp are equal and opposite,
resulting in a zero force at the output necessary for
maintenance of planet gear tooth alignment and positioning under load. A couple. resulting from twisting
deflection, occurs a% a function of rigidity and the
amount of off.set betwveen the planet pinion line of ac-

AMCP 706-201
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base without transmission jamming is an important
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consideration for future predesign evaluations.

"Although planetary systems are the lightest and

!

most compact units for high-torque gear stages, their
design must provide for minimum component misalignment in order to attain a near uniform distribution
of load on all planets. Development programs sometimes are required to optimize gear tooth involute profile modifications in highly loaded systems. Tooth scoring tendencies resulting from inaccuracies and
deflections of the multiple gear meshes usually are controlled by proper balance of involute profile modifications. A small lead modification also may be developed
to assure equal loading across the tooth taces.
The floating sun gear requirement may present a
development problem on the spline drive if the angular
misalignment, spline length, and lubrication are not
correct. Fretting of the splines may result in short-life
components.
Cal .30 and .50 hits and loss of lubrication are more
critical with planetary systems than others, as evidenced by battle statistics and test programs with current U.S. Army helicopters. However, this problem has
been alleviated by providing for a redundant oil supply
in the original gearbox design. The ability to return to

Spur and Helical Gear Systems
4-9.3.5.5
The present state-of-the-art in helicopter and engine
spur and helical gear systems is documented in Refs. 52
and 53. Also, AGMA and Aerospace Gearing Cornmittee standards are well developed and should be used
and load determinations.
in predesign gear tootha sizing
sp r g a s h v b e n u d f o
Str a igh t a n h e i
and helical spur gears have been used for
primary transmission drives, while straight spur gears
usually are used in tail rot ,r and accessory arives. The
use of spur gears that produce only radial and tangential forces,'and require no provision for gear thrust
loads, simplifies the design and assembly-disassembly
procedures. Bearings may have a degree of axial freedoam, thus requiring no preloading or shimming. The
lack of thrust with spur gears permits mounting with
roller bearings, which provide higher capacity per
pound of weight. The weight of the gear, if mounted on
a vertical shaft, normally can be reacted by the end
faces of the rollers. Ball bearings also can be used in lieu
of a roller bearing if desired. In lightly loaded systems,
such as accessory drives, ball bearings more commonly
are used. A trade-ofT exists, however, because spur
4-73
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gears usually are noisy compared to single or double
helical gear%with their higher tooth contact ratios.
When loads are insignificant, such as in tachometer
and lube pump drives, lightweight spur gears of lower
quality than the primary gear stages have been used in
an effort to reduce cost. However, service experience
has shown that premature transmission removal and
o~erhaul has resulted because of excessive accessory
gear tooth wear. This wear eventually may activate the
chip detection system or cause iron content levels in the

ness. The castings usually require minimum wall thicknesses of approximately 0. 188 in. to assure sound structure compatible with foundry practices. Because the
minimum wall thickness is defined by these process
requirements, housings usually are designed conservatively for static strength, Fatigue loads on housings also
should be considered, particularly in the mounting lug
areas. Good design practices are required to minimize
deflections resulting from gear and bearing loads.
Bearing reaction load paths are analyzed to assure

oil analysis to exceed prescribed limits. To be cost-

adequate backup support structure. Experience has

effective, the accessory drive train should have accuracy and hardness adequate to achieve a life at least
equal t", and preferably longer than, the primary train.
Hlelical gears are used commonly for high-horsep•,wer applications. The helical gear permits higher
tooth contact ratios, resulting in a generally smoother
and quieter drive. The helical gear produces axial loads
that are proportional to the helix angle, and these loads

shown that some transmissions have had to be derated
because excessive housing deflections prevented development of gear tooth contact patterns suitable for maximum capacity. Efficient location of casting structure
will permit low weight/hp t-ansmissions.
The amplitudes and directions of the loads resulting
from the vectorial addition of tangential, anial, and
radial loads must be known to assure proper placement

must he reacted by the bearing arrangement and housing.
With the advent of practicable electron beam (EB)
welding techniques. (wo helical gears may be matched
in a herringbone arrangement to eliminate or cancel the
axial loads that are characteristic of helical gear
meshes. This method of manufacture dispenses with
the center tool relief groove otherwise required for a
one-piece herringbone gear. The herringbone arrangement also can be achieved with a two piece design.
Bearings for herringbone gears can be of lower capacity
and simplified to accept only radial loads. This type of
mesh requires axial freedom of one member to the
,0#,,-to permit equalization of gear tooth loads on the
dk ,tle width gear, requiring the bearing of one gear to
provide axial location and to react the weight of the
gear mesh.
A trade-off of efficiency exists whenever spur, hellcal. or double helical gears are used as idler gears, i.e.,
for positioning or control of direction of rotation.
When an idler gear is located in a drive train, it is
driven by one gear while it drives another gear. This
results in a load on the idler axis equal to the sum of
the loads of both meshes. For example, if the idler were
i" line with the adjacent gears, the bearing loads on the
idler would be double those of an equivalent single
mesh drive. Fig. 4-46 shows the same additive loading
condition for planetary pinions.
Main Housing Loads
4-9.3,r).6

of stiffening ribs. The load paths then can be directed
to the transmission support structure in the most efficient manner. Large, unsupported flat plate areas
should be avoided to minimize gear deflections.
Gearbox mounting loads related to maximum design
torques must be controlled to preclude failures. The
attachment fittings should be adequate to maintain
support integrity in event of internal transmission failures. Extra margins are needed for those designs requiring transmission pylon support for rotor loads. The
strength calculations for all mounting lugs and attachments must consider rotor-induced fatigue loads.
Crash loads must be specified and controlled so that
the transmission pylon does not tear loose and endanger the crew. Impact loads must be considered whenever the soft supports reach the end of their tr.,vel.
Simulated aircraft tests should be specified in the system specification to assure crash integrity.
Transmission housings may be used to react some of
the steady and vibratory rotor control loads. Determination of the control load applied to the transmission
is necessary for sizing of housing support areas. These
loads, if pos-iible, should be based upon test data for
similar aircr2ft. Again, excessive deflections may affect
control stability and/or gear performance.

Helicopter transmission housings usually are constructed from aluminum or magnesium because of their
low den,ities and because a considerable portion of the
housing is sized to a minimum practicable wall thick4-74
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The paragraphs that follow treat gear shaft loads
that have not been discussed in par. 4-9.3.5.1. Reference also should be made to the detail discussions of
pars. 7-5 and 7-6.4.
Gear shaft loading, including aerodynamically induced loading, becomes perhaps the most complex
loading condition of the drive system. The tail rotor
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output gear shaft, as s' )wn in Fig. 4-45, is an example.
The loads are three-dimensional, are abalyzed in the x-,
y-, and z-directions; and then are combined vectorially
to obtain shear and bending moments. These combined
loads ultimately are absorbed as radial and axial loads
through the bearings. A typical loading diagram, a
shear diagram, and a bending moment diagram for the
y-direction are shown in Fig. 4-47. They are for the
output shaft shown in Fig. 4-45, and it can be seen that
the most critical section occurs at the sharp change of
diameter at the outboard face of the driven bevel gear.
Similar diagrams are developed for the x- and z-direction, and loads then are combined vectorially to determine locations and magnitudes of the maximum cornbined loads. These loads then are used to determine
adequate strength at the critical sections.
Loads for the gear shaft should distinguish fatigue
and static loading conditions. Failures normally occur
from fatigue loading and primarily from excessive
rotating beam stresses. Drive shafts can carry steady
and cyclic torque loading, depending upon the configuration, and the cyclic loading may be as high as the
steady torque.
Drive shafts that connect gearboxes and the engine(s) usually are designed to operate below or 1etween two shaft critical speeds. Therefore, multiple
drive shaft beariug supports usually are not required.
For shafts operating below the primary harmonic fre137 Ib272

I•

LOADING DIAGRAM
FOR ")E yDIRECTION

|

2680 Ib

MOST
CRITICAL
SECTION

85

quency, short unsupported shaft sections are suitable.
Bearing supports must be designed to senifloat so as to
prevent airframe deflections from inducing high loads
on the drive shaft and/or bearings. If the shaft is designed to operate above the first critical speed, damping
of the shaft is required during runup of the aircraft.
Helicopters using tail rotors also must use long drive
shafts. These shafts initially are sized to carry the design torque. Wind-up deflections can be large with
these high length-to-diameter-ratio shafts and, with
reversed loading also present, a dynamic analysis is
desirable to assure operation outside the torsional natural frequencies.
Combat experience on a typical scout helicopter mission has shown the need for an extra safety margin in
the shafting design due to tail rotor blade strikes on
vat;ous objects and water. The high peak torsional
loads transmitted to the drive shaft from blade impact
loading have buckled or wound up some drive shafts,
causing a shortening or bending of the shaft. This resuits in a potential failure of the shaft or mating components for which this type of loading was not initially
considered.
Stresses on drive shaft couplings are similar to the
torsional stresses on drive shafts, except that couplings
also must absorb the reversed bending loads caused
from misalignments. These misalignments can be quite
large when soft-mounted engines or transmissions are
involved. It is essential that the maximum operational
misalignment
be The
known
so that proper
coupling
types
can be selected.
maximum
operational
misalignments must include the initial installation misalignments, i.e., engin--to-transmission centerline offsets or
nonpArallelism tolerances, as well as maximum values
of inflight deflections. These additive deflections must
not be above the limitations of the coupling design.
Whien couplings are short-coupled on relatively short
drive shafts, the designer must take care to align and

"I

137 lb
SHEAR.DIAGRAM..35
lb I
2815 Ib

minimize deflections properly. Types of couplings and
their respective capabilities are discussed in par. 7-6.
4-9.4

CONTROL SYSTEM SUBSTANTIATION

lb-in.This paragraph describes the substantiation of the

helicopter control systems during the preliminary de3ENDING
DOMENT

09 lb-in. I
096 b-i186
lbiIAnA
.

9

Fig. 4-47. Loading Diagram for y-Directon

sign. Methods to be used for the determination of the
loads are presented for cyclic, collective, directional
and miscellaneous control systems, and the requirements for analysis and evaluation of the strength and
reliability of these systems arc outlined. The impact of
system failure also is discussed.
4-75
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4-9.4.1

Control System Description

Helicopter cockpit controls typically consist of a
floor-mounted cyclic pitch control stick, a collective
pitch control stick, and directional control pedals. In
helicopter configurations having a single main rotor
and a tail rotor, vertical control is obtained by the
collective control system, lateral and longitudinal control by the cyclic control system, and directional control by the tail rotor control system. The collective
control system consists of a series of push-pull rods,
bell cranks, and brackets that carry the pilot-applied
control force from the collective stick (which is located
on the left side of the pilot's seat convenient to the
pilot's left hand) to the root of each main rotor blade.
Vertical control is obtained by feathering each main
rotor blade by an equal amount.
The cyclic control slistem, in order of force transmission, consists of a floor-mounted cyclic stick (operated
*bythe pilot's right hand); a series of push-pull rods, bell
cranks, and brackets to the swashplate on the drive
shaft; and push-pull rods from the swashplate to the
rotating rocker arms that are connected to the roots of
the main rotor blades. Lateral and longitudinal control
is obtained by tilting the swashplate, causing cychic
feathering of the main rotor blades and tlus tiltip%the
main rotor disk plane in the direction of the desired
motion. A typical control system is shown schematically in Fig. 4-48.
In the case of tandem-rotor helicopters, the cockpit
controls are unchanged, but the necessary control moments are produced in a different manner. Longitudinal control is produced by differential collective pitch
of the fore and aft rotors, while lateral control is obtained by cyclic feathering of the blades of the two
rotors and tilting of both thrust vectors in the same
direction simultaneously.
A typical system of upper controls is shown in Fig.
4-49 primarily to identify terminology. There can be
much variation in the configuration details of upper
control systems, but they are similar in concept.
The stationary swashplate, which encircles the rotor
shaft, is nonrotating and has three degrees of freedom:
vertical translation, lateral tilt, and longitudinal tilt.
A rotating swashplate ring rests atop the stationary
swashplate ring and is separated by a thrust bearing,
The rotating swashplate is driven by a linkage to the
rotor shaft and rotates with the rotor system. The rotating ring has the same degrees of freedom as its stationary counterpart and follows all motions imparted to the
stationary ring on a one-for-one basis.
The linkage that drives the rotating ring is referred
to as the drive scissors. It normally is affixed to the
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rotor shaft by a spline and is attached to the swashplate
edge with a ball and socket connection. Two hinges
accommodate variations in swashplote height and tilt.
Attached to the circumference of the rotating swash.
plate are the pitch links, one for each rotor blade. The
upper end of the pitch link is attached ,o the control
horn of the blade. The pitch links impart a pitch motion
to the rotor blades, controlling the angle of attack of the
blade and the magnitude and direction of rotor thrust
(Fig. 4-50).
The position of the swashplate determines the height
of the pitch link relative to the blade and, consequently,
the pitch angle of the blade. Raising or lowering the
swashplate parallel to the rotor shaft centerline raises
or lowers all pitch links and changes the angle of attack
of all blades simultaneously. This is known as collective
control input. Tilting the swashplate results in a pitch
link height that varies on a sinusoidal basis with a cycle
of one rotor revolution. Changing the angle of attack
of the blades in this manner is called a cyclic pitch
change. As illustrated in Fig. 4-51, a cyclic pitch
change alters the direction of the rotor thrust vector
while a collective pitch change alters the magnitude of
the vertical component of rotor thrust. To obtain acceptable feel and force levels at the cockpit controls
may require power boost snd/or isolation of the lower
control system from rotor-induced loads. Conventional
mechanical control systems are categorized by the degree of mechanical influence in the system. Each of the
system types illustrated in Fig. 4-48 is discussed in the
following paragraphs:
I. TYPE I. Mechanical flight control system. A
reversible control system wherein the cockpit controls
are linked mechanically by a series of rods and bell
cranks directly to the control horn of the rotor blade.
Such systems commonly include bungee capsules to
react control loads that are too high for pilot reaction.
A diagram of a bungee capsule is shown in Fig. 4-52.
2. TYPE I1.Power-boosted flight control system.
A reversible control system wherein the pilot effort,
which is exerted through a set of mechanical linkages,
is boosted by a power source at some point in the
linkages.
3. TYPE III. Power-operated flight control syste3.An irreversible control system wherein the pilot,
through a set of mechanical linkages, actuates a power
control that in turn moves a linkage attached to the
results
areversibility
control horn of the rotor blade. I
from the isolation of each end of the system from the
loads applied at the opposite end.
The helicopter control system also may incorporate
a stability augmentation system (SAS). A typical SAS
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Rotor Control System Seb•ematic

consists of a sensing gyro, an -lectronic control package, and an extensible link in the mechanical portion of
the control system for each helicopter axis to be stabilized. 1Te SAS opposes, with limited authority, any
transient motions of the helioopter about the stabilized
axis. The extensible links are iastalled in push-pull rod
locations between the cockpit and the hydraulic boost
actuators.
Directional control of the single-rotor configuration
is obtained by feathering each tail rotor blade by an
equal amount. The pilot applies the control force to
foot pedals, and the force is transmitted through cables
or push-pull rods to the tail rotor gearbox. A linkage
carries the force along or through the output shaft to
the tail rotor. A typical tail rotor control is shown
schematically in Fig. 4-53.
In the tandem-rotor helicopter, directional control is
produced by lateral tilt of The rotor thrust vectors in
opposite directions. Thus, the motions of the direc-

tional control pedals must be mixed with the lateral
motion of the cyclic stick to control the positions of the
two swashplates.
4-9.4.2

Desription of Load Sources and
Reacions

The primary control loads on a helicopter are aerodynamic and dynamic, and they originate in the systems in which blade angle of attack is being controlled.
Main and tail rotor blade pitching moments are fed
back into the control system through the pitch links.
While performing their primary function of positioning the blades, the pitch links also must react the blade
torsional moments. The magnitude of this load on the
pitch link ic a function of the blade pitching inertia, the
blade torsional moment, and the normal distance from
the blade pitch axis to the pitch link. In the unstalled
flight regime, the harmonic content of the alternating
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portion of the pitch link load is primarily one/rev as

The periodically varying pitching moments about

shown in Fig. 4.54,
Blade moments arecaused by inplane movement of
the blade center of pressure (CP) away from the feath"eringaxis. These movements may be caused by acrodynamic CP shifts or by inplane deflections of the blade
"due to Coriolis forces and aerodynamic drag. Also,
blade flapping will cause feedback loads in systems
where 83 (mechanical coupling between the blat pitch
setting 0 and flapping angle 13) is provided. As the
blade flaps in such systems, blade pitch angle also must
change and the pitching inertia of the blade must be
overcome. Upon the inception of moment stall, a
higher frequency loading occurs over a portion of the
rotor cycle. This load, resulting from a torsional blade
oscillation, occurs when the blade is located at approximately 270 deg azimuth. A typical stalled pitch link
wavefonn is shown in Fig. 4-54.

the blade feathering axis feed back into the control
system (see par. 6-3). In the case of main rotors, the
reaction divides between the collective and cyclic systems. Tail rotors have no cyclic system and hence their
collective system must react the entire feedback load.
By considering the parts of various control systems.
including the pilot and the controlled element, the
sources and reactions of loads are determined. The path
of the pitch link loads is through the body of the pitch
links into the attachment lugs of the rotating swashplate ring. The rotating ring also is loaded by the drive
scissors. The steady force required to drive the rotating
controls acts tangentially to the rotating swashplate.
Except for friction losses, ali loads are transferred
through the swashplate bearing to the stationary controls below. Loads on the stationary swashplate ring as
well as on the individual control linkages can be cal-
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Fig. 4-49. Typical Upper Cumtrol System on Aft Rotor of a Tandem Helicopter
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jloads

culated as a function of pitch link loads. Swashplate

integer multiples of the number of blades and will be

thrust loads are obtained by summing the pitch link

the same frequency as the integer multiple of the num-

with the proper phasing. Swashplate moment in
the fixed system may be obtained by calculating moments due to the pitch link loads about the lateral and
longitudinal axes. The loads reacted by the individual
control linkages also are determined in this manner.
The loads generated by the drive scissors and carried
through the swashplate bearing by friction are relatively small. Because they are in the plane of the swashplate, as opposed to pitch link loads that act 90 deg
out-of-plane, they need not be a primary consideration
in these calculations, but some provision must be made
to react them to prevent rotation of the fixed controls.
The harmonics of stationary swashplate loads are a
function of the number of blades in a rotor system and

ber of rotor blades.
4-9.4.2.1

Trim Actuators

Trim actuators are introduced into a system to give
the pilot force-feel and to allow centering of the stick
to trim out CG and airspeed effects. These actuator
utilize a spring(s) to provide the required trim force.
Because the pilot must work against the trim spring,
some of his effort will be reacted by the trim unit. The
spring forces must be sufficiently light to permit hovering control. The maximum load that the trim device
will be required to react is equal to the maximum spring
deflection multiplied by the spring rate.

Rate Restrictors

the harmonics of the pitch link load. Alternating thrust

4-9.4.2.2

on the stationary swashplate can result only from pitch
link load frequencies of integer multiples of the number
of blades. The alternating thrust will be of the same
frequency as the pitch link load frequency. Alternating

In systems in which rapid pilot stick movement can
result in excessive loads, restrictors sometimes are installed to limit (by hydraulic means) the rate at which
the pilot can move the controls. Load absorbed by this;

moment on the stationary swashplate results from
pitch link frequencies of one greater or one less than

type of mechanism is a function of the velocity of stick
motion.
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4-9.4.2.3

Hydraulic Boost

ever, some or all of the steady loads may be fed back
to the pilot.

When designing a boosted control system (Type II),
pilot effort must be added to the hydraulic effort to
obtain the highest load in the system between the blade
and the actuator support. Irreversible features, which
react vibratory load from the conmrolled components,
may be added to the boost system. In this case, vibratory feedback loads are not reacted by the pilot. How-

4-9.4.2.4
Power Systems
A power system (Type III, hydraulic or electrical)
is one that applies and reacts all of the load to the controlled component. The pilot moves a servo-mechanism, valve, or rheostat. Redundancies are necessary
in the hydraulic or electrical portion of these systems
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to allow for possible system failures. Division of the

" load between primary and backup systems must be
considered during the design of powered control systerns.
4-9.4.2.5
Stability Augmentation
Stability augmentation systems are designed to have
a particular "authority" to control the system. In the
case of a system containing extensible links for output,
these links must be capable of reacting loads on the
same basis as the push-pull rods they replace.
4-9.4.2.6

Vibration Absorbers

It is possible to install dynamic absorbers in unisolated (Type I and Type II) control systems to provide
isolation of vibratory forces being fed back from the
rotor system. A typical isolator is a spring-mass system
having a natural frequency equal to the frequency of
==

TENSION ADJUSTMENT

the vibration to be isolated (usually b/rev, where b is
the number of blades). The spring may consist of a strip
of spring steel of proper length, with the appropriate
mass fastened to the free end to provide the required
frequency. When this isolator is mounted at a pivot
point ia the control system where it is excited by the
undesired frequency, it will vibrate in response and
hence will "absorb" the troublesome vibration. Such an
isolator is effective only against vibrations very close to
its own natural frequency. Therefore, its usefulness is
questionable if the rotor speed, and hence the vibration
frequency b/rev, varies significantly (> ± 1.5%).
System Stops
4-9.4.2.7
Stops are located at various places in the system to
prevent overtravel and subsequent jamming, or interference, of moving parts. One set of stops usually is
chosen to serve as the primary point at which system
rigging takes place. The stops react control system
loads only under specified conditions in which maximum control displacements are required.

4-9.4.3
ATTACHMENT
LUG

RETAINING RING

,tributed
,I
SPRING

RETAINING RING

Determination of Loads

Limit pilot effort loads given in Table 4-9 shall apply

in control system design. These loads shall be disthrough the system to the point of irrcversibiiity and are to be applied with the pertinent cockpit
control in any position within its limits of travel. For
the design of dual-control systems, 75% of the pilotapplied load shall be applied, in the same direction or
in opposition, simultaneously at each control station.
When duplicate or redundant control circuits are employed, the control system loads shall be applied to
each system separately with the other system disconnected.
Beyond the point of reversibility, either the boost-

SSHAFT

ADJUSTABLE LENGTH
ROD ENO

Fig. 4-52. Typical Buae Capule

plus-pilot-effort loads, power unit loads, or feedback
loads shall apply for design, depending upon the type
of system and the magnitude of these loads. However,
the loads specified or calculated for a control system
are not necessarily the final criteria for preliminary
design. The combined stiffness of the blade and control
system required to avoid rotor instabilities, including
flutter and weave, should be considered. Preliminary

sizing often must be based upon required stiffness
rather than on load.
Various techniques are used for the prediction of
control system loads. The loads in the upper control
system can be related directly to the pitch link loads.
The pitch link loads in turn can be related to the loads
on and the responding motions of the rotor blades.
Control load calculations, therefore, are related to the
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blade load determinations discussed in par. 4-9. 1. Such
methods are suitable at least for the prediction of pitch
link loads in unstalled level flight,
The complex analytical methods required to cornpute preliminary control system design loads are handied best through computer studies. Fig. 4-55 presents
"anoutline of a computer method that is related directly
to blade airloads. Details of control load analysis are
beyond the scope of this handbook becaus, of the many
detail differences in systems.

The procedure for determining blade control loads
begins with the computation of flapwise response. The
resulting flap motions then are used in the chordwise
response determination. (Coriolis loads are a result of
flap motions.) Lastly, these results are inputs to the
program used to determine torsional response. In turn,
the pitch link loads about the feathering axis are computed.
Portions of the control system that rotate must be
oriented in the proper position whet. distributing load.
As an example, a swashplate is a type of cam that will
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4-53. Typical Tail Rotor Control System Schematic
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distribute load sinusoidally. At certain azimuthal positions, no load is transmitted. A rational orientation of
the entire system is required as load distribution pro-

"gresses.

Main rotor control loads usually are mixed at some

"pointin the system, i.e., cyclic and collective loads as
in Table 4-9 are mixed above the swashplate to obtain
the loads to be applied to the blade pitch control horn.
In the single main rotor/tail rotor configuration, there
is no need for a mixer in the directional control system.
In tandem-rotor systems, where directional control is
obtained by differential lateral cyclic control of the fore
and aft rotors, loads from the cockpit cyclic, collective,
and directional controls must be combined,
Other load-producing phenomena that warrant
identification are Mach instability and droop stop
pounding. The first of these normally is not considered
in detail during preliminary design of a control system.

The second is considered only a- a ground h,•-'
condition (par. 4-9.2.4.3).
Mach instability results froi blade tip speeds approaching the speed of sound. As Mach I is approached, the airflow across the blade is distorted,
changing the relationship between the center of lift and
the pitch axis and producing a torsional moment of
one-half/rev frequency. Accurate predictions of the
critical Mach number and the magnitude of pitch link
loads during operation a! that Mach number are not
within the present state-of-the-art. Some production
helicopters currently are operating at Mach numbers as
high as 0.96 with no apparent problems, while Mach
instability has been osberved on other helicopters operating in the same Mach number region. This apparent
discrepancy may be a result of differences in airfoil
design.
Droop stops are provided to limit the downward
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travel of a horizontally hinged rotor blade and to prevent blade-fuselage contact during ground operations
When the hub arm hits the droop stop, the resulting
conm.ition is referred to as droop stop pounding. If the
CG o, the blade is not coincident with the blade pitch
axis, the inertia of the blade at impact will cause a
pitching moment that must be reacted by the pitch link.
Definition of those maneuvers that generate high
fatigue loads in the control system is difficult. Experience has shown that the maneuvers themselves norreally do not produce fatigue loads of significant magnitude. For example, a maneuver conducted at one
altitude sometimes will produce much higher loads
than an identical maneuver at another altitude. Maneuvers are critical when they prematurely induce the
load-producing phenomena discussed previously,

can be magnified by the influence of external forces,
such as the rotor downwash of an adjacent helicopter.
To allow for this type of situation, a load factor of 4.67
is recommended. Experience has shown this to be a
reasonable value for a droop-stop-poundirg limit load.
Because of the varying flat plate area or lift-to-weight
ratios that exist in blades of different construction,
other load factors may be equally rational An applicable limit load factor must be established rationally for
each blade design and assessment must be made of the
impact upon control loads.
4-9.4.5
Miscellaneous Controls
Miscellaneous controls-such as those for the engine
throttle, landing gear retraction and extension, rotor
brake, fuel shutoff, and parking brake-shall be designed for limit pilot loads ranging from 150 lb (cranks,
wheels, or levers) to 133 in.-lb (twist grips) for the
desired range of control forces as listed in MIL-STD1472.
4-9.4.6
System Failure Effects

Criteria pertinent to ground loading of controls are
very limited. MIL-S-8698 specifies wind loads on unsecured helicopters. Even these criteria must be interpreted to define the combination of steady and gust
winds necessary to derive realistic design loads.
There are various ground load situations that can
generate control system loads. The most obvious is a
wind-induced torque moment on the blade, and MILS-8698 provides the criteria for this situation. The
wind should be considered to act upon the blade at the
angle that results in the greatest pitching moment.
Control load i resulting from the weight of the blade

The impact of system failures upon design loads
should be considered during the preliminary design of
control systems. If difficulty in predicting operating
loads is experienced due to system complexity or lack
of experience with a given mechanism, conservative
factors should be introduced into the loading analysis.
Another technique that can be useful in satisfying system requirements is to incorporate redundancy.
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It is not sufficient to design against traditional systern failures such as static, fatigue, or jamming. Lack
of system stiffness also will promote failure because the
controls are only a pert of the rotor dynamic system.
Rotor weave and similar instabilities are caused by
"spongy" control of the blades.
Dual hydraulic systems are required when a control
cannot be pilot-actuated following a single hydraulic
system failure.
Fail-safe methods should be used where practicable.
In this case, failure of a critical member shifts the entire

This paragraph discusses the initial sizing and substantiation of control components during preliminary
design. It is important, for purposes of this discussion,
to identify preliminary design as the period before parts
have been fabricated and hence neither bench test nor

load to another remaining member; therefore, the full
design load and required stiffness criteria also are applicable to the redundant part. At the time of a failure, or

flight test data are available. The analyst thus must rely
upon past experience, structural criteria, and predicted
loads.

at the next convenient inspection period, failure of an
individual part'should be recognizable so that it can be
replaced.
4-9.4.7

Control System Substantiation
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The sizing of control components is a matter of
equating strength to load, The design loads are gAenerated from structural criteria, the resultant stresses are
determined by analysis. and the design stresses then are
comparcd with allowable stresses. An iterative process
continues until a favorable balance between design and
allowable stress is achieved. The maximum anticipated
static loads (limit loads) are evaluated against the minimum expected yield strength to verify that no structural yielding can occur. In .,ddition, the maximum
anticipated static load is multiplied by a safety factor,
and the structure is evaluated against minimum expected ultimate strength to verify that no failure can
occur. A s!ructural evaluation of the effects of alternating (fatigue) loads also is conducted. In the case of
fatigue loads, both the magnitude of str'ss and the
number of cycles of stress are important. Each cycle of
alternating stress above the endurance stress level is
damaging to the structure. After exposure to many
cycles of fatigue stress, it may be necessary to retire
components from service to preclude fatigue failure.
The prediction of the fatigue life is a more complex task
than the evaluation of a single maximum static load.
The control load criteria and basic loads are discussed in pars. 4-9.4.3 through 4-9.4.5. Analysiý methods are found in textbooks and in contractor design
manuals. Static strength allowables for metals are
found in MIL-HDBK-5 (nonmetals are not common in
control systems).
Fatigue design allowables are not documented
widely, primarily because of the many factors that affect material fatigue strength. Fatigue life determination is discussed in detail in par. 4-1I.
Preliminary design of fatigue-critical control components does not eliminate the necessity of a bench test
program to determine actual fatigue strength; the variables affecting component fatigue life demand bench
testing. However, if an expected level of fatigue ',ife is
to be achieved in test, a thorough preliminary design
evaluation is required. Close attention to the characteristics of fatigue during preliminary design will minimize the necessity for subsequent redesign.
4-9.4.7.1
Lower Controls
The lower controls arc a system of mechanical linkages from the pilot to the control system isolation point
(par. 4-9.4.1). Criteria relating to pilot-applied loads
normally dictate the size of the lower controls. The
design loads (Table 4-9) are based upon the physical
limits of a pilot and are much larger than the forces
normally required to operate the system. They seldom
are encountered and hence are considered as static
loads. Possible control system loads resulting from
4-86
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ground conditions, such as high winds or during maintenance functions, also should be considered during
preliminary design.
Static Design Load
4.9.4.7.1.1
The initial '.aep in sizing an element in the control
system is th: identification of the applicable critical
load(s). Each load or combination of loads required by
the criteria is applied at the applicable cockpit control(s) and reacted at the system isolation point. The
loads and reactions upon each element of the control
system are determined from statics (equilibrium of
forces) and control system geometry. The most adverse
(highest load) position within the possible travel is assumed.
The critical element load for each possible failure
mode is identified from the described load study and a
free-body diagram then is drawn. This process is repeated for each element in the control system to determine the maximum loads for each loading condition.
While push-pull rods usually are critical in tension or
compression, bell cranks and bolts may be critical in
bending. Therefore, loadings for each possible failure
mode must be established.
4-9.4.71.2 Analysis
Stress, deflection, or stability for each of the possible
failure modes must be determined by analysis. For example, for a push-pull rod, tension stresses are determined in the section through the bolt hole in the rod
end, at the minor diameter of the rod end threads, and
at the major diameter of the threads in the barrel of the
rod. The shear-bearing failure mode of the rod end alco
is evaluated. The rod then is analyzed for the maximum
compression load, particularly for column instability.
Structural failure normally is associated with a condition where the applied stress exceeds the strength of
the material, leading to breakage. Another classical
mode of failure is structural collapse or instability
Such failures cannot be predicted by knowing the stress
in the member but rather depend upon geometric factors and material stiffness. Expressions for the critical
or column failure load for columns with different end
conditions and nonconstant cross sections, may be
found in Refs. 22 and 46. Derivations of these expressions can be found in Ref. 54.
Structural analysis also includes consideration of
deformation. Evaluation of control system deforma
tions may be required to assure adequate clearance for
moving parts and to optimize the stiffness of the controls. The interaction of control system stiffness and
rotor blade performance is discussed subsequently. Appropriate expressions for deformations due to axial

K.
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load and transverse loads as well as solutions to beam
deflection problems for numerous end conditions and
loading combinations are tabulated in Ref. 46.
Another consideration during preliminary design is
structural resonance. Structural collapse can occur if a
structure is subjected to vibratory loads near the natural frequency of the structure', thus the natural frequency of control components should be well separated
from rotor and drive system frequencies. Ref. 55 is one
of many texts that present the fundamental equations
pertinent to the investigation of structural resonance.
4.9.4.7.1.3 MaterialAllowables
MIL-HDBK.5 contains the standards of strength
and stNness properties of metals commonly used in
control systems and also contains allowables for fasteners and, to a degree, the strength characteristics of
structural elements such as tubes,
Test coupons of a given metal exhibit small variations in strength and stiffness properties. The statistical
significance of this scatter is included in MIL-HDBK-5
data. Strength information is classified statistically
while stiffness data are average values; MIL-HDBK-5

.

"A" or "S" values are recommended. An "A'" value is
a strength level expected from 99% of the material with
a confidence level of 95%, while an "S" value is a
material specification minimum. In the event that
MIL-HDBK-5 or other approved sources do not contain the required allowable stress, the values used for
analysis shall be justified or validated by the designer.
4-9.4.7.1.4 Margin of Safety
The margin of safety MS is the numerical expression of Simply
the balance
between design stress and allowable
stated,

S=
Allowable Stress
Stress due to Design Load

*

-

!

(4-40)

When the margin of safety is zero, or has a small positive value, a desirable balance between allowable and
design stresses has been achieved. If the design is good
fundamentally, small positive margins imply a minimum-weight structure. Zero margins rarely are
achieved because of material and design constraints,
Margins of safety are determined for both design
limit and design ultimate 'oads and stresses relative to
allowable yield and ultimate stresses, respectively, at all
critical locations for all control components. These
margins shall be tabulated for ease of review and evaluation.

4-9.4.7.2

Rotating and Stationary Upper
Controls

The rotating and stationary upper controls usually
are sized by alternating loads, i.e., by fatigu., considerstions. The effects upon the control syl'-m of peak static
loads during the extreme, but seldom encountered, maneuvers and during ground conditions must be evaluated. However, control components normally are adequate for ultimate design loads if they have been sized
to withstand the periodic (alternating) loads occurring
during each rotor revolution for the numbers of cycles
accumulated during the design fatigue life.
The criteria for determining the magnitude of the
design alternating loads are not covered specifically in
the applicable specification (MIL-S-8698). The intent
of the specification is to minimize the possibility of
fatigue failure and to provide a minimum of 1000 hr of
service life. However, preliminary design objectives for
current Army helicopters well exceed the 1000-hr minimum life requirement.
Control loads experienced by a helicopter can be
regulated by such factors as speed, gross weight, and
maneuvers. However, design loads related to rotor stall
may be used to initiate preliminary design because
stalled conditions are a practicable limit.
4-9.4.7.2.1

Alternating Design Loads

The detailed fatigue analysis of a control component
requires an understanding of the magnitude and frequency of the alternating loads in relation to the intended use of the helicopter. For example, the magniude of the alternating pitch link load at a given density
altitude typically varies as a function of gross weight
and airspeed.
Fig. 4-56 shows typical pitch link loads at a common
density altitude for two gross weights as a function of
airspeed. Considering only the loads shown in Fig. 456, the required pitch link fatigue strength is dependent
upon the amount of time the helicopter spends at each
weight and at the various airspeeds involved.
The curves in Fig. 4-56 are for steady-state level
flight conditions; the load shown is the unstalled alternating load of Fig. 4-54(A). Operating the helicopter at
different density altitudes will result in different pitch
link loads at each gross weight.
The introduction of control displacement%to accomplish helicopter maneuvers will cause alternating pitch
link loads to increase above the steady-state value dur-.
ing all or portions of the maneuver. The magnitude of
this increase will be related to the type, duration, and
severity of the maneuver.
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It is apparent that the analytical determination of
pitch link loads for all altitudes, gross weights, rotor
speed, and airspeeds in level flight and in maneuvers
is impracticable. Measured flight loads covering these

3. Component material (steel, aiuminumor composite)
4. Desired growth potential (possible new airfoils).
No single factor can be recommended for all helicop-

variables ultimately will be required for the final determination of component fatigue life, but for preliminary

ters. Experience with helicopters of similar configuration is the best guide. It is doubtful that any factor less

design a single alternating load is preferable and is
available. The state-of-the-art is such that pitch link
loads for steadystate fight conditions can be predicted
adequately even into the blade stall region (par. 49.4.3).
Fig. 4-57 displays the significant features of a predicted alternating pitch link load as a function of air.
speed. The blade stall region is identified by sharply
Sincreasing pitch link loads, together with an increase tin

than 1.2 would prove adequate.
Because the pitch link alternating load is fundamentally a one-per-rev load, the number of cycles of alternating load accumulates rapidly. For example, if the
helicopter operates at 300 rotor rpm, the pitch link
experiences 18,000 load cycles per flight hour, or 18 X
106 cycles in 1000 flight hours. Therefore, to provide
an acceptable fatigue life, it is imperative that the level
flight pitch link loads be below the endurance limit for

e
c
o
t
i
i
rthe
frequency due to the introduction of higher harmonics
of rotor speed, as seen in Fig. 4-54(B).
The helicopter level flight structural envelope normally is limited to airspeeds at or only slightly beyond
the inception of blade stall. This is because of the rapid
rotor load increase with small increments of speed
beyond this point. Maneuvers conducted within the
flight envelope usually result in loads higher than the
level flight values, due to the fact that, during the time
that the maneuver is producing positive accelerations,
the helicopter is effectively at a higher gross weight.
The design load for the pitch link, and from it the
load in other upper control components, may be based

part. Hence the pitch link should be sized for infie life, i.e., design load
endurance limit, at the
design pitch link load.
d

.

4-9.4.7.2.2
Static Strength
In addition to the requirement to provide adequate
fatigue strength, the capability of the rotating and stationary upper controls for the extreme maneuver and
ground-handling load conditions must be evaluated.
The design limit load for the extreme maneuver may be
derived
multiplying
the maximum level flight pitch
link loadby(steady
plus altenating)
by a factor approximately equal to the design load factor for the helicope. Terttn
n
ttoaycnrl
hud be
ter.
The rotating
evaluated
for these and
loadsstationary
in the samecontrols
way thatshould
the lower

upon the load predicted at the inception of blade stall,

The predicted load, increased by an experience factor,
becomes the design load. The factor will
vary with:
1. Cnfiuraton
tandm oor sinle)9.4.7.1).
1. Configuration
(tandem
single)
2. Utilization (maneuver spectrum)

controls are evaluated for pilot-applied loads (par. 4The hydraulic force required of the boost actuators
is determined from the loads during maximum maneu-

HEAVY GROSS 4WEIGHTI
W 2E

LIHTROSS WEIGHT

AIRSPEED V. kt

Fig. 4-56. Altenmating Pitch Link Lead vs Airspeed
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4i.
ver conditions. The hydraulic actuator system must
have sufficient pressure and piston cross-sectional area
to provide control capability (to change blade pitch)
under these maximum load conditions. Boost systems
powered by other than hydraulic means also must function in the presence of these maximum loads.

ated and controlled to optimize rotor blade performance. The requirements for control system stiffness
should be established early in the program and pro.
vided for in the preliminary design phase.

Stiffness Requirements
4.9.4.7.2.3
The proper functioning of the control system is dependent not only upon strength, but also upon stiffness,
The fundamental equation of dynamic motion for a
-simple spring-mass system as shown in Fig. 4-58 is

The majority of helicopter control components in
existence foday are safe-life designs. The safe-life
method predicts the fatigue life of a component analytically, using component fatigue strength as determined
by test, fatigue loads as measured in flight, and the
anticipated utilization of the vehicle in service. Fatigue
life determination is discussed in par. 4-11.
A fail-safe structure is one in which an obvious indication of an impending structural failure is provided
and can be detected in sufficient time to preclude a
catastrophic situation from developing. Fail-safety is a
structural concept that will receive increased attention
in the next generation of helicopter control systems.
Some examples of fail-safe design are:
I. Redundant load paths. Either of two load paths
can carry the required flight loads safely for the duration of the inspection interval. Regularly scheduled inspections must be adequate to detect fdilure and actually must be conducted for the method to achieve its
purpose.
2. Standby load paths. An alternate load path begins to carry load only after a structural failure in the
primary load path. Once again, the routine inspection
must be capable of detecting the failure and must be
enforced for the method to be effective.

1_+ KO

where

(41)

2
I = mass moment of inertia, slug-ft
o= pitch angle, rd
= angular acceleration, r
K = spring rate, ft-lb/rad
Eq. 4-41 and Fig. 4-58 represent a simplification of
the actual case, with both damping terms and forcing
functions omitted. Also, K repreaewts the total torsional spring rate of the systenm, which comprises the
spring rates of the rotor blide and the control system
considered in series; it is the amount of torsion required
to produce one radian of angular deflection, antl includes the deflection in the control system necessary to
achieve the blade deflection. The dynamic response of
the system is a function of (K/l)°'. Hence, K, including
the contribution of the control system. must be evalu-

4-9.4.7.3

Structural Concepts
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•..ture

3. Partial failure indicator. A positiv,.indication of
partial failure is given in sufficient time to avoid a
catastrophic situation. For example, laminated struc.
ture may be used, and initial failure of a single laminate
could release a dye as an indication of failure. In
another system, a ;vuctural crack may be detected by
means of an internal pressure change. A hollow strucand a crack in the
or evacuated
utureis pressurized
s pressure
ev uatian
a
in the
structure permits pressure equalization with the out
side air.

FUSELAGE STRUCTURE

Fuselage System Description
4-10.1.1
The fuselage is defined as that structure which supports the useful load, supports and connects the dynamic components, and provides an interface between
the aerodynamic and ground environments, The fuseniomns h ue
teardnmcadgon
lage components include ihe cabin and cockpit, rotor
pylon, engine compartment, cargo and baggage compartments, and tail boom.
The cockpit and cabin contain shear and bending
structure that supports crew, passengers, fuel tank, and
(useful load); and interconnecting shear, axial load, tors:,onal, and bending structure for
the support of dynamic components. This portion of the fuselage alsohas secondary structure and fairings to provide
airstream protection for the occupants and ati external
contour as required for aerodynamic efficiency.
Seating provisions must include anchoring structure
capable of retaining the occupants during crash conditions.
A rotor pylon is a structure, mounted upon the fuselage, that supports a main rotor(s) at sufficient height
to give the rotor clearance over the tail boom and tail
rotor (if applicable), fuselage, and personnel on the
ground. 3hear and bending are the primary loadings for
a pylon structure.
The engine compartment structure must have firewalls and provisions to support the engine and mechanical drive components. Firewalls generally are flat panels that, if not stiffened for efficient shear capacity,
must be stiffened to prevent panel vibration at engine
or drive system operating frequencies. Such vibration
may result both in fatigue failure of the panel and
increased noise levels in adjacent compartments.
Cargo and baggage compartments must have tiedown provisions to retain the contents. Compartments

Fail-safe structural concepts are currently in development and should be considered in the preliminary
dpeintoequipment

4-10 AIRFRAME STRUCTURAL
SUBSTANTIATION
The structural design criteria applicable to Army
helicopters are defined in the preceding paragraphs,
and the preliminary design substantiation requirements
for several subsystemis are discussed. In the cases of the
rotor and mechanical drive subsystems, the substantiation of the structural adequacy of the components cannot be readily separated from the development of the
applicable loads. However, in the cases of the airframe
subsystems, the sizing of components and the substantiation of the ability of the subsystems to withstand the
critical design loads are independent of the determina*ion and development of tnese loads. In the paragraphs
that follow, the substantiation of the adequacy of these
subsystems and components during the preliminary design phase is discussed. The airframe is further subdivided into fuselage, wing and empennage, landing gear,
and internal and external equipment installation subsystems for purposes of this discussion.
CONRO

4.10.1

SST EM STIFFNESS

0

Fig. 4-58. Spring Mass System
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ut•vd for cargo or baggage should not contain unprotected control linkages, wiring, or flammable fluid
lines because linkages could be fouled and jammed, and
unprotected wiring and/or lines are-a fire hazard.
A tail boom is a structure that attaches a tail rotor
and its mechanical drive to the ,luselage. Loading is

length of the load paths and of the weight of secondary
structure upo surfac
uselage
@eFloads also can be
affected considerably by drive system loads and by the
arrangement of the rotors relative to the fuselage. In
the last few years, fail-safe structural considerations
have become another important preliminary design

primarily in shear, bending, and torsion. Auxiliary aer-

co,,sideration for the fuselage. with regard not only to

odynamic surfaces, such as a vertical fin and a horizontal stabilizer, often are mounted on the tail boom. Care
should be exercised in the design of the tail boom to
provide adequate stiffness so that the tail boom, with
all of its supported masses, will not have natural frequtncies close to operating frequencies.

improved flight safety, but also to greater resistance to
battle damage and increased assurance of successful
mission accomplishment.
The basic fuselage structure is loaded, in general, by
a complex system of external loads, e.g., rotors ancd
landing gear, that are reacted by the inertia of the
vehicle and its contentR. The internal member loads
generally are distributed among redundant load paths
in a manner dependent upon the relative stlffnesses
of the various load paths. For analysis purposes,
this internal load distribution is accomplished either
by a comprehensive computer program such as
that of Ref. 56, or mathematical model-modified by
experience and simplified by engineering judgment-.
that is amenable to solution with a desk calculator.
After the determination of the critical external and
internal loads for the fuselage, the structural sizing of
the individual members is accomplished in a standard
manner by structural analysis.
An additional factor involved in helicopter fuselage
design is structural stiffness. Stiffness requirements are
determined largely by the rotor configuration, and they
cannot be overlooked inasmuch as the fuselage is a part
of the dynamic system. A requirement for additional
stiffness may add weight if the increase is accomplished
in a nonoptimum manner (Ref. 57).

4-10.1.2

Load Sources

The major sources of fuselage load are the rotors,
which produce large static and vibratory loads, and the
landing gear, which produces high static loads. The
landing gear loads actually are dynamic in nature, but
because peak landing loads are applied for a relatively
short period they are evaluated against static strength
properties.
Next in importance are mass-item inertia loads due
to flight and landing manuvering accelerations. Airloads due to the dynamic premure of high-speed flight
also are important. Such airloads produce the critical
Sdesign loads for windscreen, fins, stabilizers, wings, and
fairings.
Mechanical drive systems produce loads at the fuselage attachments for speed-change or direction-change
gearboxes. In many cases the gearbox supports a shaft
that powers a rotor or propeller; and, therefore, the
rotor loads are distributed to the fuselage through the
gearbox.
Control system loads on the fuselage occur at locations where mechanical advantage and directional
changes take place. Anchor points for boost or power
cylinders require particular design attention due to the
high vibratory loads fed back from rotor controls.
Finally, loading produced by equipment, cargo, and
payload occurs during accelerated maneuvers. Handling loads during ground positioning and jacking also
must be considered during the preliminary design.
Although secondary structural elements may not be
highly loaded under flight or landing conditions, they
may have a significant loading during manufacture and
this must be considered.
If other factors are equal, the lightest fuselage will be
the smallest one that adequately can enclose the required personnel and/or cargo, fuel, fixed equipment,
and power plant/drive system. This is due to the heavy
dependence of the weight of primary structure upon the

)
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4-10.1.2.1
Flight Maneuver Loads
Flight maneuver loads as they affect the fuselage are
associated with either steady-state or transient motions
about or along the three coordinate axes of the helicopter. Examples of maneuvers involving relatively steadystate motions are banked turns, hovering turns, sideward flight, yawed flight, and spiral dives. Examples of
maneuvers involving transient motions are flares, pullups, pushovers, entries into or recoveries from steadystate maneuvers, rolling or yawed pullouts, and control
reversals. In general, steady-state maneuvers such as
those in Fig. 4-59 are performed with near-constant
linear and angular velocities along or about the three
vehicle axes, and thus normally do not involve significant angular accelerations. Similarly, the transient maneuvers shown in Fig. 4-60 require changing angular
and/or linear velocities, and normally involve angular
accelerations. The major linear (along the axes) accelerations occur in the vertical (lift) direction, with
4-91
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smaller values of acceleration along the other two axes.
The various accelerations of the fuselage that are of
"concernfor preliminary structural design are derived

weights; and in some helicopters, it may be poibl to
exceed these specified accelerations at the basic structural design gross weight. Because the abilitytodevel-

from the forces and moments applied at the main ro.
tor(s) and tail rotor (if applicable) during these maneuvers. These include lift, drag, and side loads as well
as roll, pitch, and torque moments from the main rotor,
along with similar types of (yaw) forces from the tail
rotor. In addition, there are aerodynamic loads from
the tail surfaces (par. 4-10.2).
Par. 4-4.2 specifies the values of vertical acceleration
to be used for helicopter structural design at basic
structural design gross weight and maximum alternate
design gross weight conditions. It is possible in most
helicopters to exceed these accelerations at light gross

op sufficient rotor lift to exceed the design load factrs
may be of operational or military value (allowing increased maneuverability, better speed and/or altitude
capability, or increased ferry range), as well as being
advantageous from the standpoint of safety, it may be
desirable to base the prelminary structural design upon
the actual maximum lifting capability of the rotor(s).
However, there is some design load factor for any particular type of helicopter beyond which little operational or military advantage can be realized. This is
because the increased structural weight offsets any
other gains.

,!i~i
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Fg 4-59. Typical Steady-state Maneuvers
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Fig. 4-61 shows the relationship of load factor
X, to pitching velocity 6 and airspeed V for quasisteady-state conditions, I.e., a pullup into a climb with
no reduction in forward speed. The relationship -between bank angle #and load factor x, for turns at conv
stant altitude, as shown in Fig. 4-59(A), is presented in
Fig. 4-62.
"4
2tloads Gust Loads
•:i4-10.1.2.2
Gust load criteria are given in par. 4-4.3. The critica
effects upon the fuselage structure normally result from
the gust ioads applied to the horizontal or vertical sur-

faces. Generally, the gust loads may be expected to ý,e
critical onli for the aft portions of the fuselage structure, such as the tail boom. Depending upon the configuration, inertia loads due to pitching or yawing accelerations resulting from gust loads can be quite high in
these areas. Gust loadings on auxiliary lifting surfaces,
if provided, also must be investigated for simultaneous
imposed upon the fuselage.
4-1.1.2.3
Landing Loads
Landing loads (pars. 4-5.1 and 4-5.2) should be applied to the fuselage structure wherever the specified
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fuselage prime structure in the vicinity of the various
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landing gear attachments. In addition, landing conditions often can produce the most severe pitching and
rolling accelerations that will be applied to the fuselage.
Asymmetrical landing conditions may be critical for
the main central portion of the fuselage because of the
,wracking,
or torsional, loading. Landing impact loads
and attendant vehicle accelerations normally are oo-
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It is important for the designer to keep in mind that
flight safety, flight design loads, and strength considerare of higher priority for structural design purposes than are landing or crash loads to which the
helicopter may be exposed only rarely. Thus, any
weight penalty due to providing structure adequate for
the landing and crash loads must be considered as a
trade-off against such requirements as performance,
fuel, payload, armor, or armament. It is essential that,
during the preliminary design phase, all possible means
be investigated to avoid imposing unnecessary weight
penalties due to nonflight loads. For example, additional landing gear stroke or the provision of yielding
deformation may be utilized to attenuate landing loads.
4-10.1.2.4 Crash Loads
Crash load requirements are outlined in par. 4-5.3.

.........

The provision of crashworthiness in the fuselage struc-

"N

ture is not only a design load problem but, even more
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Fig, 4-62. Load Factor ve Bank Angle
conditions are likely to be the critical loadings. Permanent deformation or other damage detrimental to the
fuselage prime structure shall not occur prior to obvious damage to the landing gear installation,
In applying the design landing loads to the fuselage,
it is important to consider the simultaneously acting
main rotor, tail rotor, and driving torque loads to the
extent that the resulting combination may be critical.
From a preliminary design standpoint, the landing
loads usually are critical for at least that portion of the
4-94

tained for preliminary design purposes from computer
developed for this purpose (par. 4-10.3). The
values obtained later are confirmed by actual landing

important, a load-limiting problem. In general, information from Ref. 11 should be used for fuselage
preliminary design from the crash load viewpoint. Ref.
17 also presents design objectives and methods for accomplishing and evaluating crashworthiness provisions, along with a discussion of the weight penalty
versus safety improvement trade-off and guidelines for
trading off load factor versus deformation distance under load during survivable crash impact.
Generally speaking, vertical crash accelerations at
the floor line of the fuselage cannot be attenuated to the
full extent required for minimization of injury to the
vehicle occupants. This is because of the added crushing or yielding distance under load that would have to
be provided below the floor level in the fuselage. However, from a design viewpoint there are several possibilities: (1) providing additional deformation under
load within the seats, (2) suspending the seats to the
airframe in such a manner that the entire seat displaces
vertically the desired distance under the desired deceleration loads, and (3) provision of equivalent deformation under load by the combined seat/substructure.

j
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Under probable helicopter crash impact conditions,
the provision of energy absorption features in the horizontal direction is of relatively less value, particularly
where horizontal velocity components may be high.
Frictional plowing effects of the terrain inherently give
excellent energy absorption provided the fuselage
structure is designed to fail uniformly and not become
a "scoop". Energy absorption provisions within the
fuselage are desirable for "solid wall" impacts and for
sideward impacts. Rollover protection of the occupied
cabin/cockpit area also should be provided (par. 4-5.3).
The criteria for crew and passenger restraint systems
are given in par. 4-5.3. Wherever possible, without significant weight penalty, additional deceleration capability in the forward direction is desired. However, the
provision of adequate restraint capability in the for-

*

the occupied areas are not violated. Frangible rotor
blade tip design also should be considered in order to
minimize helicopter damage from blade strike.
There is a vehicle "size effect" upon crash survivability because more deformation distance is Inherently
available in larger vehicles for attenuation of the deceleration g's, provided that equivalent use is made of the
available deformation distance within the lower fuselage.Thus, it is possible to obtain significantly lower
crash impact load factors for larger helicopters.
4-1 0.1.2.5 Other Loadings
Other fuselage loadings include:
1. Cargo and passenger floor loadings. In general,
crew and passenger seat support loadings will be critical for the crash load factor requirements of the model

specification. Design floor loadings are given in par.
ward and sideward directions is effective only if the
4-8.3. Higher values of floor loading may be specified
occupant restraint system (harness) completely conin the detail model specification, and lateral and horitrols the horizontal motions of the occupant (and prezontal values also are normally specified. Where
vents his sliding out from under the harness) while he
wheeled or tracked vehicles are to be carried, their
is subjected to the anticipated horizontal forces, regardspecial localized loadings also must be considered.
less of vertical deformations of his seat and/or its supvertisimultaneous
anticipated
port while attenuating
Provision may be required in the flooring design for
andlegpelic rstrint
cal orcs. hussholde
cal forces. Thus, shoulder and leg/pelvic restraintcargo.
adequate for maximum occupant survivability under
2. Drive system reaction loads. The fuseiage s.trucsevere crash impacts should be provided.
supporting the drive system components should
ture
fail
not
pedals
It is highly desirable that the control
at loads below those corresponding to the failfail
not
the
by
applied
be
may
that
under the maximum loads
ure loads for the drive system itself. Thus, the fuselage
crew's feet during crash impact. Local items of mass in
support structure should be designed to remain safe for
the cockpit/cabin area should be supported to the ancontinued flight and landing after any transient overticipated load factor corresponding to their particular
load within the failure limits of the drive system. L'sulocation. Instrument clusters or control consoles that
ally, these system failure limits will be determined hy
may be a secondary impact hazard to the occupants
the torsional strengths of the drive shafts or their intershould be designed either to break away completely in
connections.
local
a noncritical direction or to provide additional
3. Control load reactions. It is essential that the
energy absorption in case they are struck by a crew
most severe combinations of the design limit control
member. Delethalizing of the control stick also is desirloads be used as the design limit fuselage supsystem
able.

All provision for deformation under load, including

port structure loads. Combined or opposing load'.

the occupant restraint harness and seat structure,
should be of a damped or plastic nature if possible,
rather than of an elastic or spring nature. Undamped
elastic deformation can result in dynamic overshoot to
even higher peak loads than otherwise would occur
with a well-damped elastic or plastically deforming
rigid restraint system (Ref. 17).
Finally, it is desirable that sufficient support strength
be provided to prevent the rotor(s) and transmission(s)
from separating from the fuselage during a survivable

should be applied in the case of dual controls, and loads
from hydraulic or other power actuators also must be
considered (par. 4-9.4). The critical control system
reaction loads should be applied to the fuselage struc.
ture in combination with the other design limit loads
for the fuselage.
4. Fuel tank support structure. Inasmuch as postcrash fire remains one of the major helicopter accident
hazards, it is essential that the fuselage structure in the
vicinity of the fuel tanks be designed not only to sup-

impact. Where the rotor(s)/fuselage configuration is
such that the blades could hit the occupied cockpit/
cabin area even if the rotor did not tear loose from its

port the fuel tanks up to the specified rupture limits.
but also to avoid types of failure that would be likely
to tear or puncture the tank under severe impact condi-

supports, additional cabin protection is required so that

tions. Consideration also should be given to location of
4-)5
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fuel cells so as to allow them to break away from the
aircraft at specified loadings,
5. Induced or secondary loads. Structural deflections, resonant amplifications, and stiffness requirements are possible sources of secondary, or induced,
loads in primary fuselage structure. These loads must
be identified and evaluated, and appropriate values

must be added to other critical loads,
4-10.1.2.6
Load Paths
It is essential that at least one load path be provided
to resist each critical loading that may be imposed
based upon any of the specified loadings. For static
stability there must be at least one independent constraint for each independent loading degree of freedom.

It is desirable that more than one load path be provided
for the critical loadings so as to produce the degree of
structural redundancy needed for a fail-safe structure
and to resist catastrophic failures from battle damage,
fatigue damage, or other undetected failure.
As a rule, the more direct the load path between the
externally applied loads and the internal resisting inertial forces, the lighter will be the fuselage structure for
a given overall design strength level. It also can be
shown by elastic-energy structural weight analogy
(Ref. 58) that the structure with the shortest load paths
generally will be the stiffest structure.
"Thegreater the extent to which the major supported
loads (fuel, payload, and engines) are located closely

*

by computer. As detail weights and configurations are
determined, the computer inputs are changed easily
and the results updated promptly.
4-10.1.3.1
Weight Distribution
A graphic presentation of weight versus station is
prepared for the extreme CG conditions from the

weight statements. Items that have specific attachments can be distributed as concentrated loads. Items
such as fuel, cargo, and structural weight must be distributed as running loads. An example of weight distnbution is presented in Fig. 4-63. The illustration is for
a tail boom, but the same procedure is applicable to the
fuselage. It is necessary to investigate all loadings, including the minimum flying weight condition, because

critical equipment loadings may occur during accelerated flight maneuvers under such conditions.
4-10.1.3.2

Unit Shear, Moment, and Torsion
Distribution

External loads from the rotors and landing gear
cause each item supported by the fuselage to undergo
an acceleration during maneuvers or landings. In developing the unit shear, moment, and torsion distributions, assumptions are made as to how each load source
will load the fuselage. For a unit case (flight maneuvers), a unit load factor to the CG is applied separately
along each axis. Unit angular accelerations aiso are

below and around the main lifting rotor(s), the shorter
the prime load paths can be. The fuselage load paths
that are determined during the preliminary design
phase largely will determine the weight of the primary

D

.-

i <

fuselage structure.

4-10.1.3

___

Determination of Loads

,0.861

Essentially there are four steps in determining loads

0.8

for the fuselage:
I. Weight distribution (I g)

2. Unit shear, moment, and torsion distributions
3. Specific maneuver and landing condition load
distributions (shear, moment, and torsion)
4. Critical condition selection, and superposition
of system loads.
The applicability of the unit method to preliminary
analysis may be questioned because detailed information normally is not available. However, satisfactory
preliminary distributions are obtained by usinga prelimilimited

of
nary weights and configurations in spite
number of inputs. It is recommended that the data for
fuselage load determination be calculated and plotted
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Fig. 4W63. Typical Tail Boom Weight Distribution
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applied separately about each axis. The result will be a
series of curves depicting the reaction by inertia loads
of unit linear and angular accelerations applied to the
helicopter CG. Because not all the items are located on
the helicopter centerline, a load factor along a given
axis also may produce moments about the other axes.
Positive sign conventions should be defined, as
shown on Fig. 4-I, for a single main rotor/tail rotor
configuration.
Curves then are computed for each unit case by summing the shears, moments, and torques beginning at

fuselage station zero and progressing toward the aft
end. The vertical shear V, due to a unit vertical load
factor (n, = 1) is determined by integrating the cornconbined static load applicable for the chosen loading
dition and CG location. The curve starts with zero
shear at the most forward part of the helicopter fuse!age and increases to a maximum at the aft end. It is
evident that V• = V. =
where n• =1 for V/,
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n = I1 for V...and n=
I for V.
The unit moment curve M,. (n,. = 1) is obtained by
Fig. 4.64. Unit Loading for Tail Boom
integrating the shear curve V, (n, = 1) starting at the
most forward part of the fuselage. It also is evident that,
where x, y and z represent the coordinates of the point
because
on the fuselage; X.,y. and zirepresent the coordinates of
Sny The=Ifor
= 1 for M•,andn 1 = 1forM•.
M , andn,
=cu I
sobn by. athe
helicopter CG;
all coordinates
measured
in
The
) crve
• (• =s otaind b a smmaion
inches. Those load and
factors
that dependareupon
location
of the individual moments starting at the front of the
fuselage.
Applying the
same procedure
aa load
on the fuselage are treated in the manner described
ofulage.,Applisseng
theame
procedu to
to hre
lod ,factor
f
previously for the constant unit load factors, resulting
of nM 1, it is seen that M = -M1 where n• =
in more shear and moment curves.
•for M,, and n• if soI1 for
M,
These
two
unit
loads
may
In addition to inertia load factors resulting from the
determined, may be neglected in
be small and,
bsmalandifsodeterminedtmayfibeneglectedoangular accelerations, certain concentrated masses are
determining the final fuselage loading ,
large enough that their local moments of inertia are of
Now, considering a unit loading of n. = 1, many of
importance. Examples of these items are landing gear,
the mass items might be displaced
vertically
from
the
i ne,
riidroos
are
Itit shoul
should
and armament.
structure, and
rigid rotors, stucre
engine,
a
unit
to
rise
giving
center,
shear
structural
assumed
assum Md
s
her
cne givinglris o
t
be remembered that fuel and oil have only small local
*loading
31, where n• = 1. A similar analysis of the
ld
dmoments
of inertia, depending upon viscosity and tank
Sloads due to a side load results in a unit loading M1,
shape, and do not act as solids when an angular accelerwhere n,, = 1.
'iUnit angular accelerations a equal to 1.0 rad/sec2
ation is applied. The local inertia moments M of these
produce inertia load factors at any point on the fuselage
individual masses due to angular acceleration ca are
that are niaven byl
given by M, =- I a, with the appropriate axis indicated by the subscript i. These moments are transferred to the fuselage in the manner described previously for the unit load factors. Combining these
withgives
the distributed
loadings due to angular
acceleration
the final unit
shear and moment
curves for unit angular accelerations. Fig. 4-64 proan example of a unit loading curve based on the
example weight distribution of Fig. 4-63.
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4-10.1.3.3

Specific Maneuver and Landing
Condition Load Curves

Although many operational loading conditions are
specified, only a few are important enough to be considered during preliminary design. In certain instances,
loading conditions can be combined conservatively for
design purposes.
A computer program is used to determine the actual
limit loads due to the static loading, i.e., the shears and
moments due to the unit load factors and angular accelerations are multiplied by the design load factors and
angular accelerations.
The external forces and moments must balance the
internal inertia loads and moments:

T, = tail rotor thrust, lb
W = helicopter gross weight, lb
For landing conditions, the critical condition is a
power-off landing (the main rotor torque is zero). Sink
rate is not high during power-on approaches and, therefore, the power-off case is used for design. For landing,
T= j W

(4-47)

9

Therefore, summing vertical forces
n W = nW +W,

(4-48)

or

(4-49)

n1 =InI +
My =Ityci, --~a,~ .zZ

Y

Y

a-

(4-45)

X
X-

where
M = moment, lb-in,
1, = moment of inertia, slug-in?
product of inertia, slug-in?
Subscripts indicate axes of interest,
Loads contributing to the moments are main and tail
rotor thrust, drag, torque and side forces, airloads on
aerodynamic surfaces. landing gear, armament recoil,
etc.
One more set of equations is required in order to
determine the actual loading curves For flight conditions,

where nj is determined by drop test (par. 4-5). The
special dynamic landing, where a forward-velocity
landing is made with the ground reaction not directed
through the CG and the resulting pitching moment is
reacted by inertia, must be analyzed to determine the
angular accelerations.
Tlt_ limit internal shear loads are combined with the
applicable external loads to create shear Vand moment
Mcurves, as shown in the example curves in Fig. 4-65.
The combined shear curve then will be described at
any station sta as
t

=

ext

.'ta

,lb

(4-50)
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lift, lb
drag, lb
side force, ib
main rotor thrust, lb
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where
x

where
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=
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=

station at which shear o:
external force is applied, in.

Critical Condition Selection and
Superposition of System Loads
The design flight, landing, crash, and ot-er loading
conditions applicable to helicopters are presented in
4-10.1.3.4
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Fig. 4-65. Typical Fuselage Shear and Moment Curves
pars. 4-4 through 4-8. From these conditions, critical
loading conditions for specific portions of the fuselage
structure can be selected. The CG load factors and
external loads can be derived for these conditions. and
the loading curves developed as explained in par. 410.1.3.3.
Identification of critical conditions is difficult, being
dependent both upon mission applications and upon

be considered over the center section of the fuselage.
Pullups and level landings produce the maximum vertical bending moments, which are critical for the bending
stringers.
The maximum yaw condition, or unsymmetrical
landing, will be critical for the torsion-carrying structure (skin). The maximum yaw condition can be cornbined with n, = 2 to obtain preliminary design loads

the fuselage configurations being considered, e.g., tan-

for the shear and torsion-carrying skin panels. Frames

dem-rotor and single-rotor with tail rotor.
A tandem arrangement of two main rotors, with the

and bulkheads are located where controls, gearboxes,
landing gear, equipment, and useful load items are at-

useful load supported between them, allows a larger
CG range and, therefore, peak bending moments must

tached .ir supported. This distributes coacentrated systern loats into the skin and, together with secondary
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frames, reduces skin panel sizes. Rotor pylons carry
both the tension due to lift and the bending and shear
due to drag and side forces down to the fuselage
proper. Crath loads are applied to large items of mass
that, if torn loose, would endanger the occupants.
For single-rotor helicopters, pullup and level landing
moments determine the design of the forward fuselage
downbending stringers, frames, and bulkheads locted
ndrthe stringers, frades,andimulkheadsonditin
under the usefri load. The maximum yaw condition
contributes critical side bending and torsion to the tail
boom. The dynamic landing (forward velocity or rueon) presents the maximum vertical bending for the tail
boom. A nosedown landing will r,%ut in the highest
shear and upcending in the forward fuselage. The max.
imumroll condition or unsymmetrical landing gives
maximum pylon side bending.
4-10.1.4

Fail-safe Aspects

Fail-safe or damage tolerant design is achieved by
providing multiple active load paths, inactive backup
structure, or a design that inhibits propagation of failures. Important to all fail-safe methods is the inspection
feature; the design must make it highly improbable that
a failure, once initiated, will go undetected. Fuselage
components such as rotor pylons, tail boom attachments, and transmission attachments all are candidates
for fail-safe design.
In the multiple active load path design, the critical
loads should be applied with one path failed, and adequate stiffness also must be incorporated to meet all
pertinent dynamic requirements with one load path
failed. It has been popular to design structure so that
after one load path has failed, the remaining structure
can support a specified percentage of limit load, but this
is not necessarily adequate. Instead, the structure must
continue to take the applied fatigue loads until the
failure is detected and repaired. Therefore, anticipated
fatigue loads should be calculated for the structure and
adequate strength provided so that no further failure
will occur prior to the next regular inspection,
Often a failurc of one load path will change the stiffness of the structure so that a change in the dynamic
environment will signal the pilot that damage has occurred. A higher level of vibration or noise may result
even though system stiffness still is adequate.
second inactive load path implies complete failure
of one load path witb the secondary member taking all
the load following failure of the primary structure. The
same criteria obviously apply regarding ability to continue operation until a repair is made.
4-100

4-10.1.5

Fatigue Conslderations

Fatigue considerations usually are less significant in
the preliminary design of the fuselage than for dynamic
components such as rotor or drive systems. Often,
when the vibratory loads transmitted to the fuselage are
reduced to the levels necessary for pilot comfort, the
fatigue stresses are at a level where good desig, materifatduestresse
farecato qalevel whelresl
goo
aadesiguatef and fabrication
fals,
quality will result in an adequate
fatigue life. Also, except at the rotor pylon armea and
major attachment areas of the primary structure, the
normal fuselage structure is sufficiently redundant to
provide a reasonable amount of ftil-safety should a
fatigue crack develop. Steady stress levels Arso are
structure than in rotor or drive
lower in the fus elage
system components because most of the structure is
critical for elastic stability rather than for material
strength. However, local stressesan the vicinity of Major disassembly attachments and main rotor pylon
structure-as well as in structure immediately adjacent
to tail rotor, tail surfaces, and tail rotor or main gearbox attachments--may be more critical for material
strength rather than for elastic stability and, thus, require more detail consideration of probable fAtigue
stress levels.
Fatigue load considerations for the fuselage (Ref. 59)
involve oscillatory loads from main and tail rotors,
including effects of maneuvers and centrifugal unbalance (especially from the tail rotor); aerodynamic excitation of surfaces in the rotor wake; ground to air cycles; and weapon firing. Practical considerations
should allow for amounts of main and tail rotor unbllance and for out-of-track conditions in service considerably in excess of normal drawing and manufacturing
limits. Fuselage fatigue loads are affected greatly by
increased vibratory load responses or amplification due
to airframe resonances lying at, or close to, known
rotor transmitted frequencies (Fig. 4-66); such as I-perrev and N-per-rev of both the main and tail rotor (N
equals the number of blades per rotor).
Occasionally, it may be impracticable to avoid operating at near-resonant conditions for all gross weight
conditions. If such is the case, some damping or detuning system must be employed in the cockpit or cabin
area to achieve the vibration levels required for crew
comfort. In this case, the actual vibratory loa&s being
transmitted into the fuselage structure from the rotor(s) may be considerably higher than the overall internal fuselage vibratory response would indicate and
still may require extensive investigation.
In general, the vibratory loads transmitted from the
rotor are reduced significantly as the number of blades
in the rotor is increased, assuming equivalent avoid-
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Fig. 4-66. Rotor Vibratory Loads Transmitted to Structure
ance of blade resonant frequencies. Also, a greater
number of blades per rotor increases the spread between I-per-rev and N-per-rev, giving the designer
greater leeway to avoid resonant response to the rotorinduced loads.
Improvement of the fatigue quality of the fuselage is
PCible without weight penalty through use of adhesive bonding, shot peening, or coining-in high-stress
concentration areas of the structure; specification of
adequate materials and parts inspections; adequate
clamping or preloading; or use of cast or machined
parts with fillets adequate to reduce or avoid stress
concentrations. Fiber-reinforced plastics, which may
be used for certain portions of the fuselage structure,
also tend to exhibit excellent fatigue strengths in relation to their static strength levels,

4-10.1.6

Internal Loads

Current helicopter requirements generally are best
satisfied with fully enclosed, well-streamlined monocoque or semimonocoque shell construction, with the
skin and/or stiffening members carrying the major intern&l loads. Structures of this type inherently are
redundant in structural function. The determination of
the internal load distribution in redundant or discontinuous monocoque or semimonocoque structures requires consideration of the way the loads are transmitted into and out of a structural member. This is true
especially at a discontinuity or at an attachment fitting,
and in the case of division of the internal loads among
the redundant members.
By St. Venant's principle, conventional, simple,
standard beam, column, tension, shear, and torque box
4-101
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formulas of structural analysis textbooks should be applicable except at local areas of significant change in
the structural section or at points of load application.
Where discontinuities exist in the structure, additional
&nalysis incorporating elasticity considerations such as
"shear lag" (Ref. 60) also should be used. Where the
load is distributed among structural members, a redundancy of the internal loads is indicated, and special
elasticity methods such as "least work" or elastic energy should be used.
4-10.1.7

Preliminary Sizing

Once the basic external and inertial loads for the
fuselage have been determined, and the primary load
paths have been established tentatively by preliminary
design layout drawings, the internal load distribution
can be determined for the initial member sizes, skin
gages, etc. Emphasis should be placed upon optimizing
the structural design, i.e., maximizing the strength
versus weight and cost. This optimization also must
consider stiffness in order to minimize vibratory response of the fuselage,
Ref. 57 presents methods for optimum structural
design, using a "structural index" to scale similar structures of different sizes and loading intensities and compare them on the basis of equivalent optimum allowable stresL and primary structural weight. The elastic
energy structural weight analogy of Ref. 58 also allows
prediction of theoretically "ideal" (ninimum) structural weights based upon the design loading and stiffness requirements for the structure, the strength-todensity ratio of the material, the design geometry, and
the type of stress. This weight prediction technique,
although limited in practical application, is useful particularly for preliminary design as a potential medium
for weight efficiency comparison prior to finalization of"
the hardware letails. Ref. 61 details the use of elasticenergy principles for theoretical strength/weight op-

4.10.1.8

Substantiation

Substantiation of the fuselage structure for preliminary design purposes should consist of:
1. A thorough basic load analysis
2. Salection of the loading conditions most likely
to be critical for the primary structure
3. A comprehensive internal load analysis for the
selected critical external loading conditions.
These steps are followed by a member and skin sizing
type of preliminary stress analysis. Experience with
similar fuselage designs may be drawn upon for substantiation where such data are available. Otherwise,
sufficient analytical investigation must be accomphshed to assure that the critical and allowable stresses
in all of the major members have been obtained. The
substantiation may draw upon information such as
published test data and preliminary specimen test data.
Any unusual or unconventional structural features always should be investigated in considerable detail to
reduce later program risk. Margins of safety at all critical sections shall be tabulated for review and evaluation.
4-10.2

WING AND EMPENNAGE
SUBSTANTIATION

A wing installed on a helicopter is subject to a
velocity rangt from low-speed rearward and sideward
flight to maximum forward airspeed. The wing may
contain fuel tanks, external store mounts, and engine
and landing gear mounts. The helicopter wing design
will differ from the conventional fixed-wing arrangement in that different angles of incidence will appear on
the left-hand and right-hand wings because of the
asymmetrical induced velocities of the rotor. Ailerons
and trim tabs may be necessary for some helicopters
with articulated rotors, but may not be required on

timization of a complex structure; the lightest, i.e.,

rigid-rotor designs.

most optimum, structure results when the strain energy
densities of all elements of the structure are equal.
Computer programs, such as that of Ref. 56. can
be used to analyze complex redundant structures
such as a complete semimonocoque fuselage. These
programs take into account a multiplicity of external
load conditions, structural redundancy, resistance to
inertial loads, and internal loads such as those imposed
by drive systems or controls. At the present time, structural sizing input iterations to the computer program
are made by the designer and structural analyst. In the
future, complete structural synthesis may be performed
by the computer.

For the general treatment of wing loads, the best
method is to build up the total loading by superimposing the applicable individual loading distributions as
discussed in the fuselage loads section. For convenience, all such distributions should be given with respect to a common load reference-axis system.
In general, the horizontal stabilizer may be treated
in a manner similar to the wing. Its functions basically
are to stabilize the helicopter about the y-axis and to
provide aerodynamic damping of the pitching motion
of the vehicle. On a true helicopter, the horizontal stabilizer area is usually rather small, acting merely as a
weather vane. On a compound helicopter, however, its
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fixed-wing aircraft, although no elevator is present.
This is because at high velocity the rotor only contributes a stabiizing moment correction to the equilibrium,
while the stabilizer contributes its lift and damping
forces. Therefore, the contribut.on of the roll rate and
wol accelerations dependent distribution is more pr

"'ounce__
If a propeller and tail rotor are in the immediate
proximity of the stabilizer, their inflow velocities must
be added to the stabilizer loading. Also, a distribution
of rotor downwash must be considered, dependent
upon rotor lift and forward velocity. The effects of
rotor downwash and propeller and tail rotor inflow on
the stabilizer load distribution must be investigated to
establish design loads. For gust and maneuver response, it should be noted that the local inertial load
factors are quite different from those at the aircraft CG
because of the rotational accelerations,
If a pusher propeller is installed, then the horizontal
stabilizer may support the tail rotor. The eccentric
placement of the tail rotor mass can affect the dynamic
response characteristics of the entire vehicle,
The structural analysis of the veitical stabilizer is
similar to that required for the wing and horizontal
stabilizer. The vertical stabilizer damps and stabilizes
the motion about the z-axis. On most conventional
helicopters it supports the tail rotor and partially
blanks off the tail rotor inflow. On some configjrations, a tail landing gear may be mounted on the vertical stabilizer.

ponents.
The inertial components are dependent upon the
weight distribution of the configuration pertinent to the
loading case under consideration (for a given structural
stiffness). The aerodynamic components are dependent
upon pertinent velocity, altitude, temperature, and attitude (for given vehicle geometry). The propulsion coniponents follow from the performaie analysis, and the
landing gear loads are determined from forward
velocity, sink speed, total effective lift, runway roughness, runway slope, and gross weight-again pertinent
to the load case under consideration.
Although single conditions can be hand-calculated
easily, computer methods are preferred. Also, the many
loading conditions of the fatigue spectrum that must be
analyzed make it desirable to conduct all loading analyses on a computer program capable of accepting the
input for any loading condition. It is beyond the scope
of this handbook to present such a program in its entirety, because many program steps are tailored to the
particular vehicle, but the essential steps are:
1. Lay out a geometric grid for the definition of the
loading distributions and make sure to represent concentrated loads and moments on points such as jack
pads, tank pylons, armament mountings, and landing
gear fulcrum. Include allowance for gear extension and
brake moments.
2. Lay out a geometric grid for the definition of
internal loading (shear, moment) at significant lofaentatio n oepi
teons. Povidef rp op
,ions. Provide for proper representation of steps in

SAny empennage loading that constitutes a torsional
excitation should have a driving frequency remote from
the fuselage torsional natural frequency. Because fluctuation of airloads due to rotor velocity will be governed by the rotor frequency and its harmonics, these

shears and moments by defining one station immediately before the applied load, and one immediately
beyond the applied load.
For actual design it is convenient to prepare the
geometric data once in matrix form for the entire vehi-

frequencies must not be coincident with any ot the
fuselage or lifting surface natural frequencies. Because
natural frequencies are functions of both total mass and
mass distribution, it is necessary to investigate various
weight configurations.

cle. and then to store the data. The third step is to
compile the loading input for the individual load cases
and arrange the output in a convenient tabulation of
shears and moments. These data are grouped as:
1. Applied distributed and concentrated loading

grid:
4-10.2.1

Basic Considerations

For any loading condition, the helicopter first must
be in steady-state or dynamic equilibrium. Each particular condition obtained from the mission analysis or
the design envelope, therefore, will be related to a performance analysis or landing load analysis of the total
vehicle. For each particular wing or empennage loading condition, the equations describing the equilibrium
state must include all applicable inertial, aerodynamic,

a. Weight or mass distribution
(1) Empty weight
(2) Fuel and payload
b. Airload distribution factors
(I) Zero lift distribution
(2) Lift distribution due to angle of attack (pitch
angle), etc.
c. Dynamic increment distribution factors
(I) Dynamic landing
4-103
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(2) Dynamic taxi
(3) Gust
d. Unit concentrated loads
(I) Main landing gear left
(2) Main landing gear right, etc., including
pads, lugs, etc.
S2. Load case data:
a."
.a. WgA
Weight configuration
b. Inertial load factors
(2) Maneuver load factor
(2) Dynamic landing factor
(3) Dynamic taxi factor, etc.
c. Aerodynamic factors
(1) Pitch, roll, and yaw angles
(2) Pitch, roll, and yaw rates
d. Velocities
(1) Flight speed
(2) Sink speed.
The same method may be followed for the empennage, using its particular geometry and distributions,
while the load case data may be applicable for the entire
vehicle. In fact, the described procedure was developed
to analyze a complete airframe, including the fuselage,
Entries such as dynamic landing and taxi distribution
factors were based upon a separate modal analysis normalized on a reference input load. This reference load
was contained in the program equations, such that the
input multipliers for dynamic landing factor 2b(2) and
dynamic taxi factor 2b(3), for example, were calculated
from the landing gear load inputs,
The analytical methods discussed in this paragraph
are essentially the same as those used on conventional
fixed-wing aircraft. Dynamic loads, however, must be
treated more thoroughly because of the risk of resonance at harmonics of the rotary component frequencies (see Chapter 5). One cannot define an independent
set of loadings for the wing and empennage. Instead,
they are an integral part of the total vehicle, and will
respond in a particular way for a particular loading
condition.
The dynamic load treatment for landing and taxi
conditions in this paragraph is an example of a possible
method of presentation when dynamic inputs are ohtained from a separate analog or digital program. However, it would not be too cumbersome to substitute any
other presentation preferred by 1he structural dynamics
engineer (see Chapter 5).
4-10.2.2
Sign Convention
Because the left and right wings on a compound
helicopter are different, and because the fatigue loading

analysis demands treatment of a complete vehicle equilibrium condition, it is necessary for economic use of
the computer to define shear and moments with the
help of a free-body diagram. Such definition has the
added advantage that the actual reactions of the major
structural components upon one another are shown on
the plotted diagram
step-by-step
equations
for
loading
analysis is development
not presented. of
Forthedigital
computation, such equations would be developed using FORTRAN notation rather than algebraic symbols because
of better flexibility in notation of subscripts.
It is convenient to describe the weight distribution as
a basic helicopter distribution, equal for all configura.
tions, plus an incremental payload weight distribution
for the individual mission configuration.
Selection of a geometric model grid for mass distribution as shown on Figs. 4-67 and 4-68 permits arrangement of the weight data in matrix form {WTI as:
{WT} -

0~.

{WCONf{$}

(452)

where

{W}

matrix of cmpty weight,
lb
{WCON}I matrix describing the
incremental payload weight
distribution, lb
JSJ = selection matrix for" incremental
weight, dimensionless.
The inertial force at any grid point is obtained by multiplication by the corresponding load factor.
The distributed inertial forces are determined by
these operations. By adding the aerodynamic forces
and the externally applied forces, the shear forces at
any location on the structure may be calculated by
using an applicable geometric matrix.
The moment arms from each force to the location on
the structure where the moment is calculated are determined for inertial forces, aerodynamic forces, and externally applied forces, respectively, and moment equations are derived.
The geometric grid models on Figs. 4-67 and 4-68
show, for clarity, only one of the three possible force
and moment components at each load station. Monitoring stations as a rule appear in pairs to account
properly for steps in the shear and moment curves.
4-10.2.3

=

Inertial Loads

Static loading conditions are independent of time,
and inertial loads are due only to the acceleration due
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Fig. 4-67. Left Wing Load Grid, Showing Load Stations and Monitoring Stations

to gravity or to the sustained steady maneuvering load

I

=

C

=

eration of the structure. This acceleration is simply the

K

=

second time derivative of the local deflection or, in
other words, is dependent upon the mode shape of the
dynamic response of the structure to the forcing func-

i.I/a
i.l/a
x=hrzna

gust loads, however, are time-dependent, and the local
inertial forces become dependent upon the local accel-

tion (see Chapter 5). Such mode shapes are different for
different designs and loading conditions because of
.

.. .

..

..

their dependence upon mass distribution, structural

damping, structural stiffness, and the applied forcing
function as they appear in the general equilibrium
equations

mx + cx• + kx

=

F(/')

10 + CO +1O = M(t)

m
c
k

=
=
=

..

.

0
F(t)
..

=
=

rotational spring constant,
ipaeet

n

pitch angle, rad
time-dependent external force,
.

lb
M~)= time-dependent external
moment, lb-in.
These equations ~must be specific to the entire system,
and with the actual restraint for the airborne vehicle

(free-free), and with applicable gear restraint (gear stiff(4-53)

where

rotational damping coefficient,
Ib-sec-in./rad

.........

02..

mass moment of inertia,
Ib..n.-sec2

factor. Transient maneuvering, takeoff, landing, and

mass, Ib-sec2/in.
damping constant, lb-sec/in.
spring constant, lb/in,

ness) entered.
For each dynamic loading condition the accelerations .x and 0 can be obtained at any lumped mass
station and, by normaliiing on a unit inpu• in F(t) and

Mirt), the results may be tabulated in a matri.,. These
dynamic loads are especially important on the wing and
empennage because of the relative flexibility of these
structures with respect to the fuselage.
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A survey of taxi and landing runs for different configurations of the helicopter at varying velocities and
sinking speeds can be made on an analog computer.
-From studies on a dynamic structural model, the
prominent mode shapes of the dynamic response can be
established, and incremental dynamic load factors at
the mass reference points can be calculated. An exampie of the qualitative effects of a dynamic load factor
increment upon the shear and bending of the wing is
shown in Fig. 4-69.
For a unit gearload Fthe incremental load factor at
the reference point (see Fig. 4-70) is found from:

.n

i

(-4)
F4-4)
W,(X,)2

where

F

corresponding mode shape
ordinate normalized on X= 1
=normalized mode shape

31COMMON

subscript

Aerodynamic Load Distribution
4-10.2.4
The aerodyn mic load distribution-derived from
the general expressions for aerodynamic forces and moments as functions of dynamic pressure, angle of attack,
and appropriate coefficients-also can be expressed in
matrix form.
The coordinates of the center of pressure of the force
components for this particular distribution may be arranged in matrix form, and a simple integration procedure will give shears and moments at any desired location on the structure.
Similar distributions can be written for zero lift distribution. lift due to roll and yaw velocities and acceler-

0

X,

ordinate at the force station
y = dynamic response factor xj/x,
for a ramp force excitation
with zero damping (see Fig.
4.71).
i - station along the span 0--4c
where the weight W, is
concentrated

"
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4
Fig. 4-68. Empennage and Aft Body Load Grid, Showing Load Stations and
Monitoring Stations
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ftg 4-0. Effects Of DY8amiC Lead Facto Ineremet

REFERENCE POINT
4-70. Dynami Increment Deflatlo

ations, and any other aerodynamic parameters that
need to be considered. Fig. 4-72 shows a typical span-

wise lift distribution, which can be related1 to the loadpoint Slid of Figs. 4-67 and 4-68.
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The imp•ct upon the structure from blast pressure
due to weapon firings is dependent upon the particular
.haracterstics of the weapon system and upon the
proximity of such a system to the structure. Therefore,
the dsigner must obtain the relevant data, e.g., that
shown on Fig. 4-73, from the supplier of any such ordnance. Also, the duration of this pressure must be

stated. As with the aerodynamic distribution, these
loads must be entered on the corresponding load station grid points.
Gust Loading
4-10.2.5
Gust intensity usually is given in terms of a vertical
gust velocity Uk, and its intensity as a probability func-

/F(t)
C;n

LL

X.

x5tt)

OLLI

iA~

=l

t

TIME t, sec
F(t)
X (t)
x.(t)
X

=
=
=

t'
t'

=
=

=
=

APPLIED FORCE
DISPLACEMENT
STATIC EXTENSION FOR ZERO MASS
MAXIMUM STATIC DISPLACEMENT
MAXIMUM DYNAMIC OVERTRAVEL
TIME TO REACH MAXIMUM APPLIED FORCE
TIME TO REACH MAXIMUM STATIC DISPLACEMENT

Fig. 4-71. Ramp Force Excitation
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Stion of miles flown. The probability distribution is used

)
.

to determine gust fatigue loading spectra and may be
used to determine design limit loads (par. 4-4.3).
For fixed-wing aircraft, an empirical gust alleviation
factor is defined, and the analysis is based upon an
incremental change in angle of attack.
For a compound helicopter, however, such a relatively simple presentation is not valid because of the
entirely different aerodynamic environment of rotor
and wing and the difference in structural stiffness between the rotor and the vehicle. It is not correct to treat
the rotor separately and the vehicle as a fixed-wing
aircraft and then add up the results. The only correct
presentation is to find the dynamic response of the total
vehicle to a time history of V. I- Ld,. (equivalent flight
speed plus design gust velocity, also equivalent airspeed). Methods of analysis on this subject are mostly
proprietary and have not been treated in the literature.
Also, because dynamic response is peculiar to the particular design configuration, general treatment of the
subject is inconclusive as far as actual hardware design
is concerned. Recent trends in gust intensity definition
in terms of the power spectral density of gusts are
described in FAA ADS-53.
One aspect, not fully explored for compound helicopter design, is the effect of wing stall at low. velocity,
= L,/ V, may result in signifiwhere the value of A
cant lift loss and cause significant negative vertical accelerations. Because such lift loss subsequently affects
the rotor inflow velocity, a time history of the total
event must be considered in order to evaluate the associated rotor response.
As shown in Fig. 4-74, depending upon which value
of a is pertinent at the time that the gust occurs, the
incremental &a may result in the wing angle of attack
a entering the stall region.
Where the original lift force equilibrium may be
represented by point (A) on Fig. 4-75, the gust may
eprchange this to point (B) or (C), while the rotor ing
experience its own increment (R). The net lift resulting

APPLICABLE TO

ORDNANCE

v"PARTICULAR

<boundaries

-j

DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE. It

Fig. 4-73. Typical Ordmnce Blast Pressure

from these changes will differ from the original I -g lift
and, therefore, will cause an incremental load factor on
the vehicle.
Ground-handling Loads
4-10.2.6
Ground-handling load criteria are specified in par.
4-6. The requirement for equilibrium is, of course, that
the resultant of all reactions opposes the action at the
specified tow lug. The location of ground and inertial
reactions for the same tow force might be quite different, causing a different load path with respect to the
vehicle, as shown in Fig. 4-76. Externally applied loads
resulting from these conditions are entered-together
with the landing gear, propeller and tail rotor loads
-into the external load matrices.
4-10.2.7

Mooring, Jacking, Hoist, and Sling
Loads

Mooring and jacking criteria are given in par. 4-6.2.
The mooring loads are based upon exposure of the
unattended aircraft to severe gusty winds from any
direction. The manufacturer usually will specify
recommended mooring practice. In applying the cri teria, the applicable landing gear deflections should be
considered in the determination of exposed areas and
moment arms. If parking on the soil of an unprepared
field is specified, deflection due to soil impression (and
"digging") should be considered.
Jacking provisions usually are made on all landing
gear units to facilitate tire and brake service. The aircraft is usually emptied fir maintenance, and jacking
provisions on the aircraft structure thus allow for a
specified empty weight. To insure safety for the working crews, lateral and vertical load factors also are
specified. It is mandatory that only approved jacking
equipment be used.
Hoists and slings usually will be applicable to the
fuselage only, but they also may be applied to an inboard wing store mount. Therefore, it is essential that
the rated loading of such mounts includes appropriate
dynamic factors resulting from maneuvers during airlifts by other helicopters. Examples are gusts encountered within the specified operational weather limits,
and the inherent dynamic effects of the sling or hoist
system (cable, rope, belt webbing, hoist speed, and
braking characteristics). Also, any pendulum action or
wind and drag forces should be within the stability
of the aircraft.

4-10.2.8

Structural Design Requirements

The criteria for the structural design of the wing and
empennage include avoidance of buckling due to air
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Fig. 4-74. Effect of Velocity on Incremental Lift Coefficient in Gust Encounter
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Fig. 4-75. Wing and Rotor Gust Load Comparison
at Low Airspeed
lasshows
loads or ground-handling loads. The structural definition of buckling, as in column buckling, will not apply
to such structures as the wing and empennage. However, panel buckling, as described, for example, in Refs.
22 and 23, should be considered as a criterion for the
properties of a skin-stringer combination where the
buckling load per unit width can be derived from the
bending moment divided by the effective height between upper and lower surfaces. This analysis will provide the critical compression stress of the panel configuration.
During ground-handling, only hard points in the
structure-such as jack pads, mooring lugs, or towing
lugs on the gear-may be used for concentrated load
4-110

application. The dissipation of such loads into the
should be such as to avoid structural crippling.
The true theoretical airfoil shape will be affected by
structural deformation due to local pressures. and cornbined torsion and bending of the wing. Because such
deflections will affect airfoil performance, the aerodynamic criteria must provide a tolerance for the magniof these local panel deflections, usually specified
for level flight at a given airspeed and for the ,'chicle
at rest on the landing gear. Therefore, a specific stiffness of the skin panels is required, dictating a minimum
skin gage at different locations on the aircraft. Fig. 4-77
the general effect of panel dimensions on the
critical shearflow, with the stiffening effect of the panel
radius appearing as an additional term. The factors
K, and K1 should be obtained from an approved stress
analysis manual. Skin gages also may be limited by the
size and type of fastener used (see MIL-HDBK-5).
Thus. either appearance or aerodynamic cleanliness requirements may dictate a heavier skin gage than would
have been required for strength or stiffness only. Manufacturing practice, usually described in material processing specifications by each manufacturer, is another
limiting factor in the choice of skin gages.
Depending upon the proximity of the tail surfaces to
the engine exhaust and upon the acoustical output of
the engine, it might be necessary to design the local
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Fig. 4-76. Comparison of Towing Conditions With Different Restraints
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structure-to withstand sonic fatigue. This entails the
selection of panel parameters for which the response to
the random noise input produces stress levels below the
endurance limit of the structure. Careful consideration
must be given to edge design, support symmetry. fasteners. local deflection possibilities. stiffetter restraints.
etc.. because this type of loading behaves like a continuous frequency sweep. passing through all the natural
frequencies of the structure and accumulating millions
contained in Ref. 59.

S

RESTRAINT'

4-10.2.9

'! P,
,TAENT

.'

.

Fig. 4-77. Allowable Shear Buckling Shearflow

Combined Loading Conditions

Whatever the detail structure of the wing may be, in
its simplest form it may be represented schematically as
shown in Fig. 4-78.
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The first approach of the substantiation effort is to
determine the spanwise loading distribution accordinir
to conventional cantilever beam analysis, obtaining
shear and moment diagrams and showing the three
internal force components and three moment components at each spanwise station on a convenient ret.erence axis. This operation must be repeated for all signif.
icant loading conditions in order to find the actual
combined loading for each condition. For instance,
combined shear and torsion for two condition-, ma%
compare as presented in Fig. 4-79. and comhincd hending and axial load may be compared on the basis of Fig.
4-80.

4-10.3

Landing gear loads are dependent upon descent
are specified in par.
tiguration
crberia
eneliy
i aresen io ild i atr
figuratio. . Dercent velocity crith
4-5.1. For the purpose of this presentation, load factor
determination is discussed: then specific loads are explained with special emphasis on type of gear (wheel,
skid. and float). The landing gear then can he sized and
substantiated for the critical landing and ground handling loads.
4-10.3.1

4-10.2.10

LANDING GEAR SUBSTANTIATION

Load Factor Determination

Stress Analysis

It thus is possible to represent all combined loading
conditions in an envelope as shown in Fig 4-81. giving
all the loading details required for stress analysis.
T h e can tilever beam rep resen tatio n gives alle o aload
f the

The landing load factor ultimately is determined by
drop tests. but for preliminary design purpose, an appropriate value can be assumed. Generally. the landing
is
d r factor
n
u lchosen
p m nsouthat
e .Tit isi equal
s u to
e that
h t expected
t e ,r c

equilibrium forces and moments required for wing and
emennage design, as well as the rea'tions at the fuselage mating plane to be entered as actions on the fuselage. Margins ofsafety for both limit and ultimate loads
Shall be determined and tabulated for all the primary
structural members of the wing and empennage. with
emphasis upon the fittings for attachn'ent to the main
fuselage structure. The analytical melhods and techniques to be used are well described in such ,tandard
tex:,s is Refs. 22 and 23.

during a pullup maneuver. This assures that the strucdesign. Ii any case. it is recoihalanced
ture is a that
es.en
n ... not he Iess than 2.67 because
meamded
le a f ct
ge an ultim atload
wil gimte
crash will
t ia l crash
or vertical
factor
an ultimate
a men
minor
of at least 4.0.
Having chosehi the load factor n.. the energy absorplion deflection-including all components such as tires.
shock struts. elastic or yielding springs,. and float
bags-can be determined. The energy to be absorbed
upon landing is kinetic energy KE plus%,"ential energy
Ph. or

Fig. 4-7H. Schematic Ream-rib Structure
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WV2
U• + PE =

8

n, = load factor, dimensionless
+ W(I- L)b

,jtb

(4-55)

(n1 W - LWA

,ft.lb

(4-56)

where
P,

lift/gross weight ( = 0.67 from
par. 4-5.1), dimensionless

R, = ground reaction, lb
K = energy absorber efficiency, d'less

Absorbed energy AE is

AE = KR ,

L = rotor lift ratio = rotor

descent velocity (par. 4-5.1), fps

W, = gross weight, lb
8 - absorber deflection required
during a limit landing, ft
Equating Eqs. 4-55 anid 4-56
4-113
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ever, when an oleo strut is being used together with a

V2

+ (I -L)6 b

(n2

=

-.

)6

proper value of K. The respective deflections of the oleo
strut and the tire must be considered, and a composite
value of K determined, based upon the total deflection
8 being the sum of tire deflection and oleo deflection.
Tht. landing gear then is designed to provide this
value of total deflection during a limit landing.

and solving for 8
V2F
2

V5_=

The limit landing gear load or ground reaction R,, is,

(4-58)

ft

_

_

tire, care must be exercised in the selection of the

(4-57)

t

2g- K(n -L)-(I -L

by definition.

As written, Eqs. 4-56 through 4-58 are strictly accurate only for landing gear systems containing only one
energy absorbing component or device. For example,
with an elastic spring absorber such as used with skid
landing gear, the appropriate value of K = 0.5. How-

W,(n -LI

Rg,

This load is divided among components of the land
CONDITION B

CONDITION A

Sv 4

S, 4t

O
"__Mx

(4-59)

,lb

_,O'

(2h)

M,. (20•

Mz •

ANz (2 1)

Fig. 4-80. Combined Bending and Axial Lead for Two Loading Conditions
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ing gear (nose, tail, and main) for design purposes as

\...presented in the paragraphs that follow.

'
4-10.3.2

The critical loading condition is maximum forward

CO at design gross weight. The method follows:,,
I~.Determine:

Specific Landing Gear Load

410.3.2
SetWii

Criteria for the specific conditions that shall be considered are detailed in par. 4-5. 1.1 (level landings) and
par. 4-5.1.2 (asymmetric landings). For the applicable
type of landing gear the loads for each condition must
be determined by rational or conservative methods.
Critical loads then are used in the design of the gear and
attachments and applied to the fuselage.
4-10.3.2.1
Wheel Gear Loads
Loads on the tire, oleo strut, and support structure
are in accordance with par. 4-5.1.
As most of the landing conditions for wheel gear are
explicit and the determination of loads is straightforwcrd, no further treatment is necessary here. The conditions to be considered, with due regard to critical
weight and CG position, are:
1. Spin-up and spring-back (with appropriate vet-

= gross weight of helicopter, lb
I = pitching moment of inertia,
lb-in.-sec,
a, b, c, and d = dimensions identified in Fig.
4-82, in.
k1, k2, kc, and
k4
= spring rates identified in Fig.
4-82, lb/in.
2. EvaluateK1 =k 2 +k

, lb/in.

4

K2

k 2c + k 4 d

K3

kI + k 3

KA4

1kb

K-

b2

k

,

lb
(4-60)

, lb/in.
, lb3

k3a
2

+ k2 c + ka2

4-

k4 d 2

,lb-in.

tical reaction)

2. Maximum vertical reaction level landings without and with forward speed (with appropriate fore and
aft load)
3. Asymmetric landings with drift or horizontal
forces at one wheel reacted by helicopter linear and
rotational inertia about the CG

. Determine values of P,, P,.and M0 for static
condition:
P =Mo=O

,lb

(4-61)

4. Taxiing (braking, turning, and obstruction)

5. Ground handling (towing)
6. Landing gear e .-ension and retraction
7. Special conditions.
The helicopter rotor and landing gear combination
must be designed for freedom from ground resonance.
With a configuration having lead-lag hinges and oleo
landing gear, it is probable that an instability of the
helicopter on its gear will take place unless sufncient
damping is provided in either the rotor system or the
oleo strut (par. 5-2.5).
4-10.3.2.2

Skid Gear Loads

P
where "
L

weight

0.67 (par. 4-5.!.1.1)

4. Evaluate the static deflections:

Xsr

The analysis that follows outlines a procedure for

K

K22KZ

ZS=K

system may be represented schematically by a mass

OsT

KKK

KIK4+ K 2 K 3- KK
(K2 -

determining loads for the dynamic landing condition
for helicopters equipped with skid landing gear. The
helicopter is assumed to have two horizontally
mounted "spring tubes" as energy-absorbing devices.
With the skid runners in contact with the ground, the
supported by four springs, as illustrated in Fig. 4-82.

ratio of rotor lift to gross

3K

K
in.

T

,K, + K2K

-AK

(4-62)

K

K 1 K4P
P
K-K.Kad

KIK

+K 2 K -K K K
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5. Determine frequencies:

K

I

a. If K, does not equal K3,solve the following

W/g

...

equation for the three roots w'1, w+, and

K 1 K~~~.;l
3

K: + K
1
6

•~~~~~

KK+K

14

K"•K

+323

(4K6)

- :

+4

/K,

2

1>lWf)
n/sc

uet

raiy
K4

= Evaluate
-1
Q,,
Ig+
2 __Wato

436.

•

.

2_K_3__KKK

i

wK~

IzWgg

K_ K

+
R 1 ==
22

p×

\-

3

Fig. 4-82. Schematic of Spin'Ig Substitution for Skid Ga
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4•

Q2, Q3, R,, R2, and R3 from(4-+6K

K,

If K, = 14, determine the frequencies for the
three natural modes:

•ib.

(K+4-64)~_43

W42

(RV9)

.

2

K

77+T

33

-

K4 g

/

I
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9. Set up the following eqt.ations:

where

generalized displacement x,/z,.
dimensionless
generalized displacement S,/z,.

R,

S~in)
SK,

=

(1 Qtz 1 cosy 1 + • 2Q2z 2 cos f 2
+ W3 Q3 z 3 cosv 3
WZzcos3' +

KI. use

W
2 z2

A•+

cos3 2
(3Z 3 cos' 3

Q•--.

K4=-j

fia =0

~R

WRO zI Cos3'1 +

"

(4-70)

20o

Wo
2
2 R 2 z 2 cosy'y

(4-66)

for

+ W3 R3 32Cos7

K3g
"W, w,

KIg

3

Solve for z, cos y, z. Cos Y/! and z, Cos
1o. For i = 1. 2. and 3, evaluate:

and fori= 2andi= 3. use

(

3'. =Tan-

K2

2,sin

-t,

-

xi

Q z,

zi CQsy

(4-67)

(4-71)
with R, from Eq. 4-65
7. Determine initial conditions at t
skids contact ground):

zi sinll
=

0 (time

, sin'

2

sin

n"[Tan

,0 = R.z,

X=xo
(4-68)

Zo i =i

z=

0= O

0

=

I . Substitute the solution to Eqs. 4-69, 4-70, and
4-71 into the following equations:

0

,., is varied until the maximum horizontal ground
reaction is equal to one-half the vertical ground reaction.
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Fig. 4-83 presents representative curves as obtained
from Step I I and the equations:
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speed and at the reserve energy sink speed. This ratio
can be calculated, using Eqs. 4.57 through 4-59, with
appropriate values of sink speed Vabsorber efficiency
K, and rotor lift ratio L for the design limit and reserve

w

__S x- + (k2 + k4 )x - (k2 c + k4
.E Z.+ (k1 + k 3 )z + (k b - k 3 a)o = P
K

10" + (k

b2

+

k2c2

k3a2

(4-73)

d2 )

+
+ k4
-(k 2 c+ k 4 d)x
+ (k b- ka)z =Afo

where
.

4-10.3.2.-3

L Wx X (distance to CG) throughout
landing.
F-loat Gear Loads

Float gear can be analyzed in a manner similar to
skid gear with changes in the forward, aft, and side
components. Unless specified otherwise by the procur.
ing activity, the criteria of FAR Part 27 are applicable
for float landing gear. The dynamic condition is less
severe than that for skid gear.
4-10.3.3
Reserve Energy Loads
A reserve energy condition is used for ultimate design of the landing gear. The criteria for this condition
are given in par. 4-5.2. The increased load due to the
reserve energy condition can be expressed in terms of
the ratio of the ground reactions at design limit sink

10

-5 .

S8 -

energy conditions.

4.10.3.4
Preliminary Structural Sizing
The preliminary structural sizing of the lending gear
normally can be accomplished using standard detail
methods of structural analysis, in combination with the
design limit and reserve energy loads as well as the
various other design loads, and including ground-handling loads. The methods of Ref. 57 should be used
whenever possible to assure an optimized structural
configuration. Very-high-strength materials normally
can be specified for the landing gear components inasmuch as flight safety is not involved and the critical
landing gear loads rarely are encountered.
Energy absorption sizing for the normal limit contact velocities usually relates to sizing the oleo strut (if
applicable) and the flexible series member, such as tire
or beam. Sizing for the reserve energy requirements in
accordance with par. 4-5.2 involves the plastically deforming element, or structural load-fuse. Also, there
may be size and/or configurational effects that require
stiffness or damping of the oleo struts in roll or pitch
(such as to prevent ground resonance or for better terrain conformability) that is different from the damping
required for the vertical impact. Thus, some method of
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Fig. 4-83. Time History of Level Landing With Forward Velocity
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mechanically or hydraulically separating the symmetrical and asymmetrical energy absorption characteristics
of the landing gear may be necessary.
4-10.3.5

Substantiation of Landing Gear

Design
SSubstantiation of heliopter landing gear designs
should consist of a thorough discussion of any unique
or unconventional features, their technical or other advantages, and the possible technical risks involved. Imicosieratioads,
pact absorption characteristics, both limit and reserve
energy, should be justified based upon combinations of
theoretical analyses. computer dynamic simulation
studies, and comparison with existing drop test data.
The ground loads due to the limit and reserve energy
impacts-as well as the other miscellaneous design
load requirements of MIL-S-8698 and MIL-A8862--should be investigated to a reasonable degree
of the landing
to structural
priorSpecial
of
confidence
may be
conditions
loadingsizing
components.
gear
necessary for particular landing gear configurations
(par. 4-5.1). The miscellaneous ground-handling
ousdground-handling
(paur.m4-5.1). Thef. 62ilscell
requirements of Ret'. 62 also should be investigated
omtheon,
motion,

,ine, loand sndapoint. Layneedtoeing ge
-wThess. and damping may need to be in-

ve. 1;,..dwi! with regard to assuring freedom from the

"A

•

likehh..
of ground resonance (see Ref. 63 for
-detaih
substantiation).
deai t J methods
ehd offsbtnito)
After the design loads, impact requirements, and
have been
uitbiliy rquiemens
een
..ground
_:
roud
• reonace
requirements hve
resonance suitability
of
the
various
landing
structural
sizing
investigated,
;
gear components can be accomplished using standard
structural analysis procedures. Margins of safety for
limit and reserve energy conditions shall be calculated
and
;•; tabulated for principal landing gear components.
4.10.4

SUBSTANTIATION OF MISSION
EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS

Normally, the mission equipment requirements for a
helicopter have been established by the time the design
is subjected to its preliminary structural analysis. However, because this equipment is not a part of the basic
helicopter, there may be a tendency to overlook provisions for such equipment in the initial preliminary design. This procedure is unacceptable because the efficiency in adapting the helicopter to the use of mission
equipment often determines system effectiveness. In
fact, the design integration of mission equipment provisions into the basic helicopter may be the most important task in the early design stages. For example, a
nonoptimized location of a weapon pod may result in

a serious stability and control problem. Also, upon
subjecting a mission equipment mounting location to
preliminary structural analysis, it may become apparent that the internal structure of the helicopter must be
revised to provide efficient load paths.
Therefore, the preliminary struct. "al analysis for
mission equipment shall encompass more than merely
a stress analysis. It shall include considerations of location that might affect personnel accommodations, handling characteristics, and safety concepts. Essential
stiffness, maneuinclude CGlocatios,
locations, stciffoass,
considerations
aerodynamiG
moaneuver loads, aerodynamic loads, recoil loads, location
relative to crew, and ease of maintenance of mission
equipment.
4-10.4.1
Equipment Loads
The basic loads associated with helicopter equipment
shall, where possible, be based on the criteria that have
ra
thisthis
n the
fe
inp
tal ished iin the foregoing
beens established
paragraphs
of
chapter. It is recognized, however, that such equipment
involves a wide variety of components and assoc'iated
operating conditions; therefore, some operating conditions will not have been covered in the previously est.-blished criteria. In those cases where the exact criteria
have not been discussed, the logic behind the criteria
that were established and discussed should be used in

esalhigtenwctraned.Adtoalqup

establishing the new criteria needed. Additional equipment criteria and requirements also may be established
in the RFP.
and crash
Equipment
on
conditionsloads
are resulting
discussedfrom
here,maneuver
with emphasis
load
empasis
on
re
disuede
with
loa
ndito
the need to restrain equipment within the cabin area
during a crash and to restrain equipment installed outmounted and pod-mounted armament loads are incouded.
eluded.
4-10.4.1.1

Equipment Types

A representative listing of equipment items has been
divided into three broad categories:
1. Equipment installed within the cabin
2. Equipment installed internally, but outside of
the cabin area
3. Externally installed equipment.
This listing should be adequate for establishing the
methods and constraints for determination of the required basic loads.
4-10.4.1.1.1

Cabin Equipment

Equipment installed in the cabin includes, but is not
limited to:
4-119
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1. Environmental control system components
2. Fire extinguishers
3. Pilot operated sights or observation equipment
4. Oxygen equipment
5. Electronic c

1. The design flight load factors and angular accelerations
2. Weights and moments of inertia of the equipment
3. Location of the equipment relative to the heli.

6. Personnel armor

copter CG.

7. Instruments
8. Other mission equipment.
4-10.4..1.2

Limit load factors are discussed in par. 4-4.2. Equipment and equipment mounting shall be designed for
the limit load factor of 3.5 that is required by MIL-S.
8698 for Class I service, unless a different factor is
justified.
The weight of mission equipment normally will be

Equipment installed outside the cabin but inside the
helicopter includes, but is not limited to:

specified in the RFP. An accurate weight must be established for each component, including those components not specified by the RFP. Also, the location of

2. Environmental control system components

S2.Pneumatic system components

3. Hydraulic system components
4. Ballast
5. Engine and engine accessories
6. Battery and electrical components
7. Power supplies for instrumentation and elec*tronics
8.
9.
10.
11.

Electronic components
Fuel tanks and oil tanks
Coolers and radiator3
Mission equipment.

4-10.4.1.1.3 Externally Installed Equipment
Externally installed equipment includes, but is not
limited to:
1. Belly-mounted armament
2. Pod-mounted armament

3. Auxiliary fuel tanks
4. Mission equipment.
4-10.4.1.2
Load Types
All loads, including those within the equipment,
must be accounted for and considered in the design of
a helicopter The primary consideration in this discussion, however, is the externally applied loads. These
loads include inertial loads from flight maneuvers, air
loads, vibratory loads, and crash loads,
4-10.4.1.2.1

Flight Maneuver Loads

In the determination of inertial loads from flight
maneuvers, the three required inputs for the computation are:
4-120

the equipment must be determined. In those cases
where disposable loads such as fuel or ammunition are
carried, the locations for varying load conditions must
be examined to establish the most critical loading. Inertial moments due to angular accelerations can be important, and an item of equipment located at a significant distance from the helicopter CO may be subjected
to significant load factors as a result of these accelerations.
tos
In addition, the location of the equipment CO in
relation to its mounting points may be an important
consideration, with significant increases in support
loads resulting from offsets or eccentricities in the sup.
port system.
Other flight-related loads that sometimes may exceed the flight maneuver loads are landing, taxiing, and
ground-handling loads. The load factors associated
with these operating conditions also must be considered. The landing criteria are discussed in par. 4-5, taxi
and ground-handling loads in par. 4-6.

4-10.4.1.2.2 AirLoads
Exterdlly mounted eluipment is subjected to air
loads caused by airspeed, rotor downwash, and gusts,
and in some cases by tail rotor or propeller thrust.
Significant reductions in air loads may be obtained by
the use of proper airfoil shapes and streamlined fairings
on the exposed equipment-good design practice dictates such an approach. However, the air loads never
can be eliminated and must be included in any design
analysis.
The air loads are best determined from test data. If
testing is impracticable, applicable loads must be developed by analytical methods. The loads from rotor
downwash and tail rotor or propeller thrust may be
determined by application of an estimated air velocity,
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a drag coefficient, and the reference area of the equipment in the air stream. An important consideration is
the proximity of the equipment installation to the rotors and propellers. The determination of these loads
may initiate additional design iterations, resulting in a
more efficient configuration.
The gust criteria have been discussed in par. 4-4.3.
The resultant air velocity associated with the limit gust
should be applied so that the most critical and largest
area is exposed.
4-10.4.1.2.3 Vibratory Loads
Vibratory loads on equipment are caused by vibrations from several sources, among which are:

tatigue failure of flight instrument and avionic equipment installations as a result of the vibratory loads to
which they are exposed shall be considered.
Vibratory loads from rotor and propeller blade
downwash impulses must be evaluated for all externally installed equipment. The frequency is a direct
function of the rotational speed and number of blades.
The magnitude of the load is determined by test or by
rational analytical means, as discussed in par. 410.4.1.2.2.
The determination of' firing frequency loads from
armament installations and gun pods is discussed in
par. 4-8.1.3. Loads from blast overpressure and reaction loads from jettison or launching operations are
discussed in pars. 4-8.1.2 a-d 4-8.1.4.

Determination of Loads

I. Self-imposed v;b'ation

4-10.4.1.3

2.
3.
3.
4.

The determination
of theinstallations
basic loads associated
with
often is limited
and equipment
during preliminary design to the most critical loading

Helicopter structural vibration
Rotor
Rotoroandyand propeller
propl b blade
ldet downwash
dequipmentfrequency
Aerodynamic buffeting

condition. All applicable loading conditions are considered, the most critical combination selected, and the
loads determined. The critical loads will be useful for
d
frequency and are experienced only occasionally are
the equipment, as well as of fittings
blast loads from armament and reaction loads fromof
blettiloadn
frorau
rmamentions. reand
other structural compronents of the helicopter.
jettison or launching operations.
5. Armament firing frequency.

Equipment vibratory loads often are the critical
loads that establish the structural configuration. Once
the strength for these loads is adequate, all other loads
--including flight maneuver and crash loads-become
secondary in importance. This is applicable especially
to certain armament installations where the firing frequency loads are high. Another factor is the large reduction in allowable cyclic stress or endurance limit
caused by stress raisers, which do not reduce significantly the allowable stress for an ultimate load such as
a crash load.
The self-imposed equipment vibratory loads origjnate from equipment containing rotating or oscillating
components such as fans. These vibratory loads should
be isolated 7"om the helicopter where possible, but their
consideration must be a part of the preliminary design
basic load analysis.
All equipment will be subjected to helicopter structural vibration, and allowance for the resulting loads
cannot be neglected during the preliminary design
stage. This is particularly true of installations for sensitive equipment such as flight instruments and electronic assemblies. The vibratory loads on these components must be determined and used in the design of
appropriate vibration mounts. The most direct approach for establishing these loads often is review of
test data from similar helicopters. The possibility of

Crash loads are the critical design loads foi equipment that is stored in the cabin. All equipment must be
restrained so that clearance is maintair'd between it
and all personnel during any crash within the limits of
human survivability. A properly designed cabin will
maintain its shape during a crash, and it is essential that
pieces of equipment do not become loose missiles that
can injure the occupants. In addition, under the prescribed crash load factors the structural fittings supporting the equipment must not deform to the extent
that the occuprnts can be injured.
Location ,of equipment is an important factor for
crash consideration. Because the maximum impact
velocity is normally in the vertical direction for helicopters, equipment stored on the floor or in the lower
portion of the cabin is less likely to bec(;mc lethal. This,
however, does not make the separation of a componernt
in this area from its attachment an acceptable condition. It is characteristic to have the cabin experience at
least one bounce after the major crash impact. Therefore, it is mandatory that the equipment be retained in
its attached position to prevent personnei injury during
the negative acceleration cycle. The requirement, then,
is to provide fittings on the equipment and the helicop4-121
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ter that will withstand without separation all load factors prescribed for the crash condition.
Several special equipment items that are located in
the cabin warrant specific attention, namely:
I. Components that could be stored loose-small
arms, flight handbook, briefcase, etc.
2. Shock-mounted equipment
3. Movable components such as armament sights
that require temporary storage.
Loose equipment must be stored in a location that
reducessuch
conditions, and it must be tied down with straps or
equivalent
capable ofwtsadn
h prerwithstanding the
dvcsapbeof
eqivaet devices
flight
scribed load factors. Equipment such as the
handbook, for example, is less dangerous if located in
the lower forward portion of the cabin. Small arms or
briefcases should not remain loose in the cabin; enclosed
s should
ne
in thatiare
strong compartments should be provided that are
strong enougntoarestinstalednsensitivems
euripeng ta
Shock mounts are installed on sensitive equipment to
isolate helicopter
Because
thesebeloads
seldom
exceed 1 g,vibratory
particularloads.
attention
should
paid
to the effect of basic crash load factors to these components. Avionic and flight instrument installation also
shall be evaluated to assure their ability to withstand
the vibratory loads without failure due to fatigue.
Movable components such as variable position armamient sighting equipment also must remain intact and
in position during a crash. The crash loads should apply to the unit and its mounting in its stored position,
provided it is used only during specific operational conditions where a crash is extremely unlikely. The provision of a structurally sound stored position is mandatory for the protection of members of the crew who
normally use the device.

4-10.4.1.3.2 Loads For Equipment Installed

Internally but Outside of Cabin

Crash loads are not necessarily the critical design
loads for a number of equipment items installed inside
the helicopter but outside of the cabin. The determination of critical loads depends upon the location of the
specific item of equipment. An engine located just
above the cabin, for example, must be restrained from
penetrating the cabin and, therefore, the crash load
criteria may be critical. On the other hand, if the engine
is located in a low position remote from the cabin, such
that the occupants of the cabin would not be endangered when the engine broke loose from its mounts
under crash conditions, other loads such as flight maneuver and vibrational loads would be the critical de4-122

sign conditions. Both fuel and oil tanks require special
consideration for crash conditions because of their
post-crash fire hazard. However, both types of tanks
have specific requirements for pressure tests when installed in the helicopter. A more complete discussion of
the engine installation, and of fuel system and oil systern requirements, is included in pars. 8-2, 8-4, and 8-5.
All equipment items should be reviewed to determine the likelihood of cabin penetration in the event of
auhsbatrealstancraieetoicut.
crash. This applies especially to high-density items
as batteries, ballast, and certain electronic units.
The walls between compartments of a helicopter norloose
moving
at asignificant
velocity ofbarrier
10-40 against
fps.
a very
do not provide
mally equipment
Mountings for system components such as pumps,
starters, generators, pneumatic assemblies, and environmental control system items normally are designed
rnetlcnrlsse
tm omlyaedsge
by stiffness and vibration requirements. Even though
some justification can be made for certain items of
equipment being permitted to separate from their normal positions during a crash, in the most acceptable
configusition all parts
pa rts
in the
configuration
will remain
together as
a single
asaccengle
assembly during all operations including a crash. Crash
loads, therefore, have maximum priority as the critical
load requirement unless vibratory or maneuver load
conditions exceed them. Clear justification for any de-

4-10.4.1.3.3

Loads on Externally Attached

The basic loads for externally attached equipment
often are furnished as part of the RFP because the
external items tend to be mission-essential equipment.
The primary items classified as externally mounted
mission equipment are hooks and slings for external
cargo, weapon pods, and similar items such as antenna%, tanks, and special lights. The specific loads that
must be provided for in the support and accommodation of externall) mounted mission equipment are lift,
drag, downwash, gust, inertia, jettison, buffeting, recoil, and drogue.
The flight maneuver loads applied to weapon pods
for preliminary structural analysis should be based
upon the maximum capability of the helicopter. The
loads must include componenws due to pitch, roll, and
yaw velocities, and accelerations as determined by pod
location in addition to the load factor at the CG. In
establishing aerodynamic loads, it is preferable to use
quantitative data from similar vehicles or from wind
tunnel tests. Loads must be based upon speeds up to
Vil.
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Gust loads can be an especially important consideration for large-area components for whiqh the gust load
could be a significant factor in the sizing of the fittings.
The crash condition should be considered as an impact energy problem in which much of the impact load
is absorbed by deformation of the basic helicopter. The
criteria of par. 4-5.3 will provide a high probability of
occupant survival under a crash impact velocity of 42
fps in the vertical direction. For consistency with this
capability, any externally mounted piece of equipment
that might injure an occupant of the helicopter if it
should break loose from its mounting shall have the
strength to withstand deceleration of at least 20 g without separation.
Certain externally mounted mission equipment may
be permitted to break loose from the helicopter if there
is assurance that no injury will result. In cases where
fuel is involved, the requirements of the most recent
criteria for crashworthy fuel cells should apply.
At the preliminary structural analysis stage, it normally is considered sufficient to size the fittings for
mission equipment on the basis of maximum maneuver
and maximum static loads. In many cases, however, it
is advisable to consider fatigue loading conditions on
certain externally mounted mission equipment. This is
applicable especially for equipment such as weapon
pods, where recoil load may be of such magnitude that
low-cycle fatigue becomes a consideration. Some modern weapons accumulate cycles at a very high rate and,
if the loads are known to be high, the possibilities of
fatigue must be considered during the preliminary analysis period. The effect of blast upon the surrounding
skin, as well as load impulses, also must be considered.
There are a number of other areas concerning fatigue
of externally mounted mission equipment that may be
used for reviewing the fittings for possible fatigue problems. They include:

quencies. This has been a problem in previous helicopter/sling load configurations, and available data should
be reviewed for the purpose of avoiding the problem. If
such loads are inevitable, the fitting design must allow
for them at the preliminary design stage.
Jettison loads, landing loads, and emergency release
loads for the external cargo sling probably will not
determine the size of the external equipment mounting
fittings, but they should be examined as a final check.
The jettisoning of an assembly normally is an emergency action. The reaction loads may be as high as the
limit load but should not exceed this amount. Any
fitting that may be subjected to a jettison load should
be checked for this condition during the preliminary
design stage.
Normal landing conditions should not affect the
preliminary sizing of externally mounted mission
equipment fittings. However, these fittings should be
checked for the reserve energy landing condition (par.
4-5.2) if applicable. Landing with side or drag loads
produces large angular accelerations that may result in
critical loads for certain installations.
4-10.4.2

Load Paths

A most important consideration in the preliminary
design of a helicopter is the provision of load paths that
will result in maximum stiffness. This is true especially
in the case of externally e•ounted mission equipment.
When an inherently stiff support is used, more flexibility in helicopter utilization is offered for missions
where variation in the weight of externally mounted
mission equipment is desirable. Adequate stiffness
reduces the critical nature of the installation because
resonant frequencies are more likely to be above the
operating range of the rotor.
This support stiffness can be achieved best by the use
pI. Mount stiffness. The stiffness of the fitting that
of efficient load paths. These load paths should lead
supports the mission equipment assembly ::aould be
into at least two primary load-carrying fuselage strucestimated anglytically. This stiffness then can be used
tural members with a minimum amount of eccentricity.
in computing the resonant frequency of the assemblyd
When inspection capability can be provided, a fail-safe
fitting combination. The computed frequency shouldexteally
be at least 25%. and preferably 50%, above the recoil
montedumision
ipment suhal
tos eapon
weapon
such as those
mission equipment
frqumces.mounted
freqenc
ainroto or
frequency or main rotor frequencies,
pods that operate with relatively high shock and recoil
2. Aerodynamic excitation. Data on aerodynamic
loads.
buffeting and any information on tendencies of flutter
There are configurations, however, where one load
in mission equipment installation should be examined
path to a primary structural member is adequate. In all
carefully.
cases, the length of the load path to basic structure
3. Sling load bounce. The combined stiffness of the
should be as short as possible.
external ',ing and the helicopter sling attachment fitThe provision of good load paths is a primary functing must be such that the sling load does not tend to
tion of preliminary design analysis. In the cast of cargo
bounce in resonance with the rotor or rotor blade freloads, there is a large variation in loadings and load
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locatims. Therefore, special study of load paths in the
cargo compartments is required.
4-10.4.3

Stural

S~ing

"Othr Con1,idationls

The preliminary structural analysis becomes an iterative process during the design stage because there are
considerations
other include:
than loads and fundamental strucdesign. These
tthe
I. Functional requirements. The functional operation of a unit of mission equipment may dictate certain
aspects of its installation. An external litter, for exampie, is most useful if located near a door or window,
Performance of certain avionic antennas is highly dependent upon location. Special lights also require more
than normal consideration.
2. Performance. Helicopter performance never
can be minimized, regardless of how vital is the mission
equipment being installed. Allowance must be made for
the mounting of fairings for reduction of aerodynamic
loads. In addition, equipment performance as a function of its specific location on the helicopter must be
studied. Certain flight control and electronic components must be located in specific areas where the environment is satisfactory or where they are accessible to
the crew. Historical data on similar helicopter installations are valuable for such considerations.
3. Weight. Past results have indicated that inade-

patient will be acting in their most efficient direction in
case of a crash.
6. Human factors. Human factors must be considered in all preliminary design, but especially with regard to internal cargo loading. The number of alternative loading possibilities is quite large, and the
placement of fittings and other provisions must assure
most appropriate location and distribution of the
loads
7. Boresighting. Installations involving weapon
pods probably will have requirements for boresighting,
which could result in the need for multiple fittings
instead of a single fitting.
8. Vibration. The magnitude of the vibrations initiated by mission equipment is an important consideran for flight comfort and, consequently, for mission
effectiveness. Careful consideration of the possible vibration spectrum should be a part of the preliminary
structural analysis. Historical flight test data and flight
evaluation information are good sources for such information; analytical estimates also are useful.
9. Ground and landing clearance. The location of
externally mounted mission equipment sometimes is
restricted by its proximity to the ground while the helicopter is parked. The preliminary structural analysis
should include consideration of maximum deflections

quate weight' control sometimes is exercised on mission
equipment provisions. Each fitting and load path must
be ev aluated on an in divid ual basis w ith th e goal of
reducing weight. The evaluation of the specific fitting,
of course, must be preceded by evaluation of all other
factors that have affected its weight.
4. CG locat.on/weight and balance. Effort should
be made to locate weight items in such a manner that
a minimum CG shift is effected and that the weight
items are as near as possible to the lifting rotor(s). From
a crash survival standpoint, the CG should be as near
to the ground as possible to minimize rollover.
5. Safety. Safety aspects must be considered duriltal the development of installation provisions for mission equipment. Hazards that may be associated with

10. Spare parts and maintenance. All maintenance
and support requirements should be sufficiently simple
to assure reliable operation and service at the organizational level. The mounting provisions and fittings must
lend themselves to ease of inspection and must be accessible for service, repairs, and replacement. The fitting..
should be protected from possible adverse environmen..
conditions that might reduce their structural integ..
rty.

each unit of mission equipment must be identified and
allowed for in the installation design. This study may
result in modification of mounting locations and in the
installation of additional equipment. Litter installations must be placed so as to provide the maximum
comfort and safety to the occupants and to other passengers or crew members. The litters must be fasterned
securely to a structure of sufficient strength to withstand crash loads without breakaway. Also, the litters
should be oriented .sothat the safety straps securing the

11. Yaw stability. Yaw stability considerations are
applicable primarily to mission equipment such as
weapon pods, where recoil loads from firing and
launching could be relatively high. The locations of
these assemblies relative to stabilizer surfaces also may
be a factor in the yaw stability considerations.
12. Asymmetrical loads. External asymmetrical
loads could be experienced when some externally
mounted mission equipment is jettisoned. The effect
from such loads should be examined.
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4-10.4.4

Preliminary Sizing

After the basic loads have been established and accumulated and the tentative locations of the mission

equipment

ti

tinloaded

erminedlltion
ittingsar other provisions
have been determined by preliminary layout, the initial
sizing and structural analysis can be made. In most
cases, the fitting design at this stage will be based upon
Slimit load and ultimate load values,
The preliminary structural analysis should include
several considerations pertaining to the materials from
which the fittings will be made. If the fitting is to be
made from a casting, for example, there must be an
allowance for the casting factors. If a forging is
planned, a check should be made to assure that the
design being evaluaied can be manufactured
.
with
acceptable metallic grain direction.
4-10.4.5
Substantiation

P.

The preliminary sizing of the externally mounted
mission equipment fittings can be substantiated by calculating their weights and comparing the results with
previously established weight allocations. This procedure provides a quick first-order substantiation. In addition, a thorough review of the load paths must be
made to assure that there is a path for each load, and
that the path is direct and of minimum length. If these
requirements are fulfilled and the preliminary structural analysis indicates adequate strength, the fitting
designs are adequate for preliminary design purposes.
The margins of safety for critical loading conditions for
the fittings for attachment of major items of mission
essential equipment shall be calculated and tabulated.

frequency of alternating load, fatigue life is stated in
hours rather than cycles.

horraertncyls
Following determination that a given component is
critically by alternating loads and hence subject
to fatigue analysis, the loading must be defined in detail, and the fatigue properties of the component must
be determined. A determination then can be made of
the fatigue life of the component. Each of these phases
of the analysis is discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
During preliminary design it normally is not practicable to determine component fatigue lives because the
fatigue properties cannot be defined without component tests and the fatigue loadings cannot be determined without flight tests. It is appropriate, however,
to identify those fatigue-critical components (par. 411.2) for which the design objective will be infinite life
and those for which a finite life will be established. The
preliminary stress analysis report shall include substantiation of acceptable life characteristics for all rotor
system components as a minimum. In these substantiations th. properties of ihe components shall be estimated and the critical alternating loads shall be developed by rational and conservative methods. The
methods for determination of component properties
and of applicable fatigue loads shall be included in the
report.
Although final determination of fatigue lives is a part
of the airworthiness qualification of a new helicopter
(AMCP 706-203),the methods for these determinations
also are discussed in the paragraphs that follow. These
methods are applicable for both preliminary design and
final qualification. In the latter case, of course, test data
will be used and the spectra of applied loads will be
more complete.

4-11 FATIGUE LIFE DETERMINATION
4-11.1

GENERAL

Many helicopter components are subject to alternating loading at fairly high frequencies. The primary
source of these loads is the harmonic variation of the
aerodynamic loading of a rotary wing in translational
flight. The critical loading on these components is not
a static load, to be compared with the yield strength,
but rather is a fatigue load.
Fatigue strength of a given component can be defined in terms of an endurance limit, or it can be stated
in terms of a fatigue life. The endurance limit is the
maximum value of alternating stress to which the component can be subiected for an infinite number of cycles
without failure. Fatigue life is that number of stress
cycles that can be sustained prior to failure. For a given

4-11.2

FATIGUE-CRITICAL COMPONENTS

All components for which a fatigue life determination is required are defined as fatigue-critical components. All rotor system components-blades, grips,
hubs, control borns--and all control system components, rotating and nonrotating, between the rotors and
a point of load isolation shall be fatigue-critical components. All drive shafts shall be fatigue-critical components-along with all drive system support structurcs including engine mounts and main transmission
and antitorque rotor gearbox mounts and supports.
A fatigue life determination shall be made for all
fatigue-critical components. If this determination indicates infinite life, the component no longer need be
classified as fatigue-critical for the specific mission
loading. A new life determination shall be made in case
4-125
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TABLE 4-10
MISSIONS FOR UH
TYPICAL
SUMMARY OF
CLAIS•S HELICOPTER
.SS.
N
A

1ERSCNEL

mission profiles and other information about prospec';
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•
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S.

....

F

RA, NG

L "E AZ A' ' \

G•

PERRY

H

SHORT-HAUL

\P TRANS1CR-

of any change of fatigue loading upon the component.
Such changes may result from changes to the mission
gross weight, to a mission profile, or to the mission
frequency (anticipated utilization),
4-11.3

FATIGUE LOADINGS

As discussed in par. 4-4, fatigue loadings vary with
flight conditions, with the most severe loadings resulting from maneuvers. The frequency of occurrence of a
given loading, or the number of occurrences per 100 hr
of helicopter operation, is dependent upon the mission
profiles of the individual missions assigned, togethe,
with the frequency of performance of each mission. The
frequency of occurrence distribution is obtained by
considering carefully all factors that affect the frequency of performance of each of the applicable flight
conditions.
In formulating the frequency of occurrence distribution, the following factors should be considered:
1. Helicopter missions as defined in the applicable
specification (see Table 4-10 for a summary of these
missions for the example being considered)
2. Frequency of performance of each assigned mission
3. Frequency of occurrence of individual flight
conditions through analysis of all missions, primary
and alternate. Effects of field environment based upon
pertinent operational experience and anticipated deployment should be included.
4. Density altitudes at which each leg of the applicable mission profiles will be flown
5. Practicable gross weight operating ranges, in4-126

cluding consideration of usable fuel load and expendable payload.
Using the detail specification as a beginning point,
five use of the helicopter should be analyzed to establish rough percentages of time in the various modes of
flight. The potential helicopter missions shall be evaluated for altitudes, and this factor considered in the
detailed breakdowns. Once these percentages have been
each group of maneuvers (in ground effect,
level flight, transition, etc.) can be considered individually and a detailed breakdown of flight time calculated

for each particular maneuver. Next, each of the individual maneuvers should be considered separately
and the specific airspeed breakdown within the maneuver developed. Finally, a careful analysis produces the
gross weight and rotor speed breakdowns. Table 4-Il
is a sample mission analysis for one of the missions to
be considered. Fig. 4-84 presents the mission profile for
the mission analyzed in '.able 4-11. The same type of
profile would be constructed for each of the other assigned missions, and a frequency ofoccurrence analysis
similar to Table 4-I1 would be made for each mission.
4-11.3.1

Determination of Composite
Maneuver Spectrum

Because flight loads are dependent upon the density
altitude at which the flight condition occurs, it is necessary to establish a frequency of occurrence distribution
as a function of altitude. (It is acceptable to establish
altitude ranges and to determine the frequency of occurrence within each such range.) Table 4-12 is an
example of such a distribution. Each of the assigned
missions is listed, together with the relative frequency
of performance of each in the selected range of density
altitude hd (0-4000 ft hd in Table 4-12). The relative
frequency of each mission is presented as percentage of
utilization. Similar distributions for the other two altitude ranges (4000-8000 ft and 8000-12,000 1t) are not
shown separately, but their effect is included in Table
4-13, which gives a composite flight condition frequeacy of occuiince distribution for the helicopter.
The effects of each of the eight assigred missions shown
in Table 4-10 are included, and the relative frequency
of
operation in each of the three altitude ranges is
shown.
The missions listed in Table 4-10 are considered typi.
cal of those that might be considered applicable for a
UH class helicopter. Comparable lists can be prepared
for other classes of helicopters, based upon mission
assignments included in the RFP or in the helicopter

-
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TABLE 411
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE FOR MISSION A (PERSONNEL
TRANSPORT)

MISSION TIME: 120rain

BASE TO FIELD RETURN TO BASE
NO. OF TOTAL NO. OF TOTAL MISSION
EVENTS NO. OF EVENTS NO..OF %TIME

TIME PER
MANEUVER
EVENTsec

mn

1
1

I. HOVER IGE
2. 'OVER OGE
3. LOITER A/S
4, LEVEL FL'GHT 0.6 VNE
5, LEVEL FLIGHT 0.7 VNE
6. CRUISE 0.8 VNE
7. CRUISE.,1.9 VNE
8. HIGH-SPEED VNE
9. FLAT PITCH FLIGHT IDLE
10 NORMAL START
11. NORMAL SHUTDOWN
12. IGE TURNS
13. IGE CONTROL REVERSALS
14. IGE SIDEWARD FLIGHT
15. IGE REARWARD FLIGHT
16. VTO TO 40 ft AND ACCEL.
17. NORMAL TAKEOFF AND ACCEL
18. SLIDE TAKEOFF AND ACCEL.

,

2.00
0.12
27.61
1.54
0.30
9.40
18.61
4.54
2.00

1
1

120
60
6
1
5
3

mmi

1
1

1.16
0.12
1.54
0.30
7.05
15,51
4.54
0.40
op.00

2.63
0.20
23.00
2.58
0.50
13.72
28.65
7.56
2.00
1.67
0.63

10.08
0.03
0.10

0.17
0.25

1

0.33

0.28

1

0 76

4.46

I
1

0.50
1.67

1.33
1.33
0.03
02
.0.033
I 1.67
3.50

1

0.40

.o

3

19. TE SLIDE-ON LANDIN';

20. TE APPR.AND LANDING
21. SE APPR.AND LANDING
"22.
SE APPR.WITH TE RE
23. TE CLIMB

.

~24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

SE CLIMB

4.62

5
•

••

ACCEL.CLIM
STCRUIS
24
OGE TURNS
OGE CONTROL R
SA
CYCLIC PULL-UPS
DECEL.TO DESCENT AS
30
TE DESCENT
SEDESCENT
2
TE TO SE TRS INCLIMB
TE TO SE TRS INCRUISE
2
4
SE TO TE TRANSITION
SLING LOAD LIFTOFF
SLING LOAD LANDING
MIN PWR.APPR-PWR.REC IGE
24
FIRE SUPPRESSION PUSHOVER
2
FIRE SUPPRESSION DIVE
14
FIRE SUPPRESSION PULL-UP
10
FIRE SUPPRESSION HIGH'g" TURNS 6

41 1.60
12.1.60
2
0.03
3
5

1.50
2.52

0
6
6
6
6

0.20
1.40
1.00
1.20

"TOTAL
NOTES.

0.33
0.17
1.17
0.83
1.00
100.00

TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
- 10,000 lb
LANDING GROSS WEIGHT
.
8.850 lb
APPROXIMATE MISSION RADIUS
60 ml

VNk

IGE

BE EXCEEDED
IN GROUND EFFECT

CRUISE ALTITUDE

OGE
AS
TRS

OUT OF GROUND EFFECT
AIRSPEED
TRANSITION

REC
VTO

RECOVERY
VERTICAL TAKEOFF

TAKEOFF ALTITUDE RANGE
TE
SE

, 2,000 fIt ABOVE
TERRAIN
0 TO 4000 It
- TWIN ENGINE
- SINGLE ENGINE

VELOCITY NEVER TO
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detail specification together with secondary missions
such as ferry and training.
In any case the procedure used in developing the
composite maneuver spectrum is the same:
1. Develop a typical profile for each applicable
mission.
2. List the flight conditions and maneuvers Irequired during completion of the profiled missions.
3. Estimate the time per condition or event,
4. Estimate the number of occurrences of each
condition and event per mission.
5. Accumulate times for each condition and/or
event and convert to percentage of mission time.
6. Estimate relative frequency of performance of
assigned missions as percentage of total time.
7. Estimate relative frequency of performance of
assigned missions at specified altitude or range of altitudes as percentage of total time at altitude.
8. Accumulate percentage of total time at specified
altitude or range of altitudes, using percentage of total
time for each type of mission (Item 6) as a weighting
factor.
9. Accumulate percentage of total time for each
occurrence or event at specified altitude or range of
altitudes, using percentage time at altitude for each
mission (Item 7) as a weighting factor.
10. Accumulate composite percentage of total time
for each occurrence or event, using percentage total
time at each specified altitude or range of altitudes
e8)as a weighting factor,
This procedure was employed to develop the example

spectrum given by Troles 4-11, 4-12, and 4-13. This
composite spectrum must be distributed further by mission gross weight and rotor speed to develop the fatigue
loading spectrum that will be used in fatigue life determinations.
DECEL
A;
ACCEL.TO CRUISE AIRSPEED
CLIMB

TAKEOFF, HOVER, ACCEL
TO CL!,.!B AIRSPEED

/EC

4-11.3.2

Determination of Gross Weight and
Rotor Speed Distributions
The frequency of occurrence distributions of mission
gross weight result from analysis of each of the applicable mission profiles to determine takeoff gross weight,
fuel consumption rate, mission duration, and amount
ant' rate of depletion of expendable payload.
For the example missions of Table 4-10, this analysis
is presented in Fig. 4-85. This figure shows the variation of gross weight for each of the eight missions in the
form of the cumulative percentage of total mission time
at or below a given gross weight. By use of the percentage total time for each mission as the weighting factor,
a single, composite relationship of cumulative time at
or below a given gross weight can be developed.
For the example case, three gross weight ranges-7500-8200 lb, 8200-9500 In, and 9500-10,500
lb-were selected. From the composite variation of
mission gross weight with time, the percentage total
time for occurrence of, or operation in, each gross
weight range was determined. These percentages are
shown in Table 4-14. As with the effect of altitude,
acceptable alternative procedures would use either specific values or more-and hence narrower-ranges of
values of operating gross weight.
The final parameter to be considered in the development of the fatigue loading spectrum is the rotor speed.
The frequency of occurrence of rotor speeds less than,
equal to, and greater than the design value must be
estimated. The anticipated use of the helicopter, operational experience with other helicopters with similar
mission assignments, and the characteristics of the rotor speed control system (engine governor and control)

must be considered when making this estimate. In the
case of the utility class helicopter being discussed, an
estimate was made for the distribution of rotor speeds
above and below the design value during level flight
conditions. It was assumed that maneuvers would be

DESCENT
rErD

ACCEL
TO CRUISE AIRSPEED
DECEL TO DESCENT AIRSPEED
ANT

R
APPROACH AND LANDING

Fig. 484. Schematic Mission Pr'nile--Personnel Transport Mission
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TABLE 4412
FREQUENCY OF OCCCU'nENCE--ALL MISSIONS

"K>

A IB

IC

D IE

IF

IG

H

'=UTILIZATION

!0031.
00 0 . 0 [2.00 15.00 12.C [i;0 [ 0

S.....

TIME

MANEUVER
1. LOITER A/S
2. LEVEL FLIGHT 0.6

23.00
2.58

30.00
0.58

0.50
13.72
28.65
7.56

0.49
0.98

5.44
3.71

2.00 3.50
7.61
9.60
29.70 36.43
2.49 11.38

2.43 2.73
10.43 7.84
31.67 17.15
2.43 39.08

6.67
8.68
5.21
3.33

8.33 1.96
60.00 11.19
12.44 34.13
7.00
3.08

2.63
0.20
2.00
1.67
0.83
0.08
0.03
0

2.10
0.03
2.00
1.33
0.66.
0.07
0.03
0

8.51
0.50
0
6.15
3.08
0.31
0.08
0.13

7.45 1.73
2.48 0.22
0
12.26
4.76 1.95
2.38 0.98
0.71 0. 9
0.26
0.40, 0. .

4.73
0.17
2.00
3.

1.45
1.40
0
0
0
11.29
1.11
5.60
0.56 2.81
0.06
1.12
1
0.20
0
0.70

16.
ftANDACCEL.
17. vrOTO
NORMAL 40
TAKEOFF
AND ACCEL. 0.17
0.25

0.07
0.20

0.31
0.8'

3. LEVEL FLIGHT 0.7
4. CRUISE 0.BVNE
5. CRUISE 0.9 VNE
6. HIGH-SPEED VNC

VN~e
VNE

7. IGE HOVER
8. OGE HOVER
9. FLAT PITCH/FLIGHT IDLE
10. NORMAL START
1.NORMAL SHUTDOWN
12. IGE TURNS
13
14. IGE
IGE CONTROL
SIDEWARD REVERSALS
FLIGHT

1.00
2.00

0
0

0.50
1.00

0.528

0
0

0.42
1.12

9 0.9
0.,.46

00.17

0.28
0.84

0.04
0.05
3.28

10
0
0.18

0
0
1.87

1.17
0.52
0.12
0

0.40
5.37
1.79
2.05
3.44
0.55
0.55

3.43
0
0.28
0.29
0.01
0.02

6.33
0
2.24
1.87
0.20
0

0.22
4.44

2.80
8.41

18. SLIDE TAKEOFF AND ACCEL.
TE SLIDE-ON LANDING
S19.
20. TE APPR.AND LANDING
21. SE APPR.AND LANDING
22. SE APPR.WITH TE REC IGE
23. TE CLIMB
24. SE CLIMB
25. ACCEL.CLIMB AiSTO CRUISE
26. OGE TURNS
27. OGE CONTROL REVERSALS
28. CYCLIC PULL-UPS

0
0
0.28
0
0 ,
41
0
1.33
1.33
0.03
0.03

1.•
3.53
0.02
0.02

1.23
1.03
0.05
0

2.86
3.79
0.21
0.07

TO DESCENT A/S
29.
30. DECEL
TE DESCENT

1.67
3.50

2.33
5.01

1.54
5.18

3.57
8.37

1.47
3.92

2.50
6.72

3 SEDESCENT
A.

0

0

0

0

0

2.55 0

3. TE TO SE TRANSITION
INCLIMB
33. TE TO SE TRANSI FION
IN(IRUISE
34. SE TO TE TRANSITION
35. SLING LOAD LIFT OFF
36. SLING LOAD LANDING

0

0

0

0

0

2.55

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0.48
0.48

0
0
0
0

0.05
0.22
0.66
0.66

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1.17

.5
.

0
.78

0.98

8.21

3.50

0
0

0

37. ,q4N PWR.APPR:PWR.REC IGE

0.33

0.27

1.23

138. FIRE SUPPRESSION
39. FIRE SUPPRESSION
4FIRE SUPPRESSION
41. FIRE SUPPRESSION

2.86

0.17
1.17
0.83

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0.67

0.27
1.87
1.33

0

1.11
7.78
5.55

0
0
0

0
0

1.00

0.80

0

0

0

2.50

0

0

STURNS

MOTE:

VNE

PUSHOVER
DIVE
PUI.L-UP
HIGH"g"

FOR MISSION D ISTHE

IS NOT THE SAME

VNE

VNE

n

FOR SLING LOAD AND

USED FOR OTHER MISSIONS.
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TABLE 4-13
COMPOSITE MANEUVER SPECTRUM
DENSITY ALTITUDE
i XI
0T
4 TO 8 8TO 12

SE = SINGLE ENGINE
TE = TIN ENGINE

___TIME

M.'ANEUVER

40.0 f 50.0

1. LOITER A S
2. LEVEL FLIGHT 0.6 VE
3. LEVEL FLIGHT 0.7 VE
4. CRUISE 0.8 VNE
5. CRUISE 0.9 VNE
6. HIGH-SPEED V
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

IGE HOVER
OGE HOVER
FLAT PITCH FLIGHT IDLE
NORMAL START
NORMAL SHU FDOWN
IGE TURNS0.
IGE CONTROL REVERSALS
IGE SIDEWARD FLIGHT

22. S'E% A

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

WITH

RE.I

COMPOSITE
18.05
2.32
1.92
7.68
21.85
17.54

2.92
2.59
12
0.0
-.
33

"

EL

19. TE SL

20.* TýACHOACH
21.20
CTHAl ýAN

10.0
17.51
2.71
1.78
4.02
12.23
31.11

.24

15. IGE REARWARD FLIGHT

16. VTO TO40 IAND AC
17. NORMAL TAKEO F A
18. SLIDE TAKFINN

17,76
2.88
1.93
6.01
17.71
23.07

18.55
1.53
1.94
10.68
29.42
7.24

0.1
Gp.0
00

TE CLV
4.36
SE CLI%
0.04
ACCEL.CL1,ArI
TO CRUISE
1.62
OGE TURNS
2.19
OGE CONTROL REVERSALS
0.06
CYCLIC PULL-UPS
0.03
DECEL.TO DESCENT A/S
2.02
TE DESCENT
4.84
SE DESCENT
0.05
TE TO SE TRANSITION INCLIMB
0.01
TE TO SE TRANSITION INCRUISE 0.01
SE TO TE TRANSMTION
0.01
SLING LOAD LIFTOFF
0.02
SLING LOAD LANDING
0.02
MIN.PWR. APPR-PWR. REC.IGE
0.50
FIRE SUPPRESSION PUSHOVER
0.17
FIRE SUPPRESSION DIVE
1.21
FIRE SUPPRESSION PULL-UP
0.86
FIRE SUPPRESSION HIGH"g"TURNS 0.66
TOTAL 100%0t

'THIS COLUMN ISTHE COMPOSITE SPECTRUM TO BE USED INLIFE DETERMINATION.
THE VALUES OF No. I THROUGH No. 41 ARE IDENTICAL TO HOSE LISTED FOR 0 TO
4000 Iti.
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NOTE: LETTER DESIGNATES MISSION
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SPECTRUM
0

6000

7000

8000
9000
GROSS WEIGHT WV.Ib

10000

11000

" 4-85.
S"'il.
Misslco Gross Weight Variation With Time

TABLE 4-14
GROSS WEIGHT, ALTITUDE, AND ROTOR SPEED DISTRIBUTIONS
LEVEL FLIGHT

MANEUVERS

'V MD
' OFFrm
-AT :AT
rpm
W1b
VTa ALTITUDE LOW HIGH RANGE rpm'

.:A
ALITDDENSITY

GROSS WEIGHT

RANGE

ANGE

7500 TO 8200 lb

0 TO 4000 ft

"8200TO 9500 b• 4000 TO 8000 ft
9500 TO 10,500 Ib 8000 TO 12P00 ft

20

40

10

90

20

5
45

5
10

10
10

90
90

35
45

performed with the rotor speed maintained at the design value.
The gross weight, altitude, and rotor speed distribu.
tions are shown in Table 4-14 as percentages of total
time. These values then are applied to the flight spectrum for use in fatigue life calculations.
Determination of the loads on each fatigue-critical
component ultimately will be accomplished during the
flight load survey (AMCP 706-203). During preliminary design it is necessary to use calculated loads. It

also is appropriate to select a minimum number of
flight conditions as representative of the more comp!ete
maneuver occurrence tables required for test purposes.
Experience with helicopters performing similar missions is usually a sufficient basis upon which to select
maneuver and flight conditions that will be critical for
the individual fatigue-critical components.
The fatigue loading spectrum shall be prepared by
the contractor and approved by the procuring activity.
This spectrum must be developed carefully. It must
4-131
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ce

,4

STEADY STRESS f, Psi
Fig. 4-86. Goodman Diagam
represent the proposed utilization of the helicopter realistically with respect both to frequency of performance
of the assigned missions and to the maneuvers and
flight conditions required during the performance of
each of the missions.
4-11.4

FATIGUE PROPERTIES

Fatigue properties for use in preliminary design are
based m ainly on sm all specim en test results. Sm all
specimen
are compiled
into a constant-life
• fatigue
digram(alo
faigu data kown
s aGooman
iagam)
fatigue diagram (also known as a Goodman diagram)
small specimens for fixed numbers of cycles of vibratory stress to failure, defining the permissible vibratory
stresses for all applied steady stresses from zero to the
ultimate
tensile stress of the material. Compressive
ulsteady stresses
normally are not applicable to rotor
system dseign, and the effects of compressive stress
upon the constant-life diagrams may be ignored.
An S-N
' diagram is constructued from the constantlife fatigue diagram for each steady stress under consideration. A vertical line drawn at a given value of steady
stress on the Goodman diagram intersects each constart-life line at the value of vibratory stress corresponding to that number of cycles (Fig. 4-87). Crossplotting in this fashion produces the mean S-N diagram
for the steady-stress levels of interest for smooth, small
spl.imens. Each point on these curves represents a
combination of steady stress, vibratory stress, and
number of cycles for which 50% of the specimens will
survive a d 50% will fracture.
For design purposes, it is necessary to reduce the
vibratory stress level to eliminate most of the failures.
Therefore, it is necessary to describe the nature of the
scatter experienced in fatigue testing of the material,
i.e., to determine or select a type of statistical distribution of the test points. In many instances, a normal
4-132

distribution adequately describes the scatter, sometimes a log-normal or a Weibull distribution is applicable. Numerous tests of homogeneous material usually
will describe a smooth curve. The acceptable level of
risk must be determined and the mean curve reduced
by an amount that will exclude all but the number of
test points representing that risk. As an example, it is
common practice to use a normal distribution and to
compute the standard deviation cr of the failing vibratory stress at a constant number of cycles and steady
stress. This deviation usually is between 10% and 1%
of the mean value of vibratory stress at failure. The
mean curve then is reduced by three standard devia.
tions, which excludes all but about one point in 800.
The limiting value of structural reliability is then
799/800 or 0.9987 for a single component, which is an
adequate level of risk for most applications. If the lowest test point remains below the adjusted curve, i.e., lies
more than three o"below the mean curve, consideration
must be given to passing the adjusted curve through the
lowest test point. When the data being used are component test data, it becomes more important that the
adjusted curve lie below the lowest test point.
moreh likely
sm A l full-size
te t p component
ci n b ca is eit
s a ar to rfail
vo than
u e af
stessematerial.
cimeIn
n essence,
ecse tha
aularge component
vomeno
stressed
the full-size
can be thought of as a large number of small specimens
bunched together; the failure of any one will initiate the
red of the eN c

omp on nt
A

oriae fact

for

be determined by comparing full-size and small specimen fatigue test results, or from statistical studies such
as Ref. 64.
The smoothness of the surface, the degree to which
it may have been work-hardened, the presence of shotpeening, and the amount of protection against corrosion, erosion, or nicks and scratches in service all influvibratr stress.
enc erallow
ence the allowable vibratory stress.

_J
-
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Fig. 4-87. Typical S-N Curve
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The working S-Ncurve--which incorporates reduc-

tions for scatter, size, and surface--probably will have
ordinates between 25% and 50% of those of the mean
curve based on small specimens. The complete S-N
diagram (for any combination of steady stress, scatter,
size, and surface) starts at 1/4 cycle, which defines a
failure in terms of the application of the component. As
an example, a statically loaded member, in an application in which deformation is unimportant, does not fail

MLW--

I
AL^

\

LL

=__LUIU
2

*,

I

until it is fractured. In contrast, a machine member

whose exact size and shape are important, or which is
to be loaded repeatedly, never must be allowed to yield,
and the occurrence of an induced stress in excess of the '.
elastic I'mit signifis a failute. For rotor blade analysis,
tile value of the ordinate at 1/4 cycle should not be
higher than yield str.ess FJl.15 or ultimate stress
F,./1.50, whichever is less. The tangent at 1/4 cycle
approaches the horizontal because the second 1/4 cycle
cannot do wore fatigue damage than the First 1/4 cycle
did. The curve will be concave downward at the left
end, and concave upward on the right. The point of
inflection is usually between I0 and 106 cycles, and is
influenced by the manner in which the working curve
has been reduced from the mean curve. Beyond 10'
cycles, the curve flattens so much that for many materials it can be considered to have a constant ordinate,
which is called the "'rndurancelimit". For those materials whose S-N curves have a noticeable 3lort beyond
10" cycles, the ordinate at 10' cycles can be considered
as an endurance limit for preliminary design purposes.
"Thecurves for aluminum alloys, for example, have
a gradual slope that continues past 10' cycles (see Fig.
4-88) whereas those for steel alloys are steeper initially
but flatten at about 10W cycles. In Fig. 4-88 the S-N
curves have been made nondimensional by plotting the
ratio of failure stress S to endurance limit stress E.
The significance of the shapes of the S-N curves can
be seen in the following example. If an aluminum part
is sized so that the stresses produced by loads that
occur 10' times during its useful life can be supported
without failure, then loads of twice that magnitude can
be carried for 2.5 X 10' cycles. In contrast, a steel part
sized for loads that occur 10' times during its life will
take loads of twice that magnitude only for 6 X
10' cycles; thus, if the parts are sized so that the most
frequent loading produces stresses at the endurance
level, an aluminum part will withstand more cycles at
load levels above its endurance limit than will a steel
part.
An aluminum part designed for infinite life bWsed on
the stress levels of high-speed level flight in a mediumsized utility helicopter will absorb the damaging loads
caused by maneuvers and still have a useful component

cI,
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Fig. 4-.8. S-N Curve Shapes for Steel and
Aluminum
life (at leas 1000 hr). For a similar part in steel, however, the same loads must be multiplied by a factor of
the order of 1.4 to compensate for the more rapid accumulation of fatigue damage in steel at stress levels
above endurance. Comparable factors may be used to
adjust for a flight spectrum in which a larger proportion of the time is spent in maneuvers, as for an attack
helicopter. The magnitude of these factors can be found
by a statistical analysis of flight load data for previous
designs. Mission profile and fatigue analysis are discussed in par. 4-4. 1.2 and par. 4-11.3.
The fatigue properties, including endurance limit,
for critical helicopter components ultimately must be
determined by test either of actual components or of
appropriate material specimens. Component fatigue
testing is discussed in Chapter 7, AMCP 706-203. The
S-N curves derived from actual component test data
shall be reduced for scatter using a minimum of three
standard deviations. If sufficient specimens are not
tested to failure at the same vibratory stress level to
permit definition of a standard deviation, the test cu-ve
shall be reduced by a minimum of 25% to obtain a
working curve to be used in fatigue life determination.
Analytical substantiation of infinite life, based upon
small specimen endurance limit data, is discussed in
par. 4-11.8.
4-11.5

FATIGUE LIFE

An engineering approach to fatigue life prediction is
the "cumulative damage hypothesis" or Miner's Rule
(Ref. 65). It is explained by reference to Fig. 4-89.
4-133
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stress once per flight. Additional stress cycles, due to
and decelerating a complex dynamic systern, are predicted best on the basis of stress surveys of
similar belicopters.
For the example shown, a simplified, schematic
"stresshistory of rotor start and stop also is shown (see
Fig. 4-90). The portions of the stress history are broken
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stress levels. Not all of the loading conditions
shown will apply to all components.

Cycle (a) is due to the response of the blades to the

The theory is that compor'ent failure will occur when
,N cycles of a constant altern.iting stress eanal to S,
have been applied. If the tjart in question is exposed to
alternating stresses of uaequal magnittide, the fatigue
damage at each different stress level is dependen upon
the number of cycles of stress applied versus the capability of the part at that stress level. Hw-Lie. if n, r •cles
of stress equ*l to S, are applied, the fatigue damage is
equal to n 1/N. LiV.-wise, if n, cycles of stress equal to
_S, are applied, the fatigu,.. dimage is equal to n,/N 2,.
Part failure is anticipated vf'.ci the summation of

starting impulse, Cycle (b) represents running through
a resonant frequency, Cycle (c) is the basic application
and removal of steady flight stress, and Cycle (d) represents the blades hitting the damper stops. These stress
cycles are shown in Table 4-15 under the heading
"'Starting and Stopping". For this portion of the table,
the lower steady stress level requires the use of a different S-N curve than is applicable for the normal rotor
speed portion of the loading spectrum.
The abscissa of the S-N curve for each stress is taken
from the appropriate S-N diagram and entered under
aallowable cycles". I he ratio of elapsed cycles to allowable cycles is the "damage", or fraction of fatigue life
used up. In this example only Cycle (c) results in any
fatigue damage. The conditions tabulated are for 100 hr
of typical operation. The calculated fatigue life is ob-

equals unity. Hence,

tained from the following proportion, in which the

Fig. 4-89. Example S-N Curve

n,/N, + nI/N, + nVIN3 +

..

Miner's hypothesis states that fatigue. failures occur
when

1.0

(4-74)

where
N, - number of cycles of operation
at a specified stress level
M, = abscissa of the working S-N
curve at the specified stress
level
The way in which the calculation customarily is organized is shown in a more realistic example. The operating conditions are listed in Table 4-15. For each condition, the steady and vibratory stresses at a critical
location on the blade spar are given, along with the
number of elapsed cycles of loading at these stresses per
100 hr of operation of the helicopter.
The effect of repeatedly starting and stopping the
rotor is to add a small number of cycles of relatively
high strerses, which have been found to result in fatigue
damage to some components. The most obvious stress
cycle is due to applying and removing steady flight
4-134

fatigue life is the length of hours for which damage
1.00:
calculated fatigue life (hour.)
100 hr

=

(4-75)
1.00 damage
damage in 100 hr

An example calculation is showrn in Table 4-15.
Two important points pan be noted from the exampie. First, the conditions that will occur for large
amounts of time must produce stresses below the endurance limit. Examples of this are cruise and steady
hover for this mission. Second, the life calculation is
dominated by the high-load-factor cotwition, which accounts for roughly 40% of the fatigue damage. To
improve fatigue life, it is necessary to reduce the load
factor, reduce the stresses associated with the load factor, or reduce the number of cycles at this c'ndition.
Because the design load factor and the amount of time
(number of cycles) at that condition are determined by
the assigned missions and their frequency of performance, apparently the only approach available to the
designer is the reduction of the vibratory stress level,
which requires a redesign. However, prior to undertaking to redesign either the system or the component, it
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FATIGUE LIFE CALCULATION
OPERATING CONDITION
(200 rpm EXCEPT
AS NOTEDI
STARTING AND STOPPING:
(al INITIAL ACCEL.
-(b RUNUP
1c) STEADY FLT. STRESS
(d) STOPPING
WARMUP AND TAKEOFF
HOVER-STEADY
HOVER-TURNS AND
REVERSALS
CRUISE

MANEUVERS AND GUSTS:

STEADY
STRESS.
Ksi

VIBRATORY
SI.ESS,
± Ksi

0
10
10
0
10
20
20

5.0
5.0
10.0
5.0
7.5

20

ELAPSED
TIME,
hr

ELAPSED
CYCLES.
N

2.50

8x10 "
16xI0'
8x10'
1
8x10 4
3x10

5.8
8.0

21.40
4.60

2.6x10
4
4.5x10

7.b

64.30

7.7x10'

50
5.00

j(X0

-

DAMAGE,
YM

-,

1.0x101

0.000008

1,8x10i

0.000250

.-

4

L.F.= 1.13
1.:38
1.88
2.13

20
20
20
20

7.6
8.0
li:.0
12.2

1.25
0.42
0.25

1.5x0 3
5.0x10
3.0x103

1.8y 1086
45,0x0
b.0x10

0.009080
0.001100
0,006000

2.50
2.75
FLARE. 220rpn

20
20
24

13.3
14.5
9.0

0.16
0.10
0.02

1.9x10
1.2x10"
2.0x10'

2.3x100
1,2x100'
5.0x0O'

0.008300
0.010000
0.000050

1

TOTAL DAMAGE IN 100 hr

1.0x10

4

-

0.025788

CALCULATED F`ATIGUE LIFE =T

)

ALLOWABLE
CYCLES,
M

,2s58

0.025788
= 3880 hr

usually is appropriate to re-examine the meas.,d

reduced from the flight data with the assumption that

flight load data. The data included in Table 4-15 are

the maximum values of steady and oscillatory load
occur throughout the entire maneuver, for the number

of cycles actually recorded during the maneuver

O-NE FLIGHT

(Chapter 8, AMCP 706-203). This method of data reduction is preferred because it is known to be conservative. By reanalyzing the flight data to reflect more accu-

200

rately the actual number of cycles at each level of

10

damaging stress, a new fatigue life can• be calculated. If
less conservative fatigue life also is unacceptably
low, the part must be redesigned or flight restrictions
imposed to preclude operations that will result in early

U,

5•this
TIME

iNOT To

SCALE

A' SIMPLIFIED START STOP STRESS HISTORY
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A

_A5a

SERVICE LIFE CALCULATION

Service life, or retirement time, for fatigue-critical
for which a finite fatigue life is calculated

S";components
4a, INITIAL ACCELERATION

'•--"

often is specified as a period less th.-n the calculated life

ib, RUNUP

•-•=o

...

"•service.
*'

t,k

fatigue failure.

,19

,1

11
S-,for

1(0 STEADY FLIGHT

1d) STOPPING

(8) STRESS CYCLES

4-0. ...

Cshall

.

in order For
to reduce
further
the probability
failure
in
example.
for those
componentsoffor
which
the calculated fatigue life is 4000 hr or less, the service
life may be taken as 75% of the calculated life, while
calculated lives greater than 4000 hr, the service life
may be taken as 2000 hr plus 37.5% of the calculated

life. The service life for each fatigue critical component
be approved
the procuring
based
upon the
fatigue lifebydetermined
by theactivity,
contractor.
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SPECTRUM TESTING

The fatigue life determinations discussed in par. 411.5 rely upon the linear cumulative damage hypothesis and upon the development of S-N curves applicable
to the individual component. These S-N curves are
developed by subjecting samples, whether simple
material specimens or actual structural components, to
appropriate combinations of steady and alternating
stresses. The steady stress must be essentially the same
for all test points defining a given S-N curve and the
alternating stress is a constant amplitude, or value, for
each sample tested.
An alternate type of fatigue test applies varying amplitudes of alternating stress, combined with the appropriate steady stress level. This spectrum testing attempts to reproduce the loadings to which the
component will be subjected in service. Fatigue life
determination then is based upon the number of times
the specimen withstands the repetition of the complete
load spectrum prior to failure.
Two different types of loading spectra are possible.
The block loading spectrum consists of grouping separately the loadings representative of a large number of
flights. This type of testing would be most appropriate
to components subjected to relatively simple loading
(amplitude of alternating stress not greatly dependent
upon severity of maneuver) but with a large variation
in steady stress level. For example, this type of testing
was applied to the tension-torsion wire pack for the
AH-56A. The unit block represented approximately
5% of the anticipated life of the unit. The spectrum
consisted of repetition of th! alternating loadings encountered at normal rotor speed when the steady stress
(due primarily to centrifugal force) was at its highest
level. The number of cycles of start-stop loading corresponding to the same period of time, or number of
flights, then were grouped together at the end of the
block.
The flight-by-flight spectrum consists of the variations of both steady and alternating stresses representative of operational experience. Higher loads encountered less frequently than once per flight are introduced
periodically in order to include their effects in terms of
both amplitude and frequency. The flight-by-flight
spectrum is applicable to those' components whose
loadings and/or load paths are complex. This type of
loading produces at various points in the specimen the
full range of amplitudes and combinations of bepding
and torsional stresses that represent the operational
environment. Components such as rotor blade retentions may be tested in this manner.
4-136

If the test loading spectra are based upon flight test
data for the helicopter, with loading frequencies based
upon the proposed utilization, spectrum testing can
approach a laboratory reproduction of operational experience. Successful completion of a given number of
blocks or flights prior to failure then would be directly
aprepresentative of component fatigue life. However,
plication of an appropriate life reduction factor to account for scatter is required. Adequate methods for
determination of this factor are not available in the
literature. Therefore, the factor and the component
fatigue life must be determined and substantiated case
by case.
When the test loading spectra are prepared from
calculated loads, the determination of fatigue life
becomes more difficult. If, when ight test data become
available, the test spectrum is found to be generally
similar to that based upon flight test data, a modification of the life reduction factor must be established to
permit determination of component life with statistical
reliability comparable to that for a spectrum based
upon a flight load survey. However, if the test spectrum
is not comparable directly to that based upon fligl,: test
data, further analysis of the data is required.
Fo- the case where the applied load spectrum is not
comparable directly to the flight load survey spectrum,
the fatigue life determination is made by linear cumulative damage calculations (Ref. 66). The number of test
cycles applied first is reduced by the applicable test life
reduction factor. An S-N curve then is developed for
the component by determining the value of stress concentration factor, or notch factor K1,which, when applied to the small specimen S-N curve for the component material, will predict exactly the reduced life using
cumulative damage calculations. This curve then is
used in conjunction with the loading spectrum defined
by the flight load survey to determine the fatigue life of
the component. This determination would use the
method described in par. 4-11.5.
If, at a later date, the fatigue load spectrum for a
component changes-as a result either of altered mission profile or frequency of occurrence, or of helicopter
weight growth or flight envelope change-the effect
upon fatigue life must be determined. When the component S-N curve has been determined by test, the fatigue
life for the new spectrum can be determined readily by
the method described in par. 4-11.5. If the component
was subjected originally to spectrum tests, the new
fatigue life determination requires either new tests with
an amended spectrum or the derivation of an applicable
S-N curve by the means described by Ref. 66. Experience with derived S-N curves is limited and the reliability of fatigue life determination based upon them is not

\.
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widely accepted. For this reason spectrum testing of
fatigue-critical components shall not be used without
prior approval of the procuring activity.

higher than the maximum measured vibratory stress,
infinite life shall have been demonstrated.

4-12 LIST OF SYMBOLS
4-11.8

AE = absorbed energy, ft-lb
a
linear acceleration, ft/sec2
= panel length, in.
a0 = rotor coning angle, rad or deg
B = rotor blade tip loss factor,
dimensionless
b = number of blades
= panel width, in.
C = rotational damping constant,
lb-sec-in./rad
C, = drag coefr-cient, dimensionless
CL = lift coefficient, dimensionless
CL = mean blade lift coefficient,
dimensionless
CL,. = maximum mean rotor lift
coefficient, dimensionless
C,= trim one g mean rotor lift
coefficient, dimensionless
CT = rotor thrust coefficient,
dimensionless
section chord, ft
blade
=
c
= damping cOnstant, lb-sec/in.
c, = blade chord (effective), ft
D = drag force, lb
= dissipative energy, ft-lb
E = endurance limit, psi
Young's modulus of elasticity,
psi
F = force, lb
= horizontal wind load, lb
F, = compressive stress critical for
buckling, psi

The fatigue life of a component is infinite if all alternating stresses are below the endurance limit. For corn
ponents such as control system parts for which stiffness
is a primary design criterion, infinite life may be
achieved without compromise. Infinite life may be
demonstrated without test in certain cases.
The Goodman diagram can be used to demonstrate
infinite life. Fig. 4-86 includes an endurance limit diagram in the form of the I7lO810 cycle line. This diagram
was prepared from small sample data and, therefore,
represents the mean endurance level for the given
material. By application of a factor for data scatter, an
ideal endurance level diagram can be obtained. Reduction of this limit by a stress concentration factor Kr
appropriate for the configuration of the component and
the imposed loads results in an endurance level appropriate for the component under evaluation, considering
design configuration, and manufacturing processes, inecluding surface treatment (Fig. 4-91). Reduction of the
resulting component endurance limit by 67% provides
a working curve acceptable for fatigue life calculation.
If the maximum measured fatigue stress falls below
this operating curve (Point A), infinite life is demonstrated, and fatigue testing is not required. When the
maximum measured fatigue stress lies above the operating curve (Point B), the part shall be subjected to
fatigue testing. If the S-N curve developed as a result
of this testing demonstrates an endurance limit that is

,SALL SAMPLEDATA IMEANI
-

FR
resultant f"ce, lb
F,, F. F, = force components along

DATA SCATTER CORRECTION

~-

v,

STRESS
CONCENTRATION CORRECTION
ENDURANCE LIMIT FOR MATERIAL

-

coordinate axes, lb
Fu = ultimate stress, psi
F = yield stress, psi
f = stress level, psi

COMPONENT ENDURANCE LIMIT

- ...
REDULCTION
S_

MATERIAL
YIELD

ERATING CURVE

A
_

0

~•32.2
8
_
STEADY STRESS

*

acceleration due to gravity,
ft/sec2 or 386.4 in./sec'
H = side force, lb
h = altitude, ft
I = mass moment of inertia,
lb-in.-sec2 or slug-ft2
= pitching moment of inertia,
lb-in.-sec' or slug-ft2
g =

STESS

__

I

in. 2

A = cross-sectional area,

INFINITE FATIGUE LIFE

os,

Fig. 4-91. Analytical Demonstration of Infinite
Fatigue Life
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Q*D= torque of single rotor/drive

polar mass moment of inertia

of rotor, slug-ft 2

system, lb-ft
generalized forces, lb
ratio of aerodynamic rotor
torque at minimum collective
pitch and 100% rotor speed to
F, dimensionless
QCPRD = QCPof single rotor/drive
system. dimensionless
q = shear flow, lb/in.
qR= blade displacement, in.
coordinates, or degrees of
q,
freedom, defining system
motion, in. or ft
R = rotor radius, ft
= curved panel radius, in.
= reaction force, lb
R, = generalized displacement, in-.
r = distance from elemental mass
to center of rotation, ft
r, = radius of curvature of spar, in.
S = wing area (planform). ft'
= failure stress, psi
ISI = selection matrix for incremental
weight, dimensionless
Sv etc. = shear load at monitoring
ststion, lb
station
sta
T = kinetic energy, ft-lb
= rotor thrust, lb
T. = ambient temperature, "R or T
total engine torque at
T
maximum rated power, lb-ft
T, = tail rotor thrust, lb
t = thickness, in.
time, sec
t, = ratio of time at load spectrum
condition ito total load
spectrum time. dimensionless
At = engine acceleration time, sec
t, = blade loading coefficient,
dimensionless
U = gust speed, fps
U, = design limit gust velocity, fps
EAS
Up = inflow velocity, fps
Ur = tangential velocity, fps
V = forward flight speed, kt or fps
= potential energy, ft-lb
= shear, lb
= wind speed, fps
VDLt = design limit flight speed, kt
VD,, = autorotational dive speed, kt

Q,

IR D = single rotor/drive system mass
moment of inertia, slug-ft"
IWO, = total rotor/drive system mass
moment of inertia. slug-ft'
K = empirical factor. dimensionless
= energy absorber efficiency.
dimensionless
= rotational spring constant,
lb-in./rad or lb-ft/rad
constant, dimensionless
=
K,
Kr = stress concentration factor
(notch), dimensiont-ss
KE = kinetic energy. ft-lb
k = spring constant, lb/in.
L = lift, lb
= rotor lift ratio, dimensionless
M = moment, lb-ft or lb-in.
= abscissa of S-N curve
M, = inplane moment, lb-ft
M7 = drive torque, lb-ft
M, = pitching moment, lb-in.
MS = margin of safety, dimensionless
m = mass, general, lb-sec 2/in. or
lb-sec 2/ft
N = allowable number of cycles
from S-N data
= rotor speed or engine output
speed, rpm
= number of blades in the rotor
NO* = flight rotor speed, rpm
N, = number of cycles of operation
No = ground idle rotor speed, rpm
n = exponent, dimensioniess
= load factor, dimensionless
= number of cycles applied at a
specific streas level in a loading
spectrum
n, = drop test load factor,
dimensionless
= lateral load factor,
"n,
dimensionless
P = applied load, lb
= power, hp
= cubic mean load, hp
Pi = forces applied at station 4 lb
PE = potential energy, ft-lb
= torque, lb-ft or lb-in.
"Q
= average torque acting on the
rotor/drive system, lb-ft
Q, = generalized displacement.
dimensionless

*

,

QCP
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Vn = design maximum level flight
speed in forward, rearward, or
sideward flight, kt
V•=v - operating limit flight speed
("never-exceed" speed), kt
VV, ,, = flight speed for minimum rate
of descent in autorotation, kt
V, = cruise speed (highest forward
flight speed at which specific
range is 99% of maximum), kt
= flight speed for maximum rate
V
of climb, kt
Vt, = equivalent flight speed, kt
= derived gust velocity, fps
V, = endurance speed (flight speed at
which fuel consumption rate in
level forward flight is minimum,
kt
V. = maximum velocity, kt
V, = descent velocity, fps
W = weight, lb
- chordal width of spar, in.
=Imatrix of empty weight,
lb
WT1 = weight data, in matrix form
WCONI = matrix describing the incremental weight for specific configuration, lb
,Wt: gross weight, lb
w = weight of an element, lb
arm of rotor thrust vector
X
about CG
x - coordinate in longitudinal
direction, in.
location of helicopter CG, in.
x
x

=

x =
Y =
Y
z =

IR =
w =
=
w., =

A = aerodynamic
= autorotation
a = maximum alternate design
condition
b = basic structural design
condition
ave = average
cr = critical

the aircraft CG, ft
velocity, general, in./sec
acceleration, general, in./sec2
coordinate in transverse
direction, in.
location of helicopter CG, in.
coordinate in vertical direction,

E = engine

ext = external
GI = ground idle

location of helicopter CG, in.
angular acceleration, rad/sec2

gr = ground
i = station
= integer

anale of attack, rad
aj = rotor angle of attack, rad
a, - induced angle of attack, rad
-

r3

=

rotor thrust = helicopter
w6ght, rad/sec
rotor tip speed, rad/sec
response frequency, rad/sec
vibrating frequency, rad/sec
natural frequency, rad/sec

Subsci ipts

in.

z
a

increment

fl.,, = minimum rotor speed at which

distance from any element to

x=

=

8 = required deflection during a
limit landing, ft
8 = pitch angle, rad or deg
- blade pitch angle, rad
= pitch angle of helciopter body
axis, deg
- ratio ot aosolute temperatures,
T,/519, dimensionless
= rotational velocity, rad/sec
= rotational or angular
acceleration, rad/sec2
X = normalized mode shape
ordinate, dimensionless
= inflow ratio, dimensionless
pk = advance ratio, dimensionless
p = air density, slug/ft3 or
lb-sec 2/in. 4
a- = rotor solidity, bc,/(7rR),
dimensionless
4P= roll, or bank, displacement, deg
or rad
= blade mode shape variable, in.
Xi = absolute position ve/-tors of the
points ain. or ft
'I = blade azimuth angle, deg
fl = rotor speed, rad/sec

int = internal

blade flapping angle, rad

ij = axes of interest
lim = limit

= coning angle, rad
y= dynamic response factor for

max = maximum

given excitation, dimensionless
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min

= minimum
N = value at maximum load factor,

o = initial condition
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CHAPTER 5

DYNAMICS

In the case of forced vibrations the dynamic system
will continue to oscillate as long as an external alternating force is applied. When the forL,; is removed, the
amplitude of the vibi ition will decay at a rate that is
dependent upon the damping or rate of energy dissipation in the system. If the frequency of the exciting force
approaches the same value as a natural frequency of the
dynamic mechanical system, the amplitude of the tootion of the mechanical system will become large and

lation is dependent dire:tly upon the detailed characteristics of the mechanical system. Such instabilities
may lead to large amplitudes of motion and failure of
the machine part. In some cases, the rate of amplitude
increase may be so great as to be categorized as "explosive". On the other hand, some instabilities may have
slow growth rates and can be controlled. Some may
reach a definite amplitude and grow no further; these
are "limit cycle" instabilities. In some cases, addition
of external damping may be sufficient to prevent the
occurrence of the instability or to limit its amplitude.
For helicopters, the most prevalent vibrations fall
into the free and forced vibration categories. Typically,
most rotor blade bending and transmission shaft vibrations are of the forced vibration category. The bouncing
of a blade on the droop stops would be typical of a free
vibration. Ground resonance-a coupled oscillation
between rotor blade lag motion and fuselage motion
while on the ground-is an example of an instability
and one that can be explosive.
Flutter is the self-excited, undamped, simple harmonic vibration of an aerodynamic surface and its associated structure in one or more of its natural modes. It
is caused by the combining of aerodynamic, inertial,
and elastic effects in such a manner as to extract energy
from the airstream. At the critical flutter speed, the
amplitude of oscillation following an initial disturbance
will be maintained. At a higher speed, the amplitude
will increase.
Divergence is the static instability of an aerodynamic
surface which occurs when the tonional rigidify of the

will be limited by the dampine within the system. Such
a condition is known as resonance.
A free vibration is one in which a dynamic mechanical system is displaced from its rest or equilibrium

structure is exceeded by aerodynamic twisting inoments. If the elastic axis of a wing is aft of the aerodynamic center, the torsional moment about the elastic
axis due to the lift at the aerodynamic center tends to

oscillate with an amplitude that also decreases at a rate
that is dependent upon the amount of damping present.
A self-excited vibration of a mechanical system more
properly is termed an instability. Instability in a dynamic system is characterized by growth of the amplitude of a vibration with time, even in the absence of any
external exciting force. The rate of increase of the oscil-

lift and, therefore, the torsional moment. Foe speeds
below some critical speed (the divergence speed), the
additional increments of twist and moment become
smaller so that at each speed below the divergence
speed an equilibrium position finally is attained (i.e..
the process of moment increasing angle and thereby
increasing moment, etc., is convergent). Above this

5-1
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INTRODUCTION

The dynamic characteristics of rotary-wing aircraft
are unique in the field of aviation. Dynamic considerations in helicopters involve blade design, controi systems,, and pilot and passenger comfort, and directly
affect service life and maintenance of the aircraft. Satisfactory dynamic analysis and design will mean a
smooth, dependable aircraft. Inadequate iyna .ic analysis may result in a catasth, phic failure in a development program, or in a helicopter that must enter service with a restricted flight envelope.
Consideration of dynamics in this chapter includes
the related areas of vibration, nature of exciting forces,
response, resonant systems, and self-excited vibrations
or instabilities,
Vibrations of mechanical systems fall into three
categories:
1. Forced
2. Free
3. Self-excited.

position and is released-, then the system proceeds to

increase the angle of a~tack. this further increases the
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critical speed the process is divergent. Because the lift
force on a rotor blade section is opposed largely by a
component of the centrifugal force, the chordwise separation between the aerodynamic center and the center
of gravity has a significant effect on torsional divergence.
The various types of vibration phenomena arc presented in greater detail in subsequent paragraphs of this
chapter,
The primary reason for the emphasis on dynamics
lies in the nature of main rotor and drive system operation and the importance of these systems to the whole
machine. Both of these systems can provide vibratory
force or motion inputs into the airframe. The airframe
in turn can respond to these inputs in a variety of ways.
For instance, if the frequency of the vibratory force is
close to the natural frequencies of the fuselage, resonance may occur with resultant unpleasant vibration
levels in the cabin. It also is possible that coupling
between the rotor and the fuselage may exist, causing
feedback from the fuselage into the rotor with adverse
results.
The rotor is the primary object of concern in any
study of the dynamics of rotary-wing aircraft. It is the
source of most of the vibratory forces, and is a corn-

The forces that are transmitted to the fuselage will
be equal in general to the frequency in the rotating
system ±.U, where f is the rotor speed. It also is
possible that, for certain numbers of blades on a rotor
and certain inplane frequencies, cancellations of inplane forces can result (Ref. 1). Because of these cancellations and the frequency changes that can occur with
rotors, it often is difficult to pinpoint the exact source
of any vihration frequency that may be found in the
fuselage oi'a helicopter.
The rotor itself as a dynamic device displays other
important ;haracteristics. As indicated in par. 3-3.3, a
fluly articulatel bhde tends to flap as a rigid beam at
a natural frequency close to rotor roattional speed. Because of the centrifugal twisting moments on a blade
section, the lapping frequency of a torsionally rigid
blade without pitch control restraint also tends to be
close to rotor speed. The motion of the rotor blade in
the lag direction is dependent directly upon the details
of the mounting provisions at the hub, but for a typical
fully articulated blade the lag frequency is approximately one-third of the rotor speed. As detailed in par.
5-3 various coupling actions can occur among the flapping, lagging, and pitching motions of the blades.
Rotor blades are long, narrow structures and are

plicated dynamic system. Not only does it rotate, but
its individual components also describe various motions while they rotate about the drive shaft. Blade
flapping, lagging, and pitch change occur periodically
in response to airloads and pilot control action. Rotor
blade flexing takes place in response to the airloads.
The forces that are generated within the rotor by these
actions usually are multiples of the rotor rotational
frequency and are harmonic in nature. The forces enter
into the fuselage in a unique fashion. Alternating thrust
forces or torques will enter the fuselage at the same
frequency as the force that occurs in the rotating rotor.
However, the rotor tends to act as a filter, and will
cancel out all harmonics that are less than the number
of blades on the rotor.
In the case of inplane forces in the rotor and the
change necessary when moving from rotating to stationary coordinates, the designer may expect these
forces to be fed into the stationary fuselage. If there
should be a simple mass imbalance in the rotor, an
unbalanced centrifugal force would act radially outward from the center of the ro.Jr. Viewed from the
rotating system, this unbalance would be seen as a force
of constant dmplitude. Viewed from the stationary
coordinates, the unbalanced force of constant amplitude would rotate once per revolution. In the case of
alternating inplane forces, a similar action would take
place.

quite flexible. Consequently, they respond to timevarying airloadings in a dynamic fashion. Typically,.
the blades bend or twist in ce-tain characteristic normal
modes. Each of these modes of motion has a corresponding natural frequency. If the frequency of the
applied airloads becomes close to any of the-e natural
frequencies, the blades will respond by bending or
twisting in the mode affected by the airload. Such amplified bending can lead to high blade stresses or high
forces in the control system. The topic of blade response to aerodynamic forcing function is presented in
greater detail in pars. 4- 9.1 and 4-11. 1, along with a
discussion of blade motion and structural dynamic response.
In the remaining paragraphs of this chapter, various
areas of dynamics are covered in greater detail. Airframe dynamics are discussed in par. 5-2. Par. 5-3, on
rotor dynamics. emphasizes the potential instabilities
that can take place. Other paragraphs deal with lifting
surface dynamics and the torsional characteristics of
helicopter drive systems. Because of its comprehensive
nature, a thorough review of Ref. 2 should be considered as a supplement to this chapter.
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5-2

AIRFRAME DYNAMICS ANO

VIBRATION0A
5-2.1

A

GENERAL

A
V

WA
SIMPLE PERIODIC VIBRATION

Mechanical vibration is a term that describes the
oscillatory motion resulting from fluctuating forces
acting upon a dynamic system, that is, a system possessing mass and elasticity. A helicopter is subject to
vibrations induced by the rotors through the shafts or
through strodynamic vortex impingement upon the
structure, and by the engines, gearboxes, or other pertions of the dynamic drive train through the component

0
(B)COMPLEX PERIODIC VIBRATION

mounting structure. Generally, main rotor(s) excita-

O!

tion through the shaft is the most significant source
pertaining to aircraft comfort. The resulting oscillations are measured in terms of frequency, direction.

V %V
TIME t
(C) NONPERIODIC VIBRATION

and amplitude.

The frequency of a regularly repeated motion is defined as the number of complete cycles per unit time.
The simplest kind of vibration is that which exhibits a
single frequency. Simple vibration is not encountered in
helicopters; these aircraft vibrate at two, three, or even
four frequencies. These frequencies usually are multiple
harmonics of the rotor excitation frequency. For exampie, a three-bladed helicopter usually vibrates at IP, 3P',
6P, and 9P, where P is the rotational speed of the rotor
in revolutions per unit time. In general, the more blades
a helicopter has, the less likely it is that the harmonic
frequencis will be significant; e.g., a five-bladed rotor
usually exhibits only I P and 5P.
Some vibrations are nonperiodic in that a plot of
displacement versus time shows no regularity. Nonperiodic vibrations typically are caused by gusts, control inputs, projectile hits, and some types of weapon
firing. The types of vibration are shown in Fig. 5-1.
Vibration also may be classified as translational and
•rotational. From a human comfort and performane
standpoint, rotational motion usually is insignificant,
while vertical, lateral, and sometimes longitudinal
translational vibrations are important.

The parameters used in describing the intensity of
vibratory motion are the amplitudes of the excursions.
Amplitude usually is measured by the displacement of
the oscillation about its mean position. This amplitude
can be expressed by either single amplitude or double
amplitude (see Fig. 5-2).
The amplitude of vibration for the simple harmonic
motion illustrated also can be expressed in terms of
velocity or acceleration. In particular, the velocity and
acceleration amplitudes of a simple harmonic motion
are related to displacement amplitude by the following
expressions:

Fig. 5-1. Three Types of Vibration
velocity: i = x(5-1)
acceleration: Y -

(5-2)

x

where
whore
X = displacement, ft
The interaction between each of these variables affects the efficiency with which pilots and crew members
can carry out their tasks and, therefore, must be taken
into account in the design of rotary-wing vehicles.
During preliminary design of any helicopter, it is
necessary to analyze the vibration characteristics of the
airframe under steady.state conditions in order to assure compliance with the vibration requirements. The
vibration levels experienced by t. structure, aircraft
components, crew, passengers, and cargo will depend
upon the attributes of the forces and the structure.

In their normal environment, humans are not reasaentrInteromaevinet.h
quired to counteract the effects of vibration. Thus,
when asking a crew to perform flight tasks in a vibratory environment such as a helicopter, care must be
taken to insure that the vibratory effects will not be so
severe as to degrade crew performance. Specific effects
of excessive vibration on man are:
I. Motion sickness
2. Interference with orientation and coordination
3. Discomfort, and finally pain and damage to tissues
5-3
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4. Interference with senses of touch, vision, etc..
and with the performance of skilled tasks
5. Immediate or short-term phenomena such as
fatigue. loss of sleep, psychosomatic or neuropsychiat-ic symptoms
6. Long-term cumulative impairment of brain
function, circulation, etc.
The direct biological effects of vibration are recogeven more
nized easily. More difficult to assess. but
important in their implications, are the vague indirect
effects of vibration upon human behavior and the ability to work. Recent research efforts have been devoted

rated by the rotor system and minimizing the response
of the fuselage to the vibratory loads.
The first step in determining vibratory loads consists
of defining the airload distribution on the roto7 blades.
Several methods are available:
1. Blade applied load analysis:
a. Uniform inflow
b. Variable inflow
2. Wind tunnel test data.

toward developing tools with which to measure the

With the airload distributions defined, the blade response and finally the vibratory rotor forces can be
assessed, Available methods are:
I. Blade response analysis:

workload involved in flying rotary-wing vehicles. Successful development of such tools will permit objective
measurement of effort expended in flying a vehicle, and
thus will throw light on the effects of vibratory environment on performance and pilot efficiency.

a. Rigid blade
b. Flexible blade
c. Uncoupled or coupled edgewise, flatwise, and
torsional
d. With or without main rotor head impedance

\.....

2. Use of rotor force measurements from similar

5-2.2

.

VIBRATION CONTROL ANALYSIS AND

aircraft.

DESIGN TECHNIQUES

With the rotor vibratory forces defined, the sensitivitv of the aircraft to these forces should be determined. Some of the available methods are:
h
n.
seofte avail
1. Fuselage analysis:
a. Rigid airframe
b. Flexible airframe
c. Uncoupled or coupled airframe modes
2. Shake testing
3. Use of flight test data from similar aircraft.

Considerable attention must be devoted to the dy-"'
namic design of a helicopter if a vibration environment
within the existing specification is to be expected. The
paragraphs that follow outline the various analytical
and test methods that can be used by the helicopter
design engineer to help insur' an acceptable vibration
environment. It should be recognized that use of these
tools only can increase the probability and confidence
that an aircraft will exhibit an acceptable vibration
environment in service, because it virtually is impossible (technically and economically) to conduct a design
program that would guarantee design goals.
Controlling n-per-revolution vibrations of the airframe involves design considerations in both the rotor
system and the fuselage. Basically, design effort should
be directed toward minimizing vibratory loads gene-

As stated previously, the use of these tools does not
guarantee an aircraft with an acceptable vibrational
environment. It is, therefore, most beneficial to make
provisions for vibration control in the design of the
aircraft. Typical examples of vibration control devices
ate:
1. Rotor blade tuning

7

SINGLE AMPLITUDE
t--A
M"
<

PSTION
•

\DOUBLE
AMPLITUDE

TIME t
Fig. 5-2. Simple Harmonic Motion
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2. Rotor vibration absorbers
3. Cockpit or cabin vibration absorbers
4. Transmission support structural tining
5. Airframe structural tuning
6. Airframe component .structural tuning
7. Crew seat and seat cushion design.

plication of forces (such as the main and tail rotor hubs
on a helicopter), and sufficient additional points to
represent adequately the shapes of all of the normal
modes to be considered.
The equations for such a system can be written most
conveniently in matrix form (Ref. 3). If the number of
coordinates is N, then the mass matrix [MJ, the damp-

Further information on the details of blade applied
load analysis and blade response analysis can be found
in par. in4-9.
analysis are discussed
the Techniques
paragraphs of
thatfuselage
follow. Design criteria
pussedtinet tohelcptgrasvatifonlels.
Dlson ariterea
viewed,

ing matrix [C), and the stiffness matrix [K] are square,
symmetrical, and of order N The displacements y, and
the applied forces f are represented by N x I column
matrices (vectors), where each element is a funct._;,-u .Jf
time and represents the displacement of, and the force
at, a particular coordinate. The equation, then, is written

5-2.2.1

Vibration Analysis
The characteristics of the forces that affect the response of the structure are the frequency content, the
amplitudes and relative phases at each frequency, and
the distribution over the airframe. The major forces of
excitation in helicopters are at discrete frequencies and

+

5-2.2.2

(5-3)

For the steady-state condition at a frequency w, the
column matrices f, and y, may be written

f, =e

are applied at specific points rather than distributed

over an area (see par. 5-2.4). Thus, in order to predict
precisely the vibration levels to be expected in a helicopter, it is necessary to know the points at which the
applied forces act and the amplitude of the component
at each frequency. The amplitudes of these forces may
be known only approximately during preliminary design. However, knowing the frequencies and points of
application, it is possible to determine the sensitivity of
the airframe to each of these components and thus to
determine whether any corrective action is necessary.
The vibrations of the airframe may be represented as
a superposition of the responses of each of its normal
modes to each of the applied forces (see par. 5-2.2.2).
This approach is useful especially ducing preliminary
design, because the natural frequencies and mode
shapes alone will give a good indication of whether or
not the structure can be expected to be overly sensitive
to any particular component or force.

[CJfl + [Kb'f

.

Ib

(5-4)
ft

,

Ye
where f and y are column matrices representing the
amplitudes and are not functions of time t.
The separate elements are, in general. complex,
representing the relative phasing between the force
components and the response of each of the coordinates. For example, if an element off is real, then the
real part of an element of y is the component in-phase
with the force and the imaginary part is that component that is out-of-phase by 90 deg with the force. This
relationship is shown in Figs. 5-3 and 5-4.
Substituting the steady-stae .onditions of Eq. 5-4
into Eq. 5-3 results in the following equation of motion

Equations of Motion

Y

The equations of motion of the airframe, using present state-of-the.art techniques, are formulated by con-

f

sidering the structure to consist of a number of lumped

t-_

masses interconnected by spring and damping alemeats. The number of masses and number of degrees
of freedom used will depend
upon the detailed informa-

C

tion available and the analyst's judgment as to the most
rational representation of the structure. As a minimum,
however, the degrees of freedom (coordinates) should
include all the points of interest (such as the pilot seat
and vibration-sensitive instruments), the points of ap-

TIMEtt
%
%

Fig. 5-3. Time History of an Element of f, and y, in
Steady State
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. Numerical methods for calculating the natural

frequencies and normal modes are discussed in par.
5-2.2.4.

PHASE ANGLE
RRe(y) REAL

The normal modes 4, are orthogonal with respect to
the mass matrix [M], i.e., 40.M4M,,, = 0, when m *
n and +'MO, = n•, the "generalized mass' or "modal mass" of the nth mode, when m = n. This prop-

-IW

,

Fig. 5.4. Complex Representation of Condition of
Fig. '5-3

erty allows separation of the response of the structure
into the responses of each mode treated separately as
a single degree-of-freedom system.
Congider y to be a linear combination of the normal
modes as follows:
N

[-wM + IwC + KIy=J"

The type of damping often associated with structures
is of the form such that C =(g/o) K, i.e., the damping
force is proportional to the deflection (spring force) but
in phase with the velocity (Refs. 4 and 5). Typical
values for the structural damping coefficient g for helicopter structures range from 0.02 to 0.08. The paragraph that follows shows that this small value of g has
little effect upon the response except in the vicinity of
a resonance. It generally is inadvisable to operate close
inough to a resonance for the effect of damping to be
significant. Thus, for the purpose of this analysis, the
damping term may be ignored and the equation of
motion will be written as follows:
[-W'M + g]5' = f

(5-6)

Normal Mode Solution

N
(5-9)

, and use the orthogonality reltton.
Premultiply by
ship to eliminate all terms of the summation except for
n =n, resulting in
q

2

,

MO

r

KO,, = w,2 M,

obtained from Eq. 5-6 with f
5-6
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(5-7)

0, w

Tf~

=

w,,. and

Tf-

1(S-1Il)

(-1

2

If Eq. 5-6 is considered with no force acting (V = 0),
the so!ution for y would be trivial (zero) except in the
special cases where the determinant of - coM 4- K is
zero. This will occur at special values of o = w, the
"natural frequencies" of the system. If there are N
degrees of freedom, there ordinarily will be N distinct
natural frequencies. Corresponding to each o., there is
a solution y = 6, the "normal mode". The normal
modes are the relative displacements of the points that
have been v'hosen as the degrees of freedom of the
stiucture. These quantities satisfy the equation

(5-8)

where q, is the amplitude of the nth mode. Substitute
this into Eq. 5-6 and use Eq. 5-7 to get

q.=

5-2.2.3

q,,=

n=

(5-5)

L!

-

Thus, the excitation of each mode may be calculated
independently of the others (Eq. 5-11) and the response
of the structure then can be formed by summing the
separate responses of each mode (Eq. 5-8).
As seen from Eq. 5-11, the excitation of a mode by
a force applied at a point is dependent upon the relative
amplitude of the mode at that point iorf,the generalized mass of the mode m., and the proximity of the
frequency of the force '.)to the natural frequency of the
mode to,.
"Asan illustration of the effect of the mode shapes
upon the response of a system, consider Fig. 5-5, which
is an illustration of a typical normal mode of a helicop-
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ter fuselage. Consider the vibration of Point A due to
unit forces of the same frequency at Points B, C, and
D. Based upon the relative amplitudes of the mode
shape shown, it is apparent that, in this mode, Point A
responds mostto a force at Point D, second most toaa
force at Point C, and least to a force at Point B. The
minimum excitation of a mode will occur when the

-g
-

= 0.0
=-0.l

'"
_

force is near a node (zero amplitude) and the maximum

W4[

will occur when the force is applied near the point of
maximum amplitude. Similarly, for the same excitation, points near a node will respond least and points

near an antinode will respond most.
The excitation of the mode is dependent strongly
upon the forcing frequency and the natural frequency
of the mode in question. How the amplitude response
of a mode varies with the forcing frequency is shown
in Fig. 5-6. This is a plot of q. versus

0/0.

I

from Eq.

5-11. Also shown are the effects of the structural damping parameter g. It is apparent that when the excitation
force is not near a resonance (natural frequency), the
value of the damping coefficient is immaterial. It also
is undesirable to operate the vehicle in the frequency
range in which the effect of damping is significant. This
partly is because of the relatively high amplitudes of
vibration to be expected. Another undesirable feature

is the steep slope of the response curve (Fig. 5-6). This
means that small changes in frequency of excitation or
natural frequency of the helicopter can make large differences in the vibration level. Such changes could resuit from operation over the usually small rotor speed
range or normal changes in p.ayload. Thus, in addition
to the high vibration levels to be expected, the vibration
will be difficult to predict and will change significantly
over normal operating conditions.
In addition to the considerations of shape and frequency, one other parameter that affects the vibration
M#. As shown
level is the generalized mass m,
in Eq. 5-11, modes having a small generalized mass will
tend to be excited more severely. Modes having small
generalized m
, however, usually will have signifi-

*,r

'

0
L-L,

Fig. 56. Relative Modal Amplitude vs Forcing
Frequency
cant deflections only over a small region of the structure.

Based ,ipon the previous discu~ssion, the following
conclusions can be stated:
1. Points in the airframe near the high deflection
regions of an excitable mode will be subject to greater
vibration than points near nodes.
2. Modes having high deflection near sources of
forcing will be subject to greater excitation than those
having nodes near the forcing source.
3. Modes with natural frequencies within about
10% of a forcing frequency will tend to be excited
significantly.
4. Modes with natural frequencies within about
20% of a forcing frequency may be excited significantly
and
the response
be quite variable under normal
variations
in rotormay
speed or payload.
5. Modes having small generalized masses will
tend to be excited easily, but exciting forces and responses may be limited to local areas on the structure.

xiA
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T
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5-5. Typal Normal Mode of a Helicqoter In

Plane of Symmetry

5-2.2.4

Methods of Calculating Normal
Modes and Natural Frequencies

The previous discussion described certain characteristics of the vibration response of an airframe in terms
of the normal modes of the structure. There are a number of rational methods available for computation of

normal modes and natural frequencies. The proper one
5-7
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to select will depend upon the data available (which
will vary considerably during preliminary design), and
the type of structure under consideration. Because the
numerical procedure for most of the methods is laborious, the selection of a particular rational method may

When Steps 6 and I are proportional to each other, the
ratio is the natural frequency squared and the deflection is the normal mode. When they are not proportional, then the result of Step 6 is used in Step I and
the procedure is repeated until convergence. It can be
the
p
d is repeated uil convergen t cawe
shown

dpendriueonfrequency
puterized.
The information available during preliminary design
often is insufficient to allow the reliable computation of
modes such as torsion or coupled bending-torsion of
the fuselage. The modes most amenable to computation
at this stage are those of uncoupled bending in the
vertical or lateral directions. These also are the modes
that usually are the most susceptible to excitation.
Thus, it often is appropriate to represent tht fuselage
as a beam in transverse bending. In the methods available. the structure is divided into a number of segments-tv-ically 10 to 20 in the early design stages. A
lumped mass and an average effective bending rigidity
El are estimated for each segment. Some available
methods that are suited especially to this representation
are given subsequently.
The mode that can be expected to be closest in frequency to the major applied forces usually will be other
than the one with the lowest bending frequency. Thus,
the method used must be capable of obtaining normal
modes above the first. In addition, it is recognized that
the boundary conditions for a vehicle in flight are those
of a free-.free beam. The method used shall handle this
condition properly.
In addition to the beam representation, the more
general finite element approach is discussed in par.
5-2.2.4.3. This method may be suitable when sufficient
structural detail is available,

mode contained in the trial. It is important
to note that during the integrations of Steps 3, 4, and
6 it is necessary to take the boundary conditions into
along unknown
necessary to
account. It may be tatrro
initial conditions until a later step when they can be
evaluated. The details of these computations are coyered in the references given.
When modes above the first are desired, it is necessary to remove all components of the lower modes from
the trial mode shape. When solving a free-free system,
it also is necessary to remove the two rigid-body modes
representing uniform translation and rotation about
the CG. These procedur.s are trcated adequately in the
references.
The method of matrix iteration using influence coefficients is equivalent analytically to the Stodola Method
but is more suited to automatic computation. This
method is discussed in Refs. 4 and 7 where the free-free
condition is treated specifically.
An alternate method of computing the higher modes
by matrix iteration, which is particularly suitable for
automatic computation, is presented in Ref. 7.

whicmethods
mthod
ofthee ha
depend upon which of these
has ben
been crnconi-

5-2.2.4.1

Stodola Method and Matrix
Iteration
The Stodola Method is used for beam bending (see

Refs. 5 and 6). The general approach is:
I. Assume a trial mode shape (deflection).
2. Compute the shape of the inertial loading by
multiplying the mass by the assumed mode shap.,
3. Compute the shear by numerically integrating
this loading,
4. Compute the bending moment by integrating
the shear.
th5shar.
DitThe
5. Divide the bending moment by the local El to
obtain the radius of curvature.
6. Integrate two more times to obtain the deflection and compare with Step 1.
5-8

that this iteration will converge on the lowest

Myklestad Method
5-2.2.4.2
Another important method is that attributed to
Myklestad (see Refs. 4 and 5). In this procedure, which
is a modification of the I rolzer Method, the frequency
is varied and the shape of the beam ;s computed at each
frequency. When all the boundary conditions are satisfied, the frequency used is the natural frequency and
the deflection is the corresponding normal mode shape.
The result often is shown as a plot of an applied force
versus forcing frequency. Whenever the curve crosses
the axis (the force is zero), a natural frequency exists.
The main advantage of this method is that no special
treatment is required for special boundary conditions
such as fret-free, and it is unnecessary to obtain the
lower modes before calculating the higher ones. Care
must be exercised, however, to avoid skipping one or
more modes.
5-2.2.4.3
Finite Element Analysis
essence of the finite element technique consists
of the formation of the stiffness matrix of a structure
by superimposing the effects of small standard elements
such as pltes and rods. These elements are joined at
points (nodes) and the stiffness elements relating to

..
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these points are obtained. Once the stiffness matrix is
obtained and a mass matrix is calculated, matrix iteration (as in Ref. 5) may be used for the free-body modes.
It will be necessary to extend this procedure, however,
to take into consideration all six rigid-body modes.
This technique usually involves the use of a large,
cothee
complex computer
program aass
and requires tcrhe
the knowledge of considerable structural detail. When the necessuch methods may provide
sary information
theis known,
ostrelibleresutsundesirable,
the most reliable results.

5-2.3.1
Airframe Modification
When excessive vibration is predicted because an
airframe natural frequency is close to a forcing frequency, it may be possible to change the frequency
r
nge the fre
cha
tugh itrmay
the frequency; removicng mass wil
lncrease
it. The
frequency
removiag
greater
the deflection
of the pointweqire
at which the it.The
mass is
changed, the more effective the change will be. It is
for this
toadd masse ly
und , of
of core
course, to add mass solely for this purpose. It also is unlikely that there will be excess mass

Other Methods
5-2.2.4.4
There are other methods that should be mentioned.
Rayleigh and Rayleigh-Ritz Methods (Refs. 5 and
The
7) can be. used to obtain the lowest frequenty bending
7)canobe. uised to obtaprrinathelowestreu be nduhinghr
mode. This is not appropriate here because higher
modes
ters than the first generally are excited in helicop-

that may be removed to increase the frequency. It may
be possible, however, to shift one or more mass items
from low deflection to high deflection regions to lower
the natural frequency or to do the reverse and raise the
frequency. Of course, other constraints such as lielicoptrC n h tlt fteiesivle
utb
cered
Sh
chang may
e ma
invoivellarge masses
maseand
an
involve
Such changes
considered
te
mebs.
therefore may be quite impracticable, except possibly in
the early design stages when major rea.rrangements of'
equipment are still feasible.
It also is possible to change the natural frequencies
by changing the stiffness. The most effective areas are
where the curvature is the greatest. Increasing the stiffness will increase the frequency. Such a change probably will tend to be more effective and more practicable
than a mass change. The effect of the accompanying
mass change must be considered if it is significant.
The extent of the modification required can be determined by selecting points at which changes may be
made and repeating the original analysis with a relatively small change at each of the points in question.
in
the squeothe
For small change t ch
For sn~all changes, the change in the square of the
frequency will be proportional to the change in stiffness

The method of Associated Matrices (see Refs. 8 and
9) allows representation of different parts of the structure in different ways (e.g., beam, lumped parameter)
and permits the assumed elastic axis to bend and follow
the shape of the fuselage. This method is useful espe
cially where a simple straight beam is an intuitively
ypoor
rewpresentationm
When the analysis is being made of a symmetrical
Sstructure (such as the uncoupled vertical bending of a
-.......

pair of wings), the free-body motions can be separated

half the strucinto cantilever- and pin-free motions of
ture. This method is treated in Refs. 5 and 7.
consider a flexible portion o
Often, it i ncessary to
the airframe that is attached to a stiff and heavy portion, such as a tail boom that in turn is attached to the
main fuselage. Under such a condition, an approximation of the tail boom vibration characteristics may be
obtained by treating it as a cantilever beam. Methods
such as this represent the lowest level of sophistication,
but can be useful during preliminary design to provide
an early warning of a potentipl vibration problem.
5-2.3
VIBRATION REDUCTION
There are several potential methods of reducing vibration levels. If possible, the most desirable method
would be to reduce the applied vibratory force. This
consideration is, however, outside the scope of this
paragraph. Par. 5-2.4.1 refers to a device that absorbs
vibratory forces at the hub.
The remaining methods, in one way or another, involve modification of the structure. These may be divided into the categories of airframe structural modification, vibration absorbers, and vibration isolators.
Each is discussed in the paragraphs that follow,

and inversely proportional to the change in mass at

each point. By use of the solutions obtained, it now is
possible to determine the magnitudes of the changes
necessary to obtaii the required change in frequency.
5-2.3.2
Vibration Absorbers
When it is not feasible to change the character ,f the
vibration response of the fuselage through structural
changes, it may be possible to make local improvements through the judicious use of dynamic vibration
absorbers (see Refs. 10 and 11).
The main disadvantage of these devices, is ihat their
added weight ordinarily serves no other purpose and
thus reduces the effective payload of the vehicle. An
application in which an available mass (in this case, a
battery) was used as an absorber mass is given in Ref.
12.
The narrow band width of an undamped absorber is
not as severe a disadvantage in helicopters as in other
5-9
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vehicles because the excitation frequency varies relatively little. However, even small var>tions may have
significant effects, especially when the absorber mass is
smail. A variable tuning absorber for use in helicopters
has been developed and is described in Ref. 13.
When an ab•.srber has a small mass (the only feasible
circumstance in a helicopter), it causes a small change
in the natural frequencies but produces a significant
change in the deflection shape by reducing the amplitude of motion at the point of application. Thus, it is
most effective when the point in question has a large
deflection in the excited mode.
The dynamic vibration absorber basically is a simple
spring mass system tuned to the frequency of excitation. When it is undamped, it acts to make the deflection of the point of attachment equal to zero. Damping
and off-tuning tend to deteriorate the effectiveness of
the absorber.
In general, the use of absorbers is not recommended except when no other method has been successful.

"5-2.3.3

is shown in Fig. 5-7. In this model all the masses to be
isolated--such as the transmission, the main rotor
shaft, the main rotor and the control mechanisms--arc
lumped at their resultant CG and designated as a point
mass m2 having a mass polar moment of inertia about
its centroidal axis of /2. The remainder of the helicopter
and its cargo are lumped at the resultant CG and designated as a point mass m, having a mass polar moment
of inertia of I.
The procedure in designing a rotor isolation system
may be simple or complex, depending upon whether
shaking lorces or shaking moments are produced at the
rotor hub. Teetering rotors produce only shear forces
and moments about the axis of rotation, whereas rigid
rotors may produce both flapping moments and shears
at the rotor hub. Articulated rotors also may produce
moments due to offset. In each case, the system may be
described by thf. equations of motion for the system of
Fig. 5-7 as follows:

Vibration Isolation

Another potential means of reducing vibration in the
fuselage is to isol te the major soice of vibration. In
a helicopter, this is the main rotor. This concept has
been in the research stage for many years. Two recent
approaches to the problem using active and passive
devices are given in Refs. 14 and 15. In each case, the
rotor and tramsmission (and possibly the engine) are
separated from the rest of the airframe by devices that
reduce the transmissibility of the predominant frequen-

M2112

ISOLATED MASS

02

V

cies. The analytical investigation of vibration isolation
is discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
SPRING K

5-2.3.3.1

Mathematical Metheds"GIMBAL

Because of excessive static deflections, no attempt is
made to isolate vertical shaking forces by the use of
spring elements. In fact, the vertical stiffness usually is
given as large a value as possible. The commonly used
rotor isolation systems are reducible to the equivalent
of a system in which the isolated mass is mounted in
a gimbal in such a manner that only relative angular
motions of the fuselage and the isolated mass are permitted. The relative angular motion of the isolated
mass with respect to the fuselage is resisted by an
equivalent angular spring. On the assumption that the
conditions required for feasibility have been met, the
problem may be simplified further by solving the roll
condition and the pitching condition as separate coplanar problems. A mathematical model of such a system
5.10
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By similar logic a normalized response O0,,• may be
developed for exciting moments applied at the rotor
head. Thus
,M
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The optimum attenuation of the rotor forces occurs
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for a moment of amplitude M

mer's rule. Thus, for shear excitation at the rotor hub
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If the numerato," and the denominator of this expression both are divided by the stiffness K, which then is
made infinite, a response is obtained for the case of the
isolate, the mass being attached rigidly to the fuselage
(no isolation). As a means of measuring the effectiveness of an isolation system, the normalized response is
defined as the ratio of the given response to the respo nse that w ould occur if there w ere no isolationl System. Thus, the normalized response for shear excitation
O0""' is

-mfp)(/--h)
+ K[lp~m, + -z) + m~h]
,MMh2

+ (M, + mO(Xl

XKlmtmOh2
-- t2

(m

isolation results. A typical normalized response for a
small helicopter is shown in Fig. 5-8.
In this discussion the analysis has been simplified
greatly by the assumption that both the rotor and the
fuselage may be treated as rigid bodies. The assumption
is valid if the fuselage and blade vibration modes are
separated sufficiently from the forcing frequency.
However, as helicopters become larger, this premise
becomes less tenable; also, static deflections of the selected isolator springs become larger than can be tolerated.
b oInsdthese
r dcas,
a ; the whole
u t - e fuselage
r e o -rand
e orotorymust
t m
be considered as a multi-degree-of-freedom system.
The mode frequencies may be adjusted or degrees of
freedom may be added at the transmission, which may
prove to be desirable. It is necessary to consider each
configuration on its own merits.
5-2.3.3.2
Recent Developments
A method that may be used to solve the isolation

X

problem for an intermediate-to-large helicopter is
called the DAVI (Dynamic Antiresonant Vibration

+ 12)1 X

+ (m+,
+ M2 X1l,+

n2 (I, f

when the normalized response is a minimum. It will be
noted that if the numerator of the response function is
set equal to zero, a value of fdefining the gimbal location may be calculated so that the angular motion of the
fuselage is zero. However, in practice, other considerations, such as reducing the relative motions between the
transmission and its various input and output drive
shafts, govern the selection of the gimbal point. It then
becomes a matter of selecting a stiffness within the
constraints of system natural frequency and static deflection characteristics. If the designer is successful in
locating the natural frequencies of the isolated package

f
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2h

2

12)1

Isolator) (Ref. 15). The essentir.l elements of the system

+ 1, (f- h)t

are indicated in Fig. 5-9. In this system the isolated
+ ,1•(m, + m2 )]i X
-mass
!ln+ i +-mnhJ],
)
dless

i

is attached to the fuselage through a spring ele(:
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ment in parallel with a weighted lever; the mass and its
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site to the spring force. Thus, theoretically, there is no
resultant force acting upon the fuselage. The proposed
in future designs as well as
design merits consideration
for rerofitexample,
retroft.
for
Another recent development particularly useful in
helicopters with rotors having low n/rev frequencies
(n equals number of blades) is the nodalized beam
concept described in Ref. 16. This concept advocates
suspending the entire helicopter airframe from a sup-
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Fail-safe Design

to the failure of an elastic element may result in a

Fig. 5-9. Principal Elements of the DAVI System
mechanicalryadvntageth i
forcing feundoppo-

5-2.3.3.3

,__

The design and inspection of isolation systems can be
made such as to insure against complete failure. Depending upon the rotor system used, the effects of a
reduction or increase in stiffness or cross-stiffness due

z(t)

FUSELAGE
MASS

port beam. By attaching the airframe only to the
nodal points of the beam. the fuselage is isolated
completely.4;.,

destabilization of the system, such as ground resonance. These effects should be considered in the overall
design of the rotor control and isolation system. The
hazards due to such a failure of an elastic element may
stiffness
over
distributing
thetorequired
be minimized
the change
in order
minimize
elastic by
elements
several

'1

in stiffness. Sometimes means can be provided to insure
that the element functions even if failure occurs; for
eaed inin compression
exam thetheelsme
compression. In
elastomnerr is
is preloaded

,n.

general, the designer will provide means to limit the
moticn of the isolated package by using mechanical
stops, cables, or auxiliary nonlinear springs to restrict
the motion in the event of a failure of the elastic elements.
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5-2.4

EXCITATION SOURCES

.
The dominant vibratory forces in a helicopter are
those forces transmitted through the rotor hub or by
rotor/wing aerodynamic interference. Them forces are
largely aerodynamic in origin. Other aerodynamic and
,mechanical sources of excitation exist bu• •neraliy are
of minor importance compared to the rotor forces.
5-2.A.1
Rotor Frces;
The steady-state forces acting upon a rotor blade are
at frequencies that are harmonics of the rotor speed. If
the blades all are identical aerodynamically and inertially, then the only vibratory forces or moments transmitted to the fuselage will be at harmonics that are
multiples of the number of blades. Thus, a two-bladed
rotor will transmit only multiples of two cycles per
revolution forces, and a three-bladed rotor only multipies of three (see Refs. I and 17).
Consider first the vertical forces and shaft torque.
The vertical shear force F of each blade can be expressed as
F=fo +f, cos 0 +gt sin

i

+f2 cos 20 +g2 sin. 2 +

. +fm cos ao +gm sin m 0l

(5-16)

where
=

•:.

g•

azimuth angle of one rotor
rad of cos component
Sblade,
amplitude
of
amplitudforce,
lb
amplitude
aoonent, of sin component of

force, lb
•
Thus, if the force on blade "A" is F(qi), then the force
on blade "B" is FQ* + 2w/n), etc. where n is the
number of blades. When those expressions are
summed, there results
F10101
A +f cosn +g, sin n +f2, c
F
n
=of-plane,
+ g2, sin 2no + .

+fin cos mn;P

forces into the fixed system transmitted are still only at
harmonics that are multiples of the number of blades.
They are produced, however, by forces in the rotating
system that are one harmonic above or one harmonic
below the transmitted frequency. For example, a threebladed rotor transmits a third harmonic lateral force
(or rolling moment) that is due to second and fourth
harmonic inplane loads. Table 5-1 shows how the loads
transmitted by the hub are dependent upon the number
of blades in the rotor, as well as the frequencies of the
blade input forces.
The just-described characteristics of the transmitted
forces are true rigorously only if all the forces acting
upon each blade are the same when the blades are at the
same azimuthal position. This wi.l be the case only
when the blades are identical. When there are small
discrepancies in aerodynamic or inertial characteristics, complete cancellation of terms will not occur and
at least small components of other harmonics will be
transmitted. This effect has been recorded in wind tunnel tests (Ref. 18) and from flight test data (Ref. 9).
Except for the first harmonic force due to steady effects
such as blade unbalance, the only forces that will be
significant will be at harmonics of rotor speed, as indicated previously.
A study of main rotor hub excitation of helicopters
is reported in Ref. 15 in which the available data from
several sources were examined. The data contained
considerable scatter; however, reasonable generalized
criteria were obtained. These standardized excitation
levels, based upon amplitude of the predominant
n/rev component being unity, are: the 1/rev compo0.10; the 2n/rev component, 0.40; and the
3n/rev and 4n/rev, 0. 10.

~Rotor blade dynamics can have a significant effect

upon the amplitude of the forces transmitted through
the hub. When a blade natural frequency is close to the
frequency of a force that is not cancelled at the hub, a
potential problem exists due to the amplification of the
forces. For example, on a four-bladed rotor, the following natural frequencies should be avoided: 4/rev outand 3/rev and 5/rev inplane and/or torsion.
The resonant frequencies for flapwise and chordwise

(5-17)

bending must be computed as functions of rotor speed,
using plots of blade weight distribution and moments

Because the vector representing shaft torque is in the
same direction, the same form results.
Forces whose vectors rotate in the plane perpendicular to the shaft behave in a slightly differctt fashion
when resolved into the fixed system. These forces are
inplane shear, radial shear, and pitching moment. The

of inertia (par. 4-9). The determination of blade resonant frequencies could proceed in a simple, closed-form
calculation if mode shapes, blade root restraints, and
hub motions were known accurately. Usually these
only can be estimated, so that an approximate solution
is the best that can be obtained without extensive iteration. The method of Ref. 19 usually produces results
that are accurate to within 10%, and has been used

+ gmn sin mnf
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widely for preliminary design calculations. This
method assumes that the centerline of rotation is rigid
in space, and that rotation is at a constant angular
velocity. The mode shapes are assumed and used as the
basis for frequency calculations, as in the Rayleigh
Method. Blade root restraint in the hub is taken as
either a frictionless pivot or a rigid joint in the flapping
and lead-lag planes. Masc and stiffness distributions are
taken as linear functions of radius, which involves some
degree of fairing the actual distributions. Provisions are

5-2.4.2

Other Sources

All the comments of the previous paragraph apply
equally well to a tail rotor, a lifting fan, a pmi puluive
or any similtr rotating aerodynamic '.utface.
propeller,
The blade pitching moments mentiontV-.
"•

80 .

made for representation of concentrated mass at the tip

of the blade. For the appropriate root restraint and
mass and stiffness distributions, coefficients of rotating
and nonrotating resonant frequencies are taken from
graphs. The various modal frequencies then can be
shown on a Southwell diagram (see Fig. 5-10) in which
the frequencies are plotted against rotor speed, with
lines superimposed to show multiples of rotor speed.
In examining the Southwell diagram for coincidence
of exciting and resonant frequencies, it is well to keep
in mind that root restraint nearly always is more flexible than assumed, so that the resonant frequencies predicted by Yntema's Method (and even by many more
sophisticated techniques) are often too high. It thus is
safer to have an indicated resonant frequency occur
-slightly below coincidence with an exciting frequency
rather than slightly above it.
One device, the "bifilar absorber" described in Ref.
20, is designed to eliminate the major inplane component of excitation at the hub. This is a rotating pendular
mass mounted at the main rotor hub and acting as a
vibration absorber. It has the advantage of eliminating
the vibratory force almost at its source.
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TABLE 5-1
INPLANE LONGITUDINAL OR LATERAL BLADE FORCES
TRANSMITTED TO FUSELAGE
FREQUENCY OF LOAD ON HUBperrev

FREQUENCY OF
VARYING LOAD

TWO-BLADED

ON ONE BLADE.
per rev

ROTOR

1

STEADY AND 2

THREE-BLADED

ROTOR
STEADY

2

5.14

ROTOR
STEADY

3

3

2 AND 4

--

4

-.

3

5

4 AND 6

6

6

FOUR-BLADED

5-

4
4

4
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2.4.1 can be transmitted to the fuselage as vibratory
excitation through the control system. This con-,idera-/
tion is discussed in Ref. 21. Similar considerations apply to any control system, whether manual, augmented,

A
A

or automatic.

All rotating components such as engines, transmis.
sion gears, and couplings are potential sources of vibration. These often are mounted on resilient mountings
that act as isolatorm (see par. 7-7). For a general discussion of such sources, see Ref. 22,
5-2.5

GROUND RESONANCE

0

,"
A
A

'J

--

9

..

Because the instability known as "ground reso-A
t
nance" involves the dynamics ifthe airframe as well as
of the rotor, it is appropriate that there should be a
discussion in this paragraph in addition to that of par.
0)
(
ii
,,27?
5-3.3.3. Presented here is a briefsummary of the clawsical Coleman theory (Ref 23) and a common method
of evaluating the ground rts.onance characteristics of a
Fig. 5-l. lntor ViewedResonan
in Fixed System
Oscllating
ye
Mode
in Ground
rotor-.fuselage combination. It should be noted that this
type of ground resonance is applicable to hinged rotors
with snwall hinge offsets where there is no consideration
of rotor aerodynamics. Mechanical instability (ground
and air) analysis of hingeless rotors or hinged rotors
with large flap hinge offsets must include rotor aerodynamics in order to obtain meaningful results. This type
CY
LU
of mechanical instability is treated in Ref. 24 and discu.sed further in par. 5-3.3.3.
5-2.5.1

v

Description of the Phenomenon

Ground resonance is a self-excited mechanical instability caused by coupling of the motion of the hub in
the plane of the rotor and the motion of the rotor CG
due to inplane motion of the blades. This potentially
destructive instability usually occurs when the helicopter is on the ground and the landing gear spring and
damping rates affect the motion of the hub. The phenomenon will be discussed briefly, first for the common
case of three or more hinged blades.
The inplane motion of the blades causes the CG of
the rotor to be displaced from the hub. This condition,
tor a four-bladed rotor, is illustrated in Fig. 5.11.
This whirling of the CG of the rotor in turn produces
an oscillating force on the hub. The hub can be considered to consist of effective masses, springs, and dampes. These quantities retlect the characteristics of the
fuselage and, in generol, will be different in the lateral
and fore-and-aft directions. The rotating force applied
to the hub causes it to deflect; this motion in turn
applies forces to the blades, tending to cause inplane
motion. When this interaction is such that the motions

..

,

U

1.._
ABLE

ROTOR SPEEDQ
Fig. 5-12. Plot of Roots of Undamped Ground
Resonance Equations
tend to increase, there is an instability. For a given set
of parameters, the instability manifests itself as a range
of rotor speeds in which an unstable oscillation will
occur. The solutio-t obtained by solving Coleman's
equations for the case of no damping is shown in Fig.
5-12.
The phenomenon for a one- or two-bladed rotor is
essentially the same, except that the unsymmetrical
condition introduces certain complications into the
equations; there are more ranges of instability associated with this condition. This is well treated in Ref. 23.
Further physical descriptions of the phenomenon are
given by Refs. 25 and 26.
5-15
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5-2.5.2

Important Parameters

B

The parameterm involved in the computation of the
ranges of instability are discussed subsequently.
There are three quantities associated with the hub
degree of freedom: the effective mass ,i,.. the spring
constant K. and the damping constant B. In general,
there will be several %aluesof each of these parameters
in each direction depending upon the mode of the fuse.
lge under consideration. For preliminary design of a
helicopter, it usually is sufficient to consider the fuselage to be a rigid body on the landing gear. which supplies all the spring and damping effects. Parameters
such as the tire stiffness (vertical and lateral) and the
effect of gear txtension (under partially airborne conditions) must be considered.
The parameters associated with the rotor are: blade
mass ti lag hinge offset e: distance b of center of mass
of blade from lag hinge: radius of gyration r of blade:
centering spring rate KO, and blade damping Bd. These
parameters are constants for a given design. Blades
without lag hinges may be simulated by an effective lag
hinge and centering spring that will give the same lowest frequency and will approximate the mode shape.
These quantities commonly are grouped into the following dimensionless parameters:

A,

e

Ar2

"b I +

2T2)supports

A2 =

(5-18)
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A3

r

2(1 +

where
I

JA.

-
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(
1

are used to represent the hlade and hub damping, respectively. The rotor angular velocity 11 and the angular whirling velocity (a measured in the fixed system
are writter'nondimensionally in terms of w,.
The first step in an analysis should be to calculate
any undamped instability ranges. The blade parameters
are fixed. but ordinarily there will be several sets of hub
parameters to be analyzed. There should be an analysis
for each hub natural frequency up to the vicinity of the
maximum operating rotor speed. In addition, the effect
of any parameter such as gross weight or landing gear
strut extension that will affect the hub natural frequencies should be investigated.
The method given in Ref. 23 allows the computation
of undamped instability ranges. Chart.; showing the
ranges for values of A1, A,. and A, are given for
s = 0. 1, oc. for rotors with two or more blades, where
s is the ratio of the hub spring rates in the two directions. Thus the charts touch the entire range from rigid
to free in one direction and include the case of isotropic
(s = 1). The data obtained from such a study
will give a good indication of any potential instability
ranges within the operating conditions of the helicopter.
If an instability range is indicated and the configuration is such that blade and hub damping are feasible,
then it may be possible to eliminate this unstable range
through the use of dampers. As shown in Refs. 23 and
25 for the case of rotor%with three or more blades, a
specified product of the two damping ratios is required.
This clearly implies that damping of both the hub and
blade is required to eliminate the instability. Ref. 25
gives an approximate form for this product as
AX >

A3

(5-20)

-
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8,.
"

X

blade mass moment of inertia
about lag hinge. slug-ft
hub natural frequency
(reference), rad/sec
mass ratio nn,./(mf + nmb)

In addition, the two dimensionless parameters

I..

I +-A,

+A2
I -A,

AA.

(5-21)
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A more detailed solution, correbponding to the case
of infinite stiffness in one direction, has been presented
in convement chart form in Ref. 26.
For an articulated rotor with three or more blades,
the usual means of avoiding the instability is to use
appropriate blade and landin:;. Sear dampers as discussed previously. For two-coladed rotors without
hinges, inplane nritural frequencies normally are above

vibratory acceleration at the personnel stations shall
not exceed 0.2 g up to 20 Hz, and vibratory velocity
shall not exceed 0.7 in./sec for frequencies greater
than 20 Hz. During slow and rapid linear acceleration or deceleration between any speeds within the
flight envelope, vibration levels at the personnel
stations shall not exceed a velocity of 1.0 in,/sec for
frequencies up to 50 H7. and a double amplitude of

the critical range for ground resonance. Therefore such

0.003 in. for all frequencies above 50 Hz.

resonance is avoided (Ref. 26). Because two-bladed rotors with lag hinges are susceptible to shaft-critical
instabilities over a wide speed range, they are very seldom considered.

In the low-frequency region (below 10 Hz), the vibration requirements are complicated by the presence
of human body responses. There is a vertical resonance

CRITEIAAN
CONSIDERATIONS
CESIG

near 5 Hz, while a resonance near 2 Hz is the dominant
mode in horizontal vibration of a seated man. The

resonant frequencies and maximum transmissibilities

D

are affected by many factors including muscle tension,
body position and posture, weight of clothing and

Withofrespect
to criteria,
information
for designers
terms
allowable
vibration
levels is available
from ina
great many sources. The only available specification
that has vibration levels aimed at preventing crew discomfort is MIL-H-8501. However, experience has
shown that the vibration levels specified, if strictly observed, would not yield a satisfactory design. Pilot and
"passenger experience has shown that levels cosiderapasbenger
ex
n that
s
l
s conside
bly below the 0.15-~g requirement of MIL-H-8501 are
required for low frequency comfort (Ref. 27). More

equipment,
and the
complexity
of the e'citation,
frame vibration
leve's
for acceptable
comfort in Airthe
to
due
cockpit and cabin will vary at low frequencies
resonances.
the important
It should be noted that these new requirements do
not represent final comprehensive vibration criteria
relating to pilot and crew comfort and performances.
For example, the cumulative degradation of comfort
caused by vibrations at more than one frequency has
been disregarded. Likewise, the combined effects of

realistic criteria considering both helicopter reliability
and crew comfort, based upon data presented in Refs.
27 and 28, are being incorporated into new military
specifications superseding the MIL-H-8501 vibration
requirements. These new vibration characteristics re-

8-hr exposure to noise, extreme temperature, and vibration upon pilot task performance have not been explored fully.
Refs. 29 and 30 describe the work completed in the
field of visual disturbances. The designer should review
and utilize these data where possible.

quirements are as follows:
1. Controls. Vibration levels in any direction at all

5-3

ROTOR SYSTEM INSTABILITIES

controls shall not exceed an acceleration of0.10g for
frequencies up to 5 Hz, a velocity of 1.4 in./sec for
frequencies between 5 and 32 Hz, and a double ampli-

5-3.1

GENERAL

tude of 0,008 in. for frequencies above 32 Hz. This

Rotor system instabilities have been characterized by

requirement shall apply at all steady speeds within the
helicopter design envelope, during slow and rapid transitions from one speed to another, and during transitions from one steady acceleration to another.

a variety of names such as flutter, low-frequency flutter, stall flutter, wake flutter, whirl flutter, ground resonance, air resonance, vertical bounce, weaving, shuffling, pilot-induced oscillation (PlO). and others. A

2. Personnel stations. At the pilot, copilot, and

more systematic way of classifying rotor system in-

passenler seat structure (near the floor), at the
pilot and copilot heel rest positions (on the floor),
and at litter stations, at all steady speeds between
30 kt rearward and cruise velocity V.. vibratory acceleration shall not exceed 0.0S g at or below the
fundamental main rotor passage frequency (n/rev)
and vibratory velocity shall not exceed 0.6 in./sec at

stabilities is according to the essential mode contents of
the unstable oscillations. In the subsequent discussion,
unless otherwise stated, the vibration modes and the
frequencies will be described in a hub-fixed rotating
reference system. If we assume a rigidly supported rotor hub and swashplate, and ignore coupling effects,
there are three types of structural modes:

frequencies greater than n/rev. At steady speeds

1. Blade pitching or torsion modes with aigular

from V_, to design limit velocity Vw, the maximum

displacements about a longitudinal blade axis
5-17
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2. Blade flapping or flap-bending modes with outsignals are fed back into collective or cyclic pitch conof-plane blade displacements
trols.
3. Blade lead-lag modes with inplane blade disAll coupled blade modes are characterized by the
fact
placements.
actualMlao
moeaaecopethat each blade performs the same oscillation as
every other blade except for a difference in phase.
The actual modes are coupled aerodynamicaily, elastiThere are four types of multiblade, coupled, modes:
cally, and inertially; they include some blade pitching
1. Collective modes, where the phase angles of all
or torsion and some blade out-of-plane and/or inplane
blade oscillations are identical
motion.
With resl~ect to the principal mode contents, the
2. Differential collective modes, which are poseidesigner can distinguish among three types of instabilible only for even-bladed rotors, where the oscillations
of subsequent blades are in counter phase
ties:
3. Regressing modes, where the location of maxi1. Blade flutter
mum blade deflection rotates in a rotor-fixed reference
2. Flapping instability
2. FLapping instability,
system opposite to the direction of rotor rotation
4. Advancing modes, where the location of maxiBlade flutter, including wake and stall flutter, essenmum blade deflection rotates in a rotor-fixed reference
tially involves a blade pitching or torsional mode that
system in the direction of rotor rotation.
may or may not be coupled with out-of-plane or inplane
blade modes. The flutter frequency is equal to or lower
If we count posiiions of the blades in the direction of
than the corresponding natural frequency of the purely
rotation from 0 to the n- 1, and if we a.ssume that
structural torsional mode. Flapping or flap-bending in- each blade oscillates with a circular frequency to, then
stability involves an out-of-plane blade mode that may
Fig. 5-13 represents the phase relationship for the first
or may not be coupled with blade pitch, torsion, or
regressing mode. The deflection ??,of Blade No. 0 as a
lead-lag motions. The instability occurs at high roeor
funm:tion of aot is shtown in the curve. Blade No. I leads
advance ratios and, depending upon aerodynamic couin poase by 21r/n; Blade No. (n - I) lags in phase by
pling effects, may have a frequency substantially differ21r/n. Fig. 5-13 shows Blade No. 0 in its maximum
ent from the natural frequency of the corresponding,
deflection. After elapse of a time 27r/(w n), Blade No.
purely structural out-of-plane mode. Lead-lag instabil(m - 1) will reach maximum deflection. The location
ity involves an inplane blade mode and may or may not
of maximum blade deflection, therefore, rotates backbe coupled with blade torsional or out-of-plane moward with respect to rotor rotation. Fig. 5-14 repretions. This type of instability is easiest to identify besents the phase relationship for the first advancing
cause, even in the case of coupling with either torsion
mode. Blade No. I lags in phase by 2fr/n, and the
or out-of-plane blade motions, it occurs with a frelocation of maximum blade deflection rotates forward
quency approximately equal to the natural frequency of
with respect to the sense of rotor rotation.
the corresponding structural inplane mode.
The second regressing and advancing modes are charIn addition to the oscillatory types of instabilities,
acterized by Blade No. I leading and lagging respecthere are aperiodic divergences. Frequently, the
tively Blade No. 0 in phase angle by 4-7r/n. tne third
analytically easier-to-determine aperiodic divergence
regressing and advancing modes by a leading and lagboundary is only slightly different from the oscillatory
stability boundary and, therefore, can be used as an
approximation of the latter.
If the previous assumption of a rigidly supported
rotor hub and swashplate is removed, there are several

ging phase angle respectively of 67t/n, etc. The nth

blade is identical to the Oth blade and, with respect to

ways in which single-blade modes can be coupled. The

-

flutter modes of the single blades are coupled through
swashplate-tilting and swashplate-vertical motions....

The flapping and flap-bending modes of the single
blades are coupled through hub-tilting and hub-vertical
motions. The lead-lag modes of the single blades are
coupled through hub-lateral and rotational motions.
Finally, couplings between the individual blades can
occur if blade flapping deflection or flapping moment
5-18
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the Oth blade, must have a phase lead or lag equal to
a multiple of 2w.
For even-bladed rotors, the phase diff.rence of the
oscillations of subsequent blades can be ±r. In this
case, the regressing and advancing modes are identical
and such a mode suitably is called a differential collective mode, represented in Fig. 5-15.
For an ,bladed rotor it is necessary to introduce
x multiblade generalized coordinates. For a two-bladed
rotor, the two multiblade coordinates describe the
mode contents of the collective and differential collec.
tive modes. For a three-bladed rotor, the three multiblade coordinates describe the mode contents of the
collective and the first regressing and the first advancing modes. For a four-bladed rotor the four multiblade
coordinates refer to the collective, the differential collective, and the firt regressing and the first advancing
modes. For a five-bladed rotor, the five multiblade
coordinates describe the mode contents of the collective, the first and second regressing, and the first and
second advancing modes, etc. The differential collective and the higher-than-first regressing and advancing
modes are self-contained and do not feed forces or
moments into the airframe. However, due to their aerodynamic coupling with the other, nonself-contained
modes, they influence the dynamic stability limits.
Much of the published dynamic stability work is
limited to single-blade treatments. The earliest and best
know
nalyis
mutibide
oncrns mechanical
echnica intaknown multiblade
analysis
concerns
instebility, or ground resonance, when the first regressing

lead.lag mode becomes unstable. The phenomenon
called air resonance is similar, except for the inclusion
of aerodynamic effects, whereby instability also can
occur in the first advancing lead-lag mode, Whirl flutter is a rotor-airfrmme instability involving advancing
or regressing flapping or flap-bending modes. Vertical
bounce involves an unstable collective flapping or flapbending mode, while P10 can be produced by pilot
coupling with either advancing or regressing flapping
or lead-lag modes. Finally, it has been established that
coupling of blade modes resulting in unstable characteristics is possible not only through hub and swashplate motions or feedback controls, but also through
purely aerodynamic blade coupling whereby the tip
vortices of one blade affect the lift, drag, and torsional
moments of th'-, trailing blade.
SINGLE-LADE INSTABIUTY
ANALYSES
The single-blade analysis assumes that the hub and
the swashplate are supported rigidly. Usually such an
analysis w~ll provide only a crude approximation of an
instability, the actual stability limit being lowered or
raised by the various coupling mechanisms between
blades. The fact that a single-blade analysis does not
uncover any instability should not preclude further
probing or studying of multiblade, coupled rotor-airframe
instabilities, which will be discussed later.
prbnorsuygofutbadcpldoo-i5.3.2

5-3.2.1

Single-blade Flutter and Torsional
Divergence

w~t

Most flutter work has been done for zero rotor advance ratio. In this case there are three types of flutter:
classical, wake, and stall.
A classical flutter analysis (Ref. 31) is simikr to that
for a fixed wing except that the variation of relative
airspeed over the blade length is considered in a type
of strip analysis and that additional terms from Coriolis
accelerations are included. Reduced frequencies
,// Vfor helicopter blades are in the order of 0.1 to 0.3,
using a representative velocity Vat 0.7R or 0.8R, %here
b is the half-chord of the blade in ft, to is the angular
frequency ofthe blades in rad/sec, Vis the relative flow
velocity in ft/sec, and R is the rotor radius in ft. According to classical flutter theory, oscillatory angle of
attack changes produce a lift that is smaller than for the
equilibrium condition and that lags in phase. Lift deficiency and phase lag are functions of the reduced fre-

Fig. 5-15. Phae Relations of Blades (n - 1), 0, 1
"inDifferential Collective Mode

quency bo/,V(see Fig. 5-16). The pitching inertia of the
blade is increased by an aerodynamic term, and there
is an aerodynamic pitch damping term. Often it is pos-
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sible to omit the phase lag of the lift, the aerodynamic
pitching inertia, and the aerodynamic pitch damping:
this is called the "quasi-static" approach. In a further
simplification, all damping terms are omitted-including the vertical damping. One then obtains a system
that is conservative over the entire speed range up to
the flutter speed and that now is characterized by a
coalescence of the torsional and an out-of-plane mode.
In many cases the approximation for this frequency
coalescence method is quite good.
The principal parameter determining the flutter
speed is the offset of the chordwise CG from the aerodynamic center (a.c.). If this offset is zero, flutter usually is not possible. For a given aft location of the CG
with respect to the a.c., increasing torsional stiffness
tends to increase the flutter speed. However. the situation is more complex when pitch-flap coupling is used
that ;an lead to flutter in a higher flap-bending mode.
Because most helicopter blades are designed so that
chordwise CG and a.c. are close together, flutter rarely
has been a problem at zero advance ratio.
At low blade angles of attack and at low lift, wake
flutter may develop. This is caused by a rotor blade
operating close to its own wake or to that of th-. preceding blade (Ref. 32). Flutter of this type, if it occurs,
disappears with increasing lift and increasing advance
ratio.
At high blade angles of attack, stall flutter may develop. This is caused by a hysteresis loop of pitching
moment versus angle of attack feeding energy into the
pitching oscillation. Data on oscillating airfoil characteristics in the vicinity of stall are scarce. Ref. 33 includes such data for a NACA 0012 airfoil. Fig. 5-17
taken from Ref. 34 shows a flutter boundary measured
with a single-blade rotor versus blade pitch angle for a
NACA 23012 airfoil when the chordwise CG is at 37%
and the elastic axis at 26%. The flutter speed drops
rapidly with increasing blade pitch angle. Classical flut-

0.7 o, at low blade pitch and increases to o, at high
blade pitch. Fig. 5-17 should be considered merely as
an
example and not as a typical case. The unsteady
airfoil
moment characteristics depend in a complex
manner upon Mach number. Reynolds number, mean
angle of attack, amplitude of angle of attack, and reduced frequency. The available data for NACA 0012
and 23010 oscillating airfoils show maximu-n unstable
pitching moment characteristics for mean angles of attack of 15 to 20 deg, reduced frequencies of 0.2 to 0.4,
and Mach numbers of 0.3 to 0.4. Stable pitching moments occur at both lower and higher values of mean
angles of attack, of reduced frequency, and of Mach
number.
Correlation of analytical and experimental results on
single-blade flutter usually is not very good, even at
zero advance ratio. For forward flight conditions, with
their time-variable relative velocities, no valid flutter
analysis is available at present. However, a frozen
azimuth type of flutter analysis can be useful in order
to avoic large blade loads, because such high loads
invariably occur in conditions for which the frozen
azimuth analysis predicts flutter. The two most critical
azimuth angles (measured counterclockwise from the
rear of the rotor disk) are 90 deg, where the relative
velocity is maximum, and 270 deg, where the angle of
attack is maximum and where conditions of reversed
flow exist over a portion or all of the blade. Fig. 5-18,
taken from Ref. 31, shows the torsional amplitude versus chordwise CG location, computed from a sophisticated single-blade program, for an articulated blade
operating at advance ratio tk = 0.3 at low pitch. If the
90-deg azimuth condition is frozen, the blade flutters at
an aft chordwise CG position of.somewhat above 0.10.
While actual flutter does not occur because of the transient nature of this condition, the frozen azimuth flutter limit does indicate a region of rapidly increasing
torsional amplitude. Exceeding this limit would lead to
excessive blade loads or deflections.
Similarly, the 270-deg frozen azimuth flutter limit
provides a useful indication of the upper advance ratio
boundary that would lead to rapidly increasing torsional loads and deflections. For advance ratios ,mone
or more, when the entire retreating blade expernert-.'.
reversed flow and when the aft chordwise COi locai•n
with respect to the reversed flow a.c. is about 0.5. the
270-deg frozen azimuth flutter limit is quite close to the
corresponding torsional divergence limit, which is

ter theory evaluated in Ref. 31 results in this case in a
reduced flutter speed of V/(&i,) = 5 and a flutter
frequency ratio of w/0, = 0.47, where Vis taken at
0.8R and w, is the natural frequency of the blade in
torsion. The experimental flutter frequency w is about

easier to compute. Fig. 5-19, taken from Ref 35. shows
for a nonarticulated rotor the computed torsional stress
amplitude versus advance ratio g together with the'
270-deg frozen azimuth torsional divergence limit roi
an advancing blade tip Mach number of 0.85. Again it
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is seen that the torsional frozen azimuth divergence
boundary is in a region of rapidly increasing torsional
stress amplitudes. The torsional divergence boundary
at 270 Jeg azimuth is an important limitation to high
advance ratio operation. Fig. 5-20, also taken from Ref.
35, shows this limitation in the form ofsuch a boundary
intersecting the boundary of 0.85 Mach number at the
advancing blade tip.
5-3.2.2
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Singigbla" e FlaIng Instability
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In a vertical or low advance ratio flight condition,
blade flapping instability is possible in the case of a
power failure without a sufficiently rapid reduction in
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speed is increasd until the up-flow velocity through
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on theproduces
blade that
longer can be
balanced bymothe
down-flapping moment of the centrifugal force. At
high advance ratio this situation also can occur without
power failure- -f a frozen azimuth angle of 180 deg is
consideied. Fc a rigid blade hinged at the rotor center
and on the assumption that the quasi-steady aerody5-21
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namic analysis of Ref. 36 is valid, flapping divergence
at 180-deg azimuth will occur for
+
>written

ferential equations with periodic coefficients. The transient solution to such a system of equations can be
in the form

8

6

= [A(t)] [ak exp (Xk + iWk)]

1(

T limit is shown in Fig. 5-21 for a tip loss factor of
This
B = 0.97 and for values of pitch-flap coupling ratio
,•,of 0 and -0.5. Because of the transient nature of the
frozen azimuth unstable condition, actual instability of
the blade occurs at substantially higher values of rotor
advance ratio I and Lock number y, and is of an
oscillatory type. It is interesting, however, that the
frozen azimuth divergence limit usually agrees with an
entirely different limit computed in Ref. 37 and also
shown in Fig. 5-21 in dashed lines. The Ref. 37 limit
was obtained by calculating, for a condition of blade tip
Mach No. 0.85, the maximum flapping angle following
a sudden gust input of 30 fps at zero azimuth and
limiting this maximum flapping angle to 15 deg. The
beneficial effect of negative pitch-flap coupling ratio
O&(positive 83) is evident for both sets of limit curves.
This result is for a rigid blade only, and blade flexibility
in torsion and bending has a very significant effect, as
will be shown later.
By use of the linearized flapping equations as given
in Ref. 36, it is possible to define a flapping stability
margin with the help of Floquet's theory of linear dif-
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j-

where

after a disturbance have been computed. An amplitude
ratio of subsequent oscillations of 1.0 represents the
stability boundary. For most cases the frequency of the

S= column matrix of state
variables
[,A(f] = matrix
of periodic time
functions
a nctonsti
ak =constants derived from initial
exp(A., + &) =complex eigenvalues of the
transition matrix [e defined hb
by
•x
x(7) }

where

=

[QJ tx(0)l

unstable mode is 11/2; for some camcs it is fl. The

270-deg azimuth torsional divergence limit also is
shown and agrees well with ,thestability limit including
torsional flexibility. The natural frequencies of the torsional and flap-bending modes are w, = 10fl and
= 2.5fl, respectively. In spite of the high torsional
stiffness, the flapping stability limit is reduced substantially by including torsional flexibility. Also, the effect
of pitch-flap coupling Op is reversed due to torsional
flexibility, - 0, improving the stability of the torsionally rigid blade but reducing the stability limit of
the torsionally flexible blade. The inclusion of flapbending flexibility has little effect when 0,0 = 0 but
further reduces the stability in the presence of pitchflap coupling 0,0 < 0. The latter effect is caused by an
increase in blade pitch with up-blade deflection in the
blade tip region, because an up-tip deflection corresponds in the first flap-bending mode to a down-slope
of the blade centerline at the hinge. In spite of the fact
that pitch-flap coupling is beneficial for the flapping
stability of a rigid blade, it actually is detrimental to the
flapping stability in all nracticable blade designs.
However, the results of Ref. 39, without flap-bending, have been confirmed in Ref. 40, which shows for
some examples that dynamic instability for uncoupled
blade torsion occurs at an advance ratio only slightly
higher than that for 270-deg azimuth torsional divergence.
Ref. 41 reports on a case where an instability with a
frequency of ff/2 at a much lower advance ratio of
I. = 0.5 was observed in flight. It appeared to be a
limit-cycle phenomenon and the amplitude of the self.
excited oscillation was a fuiaction of the advancing
blade tip Mach number. By feeding some hypothetical
nonlinear blade-pitching-moment characteristics int'l
an available, elaborate, nonlinear single-blade computer program, the phenomenon could be reprocaxccd
analytically. It was concluded that the instability was
caused by statically unstable pitching moments occurring at high shbsonic Mach numbers at small or negative blade tip angles of attack. Hence the instability
boundary should be increased when thinner blade tip
sections are used. The observed instability shows that
high subsonic advancing blade tip Mach numbers may
be critical with respect to subharmonic self-excited oscillations.
Except for this Mach number effect, both the 180deg frozen azimuth flapping divergence limit and the
270-deg frozen azimuth torsional divergence limit are
useful indicators of severe rotor operational conditions.

(5-24)

2r/11 is the period, s.

T

The eigenvalue of [QJ with the largest absolute value
corresponis to the least stable mode. If the absolute
value of an eigenvalue is larger than one, the corresponding mode is unstable. The real part X also can be
used as a stability measure, with negative X indicating
stability and positive Xinstability. A practicable way of
computing the transitional matrix [Q]-also applicable
for multiblade stability problems-is given in Ref. 38.
Fig. 5-22 taken from Ref. 38 shows lines of constant
X in a I - p. plot for an articulated blade. The dashed
lines separate three regions where o/fl = 1/2,
o/ = 1.0 and where c/ol varies. The dash-dot curve
represents a ridge line. If, at a given -, the advance ratio
f. is increased beyond this line, the damping - Xdeteriorates rapidly until the blade motion becomes unstable
at X = 0. Comparing this ridge line with the 180-deg
azimuth flapping divergence limit for OP = 0 of Fig.
5-21, it is seen that excellent damping of the blade
transient motion is retained considerably beyond the
180-deg frozen azimuth flapping stability boundary.
A hingeless rotor blade can be represented approximately by an articulated rigid blade with an elastic
hinge restraint. An example of the effect of elastic hinge
restraint upon the flapping stability limit is shown in
Fig. 5-23 taken from Ref. 36. The parameter P is the
ratio of blade natural frequency with elastic restraint to
that without restraint, and P2 - I is proportional to
the hinge spring constant. The boundary in Fig. 5-23
is for an advance ratio of A = 2.4; it shows that the
instability is most severe at a blade inertia number
(Lock number) of y = 8 and that, for an elastic root
restraint parameter (P' - 1) > 0.7, no instability is
possible at p. = 2.4.
An example of the effects of torsional flexibility, flapbending flexibility, and pitch-flap coupling ratio Op on
the flapping stability of an articulated blade is shown
in Fig. 5-24 taken from Ref. 39. Linearized aerodynamics, including reversed flow effects but excluding compressibility effects, have been used; and time histories
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While the 180-deg flapping divergence limit can be
exceeded substantially without encountering actual jinstability, the 270-deg torsional divergence limit is a
reasonable approximation for the dynamic instability
that may occur earlier, particularly when using a pitchflap coupling.
5-24
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5-3.2.3

Single-blade Coupled Pitch-flap-lag
Instability

The concept of single-blade lead-lag motions assumes that the shaft rotates with uniform angular
velocity. Because the shaft is relatively flexible in torsion, this assumption in not valid for collective lead-lag
motions, when all blades move simultaneously fore or
aft. However, for cyclic lead.-lag motions, for which the
resulting shaft torque is zero, the concept of singleblade lead-lag motions is a good approximation if coupiing between the blades from horizontal hub motions
can be ignored.
Single-blade pitch-flap-lag instability basically is a
nonlinear phenomenon and involves the product of
flapping angle and rate of flapping. The flapping rate
is proportional to the Coriolis acceleration in the plane
of rotation. One can linearize the problem by sdpulating a mean coning angle/30 about which comparatively
small flapping oscillations take place. The lead-lag oscillation is damped negatively, or amplified, if the leadlag damping ratio qc satisfies the condition
--- < --

FEATHERING
AXIS It

VIEW A-A
(B)RADIAL VIEW
Fig. 5-25. Hingeless Blade in Drooped and Leading
Position
less lift than is designed into the preconing angle. The
blade is shown in a drooped and leading position. The
forward inertia forces and the lift forces have pitch-up
moments with respect to the feathering axis, resulting
in an elastic pitch-lead coupling that may produce instability.
For a lead-lag oscillation frequency ratio co, > 1,
and again assuming the undamped blade flapping
frequency ratio W = 0. the instability criterion of
Eq. 5-25 is replaced by

(5-25)

where
:.
co= undamped lead-lag frequenzy
ratio, co,/fl, dimensionless
04 = pitch-lead coupling ratio,.
aO/ at, dimensionless
This stabi'; ty criterion was established first in somewhat different form (Ref. 42). It is applicable to hinged
blades, when ot is small, and indicates that kinematics
that result in an increase in pitch with lead angle should
be avoided unless one is sure that adequate lead-lag
damping always is present to overcompensate for the
negative damping from the pitch-lead coupling. On the
other hand, with a negative Ot (increase in blade pitch
with lag angle), considerable damping of the lead-lag
mode is possible at positive coning (mean flapping)
angle .l0However, the sign of the damping is reversed
with a reversal of the sign for )30, so this method of
damping the lead-lag motion is not feasible unless negative mean flapping angles can be avoided or kept small.
Pitch-lag coupling is possible not only from control
linkage kinematics but also from torsional flexibility,
Assume, for example, a hingeless blade with preconed
feathering axis and a low lead-lag natural blade frequency. The vibration mode then has little damping,
and elastic coupling effects, although small, may produce instability. F'g. 5-25 shows a rotor operating with

< 8•-

(5-26)

8w.( -

.2)H
A

For positive 00, instability now occurs for negative
0,, or J..ecreafe of blade pitch with lead.
The evaluation of the available lead-lag damping
ratio ?It is difficult. The aerodynamic damping dep ;nds
upon the shaft power and is larger for powered flight
than for autorotational flight. Because of the usual nonlinearity in the damping characteristics, the mechanical
lead-lag damping also is difficult to evaluate, particularly in the presence of forced lead-lag motions that can
reduce drastically the available damping for the potentially unstable natural lead-lag mode. Some of these
effects are analyzed in Ref. 43.
A mild instability also t-an occur for 04 = 0. as
shown in Ref. 44. When the flapping natural frequency
term ýi
and the lead-lag natural frequency
i are not too different from each other, one obtains
the instability criterion
I6002-2
(
5-25
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The conclusion obtained in Ref. 44, namely, that insta-

n-i

j

bility for hingeless rotors is possible only when blade
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2 13
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(5-28)

where, by use of a simple approximation of the inflow
parameter.

I8

(3O)
-- 20

F)
C4= 20o

(5.29)
I\/f\
(I

(•.the
'\

(5.30)

k0

flapping frequency Zi # 0, differs from the conclusions of Ref. 45. A simplified expression representing
the potentially destabilizing flap-lag coupling is presented in Ref. 45 as

where i, is the deflection of the kth blade.
It is shown in Ref. 46 that, for the problem of ground
resonance, only the equation for 40, is coupled with the
rotor support equation of motion, while the equations
for , being other than I or n - 1, are uncoupled.
The solution for 40, provides what were called the first
advancing and the first regressing modes in par. 5-3.1.
However, for problems other than ground resonance,
forward flight rotor aerodynamics generates coupling
terms between all of the multiblade mode equations.
From a point of view of easy visualization of the
multiblade modes, it is preferable to use real rather
than complex multiblade coordinates. The deflection of
kth blade then is given in terms of such coordinates
h,by
qo
1

'k =o + tnd(- )+ 1! COS Ok + tII sin Ok

p2

=45P2 + I
+illjlcos( 2 4 ik)+nlvsin(20k)+... (5-31)

It can be seen that flap-lag coupling does not vanish
when •
0 (p = 1). The discrepancy between the
two conclusions is attributed to the difference in the
derivation of the aerodynamic flap and lead moments,
as discussed in Ref. 45.
Stability criteria as in Eqs. 5-25, 5-26, 5.27, and 5-28
should be considered only as fire, approximations for
preliminary design purposes. The actual limits require
more complete representations of the rotor and a more
accurate evaluation of the stability criterion.
5-3.3

COUPLED ROTOR/AIRFRAME
INSTABILITY ANALYSES

k 0,2.... f
where

= blade azimuth angle, rad
For n blades the n geniralized multiblade coordinates
are taken as the first n of the quantities 1o,#, 'i,
11
q/u. qhu..v.
whereby the differemtial collective coordi1
nate 71doccurs only in even-bladed rotors. Inverting Eq.
5-31 for n blades one obtains

1 n-I
n= -

k=0

Most actual rotor instabilities involve essential coupling effects between blades. In the dynamic analysis,
individual blade coordinates can be used to evaluate the
system of coupled equations for the individual blades,
as in Ref. 38. However, it is better to introduce generalized multiblade coordinates, because the mode shapes
then are easier to interpret. This allows presentation of

the distinction between essential and nonessential
modes contributing to an instability. Generalized mul-

tibhAe lead-lag coordinates first were introduced in
Ref. 46 in the form of complex numbers
5-26

-

k
(5-32)

1 n=n
k7d
k=0

2 n-1
n1

=E

k=0

nk cos ýk

2 "r1ll =n

k=0

7k sin Ok

(5-33)
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t

2 n-1
111 n
rk cos (2"dk
Ak=0

(5-34)

2n_
f
i
n ,V k n (0
k 0

'7

where

"•

•k

42t+ 21rk
k•-~...
n'-•'.',

-

(5-35)

The cyclic modes q11.ql,. illy. ill. etc., are seen as
nonrotating modes. For example, if q represents flapping, iwould be fore and aft tilting, t',,sidviwse tilting,
n,,, warping about longitudinal and transverse axes,
and -q/rwarping about the axes ±45 deg to the Iongitudinal axis. In the absence of aerodynamics, q) and
"lid would represent uncoupled normal modes and
(.'n,q,), ('m. ',) would represent pairs of uncoupled
normal modes. If we assume for the 0th blade the harmonic motion cos wo the first regressing or advancing
modes are given by
cos( (w
2rk
17-kCos
+±

(5-36)

Inserting Eq. 5-36 into Eq. 5-33, one obtains
n/

advancing or regressing modes. At zero forward flight
speed it would not be difficult to analyze the multiblade
flutter conditions. At forward speed not even the problem of single-blade flutter has been solved satisfactorily. The frozen azimuth flutter analysis could be
extended to include coupling effects among the blades
and with the airframe. However, the concept of multiblade generalized coordinates would not be applicable
because, in the case of fictitious frozen azimuth, the
various blades would not oscillate with the same amplitude
and with 2irk/n phase differences. Nevertheless
tmultiblade
flutter is not a design consideration, although the problem is of academic interest.
53.3.2
Multiblade Flapping Instability
Multiblade flapping instability is encountered at
high rotor advance ratio, both for axial flow-as in the
case of a prop-rotor-and in oblique flow, as in the case
of a compound helicopter. Instability for axial flow
often is called whirl flutter, although blade torsion essentially is not involved. In fact, this type of instability
is possible for entirely rigid rotor blades. In whirl flutter studies, the expressions "retrograde whirl" and
"progressive whirl" refer to an airframe-fixed coordinate system. A regressing mode in the previously defined sense, therefore, can be either a retrograde or a
progressive mode, depending upon the sign of f o. An advancing mode, however, always is a progressive mode.
5-3.3,2.1

cos (12 ± W)t
(5-37)

711= sin (S2 ± ,)t

In terms of the cyclic coordinates ql and -q,,the first
regressing mode is indicated by the frequency f ow, the first advancing mode by the frequency fl +
0).

Multiblade modes, as defined by Eqs. 5-31 through
5-35 can be computed for the fundamental and the
higher individual blade modes in torsion, flap-bending,
or lead-lag bending. In a final analysis, coupling of
these multiblade modes with the main fuselage modes
must be included.
5-3.3.1
Multiblade Flutter
No multiblade classical flutter analysis has been published to date. According to the concept of multiblade
generalized coordinates, there would be collective flutter or torsional divergence and cyclic flutter in the

Axial Flow

Ref. 47 presents an exhaustive study of axial-flow
multiblade flapping instability. The assumptions are
that rigid blades are connected to the hub at its center
by elastically restrained flapping hinges, and that the
horizontal rotor shaft can perform elastically restrained angular pitching and yawing motions about a
pivot, or nodal point, 0 located downstream of the rotor
(see Fig. 5-26). Refs. 47 and 48 give an interpretation
of this work in simplified terms. At high rotor advance
ratio At. there are substantial aerodynamic negative
spring and tiegative damping moments for the nacelle
angular motions about the nodal point, leading to static
divergence or dynamic instability. The system is
treated as one with four degrees of freedom: the two
first cyclic multiblade flapping modes and the two nacelle modes with the angular deflections 0., and (P. For
a pivot ratio of hIR = 0.31, a rotor to nacelle effective
inertia ratio of 0.27, and an axial flow rotor advance
ratio p, = 1.0, F•ig. 5-27, taken from Ref. 47, shows
stability boundaries in terms of nacelle-pitching natural
frequency +, /l and undamped blade-flapping fre5-27
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quency w0/1l &r a variety of nacelle yawing to nacelle
pitching frequency ratios w,,/w,,.Theareas above the
boundaries represent stable conditions, the solid lines
indicate oscillatory instability, the dashed line indicates
static divergence. The unstable mode is a retrograde (in
the airframe-fixed coordinate system) circular nacelle
motion about the nodal point with relatively little blade
flapping, The nacelle stiffness requirement at the stabil-

The whirl flutter phenomenon has been investigated
quite extensivc;y, both analytically and experimentally.
Typical of these studies are Refs. 50-55, in which the
effects of nacelle stiffness and damping, hub stiffness,
pitch-flapcouplingand flapping hinge offset have been
examined. A review of all available data shows that

ity boundary reduces with decreasing blade flapping
y

natural frequency until intersection with the static di-

vergence limit, when the trend is reversed. In the region
1.1 • wM/•-

1.3. which is typical of prop-rotors, the

0

static divergence !imit is not much above the oscillatory
instability limit. The static divergence limit may be
used in preliminary design if whirl flutter is a primary
criterion in the determination of wing stiffness. For
blade flapping frequencies w,,/11 < 1.1. the unstable
mode changes to a progressive (in the airframe-fixed
of the nacelle
reference system) circular
The
content.about
blade flapping
large motion

,x

h

the nodal point with

nacelle stiffness requirements at the stability boundary
then are increasing steeply with decreasing blade flapping frequency w,,111. While this indicates that, from
a stability viewpoiint, a flapping frequency of about
wa/[f ==:1.1 would be best, Ref. 48 points out that to
avoid excessive flapping deflections or flap-bending
sireses, for the dynamic system studied, higher values
for wo/11 may be necessary. Also, the analysis in Ref.
47 neglects effects of preconing, of elastic blade torsion.
and of elastic inplane blade bending-all of which may

Fig. 5-26. Prop-rotor Pitching and Yawing
About Pivot

i .2

modify appreciably the results shown in Fig. 5-27. The

pivot distan. e f/R is destabilizing and the differences
in stability t sundaries power-on and power-off are
small. The inclusion of nonlinear aerodynamic terms"/
neglected in the analysis for Fig. 5-27 leads, in case of
the progressive mode, to a nondivergent limit cycle.
The analysis of Rcf. 49 is for a two-bladed teetering
rotor in axial flow, and the results are comnared to
wind tunnel test results. Pitch-flap coupling is included
and has a substantial effect. Instabilities are possible in
both the retrograde and progressive modes. The nacelle
mode. with little blade-flapping content, can be suppressed witf moderate nacelle damping. The unstable
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rotor cyclic flapping mode, occurring at much lower
frequencies, is the predominant instability at high rotor
advance ratio for configurations with high negative
pitch-flap coupling ratios, and anisotropic pylon stiff-
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1.6
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ness. The stability of this mode can be influenced by
swashplate-nacelle displacement coupling. In Ref. 49
the problem was treated while both including and excluding nonlipearitics, and agreement was found in the
stability bounJaries.
5-28

Fig. 5-27. Stability Boundaries for System of Fig.
5-26
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both retrograde and progressive modes are possible
with symmetrical or unsymmetrical nacelle stiffness
configurations, depending on whether the pitch-flap
coupling ratio is positive or negative. Also, for
to+,.to+), 1. a resonance type coupling destabilizes the
system when wo, - ( + oh. The effect of structural
damping on the flutter modes that is given is Refs.
47-49 is verified, and the parameter combinations that
generate bimodal instability, or simultaneous progressive and retrograde modal flutter, can be identified.
Ref. 56 describes a study similar to that of Ref. 47
except that hinge offset, flapping restraint, and pylon
isotropy were varied. The results of Ref. 47 were extended to show that the flapping frequency for op"timumpylon stiffness design is invariant for combinations of hinge offset and flapping restraint, thus
confirming the equivalence of these two parameters.
The optimum flapping frequency was found to be dependent upon pylon isotropy, Design criteria recom"mended to avoid whirl flutter are discu-sed in par.
5-4.5,

)

5-3.3.2.2
Oblique Flow
Multiblade flapping instability for oblique rotor flow
can be investigated by means of a linearized blade flapping equation, written in a rotor-fixed reference system
and ignoring reversed flow effects. The periodic forcing
functions applicable to such an equation are given in
Ref. 36. Introducing multiblade coordinates, as defined
by Eqs. 5-31 through 5-35, and assuming feedback relations between the multiblade flapping coordinates
/#, 03,. and the forward and left cyclic pitch coordinates O,,0,, respectively, of the form,

there is no difference between three and four blades.
Fig. 5-28 should be considered only as a trend study,
because at the advance ratio p = 0.8, reversed flow
effects are not negligible and have, for rigid blades, a
stabilizing influence. The periodic coefficient cases
have been computed with the Floquet transition matrix
method of Ref. 38 discussed in par. 5-3.2.2. According
to this method one obtains for the parameters of the
example (p = 0.8, - = 8, P = 1.15, B = 0.97) for
a single blade two flapping modes with the same frequency and two damping values 'y = -0.26 and
y2
-0.63. The time scale has been selected so that
wo
I means a flapping frequency of once per revolution. The matrix of periodic time functions is periodic
with frequency to = 1,so the values of t, are defined
only for additive terms ±n, n = 1,2,3.... Of these
many possibilities, we select the two flapping eigenvalues exp(-0.26 + t and exp (--0.63 + O.Combining
several uncoupled blades, collective and differential
collective modes have the same eigenvalues; the advancing mode has the eigenvalues exp(-0.26 + 2i);
exp(-0.63 + 2z);and the regressing mode has the
eigenvalues exp (- 0.20,exp ( -0.63). Introducing integral feedback with the gain factor Kdefined by Eq. 5-38
and L = 0. 1,the blades become coupled and two more
modes are added because of the feedback system of Eq.
5-38. The three-bladed rotor with feedback system,
therefore, has eight modes, the four-bladed rotor, 10
modes. In Fig. 5-28 all curves start with a gain factor
K = 0.2. Therefore an additional mode associated
with each of the two lower sets of curves is not shown.
A complete presentation would include branch points
at u, 0 and xtensions into the region representing
negative values of frequency w.
The labels "advancing", "collective", and "regress-

where L and K are rotor tilt feedback constants, one
obtains five coupled equations for a three-bladed rotor
and six coupled equations for a four-bladed rotor for

ing" mode can be used only for the uncoupled or
weakly coupled blade motions; with coupling the
become mixed. Of particular interest is the mixing of the lowly damped advancing and collective
modes for a three-bladed rotor, resulting in a branch
point at to = 1.5 and a subsequent separation in a
mode with increasing damping and one with decreasing

/3, /3(only for four-bladed), /0,13,,.01.and 0,.
The equations for the three-bladed rotor (except for
Eq. 5-38) have periodic coefficients sin 3fl and
cos 311t, those for a four-bladed rotor have periodic
coefficients sin 2Mt, cos 2fft, sin4flt, and cos 4f1. Fig.
5-28, taken from Ref. 57, shows the root locus plots
wi versus Xfor constant L = 0.1 and varying integral
feedback constant K, comparing the cases of three
blades, four blades, and where the terms with periodic
coefficients have been neglected. The latter case uncouples the Od mode from the remaining modes so that

damping, both at uo= 1.5, the latter being unstable at
K = 0.3 No such mixing of these two 'iodes occurs
in a four-bladed rotor, which also is unstable at
K = 0.8 but in a different mode and with a different
w. Omitting the periodic terms in the equations of blade
motion, as is done sometimes for the sake of simplicity,
washes out the difference between three and four
blades. Also, there are only one mode for a single blade
and only four modes for a complete rotor including the
feedback system (Eq. 5-38), as indicated by the dashed
lines in Fig. 5-28. The constant coefficient systewa does

(5-38)
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,tantial influences of torsional blade or control flexibil.
ity, of pitch-flap coupling, and of blade flap-bending.
effects that must be included in a complete analare coupling with elastic and rigid-body airframe
modes and with multiblade lead-lag r,;.
•.
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self-excited blade lead-lag oscillations when the rotor

MODES
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center is restrained elastically in the x-direction and
rigid in the y-direction (Fig. 5-29). The analysis follows
Ref. 46 in the improved form of Ref. 58. Usually the
lateral direction is the critical one, so that the
x-direction will be sidewise. It is not difficult to extend
the analysis to include the y-motion of the rotor center.
Both blades and airframe are assumed to have viscous
damping with the lead-lag damping ratioq and lateral

1.2

airframe %..The blades are hinged at the distance e
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from the rotor center. In a reference system moving
with the hub .entcr, there is an inertia force -dmx
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-- sin

0
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ass element dm that has, in the

lead direction, a moment with respect to the hinge of
iSsin *k-Sbeing the static mass moment of the blade
about the hinge. The equAtion of blade motion in the
rotor fixed reference system then is

'0. 8 0.89
S040.8
-
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P,= 1.15
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with the undamped blade lead-lag natural frequency
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Fig. 5-28. Multiblade Root Plots for Three- and
Four-bladed Rotors With Integral Tilting Moment
Feedback

lead angle of kth blade, rad
I = mass moment of inertia of
blade about lag hinge, slug-ft'
The equilibrium of forces on the hub center in the
x-direction is expressed by the equation

:•

not result in an instability up to K= 0.8 and therefore

is unconservative.
Fig. 5-28 is for hinged rigid blades with elastic flapping restraints, for rigid hub support, and fbr rigid
controls. Fig. 5-24 and Refs. 39 and 40 show the sub-
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The right-hand side of Eq. 5-41 represents the forces of
upon the rotor center in the
the blade
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x-directln--the rift term from angular inertia

"component in the lead direction, and the third term

-w

from the variation of centriftipl force due to Ch.
HigIhr order terms Ar neglected because t, and e are5
aaeto be small. Mis the equivalent airframe mnas
at the rotor center that includes the blade masses. We
now introduce the cyclic multiblade lead coordinates

2,

'

,.

[
.
\J.
x. THUB DISPLACEMENT,
LATERAL

'

g 5-29. Dafitionof Pammeters for Ground
Reaomce Aayal

•If
(5-42)
k sin 1k

2

The homogeneous sYs'-.m of Eqs. 5-45 and 5-46 has a
sixth order characteristic equation with three conjugate

k

Considering for n blades, n > 3, one has the relations
sin

cos

=0

k

(54,3)
cos

,

Vk =n12

k

k

"Theinverses ofThe
Eq.
542 areo
Eq.5-42arequency
nveres

complex roots. The combination of the cyclic modes
C1, C11 representing a regressing blade mode can become
unstable under certain conditions. Fig. 5-30 taken from
Ref. 57 shows boundaries of blade and airframe damping ratios " and q, versus nondimensional rotor speed
n/,,,at the limit of stability. If either v or , is smaller
than indicated by a point on one of the curves, instability occurs. Maximum damping is required at a rotor
speed fl/to, = 1/(1 - we,/f(), for which the 3um of
blade natural
frequency
t and
natural
wu,is equal
to 11. T'he
plotsairframe
in Fig. 5-30
referfreto
(

tk =,cos Ok + 1 Sin 14, k = 0. ..... n - 1 (5-44)

/fl)

4

2

= 0.1 and nS2/(2M/)

ing sets of curves for (oc/fl)

0.025. Correspond-

= 0.0625 and 0.090 in

combination with nS•'(2M/) = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08,

Multiplying Eq. 5-39 first by sin and then by
Scos ,,. and summing each equation over k, one obtains
with Eq. 53
_,

11 + 2

"•!
+ 2w
t+

1

-/_

-a

(4'r

-

2

-_

3.2.2 in a simpler way than in Ref. 46.
Coupled airframe/rotor lead-lag instability also can
occur in the air. In this case aerodynamic effects

2)tl

-.

(

2ntSZ
w!

1 =/

(5-45)

become important and should be included in the analy-

(5_46)

the air; and (fl - aw) for hinged, hingeless inplane

2V_

+ 2[1!u + 2,wrqT 11r

=

0

Performing the summations over k on the right-hand
side of Eq. 5-41, one obtains

Sanalysis
X'.+ 2wixi + w2x

=

-

and 0.10 are given in Ref. 17. For a two-bladed rotor
the same problem would result in differential equations
with periodic coefficients and could be solved with the
Floquet transition matrix method discussed in par. 5-

/l

(5-47)

sis. Aerodynamic effects provide a coupling between
lead-lag and flapping motions, and also provide positive or negative damping for the airframe motion and
for the blade motions. Fig. 5-31 shows, schematically,
the lowest airframe frequency w, on the ground and in
soft, and hingeless inplane-stiff blades plotted versus
rotor speed. The shaded areas refer to potential instability regions of the rotor speed centered around the
intersection of an o, with an (11 - ow) curve. Similar
curves can be shown for the (fl + *)) mode. The
should include the instability regions around
the intersection of o, with this mode as well. For
hinged blades the regions associated with the (f1 5-31
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I
1.8

1.6

damping ratio of a hingeless blade (in the order orO.02).
the avoidance of actual instabilities in these regions is
-1S =o0.025
difficult. Ref. 59 compares analytical and flight test
\ 2 MI] S'
results for such a case. Although the instability at about
-85%
of normal rotor speed could not be removed, the
analysis predicted the measured damping ratios of the
0. P
potentially unstable mode quite well. Ref. 60 reports on
03
a similar case where self-excitation could be avoided.
2
%:....
. The aerodynamic damping of the helicopter in roll is an
,
"important
parameter in suppressing the potential insta-bility
and must be evaluated carefully. Because of the
.
low structural blade damping, it is important to consider mny design details that influence the aerody.
I
namic damping of the lead-lag mode, such as preconing, droop, sweep, and both elastic and kinematic
.pitch-flap
and pitch-lead coupling.
1. '
As indicated in Fig. 5-31, a hingeless inplane stiff
"bladedoes not have potential instability regions at or
below normal rotor speed either on the ground or in the
_ __air,
this applies to those instabilities caused by coupling
0.15
0.10
0.15
of airframe modes having horizontal hub motion with

'I
=0.1, (

,2,\
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Filg, 5-30. Dumping Ratios for Blade and Airframe
at Ground Resonance Stability Limit
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-(•
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.
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Fig. 5-31. Coupled AMframe/Rotor Lead-lag
Itabity Rng

cw) mode are at low rotor speed. In the air, self-excitation of the lowest airframe mode is excluded because it
occurs at a rotor speed impossible in flight. However,
self-excitation of higher airframe elastic or automatic
control modes through coupling with lea!-lag blade
modes is quite possible and must be investigated.
For a hingeless inplane-soht blade, Fig. 5.31 indicates
potential unstable rotor speed regions both on the
ground at a higher than normal rotor speed and in the
air at a lower than normal speed. Because of the low
5-32

lead-lag modes.
However, unstable lead-lag modes of the kind discussed in par. 5-3.2.3 well may occur in the operating
speed range of an inplane-stiff hingeless rotor, and the
same attention to all the design details mentioned previously is necessary in order to avoid such instabilities.
For example, Ref. 61 reports on a case in which a
lead-lag instability observed on an inplane-stiff rotor
could be removed by reversing the elastic pitch-lead
coupling from negative to positive (see also Eq. 5-26).
Ref. 62 discusses another case of lead-lag instability
of an inplane stiff rotor that occurs athigh axial inflow
in the prop-rotor mode of operation if the pitch-flap
coupling ratio 6# is negative. In this case, the inplane
blade mode contains, at high axial inflow ratio and the
associated high blade pitch setting, a rather strong outof-plane deflection. This deflection, through the negative Op coupling ratio, produces the equivalent of a
negative 9C coupling ratio, thus destabilizing the leadlag motion, according to Eq. 5-26. The remedy suggested in Ref. 62 is t^'e use of a positive value of pitchflap coupling ratio 0 9; the result is to lower the flapping
divergence limit and to lower the reversed-flow, 270deg azimuth, torsional divergence limit, but the desired
effect of reducing flapping at high axial inflow ratio is
achieved, as with negative 0.
5-3.4

I
A

_4

EFFECT OF ROTOR CONFIGURATION
ON INSTABILITIES

While some of the types of instability can occur in
any rotor configuration, there are others that are char'

AMCP 706-201
acteristic of particular rotor configurations. The main
rotor configurations and their associated potential in-

stabilities are diacussed in the following paragraphs.

5-3.4.1

--

Fully Hinged Rotor
If he
xi eaherng
isaline
lad axs,
axis,
the blade
with te
is aligned wih
axis
If the feathering
as is customary, the effects of inplane or out-of-plane
bending are minimized. In rotors with fully hinged
blades, ground and air resonance must be avoided by
providing adequate lead-lag damping. Because of the
large forced lead-lag amplitudes in forward flight, linear blade dampers will cause excessive blade loads.
Therefore, damping force limiters in the form of friction devices or relief valves in hydraulic dampers are
necessary. The associated nonlinearity of the damping
force makes the protection against ground or air resonance amplitude-dependent, and it is necessary to assess the largest amplitude for which the protection is
desired. If this assessment is in error and larger amplitudes occur in operation, thc helicopter is endangered.
In hinged rotors, kinematic pitch-flap and pitch-lead
coupling ratios vary with rotor power and thrust, and
particular care is necessary to insure that instability
cannot
under
any operational
this
Srespect, occur
critical
conditions
are thosecondition.
of large In
forced
-lag oscillations that leave small amounts of damp-

blades should be inplane soft, with the major flexibility
inboard of the feathering hinge. Otherwise, a destabilizing pitch-lead coupling will result. The ground and air
resonance problem of this configuration is a difficult
one and requires, in addition to some damping of the
the airframe
attention
carefulwith
mode,couple
blademight
inplane that
modes
cyclic toinplane
blade
modest
5

Sesaw Rotor

-

The widely used two-bladed seesaw, or teetering, ro,or has some advantages with respect to instabilities
over rotors with three or more blades. The lowest inplane blade mode is rather high because the rotor center is an antinode. Therefore, it is practicable to place
the lowest inplane mode frequency above the frequency
of rotoir revolution, thus avoiding the equivalent of
mechanical instability. At high advance ratio there i'
no 180-deg frozen azimuth flapping divergence, because the flapping moments on thc fore and aft blades
cancel each other. The two-bladed seesaw rotor thus is
capable of operation at considerably higher advance
ratios than the hinged rotor with three or more blades.
There
are, may
however,
a number
of possible
coupling
effects that
produce
an instability
(called
weaving,
under certain operational conditions. Careful attention

ing for superimposed, potentially self-excited lead-lag
to the detail design is necessary in order to avoid this
oscillations. Because the blade dampers are essential for
instability.
suppression of self-excitation, their reliability is very
important. The same is true of the oleo landing gear
5-3.4.4
Floating Hub Rotor
struts.
High advance ratio flapping instability of hinged
the
the
It hasofbeen
seesaw principle to configuration
three or moreis blades.
blades occurs earlier than for hingeless blades, and tor-.
see
incio
thre ormor bade
It aspbeen
sional or control flexibility-in combination with negative pitch-flap coupling-is particularly effective in
tion, particularly
with advantage
respect to of
tip-jet
drive orhub
to
prop-rotors.
The main
the floating
lowering the stability limit, Nonlinear effects (from
pop-rotors th ai
e a
heiage of the
hub
Coriolis accelerations when flapping about a coned pocit
ionis that, duetorte inment oftehub
sition) are unlikely
produce
admoetofhebdsarkp
ma.Ideflections
eqis
insabiity inn fully
flly
with the tip path plane, the forced inplane
sitin) to
tre ulikly
prduc instability
small.
It
requires
have
beenkept
hinged-blade
rotors.
Other
instabilities
that
observed on fully hinged-blade rotors, such as the high
considerably more inplane blade stiffness than does the
seesaw rotor in order to allow the lowest inplane natuMath number/low tip angle-of-attack instability or the
ral frequency to be higher than the frequency of rotor
vortex-wake-induced instability of rotors with many
revolution, Floating hub rotors have been built both
with inplane soft and with inplane stiff blades. In the

'

5-3..2
Semihinged Rotor
The configuration in which the blades have only
flapping hinges but no lead-lag hinges has not been
used often, but may have some appeal in the future. If
the feathering hinge is aligned with the blade axis, the
potentially unstable Coriolis acceleration coupling is
avoided. In order to prevent large inplane moments
from the forced lead-lag response in forward flight, the

latter case, care shall be taken with both the kinematics
and the elastic characteristics so that negative pitchlead coupling, which can cause self-excited lead-lag
oscillations, does not occur. For inplane soft blades.
positive pitch-lead coupling shall be avoided and both
ground and air resonance shall be prevented. The
floating hub rotor can be destabilized if hub tilting
motions are reduced by cyclic pitch feedback, which,
mechanically, is easy to do. The phasing between hub
5-33
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tilting and cyclic pitch feedback is of great importance
in avoiding early instability (Ref. 57), The phasing
most likely to be selected without the benefit of a stability analysis is a forward cyclic pitch with aft tilting and
a left cyclic pitch with tight tilting. This phasing, however, results in a low stability limit,

blade damper inoperative, and the combination of a flat
tire(s) on a single strut and the shock absorber pressure
at zero (flat strut). Blade dampers (except friction
dampers) shall provide, during ground rev-up, torques
at least proportional to the angular lead-lag velocity. In
the case of friction dampers, the effective damping in

5

mode critical Ir( n the point of view of mechanical
instability shall be at least 30% of critical damping.
The requirements of MIL-S-8698 with respect to
rotor system instabilities provide a rough guide to the
problem of substantiating the freedom from instabilities for rotor systems, but many important questions
remain unanswered. There is. for example, the problem
of nonlinearity, wInch affects most types of rotor systern instabilities. In many cases the nonlinearities are
such that the rotor system oscillations remain within
certain limits after moderate disturbances, and thus the
instability appears to be mild and is characterized as a
limit-cycle phenomenon. However, occasional large
disturbances may lead to a severe instability, and possible destruction, of the rotor system. If essential nonlinearities are involved, as is the case for blade friction
dampers or for blade hydraulic dampers with relief
vaives, it is necessary to specify the magnitude of disturbance that will not lead to self-excited oscillations.
For example, a single-wheel landing with impact equal
to landing gear ultimate load shall not lead to mechanical instability.
Another difficult problem not solved as yet is a useful specification for the minimum damping of vibration
modes within the limit speed envelope. A damping coefficient of g > 0.03 as specified in MIL-A-8870 for
fixed-wing aircraft flutter and vibration modes corresponds to a minimum-damping-over-critical-damping
ratio of 0.015. This is a very small damping ratio and
the presently available analytical methods are not capable of predicting damping ratios of rotor system vibration modes with sufficient accuracy to make a requirement for a minimum damping ratio of 0.015
meaningful. In addition to the uncertainties of estimating aerodynamic damping--e.g., for the lightly damped
chordwise blade modes-structural damping of blade
and airftame modes that contributes substantially to the
damping ratio is equally or even more uncertain. Experimental efforts to determine structural damping are
hampered by energy dissipation through the support
structure, by the difficulty of simulating in a vibration
test the exact free flight modes, and by the usually
prevalent severe nonlinearity of the structural damping
phenomenon. For all of these reasons, MIL-A-8870
and MIL-S-8698 can serve merely as broad statements
of intent rather than as unambiguous rules that, when

.

S5-3.4.5

Hany

Hlngelea Rotor

The hingeless rotor is attractive for its high control
power and for low maintenance requirements, due to
the use of fewer bearings. The uie of inplanc stiff blades
facilitates the avoidance of grt .ind and air resonance
but imposes a significant penalty in rotor weight. Inplane soft blades therefore would be desirable, but they
require mechanical or aerodynamic blade damping, as
well as judicious selection of natural frequencies of
those airframe modes that can produce ground or air
resonance. Because of the numerous elastic, inertial,
and aerodynamic co%,pling possibilities between the
blade modes of a hingcless rotor, the dynamic analysis
and design are particularly demanding. Feedback elements may be required to obtain satistactory control
characteristics, or to overcome a pitch-up tendency.
However, if incorporated, the feedback elements interfere with the dynamic rotor stability and add to the
numerous parameters whose effect must be studied in
a hingeless rotor stability analysis.
5-3.5

SUBSTANTIATION CRITERIA AND
METHODS

Design, construction, and materials for a helicopter,
including attached aerodynamic surfaces and main and
tzil rotors, shall be such that thert shall be no flutter,
divergence, or other instability, throughout the design
envelope. This design envelope shall include the complete design range of airspeeds, maneuvers, altitudes,
thermal conditions, ground conditions, weights, and
external stores or other loading configurations for the
helicopter. Instabilities include all those of mechanical,
aerodynamic. or aeroelastic origin. Also, so far as is
practicable the helicopter shall be designed to be free
of flutter, divergence, or other instability following the
failure of a single structural element.
Specifically, a helicopter shall be free of dynamic
instabilities or divergence at operating conditions up to
1.15 V),, at design maximum rotor speed [7,a, 1.15
t+,,, at V,,, and maximum load factor attainable at
VL and fDIt. for all design ranges of altitude, maneuvers, and loading conditions. In addition, the helicopter
shall be free of mechanical instability (ground resonance) under conditions of 0% and 95% airborne, one
5-34
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followed, will prevent serious troubles from rotor systn instabilities.
Because no detailed specification requirements exist,
a careful search for rotor system instabilities is indicated whenever advances in the state of the art are
attempted either by widening the flight envelope of
well-known rotor
systems asforexaplemecanial
or by introducingo new
design
featressuc
elctrnic
features such as, for example, mechanical or electronic
feedback systems, new blade hinging arrangements, or
hingeless blade-hub attachments. The three complementary methods of studying potential rotor system
instabilities are analysis, wind tunnel tests, and ground
and flight tests.
With respect to analytical methods, one can distinguish roughly between partial and total system analysos. The first method consists of devising, for each of
the potential instability types, a simplified mathematical model that nevertheless will bring out the essential
features of the particular instability and will provide
guidance for the selection of appropriate parameters for
the dynamic design. In a partial system analysis, modes
with frequencies substantially different from the frequency of the unstable mode are omitted and nonlinearities disregarded unless recognized as essential.
Quasi-steady aerodynamics is applied if the reduced
frequency of the potential instability is sufficiently low.
For moderate advance ratios, terms with periodic coefficients are neglected, so that the actual system is replaced by a simple linear constant-coefficient system of
equations. Obviously, the essential feature of the instabiity must be represented properly in the analysis; it
would be erroneous, for example, to use a single-blade
analysis for an essentially multiblade or coupled airframe/rotor instability. The method of partial system
analysis, although it can provide only approximations
of the actual stability boundaries, is the backbone of the
dynamic design.
The increasing capability of modem computer
equipment has created the desire for a total system
analysis that will cover all potential instabilities in addition to providing dynamic loads, vibrations, and handling characteristics. Helicopter manufacturers have
developed extensive computer programs that take into
account nonlinear aerodynamic effects and that include
the basic rotor and airframe elastic modes as well as the
rigid body modes treated in control dynamics. These
total system representations can be exercised to simulate steady and unsteady flight conditions, and to provide information on handling characteristics, rotor and
airframe loads, and dynamic stability boundaries. Although such total system representations are useful in
anticipating the dynamic characteristics of a helicopter
after its design has been frozen, they are no substitutes

for the partial system representations that provide the
necessary visibility for the different types of int•abilities
and that reveal the essential parameters involved in the
mechanism of these dynamic instabilities. Such insight
would be all but impossible to extract from one of the
extremely complex and expensive-to-operate total systern representations.

There usually will be sufficient doubt as to the validity of some of the numerous inputs into the analysis to
justify dynamic stability tests with a wind tunnel
model. The unavoidable restraints of a wind tunnel
model, compared with free flight, usually will cause
considerable modification in the stability boundaries,
whereby these boundaries can be either increased or
decreased. Some types of instability may be removed
entirely and others created by the restraints. The principal value of testing wind tunnel models for dynamic
ciabvlut
ofdtes ind tue del forsdynamic
stability boundaries is not the direct substantiation of
the true stability characteristics of the flight vehicle but
the checking and refining of the analytical tools used to
predict these characteristics.
Because of the imperfections of both analysis and
wind tunnel model testing, well-planned ground and
flight prototype tests must be performed to correlate
measured responses to either impulsive or frequency
excitation with analytical predictions. Obviously, it
would be unwise to attempt to determine dynamic stability boundaries by flight testing. These boundaries
should be well outside the flight envelope and should
be inaccessible within the helicopter limit speed and
maneuver loadings. The only purpose of the prototype
flight testing should be to obtain another check on the
validity of the analytical tools with which the various
stability margins have been determined.
The procedure of substantiating freedom from instabilities in helicopters rarely has been applied in the
past. The analytical tools have been developed only
recently and still are imperfect. Dynamic wind tunnel
model tests, ivhich are of little value unless designed to
perfect an available theory, only rarely have been used
in the development of prototypes. Historically, the sequence of events often was reversed; instabilities were
discovered first in flight, and such a discovery stimulated a search for analytical tools to expla the instabilities and to provide the remedies. The development of methods of dynamic analysis should tend to
make such an empirical approach unnecessary in the
future. To secure adequate analysis, a vigorous analysis
and test program shall be included in any helicopter
development program.
5-35
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5-4

LIFTING SURFACE DYNAMICS

dinclude wing torsional rigidity: aileron,
elevator, and rudder mass balance: and control tab and
balance weight attachment criteria.

mode and are thrust/drag critical. The conventional

5-4.1.1

propeller operating in either a tractor or pusher configuration is not thrust, drag, or power sensitive due to the
absence of disk warpage.
3. Static balance. Complete static balance of a
movable control surface is obtained when the CG of the
control surface lies on the hinge line, i.e., the resultant
moment of the mass of the surface about the hinge line
is zero. If the CG of a surface lies aft of the hinge
surface, it is described as statically unbalanced;
whereas if the CG lies forward of the hinge line, the
surface is described as statically overbalanced.
4. Dynamic balance. A movable surface is
dynamically balanced with respect to a given axis if an
angular acceleration about that axis does not tend to
cause the surface to rotate about its own hinge line. The
coefficientof K/I
is a measure
of surthe
dynamic
balance condition
the movable
control
dynamic balance

5-4.1

GENERAL

This paragraph presents simplified design criteria to
be used as a guide for the prevention of flutter, divergence, ncontrol reversal of fixed surfaces. Also discussed are the basic elements involved in the propeller
whirl mode phenomenon and the design criteria to be
used as a guide for its prevention. Guidance is provided
as to acceptable practice for the design of nonstructural
mass balance weights and their attachments. The cri-

Definitions

The definition of a number of terms, other than those
previously defined, that will be used throughout the
discussion of lifting surface dynamics follows:
I. Control surface reversal. Reversal in the direction of the net normal force induced by the deflocted
control surface due to aerodynamic moments twisting
the elastic "fixed" surface. This phenomenon can be
illustrated best by considering the case of aileron reversal. Normally, the lift over the wing with down aileron
is increased by the aileron deflection while the lift over
the wing with up aileron is decreased by the aileron
deflection; thus a rolling moment results. However,
because the center of pressure for the lift due to the
is afttends
of the
dedeflected
to elastic
reduce axis,
the wing
fleeting theaileron
aileronusually
downward

[

the phenomenon commonly referred to as whirl flutter

or rotor weaving. The structural support, propeller or
rotor aerodynamic forces and moments, and gyroscopically coupled freedoms can combine to produce two
aeroe:astic instabilities. These are (I) static divergence
and (2) a divergent spiraling motion of the propeller
(rotor) hub in an elliptical motion (circular, if strucrural and inertial properties are symmetrical) rotating
in a direction opposite to the regular propeller (rotor)
rotation (termed regressive motion). Large propellers
that are flexible relative to the support structuredevelop additional disk tilt modes and usually are more
whirl critical than conventional stiff propellers. These
large flexible systems also are critical in an advancing

angle of attack and thereby to reduce the increment of
lift. For the wing with up aileron, the torsional moment
due to up aileron tends to increase the wing angle of
attack. Thus it can be seen that the rolling moment for
an elastic wing is less than that for a rigid wing. Because the wing torsional rigidity is constant while the
twisting moment due to aileron deflection increases
with the square of the velocity, it is obvious that at
sonie critical speed the rolling moment due to aileron
deflection will be opposite to that normally expected at
speeds below this critical speed. The critical speed, so
defined, is the aileron reversal speed.
Although it theoretically is possible for a rudder/fin
and/ov an elevator/horizontal stabilizer to suffer control reversal-i.e., side force or vertical tail force reversal with control displacement-no such case is known
to have occurred.
2. Propeller and rotor whirl flutter/propeller and
rotor divergence. Aerodynamic propeller or rotor normal forces and moments provide the energy source for
5-36

face, where K is the r roduct of inertia of the surface
(including balance weights) about the hinge and oscillation axes and I is the mass moment of inertia of the
control surface (including balance weights) about the
hinge axis. Physically the dynamic balance coefficient
K/Imay be interpreted to represent exciting torque/resisting torque.
5-4.1.2

Basis of Criteria

Because the flutter and static aeroelastic stability of
a specific design is the result of a combination of aerodynamic, inertial, and elastic effects, any criteria that
do not include ali three effects are bound to have severe
limitations. Presently accepted criteria are based upon
studies of both civil'and military aircraft conducted by
Rosenbaum (Ref. 63), propeller-nacelle whirl flutter
studies by Houbolt and Reed (Ref. 64), and the applicable sections of MIL-A-8870 and MIL-A-8866.
Although satisfactory and rational analytic methods
have been available for a number of years (Refs. 5 and

\
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7 for example) and are, in some cases, preferred to the
simplified criteria contained herein, the application of
these simplified criteria to conventional helicopter
fixed surfaces is reasonably adequate to assure freedom
from flutter. Experience with rational analyses that
have been carried through for specific designs, sophisticated flutter model tests, and flight flutter tests is
discussed within this paragraph to point out the applicability of the criteria as well as areas of limitation,
5-4.2

FLUTTER

Fixed surface flutter, exclusive of control surface interaction, can be attributed almost universally to coupled bending and torsion motions af the surface. Although single-degree-of-freedom flutter can occur, it
generally is associated with stall and the hysteresis loop
that occurs with lift and angle-of-attack variations. Although important in propeller and fan design, this
mechanism generally is not considered in fixed-wing
design, because maneuvering load factors ard torsional
stiffness relationships essentially prec1aide this phenomenon.
The basic practice to be followed relative to the flutter of fixed surfaces such as helicopter wings or tail
surfaces is to provide good frequency separation between the fundamental bending modes and the first
torsional frequency, along with reasonable dynamic
balance. To promote good dynamic balance when external stores are added to a wing, the CO of the store
should be placed on the local wing quarter chord.
Should the stores be disposable in increments-i.e.,
fuel, rockets, or multiple stores on one station-their
disposition should be such that quarter chord balance,
or balance slightly forward of the quarter chord,
is maintained approximately. The amount of CG
variation allowable will be a direct result of the dynamic balance and frequency separation of bending and
torsion for the specific applied load and, in some case
is related to the aerodynamics of the store itself. Coinpartmentalization (usually two compartments), and a
design that keeps the forward section of an external fuel
tank full by drawing fuel from the forward section
while pumping fuel forward from the aft section with
a pressurization system, is a common practice.
Pylon elasticity characteristics as well as the amount
of structural damping within the pylon are difficult to
stipulate, but, as a rule, thu mounted store should have
a basic primitive frequency at least twice the torsional
frequency in the vertical plane of motion. The possibility that the wing system whose stores configuration is
designed in this manner will be critical is very low. This

refers to first bending mode, first torsional mode flutter.
Engine-nacelle systems and landing gear installations on the wing do not fit within this general picture
of external stores. These items nominally provide overbalance (forward CG) and, because they are not located
far outboard on the span, there is relatively weak inertial coupling between the fundamental bending and
torsional modes.
It is most important to note that the spanwise dist ibution of internal and external stores can promote a
second bending mode, first torsional mode flutter. it is
clear that one local section can be stabilized highly by
the presence of a large concentrated mass- but, should
a spanwise node occur just inboard or outboard of this
station, the idler action of the node line provides a
strong driving phase because its effect upon the surface
segment across the node line from the loaded station is
the same as an unbalance. Experience with the size of
store and the planform being considered are required to
assist in these judgments. The basic factors are the
aerodynamic surface areas involved and their motions.
5-4.3

DIVERGENCE

A second interpretation of the definition of static
aeroelastic divergence--other than that the aerodynamic torsional moment per unit of surface rotation is
equal to the structural restoring moment per unit rotation-is that the wing torsional mode has been reduced
to zero frequency. This interpretation shows the extreme hazard of approaching torsional divergence relative to potential unstable flutter-i.e., frequency coalescence between the wing-bending modes and the first
wing torsionai mode is certain to occur prior to dc.vergence. Flutter stability is possible if adequ
.Mic
balance is provided, but at best this is highly i,. Wrive
to inertial variations of the configuration.
Because the worst possible phase relationships can
exist when the bending and torsional frequencies are
crossing, dynamic balance must have been achieved or
a relatively explosive instability is possible.
Use of materials such as Fiberglas and composite
filament material must be examined carefully with respect to torsional rigidity. Spanwise layup of the filaments or fibers is an attractive, structurally efficient
arrangement. However, except for the shear stiffness of
the bonding matrix, this system has no torsional rigidity. Layups at forty-five-degrees most often are used
to relieve this problem. Although designers may recognize the "structural inefficiency" of such construction,
the aeroelastic (static and dynamic) characteristics of
such designs also must be monitored carefully.
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5-4.4

CONTROL SURFACE BALANCE AND

sion of this subject will be presented. Irreversible flight

STIFFNESS CRITERIA

control system requirements are covered extensively in
MIL-A-8870.
5-4.4.2
Balance Weights

5-4.4.1

Mass Balance of Control Surface

All fixed surface control surfaces (aileron, elevators,
or rudders), unless they are irreversible, shall contain
sufficient dynamic balance to prevent flutter in all possible critical modes (Dynamic balance requirement,

MI -A-8870). Such controls rarely are applied to helicopters, but t.h •riteria that follow apply when such
4urfaces are employed.

For low-speed helicopters, the adequacy of dynamic
balance may be established eithcr by flutter analyses or
by demonstration that the dynamic balance coefficient
K/I of the surface meets the following conditioh
-

<.r
<0.20
K

J

'12

-

\(

(5-48)

2

where
u ertia of the
K =product of

control surface with respect to

the hinge axis of the control
surface and an axis in the plane
of the control surface, normal
to the hinge axis, whose origin
usually is on the centerline of
the fuselage, shlg-ft. Nodal
lines determined from vibration
tests of prototype helicopters or
from analyses shall be used as
axes when available.
I = mass moment of inertia of the
control surface about its hinge
axis, slug-ft2
V, = design limit airsp-ed, kt
The use of balance weights to prevent flutter, as
outlined in this paragraph. is to prevent the coupling of
a riode involving bending of the fixed surface and rotation of the control surface. In the case of a wing system,
the movements of the node line due to wing fuel loading
variations or wing stores usually require that distributed balance be used for the aileron. For rudder and
elevator systems it usually is not required that fully
distributed balance be used, primarily due to the small
change in character of the empennage modes with wing
and/or fuselage inertia loading variations. Because the
use of irreversible flight controls has not been applied
ir, the design of low-subsonic-speed aircraft, no discus5-38

5-4.4.2.1

Location of Balance Weights

Balance weights in control surfaces shall be located
so that the flutter safety of both the control and the
fixed surfaces is assured. Insofar as is practicable, balance weights shall be located in the regions where the
deflections of critical mode shapes are a maximum.

Balance weights shall be distributed if possible and, for
high-speed helicopters, each third of the span of each
main reversible control surface shall be balanced statically. However, fewer than three concentrated weights
may be used providing that the torsional natural frequency of the surface with balance weights installed is
at least twice the critical flutter frequency. Balance
weights shall not he located externally with respect to
the planes of the control surfaces (Balance weight requirement, MIL-A-8870).
5-4.4.2.2

Rigidity and Strength of Balance
Weight Attachments

The natural frequencies of vibration of the balance
weights as installed shall be at least twice the highest
frequency of the flutter mode for which the balance
weight is required to be effective. Also, the installation
shall be shown to be sound structurally. An inertial
load corresponding to a load factor of 100 and, separately, repeated inertial loads of 500,000 cycles of both
positive and negative load factors of 60 shall act upon
each control surface balance weight in directions normal to the plane of the control surface. Inertial loads
corresponding to a load factor of ± 30 shall act upon
each control surface balance weight in the other two
mutually perpendicular directions (see Loads on balance weight attachment requirement, MIL-A-8866).
5-4.5

PROPELLER-NACELLE WHIRL
FLUTTER

Turbine-powered helicopters, such as turboprop or
turbine/shaft-driven propeller/rotor configurations,
may result in whirl flutter becoming a practical concern rather than of academic interest only. Consideration of large flexible rotor/propeller configurations is
too complex for simple criteria to be applied relative to
whirl flutter. Refs. 2, 65, and 66 represent good exampies of the current state of the art relative to this subject. For the case of relatively small rigid propeller
systems (13.5 ft or smaller), some guidance for the

.
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design of such systems can be given from the standpoint of divergence and whirl flutter. When the continuous system is approximated by a single natural
pitch mode and a single natural yaw mode coupled by
the gyroscopics of the spinning propeller, the system
behaves like a gyroscopic pendulum. Neglecting the
flexibility of the propeller blades eliminates the possi.
bility of mechanical instability of such a system. The
aerodynamic forces acting upon the propeller are the
sources of the potential instabilities of this system, either divergence or whirl flutter (Refs. 63 and 67).
St.,i dMethods
S.tic divergence of a pusher-propeller configuration
theoretically is impossible. For the tractor-propeller
configuration, the designer should assume that the
wing/fuselage is fixed and that the angular stiffness of
the propeller due to a force acting at the propeller
centerline is computed. This propeller force shall be
applied in the direction that produces the largest rotation. This stiffness K. should have a value (Ib/rad)
the propeller normal force
equal at least to two times
~preting
N, (Ib) computed at V05. Should wing flexibility or
nacelle configuration add substantially large-r loads and
moments than those obtained by consideration of the
propeller alone, a detailed wing-nacelle propeller divergence analysis shall be made.
Propeller whirl considerations, in both pusher and
tractor configurations. requir, that the angular stiffness
computed at the propeller due to both pitching K, and
yawing K, moments be examined. As a simplified decriterion,K,,,iti is recommended
that the omputed
sign
rms stiffness,
Vi(Ao2 + Km)/2
be multiplied by
-'

an arbitrarily

msumed dam ping factor of 0.02. Th is

must have a value (in.-lb/rad) equal to or in excess of
the
value ofatthe1.2aerodynamic
moment of the propeller
VOL.
M, (Ib-in.)

2

0.02 K~ms > (MP)1 .

V

DL

(5-49)

The critical relationship between the .,iffness and
damping levels of the structure and/or mounting and
the stability of the installation ic .hown in Ref. 63.
Experience with models indicates that the fully coupled
helicopter system will be stable if the recommended
criterion is utilized. This must be verified by analysis
and tests of the complete system.
These ctiteria do not apply to propellers with flapping hinges even though they are not subject to mechanical instability. This is due to the added degrees of
freedom provided by the disk warpage, which has been
assumed to be zero. Clearly defined fail-safe criteria

also must be established for this configuration (see, for
example, FAR Part 25).

5-5
5-5.1

DRIVE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
SCOPE

is paragraph presents a design philosophy and
design criteria fo, attaining the freedom from critical
speeds or flywheel resonances required by MIL-S-8698.
are shown for predicting the natural frequencies of the drive system and for optimizing the system
in the early s,'-es of design. It is not the purpose of this
paragraph to provide a means of structural substantiation
for any must
part of
drive systembybecause
analysisthisofsubthe
stantiation
be the
accomplished
effects of the loads developed during the flight test

program. However, calculations based upon the methprovide an excellent basis for interods shown
results.
test will
the here
5-5.2

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND DESIGN
CRITERIA

The ideal design would require complete freedom
from vibration. The necessary deviations from the ideal
shall assure that the residual vibration is not damaging
structurally and does not interfere with the operation
or control of the helicopter. Flight safety and the cornfort of the passengers and crew must be assured. The
criteria
that mfollow
considered
a c m ls
n ft are
e eoj
ci e necessary
ui g p eifori the
a
preliminary
during
objectives
these
of
accomplishment
design:
d 1..sIna
In all branches of the drive system torsional
resonance with any multiple of the product of the rotational speed and the number of blades for any of the
system rotors shall be avoided by a minimum margin
of ±40% of the pertinent rotational speed. The critical
speed(s) of any sections of the drive system shall be
separated from any operating speed of the section by a
minimum margin of 10% of the operating speed (see
MIL-T-5955).
2. Natural frequencies of torsional vibration of any
branch of the drive system shall not be less than 3 Hz
unless means are provided to assure that there can be
no inadvertent cycling of the blade pitch controls by the
pilot. This is important particularly in aircraft of less
than 6000 lb maximum gross weight where antitorque
rotor drive shafts are known to have failed because of
resonance built up by the pilot's cycling of the directional control pedals. In the case of large helicopters,
time lags in the control system usually assure a slow
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rate of change of blade pitch angle, thus preventing
cycling at the natural frequency. However, the designer
should make sure that there is no problem in this respect.
3. The torsional natural frequency of the system
shall provide maximum compotibility with the engine
control system. It is necessar to consider this at an
early stage of the design bec use changes required to
stabilize the power control systern decrease the gain of
the governor with a consequent increase in engine response time.
4. The failure of any part the drive system shall
not result in resonance of the'•emaining part of the
drive system.
5-5.3

MATHEMATICAL METHODS

5-5.3.1

The Mathematical Model

moments of inertia of the rotating parts of the transmission are considered as one lump and referred to the
reference speed. The mass moments of inertia of all
other gears are considered to be negligible because the
five primary masses shown in Fig. 5-33 are the dominant masses in the system.
This simplified representation of the drive system is
valid only if the assumption that each rotor can be
replaced by an equivalent lumped-mass moment of
inertia remains sound. This substitution is not realistic
for those rotor systems whose chordwise, or inplane,
stiffness is relatively low. The effects of rotor blade
flexibility upon the characteristics of the system, and
upon their analysis, are discussed in par. 5-5.3.4.
Means of determining the equivalent mass moments
of inertia and stiffnesses of Fig. 5.33 are shown in Refs.
68 and 69.
5-5.3.2

Fig. 5-32 illustrates the mechanical drive system of
system
a typical single-rotor helicopter. The complete
transmisrotor,
consists of main rotor, antitorque (tail)

sion, oil cooler fan, engine power turbinel and all connecting shafting.
Critical speeds of the drive system are calculated by
methods given in standard texts such as Refs. 10 and
11. These critical, or flywheel resonance, speeds are the
rotational speeds that coincide with the natural frequencies of the shafts in bending.
In order to investigate the torsional frequency characteristies, consider the system shownrin Fig. 5-32 to be
replaced by the dynamically equivalent system of Fig.
5-33. This is comprised of lumped-mass polar moments

of inertia I reduced to a common speed and concentrated at the plane of the main rotor, transmission,
engine, oil cooler fan, and tail rotor, respectively. The
masses are connected by shafts of stiffness K reduced
to the reference speed but having no mass. Mass polar

..

/

Solution by Matrix Methods

The equations for the system shown in Fig. 5-33 may
be developed easily by operating on the kinetic and
MAIN ROTOR
O-l
K,
K

TAIL

ROTOR
TRANSMISSION 0
0
TURBINE O

K,
1 0.
0
OIL COOLER FAN
Fig. 5-33. Diagram of Sample Drive System

MAIN ROTOR
"68.586 rpm

TRANSMISSION

POWER TURBINE
S2It83.A467

t pm

3907.013 rpm
ANTITORQUE (TAIL)
2969.3 rpm

ROTOR

Fig. 5-32. Sample Helicopter Drive System
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potential energy functions T and V. respectively, with
Lagrange's equation

dt

a4

--

q

0

J

(5-53)

K

K2

K,

The following equations result:
IN
0

#2

0

)o
0

1'

0
0

0
0

Fig. 5-34. Dirarm of a Multiple-mode Torsional
System
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An exposition of its derivation and usage may be found
in Refs. 4 and 69.
To explain the method and its uses, reference is made
to Fig. 5-34 in which are shown consecutive lumped
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J

where
s = operator representing time
derivative, sec'
0 = angular deflection of
component identified by
subscript, rad
It is observed readily that this is a statically coupled
system for which the stiffness matrix may be constructed immediately by simply overlapping the 2 x 2
stiffness matrices for adjacent stiffness elements.
The eigenvalues of this equation give roots that are
the natural frequencies of the system and the eigenvectors describe the mode shapes for these natural frequencies.
5o
~~5-5.3.3

Porter's MThe
Method

1

•

to indicate that the lumped mass is concentrated between the stiffness elements K. and K,.
If a mass is substituted at the left end of the stiffness
K, to be dynamically equivalent to the mass
occurring at the right side of the stiffness element
K1, it must, during the vibration, produce the same

twisting moment at the left end of the stiffness element

R•

G(
or01
ok-

_•:

mass elements Jo1, .J12 J3=, and JL3, connected by stiffns elements K,, 14, and K3. The notation J.,,, is used

This matrix equation can be solved by any of a number of methods (Refs. 4, 10, and 11). Porter's method
has certain merits because it can be used without highspeed computer facilities (although it can be computerized to advantage). It is well-supported by basic theory.

as does the mass at the right side acting through the
stiffness element K,. We will call the substituted mass
the impedance, J',. due to the mass concentrated at the
right end of the stiffness element. The subscript Ln is
used to indicate thc left end of the stiffness element
K,, while the subscript On is used to indicate the right
end. Defirning the impedance from right to left we may
say:
The impedance at the right end of K, is X01
Jo.
The impedance at the left end of element K, is

J01
(5-52)

Jti2
1KI

,•=•
110,

impedance
at the right end of element K, is
+•
= 11,

+

4,2

Impedances also may be calculated from left to right
according to the definitions that follow.
The impedance at the left end of element K, is
.1, =
The impedance at the right end of the element K, is
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0J3

,:J'
3
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quency, selecting a stiffness element, calculating the
impedance at each end, and solving for o. This value
of o will be exactly equal to the trial value if the trial
value has been correctly chosen. If not, this result is
as a new trial and the process is repeated. Convergence usually occurs within three or four iterations if
the correct stiffness element has been selected. This will
be made somewhat clearer in the sample calculations in
par. 5-5.3.3.3.
Mode Shapes Calculated by
5-5.3.3.1
Porter's Method
When the solution for the natural frequency has converged, the final iteration contains all of the information required for the calculation of the mode shape.
Referring to Fig. 5-35, let the angular motion at the
end of the stiffness element be 00. and let the

.______1_right

angular motion at the left end be 0&.. Then

K3
The impedance at the left end of element K2 is

,

11

J,,

(5.56)

J'L2 = J.3

The prime mark indicates that the impedances are

calculated from the right while the double prime mark
indicates that the impedances are calculated from the
left.
By these procedures the impedances at any point in
the system may be calculated. For any natural frequency the impedance at a point calculated from the
left must balance the impedance at the same point cal.
culated from the right.
Thus
Jo1+ Jo
+J,,,

-

=0

(5-54)

.
KIP,,(". +Jolf
ý,
J'

Oon

JLn

Jl.,

It should be noted that the impedance ratio must be
consistent. The two impedances must be calculated
from the same direction in the system, right or left.
To calculate the mode shape, a unit deflection is
assumed at an arbitiary point in the system and the
deflections at the other points are calculated successively using Eq. 5-56. Because the amplitudes have been
calculated for a system that has been reduced to a

.

common reference speed, the true amplitudes at points

=0

Now if we consider the impedances J',., and .ro,
assembled at each end of the stiffness element K,, we
have a two-mass system comprised of the impedances
or equivalent masses J'j., and JI, connected by the
torsional stiffness element K, as shown in Fig. 5-35.
The standard formula for the natural frequency (aof
this two-mass system is

=i

"....'

(5-55)

Multidegree-of-freedom torsional systems may be
analyzed by assuming a :rial value of the natural fre-

in the real system vary from the calculated values directly as the gear ratios.
Parametric Studies
5-5.3.3.2
A useful tool in the early design stage is the paramettic variation of the mass and stiffness characteristics for
study of their effect on the natural frequencies of the
various modes. The procedure consists of selecting a
number of frequencies and calcuilating, for each one
selected, the mass required at a selected point or the
stiffness required in a selected element to make the
selected frequency a natural frequency. The calculated
values then are plotted as curves of mass (inertia) versus natural frequency or stiffness versus natuial frequency. Figs. 5-36 and 5-37 are examples. By using

logarithmic coordinates for the plots, a much greater
range of parameters can be covered with fewer selected
points. It is usual to select frequencies in increments of
I Hz up to 10 Hz, in increments of 2 Hz from 10 I{.
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Fig. 5-36. Variation of Natural Frequency With Inertia of Power
Turbine-Example

Sto 20 Hz, and in increments of 10 Hz above 20 Hz. In
regions of discontinuities, additional frequencies may
be selected.
To calculate the stiffness curve (Fig. 5-37), the systern is reduced, by the methods of par. 5-5.3.3, to a
two-mass system that includes the selected stiffness element. Then Eq. 5-55 is solved for the value K, corresponding to each selected frequency.
To calculate the mass curve (Fig. 5-36), use is made
of the fact that at a natural frequency the right and left
impedances must match at any chosen point in the
system (Eq. 5-54). Thus for a selected mass such as
.I2 in Fig. 5-34
J2 +
o2+

--0

(5-57)

suit is tbat in order to make the selected frequency a
natural frequency, a device such as a tuned mass having
a negdtive impedance ;s required at the location of
J1,.
If a tuned mass is required, a parametric study leading to an optimum combination of stiffness and mass
for the tuned mass may be made by adding another
degree of freedom to the system at this point.
Fig. 5-36 shows the effect of variation of the mass of
the power turbine upon the several modes of the system
shown in Figs. 5-32 and 5-33. Fig. 5-37 shows the effect
of variation of the stiffness of the engine-to-transmission input shaft. These figures are examples of the type
of information that can be obtained from a parametric
study.
5-5.3.3.3

Equations of the type
m +

,

J5,+
J o
L

0

(5-58)

may be solved for the values of J., required to make
each selected frequency a natural frequency.
An interesting case occurs when the required value
of J.. is negative. The physical significance of this re-

Sample Calculations

To demonstrate the use of these methods, the arithmetical steps in the calculation of the first and second
natural frequencies of the system shown in Fig. 5-33 are
shown in Table 5-2. Including notation to conform to
that of par. 5-5.3.3, the characteristics of the system are
as follows:
1. Mass Polar Moments of Iner-tia
a. Main rotor 1 = J0,
4.9 X 10'
slug-in2
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b. Tail
, =
1.87 x 10:
slug-inFrotor IT
c. Transmission 10 = J12
22.4 slug-in2.
, = J23 - 4.66 x 10'
slug-inW
e. Cooling fan I-o =
4.7 slug-in.
2. Shaft Stiffnesses
a. Main rotor shaft K -= K, = 582,300 in.Ib/rad
b. Tail
rotor shaft
Tlroto
slast Kr = K, = 117,000 in..

.

W22

2•

(I
(5)60)

./ Jl2
12 4J23 + JlL3

d. Power turbine

c. Turbine shaft KE = K2
111,000,000 in.lb/rad
d. Cooling fan shaft K, = K3 = 798,300 in..
lb/rad

The soution will be made in the Ka stiffness element for
the first frequency and in the K, stiffness element for
the second frequency.
The mode shape calculation follows easily from the
line of each natural frequency solution. Assuming
a unit angular amplitude at the main rotor, we have
,
at the main rotor

LI "-La=02= 0
L'

An approximation for the first natural frequency is

4900
4000

Jo i
-01 j'

made by fixing the left end and solving the equation

JL

- 1496.6

-

-3.274 at the transmission
Ka
1(5.59)

"

Ooa
OaOLa

-

Joa

-9.
-,-3,274
4-187

-17.40 at the tail rotor

A good approximation for the second frequency is to

(5.61) •-

solve the equation
,ý ,I,

10.,

!

• r •,
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0

2

'L0 0

2

3

•(480.

3 =0 03

3274 4o0.7
2

6.

2

-3.347 at the turbine

J3

3.347

4.714

4.7

: -3.357 at the cooling fan

TABLE 5.2
SAMPLE CALCULATION, TORSIONAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES
_

MODE

_.__1st

1

3

2
1-.L..IV
K1,

.o)
(

K,
505.80
508.95
507.95
1

1-

480.1
480.1
480.1

-

"

K3

-1504.9
-1492.5
-1496.6

8

5

L•3.••

I

J,

-3.256
-3.283
-3.274
J1,27='A

505.80
508.95
507.95

4
1.......

6
(5) +J2 3

7
1-(

6

(4)

03--

)W2

K2

0.9970
0.9970
0.9970

4.714
4.714
4.714

469.7
469.7
469.7

9
J:,, = (3)
8+(7)

10
(9)+ .10.

11
(9) x Jol

-1002.4

-815.4

-187449

508.95

-990.0
-994.1

-803.0
-807.1

-185122
-185900

507.48
507.98 _

12
= K. (10
(11)

0.9784
0.9783
0.9783

= 22.54 rad/sec
f, = 22.54 '(2fn) 3.59 Hz

2nd MODE

1

2

3
JL

K,

4
j=2.

"

(2)

I

____

--

.

5

j

'

K

=J

6
J_
(4)

(5)+ J2 3

7
1

(661
(
__

K(

1600.0
1551.3

-1.5573
-1 .4794

-120.08
-126.40

0.99058
0.99087

4.745
4.743

469.75
469.74

0.9317
0.9337

1568.5
1

-1.5069
8
J.o'•-.•
=

-124.10
9
Y, =(3)
J6)
8)+ 2

0.99067
10
(9) +Jo,

4.744
11
(9) xJo,

469.74
12

0.9330

(,)2

T7

02

+ (8) +J, 2

1600.0

504.18

406.50 -

5306.5

1551.3

503.09

399.09

5299.1

-f2=

W2=K, (10)
1(11)

1991850

1551.3

1955541

1577.9

W2 =39.60

rad sec

=39./_
.61(2,)==.3P
6.3 CP

1568.5
503.47
401.77
5301.8
1968673
1568.2
NOTE:() REFERS TO COLUMN WHERE NUMERICAL VALUE ISTO BE FOUND
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The required mass ratios or their reciprocals, are
contained In Columns 2, 4, and 7 of Table 5-2. In
calculating the mode shape for the second natural frequency, the appropriate values are taken from the table.
1 at the main rotor

001

can be accomplished readily by overlapping the black
matrices with the drive system matrices at the coordinate that describes the angular motion of the rotor hub.
The effect of rotor blade modes must be included in the
final analysis of drive system torsional characteristics
and their compatibility with the engine control system.
5-5.3.5

,O.L1aI 0l :=0

o
S1 40~1i7

=

6

0a

-12.196 at the transmission

=0

(5.62)

- 13.072 at the turbine
0ý3

L3

-12.196
-1.5069

-12.196
002 = 0.90
.03
= 002
0.9330

OL2
=

j;4

=
LaJ&

03 j;13
-

-13.072

0.99067

13.194 at the cooling fan

These calculated mode shapes are of sufficient accuracy to permit an evaluation of the stress due to
torsional vibration in any part of the system, if the
amplitude of applied moment or of angular deflection
is known or can be measured at any point in the system.
5-5.3.4

Effect of Rotor Characteristics

The effect of rotor characteristics, and particularly of
rotor blade flexibility, upon the torsional natural frequencies of the drive system depends upon the blade
natural frequencies, and upon the degree to which the
rotor participates in the mode in question. For instance,
in the previous example, the rotor has no effect upon
the third mode frequency, which is a function of the
cooling fan mass, the power turbine mass, and the stiffness of the fan drive; nor does the rotor have any effect
on the fourth mode frequency, which depends principally on the turbine mass, the lumped transmission
mass, and the stiffness of the turbine-to-transmission
drive. Also, any natural frequency of the drive system
that is less than the first (lowest) rotor blade natural
frequency will be unaffected by the rotor blade modes.
Investigation of blade effects upon a particular mode

Compatibility Between the oie
System and the Engine and Engine
Control System

,

When a turbine engine is connected to a low-frequency propulsion system, such as occurs in most hellcopter installations, the resulting combination may be
unstable.
The engine
output
speed
is sensed
by the
power turbine
governor.
Theshaft
power
control
adjusts
the
fuel flow to maintain
selected turbine speed. The
governor also can sensethesuperimposed
oscillatory motions at the power turbine, such as Su in the sample
calculations of par. 5-5.3.3.3. At certain frequencies
inherent in the engine, the gains and dynamics of the

4
4

engine and its control may cause sufficient phase shift
to reinforce the oscillations of the drive system in one
of its natural modes.
Careful analysis of the engine, power control, and
drive system is necessary early in the design stage. This
requires close cooperation between the designer of the
drive system and the engine manufacturer. Failure to

,..

consider this problem early enough may result in compromising of engine response time and droop performtime lags into the system.
Investigations of problems of this type uually are
conducted by combining the transfer functions for the
engine and power control system (obtained from the
engine manufacturer) with the transfer functions for
the drive system. The two systems are linked by the
torque acting upon the power turbine and the turbine
speed, which is fed back to the control system. Solutions for the problem are found easily on an analog
computer, although sometimes it is desirable to plot the
roots of the characteristic equation in the complex
plane to study the effects of the variation of the drive
system lumped parameters. Other methods of study are
available and may be useful. A digital computer may be
used to obtain time-histories suitable for evaluation of
drive system stability. This method makes use of mathematical models of the engine, the fuel control, and the
rotor and drive system. The Bode analysis and plot
provide a means of evaluating both the low-frequency
phase margin and the torsional gain margin (nuagnitude). The phase margin indicates the stability of the
basic system-governing loop while the gain margin in-

I
'?
A
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" the allwal increase in the loop pin of the
system before divergence occurs. Because a high pin
is deirbe to obtain rapid response of the engine to
load demands, it is important to provide a drive system
that is been optimized to the point that a minimum
of pin adjustment is required.
A common error in this type of analysis is to ignore
the effects of the tail rotor for the purpose of simplifyin$ the problem. If this is done without a thorough
understanding of the nature of the mechanical drive
system, the results of the analysis may be erroneous. In
fact, theme have been cases in which the natural frequency of th tail rotor was the casue of an instability,
Also, the tail rotor may have considerable effect upon
that natural freqwency which is dependent principally
upon the stiffiess of the main rotor shaft. Referring to
Column 3 of the second mode natural frequency calculaiion of Table 5-2, the tail rotor contributes an Impedance at the transmission of -124.1 slug-in! This
reduces the effective impedance acting upon the main
rotor shaft by about 20%, which in this case is enough
N

I

to make the difference between stallty and instability.
For articulated rotors with Ila hirge dampers it also
may be necessary to Include the effect of the hydraulic
fluid acting as a spring in order to simulate the torque
oscillations actually found with such a system.
High frequencies such as the third and fourth modes
shown in Figs. 5-36 and 5-37 have no effect upon the
low-frequency stability, and these degrees of freedom
may be eliminated from the problem by lumping their
masses with the transmission mass. This leaves only a
three-mass system comprised of the main rotor and
main rotor shaft, the transmission and turbine lumped
masses, and the tail rotor drive shaft and tail rotor. A
simplified block diagram for the system of Fig. 5-33 is
shown in Fig. 5.38. The moments of inertia lumped at
the transmission are designated as I. = 1o + It +

4.

The analysis of the compatibility of the engine control system with the dynamic characteristics of the coupled airframe-engine system is discussed in greater detail in par. 8-7.
WýIH I

FUEL CONTROL
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of fuselage, slug-ft2

LIST OF SYMBOLS
I,

=

A.F = aerodynamic force, lb
I AWt) I = matrix of periodic time functions

i = imaginary unit,

a = moment arm of AF. with

B

B,
B0

h

respect to flap-hinge, ft
= tip-loss factor, dimensionless
= hub effective damping, lb-sec/ft
= blade lag damping, lb-ft-sec/rad
= distance from lag hinge to
center of mass of blade, ft

2 0o
blade chord, ft
bending rigidity, ?b-in"
base of natural (Naperian)
logarithms, 2.71828
= vertical (lag) hinge offset from
center, ft
F = shear amplitude of forcing
function f(t) = Fe"', lb
f\
\K.
2,6o
.F, "
ý_8. 2
f = complex column matrix of
Sapplied fore amplitudes, lb
distance
giblaif from CG of mh to

C• c =
El =
e=

Srotor

.,•..gimbal

= product of inertia of control

f,

surface with respect to the
hinge axis and to an axis in the
plane of the control surface,
normal to the hinge axis,
slug-ft2
K. = stiffness of the mth stiffness
element, in.-lb/rad
K, = stiffness of the nth stiffness
element, in.-lb/rad
K,. = root-mean-square angular
stiffhess of propeller, in.-lb/rad
= angular stiffness of propeller,
lb/rad
K# = centering spring constant,
lb-ft/rad
K *, =,angular stiffness of propeller,
pitch and yaw modes

axis, ft

=

Sforce,

respectively, in.-lb/rad

amplitude of cos component of
force,
lb

k = blade number, k = 0,
counted in direction of

lb

column
matrixlb of applied force
time history,
blade torsional stiffness, lb-ft2
tm

•*

GJ=bae osoalsifes,,-t

g = structural damping coefficient,
dimensionless
g, = amplitude of sin component of
force lb
force, lb
h = rotor to nacelle pivot distance,

ft
= distance from CG of m, to CG
ft
of
I = blade mass moment of inertia
about vertical, or lag, hinge,
mass moment of inertia of the

control surface about its hinge
"axis,slug-ft2
- lumped mass polar moment of
inertia, slug-in?
I, - mass polar moment of inertia
548

n -I

rot
rotation ition
L K = tilting feedback constants, sec'
M = equivalent airframe mass at

rotor center, including blade
msesu
masses, slug

slug
=- mass,
moment,
lb-f~t
moment,
M =

propeller aerodynamic moment,
lb-in.
m, = effective mass of hub, slug
mb = mass of blade, slug
m. = generalized mass of nth mode,
=

slug-ft2
-

VWF

J = mass polar moment of inertia
(effective impedance), slug-in?
J4. X = lumped inertia, or impedances
slug-in?
K = hub effective spring rate, lb/ft
= stiffness, lb/ft or in.-Ib/rad

= half-chord of blade, ft

C = damping, lb-sc/ft
:F.- centrifugal force, lb

mass polar moment cf inertia
of isolated part about its
centroidal axis, slug-ft2

mO,, mro,

=

slug
periodic time functions

proportional to blade flapping
moments from 0,p 01,
dimensionless
m= mass of fuselage, slug
mh = mass of isolated part, slug
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N

number of degrees of freedom,
dimensionless
N, = propeller normal force, Ib
number of blades per rotor
S=
P = ratio of blade natural frequency
with elistic restraint to that
without restraint
p -distance from CG of,, to
plane of rotor hub, ft:
=
dimensionless
Q =torque, lb-fl
to sher force of
amplitude For moment of
amplitude M
(Q] = transition matrix
q=generalized
coordinatelbt-e/d
q =modal
amplitude
of nth mode,
dl
plb-ft-sec/rad
=

Sresponse

R --rotor radius, ft
R = roorrardurad
r = radius of gyration
of blade
about CG, ft
S = blade mass monment about
vertical hinge, slug-ft
verica
slug-ftu
hinge
S = ratio of effective
hub springs in
two directions
O

.)l=

Pi, /3,,
d

Ro

R'pc(dcMak/I),

= blade lead angle, positive
forward, rad
= first cyclic lead coordinates,.
q,, •,,
first multiblade cyclic
coordinates, dimensionless
ti la e yc i
1Im,
l = second multiblade
cyclic
coordinates, dimensionless

= [Q] {x(O)i

y = complex column matrix of
displacements, ft
y, = matrix of displacement time
history, ft
Q, = constants derived from initial
conditions
a. = mean blade angle of attack, rad
/3 = blade flapping angle, positive

up,normalized

A

differential collective multiblade
coordinate (only for

T

{x(T

I

dimensionless
aQ,/ a i -- damping factor for main rotor,
lb-ft.sec/rad
aQ,4/aow,
damping factor for turbine,
transmission, and fan (lumped),
lb-ft-sec/rad
aQr/lar = damping
factor for tail rotor,

operator signifying
derivative,
sec-t the time=

period of rotor2revolution,
•r/ • , s e cd
2rf,.
se=1
= kinetic energy in Lagrange
equation, in..lb or ft-lb
t = time, sec
V = relative flow velocity with
respect to blade, fps
= potential energy in Lagrange
equation, in.-lb or ft-lb
V, = cruise airspeed, kt
V& = design limit airspeed, kt
x = lateral hub deflection' ft
= displacement, ft
14 = column matrix of state variables

first multiblade flapping
coordinates, dimensionless
differential collective multiblade
flapping coordinate (only for
even-bladed rotors),
dimensionless
coning, or mean blade flapping,
angle, rad
blade Lock number,

even-bladed
diensole
imen s ion les rotors),
s
ss

deflection of kth blade,
dension

l
as
lateral airframe damping ratio,
dimensionless
ead-lag damping ratio,
dimensionless
- collective
coordinate,multiblade
dimensionless
0 = torsional amplitude, rad
,, On = forward and left cyclic pitch,
rad
0, = pitch-flap coupling ratio
aO/la/, positive for increase in
l

blade pitch with up flapping,
dimensionless
pitch-lead coupling ratio
a Val, positive for increase in
blade pitch with lead,
dimensionless
O ,v.;= normalized response to exciting
dimensionless
forces at the rotor head,
dimeno nless
moments at response
exciting
the rotortohead,
84
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E = pertaining to the engine or
engine shaft

dimensionless
A, = e/[b(1 + r2 b2)],dimensionless
A2 = K!!/(IW2 ), dimensionless
A3 = J/[2( + r2/b?)],
dimensionless
= BI/(Mc,), dimensionless
A = B/(Bo1,), dimensionless
exp(Qk + ij) = eigenvalue of Floquet
transition matrix [Q] defined by
Ix(T)] = [Qx(0)]
=

F = pertaining to the cooling fan or

G =
k =
Ln =
M =

rotor advance ratio V/(flR),

mn

=

On

=

dimensionless
=

mass ratio nmb/(mf + nmi),

dimensionless
p = air density, slug/ft3
= complex multiblade lead-lag
coordinate, as defined by
Coleman, dimensionless
1* = conjugate complex of (P.
=),,mode shape, dimensionless
= amplitude of normal mode, ft
0. 4)nacelle angular deflections in
pitch and yaw, respectively, rad
azimuth angle of rotor or blade,
rad or deg
*k = azimuth angle of kth blade, rad
fl = rotor rotational frequency,
rad/sec

fan drive shaft
pertaining to the transmission
pertaining to the kth blade
occurring at the left end of the
nth stiffness element
pertaining to turbine, fan, and
transmission lumped
occurring between the mth and
nth itiffntss elements
occurring at the right end of

the nth stiffness element
R = pertaining to the main rotor or
main rotor drive shaft
T = pertaining to the tail rotor or
tail rotor drive shaft
Superscripts

indicates that impedances have
been accumulated from the
right
= indicates that impedances have
been accumulated from the left
T = transpose of matrix
=
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CHAPTER 6

STABILITY AND CONTROL
6-1

INTRODUCTION

Principal attention in this chapter is given to the
stability and control requirements for helicopters, as
specified by MIL-Ho8501. However, this general specification for handling qualities is acknowledged to have
significant shortcomings when all classes of helicopters
of current interest are considered. This chapter, therefore, includes characteristics desired or required for
specific classes where appropriate.
The use of armed helicopters was not considered
during the development of the MIL-H-8501 requirements. Subsequent use of helicopters as attack vehicles
has shown that stability and control characteristics acceptable for other missions are not adequate for these
aircraft. Although data available from existing attack
helicopters (AH) have not resulted yet in updated Military Specifications with quantitative requirements, the
specific characteristics and handling qualities--both
required and desired-are known. This chapter includes consideration of the effects of alternate mission
configurations and loadings of these vehicles upon
these qualities. The effects of both normal and abnormreal
operation of weapon systems durig a mission also
are discussedo
Ta . noimal helicopter rotor is inherently unstable.
The rep.ons for this are discussed, together with the
methuidm available for modifying the stability characteristics. The latter treatment icludes the use of stability
augmentation to achieve helicopter handling qualities
similar to those of a fixed-wing aircraft.
Once it has been determined that artificial stability
devices should be incorporated into the design, it is
appropriate to consider the extension of the capability
of this equipment to include such pilot-assist or autopilot modes as heading-hold, velocity-hold, or altitudehold. For specific mission applications, it also may be
appropriate to couple thh equipment with the onboard
navigation system and thereby to provide an automatic
flight control system (AFCS). These optional installations also are discussed.
MIL-H-8501 recognizes tbe increased difficulty of
controlling a helicopter in the absence of external visual

reference by stipulating more stringent stability requirements for operations under instrument flight conditions than are given for helicopters operated under
visual flight rules. Because, as noted in Chapter 1, this
handbook deals only with helicopters to be operated
under day or night visual flight rules (VFR), instrument flight rules (IFR) operation is not discussed in
detail. The requirements of MIL-H-8501 are presented,
and the need for them is mentioned. However, neither
their adequacy nor their implementation is discussed.
For an understanding of the mathematical processes
and techniques employed in the solution of the equations of motion, as used in this chapter, reference
should be made to a text on the subject, such as Ref.
1.
6-2

6-2.1

FUNDAMENTALS OF
HELICOPTER STABILITY AND
CONTROL
DEFINITIONS

Stability and control analysis is a complex process
because it deals with both linear and angular motions
of the helicopter with respect to each of the three axes
necessary to define the position of the vehicle in space.
Stability is the tendency of the helicopter to maintain
or to deviate from an established flight condition. Control is the ability of the helicopter to be maneuvered or
steered from one flight condition to another. The term
"flying qualities" is used to designate those characteristics ihat are relevant to both of these aspects.
Helicopter stability and control analyses are similar
to those for other aircraft types but are complicated by
the ability of the helicopter to hover as well as to fly in
any direction without change of heading.
Fundamental to the analysis is the establishment of
a reference or coordinate system to define the position
and motion of the helicopter. Right-handed systems of
Cartesian coordinates are conventional.
6-1
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Although the coordinate systems and associated
symbols are common, a variety of reference axes may
be used. The choice of a reference system is dependent
upon the nature of the problem being investigated and
the helicopter configuration being analyzed. The most
common systems of reference axes are:
1. Gravity axes
2. Stability, or wind, axes
3. Body axes.
6-2.1.2

Gravity Axes

Gravity axes refer to a coordinate system with the

ment of inertia and product of inertia terms vary for
each flight condition. In general, these terms are assumed to be constant in the equations of motion. This
limits the use of the stability axis system to small disturbance motions.
In addition to simplification of the aerodynamic
terms, the use of stability axis systems of reference has
a specific application in correlating the theoretically
calculated stability results with wind tunnel results,
which commonly are resolved automatically parallel
with and perpendicular to the wind.
6-2.1.4

Body Axes

origin either fixed at a point on the surface of the earth
or at the helicopter center of gravity (CG) and moving
with the helicopter,
In each case the z-axis is pointing to the center of the
earth (positive downward), the x-axis is directed along
the horizon (positive forward), and the y-axis is oriented to form a right-handed orthogonal axis system
(positive toward the right).
The gravity or earth axes are useful primarily as a
reference system for the gravity vector, and for linear
displacements and angular orientation. The use of these
axes introduces certain simplifications into the stability
analyses, in that the velocity components along the
respective axes are independent of helicopter rotation
about the CG and are functions only of translation and
clinib angle -, In the derivation of the equations of
motion
using this reference system the aerodynamic
force contribution is accounted for through the sine or

of attack and sideslip, a and ,8,, respectively.

cosine of climb angle v. Further simplifications occur
for level flight (vy = 0). However, the use of gravity
axes introduces rather cumbersome corrections to inertial terms and products of inertia in accounting for
helicopter rotation.

Body axes are useful particularly in the study of
helicopter dynamics because velocities and accelerations with respect to these axes are the same as those
that would be experienced by a pilot or would be measured by the instruments mounted in the helicopter.

6-2.1.3

6-2.1.5

Stability Axes

The stability axes represent a coordinate system with
the origin located at the helicopter CG and with the
axes oriented so that the x-axis is coincident with the
velocity vector and is positive pointing into the relative
wind, the z-axis is perpendicular to the relative wind
and is positive downward, and the y~axis is oriented to
form a right-handed orthogonal axis system (positive to
the right).The use of stability axes eliminates the terms
containing the velocity components Yoand w0 along the
y-and z-axes, respectively, and thus introduces substantial simplifications into the aerodynamic, terms. In this
case, the only linear velocity component existing is
u, which is independent of helicopter rotation (as in the
case of gravity axes) and which represents perturbation
of the forward velocity vector u0. However, the mo6-2

The body axis system refers to an orthogonal system
of axes fixed at the helicopter CG, rotating and translating with the helicopter. The x-axis is aligned along
a reference line (datum line) fixed to the vehicle (posifive pointing forward). The z-axis is perpendicular to
the x-axis, positive toward the bottom of the vehicle.
The y-axis is perpendicular mutually to x and z and
positive pointing to the right.
The use of axes fixed to the vehicle insures that the
inertial terms in the equations of motion are constant
(independent of flight conditions); furthermore, by
coinciding one of the body axes with a principal axis of
inertia, certain product-of-ihertia terms can be eliminated. In this axis system, the aerodynamic forces and
moments are dependent upon relative velocity orientation with respect to the body as defined by the angles

*1

•

Choice of Axes

Because it is more convenient to express aerody.
namic and gravitational forces and moments with respect to body axes than to express inertial forces and
moments with respect to wind or gravity axes, a body
axis coordinate system commonly is selected for a generalized analysis (Ref. 2). Inasmuch as the analyses
presented in the paragraphs that follow are perturbation analyses, stability axes generally are emploý ed.
Regardless of the reference axis system selected, it is
important that the characteristics be understood and
that the externally applied forces and moments be
related properly to the coordinate system being used.
The body axis and stability axis systems are shown in
Fig. 6-1. The notation for displacement and orientation
of the helicopter also are defined in the figure.
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Fig. 6-1. Definition of Axis Systems
In addition to analysis of the helicopter CG motions,
the dynamics of the rotor must be included in any
investigation of stability and control. Complete consistency must be maintained between rotor and airframe
coordinate systems when the analysis includes both.
Rotor system dynamics are described in par. 5-2,
along with the instabilities that can occur within the
rotor system. The analyses discussed in the paragraphs
that follow use the same coordinates and reference sys-a
tem as is used in Chapter 5 when examining the stability and controllability of the rotor system as a part of
the helicopter.
The aerodynamic forces and moments applied to the
helicopter are discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. In
Chapter 3 the development of these forces and moments, including the periodic components of rotor
blade lift and drag, is described. In Chapter 4 the application of aerodynamic loads to various parts of the
helicopter structure is detailed. In Chapter 5 the analyses include treatment of the helicopter (both rotor and
airframe) as an elastic rather than a rigid body.
In each of these chapters, there are minor variations
in the mathematical notation. These variations stem
from the origins of each of the applicable disciplines
(aerodynamics, stress analysis, and dynamics) from different engineering specialties. In a similar manner, in-

dividual authors in any one of these disciplines (including stability and control) often use slightly differing
notations&
The complexity of helicopter stability analysis is seen
readily in Figs. 6-2 and 6-3. These figures, taken from
Ref. 2, show the forces and moments acting upon a
single-rotor helicopter (Fig. 6-2) and a tandem-rotor
helicopter (Fig. 6-3), and demonstrate the application
of a body axis reference system. They are presented
complete and
bcause such aco
gere a nalysis. H r,
er,
fforts is ade
is investigated
otes
petersystem
here, ne
no effort
made
plete system is nnot
to define all of the parameters indicated.
6-2.2

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The analysis of stability and control is primarily a
study of the solutions of the pertinent equations if
motion. An equation of motion is a mathematical statement of the balance between the forces or moments
externally applied to a body and the inertial reactions.
Ref. 2 presents the generalized equations for all six
degrees of freedom (three linear and three angular).
These equations were developed for application to any
helicopter configuration. They can be particularized by
deletion of terms inapplicable to the specific configurq.
6-3
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tion and by evaluation of the pertinent parameters in
accordance with the properties, dimensions, and characteristics of? the configuration under study. Ref. I also
treats the development of helicopter equations of motion.
Generalized equations are not presented here because an analysis employing all six degrees of freedom
and including all applicable coupling terms is not discussed. Such an analysis is performed most often by
means of an analog computer. In the paragraphs that
follow, simplified analyses are discussed. At most,
three degrees of freedom are treated at one time, wi~h
most analyses being concerned with a single degree of
freedom. Also, the analyses performed for the most
part are concerned with small perturbations from trim.
The pertinent equations, therefore, are simplified by
the omission of all terms having no effect upon the
resulting motion(s).
Prior to analysis of the equations of motion, it is
customary to reduce the coefficients to nondimensional
form. In this manner the equations are simplified further. Also, the analysis otthe effects of the geometric

y

and inertial characteristics of a particular configuration
upon a generalized aolution is performed more readily.
Several methoda are in common use for the reduction
of the equations to nondimensional form. A completely
consistent method must be used, of course, in the development of a set of equations. Review of a given equation, or set of equations, also is meaningful only with
a complete understanding of the method used; the varnables may or may not have been nondimensionalized,
for example. If, as is common in airplane stability analysis, the equations have been nondimensionalized completely so that the solutions represent the time-dpendent functions of nondimensional variables, even the
time scale is affected. Then, the particularization of the
th
solution also involves the correction of the time scale
by a time constant that is dependent upon both a characteristic dimension (wing semichord or semispan are
used in airplane equations) and a reference velocity
(flight speed or, in helicopter analysis, rotor tip speed).
Ref. I provides a detailed discussion of the development of nondimensional equations.
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Fig. 63. Definition of Parameters and Sign Convention for a Tandem-rotor
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6-2.3

STABILITY DERIVATIVES

helicopter, of course, includes not only the aerody-"
namic moment of each about its own reference center,
but also both the magnitude and the direction of lift
and drag forces at that reference center. The contribution of these forces to the moment about the CG is
obtained as the product of the force and the appropriate
moment arm to the CG.
Fundamental to the evaluation of the moment contributions of the individual components is the determination of the local flow environment of each component. Owing to the effect of rotor downwash velocity
upon the airflow over the helicopter, such a determination often is difficult. As a result, reliable values for the
stability derivatives of the fuselage usually can be obtained only from test data. For preliminary design studies, the data generally are obtained in a wind tunnel.
The wind tunnel determination of helicopter stability
derivatives requires considerable care. The model must
represent the complete helicopter. Because, as noted, it
is necessary to reproduce the flow around the fuselage,
the rotor must be operating and must reproduce reasonably the downwash velocity of the full-scale helicopter under the flight conditions being tested. At the same
time the model rotor must be capable of isolation from
the remainder of the model so that the fuselage forces
and moments can be measured independently of the
6-5

Those terms in an equation of motion that describe
the relationship between the aerodyrnamic forces or moments acting upon the helicopter and the linear or angular displacements or velocities from which they resuit are called the stability derivatives. These
derivatives are dependent upon the geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of the cor_,ualration under
study. The geometric characteristics generally are
known, but the aerodynamic characteristics often are
unknown. For example, the rate of change of pitching
moment with angle of attack dM/da includes in its
complete form the pitching moment contributions of
the complet'ý helicopter, including the rotor. Investigation of pitch stability in forward flight requires consideration of this derivative.
Evaluation of a derivative of this nature can be accomplished in several ways. For example, the helicopter can be separated into its principal componentsmain rotor, tail rotor, fuselage, wing, horizontal
stabilizer, and landing gear-and the contribution of
each determined separately. Such a determination is
based upon the similarity of the respective components
to items for which data are available. The contribution
of each component to the moment about the CG of the
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rotor. Even using such techniques, the reliability of the
wind tunnel data is not assured because the typical
problems of scale effect (Reynolds number) and tunnel
wall correctioas must be resolved. Furthermore, all
"desired derivatives cannot be measured in the wind
tunnel. For example, sati,,factory techniques are not
available yet for the determination of angular rate
derivatives, eg., rate of change of pitching moment
with pitching velocity.
Stability derivatives also can be determined from
flight test data, but this procedure seldom is suitable for
preliminary design purposes. The flight test method
requires testing of a number of flight conditions, and
the test must be planned so as to permit the isolation
of one derivative based upon the difference between the

results of two tests. Additional derivatives are evaluated in a similar manner. The equations of motion are
written, and the solutions of the equations are measured in flight. It then is possible to calculate the
derivatives compatible with the measured helicopter
responses.
The rotor derivatives can be determined in a number
of ways. Ref. 2 contains graphs for several of the
derivatives; for the most part, these were obtained by
measuring the gradients of test data for rotors that had
been tested under many operating conditions. The
curves presented include variations of the values of the
derivatives as functions of both design characteristics
and operating conditions. However, because the original testing had been performed for performance measurement, some simplifying assumptions were required
in the use of the data for determination of stability
derivatives.
In the paragraphs that follow, most of the derivatives
have been simplified during the development of the
perturbation equations of motion. In several cases the
values of the rotor derivatives have been based upon
theoretical expressions.
6-2.4

BASIC STABILITY AND
STABILIZATION SYSTEMS

The objective of the paragraphs that follow is to
present a clear understanding of helicopter stability and
response characteristics. The basic problems are discussed and methods to overcome some of the undesirable features are analyzed. Because this presentation is
concerned primarily with fundamentals, the mathematical models used are simplified greatly.
The blade is assumed to be rigid in bending and
torsion. It has one degree of freedom-flapping-and
is characterized by two independent nondimensional
parameters, the Lock number -yand the flapping fre-

quency parameter P where P
flapping frequency
divided by rotor angular velocity (I. By definition, the
Lock number y (Eq. 6-1) is a measure of the ratio of
the aerodynamic forces to inertia forces:
ly
=

R4 cap
cap... dimensionless
d
n

04-)

where
a = blade section lift curve slope,
rad "
c = blade chord, ft
1b = blade flapwise mass moment of
blad

s

fi

p
density of air, slug/ft3
R = rotor radius, ft
For full-scale rotors generally 4 < y < 12, and a low
value of y characterizes a heavy blade.
For an unrestrained blade with zero flapping hinge
offset, P = I. A hinge offset or elastic restraint increases the value of P. For typical rigid rotor operating
at nominal rotor speed, for example, P = 1.15. In the
case of a rigid rotor, a flapping restraint is added to the
mathematical model. Its spring rate is selected such
that the flapping frequency of the hinged, inelastic
blade is identical with that of the first flap-bending
mode of the actual blade.
The rotor blade represents a classical spring-massdamper system that responds to its excitations with a
flapping anglef/, measured from a plane normal to the
shaft. The flapping angle is written as
T
6
j3
ao -a1 cos - sin(
where a0 represents the coning angle, *$ describes the
azimuth position of the blade, and a, and b,are components of blade flapping relative to a plane normal to the
rotor shaft. For a conventional rotor, rotating counterclockwise
when viewed from above, a positive a, value
means a tip-path
plane tilt to the rear and a positive
b, denotes a tilt to the right. In these cases the rotor
applies to the fuselage a nose-up pitching moment and
a rolling moment to the right. For the calculation of the
moments about the CG of the helicopter, two components must be taken into account: the moments generated by the tilt of the thrust vector and the moments
due to flapping hinge offset and/or elastic restraint. It is
assumed that the moment vector produced by the rotor
thrust at all times is normal to the tip-path plane. Unless otherwise stated, the equations derived refer to a
centrally arranged flapping hinge.
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6.2.4.1

Pertinent Rotor Derivatives
As for fixed-wing aircraft, the following stability
derivtie ae othe
d 1r.v.ti..s.arc otabigiflran c hn
m
nStatic stability, or ratet oca
moment
2. wih angle of attack
(i p
S2.Speed stability, or rate of change of pitching
moment with speed
3. Damping in pitch and roll.

stable with forward speed. More accurately, the static
instability increases in proportion with the square of
advance ratio. This leads to several undesirable
characteristics, which are investigated in par. 6.2.4.4.
Eq. 6.4 holds only for driven rotors. For an autorotating rotor an increase in shaft angle of attack speeds
up the rotor; by definition, this means a decrease in the
advance ratio. For an autorotating rotor a1 essentially
is proportional to the advance ratio, and an increase in

For most helicopter rotors the contribution of the inplane forces to the pitching and rolling moments generally can be neglected, in which case the stability deriva.
tives are proportional directly to the rotor derivatives
defined in Eq. 6-3. However, at high forward speeds
(high values of advance ratio pz)the contribution of
rotor inplane forces can become suffibiently large that
they can no longer be neglected.

angle of attack results in a reduction of a1. Thus, i
forward flight an autorotating rotor is statically stable.
On the other hand, this operating condition has the
disadvantage that at higher advance ratios the rotor
becomes very sensitive to angle-of-attack disturbances.
2. Speed stability. Let us consider again a rotor in
the wind tunnel. At a given shaft angle of attack and
speed the rotor is trimmed such that a, = b, = 0.
With the controls fixed, the tunnel speed is increased.
As before, a distinction must be made between powered
and autorotating operating conditions. For the pow.
ered condition, an increase in tunnel speed results in a
pitching moment; i.e., the rotor has positive
speed stability, with its value dependent upon the blade
and the specific operating conditions. For a typical
helicopter near hovering, the value approximates

ta
I*

=a

derivative, d'less
-nose-upstatic stability
,

-,

'a q

aq

,dampinginpitch,sec

"

,

b

,

A

P

)a

speed stability derivative, d'less

a1

pi

(6-3)

0.3

damping in roll, sec

tunnel speed. This means the advance ratio remains
unchanged and, therefore, a1,
0. In summary, a
driven rotor has positive speed stability and an autorotating rotor has a speed stability that essentially is zero.
3. Pitch and roll damping. For simplicity, consider
a rotor subjected to a steady pitching velocity q about
the rotor center in hovering. The flapping motion is
excited by the gyroscopic moment 24Qq and the aerodynamic moment 2KIflq. The quantity

mately 0.6, Eq. 6-4 is a valid expression for static stability derivative a,..

2.2p 2

, dimensionless

(6-5)

At constant shaft angle of attack, the rotor speed of an
autorotating rotor changes in the same ratio as the

These derivatives can be obtained from either experiments or analysis, and have a decisive influence upon
the stability characteristics of helicopters.
1. Static stability. Consider a rotor in a wind tunnel. At a given tunnel speed and shaft angle of attack
a the rotor is trimmed such that a, = b, = 0. Starting
from this trimmed condition the angle of attack is increased. For conditions with essentially constant rotor
speed, an increase in a results in a rearward tilt a, of
the tip-path plane. For advance ratio t up to approxi-

a4

, dimensionless

K

-

___

(6-6)

16

(6-4)

includes the effect of the tip loss factor B upon the

Inasmuch as a negative value of a derivative is required
for stability, Eq. 6-4 indicates that the hovering rotor
(p.
0) is neutrally stable and becomes statically un-

simplified expression for the aerodynamic flapping moment used in the derivation of the Lock number. The
parameter Kcan be interpreted as the specific damping,
i.e., damping divided by critical damping, of the flapping motion for the case P = land p. =0. For a

C,
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nose-up pitching motion the gyroscopic moment has its

fective spring rate of the flapping motion. It can be

ment has its maximum at s

P changes to

maximum at q

- 270 deg and the aerodynamic mo=0. A blade with

flapping

shown that the nominal flapping frequency parameer

restraint, i.e., P > 1, responds to these excitations with

2K( +1)

al

(1

(6-7

-26C7

(6-13)

According to Eqs. 6-8 and 6.13 the pitch-roll coupling
is eliminated if the 83 angle is selected such that

and

For P = 1 these equations simplify, and the derivatives with respect to q of the simplified expressions
S become; damping in pitch axq

al

(6-9)

Kq

P 2 -l

C,

q"(2K)P - 2(P - 1)i

- 2K2
S(6-8)

Fig. 6.4 shows the C1 values required for decoupling.
As there is no distinction between pitch and roll
responses of a hovering rotor, the results obtained for
pitch also are applicable to roll. This means, for exampie, that for P = I

(6-15)

/K

and roll-pitch coupling derivative b 1,4,b
b

(6-14)

2K

(6-10)

A
q~

42

The rotor moment generated by a, is proportional to
the pitching velocity and opposes the pitching motion,
i.e., a, presents a pitch damping term. The lateral tilt
b, results in a rolling moment proportional to pitching
velocity q. This coupling is highly undesirable and must
be kept to a minimum.
4. Pitch-roll decoupling. The most convenient
method of countering the pitch-roll coupling is the introduction of an inclination of the flapping hinge. This
is denoted as the angle 83 and its effect is to couple
mechanically the pitch setting 0 of each blade with its
flapping angle 3. To represent this effect, let the pitch
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(6-11)
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wnere
- 1.0

1.1

1 .2

1.3

1.4

P, dimensionless

C

--tan 6 3

(6-12)

Obviously, the coupling parameter C, modifies the ef6-8

Fig. 6-4. C, Values Required for Pitch-roll
Decoupling
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a1

(6.16)
2

htref
where pdenotes the rolling velocity, positive for rolling
to the right. It can be shown that for conventional
advance ratios the flight velocity has only a minor erfect upon the pitch damping of the rotor. The pitch-roll
coupling, however, is affected markedly by the advance
ratio, meaning that a compromise between the optimum values of these derivatives must be made for the
flight regime of interest,
6-2.4.2

Dynamic Stability of Basic
Helicopter

The longitudinal stability of a hovering single-rotor
helicopter with fixed controls is investigated first. For
simplicity, it is assumed that the longitudinal and lateral motions are lecoupled. Because the rotor adjusts
itself very quickly to changing operating conditions, it
is permissible to use a quasi-static flapping equation of
motiot, and to write
a1= a

+ a1 q

(6.17)

The
derivatives
andtilta,
given by Eqs. 6-5
1 aare
and rotor
6-9. The
tip-path aI,
plane
1 produces a pitching
moment about the CG of the helicopter that can be
expressed as

Me=a, Wh+
where

kl

,lb-ft

m(r - e) dr

(6-20)

,lb.ft/rad

where
e = flapping hinge offset, ft
m = distributed blade mass, slug/ft
r = incremental radius, ft
In the latter case F, is the inertial force due to the
flapping acceleration I. This force acts at the hinge.
i.e., at the distance e from the rotor center
Because in the hovering condition the vertical motion of the helicopter is not coupled with all the other
degrees of freedom, the dynamic system to be discussed
has, in addition to the constraint equation for blade
flapping, only two additional degrees of freedom. These
are pitch angle, or angle of attack a, and the horizontal
translational velocity u of the CG of the aircraft as
shown in Fig. 6-5.
The translational velocity of the rotor center is assumed to be identical to that of the CG, i.e.,
h 4 u.
The two equations of motion representing the equilibrium of the horizontal forces and pitching moments
read

W

+

u =0

(6-21)

and

(6-18)

bk
1 + -6'2/

a21 W

0

where
whrge

b

=

number of bladesg

W = helicopter gross weight, lb
At = height of rotor hub above CG,
ft
kr, = flapping stiffness of rotor blade,
lb-ft/rad
The first term in the parentheses represents the contribution due to tilt of the thrust vector and the second
term represents the contribution due to flapping. The
spring rate kg takes into account either an elastic blade
restraint or a flapping hinge offset. It can be shown for
elastic restraint that
k=pfl2 b(Pa-l)

,lb-ft/rad

"

acceleration due to gravity,
ft/sec'
I, = aircraft moment of inertia
in pitch, slug-ft2
and a, is given by Eq. 6-17. The quantity [1 +
bkp/(2Wh)] can be interpreted as an amplification
factor for the moment derivatives of the rotor. It is
worthwhile to note that for rigid rotors with elastic
root restraint, this amplification factor can have a
value of 10 or higher.
The equations of motion, Eqs. 6-21 and 6-22, lead to
a third-order frequency equation
3

(6-19)

S

+A 2

+A s+Ao =0
+

(6-23)

where
and for a rotor with flapping hinge offset

s

Laplace operator, sec'
6-9
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and
A

roots with a positive real part describes an unstable

ea

oscillation that is characterized by its period of oscillation T) and the time required to double amplitude

-

Tf).
A, =0

(6-24)

,sec

A0 =geat ,
0

)of

3
-sec

In these equations,

In order to give a better insight into the free oscillation of the helicopter To and T, are shown as functions
A, and A, in Figs. 6-6 and 6-7. These stability charts
apply0 for A, = 0 and are taken from Ref. 3. Fig. 6-6
gives the period of oscillation To and Fig. 6-7 the time
to double amplitude Tp. A typical helicopter with
4, = 0 and Wh/I,.

=

0.5 sec -

is characterized by

a frequency equation with approximately
Ao = 0.I seC- 3 ,

e

Wt + A-k#
lY

,c-2

(6-26)

(6-27)

According to Figs. 6-6 and 6.7, for this case
To =16 sec,

TýD= 4see

(6-28)

Routh's stability criteria, when applied to Eq. 6-23 in

This means the particular helicopter is unstable

which the coefficient A, = 0, indicates'that the helicopters being discussed are independent of k, und
dynamically are unstable. Generally speaking, the frequency equation, Eq. 6-23, has one negative real root
and one pair of conjugate complex roots with a positive
real part. The negative real root represents a decreasing
aperiodic motion that generally is well damped and,
therefore, of little significance. The pair of complex

dynamically and has a period of oscillation of 16 sec,
while the amplitude of a disturbance is doubled in 4 sec.
Next, the effect of a flapping hinge offset or elastic
flapping restraint is investigated. It already has been
established that the helicopter remains dynamically unstable. Numerical investigations show that, in general,
the term ga1 • in the expression for A,(Eq. 6-24) is small
when compared with Ca, This means that the intro-

Fig. 6-5. Disturbed Hovering Condition
6-10
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Fig. 6-6. Period of Oscillation for A,
duction of a kAeffect (flapping hinge offset or restraint)
multiplies the coefficients A0 and A, by the same factor
by which i is increased. With regard to the stability
charts, Figs. 6-6 and 6-7, this is represented by the
operating point of the helicopter moving away from the
origin of the coordinate system on a straight line that
passes through both the origin and the point referring
to the helicopter with k, = 0. For kA-l.oc the helicopter becomes neutrally stable.
Let us assume that the helicopter previously investigated (Eq. 6-27) is equipped with an elastic root restraint that multiplies the moment derivatives and, as
a result, amplifies the value of e by a factor of 7 5. The
coefficients of the new characteristic equation are

Because the time to double amplitude has been increased slightly (from 4 sec to 6 sec) the dynamic stability is improved slightly. The major improvement, however, lies in the increase of the control power, Because
as the initial angular a&celeration due to a cyclic control application is proportional directly to e, the addition of the flapping restraint in the given example multiplies the initial angular acceleration by a factor of 7.5:
and the unstable motions of the helicopter rotor are
controlled much more easily.

Stabilization
6-2.4,3.1

A[0 =0.75sec- 3 ,

A 22installed
= 1.50 sec-'

0

Control Input Required

(6-29)

Let us that
assume that a stabilization system has been
applies automatic control displacements
proportional to and in phase with both:

According to Figs. 6-6 and 6-7, the period of oscillation and time to double amplitude are changed to approximately

I. Angular disturbance Aa of the fuselage in pitch
(attitude)
2. Pitching velocity q =
(rate)

To

10

wec,

T,

=6

see

(6-30)

The cyclic pitch input 0, of the stabilization system
then is expressed as
6-11
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-

S

.

rad

2

_,-~

A

(6-31)

-ea 1

1

sec-

=e

+

ek2

~

,see'

2

(6-33)

r nondimensional qatiethtA
where kadk
introduce an effective static stability and pitch damping, respectively. In principle, a third automatic control
application, proportional to the angular acceleration
d, could be considered; but the effect of such an input
th aparet mas mmen of
primril
hang isto
inertia of the helicopter. Therefore, the acceleration
termis
iterst
o mior
a ths pontor
The equations of motion for the horizontal forces
and pitching moments (Eqs. 6-21 and 6.22) are not

From these equations soime interesting conclusions can
be drawn. Most important is that because a helicopter
ue12ipt
ntbednmcly
wt 1 =0i
increase in damping, is not sufficient to achieve dynamic stability. To obtain stability, a kI control application, proportional to the angular disturbance Act is

affected by the stabilization system, but Eq. 6-17

required. The magnitude

changes to

such that

-'

aq

+

q

a-k

1

9

q

A0

ge

3

1

f the input must be selected

gal
(63)

ra

dimensionless

k>U

(6-34)

The equations of motion (Eqs. 6-21, 6.22, and
6-23) lead again to a third-order frequency equation
similar to Eq. 6-23. However, the coefficients now
However, for best results an optimum combination of
rate control
the
attitudefoandg~
read
0a aq+• inputs k, ,and k2is desired.
Double Amliud
Tim to 63)A
,,
Fg
:6.7.
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Fig. 0-9. Period of Oscillation for A,

.
i)•:.To

gi

0.5 see -2
term (Eq.

illustrate this see Figs. 6-8 and 6-9, stability
charts for 4, = 0.5 seec-.2 These charts again present

proportional to the angular velocity, or a/
6-31).

the period of oscillation T, and the times TD, T11 in
which the amplitude is doubled or halved, as the case
may be. For A, > 0 the charts are divided into stable
and unstable ranges. The stability boundary is defined
by a straight line that passes thro-,gh the origin with the
slope A,. The region above this line corresponds to an
unstable helicopter and the region below it to a stable
one. For the helicopter investigated, A, = 0.5 sec
corresponds to an attitude input k, = A,/e = 0.1. If
no additional damping is used, i.e., for k2 = 0, the
frequency equation has the coefficients

Let us assume that by proper selection of k the
coefficient A2 of the frequency equation is increased
from A2 = 0.2 sec' to 0.7sec-.' For this case, i.e., for

2 =0.2

2

A1 -0.5 sec
A

2

(6-36)

0.1 sec- 3

Figs. 6-8 and 6-9 give

s

AI = 0.5 sec-

2

Ao =0.1 sec-

3

(6-35)

According to Fig. 6-9 this combination lies on the
stability boundary, which means that the configuration
is neutrally stable. However, the dynamic stability can
be improved considerably by adding a control input

To = l I sec,

TH

3 sec

(6-37)

Thus, the dynamic stability is improved significantly,
as demonstrated by the change from neutral stability to
a response that is well damped. For the helicopter investigated, a change of the coefficients A2, A•, and
A0 from the values given by Eq. 6-27 to those given by
Eq. 6-36 requires a stability augmentation system with
6-13
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=

0.1.

gyro arm, such as a bar, rotating together in a counter"clockwise direction, The bar is 90 deg ahead of the
rotor blade and pivoted to the shaft. Its angular displacement 6 is coupled with the blade pitch setting
0 such that the linkage ratio C, is given by

(6-38)

23

To summarize the conditions necessay to iwercome
the inherent instability of a helicopter rotor, an increase
in damping, or a control input proportional to and in
phase with the angular velocity, is, by itself, not sufficient and merely makes the aircraft less unstable. At
best (i.e., for damping coefficient /,--•oc ) neutral stability is obtained. Effctive stabilization requires a proper
combination of automatic control inputs proportional
to the attitude and rate of change of attitude. in principle, thi's applies to both pitching and rolling motions.
6-2.4.3.2

AO

(6-39)

C26

The gyro motion is damped slightly and its natural
frequency, for all practical purposes, is identical with
the rotor angular velocity 11. The gyro displacement
6 is expressed as

Response Characteristics of
6

Mechanical Gyratory Systems

In the past, several attempts have been made to
achieve acceptable dynamic stability characteristics by
the use of gyratory systems that rotate with and are
coupled to the main rotor. The best known devices of
this type are the Bell stabilizer bar and Hiller control
rotor. Because they are discussed in detail in par. 6-4.
only their basic characteristics and frequency responses
are dealt with here.
These gyratory stabilization systems may be evaluated mathematically by considering one blade and one

-=
I

1(

I

+

o

k = azimuthal position of the blade,
rad
8, = amplitude of sin 41 component
of gyro displacement, rad
8,. = amplitude of cos 41 component
of gyro displacement, rad
Therefore, a positive value for 6, means a tilt of the gyro
tip-path plane to the rear and a positive value for 8,
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where
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Fig. 6-9. Time to Double or Halve Amplitude for A,

0.5 sec
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means a tilt to the left. If second-order coupling effects

and 6-44 and Figs. 6-10 and 6-11 the following conclu.

are neglected, the equation for 8, which determines the
longitudinal cyclic pitch input, reads

sions can be drawn:
1. Most important, the effective kj value k,/qc is
equal to unity for G = 0 and rapidly decreawes with
increasing gyro damping.:I
2. The quantityk = 0 for G
0 and has a
maximum at v=G
3. In the range of higher damping,/6 is practically

+

2

dO-&S26,

-

04i

(6-41)

In this equation, which refers to a pitching motion of
the aircraft, the right side represents the gyroscopic
moment due to the pitching velocity. It is important to
note that the attitude a does not appear as an excitation. The quantity G is the gyro specific damping, i.e.,
G damping/critical damping. In the case of the Bell
stabilizer bar, the damping is provided by a viscous
damper; the motion of the Hiller control rotor is
damped by the aerodynamic forces acting upon the
paddles.
In order to determine the cyclic pitch imposed by the
gyratory systems upon the rotor, the response of these
systems to a steady-state pitching oscillation such as
a = a sin Pt

(642)

is investigated. Here a 0 denotes the amplitude and
v, the frequency of the pitching oscillation. It can be
shown that the mechanical systems investigated are
equivalent to a stability augmentation system with the
characteristics (see Eq. 6-31)
F~2

k

2 •2
+_

kp

(643)
(2

C G

k•2

2

+d2

(6-44)

In these equations the frequency v of the pitching
oscillation has been replaced by the reduced frequency
v where

_=P

V g)

2ir
- UTo

(6-45)

Figs. 6-10 and 6-11 show k1/C2 and k2/C, as functions
of v and G;. For a rotor angular velocity ofil = 25
rad/sec, the reduced frequencies shown i.e., P_
i: 0.005.
0.01, 0.02, and 0.03, refer to periods of oscillation
ofapproximate:y T,, - 50, 25.13, and 8 sec, respectively,
In Fig. 6-11, v -= 0 corresponIs to a pitching motion with constait pitching velocity. From Eqs. 643

independent of j.
It was shown previously that effective stabilization
requires a proper combination of k, and k2 inputs and
that k, is the more critical quantity. To obtain a proper
ettitude input k1, the gyro damping must be kept small.
On the other hand, for low G values the k input into
the rotor is dependent to a great extent upon the frequency ratio v, i.e., on the period of the pitching oscillation, which cannot be selected arbitrarily. Therefore,
the gyratory stabilization systems provide minimum
latitude for optimization.
This condition is evident from Fig. 6-12, which refers
again to the helicopter previously investigated. It is
assumed that a stabilizer bar with 3% specific damping
has been added. The curves of Fig. 6-12, taken from
Ref. 3, show the period of oscillation To and time to
half amplitude TH versus the linkage ratio Cq. As can
be seen, the helicopter is approximately neutrally stable. At best, i.e., for C. = 0.3, the amplitude of a
disturbance is halved in approximately 38 sec. The
period of oscillation for this case is T, = 26 sec, which
for an assumed angular velocity of fl = 25 rad/sec
corresponds to a reduced frequency vW0.01. According to Figs. 6-10and 6-11 for V = 0,01 and G = 0.03,
the gyratory system is characterized by k1 /C, = 0.1
and k,/.--= 30. These characteristics being based
upon a linkage ratio C. = 0.3. this gyro bar syste:m is
equivalent to a stability augmentation system with
these attitude and rate gains.
kI = 0.03,

k2 = 9

(6-46)

Comparison of Eq. 6-46 with die desirable ,.sults
represenwed by Eq. 6-38 reveals that the attitudc gain
k, is too low. On the other hand, tCe rate gain k. is
about three times larger than desired.
As is to be expected, the addition of a gyratory sys.
tern reduce, the inherent instability characteristics of
the helicopter but the results are less than optimum
Both the Bell stabilizer bar and Hiller control rotor act
primarily as dampirg devices for pitch and roll motions, and cannot provi& %ufficient attitude gain to
counteract the instability.
6-15
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The Hiller control rotor has the added disadvantage
that its linkage ratio is fixed as 4
1. Further, be
cause the control rotor also is used for rotor control
(the pilot applies a cyclic pitch input to the control
rotor, which in turn controls the cyclic pitch of the
main rotor), a compromise must be made with regard
to the control rotor damping Z. Low damping favors
the automatic stabilization function and high damping

6-2.4.4
Gust Alleviation
6-24.4.1
Rotor Sensitivity
T
The equation of motion for blade flapping (see Ref.
4) can be written as
2
1+ f (I )

favors the control response.

+

In view of these shortcomings the current trend is to
eliminate gyratury devices and to replace them with
more sophisticated electronic systems that provide
greater flexibility in selection of system gains and therefore better opportunity for system optimization.
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Fig. 6-10. Attitude Input of Gyratory System in Steady-state Pitching Oscillation
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equation summarizes the excitations due to inflow,
blade twist, and cyclic and collective pitch.
Eq. 6-47 describes a spring-mass-damper system
with periodically changing damper and spring rates. As
can be seen, the spring rate consists of two components.
The constant term 2P/y represents the restoring moments due to the centrifugal forces and the root restraint. The aerodynamic spring rate, i.e., the periodic
function K(qi), is positive for the rear half and negative
for the front half of the rotor disk. The amplitude of the
aerodynamic spring rate increases as advance ratio A&
increases. As a result, a blade operating at high advance
ratios exo.-,iences transient negative spring effects at

the front of the disk that upset the flapping motion.
These effects finally lead to a dynamic instability of the*
flapping motion, which, for conventional rotors, occurs
at approximately lk
2.
The periodic variation of the spring rate also results
in a deterioration of the response characteristics in the
stable region. Specifically, at advance ratios above approximately lk
0.4 the rotor becomes increasingly
sensitive to longitudinal disturbances, i.e., to sin CJexcitations such as those produced by gusts or angle-of.
attack disturbances. Thus, at higher advance ratios the
rotor responds to these excitations with an excessive
tip-path plane tilt that 'ransfers undesir:;ble moments
6-17
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[of

TABUl +•,t~t>•,'were

the preceding blade. Although the results obtained

S+

not particularly impressive, they will be discussed

T

briefly because they identify the problems that arise.

...

..
T

It can be shown that the feedback given by Eq. 648

--

reduces the amplitude of rotor response to one-per-rev
disturbances by the response factor RF

/external

RF

To
20

---

C2

,

dimensionless

(649)
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Fig. 6-12. Effect
Gyro System
Linkage Ratio C,
Stability
on ofHovering

to the fuselage. This especially is true for rigid rotors
with elastic blade restraint,
In order to reduce the amplitude of flapping response, a mechanical or electrical servo system is requifed to counteract the external disturbances automatically by proper cyclic pitch input to the rotor. The
-aphs evaluate some of the existing systems
next pp
STheir dtrawbacks are discussed and the equations of
motion for an idealized electrical system are derived,
6-2.4.4.2

Mechanical Feedback Systems

The simplest approach to reducing the flapping response of a rotor to external disturbances would be a
mechanism that applies, without time lag, a longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch proportional to the tip-path
p'ane tilt. Such a system would provide cyclic control
inputs having sine and cosine components 0, and
0, respectively, of the form
0s

-Co2a,

, rad

(6.48)
0=+C2 b

,

A conventional rotor with a centrally arranged, freeflapping hinge and no feedback system corresponds to
RF = I. A response factor of 0.5 indicates that the
amplitude of response to a given excitation is halved.
However, both theory and experiments show that for
Az = 0 the flapping motion becomes dynamically un-

stable fob" C
I or RF = 0.5. Therefore, a 50%
reduction in the response is the maximum that can be
obtained for a hovering rotor. For A = 0.8 the stability
boundary shifts to C, = 0.6, This means that at the
advance ratio 0.8, a reduction of the response of less
than 30% is the maximum possible. These figures reveal a characteristic that seems to be applicable to all
feedback systems, i.e., with increasing advance ratio,
the stability boundary of the system shifts to lower
feedback values or gains, the pure feedback systems
have a deteriorating effect on the original stability characteristics of the rotor.
The next logical step is to employ a subsidiary dynamic system that, ideally, is excited by the pitching
and rolling moments generated by the rotor. The cyclic
pitch applied is dependent upon the equation of motion
of the system used. The subsidiary system can be either
mechanical or electrical. Representative of the mechanical type is the Lockheed rigid rotor control system,
which uses a gyro. The gyro is linked mechanically to
the rotor and rotates with the rotor angular velocity
-fa. In principle, each blade applies to the gyro a moment M, proportional to its flapping angle,

tad
MS =-IAf

(

, lb-ft

(6-50)

where
a, = cosine component of blade
flapping, rad
bo = sine component of blade
flapping, rad
= linkage ratio
Such a system has been investigated (Ref. 5). The feedback was achieved by coupling the pitch setting of each
blade in a four-bladed rotor with the flapping motion
6-18

+.)

where
I, = gyro polar mass moment of
inertia, slug-ft2
A = feedback parameter,
dimensionless
In the Lockheed system the gyro excitation is obtained
indirectly by a forward sweep of the blade with refer-

4
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ence to its feathering axis (Ref. 6) although other methods of mechanical implementation also are possible.
For an ideally tunea gyro, i.e., one In which the gyro
natural frequency is identical with the rotor angular
velocity 11, the gyro equations of motion read
+ 2G&226
(6 + 2Ga26) =

20,C + 2Cj72

2

6

A

(6-55)

where
= reduced frequency of pitching

oscillation, frequen, 'v/lO
dimensionless

of the stability boundary depends also upon the value

C

-- (6 + 2GM)

+

=

-

a2

bAS 2bt

of the gyro damping.
In order to stay away from the stability boundary,

These equations assume that all blades perform identical, firmt-order flapping motions: as before bdenotes the
number of blades and G is the gyro specific damping.
The cyclic pitch applied to the rotor amounts to
Os = C26

,

rad
(6-52)

00 = C2

, rad

where C, again represents a linkage ratio,
For the steady-state conditions of a four-bladed rotor, Eq. 6-51 yields
6 = - A
G

a . rd

rad

extremely high advance ratios. This difficulty can be
overcome by using a high-speed gyro, rotating with the
angular velocity (r) = fft. It can be shown that an
increase in the speed ratiof has a stabilizing effect and
allows use of a larger feedback term ,AC., which, in
turn.
improves
gust alleviation
However.
all the
mechanical
gyratoryaspects.
systems have in-

which corresponds to a response factor of

potain
...
n s-sACt

one may select 50% of the value given by Eq._6-55, e.g.,
ACq - 0.5. Let us further assume that G = 0.05.
According to Eq. 6-54, in this case the response to a
disturbance is reduced to approximately 9% of that
without a feedback system. This is a vast improvement
over the results obtainable with internal feedback.
However, the gyro may encounter problems of its
own. As is to be expected, the allowable feedback A
decreases with increasing advance ratio. Fig. 6-13
shows the stability margin for a typical case, applicable
to a four-bladed rotor with P = 1.15. The graph indicates that for advance ratios above p, = 1.2, the feedback parameter A must be reduced greatly to avoid
instability. According to Eq. 6-54 the gust alleviation
effectiveness then suffers. This poses a problem for
stopped- or slowed-rotor configurations that operate at

6
-5

6 +A-" bI
6e G

RF •

0

For the unrestrained gyroV = 1. The stability boundary given by Eq. 6-55 represents a static instability
that Is not affected by the gyro specific damping. For
forward flight, the conditions change and the location

bAS•2 a

-7

AC 2 =

(6-54)

According to Eq. 6-54, the amplitude of the rotor reA,4CO/.
For
mspont is dependent only upon the quantity
0,, i.e., zero-gyro damping. the blade does not
respond to steady-state, one-per-rev excitations, inasmuch as the cyclic pitch imposed by the gyro fully
compensates for the external excitation%of the rotor.
Eq. 6-54 suggests that the gyro ,,pe~cific damping
must be kept low. The selection of the quantity `4C:* is
controlled by stability considerations. It can be shown
that for p.
0 the stability boundary for the rotor
hlade motion lies at

herent limitations. First, their equationp
of motion conundesirable couplingteripthat cannot be eliminated. as is illustrated by the expressions in the
parentheses of Eq. 6-51 that couple pitch and roll control in transient conditions. Secondlye the mechanical
gyro systems cease to function properly if the specifms
damping is too high or if the input signal from the blade
(see Eq. 6-50) is disturbed; iLe. if the gyro is excited. by
moments other than those proportional to the flapping
angle .
6-.4.
EltrncFeakSyem
For the reason%presented in par. 6-2.4.4.2, increased
attention has been given to electronic systems for stabilization of helicopter rotors. The equations, of motion
used are identical in principle with those of an ideal
6-LQ
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selected such that a good compromise is obtained with
respect to transient response to control input, transient

-

,

)

response to external rotor excitations, and rotor dy-

namic stability. Generally speaking, a decrcase in the
gain A improves the dynamic stability of the flapping
motion but has a deteriorating effect upon the transient
response of the rotor to a control input by the pilot.
If the electronic feedback system senses pitching and
rolling moments, i.e., moments in the nonrotating coor-

STAILE

-

'-..

.

dinate system, Eq. 6-56 must be applied to all blades.

For this case, the equations of the feedback system read
26 +2GM~S =

1=1'cs~

(6-57)

b

25 +2G•
0

0.4

0.8
ADVANCE RATIO
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,
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IL

If the pilot applies manual control, additional excitations appear on the right side of Eq. 6-57.

Fig. 6-13. Effect of Advance Ratio on Allowable
Feedback Parameter A

The quantities 8. and 8, determine the swashplate tilt
and cyclic pitch applied to the main rotor. However,
instead of using the equation

gyro. The idealization refers to the elimination of undesirable excitations and to the deletion of the coupling
terms in the equations of motion. The latter already
have been discussed. An example of an undesirable
excitation is the gyro excitation due to a pitching acceleration that results in a lateral-gyro tilt and therefore
a roll input into the main rotor.
If the coupling terms in Eq. 6-51 are ignored, the
expressions simplify to
26 + 2Ga

G

s= -

bAat
256)

=+ 2 bA

(6

AO= C2 (6, sin

4' + 8c cos 4)

(6-58)

applicable to the mechanical gyro, a phase shift can be
introduced. This means the cyclic pitch applied to the
ith blade is expressed as
AO=C

2

[6S sin (, - A) + 6C cos (4/i-

(6-59)

The angle A is an additional parameter that can be used

2(6256)Jto correct rotor phasiag problems for steady-state or
transient forward flight conditions. It should be noted,

however, that the phase angle A may affect the stability

Again, bdenotes the number of blades and the feedback
parameter A can be interpreted as a nondimensional
actuator gain. According to Eq. 6-54 the electronic
system preferably should be designed such that G 0.

characteristics of the system adversely (Rzf. 7).
Exploratory inve.stigations on electronic feedback
systems are reported in Refs. 7 and 8. Definitive test
results are not yet available.

In this case the rotor no longer responds to steady,

6-2.5

one-per-rev excitations; but the rotor moment derivatives, i.e., static and speed stability, and damping in
pitch and roll also become essentially zero. For these
reasons the addition of an autopilot becomes mandatory.
As with the mechanical systems, the allowable gain
A decreases with increasing advance ratio and must be

In the preceding paragraphs consideration has been
given oily to the motions of the helicopter rotor, with
or without the benefit of additional systems to improve
the stability characteristics. However, it is the motions
of the helicopter that ultimately are of interest. The
rotor is of importance not only because of its stability
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Ai? [• but also because it is the primary source
characteristics,
of the forces and moments required for helicopter controt. In the paragraphs that follow consideration is
given to the effects of mission loadings or configurations upon control capabilities, characteristics, and requirements. This discussion then is followed by a more
detailed
( pa r. 6 -3 ).examination of helicopter flight dynamics

n

,rad

The me, I )ds 'for determining when these limits are
ic.•eud are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

3

CF=
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1b22
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nondimensional

=
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(C'ea
2
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For a rotor with h blades

(Fea

,lb-ft

cos2

(6-65)
(6

lb

o m b in in g Eqs. 6-6 3 a n d 6 -64 and th e defin itio n
for rotor thrust -coefficient/solidity ratio CT /Or
T/ [pbcR( R2 R) 2 ] with Eq. 6-65 gives the required
flapping a, in a convenient form:

(6-60)

where M, is the pitching moment of the rotor on the
hub and the other symbols are defined in Fig. 6-14.
The pitching moment at the hub due to a single blade
may be found by integrating around the azimuth the
fore-and-aft component of the rotating moment due to
centrifugal force CF, hinge offset e, and cyclic blade
flapping a,.
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parameter relating

blade inertia and aerodynamic characteristics is the
Lock number y (described in par. 6-2.4) as

3ae

at

one blade

(6-64)

4

0

(6-63)

where the symbols not previously defined are again as
shown in Fig. 6-14. For a blade with a uniform spanwise mass distribution

"6-2.v. 1.1 -•i Single-rotor Helicopters
The blade flapping required to balance a CG offset
on a single-rotor helicopter can be calculated by examacting
upon
:rining
.teri nthe
h oforces
v ri g and
fig moments
t a sh w
n i n ig
6 -the
4 .Chelicopter in hovering flight as shown in Fig. 6-14.
.The summation of moments M about tie CG is

(6-62)

J

2-T-

For a given helicopter, the maximum allowable CG
travel from the design position will correspond to the
possibility of reaching one of the following limitations
at some flight condition:
1. All of the available control motion used for trim
(either longitudinal or lateral)
2. Blade flapping above design limits
3. Fatigue stresses in blades, hub, and mast above
design limits
S4.Unacceptahle longitudinal stability.

b-ft

=

Center of Gravity Travel

M=M,--7t - ha)

l
l

Thus, the cyclic flapping component required to balance the CG offset in hover is

(r6)a,

6-2.5.1

b (F~e
=i ('fa

d

h [I + 43(a/o
L
(

I

,rad

(6-66)

For teetering rotors or articulated rotors with zero
hinge offset, e in Eq. 6-66 is zero and in that case
a

-

,rad

(6-67)

Referring to Fig. 6-14, it is apparent that the amount
of flapping necessary to balance a large forward CG
(6-61)

offset may become large enough to permit the blade to
strike the tail boom. In order to prevent this, adequate
clearance shall be provided between the rotor blades
and tail boom or other fuselage structure. In esiablishing thir. clearance, provision shall be made for the
6-21
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add-tional blade deflection occurring as a result of pilot
contro. inputs, turbulence and/or gusts, and harderthan-normal landings (up to the design limits of the
landing gear) while operating at maximum allowable
forward CG position. For helicopters with little or no
hinge offset, sufficient clearance may be achieved only
with an increase in rotor mast height. This increased
height also may result in increased weight.
Hingeless or spring-restrained rotors have an effective hinge offset e,,) that can be determined from Eq.
6-62 if the rotor stiffness MV/a, is known, or from Eq.
6.68 if the flapwise natural frequency w, is known.
.ft

S21le

ef" =-"R
3

criminate loading capability is desired for Army helicopters. However, extension of the allowable range of
CG travel beyond reasonable limits must be judged
against potential increases in structural weight and corresponding decreases in payload.
The increments of cyclic pitch AB, and AA1 required to produce the longitudinal flapping a, are
LIBt =-a

1

, rad

(6-69)

and

(6-68)

AAt=

a-7-l

,rad

(6-70)

Keeping the required CG travel to a minimum should
be a design goal even on the so-called rigid rotors. with
which large CG offsets are balanced by small amounts

Lateral CG offsets are balanced with lateral flapping
bt, and the increments of cyclic pitch required to pro-

of blade flapping but at the expense of high blade, hub,

duce this flapping are

and mast stresses. If these stresses are high enough to
be critical in the fatigue-loading spectrum, they will
require additional structural weight in the rotor components.
For maximum flexibility in tactical operations, and
to permit rapid loading under combat conditions, indis-

A I= b

, rad

,
and

JT

F1
-

CF
a1

Fig. 6-14. Forces and Moments Acting on a Single-rotor Helicopter While
Hovering
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Fig. 6-15. Effect of Center of Gravity Position on Stability
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The increments of cyclic pitch AA, and AB, apply to
forward flight as well as to hovering, and must be
added to the basic cyclic pitch required to position the
tip-path plane perpendicular to the mast in order to
determine the total cyclic pitch required. MIL-H-8501
requires that, in all steady flight condition5, enough
cyclic control to provide pitch and roll moments equal
to at least 10% of the moments obtainable in hover
remain above the control required for trim. The critical
case, with respect to maximum longitudinal cyclic
pitch, almost always is an aft CG position and maximum forward speed.
The CO position has an effect upon the longitudinal
stability of the helicopter in forward flight. As shown
in Fig. 6-15, if the CG is ahead of the rotor, an increase
in rotor thrust due to an increase in angle of attack
Aa will produce a stabilizing nose-down pitching moment about the CG.
If the CG is behind the shaft, the effect will be to
produce a destabilizing, or nose-up, pitching moment.
This is in addition to the inherent destabilizing moment

ally will result in an unstable oscillation or in a pure
pitching divergence, depending upon the helicopter
and the flight condition.
The stability characteristics as a function of CG position can be determined by the methods discussed in
par. 6-24. The required degree of stability is specified
in MIL-H-8501 and is summarized in Table 6-1.
In addition to the requirements of Table 6-1, MILH-8501 specifies that, following a longitudinal control
step input, the time histories of both the normal acceleration and the pitching velocity must become concave
downward within 2 sec. A helicopter that is characterized by a pure divergence probably will not meet this
requirement. This helicopter also may have negative
maneuvering stability, i.e., negative stick force per g,
unless equipped with a bob-weight on the stick. MILH-8501 does not specifically require positive maneuvering stability, but this is desired for Army helicopters.
The effect of the vertical CG position generally is
negligible within the possible range on existing helicopters. External loads that are attached rigidly to the
helicopter are destabilizing because they lower the CO
and increase the instability of the fuselage. The effects
of other types of sling loads are discussed in par. 6-3.5.

produced by the rearward flapping of the rotor when

6-2.5.1.2

subjected to an increased angle of attack. The nose-up
moments can be balanced with a nose-down moment
from a horizontal stabilizer, but, for a given helicopter
in forward flight, a rearward travel of the CO eventu-

A tandem-rotor helicopter compensates for lateral
CG offset in the same manner as does a single-rotor
helicopter, but longitudinal offset is balanced by differential thrust between the front and the rear rotors.

Tandem-rotor Helicopters
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With a forward CG position, the front rotor must operate at a higher collective pitch than with a neutral CG
position; thus, in forward flight the front rotor will
have more rearward flapping, or will require more forward cyclic pitch to suppress the flapping. At high
speed, a given forward CG position will correspond to
the maximum allowable rearward flapping or to the
maximum available trim capability. The effect of an aft
CG position is similar to that on the single-rotor helicopter; the further aft the CG, the worse the longitudinal stability. For aft CG locations, the moment arm of
the front rotor is greater than the moment arm of the
rear rotor, and an equal change in rotor thrust due to
an equal increase in angle of attack will produce a
destabilizing nose-up pitching moment. The limits
upon the rearward travel can be determined analytically in the same manner as for the single-rotor helicopter.

The requirements for precision in hover height control are dictated by the helicopter mission and operat-

than ±0.5 in movement of the vertical control. In addition, both of these documents state that it should be
possible to hover continuously in a designated wind at
any height up to the disappearance of ground effect
while any point on the aircraft remains within a circle
of 3-ft radius. This is to be accomplished without acquiring a velocity of more than 2 fps in any horizontal
direction, and without requiring undue pilot effort or
skill.
Flight research has shown that the precision achievable in hover is related strongly to the height above the
ground. This relationship appears to be more the result
of the pilot's reduced sensitivity to visual cues at higher
altitudes than to aerodynamic effects. The vertical errors found during this research were about twice as
great at 50 ft as they were at 5 ft. However, the average
rate of collective pitch control motion was about 50%
greater at the 5-ft height, indicating that a higher workload was the price of the increased precision. Meanwhile, pilot opinion data indicated that performance
and work load both were improved at 50 ft; thus, the
pilots were not aware of the differences in their precision at the two heights. Therefore, the mission require-

ing environment. Specific tasks that involve precise
height control are hovering sling hookups and load
placement, touchdown in turbulent conditions, and
personnel on- or off-loading without landing in unfriendly territory with rough terrain and tall trees. Successful accomplishment of these tasks is dependent
upon the ability of the pilot to maintain close control
over vertical rates and positions.
With regard to height control and precision hovering, MIL-H-8501 requires only that it shall be possible
to keep the aircraft over a given point on the ground,
for all terrain clearances and with winds of up to 3 kt,
with cyclic control movements of less than ± 1.0 in.
The proposed specifications described in Refs. 9 and 10
state that it should be possible to control vertical
velocity within all vertical flight conditions with less

ments for height above terrain must be considered
when specifying hovering accuracy.
The design procedure used in developing helicopter
height control systems includes obtaining desirable
force characteristics, acceptable levels of sensitivity,
and a comfortable physical layout. Some form of friction or breakout characteristic always has been required in the collective control to prevent unwanted
inputs due to disturbances, pilot-induced oscillations
(PiOs), or mass unbalance in the stick. Some recent
helicopter designs have incorporated a fixed-friction
device for this purpose. Early helicopters used an adjustable-friction device but this was subject to problems
due both to foreign objects and to wear.
To reduce the possibility of PiO, several precautions
should be taken. '1lic natural frequency of the first

6-2.5.2

Hover Height Control

TABLE 6-1
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY REQUIREMENTS (MIL-H.8501)
____
DAMPING
PERIOD,
VISUAL FLIGHT
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
sec
(PAR 3.2.11
(PAR 3.6.1.21
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0 TO 5

DAMP TO 0.5 A IN2 CYCLES

DAMP TO 0.5 A IN 1 CYCLE

5 TO 10

AT LEAST LIGHTLY DAMPED

DAM'P TO 0.5 A IN2 CYCLES

10 TO 20

NOT DOUBLE IN 10 sec

AT LEAST LIGHTLY DAMIED

OVER 20

NO REQUIREMENT

NOT DOUBLE IN20 sec
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fuselage bending mode should be kept above the rotor
rotational frequency (when the two coincide it is possible to obtain a P1O that causes the aircraft to oscillate
vertically). This is discussed further in Chapters 4 and
5. In the case c f crane operations, the characteristics of
the cable in relation to the load weight can be important; certain combinations of cable size, material, and
length create a situation where vertical PlO may be
induced. The control system, including the influence of
the pilot's forearm, should not have natural frequencies
near the critical one-per-rev frequency.
The need for more accurate control has resulted in
the use of feedbacks to the collective stick system to
provide a means of controlling altitude. Because of the
precision
lack of generally available and inexpensive
altitude measuring devices for helicopter use, little attempt is made to put a tight feedback system on the
collective control. Radar altimeters have been used
with success for sonar dipping (lowering a sonar transducer into the water from a hovering helicopter to
search for submarines), where accuracy is required.
Barometric altimeters also have been used but are not
as accurate. Vertical damping can be obtained through
a limited-authority inner loop in automatic stabilizing
equipment (par. 6-4.3); generally, this has taster response than feedback to the collective stick, but it also
requir,--s adequate altitude sensing capability. An instantaneous vertical-speed indicator (IVSI) or integrating accelerometer also may be employed to derive a
vertical rate signal, from which additional vertical
damping may be obtained. Any method used must inelude appropriate provision for the lag in the control
system. It is necessary to consider not only the collective control system, but the engine control system as
well.
Inherent damping results from changes in inflow duL
to changes in vertical speed. The parameters affecting
vertical damping are rotor tip speed, rotor thrust coefficient, solidity ratio, and lift curve slope. Because these
parameters are selected for aerodynamic efficiency,
there is very little the designer can do to change vertical
damping. The vertical damping derivative Z, can be
evaluated for preliminary design purposes by using the
following equation:
-

R

Ssec
T
1+
oa

-

(6-73)

Ua
8%2-/7.

Therefore, vertical damping can be increased only by
decreasing the quotient RCr/(cra). This can be accom-
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Fig. 6-16, Damping vs Control Sensitivity, Vertical
Motion
plished, for a given gross weight, only by increasing the
rotor blade area bcR. The blade area will have been
selected for optimum rotor efficiency and, therefore, as
noted, an increase in inherent damping can be achieved
only at the expense of performance. Empty weight and,
hence, payload probably will be among the parameters
adversely affected.
In terms of vertical control sensitivity Zh the
helicopter, because of its considerable weight
variation with payload, has a wide range of sensitivity. Research has been done in this area for
V/STOL vehicles, and some of the applicable criteria
are shown in Fig. 6-16, along with typical helicopter
values. The boundaries (Refs. 11 and 12) were
developed using a moving base simulator. These
boundaries have been confirmed to some extent by
other investigators using the large NASA-Ames
simulator and the NASA-Langley variable stability
helicopter (Ref. 12).
Fig. 6-16 indicates the acceptable values of vertical
control sensitivity Z6 to be Z, > 4.0 (ft/sec)/in.
(0.125 g/in.). Also the vertical damping Z. will be
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acceptable only if IZI k 0.3 secW' The ideal damping/control sensitivity relationship has not been determined. The AGARD recommendations for V/
STOL handling qualities (Ref. 9) indicate the optimum control sensitivity Is on the order of 4.83
(ft/sec)/in. (0.15 gIn.) which compares favorably
with Refs. 11 through 13. However, flight test data
(Ref. 13) show that the simulation studies may be conservative. Nevertheless, it is recommended that the
curve labeled PR = 3.S (Ref. 12) be used as a guide
for design.
Rotor pitch/cone coupling resulting from an angle of
inclination 86of the flapping hinge away from the normal to the pitch axis has the efiect of reducing both the
control sensitivity and the damping of the rotor. Therefore, if 83 is incorporated, its effect must be considered
in setting control sensitivity. For example, to maintain
the same control sensitivity with the use of pitch/cone
coupling it is necessary to increase the blade pitch
travel by an amount approximately equal to the product of tan 8. and the hover coning angle a0. The collective pitch input gradient (deg input/in, stick displacement) also must increase proportionately because the
stick travel is fixed.
SControl system lags have a pronounced effect upon
vertical height control. Refs. 11, 12, and 13 show that
as the control system time constant increases, the aircraft becomes more difficult to fly. Increased damping
is helpful in enabling the pilot to cope with the increased control system lags.
It is possible for collective control to vary from sluggish to overly sensitive if the variation in operating
weight for the helicopter is large. Generally, the pitch
input gradient has a fairly high value because a significant collective pitch range is required to accommodate
both the high speed and the autorotation settings. This
range, together with the desire to keep the collective
stick trim positions within a comfortable range consistent with the requirements of MS 33575 (less than 12
in.), results in high sensitivity Z. at low operating
weights.
For contemporary helicopters the sensitivity usually
is established as described, with priority being given to
consid&rations other than hover requirements. Eventually, as more importance is placed upon hover accuracy, the collective control system no doubt will
evolve to provide some form onf constant response. The
technology is adequate now to improve the system;
however, the justification for the added complexity is
not yet sufficient to support such solutions.
While operating in ground effect (IGE), it has been
noted that there is an improvement in controllability.
As the helicopter moves into ground effect, the collec6-26

tive control becomes more of a displacement control
than a rate control for small changes in trim position. ,
The effect upon approach to a ground plane has been "shown (par. 3-2) to be a reduction in power required for
a given thrust, or in an increase in thrust at a given
power. Therefore, within ground effect, there exists, for
a given weight, a unique relationship between power
and height, and a change of collective pitch results in
a change of height rather than a change of thrust or of
rate of climb.
6-2.5.3

Weapon Platform Requirements

Often, mission success is dependent highly upon the
ability of the attackers to bring accurate fire upon a
wide range of potential targets. Therefore, the performance of a helicopter as a weapon platform is an essential
design criterion involving many system trade-of'fs. The
designer must establish weapon system specifications
commensurate with the helicopter upon which they
will be installed and the missions the helicopter will be
required to perform. Because missions vary greatly
among types of helicopters, the weapon and fire control
requirements also are varied. The level of sophistication of the fire control system and the characteristics of
the weapons determine the requirements for platform
stability.
In order to obtain specific design requirements for
the helicopter as a weapon platform, it is useful to
consider the design goals of a helicopter weapon system. This system should be able to detect and identify
a target, rapidly hit the target with each round fired,
and have the capacity to destroy or immobilize the
target. Apart from the capabilities of the weapon system itself, the helicopter characteristics that enhance
system effectiveness include:
1. Unobstructed visibility from the cockpit
2. Low vibratory levels in the cockpit and at the
weapon station

3. Low external noise level
4. High speed
5. High maneuverability or nap-of-the-earth capability, including high rates of roll, high load factor
capability, good sideslip capability, and precision control
6. Safe jettisoning clearance for weapon debris
7. Night or all-weather flight capability
8. Absence of small-amplitude random oscillations
- 9. Low response to gusts
10. Low response to weapon recoil forces.
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The last thre items represent the stability characteristics that are important during the actual firing. Current
dsign goals are for llrst-round accuracy to be within
0.25 to 0.5 deg of azimuth. Because this accuracy inchudes the helicopter motion as well as all errors in the
weapon system, the helicopter must be held at an essentially fixed headins during the aiming process, or, alternatively, the weapons must be aimed and fired with a
complex fire control system.
Small-amplitude, random oscillations-primarily in

If the helicopter is to carry a variety of ordnance, the
fire control system must include a weapon selection
controller and programmer. Such a unit'also is required
for conditions that involve launching of missiles and
rockets from alternate sides of the helicopter at selective or automatic intervals or sequences. The controller
provides the operat'.r with type and quantity of ordnance. The programmer stores basic information on
ordnance availability and performs weapon selection
sequencing as commanded by the controller.

are overlooked in normal flight. The oscillations can be
seen during flight by watching the pattern that a speck
on the windshield traces out on the landscape. Heading
changes of up to 5 deg are common even in calm air.
These oscillations may be the result of unsteady separation At the Aatnd or bluff body components. such as
mast Wrings, engine nacelles, and cargo compartments, that affects the airflow at the tail rotor, or at the
rear rotor in the case of tandems. To minimize this
effecti several operational helicopters have mast fairings that act as vortex generators to establish steady
flow conditions behind the mast. Pilot efforts to suppe•ss the oscillations with pedal inputs generally are
unsuccessful due to the random nature of, and the lags
in, the pilot-helicopter response. Simple yaw dampers
using rate gyros have resulted in order-of-magnitude
decreases in both inherent oscillations and responses to

bris imposes design constraints that vary with the type
of armament system under consideration. Armament
subsystems for helicopters include flexible turreted
guns, fixed guns, rockets, and missiles. The armament
subsystem may or may not be integral to the helicopter.
Requirements for flexibility may dictate that the armament system consist of modular "snap-on" components. Thus, the designer must coordinate the fire control requirements with the other mission requirements
of the helicopter. External stores should be capable of
being jettisoned singly or in multiples. provided that
the warheads are unarmed. Depending upon the armament system design, missiles may be jettisoned by free
fall or they may be separated explosively from their
launchers.
Detail design of weapon system installations is discussed in further detail in AMCP 706-202.

on-carrying helicopters whose weapon systems are not
Sstablizedelectronically.

6-2.5.4

The response to weapon recoil forces should be sufitciently small that, during steady firing, the helicopter
can be held in its trimmed attitude with control motions no larger than 0 5 in. Meeting this requirement
may be a problem for a helicopter with a weapon offset
horizontally from the CG, or with a turreted weapon
offset below the CG.
Requirements for weapon platform stability should
be compared with the basic heitcopter stability requirements described in par. 6-3.4. Trade-off studies may be
appropriate to establish compromises among weapon
system power and accuracy, weapon system stabilization, and helicopter maneuverability and stability.
Preliminary design of a helicopter that is to serve as
a weapon platform is affected by several factors other
than the stability and maneuverability requirements
mentioned previously. For example, provisions must be
made for internal or external mounting of various
weapon and fire control components. In some ca.es.

As noted in Chapter 1. detail requirements for operation under instrument flight rules (IFR) arc beyond the
scope of this handbook. Nevertheless, it is appropriate
to discuss the areas in which t'ese requirements vary
from, and are more severe than. the requirements for
qualification of Army helicopters for visual flight rules
(VFR) day and night.
The first area in which IFR requirements differ from
those of VFR is in helicopter stability and control characteristics. Experience has shown that the pilot's ability
to control a helicopter under visual conditions is dependent largely upon the visual cues available to him.
Deprived of these cues---especially a visible horizon--the pilot suffers a marked increase in workload in order
to maintain control of the helicopter attitude. Because
the communication and navigation workload also increases, the task often exceeds the capability ofa single
pilot.
The difficulty encounternd by !he pilot of a helicop-

the design and location of these compontnt% must be

ter operating under IFR is not .ju~t a matter otf-vrik-

coo)rdinated with requirements for alternate weapons
or alternate uses of the basic helicopter.

load: in the absence of visual cues- --except as pro%ided
by instruments such as attitude, heading. a:gle-ol-

yaw--are common to most helicopters but generally

Sgusts;

such dampers should be considered for, all weap.

The requirement for safe jettisoning of weapon de-

VFR/IFR Flight

7-"
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bank, rate-of-turn, altitude, and rate-of-climb indicators-it is possible for a pilot who is not concentrating
upon flight control to become disoriented. In such a
case his immediate, or instinctive, reaction to an external disturbance would be incorrect, probably with
catastrophic results.
MIL-H-8501 specifies separate stability requirements for VFR and IFR flight (par. 6-2.5.1). In addition, different levels of damping about all three axes are
stipulated. B.-cause existing helicopters do not comply
with this specification, the validity of the quantitative
requirements cannot be confirmed. Nevertheless, there
is no question that better stability characteristics are
required for instrumcnt flight, and that improvements
in stability for most helicopters can be achieved only by
the addition of some type of stability augmentation.
Stability augmentation systems are discussed in par.
6-4, as is the evolution from a system that improves
stability to an automatic flight control system. The
extent to which this evolution is undertaken depends
upon the mission requirements for a given helicopter.
Many approaches are available, including systems using ground-based navigation aids, airborne sensors
(Doppler radar or inertial platforms), or combinations
of these.
Minimum instrumentation and avionic requirements
for Army helicopters are defined by AR 95-1. This
regulation is applicable to flight operations and, therefore, is not a definition of design criteria; however, it
recognizes the necessity for such flight instruments as
vertical-speed and gyro-rate-turn indicators, as well as
for the communication and navigation equipment required for safe and successful operation under instrument flight conditions. The only navigational equipment specified is the automatic direction finder (ADF).
Otherwise, it merely is required that the airby me
equipment be compatible with the ground-based navigat~onal aids available foi a given planned flight.
Based on the problems of flight attitude control, of
navigational and flight path control, and of the necessary communication with air traffic control, weather
stations, and other stations, Army flight regulations
require that the flight crew for IFR helicopter operation shall include two instrument-qualified
pilots.
The second area in which the IFR requirements exceed those for VFR is in weather protection. Operation
under instrument conditions cannot be differentiated
readily from "all-weather" operation. Known or forecast instrument flig.it conditions may include lightning, rain, hail. snow, or ice. Therefore, an IFR-qualifled helicopter also should be all-weather qualified,
However, true all-weather capability, including the
6-28
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ability to operate during tornadoes and hurricanes or
to fly through thunderheads, can be achieved only at a
prohibitive cost in helicopter empty weight, if at all.
Thus, all-weather is a relative term and the design lirmits must be defined and must be understood by the
operators.
The lack of suitable anti-icing and/or deicing equipment on most helicopters precludes flight through
known or forecast icing conditions. In addition to loss
of lift and increase in weight due to an accumulation of
ice, uneven accumulation or irregular shedding of ice
on the rotor blades may cause severe vibrations due to
the resulting unbalance. The most severe danger to
present helicopters, however, is ingestion of ice into the
turbine engines. Ice accumulated on the windshield,
fuselage, or eagine nacelles may enter the air induction
systems if and when it is shed in flight. If this ice enters
the engine, it may cause compressor blade damage,
compressor stall, or engine flameout, depending upon
the severity and duration of the icing conditions.
Safe operation in conditions of heavy snow, hail, or
rain also may require protective systems. Ingestion of
snow or hail into the engine presents hazards similar to
those resulting from ice ingestion. Extended flight in
rain can necessitate protection of the rotor blades from
the erosion, similar to sandblasting, caused by rain
droplets.
Regular operation under instrument conditions will
increase the probability of lightning strikes upon a helicopter markedly. Therefore, adequate protection
against destructive lightning damage must be incorporated in helicopters to be qualified for instrument
operations.
It is anticipated that pertinent requirements for the
design of IFR-qualified helicopters will be added to this
handbook by amendment as they are established and
approved.

6-3

FLIGHT DYNAMICS

6-3.1

CONTROL POWER

Control power is' a measure of the total moment or
force available to the pilot for maneuvering the helicopter from a steady trimmed flight condition or for compensating for large gust disturbances. It is defined as
the moment about the helicopter CG produced by a
unit control displacement. Control sensitivity is the
rate of change of angular displacement about the CG
achieved as a result of a unit displacement of the control. The requirements of, limitations of. and methods
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TABLE 6&2
MINIMUM DISPLACEMENT IN DEGREES FOLLOWING A ONE-INCHr
CONTROL INPUT IN HOVER, MIL-H4-3SI
RESPONSE

VISUAL FLIGHT.
deg

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT,
deg

sec
PITCH #.IIN I
.V

32

27

ROLL 6' IN 0.5
sec

YAV" IN

1000
100-

•/I/ rI000

•'1-

000

110

•c

11+

110
1000

,1000

1, = moment of inertia in pitch,
slug-ft:

of computing both control power and control sen.
sitivity are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

c,. = damping in pitch,

6;3.1.1
6-3.1.1.1

Rsqufwmewts
Control Sensitivity and Damping

lb-ft /(rad/sec)
The solution to this equation is

Ruirements

The combination of control sensitivity and damping
governs the ability of the pilot to make precise manem.
vers or to hold the helicopter steady in gusty air. Studies
of variableSzbility aircraft generally result in plots of
control Msitivity and damping upon which bounda,
rim CMn be drawn separating satisfactory from unsatishbtoY flyifn qualitie. MIL-H-8501 indirectly specifies 1m0inMum vslue Of control sensitivity in hover by
%PiWlnl*the mintmum angular displacement in pitch,
roll. ald yaw at the end of a specified time following
a on.lnb control step input. These requirements,
which are Isted in Table 6.2, are a function of gross
'"ased upon the flight testing of a varia
"weight and
t'"
:"-,rt • ~-rr as reported in Ref. 14.
'an he converted into equivalent
Theme requir,',.
control %ensitivity
,%uming that there is no lag in
,.,,,ducing the mrn,.nt .11A that, in hover, the helicop--ter can be treated a%, ,ss-damper
m
tion or motion fo,,r ,,.i. attitude t0 issystem. The equa-

0

-May't+ Cylly

1T

\

[
[exp

y

t--

,rad (6-75)

Eq. 6-75 can be solved for the pitch control sensitivity
(M/l,)/8, using the displacement 0. oat the end of 1s
M/ly
6

(cy/iy)0

86,x I+

2

0

X

(rad/sec )/in.
(6-76)

xp

where
M

Iy 4 + 7y

. lb-ft.

(6-74)

where
M

pitching moment about CG,
lb-ft

8.

= longitudinal displacement of

control stick, positive aft, in.
If minimum values of 0, are evaluated from Table6_.2
and are substituted into Eq. 6-76. a plot or MIl,. versus
c/I, can be made. Such a plot is shown on Fig. 6-17
for gross weights of 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 lb for
6-29
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both visual and instrument flight. The corresponding
equation for roll control sensitivity (L/,)8,, using the
roll displacement 40. at the end of 0,5 sec, is

"'Ll
1

____(____/___)

6SY

,

__o__s

(rad/sec2 )/in.

0.5 +

(6-77)
(6-77

lateral displacement of control
stick, positive to right, in.
and for yaw, using the displacement *,o, at the end
of I sec,
(c,/I2) V&.o
N/Ii
P
I
",:!
(r2d/sec2 )/in.
S,

(6.78)

x

+
+'

--

where
rolling moment about CG, lb-ft

L

where
=VISUAL FLIGHT
TINSTRUMENT FLIGHT

W
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Fig. 6-17. Minimum Control SenelitIty and Damping Requirements in Pitch
from MIL-h.8501
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the pilot's control and the blades, and flow limits on the
hydraulic actuators. Some helicopters with gyro control systems will have a further lag because a step control input produces a ramp input of cyclic pitch. All of
the time lags that can be accounted for between the
control motion and the development of the moment
must be subtracted from the appropriate time t to determine the equivalent control sensitivity.
The minimum acceptable damping about each of the
three axes are specified in MIL-H-8501 and are listed
in Table 6-3. These requirement . have been evaluated
for moments of inertia of 1000, 50,000 and 500,000
slug-ft2 and also are plotted on Figs. 6-17 through 6-19.
The response requirements from MIL-H-8501 state
that the rate of roll per inch of stick displacement
should not exceed 20 deg/sec and that the maximum

N = yawing moment about .CG,
lb-ft
8, = pedal displacement, in.
Plots for the roll and the yaw requirements are shown
on Fig. 6-18 and 6-19.
Figs. 6-17 through 6-19 assume that there is no lag
between the control input and the development of the
moment. In practice, there are at least two lag elements
that should be considered when evaluating a control
system. The first is the lag of approximately one-quarter of a revolution between the cyclic pitch input and
the tilt of the tip-path plane. The second is the time
required for the production of the blade cyclic pitch
input corresponding to a one-inch control displacement. This lag will be dependent upon breakout forces,
lost motion, flexibility of the control system between

=VISUAL FLIGHT
-- INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

-
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/ ,
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Fig. 6-18. Minimum Control Sensitivity and Damping Requirements in Roll from
MII,.H-HS01
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ments also have been converted into boundaries on
Figs. 6-19 and 6-20, respectively.
Control Sensitivity and Damping
6-3.1.1.2

TABLE 6-3
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE DAMPING,
MIL-H-g1NII

Considerations

AXIS

FLIGHT
INSTRUMENT
ft-Ib/(rad/sec)

FLIGHT
VISUAL
ft -Ib/(rad/sec)

The requirements shown in Figs. 6-17 through 6-19
are the subject of some controversy, especially with

I

-

PITCH

8 1'

15 10'

regard to their dependence upon helicopter size. Re-

cently proposed specifications have suggested relating
the control sensitivity and damping requirements to the

ROLL

18 I"

25 IX

YAW

271,

27_1 ,,
2

mission of the aircraft rather than to its size.

A comparison of the flight test results of two variable-stability helicopters similar in configuration but different in gross weight-the Sikorsky S-51 and the Sikorsky S-56-is shown in Fig. 6-20 based upon the data
of Refs 14 and 15.

yaw displacement one second after a one-inch pedal
input in hover should not exceed 50 deg. These require-

10

9

lb
W100,000
=

7i

1000li000lb
100,000
lb1

.

_-

_ _..-. .

......

. ..

.

8)

U,

6

>-

-

_

_

_

I-J

-c

4

.<

3

-

1000 slug- ft
.

2

-50

1

50.000 slug- ft 2

1,

500,000 slug-ft

deg

0
0

0.4

0.8

1.?

1.6

2.0

2.4

N 1, raxt sec?
YAW CONTROL SENSITIVITY N..
.... c
NO E:

MINIMUMS ARE THE SAME FOR BOTH VISUAL A4D INS'RUMENt
FLIGHT BUT FOR VISUAL FLIGHT THE DAMPING MINIMUMS APF

GOALS RATHER THAN REOUIREMEN'S

Fig. 6-19. Minimum Control Sensitivity and Damping Requirements in Yaw from
MIL-H-8501
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Fig. 6-20. Comparison of Flight Test Results With MIL-H-8501 Requirements
for Instrument Flight
The MIL-H-8501 requirements applicable to each

copter (Ref. 16) concludes that the amount of speed

helicopter, based upon its respective gross weight and
inertia, are presented in Fig. 6-20 for both the pitch and
roll axes. Combinations of control sensitivity and
damping muct fall within the bounded areas in order to
comply with the specification. The results of pilot
evaluations of different combinations of characteristics

stability has a significant influence on Cooper ratings
near hover. This conclusion is verified by examination
of the equations of motion in hover flight, which show
that positive speed stability contributes to dynamic instability. This effect may explain much of the variation
in pilot opinion regarding optimum combinations of

for the two helicopters also are presented, and the format is similar to that used for the requirements. Those

control sensitivity and damping on helicopters of different sizes and configurations.

combinations of sensitivity and damping falling within
the area defined by the indicated boundaries were approved by the evaluating test pilots. In the case of the

In roll and yaw, maximum boundaries of control
sensitivity are established by MIL-H-8501 as shown in
Figs. 6-18 and 6-19, but no similar limit is defined for

S-51 (Ref. 14). the flight test boundaries plotted correspond to the differentiation by the pilots between "acceptable" and "minimum acceptable". For the S-56
(Ref. 15) a Cooper rating of 3.5, which is the boundary
between "satisfactory" and "unsatisfactory" flying
qualities, is plotted. It may be seen that, whereas the
flight test boundaries do show a difference due to size
(primarily in the damping level), the difference is not
as great as is the difference in the requirements.
Another flight test study -f a variable-stability heli-

pitch. The S-51 flight test results shown on Fig. 6-20,
indicate however, that such a requirement should be
established to prevent the pitch response from being too
sensitive. A suggested requirement for design purposes
is: "the pitch displacement at the end of one second
following an abrupt one-inch dislacement of the stick
while hovering shall not exceed three times the minimum requirement for instrument flight".
The damping requirements of Table 6-3 are based
upon the same flight tests of the variable-stability heli6-33
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copter that were used to define the control response
requirements. Helicopter control response can be evaluated in flight test by measuring the displacement at a
specific time after a unit control input. Demonstration
of compliance with the damping requirements in pitch
and roll, on the other hand, cannot be accomplished
easily in flight test because it requires obtaining a
steady rate of pitch or roll in hover. This is difficult or
impossible to achieve without either placing the helicopter into a dangerous attitude or going into translational flight. The damping in yaw. on the other hand.
is found readily by measuring the yaw acceleration i
at the time of the step input, and the final rate of yaw
•. The damping c.. is

C =b-ft/(rad/sec)

(6-79)

final

An anomaly exists in MIL-H-8501 with respect to
the yaw damping. The paragraph governing visual
flight (3.3.19) states. -the yaw angular velocity damping should preferably be at least 27 1.' ft-lb per
rad per see". The paragraph governing instrument
the following angular
flight (3.6.1.1) states, "....
velocity damping requirements shall apply in
hovering ... directional. 27 If
ft-lb per tad per
see". Most helicopters, both single-rotor and tandemrotor configurations, cannot meet this requirement
without artificial damping. The visual flight
requirement apparently was written with this fact in
mind and was stated as a goal rather than as a
requirement. This distinction was lost when writing
the instrument flight paragraph. In effect, it requires
that all helicopters intended for instrument flight incorporate artificial yaw damping.
6-3.1. .1.3
Control Power Requirements
MIL-H-8501 .ndirectly specifies total control power
in hover by requiring minimum angular displacements
at the end of a specified time following a full control
input. These minimum displacements correspond to
four times the minimum displacement for pitch and to
three times those for roll - .d yaw as listed in Table 6-2
for a one-inch control step. The control power requirements -Lre listed in Table 6-4.
Forall steady-flight conditions, MIL-H-8501 further
specifies that the pitch and roll control power remaining ibove that required for trim must be such that at
least 10% of the maximum moment attainable in hover
may be generated.
Mininium acceptable directional control power is
specified by MIL-H-8501 by requiring that, while hov6-34

ering at the maximum alternate design gross weight
over a spot in a 35-kt wind, a full control input in the
most critical direction will result in a yaw displacement
from any heading of at least I 10/( W + 1000)"' deg
a-( t(ie end of the first second.
Other Control Power
Considerations
Control power not only is a measurement of the
ability to produce angular accelerations or to balance
external moments but, in conjunction with the damping. it also governs the achievable maximum angular
velocities. The maximum velocities required are dependent upon the mission of the helicopter. An attack
helicopter, for example, needs high rates of pitch, roll,
and yaw for rapidly bringing its weapons to bear upon
a target, for nap-of-the-earth flying, and for evasive
maneuvers. Transport helicopters require much lower
angular velocities. For single-engine helicopters, the
nose-down rotation following a cyclic flare from autorotation may establish a more realistic goal for the
rate of pitch than any other maneuver. In this case, it
is desirable to level the helicopter during the time that
stored rotor energy is available to cushion the landing.
The time available from the stored rotor energy is typically about I sec so that a nose-down pitch rate of at
least 45 deg/sec is required.
Extra control motion must be designed into those
helicopters in which stability augmentation systems
(SAS) can introduce control inputs without moving the
pilot's controls. Such devices usually do not differentiate between the response to an external disturbance and
a pilot-initiated maneuver, and tend to "wash out" the
pilot's control input so that he has to move the control
further than he would without the SAS. For this reason
the authority of the SAS usually is limited to 15-20%
of the full control input. This limited authority also is
insurance that a "hardover" failure of the SAS can be
overridden by the pilot.
The high control power achieved with large flapping
hinge offset, spring-restrained flapping, or cantilevered
blades carries with it both advantages and diadvantages. The high control power and corresponding high
damping can be used to improve the helicopter flying
qualities, especially when used in conjunction with
relatively simple stability augmentation systems. These
types of rotors can be used on compound helicopters
for pitch and roll control even when the rotor is unloaded completely. On the other hand, high control
power can make it difficul! to match control sensitivity
with reasonable stick displacement for trim at high
speeds (par. 6-3.1.2). The relatively small allowable tilt
of the tip-path plane with respect to the shaft, when
6-3.1.1.4
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TABLE 6-4
S\
IN DEGREES FOLLOWING A FULL
•MINIMUM DISPLACEMENT

CONTROL INPUT IN HOVER, MIL-H-8501
VISUAL FLIGHT,

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT,

deg

deg

RESPONSE

180

PITCH 0 IN 1sec

ROLL

'

292

18_22_

96

81

IN 0.5 sec

_w+1000W410
YAW 1'.jIN 1 sec

Z.

V
"*

*

330

330

+10OOO

ý 4---0ooo

compared to a teetering or an articulated rotoy with
little or no hinge offset, restricts the use of the rotor for
producing a horizontal force for ground taxiing or running takeoffs. It also compromises the ability to make
a landing on a slippery slope while keeping the rotor
thrust vector vertical. Landings on nonslippery slopes
can be made by using the uphill landing gear to produce
a side load to balance the tilt of the rotor thrust vector
during the final letdown. Another consideration of high
control power is the hazard of tipping the helicopter
over on the ground at low collective pitch. A suggested
requirement to prevent this possibility is: "With the
helicopter on the ground with minimum collective
pitch, it shall not be possible to tip the helicopter over,
to cause a blade strike on the fuselage, or to exceed the
design loads in the rotor system with less than two
whichor
50 lb of stickFoforce,
inches of control
hli
soe
rtorsped"
coes
t ayirs,
evemotion
ever comes first, at any rotor speed". For some helicopters this stipulation will dictate the incorporation of
a device to increase the stick force gradient when collective pitch is low and the helicopter is on the ground.
No requirement for control power along the vertical
axis is specified in MIL-H-8501; for a helicopter, this
requirement is incorporated in the hover ceiling requirement. At the hover ceiling, the vertical control
power is zero. This normally is due to a lack of shaft
power available rather than to a lack of rotor thrust
capability. For any less stringent condition, the vertical
control power will have some positive value. For exampie, if a turbine-powered helicopter can hover OGE at
6000 ft at 95°F, the shaft power available at sea level on
a standard day will be about 40% greater than required
to hover. Therefore, the ratio of thrust capability to
gross weight will be at least 1.25 for hovering OGE and

appreciably higher IGE at sea level and standard ternperature.
Determination of Control
Characteristics

6-3,1.2

Pitch and Roll
6-3.1.2.1
Control sensitivity is governed by the moment about
the CG that can be generated per inch of control displacement. Because the rotors of single-rotor and tandem-rotor helicopters are used differently to produce
these control moments, the two types of helicopter will
be discussed separately.
Single-rotorHelicopters
6-3.1.2.1.1
For single-rotor helicopters in hover, the pitch and
roll moments are caused by blade flapping with respect
to the shaft as shown in Fig. 6-21. The control sensiiivity in pitch (M/1.)18,, is

(r
+

M/l

H

6B

_at

abs
,

_

sX

(rad/sec 2 )/in.
(6-80)

where
a,

B,

=

cosine component of blade
flapping with respect to a plane
normal to the shaft, rad
cosine component of swashplate
tilt with respect to a plane
normal to the shaft. rad
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h =height of rotor hub above CG,

aH

ft

-

Mn = pitch moment of rotor on hub,
lb-ft
T = rotor thrust, lb

Mmax×/

3ah+

O

-

ZH
Tx

(

lb-f
i it(6

(&83)

ix)rim

The rotor stiffnes:. aMH/aa, is discussed in par.
6-2.5.1 and may be shown by the relationships presented there to be
3eapAb(flR) 2
4 -y
_

aMH
_

lb-ft/rad

,

The stick position required for trim corresponds with
the cyclic pitch required to compensate for the forward
speed and to produce the flapping with respect to the
shaft required to balance any CG offset or aerodynamic
pitching moment from the fuselage and/or horizontal
stabilizer. Writing this balance of moments in terms of
the required swashplate tilt, the trim stick position is
seen to be

(6&81)

where
a = blade section lift curve slope,
rad-1
t2
Ab == total blade area, fth
e ý flapping hinge offset, ft
Y = Lock number, dimensionless
The total moment Mm, that can be produced with full
stick displacement from trim in hover is

fa
max

MH\

aBI

},

USX

=(n+

Sx rim
trim

Bn flapping
(

1a
M
+ aMlAj

STx
6 limit

6--sxtrtrn

lb-ft

, in.

MA = pitching moment about CG
by aerodynamic
forces on the fuselage, wing,
and empennage, lb-ft
For helicopters with high rotor stiffness, such as those
with a large flapping hinge offset or with cantilevered
blades, a special problem is illustrated by rewriting Eq.

(6-82)

In forward flight, the control moment in pitch also is
a function of the CG position "

T

_j-•.

'e

SVIIASH PLATE

Fig. 6-21. Pitching Moments Produced in Hover by Stick Displacement on a
Single-rotor Helicopter
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(6-84)

where

x

,produced

/

-

M+H/&a

.. ........

ff•
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6-84 with the stick displacement expressed as a func-

AM7020

aL

tion of the control %ensitivity(M/i•.)/8,, as defined by

=-

--

Eq. 6-80

(6-8,)

aa,
The maximum roll control moment L,.,, is

im

ri

toFor
reuce
sx tr
BImEq.6-8
no flappingýH)
For high rotor stiffness, several terms are negligible and
Eq. toered
-85 educs

-- B

lt

y~s2

has an eixceptionally large horizontal stabilizer or wing.

Sg) ae/•lThe
i

a helicopter with no stability
AI augme,.ation, the
damping in pitch and roll during hover can be considto be due entirely to the rotor, unless the aircraft

longitudinal flapping a, due to pitch velocity in
hover can be expressed (Ref. 17) as

n/~~(6-86)

ah

,

(6-90)

rad

Ar high forward speeds, where B,. flu•. is high, a
stiff rotor will result in a large stick displacement for
a given control sensitivity and inertia. The maximum
longitudinal stick displacement recommended by MS
33575 is +7 in. Thus, the rotor stiffness must be

,imunles tMe/arraaf

value
control
for helicopters
ited toofthat
valuesensitivity
which is compatible
with employing
a maximuma

_._

=

16~~,se

win
(-1

conventional cyclic pitch control system. If a rate control system is used, the problem does not exist because
the stick is centered for all steady flight conditions.
The control sensitivity in roll (M/I,)/a,, that can
obtained from a given ct.nifaguration of rotor and controhsystem is
we BV , 7-) ,,C"- high,92

s-t
a y

- -

-b_

(6-87)

c

whgrednaax

S..

_

+_- ab.J l,.a6__)- __rd/sec )Iin.
(Th~

Smlry
ca
.

be .,

al, (/ef.
(R+ 1

I

rate
roll can
determined
from the
the
The of
amount
of be
cyclic
pitch required
to equation
produce afor
given
maximum rate of roll

dependent directly upon the tilt of the thrust vector
and, hence, upogn
cyclic flapping b, and a,, respectively,

ame....

= "mlgax
-n

read/se

Ai = sine component of swashplatel
tilt with respect to a plane
normal to thelshalt, rad•
a
c eo= sine component of blade
. ..
... ....
rol" s...ystem is
flapping with respect to a plane
normal to the shaft, raditions.
Because the moments about the hub L and atMN are

\

H......e..(6-90)

T

l

(6.M3)

f

a aec
)
i1
I ao
o r
voy
forward flight can be expressed (Ref. 17) as
. .. ...
.
...... se...
.::..
i..
: '¥ i
.c,...i
bC

,rad

(6-94)
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Thus from Eqs. 6-89, 6-92, and 6-93

L

16

max

(I

,rad/sec

(6-95)

(Mnax)tandem

o\)

Xak

-6 8
&$
limit
trim

and the lateral cyclic pitch A. required to produce a
given rate of roll

is

and the maximum control moment (

.lb-,t (698)

where 3T/1 aO, can be evaluated from the methods of

..

par. 3-2.1. The pitch damping parameter is
16•mx
(6-96)

rad

A11

T (XR•

Cy

2

+ 77)+
Tandem-rotor Helicopters
6-3.1.2.1.2
For tandem-rotor helicopters, the equations for roll
control sensitivity, control power, and damping are the
same as for the single-rotor helicopter (considering
both rotors). However, in pitch, control of tandemrotor helicopters is obtained with a couple produced by
differential rotor thrust as shown iii Fig. 6-22.
The tandem-rotor pitch control sensitivity
[(M/I)/8,,,, is

___

__T

_

,
)tandem
t

=

(](
where

V,= vertical velocity at rotor, fps

(rad/sec )/in.
(6-97)

Yaw

6-3.1.2.2

6-3.1.2.2.1

Single-rotor Helicopters
For a single-rotor helicopter with a tail rotor, the
control sensitivity in yaw (N/I.)Y8 for a given configuration is

TR IaO

/s
)

(6-99)

Pp

50TR

R\
x

•

where
where
distance between rotors of
tandem-rotor helicopter, ft
0,= main rotor collective pitch, rad

x=

*T,,

x,, = horizontal distance between tail
rotor and CG, ft
TTR = tail rotor thrust, lb
tail rotor pitch, rad
0r,

A-

T, +

Fig. 6-22. Pitching Moments Produced in Hover by Stick Displacement on a
Tandem-rotor Helicopter
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and the maximum control moment N,,
provided is
(with
X

_

SaTTR

-j

1-'P )

aWTR

(SP

that can be

X

TR

lmit.- pt,t).

lb-ft

(6-101)

The trim pedal position should be computed while hovering at the maximum alternate gross weight.
The yaw damping is due primarily to the tail rotor,
but the contribution of the fuselage and the vertical
stabilizer also should be calculated. The equation for
the yaw moment N in hover as a function of yaw
velocity l•l is
NavT R
N = -

VT

6-3.1.2.2.2
Tandem-rotor Helicopters
Yaw control of tandem-rotor helicopters is achieved
differential lateral tip-path plane tilt to produce
a couple about the CG as shown in Fig. 6-23.
The tandem-rotor yaw control sensitivity is
for a given configuration
[(N/II)/
,,
(N11"

+

/aAA,

s--)x R

T

(NmaX tandem

( pum It,--p trim)

•R•6

lb-ft

(6-105)

XTR

l dCDx•)
XdC'D(Xk) 2

+2

)fin. (6-104)

The maximum yaw control moment
available from a given configuration

and the damping in yaw (c)
tion at maximum yaw rate •'
;-'

2

T (aAIXR'rd/sec

dX

~

IbflF6-n2)

2

tail
]1

+ xCxý2dx
JCG

lb-ft

L,

(6-102)

2

oe

tandm 31

for the configura.

2

2

(2 max)

inose
3

dCD dx

1.CG

where
C, = drag coefficient of fuselage

d

aT T
C

TRXTR

+ p
2

n

xbdCD

G

= lateral velocity at tail rotor. fps
x = horizontal distance from CG, ft
Note that thK- fuselage contribution is a function of
Therefore, Eq. 6-102 should be evaluated at the
specified maximum yaw rate t
,. The yaw damping
.becomes, at
X-WfnDse
x 3 dcD dx

TR CG

dx]

tail

+

V,

C

+

section, dimensionless
fuselage depth, ft

,

Ib-ft/(rad/sec)
(6-106)

where

V, -- lateral velocity at the main
rotor(s), fps
6-3.2
6-3.2.1

CONTROL POSITION VERSUS SPEED
Requirements

The change in longitudinal stick positior -equired to
trim a helicopter following a change in speed at a constant collective pitch and power setting is a measure of

(64.103)

that aspect of static stability referred to as "speed stability". If the helicopter possesses speed stability, an
increase in speed will produce a nose-up moment that
will result in the helicopter pitching up and, therefore.

Calculations of this parameter for a number of singlerotor helicopters show that it generally is only of the
order of 30-50% of the value of 27 1.." specified as a
design goal by MIL-H-5801 (par. 6-3.1.2.1).

slowing down. Positive speed stability requires that the
pilot push the stick forward if he wishes to hold a new
speed. If, on the other hand, the helicopter has negative
speed stability, an increase in speed will produce a
nose-down moment that will pitch the helicopter into

ftail

+ I

x3dCD

dx

,

lb-ftl/(rad/sec)

SJG
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a dive, with the speed increasing in a divergent manner.
Therefore, negative speed stability requires that the
pilot pull the stick aft if he wishes to hold a new speed.
This type of instability can be very dangerous during
flight
-•.• conditions in which the pilot cannot devote full
attention
to the control of speed and attitude. For this
resnML--==rqurstatahlcptrsal
reason
• MIL-H-8501 requires that a helicopter shall
have positive static longitudinal control force and control position stability, with respect to speed, for all
speeds and power conditions, with the exception that in
the transition speed regime a moderate degree of instability is permitted. No minimum level of stability has
been specified; it is sufficient that a measurable forward
stick displacemen. and force be required to establish
equilibrium at a speed above initial trim. Excessive
speed stability results in large stick displacements when
going from hover to maximum speed, and is objectionable to the pilot on two counts: (1) the possibility of
running out of longitudinal control, and (2) the inconvenience of flying for long periods of time with the stick

so far forward that the arm is straightened out uncomfortably and the elbow cannot be rested upon the knee.
A related requirement in MIL-H-8301 concerns the
change in control position required to trim the helicopter following
change in power
same speed, Thia
e.g.,
going
from aa full-power
climb attothe
autorotation.
goirom
aefu
er
clim
to
auotaion.iti
requirement specifies that the change in longitudinal
sikpsto
uigacag
n speed
pe
stick position during
a change offpwra
power at any
must be less than 3 in. and the change in lateral stick
position must be less than 2 in. Control forces and
control force gradients from trim are discussed in par.
6-3.6.
6-3.2.2

Physical Phenomena Involved

Single-rotor Helicopters
6-3.2.2.1
When the forward speed is increased from a trim
value, two things happen to the rotor. First, it flaps
back, tilting the rotor thrust vector and producing a
hub moment. Second, depending upon the flight condition, the thrust either increases or decreases. If the

T bi

T bt
TOP
VIEW

•

REAR b
S~REAR

FRONT

Fig. 6-23. Yawing Moments Produced in Hover by Pedal Displacements on a
Tandem-rotor Helicopter
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rotor is at a negative angle of attack, as is typical of

blade flapping or with an aerodynamic moment from

Shel,;opter flight, the rotor thrust will decrease. If the

a horizontal stabilizer. For configurations in which the

the rotor thrust will increase. In order to achieve trim
at a new flight speed at a constant collective pitch

produces a nose-up pitching moment, requiring aft
stick. When power is decreased, the stick must be

setting, the rotor thrust must be brought back to the
original value by a change in the angle of attack (increased angle for powered flight and decreased for autorotation). This change in angle of attack will produce
a further change in the rotor flapping, and usually a
change in the aerodynamic pitching moments of the
fuselage and horizontal stabilizer. The methods of determining these various effects upon the speed stability

moved forward.

6-3.2.3.1
Single-rotor Helicopters
For a single-rotor helicopter with a conventional cyclic pitch control system, the stick position corresponds

are discussed in par. 6-3.2.3.

to the cyclic pitch required to trim the tip-path plane

Changes in power settings at a constant speed require
corresponding changes in collective pitch, angle of attack, and tail rotor thrust. These changes in turn pro-

perpendicular to the shaft, plus the increment of cyclic
pitch required to produce the necessary flapping with
respect to the shaft. This latter increment must
be suffiwill balance

rotor is at a positive angle of attack, as in autorotation,

duce pitching and rolling moments. These moments
must be compensated for by further changes in the stick
position in order to retrim at the new power setting.
Three separate effects contribute to the amount of stick
displacement required: (1) the change in rotor flapping
due to the change in collective pitch, (2) the change in
rotor flapping due to the change in angle of attack, (3)
due to the change in tail rotor thrust. The methods of

two retreating tips are outboard. increased rotor torque

6-3.2.3

Methods for Calculating Speed
Stability

cient to generate at the hub a moment that
CG offsets, aerodynamic pitching moments of the fuselage and horizontal stabilizer, and tail rotor thrust.
For the helicopter shown in Fig. 6-24 the longitudinal
stick position 8,
has been shown (Eq. 6-84) as
(,,)

B

determining the contribution of each of these effects are
discussed in par. 6-3.2.3.

Th +apnga

6-3.2.2.2
Tandem-rotor Helicopters
For a tandem-rotor helicopter, the change in the
stick position required to trim either at a new speed or
at a new power setting primarily is a function of the
change in the differential thrust between the two rotors.
For example, an increase in speed in normal flight
produces a decrease in the thrust of each rotor. When

q(MAlq)
-

+

mh + --=--1

d6,.
A
-

,in.

(6-107)

I

where
q = dynamic pressure p V Y2, lb/ft2

the angle of attack is increased so as to obtain the

The change in stick position with a change in speed at

original total thrust, the distribution of thrust between
the two rotors may be different. This produces a pitching moment that will require a stick deflection to compensate. Whether the pitching moment is positive or
negative depends upon the helicopter configuration,
the CG, and the flight condition.

constant thrust is

6-3.2.2.3
Synchropters
Synchropters, those helicopter

d

1

dV

-CTiofConiR
A=

having two inter-

meshing, laterally displaced rotors, have essentially the
same speed stability characteristics as single-rotor helicopters, except in the case of changes in power setting
at a constant speed. Because the shaft axes are tilted
laterally, some component of rotor torque is applied to
the helicopter as a pitching moment. This unwanted
pitching moment must be trimmed out, either with

(M/q)+q)
+

OaM8
'm +
A

-

e!

/ d8,x
\

/

,

in./fps

(6-108)
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wherem because of the equivalence of feathering ,nd

as=,

solidity coefficient C7 /o. with respect to advance ratio

t ,

Following the techniques of Ref. 18, this derivative can
be determined as a function of the collective pitch
00, the thrust solidity coefficient Cr/ao and the advance
ratio 1A.The techniques of Ref. 18 are valid for most
helicopter flight conditions but should be used with
caution for flight conditions involving significant blade
stall or for values of advance ratio IL > 0.5. The flapping derivative is

+

(8CTl.

or
8CT/.

$AO

Oa

C'7,/o

1A

Using the techniques of Ref. 18, SE2
aa/Oap may be writ-

CC ,
=C

OCTlo
1a

dCr/o

(6-110)

ten
()a

where C, and 4 are functions of advance ratio A as
shown on Fig. 6-25. The partial derivative of angle of
attack with respect to advance ratio aa/3p, can be
found by equating the total derivative of the thrust

E2C/a
+
2

E____+
2
pL

Op

+_

_

j

2
+

.
+

-alp5

T

IM.

MAN

Fig. 6-24. Forces and Moments on Single-rotor Helicopter In Forward Flight
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Fig. 6-25. GCefficients of Flapping With Respect to Speed Derivstive
where the coefficients E, to F5 are plotted on Fig. 6-26
as a function of P and o'.
For positive speed stability, the stick must be moved
forward for increasing speeds. Thus, the total deriva-

bility, i.e., a negative value for a(M/q)1aa, actually is
destabilizing with respect to speed because the increased aircraft angle of attack required to cornpensate for the loss in rotor thrust will produce a

tive of Eq. 6-108 must be negative, or the terms within
the brackets must be positive, because the gearing term
d8,,/Jd8 is negative. At speeds above transition, the
rotor contribution always is positive. The contribution
of the airframe-including fuselage, empennage, and

nose-down moment due to the increased lift of the
horizontal stabilizer. Experience has shown, however,
that for reasonable stabilizer sizes, this effect by itself
is never large enough to cause trouble.
The change in longitudinal stick position due to a

upon the relative values of the initial moment term
Ml/q and the airframe stability term o(M4/q)/aa.
For positive speed stability. the initial moment term
should be iositive or nose-up. Angle-of-attack sta-

thrust involves a change in collective pitch and a
change in angle of attack. From Eq. 6-107 the change
in stick position with respect to power control setting
8, is
6-43

wing--can be either positive or negative depending

change in power setting at a constant speed and rotor
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The speed stability is proportional to the total deriva-

dB--4
BM6-a

tive of the momcnt with respect to speed V

Th + --

dEM,
-'

Because of the equivalence of blade feathering and.
flapping :Biieo = aalaO0, and aB,/aa =Lv

PT, +!T, ,lOI

=

h, [aL,
Ito

+

1

+
I

a7 l
+ a !__

aa,/3a. The two flapping derivatives are shown in

Fig. 6-27 as functions ofadvance ratio g,with the effect

-[x

of variations in the value of solidity o- also being shown.
The values of AG0 and Au required in E( 6-114 mustraM
be calculated from trim considerations for the helicop-

2

aV

a,

1Fi

+

ter and flight conditions in question. Changes in lateral
stick position are due primarily to changes in tail rotor
thrust because, for the same main rotor speed and

La,,.,
T,

+

LT2

there is no significant change in lateral cyclic
thrust.
pitch required

+

stick position due to a change in power control setting
is

+ P V(MAI/q) + q

to trim the rotor. The change in lateral

-

-at h2 1

+

8V

ao,

L

HOa2
H]+

0
'

aMq

L

+

aJIV

/a
&IA
A(MAfq• (6-118)

a

k

V)

where
A

d__y
A5~

a, = airframe angle of attack. rad
The sign of this derivative (Eq. 6-118) determines
whether the helicopter has positive or negative speed
stability. Because nearly equal terms with opposite
signs occur in the equation, the sign of the total can be

ATdhR

= _.6-.T1)TR
UL,,
-7Th+

dA(

ab--

either positive or negative depending upon the relative
magnitude of the individual terms. The partial derivacan be evaluated by the methods of Ref. 18 once
the trim conditions are established from the simultaneous solution of the lift, drag, and pitching moment

where htives
height of tail rotor above the
where

equations of equilibrium. Because the rear r tor and
the airframe operate in the wake of the front rotor, the
MH
aMH
ab = a

6-3.2.3.2

partial derivatives aa,/aV and aa•/•aV must beeval-

(

1

Tandem-rotor Helicopters

The speed stability of a tandem-rotor helicopter can
be determined from the equation for the summation of
moments about the CC. For the helicopter shown in
Fig. 6-28

uated by considering rotor downwash characteristics
such as are presented in Ref. 19.
For powered flight conditions, the rotor terms of Eq.
6-118 can be identified as being either stabilizing or
destabilizing as shown in Table 6-5. The fuselage terms
are stabilizing for an initial nose-up pitching moment term MA/q and destabilizing for a positive
a(M/q)/(Ia^, i.e., an unstable fuselage. A tandemrotor helicopter with inherent negative speed stability
can be stabilized by using an auxiliary device that
senses changes in speed through a -q' bellows or by
1. A~
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means of a spring-loaded drag vane that adds a nose-up
control signal into the longitudinal control system in
parallel to the pilot's control.
SPEED STABILITY AND
S6-3.3
MANEUVERING FLIGHT

sign of the pitching moment derivative with respect to
forward speed, 5MI a V If this derivative is positive,
the helicopter is said to have a positive static speed
stability. An alternative method of determining speed
stability is to examine the changes in longitudinal cyclic
control with speed.

The speed stability of a helicopter normally is determined in the manner just discussed by examining the

To produce a static speed stability ( B / a V > 0)
for fixed values of collective pitch and power control

i
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Fig. 6-27. Flapping Derivatives
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Fig. 6-28. Forces and Moments Acting on Tandem-rotor Helicopters
setting, the stick must be moved forward progressively
to trim as speed increases.
Using either the pitching moment or the cyclic control derivative as the criterion, the rotor usually is stable with speed. However, the combination of a torsionally soft blade and a highly cambered blade section, or
the use of a symmetrical blade whose aerodynamic
center is well behind the twist axis, can result in a
forward tilt of the rotor-tip path plane with an increase
in speed. This results in a negative speed stability for
the rotor and is unacceptable.
MIL-H-8501 requires positive speed stability, in the
form of positive control position and control force stability with speed, throughout the major part of the
flight regime. This stability shall be apparent in that a
forward stick displacement and a push force shall be
required to hold an increased value of steady forward
speed, and a rearward displacement and pull forze shall
be required to hold a decreased value of speed. In the
speed ranges from 15 to 50 kt forward and 10 to 30 kt
rearward, m'ld instability is acceptable, although not
desirable. The change in the unstable direction shall
not exceed 0.5 in. for stick position.
It is clear that a high value of speed stability, in the
form aB,/ V, also will serve to limit helicopter forward speed. because there are real constraints upon the
amount of cyclic pitch input that can be provided by

the control system. Further, high values of this.derivative have an adverse effect upon maneuvering capability because of the large stick displacements required.
On the other hand, a very low value for speed stability
is undesirable because of its importance to long-period
damping.
Because the speed stability derivative aB11 aVdepends primarily upon the rotor, which is symmetrical,
results comparable to those found at low forward speed
also are found for sideward and rearward flight. Therefore, the ability to achieve required values of sidewaid
and rearward flight speed may be determined by the
speed stability characteristics of the rotor.
6-3.4

DYNAMIC STABILITY

The dynamic stability requirements for helicopters
as prescribed by MIL-H-8501 are tabulated in par. 62.5. Those oscillatory modes having sufficiently low
frequencies-or sufficiently long periods of oscillation-to be controlled by the pilot need not be stable,
i.e., positively damped.
MIL-H-8501 does not specify hovering dynamic stability requirements in the same manner as for forward
flight. However, it is required that the helicopter shall
be reasonably steady while hovering in still air (winds
up to 3 kt). It shall be possible to keep the helicopter
b-47
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over a given spot on the ground, for all heights above
the ground up to the disappearance of ground effect,
with displacements of the cyclic controls of less than ±

at level flight speeds of up to 160 kt has shown that the
effects of most store configurations are within the control capabilities of vehicles designed to the conventional

I in.

criteria required by MIL.-H-8501. A number of consid-

The parameters pertinent to dynamic stability characteristics are discussed in pars. 6-2.4 and 6-4.2. Because the typical rotor is unstable dynamically, both of
these paragraphs discuss possible methods for achieving acceptable stability.

erations and concepts, however, should be borne in
mind during preliminary design, to assure thai the adverse effects of external stores are minimized.

6.3.5

The aerodynamic environment of stores on helicopters differs from that of stores on fixed-wing aitcraft
principally in the much larger variations in airflow
angle of attack that the helicopter must tolerate. Angleof-attack excursions of high-performance, fixed-witig
aircraft are relatively small (5-10 deg) throughout the
flight envelope, even though flight modes may encompass large attitude changes. Rotary-wing aircraft, on
the other hand, are characterized in flight by relatively
small excursions of attitude and by large changes
(40-50 deg) in angle of attack. Fig. 6-29 depicts a typi..
cal angle-of-attack envelope for a helicopter.

6-3.5.1

EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL STORES

It is extremely difficult at the preliminary design
stage to predict with accuracy the effects of external
stores upon the stability and control of a rotary-wing
aircraft. Consideration must be given to weapons and
other external loads (external fuel tanks) that are attached rigidly to the helicopter. as well as to sling loads,
Estimates of the aerodynamic forces and moments resuiting from armament .•ystem stores are subject to
large errors due to aerodynamic interference effects.
Experience with state-of-the-art helicopters operating

Angle of Attack

TABLE 6-5
STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF ROTOR TERMS IN
TANDEM-ROTOR STABILITY
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Fig. 6-29. Angle-of-attack Envelope for Armed Helicopter (Clean Configuration)
The helicopter designer must bear in mind that the
vehicle configuration that results after installation of
stores is subject to a wide range of airflow directions.

6-3.5.2

To minimize the effects of the stores upon the airframe,
it generally is desirable that they produce constant aerodynamic forces and moments throughout a wide
range of angles of attack. This requirement implies,
aerodynamically, that the stores should resemble a
sphere. Experience with current helicopters and stores
has shown that such secondary angle-of-attack considerations as the effects of the wakes of the store on
elevator effectiveness seldom create problems (Refs. 20

must be considered when positioning fixed forwardfiring armament such as rock-t pods. Fig. 6-30 is a
typical map of attitudes in level and diving flight. For
a typical case of a design rocket-firing flight condition
of 120 kt, level flight, and forward CG, the fuselage
angle of attack (Fig. 6-29) is - 8 deg and its attitude
(Fig. 6-30) is also - 8 deg. To launch rockets along the
flight path, it is necessary only that they be positioned
at an angle of +8 deg with respect to the airframe

and 21). For example, in the tests of Ref. 21 the weapon
pod was so "dirty" aerodynamically that its installation
resulted in a 14% reduction in helicopter range. But
there were no discontinuities in static-stability gradients due to wake effects. From the test results of Refs.
20 and 21 it is concluded that wake effects have not

reference axes (Fig. (,-31).
Most rocket attacks, however, are conducted during
high-speed descending flight. A typical design flight
condition would be a speed of 160 kt. At this speed, in
partial-power descending flight with a forward CO. the
angle of attack is -- 0.7 deg (Fig. 6-29) and the fuselage
attitude is - 1o deg (Fig. 6-30). Despite the steep nose-

been of major concern with the airspeed envelopes of
current helicopters up to about 150 kt. A broader generalization is not justified without data from more configurations.

Attitude

Attitude, angle of attack, and boresight capability

down attitude, the fuselage angle of attack is more
positive than it is in level flight. Thus, to launch rockets
along the flight path, the pods should be positioned at
6-49
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a positive angle of 0.7 deg to the fuselage reference
system (Fig. 6-32). a chan~ge of 7.3 deg from the mount-

ing angle for level-flight firing.
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Fig. 6-32. Descending Flight (160 kt)
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6-3.5.3

Aerodynamic Forces and

edge of all store configurations that possibly will be

Jettisoning of Stores or Dispensing
of Payloads

used makes it difficult to predict the forces resulting
from airloads even with the use of wind tunnel data.
A requirement to dispense liquid or lightweight
material introduces additional design considerations.
The path of the dispensed material will be nearly coincident with the relative wind about the fuselage, and
because it may be necessary to keep the material away
from the airframe and tail rotor because of toxicity or
corrosiveness, the dispensing store must be positioned
so as to preclude or minimize the possibility of such
contact. While avoidance of contact throughout the
complete flight envelope may not be possible, the designer must make every effort to provide adequate
clearance throughout the jettison envelope. When such
an envelope has been established, its limits must be
provided to the pilot to assure that the helicopter is
operating within the envelope at the time of jettison.

The aerodynamic loading conditions affecting external stores are of concern only under specialized circumstances:
1. The jettisoning of low-density stores or stores
whose shapes can generate a high ratio of lift to weight
2. The dispensing of corrosive or toxic liquid
agents or lightweight ordnance that might be carried
into contact with the airframe by the relative wind,
Examples of the first case are the XMI57 and
XM 159 Rocket Pods. When empty, they resemble a set
of crude annular wings. Therefore, they may generate
sufficient lift to reduce markedly their separation rate
after jettison. Furthermore, they seldom are stable in
pitch and yaw: usually they begin tumbling after release, and they may strike the airframe several timebefore positive separation is attained. Therefore, if
there is a requirement to jettison stores at moderate to
high airspeeds, it probably will be necessary to use
forced ejection. Presently available analytical determinations of the forces acting upon these types of store are
inexact. The effect of Reynolds number, interference
effects. rotor-downwash influence, the necessity to consider sideslip conditions, and the lack of prior knowl-

6-3.5.4

Forced Jettisons

Based upon reliability data for specific armament
subsystems, consideration must be given to a rocket
hang fire. The pilot must be given the data necessary
to permit him to maintain control, or to retain control,
following such a mishap.
Control can be upset by the effects of a forced jettison
of an external store. In addition to the initial disturb6-51
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ance created by the recoil forces, the changes in helicopter weight and CG may require control responses
about more than one axis. For some flight conditions,
the changes in aerodynamic forces and moments
brought about by the release of the store also may be
significant. it i. reasonable to assume that if any of
these effects is objectionable by itself, the combined
effects will be even more objectionable. For example,
any recoil force resulting in an angular acceleration
greater than some threshold tolerance level will be
unacceptable regardless of the change in weight, balance, and/or aerodynamic force or moment that accompanies the ejection. Likewise, the jettisoning of
stores must not result in a combination of weight and
CC that falls outside the allowable flight envelope,
Consequently, each of these effects should be evaluated
separately to determine the allowable limits under conditions that otherwise are optimal.
In evaluating the combined effects of the disturbances associated with a forced jettison of store.., the
most adverse conditions to be considered are those that
require all of the corrective control displacement to be
in the same direction. For example, a store mounted on
the left wing tip may exhibit an aerodynamic download
and the jettison impulse will cause the aircraft to experience a step roll-rate change (jettison i mpulse effect)
accompanied by a roll acceleration (baMance and aerodynamic effect) in the same direction. At the same
time, there may be a considerable yaw moment from
the change in drag. The combined effect might prove
to be totally unacceptable, even though a gravity drop
of the same store might be routine. For roll and yaw,
this condition can occur only for asymmetric jettisons,
For pitch, however, it also can occur during a symmetrical jettison if there is a longitudinal shift in the CG
or a change in the aerodynamic pitching moment,
Because so many factors, including flight conditions,
affect the ultimate helicopter reaction, it is difficult to
predict how acceptable a particular jettison will be to
the pilot when his aircraft is in an unusual attitude.

response characteristics. The primary concern is control positions iii stabilized flight. If sufficient aerodynamic drag is added below the helicopter CG, unstable
control position gradients will result. This condition,
which is true particularly of sling-load operation. may
result in the definition of a limiting airspeed for a given
loading condition. Generally, it is desirable to locate
zxternal stores near the CG of the helicopter and the
aerodynamic center of the fuselage.
Effects of External Stoees
(Asymmetrical Loadings)
Special consideration must be given to asymmetric
loadings of stores. Store loadings may be asymmetric
by intent-a single rocket pod mounted on the right
wing--or by mischance, as when simultaneous jettisoning of symmetrically installed pods is attempted and
one fails to separate. All of the appropriate handlingqualities criteria of MIL-H-8501, e.g., for failure of
stability augmentation systems, entry into autorotation, sideward and rearward flight, and control margins in stabilized flight, must be met for all critical
asymmetrical loadings. Typical control position requirements are illustrated in Fig. 6-33.
Under normal, symmetrical store-loading conditions, control margins are adequate for normal maneuvers and emergencies. With asymmetrical loading,
however, the control margins may be sufficient for hovering flight, but rapidly may approach the displacement limits in forward flight. Therefore, they may be
inadequate for maneuvers and emergencies. The designer must have information about control-trim position comparable to that shown in Fig. 6-33 in order to
establish flight envelopes for asymmetrical loadings
based upon acceptable control margins. Furthermore,
it is clear that the designer cannot merely analyze the
hovering case and then assume that all forward flight
conditions can be accomplished safely.
6-3.5.6

6-3.5.7

Effects of Weapon Recoil
not all aircraft weapons are external

Although
tores
onSstores,
l
many are detachable and can be exchanged for
and Dynamic Stability (Laterally
other weapons; in this sense they have the characterisSymmetrical Loadings)
tics of external stores.
and
Effects ofSEteablit

The effects of external stores upon longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control characteristics
usually are small. The changes that have been measured can be attributed to changes in the moment of
inertia of the helicopter about a particular axis, to increased drag and lift, or to the accuracy with which
these parameters and characteristics can be measured
in engineering flight tests. The same is true of control6-52

Weapon recoil can affect helicopter flight path and
airspeed, and, therefore, firing accuracy as well. Depending upon the type of weapon, these adverse effects
manifest themselves in one or more of the following
ways:
I. They produce forces that must be counteracted.
2. They produce an angular acceleration about one
or more axes.
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3. They can be a source of dynamic instability,
4. They can move the helicopter away from some
reference path, as in a low-speed firing situation.
5. They can cause excessive vibration.

dependent upon the weapon location, the direction of
fire, and the r:•oil parameters.
The designer must establish that control of the aircraft can be maintained when the weapon is fired co,,tinuously. Control power about all axes must be adeIn addition to the direct effects of weapon recoil, in
quate during every flight and firing condition in which
',heform of the forces and moments applied to the
the weapon might be used. For helicopters, the condiairframe, consideration also must L~e given to secondary
tions that must be examined most closely are longitudieffects. For example, the exhaust Yrom rockets being
nal-control margins in high-speed flight and directionlaunched may impinge upon, or pass very close to, a
al-control margins under high-power conditions. Even
horizontal stabilizer, and the resulting change in local
when the margin is adequate (as it usually is in roll),
angle of attack may result in a change of pitching roD- recoil forces are object ioiab• if excessive control moment sufficient to affect the helicopter flight path.
tions are necessary to compensate and to maintain attitude.
6-3.5.7.1!

High-rate-of-fire Weapons

6.3.5.7.2
Medium- and Low-rate-of-fire
The most important weapon recoil parameters areWeon
the impulse per round and the rate of fire. For high-Wepn
rate-of-fire weapons--such as machine guns that are
Helicopter dynamic stability can be influenced by
capable of continuous firing-the average force can be
any weapon that has a firing rate near a natural freexpressed as the product of the impulse per round and
quency of the flight mode. Generally, this considerathe rate of fire. The moment produced by firing is
tion is important only at high speeds, where the natural
6-53
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frequencies are high and the dynamic stability is
characterized by low damping.
6-3.5.7.3

High-impulse, Single-shot W'eapons

Any weapon characterized by a large impulse-perround is likely to be a single-shot type. The angular rate
change about any axis is a function of the impulse, the
weapon location, and the direction of aim. The peak
angular rate change that can be tolerated may vary
with speed or with tactical requirements, but usually
becomes unacceptable when it exceeds 15 deg/sec. In
most instances, the moments created by firing are more
critical than are the forces. By restricting the location
and the direction of fire of the weapon, larger recoils
can be tolerated.

6-3.5.8

:•

•

Sling Loads

The increasing use of helicopters for external (sling)
load operations requires that consideration be given to
the effects of such operations. However, there are so
many variables that a generalized analysis is difficult to
achieve. For example, for a fixed sling length, the pendular natural frequency is constant, yet the effect of an
oscillating load will be dependent upon the mass of the
load relative to the mass of the helicopter. In forward
flight, the equilibrium --osition of a sling load is dependent upon both the titass of the load and its aerodynamic characteristics, therefore, both size and shape of
the load are significant.
Coupling between airframe dynamics and sling load
oscillations has been encountered in a number of cases.
In addition to pendular oscillation, vertical oscillation
has proven significant. The helicopter and the suspended load constitute a two-mass dynamic system,
with the suspension system acting as a spring between
the masses. The spring rate of a given cable is proportional directly to its length. Under certain circumstances a resonance can occur between the shing system
and harmonic forces from the rotor. The helicopter
may act as a rigid body or it may respond in its lowest
frequency bending mode.
System parameters that result in natural frequencies
approaching resonance with possible excitations must
be avoided because the resultant response readily can
become so severe that separation of the load is necessary for the safety of the helicopter. Pilot-induced oscillations must be considered as potential excitations.
By using multiple suspension points, the dynamic
characteristics of the slung load usually can be modifled sufficiently to avoid significant coupling with the
dynamics of the helicopter,
6-54

6-3.6
6-3.6.1
6-3.6.1.1

CONTROL SYSTEMS

t Feel
C
Control
Force Feel

Forces at the primary cockpit controls should be
such as to provide the pilot with proper force cues in
any operational flight condition, e.g., a pull force on the
longitudinal control results in a deceleration or in raising the nose, right sideward force on the control stick
generates a right roll, push force on the right pedal
results in a right yaw. Because control forces are fundamental to the ability to handle a given situation, a pilot
must not be required to interpret control forces in order
to apply the correct control inputs. There should be no
objectiona'ble changes in control force gradients (force
per unit control displacement) under normal operating
conditions, including autorotation. However, this does
not rule out the possibility of reversals in control position gradients, although it would be desirable to minimize such reversals.
The stated requirements apply to all control arrangements including reversible mechanical and powerboosted system and fully powered irreversible controls.
For boosted or powered irreversible systems, or in any
scheme that prevents the cockpit controls from reacting to control surface loads, alternate means must be
provided for producing suitable force feel. Devices such
as springs, bungees. bobweights, and servos usually are
acceptable for generating pilot force cues. An example
of such an application is depicted schematically in Fig.
6-34, showing a typical irreversible and fully powered
control system. The stick-centering and force gradient
portions of the longitudinal cockpit control are shown.
Link A is connected to the power train, which produces
longitudinal cyclic pitch inputs, and a minimal friction
force is required to move link A. Note that the control
input must react against a spring force proportional to
displacement at B. With this arrangement, pull forces
are required for aft stick motion and push forces are
needed for forward stick motion. Should the pilot
desire to maintain the stick at a position other than the
neutral one shown here, he can do so by pressing a trim
button on the control stick. Pressing the trial button
activates link C so that there are no forces due to the
spring at the new stick position. The spring characteristic of this system is'shown in Fig. 6-35. It should be
rioted that the system here includes spring preload,
which provides a minimum acceptable "breakout"
force and insures return of the stick to the reference
position when it is displaced.
"Breakout" force is defined as (he minimum force
necessary, when applied at the cockpit control, to initi-

AMCP 706-201
ate motion at the corresponding control surface. As an
example, the minimum longitudinal control force
would be the stick force required to start increasing the
longitudinal cyclic pitch at the main rotor. The breakout force is the most critical combination of the effects
of such factors as frictioen, spring preload, detent, and
mass unbaiance. Limits upon the permissible range of
control breakout force are given in Table 6-6. Breakout forces are discussed further in par. 6-3.6.1.2.
Use of a bobweight to provide stick-force-per-g is
quite common in fixed-wing aircraft (Fig. 6-34) but
seldom is found in helicopters. The purpose of the

TABLE 6 CONTROL SYSTEM BREAKOUT
FORCES MEASURED IN FLIGHT WITH
ADJUSTABLE FRICr7ON OFF

CONTROL

NORMAL*,
•EMERGENCY
lb
Min,'Max

PITCH

0.5,1.5

8

ROLL
YAW

0.5/1.5
1/7

7
15

spring K in the system shown in Fig. 6-34 is to coun

teract the mass unbalance of the bobweight in level
flight. In accelerated flight the bobweight requires pull
forces to maintain upward vertical acceleration and
push forces to accelerate vertically downward.
Several specifications for maneuvering force gradient
are shown in Fig. 6-36. The data of Fig. 6-36 illustrate
the wide variance in maneuver criteria that can be ex-

TO POWER
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COLLECTIVE

1/3

7

*F:ROM MIL-H-8501

upon fixed-wing studies (adjusted to a normal load
factor of 3.0) have been included from Ref. 22 to indicate the trends that might be expected if fixed-wing
experience were to be used as a guideline for helicopters. The shaded area is from a high-speed helicopter
program that studied manehver forces desired
by pilots. More research will be needed to identifyr the desirable characteristics fully and finally.
Early in the design iteration, appropriate design
specifications must be identified, either by the contractor or by the procuring activity, so thaz maneuver criteria can be established. Mission, speed, or special re-
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quirements may dictate the choice of criteria, as may
ter, but from which a safe forced landing could be
the background experience and training of pilots,
made.
Trim controls are auxiliary cockpit controls that are
The need for minimum values oft control breakout
used by a pilot to improve his comfort and reduce his
forces is not necessarily obvious. It might seem thut a
workload. They can be used to nullify control forces or
frictionless control system would be desirable, but this
to reorient a primary flight control. Examples are
is not true for several reasons. For example, if a control
elevator tabs, stick-centering devices, and adjustable
stick is to remain in position when released by the pilot,
sprngs or bungees. By definition, trm controls are
there must be some basic level of friction to prevent the
irrevrsible and must maintain their positions indefimass unbalance of the stick and/or linkages from causnitely unless altered or disengaged by the pilot. Trim
systemnss
disengpar.d
o. T
ing the control to fall to the side against the centering
systems arearterdisced
discussed fthr
further
in par. 6y-3h
6-3.6.3.spngthryitouigacorlint.Wh
spring, thereby introducing a control input. With
boosted or fully powered systems, there may be only a
Control Forces
J6-3.6.1.2
Control forces shall be such that the combined
forces from any source in the control system shall not
produce undesirable handling characteristics. Longitudinal, lateral, and directional controls shall exhibit
positive centering at any trim setting. Breakout forces
and stick-centering characteristics shall not produce
objectionable flight characteristics or permit large
changes from trim conditions with controls free.

short mechanical linkage with little mechanical friction
between a cockpit control and its power boost, and
additional friction will have to be provided by other
means. Also, in a servo system some friction generally
i3desired at the control stick to serve as a base reference
for the actuatur pilot value.
Similarly, excessive aircraft vibrations, or flight in
gusty air, dictate a minimum level of breakout force. A
frictionless control system is quite likely to result in

The emergency condition for which maximum acceptable breakout forces are given in Table 6-6 is a
condition in which a control system failure would prevent completion of the intended mission of the helicop-

oversensitive controls in rough air, and the mere presence of the pilot's hand on the control might introduce
unwanted vibratory inputs. A minimum breakout force
is required so that unwanted body motion cannot feed
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9

into the control system. In the same manner, maximum
control breakout forces are specified to insure that
excess've control forces do not compromise precision
maneuvering or tracking. Variations in breakout forces
with airspeed should be avoided, bot are permissible up

TABLE 64
CONTROL FORCE SENSITIVITY
CONTROL
.__Min/Max,

to the limits of Table 6-6. Collective breakout force

may be measured with the adjustable friction set.
Limit control forces are listed in Table 6.7. These are

the maximum permissible forces allowed in changing
from any given trim and power condition to any other
trim and power condition without retuirnming, and
they apply to the entire normal operational ilight envelope. In deciding whether or not power boost is necessary, the designer must determine if the limit forces of
Table 6-7 will be exceeded in normal operations. If not,
the choice between a boosted and fully powered system
involves trade-offs in such factors as weight, reliability,
arnd redundaney.
When a boosted or fully powered system is used, the
designer must consider the impact of its failure upon
limit control forces. If
a failue or malfuncton besut
in forces greater than those listed in Table 6.7, a backup
or redundant system must be provided. The overall

PITCH
_

SENSITIVITY,l
ib/in.

0.5,,'2.5

_.

ROLL
RL0.25
YAW

COLLECTIVE

0.5.2.5
5. 10
MINIMAL

BASED ON AGARO TR 408 AND MIL- H-8501

control system must permit a safe landing within the
levels of failure and reliability agreed to by the contrac-

control should vary as little as possible with control
motion. Also, for any given control and trim position,
design control force sensitivity for pitch, roll, and yaw
controls shall not be less than the value equal to the
breakout force per inch of control displacement (MILH-8501). The intent here is to prevent oversensitivity.
In the event a pilot was faced with a high breakout
force coupled with relatively low force sensitivity, ac-

tor and the procuring activity.

celeration of the control in the same direction as the

Control force sensitivity should be within the limits
of Table 6-8 in the absence of other levels established
by the procuring activity. These limits apply particularly to boosted or fully powered control systems,

control motion might occur, thus increasing pilot work

frc
meansitivityis tof
conastruingacceptae cntrl
force sensitivity is to use a spring-centering system
(par. 6-3.6.1.1). Collective controls should have a minieal force sensitivity; i.e., the force felt on a collective

trim position. Absolute centering, or precise return to
the trim position, is not necessary, although the control
should return as nearly as possible to the trim position
considering the breakout force. Any significant

where the designed r musty insured
aceptablstem,
but
where the designer must insure acceptable, but not
oversensitive,
forceof feel
for the pilot.
Again, the
most
control
acceptable
constructing
common means

TABLE 6-7
LIMIT CONTROL FORCES
CONTROL

"PITCH

1
' EMERGENCYlb
NORMALb

III
10

lb
40

retard control motion.
Pitch, roll, and yaw controls also shall show positive
self-centering characteristics when displaced from any

changes in attitude from trim should be easily perceptible to the pilot in terms of longitudinal stick force. For
example, if a trimmed aircraft is disturbed by a gust
that forces the nose down, the pilot immediately should
feel a rearward force on the longitudinal stick.
The engagement of any trim or speed control device

(flaps, dive brakes, etc.) should not introduce changes
in the operating sense of primary flight controls, e.g.,
flaps and landing gear extended and the aircraft

___-with

ROLL
AY_

come, the control system must generate forces that

7

20

in trim, pull forces should raise the nose and push

80

should lower the nose.
For applications using a conventional control stick,

(1) BASED ON DATA FROM USAAMLTR 65-45
(2) BASED ON DATA FROM AGAUD TR 408

matched in order to provide meaningful thresholds for
the pilot and to allow a harmonious relationship between force and motion (par. 6-3.6.2).

-forces

YAW
30
C
C7breakout
COLLECTIVE__

forces and stick force gradients must be well
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6.3.6.1.3

*

Control Linkage

From a practical standpoint, low cost and weight,

Control ~rie-play shall not be excessive, i.e., any last
motion in a control train must not result in obetiota,
ble handling characteristics or
esgive pilot work
load. LiAt motion can occur due to slop, deadband,
hysteresis, or control flexibility. As helicopters get
larger, control free-play becomes more important. In
the control system layout for the CH-53A depicted in
Fig. 6-37, inputs from the rudder pedals must pass
about 55 ft via cables or rods through 21 bell cranks or
pulleys. With such a long transmission of force, there
are many possibilities
for building up friction or last
motion.Contrtol
motion,
Wherever po blc controls should make use of rods
rather than cables. Cable arrangements naturally are
more susceptible to effects of flexibility, temperature
changes, chafing, etc. The designer must consider carefully the weight saving of a cable configuration as opposed to the maintenance problems and the possible
requirement for an expensive cable tension device,

combined with high reliability and safety, are desired
in a control train, but not at the expense of handling
qualities. Because of the subjective nature of the evaluations it is difficult to quantify acceptable figures on lost
motion. As a guide, Table 6-9 indicates one itanufac.
turer's set of design goals for control free play. The
guidelines are for nonnal operation and for '.•e condition following simple failure in the au,'.f1.ight
control system (AFCS).
6-3.6.2

Control Harmony

harmony is required to insure ease of control
in coordinated maneuvers. The term means, basically,
a harmonious relationship of pitch, roll, and yaw controb in terms of displacements, related breakout forces,
force gradients, human capability, and helicopter response.
The final measure of good control harmony is the
pilot's opinion of the ease of controllability. For exampie, a control system might be rigged with three times
I.
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"TABLE6-9
SUGGESTED LIMITS ON FREE-PLAY OF CONTROL SYSTEMS
LATERAL

LONGITUDINAL

DIRECTIONAL

COLLECTIVE

A.O13
N.O.A R

N.O.

A.O.

N.O.

A.O.

0.1 0.2
+1.5 +3.0
+10 +5

0.2
+1.5
+10

0.3
+3.0
+5

0.2
+3.0
+10

0.3
+5.0
+5

0.1
43.0
+10

0.2
+5.0
+5

50

100

50

100

50

100

50

2

N.O.

A.O.

CHARACTERISTIC
HYSTERESIS,in.
LINEARITY,%
OVERTRAVEL,%
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Max RATE,%/sec

100

A.0.

N.O.
PHASE-ALL MODES

45, at 3 Hz (+10%)

50 at 3 Hz (+1 0%)

250 at 1 Hz (H13%)
450at 1 Hz (4-1.25%)

30" at 1 Hz (+10%)

65 at 3 Hz (+1.25%)

70 at 3 Hz (+1.25%)
50 at I Hz (+1.25%)

NOTES:
(1) FORCES AND MOTION TO BE MEASURED AT CENTER OF GRIP
(2) N.O. - NORMAL OPERATION
.(3) A.O. - ALTERNATE OPERATION. i.e., AFCS SERVO OFF (1 FAILURE ONLYI

as much breakout force in the lateral control as in the
longitudinal. If a pilot has to pay so much attention to
the mismatch in breakout forces that precision maneuvering is compromised, the control system is said to
have poor harmony. Likewise, the similarity of aircraft
responses in pitch and roll, i.e., (rad/sec2)/in., might be
the measure of control harmony. As this measure also
is quite subjective, there are very few data to use as a
design guide. MIL-F-8785 specifies a ratio of 2:7:1 for
forces in pitch, yaw, and roll (elevator, rudder, and
ailerons, respectively) in maneuvering flight as a harmony criterion.
Good control harmony is important in maneuvers
that require small control deflections-such as precision hover, aerial refueling, and target tracking. Design
efforts should be directed toward providing a linear or
smoothly varying response to control deflections and
forces for all ranges of control inputs. The location and
displacement of the controls from various seat locations should be such as to permit convenient and comfortable control by the pilot. High collective pitch lever
and full forward stick are common control positions
and should be arranged conveniently. Location of engine power control levers, visibility of instruments, and
external visibility also must be considered. Helicopter
cockpit dimensions are given in MS 33575. Cockpit
arrangement is discussed further in par. 13-3.
!, ,

The control system should be configured so as to
minimize the effects of undesirable cross-coupling. Although the flying qualities MIL-H-8501 specification
does not include quantitative limitations for cross-coupled responses, e.g., roll response to longitudinal displacement, or longitudinal and directional responses to
collective displacement, noticeable amounts of such responses are objectionable and must be avoided. MILH-8501 does stipulate that, for helicopters employing
power-boosted or power-operated controls, there shall
be no lateral or directional control forces developed
as a result of longitudinal control displacement, and
there shall be no longitudinal forces developed in conjunction with lateral or directional control displacements. For unpowered controls, lateral forces of up to
20% and pedal forces of up to 75% of the associated
longitudinal force are acceptable. Lateral control displacement shall not produce longitudinal forces in excess of 40% or pedal forces in excess of 100% of the
associated lateral force. Pedal displacement shall not
result in longitudinal forces in excess of 8% or lateral
forces in excess of 6% of the associated pedal force.
With regard to coupling, the designer also must consider the effect of rotor precession angle. Because rotor
blade response lags t;ie control input by almost 90 deg
of azimuth for articalated rotors, care must he taken to
insure that cockpit control inputs generate correspond6.5 9
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ing rotor motions, e.g., that longitudinal stick motion
yields longitudinal tilt of the rotor, If the rotor incorporates 8, hinge characteristics, the precession angle must
be shifted correspondingly; in addition, the rotor speed
control must accommodate the influence of gusts. It is
recommended that mechanical linkages be used wherever possible until the reliability of alternate means is
demonstrated. In the event of failure or emergency
conditions, the natural cross-coupling of the helicopter
at least should permit completion of a safe landing.
Special attention must be given to the coupling of
airplane-type control surfaces in compound helicopters. In most cases, hover maneuver requirements have
resulted in helicopter controls that are very sensitive at
high forward speeds. The addition of fixed surfacessuch as vertical fins and horizontal tailplanes-tends to
reduce the effects of such control sensitivity. But as the
speed envelope is expanded, and wings and auxiliary
propulsion are used to "unload" the rotor, it is advantageous to use airplane-type surfaces for control at higher
speeds. The designer then must evaluate maneuver criteria and control sensitivity throughout the speed range
to establish a control integration schedule. It is conceivable that this schedule would dictate eliminating cyclic
pitch control to the rotor at very high speeds. Whatever
the schedule, control integration must be smooth, with
minimal changes in control sensitivity. The integration
can be accomplished by any mechanical, hydraulic, or
electrical means for normal operation, but the helicopter must be able to make a safe landing if a failure
occurs.
6-3.6.3

Trim Systems

MIL-H-8501 requires that it shall be possible to trim
a helicopter in pitch, roll, and sideslip in steady flight
at all airspeeds, flight configurations, and power settings. The word "trim" includes the trimming of control forces to zero as well as the maintenance of atti-

tude. All trim controls must be irreversible and must
maintain their positions indefinitely unless altered by
the pilot. Activation of a trim control must not introduce undesirable stick-force transients or controlforce reversals. Trim controls should have design limits
on rate of operation so as to permit the control to be
actuated as rapidly as possible without causing oversensitivity of the primary controls in precision maneuvers. Rotational trim controls should be so rigged that
their actuation will cause the aircraft to rotate in the
same direction as does displacement of the primary
control being trimmed.
All trim systems must include a suitable indicator to
show the state of the control to the pilot. This consider-

ation is important especially in boosted or fully pow.
ered systems where stick forces do not reflect the aerodynamic state of the aircraft. Often, stick forces are
provided by a combination of springs, weights, and/or
electromagnetic devices and bear little relationship to
the particular flight condition or trim control setting.
For example, consider the case of a trimmable horizontal tail on a helicopter. The primary function of this
control is to alter the pitch attitude of the aircraft.
However, use of tail position to raise the nose at high
speed requires higher rotor flapping levels. If the pilot
desired, he could move the longitudinal trim control, to
maintain a given airspeed and rate of climb (R/C) while
flying at a more pleasant attitude. However, it is conceivable that he could, by this action, demand too much
increased flapping and thus unknowingly could exceed
the the design flapping limit. The designer, therefore,
must provide the pilot with information or warnings
that will allow safe operation of the aircraft.
Trim controls range from cockpit wheels, cranks, or
electrical switches on the primary controls to foot pedal
adjusters. Whatever their physical arrangement, their
operation must be simple, reliable, and obvious to the
pilot. All trim controls should operate in the same sense
throughout the flight regime. Trim control reversals
during transition from powered to autorotative flight
must be avoided wherever possible.
The trim control should have sufficient range and
capability to nullify control forces when flight modes
change from power-on to power-off.
Consideration also shculd be given to the functional
reliability of the trim system. In the event that the trim
system is less reliable than the primary system, the
overall control system must have sufficient authority to
override the trim system so as to permit accomplishment of the intended mission.
6-4
6-4.1

STABILITY AUGMENTATION
STABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Helicopter stability requirements are defined in
MIL-H-8501. Specific requirementc also are cited and
discussed in prior paragraphs of this chapter. For example, the minimum acceptable damping characteristics of oscillations resulting from a single disturbance
in smooth air are tabulated in par. 6-2.5.1, and the
minimum acceptable levels of damping about each of
the three axes are tabulated in par. 6-3.1.
It is noted in pars. 6-2.4 and 6-3.1, in particular, that
the damping inherently available from a helicopter rotor generally is inadequate to permit compliance with
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the damping requirements given by MIL-H-501,
Therefore, compliance is possible only if ome sort of
stability augmentation system is employed,
Satisfactory stability characteristics alone are insufficient to provide acceptable handling qualities. It also is

quired. Thus, it should be possible to achieve a rate of
angulm displacement of I5 deg/sec about each of the
three axes within at least 1,5 sec from any trimmed
flight condition within the helicopter flight envelope.
The required trim conditions include climbs and de-

MIL-H-8501 defines minimum acceptable controllability in the form of minimum values of angular displacement about each axis at the end of I sec following a
I-in. st.p displacement from hovering trim and following a full displacement from trim. The values for these
requirements also are tabulated in par. 6-3. 1. Separate
requirements are stated for VFR and IFR helicopters,
The inadequacy of MIL-H-8501, particularly with
regard to large helicopters (par. 6-3.1). has been acknowledged for a long time. However, insufficient data,
are available to permit amendment of its quantitative
requirements with assurance that the results will be any
more satisfactory. Although pilot opinion ratings may
be valuable, they can provide no guidance to the designer unless an existing helicopter of comparable size
(in both weight and inertia) has been evaluated in a
variable-stability configuration adequate to establish
meaningful rating information. Flight simulators have
been employed to obtain comparable data but the correlation with flight test data has not yet been adequate
to permit the use of such information to define standards for new helicopters.
Another deficiency of MIL-H-8501 is its failure to
acknowledge a difference in flying quality requirements
for helicopters performing different types of missions.
The stability and controllability characteristics suitable
for a cao helicopter (Cii), for example, are not acceptable fbr an attack helicopter (AH). The AH class
must opoate over a much larger flight envelope in both
speed and load factor. And although the AH is more
anugvr•able, it also must be capable of being controlled very precisely when its weapon(s) have been
traine• Up•n a target and a firing run has started. Experi•eIc• with
'AH helicopters is being used as the
*I'.' 1%. the d.
-lent of handling quality requirements pertinew', ft.
.
ss. Discussion of such requiremcnts will b. .,!sid (o this handbook by amend-

ment also replaces the MIL-H-8501 control margin
requirement, which stipulates that 10% of the maximum movement available in hover be available at the
limits of the flight envelope to permit control of disturbances, Specification of the control margin in terms
of available rate response thus includes consideration of
both damping and control characteristics in forward
flight, while the MIL-H-8501 requirements are based
only upon hovering values. The control response requirements of MIL-H-8501, a minimum time lag of 0.2
sec for development of an angular acceleration in the.
proper direction about each of the three axes, are applicable to Army helicopters of all mission classes. The
requirement that the time histories of normal acceleration and angular velocity in pitch become concave
downward within 2 sec following a sudden rearward
displacement of the longitudinal control from trim also
is applicable. Preferably, the time history of normal
acceleration should be concav, downward from the
initiation of the maneuver, and the time history of pitch
rate should be concave downward from 0.2 sec following the control displacement to the attainment of maximum rate of pitch.
Experience with existing helicopters indicates that
satisfactory handling qualities-using either pilot opinion ratings or specific quantitative requirements as the
basis for evaluation and judgment--can be achieved
with mission classes other than observation helicopters
(OH) only through the employment of artificial stability devices. Helicopters of the OH class that do not
include stability augmentation equipment have been
qualified as airworthy, indicating that their handling
characteristics are acceptable. Although incorporation
of stability augmentation equipment results in improved handling qualities even in this class, such a
system has not been considered cost-effective for this
class of helicopter. For new utility (UH) and CH class

necessary that adequate control capability be available.

mient.
For Army helicoptv.rs of mission classes other than
AH. the stability requ: .-ments--minimum acceptable
damping of wt'v oscijtilon resulting from a single disturbance in mloo•t, air-given by MIL-H-8501 and
., labulated'in par. k-2.5.1 still are considered valid. However, in lieukf the specific requirements for control
sensitivity and damping given by the specification as
functions of helicopter weight and inertia, it is sug-

gested that a minimum control power margin be re-

scents, both powered and autorotational. This require-

helicopters, artificial stabilization equipment shall be
required. For new OH helicopters, the use of such
equipment shall be based upon effectiveness trade-offs,
unless otherwise specified by the procuring activity.
Par. 6-4.2.2 discusses the characteristics of stability
augmentation systems necessary to provide given helicopter handling qualities. Subsequent paragraphs discuss the requirements pertinent to failure of stability
augmentation equipment and the evolution from such

devices to automatic flight control systems.
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6-4.2

STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS
(SAS)

In this brief introduction to stability augmentation
systems, a few selected problems are treated in simplifled form. The mathematical description assumes only

6-4.2.1
Pitch Control
The change in pitch attitude
from trimmed level
flight with constant flight speed is equal to the change
in angle of attack from trim Aa and, using Laplace
tranusform notation, the pitching equation of motion is
A0

small perturbations from trim so that linear equations

(q2

-MS_-Ma)A0 =M 6

45,

(6-119)

are applicable. Only longitudinal motions are considered, and they are assumed to be uncoupled from lateral-directional motions. Pilot acceptability is dependent
where
primarily upon the characteristics of the short-period
M = pitch damping derivative,
(aM/1 0 )/1,, negative for
modes, although some attention also must be paid to
damped motion, sec-'
avoidance of diverging long-period modes. The shortstatic
stability derivative,
M.
=
constant
by
assuming
is
treated
mode
period pitching
and hy ugmntaion(
8Mt8 a)/l,., tiegative
for
behavior, secg2
stable
flight speed. It is shown when and why augmentation
power, (s`M/a 8J/h,
control
s=
M
systems are required for satisfying the minimum han2
cr /in.
dling quality requirements of MIL-H-8501. Simplified
equations are given for the design of augmentation sysThe derivative M5 , representing the effect of rate of
tems to comply with short-period requirements. The
change of lift upon pitching moment, has been negeffects uf augmentation systems upon the long-period
lected in accordance with the assumed approximate
mode are discussed qualitativel,.
independence of pitching and vertical motions. The
A simplified analysis also is given for gust alleviation
characteristic equation of this second order dynamic
systems, for which only prototype experience currently
system is of the form
is available. Helicopters with hinged blades, even with

k.

unaugmented cot,.trols, have a lower gust sensitivity
than do fixed-wing aircraft. However, the potential of
augmentation systems for providing further substantial
decreases in gust responses of helicopters has not been
realized fully as yet. Because the lowest blade natural

frequency is an order of magnitude higher than the
highest aircraft pitching frequency, a feedback system
operating on the rotor blades has a time constant an
order of magnitude shorter than a system operating on
an airplane elevator or ailerons. Helicopter augmentation systems sensing rotor lift, or rotor pitching and
rolling moments, and applying inputs to collective and
cyclic controls, can be made to compeasate for atmospheric gusts almost instantaneously. Gust alleviating
augmentation systems are desirable for hinged-blade
helicopters, and they are believed to be indispensable
for hingeless rotors operating at high advance ratios
because of the excessive gust sensitivity and pitch-up

s2 + 2r'42s 4-

2=0

(6-120)

where
= damping ratio, dimensionless
w = frequency, rad/sec

By comparing Eqs. 6-119 and 6-120, it is seen that the
natural frequency w for zero damping and damping
ratio {, ait, respectively,
w=

M'i/2

-

M /(2c)
8

(6-121)
(

From Eq. 6-119 the pitch atitude tranfer funcioon is
expressed as
AM6
A6
2
Sx
S2 + 2ýo.s + w'

(6-1 22)

tendency of these rotors.
The effects of augmentation systems upon dynamic
instabilities also are discussed. This is a complex field
requiring more research, particularly with respect to
hingeless rotors.
The basic helicopter equations and the simplifica-

tions used here are derived from Ref. 1. The notation
also is taken from Ref. I wherever possible.
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and th'refore the response AO to a unit control step
I/s is expressed as
input AS,,
-

M6

sAS' + 2ýws + w')

(2
(6-123)

7n
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The asymptotic response per unit control input for the
time tapprotching infinity is. by definition,
M
M6=

(&-124)

Inverse Laplace transformation of Eq. 6-123 into the
time domain results in the time functions for
AO/M. shown in Fig. 6-38. Here the time is measured
in perioIs of the undamped natural frequency 22r/o. A
desirable response is obtained for a damping ratio of
4 = 0.7. The response for t = 0.3 is undesirable because of the overshoot and the subsequent oscillatory
motion; the response for C = 2.0 is undesirable because of its sluggishness. For airplanes, the damping
ratio t is proportional to air density over wing-loading
[e/(w/s)]J' While light airplanes flying at low altitudes
easily can be designed with optimum damping ratios
and thereby can achieve the desirable control responses

flight-speed regime, quite small and often positive, irc.
dicating slight static instability. Therefore, for
\
unaugmonted
helicopters operating at low flight
speeds, Eq. &122 for the pitch response transfer function therefore, can be approximated by
A(

M6

$2

-

+v(15

/To
where the pitch time constant is given by
-

1/MG

,sec

t123 for the response A to a unit control step
input A81 = I/s now becomes

of the middle curve in Fig. 6-38, high-wing-loading

____X

airplanes flying at high altitudes have very low damp-

sM +6si27)

ing ratios and need artificial pitch damping to achieve

S(S2 + S17-)

acceptable control response. MIL-F-8785 specifies for
category A (precision maneuvering) and category C
(takeoff and landing) flight phases values of Cbetween
0.35 and 1.30.
Comparable specifications do not exist for helicopters, although similar values for C could be obtained
with suitable augmentation systems. In fact, for helicopters, it is not even required that the asymptotic
control response be a finite pitching angle AG. The
reason is that, for helicopters without stability augmentation, the static stability derivative M. is, in the low-

(6-127)

and Eq. 6-124 for the asymptotic response at time t
approaching infinity becomes
(6-128)

W(t)t--

meaning that the response would grow indefinitely if
the control input from trim were held.
Inserting AS = AEk/s into Eq. 6:125 gives the
transfer function for the pitch rate AS

1.5

0.3

(6-126)

M6

(6-129)

1.0

The pitch rate response AG to a unit control step
input A8" = 1/s is
" 0.5

ll

zoM8

=s(s
-4A
= -

0

1
wi/(2-)

Fig. 6-38. Pitch Responses to Unit Step Control

2

+ 1/I7o)
,

(6-130)

And the asymptotic pitch rate at time t approaching
infinity is

0-(t)

= M~r6

(6-131)

Input
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flight a pitch time constant r. < 1.17 sec. and for
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The pitch acceleration atdue to unit control step input
AB,, is given by

acceleration due to gravity,
- height of rotor hub above CG,

r=

pitching radius of gyration of
helicopter, ft

y

(6-132)

IX

S+ I

Performing the inverse Laplace transformation of Eqs.
6-127, 6-130, and 6-132 into the time domain gives,
respectively,
exp (

A

(6-137)

where

4

t -,,
~~FIg 6a3. Pitch mi Piftbhrt.Rupomes to Uidt
Step Conitroil Ill for Aeatlc Stabilty

MtiT

, ec

/7 ) + (

(tTo)

1

(6-133)

ex

blade Lock number,
dimensionless
fl = rotor angular velocity, rad/sec
Using typical values of rotor angular velocity 0i = 30
d1"0
/sec, blade Lock number y = 8, pitching radius of
gyration r, = 2 ft, and rotor hub height h above helicopter CG = 8 ft, one obtains 7, = 3.7 sec, which is
significantly longer than the specified maximum of 1. 17
sec. Hinge offset can reduce the time constant considerably. Blade tip weights, by lowering y, can reduce
r, further; however, an augmentation system providing
artificial damping often is called for.
After selecting the time constant -T.,the appropriate
control power M,. must be provided. MIL-H-8501

(6-134)

specifies that, in hover one second after application of
a unit (1-in.) step control input from trim, the pitch
angle AO in degrees must be at least

(6-135)

_+
000

4.

Ms

- 1 -exp (--t/o)

\

=exp (t/70)

-deg

(6-138)

*&

"ax
Eqs. 6-133 and 6-134 are represented in Fig. 6-39. For
t = r#, a value of 63.2% of the asymptotic pitch rate
is reached. The initial pitch acceleration for t = 0 is,
according to Eq. 6-135
0 (t4_o = M6

(6-136)

MIL-H-8501 specifies that helicopters should have for
visual flight a pitch time constant (Eq. 6-126) of not
greater than 403/8 sec, and for instrument flight of not
greater than 1,"/15 sec. For example, a helicopter of
W, = 10,000 lb and r,
2 ft should have for visual

where for visual flight the feedback constant A = 45
and for instrument flight A = 73. For W. = 10,000
lb and A =
45, one obtains from Eq. 6-138
-. 17sec
land;
AOŽ2.O4deg.Eq.6-133,for:t
gives M,, > 5.3 deg/sec2.
For full stick motion from trim in hovering, the ini=

tial pitch acceleration and the final pitch rate should be
four times the values for I in. of stick deflection in order
to comply with the MIL-H-8501 requirement that the
pitch angle I sec after input of al available control be
four times the value given by Eq. 6-138.
A feedback loop as used for augmentation systems is
shown schematically in Fig. 6-40. The feedback signal
s subtracted from the control input signal, yielding a
)sed loop transfer function
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(6-139)

A6

+ KH(s)
G(s)

The augmentation system has reduced the time constant from -r, to

Te

+

(6-143)

where
G(s) = system transfer function

4s)= feedback transfer function
K = feedback gain, in.-sec
Mechanical augmentation systems, such as the Bell
bar and the Hiller control rotor, provide anstabilizer
gular velocity damping in pitch and roll with a firstgoardvelocity
dyamping n.pitefe
ach transerol fistin
order dynamic lag. The feedback transfer function
/f•s) for such systems then is

noring lag) results..instead of Eq. 6-141. in the feedback

K

MF

S1

H(s)

The responses shown in Fig. 6-39 still are applicable if
The replaced by 7 Eqn . 6- 39soillscre th eeffc
, is replaced by T,. Eq. 6-140 also describes the effect
of a rate gyr with lagged signal in the loop. If the time
constant of the rate gyro is small compared to the
period of rotor rotation, Eq. 6-143 again will be a good
apoiain
approximation.
The combination of a rate and an attitude gyro (ig-

K_

transfer function

s+(tF)(.140)

AF

K=
(l +A/s)

(6-144)

where

.),

K, = integral feedback gain, in.
s = Laplace operator, sec'
8p = feedback input subtracting from
control input 8., in.
Tr = feedback time constant, sec
For these devices the feedback time constant rFis very
small, only a fraction of the period of rotor rotation, so
that in Eq. 6-140 s can be neglected compared with
lIrT. For the long-period mode, s has a small stabilizing effect. Taking now the feedback transfer function as
P

KtFK =

(6-141)

s + 17+7KM0
S

As•

"

G(S)

Iagain

Fig. 6-40. Augmeator Loop

A = feedback constant, sec-'
The closed loop transfer function of the pitch attitude
Ae in this case is
AO
A6-

Ma-145
(-

_
s 2 +_(/_)A

&K

(&1

which is of the same form as Eq. 6-123. Responses to
unit step control inputs A. = U/s now have the form
thown in Fig. 6-38 (same as for airplanes), and any
desired values of w and Cas defined in Eq. 6-120 can
be obtained by selection of appropriate values of Kand
A in Eq. 6-144. The asymptotic response to a step control input from trim is now a pitch attitude angle rather
than a pitch rate as before.

(6-142)

6-4.2.2

and the aircraft transfer function from Eq. 6-129, one
ottains with Eq. 6-139 the closed loop transfer function
MX

where

Normal Acceleration Control

In ordrr to discuss the effects of augmentation systems on normal acceleration control through longitudinal cyclic pitch, the simplest possible representation
is used. Flight speed is constant and all aerodynamic derivatives are zero except for pitch damping
and vertical damping. Further, the effect of cyclic pitch
upon rotor lift is neglected. The motions of the unaugmented helicopter in response to a pitch control input
"4A8. then are given in body-fixed reference axes by the
equations
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(S-ZZw)W-

=

0

fi

(6-146)

(s2 - MJS)A =
iU

where

A5.

subcript 0

=

The second term in Eq. 6-146 is an inertial term required for the description in body-fixed reference axes
and takes into account the angular velocity 0 of the
linear velocity vector Uo. Eq. 6-147 is identical to Eq.
6-119 except for omission of the static stability term
- M,,, which is assumed to be negligible. The downward acceleration from trim Aa. is
,ft/sec 2

exp(-t/rw)

-I_•~

(6-152)

I---

T0

Response curves for T,/"0 = 2, 4, and 8 are shown in
Fig. 6.41. It takes considerable time before the final
normal acceleration following a step input of cyclic
pitch control is reached. For this reason the asymptotic

initial condition

1a =s(Aw --UoAO)

___

(6-147)

= velocity along helicopter
longitudinal body axis, fps
w = vertical velocity, fps
Z., = vertical damping derivative,
sec-i

t/ 0 )

+ exp(-

=

r.

(6-148)

Inserting the values from Eqs. 6-146 and 6-147 into Eq.
6-148 the transfer function for the downward acceleration becomes
U0 MS
Sa,(6-149)
+ 1/7r Xs + I/7,)
6 X -w(S

response, Eq. 6-151, is not a very good measure of
handling qualities. Instead, MIL-H-8501 specifies that
the inflection point in the vertical acceleration response
(zero curvature) should be within 2 sec from the control step input. As can be seen from Fig. 6-41, the
location of the inflection point is more or less independent of the value of' ,/-'r0 and can be made to occur
earlier if the pitch time constant 7# is reduced. A pitch
rate augmentation system according to Eq. 6-140 can
be used to reduce the time constant, as shown by Eq.
6-143.
Long-period Mode
6-4.2.3
While the essential features of pitch and vertical acceleration control can be obtained by ignoring flight
speed changes, the description of the long-period motion must include variations in flight speed. The simplest representation, approximately applicable for low
helicopter speeds, is obtained by adding the velocity
term - M.A U to the left-hand side of Eq. 6-147

where
= vý

sMUAU
evertical
time constant without
- I1Z~., sec:
A typical value of the vertical time constant T. for the
unaugmented helicopter is 3 sec. The normal acceleration response to a control step input A8,, = I/s will
be denoted by A..:

+ (s2

-

M$s)AO =

AS15(6-153)
Xj

augmentation,

-

sa'+=

U•M8

+ 1/7 w

and by adding the horizontal equilibrium equation
1.0

(6-150)

.'

The asymptotic normal accele:; ;on response for the
time t approaching infinity is obtained by
Ad

=O'Isi(S)1,...

=-UoM6 r"7
Inverting Eq. 6-150 into the time domain,

0.5

'-.

0

0

1

2

3

4

t

(6-151)

Fig. 6.41. Vertical Acceleration Response to Unit
Step Control Input
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g0

0SSAU+g• (6-154)

where
M. = speed stability derivative,
(dM/du)/I, (sec-ft"
acceleration due to gravity,
g
ft/seo:2
The effect of cyclic control upon the horizontal force
is ignored in Eq. 6-154. The characteristic equation is
s3- s2M6 +gMu = 0

(6-155)

For the long-period mode s is small and the term s' can
be neglected in a first approximation. One then obtains
from Eq. 6-155 the natural frequency of the long-period
mode
rad/sec

(6-156)

An augmentatiott system that reduces the pitch time
conatant T, res).'Its, therefore, in a reduced natural frequency o, or an increased period of the long-period
mode. When extracting the roots of Eq. 6-155, one
finds a large negative real root that is approximately
Mj, and a pair of conjugate complex roots with a
positive real part and an imaginary part approximately
equal to w from Eq. 6-156, indicating oscillatory divergence. The effect of a pure rate feedback upon this
mode primarily is to increase the period. Significant
improvement in the damping ratio of the long-period
mode can be made only by adding an attitude gyro into
the loop.
Fig. 6-42 shows the root loci of a hovering helicopter
as a function of K in Eq. 6-144 for (A) rate feedback
and (B) rate plus attitude feedback. The squares indicate the roots of the characteristic equation without
augmentation and the arrows on the root curves indicate the direction of increasing gain K.
6-4.2.4

Hardware

The hardware of electronic augmentation systems
consists of sensors such as rate or attitude gyros, a
signal-modulating network, and electric servos in series
with the manual control system (Fig. 6-43). MIL-C18244 specifies that the control authority of augmentation systems shall be limited as far as possible to insure
that a "hard-over" signal will not endanger the aircraft.
The augmentor servo, therefore, usually has not more
than 25% authority over the control travel. In case of
augmentor malfunction, the servos often are locked
and centered automatically. The power actuator usually is a hydraulic type using two independent hydrau-

lic circuits. The preceding equations are valid only if
augmentor servo and power actuator are responding
instantaneously. The actual lag of these devices must be
considered in a more realistic analysis. Because, in addition to a lagged response, actuators often have considerably nonlinear response characteristics such as
deadband or hysteresis, the system sometimes-is modeled as a hybrid setup. In such a setup, real time analog
or digital elements are mixed with actual hardware
components such as electrical servos or hydraulic actuators, which then also must be realistically loaded.
Rate gyros are cheaper and more robust than attitude gyros. In spite of the additional stability improvements obtainable from attitude feedback, helicopter
stability augmentation systems (SAS) usually are limited to rate feedback. Another argument in favor of rate
feedback only is that the augmented response is of the
same type as the unaugmented response.
As long as the SAS must be considered as less reliable than the basic control system, augmentation system
failure must be designed for (par. 6-4.3).
When attitude gyros and their associated electrical
systems have been perfected to the point where their
reliability is sufficient to relax the requirement for a
mechanical backup system, the way will be open for
control systems with characteristics entirely different
from the unaugmented characteristics. For example, a
translational control system (Ref. 23) could then be
used. With this system, the helicopter is attitude-stabilized and a control force steering system provides rates
of change of attitude in proportion to the pilot's stick
force input.
6-4.2.5

Gust Alleviation

None of the conventional augmentation systems,
which use angular rate or attitude sensors, make full
use of the short response time of the blades to reduce
or alleviate gust effects before they substantially influence airframe motion.
In order to use the blades effectively for gust alley;ation, it is necessary to sense either their motion or the
forces that they transmit to the airframe, and to provide
faqt-acting feedback loops to the cyclic or collective
controls. If the rotor is the main source of force and
moment inputs into thL airframe, linear or angular accelerometers can be used as sensors. If the rotor is only
one of several sources of force and moment input, as in
compound helicopters, sensors must be provided for
blade motions or for rotor-to-airframe transfer forces
or moments.
Here again the simplest possible representations are
used and the analysis is limited to vertical accelerations
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and aircraft pitching moments induced by gusts. lni-
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tially, the airframe is assumed to be fixed and the relative airspeed constant. The description that follows is
for a three-bladed rotor with rigid blades, elastically
hinged at the rotor center, and subject to uniform inflow velocity XMIR, ignoring tip losses. All quantities
are perturbations from trim. An inertial reference system is used and terms with periodic coefficients in this
reference system are omitted. Unpublished studies conducted at Washington University have shown that this
omission is justifiable if rotor advance ratio 1 < 0.5,
and if accurate representation of the frequency response at circular frequencies greater than 0.5fl is not
necessary. In terms of the three variables /0 (rotor
coning angle), (, (forward tilt angle), and 10, (left tilt
angle) as a function of 00 (collective pitch angle), 0,
(forward cyclic pitch angle), and 0, (left cyclic pitch
angle), the equations of rotor motion in Laplace transform notation are

0 o71A

(

+

0,

3

16

4

where
P

flapping frequency/fl,
dimensionless
These equations are generalizations to forwa
conditions of the equations used in Ref. 8. A til,
=

.

it

uadit

is used for which fi = 1 rad per unit time. A first
insight into gust rtzponses can be obtained by omitting
coupling
between 8,o, 03,, and I02 and by neglecting
/k2 terms. According to Eq. 6-157 collective flapping
from collective pitch 00 and from inflow ratio X are,
respectively,
go
0
0

_

8(s2 + sy/8 + P 2 )

(6-160)
(s+160)
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Forward tilt from forward cyclic pitch 0- and from

01

0oI

inflow X, respectively, are, according to Eq. 6-159,
t

0=

y

6163)

16(s +,y/16)

(13

0,•

8(s + ,y/16)

_!

- 2u

(3

(6-165)

-

Eqs. 6-160 through 6-165 are valid approximations up
to moderate advance ratios for which A',(1. Instead of
compating frequency responses of /3j and fl, to gusts,
or to vertical velocity Xinto the rotor with and without
augmentation, it is sufficient, according to Eqs. 6-162
and 6-165, to compare frequency responses to collective pitch 00 and to longitudinal cyclic pitch O.
The use of Lap] ice transforms for the evaluation of
the frequency responses of aircraft is described in Ref.
24. Beginning with the collective pitch case having the
transfer function Eq. 6-160, and setting s = k'
kv.•/il, one obtains for the absolute value of the frequency response function, assuming y = 8, P = 1:

0o

+

C]2

1/2

wr
'proportional feedback gain
Figure 6-45 shows a comparison of the coning angle
frequency response to periodic inflow, with and without feedback, assuming K, = 3. It is seen that for
values of wl/fl < 1.0, which is practically the entire
atmospheric turbulence spectrum, the feedback
reduces the gust response to about one quarter of the
value without augmentation (K = 0). For V2 < I the
feedback system causes a reduction of Z,. in Eq. 6-146
in the ratio 1/(I + KO). The increase in %. produced
by the feedback does not lead to a delayed inflection
point, as can be seen from Fig. 6-41. The reduction in
vertical acceleration response from cyclic pitch can be
compensated for, if desired, by appropriate selection of

from which

)

[(1 + Ko - ()22

where

(6-164)
X?

(6-167)

MUs• and ra.

For the longitudinal cyclic pitch case having the
transfer function Eq. 6-163, with s = k5 = k/fl the
absolute value of the frequency response function, assuming y
8, is

--

2(0.25 +

02)1/2

(6-18
(6-168)

Assuming now a feedback system according to Fig.
6-46 with a fore-aft flapping angle sensor and integral
feedback into the longitudinal cyclic pitch control, instead of Eq. 6-168

1

1(
1 +1
0

Assuming now a feedback system according to Fig.

6-44 with a coning angle sensor and proportional feedback into the coilective pitch control, instead of Eq.
6-166

(6-169)
2[(KI -02)2 + (0.50)211/2

[

where
K= integral feedback gain
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Fig. 6-45. Coning Frequency Response to Periodic Inflow
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Fig. 6-46. Tilting Moment Sens
Feedback
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With Integrl

Fig. 6-47 shows a comparison of the fore-aft flapping
frequency response to periodic inflow with and without
integral feedback, assuming K, = 0.5. It is seen that
for values of w10E < 0.3, which covers a wide range of
the atmospheric turbulence spectrum, the feedback
reduces the gust response to a small fraction of the
unaugmented gust response. For wi < 0. 1 4 the flapis true not only for
zero.allThis
virtually
response
ping
also for
other periodic inputs,
inflowis but
periodic
pu
including gyroscopicinfputs from pitching oscillations.
This means that, for low frequencies, the pitching time
constant r. approaches infinity. The system of Fig.
6-46, therefore, must be supplemented by a conventional augmentation system with pitch rate feedback,
whereby, according to Eq. 6&143 for large 7,
6.70

In addition to fixed hub gust alleviation, the body
motion contributes to gust alleviation in a manner that
also is present without feedback. Considering uncoupled vertical and pitching motions, and assuming the
body to behave in vertical motion and in pitch as a
first-order system (see Eqs. 6-129 and 6-146 for
AO -0), the free-body gust alleviation factor K is

(2

+

(6-171)
I/TF2)12(

where ,c is defined as the ratio of acceleration with
damping over acceleration without damping and where
the time unit again is such that 11 = I (f = f1r). For
high frequencies K = 1, and for low frequencies
.
WsK
Fig. 6-48 shows the free-body gust alleviation factor
K as functions of frequency ratio w111 for a number of
values of reduced time T = f•i. Typical time constants
for vertical motion are 100 < 7 < 300; for pitching
motion they are 15 < T < 50. Compared with the
reduction of responses shown in Fig. 6-47 and Fig.

a
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6-48, Fig. 6-45 shows, in the frequency range (A > 0.05

6-45 and Fig. 6-47 with atmospheric turbulence frequencies, Fig. 6-49 shows the von Karman vertical gust

'

to Periodic Inflow

I
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"

power spectral density (Ref. 25) with a scale length

:-

L = 400 ft, which is typical of altitudes above terrain
of 300 to 700 ft (Ref. 25). The lower scale in Fig. 6-49
represents ow/1 for a flight speed of 200 fps (118 kt) and
U = 20. It is seen that the gust alleviation from Fig.

"
t:-

6-45 and Fig. 6-47 covers a large part of frequency

= 10
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~202
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i
spectrum of Fig. 6-49.
From Fig. 6-45 and Fig. 6-47, it is evident that introduction of feedback results in increased frequency re0.CD
sponse
high frequencies.
While the atmospheric
bulenceatitntyin
the feunyrgein
which turthe
2
higher responses occur is low, the response maxima
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fl, very little free-body gust alleviation can be expected.
In order to correlate the frequency ranges in Fig.
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coupling with low-damped inplane modes needs atten-
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6-4.2.6

Dynamic Instability

Helicopter rotors are subject to four types of dynamic instabilities:
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1. Those pnrnarily involving blade torsion modes
with frequencies several tines fl
2. Those mainly involving blade fundamental flapping or flap bending modes
3. Those largely involving blade edgewise modes

4. Those mainly involving free•body modes with
frequencies substantially below 11
Although all of the unstable modes are coupled types
and include some blade torsion, some blade flapping or
flap-bending, some edgewise motion, and some freebody motion, they usually are denoted according to
their principal mode contents. Thus the four types of
unstable motions are:
1. Flutter, including stall flutter for unstable conditions with large blade torsion mode contents
2. Flapping instabilities with flapping or flapbending mode contents
3. Aeromechanical instabilities with edgewise
blade mode contents including mechanical instability,
or ground resonance
4. Free-body instabilities, which usually are
treated in control dynamics.
A review of the first three categories is given in Ref. 27,
which also includes 35 other references on these subjects.
All four types of instabilities can occur in both
hinged and hingeless rotors. The hingeless type is much
more difficult to design properly because of essential
nonlinearities; these usually can be neglected in hinged
rotors, where the feathering axes participate in the flapping and edgewise blade motions.
When augmentation systems h-ave time constants of
the same order of magnitude as those for potentially
unstable rotor modes, the augmentation systems influence the rotor mode stability limits and must be included in the dynamic stability analysis. Pitch-flap or
pitch-cone coupling, whether obtained by virtual 8,
hinges or by an augmentation system as assumed in
Fig. 645 for Ko = 3,has an effect upon the blade
flutter limit that can be stabifizing or destabilizing depending upon the shape of the coupled blade flapwise
bending mode. High advance ratio flapping instability,
occurring with frequencies below fl, also is affected
strongly by pitch-flap or pitch-cone coupling. Large

tion of the high advance ratio flapping or flap-bending
modes.
Fig. 6-50 shows the integral feedback gain K,, as
defined in Fig. 6-46, at the stability limit as a function
of blade Lock number y and advance ratio g. The gain
Kt is measured in nondimensional time units for which
11 = I ram per unit time and must be multiplied by
f to obtain degrees per second of cyclic pitch per degree of cyclic flapping. Fig. 6-50 (without numerical
values of K,) is from Ref. 7 and has been recomputed
by a different method here. The final analysis. in contrast to Eqs. 6-157, 6-158, and 6-159, includes reversed
flow effects (Ref. 4), a tip !oss factor of B = G,.97, and
a small stabilizing feedback term not shown in Fig.
6-46. The configuration K, = 0.5, y = 8 used for Fig.
6-47 is marked in Fig. 6-50 and shows a maximum
advance ratio of t
1.1 at the stability limit.
The analysis leading to the stability boundaries of
Fig. 6-50 has a minimum of ingredients, i.e., four rigid
blades flapping about centrnl, elastically restrain,-d
hinges. Incorporation of flapwise and edgewise bending
flexibility, torsional and control flexibility, phch-flap
and pitch-lag couplings, and free-body modes leads to
numerous coupling terms, many of which have detrimental effects upon the stability limits. Among them
are nonlinear terms that are not negligible. In addition
to corrections for the effects of torsional, flapwise bending, edgewise bending, and free-body modes, substantial errors also may be introduced by the quasi-steady
aerodynamics on which the results shown in Fig. 6-50
arc based. A considerable body of analytical, wind tunnel, and flight test work will be required before the
problems of dynamic instabilities are understood suffi2

K, 1

P 1.15
B 0.97

destabilizing effects are produced in a so-called flat-

*

tracking rotor, where tip-path plane tilting is counteracted by a proportional feedback to the cyclic pitch.
The integral feedback input into cyclic pitch with
which the frequency response at low frequency is reduced, as shown in Fig. 6-47, also produces destabiliza-

6

4

8

10

Fig. 6-50. Integral Feedback Gain K, at Stability
Limit
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Sciently

to permit completion of a rational helicopter
design with assurance that specified stability margins
will be provided with respect to the numerous, potential
dynamic instabilities,
6-4.3

STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM
FAILURE ANALYSIS

These high-speed rotating devices are subject to wear
of their rotor bearings, to gimbal 'Nilures,and to signal
pickoff and motor failures. Motor beiring failures account for the majority of rate and attitude gyro malfunctions, with gimbal bearing failures pribablyb'eing
next most common. Neither of these types of failures
produces a hardover output, but both result in loss of
the SAS function in nonredundant systems.

A stability augmentation system normally is a complex
mixtureAll
of electronic, mechanical, and hydraulic
equipment.
of the devices used are subject to failuequipmento.
slloftres, orrndevim%fu ls. Tubjet forai-

For aircraft with inherent stability, a passive failure
of the sensors is not critical. If suffhcient damping and
controllability have been included in the design, the
pilot will notice the degraded handling but can com-

given mission. certain criteria as to probable failure
rates. stability and control characteristcs resulting
from failure. and operational and maintenance
"fi mtics,m~ethods to minimize failures must be considered during the
preliminary system design. This paragraph covers the
consequences of inflight failures. of a stability augmentation system (SAS) and design methods that may increase reliability and safety.
The necessity for augmentation of helicopter stability and contrc.l is discussed in considerable depth in
pars. 6-2.4. 6-2.5, 6-3.1. 6-4.1, and 6-4.2. If the helicopfer design has produced a well-stabilized vehicle withbiut a SAS, the addition of a SAS and, subsequently. of
automatic stabilization equipment (ASE) only further
enhances the handling and control of the aircraft. SAS
failures in Vehicles with inherent stability usually do
not cause divergences that ultimately can destroy the
helicopter.
However, wen
when artif
mhaveare used to
helioptr.
Hwevr.
rtiiciall means
stabilize the motions of a helicopter that definitely are
divergent in certain portions of the flight envelope, SAS
failures may bc catastrophic unless immediate pilot action is taken.
SAS failures
divided into passive failures,
hardover
failures,canandbenull-offset
failures. Redundancy
handor
onitoriang t
niul may
ses irnpes.Redundancy
to
reduce the effects of SAS failures.

plete
his mission
return
to base. in vehicles
with
unstable
sideslip and
and/or
angle-of-attack
characteris-

ures due to age. stress. or random faults. Thu%. for a

All stability augmentation systems have in common
the feedback of helicopter angular rate information,
Inputs proportional to and opposite in direction from
the angular rate's of displacement of the aircraft are
made to the flight control %.stcm.With few exceptions,
electrohtechanical dcvice% with high-speed rotating
parts are the basis for angular rate gyros or attitude
gyros. Attitude gyros frcue'intly arc used in an SAS,
with differentiating networks to provide a rate signal
for feedhack. Alternatively. rate gyros may be used,

loss of sensor function may result in upsets that
can be disastrous (especially under night VFR conditions) because the proper corrective action is not indicated when external upsets occur. Control of the aircroft after such a failure usually requires that the
Mission be aborted, or at least be modified by flying at
low speeds where the divergence rate is slower. If ASE
that relies upon the damping of the SAS is included, the
divergence rate following passive failure of the rate
sensing system may be increased over the rate for the
basic airframe until the ASE is disconnected. With an
inherently unstable airframe, a portion of the rate fe•:dback should be included in the' ASE to preclude this
degradation in perforr..-ice.
Passive failures of SAS electronics and actuators
the same result as passive failure of a sensor. The

electronics can be designed .o that passive failures are

the predominant type. Electromechanical actuators
also fail predominately in the passive mode, but generally have a higher failure rate than do electrohydraulic
actuators.
The actuator includes a feedback that matches the
actual output with the commanded output. Passive failures of these feedback elements result in conversion of
the actuator into an integrating component, and yield
a control input equal to the time integra! of the input
commanded by the SAS. In this case an oscillatory
airframe motion will result as long as the SAS remains
engaged. However, depending upon the SAS compensation selected, the oscillation may diverge at a lower
rate than for passive failures elsewhere in the system.
6-4.32

Hardover Failures

Hard,)ver failures of sensors, electronics, and actuators all result in the same airframe response, i.e., a
control input followed by the response of the vuncn-

with an integrating network to provide an attitude sip-

trolled aircraft. Such failures are always worse than

nal as well.

passive failures. MIL-H-8501 stipulates that hardover
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failures must not cause angular rates about any axis
greater than 10 deg/sec nor result in changes in normal
accelekation greater than ±0.5 g during the first 3 sec
following such a failure in level trimmed flight. This
requirement is appropriate for all aircraft intended for
use on night VFR missions. For helicopters used for
day VFR missions only, the delay time for pilot action
may be reduced if the pilot workload is such that he can
maintain hands-on flight.
6.4.3.3

Null-offset Failures
Various elements of the SAS can fail in such a manner that a fixed offset is superimposed upon the normal
feedback signal. This failure mode results in a transient
input with continued normal operation of the system.
The pilot must decide whether to disengage the SAS or
to retrim the aircraft and continue with degraded performance. An offset actuator may result in nonlinear
damping
the airframe, which may be reinforced by
the pilot of
until
bhe system is disconnected,

6-4.3.4

SAS Monitoring

Nonredundant SAS's have been developed that can
reduce the transients of a hardover failure. These systerns warn the pilot of a passive failure before a large
attitude upset can develop. Offset failures also may be
detected depending upon the magnitude of the offset.
In an internally monitored system, a test signal is
added to the airframe rate signal. The test signal frequency and amplitude are selected so as to be vutside
of the response characteristics of the augmented airframe. To test the entire system, the test signal is
summed with the airframe motion at the rate gyro. The
summation is accomplished by torquing the rate gyro
via a self-test coil. The resulting high-frequency signal
is detected at the output of the electronics as a safe
indication
Hydraulic actuator monitoring can be accomplished
by comparing the actuator output with an electronic
model of the actuator. The model can be designed to
include the velocity and position limits of the actuator,
as well as the dynamic and static characteristics. With
these techniques, many failures of the SAS can be detected; the system may be disengaged and a warning
annunciation may be illuminated in the cockpit. The
less than 0.5 sec,
can be ifreuenly.
and cut-off
time for detection
occrrig
diconect
withnuianc
with nuisance disconnects occurring infrequently,
Redundancy
6-4.3.5
When mission or handling characteristics demand
full-time sugmentation of the airframe dynamics,
redundancy of the SAS is considered necessary. The
6-74

level to which redundancy must be implemented is
based upon the allowable SAS failure rate, along with
the failure rates of the proposed components that will
comprise the system.
The most common form of redundancy is to dualize
the complete system from sensors to actuators. Dual
systems have been implemented in configurations with
both systems cngaged at all times (on-on), and with one
system operating and the other on standby (activestandby).
The on-on configuration has the advantage that, following a failure of one channel, the other channel acts
to attenuate the helicopter response that normally
would result. In addition, with two separate systems,
authority may be increased while still meeting the failure requirements of MIL-H-8501 for a single fault. The
on-on configuration may result in a false sense of
security, however. In helicopters with unstable modes
without augmentation, a hardover of one channel starts
a reaction that is opposed by the remaining system. If
means for automatically detecting and disconnectinv
the failure are not included in the system design, the
active channel may saturate in an opposing direction
with a resultant divergence similar to a passive failure.
This type of passive failure response starts from an
untrimmed condition, and although the time to double
amplitude may be unchanged, the upset develops to
dangerous levels more rapidly.
A monitoring system that compares the outputs of
the two channels may improve the failure characteristics by disconnecting both channels before the transient
is developed fully. The preferred method, however, determines logically which channel has failed and disconnects only the faulty system. The desired monitoring
may be achieved by using two self-monitored channels,
or by adding a third set of components to complete the
necessary logic. Systems of both type%have been developed and tested with excellent results.
Another self-monitoring system that has been
demonstrated successfully is a combination of redundancy and monitoring techniques. Triplexed sensors
and electronics with monitoring to isolate faults are
interfaced to the flight controls via dual actuators, with
a single electronic model for comparison. Comparisons
at intermediate levels in the electronics, not just at the
output, allow all three electronic channels to operate at
an intermediate level following a failure by switching

the average of the active signals to all three channels
downstream of the fault.
All of the self-monitoring systems have the advarntages of failure isolation following the first fault qnd of
failure attentuation if a second fault should occur. Of
course, as the number of redundant SAS channels in-

cemsomust the number of independent aircraft
power sources so that a failure remote to the SAS cannot disable two channels simultaneously.
Thectie-stndb
mehod as o avantges In
the cases where it has been used, it w.s necessary because the existing actuz:tor could accept only a~ single
input. Several disadvantages preclude acceptance of
such a system in future helicopters. First, unless monitoring is included to determine that a fault exists in the
active channel, pilot action is necessary to switch to the
standby channel. Second, there is no assurance that the
standby channel has not failed prior to switching,
which may compound an already deteriorating situation.
6-4.3.6

Other Considerations

In addition to the various single-axis failures, the
design of an SAS must consider the consequences in
one axis of a failure of another axis. For example, if
crossfeed of roll rate into yaw is used to enhance turn
entry characteristics, a roll failure can affect yaw control as well. In monitored systems, switching off of a
channel also should remove the crossfeed associated with that channel. In unmonitored systems, provision should be included in the cockpit for switching off
both a failed axis and its crossfead.
The ability to disconnect a single failed channel in
*flight should be provided in helicopters with critical
missions requiring SAS. The switching off of al! three
SAS axes because of a fault in only one channel should
be avoided. The cockpit switching for channel isolation
does not need to be in the primary control console, but
shoud b redilyaccssile
t th piotfor
In redundant systems that are operating in active
configurations, the system gain is divided equally
among the channels. In the event that one channel is
switched off, the gain in the remaining channels should
be increased as necessary to maintain a suitable level of
stability. Some degradaton in performance may be acceptable in high-gain systems if actuator saturattion
paignracaeuesi ieytoocrwt h
rdurieg nraltaomanuveorsisy likelyto occurawithnthe
. xce uaior satgulr ation
c aue
reducedi actutors mautoiy
highgai
maycaue
sytemecesive nguar cceerations, as the dynamics change from the free airframe
response during saturation to tight response as the actuator becomes unsaturated. The resulting nonlinear
response may be oscillatory and may lead to pilot induced oscillation.

)failed

6-4.4

AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION

EQUIPMENT
As helicopter missions have become more sophisticated, so have the demands upon pilot skills in navigation, tactics, and precision. To enhance the mission
capabilities of the helicopter, several special forms of
automatic flight control are used to provide pilot assistance and automatic guidance. The stability augmenitation system discussed in par. 6-4.2 is intended to improve short-period angular damping; the ASE provides
long-period angular damping and flight path control.
The modes discussed in this paragraph rely primarily
upon a compatible SAS for short-period damping. In
helicopters with mission requirements that demand
full-time, long-period stabilization, the augmented stability is provided with the ASE.
The ASE function is divided into pilot-assist and
arrf udnemdsfrti icsin
6-4.4.1
Pilot-assiat Modes
The pilot-assist modes relieve the flight crew of the
task of stabilizing the long-term dynamics, enhance the
static control characteristics, and improve the flying
qualities by providing responses more suitable to mission accomplishment than are possible with an SAS or
withutheduargent:arrf.Tepltass
oe
dsusdae
1. Attitude hold
2. Heading hold/select
3. Control stick steering
4. Automatic turn coordination
5. Altitude hold/select
6. Velocity vector control.
The pilot-assist modes form the command reference
the guidance modes, which provide the interface
computations between various avionic systems and the
flight controls.
6-.11
AtiueHl
6-.11
AtiueHl
Attitude-hold isthe primary pilot relief mode and is
the basis for many of the guidance and special modes.
In general, the purpose of an attitude-hold mode is to
stabilize the long-term longitudinal and lateral attitude
divergences found in helicopters. The static accuracy of

an attitude-hold mode is dependent in large part upon
the mission requirements, but in no case should exceed
the limits of ± I deg over the flight regime of the aircraft given in MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C-18244 The
requirement of MIL-F-9490 that attitude should be
maintained up to ±60 deg of bank and ± 15 deg of
pitch is valid for many Army helicopters. In some
.
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cases, however, the bank angle limits should be reduced
to less than ±60 deg due to maneuver restrictions.
Upon completion of a pilot-controlled maneuver, the
attitude maintained by the ASE shall be the attitude at
the time the pilot's control forces were removed. In
those systems that do not provide synchronization of
attitude reference with control stick position, the helicopter shall return to the reference attitude cornmanded by the zero-force stick position or to the reference last established with the flight control equipment.
The "wings level" requirements of MIL-F-9490 and
MIL-C-18244 generally are not desirable for helicoptens due to the need to maintain some roll attitude for
unaccelerated flight, especially at hover. If a wings-level
mode is determined to be undesirable, verni -control
of attitude is required via the normal trim controls. A
requirement for vernier control precludes trim systems
in which control forces are trimmed by release of a
spring-centering feel system and re-engagement at a
new trim position.
Dynamic accuracy of the attitude-hold mode has not
been established by any of the applicable Military
Specifications. Until such time as specifications are
available, attitude changes in pitch due to power
changes for climb or autorotation entry should not
exceed ±-5 deg during the first 2 sec. The transient
effects of release of stores, weapon firing, and sudden
CG shifts due to normal operation should be specified,
and will be dependent upon mission requirements. Roll
attitude changes due to sideslip, power changes, and
release of stores should not exceed ±2 deg and should
be specified in accordance with mission requirements
for each vehicle. A smooth return to the reference pitch
and roll attitude after a transient change is mandatory,
and overshoot shall not exceed 20% of the maximum
upset as per MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C-18244.
Design of the attitude-hold mode should consider
the effects of the system upon ground-handling qualities as well ;:h upon flight characteristics. Landing and
takeoff from terrain slopes up to the maximum allowable for the helicopter must not reluire special pilot
techniques when the mode is engaged nor cause motions of the rotor tip path that result in a blade striking
another part of the helicopter. In some cases Army
helicopters may be required to land on riverine or seagoing vessels. The utilization of an attitude-hold system
for the approach reduces the effects of upsetting moments caused by turbulence off the superstructure of
large vessels and thus is a desirable feature during approach. Again, special techniques should not be required to engage or disengage the ASE, and deck motion must not cause movements of the tip-path plane
that are hazardous to deck personnel,
6-76
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6-4.4.1.2

Heodlng-Hold/Select Mode

The heading-hold mode provides pilot assistance
thrcughout the flight regime. In hover, the directional
stability and antitorque requirements of most singlerotor helicopters require constant attention to heading
control by the pilot, especially in gv sty crosswinds. The
tandem and coaxial rotor configurations, as well as
reaction-powered single-rotor configurations with low
directional stability, generally do not place as severe a
requir-ment upon heading control. In cruise flight,
heading-hold reduces the navigation task. The ± I deg
static accuracy requirements of MIL-F-9490 and MILC-18244 are reasonable for most helicopter missions. In
ocases where mission requirements dictate high navigational accuracy, more stringent specifications should be
applied.
The most common method of achieving headinghold in helicopters is via feedback of a synchronizerreferenced heading error to the yaw moment control.
As helicopter speeds increase, designs that implement
heading-hold via roll control become desirable. Justification of control mode changing is predicated upon the
mission requirements, and should be considered carefully.
Dynamic accuracy for the heading-hold mode has
not been established by Military Spccification. However, in no case should transient excursions greater
than ± 10 deg occur during rapid uncommanded decay
of rotor toruqe. At airspeeds above the best climb
speed, the maximum dynamic upset caused by a sudden
uncommanded decrease in rotor torque should not exceed ± 5 deg during the first 2 sec following the power
loss. Variations in heading caused by normal power
changes, except for jump takeoffs and quick starts and
stops, should not exceed ±2 deg. In the excepted maneuvers, uncommanded heading changes should not
exceed ±5 deg.
Heading-select is a special type of heading-hold and
command. In the heading-select mode, the ASE shall
turn the helicopter automatically through the smallest
angle, left or right. to a heading either selected or preselected by the pilot, and shall maintain that heading as
in the heading-hold mode of MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C18244. The static and dynamic requirements for the
heading-hold mode also are applicable. Heading-select
is a desirable mode for many missions, primarily in
cruise flight. However, .incorporation of this mode into
helicopters has not been accepted widely. Because
heading-select is achieved through the roll control system, a roll attitude-hold system also is necessary,
whereas heading-hold through the yaw control system
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may be ineorporated into an aircraft without roll stabilization.
Turn coordination for the heading-select maneuver
is maintained by the ASE turn coordination feature.
The heading selector must have 360-deg control. The
bank angle while turning to the selected heading should
be limited to an amount that provides a satisfactory
turn rate, commensurate with the maneuver limits for
constant altitude turns and for preclusion of blade stall.
This latter requirement may limit the use of this mode
near maximum speed if bank angles greater than 25 deg
are specified, due to the zeduced speed for blade stall
onset with increased load factor. In extreme cases, a
bank angle limit as a function of airspeed may be necessary.
Turn entry, using the heading-select mode, must be
made rapidly with a smooth variation in roll rate, without reversals, up to the bank angle limit. Turn exit
should also be made with a smooth variation in roll
rate, with reversal permitted only after reaching or
overshooting the selected heading. The helicopter shall
not overshoot the selected heading by more than 1.5
deg as per MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C-18244.'
Special procedures for engagement or disengagement
of the heading-select mode during normal aircr-"-ft operations must be avoided. Engage logic should preclude
operation of the heading-hold and heading-select
modes during ground operations.
6-4.4.1.3
Control Stic', Maneuvering
The pilot should be able to perform maneuvers using
the normal helicopter controls while the attitude, altitude, and heading-hold modes are engaged. There is no
specific requirement in the Military Specifications for
the inclusion of proportional maneuvering. The various
forms of control stick maneuvering are:
I. Disconnect or overpower
2. Position proportional
3. Force proportional.

6-4.4.1.3.1

Disconnect Maneuvering

out the maneuver, and the aircraft attitude returns to
the previous reference when the force is removed. In
these designs, a change in reference may be cornmanded linearly via a beeper trim, or by releasing the
force feel system temporarily and thus commanding
resynchronizat;on when the feel system is re-engaged.
In either case, changes in reference require positive
pilot actions. This mode of attitude operation is very
desirable in night VFR missions for the pitch and roll
axes because the pilot may return the aircraft to a
known airspeed and turn rate merely by releasing the
control force. Obviously, this form of maneuvering
generally is undesirable for the heading and collective
axes because returning to the previous heading and/or
altitude seldom is required or desired. An applied lateral or pedal force should result in synchronization of
the heading signal. Likewise, collective force should
synchronize the altitude reference. A heading-select
mode should disengage automatically and the system
should revert to a heading-hold mode upon appfication
of lateral and pedal forces. For many day VFR missions, the synchronization of pitch and roll attitudes
upon application of cyclic control forces may also be
desirable.
Disconnect-type control stick maneuvering systems
require detection of force levels within the mechanical
breakout range of the flight 'control system to avoid
transients upon switching. Even though reference attitude synchronization with maneuvering force is used,
any attitude error at the time of disconnect or reconnection will result in a transient. Transient softening by
fade-in/fade-out of system gain is very desirable in a
disconnect steering system. However, it may be eliminated if system closed-loop gains are low. Another undesirable feature of some disconnect systems is the
change in control system stiffness and, therefore, frequency response, when the error signal is connected. If
the forces are released in a dynamic condition, large
angular accelerations may be commanded unless transient softening is employed.

6-4.4.1.3.2

Disconnect control stick maneuvering provides the
same maneuvering characteristics as the SAS or basic
airframe by disconnecting the ASE error signal from
the appropriate axis actuator. Thus, no change i. maneuvering qualities results from the operation of the
ASE. To maneuver, the pilot applies a force to the
cyclic stick, collective control, or rudder. The force isensed by switches or a force transducer. The ASE
error signal is disconnected while the pilot has control,
as indicated by the control force sensors. In some systems. the attitude reference remains constant through-

PositionProportionalManeuvering

The control position command, or position proportional, system has been used widely in helicopter cyclic
ASE maneuver modes and in a few directional systems.
This system senses pilot-commanded control motions
and forces as a response of the aircraft proportional
either to rate or to attitude. Thus, the force-feel system
may remain engaged to provide a feel and an attitude
or rate reference, or it may be released for reduced pilot
effort during transitions and hovering. Generally, this
form of control stick maneuvering has been used in
aircraft without attitude synchronization and with se6-77
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ries actuator systems because of the inherent instability
of the control-position sensor, parallel-actuator loop. If

6-4.4.1.4

tween the control position commanded by the AS

matic turn coordination throughout the airspeed range
between 30 kt and the maximum airspeed unless the
aircraft mission is such that automatic turn coordination can be deleted. Specifying a single airspeed for all
helicopters above which turn coordination is required
does not seem justified because large sideslips can be
tolerated up t(- the minimum power-required speed
(which may be above 50 kt). Also, sensing a 30-kt speed
for switching in the turn coordination function is difficult in view of the poor accuracy of measurement in
the very low airspeed regime.
The necessity for automatic turn coordination may
come from inherent aircraft characteristics or from the
SAS implementation. The yaw SAS generally detracts
from turn coordination during the turn entry until the
rate signal has washed out. If no washout is employed,
the steady-state coordination also is affected. In some
helicopters the automatic turn coordination system enhances the apparent static directional stability as well
as the maneuvering characteristics; the automatic system is attempting to reduce either lateral acceleration
or sideslip angle to zero in opposition to the pilot's
control input, and the pilot is required to command a
larol
i splacdet per degree o sommand

means are provided for measuring the difference be-

Automatic Turn Coordination

BohMLF90an

IC184reueat-

through a parallel servo actuator and the control position commanded by the pilot, this minor loop can be
stabilized. However, the control differential allows operation only with force feel engaged and is much like
the force command system discussed below. A series
actuator with parallel automatic trim follow-up could
be employed with the differential position sensor.
providing maneuver command with or without the
feel system engaged by disabling the trim system
during maneuvers.
As in the case of disconnect systems, the positionproportional maneuvering system must provide for
beeper control of lateral and Ic jitudinal attitudes.
Beeper control of heading also has been used, but not
widely accepted. In a series actuator-controlled system.
the usual beeper control commands control position
and thus either maneuvering attitude or rate. With a
parallel actuator. or series actuator plus trim follow-up,
3;
pralel
ctuaoror eris acuatr pus rim ollw-'ip,
a reference signal proportional to the time integral of
beeper switch deflection may be summed with the attibeepr sitc delecionmay
e smme wih te atitude error offet.Postio
signalreerecedcomandof
for trim, thus eliminating
actuator
hecollective
offset. Position referenced command of the contive
control has been employed using a reference control
determined by a self-synchronizing sensor. The reference control position is established at the time the systern is engaged and is summed with synchronized attitude information. A similar system could be
implemented by synchronizing the attitude signals in
the other control axes to .educe series actuator offsets
te other eliminaxe to =de ser
transi ets
and
thus
eliminate
the
endency
for
transients
upon
1
engagement or disengagement.

byclater
celration
si dethip se
and
senses the amount of miscoordination by feeling lateral
c ed or dination
signalimethods.the pot
forces or by reading the cockpit sideslip indicator, normally a pendulous accelerometer. In single-rotor helicopters, to nullify these indications, it generally is necessary
to lateral
maintain
an aerodynamic
sideslip
andchoice
bank
angle. A
accelerometer
is the best
sensor

S6-4.4.1.3.3

forTandem-rotor
a turn coordination
systemhave
in this
of vehicle.
helicopters
beentype
instrumented

Force Propor tsoinal Manet vering

larger pedal displacement per degree of sideslip and

thus feels an apparent increase in stability gradient.
Atmtctr
oriainhsbe
mlmne
Automatic turn coordination
has been implemented

Force proportional control maneuvering is the
method specified by MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C-18244.
However, the desirability of maneuvering with no force
gradient during hovering and translational flight indicates that some exceptions should be considered. As the

successfully for turn coordination using either sideslip
sensing or an accelerometer as the signal source. Sideslip sensing has been accomplished successfully in operational helicopters by sensing the differential pressure
on opposite sides of the aircraft structure at the forward

hovering handling qualities of helicopters are improved
through automatic flight control systems, the desirability of maintaining a force feel at all times may make the
force proportional system more acceptable to pilots.

part of the fuselage. In several tandem designs, this
method has been used to improve substantially the directional static stability of an otherwise unstable heiicoptcr. The lateral accelerometer feedback can provide

Force proportional systems may be implemented
with parallel, series, or combination actuation systems.
Either step and hold inputs or release of the controls by
the pilot requires an actuator response that causes
unusual cockpit control motions or forces.

both sideslip stability and turn coordination. Because
of the relative simplicity of the lateral acceleration sensing system, it should be considered in future designs.
The computational technique for turn coordination
uses the relationship between bank angle and forward
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velocity to determine the required turn rate. However,
this method can result in large lateral acceleration er.
rors when airspeed is used in the computation rather
than the velocity of the CG referenced to earth axes. In
high-speed helicopters, where high bank angles are demanded for turns, the error between the computed turn
rate about the vertical axis and the commanded bodyaxis yaw rate can be significant. This method has been
used with moderate success but clearly is not the best
system.
Selection of the accelerometer location for turn coordination has a significant effect upon system performance. Effects of angular accelerations about both roll
and yaw axes must be considered to obtain best performance. Accelerometers must be of the nonpendulous type, especially in helicopters with large allowable
normal load factor ranges. Pendulous accelerometer
gain is affected directly by normal acceleration, with
gain reaching infinity during a zero load factor maneuver.
The requirements of MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C-18244
for static and dynamic accuracy are consistent with the
missions of Army helicopters. To achieve the dynamic
requirement limits, a crossfeed of shaped lateral control
displacement or roll rate generally is necessary. When
the crossfeed is found to be necessary, consideration
should be given to the possible effects of roll system
failures on the yaw axis characteristics.
Turn coordination systems almost always control
the helicopter via series actuation. This technique
avoids feedback of rapid control motions during turn
entry and allows improvement of static directional
stability. A trip follow-up generally is desirable if
large actuator offsets are required for control.
6-4.4.1 .5
Altitude-hold and Altitude-select
Historically, the altitude-hold mode has been designed to control the thrust of the main rotor directly.
In some instances, the penalty in additional fuel consumption has been great enough to preclude operational use of this mode. As helicopter speeds increase,
it becomes necessary to consider indirect control of lift
via changes in angle of attack as the means of controlling the high-frequency portion of the altitude-hold
function. System complexity considerations, of course,
may dictate a single mode of control throughout the
flight envelope,
The barometric altitude-hold accuracy requirements
of MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C-18244 are not stringent
enough for flight safety during maneuvering flight in
that a 90-f: error is permitted for bank angles greater
than 30 deg. For helicopters, altitude errors should not
exceed 50 ft up to the maneuvering limits.

The design of a barometric altitude-hold mode must
consider the means of synchronization, the actuation
system, the mode of commanding changes of reference,
and the flight envelope in which the system must perform. Self-synchronizing barometric pressure sensors
are available as the system reference. These devices
have a bellows arrangement that senses the change in
pressure,d at
means
t of clutching the sensitive element
to the bellows at the time of engagement. The sensitive
element can have a high output gradient because only
a small range of altitude variation must be sensed fol.
lowing system engagement. However, the stick steering
requirements of MIL-F-9490 and MIL-C-18244, which
require an altitude rate proportional to collective force,
cannot be met easily with this system configuration.
Disconnect stick steering in the altitude-hold mode has
been very satisfactory in operational systems and
should be considered as a possible alternative.
Electronic or electromechanical synchronization of
continuous proportional altitude sensors is becoming
more common as a source for barometric altitude input
to ASE. As automatic altitude reporting becomes a
requirement across the continental U.S., most Army
helicopters will be equipped with altimeters that indlude some form of electrical output. If these sensor
signals are encoded externally, the same reference may
be used both for reporting and for the ASE. In this case
the altitude-rate-proportional control maneuvering is
accomplished easily by driving the synchronizer at a
rate proportional to control force.
Whichever control maneuvering system is chosen. a
positive means must be provided by which the pilot can
disengage the vertical mode without removing his
hands from the control. This requirement results from
the necessity for eliminating ASE vertical axis control
during autorotation. In a disconnect control stick maneuvering system, no transient will occur with system
disengagement. In a force or displacement proportional
system, means must be provided to smoothly but rapidly reduce the commands to zero prior to disconnect.
In some helicopters, the stable autorotation rotor speed
is indicated by a force detent that might be used to
disconnect the altitude-hold mode automatically as the
collective is lowered through the detent position.
Barometric altitude-hold via collective control generally may be achieved at low speeds without additional
damping. If an integrating servo is used as the controller at high speeds with only collective control, damping
may need to be augmented. In most cases, the altitude
sensors will provide signals with low enough vibration
content that derived altitude rate is usable for this function.
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Radar altitude-hold in helicopters, especially under
teristics that reduce radar high-frequency performance
night VFR conditions, is becoming a common requireare compensated. However, the gain of the barometric
ment. This mode is useful especially in terminal area
rate damping signal must be low enough to permit
operations, and in low-speed flight (40 kt) where barrapid climbs and descents without causing large altiometric altitude data are subject to large errors. The
tude offsets from the radar altimeter reference.
radar altitude mode may take the form of a hold or a
Control of altitude through the collective axis normission re- re- mally is via a parallel actuator. Limited authority series
select
hold systemdepending
system, depending upon
srelets and
andhold
ue
bometissiona
quirements. If synchronization of the barometric signal
actuation, with trim followup, also has been employed.
is achieved
with
the
ASE,
a
common
synchronizer
may
used for both radar and barometric modes. Thus,
However, rapid control inputs by the ASE that are not
be uodtr
both radar andbaro me
es.eThus,
reflected to the cockpit collective control, but are decoathol maneuvering may have the same effect upon
tected as toique changes, are not readily accepted by
the helicopter regardless of mode.
especially if variations of 5% or more are compilots,
manded.
Radar altitude accuracy requirements of MIL-F9490 ande MIL-C-18244
are given to
as ±7
ft or 10%,
mnd.
94i
is greater.1witharespet
-thealtimeter
a0,
In cruise flight, especiaily in high-speed helicopters,
whicu.ever is greater, with respect to the altimeter acthe short-period control of altitude may be accomcuracy. The Navyls general helicopter specification,
plished by commanding pitch attitude with long-term
SD-24, Volume , allows only a -+-2-ft deviation contrim of thrust. This arrangement is unsatisfactory at
sistent with the accuracy of the radar altimeter. While
hover, and means for programming the method of conthe
the latter requirements seem excessively restrictive,
It may
be provided.
mustswtcin
trol
pointte
foAhbe possible
hne
tomewith airspeed
aeeal
disret
requiemene
generally are not adequate. A
former requirements
variation in total system accuracy (including the altimto provide a discrete switching point for the changeeter) from ± % at an altitude of 20 ft to ±-10% at 300
over, but programming will produce the most desirable
ft and ±30 ft above 300 ft will produce a more satisfacsystem.
A further consideration in all altitude-hold systems
with rpid
tory system from both operational and flight safetyhelicopters
is
dom
engine resoneicarcteisics, a p el
viewpoints. This accuracy should be met in straight
unaccelerated flight. These accuracy limits with respect
encountered. However, in some helicopter systems, the
to the radar altimeter indication should be retained in
encynresponse of the hernor system
the
coordinated,frequency
response of the governor system and alticratesof3dgsc
therdynamieu
rersponse requtireentsn
tude-hold loop may cause sufficient phase shift todevelrequirements
rates
of 3 deg/sec.
The dynamic response
of the Military Specifications are acceptable in all cases.
op instability, especially at hover. In these cases, additional lead to the engine controls via collective position
Altitude-select modes using the radar altimeter as a
feed-forward may stabilize the loop.
reference have been a part of the ASE for a large number of helicopters. This mode provides means for the
pilot to descend or climb to a given altitude while devoting most of his attention to airspeed control and
maneuvering during terminal operations. The system
compensation for radar altitude-hold and select is the
same, but vertical velocity limiting and command
smoothing are necessary to prevent excessive load factors and altitnde rate commands. The radar altitudeselect mode should revert to a radar altitude-hold mode
if control maneuvering is used by the pilot. Thus, a
change in altitude may be commanded by the pilot
without returning to the previously selected reference
when the control forces are released, and a pilot action
is required before the altitude-select mode can regain
control of the helicopter,
Due to the low-pass filter characteristics of radar
altimeters, a combination of radar and barometric altitude signals may be desirable for improved system performance. The barometric signals can provide damping
and short-period control, with long-term reference established by the radar signals. Thus, the filter charac6-80

6-4.4.1.6

Velocity Vector Control

The concept of velocity vector control in the lowspeed flight regime has been used in Navy helicopters
for several years. Velocity information from Doppler
radar systems is summed with pitch and roll attitude to
produce a velocity proportional to control position.
The resulting system does not really fit in the general
category of pilot-assist modes but rather is a navigation
or guidance mode.
More recently, several systems have been developed
that produce pseudo-inertial velocity feedbacks from
autopilot-quality accelerometer and vertical gyroscope
systems. The velocity and acceleration data---either in
a body axis reference system corrected for gravity eft
fects, or in a vertical referenced system-are summed
with attitude and shaped pilot commands to provide
short-term velocity responses. Typically, these systems
wash out with a time constant of something under I
miin so that inaccuracies in the computation are eliminated.
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The advantage of such a system lies in reducing the
effects of external disturbances and the amount of an"ticipation required from the pilot in controlling helicopter velocity. The stability of the airframe with this
type of system allows the pilot or possibly a crew member to control the helicopter without reference to the
horizon. Thus, instead of hovering with a reference
some distance from the aircraft, the pilot can concentrate on a point near the aircraft,
In choosing the best maneuver response for a given
aircraft mission near hover, greatly improved apparent
speed stability can be provided if necessary, or an attitude response may be maintained like that of the attitude-hold system.
The velocity vector control system requires a series
actuator system if apparent speed stability improvement is desirable. The authority requirements of the
system are proportional directly to speed stability and
the range of speeds over which the system is operated.
In most cases, the velocity error signals should be limited to prech'de actuator saturation and loss of the SAS
function of the ASE.
6-4.4.2

Guidance Modes
of guidance modes, the system
addition
the
Upon
becomes a true automatic flight control system. Guidance modes provide complete control of certain parts
of the aircraft mission profile, with the pilot ac :ing as
a monitor on system function. In most cases tlh.: modes
have been developed and demonstrated, but with a few
exceptions they have not been included in operational
helicopter automatic flight control. In all of the modes
---except some of the navigational functions-sophisticated sensing and computational requirements will
restrict the use of these modes to medium and heavy
attack/assault helicopters. The guidance modes are:
1. Automatic navigation
2. Automatic transition
3. Automatic hover
4. Automatic stationkeeping
5. Automatic terrain-following.
i6-4.4.2.1
Automatic Navigation
modesfogained
6-4.4.2.1
Auoniavigation
Automatic navigation modes for helicopters have
been demonstrated successfully in a wide variety of
vehicles. However, the operational necessity for such
systems has been established only recently. All of the
modes have in common the requirement to maintain a
flight path to achieve a given destination, and all require a suitably stabilized lateral-directional inner loop
(par. 6-4.4.1.1). The navigational modes discussed are:
1. VOR/TACAN

2. Localizer
3. Ground speed.
The VOR and TACAN navigation modes are similar
functionally. The desired course to the station is selected in the cockpit, using the normal procedures for
flying either mode manually. Upon engagement of the
VOR/TACAN guidance mode, if a valid signal is being
received, -. ;e helicopter commences a tuta to the selected magnetic bearing. As in the heading-seiect mode,
the bearing error commands a bank angle proportional
to the bearing angle up to some preset limit. As the
error is reduced to zero, the aircraft rolls out to the
attitude required for straight flight and flies to or from
the beacon as necessary to null the bearing error. Cornpensation of the beam error signal by adding beam
error generally is necessary for suitable system stability.
Because the VOR/TACAN bearing error is an angular measure, the lateral position variation with respect
to the beam for a given terror is proportional to the
distance to or from the transmitting station. Thus, the
closed loop response of the helicopter to lateral position
changes also is a function of range. When the TACAN
receiver is operated in the receive mode, or in conjunction with an omnidirectional beacon without range ca..
pability, a compromise loop gain must be selected to
provide suitable accuracy at long ranges without lightly
damped hunting at short range. If the TACAN receiver
is operated in the transmit/receive mode, provision for
navigational mode gain changing as a function of distance will provide excellent performance regardless of
range. A means should be provided for holding gain at
some preselected value as signal strength weakens and
the range data consequently become invalid, even
though a valid bearing signal may still exist. Also,
means should be provided to inhibit commands during
the TO-FROM switchover period as the helicopter flies
over the ground station. Reversion to heading hold for
a set period of time-approximately 10 sec after loss of
signal-will allow the aircraft to overfly the station
without developing significant errors. This same function will hold the helicopter on heading as loss ofQf-'•
occurs at the range extremes. If the signal is ito. -,.during the delay time, the VOR/TACAN mode
should disengage, with proper annunciation on the
cockpit control panel, and the system should revert to
a heading-hold mode.
Control stick steering during any navigational mode
should cause the system to revert to the basic ASE
modes.
The localizer mode is a special radio-beam coupler
mode. In this mode, only one tours&, can be flown. A
polarized signal proportional to the helicopter position
6-81
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with respect to the beam centerline is detected and
processed in the receiver. The processed signal indicates the angular relationship to the beam. As in the
VOR/TACAN mode, a turn to the beam is cornmanded. The initial capture of the beam should be
possible from ranges of 4-8 mi and intercept angles of
45 deg. For conventional approaches, i.e., glide slope
angleý. of approximately 3 deg, the intercept should be
complked 5-6 mi from the touchdown point. For helicopters. the trend is toward steeper approaches of 6-9
deg with the 4-mi intercept being a maximum requirement under night VFR conditions using a conventional
coupler mode. The intercept angle requirement may be
increased to suit certain missions. Following the localizer intercept, the coupler gain and compensation
should change to assure minimum error as the approach terminates.
MIL-F-9490 requires that the beam intercept overshoot not exceed 50% of full-scale deflection of the
localizer indication. The second overshoot and steadystate error must not exceed 10% of full scale.
The velocity vector control method (par. 6-4.4.1.6)
has been used successfully during manual approaches
at glide path angles of up to 9 deg with good success.
Analysis has shown that self-contained inertial damping can enhance the coupled approach mode greatly.
Additional system gain modification as a function of
radar altitude also may be beneficial during the terminal phase of the approach.
Automatic coupling of the vertical mode through a
glide path coupler has not been required in past Army
helicopter ASE. The advent of tactical landing beacons
with accurate localizer and glide path capabilities may
bring forth such requirements in the future. The altitude-hold modi.s of par. 6-4.4.1.5 can be modified to be
compatible with fully automatic approach couplers.
Such a system would maintain altitude, either baromettic or radar, until the glide path is intercepted. The
beam error then would control the aircraft, commanding altitude-rate variations through the same controls
as the altitude-hold mode. Some of the beacons also
provide range information that can be used to control
a programmed deceleration as a function of distance to
destination. The basic requirements for the control of
speed are covered in par. 6-4.4.2.2.
Automatic control of helicopter drift and heading
velocity has been used for a number of years in the
Navy antisubmarine warfare (ASW) mission. As Doppier and inertial navigation systems are added to the
Army avionic complement, this type of automatic navigation may become a mission requirement.
Thn Doppler-based systems have been implemented
in both speed-hold and speed-select configurations. A
6-82

ground-speed-select system uses a reference from a
cockpit controller to command ground speed and drift
angle, or heading and cross-track velocity. The error
between the reference and the ground speed commands
appropriate pitch or roll attitude changes. Limits upon
pitch and roll attitudes that may be commanded during
accelerations should be set at not more than ± 10 deg.
Control maneuvering by the pilot should disconnect
the ground-speed-select mode.
A synchronized ground-speed mode has several advantages over a select type of system. For example,
variations in reference speed can be achieved by a
velocity-proportional control force, by a displacementmaneuvering system, or by beeper trim. With a synchronized ground-speed system, the automatic transition system (par. 6-4.4.2.2) is a natural outgrowth.
Ground speed control of compound helicopters will be
achieved by modulation of the horizontal thrust systern. Control maneuvering for this type of system is
undefined as yet, but a disconnect and resynchronization approach seems logical because speed variations
should be controllable easily by thrust variation if altitude-hold is controlling pitch attitude and rotor thrust.
Because of the noise characteristics of Doppler systems, inertial augmentation is a desirable part of the
system. The feedback portion of the velocity vector
system (par. 6-4.4.1.6) could be used to provide the
damping necessary to stabilize the flight path during
periods when the Doppler data are noisey or unreliable.
Because long-term velocity information is provided by
the Doppler system, the pseudo-inertial velocity information may be washed out for a period of 10-20 sec to
avoid null and subsequent drift problems. Velocity data
from an inertial navigation system may be used as a
direct replacement for Doppler information, with a
probable improvement in performance of the shortperiod character'stics.
The ground-speed-hold system requirements of
MIL.C-18244 are ± 1 kt or ±2%, whichever is
greaer; those of MIL-F-9490 are ±5 kt or ±_10%,
whichever is greater. Both specifications are for flight
in calm air. The latter specification may suffice for
some missions, but performance somewhere between
the two levels should be sought. The ± l-kt requirement indicates a relatively high gain between ground
speed and pitch attitude that could produce undesirable
angular accelerations in a helicopter in gusty weather
and high-speed flight. MIL-C-18244 also specifies that
in a ground-speed-select system, the transition from the
speed at the time of engagement to the selected speed
shall be smooth and shall not overshoot more than
20% of the incremented change in ground speed. A
more reali.tic requirement might be for an overshoot
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limit of 20% or 10 kt, whichever is smaller, to preclude
the possibility of exceeding helicopter limitations. Because the variation in helicopter velocity is usually a
low-frequency function, a parallel actuation system
may be used to give the pilot an indication of the trim
condition of the aircraft without compromising system
performance.

The digital computer generates speed, roll, and verti.
cal commands that are referenced to the ASE sensors.
The commands are constrained by the maneuvering
limits plaled upon the system by requirements of flight
safety and crew acceptability. These constraints inelude, but are not limited toI. Maximum attitude upsets

Automatic Transition
6-4.4.2.2
Automatic transitions have been a basic part of the
mission requirements of Navy ASW helicopters. The
automatic systems, as configured presently, use Doppler velocity and radar altitude select systems. The
ASE coupler controls the rate of change of altitude and
ground speed to produce a transition to hover once the
pilot has established a given set of iciitial conditions.
The resulting response is open loop in that a specific
hover position is not obtained automatically; however,
an experiencea pilot can achieve desired hover position
by estimating the distance necessary for the transition
and engaging at the proper time.
The Army helicopter mission cannot tolerate the
open loop nature of the described type of transition due
to the limited area in which the final hover usually
must be achieved. The additional requirement for an
accurate position following the inbound transition demands that the automatic transition mode rely upon
command signals generated in a coupler based upon the
navigation system, the obstacle avoidance radar, the
ASE, and perhaps an external beacon system, as well

2. Minimum and maximum glide path angles
3. Power requirements

4. Power available
5. Limits following engine loss
6. Obstacle avoidance radar limitations.
Acceptable performance of a transition coupler is
not covered by a geneal specification and hence must
be developed for each helicopter. As a guideline, the
following criteria probably can be met with available
technology:
I. Hover position. Horizontal within two rotor
diameters of the reference.
2. Vertical position. ±2 ft witli overshoot not
more than 20%.
3. Final velocity. Less than ±2 kt.
4. Attitude excursions. Not greater than ± 10 deg.
5. Power variations. Less than ±50% of the
power required for level flight at all speeds.
The outbound transition also can be controlled automatically if desired. Because the end point is not as

as upon air data and power management information,
The complexity of the calculations necessary to gcncrate attitude and altitude commands vinually requires
inclusion of a digital computer in the aircraft avionic
complement.

critical as for the inbound transition, the constraints
upon position and final attitude are not as important.
However, the power available and power required constraints become critical in achieving a successful outbound transition. Determining these parameters is dif-

The navigation system infbrmation is the basis for
the automatic transition position information. Depending upon the accuracy of the navigation system, and the
accuracy to which the final hover poiat is known, an
external reference such as a radio beacon may be required as the absolute reference. The beacon may update the navigation system reference prior to initiation

ficult without flight testing. A power topping check can
give an accurate estimate of power available, and power
required can be extrapolated from the topping power
required. However, the pilot probably would prefer to
use handbook data and to apply manual control
through the automatic coupler for an initial transition,
and to let the computer store the necessary data for

of the approach by being overflown by the helicopter

subsequent inbound and outbound approaches, on a

(a technique that is undesirable tactically) or during the

given mission.

inbound approach prior to engagement of the coupler.
The engage gate thus becomes a volume in space with
vertical and horizontal limits dependent upon the maximum permissible and the desirable maneuver limits for
the transition. The length of the cngage gate is a function of range and existing airspeed. The pilot must
establish a set of initial conditions-altitude rate,
ground speed, and heading-within the limits of the
engage gate.

6-4.4.2.3
Automatic Hover
The automatic hover mode may be a requirement for
future Army helicopters, especially heavy-lift vehicles.
As the helicopter reaches the hover position, downwash and recirculation of dust can obscure the horizon
and the area adjacent to the helicopter completely; an
automatic hover control system thus would be a desirable feature. Several successful systems based upon cable
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references have been developed and flown operationally, but the desirability of not having to deploy and
retrieve any external device is apparent. However, few
noncooperative sensors can produce position accuracies of even ± 0 ft for periods of up to 10 min over all
types of terrain and with the nearest targets varying
from perhaps 100 to 1000 ft; and for a hover hold
system, the sensor accuracy requirement is in the order
of ±2 ft, with drift of 2 fpm or less.
With a suitable reference, the accurate positioning of
the aircraft in a closed loop fashion is fairly straightforward. Displacement information from the sensor systern and velocity data from either the navigation system
or the pseudoinertial system (par. 64.4.1.6) are
summed to form a coupler error signal. The coupler
then commands longitudinal velocity via thrust variation or pitch attitude, and roll attitude and altitude via
the ASE.
Pilot control of position must be provided in this
mode for maneuvering. Due to the large variation of
position maneuvering that might be required, a velocity
command system similar to the velocity vector control,
of par. 6-4.4.1.6 or ground speed control of par. 64.4.2.2.1 probably is desirable. The position reference
would be synchronized during the pilot overpower of
the hover mode. Upon release of the control force, a
new position reference would be established. During
maneuvers, acceleration greater than 0.2 g seldom will
be required in the automatic hover mode. Velocities of
up to 30 kt might be demanded occasionally, but most
of the maneuvers would be at 10 kt or less. The position
overshoot from pilot release of a 30-kt command would
be approximately 100 ft for a 0.2 g deceleration. Normal piloting techniques will reduce this magnitude considerably.
6-4.4.2.4
Automatic Stationkeeping
The developmen. of automatic stationkeeping
(ASK) has been an area of considerable interest with
various Army aviation agencies for several years. Basically, the problem is similar to the automatic hover
position problem (par. 6-4.4.2.3) but is compounded by
a reference (the leader aircraft) that is moving in space.
Sensing the relative motion between the leader of a
group of helicopters and all of the followers is quite
complex.
Several systems have been proposed for controlling
the formation flight of the followers, and limited flight
evaluations of equipment have been conducted. All of
the systems to date have generated command positions
for the follower aircraft based upon the range and angular relationships between follower and leader. Depending upon how the lead aircraft maneuvers, and
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how the formation is to follow the leader through the
maneuvers, a numberof system models have been developed. Continuing studies in these areas must be reviewed for each new helicopter mission to determine
their applicability.
The mode of control within a follower aircraft probably will be by attitude- and altitude-rate commands.
Damping of follower aircraft position will require
three-axis velocity information from an onboard navigation system or some other source of inertial velocity
information, as in the hover case. Command limits
necessarily will be larger for this mode than for other
coupler modes if the capabilities of the helicopter are
to be realized fully. Bank attitudes of up to ±30 deg
and pitch attitudes of ± 10 deg are necesssary once the
formation has been established. Thrust variations will
be required in compound helicopters to allow accelerated changes of up to ±0.3 g along the longitudinal axis.
The rendezvous phase of the mission also may be
achieved automatically, using the same limits at lower
speeds to perform turning maneuvers in less time and
distance. During rendezvous, each aircraft will be directed by the ASK system to a preassigned position
placed into the computer by the pilot. Any change in
command position following rendezvous will require
the pilot to change his position input. The capability for
position changes during flight will require a data exchange among all formation elements in the event the
desired change interferes with the airspace allotted to
another aircraft.
Automatic Terrain-following
6-4.4.2.5
Automatic terrain-following (ATF) for helicopters is
another coupler mode !hat has been developed by the
Army in its program of avionic research and development. The function also may be categorized as terrain
avoidance. These systems presently are based upon
range and angle inputs from forward-looking 21dar,
radar altimeter, Doppler velocity, airspeed, or other
inputs unique to the vehicle in which they are installed.
Ranging techniques based upon laser technology may
interface with the ASE in future designs.
Terrain-following can be accomplished at a varyin.
speed and a fixed altitude with respect to the terrain
or at varyiig altitudes and a fixed speed. The latter
method maintains a constant clearance for peaks, but
smooths the flight path to avoid the major terrain features.
The bases for terrain-avoidance or terrain-following
are the ASE attitude and the radar altitude holds. Forward-looking radar data are processed by various
means, and longitudinal maneuvers and/or power vari-
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ations are commanded. If speed is allowed to vary,
many of the required maneuvers can be accomplished
by trading speed for climb angle. Thus, a combination
of pitch attitude and normal acceleration is commanded by the ATF coupler: as speed is reduced,
power may be added via collective or thrust commands
to maintain a preselected minimum speed. In some
power-limited helicopters, rotor speed sensing may- be
required to override the ATF system and prevent unsafe conditions during steep climbs.
As the aircraft reaches the top of a hill, the forwardlooking radar no longer sees a close-range terrain feature and commands a decrease in climb angle. The
rdar altimeter prevents a pushover until the hill has
been cleared,
The processing of the radar data is the most important aspect of the ATF system. The range-to-terrain
features that will cause a climb must change as a function of ground speed and climb or descent angle. The
angle from the aircraft to a feature that effects a command also is variable,
The ATF system probably places more demands
upon ASE actuators than any other mode of flight.
Large pitch changes in the short-period frequency
range of the helicopter are necessary to control the
flight path, as are power variations from flight idle to
modes, beother guidance
The
intermediate power.
reqireents geerhe lmitd
caumofmaeuvrin
caue of the limited maneuvering requirements, generactulimited-authority
ally can be achieved
Atomtic
ator with
an auomaic
rim
ollw-u. series
ators and automatic trim follow-up. Automatic
stationkeeping requires full-authority actuation for
pitch and thrust control; this actuation has both higher
rates and better frequency response characteristics than
an automatic trim system requires. The safety requirements for such systems are discussed in par. 6-4.4.3.
Automatic Stabilization Equipment
Failures
Failures of the ASE have the same requirements for
allowable transients as SAS failure (par. 6-4.3.2).
6-4.4.3

detail configuration of the ASE actuators has a sificant effct upon the magnitude of the transients.
Passive Failures
6-4.4.3.1
Passive failures of the ASE degrade the mission
capabilities of the helicopter, but generally result in
nothing worse than a slow divergence from the controlled attitude. The exceptions are failures in the basic
pilot-assist modes when a guidance mode is engaged
that is dependent upon the attitude or altitude reference
of the ASE. In systems where the ASE is controlling
the aircraft along a path, especially during approaches

or in terrain-following or stationkeeping, redundancy
of the critical portions of the ASE is required.
6-4.4.3.2

Hardover Failures

The effect of hardover failures of the electronics of
the ASE is largely dependent upon the actuator configuration. Systems that use the SAS series actuators for
ASE control should be limited electronically to predude saturation of the actuators. The limits are a fNnction of maneuvering requirements and SAS authority
requirements to control the aircraft following the failure. If automatic trim followup of the series actuator
position is used, the trim rate during ASE operation
must be a compromise between system operation and
failure characteristics.
Parallel position servo actuators are employed in
ASE systems used in maneuvering modes requiring
large authority. The disadvantage of this actuator
method is that it usually is opposed by the SAS series
actuator and thus must move through greater amplitudes. The advantage comes in pilot aeeptance of the
ASE system. Commanded control inputs are reflected
the pilot
can monitor
to the cockpit controls so that the
may
and the
man
performac durtha
syste
mpo
is
heloer
the
of
afe
rea before
react before the safety of the helicopter is compro-

ised. Because of the large authority (usually greater

than 50% of full travel), the rate limits on these actua-

tors must be selected to meet the failure criteria. In
modes such as ATF and stationkeeping, the maneuvers
quite frequently will exceed the failure limits in less
than 3 sec. These modes and the pilot-assist modes
must be provided in a redundant or monitored configuration, or deviations from the failure specifications
must be allowed.
Overpowering of failed parallel actuator systems
must be possible within the limits of the allowable control forces of MIL-H-8501 for hover and low-speed
flight. The llowable overpower forces must not exceed
the limits of MIL-F-8785 for helicopters at speeds
above 150 kt or speeds at which control of the helicopter is achieved through aerodynamic surfaces other
than the rotor. Further guidance in this area is included
in MIL-F-83300.
A positive means for disconnecting a fmiled parallel
actuator must be included in the system design. If possible, no controls other than the normal ASE controls
should be necessary for actuator release following a
failure; accordingly, the device must be readily accessible to the flight crew.
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6-5

LIST OF SYMBOLS

section, dimensionless

A = feedback parameter, sec'
SAb= total blade area, ft'
A, = cosine component of blade
feathering with respect to the
shaft, positive for down
feathering at *' = 0 deg, rad
= sine component of swashplate
tilt with respect to a plane
normal to the shaft. rad
A 1 ,A 2 = generalized coefficients of third
order frequency equation
a = blade section lift curve slope,
rad-'
o,) = coning angle, rad
a. = vertical acceleration, positive
down, ft/sec1
= response a. to unit control step
input, ft/sec`
a[ = cosine component of blade
flapping with respect to a plane
normal to the shaft, positive for
down displacement at 4 = 0
deg. rad
at, = pitch-roll coupling derivative,
a al! aP, sec
a,, = damping in pitch, 0aa/ aq, see

Sa,,,

= speed stability derivative,

•aa.u, rad/fps
a,. = static stability derivative,
aa/acx, dimensionh.ss
a,, = speed stability derivative,
a a,/ 8)z, dimensionless
B = tip loss factor, dimensionless
B, = sine component of blade
feathering with respect to the
shaft, positive for down
feathering at * = 90 deg, rad
= cosine component of swashplate
tilt with respect to a plane
normal to the shaft. rad
b, = sine component of blade
flapping with respect to a plane
normal to the shaft, positive for
90
down displacement at 4
deg, rad
b, = damping in roll, 3b,/ 8p. sec
roll-pitch coupling derivative,
ah,
l /a q, sec
= drag coefficient of fuselage
-b,-
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c, = damping in pitch,

lb-ft /(rad/sec)
c, = damping in yaw, lb-ft/(rad/sec)
cc 2 = coefficients in equation for
change of flapping with respect
to speed. dimensionless
d = fuselage depth, ft
E1 ... E,. = coefficients in equation for
change of trim angle of attack
with respect to speed
e = flapping hinge offset, ft
F, = inertial force due to flapping
acceleration, lb
f = speed ratio, dimensionless
G s) = system transfer function

• = gyro specific damping,
damping/critical damping,
dimensionless
g = acceleration due to gravity,
ft/sec?
h(s) = feedback transfer function
h = height of rotor hub above CG,
ft
hrR = height of tail rotor above CG,
ft
, = blade flapwise mass moment of
inertia, slug-ft2
I, = moment of inertia in roll,
slug-ft'

b = number of blades

SCo

CF = centrifugal force at blade
flapping hinge, lb
coefficient,
aC = rotor thrust
T/[irR2p(f1R)9, dimensionless
Cr/o" = rotor thrust-coefficient/
solidity ratio, T/(pbcR(11R)Y],
dimensionless
Ct = pltch-fidp coupling parameter,
-tan 8, dimensionless
C2 = linkage ratio, dimensionless
C(4) = aerodynamic damping
coefficient, dimensionless
c = blade chord, ft
c, = damping in roll, lb-ft/(rad/sec)

I, = moment of inertia in pitch,
slug-ft2
.= moment of inertia in yaw,
slug-ft2
K = feedback gain, in.-sec

= specific damping of blade
flapping motion,
damping/critical damping
= proportional feedback gain
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integral feedback gain, in.
aerodynamic spring coefficient,
dimensionless
aattitude gain of stabilization
k
system, dimensionless
rate gain of stabilization
k=
system, dimensionless
flapping stiffness of rote blade,
k=
lb-ft/rad
L = rolling moment about CG,
positive down to right, lb-ft
Lm = rolling moment at hub
produced by blade flapping,
positive down to right, lb-ft
M
pitching moment about CG,
positive nose-up, lb-ft
M = pitching moment of rotor on
hub, positive nose-up, lb-ft
M, = pitching moment produced by
aerodynamic forces on fuselage,
wing and empennage, lb-ft
M, = gyro moment, lb-ft
M. = speed stability((sc-f)derivative,
a/au/ly

K,
K(

=

=)

T=
T =
To t =
U =
u

=

V =
V =
VrR =
V, =
Y=
I =
w =
x

=

x=

amplitude, sec
time required to half
amplitude, see
tail rotor thrust, lb
period of osc•llation, sec
time, sec
velocity along helicopter
longitudinal body axis, foe
horizontal velocity of CG of
aircraft, positive forward, fps
speed, fps
lateral velocity at main rotor,
fps
lateral velocity at tail rotor,
fps
vertical velocity at rotor, fps
lateral velocity of CG of the
aircraft, positive to right, fps
helicopter weight, lb
vertical velocity of CO of the
aircraft, positive down, fps
horizontal distance from CG, ft
horizontal location of CG

(13M/ o U)/ 1" (sec-f11Y
MAl

)

"=
Ms. =
m =
N =
P =

P =
p =
q =

R
RF
r
r,

=
=
=
=
=

"s =
T =
T, =

static stability derivative,
negative for stable behavior,
( M/aa)/Il, sec 2
pitch damping derivative,
negative.for damped motion,
(8M/BO )'•. sece
control power, (aMlaa8/I,,
sec-'/in.
blade mass distribution, slug/ft
yawing moment, positive
clockwise from top, lb-ft
flapping frequency parameter,
,
flapping frequency/
dimensionless
nominal flapping frequency
parameter. dimensionless
rolling velocity about rotor
center, rad/sec
pitching velocity about rotor
center, rad/sec
dynamic pressure, p V/2, lb/ft2
rotor radius, ft
response factor, dimensionless
incremental radius, ft
aircraft pitching radius of
gyration, ft
Laplace operator, sec'rotor thrust, lb
time required to double

x=

xR =
Z =
Z. =

Z6 =
a =
ao =
0 =
030 =
/3, =
10,=
02 =

v

=
=

A =
=
8 =

ahead of shaft, ft
horizontal distance between
rotors of a tandem-rotor
helicopter, ft
horizontal distance between tail
rotor and CO, ft
vertical force on aircraft,
positive down, lb
vertical damping derivative,
nk-gative for damped motion,
sec-I
vertical control sensitivity,
(ft/seca )/in.
angle of attack, rad or deg
amplitude of pitching
oscillation, rad
flapping angle, rad
rotor coning angle,. rad or deg
angle of sideslip, rad
forward tilt angle of rotor tip
path plane, rad or deg
left tilt angle of rotor tip path
plane, rad or deg
Lock number, R'cap/l 8 .
dimensionless
climb angle, rad
phase angle, rad
incremental
angular displacement of gyro. rad
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6, - amplitude of cos 0 component
80. =
8, =
8, =
8,, =

,,

--

of gyro displacement, rad
feedback input subtracting from
control input, in.
pedal displacement, in.
amplitude of sin ý component
of gyro displacement, tad
longitudinal displacement of

control stick, positive af, in.
8••. = lateral displacement of control
stick, positive to right, in.
8, = power control setting, rad
81•= angle of inclination of flapping
h ing e . ra d o r deg
e = a constant in generalized
coefficients A, A2. and A3,
secf
= damping ratio, dimensionless
0 = pitch attitude, positive nose-up,
rad
0 = response 0 to unit control step
input, rad
0, = cyclic pitch input of stabilization
system, tad
0
rR = tail rotor pitch, rad
0, = main rotor collective pitch, rad
0,• = forward cyclic pitch angle, rad
02 = left cyclic pitch angle, rad
061 = displacement in pitch 1.Osec
following control displacement
A = inflow ratio, positive for upflow
through rotr, dimensionless
oc = free body gust alleviation
factor, dimensionless
kk = advance ratio, U/(flR),
dimensionless
v = frequency of pitching
oscillation, tad/sec
V = reduced frequency of pitching
oscillation, v/fl, dimensionless
p = density of air, slug/ft1
a, = rotor solidity, b./(vrR),
dimensionless
7F = feedback time constant, sec
7,
pitch time constant with
feedback, sec
7.
vertical time constant without
augmentation, sec
7 = reduced time, fi(,
dimensionless
0=
pitch time constant, sec
*
roll attitude, positive down to
right, rad
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t

displacement in roll 0,5 see
following control displacement
yaw attitude, positive clockwise
from top, rad
azimuth position of blade, rad
or deg
displacement in yaw I sec
following control displacement
rotor angular velocity, rad/sec
angular velocity of gyro.
rad/sec
frequency rad/sec
reduced
w/5',
ess
e nsyonl
di
m frequency,

lpsi natural
-den
= eluency. radsec
c
Subsc-ipts
.4

eff,
i
0

airframe
effective
ith blade
n.nitial condition
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CHAPTER 7

DRIVE SYSTEM DESIGN
7-1

.

Multirotor transmission configurations are more
varied. The rotors can be placed in tandem or side by

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of a helicopter drive system is

side, having a separate engine for each rotor and incor-

to transmit power from the engine(s) to the lifting ro-

porating interconnecting shafting to synchronize rotor

tor(s) and to the antitorque rotor, if one is provided,
Power takeoff from the main drive is used to power the
accessories. The basic transmission elements required
to accomplish these tasks depend upon the aircraft rotor configuration (single rotor, tandem rotors, coaxial
rotors, etc.) and also upon the location and orientation
of the engine(s) with respect to the rotor. In general, the
largest reduction is taken in a main gearbox, whose
output drives the main rotor. Supplementary gearboxes
may be used where necessary to change the direction of
the drive and speed. Reductions can be accomplished
in these as well. Special-purpose gearboxes may be included in the drive system; e.g., the tail gearbox that
drives the antitorque rotor in a single-rotor machine,

speeds and provide power to both rotors in case of an
engine malfunction. The two rotors also can be arranged coaxially and made counterrotating to balance
rotor torques.
The loads that the transmission system components
must withstand are a function of power and speed
(T-hp/rpm). Required engine power can be calculated based upon the maximum performance requirements of the mission, e.g., in hover at 4000 ft (out-ofground-effect) at 95"F (hot-day performance). The
ihiput rpm is fixed by the output speed of the engine
while the rotor speed usually is determined by the tip
speed of the rotor blades. Thus, the overall transmission ratio can be obtained readily if rotor diameters are

and the intermediate and combining gearboxes neces-

known. Splitting this ratio among the various transmis-

sary to provide a synchronizing link between the main
rotors of a multirotor machine.

Initial considerations that influence the design of a
transmission drive system include the missions for
which the helicopter is to be used. Such missions might
include search and rescue, heavy lift, attack, transport,
observation, or any combination of these. Helicopter
performance requirements that affect the design of the
power train include payload, power requirements of
various mission segments, hovering capability, noise
level, operational environment, system reliability, and
mission altitude. These mission requirements would be
converted into specific design requirements such as engine power and speed versus rotor rpm, design life of
transmission components, and individual component
reliability.

sion elements (bevel gear set, epicyclic, offset spur set.
etc.) to obtain the minimum-weight design can be accomplished by preliminary design layout iterations. In
general, however, it is better to take the largest reduction in the final stage. Trade-off studies should be made
to evaluate different arrangements to determine minimum weight design. These studies should include housing design and should be sufficiently extensive to provide data for plotting a graph of weight versus gear
ratio distribution.
The design loads for the drive system components
are derived from a load-time spectrum that represents
the helicopter mission. This spectrum of operation is
similar to, but not necessarily the same as, that used for
the structural reliability'and fatigue analysis. It has
become evident that the simple design informatioai of
takeoff, hover, and cruise power and speed requirements no longer c.-n be considered as sufficient description of the design parameters for the drive system. To

7-1.1

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

The design of the transmission system similarly is

achieve maximum reliability at minimum weight. the

governed by the configuration of the helicopter itself.
In the single-rotor machine it is possible to refer to a

design must be based upon complete aerodynamic analysis of the helicopter mission including complete spec-

typical configuration (Fig. 7-I), as the main variation

tra of maneuver and transient loads and rotor moments

is in the location and orientation of the engine(s),

and loads as well as the normal power conditions. In

.
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addition, the increasing requirements of accessory
drives must be considered. These accessories in some
helicopter systems must be operated on the ground
with the rotors stationary, requiring rotor braking systems and accessory clutching systems.
To judge the reliability of a transmission design, the
loads and resulting stresses ultimately must be cornpared with historical data for similar components.
Basic mean load-life relationships are available for
most transmission elements. Many of these have
become standardized throughout the industry and can
be used with copnfd
heme estandard through
paertuar c pan, alow-speed/high-torque
generalosaghe. tsarily
Most of the transmission elements can be broken
down into the following main categories. gears, freewheel units (clutches), shafting, beatings, housing, and
lubrication systems.
7-1.1.1

Gears

High-performance gears are case hardened and
ground with a surface finish of 20 rms or better. Gearing usually is designed for unlimited life with 0.999
reliability or better at the maximum power (other than
instantaneous transients) transmitted by that mesh.
Primary drive gears should be made from consumable
electrode vacuum melt (CEVM) processed steel, which
is less susceptible to fatigue failure than is air-processed
steel.
One of the primary causes of premature gear failures
can be traced to high load concentrations induced by
flexible mounting, especially when the housings are
made of lightweight, low-modulus materials such as
magnesium or aluminum. Experience indicates that,
wherever possible, all heavily loaded gears should, be

straddle-mounted to minimize deflections and prevent
end loading.
Clutches
7-1.1.2
Clutches must be provided between engine(s) and
rotor system. To meet this requirement, a freewheel

unit is located in the drive train between the main rotor
and engine so that, if an engine malfunctions, the unit
will ,verrun and allow autorotation or, for multiengine
helicopters, will allow operation on the remaining engine(s). Generally the freewheel unit is located at the
high speed side of the gearbox because location at the
end would result in an unnecesheavy design. Several basic types of designs are
available and the various types must be compared to
determine the best type to use for reliability, wear,
weight, overrunning capability, and cost. For high
horsepower applications the sprag and the cam-roller
types of freewheel units have been used successfully
with high reliability. If the freewheel unit is expected
to overrun for long periods of time (as would be the
case if the accessories were driven by an auxiliary device), the most important design consideration would
be wear. To solve wear problems, freewheel unit members have been flameplated with tungsten carbide on
the housing bore, and have utilized pressurized lubrication to insure a high oil flow rate during overrunning.
7-1.1.3
Transmission Shafting
Transmission shafting usually is hollow with as high
a diameter-to-thickness ratio as is practicable for minimum weight. These shafts are subjected to torsional
loads, bending loads, axial tension or compression, or
to a combination of all of these. Because the shaft is
rotating with respect to the bending loads, this loading
TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX•

MAIN GEARBOX

MAIN ROTOR SHAFT
/
~INTERMEDIATE GEARBOX
11BEARING SUPPORT -- , -,.

/

TI

-- --•

••-•
,I

l:•:l'•

•SHAFTING
ACCESSORY DRIVES

TURBINE ENGINE

Fig. 7-1. Typical Transmission System In Single-rotor Helicopter
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is or a vibratory nature. Due to this combination of
steady and vibratory loads, an interaction equation
must be used to calculate a margin of safety. Such an
equation based upon the maximum shear theory of
failure can be used when all three types of stresses are
present. The resulting margin of safety MS is determined by:
MS

(71)
S )2
fb +
Fn

+4
F,,

U tY

where
f.

axial tension stress, psi
- vibratory bending stress, ps
Storsional shear stress, psi
-endurance limit stress, psi
F, =-e
shear yield stress, psi
F,, = tensile yield stress, p51
In this relation, the vibratory bending stress is cornpared with the allowable or enduranr. limit, while the
axial and torsional stresses are compared with their
respective yield values. This method of computing margins of safety is considered conservative.
Gear shafting usually is designed for unlimited life at
a power level and reliability commensurate with the
geartooth design. Engine drive and tail rotor drive
shafting carry torsional loads primarily, although some
bending may be induced by semniflexible couplings
sp~ed along much shafs to accommodate
aign,
Belngs and Housings
.1,4
"'Ie
N14i11P for the power train are selected or
dusipgn ff overhaul intervals of at least 3000 hr. All
critiald bear- are made from M-50 type steel made
by the colistm.
-Iectrode vacuum remelt process
6)490), SAL 21 0( steel consumable electrode
vacilni melted (AMS (444), or SAE 52100 steel,
bearing quality (AMS 6440) to obtain maximum reliability. In high speed applications, bearing life is a function of the centrifugal f .rce imposed upon the bearing
rotating elements .v :.%
ell as of the radial and thrust
load. Where a stack of bearings is required to support
a gear shaft, distribution among the individual bearings
must be considered. The selection of high speed bearings often involves a complex computer solution that
consider s the effcts of load and speed as well as of
minute changes of internal bearing geometry, i.e., contact angle and radial-axial clearances.

Bearings usually are assembled with separate inner
and outer races, although in some cases it may be
economical to use the shaft as the inner or outer race.
The advisability of using this scheme would depend
upon the size, complexity, and resultant cost of the
components involved. Integral races are being used extensively in advanced design applications.
With nonferrous housings, pressed-in steel liners are
used between the bearing outer race and the housing,
and serve many purposes. These liners are installed into
the housing with an interference fit and tend to miniize the effect of thermal expansion and contraction
upon the bearing. In addition, they act as a buffer
between the housing and the bearing to prevent damage
to the housing whenever a bearing is installed or
removed, and also reduce wear and prevent creep. Liners are designed so that at a maximum expected operating temperature of, for example, 250rF, the liner has a
minimum of 0.0005 in. interference fit with the hous.
ing. Housing and liner stresses then are rhecked at the
expected minimum operating temperature of -65°F.
In accordance with MIL-T-5955, bearing liners (or
sleeves) shall be restrained from rotation by a positive

locking means.
Lubrication
7-1.1.5
Consideration shall be given to integration of the
lubrication subsystem into the gearbox. Any lubrication subsystem components external to the gearbox
shall be eliminated to the maximum extent possible.
Careful consideration must be given to the distribution
of lubricant to and from the gears and bearings. The
primary purpose of the lubrication system is to provide
cooling oil to remove heat generated due to friction at
gear meshes and bearings, and also to provide lubricity
between the sliding elements. Pressurized lubrication
systems are used in high speed or high load applications
to provide lubrication for the gears and bearings, although splash type lubrication systems have been used
successfully in gearboxes with low pitch line velocities.
Generally, oil jets directed "into mesh" are used to
lubricate, while "out-of-mesh" jets are used for cooling.
Consideration must be given during preliminary design to an adequate return path for lubricating oil. A
restricted return often results in oil pile-up, which prevents proper entry of cool oil and, consequently, causes
overheating.
Another requirement that must be considered is the
capability for continuing operation for a minimum of
30 minutes following total loss of the lubrication system. Drive system load for this condition can be assumed to be the minimum power required for level
7-3
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gearbox design. For example, on some helicopters the
accessories are driven by the main engine or some auxiliary device (APU or electric motor) while the main
rotor remains stationary. Hence, the required startup
procedure may dictate the location of additional freewheel units and the design of the accessory drive. Accessories can be mounted directly on the main gearbox
or on a separate gearbox. The separate accessory gearbox is easier to manufacture and results in a "cleaner"
main gearbox, but, with this design, at least one generator and one hydraulic pump should be mounted on and
driven by the main gearbox for redundancy so that loss
of the accessory drive shaft would preclude total loss of
hydraulic power and control of the helicopter itself.
The separately mounted accessory gearbox generally is
superior for larger helicopters while, for smaller machines, the accessory gearbox integral with the main
transmission is more practicable.

flight at sea level at design, i.e., primary mission, gross
weight. Lubrication system redundancy is desirable,
however, operation for 30 minutes following total loss
of lubrication shall be possible.
Lubrication systems incorporating either vane or
gerotor type lubrication pumps have proven to be much
less susceptible to contamination damage than those
using conventional gear pumps. A typical main gearbox lubrication system is shown schematically in Fig.
7-2. This system has low pressure screens at the pump
inlet and 40-micron filters between the pump and the
cooler. The cooler is provided with a thermostatic and
pressure bypass valve,
The heat losses incurred in a gearbox are usually in
the order of 0.5% per gear mesh. Overall efficiency is,
therefore, from 98 to 99% depending upon the size and
complexity of the gearbox. While this efficiency seems
high, it means that a sizable amount of power must be
dissipated, especially in the larger helicopters where the
installed power can be as much as 9000 hp or higher.

The rotor brake.is used to hold the rotor stationary
during some ground operations with the engines idling,
and also to stop the rotor from full or partial rpm
within a specified time with the engines in ground idle

Accessories

7-1.1.6

During preliminary design, a review is made to determine the best arrangement for accessories and the
engine starting requirements that influence the overall
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"

or shut down. The total stopping time can be proportioned between a delay in which the rotor rpm decays
"naturally and the actual braking time. On large helicopters the rotor brake is a hydraulically actuated disk
of variable displacement in which lining wear is compensated for by increased volume of operating fluid. In
addition to developing sufficient torque to stop and
hold the rotor, the brake also must be capable of absorbing and dissipating the kinetic energy of the rotors
and other rotating parts. Precautions must be taken to
isolate flammable fluids or materials from the vicinity
of the rotor brake because temperatures far above ignition temperatuses often are reached during braking.

7-2
7-2.1
2

)

SYSTEM SELECTION
GENERAL

In addition to gears, other transmission system components include clutches, brakes, and freewheel units.
Clutches and freewheel units are used to disconnect
power from the engines in the reverse torque direction.
There also are cyclocentric and harmonic drives,
which may allow large reductions in a compact space
but which also may reduce efficiency over comparable
standard gear systems.
Before the components comprising the transmission
system can be designed, the transmission designer requires certain basic data. Preliminary design of the
transmission commences with the initial design of the
"vehicle itself. The helicopter designer, by analyzing
mission requirements, can establish a basic configuration including type and approximate size and maximum weight of the helicopter; rotor diameters; power
plant type, size, and configuration; location of rotors;
and rotor speeds and diameters. The maximum available power is known, as are speeds and directions of
rotation of input drive shafting from engines. Thus,
several transmission system design parameters, limitations, and requirements are established before the
preliminary design is begun.
It is during this initial design phase that alternate
design solutions are proposed and evaluated on the
basis of weight, efficiency, reliability, cast, maintainability, and service life.
7-2.2

BASIC GEARED TRANSMISSION
TYPES

Conventional geared transmission systems use several different types of driving gears to achieve the intended function. Often parallel axis gearing is included,
requiring the use of spur, helical, or planetary gearing

to transmit torque. When intersecting axes are required, bevel gears are used, and when nonintersecting,
nonparallel axes exist, crossed helicals are employed. In
most helicopter applications, however, such angles usually are small, because the efficiency of crossed helical
gears decreases rapidly as the helix angle increases.
Crossed helical gearing, if used, normally would be in
accessory drive applications. The aforementioned types
of gearing are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
7-2.2.1

Spur Gears

The most commonly used and easily manufactured
type of gear in helicopter transmissions is the involute
spur gear. The spur gear is used to transmit torque and
to change speed between parallel axis shafts. The invo-

lute gear tooth profile maintains a constant torque output even though the individual tooth loads are constantly changing in magnitude and location on the
tooth face. The involute form frequently is modified a
small amount to allow for tooth errors and deflections.
For power transmission gearing the pressure angle of
spur gears is generally between 20 and 25 deg, although
in some applications 27.5 deg or more has been used
successfully. The higher pressure angles tend to be
stronger in bending, but are a little more critical with
respect to scoring because of higher sliding velocities.
Higher pressure angles also result in higher bearing
reactions. Usually helicopter spur gear teeth are casecarburtzed and ground to highly precise tolerances resulting in smooth contact, small dynamic loads, and
high strength teeth.
In practice, the name spur is given only to gears in
which the teeth are straight and parallel to the axis of
the gear. Spur gears are the types of gears most frequently used to connect parallel shafts because they do
not develop axial loads or thrust as is the case with
helical gears. Fig. 7-3 shows the definition of spur gear
elements, the geometric relationship of the teeth with
respect to the axis, and also the spur gear rack, which
is the basis for generation of the system.
External spur gear ratios generally range from 1:1 to
10:1, while helical and double-helical ratios of up to
about ! 5:1 are practicable. Internal spur gear ratios are
practicable from 1.5:1 to 10:1 and helical ratios from
about 2:1 to 15:1. The higher ratios generally are not
used in helicopter power transmission gearing because
the size of the driven member becomes too large, or the
pinion too small.
The stresses in spur gear teeth ake induceu by the
gear loading. Because the mating teeth are parallel to
the gear axis, no axial load is produced. A gear design
must be checked for tooth bending and compressive
7-5
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stresses to determine the limiting design condition.
When designing a spur gear set, the choice of the number o ,eeth and pitch usually is left to the gear designer.
Smaller teeth will mesh more smoothly and quietly
than larger teeth. Provision of hunting teeth is also an
A hunting tooth is defined as
important consideration.
at
not mate with the same
the pinion
on the
a tooth
opaths on
pinion that
tacha will
wevotionot
maTerwhe sam-

gear is the lowest value of i that satisfies the equation
i (N,,/N•) = whole number
where N, and N5 are the pinion and gear rpm, respectively, and i is an integral number of pinion
revolutions, I ( i -< N,. If i is equal to N,, perfect
mating gears.
the two
betweendesign
exists
hunting
Another
important
consideration is the relaAnteimoatdsgncsdrtonsthrltionship between bending and compressive stress. In a

spaces on the gear on each revolution. Therefore manu-

good design both stresses should be close to the maxi-

facturing irregularities are not occurring on each revolution in exactly the same spaces, which would result
in uneven wear and premature failure of the gear set.
A hunting tooth must make many revolutions before
mating with the same space again,
There also are degrees of hunting. For example, a
30-tooth pinion mating with a 59-tooth gear will have
complete hunting capability and must make 59 revolutions before a given pinion tooth has mated with every
available gear space. If the same pinion were mating

resutsif
bendngse
stress. AAlowolobending
allowb stress.
mum allowable
stress results if
mum
too coarse a pitch is selected, and the resulting gearswill
be unnecessarily noisy. A low compressive stress results
if the pitch is too fine, such that bending stress dictates
the face width. In this case the gears will be unnecessanly heavy.
The following procedure gives the lightest-weight
gear set for a given reduction ratio and pinion and gear
diameters:
1. Determine the gear loads for the desired gear
diameters and reduction ratio.
2. Solve for the required face width based upon the
allowable compressive stress.
3. Select a pitch for the gears such that the bending
stress is as close as possible to the allowable bending.
stress without exceeding it.

with a 60-tooth gear, the pinion would have to revolve
only twice to mate with the same space again and each
pinion tooth would mate with only two gear spaces for
the entire life of the gear set. If the 30-tooth pinion
mated with a 58-tooth gear, the pinion would have to
revolve 29 times before mating again with the same
space. Even though the latter case does not provide
complete hunting, it is much more desirable than the
2:1 ratio.
The number of pinion revolutions between meshes of
a given tooth in the pinion with a given space in the

The efficiency of precision spur gears usually is
99.5% per mesh.
Precision spur gears, carefully designed, have been
successfully used at pitch line velocities over 20,000
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fpm. Because many potential spur gear applications are

_.

epicyclic reductions, it is important to remember
that the relative pitch line velocity between the mating
gears is the important criterion, not the actual velocity,
For an epicyclic reduction with a fixed internal gear,
the sun or center gear, which is the input for a speed
reducer, and the arm or carrier travel in the same directi,.i. Thus, the relative pitch line velocity is a function
of the difference in rotational speed.
7-2.2.2

Helical Gears

Helical gears are parallel axis shaft gears with helix
angles. In fact, spur gears are a special type of helical
gear with a 0-degree helix angle. The helix angle induces axial loads upon shafts. In the axial plane, the
teeth of a helical gear are inclined to the axis at some
angle greater than 0 deg. For power gearing, the helices
of helical gears usually vary anywhere trom 5 deg to a
maximum of about 35 deg. The terminology of the
helical gear and rack elements is shown in Fig. 7-4. For
the same face width, helical gears have more loadcarrying capacity than spur gears of equal size, are
quieter, and have approximately the same efficiency.
The overall design is not necessarily lighter, however,
because the effect of thrust upon the mounting bearings
must be considered. Double helical or herringbone
gears eliminate the problem of thrust but are difficult
to manufacture and usually "hunt" (chucking back and
forth) due to manufacturing errors rnd tolerances.
Somrtimes it is advantageous to mount a helical gear
on a shaft with another gear such as a bevel gear. such
that the thrust loads of the two gears tend to .--ncel
each other.
The form of the working surfaces of heli -ai
viewed in the transverse plane, or pt'nt-. , ,tatioi,

usually an involute curve. Just as
%j.r gears, tht
,t Pressure an
form generally is modified. The tra
gle is usually in the range between 20 and 25 deg,
although the angle may be as low as 15 deg and possibly
as high as 27.5 or 28 deg. Helix angles can be almost
any value, but angles between 7 and 45 deg are most
common. Lower helix angles frequently are used for
single-helical applications because of the lower thrust
reaction, but there is no similar restriction for doublehelical gears. The helix angle usually is selected so that
two or more teeth always are in contact.
Accepted design practice usually limits face-widthto-diameter ratio to one or less for f' licopter applications. Helicopter gearboxes genera .y utilize magnesium or aluminum housings, which are subject to
deflections under load. The resulting shaft slopes and
deflections on large face-width-to-diameter ratio gears

would cause end loading of teeth and premature tooth

Stfor

failures

In general, helical gears designed for helicopter use
do not offer a tremendous advantage over spur gears of
the same size. Shaft and bearing weight should be included when determining whether spur or helical gears
offer the best design solution for a particular helicopter
application.
In certain cases double helic.d gears are used to connect parallel shafts. These cv-:ical o-ars are
)n each of two
..
and
termed herringbone gears
hcnd. The two
portions of the blank is of o
portions of the blank can be w,3n integral design or
they may be of the type where one-balf of the herringbone gear is assembled mechanically onto the opposite
hand helix. The helix angle of the two portions usually,
but not necessarily, is equal and always is of the opposite hand. By the use of herringbone gears, the advantages of helical gears are achieved, i.e., quieter running
plus added strength in comparison to spur gears; but
without the disadvantage of the thrust loads that are
developed when helical gears are used. All gear types
discussed for the parallel axis system of gearing-spur,
helical, double helical, or herringbone-may bk- of either external or internal design.
7-2.2.3

Bevel Gears

Bevel gears are used to accomplish an angular
change between two intersecting axes. For all types of
cylindrical gears connecting parallel shafts, there is the
analogous type used to connect shafts with intersecting
axes. The simplest and most commonly used gear until
about 20 years ago was the straight bevel gear. The
teeth of a straight bevel gear are radial at th! point of
intersection of the axis and are proportional in size to
"istance from the apex. All the tooth elements conit the apex. As in spur gears, there is a line
contact between the two mating straight bevel gear
teeth and, because of the shaft angle, end thrust is
developed and always acts in a direction away from the
apex. Although the shaft angle for straight bevel gears
theoretically can vary between 0 and 180 deg, shaft
angles less than 10 deg seldom are used because of
machine limitations. When the shaft angle and ratio
between the pair are such that one member results in
a pitch angle greater than 90 deg, difficulty may be
encountered in machining the straight tooth bevel gear.
Gears with approximately II 5-deg pitch angle are practicable and can be cut. Fig. 7-5 (left side) shows the
terminology that commonly is useJ to define straight
bevel gears and their elements, mith the crown gear
used as a basis for definition.
7-7
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Compared with straight bevel gears, which are less
expensive to manufacture but are acceptable only for
applications in which the pitch line velocity is less than
1000 fpm, spiral bevel gears offer increased load-carrying capability, are quieter and smoother running, and
can be operated at pitch line velocities up to or beyond
30,000 fpm. Spiral bevel gears have pitch line contact
that spreads under load, forming a contact area. Because contact stresses are proportional to area of con.
tact, the spiral bevel gear can be smaller for the same
contact stresses. Also, because bending stress is proportional to tooth thickness, coarser pitch (larger teeth)
gears may be used to obtain higher strength in a small
space. The efficiency of spiral bevel gears is comparable
to that of spur gears and usually is in the order of
99.5% per mesh. Fig. 7-5 (right side) shows the spiral
bevel gear and its elements in relationship to a crown
gear used as a basis for definition,
Spiral bevel gears must be mounted rigidly with their
axes maintained in correct alignment. Although bevel
gears have the ability to absorb reasonable displacements without detriment to the tooth action, excessive
misalignments reduce the load capacity and complicate
the manufacture. Proper mounting is obtained by shimming to theoretical dimensions and checking the result-

ing load pattern. The load pattern may be changed to
any desired form by changing the grinding machine
settings slightly. During production all gears are
matched against a "master gear". The ground spiral
bevel gear thus is suited to a helicopter gearbox because
corrections can be nmae for the deflections and slopes
that actually occur under full load on the production
housings, whereas straight bevel gears normally are not
ground.
Because spiral bevel gears have curvature in three
directions, three-dimensional loads are induced. By
proper choice of pressure angle, spiral angle, direction
of rotation, and hand of spiral the radial and axial loads
can be varied to suit the needs of the particular bevel
gear application. It always is advantageous (but sometimes impossible) to design the flange of a spiral bevel
gear so that the resultant axial and radial gear loads
pass through the centroid of the flange. This eliminates
flange bending and contributes to the rigidity of the
mounting. If possible, the gear and pinion should be
straddle-mounted to provide better load distribution.
For integral gear and shaft application, it is necessary
that the shaft not extend above the root angle cone to
permit gear manufacture and grinding. This often creates the need for a separate gear bolted to its supporting
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shaft. Such a gear usually is piloted on its shaft and
connected by high-strength bolts. It is desirable to design this connection so that the torque of the gear is
carried by friction created by the bolts. If this is possible, it eliminates the need for close-tolerance bolts and
holes, and reduces the cost of the gear and shaft assembly.
Because the spiral bevel gear must be restrained axially and provisions made for shimming, each member
(pinion and gear) usually is designed with the restraining bearings in a separate housing. The thrust bearings
may be tapered roller bearings or angular contact ball
bearings containing two or more bearings in a stacked
arrangement.
As in spur and helical gears, spiral bevel gears are
designed to allowable bending and compressive
stresses. The disparity between allowable bending and
compressive stresses for spiral bevel gears when cornpared to spur gears is the result of different factors used
in the method of calculation and not of any inherent

design condition. A factor important to spiral bevel
gears is the scoring factor. At high speed, scoring may
dictate the design of the gear set.
The bevel gear that is the counterpart of the herringbone gear in the parallel axis of gearing is the so-called
Zerol bevel gear. The gear teeth of a Zerol bevel gear
have lengthwise curvature, as do spiral teeth. However,
the inclination of the teeth with respect to the axis of
the part is zero. As a result of the zero tooth inclination,
the only thrust loads developed with Zerol bevel gears
are due to the conical blank and elements. These loads
correspond in magnitude to those of straight bevel
gears. These gears were developed primarily for those
applications for which there was a preference for
straight bevel gears, with the added requirement that
the gears be ground. The use of Zerol bevel gears was
made possible because the gear teeth could be ground
on equipment that is used for the grinding of spiral
bevel gear teeth. Fig. 7-6 shows a Zerol bevel gear with
its elemeots and the relationship to the crown gear used
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as a bais for definition.
Plaetary Gearing

7-2.2.4

Planetary gearing (Fig. 7-7) offers an advantage in
load pathmeth(1
can be
in that the
design
helicopter
gearbox
lightweight
a compact,
offering
split, thereby
for carrying large torques through small planet gears.
Historically, planetary gear sets have been used at the
output stages of a gearbox. They are suited ideally for
concentric input and output shafting. By splitting loads
to roany meshes, the required face widths are reduced,

,

J

ticable reduction ratios vary from 2.15:1 to 7:1 for a
single stage planetary (sun gear input, ring gear fixed,
cage output).
For proper meshing, certain tooth-phasing relationships are required for any planetary gear. Planetary

Even though a planetary gear receives more cycles, it
usually is designed for infinite fatigue life and the tWdditional cycles have no effect upon life. In production
helicopters as many as 18 pinions have been used to
divide the load 18 ways, thereby greatly reducing the
face width requirement of the gears. In many cases it
would be impossible to fit the gears in the helicopter
envelope if it were not for the use of planetary gearing.
To function properly, each planetary must have an
input member, an output member, and a reaction member. The word "planetary" refers to the analogy between the solar system and the gear set. The center gear

teeth should be chosen so that pinions may be spaced
equa.lly and all gears meshed properly. If pinions are
spaced equally, all radial and tangential loads on the
sun and ring gears cancel each other, leaving only a
resultant torque and thereby simplifying bearing design. The planetary pinions can be assembled with
equal spacing if the ratio (n, + n,)/n = a whole number, where n. is the number of teeth on each pinion,
n, is the number of teeth on the sun gear, and n is the
number of planetary pinions. It is possible to design a
planetary gear with unequal spacing of pinions and
retain proper meshing but there are no advantages to

while the rotating smaller gears are called planet pinions. The outer internal gear (if there is one) is called
a ring gear. The planetary gear usually has a carrier or
cage plate. Any member can act as input, output, or
reaction and thuF many combinations of planetary arrangements are available,
Equal load-sharing among pinions of a planetary
gear set is an important factor. In general. load-sharing

u"ry gear with equal spacing of pinions that can be
assembled but will not rotate if the teeth do not satisfy
the requirement that the minimum mesh path divided
by the circular pitch must be a whole number. The
minimum mesh path for a sun-pinion-ring mesh is
shown in Fig. 7-7.
In general the lightest weight for a particular combination of reduction ratio, horsepower, and input rpm
will occur when the sun gear diameter is as small as
possible. It also is advantageous to "fill up" the availa-

about which all others rotate is called the sun gear,

MINIMUM•
PATH
MESH

tip-to-tip clearance should be as small as possible.
Sometimes stub teeth are used in order to fit the maximum number of pinions into the assembly and to pre"ventinterference.
"Thetooth loads for planetaries are determined from
standard static analysis. The design of the face width

RING GEAR

. "
//

\
'•",

"-.

- -standard

,

"/'

/

'

for proper stress is then the same as the design of a
spur gear set and the same equations are used.
Occasionally, tooth modifications are used to correct

PINION

for misalignment errors caused by tooth deflections

,

,
-"-

this type of system. It also is possible to design a plane-

ble space with planet pinions. To do this the pinion

CIRCULAR PITCH

a

will be better when fewer pinions are used. To aid ioi
load-sharing, the sun or ring gear usually is allowed to
float. The face width required on the ring-pinion mesh
can be smaller than the face width required on the
pinion sun mesh, as internal gear meshes produce instresses.
compressive
and
lower bending
herently
Pracdesign.
planetary gear
final
affect the
Many factors

*•

-

,
NGunder

SUN GEAR

Fig. 7-7. Minimum Meah Path for a Sun-piion-ring
Mesh

heavy loads. Tip relief usually is used to prevent
tip flank interference when the unloaded tooth is just

entering or just leaving mesh and the fully loaded t(ooth
has deflected, thereby displacing the unloaded teeth to
an incorrect mesh path.
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All planetaries require bearings to react the imposed
loads, Bearings can he standard ball, roller, spherical,
or tapered roller or can use the planet gears themselves
as outer races for the bearings. Usually roller bearings
are used because their load-carrying capacity is much
greater than that of ball bearings for any given size.
Many design variations are possible for the planetary
carrier or cage plate. The cage plate carries steady
torque, and a bending load is applied by the bearing
reaction on the cage post if a single plate is used. Carrier plates on both sides of the planet posts help reduce
this load but result in a weight increase. The material
of the carrier plate should have a thermal expansion
coefficient similar to the materials of the gears to prevent binding of the pinions and ring gear when the
gearbox heats up. Titanium carrier plates with steel
gears have been used successfully. Aluminum or magnesium carriers with steel gears are not recommended
but may be used provided that the gears have sufficient
backlash to prevent the binding that can occur under
differential temperature expansion or contraction.
Plate deflection or distortion must be beid to reasonable values to prevent end loading of pinions. Many
times plate deflection dictates the final plate design.
Efficiency of a planetary stage is about equal to that
for an equivalent spur mesh but in some cases can be
higher because of lower relative sliding velocities. Efficiency is not a function of number of pinions but is
related to reduction ratio and the individual mesh efficiencies of the equivalent "fixed center" system.
Stresses in each planetary gear rim may be calculated
conveniently using ring formulas. On any gear in a
planetary system, a fixed point in the gear rim rotates
past the load points, thereby creating vibratory stresses
in the gear rim. The highest bending moment usually
occurs at the point of load application. However, at this

Many types and designs of planetaries are availble
to the transmission designer. Split path planetaries involving one input member and two concentric, counterrotating output members have been considered for
some applications. Multiple row planetaries or single
row planetaries with more than one set of pinions can
yield high reduction ratios. Each design has its own
special advantages and disadvantages. When dealing
with high-reduction-ratio compound planetaries, it is
necessary to examine efficiency. For high horsepower
applications, as found in modern helicopter main transmissions, the high-ratio compound planetary is not
used because of its inefficiency. For example, a reduction ratio of 30:1 might be 88% efficient whereas three
stages of simple planetary, while weighing more, would
have an efficiency of 97%. Hence, for a 6000-hp helicopter the difference in losses could amount to 500 hp
depending upon the type of planetary system used. On
the other hand the helicopter hoist offers an ideal environment for the high-ratio compound planetary because the hoist power requirements generally are low
and large reduction ratios are required.

instant there is a tooth in this position, thus the highest
stress occurs in the root of the adjacent tooth space.
Margins of safety calculated by the above methods if,.:.e
proved to be slightly conservative with past designs, but
the method readily lends itself to sizing of all planetary
backup rings.
Many times two planetaries are used in series to
obtain higher reduction ratios. The choice of reduction
ratio for first-stage and second-stage planetaries to obtain a specific overall ratio usually is left to the designer. Many times a wide variety of reduction ratios
is available. To aid in selection of reduction ratio for
each stage for a specific overall ratio, computer pro-

arranged in multirow patterns to obtain high reduction
ratios.
Worm gearing is basically a low-angle helical gear
driven by a worm, which is basically a thread form. The
worm thread form, in cross section, is usually a basic
gear rack. This type gear has only point contact. One
modification of this is to wrap the gear teeth partially
arot rid the worm; this is called single-enveloping worm
gearing. Single-enveloping worm gearing has line contact, resulting in greater load-carrying capacity. If both
worm and gear are shaped to conform to their mates,
the result is double-enveloping or cone-drive gears.
Pressure angles range from 14.5 to 30 deg for straight

grams have been written that design single-stage plane-

worm gearing, generally 20 to 25 deg for single-

taries. The:se programs are combined for a two-stage
unit and by iteration can choose the proper ratio for
each stage for minimum overall weight.

enveloping and 20 deg for double-enveloping. Lead angles on the worms may range from approximately 3 deg
up to 45 deg, depending upon ratio and shaft relation-
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Miscellaneous Types of Gearing

The harmonic drive is,an interesting type of highratio planetary but never has been used for high torque
applications because the required flexible ring gear cannot withstand the vibratory stresses created with high
horsepowers, and the wave generator bearing losses
become excessively high.
Another type of planetary arrangement is the roller
gear drive. In this planetary, rollers are used whose
diameters coincide with the gear pitch diameters. The
rollers react induced-radial loading while the gears
transmit torque. Roller gear planetary systems can be
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ship. Ratios may range from 3.5:1 up to 100:1 for
straight or single-enveloping worm sets and from 5:1 to
70:1 for double-enveloping.
Worm gears usually are mounted on nonintersecting
shafts that are at a 90-deg shaft angle. Worm gear sets
have considerably more load-carrying capacity than
crossed helical gear sets. This results from the fact that
they have line or area contacts and have high contact

)

ratios. The strongest type of worm gear is the doubleenveloping worm gear. Double-enveloping worm gears
must be mounted accurately in all directions. Shafts
must be at the correct shaft angles and center distance.
The axial position of each member of the set is critical.
Although at first glance worm gears appear attractive
for use in helicopter transmissions, tlhey seldom are
used in major drive trains because of their poor efficiency characteristics. Worm gears often have less than
90% efficiency, while 50% is common. Some even tend
to lock when overdriven, which of course cannot be
tolerated in helicopters,
Hypoid gears also are mounted on nonintersecting
shafts, which can be at any angle. In general, hypoid
gears are stronger than bevel gears. But, as with worm
gears, hypoid gears generate excessive heat and have
poor efficiency characteristics, and seldom are used for
this reason.
Hypoid gears generally have pressure angles between
12 and 28 deg, and spiral angles between ISand 55 deg.
Hypoid gear sets generally are made in ratios from 1:1
to 10:1. They are quiet-operating, but generally require
relatively high viscosity lubricants with EP (extreme
pressure) additives,
Hypoid gears, even though they resemble spiral bevel
gears, are not bevel gears in the strictest sense of the
word. The distinguishing feature of bevel gears is that
the pitch elements are conical, whereas in hypoid gears
the pitch elements are hyperboloidal. As is the case
with spiral bevel gears, the hypoid gear teeth have
lengthwise curvature. The teeth usually are asymmetrical, with the drive side pressure angle being lower than
the trailing, or coast side, pressure angle. For a given
ratio and gear size, the hypoid pinion is larger than the
counterpart spiral bevel pinion. As a result, the hypoid
pinion will be 15-30% stronger than the counterpart
spiral bevel pinion. The characteristic that distinguishes hypoid gears in relationship to spiral bevel
gears is that the pinion is offset either above or below
the centerline of the gear. Because of the offset hypoid
pinion, there is lengthwise sliding in addition to profile
sliding between the teeth, which results in greater
thrust loads being developed than is the case with spiral
bevel gears. Fig. 7-8 shows the terms used to define

hypoid gears, their elements and the basis of the gearing system.
Another main distinction between spiral bevel and
hypoid gears is that the spiral angles of a hypoid pair
generally are different, the pinion angle having a higher
value than that of the mating gear. In spiral bevel gears,
and gear both have the same spiral angle but
aree pinon
of opposite hand, and similarly in the case with
ar
si hn
and smarly
in
the
to
helical gears. In hypoid gear, in addition to the two
spirals being of opposite hand, there is a difference in
the spiral angle value between the pinion and the gear
member of the pair.
It is to be noted that the word "spiral" in the definition of spiral bevel gears and also hypoid gears is a
misnomer in that it is not a spiral curve in any true
mathematical sense. In fact, spiral bevel gears more
appropriately might be called circular arc face bevel
gears. However, inasmuch as these gears have been
referred to by designer, manufacturer, and user as spiral bevel gears for many years, the system of definition
by agreement takes preference over a more accurately
descriptive or logical name.
All gears considered thus far use involute tooth
forms; however, conjugate action can be obtained with
forms other than involute. Conformal gears utilize circular arc segments for the basic tooth form. With circular arc gears, area contact can be obtained, thereby
increasing load-carrying capacity. If both members of
the conformal gear set have the same radius of curvature, the center distance becomes critical. Because of
this, the tooth radii deliberately are mismatched, usually to about 10%. This does not affect load-carrying
capacity appreciably but greatly reduces the problem of
accurate center distance. The center distance problem
can arise due to differential temperature expansion and
to deflections of gears, shafts, and mounting members.
It is estimated conservatively that conformal gears require about half the face width of equivalent spur gears.
This gear form has increased resistance to pitting because of the conforming shape of the gears. Efficiency
and noise characteristics are similar to spur gears. Conformal gears must have a helix angle and usually are
designed for a minimum overlap ratio of 1:3.
At present, there are no well-established design formulas for circular arc gears. Therefore, these and other
new designs require extensive development testing to
establish a final design.
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7-3
7-3.1

TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS
GEAR SYSTEMS

"Thetype of engine being used in the helicopter, and
its location in relationship to the transmission and rotor, will dictate the type or types of gears to be used.
The basic gear train arrangements that are possible or
recommended for use in helicopter transmissions in-dude:
1. Simple gear pair with parallel axis
2. Right-angle gear pair
3. Right.angle gear pair with offset axis.
Although there may be other general gear arrangements, they are not appropriate for helicopters,

The category most suitable for helicopter gears, the
parallel axis gears, can employ either spur or helical
gears. The angle gear pair need not be restricted to a
right angle or a 90-deg shaft angle. The pair can include
shaft angles either greater than or less than 90 deg, and
generally will result in the use of spiral bevel gears and,
on occasion-for lower power transmissions and
speeds-of st'aight bevel gears with localized contact.
Bevel gears with intersecting axes, whether the shaft
angle is greater or less than 90 deg, can be represented
kinematically by pitch cones that roll without slipping
at the specified velocity ratio and contact along a common element called the pitch element. The pitch element is, therefore, the instantaneous axis of relative
motion of either gear with respect to the other. The two
axes and the instantaneous axis all lie in the axial plane

PINION ROOT ANGLE

SHAFT
OFFSET

SHAFT

•?:PiTCH
ANGLE

ANGLE

GEAR ROOT ANGLE
Fig. 7-8. Hypoid Gears
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and intersect at the apex. Gears with parallel axes can
be either spur Sears or helical gears and may be considered an extension of the bevel gears, in which the pitch
cones become pitch cylinders and the apex is at infinity.
Fig. 7-9 shows the pitch surfaces for the three basic
types of gear arrangements.
The pitch cones of bevel gears and pitch cylinders of

.PITCH PLANE

T"
PITCH.,:

X •gears
PITCH ELEMENT

**x.
(A)PARALLEL AXES

AX1 ; ,drical
-PITCH
PLANE

curves on the pitch surface is the gear pitch, which may
be measured angularly or linearly and in various directions for various purposes, i.e., pitch may be measured
in the plane of rotation or in a direction normal to the
gear tooth surfaces.
The pitch planelis the plane that ismutually tangent
to the pitch surfaces of a gear pair. It contains the pitch
and is perpendicular to the axial plane. Tooth
acirections such as pressure angle and spiral angle or
helix angle usually are specified with respect to the
. xpitch
__
plane. The system of gearing generally employed
can use the basic crown or rack members as a basis for
definition. When the pitch angle of a bevel gear is 90
it is a crown gear and its pitch surface is a plane
PITCH
that rotates about the apex while rolling with the pitch
CONEScone of its mate.

.PITCH
CONES

x2
(B)RIGHT ANGLE
'eiement

0

A

3. The common tooth surface at any point of contact intersects and is normal to the pitch element.
"4.The pitch element is the intersection of the surfaces of action.
It should be noted that there are no pitch surfaces for
without coplanar axes that fulfill any of the first
three conditions. The fourth condition can be fulfilled
only by choosing specific tooth shapes for the purpose.
Pitch cylinders and pitch cones sometimes are referred
with hypoid gears as a matter of conto
in connection
venience,
but they must not be considered to be true
pitch surfaces.
Because the surfaces of action intersect in the pitch
element, it is natural to use the pitch surfaces as a basis
for designing gear blanks. Thus, conical gear blanks
usually are used for bevel and hypoid gears, and cylinblanks are used for spur and helical gears. The
gear teeth are positioned around the pitch surface and
the intersection of the tooth surfaces in the pitch surface is at the pitch curves. The spacing of the pitch

CYLINDERS

PITCH
PLANE

spur and helical gears have basic properties that make
them valuable concepts in analysis and design. These
include:
1. Pitch surfaces roll together with no sliding.
2. The pitch clement is the instantaneous axis of
2.lThe pition.

"deg,

0

Similarly, when the pitch radius of a spur or helical
gear becomes infinite, it is a rack and its pitch surface
a plane that has translational motion while rolling

'...p1",

20X2is

with the pitch cylinder of its mate. A rack or a crown

gear is the basic member for the gear family conjugate
to it. Tooth dimensions customarily are specified for
"thebasic member; and they are also the basis of most
generating processes even tho, igh the actual manufacturing process is that of form cutting or grinding. Be-

(C)OFFSET AXES
Fig. 7-9. Pitch Surfaces for Basic Gear
Arrangements
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LIMIT OF
ACTION

"
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OF MESHThe
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ACTION

Fig. 7-10. Plane Tooth Action
cause the extension of gear tooth action to a threedimensional system can be analyzed through the
integration of gcar tooth action in a given plane, the
analysis usually is conducted in a single plane. In order

The line of action is the locus of the points of contact
as action
the profiles
gotothrough
mesh.
Theis point
line
closest
a turning
center
aassociated
limitonofthe
action.
radius
of curvature
of the
profile
with

that turning center becomes zero at this point, and
conjugate tooth action cannot proceed beyond it. The
limits of action are outside of the region of mesh enby the outside circles of the mating gears. The
line of action available for proper tooth action, taking
"intoaccount the region of mesh and the limits of action,
is the length of the line of action.
The angle of rotation of a gear that proceeds from
one end of the length of the line of action to the other
is the angle of contact. The ratio of the angle of contact
to the angular pitch is the transverse (profile) contact
ratio and must be greater than one (1.0) for continuous
transmission of motion. Fig. 7-11 shows a pair of tooth
profiles in contact at a general point M, at a distance
S from the pitch point P.
The contact normal at M must pass through P and
is inclined at the pressure angle 4. K, and K2 on the
contact normal are the centers of curvature of the profiles at the contact point M and must be related geometrically as shown in the fgure for uniform motion. The
algebraic statement of this relationship is

to proceed with the basis of analysis in any one of a

number of planes that generally are used, the planes
first will be defined. The transverse plane is the plane
that
is perpendicular
to the pitch elements; therefore,
it is mutually
perpendicular
to the axial plane and
rp the
pitch plane. It is usually the plane that is used to study
spur and helical gear tooth action because any point on
the tooth surface remains in that plane during rotation.
Such an analysis is, therefore, exact for the particular
section or plane of the gear studied. In a bevel gear, a
particular point on the tooth does not remain in the
same transverse plane during rotation; hence, bevel
gear analysis in the transverse plane is approximate.
However, the method is used widely and is sufficiently
accurate for most purposes. It should be noted that the
plane of rotation and the transverse plane are coincident for both spur and helical gears, whereas in the
bevel gear system this is not the case.
element
For a gear that is defined as a machine
whereby uniform motion is transmitted from one mem-

-

Pi +S
where

=

P2 +S

-

/

+1

(.)

+

sin 0 (R 1

\
(7-2)
R2

and P2 = radii of curvature of the profiles
at M

"

.

R,

ell
"2

K2
R

NOIWAL

ber to another, the following fundamental law of gear

tooth action applies. The common normal to the profiles at a point of contact contains the pitch point. Fig.
7-10 illustrates tooth action in a plane that supports the
definition of a gear whereby uniform motion is transmitted from one member to another.
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Fig. 7-11. Tooth Profile Curvatures
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R, and R

pitch circle radii of the
pinion and gear, respectively
For a pair of profiles to continue to transmit uniform
motion, which is the requirement by definition of a

G10

,
P
\f__

gear. this relationship must hold at al1 phases of gear

tooth mesh. The relative curvature of I/pc between
gear tooth profiles is
S
PO

1

1

P°t

P2

(7-3)

For contact at the pitch point, the relative curvature is
given by the formula
po

-- -

sin 0

-+

R,

R2

~

(74)

The simplest and most widely used tooth form has
a basic rack with straight tooth profiles. The inclination
of the rack profle to a vertical line is the pressure angle.
The line of action is straight and normal to the rack
profile. The circles about the turning center and tangent to the line of action are base circles. The profile
curve on each member is the involute of its base circle
(see Fig. 7-12).
The involute of a circle may be defined as the curve
traced by a point on a straight line that rolls without
slipping on the circle. The circle is called the base circle
of the involute. A single involute curve has two branches of opposite hand, meeting at a cusp on the base
circle where the radius of curvature is zero. All involutes of the same base circle are congruent and parallel.
Involutes of different base circles are similar geometrically. Fig. 7-13 shows the elements of involute geometry. The radius R of the pitch circle is R, sec b, where
40 is the pressure angle.

)

INVOLUTE

-- f••"
PIT CH/J

R

Go

Fig. 7-13. Involute Geometry
7-3.1.1

Design Considerations

Based upon the drive system requirements that establish the initial design criteria, the following factors
govern the drive system:
1. Reduction ratio
2. Design torque
3. Operating time schedule
4. Space r

nts
5. Source and type of power
6. Type of loading
7. Environmental conditions
8. Material specifications for gears
9. Lubricating media
10. Method of lubrication and cooling
It. Ability to operate following lubrication system

failure
12. Projected growth.
Aerospace drive system applications require careful
consideration of these factors before preliminary layout
for configuration determination can be made. Usually
The
trade-offs.
requireofra
will
criteriathe
designinvolves
initial
the
second
requisite
selection
gear train
to

!••
•included
i-••

The following are
arrangements.
possible gear
train configurations:
be used inashelicopter
1. Simple gear train: parallel axis

2. Right-angle gear pair
-I CH. BASE
CIRCLE. CIRCLE

IR

/

Y

•//'•The

Fig. 7-12. Involute Rack

Right-angle gear pair: offset axis

ACTION

73.

4. Planetary: either simple compound or multi-

sae
gears in the train can be arranged in a variety (if
ways. One of the major design problems in high-performance equipment is the problem of arranging and fitsing the gear train to the available space. which usually
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is dictated by aerodynamic shape, orientation of power
plant in relationship to transmission and rotor, etc.,
while still meeting the design objectives established for
the drive system. The gear types that generally are used
in helicopter transmissions are:
1.a.ForSpur
parallel axes (external and internal):
b. Helical
b. Herringc

rdabehel

c. Herringbone or double helical
2. Intersecting axes (straight):
a. Zerol bevel
b. Spiral bevel
3. Nonintersecting axes: Hypoid.
The selection of the gear types in the gear train arrangement has a very important effect upon the efficiency, power capacity, and size of the drive system.
For example, the following power losses are typical of
high-performance gear drives that are used in aerospace applications:
1. Spiral bevel gear mesh: 0.5%
2. One-stage planetary mesh: 0.75%
3. Spur or helical gear mesh: 0.5%
4. Hypoid gear mesh: 0.9 to 2.0%.
The power loss of a gear mesh is dependent upon the
amount of sliding motion and the coefficient of friction,
which, in turn, depends upon the surface finish of the
gear teeth and the ability of the lubricant to reduce the
frictional losses. Lower coefficients of friction and increased mesh efficiency result from the use of recess
action gears for all three general categories of gears.
Based upon the drive system requirement, the
preliminary design activity involves a consideration of
the load-rating limitation of the gears, an estimate of
the approximate gear capacity, and a consideration of
the kind of data that will be required on the gear drawings. The load-rating limitations include:
1. Tooth Strength. The tooth strength is based
upon the load the tooth can carry without permanent

lubriuating oil. Manufacturing processes also produce
tooth profile modifications with variations from tooth
to tooth and small surface irregularities that tend to
lower oil viscosity and film strength due to frictional
heat and dynamic loads in critical contact areas. This
results in breakdown of the lubricating film, which
permits metal-to-metal contact so that surface deterioration (scoring) occurs very rapidly.
The rating methods that follow are used by most
helicopter gear design engineers. In most instances, the
basic data are from the various standards and practices
of the American Gear Manufacturers Association
(AGMA). The tooth strength rating of spur, helical,
herringbone, and bevel gear teeth can be determined by
using an equation for the tensile stress at the root
due to bending f, applicable to each type

IWtK._P
ft
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(7-5)

where (for tensile stress due to bending)
W, = transmitted tangential load at
operating pitch diameter, lb
K, = overload factor, dimensionless
K, = dynamic factor, dimensionless
Pd = diametral pitch, in:'
F = face width, in.
K, = size factor, dimensionless
K, = load distribution factor,
dimensionless
J = geometry factor, dimensionless
The groups of terms in Eq. 7-5 are concerned with the
load, tooth size, and stress distribution, respectively.
The relationship of calculated stress f, to allowable
(yield) stress F,, is:
FtyK

deformation or fracture. Bending strength is selected so

that peak loads are always below the endurance limit.
Fatigue failures, when they occur, usually initiate at or
near the root fillet.
2. Surface Durability and Scoring Hazard.In present.day helicopter applications, the highly loaded gear
teeth are not separated by a fully hydrodynamic oil film
during all phases of engagement. It is believed that part
of the tooth action takes place under boundary film
conditions. The combination of high loads and sliding
action of driving pinion teeth and flanks of the driven
gear teeth impose the most severe conditions for the

K

ft=

p
, psi

(7-6)

r r

where
K, = life factor, dimensionless
K, = temperature factor,
dimensionless
K, = safety factor, dimensionless
Surface durability rating is a measure of the resistance of the profile to the fatigue phenomenon known
as pitting. The following general formula applicable to
spur, helical, herringbone, and bevel gears can be used

AMCP 706-201
to determine the limiting value of contact stress f• to
prevent destructive pitting:

c

•W

CCv
C'f-"-,psi
ldFeI

fe F

where
T1. = flash temperature index, *F
T, = initial temperature, °F
= effective tangential load, lb
s rms surface finish, after initial
micro-in.
Z, = scoring geometry factor,
dimensionless
NP = pinion rpm

CtW,,
I

'run-in,

(7-7)

where (for contact stress)
W, = transmitted tangential load at
operating pitch diameter, lb
C =overload factor, dimensionless
C, = dynamic factor, dimensionless
d = pinion operating pitch
diameter, in.

Z, can be evaluated as follows:
(1-_
0.0175

C

(7-10)
/ PPpg \
(COS

1/4

Ot)3/4(

\Pp + P9)
where
p, = pinion radius of curvature, in.
= gear radius of curvature, in.
= number of teeth in pinion
n, = number of teeth in gear
.o, = operating transverse pressure
deg
The effective tangential load W,e in Eq. 7-9 must be
adjusted to allow for the sharing of load by more than
one pair of teeth as follows:
Wte =Km Wt

(7-8)

psi

4

zt =

F,= effective face width, in.
C, = size factor, dimensionless
C. = load distribution factor,
dimensionless
I = geometry factor, dimensionless
Cf = surface condition factor
(includes finish, residual stress,
and work hardening),
dimensionless
C, = material elastic propertiesangle,
h
coefficient,(tpsi)tr/; see Eq. 7-12
The relationship of calculated contact stress~f to allowable contact stress 1, is given by:

In

PP

lb

(7-Il)

CtrC
where
C, = life factor, dit.'ensionless
Ch = hardness ratio factor,
dimensionless
temperature factor,
C,
dimensionless
C, = safety factor, dimensionless
Scoring probability rating is a measure of surface
capacity and depends upon the oil film strength to
prevent metal-to-metal contact. If contact occurs, a
welding and tearing apart action results in profile surface deterioration. An empirical formula, applicable to
spur and helical gears, used to determine the flash temperature index or scoring hazard, follows:
3/4

Tf

load distribution factor for
bending load, dimensionless
value is presented in Fig.
index
The design scoring
7-14. Calculated flash temperatures for gear sets that
score and do not score when lubricated with MIL-L7808 oil or MIL-L-23699 oil (which is basically 7808
oil with a load-carrying additive) have resulted in a
recommended safe design scoring index value range up
to 276"F, an intermediate or medium risk range from
276 to 338*F, and a high risk range above 338*F. A
graph of load capacity versus surface finish is presented
in Fig. 7-15.
Allowable stresses are determined best from field
experience and qualification bench testing. However,
actual tests of gears have shown quite a scatter of test
results. A safe stress index is one that is along the lower
K,,

where

TWf

ZN'p/2
50
50 s)"eP'

F
'A

=

boundary of the scatter band where test data are plotstress
versus number
of cycles.
If field
test
ted
dataasare
not available,
the designer
usually
will and
consult
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"500
500

stress,as:
because consideration must be given
to such factors

Lallowable
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1. Gear material and hardness
2. Tolerance class
3. Mounting accuracy and rigidity of mountings
4. Tooth surface finish
5. Lubricant

6. Surface treatment
7. Dynamic loads

AGMA217 01

Fig. 7-14. Gear Scoring Design Guide for Aerospace
Spur and Helical Power Gears
has AGMA practices and other
trade publications for the preliminary gear design and
analys... Caution must be exercised in applying modifying factors in order to select the appropriate value for

420

8. Operating conditions
9. Vibrations and resonant conditions
rs.
1. Contingenc
10. Contingency factors.
As suggested previously, gears in a particular transmission should be investigated for all design conditions,
namely, bending stress, compressive stress, and the
scoring hazard.
After the preliminary design investigation has establlished that the limits are satisfactory for all conditions,
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Fig. 7-15. Load Capacity vs Surtace Finish
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it generally will be found that the capacity of gear teeth
to resist pitting actually will establidh the gear size and
life. The tooth bending strength is determined by the
size of the gear tooth; however, long-life gears usually
are found to be critical in pitting durability. The general formula (Eq. 7-7) will evaluati v
.er the gears
are critical in pitting durability. hI.thL.. ,ormula, the
constant C,, which is the coefficient depending upon
elastic properties of the material, is given by the expres-

k

CP

, (Psi)t/a

2

fI

l-O\

fU

(7-12)

gintroduced,

+ -•Eg/

where
p., and /b, = Poisson's ratio for pinion and
gear, respectively, d'less
Ep, and E, = modulus of elasticity for pinion
and gear, respectively, psi
k = 1.0 for gears with nonlocalized
contact, which is the case for
most spur, helicw], and
herringbone gears
k = 1.5 for gears with localized
contact (most bevel gears)
For the typical case of steel gears
29 X 106 - 2X1 I
2XltX106

E - 2G
•

g

2G
7

0.318

,dimenl

X

ess

Ic
=

mum surface stress. Consider the factors under the
second radical -namely, C.C,, ,C., C1,and C,-as all
being equal to I for comparative purposes; then a parwicular transmission system can be evaluated as to
whether it will _-ias good as, or better than, a previous
transmission whose history is known. The formula

f=

=2t
2 27 0

de/

psi

(7-17)

is simplified for purposes of comparison. The geometry
factor I is evaluated as shown in Eq. 7-18,

C

,dimensionless

(7-18)

where

C = contact angle factor for contact
load, dimensionless
MN= I for spur gears

G = shear modulus, psi

m., = F/L,,. for helical gears
rnz = !,/(0.95Z) for helical gears-

k = I (nonlocaliied contact)

then
and

whose contac, ratio is > 2 or
integer of I

F = face width, in.
L.,. = minirrum length of line
contact, in.

-(0.318) 2
1
29X 10P.

2270 (ps!)/2

(75)

The additional coefficient of stress intensity Chas bI"n
with the value C = 1.0 representing maxi-

22

2f

mf

Ts-F

CO CSCM Cf

W

where

Cp

c

which can be written

106

(7-13)

#
cC
v (1_•e
-

(714)

The fo,'mula for conti,.i or corr.sivestress (Eq. 747)
may he written as

= normal base pitch, in.
Z = length ofa:ction in transverse
plane, in.
The value of the contact angle factor C,. is found from
Eq. 7-!Q (extenal spnr gears) o- Eq. 7-20 (internal
gears).
7-21
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sin 0cos 0 *"•Mg
Cd'less

Cc

)the
(7-19)

2

sin 0os
2

\

IM sM
\M

d'less
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I

where 4 equals the operating pressure angle and M, is
the gear ratio, namely, the number of teeth in the gear
divided by the number of teeth in the pinion. For casehardened gears with a satisfactory depth of hardness
and surface hardness, the compressive stresses can exceed 200,000 psi with the use of either MIL-L-7808 or
MIL-L-23699 synthetic oils for lubrication and cooling
in the transmission. However, in most helicopter transmission designs, where either planet or star system arrangements are used for gear reduction, in order to
allow for the unequal load sharing between either th,
planet or star gears, a satisfactory design limit for pitting is 160,000 psi. Where the design is based upon a
surface compressive stress of 160,000 psi, there would
be a minimum development time and effort required
for. the qualification and final acceptance of a newly
designed transmission system.
7-3.1.1.1
Life-load Relationship
In evaluating loads versus geai and bearing life, the
various load conditions are resolved for the minimum
period satisfactory for an operating interval. The structural elements generally are designed to operate below
the endurance limit of the material or, at least, to have
a life well beyond the useful life of the vehicle. Structural design conditions generally are well covered in
MIL-HDBK.5 and other applicable specifications.
Changes for structural reasons are made easily by increasing the thickness of material, diameter of a bolt,
or by adding a rib, etc. However, gears and bearings
should be correct early in the design. since the
diameter or face width of a gear is difficult to change
at a later date. A bearing change also requires extensive redesign.
Antitriction bearings and case-hardened gear tooth
surfaces do not have an endurance limit. These elements become too large when designed for the life of
the aircraft. Somr.e individual gears and bearings may
last the life of the vehicle while others may last only to
a lcheduled overhaul because of the wide spread in
fatigue life.
The same concept applies to those parts subject to
abrasive wear due to microscopic contamination. Thus,
7.22

bearing and gear sizes usually will be d.,igned for
an overhaul life deemed to be satisfactory. In the past,
an overhaul life of 1000 hr was considered a good design objective. Presently, however, an operating interval considerably greater than 1000 hr is required.
Extensive tests of roiling machine elements subject to
highly localized compression or "'Hertz" stresses follow a statistically determined fatigue pattern. Life L
varies inversely with the load P(horsepowev) raised to
a power,
Lo

(7-21)
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Most bearing manufacturers state the exponent p as
3.0; one bearing company uses p = 4.0 and two other
companies use p - 10/3 on roller bearings. The exponent 10/3 also is used for gear-tooth compression
fatigue. Some tests have indicated the exponent p to be
3.0 for point contact and 4.0 tor line contact. Since
most contacts are areas of an elongated elliptical
shape. and since there actually is neither point or
line contact, an average exponent of 10/3 can be used
for design analysis.
All of the various loads, speeds, and times of operation are gathered into one life-load figure. Some bearing
companies advise a cubic mean load for the full life;
however, a modified life at normal rated power using
the exponent 10/3 avoids a variation in bearing and
tooth loads between investigators. Only the life is subject to varying opinion. Fatigue damage for the various
conditions may be accumulated and averaged to give
the rated equivalent time T7at continuous rated power
and rpm:

T

Pf R, T, + Pf R2 T, +

+

n n n

n
i

PPR T
EI

PIPRIT,(7-22)

where
p = 10/3
P, = ratio of power used for
Condition i to rated power
R, = ratio of rpm used fbr Condition
i to rated rpm
T,
ratio of time used for
Condition i to total time
In this equation it is essential that

,

,
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n
•1T= I

...

.dimensionless
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7-3.1.1.2

Suggestions
for Good Design
Practice of Gearboxes

Gear load capacity is dependent directly upon the

After the gearbox and gears and other components
of the transmission have been designed and stress
analyzed, the gearing components can be optimized for
maximum life in service by certain specifications that
will result in an improvement of the life of the gears.
SThe design techniques involved are:
1. Recess action gears usually result in a lower
coefficient of friction and reduced noise level and in an
increased mesh efficiency with a smoother tooth action
(see par. 7-3.1.1.4).
2. Full fillet unground roots result in maximum
resistance to bending fatigue. Yet the active tooth profiles, which are ground, can enjoy a dual benefit in that
the accuracy of the ground gears will be realized on the
flanks of the teeth where gear tooth action takes place,
while the maximum benefit of the case-hardened surface will be left intact in the unground fillets,
3. Shot-peening can result in added or hxveased
both in compressive stress and
life ofgthe gears,
fatigue
fn bending
uendif
stress.
Sin
stress. e
• •

4. After the gear teeth have been ground and have
completed the manufacturing cycle, they can be subjected to a manganese phosphate surface treatment to
break in the gears during the initial stages of operation,
minimizing the hazard for scoring. By this treatment
the surface of the gear teeth is converted into a nonmetallic oxide that becomes impregnated or saturated with
lubricant. The burnishing of the gear tooth profiles
during the initial stages of running reduces the risk of
scoring.
5. Tip and flank modifications can be incorporated
where the deflection test or calculations indicate that a
concentration of load at either the tips or the flanks or
ends of the gear teeth would result in a shortened gear
life.
6. Higher pressure angles generally result in
higher bending fatigue strengt" r gear teeth. Whereas
commonly used standards pvev. ,msly employed 14.5and 20-deg pr.-_.ure angle gears, present optimized designs generally use 22.5-deg pressure angle gears and,
in certain cases, higher pressure angles.
7. The use of deeper teeth for higher profile contact ratio, as well as the use of helical gears for added
face overlap, also will result in an increased fatigue
capacity of the gears by sharing the load.

operating alignment of the gear mesh. Good design
dictates that deflections at the gear mesh be kept to a
minimum. The total amount of misalignment should
not exceed a given allowable value. In most applications the deflections should not exceed 0.001 in./in. of
face width for spur gears and 0.003 in./in. for bevel
gears at the working surfaces of mating members. Of
the
basic types of mounting, straddle and overhung,two
straddle
mounting is preferred. This configuration best reduces both alignment and deflection problems. Wherever possible, the use of two bearings for
each gear shaft, mounted as close as possible to the gear
faces, tends to minimize large moment loads and
reduce vibration problems. In many cases, bearing sizes
and shaft dimensions are determined, not by strength
ions, but by shaft stiffness to miniand life considertto
mize gear tooth displacements.
It is good practice to preload thrust bearings to prevent axial displacements under load, and to allow for
thermal expansion of the gear shaft by the use of a
cylindrical roller bearing. The preloaded duplex ball
bearing reacts with both thrust and radial loads while
the
lascylindrical roller bearing reacts only with radial
loads.

Wherever possible, the gear should be integral with
the shaft. When gears must be assembled onto the
shaft, a double-piloted, locked-up, involute-spline
mounting is one method used for minimum weighl and
good reliability. However, bolted connections also have
been used successfully.
The mounting of bevel and hypoid gears can be designed for maximum rigidity by establishing the gear
hub directly in line with the resultant of the axial and
separating forces. Provisions also should be made for
axially adjusting both gear and pinion during assembly.
This may be accomplished easily by the use of shims
placed between the main housing and the gear shaft
subassembly.
The housing, or gear case, acts to form a strong base
in which to mount the bearings and support the gears
and shafts, and is designed after sizing and locating the
gears and bearings.
Gearbox Lubrication Considerations
7-3.1.1.3
A high-power, high-performance, lightweight gearbox dictates a pressure-fed lubrication system and oil
jets that direct the oil flow to the gear faces and bearings. Consideration must be given to the proper design
of the gearbox to provide adequate internal drainage to
7-23
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the scavenge pump inlet. A tight gear case, in which the
housing fits tightly around the gearing, leads to excessive heat being generated due to oil churning, windage
losses, and oil entrapment. This difficulty often can be
corrected by the development of gear wipers, or
shrouds, that act to isolate the gear-toothed members
from the sides of the housings. A recommended scavenge ratio, oil-out to oil-in, of from 2.5:1 to 3:1 is
considered adequate. Oil distribution within the gearbox by means of drilled or cored passages is recommended from a reliability standpoint in that external
lines are susceptible to damage by handling and servicing. The use of externally removable oil jets is extremely desirable because it becomes easy to check the
condition of the jet orifice without a complete disassembly of the gearbox. Good lubrication and cooling of
the gear mesh are accomplished by spraying oil into
both the incoming and outgoing meshes. Oil system
design also must include provisions for 30 rini ofoperation after loss of the primary lubrication supply. This
may be accomplished by small trapped oil supplies
strategically located, consumable bearing cages, or a
separate redundant oil system. Grease-lubricated gear
4ystems also are a distinct possibility,
7-3.1.1.4
Recess Actinn Gears
There are design advantages to be gained from the
use of recess action gears. The technique involves the
tooth profile shifting to "long and short addendum"
design. Whereas in standard design gears the pitch
diameter is in the center of the working depth of both
the pinion and gear, in recess action gears the pitch
diameter is low in the flank of the pinion tooth and high
in the flank of the gear tooth. A comparison of standard
design and recess action design is presented in Fig.
7-16.
7-3.1.2

Preiminary Gearbox Weight
{considerations

A primary consideration in the selection of a gear
type for a givein application is weight. For a parallelshaft application, properly designed helical gears will
be a little smaller than spur gears of equal capacity.
However, the thrust reaction of the helical g&ýars may
require larger bearings and a more complex support
structure so that the total weight of a spur kear system
might be less than that of a helical system.
Double-helical gearing can present real advantages
where there is high speed and high power, due to the
smoothness of the gear action and elimination of thrust
loads. The gears may be heavier than single helir-al
gears of equal capacity because of the extra width of the
7-24

gear blank required to provide the space between the
two helices and/or the material required to assemble
the two halves of the gear. The reduced bearing and
structural requirements may more than compensate for
this.
For applications involving nonparallel shafting there
is currently only one choice: spirad bevel gears. In some
cases it may be possible to effect real space and weight
savings by using two or more spiral bevel gear sets in
series. For example, two meshes of spiral bevel gears,
each with 45-deg shaft angles, might prove more advantageous than one set of bevel gears with 90-deg shaft
angle used in series with a spur or helical gear set or a
planetary reduction.
Lightly loade.. drives, such as accessory drives or
low power main reductions, usually will be served best
with spur, or spiral, or Zerol bevel gear drives.
Following the prelirniinary sizing of the gearing configuration, the empirical expression preFented in Ref, I
provides a means of estimating the weight of the cornplete gearbox less accessories. The premise is that the
weight of a gear system is a function of the total solid
rotor volume and that weight estimates are obtained by
multiplying the valueof XFd2 ,where F = face width,
in. and d = gear pitch diameter, in., by an application
factor of 0.25 to 0.30 for helicopter gearboxes with
magnesium or aluminum casings of limited-life design,
high stress levels, and rigid weight control. This factor
considers the gearing, shafts, bearings, and support
housing.

7-3.2

SEWRINGS

In the selection of bearings for helicopter transmissions, the principal trade-offs are combinations of
standardization, initial cost, noise, resistance to shock,
frequency and ease of repair or replacement, degree of
complication in shaft and housing design, and resistance to contamination. In some instances, it may be
necessary to employ special-purpose bearings for reliable high-speed operation and for thrust reve~rsals. Special attention to such trade-offs and requirements is
necessary during the preliminary design phase because
system weight, cost, reliability, and maintainability are
affected significantly by decisions involving transmission bearings and supports.
This paragraph provides general guidance regarding
the basic types of bearings and installations in helicopter transmissions. Advantages and disadvantages of the
various types of bearings are listed. The discussion includes a brief listing of common mistakes in the selection and handling of bearings and mountings.
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(B) FULL IECESS ACTION

Fi.. 7-16. Comnwison of Standard Design With Full Recess Action Design
The textual descriptions are supplemented by illustrations of common bearings and supports. The figures
illustrate bearing and support concepts, but do not constitute design guidance.
In making the selection of bearing types and sizes, a
common solution for bearing-gear combinations is required. These selections should be made early in the
design phase on an analytical basis because of the difficulty and expense involved in redesign to accommodate changes in bearing and gear configurations. Par.
7-3. 1.1 gives the mathematical relationships to be used
in conjunction with manufacturer's ratings and estimated load factors to determine average fatigue damage for bearings and gears. The application of the-se
estimates also is described in par. 7-3.1.1. The en'ct
that bearing support stiffness and location will have
upon natural shaft frequencies is described in par. 75.2.
7-3.2.1
7-3.2.1.1

Typical Installations
Accessory Bearings

The simple ball bearing, straddle-mounted aropind
gears as in Fig. 7-17, is a system that normally is lightly

loaded in radial and thrust directions. The bearings
shown are of the "Conrad" type (deep groove) with
two-piece machined bronze cages. Their operating
speeds run up to 12,000 rpm. These bearings have both
radial and thrust capabilities. The ball-to-ball combination is the simplest arrangement for short shafts, with
minimum shaft expansion due to differential temperatures.
The simple ball/roller bearing, shown in Fig. 7-18, is
used in the hydraulic step-up drive in the spiral bevel
drive gear. The ball/roller combination is selected to
permit axial freedom, keeping the bearing loads free of
the effect of differential expansion between the shaft
and the supporting gearbox structure. The unshouldered roller bearing rings allow full float at one end and
restraint at the other, ball bearing end.
In Fig. 7-18, the ball bearing is positioned adjacent
to the spiral bevel gear where radial loads are light and
thrust loads heavy. The bearing holds the axial position
of the gear, which is adjusted by shimming. On the
opposite end, a roller bearing is used to support the
high radial loads from the spur gear. Its outer ring
construction is a cylindrical raceway with no shoulder.
The roller bearing does not oppose the ball bearing, but
it permits changes in length of the shaft due to tempera7-25
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DEEP GROOVE BALL
BEARINGS STRADDLING
SPUR GEAR

SIMPLE SPUR
GEARS

DEEP GROOVE BALL
BEARINGS

Fig. 7-17. Simple Ball IBeinags
ture. The adjacent arrangement, which supports the
spiral bevel pinion gear, also uses a ball and roller
bearing combination. It differs in this case, however, in
the relationship of the ball and roller bearings to the
gear. Because the spiral bevel pinion has a greater
radial than thrust load, the roller bearing is placed
adjacent to this gear. The outer ring is without shoulders, giving freedom of axial movement. The ball bearing positions the gear in the axial direction by shimming at its shoulders.
Another bearing arrangement for bevel gears has a
7-26

duplex "back-to-back" (DB) ball bearing pair opposite
the roller bearing. This duplex pair not only restrains
the shaft axially in both directions, but also provides
maximum shaft rigidity. This is due to the outward
flexing of the contact angles ,.ward the shaft centerline. This form (Fig. 7-19) gives 1.9 times the radial
capacity of the single bearing. Duplex ball bearings are
used to obtain axial restraint in both directions. Selection of duplex back-to-back ball bearings gives this
restraint but also makes a restrained shaft center in the
radial direction. In contrast, duplex "face-to-face"
(DF) bearings give the same axial restraint but with a
"free" or pivoting shaft center by virtue of the contact
angle lines intersecting at the shaft center.
The roller-roller combination supporting two
straight spur gears is shown in Fig. 7-20. These gears
are held by two straight cylindrical rollers. The ball
bearing is not needed here because the straight spur
gear produces little or no axial thrust, and the
shoulders of the roller bearings shown at positions A
and B are able to restrain the gears in position and
accept the resultant thrust at low speeds. Two different inner ring configurations are used in this
assembly. At position A the two-lipped inner ring
is pressed on the shaft and field by a locking nut.
On the opposite end, position B. the inner ring is
ground integrally with the gear shaft. The latter
assures raceway-to-gear-pitchline concentricity and
eliminates the possibility of fret between inner ring
bore and shaft outer diameter (OD). and, of course.
no locking devices are required. This roller-to-roller
system permits axial freedom and centerline restraint.
7-3.2.1.2
Plate Thrust Bearings
The plate thrust bearing shown in Fig. 7-21 cannot
stand high speeds due to its race construction. The
principal advantage of the plate thrust bearing is that
it affords maximum capacity in one direction. However, angular contact bearings, as in Fig. 7-19, will
withstand high speeds in addition to providing good
thrust capacity.
7-3.2.2

Special Purpose Bearings

7-3.2.2.1
Transmission Main Drive Train
An example of a double row thrust bearing is shown
in Fig. 7-22. It has a single-piece outer ring with both
races ground with the counterbore outward from the
ring center. The inner rings are two separate pieces
with low shoulders facing inboard. Drawing up the
inboard faces with the locknut puts a preload into the
raceways, making the contact angles assume the DB
form. This also yields an inner ring rigidity much
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DEEP GROOVE BALL
BEARING

ROLLER BEARING2-LSPPED INNER RING
NSHOULDERED OUTER RING

SPIRAL
PINION BEVEL.
GEAR

.SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR

•,

DEEP GROOVE BALL
BEARING

NO SHOULDER

ROLLER BEARING-•2- LIPPED INNER RING
UNSHOULDERED OUTER RING
FAI. 7-18. Simple Bau/Roller Bearings
ROLLER BEARING 2-LIPPED INNER RING
UNSHuULDERED OUTER RING

DUPLEX 'BACK TO BACK'
(DB) BALL BEARINGS

BEVEL GEAR
Fig. 7-19. Duplex Back-to-back Bearings
greater than the DF form. The double-row, angularcontact form gives thrust capacity in both directions as
well as radial capacity equal to approximately 1.9 times
the radial capacity of a single row. By proper grinding

of the inner rings, the maximum capacity in both radial
and thrust directions can be achieved at high speed.
Separate cages are used for each row of balls to permit
freedom of rows. The preloaded, double-row ball bear7-27
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to give the rollers axial guidance. These two lips also
serve as guidance for the broached bronze cage. The
outer ring is press-fit into its housing for radial posi.
tioning and, in this case, has bolting tabs on one side
of the OD to prevent rotation or axial movement. A

LOAD

roller form (see Fig. 7-23, detail A) is

__spherical-ended

used to resist any thrust from gear or clutch combination and to minimize wear at inner and outer ring
shoulders. Integral race-to-shaft bearings are used with
high-speed gearing to minimize inner ring fitting probBATEA
THRUSIL
DIRECTION THRUST

Fig. 7.21. Plate Thrust Bearing
ing is used to give axial restraint in both directions,
maxin
ishaft
um
us
torgivea
restraint, ind
bo
pireciti,
maximum shaft centerline restraint, and simplicity,
A spur pinion gear support roller bearing with integral inner raceways, shown in Fig. 7-23, consists of two
rows of cylindrical rollers on opposite ends of a highspeed spur pinion. In this case, the inner raceway is
ground integrally with the pinion to insure-roundness
and concen tucity of the raceway with the gear axis and
the ges r pitch diameter. The outer ring is double-lipped

I

~ROLLER
OUTER
RING LINER

lems, and to assure concentricity and balance of the
centerline.

An arrangement of supporting bearings for a spiral
bevel pinion is shown in Fig. 7-24. The forward bearing
at position A is similar to that in Fig. 7.23 in that it
rides on the gear shaft without a separate inner ring.
The gear raceway is without roller guide shoulders,
giving it axial freedom and preventing axial loading
between it and bearings B and C. This combination is
set up so that the radial loads of the spiral bevel go
through the two roller bearings, which have no axial
restraint. The split inner ring ball bearing at C is set up
with radial clearance between the outer ring and the
housing so that it cannot be subjected to radial load.
Yet the axial retention through the flange of the acija-

ROLLER BEARING
TWO LIPPED
INNER RING
SINGLE LIPPED
OUTER RING

BEARING

INNER RING
MOUNTED ON
GEAR SHAFT

TWO LIPPED
OUTER
RING

ROLLER BEARING INNER RACEWAY
INTEGRAL WITH GEAR

Fig. 7-20. Roller-roller Combination Supporting Straight Spur Gears
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BALL BEARING
DUPLEX BEARING
'BACK-TO-BACK'
"ON OUTER RING
•

PIECE

, •SINGLE

.

OUTER RING
UPPER PLATE

LOWER PLATE
KEYWAY IN BEARING

OUTER RI*NG

RETAINER PLATES
00 CLEARANCE

LOW SHOULDERED
INNER, RINGS ANTIROTATION
PIN

Fig. 7-22. Double Row Thrust Bearing

ROLLER BEARING
FLANGE MOUNTED
OUTER RING -'NNER
RACE INTEGRAL

WITH GEAR

iP

SPHERICAL ROLLER
ENDS

DETAIL A
Fig. 7-23. Pinion Gear Support Rollers With Integral Inner Raceways
cent roller bearing and the outer retaining plate hold
the outer ring so it can react thrust in either direction,
and the inner ring is split radially at the raceway center
in order to permit thrust loading in both directions.

This construction also permits a high-strength, onepiece outer ring, land-guided cage suitable for high
speed work.
Compound planet stages sometimes are used and
7-29
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present special bearing mount problems. The cornpound planetary gearing, shown in Fig. 7-25, is supported by two cylindrical roller bearings. These are
identical in construction but of different size and
capacity. The inner rings both are integral with the
gear, and are double-lipped for roller and cage guidance. Each outer ring is single-lipped and opposes the
other to retain the gear axially in both directions.
The double row spherical bearing example in Fig.
are
7-26 shows simple planetary gearing with
an also
integral
surfaces
raceway
bearing racewayThe
spherically
inner ring ground in the gear inner

Fig. 7-27 shows a preloaded, duplex pair of angular
contact bearings. This arrangement provides axial rePLANETARY GEAR

I

____

i

diameter (ID).

ground spherically to accommodate the two rows of
barrel-shaped rollers. The cage is one piece and has its
pockets broached in a staggered manner for the two
rows. Staggering smooths out the action of the rollers
to the raceway. The cage is inner-ring-land-guided rt
the outboard lips of the ring. The barrel rollers,
together with the spherically ground inner and outer
raceways, permit the misalignment of the gearup to t 2
deg. The integral raceway grinding yields a stiff outer
raceway closely concentric with the gear pitch diameter. Double row spherical bearings are used mainly for
their self-aligning ability as well as their maximum
radial load capacity.Fi.72.CmonPletrGaig
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Fig. 7-24. Spiral Bevel Pinion Mount
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UT
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RING
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RINGINNER
RETAINER/
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SPHERICAL RACEWAY
GROUND INTEGRAL TO
SPUR GEAR

SELF-ALIGNING SPHERICAL
W SPHERICAL
BEARINGROLLERS
PLANETARY
SPUR GEAR

Fig. 7-26. Double Row Spherical Bearing
straint of the shaft, and prevents axial vibrations. This
set is matchground DB (with outer ring thrust shoulders duplexed back to back) to give maximum shaft
rigidity. The preload is retained by the inner and outer
ring spacers at A and B, respectively,
A preloaded duplex tandem set is shown in Fig. 7-28.
This set-up is used to resist the thrust from, in this case,
a spiral bevel pinion gear. The thrust load acts through
the two duplex tandem (DT) ball bearings. The other
angular contact bearing at the left is set up DF to
preload the DT pair and prevent reverse axial movement. This combination also has high radial capacity
by virtue of the three bearings in a row. The DT set is
used to obtain maximum thrust capacity in one direction. The DF set gives moderate thrust restraint in the
opposite direction with ma'ximum shaft rigidity.
7-3.2.2.2

Oscillating or Limited Motion

Bearings

Self-aligning, Teflon-lined bearings (Fig. 7-29) are
used in main rotor hinge or pitch rod bearings to permit
change in angle of attack of the blades. The Teflon
journal at the attaching bolt takes the oscillating pivoting motion. The spherical bearing (also Teflon-lined)
permits the initial misalignment of the bearing in both
static and dynamic deflections. No external lubrication
is required.

7-3.2.3

Mountings

The upper view, Fig. 7-30(A), shows the cross section of a flanged outer ring of a roller bearing. The
lower view, Fig. 7-30(B), is the bottom view of this
bearing showing two of the three tabs on the outer ring.
The flanged face is ground perpendicular to the bearing
raceway and serves as a broad shoulder to hold the ring
square, and the tabs provide an antirotation device. The
holes are drilled oversize to prevent distortion of the
rigythmonngbtsTiscsruinisairing by the mounting bolts. This construction is a simple means of outer ring retention, both axially and
circumferentially. However, care must be taken to
avoid introducing distortions in the raceway from
the bolts that hold the flange.
The combination uf a shaft locknut and locking ring
is a common method of retention of rolling contact
bearings. Fig. 7-31 shows the locknut with its serrated
locking ring. This retains the bearings by clamping
them between the washer and a shoulder on the shaft.
The result is a bearing system with a DB configuration,
consisting of a pair of angular contact bearings
mounted with their thrust shoulders opposing each
other. Such a system is both radially and axially stiff.
Bearing ring retention uRing snap rings or springtype rings is shown in Fig. 7-32 and illustrates the more
common type of retention, i.e., the inner ring retained
by a ring held by spring tension in a shaft groove.
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BEARING SHOULDER
.WITH SNAP RING AND
ANTIROTATION KEY

MATCHED GROUND
BEARING SPACERS"
BALL BEARINGS
'BACK-TO-BACK'
(DB)

•o(

Fig. 7-27. Preloaded Duplex Pair of Angular Contact Bearings for Propeller
Drive
from an elastomer held between metal laminations.
Lips at the extremities.of the mounting provide radial
restraint from bearing to housing. Point B has resilience in the same directions, but has no radial restraint.

"BALL BEARINGS

'DUPLEX TANDEMMOUNTED'
-:

-

Radial loads are not transmitted through this type of

mounting. A plain, radially restrained mounting,

"shown in Fig. 7-34, is a similarly laminated elastomer
and metal strip wrapped circumferentially around the

:•,

PINION

THRUSTINGE

BALBA

BEARING
ASSEMBLY
SPHERICAL
OUTER RING
FOR SELFALIGNMENT

G

DUPLEX'FACE-TOFOR PRELOAD
OFDT SET

INNER RING
(JOURNAL)
TEFLON-LINED

FOR OSCILLATION

Fig. 7-28. Preloaded Duplex Tandem Bearings

"MAIN ROTOR BLADE
Double ro% bearings are illust'ated in their mounting plates in Fig. 7-33 with resilient laminated bearings
or washers at A and B. At point A, the resilience is
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Fig. 7-29. Self-aligning, Teflon-lined Bearing
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bearing. The radial displacement allowed by this
monigpermits misalignment between the bearing
shown and its mate; however, radial loads can be
reacted.
7-3.2.A

PA
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Seals

All static and dynamic seals shall be required to
demonstrate a life equal to or greateir than the transmussion allowabl operating intervaL
7-3.2.4.1
Integra Type
The integral seals used on rolling contact bearinps
save in mounting space, retain their own lubricant, and
protect. lslgJinst - cnainaion. This minimie or
eliminates mauiatenance. In many tjpes seal friction is
eliminmated by tdii "noncontact-, or labirinth, construction.
The standard shield (Fig. 7.35) isthe simplest form
of closure and has a metal disk crimped or held by a
snap ring into a groove. Its inn 'er diamete runs at a
close clearance to the inne ring souder. This type of
fhield will retain greae lubricants and prevent entrance or external contaminants.
There are two types of labyrinth seals: the "mechaniseal" and the slinger-type seal.

OUTER
,RiNG

SEPAOTO IP'OUBL

!A)CROSS SECTION VIEC

/-

I.OUNTING
HOLES

-

-

I

Fig. 7-30. Flanged Outer Ring no' Rziller Bearing

ANGULAR CONTACT BEARING
DUPLEX BACK-TO-BACK

SlIUR-LOCK
LCNTWT
SERRATED
LCIGRN

ftg, 7-31. Combinadein of Shaft Locknut and
L4ockiaig Ring
The mechani-seal (Fig. 7-36) has the OD of it%inner

FLANGED
INNER RACE'..AY INTEGRAL

SIGR
SAE

shield pressed into a groove in the outer bearing ring.
with a slight clearance to the OD of the inner ring
shoulder. The outer shield or this system has its ID
pressed to the OD of the bearing inner ring, with a
slight clearance between the ID of the bearing outer
ring and the OD -ofthe shield. The Outer shield employs
centrifugal force to keep contaminants away from th'e
bearing, and forms a frictionless. noncontacting labyrinth with the inner seal. This seal is more effective
than the standard shield, and also can run at high
speeds.
The slinger seal (Fig. 7.37) consists of a metal ring
pressed on thc land of the inner ring. The ring functions
as a slinger between the inner and outer portion%or the
shield. The centrifugal action of the slinger traps the
lubricant in the labyrinth and gives an almost frictionless seal. It prevents external contamination and loss of
internal lubrication.
Felt seals employ a felt ring that cont;._ts the eround
inner ring land to provide sealing action (Fig. _:ý)
The outer metallic or retaining mnember is crimped into
the outer ring groove. Operating Icrnperatti~re% are lini7-33
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OUTER RING
SINGLE
SINGL LIPPED
LIPEOTcrimped

:

BEARING

OUTER RING
LINER

-

molded synthetic rubber lip seal. The OD of the seal is

into the ID of the bearing outer ring. A modifi-.

cation of this, known as the "sentri-seal", is shown in
Fig. 7-40. It has synthetic rubber bonded completely
around a flat steel ring. Its formed lip contacts the
ground chamfered or curved surface of the inner ring
1OD.
These seals are limited to speeds up to 2000 fpm
and to temperatures up to 225"F.
An extremely heavy-duty, triple-lip, contact type of
seal has been developed for severe external contamination (Fig. 7-41). It has a wide external guard that is
crimped into the bearing outer ring and runs at a clearance to the inner ring. Bonded inside this guard is a
triple-lip seal of synthetic rubber that consists of three

--.

SHAFT

sealing lips contacting the ground land of the inner
ring. The effectiveness of the seal is obtained by the
multiplicity of the lips and their pressure to the land.

SNAP RING

GROOVE

SNAP RING

LOCKNUT AND
RETAINER RING

E.SOEI MOUNT
ON
E
PLANETARY
tGEAR FLANGE

Fig. 7-32. Bearing Ring Retention by Snap Rings
ROLLERE
ited to about 275°F, surface speeds are limited to 3000

ROLLER BEARING

fpm.
Contacting seals include the land-riding type (Fig.

7-39). Variations of this use external or "armorgard"
construction, which prevents external damage in severe
exposures to stringy or rough material. In these two
types, the external portion is a stamping bonded to a

Fig. 7-34. Radially Restrained Mounting

ELASTOMERIC MOUNT

OOUBLE RC:; BALL BEARiNG

ELASTOfN'ERIC MOUNT

Fig. 7-33. Double Row Bearing Mounted With Resilient Laminate
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Consequently, this type of bearing is limited to very low
sed
7-3.2.4.2
Separate Type
In sealing bearings from contaminants and preventing the loss of lubrication, space limitations are encountered when the seal is integral with the bearing. Many
types of separate seals have been developed for these
conditions. They consist of (a) wiping or contacting
seals, (b) face-rubbing types, and (c) labyrinth types.
The wiping seals commonly are made of synthetic
rubber and have different shapes and orientations. The
simple wiping lip seal, shown in Fig. 7-42, provides
moderate sealing and protection from contamination.
Felted or packed woven and graphited elements also

SOUTE R SH IELD
INNER SHIELD

SL

Fig. 7-37. Slinger Seal
CLOSE CLEARANCE
TO INNER RACE
INNER SHIELD AND
OUTER SHIELD CRIMPED
INTO OUTER RACE

CRIMPED SHIELD___

Li!,FELT

RING

Fig. 7-35. Standard Shielded Ball Bearing

INNER SHIELD
PRESSED INTO GROOVE
INOUTER RACE

Fig. 7-38. Felt Seal

II
OUTER
SHIELD
PRERSS
INTOGROOVThis
D GROOVE
PRESSED
INTO

Fig. 7-36. Mechani-seal

may be jammed against the shaft to prevent pressure
leakages. Both of these types are limited to low speeds.
In order to achieve high-pressure sealing, long life,
and high speeds, spring-loaded, face-rubbing seals have
been developed. A typical construction is shown in Fig.

743. This consists of a rotor with its mounting and

rubbing surfaces ground optically flat, and parallel and
normal to each other. The active surface of this rotor
is hardened and flattened to make continuous, uniform,
and minimum-friction contact with the sealing surface.
surface-usually of a carbon compound-also is
lapped
It isThe
heldsmooth
in contact
with surfaces
the rotor by
preload flat.
springs.
contacting
constitute the rubbing portion of the seal. In many instances, these surfaces are pressure-balanced to accom7-35
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External labyrinth seals obtain their sealing capabilities primarily from the path through which the fluid
must pass. Mating labyrinths, with the internal grooves
rotating, are made in two or three sectirns. The rotating portions not only resist flow because of their shape,

CRIMPED SHIELD
LIP SEAL

Fig. 7-39. Land-riding Seal

4

but also prevent leakage by the centrifugal forces
created due to high-speed rotation. Interlocking labyIrinths
also are used with mating edges on both internal
and external diameters of a rotating surface (Fig. 7-46).
Hardened and ground sharp-edged rotating elements
with a softer female matrix often are employed as in
Fig. 7-47. A radial labyrinth seal is shown in Fig. 7-48.
The effectiveness of most types of seals can be increased by using bleed passages to balance off the leakage flow. This method is used extensively in high-speed
labyrinth seals.
INNER SHIELD
EXTERNAL GUARD

SYNTHETIC RUBBER
SEAL LIP

iL
~STEEL RING

•:,

Fig. 7-40. Sentri-seal

modate a range of conditions. The external or static
portion of the seal is created by close-fitting the rotor
to the shaft. The static portions of the nose of the seal
are made fluid-tight and flexible by bellows, either synthetic rubber or metallic. This permits axial motion of
the preload spring seals, which can be used in a broad
range of temperatures and pressures and at high speeds.
Another variation of this form is the pressure-balznced
seal whose internal and external areas are designed to
balance the local pressures and minimize the thrust
loads on the face and rotor contact (Fig. 7-44).
In addition there is the floating seal as shown in Fig.
7-45. This is set up with critical axial and radial clearances to accommodate pressures in opposite directions.
This floating rotor rides in a ground steel recess and
will
contact either side, depending upon the pressure
balance.
7-36
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Fig. 741. Heavy-duty Seal
GARTER SPRING
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'\ WIPING LIP
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Fig. 742. Wiping Seal
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Installation Considerations

S7-3.2.5

Life expectancy of the bearings and seals described
in the foregoing paragraphs is heavily dependent on the
care taken in the installation process,
7-3.2.5.1
Lubrication
In addition to lubricating sliding and rolling surfaces, lubricants must dissipate bearing heat. Lubrication requirements are detailed in par. 7-3.3.
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Fig. 7-45. Floating Seal
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Fig. 747. Mating Labyrinth
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2. Nonmetallics such as synthane: where miniMATING LABYRINTH
ARIEASmun lubrication exists and maximum quiet is desired
3. Bronze cages: for moderate speeds and tempera-

ER

REASmuluratoeissadaimmqitsderd

tures
4. SAE 4340 steel cages, silver-plated: for high

()'

speeds, high loads.

/-

7-3.2.6

S/'\

Fig. 7-48. Radial Labyrinth Seal

7-3.2.5.2

Inner and Outer Ring Shaft and
Housing Fits

Installations of both inside and outside diameters of
bearings must be tight enough to minimize fretting,
creeping, or spinning of the bearing rings. Tightness of
fit must not eliminate radial play of the bearing in
operation. Approximately 80% of the steel-on-steel
press-fit on a solid shaft will show up in radial play
reduction. External bearing surfaces sometimes are silver-plated to minimize fretting and ring creep.
Inner and outer ring shoulder faces must be mounted
to shaft and housing faces that "ire at least equally as
square as the faces of the bearing selected. This insures
proper bearing alignment, which is especially important at high speeds or high loads,
Proper selection of materials for inner and outer
bearing ring and rolling elements is dependent upon the
temperatures and life reliability requirements. Exampies include:
1. Vacuum melt nr vacuum degassed, SAE 52100
steel: life and reliability approximately 1.5 to 2 times
that of air-melt steel
2. AISI 440 C steel: for corrosive resistance and
operating temperatures to 400'F
3. Vacuum melt. M-50 tool steel: life factor of 3
to S times of air melt SAE i2100; steel also usable up
to 500 F.
Cage selections also have a definite influence on life:
1. Stamped and riveted pressed steel: for normal
applications
7-38
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Common Problems in Bearing and
Support Application

Helicopter development and operation have been
hampered in some instances by mistakes in the selection and treatment of bearings and mountings. Careful
attention to the causes and solutions of these past difficulties should help insure proper design of bearings
and mountings in future applications. Several case histories are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
In the development of a particular helicopter transmission the antirotation pin interfered with the keyway
in the outer ring of the bearing (Fig. 7-22). Outer ring
misalignment and cage breakage resulted. A proposed
solution for this problem was to eliminate the keyway,
provide freedom of alignment between bearing rows,
and add a resilient mount, as in Fig. 7-33. However, the
laminated bearings could not tolerate the environment.
Another example problem was in a compound planetary gear and bearing system, where the lightweight
mounting bosses with keyways caused inner ring
fatigue by distortion. The end retainer plates were inadequate to hold the rings firm. The solution in this case
was to grind inner raceways integral to the gear blank
to eliminate keys, support, and bearing fit problems.
Fig. 7-49 shows outer ring support in a compound
planetary carrier. Deflection under load caused these
bearing outer rings to misalign with respect to the shaft
centerline and thus create outer ring fatigue. The solution was to make a one-piece carrier to support the
outei rings, and a shorter inner ring shaft assembly, as
shown in Fig. 7-50.
Somie arttirotation :mnd 'retting problems have been
solved by silver-pi ,ting the external surfaces of the
bearing rings. The resultant press-fit and separation of
the fretting surfaces solved the problem.
Ahe
frett
sur olled teaprshaem.
Axial thrust in roller bearings has caused extreme
roller end wear. Careful attention to methods to prevent thrust loads on these bearings and close control ot
the alignment of both inner and outer rings solved this
problem. Closely related is the problem of outer ring
flange mounting; the asymmetrical flange, shown in
Fig. 7-30, must be installed with care so that the
mounting bolts do not distort the ring. Also, mounting
diameters (both shaft and housing) must be round and

,
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well-aligned to prevent roller-skewing tendencies. All

1. That the lubrication is adequate to support the

these problems are amplified by high speed.
The problem of roller skid has been serious in this
same roller (Fig. 7-30). The solutions mainly are to
reduce the roller size and inertia to prevent skids during the change from unload:d to loaded areas. Minimum radial play and close attention to ring alignments
are necessary. Out-of-round shafts or elliptical housings and inner ring cage guidance serve to keep rollers
running it constant speed and thus prevent skidding.

load and carry away the excess heat of friction
2. That bearing geometry of races and clearances
is maintained by proper press-fits of inner and outer
rings, and by mounting shoulders that are normal to
the mounting diameters of the rings
3. That normal loads (radial and thrust) as well as
unbalance and critical frequencies are accounted for.

7-3.2.7

Fatigue Considerations
role in
Correct bearing retention pla ..n important
fatigue calculations. In all rolling contact bearingswhether ball, roller, needle, or others-the achievement of normal calculated fatigue life makes certain
assumptions:
PLANETARY CARRIER
(I UILTUP)

ROLLER BEARING

-

COMPOUND

PLANETARY GEAR

PLANETARY CARRIER

ROLLER BEARING

Fig. 7-49. Compound Planetary Gear I

PLANETARY CARRIER
OIL COLLECTOR RING
(ONE-PIECE)
ROLLER BEARING
COMPOUND
PLANETARY GxEAR

The achievement of all of these is necessary in order
for the normal calculated bearing fatigue life to be attained. If these conditions are not maintained, life calculations will have no validity.
LUBRICATION
7-3.3
Lubrication in helicopters serves two purposes. The
first and most obvious is to provide a suitable fluid film
between metal surfaces with relative motion. These include gears, splines, bearings. and overrunning clutches. The second, and equally important, function is to
provide a medium for heat transfer from the working
surfaces. The heat usually will be transferred to air
either through the surface of the transmission or
through an oil cooler.
7-3.3.1

Lubrication Systems

Lubrication systems fall into two basic categories.
The first is a simple splash system in which the gears
in the unit provide the impetus for oil circulation. The
second is a circulating system in which a pump is used
to provide oil under pressure to jets that spray onto
critical surfaces. The circulating system may be either
wet or dry sump.
wto
7-3.3.1.1r up Splash Lubrication
System
In a splash lubrication sysiem one or more gears dip
into the lubricant. Splash or spray from the gears must
be directed to any other gears not dipping in oil so that
at least one member of each mesh receives lubrication.
In addition, a flow of oil must be directed to all bearings. Splash-lubricated systems are cooled only by
radiation and convection from the surface of the gearbox, limiting the application to relatively low-power
systems. Typical applications include tail rotor gearboxes and simple one- or two-mesh rotor transmissions
for small helicopters.

ROLLER BEARING
Bi

Fig. 7-50. Compound Planetary Gear II

7-3.3.1.2

Circulating Lubrication Systems
In these systems, oil under pressure is passed
through a filter and then through jets that direct
oil
spray onto gears and bear;ngs. It may be possible to use
some oil to lubricate two or more parts in series. Oil
7-39
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from bearings and gear meshes in the top of a transmission may drain through other bearings or across the
stationary ring gear of a planetary reduction. Designers
generally depend upon the mist within the transmission
to lubricate accessory gears and bearings unless they
are located in isolated areas with respect to the main
gearing.ealy
power gearing. power-leen
In a wit sump system, one in which the oil storage
area is the bottom of the transmission, only one lubrication pump is required. Some cooling of the oil will
occur through the walls of the transmission housing.
This can be increased significantly if the sump area is
finned and subjected to an air blast. In higher power
transmissions, a separate oil cooler probably will be
required. This will be in the form of a heat exchanger.
Airflow through the heat exchanger may be from rotor
downwash or a small fan; such fans are driven by a
hydraulic or electric motor or mechanically from the
transmission accessory section.
A dry sump system generally is used where the space
envelope, control system, or other requirements restrict
the area at the bottom of a transmission. Transmissions
subjected in service to a wide range of attitudes also
often are made dry sump. These systems require an oil
reservoir and a minimum of two oil pumps, one for
supplying oil under pressure to the system and one to
scavenge the sump area.
The scavenge pump generally will be required to
have 2.5 to 3 times the capacity of the pressure pump.
As a result, there will be air entrained in the oil as it
enters the antivortex reservoir. The reservoir design
should incorporate an effective entry baffle to de-aerate
the oil and should have an antivortex baffle at the
outlet.
AkA
common lubrication system for engine and transmission or for more than one transmission shall be
avoided because there could be a transfer of contaminants from engine to transmission, transmission to
transmission, or vice versa,
Oil jets will be used primarily at gear meshes and
rolling element bearings in the principal load paths. Oil
jets also are used to control and direct oil flow for
overrunning clutches and for centrifugal oiling systems
for the bearings in planetary gears.
Oil jets on both the entrance and exit sides of a gear
mesh have been used satisfactorily for gears operating
at more than 20,000 fpm pitch line velocity. However,
oil jets at the entering side of the mesh for spur gears
with face widths greater than about I in. and operating
in the range of 10,000 fpm or higher can develop dynamic loading and could cause gear failure (Ref. 2).
This may be particularly critical if large amounts of oil
are required for cooling. In general, cooling is achieved

best by jetting oil at the leaving side of the mesh. Lubrication is achieved best by jetting oil at the entering bid,:.
In some critical applications oil is applied at both sides,
with perhaps 1/5 of the oil applied at the entering side
of the mesh, and 4/5 at the leaving side.
Rolling-element bearings generally are lubricated
r lbrcae
best by jetting the required amount of oil into the gap
between the cage, or separator, and the inner race. The
angle of oil impingement is particularly critical for
high-speed bearings. Windage effects must be considered for oil entering high-speed bearings and adequate
escape passages must be provided so that oil is not
trapped.
Overrunning clutches of either the sprag or spring
type require submerging the sliding surfaces in oil to
achieve satisfactory life. This generally is accomplished
by damming the required area and flowing only a small
volume of oil into the clutch.
Oil distribution to the various jets of the transmission
should be accomplished with internal oil passages. External oil lines are subject to damage in handling or in
servicing the unit. Provisions for operation without lubrication shall be fail-safe, and shall not be subject to
deterioration over the life of the transmission, and
shall not be capable of generating debris that can clog
oil jets.
7-3.3.1.3

Lubricating Oil

Current general practice with helicopters is to use
the same oil in transmissions as is uged for the engines.
These are lubricated with synthetic lubricants per
MIL-L-7808 or MIL-L-23699. While both of these
specifications are satisfactory, MIL-L-23699, having a
higher viscosity, may be a slightly better gear lubricant
for normal conditions. However, MIL-L-7808 has a
lower pour point, making it more desirable for lowtemperature operation.
7-3.3.2

Lubrication System Components

and Arrangement
Various lubrication accessories, and the requirements for these in different lubrication systems, are
shown in Table 7-1.
The relative positions of the items of Table 7-1 for
the wet surmp and dry sump systems are shown in Figs.
7-51 and 7-52, respectively. The wet sump system in
Fig. 7-51 is a sy3tem with integral oil cooling at the
sump with an air blast. If external cooling were required, it would be connected between the pressure
relief valve and the oil distribution gallery.
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TABLE 7-1
LUBRICATION SYSrEM COMPONENTS AND FEATURES

"J

SYSTEM
COMPONENT

SPLASH

BREATHER
CHIP DETECTOR
DRAIN
FILLER CAP
FILTER
MAGNETIC PLUG
OIL COOLER
OIL LEVEL INDICATOR
OIL STRAINER
PRESSURE TAP
PROVISION FOR OIL
SAMPLING
PUMP, PRESSURE
PUMP, SCAVENGE
RELIEF VALVE
RESERVOIR
TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
VENT LINE
7-3.3.3

REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
MAY BE REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED

REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED

NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
REQUIRED
NOT APPLICABLE

REQUIRED
NOT APPLICABLE
REQUIRED
NOT APPLICABLE
REQUIRED
NOT APPLICABLE

REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED TWO PLACES
REQUIRED

Sufficient oil flow must be provided to maintain acc:ýptable temperature levels. The total oil flow Vcan be
calculated:
,T

DRY SUMP

REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
REQUIRED
NOT APPLICABLE
REQUIRED
NOT APPLICABLE
REQUIRED
NOT APPLICABLE
NOT APPLICABLE
REQUIRED

Oil Flow Requirements

7.5cpAT

WET SUMP

(7-24)

TWO PLACES
AT RESERVOIR

AT RESERVOIR
AT RESERVOIR

gear case surface and ambient
air, *F
C = 30 ft2.°F-min/Btu for still air
C = 22 for free circulation
C = 10 for forced airflow
If the heat is not all dissipated through the housing, the
remainder must be disposed of through an oil cooler.
Sufficient oil flow must be provided to maintain acceptable temperature levels.

where

7-3.4

Q

heat loss, Btu/minEFFICIENCY
c, = specific heat of oil, Btu/ib-*F
A T = oil temperature rise, *F
Methods of predicting transmission heat rejection
are shown in par. 7-3.4. Part of this heat will be dissipated through the t'ansmission housing. Botstiber
"andKingston (Ref. 3) show the following conservative
method fer estimating this heat rejection;
SAAT
Q=

HEAT REJECTION AND

=

C

,

Btu/min

(7-25)

where
Q = dissipated heat, Btu/min
A = exposed area of gear case, ft2
A T = temperature difference between

Gears are the most efficient mechanical means yet
devised for the transmission of power from one shaft to
another. With well-made spur and internal gears the
power loss is approximately 0.56" of the power transmitted through the mesh. Although it might appear
that this small loss could be neglected, it constitutes a
heat source that will cause a significant temperature
rise. If the heat is not removed properly from gears and
bearings, the surface temperatures will rise beyond the
metallurgical limitations of the materials and failure
will occur.
The efficiency of a transmission is variable and depends upon many factors. These include lubricant.
pitch line velocity, gear geometry and surface finish,
type of bearings, accuracy of the gears., bearings and
7-41
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mountings, and housing design. The transmission efficiency is dependent upon the magnitude of five types
of power losses:
1. Gear mesh losses
2. Bearing losses
3. Losses due to windage and oil churning
4.Sealossesdetwished

to the current tendency toward finer pitch teeth and
higher pressure angles. The tooth surface finish affects
the coefficient of friction of the gears and the ability of
the oil filn to separate the mating surfaces. Surface
finish is not usually an appreciable variable in helicopter gear efficiency because the teeth generally are finby grinding or honing.
The losses in rolling-element bearings are related to
load, speed, cage design, and coefficient of friction. The

_5.Losses due to lube pumps.

load is a function of the gear design, shaft, and transmitted power. Speed is a function of shaft and bearing
diameter. The coefficient of friction is a function of the
type of bearing, i.e., ball or roller.

The first two of these are quite predictable once the
design details are established. Losses due to windage
and oil churning are less predictable.
7-3.4.1

Gear and Bearing Losses

7-3.4.1.1

For a given load, the power loss in a gear mesh is
dependent upon pitch line velocity, tooth geometry,
and tooth surface finish. This means that-with the
higher pressure angles-smaller, or finer pitch, gears
can be used. These same factors have an effect upon the
scoring tendency of gear teeth and are related directly

Preliminary
Predicins Gear and Bearing Loss

Losses in gears and bearings cannot be calculated
accurately until their design is complete. However, reasonably accurate predictions can be made for transmissions using the parallel and intersecting shaft types of

BREATHER

FILRCAP

PRESSURE TAP

OIL
GALLERY,

•

w FINS'OPTIONAL

AIR-
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CHIP DETECTOR
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/

OIL SAMPLE TAP

TTEMPERATURE DETECTOR
MAGNETIC DRAIN PLUG

Fig. 7-51. Wet Sump Lubrication System Schematic
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gearing most common in helicopter transmissions. For
"eachsimple gear mesh the power loss probably will be

are affected by the size, proportions, and speed of the
rotating element's; by the ousing design; and by case

of the transmitted power including gear and bearing losses. For a simple planetary system with the sun
input and carrier output, the combined gear and
bearing losses probably will be about 0.75%. These
factors are based upon accurate gears finished by grinding or honing and operating in rolling-element bearings. If the horsepower transmitted by each mesh is
multiplied by the probable percentage power loss and
the results totaled, a reasonable estimate of total transmission power loss will result.
7-3..1.
Gea an BeaingLossCalulatons
,draining,
There are many different techniques for computing
the power loss in gears. A good system covering all
types of gears is presented in Ref. 4. Calculations for
losses in rolling.-element bearings are reasonably well
standardized; a typical set of formulas and supporting
data is found in Ref. 5.

pressure. A further discussiop of windage loss, and
formulas and supporting data for its approximation,
can be found in Ref. 6.
Chrigsteefctomcanalwkngfte
Chrigsteefctomcanalwkngfte
lubricant, either by rotating machinery or by windage.
Tewrtcniin
cu hnavlm
foli
trapped in some cavity in the transmission housing.
The principal concerns of the transmission designer are
to eliminate trapped pockets of oil, to avoid situations
where windage acts as a screen to prevent oil from
and to avoid high-energy impingement of oil
on housing surfaces or gears. I'hese design eonsiderations increase in importance with increased gear pitch
line velocities. Problems can occur at pitch line velocities
of 8000 to 10,000 fpm and the probability of difficulties
increases with increased speed.
Although churning losses are not predictable, there

7-3.4.2

are several design approaches that are effective in reducing or eliminating them. Some of these are:

Windage and Churning Losses

Windage is nothing more than the air movement
created by rotating machinery. Losses due to windage

1. Allow a large clearance space around rotating
parts such as gears with high surface velocities. This
7-43
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will help to reduce oil trapping on one side of the
windage pattern,
2. Provide oil drain paths from both sides of rolling element bearings, even if oil is applied at only one
side.
3. Where oil must drain past a high-speed gear,
provide a drain passage sheltered from the windage.
4. Use gear scrapers and deflectors adjacent to
high-speed gears to direct the oil flung from the gears
toward the transmission sump. This technique makes
use of the kinetic energy of the oil to aid in scavenging.
5. Place fine mesh screens around the high-speed
gears to dissipate the kinetic energy of the oil flung
from the geacs and to break up the windage pattern.

Usually the transmission is a reducing drive to give
low speed and high torque at the rotor. Typically, the
axis of rotation of the input is nearly horizontal and the
output approximately vertical. Changes in direction of
rotation also may be required as in tandem rotor transmissions that must drive rotors in opposite directions
to balance torque reaction.
The main rotor transmission may serve as a combining transmission for multiengine inputs or receive only
a single input from a single engine or a separate cornbining transmission.
Positioning of the rotor and rotor controls is another
primary function performed by the main rotor transmission or in combination with a stationary mast. The

Windage and churning losses are not affected by the
amount of power transmitted. They are affected by
speed and oil flow.

rotor axis usually tilts forward a few degrees in the
diiection of forward flight. The forward tilt gives a
forward force component from the basic rotor thrust
(lift) necessary for forward flight. Tilting the rotor
reduces the amount of rotor control motion required
and minimizes the amount of helicopter nose-down
attitude for high-speed forward flight.
For a single-rotor helicopter the rotor shaft also may
have a side or lateral tilt of a few degrees to give a side
force component from the rotor thrust (lift) to offset
the side force component of the tail rotor thrust. Side
tilt of the rotor shaft results in level helicopter attitude
in lateral or roll direction. Both the forward and side

7-3.4.3

Conversion of Losses to Heat Loss
and Efficiency
The mechanical efficiency of the system can be obtained readily from the tabulated losses by the formula:
Etamedailny
100 (Power Inut -l Power Loss)
Etticiency
10
(Power Input)
The heat loss in Btu/min can be found by multiplythe horseatwlossinBtu/mica by
d
m
ing the horsepower loss by 42.44.

7-4
7-4.1

TRANSMISSION DESIGN
MAIN ROTOR TRANSMISSION

The primary function of the main rotor transmission
is to transmit the power from the engines or combining
transmission to the rotor. The torque supplied to the
rotor results in reaction loads of thrust, moment, and
side force in addition to torque that must be reacted by
the transmission. An alternate solution to the rotating
shaft is to provide a stationary mast or standpipe that
carries the rotor support bearings and transmits all
loads except torque directly to the helicopter structure,
independent of the main rotor transmission. A quill
from the transmission supplies only torque to drive the

Srotor.
The transmission normally transmits all loads via its
mounts to the helicopter structure except when the
stationary mast concept is employed. Where possible,
it is desirable to react all rotor loads to the airframe
through a forging that is located so as tG prevent rotor
loads from passing through any gear support housing.
Location of mounts depends upon the type of airframe
structure.
7-44

tilt of the rotor shaft result in lower moments and side
loads on the shaft and support bearings compared to
true vertical mounting of the rotor shaft. The forward
tilt usually is built into the transmission in order to
hold the input or engines horizontal. However, the side
tilt may be accomplished by tilting the entire drive
system or at least the main transmission. Offset mounts
in the transmission or the structure can be used.
The rotor hub and blade design may dictate a requirement to provide a central hole or tunnel up
through the rotor shaft for internal controls, hydraulic
power for blade control, and electrical cables for blade
folding and blade deicing. The hole also could provide
access for instrumentation wires.
A main rotor transmission for a single-rotor helicopter also must drive the tail roto, required to counteract
the torque reaction of the main rotor. Typically, the
power to drive the tail rotor is 10-12% of the total
power.
The transmission system for overlapped tandem rotor configurations must provide mechanical synchronization to index the rotors to avoid collision of blades.
Transmissions now used in helicopters are of the
closed type with the housing and seals serving to contain the lubricant and to exclude foreign material.

I
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There are a number of functions that could be considered secondary because they normally are not limited to the main rotor transmission. These include:
1t Drive and support of lube pump, oil cooler
blower, power takeoff, rotor brake, and accessories.
The lubrication pump should be direct-driven downstream of the input clutch to provide positive lubrication during autorotation or when one engine is shut
down.
2. Support for rotor control actuators and related
linkage
3. Provision for dephasing rotor drive for manual
blade folding
4. Rotor positioning device and lock for power
blade folding
5. Axial and radial restraint of external drive
shafting
6. Monitoring system (oil temperature, oil pressure, filter pressure drop, screen detector, chip detector, oil level, vibration pickup, and oil jet pressure
drop).

'

With the current trend to multiengine drives for increased safety, a crutch is required for each engine
input, thus fixing clutch location on the input side of
the main transmission rather than at the output or
rotor shaft. Clutches near the engine input serve both
main functions of single-engine shutdown and autorotation. A clutch at the rotor shaft adds extra protection
in case of seizure of the main rotor transmission, but at
the expense of additional weight to achieve the required
clutch capacity. A seizure in the main rotor transmission is not likely to stop the rotor, due to the large
inertia of the rotor. A quill or shaft shear section will
shear and free the rotor. Such a shear section often is
included in transmission design to insure drive separation at a known location rather than risking a random
separation that could jeopardize the structural integrity
of the gear case.
Figs. 7-53 through 7-58 show several currently used
main rotor transmissions illustrating typical gear, bearing, and mounting arrangements. Horsepower ratings
are approximate and are given for size reference.
I. Fig. 7-53, CH-47 Forward Transmission. This
is a forward tandem-rotor drive transmission with single input from synchronizing shaft. First stage gearing
is spiral bevel with second and third stages simple spur
planetary using a common ring gear. Total reduction
ratio is 30.72.1; power rating, 3600 hp. Mounts are in
a forged upper cover.
2. Fig. 7-54, CH-47 Aft Transmission. This is an
aft tandem-rotor drive transmission with single input

11

_

i_

Fig. 7-53. CH-47 Forward Transmission

from synchronizing shaft. First-stagesimple
gearing
spiral
spuris planebevel with second and third stages
rn g gear. Tta l ri os pl.2:1
aeco n
tarylusing
tary
using a common ring gear. Total ratio is 30.72: 1,
power rating, 3600 hp. Mounts are in a forged upper
cover. The high torque output shaft extends the drive to
the elevated rear rotor.
3. Fig. 7-55, CH-54 Main Transmission. This is a
single-rotor drive transmission with two inputs direct
from two engines. First- and second-stage gearing is
spiral bevel with third and fourth stages of simple spur
planetary. Mounts are at the bottom of the cast main
housing. Total ratio is 48.6:1; power rating, 8100 hp.
Note that planetary stages are below input.
4. Fig. 7-56, OH-6 Main Transmission. This is a
single-rotor drive transmission with one input direct
from the engine. Two stages of gearing are spiral bevel.
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a single-rotor drive transmission with two inputs direct

from two engines. A load-sharing device in each input
drives two spiral bevel pinions for the first-stage reduction. The second stage is a spur mesh with four pinions
against a common gear. The final stage is a split power
spur planetary. Mounts are in the center section cast
housing. Total ratio is 69.2:1; power rating, 11,000 hp.
7.4.2

ANTITORQUE ROTOR TRANSMISSION

The primary purposes of the tail gearbox are to
achieve the required change in shaft angle, transmit

power to the antitorque rotor, and provide adequate

__

:also

S/
.__
Fig. 7-54. CH47 Aft Transmission

Rotor is supported by a stationary mast. Transmission
mounts are in the upper cover. Total ratio is 12.81:1;
power rating is 208 hp continuous and 268 hp takeoff.
5. Fig. 7-57, OH-58 Main Transmission. This is a
single-rotor drive transmission with one input direct
from the engine. First-stage gearing is spiral bevel with
a second-stage simple spur planetary. Total ratio is
15.23:1; power rating is 270 hp continuous and 317 hp
takeoff.
6. Fig. 7-58, MIL-10 Main Transmission. This is

mounting for the tail rotor. The lateral thrust produced
by the tail rotor counteracts the main rotor torque,
thereby providing a positive means of directional control for the helicopter. The tail rotor position (fuselage
station) is far enough aft so that the tip paths of the two
rotors do not intersect. A typical tail gearbox arrangement is shown in Fig. 7-59.
Input to the tail rotor gearbox is from a drive shaft
connected to the input pinion shaft through a flexible
coupling. The flexible coupling must be capable of op;
erating at small misalignment angles of up to I deg.
Misalignment results from mounting tolerances and
from airframe deflections that are caused by inertia
loads from maneuvers and by wind loads on the fuselagc and tail supporting structure.
The speed reduction in the tail gearbox usually is
accomplished by a spiral bevel gear mesh operating at
a 90-deg shaft angle. The ratio in this gearbox with
single bevel mesh seldom is greater than 3:1. For larger
helicopters, it may be advantageous to usC super-critical drive shafting, in which case the tail rotor gearbox
will require a larger reduction ratio. Several designs
have proposed planetary reductions along with the 90deg spiral bevel mesh to obtain overall reduction ratios
of 7 to I or more.
Gearbox design follows conventional procedures; the
bevel gears are designed for unlimited life at maximum
power (excluding transients). The maximum power
usually is required during a maneuver such as left yaw
at maximuoi rate and is determined from the design of
the tail rotor blades at maximum collective pitch. Under these conditions the gearbox will draw whatever
power
is required
to rotate
tail rotor
bladessteadyat the
pitch and
rpm available.
Thethe
normal
maximum
is u sual yr
The t alrtr
%
powe bsorbed
ptate
state power absorbed by the tail rotor is usually from
10 to 12% of the total helicopter power. For the shorttime transient condition, the tail rotor power can exceed 30% of the total usable horsepower. The required
strength of spiral bevel gears may be determined by a
computer program that analyves a particular design
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7-55. CH-54 Main Transmission

and determines strength factors, contact ratios, and
load sharing factors. Design iterations are made until
the smallest size is found that is within predetermined
limits Another computer program calculates the basic
machine settings required to cut and grind the teeth to
size. Small adjustments are made to the basic tooth
profile during the bevel gear development test program;
the gears are tested and the profile is modifi. : to produce the required load pattern when run with a mate
or with the reference master gear.
Wearing loads come from two sources: the bevel gear
loads and the aerodynamic rotor forces acting upon the
tail rotor, which are transmitted to the structure via the
rotor drive shaft bearings and the gearbox casing. The

I.
K.

I;

loads acting upon the gears, bearings, and shafting are
derived from a complete power and load spectrum that
is representative of the aircraft mission.
Due to the remote location of the tail rotor gearbox,
the lubrication system usually is of the splash or selfcontained type. However, larger designs have included
electrical oil pumps or oil pumps driven from a spur
gear driven by the input pinion. In the splashlubricated system the large gear dips into the oil and
carries and splashes it to the point of mesh as well as
to the supporting bearings in the near vicinity. To lubricate remote bearings, a scupper is provided in the gearbox casing to catch some of the splash and deliver it to
the bearings by gravity flow through lines cored in the
7-47
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housing. Optimum oil level must be determined in
splash-lubricated systems. Too low a level will result in
po,)r distribution and lack of lubrication whereas too
high a level will result in unnecessary churi:.ag that
wastes power and generates excessive heat. Leakage is
prevented by the use of O-ring seals at housing interfaces and by lip-type seals on the input and output
shafts.
With force-fed or splash-lubricated gears and bearings, allowable gearbox temperatures nominally are
maintained at 250"F or less. Temperatures may exceed
250"F with no 250*
adverse
wiheffects
noadvrse
ffets but
ut must
mst bee maintained
mantaned
below 350"F in order to avoid drawing of carburized
parts. Refer to par. 7-3.3 for further discussion of lubrication.

Grease-lubricated antitorque rotor gearboxes n.re a
distinct possibility. Gearboxes of this type inherently
have a lower vulnerability to ballistic cast penetration
because of the smaller effect upon gearbox operation
from loss of lubricant. However, grease-lubricated
gearboxes may require special baffle arrangements and
finned areas for proper heat rejection.
Tail rotor thrust is controlled by a pitch control shaft
and pitch beam that collectively change the pitch on
the tail rotor blades. The pitch control shaft is actuated
by a control circuit that extends back to the cockpit. In
the gearbox itself the design consists of a push-pull
mechanism in which one end is nonrotating and is fixed
to the housing, while the other end is rotating with the
tail rotor shaft and controls the collective pitch of the
tail blades. The nonrotating-to-rotating portion of the

V
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Fig. 7-56. OH-6 Main Transmission
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control system usually consists of preloaded ball bearings. The pitch control shaft rotates with the tail rotor
shaft by means of a splined connection that prevents
relative rotational motion and permits relative axial
motion between the tail rotor and the pitch control
shaft.
The input bevel pinion shaft usually is straddlemounted and is subject to steady torsion, vibratory
bending, and steady axial loads from the input torque
and from the bevel gear loads and reactions.
The output shaft that drives the tail rotor is subject
to gear loads at one end and aerodynamic rotor loads
at the other; thus, the stresses at any section are a
function of hp and rpm (torque) and also of rotor loads
that are not associated directly with power. If at any
time during a flight the axis of the fuselage is rotated
relative to the axis of the tip path plane of the tail rotor
blades, a gyroscopic moment is induced upon the tail
rotor hub and shaft due to the tendency of the rotor tc
remain in its present tip path plane location. The induced moment is proportional to the severity of the

1J?

)Because

maneuver and can be relatively high. This moment is
transitory and only acts for short periods of time. For
purposes of calculating loads on mounting attachments
and bending moments in the tail rotor shaft, the gyroscopic moments conservatively are assumed to act
100% of the time.
The angle at any instant between the axis of the tail
rotor shaft and an imaginary shaft perpendicular to the
tip path plane of the tail rotor blades is called the
flapping angle. During violent maneuvers the flapping
angle can reach 12 deg. An average flapping angle is
used to design the tail rotor output drive shaft bearing'.
The average flapping angle is calculated by the cubic
mean method and is determined from an estimated
spectrum of flapping angle versus percent time for the
mission for which the helicopter is intendud.
The tail rotor gearbox is mounted to the fuaelage
through a bolted flange connection. The loads and Moments that this attachment must withstand are those
produced by:
i. Input and output torques
2. Tail rotor thrust
3. Tail rotor hub moment (induced by flapping)
4. Weight of gearbox and rotor
5. Control loads.
each of these loads varies with maneuver,
the worst combination should be used in this analysis.
The loads and moments, which will dictate the design
of the attachment, then are reterred to the CG of the
bolt p attern in the mounting plane. The inplane shears
and r loments produced will create shearing forces in
each bolt while the out-of-plane loads and moments
result in bolt tensions and compressions. Each bolt then
will have an axial load and shear load acting upon it.
Because the bolts are installed with tensile preload,
the resulting tension in the bolt P, is given by:

K
Pb
[--

P, + KP

,lb

(7-26)

•where

-

t

I

P, = tensile prdoad, lb
.hi
P,, = applied tensile load, lb
K = relative stiffness of the bolt

compared to the clamped
.-

members, dimensionless

The margin of safety for the bolt is based upon an
interaction curve as shown (see Fig. 7-60) and may be
Fig. 7-57. OH-58 Main Transmission
L

expressed by the formula
7-49
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Raa
MS=

where
dimensionless

-

(7.27)

R, = applied shear load/shear

(7-28)

R,. = allowable ialue of R, (Fig.
7.60). dimensionless
R, -- applied tension load/tension
strength, dimensionless
R. = allowable value of R, (Fig.

or
MS

Rta
Rt

I

dimensionless

strength, dimensionless

7-60), dimensionless

7

Fig. 7-58. MIL-10 Main Transmission
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The margin of safety of a bolt or screw may be determined from this curve as follows:
1. Plot the applied values of R, and R, (shown as
Point 1).
1.0

2l

The margin of safety is then computed using Eqs. 7-27
or 7-28,
The housing flange thickness at the attachment is

.

Pt.

,0.8
-

based upon either of two criteria: (I) bearing stress in
the bolt hole due to the shear load, or (2) bending stress

-----

P.
P.

M0.

near the casting wall due to the overhang moment due
to the axial bolt load.

k 0.4
0.2

2. Draw a straight line from the origin through
this point to intersect the curve (Point 2).
3. The coordinates of Point 2 are R. and R,.,. the
allowable values of A, and R,.

7-4.3

COMBINING TRANSMISSION

7-4.3.1

--

Functions

The primary function of the combining transmission

is to join multiengine inputs to drive one or more rotor

0
0

0.2
%

0.4

06

0.8

SHEAR LOAD

SHEAR STRENGTH

Fig. 7-60. Interaction Curve

L)

1.0

transmissions.

The intermediate transmission is used to transmit
power from the main rotor transmission through a

change in direction of axis to drive the tail rotor for
single-rotor drive systems.
7-51
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Usually the transmission is a reducing drive that
takes advantage of the gearing required to combine
inputs and change direction of axis and/or rotation.
Transmissions currently in use are of the closed type
vith the housing and seals serving to contain the lubricant and exclude foreign material.
cantandexclde
oregn mteral.tinued
no:.
The combining or intermediate transmissions
mally are mounted to airframe structure and only have
to react the torque from the transmitted load. External
lift and moment loads from the rotor are not transmitted to the combining or intermediate transmissions.
7-4.3.2

Typical Combining Transmissions

Figs. 7-61 through 7-63 show a few currently used
combining and intermediate transmissions with typical
gearing, bearing, and mounting arrangements. Horsepower ratings are approximate, and are given for size
reference.
1. Fig. 7-61, CH-46 Mix Box. This is a unit that
combines the inputs of two 1500-hp engines and drives
two main rotor transmissions for a tandem-rotor drive
system. The first-stage gearing is herringbone and the
second stage is spur. Total ratio is 7.61:1. Mounts are
at top of the main casting housing. The clutch is at the
pinion.
second-stage
2. Fig. 7-62, CH-47 Engine and Combining Transmission. The engine transmission is an intermediate

The design goal for each veh'cle concept and shaft
system shall be to use the light-,t structure compatible
with the concept. To achieve this goal, the designer
must consider structural adequacy, component arrangemenits, and realistic design criteria, and place conte design
emphasis oon weight control.FShaft tsystem
shall embased
shall be based upon general compliance with the guideupon ge compiance WI a giLlines defined by MIL-S-8698, MIL-T-5955, and MILT-867q, and with MIL-A.8860 through MIL-A-8870,
as appropriate.
The traditional system safety technique used to
achieve shaft system integrity is the "safe-life" method.
This technique predicts the component service life by
means of a rigorous testing program-incduding functional, structural, and flight tests.

INPUT
SHAFT

type that reduces speed and changes direction of axis
from power plant to combining transmission. Ratio is
1.23: 1. Power rating is 3750 hp. Gearing is spiral bevel.
The clutch is at the output shaft. The combining transmission combines the input from two engine transmissions and provides two outputs to drive two main rotor
transmissions for a tan'4em-rotor drive system. Gearing
is spiral bevel with ratio of 1.70:1. Power rating is 6000
hp.
3. Fig. 7-63, BO-105 Intermediate Transmission.
This transmission is a typical single-rotor intermediate
type unit with input from a main rotor transmission
and output driving a tail rotor. Geating is spiral bevel
with ratio of 1.25:1 step-up. P'nwer rating is 70 hp.
7-4.4
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ENGINE/ROTOR CROSS-SHAFTING

Power transmission shafting systems suitable for helicopter applications are high-power, high-speed. and
lightweight. In spite of this unique combination of design requirements, however, it is an absolute necessity
that the designer recognize that the engine/rotor crossshafting systems must remain rugged and reliable, and
that he place continued emphasis on system safety.
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Fig. 7-61. CH-46 Mix Box
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Another method employed for shaft systems that has
received industry attention is the "fail-safe" design
philosophy whereby the demonstrated integrity of the
system remains intact even though a portion of the
supporting structure has failed. The emphasis is placed
upon the ability to detect the incipient failure.
7-4.4.1

OUTPUT
ROTOR

Functions and Features

Despite different external appearances, helicopter
shaft systems are remarkably similar. The functions

INPUT
MlIN
TRANSMISSIOi.

..
r• • N~r-N

____-.
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Fig. 7-63. BO-105 Intermediate Transmission
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K4.BOX
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SHAFT
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and charac1c, istIcs generally include but are not limited to:
I. Transmitting power from the engine(s),

II
.

CLUTCH

whether wing-mounted or fuselage-mounted, to the
helicopter vertical lift and/or forward thrust propulsive systems

J

iOUTPUT

2. Torque transmitting capability, stowing, and/or
tilting of the vertical lift systems
3. Facilitating the use of multiple engines with
provisions fo, an engine-cut condition

SHAFT TO
* FWD AND
AFT ROTORS

4. Providing autorotational capability in the event
of an emergency
5. Using high-speed couplings that prevent loss of

COMBINING
BOX

shafting even if the coupling has lost its ability to trans-

I

I

4

____

_
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INPUT
SHAFT

Fig. 7-62. CH-47 Engine and Combining
Transmission

mit torque

6.Using redundant supports to provide design
load capability and stiffness necessary to maintain the
operational/structural integrity of the drive system
even though failure of a support point has occurred
7. Transmitting power necessary to drive accessories.
Shafting
In general, the lightest weight system is obtaitied by
operating the engine/rotor cross-shafting at the hihcst
practicable speed and considering the elastic propt..-.cs
of the interconnecting shafting. The engine/cross-shaft
system constraints impact upon the anticipated integrated propulsion system performance and also are
related to components such as gears, bearings, clutches,
and couplings that are subjected to such operational
conditions as structural deflections, misahignments.
load, rpm, temperature, and other environmental conditions.
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To date, the mechanical engine/cross-shaft power
transmission system remains the optimum method of
transmitting power over long distances. The designer of
such a system must assess the previously stated operational/environmental conditions; estimate the direction and magnitude of these values; and conduct tradeoff studies of the various shaft system candidates to
a±,certain the optimum system for weight, size, efficiency, and reliability. Three basic types of mechaaical
engine/cros-shaft systems are:
1. Subcritical (couplings at ends only). This shafting arrangement uses couplings at the end points and,
if the shaft is long, uses the bending capability of the
"interconnecting tubing. Intermediate pillow blocks
keep the system operational in the subcritical range.
The blocks must be self-aligning and, in some instances,
also must be capable of axial movements. This system
requires very few complex components and can accommodate reasonable misalignments (1-2 deg).
2. Subcritical (couplings at each support). This
shaft system has a coupling at each pillow block as well
as at the end points and therefore can accommodate
high misalignments (3-5 deg) between pillow blocks
and gearboxes. The intermediate bearing pillow blocks
must have angular or self-aligning capabilities.
3ocpling
onl3. Supercritical or hypercritical (couplings at ends
Studies of subcritical systems have shown that
operation at moderately high speeds (of the order of
4000 rpm) with relatively small-diameter interconnecting shafting requires many intermediate pillow blocks.
The hypercritical system eliminates this constraint by
operating above the second critical speed. The design
of this type of system requires special attention to the
kinematic properties of the shaft as compared to first
and second critical sneed systems, which are specially
balanced and amplitude-limited. Vibration energy absorption and system tuning are accomplished with
damped bearing supports carefully designed for mass,
spring rate, viscous damping, and location,
Refer to par. 7-5 for shaft design.
7-4.4.3

Couplings

Basically, engine/rotor cross-shafting couplings can
be Bclassifieasy
clas.sified asegite/rorigior
Teingnn
either rigidross-shafleibl.
or flexible. The
designer
should investigate carefully the suitability of both types
of couplings: conduct an exhaustive review of the design requirements at each shaft location, and select the
most suitable and lightest weight coupling available. In
general, the coupling selection process should be conducted concurrently with the evaluation of the total
engine cross-shaft system design. Both rigid and flexi7-54

ble couplings--for reasons of balance, vibration, and
shafting critical speed-normally are located near a
support point/major component rather than at midspan.
The term "rigid couplings" in the context described
refers to main drive torque.transmitting couplings that
provide a fixed union between shafts, provide axial
motion with limited moment (shaft bending) capability, or some combination of both.
Types of rigid couplings, together with their advantages and limitations, follow:
1. Straight splines. These splines can be used if
large axial movements during dynamic operation, therral expansions, or manufacturing tolerances exist.
Splines aid weight and can reduce the overall system
reliability unless proper fits are used together with ade"quate lubrication to minimize wear and fretting corrosion.
2. Ball splines. Ball or rolling splines have about
1/10 the coefficient of friction of straight splines and
therefore reduce the axially induced load. Extreme care
must be taken to locate this type of coupling in an area
where system bending moments are low.
3. Curvic coupling. This face-to-face type of couhas the distinct advantage of reducing the overall
coupling
diameter
however, flange
must be
applied required.
to negateSufficient
the effectspreload,
of the
however, t bea
torque separating force.
4. Flanged coupling. This type of rigid-fixed coupling can be used to join shafts. Easy installation, little
maintenance, and no wearing parts (except pnssible
fretting at the bolt holes) are its chief advantages.
"Flexible" couplings are designed to transmit torque
efficiently when the driving/driven shafts are not always in angular and/or parallel alignment. These couplings also must provide protection against shock and
vibration and must compensate for temperature
changes, wear of parts, and deflection of support members. The basic criteria that must be ccnsidered during
the selection of flexible couplings are
1. Misalignment angle. Steady-state and transient
misalignment for a particular combination of power
and rpm
whether
a simple crown
spline
or aoften
moredetermines
exotic coupling
is required.
2. Parallel misalignment. This factor may give rise
to shaft bending moments and shear forces with which
the coupling must contend.
3. Speed and load. Certain couplings are rated by
appropriately reducing the maximum operating torque
rating if the coupling is to operate at maximum speed.
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4. Lubrication. Certain couplings require some
method of lubrication for successful operation.
5. Torsional spring rate. The torsional spring rate
of the coupling is an important factor in assessing the
dynamic torsional characteristics of the overall system.
6. Other, In high-speed, high-torque applications,
other factors of concern are containment, a constant
velocity ratio, and a minimum value of torsional/radial
backlash,
Types of lightweight flexible couplings for consideration on engine/cross-shaft systems include, but 3re not
limited to:
1. Crown spline. Flexible couplings utilizing
"crowned and barrelled" splines generally represent
the lightest arrangement, can be used for small misalignment angles ( < 1 deg), and will accommodate
reasonable axial motion.
2. Laminated disk. These disk couplings consist of
two hubs and a laminated disk assembly. The disk
assembly is attached alternately to either hub. When
misaligned, the laminated disks take the form of a
wave-washer. This coupling has moderate angular misalignment capability (1-2 deg), and the torsional spring
rate is high.
3. Contoured diaphragm. These couplings use one
or more thin disks or diaphragms that provide the
torque/bending capability. A stabilizing ball and
socket joint is used to maintain a fixed location of the
intersection of the centerlines when more than eight
diaphragms are used. Because each diaphragm can provide up to I deg of angular misalignment, the angular
misalignment capability by using multiple diaphragms
is high. In addition, for those couplings using the ball
and socket arrangement, a shear load capability is
available in conjunction with a fail-safe feature that
retains the shaft in position even though its torque
transmitting ability may have been eliminated,

7-4.5

ACCESSORY DRIVES

The number and type of accessory drives required
for the transmission system depend upon the helicopter
mission characteristics.

7-4.5.1

Helicopter Accessories

The accessories driven by the transmission vary with
the design of the helicopter. For a light, single-engine
(observation class), rotary-wing aircraft, the typical accessories driven by the transmission are the transmission lube pump, transmission and/or engine oil cooling

fan drive, tachometer generator drive, and possihbly a
single hydraulic pump drive for the rotor controls.
For the larger, single-engine (utility class) helicopter,
in general. a dual hydraulic pump drive is used and an
additional generator drive is added.
Where twin engines are employed in helicopters haying an all-weather mission requirement, additional
drives are required for dual generators or for generators
with constant-speed drives for helicopters having wide
rotor rpm variations. In addition, single
or dual rotor
and/or propeller governor drives may be employed in
certain configurations.
7-4.5.2
Accessory Drive Arrangement
A
Athough the number and types of accessory drives
basically are dependent upon the size and mission requirement of the helicopter, the arrangement of the
accessory drives in the transmission system can become
paramount in mission effectiveness. Factors such as
reliability, maintainability, and vulnerability must be
considered carefully in selection of the location and
type of drives for the required transmission accessories.
In an observation type helicopter, the drives for the
tachometer generator, lubrication pump(s), and hydraulic pump, as required, generally are mounted upon
and driven by the main transmission. An individual
drive for each of these units, or variations up to a single
coaxial drive, can be provided for driving these three
accessories. The oil cooling fan for this type of helicopter generally has been designed as a dual-function unit
that provides air for the main transmission and engine
oil coolers. A direct mechanical attachment to either
the main transmission or tail rotor drive shaft has been
the preferred method for turbine-engine-powered aircraft, while friction belt driles generally have been used
for reciprocating engine installations. Although friction belt drives have been used with some success, and
their application appears to be a low-cost and simple
approach, they should be avoided where possible.
For a typical single-engine, utility helicopter, accessory drives generally are required for a tachometer generator, a single or dual hydraulic pump, lubrication
pump(s), an AC or DC generator, and an oil cooling
fan drive. All of these accessories, except for the oil
cooling fan, generally would be mounted upon and
driven by the main transmission. Where two independent hydraulic pump systems are used, independent
drives for each pump should be provided, physically
separated from each other with one driven directly by
the main rotor gear train. This is to eliminate the poltential of losing both systems by a round from a small arms
weapon, or by a single mechanical drive failure. If only
7-55
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a single drive can be used for powering dual hydraulic

the larger fan drives presently used to supply air for

systems, armor plate should be installed around the
drive to achieve combat zone protection against a cal
.50 projectile. The weight penalty for protective armor
should be considered in the proposed empty weight of
the helicopter. the hlicoterbility
The oil cooling fan, if it is mechanically driven, normally would have a direct mechanical connection to
the main transmission or tail rotor drive shaft. If proper
speed or space cannot be attained for the fan, an offset
gearbox or bevel gear drive is used. Belts should be
avoided. Where fans are remote, but mechanically
driven, the shaft drive must be simple and highly reliable. Where an oil cooling system is designed only for
the transmission, the fan can be mounted directly to the
input, the tail rotor output drive flanges, or other accessory drives on the main transmission. Because the generators for this class or larger helicopters are too heavy
for easy manual handling, the accessory drive for these
units shruld be positioned such that the mechanic need
not lift or hold the full weight of the generator while
attaching it to the accessory drive pad. In general, the
accessory drive pad should not face more than 30 deg
down from the horizontal. Adequate clearances must
be provided for use of standard tools and for other
maintenance requirements.
A twin-engine helicopter, particularly an all-weather
vehicle, would require at least one more generator
accessory drive than the single-engine utility aircraft
previously described. When this type helicopter is large
enough to employ an auxiliary power unit (APU) for
starting the engines, the hydraulic and electrical systems normally are complex. Therefore, the accessory
drives for the hydraulic and electrical systems should
be arranged, if possible, so they may be powered by the
APU for complete checkout of the accessory power
sources and their subsystems or the main transmission
for normal operation. This method will eliminate or
minimize the requirement for ground checkout equipment and procedures. An arrangement for achieving a
complete checkout for two independently driven bydraulic and electrical systems is shown in Fig. 7-64.
This arrangement provides independent drives to
each hydraulic and electrical system when the primary
engine(s) is operating or both systems are driven simultaneously by shaft power from the APU. Variations of
power sources-suich as electrical, hydraulic, or
pneumatic-may be used in lieu of mechanical shaft
horsepower. Variants of this arrangement may be applied to combining gearboxes, accessory boxes, or other
boxes, depending upon the drive system configuration.
Advanced engines normally would have an integral
lubrication and cooling system that would eliminre

both the transmission and engine(s). This feature allows the transmission designer to integrate the total
lubrication system with the cooling fan or other items
to be included in a single package, thus improving reliaand maintainability and reducing vulnerability.
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AccessMory Drive Pads

The types of drive pads currently used in Army helicorpters are the gear-driven Air Force-Navy Aeronautical Design Standard (AND) type pads that employ a
multibolt attachment. On small helicopters, the AND
pads are more cost-effective when downtime and labor
costs to replace an accessory are considered. On larger
or more complex helicopters, the use of current AND
standard drive pads may produce excessively higher
cstsa n die padma po duceiexess ively igher
c . os
the same
moreecompexelior s thplied. For these larger or more complex helicopters, the
quick attach and detach (QAD) concept of accessory
drives may provide large economic gains. The QAD
pads feature a V clamp attachment that requi~es only
a single screw and is oriented readily for ease of accessibility. These pads also minimize the volume requirement for accessories by eliminating the required
wrench clearances associated with AND pads. The
accessory pads, either AND or QAD, or others as required, must have adequate structural integrity to react
the accessory overhang moments under the flight conditions specified in MIL-S-8698 and/or crash loads of
10.0 g in all directions or higher as specified by the
helicopter system specification.
The accessory pad design and ratings shall be in
accordance with AND 10230 for the bolt accessories.
When QAD pads are used, the details shall comply
with MS 3325, MS 3326, MS 3327, MS 3328, or MS
3329. The capacity of the drives shall be at least 1.25
times the normal rating of the accessory to permit normal growth of the component.
The design life and/or time between overhauls
(TBO) for the accessory drives, such as splines, gears,
and bearings, should exceed the design life of the
related main power components. The interface of the
accessory and its drive must be desigie~d to insure that
the weakest link, or failure point under overload conditions, occurs on the driven accessory and not the accessory drive. In addition, the maximum attainable misalignment of the drive pad and the accessory should not
permit a prematire rotating beam fatigue failure of the
accessory shaft.
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Fig. 7-64. Accessory Erive Arrangement for Hydraulic and Electrical Systems
7-4.5.4

Specifications

MIL-T-5955 specifies the type of drive and covers
required when using AND standards. Where the use of
QAD pads is beneficial, in general, the requirements of
MIL-G-6641 may apply. MIL-S-7471 is not applicable
to this phase of accessory drive design because it is used
by the manufacturers in the preparation of the aircraft
accessory power transmission model specification applicable to a specific model shaft.
7-4.5.5

Sfor

Sshow

State-of-the-Art

Although AND standard drives have been in service
many years, designers recently have preferred the
QAD drive in order to attain lower helicopter maintenance requirements. Also, the compactness of the
QAD design lends itself to lowering the overall weight
and space of the transmission gearbox installation:m.
Although QAD adapters-attached to AND standard
pads-have and may be used, this results in additional
space, weight, and cost.
Recent designs of advanced generator systems also
trends that require a special accessory drive,
These advanced generators use an oil-cooling system
that is supplied and transferred from the transmission
through the accessory drive pad. In addition, some
"manufacturers propose the use of only one bearing on

the gererator armature with the accesfory drive bearing jsed to support the other end of the armature.
Though the advanced accessories and their drives
promise gains in weight and space, each system must
be evaluated from an overall cost-effectiveness standpoint as applicable to the helicopter design, production.
and operational requirements.
7-4.6

FAILURE WARNING SYSTEMS

Present failure warning systems for helicopter gearboxes generally are inadequate. The criterion for a successful warning system should be no surprise failures of
the transmission system either in flight or in ground
runup testing. This stringent criterion, however, does
not rmeasure fully the progress of the development of
warning systems. To evaluate properly the warning
system effectiveness, system failures and the applicable
warning system must be defined more fully and categorized. For example, the fact that, practically, no warning system exists to predict a fatigue failure does not
detract from the value of the Army Spectrometric Oil
Analysis P. ,)gram (ASOAP) to predict excessive wear
failures.
The use of a particular warning system and the alternatives to its use must be considered fully in establishing its degree of success. By use of fatigue failure again
as an example, a system that could warn reliably that
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tion, noise, oil leaks, nonstandard oil pressure or tema fatigue failure is imminent 10 min prior to actual
perature, etc.
failure would be of extreme value. Conversely, a system
designed to indicate excessive wear rates due to a corcondition such as shaft/transmission miUnfortunately, both of these inputs essentially constiment should not be considered successful iftute
warning. itonl
_produced
poue a 10-minpriorto-failure warniinng.esaema
An evaluation of the state of the art in failure warnSing systems must take into account:
1. The failure modes applicable
2. Safety aspects of a failure
3. Maintenance actions available to arrest the
trend toward failure
4. The present state of the art in available detection methods when properly applied,
The failure modes that should be detected must be
defined well. This must be done not only to facilitate
the development of failure warning systems, but also to
be able to judge more fairly the success of any system
under test. A system that is capable of warnix.g that
something is wrong with a gearbox is of definite value.
However, a failure warning system coordinated with
the maintenance program yields optimum benefits, but
this general type of system must be backed up with
another that is capable of identifying specific failure
Thmodesa
ruThe safetys aor
failure must influence the
requirements for a failure warning system. No false
alarm would be aco.-ptable for either a system warning
of a catastrophic failure or one indicating that a routine
maintenance action is required. This situation also
must be taken into account in grading the failure warning results. See Chapter 3, AMCP 706-203, for a detailed discussion of this subject.
Maintenance actions that can be accomplished at the
field level will influence the identification of failure
modes. If, for example, several failure modes all require
the removal of the gearbox and its return to the depot.
it may only be of academic interest to know the specific
cause of the failure indication, and the added cost and
complexity of such a warning system could not bejustifled economiclly.,
Improvements in detection methods for specific failure modes should reduce the number of short-time
warning devices needed for safet.q reasons and increase
the number of long-time warning devices that allow
maintenance actions to arrest the trend toward failure.
Present failure warning systems in use on helicopter
transmissions basically are limited to two inputs:
I. Chip detection used in the transmission oil systern
2. Pilot and/or crew complaints of excessive vibra-

after-the-fact warning systems. Component filure
progresses to a critical level beforee chip
sometimes
teto signalso-t-filr
re deo
for
true
be
may
same
The
obtained.
are
tector signals
crew
complaints. An added difficulty in relying upon
crew complaints
is that the source of the problem usually is not localized adequately to permit planned maintenance actions. Further, distinctions between serious
and minor problems are difficult to make, and can
result in flying helicopters having dangerous failure
conditions or sometimes grounding aircraft for minor.
easily correctible problems.
Trials of several types of diagnostic systems (Refs.
7-1 1) have been made in conjunction with the transmission. These include:
1. Vibration monitoring equipment (in flight)
2. Sonic analysis (ground)
4. Spectrometric oil analysis (ground)
4. Temperature warning (n flight).
These systems have not been exploited fully because of
the difficulty encountered in effective implementation
(as in the case of ASOAP), or because of an unacceptably high rate of false alarms, which can lead to a catastrophic misinterpretation of results.
It is possible that an optimum failure warning system
may be constrtocted using the stated measurements
along with oil condition detectors and pressure sensors.
The fact is that ,none of the measurements taken presently or contemplated in the future provides unique
indications of particular malfunctions. Further, for any
given failure, several of the measurements will respond.
This requires that a failure warning system must have
the ability to make a logical decision based upon multipie inputs. Additionally, the environment must be
taken into account to differentiate normally occurring
measurement variations from those related to failure.
An example of this is the temperature measurements
taken on the transmission. Temperature rises that
could be significant in early failure detection are
masked completely by normal temperature fluctuations
caused by outside air temperature changes, and the
variations due to power settings. Temperature inputs to
the failure warning system, therefore, must be in terms
of temperature rise A Tover ambient as a function of
power settings.
The overall vibration signal received by an accelerorneter may be considered as the sum of the signals
hing generated by all the individual internal components of the transmission, with poisibly a different am-
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plification factor applied to each due to differences in
their dynamic systems and transmission paths to the
accelerometer. As a result, the vibration signal generated by a component that is remote from the accelerometer may increase tenfold due to its transmission
path without a noticeable increase in the overall vibration signal. Hence, some type of signal processing
-such as band pass filtering-will be.required prior to
introducing these signals into failure warning systems.
Equally important is the accurate interpretation of individual vibration signals and their interrelationships
with other vibration signals, other measured parameters, load, and environment. Integration of this knowl.
edge may result in rather complex analysis techniques
and equipment in order to arrive at an accurate identi..
fication of the failure mode.
The onboard warning system is preferable from the
standpoint of operational usefulness; however, the apparent complexities of such a system may preclude its
use on a cost-effective basis, particularly for utility and
observation helicopters,
The optimum failure warning syste, may consist of
two separate systems--an onboard warning system and
either a piece of ground support equipment or one
suitable for occasional flight tests. Instruments to provide inputs to each system preferably would be installed
permanently in the helicopter, with quick-disconnect
capability for the ground failure-warning systems.
The function of the onboard portion of the failure
warning system would be to recognize conditions indicating imminent system failure, and also to recognize
abnormal conditions that would require an in-depth
analysis to identify problem areas. The onboard unit
must be capable of performing some signal processing
such as AT's as a function of torque, and include a
limited number of fixed band-pass filters for vibration
data processing. Logic analysis is required to set parameter limits close enough to operating values to detect significant variations while still safeguarding
against unacceptably high false alarm rates. Closer limits may be set if it is required that failure warning be
given as a function of logical combinations of out-oflimit conditions. For example, if the vibration level in
a given band exceeds its limit and the temperature rise
versus power setting exceeds its limit and the rate of
metal buildup in the oil increases, a failure warning is
given. The latter parameter would require the addition
of oil condition monitoring equipment to the present
set of onboard transducers to determine when the metal
buildup approaches permissible limits,
The ground unit should be capable of extensive vibration analysis, contain a memory to allow trend analysis, and have limited computational ability. The unit

should be used periodically to provide trend data and
also on specific occasions when the onboard unit has
signaled out-of-limit conditions. A summary of the
characteristics of the two systems is included in Table
7-2.
The present state of the art in instrumentation requires very little development work to implement this
type of warning system from a hardware standpoint.
What is required is additional understanding of the
relationship between failures and symptoms. and the
logical relationship among symptoms.

SHAFTS

7-5
7-5.1

SHAFT DESIGN

Drive shaft system lengths vary from short to very
long, and their function varies from transmitting full
engine power to a fraction of installed power at a
wide range of rpm. The following applications are
typical:
1. Engine to main transmission
2. Interconnection between gearboxes
3. Tail rotor drive
4. Accessory drives
5. Gearbox to main and tail rotors.
Each of these applications requires design specificatious peculiar to helicopters. The existing Military
Specifications, developed for fixed-wing aircraft, generally are not applicable to the safe design of helicopter
drive shaft systems. The purpose of"this paragraph is to
identify the guidelines so that maximum performance
can be achieved in a safe and reliable manner in the
absence of adequate Military Specifications.
Design Parameters
7-5.1.1
Because drive shafts are dynamic systems subject to
cyclic fatigue stresses affecting safety of flight, design
trade-offs must be considered carefully in any helicopter. Minimum-weight systems, consistent with latest
proven state-of-the-art concepts, should be designed
into Army helicopters.
Strength/Weight
7-5.1.1.1
Materials and geometry must be selected to insure
unlimited drive shaft life at maximum power and rpm
ratings. Design limit loads should be at least equal to
the design value of the driven system. Allowances must
be made for expected transient conditions. Ultimate
loads should be 1.5 times design limit loads. Fatigue
loading is of prime consideration because many shaft
end conditions, such as in gear shafts, produce rotating
7-59
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beam shear forces and cyclic bending moments. For
shaft assemblies employing flexible couplings, most
bending stresses are relieved so that only the torsional
cyclic loads from the prime mover and rotors need be
considered.
To account for future growth and overload conditions, unlimited life is desired as a design goal for Army
helicopters. Also, shafting is subject to handling dam-

V

age (nicks, dents, and scratches), corrosion, and other
stress raisers that may reduce service life. A limited-life
part must be serialized and requires an accurate log of
flight time to insure timely retirement. When records
become lost or misplaced, or when the same shafts are
used on several helicopters and several overhaul cycles
are involved, a serious paperwork problem develops.
The best approach is to design for unlimited life with
perhaps some growth potential.
Static strength of shafts must be considered because
rotor collisions with birds, loose objects, trees, brush,
etc., are common occurrences in the operating environmerit. The large length -to-diameter (L/d) ratio. thinwalled shafts especially are subject to torsional
buckling under peak torque loading that may occur
Unusually large
above normal operating spectra.
axial forces will result from shaft shortening unless
provisions are made for adequate coupling travel.

The fatigue strength of shafting must be considered
under the highest combination of loading conditions.
At the high shaft speeds used on the most recent hellcopteT desigas, damaging fatigue cycles can be accumulated in a short period. Therefore, transient flight
conditions must be considered, such as 60%/40%
power distributions between rotors of a tandem design
and loading to three times the power required at hover
for tail rotors.
Because drive shaft system weight affects vehicle performance, the lightest weight system consistent with
strength requirements must be employed on the selected design. Variables affecting weight are:
2. Damping requirements for operation above
shaft critical speeds
3. Number and size of shaft bearing hangers
needed for operation below shaft critical speeds
4. Torque requirements including transients (a
fu,t.tion of shaft rpm)
5. Number of drive shafts and associated couplings
ur.Shaft end-configurations and coupling types.
The best performing helicopter also must have the lowest empty weight. It, therefore, will employ the most

TABLE 7-2
FAILURE WARNING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS

GROUND UNIT

ONBOARD UNIT
1. FLIGHT PARAMETERS

INPUTS

PROCESSING

1. FLIGHT PARAMETERS
(IF USED IN FLIGHT)
2. TORQUE
3. VIBRATION (SEVERAL)

2. TORQUE
3. TRANSMISSION VIBRATION
(SEVERAL)
4. OIL PRESSURE
5. TEMPERATURE (SEVERAL.)
6. OIL PARTICLE DETECTOR

4.
5.
6.
7.
1.

SONIC (SEVERAL)
OIL PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE (SF'/ERAL)
OIL PARTICLE DEFECTOR
EXTENSIVE VIBRATION ANALYSIS
CAPABILITY
2. TREND COMPUTATION

1. LIMITED VIBRATION BAND PASS
FILTERS
2. TEMPERATURE DIFiERENCES
BIASED BY TORQUE

r

3. TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
BIASED BY TORQUE
MEMORY
_

_LOGIC

NONE

SOME FORM OF MEMORY REQUIRED

LCOMBINATION LOGIC (FIXEDI

GENERALIZED LOGIC
(PROGRAMMABLE)

1. SAFETY OF FLIGHT WARNINCG
OUTPUT

OUTUT..

COST

1. SPECIFIC PROBLEM
IDENTIFICATION

MAINTENANCE ACTION

2. SPECIFIC MAINTENANCE ACTION

NOTIFICATION (GENERAL)

RECOMMENDATION

LOW

MEDIUM
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favorable combination of these, -sign factors. The selected arrangement, however, must be sized and
stressed for safe operation according to the strength
requirements of this chapter.

Dynamic Considerations
7-5.1.1.2
Dggtengine
shafting involves high-speed rotation
SDriveof highmass systems. Consequently, static and dynamic balance must be controlled so as to avoid high-frequency
vibrations. Realistic maximum limits of unbalance can
be determined analytically, but should be verified by
test during the qualification programs. Balance weights
may have to be placed in several longitudinal locations
tcorlsf.
displacements athe higher harmonic
-frequencies.
The latest state-of-the-art in drive shaft design for
is to
Army aircraft operating in hostile environments
employ large-diameter shafts in order to increase survivability. High speeds are used to minimize weight. To
assure
drive shaft control of dynamic stresses,
asuediesatcnrlofyai
tess shaft
hf
critical frequencies become important considerations.
Shafting shall not operate within 10% of actual critical
speeds as determined by tests on the vehicle. Analytical
determinati, is of critical speed are of questionable accurcyPractical
curacy because of assumed spring rates and damping
airframe
characteristics of mounting points (bearings,
the
shafting,
subcritical
for
structure, etc.). Therefore,
S~~~~calculated
critical speed shall not be within 30% of
.alculopeatingspedritilspd smust
g atenance
Foperatin sh gpee
For shafting operating above the first critical (supercritical) speed, the design must provide for adequate
damping while passing through the resonance rpm.
The drive shafts must pass through the critical rpm and
Te dextreme
not dwell at ground or flight idle ranges to avoid overworking of the dampers.
SHypercritical operation, a possible future development for high-speed, low-weight shafts, must provide
Sdamping

f
pertinent
cial technology must be developed to provide a beneficial trade-off. Some considerations are:
1. Proper placement of dampers for optimum efficiency
2. Dual dampers for reliability and fail-safe features at the high energy potentials
3. Weight
4, Dependability
5. Adequate qualification testing.
Torsional natural frequencies and reflected inertia to
the engine must be compatible to prevent engine instahilitie,. Analytical treatment is required at the

predesign level, followed by qualification testing on the
flight vehicle.
Torsional oscillating loads may become significant
when using high-speed universal shafts at appreciable
misalignment angles. Self-generated angular velocity
loading may combine additively with existing rotor and
torsional loads to become a significant design
problem. Use of this type of joint also requires a soft
shaft section, torsionally, to minimize the velocity effects upon driven components of large mass.
7-5.1.1.3

Shaft End Configurations

Couplings normally are required at all shaft joints to
allow for misalignments due to tolerances, differential
temperature expansions, and helicopter deflections under varying maneuver and power loadings. For simplicity, shaft deflections and misalignment should be
kept to aminimum.
toa mn
up.
kep
reenty
oflcoplins he bee successful on
flex
recentrings,
andhelicopters.
Army
gear couplings
The flexible
relieve d;,k,
most multiplebending
o
f
at the
"loadsand,,crtherefore, eliminate fatigue problems
drive shaft end joints. Whenever possible, at least one
end of a drive shaft should float to relieve axial forces
on the couplings.
considerationis f'or quick disconnects and
easy shaft removal must not be overlooked. Inspection
atriocinevladafrsmelghicdns
at r ~riodic intervals and after some flight incidents
be able to be performed with a minimum of maineffort. Shafting also must provide for disconnection
and displacement
that major
such as transmissions
can besoreplaced
easily.subsystems
Airframe
clearances must he adequate to prevent contact during
operating conditions or static damage during
disassembly or other maintenance.
Drive shaft end configurations are designed on some
Army helicopters, e.g., OH-6A, to employ a structural
fuse as an additional safety feature should a transmission jam-up occur on the rotor side of the freewheeling
clutch. An observable torsional yield deflection also
may be used as an overload inspection device whereby
drive system damage limits may be deternr:ined easily.
7-5.1.2
Vulnerability
Drive shafts represent a large area and, therefore, are
vulnerable to small arms fire. Combat employment of
turbine-powered helicopters has provided valuable
data on drive shaft vulnerability, and many exhibits
have been returned intact with up to cal .50 bull,.,t
holes. Large-diameter shafts that cart accept damage up
to cal .50 firepower with a return-to-base or completemission capability are desired on all future Army heli7-61
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copters. All shafting shall be capable of surviving 7.62
mm small arms fire unless protection from a greater
threat is required by the procuring activity.
7-5.1.3

Large- vs Small-diameter Shafts

2. The effective torsional stiffness of the shaft increases as the square of the rotational speed.
3. Because of the reduced torque load, the thrust
load required to slide the splines axially is reduced.
On the other hand, high rotational speeds have cer-

Because large-diameter shafts are desirable for vulnerability reasons, a trade-off of advantages and problems must be considered when comparing them with
smaller diameter shafts. The basic design factors. are:
1. Large section modulus provides more resistance
to bending and logistic damage.
2. Damage (scratches and nicks) can be repaired
or tolerated more easily on larger surface areas.
3. Blane
criica
ismorat argr raiiadjacent

tai disadvantages such as:
1. A larger stepdown gear ratio is required to get
down to tail rotor speed. This may increase the size and
weight of the tail rotor gearbox.
2. If it is decided to operate the shaft "subcritical"
(below the first critical speed), the higher operational
speed requires that the critical speed be higher. As will
be shown, this in turn requires either an increase in
shaft diameter
or aBoth
decrease
in courses
the distance
between
bearings.
of these
of action
tend

4. Thinner walls, used on the larger diameter
shafts, are more prone to torsional buckling and handling dents.
5. Large diameters, requiring no bearing supports,
are most adaptable for operation above shaft critical
speeds because bearing hanger locations require
smaller diameters to permit bearing dN (diameter X
rpm) values within grease lubrication ranges. At higher
rpms, a weight advantage becomes possible because
practical operation can occur between the first and
second critical speeds.
6. Space requirements such as bulkhead holes and
access doors sometimes restrict shaft diameters; but for
vulnerability reasons alone, adeshould
e
provided,

to increase the weight.
3. If supercritical" operation is chosen, suitable
dampers must be developed to enable the shaft to pass
safely up through the critical speed ranges to the operating speed. The damptrs add weight as well as maintenance problems, while the reduction of the number of
bearings required reduces the weight.
4. Gyroscopic effects and the effects of shaft unbalances increase with increased speed of rotation.
5. There may be problems resulting from the operation of bearings at high speeds.

7. Long, small-diameter shafts are more susceptible to torsional windup deflections that can become out
of phase with rotor or engine torsional oscillations.
Drive system torsional instabilities have caused engine
surging and excessive fatigue loading.
7-5.2

SHAFT DYNAMICS

The problems of shaft design involve interrelations
among the requirements fbr torsional d(vnamit's (as outlined in par. 5-5). and weight considerations as "ell as
the critical speeds of lateral vibration and other dynamic effects due to the rotation of the shaft. The resultant design is a compromise among opposing demands. For example, it may be desired to operate a tail
rotor drive shaft at a high rotational speed relative to
the speed of the tail rotor in order to gain one or more
of the following advantages:
I. The required torque for a given horsepower varies inversely with the rotational speed; therefore, a
smaller and lighter shaft may be used.
7-62

t may be observed from this discussion that to make
an optimum decision requires a broad knowledge of all
the dynamic problems of the shaft installation. The
methods and discussion that follow provide a means of
evaluating the major dynamic effects in rotating shaftn

7-5.2.1

Critical speeds

Among the problems encountered in the design of
shafting systems is a divergence phenomenon thai variously has been called the "critical speed" or the "whirling speed". The nature of the phenomenon is that, as
the speed of shaft rotation increases, residual unbalances in the shaft give rise to centrifugal forces. These
forces cause the shaft to rotate in a bent configuration
with the centrifugal bending loads being balanced by
the elastic forces in the shaft, much in the manner of
a skip rope. As the speed of rotation increases, the
centrifugal loads increase to the point at which they
exceed the elastic forces in the shaft, anid divergence
occurs. This point in the speed range is called the critical speed. At rotational speed%above the critical speed,
the amplitude undergoes a phase chan•ge of 19O deg and
the shaft center of mas,, moics to a position betAeel, the
geometric 4centerlinc tt ilic si,ifi and the axis of rota-

"•"
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tion. A%the rotational speed increases the shaft mass
center moves toward the axis of rotation, and, ultimately, the shaft rotates about an axis through its CG
with an amplitude equal to the eccentricity of the mass
center with respect to the axis of rotation.
Consider now a disk having a mass m mounted on
a shaft rotating at a constant angular velocity w (Fig.
7-65). If the CG of the disk is displaced a distance e
from the geometric centerline of the shaft and if the
disk is rotating about the geometric centerline of the
shaft with the velocity wo,a rotating centrifugal force
mew. acts upon the disk. This causes the centerline of
the shaft to be deflected a distance r that causes the
2
centrifugal force to increase to m(r + e)w and this is
oppoed by
bending constant.
elin.
Thus
k
kr = mrwol + inewl
ando
+ ew'
and

r =2,

ewo

in.

2

(7-29)

unequal stifTnesses of the shaft in different planes, unequal bearing stiffnesses, variations in local unbalance,
the effects of friction and damping forces, and gyroscopic effects. However, in practice most of the systems
encountered may be evaluated by treating the rotating
shaft as a beam vibrating in one plane.
Mathematical Methods

7-5.2.1.1

7.5.2.1.1.1

Nonuniform Shafts

There are numerous methods for calculating the critical speeds of shafts having a nonuniform distribution
of flexural rigidity and those having concentrated
masses or several bearings of arbitrary stiffness. Many
of these methods are variations of Rayleigh's method
(Ref. 12), which consists essentially of assuming a
mode shape, developing expressions for the kinetic and
potential energies in terms of the displacements and the
displacement velocities, and equating the two expressions to obtain an equation that can be solved for the
natural frequency a), Thus, in general

2

L

where

k/li = to ,

)

BEARING (2 PLACES)

El

=

2f

2

w%. = natural frequency. rad/sec
It may be observed that
21W for small values of (t), r
approaches a value of ew/od which approaches zero
as o approaches zero. When co = oN, rbecomes infinite and divergence is rapid. At large values of w, r
approaches a value of - e. The system is stable above
the critical speed w,, because the divergence of the CG
sets up a Coriolis acceleration that moves the CG tangentially until ultimately it lies between the geometric
centerline of the shaft and the axis of rotation.
The dynamics of rotating shafts are somewhat more
complex than indicated because of variables such as
V

fL

uy dx
0

iner tiof a, in.
inertia of area, in."

9
/

Fig. 7-65. Orientation of CG and (eometric Shaft
Centerline of a Rotating Shaft

o

and displacement
= length
in.
coordinates,
A common
coordiae in. replace the shaftt
A commontabular procedure is to
of length L by an arbitrary number of concentrated
x.

masses m, representing the distributed mass of the shaft
as in Fig. 7-66. The masses are assumed to be connected
by shaft elements having flexural stiffness but no mass.
A static bending moment M is calculated over the
length of the shaft. Then by numerically integrating the
function

frM

,e-

(7-30)

where

dxdx

y =J
*

dx

,in.

(7-31)

with appropriate conditions, the static deflection curve
is determined. Using the deflection ordinates y, of the
lumped weights w, (i
I to p), the kinetic energy T
may be expressed as
T=

T =•

E

w

)

~g

yy

in..lh

(7-32)
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C is a damping matrix, K is a stiffness matrix, and
[q] is a column matrix of the coordinates of the system.

L

..

.......

The methods of constructing the required matrices are
shown in Ref. 15.
Another useful method suitable to a digital computer
involves the use of transfer matrices and state vectors
to describe the relationships between the displacements
and internal forces at one point in the system and the
corresponding displacements and internal forces at
another point in the system (Ref. 16).

L.
Y

The potential energy V is equal to the work done in
applying the loads w, through the distances y .Thus, the
potential energy is

Uniform Shafts
7-5.2.1.1.2
In a number of applications, such as an antitorque

, in.-lb
V =- w
"2 Ad1bearings.

rotor drive shaft, the shaft has a constant distribution
of flexural rigidity and mass, and is supported on several
If the bearings are rigid and equally spaced,

(733)

Equating the potential energy to the kinetic energy
and solving for the natural frequency oc results in
P
g . = wlYit
1

/

"/

wiY•

, rad/see

(7-34)

Because it is convenient to express the critical speed

p

60
,
N= -

211

p

wi y1

=

wY/__

= 187.7
I=

could be removed during the vibration and the mode
shape would be maintained. For instance, for a shaft
running in four equally spaced bearings as in Fig. 767(A), the first mode natural frequency and mode
shape are identical to the third mode natural frequency
and mode shape that would occur if the two intermedi-

/ 1=1

1l1

and if there is no moment restraint at the bearings, then
during the vibration there is no bending moment in the
shaft at the bearings. In fact, as there is no reaction at
the intermediate bearings, the bearings theoretically

w1y.

wly•

, rpm

(7-35)

ate bearings were removed, as in Fig. 7-67(B). It is
evident therefore that, for uniform shafts rotating in
simply supported bearings, spaced at equal intervals,
the shafts may be treated as a beam simply supported
on two bearings and having a length equal to the bearing spacing. A beam of length L simply supported at
each end having a uniform flexural rigidity El and a
uniformly distributed mass per inch p, has a natural
frequency (oL (Ref. 12) of

i=!

Note in this formula that g = 386.4 in./sec2 .
This method is restricted in general to calculation of
the first critical speeds of shafts operating in two bearings that may be supported simply or may have complete restraint in coordinates other than rotation.
For the case of nonuniform shafts having more than
two bearing supports, or for the calculation of the
higher order critical speeds, other tabular methods
such as Prohl's method (Ref. 13) and Myklestad's
method (Ref. 14) are available.
With digital computer facilities becoming available,
more sophisticated solutions are possible. One such
method involves the solution of equations of the type
0 where Mis a mass matrix,
M[QJ + C[4] + K [qj
7-64
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Fig. 7-67. Characteristics of a Shaft Having Four
Equally Spaced Bearings
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If the shaft is a thin-walled tube, as is common in

aircraft design, we may substitute

Substituting these values in Eq. 7-36 4nd expressing the
critical speed N, in rpm gives

I = irr3 r , In .4

(7-37)

0 2
2iL

and

27rrtp
u

,slug/in.

2=•
g

2

64ff p(di
+

7"5

(7-38)

=

LT

E

2

rp

(d°+d?)

,rpm

(742
(7-42)

1

where

For a comparison of the two formulas consider a shaft
of length L = 20 in., an outside diameter d,, = I in.

r = mean radius of tube, in.

t = thickness of tube, in.
p = weight density, lb/in.3
g = acceleration due to gravity,
386.4 in./sec'
The critical speed N, expressed in rpm is then

and an inside diameter d, = 0.75 in. By applying the
thin-walled tube formula (Eq. 7-39), the critical speed
N, = 14,550 rpm, while with the thick-walled tube
formula (Eq. 7-42), N, = 14,890 rpm.
7.5.2.1.1.3

2

Effects of Elasticity and Restraints

at Bearings
The consequence of reducing the stiffness of the

60
" --2

Eff
2tp

30irr

g
Rrpm
IV2'PO

(7.39)

It can be shown that the quantity E/p is virtually a
constant for commonly used engineering metals. Thus
for steel _lp = (30 X 106)/0.283 = 106 X106 and for
aluminum alloys E/p = (10.5 X 106)/0.1 = 105 X
106. Making this substitution we find that for practical
accuracy N, - 13.3 X 10'(r/L2 ).
P is to be noted that the critical speed is a function
of the mean radius of the tube and the length between
supports. The material and the wall thickness of the
tube
haveshaft
a negligible
effect upon
the critical speed.
If the
is a thick-walled
tube,

bearing supports is to lower the critical speed of the
shaft, because the effect of elasticity at the bearings is
that of putting a spring in series with the effective
spring of the shaft. Figs. 7-68 and 7-69 show the effect
of variation of the bearing stiffness on the natural frequency. When using these curves, the natural frequency to.% is determined by the formula
Es7
El

(743)

%=

where
P is the
stiffness
given by
wee•i
h dimensionless
iesols
tfns factor
atrgvnb
Fig. 7-68 or 7-69 for applicable values of the factor
KLV(EI). with the bearing support stiffness K in

I

d4 - dl-)-

'

64=O\

/

,in.

4

(7-40)

and
U=

P (0d2- d?)

4g

\-

-

(7-41)

slug/in.

where
d,, = outer diameter of tube, in.
r4d,
inner diameter of tube, in.

lb/in.

If the stiffness of the bearing supports in the horizontal plane is different from the stiffness in the vertical
plane, the shaft has two critical speeds corresponding
to the two bearing stiffnesses.
Fig. 7-70 shows the effect of moment restraint on
the critical speed N of a simply supported shaft. The

amount of restraint is represented by the dimensionless parameter KOL/(EI), where K, is the equivalent
angular spring rate, in.-lb/rad, due to moment restraint of the bearing. The figure shows the ratio of
critical speeds N/No, where No is the value for
K. = 0.
7-65
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Fig. 7-68. Factor To Account for the Stiffness of Two Bearing Supports of Equal
Stiffness (Eq. 7-43)

U.2

E

C-,

I2.
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110

10'

1

Fig. 7-69. Factor To Account for the Stiffness of One Bearing When the Other Is
Considered Rigid (Eq. 7.43)
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Fig. 7-70. Moment Restraint at the Beqring Upon the Natural Frequency of a
Shaft
7-5.2.1.1.4

o,, = natural frequency of the shaft
without the concentrated

Effects of Masses Concentrated
Between Bearings

masses, rad/sec
w, = natural frequency of the
combination of the ith mass
with the shaft, which is
considered to have flexural
rigidity but no mass, rad/sec

If a mass of large magnitude compared to the mass
of the shaft is concentrated on the shaft at some point
between the bearings, a close approximation (Ref. 17)
of its effect may be made by calculating the static deof the mass and calculating
the centroid
8,, off'r•quency
flection
by
the naturai

Gyroscopic Effects

7-5.2.1.1.5
radlsec
=r(7.)

If the mass of the shaft is not small compared to the
concentrated mass, or if there are several masses concentrated on the shaft, the designer may use Dunkerley's formula (Ref. 17), which may be stated as
n

S=

+

-

W,2

sec

2e

Masses concentrated on the rotating shaft may show
so-called gyroscopic effects dependent upon the speed
of shaft rotation. The effect s to cause advancing (iO
the direction of rotation) and regressing (counter to the
direction of rotation) whirl modes in the shaft. The
advancing mode has the effect of augmenting the stiffness of the shaft, and thus raising the critical speed,
while the regressive mode has the effect of lowering the
critical speed. For example, the shaft ihown in Fig.
7-71 may be considered to have a nonrotating natural
frequency of

(7-45)
=

where
),.

=

natural frequency of the total
as.wmbly, rad/sec

-

rad/sec

(7-46)

The natural frequency during rotation is (Ref. 12)
7-,7
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the bearing places the mass of the coupling at a point
on the shaft where the vibratory motion is at a minitur
the,
e ffcin
tsrefathve kntcerg.This
also minimnizes the effect of the reduction of"stiffness

K0
..-

[.JFll/Ill//l/./

BEARING

MEASURING
DISK
Fig. 7-71. Schematic View of a Torquemeter Shaft
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S=e ++joint
2E1

J2
+

-
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L
ý(cies

+

, rad/sec

(7-47)

where
I = diametral mass moment of
inertia, lb-in.-sec'
J = mass polar moment of inertia,
lb-in.-sec2
fl = rotor speed, rad/sec

through the coupling. It is well to avoid having a misalignment coupling installed on each side of the same
bearing because this requires considerable stiffening of
the bearing support against rotation, in the plane of the
shaft, to react shear forces at the couplings.
A particular type of coupling, known as the universal
or Houke's coupling, is used to transmit power
from one shaft to another whose axis of rotation is at
a relatively large angle to the first shaft. If the driving
shaft is rotating at a constant velocity, the driven shaft
undergoes a sinuso'dal variation of velocity at frequenthat are multiples of the rotating speed. As a consequence, sinusoidal torques and bending moments are
produced in both shafts at multiples of the rotational
speed. For this reason, the critical speed must not coincide with a multiple of the shaft speed if the shaft
contains a universal joint or a misalil'nminnt coupling.

Assume that the nonrotating natural feequency of

380
3"

the shaft is 1850 rad/sec (294 Hz). A plot of the rotating natural frequency (Hz) as a function of J1!
is
shown in Fig. 7-72.
If we assign values of 2 and 0.2 to the quantity J/.

360

and plot the roots of the equation as a function of
11, the results are as shown in Fig. 7-73. The line IP

.

..

r-...............

340 .

inclined at 45 deg indicates the locus of frequencies

-

occurring at one per revolution of the shaft, and the two
branches of the curves show the positive and negative
roots of Eq. 7-47. From this it may be seen that, for this
particular case, a critical speed occurs at approximately
1100 rad/sec with J1I = 2 but this regressive mode

'•

critical speed occurs at approximately 1700 rad per sec
with J/I = 0.2. Unfortunately, means of reducing the

cc
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o,
u 300
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ratio J/Ialso have the effect of reducing the nonrotat-
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7-5.2.1.2
Other Effects
It is often necessary to consider the effects of such

240 -.--

.4----------

items of hardware as couplings, universal joints, and

~
0
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±........

20

Couplings should be located (n the shaft as close to
a bearing as possible, particularly if the bending stiffness through the coupling is low compared to the stiffness of the shaft. Both the added mass of the coupling
and the lack of stiffness in the coupling tend to lower
the critical speed of the shaft. With a reasonably stiff
bearing support structure, locating the coupling near

.

-
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ing natural frequency.

splines.
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Fig. 7-72. Effect of the Magnitude of JI1/1 on the
Advancing and Regressing Modes of the Shaft
Shown in Fig. 7-71
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SSplines,

in addition to the misalignment effects discussed previously, have another effect due to the torque
loads and the friction in the splines. Because the coefficient of friction for splines commonly is from 0.1 to
0.1S. low-speed shafts canrylug high horsepower develop heavy end thrusts because of the high thrust required to overcome the friction and slide the spline
axially to accommodate relative motion between adjacent parts of the drive system, The effect of the end
thrust is to lower the critical speed. An estimate of the
effect of the end thrust may be made by the use of the
formula

rp
rm(7e

N =N,
N~=N

(7-48)

where

N,. = actual critical speed, rpm
NM = critical speed calculated
without end thrust, rpm
P = end thrust, lb
IP,= Euler critical column lob.:!
7r"EI/L, lb
If PIP,is less than 0.1, the reduction in critical speed
is less than 5%.
When excessive thrust occurs, it may be reduced by
the use of a ball spline. Because this has appreciable
weight and suffers a loss of stiffness because of Hertz
deformation at the ball races, a bearing usually is re__
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quired at each end to avoid severe deterioration of the
critical speed.
7-5.2.2
Design Criteria
The design criteria for satisfactory operation are:
1. For subcrtical shafting, the lowest calculated
critical speed shall be clear of the highest operating
speed margin
a sy
of
the highe opeal.
speed by a margin of 30%, and there shall be no calculated critical speed within 30% of twice the lowest
operating speed or twice the highest operating speed.
2. Floating parts, i.e., pirts that cannot be constrained to rotate about the same fixed center in the
same orientation at all times, are to be avoided because
fbeof
the impossibility of achieving a consistent state of
balance.
3. For supercritical shafting, means-such as suitable dampers-shall be provided for safe passage
through all of the critical speeds below the operating
speed.

CLUTCHES, BRAKES, AND
COUPLINGS

7-6
7-6.1

CLUTCHES

The requirement for clutching devices has been defined earlier in this chapter: however, because current
vehicle designs embody freeshaft turbine engines almost exclusively, the use of engagement clutches is
unnecessary. Therefore, the only clutching functions
required within the engine-rotor drive system are those
necessary to provide for autorotation and for singleoperation in the case of multiengine configurations. This capability is provided through use of overrunning clutches.
The overrunning clutch is a device that transmits
torque
from an input in one direction only. and that
automatically when the input direction is reor the output overmlpecds the input in the drive
The latter case is applicable to the helicopter
system. This function may be accomplished with
a sprag clutch or a roller clutch, both of which depend
a complement of friction wedges disposed beraces to transmit torque.

0
ANGULAR ROTATION
1
Q, ad sec

104

Fig. 7-73. Comparison Between the Effects of High
and Low Values of ./I on the Advancing and
Regressive Modes of the Shaft Shown in Fig. 7-71

7-6.1.1

Sprag Theory

The sprag overrunning clutch, shown in Figs. 7-74
and 7-75, consists of an outer race. usually the driving
member, the inner race, the driven member, a complement of sprags, a retainer, appropriate energizing
springs, and bearings to pr(cvide the required race cor,-
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centricity. The term sprag denotes any type of wedge
device such as the wedge-shaped blocks used to prevent
vehicle motion on sloping surfaces. A disassembled
sprag retainer assembly is shown in Fig. 7-76.
The UH-2C combining gearbox with the overrunning clutch installation is illustrated in the partial
cross section shown in Fig. 7-77.
Often the overrunning or "freewheeling" clutch is
combined with one of the gears in the engine combining
gearbox. This approach is shown in Fig. 7-78, a partial
section of the "Twin-Pac" gearbox that combines two
PT-6 turbine engines. This rower package is used in the
AH-IJ, UH-IN, and S-58T model helicopters,
Power is transmitted from one race to another by the
wedging of specially contoured, through-hardened
steel sprags. As in the internal arrangement shown in
Fig. 7-79, if the outer race is driven in the counterclockwise direction, the expanding force of the energizing
spring and frictional force of the sprag against the race
combine, causing the sprag to rotate in the counterclockwise direction about its center. Because dimension
a is greater than the annular space between races, the

race, the sprags rotate so that the portion of the sprag
indicated by dimension b is in contact with the races.
Because dimension b is less than the annular 3pace, the
sprags do not wedge and the outer race may rotate
freely.
Torque is transmitted in the drive direction because
of the careful choice of the wedging angle, or "gripping
angle", of the sprag with respect to the races. The
gripping angle is defined by the construction shown in
Fig. 7-80. By drawing a line between the points of
tangency A and B of the sprag with the inner and outer
race, and measuring the angle between that line and a
line drawn from the center of the races through the
point of tangency A of the sprag at the inner race, the
gripping angle GA is obtained.
By employing compound curves for the sprag cams,
the gripping angle can be tailored to give optimum
value for both the overrunning and drive modes. This
initial gripping angle must be such that the radial force
produL;ed as engagement commences and the coeffio
cient of friction at the point of contact will combine to
resist the tangential force imposed upon the sprag by

sprags wedge, thus transmitting torque. When the inner race rotates in the counterclockwise direction (as in
autorotation) at a speed greater than that of the outer

the applied torque. The proper choice of surface finish
and lubricant is required to insure that this condition
is guaranteed. Expressed mathematically, the tangent

Fig. 7-74. Sprag Overrunning Clutch Assembly Used on UH-2C
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SPRAG AND RETAINER
ASSEMBLY

INNER\
RACE

"BEARiNG

BEARING

SPACERS

Fig. 7-75. Components of UH-2C Overrunning Clutch Assembly

of the gripping angle must be less than the coefficient
of friction,
Sprags are designed to give an increase in gripping
angle with an increase in applied torque. This occurs as
the sprag rotates under load as a result of the elastic
deformation of the races, as shown in Fig. 7-81. A
higher gripping angle reduces the radial loads imposed
by the sprags, thus permitting higher torques to be
transmitted for given values of Hertz (surface compressive) and race hoop stresses.
A typical relationship of gripping angle versus the
annular space between races is shown in Figs. 7-82 and
7-83.

sprag independent of its neighbor, promoting equal and
simultaneous engagement of each sprag in the complement.
7-6.1.2.1

Torque Capacity

Torque capacity is based upon two design considerations: (1) inner race Hertz stress (limitation due to
Brinelfizag) and (2) race design.
1.6.1.2.1.1
Inner Race Hertz Stress
The Hertz stress or surface compressive stress must

A high degree of refinement is represented in the

be maintained within acceptable limits to prevent race
distress in the form of Brinelling or pitting due to subsurface fatigue. The highest Hertz stress occurs at the
inner race, where the poorest conformity between sprag

current state-of-the-art. End-notched sprags are positioned by a precision retainer and energized by expanding garter springs similar to those shown in Fig. 7-76.
The retainer keeps the individual sprags in proper axial
and angular alignment during overrunning and at the
instant load is applied. The optimum configuration
provides for individual spring energization of each

and race exists. Industry practice is to limit the maximum Hertz stress to 500,000 psi, which will give a life
in excess of 500,000 cycles.
Fig. 7-84 shows that the torque I'is the summation
of tangential components of the load acting through
point A of each sprag multiplied by the inner sprag
radius d,/2. Thus

7-6.1.2

Sprag Clutch Design

7-71
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dt\i
T=N

2

using a value of 500,000 psi for F,. and a value of 30,tan GA

(749)

,in.-lb

000,000 psi for E, the Hertz torque capacity is expressed as

%here
P = sprag normal force, lb
N = number of sprags
The Hertz stress is based upon the normal component
P divided by the effective sprag length. For most retainer designs the effective sprag length L may be taken
as the retainer length less 0.20 in. The contact or Hertz
stress f. is expressed by the equation

I -ItanGA
did+d

T = 11.92 X 10 LN

,in.-lb (7-51)

rhis equation expresses the torque capacity if Hertz
stress is the limiting criterion and the resultant race
deflections at that torque yield the gripping angle as-

p

di+d,

0.59 PE

-.

(7-50)

sumed.

7.6.1.2.1.2

where
d, = outer sprag cam diameter, in.
Solving for P, substituting Eq. 7-50 in Eq. 7-49 and

OverrunningClutch Races

Because overrunning clutch races usually are integral with shafts and gears, the space available is restricted because of associated components and/or to

f ENERGIZING SPRINGS

1

Fig. 7-76. Sprags, Retainer, and Energizing Springs Employed in UH-2C
Overrunning Clutch Assembly
*
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OVERRUNNING CLUTCH HOUSING

S

•

,

OVERRUNNING CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

OUTPUT SHAFT

CLUTCH LUBRICATING

Fig. 7-77. Partial View of UH-2C Gearbox Assembly Showing Overrunning
Clutch Installation
minimize weight. Thus the race hoop stresses and/or
the resulting race deflection may become the limiting
criteria.
The materials generally used are steels such as AMS
6260, AMS 6263, AMS 6265, and AMS 6415. These
materials permit adequate case-hardened surfaces required for both inner and outer races while still providing adequate toughness in the core.
Thadeqsurae hardhness sthouldbe
c
l C (Re)
The surface hardness should be Ro
Rockwell

abnormally high contact stresses and poor load-carrying capability.
Proper clutch function and adequate life also are
contingent upon proper control of the annular space
between races. The accumulated runout, dependent
upon race and bearing eccentricities in addition to bearing clearances, should not exceed 0003 in. total indica-

58-62 while the finished case depth must be 0.050 in.
to 0.080 in. when measured to the point of Rc 50. Core
hardness should be in excess of R, 35. A ground surface
finish of 10 to 20 micro-inch rms is recommended.
Plain cylindrical races are ideal because their deflection characteristics can be predicted readily. However,
it often is necessary to locate the sprag races beneath
the web of a gear or over bores of varying diameters.
When this is necessary, the races should be designed so
that the stiffness is as uniform or symmetrical as possible to minimize bellmouthing of the sprag cavity under
load. This condition will result in a nonuniform load
distribution along the length of the sprag, producing

shall not exceed 0.0002 in./in.
The magnitude of race deflections must be considered. Current practice is to limit the change in annular
space (i.e., the sum of the change in radii of each race)
to one-half the total cam rise available. This value is
taken as 0.005 in. for the 0.330-in. sprag and 0.006 in.
for the 0.375-in. sprag, which are the two sprag sizes
common among manufacturers for this type of application.
Allowable design stresses may vary due to in-house
practice or experience. The choice of the maximum
permissible stress should be tempered by the specific
design in question, taking into account torsional excita-

tor reading. Axial taper of the sprag race diameters
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INPUT GEAR

&GEAR ASSEMBLY
CLUTCH LUBRICATING OIL

V
S•

•'SPRAG & RETAINER ASSEMBLY

OUTPUT G3EAR

Fig. 7-78. Partial View of Twinning Gearbox Showing Overrunning Clutch
Installation
formance demands of aircraft and helicopter applications. It provides reliable performance under severe
torsional and linear vibration as well as high transient
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Fig. 7loads
SFig. 7-79. Sprag Overrunning Clutch Detail
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tions, stress concentrations due to nonuniform cross

7-6.1.3

Positive Continuous Engagement
Sprag

The positive continuous engagement (PCE) sprag
has been developed recently to meet the increased per7-74

overloads.
The unique geometric shape of the PCE sprag limits
its movement when it is lightly loaded and is subjected
high torsional and linear vibrations. Control of this
movement is made by flank contours that closely limit
inter-sprag clearance. Sprag clutch life under these
loading conditions is dependent upon how well sprag
movement is controlled.
This geometry also offers a sprag that will not "roll
over" unuer excessive torque leads. If extreme over-

are imposed beyond the torque rating of the
clutch, the PCE sprag configuration provides a positive
sprag-to-sprag abutment. Further sprag motion is preby contact of the sprag with the opposite flank
fthadcetsrg
the adjacent sprag.
The three conditions of normal overrunning, normal
drive, and extreme overload lockup are shown in Figs.
7-85, 7-86, and 7-87, respectively.
This design requires discrete diameters for a specific
number of sprags in the complement to control intersprag clearance precisely and to assure lockup under

AMCP 706-201
overload. The race diameters given in Table 7-3 are

Ssuitable for either conventional

"free action" or PCE

sprag clutch designs.
7-6.1.4

Overrunning Capability and
Lubrication

HIGHER LOAD

The overrunning capability of sprag clutches is being
challenged constantly as higher shaft speeds and higher
power become necessary as vehicle capabilities are extended. The present state-of-the-art is established at an
inner race velocity of approximately 10,000 fpm.
Vehicles presently in the design stage will require the
development of overrunning clutches that can operate
at rubbing velocities as high as 15,000 fpm. This will
LOWER LOAD

•

•OUTER

/

GA

/

•

-SPRAG.

Fig. 7-81. Race Deflection and Increase in Gripping
Angle With Increase in Load

I

Angl
,•
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Fig. 7-80. Sprag
and Race Detail Showing Gripping
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require increased sophistication in the control of sprag
mass distribution, energization, and lubrication techniques.
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0.325 0.327

0.329

0.331

OF SPRAGS

NUMBER

3.333

0.335

0.337

0.339

An adequate quantity of lubricant must be supplied
keep the inner race wet and to carry away the heat
generated during overrunning. The quantity required
depend upon the specific clutch design and the
system with which it is associated, with oil
inlet temperature and overrunning speed being most
important. Current designs employing a single retainer
oil flows ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 gpm. The
actual requirement usually is established during development testing.

ANNULAR SPACE, in.

Fig. 7483. Theoretical Gripping Angle Curve,
0-330-in. Sprag

"Fig.7-85. PCE Sprags in Normal Overrunning
Position

T~AT

~P/

d,
\T

=

-ptan GA
Fig. 7-86. PCE Sprags Driving Under Normal Load

Fig. 7-84. Sprag Force Diagram
modifiers will cause the clutch to function erratically or
slip under load.
The quantity of lubricant and the manner in which
it is directed are critical. The oil should be directed to
the rubbing surface of the inner race through holes
directly beneath the sprags. Exit holes also are required
in the outer race and should be sized such that a portion
of the flow also will flow past the damming washers.
The outer race holes are required to purge the sprag
cavity continuously, thus minimizing the accumulation
of contaminants centrifuged from the lubricant.

Fig. 7-87. PCE Sprags Driving With Extreme
Overload
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TABLE 7-3
in. PCE* SPRAG DATA

,0.375

INNER
No.
OF
RACE
SPRAGS DIA. i.
AXIAL SPACE

BORE,
I.

N

T11
ýF i
•

21

d,d~,.

3

------

'PCE=
POSITIVE
CONTINUOUS
ENGAGEMENT

Ii

,

!

"

1.35
33
1.3966 O90
0.8100 2.14
1.4931 0.860G 2,239"
1595
'

0.9200

1.6380

0.9700 2.4326

2.3361

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1.7624
!.7,9
1.9753
2.0718
2.1682
2.2647
2.3611
2.4576
2.5540
2.6505

32
33
34
E E35

2:7469
2.8435
2.9355
3.0275

1.5900
1.6400
1.7200
1.7700

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

3.1195
3.2115
3.3035
3.3955
3.4875
3.5795
3.6715
3.7635
7.8555
3.9475
4.0395
4.1322
4.2249
4.3176
4.4103

1.9000 3.8660
2.1009 3.9580
2.2200 4.0500
2.3200 4.1420
2.4100 4.2340
2.5000 4.32N0
2.6000 4.4180
2.7000 4.5100
2.8000 4.6020
2.9000 4.6940
3.0000 4.7860
3.1000 4.8787
3.2000 4.97!4
3.3000 5.0641
3.4000 5.1566

1.01300
1.0800

2.5290
2.625'
I1.140)! 2.J219
1.19001 2.6103
1.25001 2.9147
I.3100 3.0112
1.3600i 3.1076
1.4200 3.2041
1.470J 3.3005
1.5300 3.3970

It is important that the gearbox designer work
closely with the clutch manufacturer early in the design
stage so that the overrunning function may be optimized without unnecessary compromise to either gearbox or clutch design.

7-6.1.5

)UE CAPACITY, IRIln.
OUTER OUTER
. 0.875 li. 1.000 11.,
RACE RACE 0.620 ii.f 0,75
Mill
Mil
Mm
DIA, ii. OD, ii.1 Mill

INNER
RACE

Roller Clutch

Because in the past sprag clutches had been known
to "roll over", some helicopter engineers selected roller
clutches, which do not have the "rollover" characteristics. A roller clutch designed to transmit the same
amount of torque, however, usually is heavier than the
same sprag type clutch.

3.4934
3.5900
3.6820
3.7740

AXIAL
SPACE

AXAL
SPACE

AXIAL
SPACE

AXIAL
SPACE

I 2,9500
2.V800 JII
2,700

3,260
3,340

3,800
4,460

80
4,350
5,120

0,080
5,930
4,790 5,750
6,700
7,620
5,430 6,520
8,500
6,070 7,300
9,550
6,920
6,200
7,600 9,130 10,640
8,420 10,100 11,750
8,730 10,470 12,240
9,250 11,070 12,900
9,3701 11,250 113100
9,500 11,400 13,300

6,780

,.
2.6100

3,1630

3.09001

4,'30

.50

3.11001
3.35001
3.4800
3.6200
3.7600
3.9000
4.0300
4.1800
4.3100
4.3500
4.5800
4.7200
4.8700
5.0000

,6

4,400 15,130

5,860

7,660
8,700
9,720
10,920
12,180
13,440
13,980
14,760
15.000
15,200

10,420
10,850
!.,250
11.700

12,500
13,050
13,500
14.000

14,600
15,200
15,750
16.350

16,680
17,400
16,000
.17.720

5.2000 12,100
5.4500 12,300
5.6700 12,680
5.8400 12,750
6.0000 12,900
6.1800 13,000
6.3500 13,180
6.5400 13,420
6.7400 13,650
6.9400 13,800
7.1400 14,000
7.3400 14,200
7.5400 14,400
7,7500 14,500
7.9700 14,600

14,500
14,780
15,200
15,.00
15,450
15,600
15,800
16,100
16,370
6,50
16,850
17,060
17,250
17,400
17,500

16,950
17,250
17,750
17,820
18.030
18,200
18,450
18,800
19,100
19,320
19,650
19,900
20,100
20,300
20,500

18,720
19,690
20,280
20,400
20.600
20,760
21,120
21,480
21,840

i.i40
22,440
22,740
23,040
23,160
23,400

SPLINES
7-6.2
A :spline is a machine element consisting of
integral keys (spline teeth) or keyways (spaces)
equally spaced around a circle or portions thereof.
Splines are used principally to transmit torque from
member to member. They are practically
indispensable in helicopter systems, and are used in
various forms on almost all rotating parts. The
advantages of spline drives over other systems such as
keyways and kcys, serrations, pins, set-screws, and
friction devices may be listed as follows:
1. No loose parts such as pins and keys required
2. High torque capacity for available space; high
strength/weight ratio
3. May be self-ceniering
7-77
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4. Given spline capacity can be upgraded by eaily
applied production techniques such as heat treatment,
case hardening and grinding, and higher precision
tooling.
S. Provides for varying axial positions when required
6. Low cost
7. Easily installed and disassembled in the field.
This paragraph describes the various types of splines
and their application to helicopter systms. Applicable
standards have been developed that will aid in the detail design. Reference should be made to AMCP 706202 for detail design data.
7-6.2.1

Types of Splines

Various types of splines have been used in the past
on helicopters.
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standards for involute splines have been used the most generally throughout the aircraft industry. This spline design
is a variatior of an involute gear tooth but having euehalf the effective tooth height and using a 30-deg )ressure angle. Many variations of the involute tooth spline
have
been used in helicopters, from the SAE tooth
geometrystandards
to a l
uoprsuromathe full-depth
geomerythi s
to aplow-press
t
e-ange, full-depth
fornr. This involute spline is the most widely used of the
listed types due to its ease of manufacture with standard
gear techniques.
cutting equipment,
and theGearing
simplicity
of inspection
The Aerospace
Commiitee of the American Gear Manufacturers Association
teeMA)
the Americantheapro Manufacturming As iion
(AGMA) is in the process of forning a new spline
standard incorporating lower pressure angle systems
that are more advantageous to the latest state-of-the-art
helicopter design.
7-6.2.2

Typical Applications

The major or minor diameter fit spline is used where
accuracy in positioning is required. This type fit may
be used for mounting low-power gears or for components having moderate to high speed, where small
radial offsets will not produce excessive vibrations. Fig.
7-89 is a typical installation on a moderate-speed drive
shaft. A variation of the major or minor diameter fit
has been used for flexible ring gear retention. Static
radial clearance is provided between the gear and its
housing but the major or minor diameter fit limits the
radial deflection of the ring gear under load.
A side fit spline, with piloted members, is used typically for mounting a gear to a shaft. The pilots on the
mating member are used to react the radial forces from
the gear, allowing the spline to carry only the torque.
Fig. 7-90 shows a typical gear mounting with pilot
diameters. Fig. 7-91 is a curvic spline used for joining
shafting with a quick-disconnect feature.
Design Considerations
7-6.2.3
In the preliminary design phase, the prime objective
ric ranement
d a eg
design
itp
of the
of a spline drive having adequate power capacity without a potential envelope redesign of the drive or the
requirement for exotic manufacturing controls to maintain the required boundary limits. To attain the desired
boundary limits initially, and in a simple form, the
desar mit initealyans on
eralimple
For
eigner
must
formulate
equations
or
general
rules.
example, the face length-to-diameter (Lid) ratioFor
of
splines generally must be limited to insure an effective
contact and bearing pattern using various types of
manufacturing techniques. As a guideline, a spline
length-to-diameter ratio of 2:1 or less is preferred.
Where values of 1:1 are used, the basic design objective
of load capacity can be achieved more readily without

Involute splines, as used in transmission systems,
differ in application depending upon the types of members they join.
For involute spline joints, the various applications
are:
1. Side fit spline - free floating
2. Major or minor diameter fit spline

imposing a high degree of machining accuracy.
Most splines are critical from a wear factor (bearing
stress) rather than from limit load design values caused
from shear or bending. The use of maximum bearing
stress allowances of the material at limit load is not a
good standard for attaini:ng satisfactory wear life. Also,
there ikno balance of shear capaciy to wear type bearing allowables in the 30-deg pressure angle spline sys.
tems. A reduction of pressure angles, as noted by the
AGMA
Aerospace
Task the
Committee,
will provide a better
means Spline
to balance
spline geometry.

The side fit spline may be used as a self-centering
type drive where angular freedom is desired and/or
where radial looseness is desired to eliminate potential
radial forces. Fig. 7-88 shows a free-floating drive shaft,
which accommodates small misalignments between the
driving and driven component.

In some cases, standard gear tooth geometry (working depth = 2.0/P, where P,1 is the diametral pitch, or
number of teeth per inch of diameter) and moderate
pressure angles of approximately 20 deg or less are
more suitable spline applications in the light alloys
(aluminum). The common 2 .O/P,, working depth
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Fig. 7-88. Side Fit Spline
INVOLUTE SPLINE - MAJOR OR MINOR
DIAMETER FIT TO PRECISELY LOCATE CONCENTRICALLY
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,
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Fig. 7-89. Major or Minor Diameter Fit Spline
reL.!ces the bearing stress by a factor of two' along with
the reductions due to the lower pressure angles.
Although many variations can be presented, as a rule
the designer can still use the SAE involute standards as
"thebasic geometry in the preliminary design phase for
steel-to-steel mating components. Par. 7-6.2.4 presents
guidelines in establishing size of SAE splines.
'7-6.2.4
.

Splire Capacity (SAE Type)

There are numerous allowable stresses permitted for

"splines.,depending upon the application and method of
design. For example, a clamped-up tight installation
will not "work" and, therefore, will not develop readily
into a fretting corrosion situation. Safe L/d ratios are
dependent upon shaft section properties high enough to
prevent excessive tooth end loading from torsional deflections. Accuracy of spline tooth geometry determines the percentage of total teeth capable of sharing
the load. Material factors and heat treatments, together

with surface finish and lubricaticn, also affect spline
life.
In helicopter applications, most splines are highly
loaded because lengths are minimized to reduce weight.
These splines generally will be made from high alloy
steels, with or without case carburizing and grinding to
attain high tooth accuracies.
As in all helicopter applications, fatigue strength
must be considered whenever stress concentrations exist. For this reason, a full or large fillet radius is required to minimize stress raisers at the highly loaded
tooth root area. This requirement normally eliminates
the common automotive practice of using minor diameter fits and flat root areas that require sharp radii.
High-capacity splines usually drive subsystems or
large mass components at high speeds and require accurate mounting. The helicopter spline should be designed to accommodate torque only and not be subjected to additional bending stresses. For these reasons,
pilot diameters should be used to providemounting ac7-79
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(lb-in.) pitch diameter d, and length L (in.). These rela-

are shown in Eq. 7.52.

SIDE IT SLINEtionships

fa b2T/(d 2 L)

.psi

(7-52)

The allowable values of bearing stress F6, for various
types of assemblies and manufacturing techniques are
presented in Table 7-4. These allowable stresses are
based upon maximum operating power conditions.

For steel-to-aluminum spline members, the bearing
stress should not exceed values of 500 psi for loose fit
and 1,000 psi for clamped-type fit.
7-6.2.5

PILOT DIAMETERS
Fig. 7-90. Sift Fit Spline With Piloted Members
curacy and load reaction. These diameters, usually lineto-line fits, must be square with the mounting faces to
prevent axial clamp-up forces from adding bending
loads to the spline teeth.
The sizing of SAE involute splines for preliminary
design purposes is limited to the bearing stress values,
The bearing stress value has been the limiting factor
due to past experience with fretting and wear problems.
The bea, ng stress f& (psi) is a function of torque T

V BAND CLAMP

Materials, Metallurgy, and
Lubrication

The important predesign criteria for spline applications involve the required length and its effect upon
component size. Shorter spline lengths are possible as
allowable bearing stress F&, increases. Future helicopter
spline loading will increase when better understanding
of materials under wear conditions becomes available.
Higher precision splines, with improved lubricants or
dry film treatments, also will help to reduce component
weight.
7-6.2.6
Failure Modes
Splines normally will fail-safe because the load is
shared by a large percentage of the teeth. Exceptions
have been noted when sharp fillet radii have caused
stress raisers, permitting material fatigue failures. This
type of failure can be seriL us as the fracture may open
the drive train.

CURVIC SPLINE

SMALL NUMBER OF BOLTS (OPTIONAL)
Fig. 7-91. Curvic Spi'ne Shaft Attachment, Quick-disconnect
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Failures usually cause premature component replacement, short TBOs, and excessive heat through
wear and fretting corrosion. Proper lubrication and
surface hardness for some applications are required to
reduce wear. A clamped, nonworking spline normally
will provide longer life.
7-6.3

)

MECHANICAL COUPLINGS

results. Some failures may result only in excessive vibration, permitting a get-home capability.
Common coupling problems historically may be
listed in order of importaisce as follows:
1. Fatigue failures, causing a disconnection in the
drive train
2. Loss of lubricant or improper lubrication, causing excessive heat and welding of components, which
in turn generate high force-low cycle fatigue loading
into shaft end fittings
3. Improper maintenance such as shimming er-

Mechanical couplings are used in all helicopters to
accommodate the mismatch of drive lines, such as gearbox to shafting or shaft to shaft. The drive line mismatch is angular and axial, with the total amount being
a function of installation errors, airframe deflections,
and dynamic motions of the related components. Past
history has shown that a large degree of attention is
required in the coupling design to insure trouble-free
performance,
Coupling problems occur from many causes and may
result in safety-of-flight problems or excessiv.e downtime and maintenance requirements. For example, a
coupling failure on a tandem rotor synchronizing drive
shaft is catastrophic. In other applications, if autorotation is successful, only an incidert or forced landing

accommodate, the more complex is the design. Operating and installation deflections, therefore, should be
kept to a low value to insure a simple system with a
minimum of friction and/or overloading. The design
should minimize the requirement for care and skill
during maintenance. Long-life components requiring
inspection or disassembly only' at long periodic inter-

TABLE 74
ALLOWABLE STRESS FOR STEEL SPLINES
WITH VARIOUS MOUNTING AND TOOTH
PARAMETERS

vals will prevent most in-service human errors. Corrosion becomes an important consideration in Army environments where surface protections may be lost or
become inadequate to protect against pitting or stress
raisers.

rors, inadequate torque on fasteners, scrat--hes or dents

in adqate oreron fene
athor dento
in critical areas, operation beyond author 'zed life, too
much or too little or wrong grease, and or'•ginal quality

:

control human errors.
In general, the more misalignment a coupling must

The aircraft environment must be considered be-

ALLOWABLE BEARING STRESS

exhaust gases. When heat-sensitive couplings (grease-

Fb,, pSI

ASSEMBLY

NO

IGROUND

LUBRICATION
LOOSE FIT
(FLOATING)

5,000

DFIT__500_0
CLAMPED FIT
7.500

7,500
0001.
10,000

cause couplings often are located near engines and hot

,HARDENED
AND
GROUND
15,000

lubricated) are adjacent to engines, heat insulators or
cooling provisions may be required for protection from
conduction and radiation of engine heat. Seals and
other surfaces must be insensitive to exhaust gases.
There are four basic coupling types presently used on
helicopter drive systems:
Laminated ring flexures

20,000

2. Flexible disks

3. Crowned gear coupling
IN SOME APPLICATIONS PAST EXPERIENCE HAS SHOWN THAT
HIGHER ALLOWABLES MAY BE USED DEPENDINO ON
1.
2.

LOW L '0 RATIOS
LUBRICATION

3.
4.

MATERIALS
DEGREE OF PRECISION

ALSO. IN SOME APPLICATIONS. PAST EXPERIENCE HAS SHOWN
LOWER ALLOWABLES MUST BE USED DEPENDING ON
1.
2.

3.

HIGH L. D RATIOS
EXCESSIVE FLEXURAL MOVEMENT OF SPLINE MEMBERS
POOR GEOMETRY

4. Universal joints.
A fifth, the elastomeric type, may become significant if
the present R&D programs are successful. The types
most commonly used are shown in Figs. 7-92, 7-93, and
7-94. All these types effectively will relieve cyclic bending load at shaft ends caused by misalignments. Each
coupling has certain advantages over others depending
upon the application requirements. Each type of coupling is discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
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7-6.3.1
Laminated Ring Couplings
hdnfand
more thin stainless steel rings. The input member is
CLAMPED SPLINE

bolted to the ring pack at two or three equal positions
contacts the pack only at these localized areas.
Located at an equal distance between the input attachRADIUSED CONTACT WASHERS (TYP)

SHIM. AXIAL POSITION
,AS REQUIRED)

MULTIPLE FLEX RING PACK

Fig. 7-92. Typical Laminated Ring Coupling
EB WELD

IIt

FLEXING MEMBER

SHAFT END CONNECTOR

•
..
FLOATING SPLINE
SPHERICAL BALL BEARING (OPTIONAL)

Fig. 7-93. Typical Flexible Disk Coupling
7-82
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COOLING FiN• (AS REQUIRED)
S'O"RiNG

CLAMPED SPLINE

J

CURVIC COUPLING

MALE SPHERICAL GEAR
/

•'

DRIVE SHAFT

\

SELF- LOCKING FASTENER

POSITION SPRING
QUICK'DISCONNECT CLAMP (OPTIONAL.)

Fig. 7-94. Typical Gear Coupling
ments is the bolted output member. The bolted connections employ specially shaped washers so that flexing
ofthedisk pack is permitted without astressconcentra-

the first to fail) are the most easily inspected. A coupiing failure occurs gradually and, therefore, will allow
a good possibility of safely returning from a mission.

tion arising at the corners of the bolted members.
The thin disks are sized and stacked to carry the

7-6.3.2

required steady and cyclic torque, and to bend statitally and cyclically to accommodate the misalignment
at a stress level below the material endurance limit.
Additional laminates are added to improve reliability
and permit operation with one or more cracked rings.
Each ring is separated by a thin sheet of Teflon to delay
or restrict fretting corrosion,
This coupling is applicable especially for systems
with small misalignments. It is lightweight, requires no
lubrication, and has no moving parts. Because the multiple rings are made from very high-strength stainless
steel, environmental problems of heat and corrosion are
eliminated. The ring stack is almost immune to bandling damage, i.e., scratches and dents, but is subject to
fretting corrosion, especially if the connection is not
kept tight,
Glass fiber flexure members permit higher operating
angles or higher potential life without the fretting problem. They are limited to low to moderate temperature
ranges and, therefore, cannot be used in fire zone areas,
The major advantage of this type of coupling over
other couplings is in the redundancy of multiple loadcarrying members that are inspected easily for cracks
on the outer rings. The most highly stressed rings (and

The flexible disk coupling also relies upon the flexing
of a high-endurance-strength, thin steel member.
Torque is trasmitted from the input to the ouput
member through two or more thin disks, electron beam
(EB)-welded together. The reliability of this coupling
depends upon an advanced degree of manul•cturing
and quality control supported by 100% acceptance
testing under dynamic load conditions. EB proprietary
welding, disk geometry, and material control requirements currently preclude second sources for this component,
Larger misalignments, i.e., greater than 1.5 deg, may
be accommodated by stacking two or more EB-welded
disk assemblies. A ball joint bearing at the coupling
centerline and axially located to permit only angular
deflections is required on most applications. By eliminating the steady stresses caused by axial deflections,
the ball joint permits higher allowable cyclic stresses
from angular misalignment. A floating shaft end is required because no axial deflections can be accommodated except by means of sliding spline action. The
bali joint bearing must be capable of withstanding operating torques when subjected to axial forces through
spline friction. Wear also must be considered from os-

Flexible Disk Couplings
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cillating nmotion. Recent Army-funded testing programs have verified that the ball joint floating end con.
c:ept eliminates the problem of accurately shimming for
low axial deflections.
The advantages of the laminated ring coupling apply
also to the flexible disk coupling; i.e., no lubrication is
required, fatigue stresses can be designed to be below
the endurance limit, the unit is lightweight and simple,
and reliability is high. Additionally, the flexible disk
coupling is not subject to fretting corrosion and can,
therefore, be designed for unlimited life. The ball joint
supports the shaft in the event of outer disk failure and,
except for torque-carrying ability, provides a redundancy to reduce secondary damage.
The Bendix coupling does not exhibit the dZ.gree of
redundancy possible in the laminated ring coupling but
is inspected more easily for stress raisers or crack formation. Battlefield vulnerability is considered about
equal for both coupling types.
7-6.3.3

Gear Couplings

full addendum gear teeth act like a spline. As the misalignment angle increuses, fewer teeth are sn contact
until at extremes only a small percentage of the teeth
are carrying the load.
Lubrication becomes extremely important because
contact pressures are high and increase with misalig,ment angles when fewer teeth are in full mesh. A sliding
action, which must be lubricated and cooled, occurs
during misalignment. At angles less than 0.5 deg, pressurized oil jet lubrication may be used. Special highpressure EP greases have been developed that are suiiable for a misalignment range up to 4 deg when
operating at moderate temperatures and speeds. At
high speeds (10,000-30,000 rpm), a highly developed
oil lubrication system may be required.
When compared to the flexing member couplings
previously described, the '4ear usually is more rugged
but also is more complex and heavier. It requires frequent servicing and the use of a special grease, which
complicates the Army's logistic system.
7-6.3.4
Universal Joints

The gear type of coupling has been used widely when
This automotive joint has been used on Army helirelatively large axial and angular deflections must
copters when large misalignment angles and
be accommodated. Soft-mounted helicopterslow shaft speeds are the design parameters. relatively
Its use is
restricted severely because the product of misalignment
region
the
in
operate
can
that
(UH- 1)require couplings
cto rinmit
s a de
operat
aesand
and with adpreciable axial
of misalignment
3-4 deg
of
angle and operating rpm is a detrimental factor in its
the c•oupling must permit momentarily
Also,
motion.
motin.
th coulin
lso mut prmitmomntaily
higher angles to pylon travel limits without a lockup.
The crowned gear teeth on the male member have been
developed as a highly specialized spline using gear
tooth geometry.
Tohese ouplings aA
Theseshaft
within gearbox and component drives when some misalignment capability is required and oil system lubrication is available. For example, the output drive shaft to
hub may be coupled to the gear shaft with a
the rotor
gear
coupling to accommodate angular deflections of
gear cing ato accommppodate
Thisrangu demections ofai
the fixed mast hub support. This arrangement is feasible when the drive shaft is loaded in torque only and
is not required to react rotor bending loads. Because
axial motion can be accommodated easily, no shimming for axial position is required during installation,
Drive shafts employing gear couplings are assembled

easily in blind installations with one end floating. Some
provisions must be made to insure operation within
axial position limits. This has been accomplished
through component tolerance control and/or spring
arrangements.
The spherical tooth form (barrelling) permits a rocking motion within the tooth contact area, while the
outside diameter is crowned spherically to prevent jamming at misalignment limits. At zero misalignment, the
7.84

power ratings. Limiting values of this product normally
are listed by manufacturers. Exceeding the recommended values may result in serious developmental
problems.
specialized joint or coupling is required at each
end to accommodate the variations in velocity
of s Th reltiherenti acuniverat tye
inherent in a universal joint type of system. The resulting acceleraions produce high forces and motions that
must be accommodated by a bearing arrangement at
ec
n.Aglrvlct
hne offCra
n
each
end.
Angular
changes
Cardan
and
Hooke's
type
of jointsvelocity
are described
in many
engineering handbooks such as Ref. 17.
Universal joint components, including the shaft, are
rather complex and heavy. Grease lubrication normally
is required, which becomes a service problem in the
Army environment.
U-jointsmember
are rigid
axially and,
therefore,
require a floating
to accommodate
ons.
axial m ii e o flecti
axial misalignments or deflections.
7-6.3.5
Elastomeric Couplings
Elastic materials have been developed to perform the
function oif mechanical couplings. They are not developed sufficiently as yet to compete with the previous
candidate systems in most helicopter applications. This
is because high cyclic torsional stresses occurring from

AMCP 706-20:t
rotor systems cannot be accommodated concurrently
with angular misalignment. Also, the softer materials
lower the drive system natural frequencies and must be
considered dynamically with each interfaced subsystern.
One company 5ias developed a ball and socket arrangement surrounded by layers of rubber, sandwiched
between and bonded to thin steel members. Rubber can
be made stiff enough to carry the high torque in cornpression and soft enough in shear to accommodate cyclic motion due to misalignment. It is difficult to carry
cyclic stresses superi. posed on the steady torque
loads. Further development may solve this problem
and permit an inherently rugged, fail-safe, and maintenance-free coupling to join the candidate systems for
predesign considerations. It is unlikely, however, that
an unlimited life will be possible becaus, of material
deterioration with time.
For small helicopters or low-power subsystems, belt
drives can be considered as elastomeric couplings and
they may be used in specialized applications. Whenever
components must be driven on _ parallel axis from the
driver with a limited amount of misalignment (cooling
fans), belts may be an efficient arrangement.
Adequate reliability and vulnerability can be attained with proper design and multiple belts can be
acceptable. Wear and environmental effeets preclude
an unlimited lif. so that accessibility provisions must be
made for periodic inspection and replacement of belts.
Requirements and provisions for frequent inspection
should be considered in the helicopter system specification.
7-6.3.6
Shaft Installation
The large-diameter
shaft
be sagedat
at each
end
The arg-dimetr
shft may
ay e swaged
achend
mechauiically
to receive a structurally
to rceie a bonded
truturaly
ondd and/or
an/ormechuiclly

fastened end fitting. This fitting may take the form of
a bolted flange or splined rigid joint connector to the
coupling. A curvic coupling connector provides a wellpositioned drive with good alignment. This design provides for a quick-disconnect type of joint.
Couplings should not be attached permanently to a
subsystem component or the drive shaft asfembly because of a probability of different replacement times,
TBOs, service lives, damage, or inspection requirements. Couplings are precision components subject to
handling damage and should be protected when shafts
or gearboxes are removed.
The connection of the coupling to the gearbox usually is made by means of a spline at the end of the gear
shaft. The spline may be a floating type to allow for
axial deflections and installation tolerances. In this

case, it should be lubricated and sealed to allow axial
motion at a low coefficient of friction when transmitting torque.
One end of the shaft usually is connected rigidly
through the coupling to the gearbox by means of a
clamped-up spline. In this case, no lubrication is required and the sp!ý-e can accept higher stresses. Care
must be exercised that the clamping bolt(s) maintain
torque and cannot be backed out since loss of the
fastener can cause the fixed end of the shaft io become
disconnected •i.d rewult in a ,,sdety-of-flight h.:'zad.
The system specification must provide specifically for
fastener integrity and attention to design details-including redundancy in design when performance and
safety are involved

76.4

ROTOR BRAKES

Rotor brakes are mechanical-hydraulic systems used
to stop the rotor on shutdown or to prevent the blades
from turning until actuated. Such brakes have been
used most commonly for shipboard helicopter operalions by the U.S. Navy. Army airborne units also will
need rotor brakes for the same operational reasons plus
those peculiar to the battlefield environment.
Existing specifications such as MIL-T-5955 and
FAR 29 are incomplete because most design parameters are left to the discretion of the manufacturer. This
paragraph includes the safety features of present
specifications and provides general design criteria that
establish a baseline for the development of system
specifications for future or retrofitted helicopters.
Qualification testing is required for rotor brake systems because loads and torques are introduced into the
propulsion system and bladesmust
frombem
other
than normal
sources. System performance
demonstrated on
sore.Stmprfmacmutbdmntaedn
an instrumented ground test vehicle so that all loads are

accounted for when component service lives are submitted in the model specification. The integrity of the
hydraulic system must ei demonstrated with proof and
burst pressure tests.
Reliability testing exceeding the requirements of
MIL-T-5955 also should be considered whereby the
number ofcycles, at the previously determined operating conditions, are run to provide a TBO equal to the
drive system. Duty cycles should be established for
these test programs.
7-6.4.1

Need for Rotor Brakes

Rotor brakes are needed in order to extend the utility
of Army helicopters and to minimite the hazard to
ground or deck personnel when seuring the vehicles.
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Cost-effectiveness of rotor brakes probably can be
shown when aircraft ground accidents or damage occur
from concentrated helicopter activity in congested
areas. Requirements for rotor brakes may be derived
from the following partial list of operational demands:
I. Quick dispersal and rapid concealment
2. Shipboard operation in rough seas or high
winds
3. Emergency stopping when fast egress is required (water)
4. Prevention of rotors from tut nng due to winds
or downwash from other aircraft
5thReduction of rotor rotation time on the ground
at the lower rpms to minimize hazard to ground personnel
6. Shielding of turning rotors, which attract attention from hostile aircraft overhead,
Because the need for rotor brakes may vary depending upon the aircraft mission and operating environmerit. provisions for a kit installation should be made
on all future model specifications
h

S7-6.4.2

Full On/Off vs Controllable
Systems
System

is
A full-on/full-off system is an automatically controlled force system that eliminates the pilot from the
control loop except for the on-off function. This system
ts complex and subject to malfunctions. It also prevents
the pilot from using a judgment factor that might be
required under emergency conditions.
The controllable magnitude brake allows the pilot to
control the rate of rotor deceleration by virtue of the
mechanical advantage and input force he exerts on the
brake handle. These are the simplest (and safest) systems, and allow faster than normal stopping of the
rotor in emergencies such as:
I. Whenever ditching and Past ejection are required as in some water landings
2. The occurrence of a mechanical malfunction in
which a dynamic problem or high vibration level is
present in the rotor system
3. A tendency to enter a ground resonance condilion
4. An operational requirement in a combat situation that makes fast deployment or shutdown necessary
5. Heavy sea states on ship decks where rapid

gisnecessary.
,ecurng
ythe
A trade-off exists for the pilot whereby he may decide
that a fast shutdown is worth a possible short life or
excessive heating of the brake system.

,.1ý

7-6.4.3

Description of a Typical Simple
System

A typical rotor brake for small helicopters will stop
the rotors from 75% power turbine output rpm N,, in
less than 30 sec and be capable of actuation at 100%
N,, without overheating. Emergency operations will
permit faster stopping but may require component inspection or replacement. A minimum duty oycle of 10
actuations per hour or at 5-min intervals will preclude
use of excessively heavy systems to prevent disk warpage.
Certain safety features are required to prevent brake
operation in flight. This may take the form of a mechanical lever lock or an electrical interlock that must
be moved before actuation. A relief valve and/or mechanical stops must be used to insure brake operation
at safe load levels.
The brake handle should be placed so that either the
pilot or copilot can actuate or release the brake while
restrained in his seat harness and equipped with gloves
and armor. Human factors engineering considerations
of brake operation should be the responsibility of the
mock-up review board.
A simple rotor brake installation for a light observation helicopter may be described as follows. The pilot
lever operates, through a linkage of appropriate mechanical advantage, the piston of the master cylinder.
The resulting hydraulic pressure produced in the master cylinder operates the two slave pistons arranged in
caliper fashion relative to the rotor brake main disk. A
stator braking disk (puck) is mounted on each of these
pistons. Internal retraction springs are provided to
piston
spring the spucks
ard and the
to
maintain anequal
adequate retran
clearance between
rotating disk, so that the potential damage resulting
from puck hangup on the disk is minimized. The rotor
brake main disk shall be mounted on a separate shaft
of the main transmission other than the tail rotor drive
shaft or main rotor shaft. Full application of the brake
is achieved with a pull of approximately 50 lb on the
grip of the pilot's lever. A lock is provided to prevent
inadvertent application in flight. An adjustable mechanical stop is incorporated to limit the pilot's applied
load on the piston of the master cylinder. A hydraulic
system pressure of 1000 psi or less generally is used to
minimize development problems and to provid" a high
degree of reliability. A pressure relief valve doalps hydraulic fluid from the pressurized lines back into the
vented oil reservoir to control the applied pressire to
pistons of the caliper-mounted :dave cylinders. The
inistallation is designed to permit the use of retrofit kits.
The described system is typical for light- to mediumsized vehicles. Larger vehicles may eliminate the me-
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chanical lever force amplification by an independent
hydraulic master-slave piston using a higher pressure
onboard hydraulic system. In this case, actuation will
be by means of valves and a select lever through perhaps a 3000-psi aircraft hydraulic system. Friction application, by caliper-mounted pistons to the disk, probably would be tused.

7-6.4.4

Predesign Sizing Considerations

Standard mechanical engineering design principles
for brakes and clutches also apply to rotor brakes. Numerous texts describe proper analysis methods (Refs.
18 and 19). Dynamic friction coefficients may be obtained from suppliers of rotor brakes and will vary
depending upon material combinations. A nonscoring
or galling material combination should be used btkand pucks to prevent chatter or exes-

)

sive heat generation leading to disk warpage.
The location of the disk in the drive system must be
considered carefully to provide adequate speed capability, to attain a desired rotor holding torque capability
in a stopped position, and to isolate the brake from
flammable fluids or materials. Also, it may be desired
for the rotor brake to hold the rotor during engine
starting. To attain an optimum rotor brake installation,
the mass and geometric shape of the brake disk should
be adequate to absorb the rotor energy without exceeding thermal limits of the material or producing excessiva warpage. The loads from the rotor brake m ust be
considered in the drive system design criteria.
7-6.4.5

Service Experiences

Disk warpage from overheating, brake grabbing, and
fires has been perhaps the most common problem with
rotor brakes. Proper material combinations and normal
forces can prevent these service difficulties.
Inadequate clearances between pucks and disk have
been common faults due to th." use of standard aircraft
wheel brakes. Positive clearances are required to eliminate drag of the puck on the disk. Clearances far in
excess of aircraft brake systems are necessary. Any
drag of the puck on the disk, as in aircraft brake systems, may produce a continuous heat source in dight.
which could result in a fire.
Rotor brake technology has been dev--loped so that
future Army installations should perform safely and
reliably with a minimum of weight and cost trade-off
penalties.

7-7

ISOLATION SYSTEMS

In general, a helicopter having n rotor blades produces shaking forces and moments at the main rotor
hub that occur periodically at multiples of n times the
angular speed of the main rotor. These forces are transmitted to the fuselage where they contribute to pilot
and passenger discomfort as well as adding to the
fatigue load spectrum. Under certain conditions, the
vibration level in the fuselage due to rotor inputs may
be attenuated greatly by the use of an isolation system.
In general, this involves attaching the transmission to
the fuselage through elastic elements.
Isolation system needs require studies of the feasibility and effectiveness of such a system for a given aircraft. Small helicopters are characterized by relatively
high rotor speeds (300-600 rpm) and have relatively
short fuselages, so that the lowest elastic body mode
natural frequencies are of the order of 7-12 Hz. On the
other hand, large helicopters have low rotor speeds
(75-150 rpm) and long fuselages, and have bending and
torsional natural frequencies in the range of 2-4 Hz.
Attaching the transmission to the fuselage by means
of elastic elements introduces additional degrees of
freedom to the airframe mass elastic system. The forces
to be isolated occur as sinusoidal functions whose frequencies are multiples of the product of the angular
speed of the main rotor 0l and the number of rotor
blades n. For maximum effectiveness, the natural frequencies in these dcgrees of freedom should be onethird to one-half of the lowest exciting frequency (n
ground
times
r s n the
n erotor
p o ispeed)
r s the
hbut,natural
ain uorder
a frequency
r to
q avoid
e c must
u t beb
resonance
problems,
clear of the rotor speed. An additional corwitraint is the
necessity to keep the static and g-load deflections to a
minir;,um. It is apparent readily that the full effectiveness of an isolation system cannot be attained if any
mode of the fuselage is in resonance with the primary
exciting frequency, as the reduction in force transmitted to the fuselage is offset by the magnification of the
resultant vibration because of the resonance conditions.
The probabilities of success in coping with all of
the•,e constraints are considerably higher for small helicopters and decrease rapidly as the size of the vehicle
increases. In small helicopters, it usually is possible to
establish the first bending modes of the fuselage below
thenilexciting frequency and "he second bending mode
c.nsiderably above the exciting frequency. However, in
the case of large helicopters-which, of necessity, have
long, low-frequency airframes--the first, second, and
third bending modes, as well as the torsion modes, may
all occur quite close together. For instance, there may
be six bending frequencies (vertical and lateral) and two
7-87
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torsion frequencies distributed over the range from 0 to
20 Hz. Ifa rotor speed of 150 rpm is assumed, once-perrevolution excitations occur at 2 5 Hz. A rotor having
seven blades would produce exciting forces at 17.5 Hz.
Thus, the probabilities of resonance with one of the
bending or torsion modes are considerably greater in
the case of the large helicopter. Under these conditions,
a passive isolation system serves only the purpose of
altering the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the
several modes.
Manufacturers of large helicopters, in general, have
adopted other means than the passive isolation system
for overcoming the problem of main rotor-induced vibration. These means include active isolation systems,
the use of dynamic absorbers at particular locations on
the airframe, and the use of devices such as the bifilar
pendulum absorber mounted at the rotor hub to absorb
the exciting forces at the source. (see par. 5-2.3).
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
.4
C

=
=

C,.
Cl =
C,, =
C, =
C,,, =
C,, =
C1, =
C, =
C,

=

C, =
',, =
c,, =
d =
d, =
7.88

2
exposed area of gear case, ft
coefficient of stress intensity,
dimensionless
heat rejection coefficient,
ft 2-:F-min/Btu
contact angle factor for contact
load, dimensionless
surface condition factor for
contact load, dimensionless
hardness ratio factor for
contact load, dimensionless
life factor for contact load,
dimensionless
load distribution factor for
contact load, dimensionless
overload factor for contact
load, dimensionless
material elastic properties
coefficient for contact load,
(psi)I/
safety factor for contact load,
dimensionless
size factor for contact load,
dimensionless
temperature factor for contact
load, dimensionless
dynamic factor for contact
load, dimensionless
specific heat of working fluid,
Btu/lb-°F
pitch diameter, in.
inner race sprag diameter, in.

= inside diameter, in.
d,, = outside diameter. in.
d, = diameter, sprag outer cam. in.
E = modulus of elasticity, psi
E,
modulus of elasticity for gear,
psi
E= modulus of elasticity for pinion,
psi
e = distance from mass croter to
shaft geometric ceaiterline, in.
F = face width, in.
bA,, = allowable bearing stress, psi
F = allowable contact stress, psi
F,. = effective face width, in.
F,,, = endurance limit stress, psi
F,,. = shear yield stress, psi
F, = tensile yield stress, psi
f = axial tension stress, psi
= vibratory bending stress, psi
fh, = bearing stress, psi
f, = contact stress,
psi
f = conta shear stress, psi
= tensile stress, psi
G = shear modulus, psi
GA = gripping angle, deg
g = acceleration due to gravity,
32.2 fps2 = 386.4 in./secI = cross-sectional moment of
inertia of area, in.'
= diametral mass moment of
inertia, in.-lb-sec2
= geometry factor for contact
load, dimensionless
J = geometry factor for bending
load, dimensionless
= mass polar n-.--"inertia,
lb-sec2-in.
K = coefficient of relative stiffness,
dimensionless
= stiffness, lb/in.
K, = life factor for bending load,
dimensionless
K,,, = load distribution factor for
bending load, dimensionlcss
K,, = overload factor for bending
load, dimensionless
K, = safety factor for bending load,
dimensionless
K, = size factor for bending load,
dimensionless
K, = temperature factor for bending
load, dimensionless
K, = dynamic factor for bending
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loa, diensinksrelationship
lroad imes.eneionluvaues

-

=fga
number of mass points

K,,
f crvaureof
entrs
earQ

prpm

=heat loss, Btu/minl

R, =ratio of rpm used for Condition
proeqivlent angular spring rate
I to rated rpm
due to moment restraint at the
shear V.. /shear
=applied
R,
bearing, lb-in./rad
dimensionless
strength,
k = constant describing localization
value of shear
Rý=allowable
of contact, dimensionless
load/shear strengt1t,,
=spring bending constant, lbin,
dimensionless
L =life, hr
R, applied tension toad/tension
strength, dimensionless
shaft length between supports,
in
allowable value of tension
spin. egh n
1
toad/tension strength,
in.
saglength,
= effecive
oflinedimensionless
mini~tumlengh
pitch circle radii of the pinift"f
R1, R,
t,
mlnta
coiim in.in
and gear respectively. in.
M =bending moment, lb - in.
deflection of geotmetric
Y
MS =margin of safety, dimensionless
centerline of shaft relative to
Mg =gear ratio, n0/n~
the axis of rotation, in.
M = point mass, slug
mean radius of a tube, in.
gear form factor for contact
m.,
distance from gear contact
S
dimensionless oaiainsrntdimensionless
osatdsrbn
k load,
point M to pitch point P
N =number of sprags
rms surface finish, after initial
S
=critical speed of simply
run~-in, micro-in.
sa,
supported shaft, rpm
kinetic energy, in.-b
crtclsed=p
N~~~~.~
torque, lb-in.
,
grtclsear rpm=
N.
flash temperature index, TF
N,, crticl seedwitoutendTjinitial temperatures,F
wihou en
critcalsped
atofme
ic icerdiofr h ii,
RR
~ in.~~~~~leet,
~
~
NP = pinion rpm contac~
Condition i to total time
at
rated equivalent time
N0 fealuK0of 0, pmT,.
oe n
masses.,otnosrae
concentrated
of
n =number
dimensionless
= number of planetary pinions,rp
wall thickness, in.
t
rnigmsdimensionses.ssl
u
nning mass point
gear,
in
teeth
of
number
S= dimensionless2
= ol flow, gpm
ditb
potential energy, in
,
numien aonflres piniger,
W,= transmitted tangential load at
in a ge
=di
nmeniontlests
operating pitch diameter, lb
effective taentil,
it. =rnumber of teeth in sun gear,
dimensionless
w, = weight of the ith mass
P= i end thrust, lb
stwerrhp
element, lb
length variable of a shaft, in.
=
x
= sprag normal force, lb
deflection, in.
y
= normal base pitch, in.
deflection of the ith mass
L =. applied tensile load, lb
elementin.
M. = bolt tension, lb
Z = length of action in transverse
P, = diametral pitch, in.-'
plane, in.
m., = Euler critical column load, lb
= scoring geometry factor,
ratio of power used for
P,
dimensionless
Condition ito rated power
stiffness factor, dimensionless
=
lb
P. = bolt tensile preload,
= change in annular space, in.
exponent in empirical life-load
S=
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A T = oil temperature rise, "F

3. Nicholas P. Chironis, Ed., Gear Design and

Application, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York, 1967, p. 306.

= temperature difference between
gear case surface and ambient

4. Dudley, op. cit., pp. 14-3 to 14-13.

air, "F

8,, = static deflection, in.
u = Poisson's ratio, dimensionless
1, = Poisson's ratio for gear, d'less

5. Dudley, op. cit., pp. 14-17 to 14-20.
6. Dudley, op. cit., pp. 14-20 to 14-23.
7. USAAVLABS TR 65-64, Test Program for

= Poisson's ratio for pinion, d'less

p = weight density, lb/in. '
p, = gear radius of curvature, in.

August 1965.
8. USAAVSCOM TR 69-5, Analysis of UH-D/H
and AH-I G for Adaptability to Sensor Applica-

pi = radii of curvature of gear

profiles, in.
relative curvature between gear

1 po
U

tions, May 1969.
9. UJSAAVLABS TR 66-65, Diagnostic Noise

tooth profiles, in7.

p, = pinion radius of curvature, in.
S= gear pressure angle, deg
I!

=
=

w

=

t

10.

transverse pressure angle, deg

rotor speed. rad/sec

angular velocity, rad/sec
.= natural frequency, rad/sec

11.

niaturalofretotaly
frequency,
nonrotaingnatural
" rad/sec
frequency
assembly, rad/sec
,= natural frequency of
combination of the ith mass
with shaft which is considered
to have flexural rigidity but no
mass, rad/sec
= natural frequency of shaft
without concentrated masses,
rad/sec

12.

=orttn

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
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CHAPTER 8

POWER PLANT SELECTION AND INSTALLATION
8-1

INTRODUCTION

will be subjected within the operational profile of the
aircraft. Details are given in the applicable engine
manufacturer's specifications and installation drawings.
The factors to be considered in the preliminary design stage for establishing the propulsion system configuration are noted in the paragraphs that follow. The
special requirements presented in this and subsequent
paragraphs represent the criteria by which judgment of
the engine helicopter configuration will be made and
that should be considered by the engine manufacturer.
Recent trends indicate that many of the propulsion
subsystems long considered the responsibility of the
airframe designer have become integral with engine
design and hence the responsibility of the engine manufacturer. This divided responsibility for the design of
the various components of installation of the propulsion system makes it imperative that close coordination
between the airframe designer and the engine manufacturer be maintained to insure engine/airframe compati.
bility.

Good propulsion system installation design will resuit in the optimum propulsion system/airframe integration required to achieve all aspects of performance,
maintainability, reliability, and durability.
During preliminary design. the configuration of the
helicopter will be established. Structure will be determined, engines located, systems defined, and equipment sized. To realize the goals of a good propulsion
installation, it is important to establish and adhere to
certain basic ground rules and considerations.
The helicopter propulsion system includes the engine. drive system, rotor/propellers, and all related
subsystems and equipment. However, the drive system
and rotor/propellers will not be included in this discussion (see Chapters 3, 5, and 7 for discussion of these
areas). The engine subsystems may include the following: engine installation, air induction system, starting
system, lubrication system, power extraction system,
power management system, cooling system, exhaust
system, fuel system, fire protection system, and auxiliary power units. Ref. I provides a good description of
the engine and its subsystems.
8-1.1

8-1.2

ENGINE POWER OUTPUT SHAFT

The location of the engine output shaft normally will
position the engine(s) relative to the rotor drive transmission. Engines with the output shaft at the front end
usually
will be
located
aft Similarly,
of the main
rotor
centerline
for the most
direct
drive.
with
an aft
output

SELECTION

selection
the basic
engine willrequirements
be governed by
theThe
mission
and ofvehicle
performance
as
defined by the procuring activity. As mentioned in par.
3-3, the selection will be limited to turboshaft engines,
The engine selected normally will be one of the candi-

shaft the engine usually will be located forward of the
main rotor centerline. Consideration must be given to
helicopter longitudinal and vertical CG requirements.

date engines specified by the procuring activity for a
particular aircraft. Refer to par. 3-3.2 for methods of

The engines should be located as close as practicable to
the rotor shaft to keep the drive shaft short and light.

basic engine selection.
A satisfactory engine installation results from careful
attention to all design features that affect the operational capability of the aircraft. Particular attention
shall be given to the specification requirements of the
engine
manufacturer.
These requirements
scribed by
the engine manufacturer
to insure are
that prethe

The operational availability of helicopters depends
upon factors such as the ease and speed with which
engines
can becapability
removed isand
engine
change (QEC)
not replaced.
difficult toQuick
achieve
if it

engine experiences no extreme detrimental effects under the nornmal usage to which the engine and aircraft

is an objective in the preliminary design phase of the
unit installation. The QFC unit normally includes the

8-1.3

ENGINE REPLACEMENT

8-I
A.

.

.

.
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complete engine with all equipment-such as mounts,

critical oil lines shallbe self-sealing and crash-resistant.

accessories, inlet and exhaust system adapters-at.
tached. Engine-mounted parts of the fuel, lubrication,
and power control systems also should be included in
the QEC assembly. F-"or multiengine helicopters, interchangeability should be assured by designing installations that are detachable as units to fit any engine
position on the helicopter with minimum variations,
Installation and removal procedures, accessibility,
and maintenance are prime considerations in the
preliminary design phase. The kinematics of engine
installation/removal must be defined and evaluated
thoroughly. The method of installing and removing the
engine will have a profound influence on the surrounding airframe structure.

One consideration for lubrication is its compatibility
for system servicing; however, because the responsibilities of the airframe designer and the engine manufacturer are defined by the engine selected for use in the
aircraft, it becomes vital for the helicopter system designer to insure that the oil system is compatible with
the requirements set by the engine manufacturer.
The engine cooling system must prevent excessive
temperature of the engine, accessories, equipment,
components, and structure in proximity to the engine
installation. Although the proof of the cooling system
is provided through testing, special consideration of the
cooling requirements of the engine and adjacent structure is necessary during the preliminary design stage.
The engine exhaust system conducts the engine combustion gases from the point of discharge from the
engine to the point of discharge from the aircraft. To
minimize power losses, the length of the exhaust system
should be minimized and the tailpipe exit area sized to
comply with the engine specification. If possible, the
exhaust system should be an integral part of the QEC
unit.

8-1.4

ENGINE AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM

An early design goal is the development of an air
induction system configuration that will provide the
maximum possible pressure recovery and uniformity of
velocity and pressure distribution at the entrance to the
engine inlet. The location of the air induction system
must not cause appreciable changes in pressure distribution at the engine inlet with changes in aircraft angle
of attack.
For multiengine, side-by-side installations with inlets
adjacent to each other, a design objective is to negate
any interaction of the inlets relative to engine airflow
under any flight condition. The engine air induction
system will include an engine air particle separator
(EAPS) system compatible with the applicable engine.
8-1.5

ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM

The engine starting system may be electrical, hydraulic, or pneumatic. Selection of the optimum system
will be contingent upon the number and size of the
engines, the size and mission of the aircraft, and system
secondary power trade-offs described ;n Chapter 9. The
procuring activity will establish requirements for selfcontainment and for emergency starting.

8-1.6

LUBRICATION, COOLING, AND
EXHAUST SYSTEMS

The importance of lubrication in achieving satisfactory engine operation is well recognized. The design of
the engine oil system should be the responsibility of the
engine manufacturer. The system should be complete
in itself and should feature, for survivability, an oil
cooler with a bypass system to protect against loss of
oil because of a hit in the cooler. The oil tank and
8-2

8-1.7

FUEL SYSTEM

Design objectives for a fuel system should include:
1. Meeting the detail design requirement for the
aircraft as specified by the procuring activity
2. Conforming to MIL-F-38363.
Fuel system arrangements will be based on supplying
fuel to the engine(s) and APU(s). The system shall be
compatible with fuels conforming to MIL-T-5624,
grades JP-4 and JP-5.
The design should insure that all fuel will be available to any engine without interruption of flow. Each
detail of the fuel system should insure that the system
has the least possible vulnerability with respect to aircraft fires and/or ballistic damage during flight or
ground operation. Therefore, self-sealing, inerting, or
crash-resistant fuel tanks are required.

8-1.8

SECONDARY POWER SYSTEM

Requirements for secondary power systems, including provisions for onboard pneumatic, electrical, and
hydraulic power generation, control, and distribution,
should be established in preliminary design. General
functional requirements for such a system are shown in
Fig. 8-1.
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8-1. Secondary Power System Functional Requirements

POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Helicopter rotor speed governing (including overspeed protection), load signal compensation, and power
sharing for multiengine installation are firm requirements for a power management system. Development
of a fuel control to meter fuel and establish engine
power to meet helicopter rotor demands shall be accomplished by the engine manufacturer but will demand close coordination with the airframe designer for
compatibility with helicopter requirements.
8-1.10

AUXILIARY POWER UNIT (APU)

An auxiliary power unit (APU) may be required for

components must be arranged so that danger to personnel performing necessary service on the aircraft is kept
to a minimum.
The degree of fire protection inherent in the aircraft
will depend upon the extent to which the following are
provided for or incorporated in the design:
1. Prevention of fire
2. Resistance to the spread of fire
3. Reliable fire and overtemperature detection systems
4. Positive fire extinguishment.
General rules for fire prevention are aimed at prc-

use either on the ground or in flight. Inasmuch as an

tecting all combustibles from sources of ignition. Fire
include
shutoff valves,
containment
reignition.
Sensrsfirewalls,
capable
and materials features
that prevent

APU is an engine, its installation involves all the same
considerations as does a propulsion engine installation,

of detecting fire or dangerous overtemperatures must
be provided. The fire extinguishing system should not
use toxic or corrosive extinguishing agents.

8-1.11

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The principal safety consideration in a propulsion
system installation is fire protection. In addition, the
installation must he crashworthy structurally, and the

8-3
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8-2

ENGINE INSTALLATION
CONSIDERATIONS

8-2.1

ENGINE MOUNTING AND VIBRATION
ISOLATION

8-2.1.1

mounting system consisting of two main mounting
points and a third point of support (the steady rest) to
allow for axial expansion of the engine.
Airframe mounting system components such as
trunnions, spherical bearings, vibration isolator mountings, and quick attach-detach (QAD) features should
provide engine support as indicated by the engine
specifications and drawings. These components should
facilitate quick engine change, and should withstand
safely the anticipated reactions at the engine mounting
points. The reactions can be calculated for any specific
installation on the basis of engine weight, center of
gravity (CO), engine output torque, survivable crash
loads, engine moments of inertia (including polar), and
anticipated helicopter maneuver conditions.

Engine Mounting Considerations
The requirements of the helicopter and of the specific
turboshaft engine will determine whether the engine is
to be mounted rigidly or to employ vibration isolation.
The engine mounting system should be designed to
insure the stability of the engine in its mounts and to
maintain proper shaft alignment for all flight conditions.
The mounting system for the engine should perform
the following primary functions satisfactorily:
Engine Mounting Forces and
8-2.1.2
1. Safely carry the weight, thrust, torque, and inerReactions
tial and gyroscopic loads encountered during any condition of operation. In addition, the system should be
from
attached to the basicresulting
designed to keep the engine(s)
tabulated
for
be
derived
and
maneuver
will
any
flight
m
nts
throughout
ngin)
attahed
memberpporth
dstructura
thsecedmuincofgrtndrngheeestructural member supporting the mounts throughout
oe
ition
dingt
m ounting cn
seece
the
a survivable crash, even though considerable distortion
opment of the basic loads. The critical loading conof the engine and/or support structure may occur (Ref.
dition(s) will be determined and the structural adequacy of the mounting system demonstrated by preliminary structural analysis.
2. Maintain engine location and alignment under
all linear accelerations and velocities, and torque loadings.
3. Accommodate radial and axial thermal expansion of the engine.
4. Prevent airframe structural deflection from imposing loads upon the engine.
5. Permit ease of installation and removal of the

engine from the mount structure, and provide for accessibility to the engine for routine inspection and
maintenance,

6. Isolate and/or absorb resonant structural vibrations induced by the engine, or by an engine/propeller
combination, so they will not be transferred to the
airframe structure; and prevent vibrations induced by
the airframe main rotor combination at critical engine
frequencies from being transferred to the engine,
Mounting system arrangements vary and are contingent upon the provisions on the engine for its support
as well as upon the helicopter requirements. Engine
rc~straining points will be specified by the engine manufacturer, as will the ma:;imum allowable loads and moments at each restraining point for limit maneuver conditions. When the engine is mov.nted oa rigid mounts,
it must be restrained in a statically determinate manner. Functional and design requirements for the
mounting system usualiy are satisfied by a three-point

8-2.1.3

Engine Vibration Isolation

An i&'olator may be described as a load supporting
resilient element having controlled elasticity and damping, and adaptable to integration into a mechanical or
a structural assembly. IBolators are used to control en-

gine dynamic forces and motion. Isolators also may be
used to reduce induced structural excitations to the
engine.

For turboprop applications, a shock and vibration
isolation mounting system is a firm requirement. In the
case of conventional helicopters, however, a survey
should be conducted to ascertain if vibrational frequencies induced by the airframe drive system coincide with
engine natural frequencies. If so, considera.ion should
be given to using a vibration isolation mounting arrangement. Critical engine frequencies usually are
specified by the engine manufacturer.
The vibration iiolation mounting system should be
designed to insure the stability of the engine so as to
help maintain proper shaft alignment for all maneuvers
and flight conditions. The vibration isolating material
may be an elastomeric product such as silicone. Silicone materials are preferred because of their ability to
withstand temperatures up to 500°F, a temperature
level that should not be exceeded for engine front or

8-4
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midframe mounting applications. Metallic types of
wth he ngie muntngand
To ermt cmplanc
o MI-E-593andthehelicopvibrtio reuirmens

ter vibration requirements of par. 5-2, the engine

tnoutin
hallhav
sysemaa nturl
aturl fequecy
mouningsysem
sallhav
fequecy ububstantially below any forcing frequency of the helicopter
main rotor. The effects of the stiffness of both the enginemout
th aifrae
ad supor stuctue sallb~9
included in the determination of this natural frequency.
The critical forcing frequency will be the main rotor
rotational speed (one-per-rev),
Design considerations should include establishing
the mount spring rate in such a manner as to minimize
induced loads from airframe deflections.

Satisfactory vibration isolation will be insured in

most applications if the natural frequency of each mode
of the mounting systemt is maintained substantially below the forcing frequency. The damping characteristics

of asingle-degree-of-freedom, spring-mass-damper systern, shown schematically in Fig. 8-2, are indicated in
Fig. 8-3.
-

4simple

8-2.1.4

Engine Mount Installation
Considerations

The location of engine mounting points should be
selected for ep'se of engine servicing and maintenance,
Engine installation and removal kinematics will be established in preliminary design, and the overall configuration of the mounting system then can be defined.
The motion(s) required to remove the engine should be
and preferably unidirectional. If removal is horiroainlsed(n---e)
zontal,
consideration should be given to the use of installation tracks integral with the airframe.

!.IASSthese

DAMPING

SPRING CONSTANT K
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COEFFICIENT
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nefc

ewe
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nieadarrm

uniball and a structurally mounted mating clamp. This
arrangement constitutes a spherical bearing capable of

reacting helicopter maneuvering loads as well as allow-

ing for quick engine connection and shaft alignment.
The engine mounting system must react the maximmfih aevrlaswtotpraetdfr
mto n
utb aal fsfl
eann h
engine under survivable crash load conditions (defined
in par. 4-5.3 based on Ref. 2)or sudden engine seizure.
The engine manufacturer should approximate the
mount reaction resulting from the torque generated by
a sudden engine seizure. In the preliminary design, the
spherical bearings should be checked for size relative to
their ability to retain the engine under crash or engine

seizure conditions.I

The steady rest mount should react vertical loads
only to permit free engine axial thermal growth.
Vibration mounting system definition must be ac-

complished during preliminary design because of itsI
effect on the overall envelope of the vehicle. The performance penalties associated-with an increase of the
fuselage cross-section due to growth of the engine nacelles in order to house a redesigned system may niot be
acceptable.
Use of the vibration isolator system introduces additional installation problems. Consideration must be
given to flexibility between the engine and the structurally supported portions of the air induction and exhaust
systems, because the isolating material permits movement of the engine with respect to the aircraft.
Vibration mountings must retain the engines should
the isolating material fail. Care must be exercised to
ontratothat the structure
eutnrmtetru to which the isolator
geeated.by...
insure
is alttached has a greater stiffness than that of the isolator.
Failure to do so could result in fatigue failure of the
brackets. Under transient conditions, deflections may
be greater than those due to normal vibration. Under
conditions, the isolating material should be protected for a predetermined maximum deflection by a
solid metal-to-metal contact.
8-2.2

ENGINE AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
General Design

The engine air induction systeen
-2 irequired
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE

Fig, 8-2. Schematic Diagram of Vibration Isolator

o

A8-2.2.1
must furnish the

quantity of air to the engine inlet at the highest

.lissible energy level and with minimum flow dis.orlions. A uniform and steady airflow is necessary to
avoid compressor stall, which can lead to excessive
internal engine temperatures. Energy losses at the en8-5
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gine inlet will result in successively magnified losses
through the components (stages) of the engine. Gas
turbine engines are more critical in this respect than are
reciprocating engines.
The air induction system must recover as much of
the total pressure of the free stream as possible. This is
known as -total pressure recovery". Ref. 3 is a definitive source for induction system aerodynamic design.
The basic equations, as well as pertinent factors for use
in these equations, are provided by this reference.
8-2.2.2

upon a given engine inlet as a result of flow interaction
with other inlets. Inlet scoops or submerged inlets
should avoid areas of boundary layer buildup. The air
induction system inlet should be located as high as
possible to reduce the intake of leaves, branches, sand
and dust, or other foreign objects. A high inlet location
also will reduce the potential hazard of ingesting fuel
vapors during "hot refueling" operations.
8-2.2.3

Engine Air Induction System
Pressure Losses
In addition to airframe induced losses ahead of the

Air Induction System Inlet Location

The pressure distribution around the fuselage during
flight must be considered during the selection of the
engine air induction system inlet location. Inlets placed
in locations of high velocities, decelerating flows, or in
the wake of aircraft components such as a main rotor
shaft must be given special consideration. Changes in
aircraft attitude as a result of flight maneuvering
should not affect the pressure distribution at the engine
inlet noticeably. Also, there should not be any effect

'

air induction system inlet, there are losses caused by
duct wall friction, contraction, diffusion, bends, and
turbulence arising from ddct distortions or obstructions in the duct. A source of an especially large pressure loss is the "air filter" or EAPS system (see par.
8-2.2.6).
Friction and contraction losses usually are very
small, provided reasonable care is exercised in providing smooth internal surfaces by avoiding protruding
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structural reinforcements, bolts, rivets, or generally
poor sheet metal work. Internal duct losses increase as

The total AP is as follows:

the square of the airspeed through the duct; thus, to

avoid large losses, it is important that these internal
airspeeds be kept low. When sharp bends are required
or when the engine inlet face is close to the exit of an
air particle separator, a plenum chamber with an airspeed of 60 fps or less is recommended. The engine in
this case should be equipped with a bell mouth inlet.
8-2.2.4

Ai

kq +

4f

2

, lb/ft2

(8-4)

The documentation of the duct losses shall include:
I. A plan view and side view of the air induction

Evaluation of Pressure Losses

The total pressure loss AP, in a duct due to wall

friction is directly proportional to the friction factor
(the so-called Fanning friction factor; the Darcy-Weis-

system with pertinent dimensions

2. The friction factors and loss factors presented in
Ref. 3 that are used in the calculations. Factors not

bach friction factor is four times the value of the Fan-

covered shall be listed and their source and accuracy

ning friction factor), the duct length, and the dynamic
pressure; and inversely proportional to the hydraulic
diameter (the hydraulic diameter is four times the hy.

justified.
3. A table of pressure loss AP, and dynamic pressure q versus the duct station for maximum engine

draulic radius).

power, at standard sea level static conditions.

Pt.= 4fL q
1

lb/ft 2

(8-1)

'

where
Dh = hydraulic diameter, ft
f = friction factor, dimensionless

In order to simplify the computations, it may be
assumed that the duct pressure losses referred to sea
level standard density p,, remain constant throughout
the operating envelope; therefore, calculations for maximum engine power at standard sea level conditions
will be satisfactory for all other conditions.

L = duct length, ft

q = p V2/2, dynamic pressure, lb/ft2
V = air velocity, fps
p= air density, slug/ft"
The friction factorf is a function of the Reynolds number and the roughness of the surface. The value of
friction factor ordinarily varies between 0.003 and 0.007 (Ref. 3). The hydraulic diameter for the noncircular ducts is calculated as
4 (duct cross-sectional area)
Dwetted
perimeter

9

E

, ft

(8-2)

Similarly, a loss factor k is used to evaluate the pressure
losses of bends, turns, diffusers, accelerations, or obstructions as a function of the dynamic pressure (or
velocity head) immediately ahead of the turn or obstruction. This pressure loss APk, based on a constant
factor k,is given by
kkq

,lb/ft

2

where

"k= loss factor, dimensionless

(8-3)

8-2.2.5

Foreign Object Damage (FOD)

The responsibility for providing effective engine protection is shared by the engine and airftiAme manufacturers. The engine designer is responsible for making
the engine as tolerant as possible to sand, dust, rain,
foliage, snow, hail, etc. The airframe manufacturer
must remove the foreign objects that the engine cannot
tolerate, by the installatioa of appropriate devices or in
cooperation with the engine manufacturer if the protective device is an engine-mounted accessory.
Large foreign objects such as bolts, rocks, hail, and
rags can put most engines out of operation. Small particles, in the order of 1000 micron diameters, produce
nicks and dents in compressor blades, whereas particles
of less than 1000 microns can cause damage over ex.
tended periods through erosion of the airfoils and casings or by restricting flow passages through accumulation.
Accumulation on the air filter, or screen, of objects
such as paper, grass, or plastic sheets can occur and
designers should provide for ease of inspection, re-

4

.

4

,1

moval, and maintenance. A substantial blockage of the
filter may cause engine stall, and an air bypass may be
required.
8-7
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8-2.2.6

Engine Air Particle Separator
(EAPS)

All helicopters shall be equipped with an engine air

The separation efficiency of this type of inertial
separator is 60-85%, measured with AC coarse dust.
There is a relative change in efficiency with a change
in particle size. An EAPS with an 85% efficiency with

particle separator (EAPS) which may be provided as
sand.
coare
part of the airframe or integral with the engine. "'xhe MIL-E-5007
sand.
design goals are high dirt removal capacity, low presThe separation efficiency increases with increasing
must
sure drop, low weight, and low cost. The designer
scavenge bypass air to a certain maximum beyond
trade off these objectives for each installation with the
scavenebypas aitona certain
Gaximu be
tolerance of the engine and the mission spectrum inwhich there is no additional benefit. Generally, large
mind.
scavenge bypass flows (about 20-30%) are required to
achieve efficiencies above 70% at acceptable pressure
The design criteria outlined in Ref. 4 should be used
losses (less than 1%). The design may require the use
as a guide. The total pressure at the engine inlet face
of a scavenger pump.
should be at least 99% of ambient static pressure for all
The advantages and disadvantage of inertial separaflight operations during which an EAPS is operative.
tors are:
An EAPS bypass shall be provided to allow the inlet
air direct access to the engine unless it can be substan1. Advantages:
tiated that the helicopter can be operated safely without
a. Good for leaves, grass, water, sand and dust,
the bypass. The engine inlet total pressure during
etc.
bypass operation should be at least 98.5% of ambient
b. Low installation weight
static pressure.
c. Small frontal area
The methods availabl-!to the designer to achieve the
d. Usually no need for a bypass
separation of small particles such as sand and dust from
2. Disadvantage: Large power loss for good sepathe main engine air stream are:
ration efficiencies (above 85%).
1. Capture in a porous media
Vortex Tube Inertial Separators
8-2.2.6.2
2. Electrostatic separation
3. Inertial separation.
A vortex tube inertial separator such as shown in
Fig. 8-5 consists of a cylindrical tube with a helical inlet
vrThese three methods have been studied and most
swirl vane that gives the air and the entrained particles
variations of them tested extensively ever since the helia high rotational speed. The dirt particles are cencopter began to receive major combat usage. Of the
trifuged to the wall of the tube. The concentrated dirt
three, only the inertial separator has proven successful
passes along the wall in a helical movement to the end
in the severe combat environment. For more complete
of the tube, where it enters an enclosed scavenge space
information concerning the methods of protection, a
together with a small percentage of the air flow. The
good source of information is Ref. 5.
clean air exits through a diffuser.
The barrier filter (porous media) generally has a poor
These individual tubes are clustered in groups and
separation performance compared to that of the inertial
panels suitable for aircraft installation. Trhe pressure in
separators for the same pressure drop due to the slow
the scavenge airspace between the tubes is lower than
,ration of the fine particles through the filter after
ambient pressure. The scavenge air and dirt must be
ial entrapment. Also, the filters must be replaced
pumped overboard by a fan or by an engine bleed air
uently, especially after they become wet.
ejector. The overall panel separation efficiencN generhe electrostatic filter, barring a major technical
ally is lower than that of the individual tube due to
kthrough, is not successful because of its excessive
interactions between tubes, unequal scavenge suction.
ht.
and unequal flow distribution at the EAPS inlet.
The detailed arrangement must be worked out with
8-2.2.6.1I
Inertial Separators
a filter manufacturer; however, for preliminary design
Inertial separators make use of the fact that air can
purposes, a trade-off among the following factors is
alter its direction rapidly, whereas the high momentum
required:
of entrained particles forces them into a trajectory
I. Separator efficiency
away from the main stream of the air where they can
2. Percent scavenge flow and pressure drop
be either captured or directed overboard. An example
3. Separator frontal area
of this type of separator based upon duct configuration
is shown in the schematic of Fig. 8-4.
4. Scavenge method.
8-8
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SCAVENGE
BY-PASS DUCT

"DIRTY AIR
OIL COOLER
Fig. 8.4. Schematic View of an Engine With Inertial Separator
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Fig. 8-5. Typical Vortex Tube Inertial Separator

upon the tube diameter. Generally, smaller tubes reach
maximum efficiency at a lower value of scavenge flow.

of the overall panel pressure drop. The overall clean air
pressure drop for a fixed airflow is a function of the
panel frontal area as shown in Fig. 8-6.
The airflow through each vortex tube is fixed for a
given pressure drop. For scavenging reasons a more or
less constant number of tubes can be concentrated in a
given area: the pressure drop per EAPS frontal area
f'ollows the same law as that of the individual tube. The

The scavenge chamber pressure drop at maximum
separation efficiency will vary from 0.7 to 1.2 times that

EAPS pressure loss for a fixed flow area, therefore. is
proportional to the volume flow rate squared. For a

The efficiency of a fixed EAPS design using vortex
tubes typically varies between 60% and 85%, depending upon the scavenge flow. The efficiency will rise
from the minimum value with no scavenge flow to the
maximum value at 5-10% scavenge flow, depending
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8-2.2.6.3
Centrifugal (inertial) Separator
The centrifuge uses the same principle as the individual vortex tube described previously, except that
it spins the air as a whole. The types are distinguished
by the means with which the rotational speed is imposed upon the air:
1. Nonpowered centrifuge
2. Powered centrifuge.

drops sharply for particle sizes of 30 microns. The poor
separation efficiency of small particle sizes is related to .;
the fact that the effect of the centrifugal force on the
smaller particles is insufficient to overcome the aerodynamic force and thereby to divert the particle from the
primary airstream.
The powered centrifuge, shown in Fig. 8-8, uses the
same principle as the nonpowered centrifuge except
that a powered axial stage is used to spin the air. This
method is advantageous because concentrated dirt and
air are scavenged without an additional pump. Generally, the power input is substantial and, therefore, the
system can compete with the nonpowered centrifuge
only if a high percentage of the rotational energy can
be recovered at the engine inlet. Close cooperation with
#he engine manufacturer is essential for the design of a
successful powered centrifuge. The advantages apd
disadvantages of the centrifugal separator are:
I. Advantages:
a. High airflow per square foot of inlet area (10
lb/sec or higher)
b. Suitable for large engines

The nonpowered centrifuge, such as shown in Fig. 8-7,
has characteristics similar to the vortex tube inertial
separator, and requires a scavenge pump.
The separation efficiency of the centrifuge is equivalent to that of the vortex tube inertial separator for
particle sizes above 40 microns; however, the efficiency

c. Low weight
d. Usually no need for a bypass.
2. Disadvantages:
a. Poor separation efficiency for small particles
b. Only fair for separation of leaves, grass, and
similar foreign objects

constant airflow, however, the pressure drop is related
inversely to the number of tubes squared.
The advautages and disadvantages of the vortex tube
inertial separator are:
I. Advantages:
a. High separation efficiency for small particle
sizes
b. Low pressure losses,
2. Disadvantages:
a. Large area requirement (only 1-2 lb/sec of
airflow per square foot of inlet area)
b. Poor for leaves, grass, or other foreign objects
c. Problems with ice and snow.

0.22

0o.18
10, 000 cfm
Lu' 0.14
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I .
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I
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Fig. 8-6. Pressure Drop vs Panel Area
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Fig. 8-7. Typical Centrifugal (Inertial) Separator
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Fig. 8-8. Typical Powered Centrifugal (Inertial) Separator
c. Anti-ice protection required.
8-2.2.6.4

EAPS Scavenge Pump

When required by the EAPS, the scavenge pump is
a strong contributor to the weight and performance
penalties of a given installation. The following scavenge
pumping methods generally are considered:
1. Engine bleed air ejector

2. Mechanically driven fan
3. Electric fan
4. Engine exhaust ejector.
The engine bleed air ejector installation weight is
low, and the system operationally is very reliable. However, the engine performance penalty is high. Each percentage point of engine air bleed reduces the available
engine output power by 2-4%, depending upon the
8-11
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engine design. Considering that each engine horsepower can lift approximately 10 ib, the payload penalty
easily can exceed the weight of other scavenge methods.
The mechanically driven fan requires little engine
power, and usually the installation weight can be kept
low in a new installation. Experience has shown that
sealed bearings and coated fan blades can stand up well
in the erosive environment.
Electric fans are heavy and can have adverse effects
on the helicopter compass and radio gear.
The engine exhaust ejector uses the residual energy
of the gas turbine exhaust. The installation can be lightweight.
witNormally,
Power Losses
8-2.2.7
Typical sources of engine power loases associated
with the air induction system are:
1. EAPS pressure loss
2. EAPS scavenge power requirement
3. Ram recovery loss (excluding EAPS)
4. Power for anti-icing requirement

P,,mx = maximum total pressure
(absolute) at the engine inlet
face, psi
P' = mean total pressure (absolute)
at the engine inlet face, psi
Circumferential pressure variation provides harmonic
excitation sources for vibration of compressor blades.
These blade vibrations can lead to blade fatigue failures.
8-2.2.8

Air Induction System Anti-icing
Provisions

air induction system icing is not the major
factor in determining the duration of flight in icing
conditions. Rather, the helicopter main rotor blades
and tail rotor blades are usually the critical factors.
However, this does not preclude the need for an ice
protection system for the air induction system. Generally anti-icing is required, as deicing is not acceptable
if the engine can be damaged by ingestion of ice chunks.
No particular critical flight condition can be defined,
as
be the
worse
for forward
or
foricing
hoverconditions
dependingmay
upon
situation.
Snow flight
or sleet

The effects of the inlet pressure loss on power loss are
slightly different from engine to engine, and will be
described by the engine manufacturer. For each percentge point of inlet pressure loss, gas turbine engines
typically lose 1.5-2.0% of rated power at intermediate
power and 1.8-2.2% at 50% intermediate power.
The power losses associated with the scavenge and
anti-icing power requirements vary substantially with

creates an additional problem. The EAPS system, particularly, is vulnerable to icing conditions, and lack of
anti-icing for various types of EAPS systems will limit
the cold-weather capability of the helicopter.
Supercooled water droplets may exist in clouds at
ambient temperatures far below the freezing point.
When those droplets are disturbed by the helicopter,
they will impinge upon the air induction system sur-

the installation; however, they should not exceed 1%
of the design rated power.
For complex engine air induction system configurations, static model tests may be required to establish the
internal pressure losses. Wind tunnel tests of helicopter
models usually include simulation of the internal airflow to establish the correct external drag and induction system ram recovery factor. In addition, when the
induction system is fully modeled, the pressure distortion at the engine inlet face can be measured (see par.
8-5.4, AMCP 706-203). The engine inlet total pressure
variation must not exceed the value specified by the
engine manufacturer. Acceptable distortion limits are
in the order of 5%. Distortion is calculated as

faces and freeze. In addition to the normal icing pr.blems, icing may occur at atmospheric temperatwres
above freezing due to decreases in the static temperature at some stage in the air induction system.
The methods available to prevent ice buildup in critical areas are:
1. Deicing system
2. Alcohol spray

f

Distortion
P1 I
where
8-12

(8-5)

A deicing system can be used only with engines that
can absorb the chunks of ice that will break loose from
the surfaces. The alcohol spray method is the most
likely to be used as an emergency device.
For all-weather aircraft, thermal energy gives the
most effective ice protection. One method uses hot air
from the compressor bleed, which is passed through
passages integral with the surface being heated. An
alternative is the use of electric resistance heating elements imbedded below the surface. As prediction of ice
protection requirements for the air induction system is

AMCP 706-201
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extremely difficult, one must rely mostly on past experience and testing of any new design to verify assump-

ters such as those in Fig. 8-9. The engine stations are
defined on Fig. 3-53.

tions.

8-2.3.2
8-2.3

S

)

EXHAUST SUBSYSTEM

The kinetic energy of the exhaust gases leaving a gas
turbine engine represents a loss of shaft power. However, the exhaust thrust may be used to overcome some
of the aircraft drag during forward flight. The distribu*tion of power between the shaft and the exhaust is
governed directly by the exhaust duct area. The best
combination of shaft power and exhaust thrust should
be determined separately for each individual application.
For most low-speed helicopters it ii more efficient to
convert as much of the exhaust energy as possible into
shaft power and to let the helicopter rotor provide the
forward thrust. The exhaust duct should be built for
maximum diffusion, which will result in maximum
shaft power output.
Exhaust duct design must follow good practice for
injernal flow aerodynamics. Poor design will result in
flow separations at bends and diffusing sections, caus"ing unnecessary pressure losses and reduced effective
flow area. The straight conical diffuser is the most
effective exhaust duct design for engines with axial
outlets. Good , exhaust performance also can be
achieved for engines with radial outlets by the use of
elliptical sections through the bends. The elliptical duct
is more expensive to fabricate but the turning losses can
be as much as 50% lower than those of a round duct:
To the maximum extent possible, the exhaust system
should be included in the QEC assembly. When it is
necessary to include part of the exhaust system as a part
of the airframe, a QAD coupling should be used that
has sufficient flexibility to provide for thermal growth
of the engine and the exhaust duct and for angular
deflections of the tailpipe at least equal to the maximum anticipated deflection of the adjacent structure.
These deflections may result from flight or ground
loads, from service and maintenance operations, or
from other normal operating conditions.
8-2.3.1
Exhaust Wake
The exhaust duct must be directed away from the
fuselage and tail boom to avoid the impingement of hot
gases upon the helicopter surfaces and to avoid endangering personnel performing necessary service on the
aircraft on the ground. If the gas conditions at the duct
exit are known. ivpical e'%hausi gas temperalures and
velocittes nia, Ie

)prese:iedas

nondimienimlial parame'

Engine Exhaust Noise

A small noise reduction can be achieved on the
ground when the exhaust duct is directed upward. The
exhaust gas velocity is low and can be ignored as a noise
source. However, the burner noise that is transmitted
downstream by the gas is a strong source of external
noise.
Engine exhaust noise can be reduced by lining the
exhaust ducts with sound absorptive materials. Absorptive materials are heavy but have good absorptive
characteristics over a wide sound frequency spectrum.
Resonance mufflers are used only to eliminate specific
low frequencies that normally cannot be eliminated by
the absorptive muffler.
8-2.3.3
Performance Losses
The performance specifications of an engine are
based upon the engine manufacturer-designed exhaust
duct. This duct generally is of practical size and can be
adapted readily by the helicopter designer. Deviations
from this exhaust duct configuration must be documented. A breakdown by section of friction, turning,
and diffusion losses should be made based upon the
calculation procedure of Ref. 3. It must be substantiated that alternative calculation procedures achieve
the same accuracy as that given in Ref. 3.
The engine performance loss calculation due to exhatist system pressure loss follows the same pattern as
that of the engine induction system. The effect of exhaus.i pressure loss upon engine performance varies
from engine to engine and will be stipulated by the
engine manufacturer. As a guide, it can be assumed
that for each percentage point of exhaust pressure loss,
0.5-1.0% of rated power is lost at maximum continuous
power, depending upon the engine sie, and 0.8-1.2%
will be lost at 50% maximum continuous power.
Additional power losses may be associated with an
infrared (IR) suppressor. For example, the pumping
power for secondary cooling air has to be stated if a
cooling fan is driven by the power turbine. In addition,
the installation of a cool tailpipe IR suppressor will
apply a back pressure to the turbine and create an
additional power loss.

One of the threats faced by Army heicopters is atlack bh IR sensing. or "'heat-seeking", nmissiles.->-or
helicopters whose assigned missions will expt'se them
it) this type of threat, an IR suppression system may be
8--13
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required-as a part of the basic helicopter configuration or as a kit installation,
Suppression of IR radiation involves reducing the
effectiveness of the source of the radiation. Any heat
source is a radiator of IR energy. The exhaust wake,
exhaust system, and combustor and turbine stages of
the engine are the areas of highest temperature and
hence are the primary sources of IR radiation. However, the "cold" engine section, the rotor gearboxes and
their lubrication system components, and the hot air
being exhausted from heat exchangers and other cooling system outlets cannot be disregarded.
The amount of IR energy radiated from the surface
of a given source is a function of the area, the surface
temperature, and the surface emissivity. The energy
radiated from an exhaust wake is dependent upon the
temperature, the chemical composition, and the wake
profile. The radiation may be direct or reflected. The
amount of suppression required for a given helicopter
will depend upon the level of protection required,
which will be defined by the procuring activity,
The radiation level, with or without suppression, can
be calculated by the projected area method (Ref. 6).
The radiation from surfaces follows Lambert's law,
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which states that the emissive power at any angle to the
normal surface is proportional to the cosine of that
angle. See AMCP 706-127 and -128(S) for additional
information on IR radiation.
Estimation of IR radiation requires definition of appropriate surface emissivity factors. The emissivity factor is a function of surface geometry, material, and
surface condition, and cannot necessarily be estimated
accurately. Also, reflected radiation from invisible engine surfaces can escape through the exhaust system by
means of radiation patterns that can be quite complex.
Therefore, final evaluation of IR signatures, with or
without suppression, must be made by test.
The most common methods of IR suppression are
shielding or cooling of hot surfaces. Shielding involves
making the otherwise visible hot surface invisible, and
normally results in a requirement to cool the shielding
surface. For example, the exposed surface of an exhaust
duct may be shielded by surrounding it with another
duct-with space between-through which cooling air
can flow. Enclosing the hot surface with a layer of
insulating material is another method of shielding; the
hot surface becomes invisible and is replaced by the
cooler exterior surface of the insulating material. Care
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Fig. 8-10. Example IR Suppression Exhaust System

must be used with this method because the equilibrium
temperature of the duct may be increased above acceptable limits if the effectiveness of the insulation is high.

for the flow of cooling air into the hollow plug. The
plug and the duct surface may be cooled by transpiration cooling or by film cooling.

Alternatively, insulating material may be applied to the
internal surface of the duct to cool it. However, in this
case, the insulation is in direct contact with the exhaust
flow and the efficiency of the duct will be affected
adversely by the reduction of area and by the modified
inner surface.
Shielding of hot turbine parts can be accomplished
by the use of a multiexhaust system. Bends in the ducts
serve to shield the engine parts; also, the amount of
duct area visible from any given aspect angle is re-

Typical examples of transpiration- and film-coled
surfaces are shown in Fig. 8-1l.
A second technique is the cooled conical plug in the
exit of the tail pipe, as shown in Fig. 8-12. The plug
again is supported by cooling-air-carrying struts.
The amount of cooling air required well may be in
excess of 10% of the engine airflow. This additional air
is used not only to cool the surfaces but also, by mixing,
to reduce the exhaust gas temperature. The optimum
emeratu Te st oum
us t gas t
a
design for

duced. On the other hand, the design of the bends in
the duct to minimize reflection further increases the
exhaust system losses,
To minimize reflected radiation from hot metal
parts, high emissivity coatings should be applied to the
surfaces.
Many design solutions are possible for IR suppression with cooled surfaces used also as shields. One
example, shown in Fig. 8-10, uses a conical center plug.
The center plug, which is cooled with air, is used to
obstruct the view of the turbine wheels and of the inside
surfaces of the hot exhaust duct. The plug is held in
place by airfoil-shaped struts that also serve as channels

by a study of trade-offs among the power losses due to
duct pressure losses, turbine back pressure, cooling air
momentum drag, pumping power, etc.; and the weight
of the suppression system components (shields, plugs,
insulation, etc.).
Surface plating with low emissivity materials-such
as gold-is desirable for hot surfaces that remain visible
or may produce reflected radiation, although these
coatings may become ineffective after relatively short
periods of operation due to deposits of carbon, sand,
and dust. Appropriate provision for their cleaning may
be necessary.
8-15
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However, the higher the engine pressure ratio, the
higher will be the temperature of the "cold" air, and
hence the amount of heat that can be transferred from
the exhaust gas to the air at a given value of exhaust
is effective in reducing this temperature only for relatively low compression ratio engines.
8-2.3.5
Estimation of Exhaust IR Emissions

(A)TRANSPIRATION

AMCP 706-127 and AMCP 706-128(S), (Infrared
MilitarySystems, Parts One and Two), provide a comprehensive treatment of military infrared technology.
Methods for the estimation of IR radiation are provided by this two-part handbook. These methods can
be used to evaluate the effectiveness of a proposed suppressor configuration by comparison with the estimated level without the suppressor. The levels of IR
radiation also can be compared with the levels defined
as mission requirements. However, the final evaluation
of suppressor performance will be by test (par. 8-9.2,

OLING
AIR
)FILM COOLING

AMCP 706-203).
Fig. 8-11. Typical Surface Cooling Methods
8-2.4

COOLED PLUG
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HOT
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-2Ž-Amal

AIR USED FOR FILM
COOLING OF HOT
PLUG SURFACE
Fig. 8-12. Example of Externally Cooled Plug
Use of a regenerative gas turbine engine is another
way of reducing the exhaust temperatures. The fuel
saving will help offset some of the weight penalty, especially for long-range missions. The initial cost of the
regenerator, however, is high when compared with
other IR suppression methods.
The regenerator is a heat exchanger that takes heat
from the engine exhaust and transfers it to the air leaving the compressor before it enters the combustor.
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PROPULSION SYSTEM COOLING

Cooling must be provided to protect propulsion system components during temperature extremes and to
maintain close thermal control when necessary. Thermal control is achieved by regulating the heat transfer
to and from the equipment and compartment. The
management of this heat transfer involves either
the singular or combined use of passive and active thercontrol techniques.
Thermal control involves the use of inherent methods such as natural convection, heat sinks, emissivities
(surface finishes), and insulating materials as well as
fans, heat exchangers, or other forced cooling means.
Determination of cooling requirements and analysis of
engine cooling systems are discussed in detail in Ref. 3.
The engine cooling system normally will include the
development and maintenance of a flow of cooling air
through at least a part of the engine compartment. This
flow should be unidirectional, and careful consideration should be given during preliminary design to the
airflow paths to minimize turbulence and its resultant
low assuringmadequateooling.
8-2.4.1

Insulation

The flow of energy by conduction between a source
and a sink is a function of the medium between the
source and sink and the temperature difference. Insulation is an example of a medium that regulates the flow
of energy by its material properties (such as thermal

AMCP 706-201
'•
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Sof

conductivity and density) and its dimensions. The thermal conductivity of insulation generally is in the range
0.02 to 1,00 Btu/(hr °F ft). Usually, an insulator is
a nonmetal composed of a mixture of gases and solids.
While gases are poor heat conductors and solids generally are good heat conductors, the combination results
in a usable insulator. Representative conductivities are
shown in Table 8-1.
The use of insulation is a common method of protecting temperature-critical components from the heat
sources present in the propulsion system. The temperature requirements limit the various types of insulation
to those whose properties permit use in the 500-1600°F
range.

8-2.4.2

UI,

(A) COUNTER FLOW ARRANGEMENT

Heat Exchangers

A heat exchanger is a device in which thermal energy
is transferred (exchanged) from one fluid to another
fluid. For example, an oil-to-air heat exchanger (oil
cooler) may be used in helicopter appications as a
means of maintaining the engine oil and/or the rotor
"gearbox oil at acceptable temperature levels. This is
accomplished by the flow of cooling air through the
heat exchanger core while the oil is pumped through

e'ther core passages. The rate of heat rejection from the
hot fluid to the cooler fluid may be approximated by
assuming steady flow, constant fluid properties, constant areas, and one-dimensional flow.
Heat exchanger configurations are numerous; however, most of the current heat exchangers for aviation
use are of the compact crcss-flow configuration. Although the counterflow is optimum thermodynamically, the overall size and weight of the single-pass
cross-flow or multipass cross-flow arrangement, including manifold and transition ducts, will be less than
the size and weight of a thermodynamica.y comparable pure iounterflow arrangement (Fig. 8.13). The

TABLE 8-1
SOME REPRESENTATIVE CONDUCTIVITIES
r-'-~ ~ ~ CO0 FCT
IVIT
..........
Y TEMERATURE" C_B_ _
TPRATfor
ITEM
ht-tl2) 1'F tFt
F
* AIR
0.01~
10exchanger
, I
:CORK
0.025
100
.

i
1STEEL (S.S. 321,

9.3

100

UINUMeffects

.ALLOY " 100

100

H01 FLUID

'Bi SINGLE--PASS CROSS FLOVJ ARRANGEMIENT
Fig. 8-13. Heat Exchanger Arrangements
cross-flow heat exchanger can be fabricated in many
configurations such a; plate-fin, tubular, finned tube,
and shell/tube; each of the configurations may be divided into subgroups, as shown in Table 8-2.
Heat exchangers have a high surface area per unit
volume, especially the plate-fin type that is employed
liquid-to-gas applications.
The general desigit procedure for an optimum heat
is relatively complex. This is due not solely
;o the mathematical development, but also to the
qualitative judgments required of the designer. Qualitarive factors include brazing furnace capability, weight.
and potential alternative applications. The design must
be the result of trade-offs that include the performance
of the pressure drop, the unit weight. ,ýe heat
transfer performance, and leakage problems.
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Design parameters that relate to heat-transfer performance are:
1. Overall heat conductance coefficient U
2. Area of heat transfer surface A
3. Hot and cold fluid terminal temperatures (both
out) T
and
in
4. Specific heats at constant pressure of hot ad(A
cold Speiific. htemperature
nfluids
W
_. Weight flow rate of hot and cold fluids W.

Additional considerations include the flow arrangement, i.e., counterflow, cross-flow, parallel-flow, parallel-counterfiow, or various combinations of the basic
arrangements. Heat exchangcr design procedures are
outlined in Refs. 3 and 7.
The
"ideal" heat transfer q between two fluids may
•"beprsdithfoowneqain:iortant
~ ~~~~~~~~~~

q =

tFVCP (Ti,

-

UA (4T)m

,

Btu/hr

whete
U = conductance coefficient,
Btu/hr-ft' t -F
A = area, ftT) = mean value of the terminal
differences, °F
See Fig. 8-14 for a typical counterflow system.
The efficiency q of the heat exchanger is expressed

where

= q4,tua,/qidiv

max

q'd., ma,
W
8-2.4.4
Fans
The circulation of fluids, both hot and cold, is an
ofcooling
clinste systems. Only
t the
an fan as
th
importatase
as the
aspect of
prime mover of cooling air is considered in this para-

the system pressure drop, required volumetric flow
rate, weight, size, and power requirements. The pres,

(8-6)

Btu/hr

sure drop of the system (excluding fan) is compared

with the performance curve of a known fan. If a comparison of the curves indicates an intersection at a point

fluid

where

that will provide adequate volumetric flow rate Q, and
W = fluid flow rate, lb/hr

cl = specific heat, Btu/lb-°F

the fan meets configuration, weight, and power criteria,
then the fan design is acceptable. See Fig. 8-15 for

T,,, To,, = fluid terminal temperature, °F

typical pressure drop versus volumetric flow rate for a

TABLE 8-2
SOME TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION FOR COMPACT CROSS-FLOW
HEAT EXCHANGERS
PLATE-FIN
FIN TYPES:

TUBULAR
TUBE IYPES:

FINNED TUBE
TUBE TYPES:

SHELL AND TUBE
TUBE TYPES:

PLAIN TRIANGULAR

PLAIN

CIRCULAR FINS

PLAIN

PLAIN RECTANGULAR

DIMPLED

SHEET FINS

TURBULATED

RECTANGULAR OFFSET

TURBULATED

OFFSET SHEET FINS

MATERIALS:
PLATES

FINS

Al

Al

SS

SS

S5

Ni

MATERIALS:

MATERIALS:

MATERIALS:

Al and SS

Al and Cu

Al and SS

NOTE SS = STAINLESS STEEL, Al
Ni = NICKEL
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(8-7)

graph.
The selection of the correct fan is dependent upon

Tout)]hot
fluid

= [WcC (Tout - Tin)]cold

q

ALUMINUM, Cu

=

COPPER,
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system and matched fan. Ref. 3 provides additional fan
performance data.
The evaluation of pressure losses is the same as outlined in the development of the air induction system
(par. 8-2.2.4).

sure drop, blower speed, airflow rate, and the pressure/flow coefficients.
The specific speed N•commonly is used in relating
performance of different types of fans.

The specific speed, type of fan, and power requirements are estimated by consideration of system pres-

TIN

q

NI/(Q-8

= blower speed, rpm

.

WoOLD

-

TIN

TIN

HOT FLUID
ýT

Toul

ATCOL
COLD FLUID

TIN

T

A

-following

flow rate, cfm
Q == volumetric
AP,
system pressure
drop, psi
ratio of ambient air density to
.=
ir
sea level standard air density,
dimensionless
No units are expressed for N, as the equation is dimensionally impure with N in rpm, Q in cfm, and AP, in
psi.
The specific speed of a fan is a reasonable indication
of the type of fan blade design that is adequate within
the envelope of operating efficiency. The type of blade
design is available from charts based upon manufacturers' past experience.
The fan output power hpf is approximated by the
relationship:

'Q(8-9)

Fig. 8-14. Typical Counterflow Heat Transfer
hPf

-

,

0.18
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Engine Compartment Cooling

The temperatures of the engine compartment air and
adjacent structure and components are a result of the
engine heat rejection, mainly by radiation and convecThe temperatures in the engine compartment are

calculated by considering:
1. Engine heat rejection for a given temperature
2. Radiation inputs of surface emissivities and geo-------------------.....----- ,----------------metricshape factors
,3.
Compartment airflow rate

0.10

U-

(8-8)

0

(AP5 /o)•/4

HU

Tou

Tou

NS

OPERATION

-

PERFORMANCE
20
40
60
VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE 0, eli

80

Fig. 8-15. Typical Pressure Drop vs Volumetric
Flow Rate

4. Convective heat transfer film coefficient
5. Environment of the engine and the surrounding
compartment structure.
The air, component, and structural temperatures
within the engine compartment then may be determined by simulating the engine and the surrounding
structure as a cylinder anJ a concentric shell. The basic
solution of the thermal model is awcomplished by
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level. The loss of a heat exchanger, or a ruptured oil
line, negates the stated purpose and thus affects the
survivability of the aircraft. Damage to the heatexchanger system first would manifest itself in higher
oil temperatures. Either thermal control or fluid control valves can be used to recirculate the oil through the
oil sump by bypassing the heat exchanger, in case of
cooler damage. Eventually, the oil temperature will
increase to an unacceptable level, as the heat normally
rejected through the heat exchanger builds up, but the
additional operational time may pemit a safe landing.

equating heat in with heat out plus heat storage for
transient conditions. If the design is such that air is
circulated around the engine, a major part of the engine
heat rejection will be to the air; however, some heat still
will be transferred to the compartment structure by
radiation, convection, and possibly conduction at the
attachment points. Methods of analysis are provided by
Ref. 8.
8-2.4.6
Cooling System Air Inlet
The basic principles for an air inlet system are discussed in par. 8-2.2. These princiles, presented for the
engine air induction system, are applicable equally to
Scooling syst, m inlets.
S8-2.4.7

Cooling Power Requirements
82.4.9
The cooling power requirements are dependent upon
the means selected to provide the desired airflow. Possimethods specifically discussed are a cooling fan,
bleed air ejector, and exhaust ejector.
The cooling fan power requirement is established by
the airflow and cooling system pressure drop, and is
calculated by applying an appropriate efficiency factor
to the fan output power given by Eq. 8-9.
The power loss due to the use of compressor bleed
air for a bleed air ejector, is determined from curves
contained in the engine specification. Generally, the
power loss is about 4% of rated power for each percentage point of bleed air. Thus, this method of cooling is
undesirable, and should be avoided.
The power loss calculation for the exhaust ejector is
based on the known static pressure at the mixing plane
of the primary and secondary gas flows within the ejector. The subsecuent power then is calculated from the
engine specification for the differential pressure between the mixing plane and the ambient pressure condition. A similar calculation is required for the basic
exhaust system whether an ejector is employed or not.
Therefore, it is possible that the ejector loss (or cooling
power required) be zero, but that the engine suffer an
exhaust system power loss.

Ejectors

824.Eetrble
The ejector principle is a method of obtaining the
necessary flow of cooling (or scavenging) air. Ram air,
bleed, or an auxiliary blower are other possible methods. However, the ejectc: principle normally minimizes
performance loss.
The ejector is a device that creates a secondary flow
from a primary flow. The primary flow entrains secondary air at the ejector exit by creating a low-pressure
region at the exit. Due to the resulting pressure differential, both primary and secondary air then flow
through the ejector. Thus, forced convection that aids
in cooling (such as the engine compartment) can be
provided by the secondary flow. The primary flow may
be engine exhaust, engine bleed air, or any other source
capable of producing a region of sufficiently low pressure and of adequate area to induce the required secondary flow.
The functioning of the ejector varies with the primary flow rate and the general design. The design configuration determines the ejector pressure ratio. For
engine compartment cooling, ejector flow may be expressed as a percentage of the secondary flow (engine
compartment airflow), and typically varies from approximately 2% at sea level conditions to 6% at high
altitude. Methods for ejector design and evaluation are
provided by Ref. 3. The finai ejector design must be
subjected to trade-offs, considering thrust loss and
method and with
with this
associated
penalty
weight
tedsrdarlw
fetbihn
men,
aleratv
alternative means of establishing the desired airflow,
Cooling
..
System

The requirements for secondary power (electrical,
hydraulic, pneumatic, or mechanical) to be provided by
iso
h mission
nieaedpnetuo
tehlcpe
are dependent upon the
helicopter engine
the
characteristics. An additional consideration is the
method of power extraction that would be least detrimental to aircraft performance. There are two principal
of extracting accessory power from the engine. Power may be supplied pneumatically by cornpressor bleed air or mechanically either by accessory
drives powered by the power turbine (or components of
the drive system powered by the power turbine) or by

Sysemmethods
The most susceptible component of the cooling system, relating to survivability aspects, is the oil cooler.
The purpose of the oil cooling Eystem is to maintain oil,
either engine or gearbox, at an acceptable temperature
8-20
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accessory drives powered by the engine gas generator.
Accessories for gas turbine engines are divided into
these two categories.

8-2.5.1

Bleed-air-driven Accessories

Compressor bleed air may be used for bleed-airdriven accessories. Bleed air is supplied from connections located on the engine case. This air is the source
of power for operating helicopter accessory items such
as air-turbine-driven alternators, hydraulic pumps, and
environmental control units. On multiengine helicopters equipped with pneumatic starters, bleed air from an
operating engine also may be used to start the other
engines,
The configuration of the engine will establish the
individual engine bleed air systems. On engines utilizing either single-shaft axial or centrifugal compressors,
one air bleed system consisting of several ports may be
available. On multiple-spool (three or more for free
turbines) engines, two separate bleed systems-highpressure and low-pressure-may be available,
Bleed air almost always is used for anti-icing the
engine inlet. This air also may be used for the engine
air induction anti-icing system. Cockpit and cabin
Spressurizing and heating units may be operated by a
separate air-bleed-driven compressor, although on
smaller helicopters the compressor bleed air may be
brought directly to the cabin for this purpose. Although more economical, the second method may subject personnel to harmful engine contaminants and extensive testing and monitoring are required before
approval for use is obtained,
The first method, although providing uncontaminated air, is expensive in terms of both weight and
power. This system is recommended for use on large
passenger vehicles.
Pressures and temperatures of the engine bleed air
will be contingent upon individual engines and upon
the operating conditions of the helicopter. A typical
example for present-day dual-bleed engines is low-pressure bleed air of approximately 50 psi at a temperature
of more than 250"F and high-pressure bleed air of
around 160 psi with temperatures in excess of 650"F.
Future technology engines with compressor pressure
ratios greater than 20:1 will provide bleed pressures
and temperatures of approximately 300 psi and 800*F,
respectively.
The quantity of air available for driving accessories
and for other purposes in the aircraft is usually 1-6%
of the total airflow through the engine gas generator,
The power available for any weight rate of flow can
be ascertained from the manufacturer's specification

for the particular engine being used. Additional discus"
sion of engine bleed systems is provided by Ref. 3.

8-2.5.2

Mechanically Driven Accessories

The mechanical method of driving accessories involves driving them through the main gearbox, mounting them on the engine on drive pads provided for the
purrose, or both. Main-gearbox-driven accessories indlude units such as the gearbox oil pump, gearbox and/or engine cooling fan, rotor tachometer generator,
hydraulic pumps, and generators. Helicopter accessories mounted on and driven directly by the engine indlude units such as alternators, generators, hydraulic
pumps, and other items required to provide power for
the aircraft electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic systems, as well as units-such as the engine tachometer
generator-that must be connected directly to the engine.
The drive pads currently used are the gear-driven
AND pads, which employ a multibolt attachment, and
are listed on AND 10230. The quick-attach-detach
(QAD) concept of accessory drives provides a large
improvement in maintainability. The QAD pad has a
V clamp attachment, requiring a single bolt tiedown
and an overcenter (trunk latch) clamping device that
may be oriented readily for accessibility. The QAD pad
also reduces the volume requirement for accessories by
effectively eliminating the wrench clearance associated
with the bolted attachments. Current accessories with
QAD adapters are available and may be used. This
method (conventional configuration plus adapter),
however, results in additional space, weight, and cost
that must be considered in the preliminary design of the
aircraft.
The drives that supply the power may be divided into
two categories: variable-speed and constant-speed.
Variable-speed drives are satisfactory on helicopters
not requiring a great amount of electronic equipment.
On aircraft having DC electrical systems, invei1ers may
be used for generation and control of the frequency of
the AC power desired. For applications in which frequency control is not a critical parameter, an enginedriven AC alternator will suffice. However, there will
be a weight penalty because of these frequency variations (see par. 9-3). For hydraulic systems, this variable-speed drive does not penalize the helicopter because
accumulators may be employed to provide a more constant output.
The need for a constant-speed drive has become
prevalent in current vehicles because of the extensive
use of electronic equipment. Most of this equipment
requires a frequency that is constant within ±5% to
8-21
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maintain expected performance. Constant-frequency
power may be obtained by a number of methods:
1. Generating AC power at a constant frequency
2. Generating DC power and converting it to AC
power through an inverter driven at constant speed
3. Using electronic equipment designed for conefrequencies to a constant frequency
(solid-state inverter).
8-2.5.3

Mechanical Power Extraction

The electrical and hydraulic subsystems are the principal users of secondary power extracted from the engine. The engine specification will identify the available
accessory drives as to type, ratio to gas generator speed,
allowable torques, and direction of rotation. The engine
specification ah o will state the maximum power extraction limits for the gas generator as well as the maximum
power that may be extracted from each of the drive
pads.
The power required for electrical subsystems may be
determined by methods outlined in par. 9-3.
The most common type of hydraulic pump is the
positive-displacement piston-type that may operate either as a fixed or variable-displacement pump. Pump
performance is rated at a speed where the pump is
designed to operate continuously. Typical hydraulic
pump performance curves are shown on Fig. 8-16. Hydraulic system power requirements are discussed in
par. 9.4.
During the preliminary design phase the helicopter
electrical and hydraulic load spectra will be established. It should be verified that the individual as well
as the combined power demands for these hydraulic
and electrical systems do not exceed the engine accessory power output capability. It normally is preferable
to install hydraulic pumps and electrical generators or
alternators on the main rotor gearbox rather than on
the engine.
8-2.5.4

Future Drive Designs
In most current aircraft, accessories required for
support of the aircraft systems are mounted directly on
the pads of the engine accessory gearbox. Future aircraft will demand more accessory power and, because
of this, accessories will be larger. When these larger
components are installed on AND pads, undesirable
envelope sizes, moments, and configurations will resuit. Consideration is being given to using higher drive
speeds for accessories. Mounting pads providing these
higher speeds will be in accordance with MS 3325, MS
3326, MS 3327, MS 3328, or MS 3329, and may provide for drive speeds of up to 30,000 rpm. These drive
8-22

standards are configured for QAD pads with modification to meet the specific requirement of each accessory
relative to lubrication, sealing, and shaft drive size.
To reduce the engine cross-section further, engine
manufacturers are considering taking all airframe
accessory drives off the engine. This concept provides
a remote mounting for all helicopter accessories, including the starting system, and greatly simplifies
maintenance, improves reliability, and reduces vulnerability of the accessory package. A remote aircraft gearbox system would have many advantages, such as:
1. The gearbox and accessories can be located
where factors such as vibration and temperature are
considerably less severe.
2. Easier engine installation, removal, and servicing are afforded.
3. Easier removal, servicing, and installation of the
accessories should result.
4. Because of the smaller engine package, the aircraft may be designed for a lower profile and for a
smaller frontal area.

The power extracted for driving accessories is usually a small percentage of the power required to drive
the compressor; however, power can be extracted only
at the expense of output shaft power and additional
fuel. The loss in engine power and the increase in fuel
consumption are much greater when an accessory is
driven by compressor air bleed than when the same
accessory power is extracted mechanically. The use of
air bleed ,so will raise turbine inlet temperature, which
in turn will be evidenced by a rise in exhaust gas ternperature.
Determination of operating loads for the aircraft
electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic systems is discussed in Chapter 9. The curves, charts, formulas, and
methods of analysis for calculating available engine
power-as well as the increase in fuel consumption and
the gas temperature rise resulting from either mechanical power extraction or air bleed-are contained in the
engine specification. Procedures differ for specific engines as well as among different engine manufacturers.

8-2.5.6

Redundancy Requirements

The subject of redundancy as it relates to accessory
systems and drives is covered in pars. 7-4 and 9-3. As
described therein, special care is necessary to insure
that presumably redundant systems are in fact redundant, i.e., so designed that a single foreseeable failure
does not result in the loss of two or more supposedly
redundant accessory systems. For example, if two gen-
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Fig. 8-16. Typical Performance Curves of a Variable-displacement Hydraulic
Pump
erators were located on a gearbox, the failure of the
gearbox (single failure) could result in the loss of both

1. Use of large, quick-opening access doors for engine and engine accessory section servicing

generators. Therefore, the generators are not redundant. A thorough analysis of accessory systems will
lead to a series of functional network representations,
from whicn redundancy can be evaluated and subjected

2. Ample space in the engine accessory area for
replacement of engine-mounted components; use ofap-

to a variety of optimizing algorithms (Ref. 9).
S8-26
MANTENNCEon
.
Mcleaning,

plumbing, control, and accessory units
3. Maximum accessibility with emphasis placed
preflight and postflight requirements for inspection,

To facilitate maintenance and insure maximum operational readiness and reliability, the design should provide for quick engine removal, with the disconnect
points conveniently gtouped and arranged so that they
are accessible with minimum interference. Fluids from
any disconnected line should not drop on components,
field personnel, or decals during maintenance. Other
factors that should be considered are:

proved, quickly detachable connectors for electrical,

and adjustment. Items such as drain plugs,
filter elements, connector plugs, valves, switches, and
visual inspection points should receive special consideration. These items should be located where necessary
access is provided.
4. The possibility of a preflight check of the helicopter without need for special stands or ladders. On
larger aircraft it is advisable to consider integral working platforms or built-in steps.
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In addition, there may be factors required to satisfy
varying climatic and environmental factors. For instance, maintenance of the helicopter should be possible by personnel wearing arctic gloves and clothing.
Other servicing features that should be considered, if
applicable, include ground level pressure refueling;
ground level fuel and oil sight gauges; and ground level
connections for electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic
systems checkout.
Use of a mock-up engine to verify the installation is
.

recommended. This mock-up should be made available
as early in the engith
design stage as possible. The mock-up
may be wooden model
shell of actual
engine. In any event the CG of the engine and all
connections must be identical to the actual article. Use
of a mock-up will make it possible to establish a helicopter structural configuration that also provides the
accessibility required for engine maintenance and servlce.

8-3
8-3.1

SUMMATION OF POWER LOSSES
GENERAL

In using the engine specificati.m to determine the
installed power available at the engine output shaft, the
following parameters that affect power losses should be
considered:
1. Air induction system pressure loss due to inlet
S
geometry, filter, and particle separator
2. Exhaust back pressure due to geometry of exhaust duct, and additions to the exhaust system such as
infrared radiation or noise suppressors
3. Temperature changes from standard day, including any temperature rise at the engine inlet
4. Power extracted to run accessories
5. Air bleed for the environmental control system,
anti-icing/deicing systems, rain removal, fans or blowers, bleed air ejectors, scavenge of particle separator
installations, and other accessories
6. Engine anti-ice protection.
Power losses between the engine output shaft and
main rotor are:
1. Transmission losses
2. Antitorque requirements (not required in tandem configurations)
3. Accessories that require power from the drive

8-3.2

ENGINE INSTALLATION LOSSES

Air Induction System Pressure
Loss
The design of the engine air induction system must
be analyzed to determine the change in pressure
through the induction system. MIL-D-17984 presents
a method to be used for this analysis. The necessary
equations and factors for use in the equations also are
given by Ref. 3. For helicopters in the flight test stage,
the pressure loss can be measured.
With the
the inrese
increased use ofde
of helcoper
helicopters in
in unimproved
areas, the
installation us
of particle
separatorsunimprofvedatua
and/or fil8-3.2.1

ters has become more important. These installations
cause large induction system pressure losses that must
be included in the calculation of installation losses.
The model specification for the engine to be evaluatea presents charts and methods to be used to calculate power, fuel flow, and engine exhaust gas temperature. The correction factors are functions of the

induction system pressure loss divided by the engine
inlet (ideal) total pressure. At a given value of gas
generator speed, an inlet pressure loss decreases the
output shzft power, increases the exhaust gas temperature, and increases the fuel flow. Because the engine
power rating is determined by a given value of exhaust
gas temperature, the available power is reduced by a
greater percentage than the percentage pressure loss.
This percentage of power loss typically is greater than
twice the percent pressure loss. Also, the fuel flow for
a given output shaft power increases due to the air
induction system pressure loss.
A second loss associated with the engine air induction system is the momentum, or ram, drag, caused by
the change in velocity of the engine airflow. This drag
is not an engine installation loss, but should be considered to be a drag increase on the airframe. The propulsive force of a helicopter is provided by the main rotor:
therefore, an increase in drag requires a power increase
for the same airspeed, which must be determined by the
efficiency of the main rotor.
The momentum drag is equal to (W,/g)V, where
W4 equals the weight flow of the air into the engine in
lb/sec, and V is the helicopter forward speed in fps.
Methods and charts for computing engine airflow are
provided by the engine manufacturer. The airflow must
be corrected for engine installation losses and is a function of engine power condition.

system.

8-3.2.2

Each of these losses is discussed in detail in the paragraphs that follow.

The engine exhaust system design must be analyzed
to determine the engine outlet static pressure. Proper
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,

design of the ex,,aust system will result in an engine

can be used to good advantage in parametric studies

outlet pressure equal to ambient pressure. In this case,

performed by computers for preliminary design be-

the installation loss due to the exhaust system would be
zero. If the exhaust system is designed to decrease the
outlet pressure, there would be a gain in power; conversely, an increase in pressure results in a power loss.
MIL-D-17984 presents a method of computing pressure changes experienced in the exhaust duct. When
the helicopter is in the flight test stage, the exhaust
pressure can be measured.
The addition of IR and noise suppressors to the exhaust system causes very large increases in exhaust
outlet pressure. These pressure changes must be considered in computing exhaust duct installation losses.
The exhaust installation correction factors are a
function of the exhaust outlet pressure minus ambient
pressure divided by the ambient pressure (percent exhaust pressure rise). The exhaust correction factors for
exhaust gas temperature and fuel flow are the same as
the f'actors for the inlet pressure drop, while the correction factor for shaft power is less than that for the inlet,
An exhaust pressure rise reduces the shaft power available at a given value of exhaust gas temperature and
increases the fuel flow at a given value of shaft horsepower.

cause it avoids the use of large amounts of data in the
form of tables.
In some designs, the inlet is so located that the recirculation of air causes a temperature rise at the engine
inlet. This generally occurs in a helicopter hovering in
ground effect where the presence of the ground causes
changes in the airflow. This temperatdre rise adds to
the ambient temperature and results in an increase in
the ambient temperature of the engine inlet. As the
temperature rise often is related to proximity of the
engine inlet to the ground, it is possible to have different installation losses when hovering in ground effect,
hovering out of ground effect, or in forward flight.

8-3.2.3

Engine Inlet Temperature

Turbine engines are affected greatly by engine inlet
temperature. At a given value of gas generator speed,
an increase in temperature decreases the shaft power
and increases the measured gas temperatn,'e MOT. For
a typical engine, intermediate power is reduced 18% by
an increase in ambient temperature from 59"F to 95"F;
whereas, in a reciprocating engine, the power change is
equal to one minus the square root of the absolute
temperature ratios, or 3%. Because of this, the hot day
performance requirement generally governs the design
of, or engine se!ection for, turbine-powered helicopters.
The fuel flow at a given shaft power is little affected
by engine inlet temperature.
The engine specification shows methods of correcting for inlet temperatures. A second method that allows quick calculations of temperature effects is "referring". A plot is made of SHP/(8V'-) versus
MGT/O, where 8 is the ratio of ambient pressure to
pressure at sea level and 0 is the ratio of ambient temperature (*R) to sea level standard temperature
(518.7"R). Thus, for the limit MGTand ambient conditions, the referred value of MGT can be computed.
Knowing the referred MGT,the corresponding value of
referred SHPcan be read from the chart and the actual
value of SHPcan be computed. This method of analysis

-3.2.4
Power Extraction
Electrical generators and other accessories are run
by power extraction. The engine specification presents
methods of computing the effect of power extraction.
For a given value of power extraction, the reduction in
shaft horsepower available at intermediate power is a
function of ambient conditions. The power loss increases with ambient temperature. Thus, at 100*F ambient, the power loss can be 'asmuch as twice the power
extracted.
8-3.2.5

Engine Air Bleed

Air can be bled from the engine for many uses, such
as operating environmental control systems and the
scavenging of a particle separator. The correction for
engine air bleed is a function of percent bleed
(100 W / W,), where Wb is the amount of bleed air in
lb/sec. As with the other losses, at a constant gas generator speed engine air bleed decreases SHP, increases
MGT, and increases fuel flow.
The loss in power due to air bleed is only slightly
dependent upon ambient conditions. Depending upon
the engine design, 1% air bleed at intermediate power
reduces power by 2-4%.
8-3.2.6

Air Induction Anti-ice

Engine anti-ice air is a special application of bleed air
that reduces the power available at a given value of
exhaust gas temperature. It also increases the fuel flow
at a given shaft horsepower. Generally, the anti-ice air
requirement is not a performance-limiting factor because it is needed only on cold days when there is ample
power available.
8-25
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8-3.2.7

Charts for Presentation of Installed

method of providing antitorque and control require.

Power

ments.

senting irstallation losses and installed power. This
specification requires a plot of installation losses as a
percent decrease in shaft horsepower, and a percent
increase in fuel flow versus forward speed. This is to be
presented at standard temperatures for altitudes within
the operating envelope, and for intermediate, maximum continuous, and reduced power levels. Plots are
required for installed shaft horsepower and installed
fuel flow versus forward speed at standard conditions
for altitudes covering the operating envelope and for
intermediate, maximum continuous, and reduced
power levels.
Because MIL-P-22203 is written mainly to cover airplanes, temperature corrections to the available power
are not considered important. As noted earlier, engine
inlet temperature has a large effect on power available.
The ability of a helicopter to hover is an important
perfornrance
F parameter that is especially critical on hot
days. To determine the hover capability of a helicopter,.
the available power must be determined, A plot of'
intermediate and maximum insta~led power at zero forward speed should be provided. This plot should show
installed intermediate (or maximum) power versus altitude at various values of ambient temperature ranging
e t arou therevlushpw,~
from 0°F to 130*F. Occasionally,
is an inlet temperature rise due to recirculation of air when hovering
in ground effect. In this case, there should be a plot of
maximum power available both in and out of ground
effect. Range analysis sometimes is required for hot
days; therefore, plots of insta!led fuel flow versus installed
SHP should be provided for the nonstandard=
daysledben
consdered.
days being considered.

8-3.3
8-3.3.1

LOSSES BETWEEN ENGINE SHAFT

AND
MAIN ROTOR
D Mrotor

timated using a typical value of tail rotor Figure of
Merit. The Figure of Merit is the ratio of the minimum
possible power required to provide a given thrust to the
power required for a given thrust. 'he minimum
actual
possible power is equal to the induced power, which
Figure of Merit of a tail
easily.toThe
computed
can
rotorbetypically
is equal
0.6. The following equations
show a method of estimating tail rotor thrust TR, and
power hpr for hover:
Q

550 hPMR
lb

TTR
2

I

,IR

TTR
TTRTR.

R

p(-I1
5

50MTR

p2PrR•TR

where
hpr

tail rotot power, hp
lip
power,
h main rotor
frm
main
Lo
rotor
1, = length from CL of main rotor
to CL of tail rotor, fet
=
=

rotor Figure of Merit
Q = main rotor torque, lb-ft
R,, = tail rotor radius, ft
tail rotor thrust, lb
= density of air, slug/ft'
Rwx = main rotor rotational speed,
rad/sec
The tail rotor hover power requirements for a singleshaft-driven helicopter generally average 8-15%

of main rotor power.

Transmission Efficiency

The loss due to power transmission must be considered. This loss is a function of the design of the transmission system and should be estimated by the designer.

8-3.3.2

A tail rotor, like any other rotor, requires more
power in hover than forward flight. The power requirements of a tail rotor in steady hover flight carl be es-

Power Required for Antitorque

All single-rotor helicopters, except those that are
tip-driven, require a method of counteracti:,g the
torque used to drive the main rotor. Even those heli..
copters that are tip-driven must have a method of control and, therefore, require power to drive the control
device. A tail rotor has proven to be the most efficient

In steady forward flight, the tail rotor often is unloaded by the helicopter vertical stabilizer; therefore,
the thrust requirements are less. In addition, the tail
rotor induced power requirement decreases with forward speed, so the power required at a given thrust is
decreased.
Tail rotor
rtrpwri
owrpower
lgt averages 4-7 % of main
rotor power in forward
flight.
At the present time, a replacement for conventional
tail rotors is being sought. The most likely candidate is
a ducted fan. The power requirements for a ducted fan
are much greater than for a conventional tail rotor due
to the higher disk loading and greater solidity. The
power requirements for ducted fans and other uticon-
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velnuonal
:intitorque system, niý.
specific d,'sign,

oe estimated for the

8-3.3.3
Accessories
Accessories that take their power from the drive
system must be included in computing power losses.
The number of accessories and their associated power
requirements
are dependent
the design of the helicopter being analyzed.
Theseupon
power
requirements are
summarized as secondary power requirements and are
dise, ussed in Chapters 7 and 9.

8-4

FUEL AND LUBRICA1 ION
SYSTEMS

The selection of fuel and oil system components pertinent to preliminary design, including general safety
considerations, is covered in the paragraphs that follow.
8-4.1

FUEL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

MIL-F-8615, MIL-T.5578, MIL-T-6396, and MILT-27422 are general specifications that should be used
as guides for component requirements.
The fuel system consists of tanks for fuel storage,
refueling and defueling devices, feed lines between
tanks and engines, pumps, and valves. Instrumentation
provides sufficient data to permit continuous inflight
monitoring ot fuel system performance. The system
should permit any engine to operate from any tank
without affecting the operation of the other engines,
For maximum reliability, the operation of fuel feed
systems should be independent functionally of the operation of other helicopter systems. For maximum fire
protection and reliability. sucti," fuel feed systems
should be used in place of pressuiL d systems. Protection of the crew and passengers can be enhanced further by avoiding storage of fuel within, and to the
maxirom extent practicable, above or below occupied
areas,
Main fuel tanks normally consist ef one or more
bladder cells *.nterconnected to form a tank of the required capac`!y. The tank configuration and installo.•ion must comply with MIL-F-38363. External fuel can
be contained in tanks complying with MIT --T-7378 or
MIL-T-18847. To minimize .urnaround time, i^ should
be poss.ble to remomve and -,piaceall extenial tanks
readily and without disasseibling the helicopter.
Each engine NW..d tank should contain t device that
warns ofiow fuei supply. The amount of fuel remaining
when the device is actuated must be sufficient for an

engine to operate for 30 min at maximum range power
setting, unless otherwise specified.
The refueling system ts the part of the propulsion
system installation used to fill the fuel tank-, If presure
refueling is required, it should refuel all tanks, sirrultaneously from a single connection Operation of'shutoiff valves and precheck ,,ystem must not depend upon
the operation of any other helicopter system or an auxdiary power unit. To prevent excessive surge pressure
within the refueling system, shutoff valve clo,,ure time
may be controlled or appr,,priate pre,,sure relief valve,.
incorporated.
Defueling of tanks should hb possible using the pressure re',. .ling system when installed. A low-level shutoff valve can be used to insure complete defueling of all
tanks when starting with unequal fuel quantities in
each tank.
The fuel system shall be designed to be crashworthy.
An applicable specification for such systems is not %et
available, but the applicable design criteria are provided by Refs. 2 and 10. These references describe the
methods of construction and installation required to
assure the avoidance of post-crash fire following sur, is,able crashes. These requirements were developed during a comprehensive test program that included crash
testing of components as well as of helicopters with
prototype systems installed.
Crashworthy fuel tanks sha/l be manufactured and
qualified in general accordance with MlL-T-27-.2_.. but
the "tough-wall" materials descibed in Refs. 2 arid 10
shall be used. These references ,1so describe the ,hapes
required to obtain the resistance to tearing, snagging.
or other failure of the tanks that could result in fuel
spillage. The references also describe in detail acceptable methods of attachment of the tanks to airframe
structure as well as crashworthy methods of attachment of other fuel system components both to fuel
tanks and to airframe ztruciure.
Fuel lines and fittings suitable for a crashworthy fuel
system must be ol an acceptablc configuration and also
must be so installed that the failure modes following an
otherwise survivable crash do not compromise the
crashworthiness of the fuel system.
The references describe both the component design
requirements and the methods of assembly dnd installation necessary to achieve ,rashworthiness of the system. Avoidance of post-c -sh fires can be achieved best
by avoiding br•' the spillage of fuel and the prcsen~c
of sources of combustion. Attention, therefore, also
must be given t,,, the possible failure modes of elecirical
com.ponents ar.d wiring. Thc installation of electrical
system components in the vicinity of any potentiald fuel
spillage area must inclu:le p.oiection agair-.%, sparking
S-27
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in the event of a crash. Sufficient information is provided in the references to design a fuel system that
meets all functional and flight safety requirements,
while also meeting all criteria for crashworthiness.

anticipated impact areas as possible. The oil cooler
mounting shall be able to withstand a 30-g force applied in any direction.

8-4.2

8-5

REQUIREMENTS FOR OIL SYSTEMS

MIL-O-19838 should be used as a guide for component requirements.
84.2.1

'

Oil Tanks

Oil tanks may be constructed from flexible, crashresistant material equivalent in strength to that used for
the fuel tanks. All tank fittings shall have a pullout
strength of not less than 80% of the ultimate strength
of the tank wall The tank mounting shall be able to
withstand a 30-g force applied in any direction. Oil
tanks should be located as far from anticipated impact
areas into
as possible,
and housed in separate compartments
~~~~built
the airframe.
Tanks shall not be located where spilled or sprayed
oil could be ingested readily into the engine or ignited
by the engine exhaus,. Oil tanks shall not be located in
or above engine compartments, except for engine-furnished oil tanks; in electrical compartments; in occupiable areas; or under heavy masses, such as engines
and. gearboxes.
8-4.2.2

Oil Lines and Couplings

All oil lines should consist of flexible hose with a
steel-braided outer sheath. The number of couplings
shall be kept to a minimum.
2•

8-4.2.3

SOther

Other Oil System Comiponents
oil system components (e.g., pumps, valves,
filters) shall not be located in electrical compartments,
occ~ipiable areas, or near the bottom of the fusela, e.
Oil filters should not be located in the engine cG.,.pariment unless they are an integral part of the engine,
Other components located in the engine compartment
should be restricted to those absolutely necessary for
proper operation of the system.
"Ihe construction and mounting of oil system components shall be able to withstand a 30-g force applied in
any direction.
8-4.2.4

Oil Cooler

The oil cooler shall not be located in the engine
compart-m:nti (txceptengine-furnished oil .oolers), under engines or gearboxes, cr in any area where oil could
be spilled or sprayed onto hot surtaces or ingested into
the engine. The oil cooler should be located as far from
8-28

PROPULSION SYSTEM FIRE
PROTECTION

8-5.1

GENERAL

Many fire protection factors are involved in major
system design-e.g., location of equipment, selection of
materials, shielding or insulating of possible ignition
sources, and compartmentalization of systems. The
propulsion system represents the most critical area
relative to fire protection due to its flammable fluids
and possible ignition sources. The designer must insure
that the preliminary design is optimized with respect to
the following four basic elements of fire protection:
1.
of fire
1 Prevention
rvnino
ie,
2. Resistance to the spread of fire
3. Reliable fire and overtemperature detection systems
4. Positive fire extinguishing.
8-5.2

FIRE PREVENTION

The following general rules and safety precautions
apply to propulsion system fire prevention:
1. Isolate all combustibles from sources of ignition.
2. Insure proper drainage of combustibles from
the vehicle for all attitudes of ground and flight operation. Incorporate provisions for proper removal or dispersion (by ram or other positive means) of ignitable
vapors.
3. Insure that drain lines will drain clear of the
helicopter and are sealed to negate impingement and
prevent reentry of combustibles.
4. Design fuel vents to insure that spillage will not
occur in any attitude. Locate vents in areas isolated
from engine exhaust or heated surfaces and away from
electrical ignition sources.
5. Insure that all fuel system equipmeni is isolaica
from ignition sources by adequate distance or by compartmentalization. All electrical equipment located in
fuel tanks must be grounded.
6. Install electrical wiring well above and away
from combustible fluid lines.
7. Shield wiring installations to prevent sparking
during a crash. Electrical wiring should allow a minimum of 20% slack or permit the wires to elongate
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20%, and wires should be attached with frangible
clamps to allow for displacement during a crash sequence.
8. Insulate or cool high-temperature surfaces such
as gas ducts to reduce the outside surface temperatures
to a maximum of 400*F.
9. In areas of possible hydraulic fluid leakage, employ heat shields to provide local protection by reducing temperatures to below the flash point temperature
of the fluid.
10. Insure that lines carrying combustible fluids are
as direct as possible. Self-sealing, breakaway fittings
and valves should be used. Lines should be fire-resistant with ample slack or elongation capability for relative movement.
11. Design and position fluid tanks and lines to
withstand all survivable crash impacts. Protect flammable tanks and lines from battle damage. Prevent leaking fuel, oil, and hydraulic fluid frota coming into contact with electrical equipment through the effect of
gravity, airflow, or battle damage.
8-5.3

FIRE CONTAINMENT

The following fire containment features are applicable:
1. Engine compartments shallbe isolated from occupiable areas by firewalls. The firewalls shall withstand a 2000'F flame for 15 min.
2. All fuel, oil, and hydraulic fluid supply lines
passing through firewall bulkheads should hicorporate
shutoff valves located outside of potential fire areas.
3. Use of absorbent materials or materials considSered a source of reignition should be avoided,
4. Consider using inerting systems and/or filler
foam for fire suppression.
5. Post-crash fire prevention 1,.-sign should incorporate the features ' Zefs. 2 and 10.
8-5.4

FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The regions surrounding the engine and APUs are
fire zones. Therefore, reliable fire detection systems
shall be provided. The fire detection and/or overtemperature warning system should:
I. Indicate a hazardous condition (either Lire or an
abnormally high temperature)
2. Remain on for the duration of the condition
3. Indicate when the condition is resolved
4. Indicate recurrence of the fire or the abnormal
temperature condition

5. Operate satisfactorily throughout the flight envelope.
infrared or surveillance detection system, continuous
wire system, the spot or thermocouple system, and
combinations of these. MIL-F-7872 contains installalion requirements for fire/overtemperature warning
systems, and MIL-F-23447 describes installation of
radiation sensing fire warning systems.
For any aircraft, various methods of fire detection
should be analyzed and the most compatible system
selected. The fire detection system shall operate
throughout the entire flight envelope. The infrared or
surveillance detection system provides extensive fire
zone coverage but it must be protected from random
sunlight or the individual photoelectric cells must be
shielded to prevent false alarms. Continuous wire detection systems are routed wherever temperature
changes caused by fire are likely to occur. However, the
continuous wire element is subject to vibration and
maintenance damage. The spot or thermocouple type is
more rugged inherently than the continuous wire detector but provides very limited coverage. Spot detectors in reasonable numbers can be employed only in
limited-volume fire zones such as combustion heater
compartments. MIL-D-27729 is the applicable specification for fire detectors.
8-5.5

FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS

A positive, adequate fire extinguishing system
shall be installed in each fire zone region. The fire
extinguishing agent used should not be injurious to the
primary structure of the aircraft and should exhibit low
toxicity in both its natural condition and when pyrolzd Bromotrifluoromethane
rmtilooehn
C;r
h
lized.
(CF.-Br)
issoeo
one of the
more effective agents; is the least toxic of the agents
(except for CO,) in the pyrolized condition; and is noncorrosive to aluminum, steel, and titanium. Design
trade-offs should be performed to determine the types
and amounts of fire extinguishing capability to be provided.

8-6

ENGINE-STARTING SYSTEMS

8-6.1
GENERAL
This paragraph describes the preliminary design and
selection of an engine-starting sstem for turbineengine powered helicopters. Because helicopters often
are required to operate in remote areas where auxiliary
power 4:ý not available, their ellectiveness. would he cur8-29
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tailed severely without a self-contained starting system.
System weight is a prime consideration in the selection
of engine-starting equipment. Because electrical power
systems, this
is required to operate other helicopter
mode is attractive for use as the starting system in that
multiple tasks then can be performed with a single
system. However, cold weather starting capability usually is seriously reduced when the system must rely on
batteries. The use of pneumatic and hydraulic systems
for engine starting usually requires an onboard auxiliary power unit (API'). P.ef. 11 gives an index of applicable starting system sp'cifications and standards.
Auxiliary power units are covered in par. 8-6.4. This
paragraph concentrates on the selection of battery systern for engine starting. Ref. 12 documents a thorough
study of starter and battery characteristics for gas turbine engine starting.
The importance of providing an adequate enginestarting system cannot be overemphasized. Whereas a
reciprocating engine only needs to be "turned over" for
starting, the gas turbine engine must be driven to a
finite "lightoff" speed and then assisted in accelerating
to a self-sustaining speed. Penalties of an inadequate
system include an inability to start and overtemperature, or hot starts, resulting in decreased engine reliability and increased engine overhaul costs.

8-6.2

2. Starter drive pad to gas generator gear ratio
3. Gas generator polar moment of inertia at starter
drive pad
4. Maximum allowable starter torques (maximum
static and maximum continuous) on drive pad
5. Effect of engine lubricating oil and fuel viscosity
on starting torque requirements throughout the ambient temperature range
6. Auxiliary equipment loading not included in engine dr %gtorqu, curves
7. Required engine acceleratiop times
8. Engine starter pad weight and overhung miment limits.
The engine torque versus starter drive speed given in
the lower curve of Fig. 8-17 is typical of the presentation in an engine model specification. The engine curve
can be divided into two segments. The first segment is
from zero speed to engine lightoff (minimum firing)
speed. The second segment is the lightoff range, which
starts at the firing speed and extends to the idle speed.
In this segment, the engine torque crosses zero and
changes from a resistive torque to an assisting torque.
Typically, the engine requirements are shown at two
ambient temperatures, -65*F and 59°F; requirements

STARTING SYSTEM SELECTION

The starter selection procedure involves the matching of the battery and srirter output torque characteristics to the engine starting torque requirements. Considerations must include the engine acceleration torque
required to meet the "time-to-htart" requirements overRI
the required ambient temperature range.
Performance characteristics of each component
must be determined, followed by analysis of the performance of combinations until the complete system is
analyzed. The objective is to construct a performance
curve showing starter torque output and engine-starting torque required, as shown in Fig. 8.17. Time-tostart calculations then can be made from the acceleration torque values to insure proper engine starting over
the desired ambient temperature operating range.

30
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Engine Parameters

Data for the following engine characteristics are presented in the engine model specification for the particular engine considered:
1. Engine drag torque curve (motoring power required) over the required temperature range, including
engine fightoff, starter cutoff, and engine idle speed
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Sfor

intermediate temperatures fall between the two

starter speed and torque at these points. Connecting the

curves,
It is important to note that the value of torque re"quired at zero speed at -65°F may be much higher
than that required at 590F. This is due mainly to the
increased drag caused by the increase in lubricating oil
viscosity at -65'F. Restarting a warm engine, with
warm oil, in -650F ambient temperature conditions
requires less motoring torque than does a cold start.
The torque requirement curves show steady-state
torque values but not torque required to accelerate,
Thus, to determine the total starter torque required for
acceleration, data from time-to-start calculations must
be included. MIL-E-8593 defines required engine
ground starting time versus ambient air temperature.
The following equation (Ref. 12) approximates the
acceleration time for increasing the rotation speed

common voltage points and the common current points
results in a grid as shown on Fig. 8-18.
As an example, to determine the voltage and current
required at the starter to produce 24 lb-ft of torque at
2000 rpm, locate the intersection _r the respective
torque and speed lines. At that intel. ction, read the
current and voltage input requirl, which in this case
would be 500 A and 22.5 V. The torque and speed data
usually are determined at the starter drive pad. The
torque and speed at the engine shaft will vary as a
function of the starter-to-engine gear ratio.
With this general procedure, different starter characteristics, such as shunt start and series start, can be
studied. The performance characteristics of the starter
at various winding temperatures must be considered.

from N, to X,:

8-6.2.3

0.0065J (N2 - NO)

t

,

sec

(8-12)

(Qs, - Qe, ) + (Qs, - Qe)
where

aQ,

S= acceleration time, sec
J = polar moment of inertia of the
gas generator with respect to
the starter drive pad, lb-ft, = starter torque at points I and
2, lb-ft

Q,,

Q, = engine torque at points I and
2, lb-ft
(N, - N) = speed increment between
points I and 2, rpm
0.0065 = conversion constant, 47'/(60g)
Starter torque curves are provided by starter suppliers and trial calculations can be made to determine the
acceleration times with candidate starter+,
S
Eq. 8-12 must be used over several increments of
engine speed. The discontinuity in the engine torque
curve (Fig. 8-17) at lightoff speed is a limit to an increment, for example. Also, the change in the engine
S
torque from resistive to accelerative must be accounted
for by changing the sign of the denominator terms for
the engine speed range above the speed at which the
engine torque becomes additive.
8-6.2.2
Starter Parameters
The output torque of a DC starter at various values
of current and voltage at the starter terminals can be
obtained readily from a torque speed grid. The torque
speed curve is compiled by selecting a series of voltage
and current conditions, and testing to determine the

Self-contained Power Sources

For a sell-contained starting system, when batteries
are used to supply the power for a turbine engine starter
system, the system batteries must deliver the required
voltages and currents during all portions of the start
cycle over the required temperature range. Nickel cadmium (NiCad) batteries are unequalled in the durability and performance capabilities required for a selfcontained turbine starter system. NiCad batteries are
rugged both chemically and mechanically and, in normal service, their life expectancy can be measured in
years with thousands of charge and discharge cycles.
A NiCad battery has the ability to deliver a uniform
voltage at normal discharge rates and also to deliver
high current rates with a relatively small reduction of
battery capacity. The NiCad battery also has relatively
good performance at low temperatures. Power can be
extracted at low rates from a NiCad battery at sub-zero
temperatures, and the battery will accept charge at
temperatures down to the freezing point of the electrolyte.
The high discharge rate capability of a NiCad battery falls offat sub-zero temperature mainly because of
a rapid increase in internal resistance. For this reason
engine starting frorn batteries at a temperature below
0*F is difficult. Sub-zero starting is possible but the
batteries must be sized accordingly.
Battery discharge data usually are available from the
battery manufacturer in the form of a family of constant current, total capacity discharge curves plotted as
functions of terminal volts and ampere-hours at a given
ambient temperature. Fig. 8-19 represents these characteristics of a typical NiCad battery.
This data presentation provides the relative relationship of thr three needed parameters-voltage, carrent,
8-31
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curve over the applicable start cycle and for a given
value of the ambient temperature of the battery.
Temperature requirements are a major factor in sizing a battery. Available battery capacity falls off rapidly at both very high and low temperatures. A typical
curve is shown in Fig. 8-21. If engine starts are to be
performed at extreme temperatures, a correspondingly
higher capacity battery must be used.
For airborne applications, the batteries often represent the heaviest component of a starting system, and
there is a tendency to select an inadequate size in order

and capacity (ampere-hours)-at a given temperature
on one data sheet. Initial battery selection can be based
upon these graphs.
The battery data most useful to the designer of the
engine-starting system is a battery voltage versus current curve (Fig. 8-20).
The values of voltage at any desired current can be
plotted directly on the starter-generator torque speed
grids (Fig. 8-18) and compared with the engine drag
torque curves. Every volt-ampere curve should be accompanied by a corresponding current versus time
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to save weight. This increases the cost of operation of
the starting system through both reduced performance
over the required temperature range and reduced reliability of the starting system components, including the
engine,

CARTRIDGE-BOOSTED ELECTRICAL
"STARTINGSYSTEMS

8-6.3

The breech is a pressure vessel that houses the cartridge and acts as the gas accumulator. The breech
should contain a throttle and a safety burst disk. The
gas motor is connected to the aft end of the electrical
starter shaft with an overrunning clutch. The gas motor
rotates only when the cartridge is fired.
Typically, a cartridge boost start would he the first
start of a cold day, and residual heat in the engine and
the battery would enable the remaining starts of the day
to be made with battery only.

At low ambient temperatures, the engine torque re,rements increase, but battery energy output deAUXILIARY POWER UNIT (APU)
8-6.4
creases. A cartridge boost system for the electrical
INSTALLATIONS
starter is a possible solution. The objective is to provide
or
supplement
that
can
of
energy
an additional supply
considers the uses and problems of
paragraph
eectrcalstatingsysem.This
th ouput
boosf te
auxiliary power units installed in helicopters. DiscusSboost the output of the electrical starting system.
sion is limited to helicopter-mounted gas turbine enThe boost system consists of a gas motor mounted on
the existing electrical starter, a cartridge breech, a
gines, conforming to the requirements of MIL-P-8686.
manioldsysem
hatdircts he ot as romthe
manifold system that directs the hot gas from the
V irious trade-off considerations pertinent to APU installation and design selection are presented.
breech to the boost motor, and a cartridge.
8-6.4.1
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Fig. 8.20. Typical Battery Voltage vs Current

Major APU Types

The APU is categorized by the method of energy
transfer, e.g., direct drive, shaft power, pneumatic. The
APU is "auxiliary" in that it provides power in one of
these forms, separate from the main engine, for use
during some part of the helicopter operational envelope. However, it becomes a primary unit when the
power is used to start the main engine, because APU
operation then is essential to initiation of the helicopter
mission. The APLJ can be started in a number of ways,
including electrically, hydraulically, pneumatically,
and manually.
Shaft Power
8-6.4.1.1
APUs of this type include all units used primarily as

SIc0,-">-100 ------

a source of mechanical power (power takeoff). Single-

..----
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-
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units are used to provide power to the APU
reduction drive. In two-spool unit.s (free turbine) the
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power turbine provides the output shaft power. The
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free turbine generally is capable of operating morc efficiently through a greater range of speeds, and of providing
higher power at low output shaft speed, than is the
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drive output pad(s) is used by the helicopter designer
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helicopter and mission requirements. These forms may
he:

I Electrical. Alternating current, direct current.
Fig. 8-21. Typical Relationship Between

Temperature and Available Capacity for Batteries

and/or rectitied ,alternating current for direct curreti

Uses.
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2. Hydraulic. Pumps and pump/motors may be
used in systems where power is varied by regulating
either hydraulic fluid pressure or flow rate,
3. Pneumatic. Available envelope (size and shape)
S~~~~~and
performance
requirements
it
"a pneumatic
u
p
a
q
t may make
msupport
blower
a
drive
to
power
shaft
use
to
more desirable
than to use APU bleed air. This would be likely if the
helicopter air supply requirements were for pressure/flow levels either higher or lower than those available
as bleed from the APU compressor (even though air
horsepower may be similar).
4. Direct drive. In some cases the helicopter can be
designed to use APU power by direct mechanical drive,
Main engine starting may be performed efficiently in
this way if the APU is the two-spool type (to provide
high torque at low main engine cranking speeds).
5. Combination. Weight and size can be optimized
by considering combined energy transfer methods. A
typical example would be to use direct drive main engine starting, (where high power may be needed for
starting
for
and/ore
hyd
pwrmauli outputse for
pe
short periods),pad
combined
with
APU ouput
accessory
fo eecticl
ad/o
hdrali
fr drive
pepadsf operioal
or
and hydrations
Compressed Air Power

8-6.4.1.2

Power may be obtained from some types of gas turbine APUs (usually single-spool) by bleeding air from
the compressor discharge. This air will be at a pressure
of a few atmospheres, with 400-600F temperature, and
with mass flow rates dependent upon the APU size and
aircraft requirements.
Compressed Air Bleed Combined
With Combustion Products

8-6.4.1.3

Considerable additional mass flow is available at the
APU exhaust but at low pressure levels and high temperatures (typically 1000-1400F). If this gas is mixed
with compressor bleed air, some advantage may be
obtained in lower temperatures and higher pressures,
with higher mass flow. However, this procedure currently is not common practice.
8-6.4.2

Trade-off Considerations for' APU
Selection

8-6.4.2.1
Self-sufficiency
Because helicopters have become morm complicated,
the self-contained airborne starters formerly used have
been replaced with larger, more complicated ground
mn
eiotr
equipment. aebe
Thus, the iie
mission hnoeaincapabilities of
many helicopters have been limited when operation
from temporary bases or completely unimproved forward areas was desired.
The availability of comparatively lightweight APUs
has resulted in their use to provide self-sufficiency for
main engine starting under any expected operating condition or location. In some cases, cartridge starters
have been used to provide self-sufficiency. Thus, cold
day cartridgz reliability will be considered along with
potential multiple functions of the APU.
When helicopter availability must be maximized,
redundant main engine starting is considered. This may
be accomplished with the pneumatic APU system by
cross-bleed ducting in multiengine helicopters or
eup
by
simple valving to use ground support air supply equipment. Redundancy also can be arranged with other
APU
foyrpid.
rnscaemova
desgnth
No
APU types.
In such
cases,atisndeplcement.
it isreplacement.
necessary to design
the
removal
and
No APU
for rapid
trouble-shooting would be performed; helicopter malfunction indicators need only confirm impending or
actual APU failure and a replacement APU can be
installed in a few minutes.
p
n
8
2u
The operational helicopter mission profile shall inelude definition of all required functions before takeoff
and before main engine starting. Ground checks Jf
items such as flight control systems, avionic equipment,
electronic countermL..;ure (ECM) equipment, and failure warning systems easily can be performed with
power supplied by an APU. The hydraulic, electrical,
or pneumatic power needed for these checks also can
be supplied more economically by an APU than by the
main engine(s). This results from the lower fuel consumption of the APU (hence lower cost and logistic
support time) and the reduced net operating time on
the main engine(s). The increased flight time between
main engine overhauls also will increase availability
and reduce maintenance costs.

"8-6.4.2.3

Flight or Afternate Support
Functions

Ordinarily, the decision to install an APU in a heli-

Other functions involving ground or flight support
may be needed. Ground maintenance functions often

coptei is based upon the requirements of assigned missions. Some significant trade-off factors are described
subsequently, and are related to possible mission profile

require many hours of APU time, and the APU may
compile three to five (or more) times the main engine
operating hours. Air-conditioning for personnel or spe-

considerations.

cialized equipment may be needed for all helicopter
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operating modes. The APU can provide these functions

APU starting requires accumulators, valves, lines, re-

on the ground economically, and use of the APU for
these support functions in flight takes some burden off
the main engine. Furthermore, with the APU operating
in flight, the probability of a successful main engine
restart is increased, although inflight APU starting can
be provided when needed.

charge system, etc.; but some of these may serve dual
functions when other helicopter systems are hydraulic.
Generally, higher pump/motor speeds mean lower
weight for both the pump/motor and the APU reduction drive. Higher pressure also means more energy
transfer per unit weight. Pressure levels of 3000-4000
psi commonly are used in helicopter control systems
and APU energy transfer.

8-6.4.2.4
Weight Optimization
Optimum system weight shall be the objective. The
system will include the APU, APU starting components, APU-drien equipment, and helicopter system
components for energy transfer (such as ducting, wiring, fuel lines, oil lines, and drain lines). Other factors,
such as the total weight of the APU fuel used during
a typical flight, also shall be considered.
Once the helicopter mission profile is established,
trade-offs can be examined to choose the optimum
weight system. APU size and weight often are determined by the maximum power needed for main engine
starting.
Other functions
performed
an APU
probably will require
less power,
but for by
longer
periods
of
time. A possible exception is the air-conditioning system, which usually requires total APU power on hot
days.

8-6.4.2.4.1

.

Electrical Energy Transfer

Main engine starting often is accomplished electrically. As the power requirements increase, electrical
equipment becomes large. Electrical main engine starting has a weight advantage at power levels below 15-25
hp. Future APU designs may show weight advantages
for electrical power levels above this if the generating
equipment can be driven at APU turbine speed, thereby
reducing both APU reduction drive and alternator
weight.
For electrical energy transfer systems, the lightest
weight
APU starting probably will be electrical, espe:•
:8-6.4.2.4.5
cially if a starter-generator is employed. Batteries can
start the APU and also provide start sequencing system
power.

8-6.4.2.4.2

Hydraulic Energy Transfer
At APU power levels above 25 hp, energy transfer
may be performed more efficiently by using hydraulics,
However, this hinges largely on helicopter system
needs. Integration with other systems can make APU
hydraulics attractive. A suitable APU-driven pump/motor will start the APU, recharge the APU hydraulic starting system, and provide the main engine starting power. The hydraulic energy usually will be used by
a motor mounted to drive the main engine reduction
drive, or an auxiliary (combining) gearbox. Hydraulic

8-6.4.2.4.3

Pneumatic Energy Transfer

Energy transfer by pneumatics (compressor bleed or
shaft power-driven compressors) can show a weight
advantage when air-conditioning or equipment cooling
requirements are large compared with main enginestarting power required. The hydraulic system has
higher efficiency of energy transfer but, if large system
ducting is needed for air conditioning, overall weight
may be saved by using a completely pneumatic APU.
APU starting could be electrical or hydraulic, depending on available helicopter components.

8-6.4.2.4.4

Direct Drive Energy Transfer

When power is supplied direcily through a reduction
drive system, energy transmission efficiency is very
high. When a direct drive from the APU is used for
main engine starting, the most efficient design would
use a two-spool (free turbine) APU. Single-spool engines may be used but a clutch is required to engage the
drive shaft at near rated speed (85-95%) into an auxiliary gearbox. A constant-speed drive can be integrated
into this helicopter gearbox to start the main engine(s),
or a hydraulic pump may be driven to absorb APU
power. Direct drive from the two-spool APU to the
gearbox eliminates other system components and
should be evaluated. With optimum APU location, it
can provide the lightest weight package.
Combination Energy Transfer
Almost every helicopter will require some hydraulic
and/or electrical power in addition to, and not necessarily concurrent with, the main engine starting requirement. Therefore, the APU should be designed to
answer all of these needs. The optimum system will be
established by other system requirements. The APU's
power per pound may vary with the energy transfer
methods, but the overriding effect may be the weight of
the complementary helicopter system components.

In many cases, the APU can be placed in space
otherwise unused. Minor compromises or rearrangement of other system components may be required to
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provide space for APU inlet, exhaust, and cooling ducting. These penalties must be examined before the APU
is chosen.
The shape of available space may dictate the APU
configuration. For example, if a pneumatic APU is
needed, the compressor air bleed APU has a larger
diameter but shorter length for a given output power
than a shaft power APU driving a compressor.
APU reduction drives are available to fit driven
equipment into the available space. For combination
requirements, side pads, axial pads, and "piggyback"
pads can be used for fitting the space.
Maximum APTJ power may be a function of available space. Therefore, it may be desirable to limit APU
power requirements so that no space, weight, or other
helicopter compromises are needed. This could occur
when the APU power level is ewablished by air-condi-

to be achieved. The flight system requirements reviewed in the subsequent paragraphs are followed by an
investigation into the means by which these requirements can be met.

tioning or accessory needs and not by main engine,

the collective pitch angle.

starting requirements.

Optimum helicopter rotor speed depends upon forward speed, altitude, aircraft weight, etc. High rotor
speeds usually are required at high forward speeds to
avoid retreating blade stall. When landing or maneuvering near obstacles, high rotor speed or high rotor

8-6.4.2.6
APU Performance
Trade-offs often exist between APU specific horsepower and specific fuel consumption. Some APU designs have high power-to-weight ratios, but not very
favorable power-to-fuel-consumption ratios. High
power-to-weight ratios are satisfactory where operation
is primarily on the ground or when the weight or space
penalties of APU fuel are not significant. If the APU
must operate during extended flight missions, low SFC
will show an advantage in lower overall system weight.
8-6.4.3

APU/Helicopter Interface
Considerations

Interface relationships between the helicopter and
AFU must be examined in the preliminary design
phase to assess the impact of APU installation. The
same considerations are applicable to an APU installation as are pertinent for the installation of propulsion
engines. The discussion of these considerations in par.
8-2 also is applicable to APU installations and therefore is not repeated here. Similarly, the discussions of
fuel and oil systems in par. 8-4 and fire protection in
par. 8-5 also apply to the APU.

8-7

ENGINE/AIRFRAME INTEGRATED
CONTROL SYSTEM

8-7.1

GENERAL

The interaction of the helicopter rotor, engine, and
propulsion control system requires careful attention if
a good or even workable propulsion control system is
8-36

8-7.2

ROTOR SPEED REQUIREMENTS

Lift generated by a helicopter rotor system depends
in part upon the speed and collective pitch of the rotor,
either or both of which can bý varied by the pilot.
Because large rotor inertia cannot be accelerated or
decelerated rapidly, quick changes in lift needed during
helicopter flight are accomplished best by rapid
changes in collective pitch. This leads to the primary
consideration for the system, i.e., a constant helicopter
rotor speed, with the pilot controlling lift by controlling

inertia is desired as protection against engine failure or
wind gusts, whereas low rotor speed is preferred at
cruise altitude to reduce noise, vibration, and sometimes to increase efficiency of the engine and rotor
system. However, these operational rotor speeds rarely
differ by more than 10%.
Once the pilot selects a particular rotor speed, the
control system should maintain this speed accurately
unless it is changed by the pilot. Steady-state accuracy
reduces monitoring by the pilot and facilitates failure
detection.

8-7.3

POWER MANAGEMENT
REQUIREMENTS

An additional requirement for multiengine helicopter operation is power management, i.e., the selection
of power from one or all engines. An inherent advantage of the multiengine helicopter is its failed-engine
capability. Prompt recovery of power following an engine failure is vital. Therefore, the engine load must be
shared such that acceleration to full power on each
engine is achieved in approximately the same time. This
can be achieved by matching torques, speeds, or teniperatures. However, the parameter that is used should
be matched precisely, thereby leaving the pilot no
doubt as to correct operation of the system. Matching
of torque is a distinct advantage if the transmission or
the engine is torque-limited.

AMCP 706-201
8-7.4

ENGINE LIMIT CONTROL

,,,REQUIREMENTS

nrmpower

E-Engine limit control is the most important function
of
n cotrol st
control n
only controls engine acceleration and deceleration but
also protects against overspeed, overtemperature, and,
therefore, against overtorque. These functions must
override the requirements of the main rotor system.
However, the responsibility for these protective functions lies with the engine designer and is not discussed
further in this handbook.
8-7.5

INTEGRATED CONTROL
REQUIREMENTS

A manually operated collective pitch control lever
that also contained a twist grip throttle for coordinating the speed requirements of the rotor was installed in
early helicopters. This system permits rapid selection of
collective pitch angle
enables the pilot to adjust the
edsearatly.type.
oand
therotr
speed of the rotor separately.
Such a system, however, demands considerable concentration
and dexterity
on the part of the pilot,
Maulcnrlicontrol
nraigycmlxwt
re
SManual
is increasingly
complex with free
power turbine engine installations, and use of an automatic engine output shaft speed governor is essential.,
8-7.5.1

Proportional Control System

The engine output shaft speed governor most cornmonly used is a proportional hydromechanical type. In
this system, engine output shaft speed is sensed by
flyweights located in the engine control system. Opening of the flyweights against a spring reduces fuel flow
in proportion to the speed error (Fig. 8-22). The force
on the spring is then, in essence, the desired or selected
engine output shaft speed and is varied manually by the
pilot. With an increasing load on the main rotor, a
proportional control has a droop in steady-state speed
(Fig. 8-23). As the gain of the engine output shaft speed
governor becomes higher, the amount of main rotor
speed droop decreases. The stability requirements that
usually dictate the upper gain limits are complicated by
the flexibility of the main rotor shaft system and by the
dynamics of a free power turbine engine,

8-7.5.2

Rotor System Response

When a turbine engine is connected to a helicopter
rotor system, the resulting combination may be unstable. Careful analysis of the engine, power control and
drive system early in the design' stage is necessary.
Close cooperation between the designer of the drive
system and the engine manufacturer is required.

Investigations of this type usually are conducted by

combining the transfer functions for the engine and
control system as defined by the engine manufacturer with the transfer functions for the drive systems. A frequency response analysis provides a means
of evaluating both the low frequency phase margin and
the torsional gain margin.
With respect to torsional oscillation, helicopter rotor
systems can be categorized into two major classes. The
first of these is the rigid rotor. In most cases the complex spring-mass system can be represented as the
lumped parameter system as shown in Fig. 8-24. The
transfer function of such a system has a typical frequency response as shown in the Bode plot of Fig. 8-25.
The resonant peak occurs at the rotor system natural
frequency, which typically occurs in the range of 3-6
Hz. It is this resonant peak that must be attenuated by
the enginesont
peak thal
oscillationuato be
e engine-control system if torsional oscillation is to be
avoided.
TheThis
second
of rotor
system is the
type class
of system
is characterized
by articulated
a lag hinge
in the plane of rotation of the rotor. Lag hinge dampers
are placed across the hinge. Although these dampers
have
significant
effect on the rotor
system
resonance,
their adynamic
characteristics
usually
are defined
by
other requirements of the rotor system. The articulated
rothersyequirements
rotor
system can be ofpthseotor
representedsystem.nThe
as shown inartic8late
Fig. 8-26.
terms than
function
transfer
The
that for
the rigid
rotor. involves
However,more
the typical
Bode does
plot
is of essentially similar form. The articulated rotor with
lag hinge dampers does not exhibit as sharp a peak in
the region of rotor resonance as does the rigid rotor.
A special case of the articulated rotor system uses a
preloaded lag hinge damper. When the amplitude of
rhe torsional oscillation between hub and blade is less
ihan that permitted by the preload setting of check
valves in the damper, the damper behaves as a spring.
The spring effect is produced by the compressibility of
the hydraulic fluid. The effect of this lag hinge damper
characteristic is to make the articulated rotor behave
more like a rigid system.
The information required to analyze the rotor system
dynamics is defined in Ref. 13. This information is to
be supplied to the engine manufacturer by the aih frame
manufacturer in order that the dynamic characteristics
of the engine and its control system may be selected so

that the torsional oscillations are minimized.

The foregoing description of the analytical techniques has been somewhat simplified. Significant factors have been neglected in the interest of clarity.
One of the neglected factors is the tail rotor. The teil
rotor in some cases may be the critical element in the
system and also may have a significant effect on that
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natural frequency which is dependent principally on
the stiffness of the main rotor shaft. This effect of the
tail rotor, therefore, must be considered. The derivation
of the system transfer functions, including the tail rotor, is similar to that for the more simplified system.
Another consideration is the multiple engine installation. For such installations the analysis should consider
both mlthsinle
the singleengine
engineacand
and the
asde. bThe
the multiple
mtultipled engine
eone
cases. The multiple engine case can be studied by considering thaf, the engines are identical and thus can be
treated as a single engine having power turbine inertia
and torque output equal to the sum of these parameters
for all the engines,

8-7.5.3

the value of these derivatives should be derived from
performance data for each of the components in question. If the required performance data are not available,
reasonable estimates can be made,
The torque required to drive a helicopter rotor at a
fixed collective pitch may be assumed to be a function
of the square of the rotational speed. An approximation
of the rotor damping derivative, therefore, can be calculated for any collective pitch from the power absorbed and the helicopter rotor speed.
The torque of a free-shaft power turbine, like that of
any impulse machine, is linear with speed. The stalled
torque is approximately twice the optimum torque, and
runaway speed is twice the optimum speed. The damp-

Engine and Rotor Damping

ing can be calculated from the optimum torque and
optimum speed (Fig. 8-27). The value of the power
turbine damping will be approximately one-half the

Damping of the helicopter rotor Be or of the power
turbine Bp is defined as the rate of change of torque
with respect to speed (Fig. 8-27). Whenever possible,
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~ v alue of the rotor damping and both are positive in that
they reduce instability.
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DAMPING B,
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STIFFNESS K,

8-7.6

ENGINE RESPONSE

The gas generator portinn of a single-spool gas turbine engine operates at a constant speed and, therefore,
can respond almost immediately to a request for power
change. In these engines only a very short lag exists as
the combustor flame propagates; ihen full power is
supplied.
The gas generator portion of a free-shaft turbine engine does not operate at constant speed and must
change speed prior to completing any power change.

ROTOR INERTIA

J,

POWER TURBINE INERTIA J,.
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POV, ER
PO', ER
TURBINE

TOROUE
+

J.

SPEED

However, part of the power is available as soon as fuel
is burned. This is called the "fast path" and is onequarter to one-half of the total power change. Linear
mathematical models of fixed-shaft and free-shaft turbines are shown in Fig. 8-28.
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To best maintain constant rotor speed, a proporgovernor should maintain the open-loop gain
constant at all conditions.
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8-23. Droop of a Proportional Control System

main rotor speed, rpm

;- engine. output torque, lb-ft
W, = fuel flow rate, Ib/hr
The engine torque-to-fuel flow gain is independent of
altitude, but the rotor gain is proportional to air density. The fuel control gain, 'herefore, should be in8-39
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Fig. 8-25. Bode Plot of a Two-mass Rotor System

versely proportional to air density. This is achieved by
scheduling WI/P, or Wf/P,• with speed error. These
parameters also are the most common functions used
to protect the gas generator. A WIP,. control %ill
approach the stability lmit at high power and the
W,/I, at low power.
A WI/P, system has a secondary effect in reducing
the transient response of the free-shaft turbine engine-full fuel flow cannlot be achieved until P,. has
been increased and transmitted to the fuel control.

L

undamped resonance at 3-5 Hz requires a gain reduction. However, in most helicopters, the syst:ni d.narnics do not require such severe attenuation. The et"ec! of
the lag of a free-shaft turbine can be reduced b) using
reset governing A reset governor does not change fuel
flow directly but resets the gas generator goxernor it)
a new desired value. As the gas genera•or approachc,.
this value, the fuel flow change is reduced. The rate of
change of fuel flow with ga generator speed can be
varied to suit the application, insuring an adequaie

Consequently, the lag due to the free-shaft turbine is

stability margin at the first crossover t'r'quenc), and

increased, and the first break point on a Bode nlot of
the control and engine combination is reduced as seen
in Fig. 8-29. This may be an advantage if a relatively

attenuating any rotor resonance. ILxpericitce hay.,%hown
that most helicopter systen.s with W ,P, cointrol can
use reset governing to achieve faster rspo||se.
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niques will be required to obtain a satisfactory control

POWER TURBINE

\The most
approach
is to monitor
collective
pitch. successful
A collective
pitch signal,
whether the
of elecor mechanical linkage, can be used to change the
engine output shaft speed governor setting in anticipation of any load (collective pitch) change. Mechanical
linkage that connects the collective pitch to the enginc
output shaft or gas generator speed governor select
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lever is satisfactory. The pilot's speed trim can be ac-

POWER TURBINE DAMPING 9,,
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speed droop.
On large helicopters, the collective pitch usually is

WERcompensated

TURIER

TORUE

complished oy an electrical motor-driven link. This
system is cumbersome on large helicopters and cannot
be relied upon to eliminate completely the rotor speed
droop. Altitude and forward speed effccts limit the
steady-state speed droop reduction to 90% of the unmonitored electrically, and the governor speed setting

-POWER

is modified according to the derivative of the signal or
a straight line approximation of the correct reset. Such
a system has to respond quickly if any reduction in
transient droop is to be achieve..

TURBINE

SPEED
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8-7.7.1
-U

The gain of a governor need not be constant and can
be designed to vary with engine power or, more commonly, with size of the speed error. Large errors--such
as might occur during ajump takeoff that requires high
produce large fuel flow changes. Nonlinearities,

E

__

L

_gains-

such a3 the acceleration limit, prevent any large oscilla-

HELICOPTER
+

7

ROTOR
SPEED

tions. As the system nears the steady-state point, the
gairn is reduced te prevent any small oscillations that
otherwise would occur. An overlapped valve is an example of such a device in a hydromechanical control.

+

[--

8-7.7.2
I
Fig. 8-26. Mathematical Model of a
Three-mass System

8-7.7

Variable Gain Devices

COLLECTIVE PITCH SIGNAL

When the dynamics of the rotor, engine, and engine
control have been studied and a proportional engine
control optimized, the response still will not be ideal.
There will be excessive transient and steady-state droop
that will be unacceptable to the pilot. Additional tech-

Slow Time Constant Governors

If rotor resonance is the predominant stability limitation, the governor can be slowed down to attenuate
the speed signal at high frequency. Excessive change in
this direction may reduce the stability margin at the
first crossover frequency, especially during autorotation. However, experience has shown that the stability
margin during autorotation actually is in excess of predictions.

8-7.7.3

Isochronous Controls

An isochronous or integrating control maintains
constant steady-state speed with no speed droop. The
zero speed droop characteristic is achieved by measuring the speed error and integrating this to give the
8-41
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engine overload is to use only one isochronous gover-

nor operating on a proportional control on each engine
(Fig. 8-31). The speed signal for the governor ideally
should be rotor speed, thus reducing the effect of rotor
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Failure of such a single isochronous governor can
shut down both engines; therefore, authority-limiting is
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necessary. The proportional governors can be set close
to the correct value with knowledge of the collective
pitch and pilot's selected rotor speed, leaving the isochronous governor as a limited trim on this signal.
The more common approach to load sharing is to
measure engine torque and to readjust the input signal
to the separate governors, as shown in Fig. 8-32. An
.up only" signal in this torque-matching path prevents
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Fig. 8-27. Turbine and Rotor Damping
correcting fuel flow. Thus, the isochronous control
only stops changing fuel flow when the speed error is
zero. Similar calculations, such as those for a proportional control, will reveal that a simple integrating systern responds too slowly to a helicopter rotor pitch
change and that a proportional plus integral control is
required. The authority of the integral path may have
to be limited, or some clamping device incorporated, to
prevent overshoots when the control is transferred to
the integral governor from the gas generator speed or
acceleration limiter,

8-7.7.4

Load-sharing

Load-sharing in a multiengine helicopter equipped
with an isochronous governor requires special attention.
Proportional controls inherently will match the
loads to a degree of accuracy that depends upon the
droop (Fig. 8-30). An isochronous governor will load
one engine completely before calling for power on the
remaining engine. This condition can be overcome in
several ways. A simple means of reducing this one8-42

8-7.8

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

linear evaluation of the gain and stability of
the

system is the fastest and most direct means of analysis,
but it does not give an accurate picture of the transient
response to large changes in collective ptch. A nonlinear analysis, using a computer with tne capability of
function generation, should be completed as soon as
practicable and should include, in order of priornty:
1. Lag-hinge damper check valve characteristics
and effective spring constant
2. Engine acceleration and deceleration limits
3. Selection of maximum or minimum mechanisms in the fuel control, authority limits, control
integrator clamps, and servo slew rates.
To simulate a helicopter jump takeoffand to evaluate
rctor speed droop, a 2-sec ramp change in collective
pitch is considered to be maximum. However, to investigate stability, a step change in collective pitch, although unrealistic, gives more definitive results.

8-7.9

EMERGENCY AND AUTHORITY

LIMITATIONS

When automatic rotor speed governors first were
introduced, it was thought expeditious to 5imit their
authority by making them a limited trim under
pilot's control. Experience led to acceptance of the t
authority hydromechanical control. Emergency override has been deleted in all but some single-engine helicopters. However, authority must be limited whenever
multiple engines are connected for load-sharing.
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helicopter engine must be equipped with means

power is increased until the power turbine speed governor attains control. The transition from ground idle to
maximum speed is best left under manual control of the
pilot, who ,can monitor torque and other parameters

for starting, idling, and shutoff without bringing power
up to that point required to govern the rotor. Usually.
the engine is started with the gas generator governor set
to ground idle. When the gas generator governor selectris moved to the maximum or "fly" position, the

during this acce•.ration and can use this form of control in case of a failure of the power turbine governor.
A control that leaves the pilot no selection between gas
generator ground idle and maximum has been found to
be unsatisfactory. The gas generator governor input is

IThe

••
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usually a mechanical lever on the ftiel control that
requires mechanical or electrical connection with the
cockpit. The lever torque requirements on the control
are specified in MIL-E-8593.
The power turbine governor on a hydromechanical
control has a similar lever that is controlled from the
pilot's trim and the collective pitch motion, although
on some systems the collective pitch is introduced separately to the control.
The pilot's speed trim usually is an electrical motor
actuator that is controlled from a button on the pilot's

collective pitch lever. Future controls may be fully electrical. The pilot's desired speed then would be accomplishe~d by simple rotation of a potentiometer, or similar device, in the cockpit. As such, an electrical system
would be isochronous and require no trimming by the
pilot once a speed had been selected. Thus, adjustment
on the collective pitch stick probably would be unnecessary.
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UST OF SYMBOLS

R

=

Rr,
Tri
T,,,,
T,.

=
=
=
=

radial distance to the blade

CG, ft
A = area, ft2
Cd = critical damping coefficient,
dimensionless

• = damping coefficient,

T,,

T, = temperature of hot fluid, °F
= acceleration tine, sec

=tdimensionless

c, = specific heat, Btu/lb-oF
D, = hydraulic diameter, ft
e = radial distance to the lag hinge,
ft
f = friction factor, dimensionless
= forcing frequency, Hz
= undamped natural frequency,
Hz
H
fz t
w=

hpf = fan output power, hp
hpm ----main rotor power, hp
kprR = tail rotor power, hp

J = polar moment of inertia of the
engine with respect to the
starter drive pad, lb-ft2
k = loss tactor, dimensionless
L = duct length, ft

1, = length from CL of main rotor
to CL of tail rotor, f

U = overall conductance between
fluids in heat exchanger,
Btu/hr-ft'-F
V = air velocity, fps

W = fluid flow rate, lb/hr
W. = weight flow of air into the
engine, lb/sec
bleed air flow rate, lb/sec
Ws = fuel flow rate, lb/hr
A T, = mean value of terminal

temperature differences, 'F
APf= pressure ioss due to friction,
lb/ft2
AP, = pressure loss due to bends etc.,
lb/ft2
AP, = system pressure drop, psi

AP,
total pressure loss, lb/ft2
8 = ratio ambient pressure to

M = blade mass, slug
MrA = tail rotor Figure of Merit

N = drive speed, rpm
N, = power turbine speed error
signal (set speed minus actual
speed), rpm
NR = main rotor speed, rpm
Ns = specific speed,
(A'2 - V,) = speed increment between
Points 1 and 2, rpm
P, = total pressure, lb/ft2
P11
= maximum total pressure
(absolute) at engine inlet face,
psi
P1, = mean total pressure (absolute)
at engine inlet face, psi

Q = main rotor torque, lb-ft

= volumetric flow rate, cfm
= engine output torque, lb-ft
Q, Q,0
2 = starter totque at Points 1 and
2, lb-ft

Q1' Q'2 = engine torque at Points I and
2, lb-ft
q = p V•/2 = dynamic pressure,

lb/ft2
= heat transfer rate, Btu/hr
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tail rotor radius, ft
tail rotor thrust, lb
fluid terminal temperature, 'F
temperature of cold fluid, *F

stndrdtioamlent

q =
0 =
p =
p. =

pressure

,

standard sea level pressure,
dimensionless
efficiency, dimensionless
ratio ambient temperature 'R to
standard sea level temperature
°R, dimensionless
air density, lb/ft3 or slug/ft3 as
required
air density standard at sea
level, lb/ft3 or slug/ft3 as

required
-= p/po = ambient air density/air
density at sea level, 59°F,
dimensionless
r, = engine time constant, sec
11m

= main rotor rotational speed,

rad/sec
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CHAPTER 9

SECONDARY POWER SYSTEMS
9-1

•
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INTRODUCTION

involved in
describes the considerations
This chapter
einvopter.
i
secondaryponserasystios
d the
Tselechat
power systems oof a helicopter.
the eri
secondary
selecting
The secondary power systems are classified as electripneumatic, and fluidic. In addition, alcal, hydraulic,
•
control syssources and
ternate
in environmental
hischaper.(above
ern alspower
ar incude
tems also are included in this chapter.
An electrical system is required in any helicopter,
Communications and lighting in particular cannot be
powered by other means. However, the power requirements of some subsystems may be met in any number
of ways. For example, a particular utility function conceivably could be performed by hydraulic, pneumatic,
electromechanical, manual, or even pyrotechnic
means. Therefore, a system approach to the entire matter of secondary power selection is required. Analysis
may show that one or more of the initial possibilities is
inappropriate. The choice among the remaining po!,sibilities must be based upon a trade-off study tbat
includes not only the particular utility function under
consideration, but also all other secondary power functions. In this way, an overall optimum combination of
secondary power systems is defined and incorporated
in the helicopter.
For example, hydraulic power clearly may be optimum for some applications. Therefore, the selection
of a pneumatic system for some other application, even
though it is the optimum choice for that single function, should not be made without thorough analysis,
including consideration of the overall additional
weight, complexity, and cost of the new power source
for a single application,
The system and subsystem trade-off studies are necessary because each type of secondary power system
has a unique set of advantages and disadvantages
whose relative importance depends upon the specific
application and upon the complex set of mission requirements and performance, cost, and weight objectives and constraints. Optimizahion among these objectives is becoming more demanding as vehicle
performance capability advances.

Hydraulic systems find their widest application in
helicopter flight control functions. Hydraulic systems
also are used for utility applications, such as hoists,
gun turret
landing
gear retraction,
for
limiting
factor mois thebraking,
primaryand
tion. Temperature
hdalcsses
hydraulic systems.
Pneumatic systems ca operate at high temperatures
us
commonly ue hydraui
syFwers
(be
500°F)
where commonly used hydraulic fluids
deteriorate. Pnuematic systems are limited primarily
by the poor lubricity, low fluid viscosity, and low bulk
modulus of the fluid medium. On the other hand, hydraulic fluids have good lubricity, acceptable fluid viscosity, and a high bulk modulus.
Fluidics is a relatively new technology that permits
many low-power functions currently performed by
electronics to be accomplished by fluids. The same fluid
also can supply the power necessary for subsystem operation. Fluidic system attributes include ruggedness
with respect to shock, vibration, acceleration, and temperature; radiation hardness; and high reliability. However, fluidic systems have not demonstrated accuracy
superior to that of conventional electronic equipment.
For applications not requiring high accuracy, rapid
response, or high linearity, fluidic systems appear increasingly competitive, with potential savings or improvements in developmental cost, production cost,
and simplicity.
The choice of secondary power systems must include
consideration of the state of environmental control systern (ECS) technology. ECSs may have significant impact upon helicopter power requirements. Economic
benefits ordinarily can be derived through a degree of
commonality in subsystem power generation and distribution equipment.
Rapid advances in the state-of-the-art and in the
diversity of helicopter missions must be considered in
compiling a list of trade-offs involved in the selection
of secondary power systems. However, in view of the
inherent advantages and limitations of alternative secondary power means, it is apparent that the primary
trade-offs should include at least the following:
i. Utility application (hoists, gun drives, rotor
9-1
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braking, wheel braking and steering, fluid dampers,
doxors and loading ramps, and landing gear retractors).
Hydraulic, manual, pneumatic, pyrotechnic, and electromechanical alternatives should be considered.
2. Flight control. Direct mechanical, hydraulic
boost, and hydraulic scrvosystems have been used.
When stability augmentation or other automated func(ions are to be added to the system, consideration also
should be given to the use of fluidic or electrical (fly-bywire) systems to provide the inputs to a final hydraulic
actuator.
3. Fuel management. Fluidic and conventional

technician will work. Only then can he provide equipment maintenance features that will offset adverse effects of the specific environment. Finally, the designer
should be aware of the qualifications and limitations of
the technicians who will maintain the equipment so
that he may keep maintenance methods and test procedures within the capabilities of available personnel.
Maintainability is a design parameter that must be
specified and measured, or demonstrated. Maintainability has certain characteristics, both quantitative and
qualitative, that make it possible to meet mission requirements with minimum expenditures of mainte-

systems compete for this function.
4. Starters. These may be pneumatic, hydraulic, or
Selectrical.

effortin and resources under the environmental
Pance
conditions
which scheduled and unscheduled main-

9-2

9.
9-2.1

SUBSYSTEM SELECTION
E Rmanpower
GENERAL

Many factors must enter into the selection of a secondary power system. Although the mission requirements and the specifications impose constraints and
thereby limit the rau~ge of alternative solutions, the
number of possibilities for a given application remains
'.ery large. The helicopter designer must attempt to
define an optimum power generation subsystem over a
range of conflicting objectives: safety, reliability,
weight, cost, maintainability, and performance. These
parameters are discussed in more detail in the paragraphs that follow.
Considerations
Maintainability is a characteristic of design and in. tallation that must be considered in system engineering and in determining the effectiveness of the system.
In the process of optimizing system design, maintainability is a prime factor and must be integrated with
other design criteria in the proper relationships.
Maintainability design is that characteristic of equipment design that contribute. to the rapidity, economy,
case, and accuracy of maintenance. It provides features
and functions that simplify the task of keeping an
equipment in its specified operating condition or restortng it to that condition in the environment in which it
will be used. To insure optimum maintainability of
equipment, the designer first must be aware of established maintenance methods and practices so that designed maintenance features will be consistent with the
procedures in effect. In addition, the designer should
kniony the comditions under which the maintenance
'4-2

tenance will be performed. Quantitative characteristics
refer to required turnaround time, reaction time, operational ready rate, utilization rate, etc. Qualitative characteristics are the result of design excellence affecting
and skill requirements, test and calibration
requirements, and compatibility with aerospace ground
equipment and facilities. Maintainability requirements
are discussed in detail in Chapter I I.
The reliability of a system is the relative success with
which it performs a required task under all conditions
of operation. Quantitatively, secondary system reliability is the probability that the system will perform a
given task for a given time under given conditions.
Reliability requirements and criteria are discussed in
Chapter 12.
Maintenance and reliability go hand in hand. The
better the reliability, the fewer will be the corrective
maintenance tasks encountered for a given component.
When preventive maintenance is considered, increased
component reliability usually results in fewer inspections. Fewer maintenance tasks and inspections mean
fewer maintenance manhours and, hence, lower operating costs
9-2.1.2

Safety

The quality of safety relates to the ability of the
equipment to allow the helicopter to perform a given
mission without damage to the crew or vehicle. The
degree of safety, of course, should be consistent
throughout the helicopter. The quantification of safety
is discussed in Chapter 3, AMCP 706-203. In addition
to hazards associated with, or resulting from, system
operation during the conduct of normal missions, careful consideration shall be given to crash safety. Ref. I
provides valuable guidance regarding secondary power
system design and installation features essential to
minimizing the risk ot' post-crash fires. It is important,
for example, to reduce (he opportunities for the electri-
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cal system to provide an ignition source following a
crash. Detail considerations include possible failure
modes of
hydraulic
provide aa
modces
of the
thammable
h aulic, system
asytem that
l at might
mhtproidtem
source of flammable fluids, as well as electrical system
characteristics that mightflrrimales.be
lead to ignition of such fluid
or oter
or other flammables,
9-2.2

PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

Analysis and selection of a suitable helicopter subsystem require calculation of the penalty imposed by
that subsystem upon vehicle performance. Of the several penalty calculation methods available, the most
convenient is the takeoff weight penalty method.
The process of analysis and selection of an optimum
helicopter subsystem requires a comparison among the
various choices available. The comparative evaluation
can be more meaningful if an overall helicopter penalty
basis is used in order to learn the effects of the subsysbasi
rde isusedin
to ear theeffctstude,
tem upon the helicopter performance characteristics.
Factors affecting helicopter flight performance include
weight, drag, and power extraction. These factors can
be translated into penalty parameters such as changes
in takeoff weight, range, payload, and rate of climb. By
so doing, it is possible to assess the relative magnitude
of the effect any given system will have upon the helicopter performance and thereby to select the system
with the least penalty.
The process described herein allcws preliminary calculation of penalties with an accuracy limited only by
the assumptions of constant lift/drag (LID) and specific fuel consumption (SFK). (The effect upon helicopter structural weight-i.e., airframe without equipmeant-due to the addition of equipment weight is
assumed to be negligible.) By taking smaller time seg.
ments, some of the nonsteady-state flight conditions
can be evaluated. It also should be remembered that the
system offering the least takeoff weight or operating
penalty is not necessarily the best one for the helicopter. Factors such as reliability, maintainability, and development risk must be considered; sometimes these
factors will override selection of a system based upon
performances.
The addition of a secondary power system to the
helicopter adds weight and requires power. The power
extraction can be in the fc-.rm of shaft horsepower or of
bleed air from the turbine engine. Additional power
may be required to counteract drag due to protrusions
into the airstream, such as inlets or the use of ram air
for cooling. Two methods of penalty evaluation will be
considered: (1) The takeoff weight penalty method, and
(2) the Breguet range equation method, with main emphasis on the former.

9-2.2.1
Takeoff Weight Penalty Method
The total takeoff weight penalty can be estimated by
considering the overall flight mission in segments, during each of which the L/Dratio and the engine SFCcan
assumed to be relatively constant. For each of t!hese
flight segments, the penalties due to fixed system
weight, the weight of the expendable medium, ram
airflow, bleed airflow, and shaft horsepower ..an be
determined in terms of required takeoff fuel %%eight.
The sum of the penalties for each segment represents
the takeoff weight penalty for the whole mission as a
result of the subsystem design being evaluated. The
accuracy of results can be increased by taking smaller
time segments consistent with objectives of the analysis.
The following data are required prior to any penalty
e

.
1. Specific mission profile including data on altispeed, and range or duration

2. Bleed and ram airflow data corresponding to
the mission profile
3. Lift-to-drag ratio at the start o.f each major
phase of the mission being considered
4. Specific fuel consumption of the engine.
9-2.2.1.1
Fixed Weight Penalty
The total takeoff weight penalty per pound of fixed
weight is given by:
W +W
F

WF

V(SFC)tw
-oexp

1

25.64Ld'less

(9-1)

where
Wfo = takeoff fuel weight required to
carry fixed or variable weight,
lb
W, = fixed weight of system, lb
V = cruise velocity, kt
i. = mission time, hr
Penalty evaluation charts based upon this equation
can be calculated. Because the takeoff weight factor
given by Eq. 9-1 is for a unit fixed weight, it includes
the fixed weight as well as fuel required to carry the
fixed weight. It also includes fuel required to carry the
extra fuel.
Variable Weight Penalty
9-2,2.1.2
The variable weight penalty is for cases where an
expendable medium is being used up at a constant rate
during the mission segment. [he relationship between
the variable weight W, and its fuel requirement Wfý is:
9-3
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Bleed Air Penalty
9-2.2.1.4
If bleed air is extracted from the last stage of the

X

[exp V(SFcM_) 1
ex \325.64L/D' -

_li l
,
-

(9-2)

where

compressor of a tu-bine engine, the penalty can be
evaluated on the basis of increase in fuel flow required
to maintain constant power. As a first approximation
only, where actual engine data are not available, the
increase in fuel flow rate A wfdue to bleed air extraction
can be estimated by
T(
Awf = 0.0335 \2000/

w,- =rate of consumption of variable
weight , /t4, lb/hr
It should be kept in mind that the expendable
medium weight imposes a fixed weight penalty up until
the time its consumption starts. It is assumed that the
expendable medium is consumed completely at the end
of the mission time period being considered. If this is
not the case, the remaining unused expendable medium
is carried as fixed weight for the next segment of the
mission. The weight of fuel required to carry fuel is
included in the penalty factor. The total takeoff weight
S per
pound of variable weight is:
r pcan
Wf+Vt ,,

r325"64L/D1 x

where
bleed airflow rate, lb/hr
w.
T, .turbine inlet temperature, *R
For more accurate estimates of bleed air penalty, it
is necessary to obtain performance data for the specific
engine being considered and the compressor stage that
is being bled.
The bleed air penalty in terms of takeoff weight also
be expressed as
W

SFt

If complete momentum loss is assumed, the ram air
drag penalty in terms of takeoff fuel weight is:

X

L
(C)tp-

,

lb

(9-4)

where
w, = ram airflow rate, lb/sec
g = acceleration due to gravity,
ft/sec2
The weight of fuel at the beginning of the mission
must be carried as fixed weight during the initial mission segments.

-

lb (9-6)

given by Eq. 9-5, its use is subject to the same limitation
as Eq. 9-5. The penalty for carrying bleed air penalty
fuel as an expendable medium is obtainable from Eq.
9-2. However, in most instances, the bleed air fuel penalty factors are available for the engine being considbe used
engine
ered.
be preliminary,
thoughfactors
they should
available,
evenpenalty
when Actual

higher stages of the engine compressor being bled cannot be approximated with the Eq. 9-5 method

9-2.2.1.5

*,.

-

rather than the first approximation me:hod of Eqs. 9-5
and 9-6. The variation of penalty for successively

(32564LD•)
L

94

V(SFC)t

X

E. 9-6 is based on the empirical relation

Ram Air Drag Penalty

[-1.689w,
Wfo Lg-V(L/D)•

O.O05455wb(L/D)Tt
e

9 .PBecause

9-2.2.1.3

(9-5)

, lb/hr

Wb

Shaft Horsepower Extraction
Penalty

To maintain constant net rotor power from the engine, the shaft power extracted must be compensated
for by an increase in fuel rate to the engine. If it is
assumed that power is consumed at a constant rate
during the portion of the mission being evaluated, the
takeoff weight penalty is given by:
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r[

gine fuel pumps, panel lighting, most avionic equipment, and electrically driven weapons. Constant-frequency, 400-Hz AC power is necessary for some
avionic equipment. Although variable-frequency AC
power is not mandatory, it can be used for some heating
(deicing) and frequency-insensitive loads. To satisfy
these requirements, the basic helicopter electrical system can be DC, variable-frequency AC (vf AC), or
constant-frequency AC (cf AC).
The trend of new helicopter design is toward increased electrical power as well as increased amounts
of constant-frequency power. Many helicopter propulsion system designs will provide the generating system
with an input speed to the generator that varies by more
than ± 5%.

[325.64(L/D)hpe1
W
Wfo=
X

I
exp

V(SFC)tm
354
(325.64L/D1

1

-

1

,lb

(9-7)

where
hp, = power extracted, hp
9-2.2.2
Breguet Range Equation
The
range
RA
a turbine-powered helicopter can be
expressed by theofBreguet
equation

~325.64L+D I
Rf

SFC

In

W
\

+ WF
o -WF

.

Engine starting is a major factor to consider when

(9-8)

,nmi

(

beginning electrical system preliminary design. If the
engine maximum starting torque is less than 90 lb-ft, a
400-A, 28 V DC starter-generator powered by two
CA-5 or CA-9 nickel-cadmium batteries will provide
the simplest self-contained start system. The 90 lb-ft
maximum
helicopter. limit defines a small engine, thus a small

Eq. 9-8 can be used to determine the effect of a
secondary power system upon the range, payload, or
gross weight of the helicopter. By taking partial derivato pertinent
tives of the range equation with respect independent
as
parameters
helicopter performance
variables, the effect of small changes in the parameters
permits the calculation of approximate values of the
increase in fuel weight.

9-3

9-3.1.1

Design of the helicopter electrical power system is
dependent upon completion of an electrical load analysis. Both the method and format of this analysis
shall be in accordance with MIL-E-7016. All electrical
load components shall be identified, and the operating
cycles of each tabulated, based upon projected mission
profiles. Electrical power requirements then are calculated throughout all anticipated missions. The electrical power sources, both DC and AC, then can be
identified. A required portion of the summary of the
load analysis is the identification of the minimum ex-

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
GENERAL

1

Electrical Load Analysis

Helicopter electrical power systems may be based
upon such electrical power sourmes as:
1. AC or DC generators driven by:
a. Main rotor power transmission system
b. Engine accessory drives

turbines (speed controlled by
d. Constant-speed
air or gas turbines)
Hydraulic motor
ae.
2.Invyderai manalysis.
2. Inverters
S3.Transformer-rectifiers
4. Batteries.
Components of the power system must meet the requirements
of their detail specifications, and the overall
S~9-3.1.2

cess capacity of each system and the conditions under
which it occurs. Each power source or piece of equipment that produces, converts, or transforms elec.,ic
power, together with its distribution system and applicable loads, constitutes a system for purposes of this
Minimum acceptable excess capacities will be
defined by the procuring activitv in the pertinent detail
specification. Excess capacity is provided in order to
assure that electrical power wil! be available to supply
future equipriten.
DC Systems

system must provide the electrical power characteristics specified in MIL-STD-704.
An analysis of helicopter electrical power requirements reveals that 28 V DC power is required for both
normal and emergency operation of items such as en-

The quality of the DC power provided to the load
equipment shall comply with MIL-STD-704. To insure
this compliance, the generating system shall comply
with MIL-G-616?. Any requirements peculiar t) a spe-

c. Constant-speed drives (speed controlled by
hydraulic or mechanical torque converter)

*
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takeoff from the engine shaft. For example, one shaft
horsepower has the overall effect (if adding 0.79 lb to
the empty weight of the helicopter while one pneumatic
horsepower adds approximately 4.1 lb. Also, making
bleed air pressure available at idle engine rpm requires
an oversize turbine. For these reasons, an air turbine
drive seldom is selected as a generator drive.
9-3.1.3.3
Controlled-speed Hydraulic Motor
System

ci fic helicopter shall be described in the pertinent specification.
Most DC generators in use today (par. 9-3.2) are
equipped with brushes and commutator. The brushes
zind commutator are the primary life-limiting items,
followed closely by grease-packed bearings. Research
has proven the feasibility of brushless DC starter-genorators, which will have additional service life due to
elimination of the brushes and commutator; it also will
be possible to oil-cool the machine and to oil-lubricate
the bearings, further improving reliability. The
majority of voltage regulators used are carbon pile devices. Semiconductor regulators have been developed
and should be considered. Replacement of rotary inverters with semiconductor converters should also be
considered.
9-3.1.3

A third method of rotating the generator at constant
speed is to use a controlled-speed hydraulic motor
(CSM). This method is less efficient than the hydromechanical device because all the power must flow
through a hydraulic pump rather than a motor. The
CSM is a practical approach if the electrical and hydraulic loads coordinate or if hydraulic stan ing is used.
9-3.1 .4
Cycloconverter Systemn

AC Systems

lIhe AC power provided to the load equipment
shall
compiy
withgenerating
MIL-STD-704.
insure
this compliance,
the AC
system To
shal/l
comply
with
MliL-2 1480.Anygspecatial requemnsl cmpeulywiarto a
M IL-G-21480. Any special requirements peculiar to a
specific helicopter shall be described in the pertinent
specification. Refer to par. 9-3.3 for a further discussion of 'C ,systems.

A fourth method of converting variable engine speed
toI constant frequency is to generate a variable frequency with a high-speed generator whose minimum
frequency is 1200 Hz. This variable freqnency power
then is converted to cmstant hequency with a cycleconverter. Technical feasibility of this approach has
been proven. The desirability of this concept in terms

oft weight and cost is being established by current re9-3.1.3.1
Constant-speed Drive System
sei, rch and development ef'hrts.
less
varies
If the engine or the rotor gearbox speed
than ' 5%, an AC generator connected directly to the
9-3.1.3.5
High-voltage DC System
gearbox will satisfy
the
frequency
requirements
of
A
fifth
Ppproach
is to generate 115 V DC. This
Ml/%.fifth7approfcthesspeedevariation5eVceedsThis
aVnI, STD-704, If the speed variation exceeds
l5% method precludes use of brushless AC motors. Brushand the allowable variation of the AC frequency is less
type DC motor,; currently are heavier, more expensive,
than that, either an inverter or a frequency conversion
and much less reliable. Research and development
device is necessary.
work on the high-voltage DC system is continuing,
The most commonly used device is the constanthowever.
speed drive (CSD), a hydromechanical, variable-ratio
transmission. The CSD will convert the variable engine
DC ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
9-3.2
speed to a constant speed that is optimum for the generator, usually 12,000 rpm. The CSD also will provide
9-3.2.1
System Description
cooling and lubricating oil to the generator, and will
The most common electrical system in current helicopters is the i)C s,,stemi ,hown in siiiplified form in
Fig. 9-1.
Primary power is gcnerliet, by a I)C generator
driven by i he iiiaiii rotor power tiransniissio. Ani inverter, operating trotii the D)(" bus, provides constantfrequency A(hor ai nmirs Swii,,hes. orcircut breakers
(Such a,. Ci. _1•C.'..
.
and C(i arc required to isohen I'efluirt-s o"C1i . lIi apply power to
late conipoeit.s %%
the proper load busn,.iid i .s. itch in sialdhy compolii nt..theleth;'t nal helcopter installanents %khenniee
1
uclii il .:ikii '. in \;ii corisidtion. te,
iti\
l,
erably depending upon applications, however, this

scavenge it. The oil-cooling capability is valuable for
helicopters because it eliminates the necessity of pumpiig cooling air to the generator. It also prevents foreign
material carried by cooling air from eroding gene-ator
winrdinrg insulation,
9-3.1.3.2

Air Turbine System
A second method of rotating the generator at coilslant speed when the engine speed variat ion is greater
I han f:.5% Is to bleed air from the engine compressor
to spin a turbine wheel at constant speed. The turbine
reared to the generator. However. bleed air is a less
t,
et lclcit power extraction method than is a power
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Fig. 9-1. Typical Direct Current System
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description will consider a minimum number of switches
and will assign a standard weight that will apply to all
syrtems.
The DC electrical system is attractive especially for
helicopters employing electrical engine starting because the DC starter-generator-when sized for starting-provides an abundance of DC power during the
generating mode of operation. Therefore, low-efficiency inverters normally do not compromise the electrical system. Secondly, the initial cost of inverters is
relatively noticeable in the smaller helicopter.
There are certain characteristics of the DC system
that make it less desirable as electrical loads are increased:
1. It requires heavy feeders (wires and cables) due
to the low voltage being transmitted. As power levels
increase, feeder weight can become objectionably high.
2. It requires inverters, which are notably low in
efficiency (60%). As cf AC loads increase, it may
become necessary to size the DC generator for generating rather than for starting.
3. System weight increases rapidly with an increase in load requirements. The largest helicopter inS
verter presently available is a 5-kVA unit and, therefore, growth potential is limited. For higher AC load
requirements than are practicable with inverters, direct-driven vf AC generators can be added for certain
loads. This results in a more complex distribution systemby
es ofmpoweru distribute.
y
tem, because three types of power must be distributed.
S

9-3.2.2

Weight Analysis

Weight analyses will be developed considering two
load requirements and various distributions of types of
power required. First, system weight will be estimated
for a total electrical load per generating channel of 5
kVA, with the cf AC portion of this load being vanously 0, 1, 2.5, and 5 kVA. In the second case the total
load per generating channel is 10 kVA, with the con
stant-frequency AC portion being 0, 2.5, 5, and 10
kVA.
At 0 kVA cf AC, meaning all transmitted power is
DC, the weight of the 5 kVA per channel system is
134.6 lb and the 10 kVA per channel system is 143.6
lb. Table 9-I tabulates the DC system weight for the
two different levels of electrical load.
A weight pattern will develop in favor of AC systems
as the system size increases. Curves of component
weights for higher-rated system components are ineluded in Figs. 9-2 through 9-7.
The example 5 kVA per channel system includes a
350-A starter-generator, with the rating defined by the
starting requirement. In the 10-kVA system the size of
the generator increases with increasing amounts of AC
power because of the efficiency of conversion. For example, to obtain 5 kVA cf AC with an inverter efficieny of 60%, an input of 8.3 kW DC is
uired.
Therefore, to obtain a system power of 10 k' A, a generator with a rating 13.3 kW is required. The weight for
this unit has been estimated in Table 9-1.
Inverter weights in Table 9-1 are catalog weights of
existing rotary inverters except for the 10 kVA unit,
9-7
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Batteries are sized for electrical starting. Feeder
weights are estimated by thermally sizing the conductors. As the cf AC power is increased, feeder weights
are reduced because the amount of low-voltage power
being distributed is decreased.
Switch or circuit breaker weights are established ar-
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Fig. 9-2. CSD Weight vs Rating
which has been estimated because an aircraft inverter
of this size is not available.
The weight of four 1/4-hp motors has been included
in the example system. When cf AC power is available,
AC motors can be used. These are one-half the weight
of DC motors of the same power, less expensive, and

1020
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40

60
RATING, kVA

so

12,000 rpm
TABLE 9-1
TYPICAL DC SYSTEM WEIGH £ ANALYSIS

DC STARTER-GENERATOR
DC REGULATOR
INVERTER

MOTORS

5 kVA CHANNEL

c AC REQUIRED, kVA
_1.0
2.5 5.0
55.0
2.6
34,J

4.5

BATTERY
FEEDERS, 30 It
CONTACTORS

TOTAL/CHANNEL, lb

55.6
8.0
.0

111.

55.0
2S
44.0

55.X
2.6
61 .0

4.5

4.5

55.0
55.0
5.3 1.5
_.0
6.0

.4 191.6

10 kVAiCHANNEL

J

cI AC REQUIRED, kVA
2.5
5.0
10.0
51.3
2.b
44.0

61.1
2.6
h7.0

4.5j

4.5

69.2
2.6
102.4

4.5

55.0
55.0
16.0
0 ,5
8.0
..

181.4

55.0
3.2
6.OJ

j

20b.8 242.3

j
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Fig. 9-3. Constant-speed Generator, Weight vs
Rating, Spray-cooled, Single Bearing Mag. Housing.
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Fig. 9.4. Variable-speed Generator, Weight vs Rating, Spray-cooled, Single

Bearing
bitrarily at 2 lb each. The number of units is based upon
the simplified diagram in Fig. 9-I.
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Fig. 9-5. DC Link Converter, Weight vs Rating
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equipment for avionics.
2. Because a 2.5-kVA converter is the only size

~ OS'
CL

0.4

available, growth potential is limited.

-presently

DC LINK~ ^CNV'ERTER
0j

this systemn requirtes heavy, unreliable conversion

.timte,

3. *The distribution sy';tem is complex when three
of power are being used.

-*.types

4. A second mounting is required on the engine
earhox when the D)C !tarter-generator is required for
engine starting.

-electrical

Y i............4.....
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CONSTANT FRL'>JI.:
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An advantage of' the vf AC system is'that the re~i
ti'.ely heav.y and unreliable DC generator can be elimi-
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Fig.9-7 ChanelFeedr
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Powermeni

9-3.3
9-3.3.1

*

VARIABLE-FREQUENCY AC
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
System Description

In the vf AC system, the principal AC power is
generated by an AC generp.tor that is dirien directly
front the helicopter main rotor power transmissiotn.
Because the input speed to the generator Naries in accordance with main rotor power transmission speed.
the output frequenc) also is variable, being (nil> approximately equal to 400 IHz. H-owev'er, the vf A( systern avoids the use of constant-speed drives. 'to obtain
constant -frequency, 400-HL power, a converter is used.
This converter basically is a rectifier plus art inverter.
The system ts shown in the simplified diagram of Fig.
9-8.
The vf AC system generally is not comipetins~e with
the DC system at low load requirements and is,given
serious consider-tion only when the constant-fre-

quency portion ot the power requirenient is less than
apprp%:Imately 10% of the total requiremtent. I~his can
oc ar whlen a large amiounit of hleating power is iequired
tor deicing and anti-icing. Disadvantages o1 the ýf AC~
systemare:
I.Considering hards~are a~ ailable at hec presen i

nauted when other mneans of engine starting are !mrloyetl A small transformer-rectifier unit can be used
for the DC power.
9-3.3.2

Weight Analysis

Again, a 350-A DC starter-generator is assumed for
engine stairting. 'The vf AC generator weights are estiniated. Beca use the DC generator is required for starting, this source DC power is assumed to supply all
electriical loads in the total power per channel requireexcept cf AC loads.Therefore, the vf AC generator issi/ed only to supply power to the converter. This
results in the lightest overall system.
TFhe availahle 2.5-kVA converter weighs 78 Ib: howev.er, using state-ot-the-art design methods this coneverter could he made lighter. The weights for converters of other sizes have been estimated on a comiparable
basis.
ELlectrical inotor, battery, feeder, and contatctor crilenia are the same as established for the DC systcrn.
'i able 4-2 tabulates comparable vf AC system weights.

9-3.4

CONSTANT-FREQUENCY AC SYSTEM

I h fA ytmtepicplsuc fpwri
in AC. generator that is driveii at constatnt speed by a
h'~raulic ('SD. as shown in the simplified diagram of
Fu.
Ig4.
he (SDI)%i driv.en from the engine gearbiox.
arid a second gearbox mounting pad is required when
enginies are stat ted electrically.
I lie (SI) discussed is,a relatively suiople hydraulic
trailsnuissionl. '[le basic elements of the ('SD are two
liN dratilic: units thiat are positioned onl opposite sidtes oif
I kconiiiion siationatr> port plate, as depicted in the
F~'~i~lskiith
ig 9-MIt.

I lic NX('giueraioi %keigliis are scaled fronm existing
11pnionit I lic h!.k\'A unit operates at 8WKrpm,
lii Ow %twia I gectiui to are 12 .(K)0-rpni mac-hines.
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TABLE 9-2

VF AC SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSIS

COMPONENT

9-3.5

5kVA.CHANNEL
cf AC REQUIRED, kVA

1.0

5.0

2.5 1

10kVA CHANNEL
cf AC REQUIRED, kVA

2.5

5.0

10.0

OC STARTER-GENERATOR
DC REGULATOR
vf AC GENERATORREGULATOR
CONVERTER
ELECTRIC MOTORS
BATTERY
FEEDERS, 30 It
CONTACTORS

55.0
2.6

55.0
2.6

55.0
2.6

55.0
2.6

55.0
2.6

55.0
2.6

9.0
36.0
4.5
55.0
8.0
8.0

18.0
50.0
4.5
55.0
5.2
8.0

30.0
63.0
4.5
55.0
1.5
6.0

18.0
50.0
4.5
55.0
17.0
8.0

30.0
63.0
4.5
55.0
10.5
8.0

50.0
94.0
4,5
55.0
3.0
6.0

TOTAL/CHANNEL, Ib

178.1

198.3

217.6

209.1

228.6

WEIGHT COMPARISON

The results of the weight analysis tabulated in Tables
9-1 and 9-2 are depicted graphically in Figs. 9-11 and
9-12. It is apparent from these figures that, as helicopter load requirements increase, the weight advantage of
the cf AC system becomes more pronounced and significant. It is interesting to note, however, that even when
cf AC load requirements are as low as I kVA, the CSD
system is lighter.

270.1

Most helicopter applications have more than one

generating channel. A two-channel helicopter requiring 10 kVA per generating channel, of which 5 kVA
must be cf AC, can realize a weight savings of 65 lb per
helicopter by incorporating a CSD electrical system
instead of an inverter system, and 95 lb compared with
a vf AC system (Fig. 9-12).
These weight comparisons are only for the specific
conditions cited and should not be taken as representative of actual conditions or future state-of-the-art.
9-1l
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9-3.6

CF AC SYSTEM WITH ONBOARD APU
System Description

9-3.6.1

Although a significant weight saving can be realized
on helicopters with electrical engine start requirements
by using a cf AC electrical system, the inclusion of a
DC generator and associated batteries substantially pe300
5 kVA CHANNEL POWER REQUIRED
•I [
vt AC
_

_00_.

DC
150

- 100

1

,

50

.

..

.,

Fig. 9-11. Weight Comparison, 5-kVA System
"The
vt AC

0

10 kVA CHANNEL PO,'.ER
REQUIRED~

DC

-0

6-:/%

S150

d-t AC

"

'-tem

temperatures is the ability to start the small APU.
which has a relatively low start torque characteristic.

A cf AC system arrangement using an onboard APU
and pneumatic starters is shown in Fig. 9-13.

-

--

W
IOCAC
0

___reduction

2
4
d AC PC.;E.• •,[U;LJ..*

Weight Analysis

In the weight analysis that follows, the cf AC system

cI AC POER RE5UIRED. kVA
0i-Atotal

20

rectifier can be used instead, However, deletion of the
DC starter-generator requires that some other method
of starting the main helicopter engines be selected. This
is particularly feasible and practicable when an auxiliary power unit (APU) is included in the helicopter as
standard equipment. There is a trend developing toward including APUs on helicopters to provide power
for self-sufficiency. The APU may be used to provide
bleed air to a pneumatic starter or to drive a hydraulic
pump for hydraulic starting (see par. 8-6.4). In addition
to reducing the weight of the electrical system, the
APU may make it possible to start the main helicopter
engines at !ower ambient temperatures. With electrical
starting, battery power is a limiting factor. When using
an APU, the key to engine starting at low ambient

9-3,6.2
00

300!

nalizes the cf AC system. A DC generator is not required as a source of DC power because a transformer-

10

Fig. 9-12. Weight Comparison, 10-kVA System

using a CSD will generate sufficient power to satisfy the
electrical power required per channel. A transformer-rectifier unit (TRU) has been selected to provide 1.5 kW DC, which is assumed to be sufficient to
satisfy DC power requirements. Table 9-3 lists the
weights.
pneumatic starter inistallation weight has been
estimated. Battery weight has been. eliminated because
it is assessed to the APU installation and is substantially less than required for electrical engine starting.
Figs. 9-14 and 9-15 illustrate the weight of this system and show the relationship with the system weights
based upon electrical starting (Figs. 9-11 and 9-12).
Because of the significant reduction in electrical sysweight that is possible when the APU is used for
main engine starting in conjunction with a cf AC elec"tricalsystem, it appears that a helicopter employing cf
plus an APU would be lighter than one using a DC
system excluding the APU. This, in essence, allows the
APU to be installed without increasing aircraft weight.
It follows that there would be a similar weight reduction for the vf AC system with APU starting and some
for the DC system, although the DC generator still would be required. Battery weight could be
eliminated as in the cf AC system, but this saving
would be offset partially by the addition of a pneumatic
or hydraulic starter.
9-13
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TABLE 9.3
(SD AND PNEUMATIC STARTING WEIGHT
ANALYSIS

9-3.7
9-3.7.1

PROTECTION
Direct Current System Protection

REQUIRED/
CHANNEL

In general, protection of parallel Dr generator systems involves two items: (1) removal of a generator
when its voltage is abnormal, and (2) short-circuit protection. A third item of interest is overvoltage protec-

17.0
3.0

21.5
3n

verse current cutout". This consists of a line contactor
and polarized pilot relay mounted in one enclosure.

RESERVOIR AND FILTER

3.0

3.0

This device senses the difference between generator and

OIL

2.0

2.0

bus voltage, and also senses the generator current.

AC GENERATOR
AC GENERATOR CONTROL UNIT

16.0
1.5

20.0
1.5

When the generated voltage exceeds bus voltage, the
pilot relay closes and completes the circuit to the con-

ELECTRIC MOTORS

4.5

4.5

FEEDERS, 30 ft

1.5

3.0

CONTACTORS
TRU, 50 A

6.0
5.5

6.0
5.5

tactor. When the generated voltage drops below normal, reverse current opens the pilot relay, removing the
generator from the bus. Service experience has indicated that the contactor of the cutout must be de-

90.0

signed with sufficient capacity to interrupt the maxi-

POWER

COMPONENT
PNEUMATIC STARTER

5 kVA 10 kVA
20.0 20.0

CSD
COOLER

TOTAL CHANNEL, lb

T AE

tion.
The first item is accomplished by a "generator re-

num output voltage and cutrent on a wide-speed-range
generator under full field. Such a ..ondition can occur
upon either regulator failure or accidental contact between the generator shunt field wire and the positive
line wire.

BATTERY

GENERATOR

CB

1
GROUND

MAIN ROTOR
PO•E
TRANSM,ISSION
GEARBOXCB4I

PNErUMATIC
STARTER

R

CB!S

C

CBI

COOLER
RESERVOIR
FILTER

Fig. 9-13. Constant-frequency AC System With Oaboard APU
9-14

LOADS
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Short-circuit protection is provided in ,ome measure
by the reverse current cutout. However, a circuit
breaker with a reverse-current trip havitg sufficient
300

-

I
5 kVA CHANNEL PO.'ER REQWiR)D
A,-

field without time delay, to reduce the hazard of fire.
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The need for overvoltage protection results from the

possibility of generator malfunction. Full-field conditions can produce very high voltage on DC systems
and, because of the potential damage to load equipment, it is customary to provide fast-acting overvoltage
relays to de-energize and remove the faulty generator
from the bus. The various methods employed sense
either generator field voltage or bus voltage. Sensing
generator field voltage is selective inherently because
the field voltage of the unfaulted machine always is
below rated value. However, it does not protect for a

partial failure at high speed, because the field voltage
still may be below rated value and yet sufficient to

...
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Several successful types of differential current protection for DC generator circuits are available, such as
those using series coil current balance relays, a current
balance relay operated from special metering shunts in
the line and ground lead., or a current balance relay
operated from a metering shunt in the line lead and the
across the generator series windings on the
grounded side. Development work also has been performed on methods that compare the transient voltages
of mutual reactors in the line and ground leads. This

Fig. 9-14. Weight Comparison, Electrical Systems
With and Without Pneumatic Starting, 5 kVA per
Channel Power Required
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tune delay to override normal transients sometimes is
used to provide the following futictions: interrupting
capacity up to 12,000 A; backup protection for a
welded contactor or a pilot relay failure: auxiliary contacts to de-energize the generator v' , prevent it from
coptinuing to feed the fault; and itu, "uption capacity
for overvoltage conditions, using a shunt trip coil actuated by an overvoltage relay. In some cases, differential current protection is used to dis.,, 3nect i faulted
generator or generator feeder, or to de-energize the

.A•

anl overvoltage at the terminals. Bus voltage
protects for all overvoltages above the relay
-,ietting but requires a more complex means of selecting
the faulty machine. This method requires biasing of the
overvoltage relay or the use of a separate selector relay
acting
oncurrent.
a directional unbalance in the regulator
equalizer

9.3.7.2
Isolated AC System Protection
SThe following types of protection are used for iso0
0
JAC Kj,"L R

lated AC systems:

~

Fig. 9-15. Weight Comparison, Electrical Systems
With and Without Pneumatic Starting, 10 kVA per
Channel Power Required

1. Overvoltage protection

2. Ground fault protection
3. Undervoltage protection
4. Underspeed or underfrequency protection
5. Phase sequence protect;on.
9-15
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The overvoltage circuit may sense the average of the
three phase voltages, the highest of the three phase
voltages, or some variation of these two, applying the

solely upon the v'eight comparison of the additional
three current transformers in the six-transformer systern versus the added length of the neutral leads neces-

sensed voltage to a relay with an inverse time voltage
characteristic. Care is necessary in selection of the sensing method to .:-oid nuisance tripping of part or all of
the generators during a line-to-ground fault.
When an average sensing voltage regulator is used in
such a situation, one or both of the unfaulted phases
will experie•',ie o,,ervoltage. Depending upon the magnitude of the t~ult current and the sequence impedances of the generators, this overvoltage may result in
tripping a high-phase-sensing type of overvoltage relay

sary in the three-transformer system. There is slight
difference in the protection level between the systems
using three or six transformers.
Use of the six-transformer protection system causes
some reduction in reliability because of the possibility
of breakage of the small wires used to complete the loop
between transformers. An open circuit in the loop
causes immediate and nonresettable tripping of that
generator. This disadvantage should be weighed
against the advantage of quick, selective fault clearing

before the other protection can clear the fault from the
system. Use of a high-phase-sensing voltage regulator
in combination with a high-phase-sensing overvoltage
relay solves this problem.
In reaching a decision on the type of sensing to be
used, the following factors should be evaluated for the
particular system being studied:

for the generator and its feeder. In a multigenerator
paralle!led system, the occasional loss of a generator
from this cause may not be a serious objection. Protection levels of approximately 20 to 40 A difference in
current can be obtained. However, the necessity for a
protection h-vel as low as this has not been demonstrated thoroughly. Consequently, other methods of
fault protection may be used, as discussed below.
Undervoltage protection can be obtained by several
methods, among which are load protection and fault
protection. For example, many loads can be damaged
by undervoltage. In the case of fault protection, undervoltage sensing gives a measure of protection against
solid bus faults. A three-phase solid fault on the main
bus to ground will so depress the bus voltage as to cause
the undervoltage protection to trip after a slight time
delay. The delay is necessary for system coordination;
in case of a fault on the distribution system, the overcurrent circuit breakers should trip before undervoltage trips thi. alternator.
Underspeed and/or underfrequency trips are used
with a controlled-frequency system to provide generator switching on and off the bus, and to coordinate with
the undervoltage trip when shutting down the system.
In addition, some loads must be protected against underfrequency. The cooxrdination of an underspeed trip
with the undervoltage relay is necessary so that, in
s.hutting down the system, the underspeed switch takes
the generator off the bus and does not permit the undervoltage relay to operate.
Phase sequence relays have been called for in some
specifications. In general, phase sequence protection is
dependent upon system maintenance requirements.
Phase sequence always should be checked when changing a generator.
Anticycling protection is necessary to prevent damage caused by cycling of a system on a fault. Without
this protection, when the generator switch is held in the
reset position on a fault, the fault will ,ause the system
to trip again and the reset switch will cause it to reclose.

1. The magnitude of single-phase overvoltage atta.aed with various magnitudes and locations of lineto-ground faults
2. The clearing times for these faults
3.
.The protection coordination problems
4. The effect of overvoltage veisus time on sensitive load equipment.
The time voltage tripping characteristic is defined by
MIL-STD-704, which gives the maximum voltage that
the load equipment may be required to withstand, one
of the design criteria being load protection. The generator and regulator must be designed so that normal
transient conditions will not cause sys,,.-m voltage to
rise beyond the maximum level and cause ialse tripping.
Short circuits at the generator terminals or at the
cables to the bus may cause damage from fire and
smoke or cause loss of electrical power. Thus far, some
type of differential current* fault protection has been
considered desirable on AC generators and their feeders because this type of fault protection is inherently
selective and thus can be made instantaneous. In an AC
symitem, the current in a phase lead normally is equal to
the current in its neutral. If there is a fault somewhere
within the loop, there will be a current unbalance between the phase lead and the neutral lead. To detect a
fault, the current unbalance in the loop is sensed by
using current transformers operating a relay to trip the
generator control panel. There may be either three or
six current transformers, with the selection depending
9-16
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Therefore, a lockout or anticycling relay is used to
interlock the reset switch electrically and to permit
only one reset on a fault when the reset switch is held
closed,
9.3.7.3

Pairallel AC System Protection

In order to attain the highest degree of use from a
parallel AC system, it is necessary to prevent a fault or
a malfunction in one part of the system from destroying
the power-producing abilities of the remainder of the
system. Moreover, it is advantageous to remove the
faulted portion with minimum power interruption to
the loads, and quickly enough to prevent further damage to the system.
In designing system protection, the first function of
the geý-ierator protection panel is to distinguish between
failures in the distribution or load system and those in

Ssystem

direction of the unbalanced reactive current flow can be
determined.
An open circuit on a phase wire that includes a load
division current transformer can cause loss of the entire
system. Provided that the system load does not approach the total machine capacity, an open on any
other phase is not serious because the effects of the load
division circuits are not present. For this reason it is
recommended that both the real load and the reactive
load division current transformers be located in the
same phase.
One method of protection for an open phase when
operating isolated is to detect an unbalance in the three
a time
used
signal may
phase
In parallel
frombethe
line.with
delay tovoltages.
remove This
the generator
operation, an open phase will ressult in a high neutral
esugg estthat ltthis
i smight
migh bebeuused
sed
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current.
It en
has been phas
suggested
as a sensing means to isolate the generator if a split bus

the generator system. If the failure is in the generating
system, removal of the faulty machine should take
system is used. Because high fault clearing capacity is
place as quickly as possible. If the distribution and load
desired. this method shalI not be employed.
are protected and coordinated adequately, the
Open-phase protection as described also will serve as
this area
failures in ths
no action forderaicres
panel
bus fault protection 'causeeeastepo
the signals for
athese
method
except
p should
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sshblytake
tken
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except
possibly
.etwomalfunctions are similar. Here also, the proproprly.the
depends upon a split bus configuration, but
properly.
again would result in isolating all generators when a
Some of the malfunctions most likely to occur and
for which protection is required are:agiwolreutnisaigalgnrtrshna
line-to-ground fault occurs on the system. Another
.tection

1. Excitation protection
2. Open-phase protection
3. Bus fault protection
4. Generator short-circuit protection
5. Unbalance real power protection.
One of the foremost problems has been protection
against excitation failures. It has been determined that
both overexcitation and underexcitation can result in
the loss of an entire generating system. In the past.
relays operating at the ceiling voltage of the exciter
have been used for overexcitation protection. However,
because this method gives incomplete protection, other
methods have been developed to allow tull protection
against both overexcitation and underexcitation. Either
of these malfunctions results in circulating reactive current flov betwen machines. However, a system that
has an overexcited in,:hine will have a higher-than.
average bus voltage or, for a heavily loaded system, at
least normal bus voltage. A system with a machine that
is underexcited will have a bus voltage lower than normal. These two signals-unbalance in reactive current
flow and bus voltage-are used to detect and select an
abnormal machine from a system for both types of
excitation failures. Furthermore, by the use of a differential circuit and a polarized relay, the magnitude and

method would be to use total differential current to
separate the generators and then to use single-phase
undervoltage relay sensing with a time delay to remove
the faulted generator.
The probability of having a closely balanced, threephase fault or a bus system is quite low compared with
the probability of a single-phase, or line-to-line, fault.
B) making use of this fact, most bus faults may be
detected by sensing excessive negative sequence voltage
and using this to trip the bus tie switches or circuit
breakers after a time delay sufficient to provide coordination with distribution system fault protection. This
leaves the faulted bus section supplied by one generator. The exciter ceiling voltage relay, mentioned previously, is a relatively simple means of removing this
generator from its faulted bus. This relay must have
sufficient time delay to coordinate with the other system fault protection dc%ices-such as distribution circuit breakers.
The differential current fault protection described in
par. 'Y-3.7.2 also is applicable to parallel operation. In
a pirallel system, the protection against failures of the
1xv, r mover to date has been of three types-overspeed, underspeed. and reverse power. Reverse power
is power transmitted into the drive from the system.
The total action of the three types of protection is
().17
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directed toward separation of the faulted drive and
generator from the remainder of the system.
The most satisfactory reverse power protection device used to date on AC systems has been a mechanical
overrunning clutch installed between the generator and
its driving source. Attempts have been made to design
reverse power relays to perform an equivalent function
by opening the generator contactor. To date, these attempts have not been completely successful, possibly
because of the difficulty of designing a relay to measure
accurately the net direction of thr.ze-phase power under
conditions of badly unbalanced voltages and currents
found with some fault conditions.
Ore method of overspeed protection on a hydraulic
drive is mechanical speed sensing. If an overspeed occurs, the drive is transferred into its maximum underdrive ratio. On the assumption that the synchronous
speed of the alternator is reached at some medium
value of drive ratio, action of the overspeed protection
would result in a drive speed slower than that required
for synchronous operation. However, because of the
overrunning clutch in the drive, the alternator rotational speed remains in synchronism with the rest of the
system. Because of the possibility of sustained niotoring
(clutch slippage), it is important that the -lutch have
proper lubrication under this condition of operation.
Mechanical overspeed protection also may shut off the
pneumatic or fuel supply to turbine drives,
Underspeed protection has been used to remove the
alternator from the bus rather than to produce any
reaction on the drive itself. The devices available to
perform this function detect actual drive speed, and
their actions result in the operation of electrical contacts. These contacts are connected into the alternator
control circuits so that the alternator is removed from
the bus.
The action of both overspeed and underspeed devices
relies upon the overrunning clutch in order to obtain
units. As an illustra..
selectivity
selectiogiviyetwen betwetaangood
goo and
conduition
d bad on atwo-geneator
tion, given an overspeed condition on a two-generator
system, the faulty drive and its alternator can raise the
system frequency and will assume all the real load. The
other alternator will be rotating faster than its drive,
but is able to do so because of the overrunning clutch.
After the overspeed device has operated and the faulted
drive output speed has been lowered below normal, the
system will pull the alternator of the faulted drive away
from the drive. The underspeed device on the faulted
drive then will operate, resulting in its alternator being
removed from the bus.
This type of reverse power protection operates only
for failure of the drive and not for mechanical failure
of the alternator itself. It is possible, with electrical

circuits somewhat similar to reactive sensing in excitation protection, to sense reverse real power. This would
protect against alternator mechanical failures. However, the settings of the device must be such that opera..
tion is prevented when reverse power appears as the
result of an overspeed condition on one of the other
alternators and its drive. A mechanical failure of the
generator probably will include a ground fault, so that
differential protection will remove the generator from
the bus. Also, underexcitation will trip the machine
when it no longer is generating voltage.
In considering the type and amount of protection to
be provided, the designer must consider the type of bus
system on the helicopter. It is obvious that bus fault
protection provides little useful service on a solid bus
system. With the split bus system or a synchronizing
bus, protection can be modified such that under some
conditions the machines can be separated and each
then will supply the system loads successfully on its
individual bus.
9-3.8

PARALLEL VERSUS NONPARALLEL
OPERATION

Systems with multiple generators of electrical power
can be arranged either with the generators in parallel
or with the generators isolated (nonparallel). The advantages of each of these arrangements are discussed in
the paragraphs that follow. These advantages must be
reviewed prior to selection of one of the alternative
arrangements for a system to meet given iequirements.
9-3.8.1

Parallel Operation

Advantages of parailel operation arc:
1. Total electrical load is proportioned among active generators, thus improving reliability.
2. Failure ofa unit generator output in a multiple
outputin a pritary
generator
generator system results in no interruption of primary
service. Sufficient overload capacity in each generator
allows adequate time for load monitoring. Additional
safety is provided by continued service prior to monitoring.
3. A larger, interconnected generaung capacity allows larger ingean neated demang fora given
lows larger starting and peak
.or load demands
a given
time voltage disturbance.
4 Inverse . time wercurreit fault protection will
operate faster.
5. Installed generator capacity is used more effectively, making possible a reduced number ot'generators
or lower generator ralings.
6. Electrical integrny u,,uallN c.Ai he inaintained iii
the eent of a generator or pi•riLn tio~ei failure, only a
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portion of the power system is lost in a multigenerator
installation.
7. Redistribution of load to remaining generators
is automatic upon loss of a generator, thus simplifying
operator supervision.
8. Distribution system usually is simplified by
providing a common bus for all equipment in lieu of
one or more buses from isolated power sources.
9. Complicated switching of loads from a dead bus
to an active bus is eliminated,
10. Human element of selecting the power bus for

various loads is avoided,
11. Beat-frequency effect, in sensitive equipmc,,t,
such as autopilots and radar, are ehmninated by syn-

chronous operation of all AC sources.

9-3.8.2

Nonparalle Opration
pael

Advantages of nonparallel operatioti are:
L. Automatic load division circuitry and mechanism between generatoi's is uinecessafy, thus ieduciilg
complexity.
2. Disturbances in a section of the electrical systern affect only the section associated with one generator.
3. Fault current of the system is reduced in magnitude, allowing use of smaller atd lighter switching and
protective equipment.
4. Full individual generator capacity may be utilized because no load unbalance due to meter error or
parallelling efliciencies need be considered.

9-3.9

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY

Each power source on a helicop~ter should he capable
of operating independently of any other power source
on the samne helic~ptet. Tihre~c, Ihould n be
possible for a fault in one electri,:al power so'urce to
affect the ability of anther power song cc to furnish the
prescribed type of power to the loads. Furthermore.
each power source should be capable nf ititiating aid
delivering its power undependentl. ti any other pOW•i
source. If a section of the power distribution s,,stem of
one power source fails, it must be possible to remove
the faulted section before the faulted source can make
vital elements unserviceable- even when demand is
transferred to a second power source or cycled between
power sources, as in repcaltd attempts to reset a circuit

breaker.
Evaluation of system reliability is discussed ti detail
in Chapter 12. Selection of the type of electrical system
should include consideration of the ability of the sys-
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tem and its components to meet the helicopter reliability guidelines or requirements defined by the procuriii,.
activity.

9-3.10

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SAFETY

An electrical system should be designed so that no
fault or probable combination of faults to any of
parts can result in an unsafe condition. TIherefore, :i.
the case of equipment necessary for flight, duplicatiti
of
thatother
equipment or the use of overlapping ftiacui,.
from
pieces of equipment may be necessary. 'Fhit
degree of safety required to perform certain fuici•ti.;
should be consistent throughout the electrical ttwet
caAYstem; thus, if the loads are duplicated or have ovci
lapping functions, it may be necessary to duplicate thi-.
supply to these loads.

9-3.11

EMERGENCY SYSTEMS

Measures should be taken to provide ptsei to cri.
cal loads in case of failure of the primary electric.,'
system on the helicopter. Automatic or manual olitn
toring of loads is mandatory when the primary electo.source fails. The following is a list of possible eme:
cay
gency sources:
1. Battery. Small amounts of power may be made
available by the use of a battery for a limited period
time. However, if a battery is relied upon, great cart
must be taken to keep the battery adequately charged
Switching to an emergency bus would bring the battei
power to the correct loads. By tri-service agreement.
only nickel-cadmium batteries shall be umed for ie%,

design.

2. Separate generator driven by main transniissoi
3. Hot gas turbine generator units. Auxiliary turbine power to supply mechanical and electrical load
may be obtained conveniently from liquid fuels.
4. Moniopropellanw system. )per.tics itLdcpcnM'
ently of altitude, attitude, and of other generation s)s
tems
Helicopters having dual sets of primary flight instirtmenits shall have each set powered from separati
sources. In some cases this requirement can be satisfied
by a separate supply from different sections of a ,e,"
tionalized multigenerator main bus system. Io oht ;
cases a small independent power supply, such a., a h)
draulic motor generator set, can be used for one set
instruments.

,.,- ,,.,..1-
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

9-3.12

drop primarily is resistive. If the phase conductors are
separated front each other, both line reactance and
voltage drop are increased..
With single-phase loading, the voltage drop in a
given line may be considerably greater than the drop
obtained with a balanced load producing the same
phase current and, for wire sizes larger than AN-10 or
AL-8, predominantly is reactive. Be, "se the zerosequence reactance for a given wir,; is dependent
primarily upon spacing of the line from the skin, voltage unbalance at the load bus with unbalanced loading
is reduced by running distribution lines as close to the
skin as possible.
Fault currents (currents in faulted or failed cilcuits)
are used to protect.distribution systems. Experience has
shown that, for reasons given subsequently, great care
must be exercised in the use of fault currents.
With bundled conductors, positive and negative sequence impedances are small. Hence, three-phase fault
currents are affected little, and line-to-line fault currents are not affected greatly by distribution system and
generator feeder lines of moderate lengths. However,
line-to-ground and line-to-line-to-ground fault currents are affected greatly by line lengths in stiff systems, particularly those with large spacing to the
skin. For this reason, it is possible to reduce these fault
currents by increasing distribution and feeder-line
spacing from the structure, or to increase them by decreasing spacing. In practice, installation problems
often make it difficult to obtain a large range of control
of fault currents by this means. It should be noted that
decreasing of fault currents by this method results in
increased voltage unbalance at the load bus with unbalanced loading.

The distribution system is used to transfer available
power to the load buses; in a multiple-source syst, "%
the distribution system often is designed to make more
than one source available to the important load buses.
There are a number of definitions that must be understood prior to a discussion of distribution systems.
The term itself, "distribution system", as used herein,
is that part of the complete system between the generator line contactors and the load buses. It. is comprised
of two general areas:
1. The source bus system, which provides the junction points among generator feeders, source bus interconnections, and the transmission system.
2. The transmission system, which is the part of
the system between source buses and load buses.

,

"Emergency loads" in helicopters usua.lly mean
those necessary for continued flight and landing.
"Generator feeders" are the lines between the power
source terminals and the generator line contactor. They
are not, by definition, a part of the distribution system,
but enough points of similarity exist between feeder
design and transmission system design to warrant further discussion of feeders.
Each feeder must be capable of carrying the full
output of the machine. Wire i, 'ated for current and
ambient temperatures in such a fashion that an extremely long insulation life is obtained. In most systems, a machine is carrying full load for a comparatively small proportion of the total operating life of the
flight vehicle. For these reasons some designers assign
a rating to feeder wires in excess of the book value to
obtain a lighter system with a probable insulation life
still in excess of expected vehicle life. However, as a
minimum requirement, the wire size shall be sufficient
to carry any load or overload up to the limit of machine
capability without smokinig or overheating. Most AC
machines will carry double load considerably longer
than the 5 sec rating.
Voltage drop is usually the factor that determines
wire size for low-voltage circuits in large-capacity systers such as existing DC applications. In higher voltage systems, such as existing three-phase, 120/208 V

9-3.13

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIB.ILITY
(EMC)

Careful consideration must be given to electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) during the design of the
helicopter electrical system. MIL-E-6051 defines electromagnetic compatibility as "the capability of systems
and all associated subsystems/equipments to perform
with required effectiveness, and without degradation,
in the total electromagnetic environment encountered
during accomplishment of the assigned mission". The
program required by MIL-E-6051 must be planned and
the pertinent technical criteria defined (luring the
preliminary design phase. These criteria include the
definition of required system effectiveness, which will
be included in the helicopter model specification. Additional criteria that must be applied during the preliminary design phase pertain both to the electrical sys-

AC systems, thermal capacity is usually the factor that
determines wire size except where very long lines are
used (100 ft or more) or where induction motors with
high acceleration rates are required. However, the advent of high-temperature insulations eventually may
result in wire sizes small enough to make voltage drop
the limiting factor even on 120/208 V systems. With
bundle conductors in three-phase systems, the voltage
9-20
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tem--component, connection, wire, and cable
compatibility criteria-and to the helicopter structure
and other subsystems. For example, appropriate provision must be made for bonding and grounding, as well
as for the selection and installation of components in
order to provide protection from lightning and static
electricity. Procedures for providing this protection are
discussed in par. 7-9, AMCP 706-202, Methods for
maintaining electromagnetic interference (EMI) within
the maximum acceptable levels are discussed in par.
7-6, AMCP 706-202.

9-4.2

9-4.2.1

TRADE-OFF CONSIDERATIONS
Mission Performance Requirements

The flight control load levels, both estimates and
design requirements, must be analyzed to determine if
manual pilot effort, boosted pilot effort with reversion
to manual, or redundant full-power, irreversible hydraulic systems are required. In addition, the possibil-.
ity of alternatives to hydraulics in flight control must
be evaluated.
Utility functions must be evaluated in a preliminary
trade-off relative to the alternative modes of operation.
These include hydraulic, pneumatic, electromechani-

cal, manual, and pyrotechnic.

Weight, cost, continuous versus cyclic operation,

*

9-4
9-4.1

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
GENERAL

Hydraulic applications in helicopters are oriented
primarily toward flight control functions. Hydraulics
generally provide full power capability plus stability
augmentation, allowing low control system force levels
while also providing good flight characteristics. Meeting design requirements for handling qualities without
stability augmentation can be very difficult if not impossible. If the vehicle has a stability margin without
augmentation and also has relatively low control peak
load requirements, power boost with manual reversion
may be used. The force levels required after reversion
to the manual mode should be such that a pilot can
continue flight for a reasonable period prior to landing
without excessive physical discomfort.
The typical 1Ael i'opter functions are cyclic pitch, collective pitch, and directionall control. The cyclic mode
includes control in the lateral and longitudinal planes.
Collective pitch provides vertical control.
Utility functions that require or can use hydraulics
are varied. Hydraulic systems are used to provide the
power and control for hoist or winch systems. Doors
and loading ramps can use hydraulics as the optimum
approach. Occasionally, the landing gear may be retractable and require hydraulics. Other utility applications include gun turrets and gun drives, rotor braking,
wheel braking and steering, fluid dampers, and cargo
hooks.
The engine-starting system is an important application for hydraulics. Self-iontained, independent engine
starting can be provided through the use of a hand
pump and accumulator system. The starting motor
sometimes is designed to be convertible to a hydraulic
pump after starting.

temperature, and performance limitations are factors
that are important in the preliminary trade-off.
9-4.2.2

System Trade-offs

The required trade-offs involve hydraulic system
pressure levels;constant pressure,variable-flow systems
versus constant-flow, unloader-accumulator systems;
and central systems versus packaged, remotely located
systems. Also, the type and location of filtration to be
used in the hydraulic systems must be considered. The
alternative fluids must be evaluated and the optimum
one chosen. Survivability and reliability requirements
must be analyzed to establish the redundancy required
for each concept under consideration. The type of
reservoir pressurization for hydraulic systems may be
a pertinent trade-off. Weight, cost, maintainability,
reliability, and component life are factors to be weighed
in all the trade-offs.
Hydraulic systems generally are the only candidates
for flight control systems. For utility functions,
manual, pneumatic, pyrotechnic, and electromechanical systems can be used in addition to hydraulics and
will be involved in the total trade-off. The detail tradeoff considerations for these techniques are covered in
par. 9-I1.
A more detailed discussion of the hydraulic system
trade-offs is presented in thd paragraphs that follow.
System Pressure Trade-offs
9-4.2.2.1
The system pressure trade-offs are associated
primarily with comparing aspects of weight, cost, reliability, heat rejection, and system maintenance. Weight
trade-offs for hydraulic systems generally indicate that
the lightest system can be attained with pressures in the
3000-4500 psi range, as shown in Fig. 9-16. However,
there has been little incentive to go beyond 3000 psi
because there is a lack of experience in service with
higher pressures and, therefore, comlxnents generally
t)-21
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-valve.

system pressure limit. This type of system, with
its high flow response characteristics, is required to give
adequate flight control dynamic characteristics.

The constant-flow, fixed-stroke pump is used with an

accumulator and either an unloader valve or a relief
Either valve defines the maximum system oper-

"atingpressure. This type of fimp also can be used with
S100

an open center system. In this case the flow is directed

3000
4000
5000
SYSTEM PRESSURE,psi
Fig. 9-16. Hydraulic Pressure
System Weight vs Operating

are not available. The weight and envelope advantage
must be important to justify the extra development,test,
and service maintenance equipment expense involved
with using higher pressures. In most cases the weight
savings in going to 4000 from 3000 psi is 3-5% or less.
The lower pressure systems generally provide reduced maintenance and increased reliability. The system heat rejection levels can be reduced significantly by
lower pressures.
The basic motivation is to keep the system pressure
as low as is consistent with the emphasis placed upon
•"each of the evaluation factors for a given vehicle
preliminary design effort.tms
9-4.2.2.2

Trade-offs Among
Constant-pressure, Variable-flow;
Constant-flow; and Load-sensitive.
Systems
The basic hydraulic system source alternatives are
constant-pressure, variable-delivery systems versus
constant-flow unloader or relief-type systems. A variation of the constant-pressure design is the use of a load
sensor to keep the pressure at low levels except when
increased pressures are required for high loads.
The constant-pressure system uses a variable-delivery pump whose, pumping stroke is controlled by a
hydraulic servo-actuator system. The servo is, in effect,
a pressure regulator that tries to maintain a constant

pressure within its limits and to meet the flow demands.
The difference between maximum full flow pressure0
and compensated (no flow) pressure can be maintained
at 150 psi or less. Fig. 9-17 shows a typical pump
performance curve. This system may require an accumulator to keep transient overshooxt within 135% of

9-22

back to the reservoir at low pressure until the valve is
closed, thus directing the flow to operate a subsystem.
The pressure is developed as necessary to meet the load
requirements. Upon completionS2000
of the subsystem operation, the control valve is returned to open center
(bypass)
condition.
The constant-flow
system generally
is used for
utility functions
only.
The load-',ensitive, constant-pressure system generally is used in applications that require holding system
heat rejection to a minimum. This type of system has
a reduced heat rejection capability because its nominal
operating pressure can be as low as 500 psi compared
with a standard 3000 psi. Therefore, the input energy
requirements are reduced significantly.
9-4.2.2.3

Central Hydraulic Systems Versus
Remotely Located Fackaged
Hydraulic Systems
The central system generally is the accepted ap-

proach because of the number of using areas or subsys~terns.
Where there is a single performance requirement, an
integrated, electric-motor-driven /hydraulic pump/reservoir system may prove advantageous. The number of external leak points is reduced and the weight
may be less.
MAXIMUM
12
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"

T

L
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3000
' S009 2000
PRESSURE, ps, 2950J L3050

Fig. 9-17. Typical Hydraulic Pump Pressure vs
Flow Characteristics
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System Filtration Trad-offs

CASE DRAIN FILTER

Adequate filtration is essential to the sAtisfactory
operation of hydraulic systems. The discussion that
considurations
follows presents some of the trade-off
used when evaluating filters.
The hydraulic pump is the most important consideration because it is the source of practically all system-.
generated contamination. The filtration level gene P.]ly
accepted in the past has been 10 micron particle size
nominal with no absolute maximum, or 10 micron
nominal, 25 micron absolute. The trend is currently
toward 5 micron nominal, 15 micron absolute filtra-

"M
RESERVOIR
mPRESSURE
FILTER

RETURN
FILTER

tion.
Filtration can be central or otherwise. A filter just
forward of a component, such as the flight control
actuator, can be the ultimate in protection, removing

contamination introduced into lines and hose during

t

manufacture or maintenance in service. However,
where there are several subsystems, this filtration
method can impose a penalty in weight and cost.
The current Military Specifications require central
filtration without a bypassing relief feature for pressure
side filtration. A system then can be configured rather
simply with one filter in the return and one filter in the
pressure side. The components should incorporate 50
to 75 micron screens to take care of the "nuts and
bolts"Throwaway
bolt" tpe f
cotamnatonfilter
Filter elements with a bypass relief valve are used to
prevent possible excessive return pressures on the components. However, the pump case drain should not be
routed through these filters. Pump pressure transients
and/or well-loaded (dirty) filters would allow bypassing of the filter and subsequent contamination of the
reservoir along with deterioration and failure of the
pump. Therefore, consideration should be given to use
of a separate filter for the pump case drain. This would
be placed in series with the return filter, thereby minimizing the possibility of a contamination short circuit.
The elements in all three areas, as shown in Fig. 9-18,
can be the same size or have the same flow rating. The
weight-cost penalty of the drain filter is compensated
for by two factors: first, only one element need be
stocked; second, the filter element life will be increased
three to five times over that of an element whose design
supposedly is optimum for the job. Consequently, the
maintenance and other servicing aspects will be quite
acceptable.
Differential pressure indicators normally are incorporated into the filter package. This allows for asnecessary element change. Time-delays are required to
avoid destruction of the meter as a result of transients.
In addition, the indicator should have a thermal lock1-2

SUBSYSTEM
Fig. 9-18. Filter Location, Typical Hydraulic
System

osito prent mtrdestrtil
viscosaty
during
arts.
elements are preferred over cleanable
elements because cleaning has not proven
to be
y.
fiter
satisfactory.
9-4.2.4

Fluid Selection

The "red oil" (MIL-H-5606) is in general use. The
cost of changing ground servicing equipment. hacluding
test benches and ground carts, has been a completely
inhibiting factor to changing hydraulic fluids. The primary reasons for changing are operating temperature
or fire resistance characteristics. For helicopters, the
maximum fluid operating temperatures are within the
capability of the "red oil". Therefore, the design requirement almost must be unique before a fluid tradeoff is required. Safety considerations, including reduction of post-crash fire hazards, are discussed in par.
9-4.5.

94.2.5

Survivability/reliability Trade-offs

The survivability/reliability requirements established must be equated with required redundancy in
components and systems as necc.sary.Generally, two,
active, independent, parallel usage systems are required. For utility functions, a passive backup to the
normal system may be required-such as pneumatic.
manual, or pyrotechnic.

AMCP 706-201

9-4.2.6
:

for utility subsystems where deviation from specifica-

System Reservoir rrade-off

tion requirements is desirable, Eq. 9-10 may be used.

'The basic choices of reservoirs are spring-energized,
air-pressurized (separated and unseparated), and bootstrap. The hydraulic pressure system (pump or accumulator) is the pressure source for the latter.
The bootstrap or separated air types are necessary
where Type 11 (275°F max) fluid temperatures are expected. This type will separate oxygen from the oil so
that excessive oxidation and breakdown of the oil will
not occur. The unseparated gas type can be used for
Type 11 temperatures if an inert gas such as nitrogea is
used as the pressurant.
In addition to oxidation problems, air entrainment
can reduce the bulk modulus of fluid and may have
serious effects upon the dynamics of flight control systerns. Therefore, comprehensive and easily followed
bleeding procedures are necessary. Adequate air bleed
of the closed systems is required and, unfortunately,
can be difficult, especially with cyclic utility requirements due to the "trapped oil" condition.
The spring-energized reservoir is not used in highpressure systems except with volumes of approximately
25 in" or less because the weight penalty is excessive.
Further discussion of reservoirs is found in par. 9-4.4.2.
9-4.2.7

Line Size Optimization

MIL-H-5440 requires "tha' the average velocity of
fluid in prnssure and return lines leading to the directional control valves shall not be in excess of approximately 15 fps, except where system analysis shows that
proper functioning can be achieved even though the
rate be higher". MIL-H-5440 also states, "Peak pressure resulting from any phase of the system operation
shall not exceed 135% of the main system, subsystem,
or return system operating pressure. . .". These specification requirements, plus the line length and minimum
normal operating temperature, will serve to define the
systems.
line size to be used in the hydraulic
ritriafor re:1.
The enealinesizng
ozingrmareoload)
Th generamflucritempaefrali se
i. Minimum fluid temperature for normal operation must be determined. A reasonable te.perature
2. Maximum allowable line velocity V,,, for flight
control and utility systems is:

405
VMax =

50

,

fps

(9-9)

This meets the specification requirements. However,
9-24

.....................................

Vmax

=

5000 it 5500
sfps

pX
(9-10)

where
maximum allowable line fluid
velocity, fps. (Fluid velocities
are as high as 75-80 fps in
vehicles in service.)
4050 = peak allowable transient
pressure, psi, using 3000 psi
normal system pressure
p., = pressure immediately upstream
of shutoff or control valve
during maximum flow rate, psi
(see Fig. 9-19)
50 = pressure rise per unit fluid
velocity, psi/fps. A typical
system may range from 40 to
50 psi/fps with fast valve
closing. The larger value was
chosen.
5000-5500 = allowable peak transient
pressure range, psi. Some
transient peaks in this range.
The key to good service is
testing to the level that will
e
ocurin normaleve th.
weight trade-off is the final
criterion as to whether
deviation from the specificatron
is desirable.
Optimized line sizes are determined as follows for
lightest power control and utility systems:
m
i. power control functions. ema
Power control functions. Define maximum (no
rate, then size the pres.'ire and return lines to
approximately 2000 psi pressure drop at minimum normal operating temperatures (see Fig. 9-20). The remaining 1000 psi covers losses in the actuator valve
and passages.
2. Utility functions. Determine the minimum load
V,,

rate, then size the pressure and return lines and sped
control valve to the pressure drop required to use that
portion of the 3000 psi not required for the normal
operating load (see Fig. 9-21). The minimum operating
temperature shall be used.
3. Procedure.
a. Determine the fluid velocity in fps. If more
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than one line size is used, the velocity for the
next to the valve or actuator is the impor-

D
B C
I
Jline
FOR MAXIMUM RATE

iA
300

tant one.

b. Determine the transient peak pressure due to
valve closing or actuator stopping. Multiply the velocity in fps by 50 and add to the
reference pressure p,, which is the pressure
immediately upstream of the valve or actua-

S20

S20OC

.'fast

1000 -TYPICAL

FOR

-

INTERMEDIATE

t.tor. Refer again to Fig. 9-19.

c. If the transient pressure exceeds the criteria
specified, it becomes the constraining requirement. The line size must be increased to bring
transient peak pressure within limits.
4. General. Snubbing should be considered for the

0 LOADS AND RATES ý-"---.
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F-LINE LOSS" ' AF' LINE
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Fig. 9-19. Typical Flight Cootrol System Pressitre
L"s CharacterIstlics
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94.2.8
System Packaging Trade-offs
In the past, hydraulic systems have been built up by

t.A

using individual components, with lines and fittings to

ACTUATO R-4j
OUTPUT?0

00

40

-TPU

60

connect or complete the system. However, the weight
and volume were not optimum and the number of possible external leak points was excessive, so the trend has
been toward packaging the system components wher-

80

100

HINGE MOMENT OR PRESS URE,'

ever possible. The ultimate, of course, is a complete
integration of pump, reservoir, actuator, filters, etc., as
necessary to produce a complete system. This isaccept able for a system with a single function. However, from
a weight and cost standpoint, the central system is
more efficient where several functions or outputs must
be supplied. In the central system, packaging of the
power supply (pump, reservoir, etc.) and subsystem
actuator and valve are used, with lines connecting the

Fig. 9-20. Typical Flight Control System
Cliecteristics
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fast-operating utility actuators to reduce "water hammer" shock. Where slow solenoid valve operation (0.10.5 sec) is compatible with requirements, it should be
specified in order to reduce "water hammer" effects.
All endurance tests, ;ncluding those of power cylinders and utility actlutori, must be planned to allow
simulation of transient peaks expected in normal operation, especially if the peaks are above 4500 psi.
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Fig. 9-21. Typical Utility System Characteristics

Packaging does have disadvantages in that damage
or failure can cause replacement of a relatively complex

and expensive manifold. This disadvantage can be
minimized successfully by careful detail design and extensive .fatigue testing. Cartridge components should be
designed to allow rework in those seal areas that may
damaged inadvertently.

94.2.9

System Line and Fitting Trade-off

Permanent connections versus threaded, or reusable,
connections are a primary trade-off'. Permanent connec9-2 5

,•1

*

~AMCP 706-20 1
tors can be used where line-to-line connections are re-NU
quired. Reliable connections of this type can reduce
system leakage and maintenance as well as reduce systern weight.
The alternatives available are brazed, welded, and
swaged connections. The brazed and welded connectors require inert gas purge plus extensive ground
equipment, and the weld or braze cycle requires close
control including certification, X ray, and other means
of quality control. The swage fitting does not require a
purge and can be checked by a go-no-go gage. The
swage fitting has another advantage in that it can be
used with titanium, steel, and aluminum. The other two
methods have not yet been applied successfully to
aluminum.
The main disadvantage of the permanent type of
connection is that it demands more design consideration to insure that its location will not interfere with
access to other systems and components.
The line material trade-off choice is generally either
steel or aluminum. The choice must be steel where
there is a heavy vibration environment and/or infinite
fatigue life is required.
The possible reusable tittings are MIS flareless. AN
flared, and several others available commerciallyý the
AN flared fitting generalHy is used. The flared fitting
has a stress raiser at the flare and can be a problem. The
commercial fittings shown in Fig. 9.22 should be cons-idered seriously.
9-4.3
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A review of applicable Military Specifications is an
essential part of the helicopter preliminary design
phase. This paragraph summarizes the pertinent basic
specification requirements. In general, the text discus-I[
sion is based upon the requirements of MIL.H-5440.
Virtually all of the Military Specifications associated
Aith hydraulic systems and components, are referen~ced
in this specification. A thorough study and review of
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graphs that follow.
9-4.3.1

System Type

S~sten "type" is defined in tern~s if the design fluid
telmpcrature range of the systemi. There are two such
requirements.

2. Ty pe 11.

...

6t5'F ito t-275F temperature range.

Fi.9-2

.F

.~~N

m0imercially Available Tlhreaded Fittiings
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The establishment of one of these types is basic to the
design of the system. This decision will affect the Military Specification requirements of many other items in
the system such as packings, gaskets, reservoirs, accutaulators, pressure regulators, universal fittings, hydraulic fuses. and shuttle valves. Further, if temperatures exceed the range for either type, additional
equipment for cooling purposes must be considered.
In general, helicopter systems w

ill be T ype 1;,ela-a.

tively iow system flow rates are necessary and lowspeed pumps are used.
9-4.3.2

System Class

System "class" is defined in terms of system operating pressure, as determined by the cutout pressure at
the main pressure controlling device. The requirements
cover two classes: 1500 psi and 3000 psi. The associated
requirements pertaining to peak pressure (ripple or
surge), back pressure, brake pressure, pressure regulation, reservoir pressurization, proof pressure, and burst
pressure are dependent upon the class of system necessary.

9-4.3.3

System Operation

Pertinent aspects of system operation as covered by
specification requirements are:
I. Hydraulic systems shall be capable of starting
at -65"F, but need not deliver maximum performance.
2. A single system failure shall not cause a fire.
3. A malfunction shall not occur due to reduced
flow or increased flow.
4. System operation shall not be affected by helicopter flight loads, including limit load factor.
5. Means shall be provided to remove entrapped
air from systems.
6. Multiple-rotor helicopters using multiple
pumps should have pumps driven by at least two rotors.
7. Flight controls require transmission-driven
pumps in order that power will be available during
engine-off operation.
helicopters, backup capability
single-engine
Forined-by
8.
is Freq
nine,mechanicaonterol
baoku
panbility
is required by direwt mechanical control or an emergency power source independent of the engine,

specifications. The applicable detail specifications for
major systems are:
1. Pumps
a. Variable delivery: MIL-P-19692
b. Fixed displacement: MIL-P-7858
c. Electric motor-driven: MIL-P-5954 or MILP-5994
2. Reservoirs
U

s p r t d ( s an fl i in c t c): M L
R-5520
Uneparated
(gas and fluid in contact): MIL-

b. Separated (,4rless): MIL-R-8931
3. Filters. MIL-F-8815
4. Accumulators
a. Type I Systems: MIL-A-5498
b. Type 11 Systems: MIL-A-8897
5.
cylinders. MILC 5503
6. Actuating
MIL -C-55
7. Relief valves. MIL-V-8813
8. Fluid. MIL-H-5606
9. Brake valves. MIL-B-8584
10. Fittings
a. Flared: MIL-F-5509

b. Flareless: MIL-F-I285
0

11. Tubing
a. Steel: MIL-T-6845, MIL-T-8504
b. Aluminum: MIL-T-7081
c. Titanium: No approved specification available
12. Hose assemblies
a. Rubber: MIL-H-8790, MIL-H-8795
b. Tetrafluoroethylene: MIL-H-25579, MIL-H38360.
9-4.4
9-4o4.1

DESIGN FEATURES
Pumps

The pumps generally used in helicopter hydraulic
systems are the variable-delivery constant-pressure
type (see Fig. 9-23). The pressure regulator is springbiaeed so th.it when the control pressure is reached, the
spring is compressed, allowing the regulator to direct
flow to the stroking piston. The stroking piston positions the yoke as necessary to maintain the pressure
within the design capability and to supply the flow
demanded by a subsystem.
A variation is a pressure-sensitive, variable-delivery
pump. In this case the pressure regldator is set at a low

Flight control systems shall comply with MIL-F9490. System components shall comply with the requirerients of MIL-H-8775 and applicable detail

pressure, e.g., 500 psi, and the load pressure is fed to
the regulator as necessary to increase the output pressure to meet load demands.
9-27
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These two approaches are represented schematically in
Figs. 9-26 and 9-27. The detail design aspects of the
reservoir are covered in the paragraphs that follow.
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Fig. 9-23. Schematic of Variable-delivery,
Constant-pressure Pump
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9-25. Schematic of Hydraulic Hand Pump
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The fixed-displacement pump, shown in Fig. 9-24,
can be used in conjunction with an unloader valve or

SUTON
TO

VALL
VALVE

DRAIN

VALVE

relief valve. However, these systems can have poor response and excessive heat rejection characteristics.
Another type of pump, which is used primarily in
engine-starting subsystems, is shown in Fig. 9-25. This
hand pump, consisting of an oscillating piston and
check valves, is employed to charge or recharge the
accumulators used for engine starting.
9-4.4.2

Fig. 9-26. Reservoir, Unseparated Type (Pressurized
by Independent Gas Source)

VENTt

Reservoirs

Hydraulic reservoirs shall be designed in accordance
with MIL-R-5520 or MIL-R-893 1. The former specification covers requirements for an unseparated, pressurized type where the pressurizing gas and fluid are in

-.
CHARGING

contact. The latter specification covers the require-

PRESSURE

BLEED
tOVERFLOW VALVE

ments for a separated type where no fluid is in contact
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with gas.
DRAIN

Because of the problems caused by gas entrapped in
the circulating loop of aircraft hydraulic systems, the

VALVE

separated type of reservoir is preferred. Reservoir pressurization may be accomplished by gas charge or bootstrap fluid pressure tapped off the pump output side.

Fig. 9-27. Reservoir, Separated Type (Shown in
Overflow Position)
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The initial and basic considerations in the design of
the hydraulic system reservoir are:
1. Fluid storage capacity. The total capacity

shall include allowances for
a. Total system fluid expansion and contraction

*

due to system temperature changes
b. Fluid compression
c. Actuator differential fluid displacements
d. Accumulator charging
e. Nominal system leakage
f, Expansion of lines and seals
g. Quantity measuring fuses.
2. Pressurizing source. The source may be gas or
fluid; pressure shall be sufficient to maintain pump
suction line pressure at a level adequate to prevent
cavitation. Another important function of the reservoir
can be suction line fluid acceleration. Excessive cavitation at the pump inlet can cause damage and result in
short pump life. The pressurization level should be
such that adequate pressure is available to accelerate
the suction flow to full flow rate in the 20-50 msec
required for the pump to move from compensated to
full stroke. Line flow losses, if significant, also must be
taken into account.
3. Filling provisions. Filling must be accomplished
"byuse of an external force device such as a hand pump
or power pump.
4. Draining provisions. Reservoirs must be capable of being drained without breaking tube or hose
connections.
5. Bleeding provisions. A bleed capability to
remove gas trapped in the reservoir is mandatory.
6. Overflow provisions. Overflow must be provided for in such a manner as to eliminate the possibility of reservoir damage due to overfilling or pressure
surges from the system return line. In particular, the
overflow capability should be designed to allow sufficient overflow and with response adequate to insure
that the fluid chamber pressure will not exceed design
proof pressure under maximum return flow conditions,
assuming the suction outlet is blocked.
7. Installation and orientation. The reservoir
"should be designed for installation as close to the system pump(s) inlet as practicable, thereby reducing
pump suction line length and associated pressure loss.
The reservoir should be oriented to allow air in the
system to be entrapped in the reservoir so it can be bled
overboard. Fig. 9-28 shows the proper orientation for
the system reservoir. The location of the reservoir
should be such as to minimize the possibility of combat

BLEED
RETURN

SUCTIO
DRAIN
9-28. Reservoir Orientation
damage. Further, the orientation should insure adequate capability to monitor fluid.
8. Fluid level indication. Continuous, automatic,
visual fluid level indication shall be provided. Use of a
dip stick, or the manipulation or movement of any
device to obtain indication of the level, is not accepta-

System accumulators shall be designed in accordance with MIL-A-5498 (for Type I systems) or MIL-A8897 (for Type I I systems). The most common function
of the hydraulic system accumulator is as a pulsation
damper and/or pressure-volume compensator. Other
possible uses include those of auxiliary or emergency
pressure sources and leakage compensation devices.
As a pulsation damper the accumulator functions to
reduce line shock due to sudden closing of valves, hottoming out of actuators, etc. As a pressure-volume
compensator, the accumulator functions to eliminate
possible excess system pressures due to thermal expansion or pump surges. Also, the accumulator can prevent sudden losses of pressure due to intermittent pump
cavitation or sudden flow transients.
The primary type of accumulator used in helicopter
hydraulic systems is the separated, gas-loaded design.
Spring-loaded accumulators may be practicable in applications involving small displacement volumes and
low pressures because the pressure produced varies
with spring compression.
There are three categories of separated gas-loaded
accumulators.
1. Bag-type (Fig. 9-29). This unit consists ot a
cylindrical shell with hemispherical ends, containing a
rubber bladder as a separating device. The gas inlet
valve is located at one end with the fluid port at the
opposite end. The bladder sealing lips may be molded
9-2q
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types, this type is less effective as a pulsation damper
in low-pressure systems due to the mass and friction
associated with the piston. However, the piston type is
required for Type II (275'F), 3000-psi working pressure
systems.

GAS INLFT VALVE

BLADDER

FLUID

All accumulator types must incorporate a means of
insuring that the unit cannot be disassembled while
pressurized. Various means of accomplishing this are
possible by using any gas pressure charge remaining in
the accumulator to operate a locking device that prevents disassembly until depressurization is accomplished.

NONEXTRUSION
"BUTTON

""FLUID
OUTLLT
Fig. 9-29. Bag-type Accumulator

9-4.4.4

The system pressure relief valve pbotects the system
by dumping the high-pressure portion of the system
into the low-pressure portion in case of a pressure
buildup beyond the predetermined relief valve pressure

GAS INLET
DAPnRAGA

setting, thereby preventing a rupt-are in the system.
The relief valve shall be sized by determining the
requirements of flow, cracking (initial
opening) pressure level, and pressure drop. The relief

I
FLUID

System Pressure Relief Valves

Ioperational

valve should be designed for maximum rated pump
flow and a specific range of adjustable pressure settings.
The pressure differential between cracking pressure
and reseating pressure should be minimized to insure
reseating at a pressure higher than normal system operating pressure. Military Specifications govern the maxi-

•.... FLUID
OUTLET
Fig. 9-30. Diaphragm-type Accumulator

or wedged in place by the gas inlet valve to provide a
gas-tight seal.
A nonextrusion device is required at the fluid port.
This may be accomplished by a spring-loaded button or
poppet that will allow fluid flow in and out but will
prevent biadder extrusion.
2. Diaphragm-type (Fig. 9-30). This type can best
be achieved by a spherical shape that results in a minimum weight-to-volume ratio relative to other shapes of"
pressure vessels. The diaphragm may be compressed
between the two hemisphere bolt flanges to provide a
leak-tight seal. This type of accumulator also must contain a nonextrusion device. A primary difference between the diaphragm- and bag-type is that in the for.mer the diaphragm flexes with little stretching, while in
the latter case fluid is expelled by the stretching action
of the bladder.
3. Piston-type (Fig. 9-31). This type consists
of an

mum allowable cracking pressure as well as the maximum allowable pressure differential between cracking
and reseating pressures. The relief valve pressure drop
,s essentially tie cracking pressure at rated flow.
Relief valves may be direct-operated, pilot-operated
or solenoid-operated. They may be loaded in the closed

GAS INLET
FR-E-F LATING
PISTON
PI

GaS

I

Ii

accurately internal-finished, ,orrosion-resistant cylinder with end caps. A free-floating piston is incorporated with suitable dlýnamic seals to provide the gas,fluid separation. Compared to the bag or diaphragm
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position by helical spring(s) or a Belleville spring. Further, they may be designed to insure that reverse flow
cannot occur.
An important aspect to consider is the response time
associated with opening to the rated flow position. If
the response time corresponds to pump cutoff time, i.e.,
as the pump is adjusting from full flow to null flow
conditions, pump output during cutoff can be dumped
to the low-pressure portion of the system. Such a capability could permit deletion of the system iccumulator.
Because the accumulator is a possible source of injecting gas into the system, its deletion can be advantageous from system reliability, weight, and cost standpoints.

9-4.4.5

*

Filters

The requirements for filters generally used in helicopters are specified in MIL-F-5504 and MIL-F-8815.
The former specification covers paper elements with a
filtration capability of 10 micron particle size nominal.
Although there is no absolute rating or limitation on
the maximum particle size that can be passed through
these throwaway elements, they incorporate a significant depth, thus providing a tortuous path and performing quite satisfactorily. They are applicable only
for Type I systems (-65"- to + 160*F).
The filter elements covered by MIL-F-8815 can be
used in Type II systems(-65°Fto +275"F). This specification pro, ides for either metal screen type, recleanable elements or depth type, composite material throwaway. These units provide filtration capability down to
5 micron particle size nominal with an absolute cutoff
on particle size of 15 microns. The filter efficiency is
important and must be verified by test; glass beads
generally are used. An efficiency of 95% may be required at the nominal filtration level. This means that
no more than 5% of the glass beads of the nominal
filtration level size may pass through the element.
The filter efficiencies and dirt-holding capacity requirements, including required tests, are described in
detail in the noted Military Specifications.
The collapse pressure for the elements is very important and determines whether or not they can be used
without a bypass feature incorporated. The Type I element has a 150-psi differential pressure capability and
thus requires a bypass relief valve for protection. The
Type ii system dlement has a 4500-psi anticollapse
capability and can be used in a nonbypass mode.
Differential pressure indicators are in general use.
These indicators sense the differential pressure that occurs as the filter is loaded with dirt. The indicator
actuates when the design differential pressure is ex-

ceeded, indicating that the element is dirty and must be
replaced. The indicators may incorporate time delays
to assure that transients will not cause them to operate.
In addition, a thermal lockout is provided that prevents
operation due to excessive differential pressures as a
result of cold system startups.
The ground carts used with airborne systems usually
have a significantly better filtration capability than the
airborne system. The absolute rating of the ground cart
filtration can range from 3 to 10 microns.
9-4.4.6

Static and Dynamic Seals

Component seals are covered by MIL-P-25732 and
MIL-W-5521 and the glands in which they operate are
covered
by MIL-G-5514. The basic part number for the
Type I system
elastomer 0 ring seals is AN 6227. The
Type 11 elastomer seal basic part number is Ms 28775.
A dash number is added to each basic number to define
a specific size.
These standard seals are used without backup rings
for pressures up to 1500 psi. Above this pressure,
backup, antiextrusion rings are used. The backup rings
also are covered by Military Specifications. The
material is usually Teflon"'.
The gland dimensions and the allowable clearance,,
between shaft and housing are specified in MIL-G5514.
The so.called standard seals generally perform satisfactorily. However, flight control dynamic seal life can
be a problem. To improve the life, man)y types of nonstandard seals have been developed with some success.
The cross sections in Fig. 9-32 present sonic of the
more common configurations. They generally arc of
Teflon"R' with standard 0 rings used as energizers.
There have been problems of "blow by" of the slipper
seals due to pressure transients. his has been solved by
grooving the seal on the pressure side (not shaft sealing
suwface) to allow the pressure to feed behind the slipper
to help load the seal positively against the shaft surface.
Loaded Teflon"' has shown an increased life over the
virgin Teflon"', For flight control actuators, TefIon"' dual piston rings are used in conjunction \•ith a
spring energizer to give long life %ith minimum leakage
(see Fig. 9-33).
Another approach to improving dynamic rod seal
life has been the use of a dual redundant seal with a
passage connected to the low-pressure portion of the
system to allow draining of the cavity between the two
seals. The dual seal configuration shows great promnie
for giving adequate service lif.
The various standard and nonstandard seals can he
used in any combination as illustrated in Fig. 4-34.
Q.-31
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consideration during the preliminary design phase, par-

ELASTOMER 0-RING

ticular aspects should be taken into account.

"ENERGIZER" iTYPICALi

Because space is a critical factor in any aircraft con-

NONSTANDARD

it is advantageous to plan in detail the rout.

•figuration,

SEAL

ing of lines and the component porting arrangements
enough in the design phase to allow change without excessive cost or schedule slippage. It may be neces-

~early

,PRESSURE

-A-CHANNEL SEAL

sary to plan a tubing mock-up to allow simulation of
the actual tube and fitting installation in order to determine optimum location and geometry.
Maintenance capability also must be considered. The
distribution system must be so located that maintenance personnel have proper access for installation,
repair, replacement, and check-out capability.

B, FOOT SEAL

A

E

{DIDELTA SEAL

Other important considerations applicable to the distribution system are discussed in par. 9-4.2.

L_ý

9-4.4.7.1
Fittings
Fittings connected to removable
components shall
conform to the requirements of MIL-F-5509 (for flared
tubing) or MIL-F-18280 (for flareless tubing) unless
otherwise approved by the procuring activity. They
must be connected and assembled in accordance with
AND 10064 or MS 33566, respectively. Examples of
flared and flareless tube fittings are shown in Fig. 9-35.
Use of permanent tube fittings requires approval of the
procuring activity.
The use of universal fittings on straight threaded
bosses conforming to AND 10050 and MS 33649

E "L SEAL

Fig. 9-32. Nonstandard Seals

TEFLON PISTON RINGS
.A
ACTUATOR
BARREL
METAL
METAL/
SPRING
ENERGIZER

PISTON

be minimized. However, when such is the case
for Type I systems, only AN 6289 (nuts), MS 28778

"should

(packings), and MS 28773 (retainers) parts may be
used.

Fig. 9-33. Typical Piston Seal for Flight Control
Actuators

Tubing
9-4.4.7.2
Tubing material shall be corrosion-resistant steel
conforming to MIL-T-6845 or MIL-T-8504, or T6

Consideration can be given to the use of restrictors
and check valves in the return line draining the seal
cavity. The restrictor will limit bypassing leakage in the
event of first-stage seal failure. The check valve could
be used to prevent return transients from affecting the
second-stage, low-pressur" .cal.These alternatives generally are not used, but may be necessary in special

DRAIN BACK
TO RETURN
2nd STAGE
LOW PRESSURE
1st STAGE
HIGH PRESSURE

cases.

SEAL

SEAL

S-4.4.7

Distribution System

tubng_

__

The distribution system is made up of the tubing and
fittings necessary to supply flow to and return flow
from the branch circuit functions. While this portion of
the hydraulic system probably will not require detailed

Fig. 9-34. Typical Two-stage Seal
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AMCP 706-20 1
aluminum conforming to MIL-T-7081. Titanium tubing shall be used only if approved by the procuring
activity. Evaluation of titanium tubing for hydraulic
applications is continuing and a specification for the
manufacture and qualification of acceptable material is
being prepared. Steel tubing may be seamless or electric
welded, while aluminum tubing is seamless. Steel tubing is required in 3000-psi portions of the hydraulic
system, in fire-hazard areas, or in applications requiring coiled tube or torsion tube installations for motion
capability. Aluminum tubing may be used in portions
of the system subjected to 1500 psi or less.

')
-....

'

9-4.4.7.3

Hose Assemblies

High- and medium-pressure rubber hose assemblies
in accordance with MIL-H-8790 and
be designed
shall
SMIL-H-8795,
respectively, while high- and medium-

"pressuretetrafluoroethylme hose assemblies must con-

form to MIL-H-38360-.nd MIL-H-25579, respectively.
Hose selections are required to conform to MS 33620.
Hose assemblies can be used advantageously in the
following applications;
I. Where relative motion is required between cornponentstern

S6.

.,:'

ponents
2. In portions of the system subject to severe vibration
3. In areas with tight space limitations
4. In areas having troublesome hydraulic pressure
pulses
complex contours
5. In areasfrequent
having connections
and disconnections
Where

END F ITTINIG
NU

VELEEVE
L TUBE

(A) FLARED TUBE FITTING
FITTING
"•END
NUT SLEEVE
SLV

E
/

(B) FLARELES TUBE FITTING

are necessary.

Functional Subsystems
9-4.4.8
The functional subsystems are divided into flight
controls and utility functions. These subsystems represent the various branch circuits that receive power
from the central system.
Flight Control Subsystems
9-4.4.8.1
The flight control actuators can be reduced to two
subassemblies, i.e., the control valve and the output
device. The basic control valves are simple, spool and
sleeve assemblies, as shown in Fig. 9-36. The input to
the control valve can be a simple manual pilot input or
may be accomplished by an electrohydraulic input
that can be in series or parallel with the pilot input.
This electrical control mode generally receives inputs
from the stability augmentation system, which is re.
quired to keep the helicopter stable throughout the
flight envelope. The series mode generally is used because it does not feed back its inputs to the pilot control. See Fig. 9-37 for a schematic of a single-system
actuator
tenctrlmdswith manual-series stability augmentation syscontrol modes.

Dual redundancy may be required for adequate survivability or reliability. In this case the control valve
would be a dual tandem lapped-fit slide valve. Significant care and effort are required to insure that the two
sections of the valve are phased properly to avoid possible pressure intensification. This could occur if the
pressure should be applied to two sections of the main
ernsdsstapd.Teek
raanifoefth
ram and if one of the re~urn sides is trapped. The peak

out-of-phase pressure permitted for most dual units is
750 psi above the system pressure for a 3000-psi system.
The power boost actuator, which allows manual reversion in the event of hydraulic system loss, also may
be used if proven optimum tfor the particular helicopter.
The same types of control valve and output device as
are on the full power unit are used. However. provisions are mnade to lock the control valve in neutral
when pressure is lost. The fluid then is passed
through a bypass valve from one side of the actuator
to the other as it is moved by the pilot. After
reversion from boost, ti.c actuator is strictly a
mechanical link in the flight control system.
The output device may be a linear ram of the balanced or unbalanced area type. In addition, the output
could be either a rotary piston or vane motor (see Fig.
q-38).
9-4.4.8.2

Utility Systems

"The utility functions generally are less complicated
Fig. 9-35. Standard Fitting Configurations

than the flight control actuators. The control valves
9-33
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simplest form. The accumulator is pumped up with the
hand pump. The start valve then is operated to initiate
engine start sequence.

SERIES SERVO
U
Rthe
ELECTROHYD RAUL IC

There are a number of variations on the simple system shown. The accumulator may SVALVE-DETAIL
be used to start an
AAPU through a starter motor-pump. The APU driving
the motor-pump then is used to start the main engine
through another starter motor-pump. The engine mo-

SNOT
SHOWN
-.-PRESSURE
--• RETURN

'-MASTER CONTROL

VALVE
MAIN Siiii

_

... ............

(A)UNBALANCED ACTUIATOR
(DOUBLE ACTING)

RAM

Fig. 9-37. Typical Manual-series, Servo-controlled,
Single-system Actuator

(B) BALANCED ACTUATOR
(DOUBLE ENDED)

can he either manual or electrical. The manual will be
quite similar to the flight control type. A schematic of
a typical pilot-operated solenoid valve used in utility
subsystem applications is shown in Fig. 9-39.
The output devices are the same as for the flight

L|
(C) ROTARY ACTUATOR
(HELICAL SPLINE)
PISTON ISPREVENTED

controls: linear output rams, and rotary output piston
'and vane motors.
9-4.4.9

GUIDE
Engine-starting Systems

S'
AND

for tartng axiliry
ANE
Hydraulic systems are used for starting auxiliary
&A--S-VMBLY
power units (APUs) and turbine engines. Such systems
provide a self-contained start capability with the added
D DOUBLE VANE ACTUATOR
potential of providing multiple starts. Fig. 9-40 presents a schematic of an engine-starting system in its
Fig. 9-38. Hydraulic Actuators

SUPPLY
PRESSURE

RETURN

Z
INPUT

RETURN

i'VENT
7

CYLINDER I

CYLINDER 2

Fig. 9-36. Control Valve Spool and Sleeve Arrangement
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tor-pump then functions as a pump for the duration of
the flight. Still another alternative would be to start the
APU and in turn to start the engine through gearboxes,
clutches, and shafts. The starter motor-pump on the
APU also can be used on the ground for operational
system checkout and maintenance,

9-4.5

SAFETY, OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY,
AND SURVIVABILITY

CONSIDERATIONS
Routing the System

9-4.5.1

In routing the system and locating components, the
benefits of redundant components and subsystems
must be realized in actual system usage. The designer

shall give adequate consideration to possible installation errors and the effects of such errors on the system.
The effects of failures in equipment located adjacent to
hydraulic system components should be reviewed. The
following items represent some pertinent aspects that
shall be considered:
1. Steel hydraulic tubing shall be used in power
plant compartments. The firewall or flame-tight diaphragm shall be considered the dividing point for using
other than steel tubing.
2. Where two or more lines are attached to a hydraulic component, the fittings shall be sufficiently different, where practicable, to prevent incorrect connection to the component.
3. Hydraulic lines should be located as remotely as
practicable from exhaust stacks and manifolds and

from electrical, radio, oxygen, and equipment lines. In
all cases, hydraulic lines shall be located below the
aforementioned to prevent fire from line leakage.
S4.
Where small-diameter tubing is used (less than
1/4 in. OD), particular care shall be exercised to insure
the tubing will be installed, supported, and protected
RET-URN-RETURNproperly.
R- PRESSURE
5. Drain or vent lines from the pump, reservoir, or

SOLENOID OPERATED PILOT SECTION

Y/
SOLNOI

other hydraulic components shall be incapable of being
connected to other fluid systems such that mixture of
fluid can occur in the components being vented or

MAIN CONTROL

VALVE

-drained.
OUTPUT RAM

Fig. 9-39. Typical Sole- ioid-operated Control Valve

TURBINE
ENGINE

HYDRAULIC

RESERVOIR

_J

CONTROL
VALVf

HAND
N

I

PUMP

-overhang

ACCUMULATOR
PNEUMATIC JAIR
CAGE

kcrash.

CHARGE VALVE

6. Emergency air lines shall be separated as far as
practicable from the normal hydraulic lines connected
to a particular component or subsystem.
7. System I ard system 2 hydraulic lines to dual
or tandem actuaors shall be routed as far apart as
possible.
8. The possibility of interconnection supply and
return portions of the system shall be precluded.
9. Incorporation ci components and lines in areas
that are subject to being walked on by servicing and
maintenance personnel shall be avoided.
10. Cushion clamps (Teflon(") preferred) shall be
used for all lines. Supports shall be placed as close as
practicable to bends (but not in bends) to minimize
of the tube. In areas of high vibration, the line
support spacing shall be reduced.
11. Provision shall be made for at least a 20% elongation in order to minim:ze line breakage during a
9-4.5.2

Fig. 9440. Typical (Simplfied) Hydraulic
Engine-starting System

Component and Subsystem Design

Many problems can be averted or alleviated by consider.ng possible component failure modes and causes
(t-35
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PUtiP SUCTION
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P
PUNP

r
TO SYSTEM,

INECK
HE LHOLTZ-6.
RESONATOR

oil in the suction line to a flow rate compatible with the
pump displacement and within the response time of the
pump compensator. This response demand ;ondition is
more likely to be a critical design condition than is
steady-state flow.
Filters incorporated in valves--e.g., restrictors
and T-valves-shall be larger in micron rating than

THE FLUID INTHE NECK ACTS AS A f,:ASS.,

system filters to avoid clogging. The normal size is 50

AND THE SPHERICAL VOLUM,'E AS ASPRING.
IF THE FREQUENCY OF THE RESONATOR
IS
TUNED TO THE INCIDENT "",AVE COM,:ING
FROM,' THE PUt',:P, THERE ISA VIBRATION
THERGE ISLUAEVIBRTIN
FROM THE PUMPO
!NAND OUT OF THE LARGE VOLUME, BUT
NO EXCESS FR.SSURE AtMiPLITUDE.

microns. Such component filters shall be pencil-type
design, rather than flat disk-type, for higher dirt
capacity at lower pressure drop. They shall be retained
adequately, not pressed in, to avoid blow-out due to

1Hshall
Fig. 9-41. Helmholtz Resonator

be used to avoid differential flows as filter pressure drop increases.
7. Lubrication
shall
provided with
for allhydraulic
critical
compatible
joints.
Dry lube shall
be be

simdesign phase
anditems
incorporating
in
preliminary measures.
pIethe
precautionary
These
should be con-

jonsDrluehalbcmptlewhhyali
fluid. Graphite-loaded grease in high-temperature ap-

pidepred

plications can result in the grease drying up and leaving

y

si~dered:
1. Components should be designed so they cannot

back pressure surges. In T-valves, central filtration

a hard graphite collection that can cause interference
and contamination problems. Long lubrication paths

be installed improperly. A critical actuator shall be
designed so that it is impossible to reverse the cylinder

sometimes result in frozen grease and blocked fittings.
8. Reservoirs shall incorporate air bleed vents that

Care shall
be exer.if
installation.
or cross lines during
cisd i th
ointalatin
chck alvs;
hes vaves
cised in the installation of check valves; these valves, if
installed backwards, can cause loss of an entire system.

are high enough to optimize their capability to bleed

2. A two-pump system should have a nonbypass-

capacity should be sufficient to prevent reservoir dam-

type, sufficiently large, filter in the case drain line of

the system. The suction outlet should be placed low to
reduce suction line loss. The overboard relief flow
age when such relief capability is needed.
Motors, pumps, or other components operating

3ahpm.
Feilh9.

theflexed
system.
pumpsaretonot
to connect
shall beshould
used insure
Hosesdesigner
in
that hoses
The

with different fluids or lubricants shall incorporate
adequate sealing provisions in separation members. If
two seals are used, adequate venting of the common
chamber between the seals shall be provided for fluid
drainage, thereby avoiding pressure buildup, interflow
of fluids, and/or noncompatible seal deterioration.
I.Cmoet
noprtn aesassalhv

more than one plane of motion and are adequately
protected against chafing, also that support clamps are
not spaced too far apart (24 in. or less). Slack of 5-8%

adequate mounting bolts and lug strength to prevent
flexing due to pressure surges. Flexing can cause seal
or backup ring extrusion. Face seals can be avoided

of the total length between components should be allowed.

entirely through the use of transfer tubes.
11. In designing poppet valves, aluminum seats

4. System pressure pulsations resulting fromn pump

shall not be used. Insufficient seat area, combined with

a. Insulation against noise and hock
b. Plumbing in close quarters
c. Component connections that must move during component operation.

ripple being intensified by system resonance can be
attenuated by providing adequate elasticity to the systern at the pump outlet port. Use of a Helmholtz
resonator design, shown in Fig. 9-41, should be considered. Short, dead-ended lines near the pump shall be
avoided.
5. Pump cývitation will occur if the reservoir pres-

high seating forces, can cause Brinelling of the seat.
Excessive leakage and/or sticking of valves can result.
12. Snap rings shall not be used in components
where, under loaded conditioni, snap ring failure can
cause slippage of internal parts or cause a component
to come apart completely.
13. Cold flow materials used for poppet seats

surization is not sufficient to accelerate the column of

shall be supported sufficiently to prevent excessive
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2 Reduce chances of total system loss in the event
of system damage
Mini-nize the chances of fire due to large quantities of fluid being dumped onto adjacent equipment or
into a fire.

creep. Malfunctions due to change in poppet travel
and/or leakage can result if this is not done.
n3.
3
s
9•-4.5.3
Instrumentation
Military Specifications require, as a minimum, that
the hydraulic system incorporate a pressure indicator
common to each pump in a system and that each systern incorporate a low-pressure indication. These indications must be available for readout in the cockpit.
The designer should consider the actions that may be
taken by the crew if they are given an indication of an
abnormal condition. This is important in that erroneous indications due to an instrumentation failure may
cause unnecessary and perhaps hazardous actions to be
taken in critical or combat situations. Such an evaluation by the designer may result in consideration of
redundant or alternate means of indicating critical system parameters.

The initial step in minimizing the chances of combat
damage is to determine those portions of the system
that, if damaged, could cause loss of the system or of
a flight-critical function. Critical equipment then can
be located and oriented in such a manner as to reduce
the area exposed to enemy projectiles. Early in the
design phase the use of armor protection should be
considered. The design may include armor as an integral part of system/component design or as an add-on,
replaceable feature (parasitic armor).
A trade-off study should be conducted to determine
whether integral or parasitic armor, or a combination
of the two, should be used. In most cases the integral

Transmitters
It is a good design practice to include fuses and
snubbers at the upstream ends of the lines leading to

armor design will be lighter than parasitic armor because it will replace a portion of system/component
structure. However, integral armor likely will be more
ccitly and more difficult to repair. Parasitic armor has

pressure sensors or transmitters to protect the devices

the advantag., of allowing addition or removal as deter-

from surge pressures. Rate- of quantity-uteasuring
fuses may be incorporated to shut off fluid loss overboard in the event of kine wupture. Snubbers act to damp
forces resulting from pressure surges in dead-ended
lines. A possible alter native is to install pressure sensors
into fittings in the system line instead of in an appendant line. If this is not possible, the snubber and fuse
should be installed at the teeoff point.
t.
hould.3.bei
stalledatsthenteeoffoin
9-4.5.3.2
Pressure-sensing Elements

mined by the type of mission required. While parasitic
armor is easier to repair, its protection envelope may be
reduced due to weight considerations. Also, ballast
may be required to maintain the proper vehicle center
of gravity. The design and evaluation of armor installation are discussed in further detail in Chapter 14,
AMCP 706-202 and Chapter 9, AMCP 706-203.
The primary concern in reducing the chances ofsystehess and fire hazard is to reduce the possibility of
temalic fluid leakage. The various design approachesf

and techniques described below should be employed:

Care should be taken in the design of pressure transV

1. Check valves should be incorporated in all
branch circuit return lines as close to the main return
trunk line as possible. A typical arrangement is shown
in Fig. 9-42. This will allow isolation of the leak to the
particular branch circuit by pr,.ienting back flow from
the main return line into the leaking branch circuit.
ton
2. Dual actuators that are mianifolded in tandemr
or side-by-side should incorporate a "rip stop" as a
separator between the two sections of the actuator that
are powered by different systems (see Fig. 9-43). This
reduces the chance of structural damage propagating
from one side of the actuator to the other, such structural damage otherwise could cause total loss of function. The two system halves may be mated by welding
or brazing, or may be a bolted configuration. The latter
design allows separate maintenance of the two halves,
and provides an easier method of assembly.

mitters with Bourdon tubes and rack and pinion-type
gearing. These are susceptible to bearing wear caused
by vibration or pressure fluctuations. Helical sensing
S elements are preferred. Sensing elements may be encased in a compatible fluid to provide vibration and
.,•shok
A
lowut plug
lug should
houd bbe inorincorshock Spotetion
protection.
A blowout
porated intothe case toprevent pressurebuildup and!or rupture in the event of a leak in the sensing element.
9-4.5.4

Survivability Considerations

Helicopters that may be subjected to combat conditions should be designed to minimize the effects of
combat damage. The basic objectives of hydraulic systern design in improving chances of survivability in
combat conditions are:
1. Minimize the chances of critical equipment being hit by projectiles and fragments

.
'
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c. Flow comparator (Fig. 9-46). Designed to

K Lmeasure
BRANCH/CIRCU
CHECVALETR TY
MAIN RETURN TRUNK LINE

SUPPLY

flow in supply line and return lines. ,.
These two parameters are compared by using

-,..4.

flow foirce in each line to balance a compara-

"TO
RESERVOIR

tor device. As long as the supply and return
flows occur in accordance with a predeterratio, the comparator allows the sys-

Tparator,

to function. If an external leak occurs, an
unbalance in flow force is sensed by the cornand subsequent shutoff occurs. This
concept is applicable to continuous variable-

•mined
(TYP)tern

TA

IT

LEOAD A

Fin.
9S42.

LOAD B
irnfCeb
Circuct

LOAD C

flow functions such as the cyclic, ccAlective,

Vaves Protect
Lheck

and directional actuators. Because compara-

tor devices are sensitive to system dynamic
conditions, some protection must be provided

Failure

against inadvertent operation. This can be in

F~ Iir
I

o

the form of a time delay, although it should
be noted that the greater the delay, the less
sensitive the device will be to actual leaks.

m

=-

The device may be designed to be passive

lduring

normal system operation and automatically activated to an "armed" mode if a
leak occurs in the system. In a system with
several such devices, arming of all units could
occur upon receiving a low-level signal from
the system reservoir. The leaking circuit then

RIP STOP CONSTRUCTION
Fig. 9-43. Rip Stop for Dual Actuators

would be shut off automatically while the remainder of the system continued operation.

3. Various techniques should be considered for automatically sensing and isolating leaks in hydraulic systern branch circuits. Several design approaches may be
used depending upon the functional and flow characteristics of the particular branch circuit. These include
a. Rate-measuring fuse (Fig. 9-44). Designed to
sense and shut off flow rates in excess of maximum cirnuit design flow. Consider for use
with cyclic (on-off) constant flow functions

ORIFICE SENSOR
TWE DELAY

INLET

such as doors and winches. These fuses also
may be used for dead-ended line functions,

SHUTOFF
POPPET

such as pressure transmitters, which are subjected to system pressure surges. Design

OUTLET

should include protection against inadvertent
shutoff. Such protection may be in the form
of a built-in time delay that is sized according
to transients expected in the particular cir-

Fig. 9-44. Elements of Rate-measuring Fuse

cuit.

SHUT OFF

b. Quantity-measuring fuse (Fig. 9-45). Designed to sense a predetermined volume displacement of a particular function. Consider
for use in cyclic (on-off) functions of relatively low volume displacement. Insure that
the volume measuring element has sufficient

safety margin to prevent premature shutoff.
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d. Reservoir level sensing (Fig. 9.47). Another

of system isolation involves use of
reservoir level to sense and shut off leaking

Imethod

circuits. An external lLhk of any magnitude in
any subsystem branch circuit causes a de-

of the resrvoir supply When the sup-

Screas

SUPPLY

NORMALLY OPEN

ACTUATiNG

BRANCH CIRCUIT

CAM

'r

"ply has depleted below the normal minimum
level, a signal can be provided, electrically or
mechanically, to each circuit shutoff valve in
sequence until the leaking circuit is shut off.
The spacing of each circuit shtutoff sensing
point on the reservoir must take into account
the normal fluctuations in reservoir level
when a particular circuit is shut off. This will
prevent unnecessary cycling of adjacent circuit sensors. This approach has the disadvantage of requiring a fixed amount of fluid to be
dumped overboard prior to leakage isolation.
Also, during the leak search process a nonleaking system may be shut off for a period of
time. It is important to note that this approach should be used with redundant systems only. However, for such configurations,
where each system has only two or three
branch circuits, it provides positive leakage
isolation that essentially is insensitive to system flow and pressure transients. Pilot override capability is incorporated easily as is
manual operation capability for ground servicing.
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM POWER
ANALYSIS

9-4.6

A determination of peak and steady-state hydraulic
power requirements is required as a part of the preliminary design of any helicopter. A typical example is
SUPPLY FLOW SENSOR
C(e.g.,
FIXED OR VARIABLE ORIFICE)
(Apressure
TO LOAD

SUPPLY
I

COMPARATOR
TIME DELAY
RER

/

SHUTOFF
VA LVES
Fdepict

ETURN

FROM LOAD

RETUR: FLOW SENSOR

Fig. 9-46. Flow Comparator

SESO

.

SHTFIVLE
SUPLY

l DAD 1

'TO

|-.

.-

.....
SENSOR 2

SUPPLY
TO LOAD 2

RESERVOIR

T
RETURN
FROM
SYSTEM

T

SUCTION
TO
PUMP

Fig. 9-47. Reservoir Level Sensing and Circuit
Shutoff
outlined and means of arriving at a solution presented.
This discussion covers the two basic categories of hy.
d
ic p owersa
t
t roa nd utility fuhy.
raulic power usage-flight controls and utility funetions.
9-4.6.1
Flight Control Hydraulic System
Analysis
The typical flight control system must provide energy or power to meet demands in terms of force on a
moment arm (basic dimension, in.-lb) and rate of motion (basic dimension, deg of rotation per sec). The
force levels and the rates of motion associated with
these force levels must be defined as closely as a
preliminary design effort will permit. Fig. 9-48 shows
a graph in which various critical combinations of force
and rate are plotted. The rate (deg/sec) of motion is the
ordinate and hinge moment (in.-lb) is plotted on the
abscissa. The rate is convertible easily to flow in gpm
and the hinge moment can be converted to hydraulic
in psi. The scales, therefore, include these alternate legends, and are dimensionless.
The hydraulic system energy transmissibility characteristics and the pump output characteristics can be
plotted conveniently on the graph showing the system
output requirements.
The pump output characteristics shown in F:g. 4-49
a pump with an approximate 5% reduction in
pressure at maximum flow capability.
The system energy transmissibility curve a,,d the
pump output curve start together at the pump compensated-actuator stalled point. As hinge moment is re
duced and rate capability increases, energy is lost in the
9-39
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A further consideration must be assessed. The energy transmissibility curve is a classic, but usually unreal, definition of actual subsystem capability. It states
that, for each point,the system has the rate capability
corresponding to a particular resisting hinge moment

load. However, the load actually will be a steadv-state
load such that as :he surface moves, twe load
increases. causing a rate-of-motion reduction. The actual subsystem rate-load capability is shown in Fig.
9-50. For a given initial trim load, the subsystem has
an average rate capability in reaching a new position
demanded by the pilot. The rate associated with t1141
hinge moment for the new steady-state null point is the
average rate at which the control surface(s) can mo~e
from the old position to the new position.
The peak hydraulic power output requirement can
be calculated in a straightforward manner. The maximum pump output power P,,.
isthe point so noted in
Fig. 9-50, at the knee of the pump pressure flow curve.

-

-The

13-3

equation for pump output power P, is
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CON'BINED RATE AND HINGE MOENT
Fig. 9-49. Typical Performance Points and System
Characteristics
lines and the energy transmission curve diverges from
the pump output curve. If the line sizes are optimum
from a weight standpoint, the energy at the maximum
no-load rate will be dissipated completely in line and
control valve loss. This loss is distributed such that 1/3
will occur in the pressure line, 1/3 in the control valve,
and 1/3 in the return line.
If for water hammer reasons, etc., (see a detailed
discussion on line sming in par. 9-4.2.7) the line size
cannot be optimized, then the nonoptimum system en-

where

Q

fluid flow, gpm
p = pressure, psi
1714 = constant that adjusts
dimensions
For t given system, Eq. 9-11 defines the peak pump
output horsepower. The input power to the pump may
be determined by dividing the result by the pump efficiency. This can range from 0.85 to 0.90 depending
upon the fluid temperature and viscosity, pump speed,
and fluid density.
140.......-..............SYSTEM MAXIMUM
,2,k -U¶''P ¶CAXIt, OUTPUT'TRANSMISSION
ad/itr
iCHARACTER!STIC\
;=•100
-, . ,
,. . CHARACTERISTICS
-,' 6,
XC60TRI1M LOAD 0 .%1AI'MUM
'

20.

and, normally, the system can operate at this point if
a larger pump is available to handle combined subsys-

.
0

tem demands.

It should be noted that the output hinge moment
discussed is the limit hinge moment. The structural
strength requirements should be 1.5 or more times the
limit hinge moment tor adequate dynamic loading
and fatigue lite margins.

.

C-

ergy transmissibility curve will represent the system..
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Another more direct means of calculating the pump
output is through the use of Eq. 9-4 2

TR

PUMP MAXIMUM OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
1A \

12 0

Pp 63,05

_-

where
T = torque, in.-lb motion, rpm
R = rate of angular

63.025 = constant that adjusts
dimensions.
This takes care of one subsystem. Where more than
one subsystem must be supplied, consideration must be
given to the combined requirements of the subsystems.
This can range from the total combined maximum
power peak of the subsystems to one-half to two-thirds
of that combined peak. In the case of the reduced peak
power, the individual versus combined requirements
must be assessed and the factor thus determined then
is applied to the combined peak. For example, thecombined operating power may be two-thirds of the sum of
the individual system peak requirements. This approach provides a close approximation by which to size
the pump and assess the impact of its requirements on
the power source.
The fluid temperature used in determining system
line-loss characteristics is usually the expected normal
minimum operating temperature. Temporarily reduced
system performance generally is accepted after start-up

during a cold soak. The system usually will be operating normally within a few minutes.
It also should be noted that the variable-orifice actuator control valve allows operation at points below
the characteristic curve in that it will dissipate the extra
energy not required for that specifi, load-rate conditio.

9-4.6.2

ITI,.,A L
4 C',R
R

100
12
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Utility Hydraulic System Analysis

The power analysis for utility systemns is similar to

that for the flight control subsystem. The critical ratehinge-moment points must be defined, and in this case
generally are associated with %ignlficant load-,. as opposed to the flight controls where a critical point may
be near no load. Fig. 9-51 presents a typical rate versus
hinge moment plot showing the operating and design
point%. Rate control is generally of a fixed t5pe such as
a restrictor or a flow regulator. The example shown
represents a restrictor rate control. The design poirit.
identified as critical, is for a maximum load condition
that will not exist normally 'rhe ,uhsystem usually will
operate at the noted normal operating point. For this
type control, the system will operatt' along the system

.
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Fig. 9-51. Typical Utility Hydraulic System
Characteristics
transmission characteristic curve. A- with the flight
contraol subsystem. the ordinate and abscissa will representrow
and
aly.
wcoletesent flow and pressure, respectively, to complete the
description of the pump requirements and system energy transmission characteristics.
The same techniques used in determining peak hydraulic power requirements for flight controls also apply for utility systems. Where there arc se~eral utility
functions, the pump output will he deri,ed h% deterinination of the 5um of the requirements for tho',e suby,,vteins that may be required to function simulhaneousl,

9-5
9-5.1

PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS
COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS
BETWEEN PNEUMATIC AND

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
'PneumaticM)stemrs use a fluid for traifrer oft power
and. in many aspects. are similar

it, h.draulic

s.stems.

A brief comparison of the two t pe, otsysem,, atd the
significant differences, is contained ;n subseqtent para-

graph%.
Typically. a pneumatic system uses air or nitrogen as
a fluid nidium because these are the most rcadtl. a%aflable gases.
The limiting charactcristic,•, Ir pncumratic %,siems
are attributed primaril. I, three fiwitors: poor lhurict.%,
Iow fluid ; ,iscosi•t. and low hulk nuidulus. The possibil.
try of e-ntrained moistutre in the gas alo presents, a
potential icing problem in I, -temperature operation.
liowe•,er. this problem can •e minimized through
proper design.
"T'he most limitng Ia'ctor (Or a hidratsi-g ..,,en is
temnperature. Because mosi h.draulic •ýslem, are recir4.41
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culating, the result is a temperature buildup, or increase, caused by pressure drops through lines and restrictions. This may result in a requirement to cool the

operations for the compressor to recharge the storage
bottle. A typical airborne compressor-charged system
is shown in Fig. 9-52. The compressor may he direct-

hydraulic fluid. Gases are usable at high temperatures
(above 500F) where commonly used hydraulic fluids
deteriorate. On the other hand, hydraulic fluids have
good lubricity, acceptable fluid viscosity, and a high
bulk modulus.
A comparison of the density of the two fluid media
shows that air is considerably lighter than hydraulic
"fluid.Liquids are considered incompressible (hydraulic
fluid is compressed about 2% at 3000 psi), with h
draulic fluid weighing about 52 lb/ft' , compared with
dry air compressed to 3000 psi weighing about 17
lb/ft3 . A direct comparison of a pneumatic circuit and
a hydraulic circuit operating at the same pressure
shows a substantial weight saving in the fluid for the
pneumatic system.
The bulk modulus of the fluid is a measure of the
fluid compressibility and is expressed as the reciprocal
of compressibility. This factor is important where servomechanisms are considered, with the natural frequency of the system being proportional directly to the
square root of the bulk modulus of the fluid. The compressibility of a pneumatic fluid provides a self-damp.
ing characteristic, making the pneumatic system less
susceptible to shock that results from rapid fluid acceleration or deceleration. With the high bulk modulus,
the hydraulic system provides a much stiffer system
than the pneumatic; innovations developed to improve
pneumatic stiffness have the undesirable effects of
higher weight, increased size, and lower reliability,
The lubricity of gases is very poor compared with the
lubricity of hydraulic fluid. Thus, the wear of mating
surfaces is a problem in pneumatic systems because
lubrication is not provided by the working fluid.

driven by the engine through a gear train ".nd clutch,
by a hydraulic motor powered by the hydraulic system,
or by an APU. The compression of the air generates
heat, and a means of cooling should be provided. A
coxoling fan is the most common heat dissipator and
probably adds the least weight of any meihod. The inlet
air to the compressor should be filtered and may be
either regulated engine bleed air or ambient air. If engine bleed air is used, provisions may have to be made
for precooling the inlet air. Pressure switches are installed downstream in the system to control the compressor. In a 3000-psi system the compressor would be
designed to operate when system pressure drops to
2600 psi and to shut off when the system is recharged
to 3000 psi. The removal of moisture from the air is
essential to minimize corrosion and reduce maintenance. This may be accomplished by placing a moisture
separator at the outlet of the compressor, removing
approximately 95% of the moisture, and then placing
a dehydrator immediately down.tream of the moisture
separator to reduce the moisture content further. As
the dehydrator is a replaceable item, it should be large
enough that frequent replacement is not required.
Ground testing und charging provisions are necessary
to eliminate the necessity of operating the compressor
on the ground. Fittings for such ground support equipment (GSE) are installed downstream of the moistureremoving equipment. A 25-micron filter should be
placed in the ground charging line, the storage volume
must be sufficient so that the required duty cycles of all
subsystems will be obtained. The compressor size
shall be such that recharging of the storage volume
occurs within the required time between subsystem
duty cycles. Check valves isolate subsystems frori each
other and the compressor. Direct-reading pressure
gages shall be provided ý4here nece.sar, for manite-

9-5.2

TYPES OF PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS

types ,.f commonly used pneumatic systems
areThree
an airborne compressor-charged
system, a groundcharged storage bottle system, and a hot-gas, soldchared
ottetorge
sste,

ad ahotgas soid-

propellant gas-generator system.

9-5.2.1

Airborne Compressor-charged
System

The advantage of a compressor-charged system is
that a small compressor-charged storage bottle can
supply a system having high peak loads and small aerage loads. This system is suitable where a normally
operating subsystem would be used only one or two
times during the flight, with sufficient time in between

nance personnel It) check the ssteni pressure. Pressure

rclief,,alves are required in the main supply system and
each subsystem to prevent overpressurization due to
temperature chan~ges.

9-5.2.2

Ground-charged Storage Bottle
System

lhe ground-charged storage bottle is used most conlmotl) as an ernergenicy or backup unit for a hývdraulically po'ered s)stemi. lhis t~pe of ,N.stcm (see Fig.
4-53) is a simple one, with a nunmunim number o tcon.,
ponents. Selection of components is based priniaril)
upon t'ohv rate and pressure requirenents. Where a
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GAS
GENERATOR
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IGNITER

number of potential leak points. Designing for motion
of tubing helps to avoid use of swivel joints and hoses,
thereby increasing reliability. Relative motion through
use of coiled or torsion tubing is allowable in both steel
and titanium tubing. Consideration must be given to
the combined stress resulting from the Bourdon effect,
torsion, tension and compression, and vibration.

VEALVE

9-5.4

SAFETY, MAINTENANCE, AND
RELIABILITY

Fig. 9-54. Hot-gas, Solid-propellant Gas Generator
refurbished after usage becausc very high temperatures
occur. Once the generator is ignited. the pressurization
rate and duration are fixed. This system does not require periodic checking, and it essentially is unpressurized until used.
9-5.3

SYSTEM INSTALLATION

The system installation c'onsiderations for pneumatic
compressor-charged systems and ground-charged storage bottle systems are similar. The systems shall be as
simple and foolproof as possible with respect to design,
operation, inspection, and maintenance. Leakage is traditionally one of the main problems for fluid systems.
Probably the greatest source of pressure loss in pneumatic %vystems is the fitting join's. Pneumatic leaks are
difficult to locate, however, they may be detected visually by applying special soap solutions and observing
bubbles. Leakage can be controlled by careful manufacturing and maintenance procedures. but this means
greater cost. Good sliding and rotating seals are difficult to obtain in pneumatic systems because of the low
viscosity anid poor lubricating qualities of the gases.
lhe pneumatic component installation shall be designed to accommodate the most adverse dimensional
and operational conditions. The components rhould be
located at high points in the line to preclude freezing
of cullected moisture, which will cause the component
to malfunction. All components that require periodic
servicing should be located in an accessible area. Drain
fittings should be installed at low points in the system
to permit removal of condensed moisture.
Pressure line tubing shall be of corrosion-resistant
steel. Alternate materials may be employed in return
lines. Consideration should be given to the newer type
(if tube-joining methods. Permanent joining of tubes by
brazing, welding, or swaging joints that do not require
disassembly can increase reliability and eliminate a
9-44

Due to the compressibility of the gas, high-pressure
pneumatic systems have the inherent characteristic
that structural failure can result in a large and destructive explosion. Therefore, the design should create conditions of pressure-and temperature that are not conducitve to combustion or explosion. Large cavities in
which high-energy combustions or explosions can occur should be avoided, as well :.s lubricating oils or
greases that can induce combustion or explosions.
Where the possibility of combustion or explosion cannot be precluded, steps should be taken to minimize
them. These steps may include flame arresters or blowout disks.
Where an emergency source is provided for a subsystern, the normal and emergency lines shall be separated
from each other as far as is practicable so that the
possibility of both lines being ruptured by a single projectile is reduced to a minimum. Additionally, the two
lines shall be so designed that their modes of vibration
differ sufficiently to preclude the possibility of both
failing due to vibration-induced stresses. Advantage
should be taken of the protection against combat damage afforded by heavy structural members and armor
plate. Insofar as practicable, pneumatic lines shall be
remote from personnel stations. Utmost consideration
shall be given to protecting crew members in case of
rupture of storage bottles from gunfire (wire-wound
bottles should be used).
Air storage bottles shall be accessible and rechargeable without being removed from supporting brackets. If
it is essential that flexible hose be used in a pneumatic
system, the installation should be so designed that disconnection at the end of the hose downstream of the
storage bottle is precluded to the maximum practicable
extent. This is to prevent the loose end of the hose
whipping about dangerously when pressure is released.
Replaceable items such as dehydrators shall be easily
removed and replaced. Use of componentts that could
be reversed and thereby cause the system to operate
improperly shall be eliminated to the maximum possible extent. Ground charging of storage bottles should
be accomplished slowly because fast charging is a

".
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nearly adiabatic process and the temperature within the
storage bottle may rise to more than 400F.
9-5.5

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

To make an accurate pressure drop analysis of a
compressible fluid flowing through tubing and components requires a knowledge of the relationship between
pressure and specific volume. This is not determined
easily. The extremes that are considered are adiabatic
flow (Eq. 9-13) and isothermal flow (Eq. 9-14).
pV7 = constant

(9-13)

where
p = pressure, lb/ft2
V = volume, ft"
y = ratio of specific heat at
constant pressure to specific
heat at constant volume ce/c.
(This value is 1.4 for air or
nitrogen.)

P1 VI

=P2 V-

(9-14)

where
Subscript I = initial condition
Subscript 2 = final condition
Adiabatic flow usually is assumed in short, perfectly
insulated piping where no heat is transferred to or from
i

g

acceleration due to gravity,
ft/sec2
R = gas constant, 1544
ft-lb/(lb-mole *R)
"y = ratio of specific heats cp/c,,
dimensionless
T = absolute temperature, *R
When subsystem operating time is critical, the components should be analyzed to insure that there are no
restrictions that will limit flow below the desired rate.
Basically, the components within the pneumatic system restrict or control flow, or produce force or motion. Fixed restrictions such as orifices restrict flow,
while a valve such as a solenoid or manual shutoff valve
controls the flow of the gas. Manufacturers normall,
have flow-pressure drop data for their valves, but if
data are unavailable, they may be extrapolated from
similar valves for preliminary design estimates. A common method for rating a valve is to determine its
Equivalent Sharp Edge Orifice Diameter (ESEOD).
then calculations for pressure drop can be made easily.
The device for producing the force or motion may be
a piston, diaphragm, bellows, etc. The fluid volume
required to produce the desired force or motion can be
determined by analysis of tlhe transmiss.on lines and
component volumes. The source is then sized to produce the desired output within the restrictions of Eqs.
9-13 and 9-14.
Generally, the output force requirements first are
defined; then pneumatic power requirements, pressure.
and volume that will produce the desired output are
determined. System components-such as a check
valve, shutoff valve, and filter-are added into the de-

friction.
is more amount
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of a comSthe pipe Isothermal
except for flow
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generated
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flow to the
sign
for control
of the fluid.
these components

pressor charging
system,
while
ground ondiion
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botle
terapid
aiabaic
oproduce
Storage bottles charged from the ground normally require "topping off *--once the bottle has had time to
cool from the initial charging-to raise the pressure to
the desired level again.
"Onecharacteristic of compressible fluids is that the
weight rate of flow with a given upstream pressure will
approach a certain maximum rate that it cannot exceed
no matter how much the downstream pressure is further reduced. The maximum possible velocity in a pipe
is sonic, which is expressed as

output device. The source or storage bomttle is sized to
the desired flow rate considering the pressure

e=.

7gR
.
. T
molecular wt of gas

where
c = sonic velocity, fps

fps

drop of the lines and each component along the flow
path.

9-6

FLUIDIC SYSTEMS

GENERAL
9-6.1
Fluidic systems use the phenomena of fluids in motion (either gases or liquids) to perform the functions

control, and display. withof sensing, data processing,
lcrnc and
n generally
eeal without
ih u mee
the use of electronics
(9 _915) ooutt•eueo
chanical moving parts. This technology promises (arid
in many cases already has demonstrated) cost and reliability advantages over conventional avionic sytems.
The cost and reliability improvements result from the
9-45
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absence or gross reduction of moving parts. In addition, the following system attributes normally are realized:
1. The ability to operate in extreme environments:
high or low temperatures (depending on the fluid used)
and high vibration, shcck, and acceleration
2. Hardness to radiation exposure and the capability of operation in explosive atmospheres
3. Long shelf life
4. Minimum mainienance,

accuracy, rapid response, and high linearity attainable
with electronic systems cannot be attained with fluidic
systems. On the other hand, there are a number of tasks
that can be accomplished easily with fluidic systems,
but that either are not possible or are uneconomical
with electronic systems.
2. System performance. Generally, the maximum
performance of a fluidic system is below that of an
electronic system. Fluidic system performance, however, is adequate for many applications; in others, cost

Because of these attributes, fluidics can be expected
to have an important part in future helicopters. To
date, fluidic stability augmentation systems already
have been flight tested onboard both tandem- (Ref. 2)
and single-rotor (Ref. 3) helicopters; commercial production of a hydrofluidic (uses hydraulic oil) yaw
damper began in 1971. In addition, an integrated
closed-loop engine control and flight control system for
VTOL aircraft (Ref. 4) has been demonstrated to be
feasible.
Because of the impact of fluidics upon future helicopter avionics, it is essential that helicopter designers
be aware of the technology and its capability. To aid the
designer, a large number of references is provided.
Fluidic technology has been in existence about ten
years, six of which have been applied to system feasibility studies and development programs. These programs
have, in general, confirmed the fluidic attribute of reliable performance in environments of severe shock, vibration, acceleration, temperature, and radiation. Except in instances where electronics cannot be used,
however,Current
fluidicsindications
has not demonstrated
superior accuracy.
are that the application
of
fluidics will be in areas where simple, mediumfluidicsywilltbeols area
suitabeandhim , media is
accuracy controls are suitable and high reliability is
desired, or where conventional equipmen cannot be
Sused because of some adverse environment such as
radiation (ionizing radiation or electromagnetic interference), explosive atmospheres, high or low temperature, or high shock and vibration.

and other advantages can offset performance disadvantages that may exist.
3. Development cost. The cost of developing a new
fluidic system to accomplish a given task is higher today than the cost of developing an electronic system to
accomplish the same task. As the fluidic component
state-of-the-art advances, however, costs of developing
a new fluidic system are expected to compare favorably
with costs of conventional electronic system development.
4. Production cost. Because of the basic simplicity
of fluidic elements, production costs of fluidic systems
may be materially less than those of comparable electronic systems.
5. Complexity. Fluidic components have significantly fewer parts than comparable electronic components. Fluidic devices have no moving parts, and even
devices such as fluidic accelerometers have only one
moving part.
6. Reliability. Fluidic systems are expected to be
significantly more reliable than comparable electronic
sgftly
moreirelable
op ara
systems, particularly
when than
operating
in ble
adverseenic
envi-

9-6.2

FLUIDICS COMPARED TO

ELECTRONICS
One way to indicate the state-of-the-art of fluidic
systems is to compare it with conventional electronic
control systems. The following discussion compares ten
characteristics of the two systems:
1. Applicability. At the present time, fluidic systems are considerably more limited in applicability
than electronic systems. For example, the very high

ronments. In addition, fluidic systems will be able to
operate satisfactorily in some environments in which
conventional electronic systems cannot operate at all.
Finally, because of element simplicity, high reliability
will be attainable with much less effort than is required
in electronic
to attain equal reliability
rlaiiyi
lcrncsses systems.
7. Maintenance. Fluidic systems offer the potential of being easier and less costly to maintain than
conventional electronic systems because in mass production low-cost throwaway modules probably will be

used.

8. Size and weight. Generally, fluidic and conventional electronic systems are comparable in size and
weight.
9. Shape. Fluidic systems may be more difficult to
fit into peculiarly shaped volume%than are electronic
systems.
10. Power requirements. Fluidic systems require
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approximately the same power as conventional electronic systems.

helicopter designer in determining the practicality of
using fluidics-either components, subsystems, or systems-for any candidate environment by comparing
the capabilities indicated with those of existing conventional electronic components.
Table 9-7 shows 16 applications -ach of which iS

.,
9-6.3

-'

*5.
1:

*

*

FLUIDIC COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
STATUS

Selected fluidic components are described and performance parameters are presented in par. 9-6.5. Table
9-4 provides a summary of the state-of-the-art of individual components suitable for typical helicopter application (see Table 9-5 for estimated component size,
weight, and reliability). The exampie that follows illusttates interpretation of the data given in Table 9-4. The
table contains the following information about fluidic
proportional amplifiersi
1.Proportiona amp
dels. havture
I. Production models have been buiit ("Di in Col.
2) and used in operating systems ("X" in Col. ).
2. Experimental data do not exist regarding shelf
life (blank in Col. 15).
3. Size, weight, and reliability predictions for a
new proportional amplifier to perform a specified task
can be described on the basis of significant experience
wiih developmental models ("3" in Cols. 4, 5, and 6).
4. Cost in production quantities can be described
on the basis of a significant amount of experimental
data on development models ("3Y in Col. 7).
Experimental data exist or performance in crtical environments ("X" in Cols. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. and
14) and on response of the amplifiers (-X- in Col. 16).
Overall, the table shows that proportional amplifiers
have reached an advanced developmental stage and can
be tailored to new applications with considerable confidence.
Fluidic technology, although nearly ten years old, is
still in its infancy compared with electronics. The
blanks in Table 9-4 and the development status shown
in Table 9-5 indicate the general improvement needed.
Except for uses in certain simple applications-such as
vehicle stabilization, and machine and tool control-most fluidic devices need overall performance improvement.
Table 9-5 presents estimated physical parameters for
various fluidic components. Estimates of weight and
vo
wlume presented in Table 9-5 can be considered as

worst-case value.; for individual components consistent

subdivided into applicable subsystems. Each subsystem
has its various functions of sensing. data processing,
and control judged as to its present C~r future
display,
feasibility. It can be seen that, in some instances, fluidnctins, fven
can p shao the ire
iby ac
though the entire system category has been judged infeasible. An example is the display function of 1FF
(Identification Friend or Foe) or the proximity warning
subsystem of external environmental nonitoring. Fudevelopment requirements can be seen by noting
the blank spaces in the table. Only the components
presently deemed feasible are discussed. Those in the
other categories are beyond the scope of this handbook.

9-6.4

Fluidic technology is similar to that of electronics in
that they both can perform the same general functions
of sensing, data processing, control, and display. It
would follow, therefore, that for any such application
the same functional requirements can be specified for
fluidic systems as for electronic devices. The major
differences in design and test specification documents
will be:
I. The definition of fluidic component power requirements will be in terms of pressures and flows instead of voltage and currents (see Ro. 5 for fluidic-toelectronic analogy).
2. Military Specifications and Standards for hydraulic and pneumatic devices will be used instead of
those for electronic equipment.
3. The appropriate pneumatic testing will be used.
In addition, fluidics has its own specification for terminology and symbols.
The following specifications generally are used as the
documents applicable to fluidic design and test:
I.' A general system requirement document writ-

ten for the particular system or subsystem involved
2. MIL-STD-1306,

with the current state-of-the-art. Significant reduc-

tions, e.g., 10-20%, are possible, especially when several component functions are combined to form a
fluidic "'circuit" or multifunctional subsystem.
Table 9-6 presents environmental capability of key
fluidic components. These data can be used by the

DESIGN AND TEST SPECIFICATIONS

which defines terminology,

symbols, etc.
3. MIL-H-8501, which delineates helicopter flying
and ground-handling quality requirements
4. Documents on hydraulics, including MIL-H5606, MIL-H-5440, and MIL-H-8775
9-47
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5. Documents on pneum~atics. including MIL-P5518. MIL.P-856 , and MIL-E-38453

or MIL-F-9490,

6. MIL-F-19372
flight control%

concerning

TABLE 9-4
FLUIDIC COMPONENT STATE-OF-THE-ART
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TABLE 9-5
PHYSICAL PARAMETER VALUE

-

Vo1gnme,

Weight,

1

Reliability

Dev. Status

1 1: Now
1
jFadire%.` Ii hrs
21 10 yrs

ft

lb

0.004
0.022
0.007
0.003
0.007
0.001
(1.01
0.03

0.7
1.8
1.2
1.2
0.4
0.08
2.0
5.0

0.1501
0.,200
0.1501
0.040
0.11
0.05
0.50
6

0.007
0. 01
0.01
0. 003
0.01

1.20
0. 5
1.0
0. 5
1.0

0.151
0. 1
5.0
0.1
5...

0.05

1.0

0.25

2

05

2

20.0

2

Snisors
Mechanical Position
Speed
Pressure
Pressure R(atio
Temperature
1), fferential Pressure
1)'tq' Prob.
Atuelu of Attack " .lor

Fuel F'low
Angular Rate Sensor (Autopilot)
Angular Htate Sensor (inertial)
Accelerometer
Attitude Gyro
Attitude Haite
Altimeter
Vertical 0. ro
I'orce Sensor

0.30.

2
2
1

1
2
2

0.20

12.0

0.02

1. 5

0.25

1

0.2
0.12
0. 001
0.5
0.7
0. 5
0.051
0.251
0.20
0.25
0.30
60.0
15.0
13.02

1

. o31

0.25
0..25
0.01
0. 5
0.75
1. 0
0.2
0. 5
0.25
0.40
0.08
15.0
3. 75
3.25

001

01

0.152

0.003
0.001
0.01
0.015
0.02
003

0.25
0. 05
0. 50
0.25
I10
0.5
0.25,

He actinon Aet

0.08
0.01

'.. 0
1.0

5.01
5. 0

Power Actuators

0. 08

5. C

5.0

Electrical -tn-Gas
(ias-to- Electrical)
(;as -to- i.quid

0.005
0.002ý
0,005:

0. 25
0. 10
0, 5

0.25
0.25
0.251

F Iectri.-a I-to -I iquid

1). 005

n* .

0. 2 5

D ata Processing
Amplification

1

iop . anipl)
Scheduling
Amplifier Basic Single Stage
Function Gener'ator (10 anipl. elemn. 10.01
Dlivision (I fun. gen. * I gain sch. )
art. . pos. pot)
S;,ynchronizer (2 ,pl. am).). ,
Schmitt Trigger (5 eleni. I0.001
Iinary Counter (25 elem.)
Trim Valve
-Summing
-Gain

Integrator
Analog-to-DIigital Converter (30 elem. )
D~irection Cosine Computer i(6OOO elemi. 1
Navigation Computer (1500 elem. )0.
(Clock - Sequencine (1300 clen. )
l

1gia-to-Analog Converter (15 elem.1

0.(105
0.005
0.001
0.0'5
0.03
0.003
0.003
0.005
0.001
0. 173
1)43

1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2

D isplay
On-off Switch
On-off Indicators
Analog Indicators
Ilinar:.- - IOecimial Conv. (100 elemn. 10,003
Alpha- Numneric DisplaY (100 indicitorst
Null Indicator
i-nSwncin;'0.

~ee

0.25
0. 101
).01
1.01
10.0
0.25
0.251

1

1

Control
Servo Actuator

Transducers4

7. Environmental

test

specifications

such as

1

MIL-E-5272, MIL-F-8615. MIL-E-5400. or MW.STD-8 10.
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9-6.5

EXAMPLE OF A HELICOPTER FLUIDIC

analyzed without the mechanical stabilizer as part of

SYSTEM

theThe
basicyaw
vehicle.
rate feedback is high-passed
to allow
steady-state turns without the SAS fighting the pilot.
System authority of 25%, 20% linearity, and a threshold of 0.1 deg/sec were specified. Fig. 9-56 presents the
analytical block diagram, and Fig. 9-57 shows the yaw
axis response requirements. Detailed analysis and design information can be obtained from Ref. 9. The
system was mechanized to meet the stated requirements.

The example system in this paragraph provides a
basis for understanding how fluidic components can be
incorporated into systems. A three-axis, hydrofluidic
stability augmentation system (SAS) is shown in Fig.
9-55. The yaw axis portion of Fig. 9-55 has been selected as the example system and represents third-genieration hardware; an experimental model was demonstrated in the laboratory in 1966 (Ref. 6), system
reliability (38,000 hr MTBF) was demonstrated in 1967
(Ref. 7), and a successful ,light test of a flightworthy
model was conducted in 1968 in a UH-IC helicopter
(Refs. 3 and 8).
System Desigu Requirements

9-6.5.1

The function of the yaw SAS is to increase the helicopter yaw axis damping ratio from about 0.30 unaugmented to 0.6 or greater without opposing the pilot's
commands during maneuvers. The yaw axis was

System Mechanization
9-6.5.2
Fig. 9-58 is a schematic diagram of the resultant
system mechanization. The system is basically a simple
high-passed-rate loop with pedal position input. Fig.
9-59 shows assembled and exploded views of the yaw
axis hardware. As shown in Figs. 9-58 and 9-59, the
yaw axis SAS consists of (I) a vortex ratw sensor, (2)
four fluidic amplifiers, (3) a high-pass circuit and lag
circuit, (4) the pilot input device, (5) a servoactuator,
and (6) power supply elements (not shown). Builtin-

TABLE 9-6
FLUIDIC COMPONENT ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITY (PNEUMATIC)
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TABLE 9-7
FUNCTION FEASIBILITY RATINGS

IOverall

Data

E n g in e C o n t ro l
Load Management
Gas Generator Control
F u e l M a n a g e m e nt
Pressure Operation
Quantity Control
Flight Control
Manual Control
Stabilization
PilotAsssit
Hover Position Control
Automatic Modes
Guidance
Navigation
Steering
Ext. Envir. Monitoring

Aiming
Firing
W•apons Readiness
Maneuver Prediction
Weapon En. Route Delivery
Command Techn.
Homing Techn.
I. P. Following Techn.
Target Damage Asses.

..

-..
C o.

NA
X

X
X

X
X
...

2

X

X

X
X

X
X

I
3

..

..

..

-.--

X
X
---

NA
X

NA
X

X

X
X

..

X
-.- .-

X
X
- -.-

X
X
- -.-

X
X
- - -.

X
X

X
..

X
X
---

X
X

---

X
---

X
X
...

NA
X
-.

X
NA

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

NA
NA

NA
NA

--

---

---

X

x

X
X

X
X
X

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
X

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
X

X
---

X

--.

X

X

--.-

-

X

X

--

X

X
X
X

x

2
I
I
2
I
2
2

.

2
3
3
3
3
3
3

---

...

---

---

x
---

x
---

---

---

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

NA
X1
X
NA

---

---

---

---

---

X
X
x
---

NA
X3
X
NA
---

3

X
X

X

x
X
x

X
X
X

NA
NA
NA

X
NA
NA
NA

X
x
X
NA

X
x
X
NA

2
2
I
3

NA
X
---... ...

NA

3
3
2

X

X
---

---

NA
x

NA

NA
X

NA
NA

NA
NA

...

...

...

...

...

..

x
X
X

x

x
X
x

X
x

X

x
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
x

. .

..

X
x
..

X
X

..
X
X

X
X
...

XI
XI
..

X
X

x
X

X
X

x
x

Protection
Armaor
Radiation Warning

NA

---.--NA
NA
X

Communications
Auxiliary Equip.

"---.

...

x
X

Safety

X

X

Surveillance and Penetr.

Power - fluidic

.
X
X
X
NA
X
---

X
X
X
X
X

Air Data
Terrain Following
Format ion Flight
Wire/Obstacle Det.
Proximity Warning
Target Det. and ACQ
IFF
Fire Control

..

Rating
1: Now
2 : inl0years

NA
X

.

...

X
X
...

Control
Now [In10

0

I

N

In 10

Now

In 10

Now

Display

Processing

Sensing
Parameter

"
denotes "--easibili•y
DependabElity
X
Monitoring
X
Inflight Repair
...
Availability
X
Preflight Checkout
X
Ground Maintenance

.

.
x
x

1
3

3
I
I

X
X

COURTESY OF HONEYWVELL. INC .1971
NOTE:

X denotes "feasibtlity"l
Blank denotes "no feasibility"
NA denotes "not applicable"

test (BIT) and rate sensor null-adjustment screws are
visible between the two amplifiers in Fig. 9-59.
The top and bottom cover plates are of a sandwich

construction. These covers have a center core with
channels on each side. Thin sheets of metal are bonded
to the center case, resulting in permanently sealed
9.51
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9-6.5.3
Component Description
B
Basic components of the type used in the example
system are described in further detail in Ci •pter 9,
AMCP 706-202. Many other component types exist
and much descriptive information exists (Refs. 7, 10,
and 11). Tables 9-4 and 9.5 present component physical
details.

manifold plates. Electroformed (electroplating over
conductive wax amplifier castings) fluidic amplifiers
are bolted to the manifolds. The center plates contain
the
and
t rate sensor
s
a shaping
n network
r( capacitors (bellows) and resistors (orifices) built in as integral parts.
External sealing is accomplished with 0 rings or with
the permanent bonding.

•',

Fig. 9-55. Three-axis Hydrofluidic Stability Augmentation System
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Fig. 9-56. UH-1B Yaw SAS Analytical Block Diagram
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Fig. 9-59. Hydraulic Yaw Stability Augmentation System
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TABLE 9-4
COMPARISON OF ELECTRONIC AND HYDROFLUIDIC SAS
PARAMETER

HYDROFLUIDIC

ELECTRONIC

PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY iMTBFI". II
VOLUME. in"
VEIGHT. Ib
COST EST. S
POWER. i/

SUITABLE
89.000
50
10.0
2.000
500""

SUITABLE
3.500
113
11.2
3.500
250-equiv

DOES NOT ?,'ULLDE AC:TuATOR
BASED ON '/3 Of 'CV.FR OR THE3 A.tS SAS SM.
riFIG.-- 5
Z 5
,Y 1b *I .,l A 5"%.LE-AMt$ ýVSTEV"OULD.4AVE T0--.VF -, DI
al'
FiVP0.ER SUP
J
SEtV
'YETO REAL tE TwIS v~URt'.E rVEL CR*F

9.6.5.4

.I

Comaison With Equivalent
k1ectronic System

Table 9-8 presents comparison data for the example
system and an equivalen' electronic single-axis SAS.
anhog
th eqomarint isectronic
w itahyrlu-axc
A lthough the com pa ison is with a hydrofluidic:SS
System, similar results would be obtained using pneumatic
fluidic systems when compensation techniques have
been developed allowing their use.
in general, when comparing simple electronic and
fluidic systems for near-term use, a good guideline is
that the fluidic system has the advantage in areas of
reliability and maintainability, while the electronic systern has the advantage in areas of flexibility (use in
different vehicles), power, accuracy, and low development risk.
9-6.5.5
Flight Test
Fig. 9-60 presents the results of a flight test on second-generation hardware. Because this system did not
have a pilot pedal input transducer, the -ain was adjusted to give a compromise between hover and highspeed operation (Ref. 8).
9-6.6

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

This paragraph describes techniques of operating
fluidic system with onboard power supplies Ojet en
engine
fdsi
compressor discharge for pneumatic fluidics and hvdraulic oil for hydrofluidics) and interfacing with
electronic equipmenth

9-6.6.1

Power Supplies

An important feature of fluidic technolog. is the
ability to operat,_ with different fluidl. Trhis niukes the

fluid system versatile and useful in many different applications. The more probable helicopter power sources
discussed herein already have been used for a number
of flight tests, such as compressor bleed (Refs. 2. 12.
and 13), and hydraulic oil (Refs. 8 and 9). Pneumatic
pu
s al o h v be n s d &%
t e ow r o rc f r
pumps also have been used as the power ,ource f1r
several flight-tested systems (Ref,. 14 and 15).
Pneumatic Power
9-6.6.1.1
Energized fluid, in the form of pressurized and
heated air. can be extracted from the compressor section of the turbine engine. Compressor bleed also may
be used to drive auxiliary equipment and for anti-icing
of the engine inlet section.
For systems using gas from a central source, contamination should be the first :onsideration. Gas passages
in fluid amplifiers used in the logic circuits necessarily
are small: therefore, these gas passages are subject to
the collection of foreign matter that can cause a change
in operating characteristics and cventuall may create
a complete blockage.
In terms ofboth power output and fuel consumption,
performan'ce of the turboshaft engine can he affected
adversely by compressor bleed. Therefore. this power
source should be considered for a fluidic system only
if the mass flow required is small. The systenm characteristic%are fundamentally the same whether the presurized air is supplied by a separale.,shat'-powered cornpresr or pneumatic pump. lloweoere the ltter, in
addition to being a more eficient uc of the helicopter
epower plant, also pcermit% greater flexibility In selection
and
control bleed
of theforair
pressure.
e'.amplC, tus of
comnpre.-ssor
a fluidic
flightFor
control
,•-em wvII
be altitude limited, bccausc the compresor dischargeZ
pressure drops to quile •ou leiels. Pressure Ic cls siia-
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ble for helicopter flight control applications may be
available to an altitude of 20,000 ft, but the effect of
bleeding an adequate volume of air at this altitude may
result in an unacceptably higl. reduction of shaft power
available for helicopter propulsion.
Because an aircraft flight control system must function equally well at all altitudes, discharge conditions
of the fluid system must be considered. Discharge from
a bleed-powered system will be expelled to the atmosphere. Atmospheric discharge conditions vary with altitude and, therefore, mass flow rate through the fluid
system will vary even if the upstream pressure and
temperature are controlled. Thus, some form of regulation must be provided on the overboard discharge side

9-6.6.1.2
Hydraulic Power
An existing hydraulic power system is art obhvious
candidate as a power source for a hydrofluidic control
system. However, existing hydraulic power systems,
r
po wer sste
for optimum overall efficiency. provide high pressure
and low flow rates. Fluidic controllers, on the other
hand, require relatively large quantities of low-pressure
flow, e.g., 2.0 gpm at a differential pressure of 25 psi.
Several types of hydraulic circuits are suitable for providing the required control power.
For some applications, the fluidic control system has
been used in series with the powered servoactuator.
This arrangement, shown schematically in Fig. 9-62
reduces overall power requirements. Such a system

of the fluid flight control system. A sonic ot ifice (such
as a venturi) will provide a constant mass-rate discharge. Fig. 9-61 is a schematic of a power conditioner
used in a flight test program (Refs. 2 and 13).
If the source of pressurized air is a separate compressor rather than engine compressor bleed, the system
may be closed loop. In such a case, the discharge will
not be overboard but will be to the inlet side of the
compressor. This system, then, will -be less altitudesensitive. Such a system would be similar schematically
to one using hydraulic power, which is described subsetoen
hd
io

(three controllers, three servoactuators, one flow control, and one priority valve) has been tested (Ref. 9) and
no interaction of the separate circuits occurred.
Another approach is shown in Fig. 9-63. Here a jet
pump is used as an active throttling device to produce
a secondary, or control system, flow at reduced pressure atud increased rate. Other throttling devices obviously are possible, but this type is preferable because it
provides higher efficiency than do orifices, nozzles, or
pressure-regulating valves. In fact, the efficiency level
is sufficiently high to make the jet pump arrangement
preferable to a system using an additional low-pressure
pump in any case in which the actuator power require-
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ments are high enough to justify a high-pressure (3000

located and operated in a manner to insure that their

psi) pump.
Unlike the compressor bleed-powered system, the
hydraulic-powered systems operate as closed systems.
Changes in altitude, therefore, will not affect hydraulic
fluid flow rates.

rated maximum operating temperatures are not exceeded when using interior ventilation for cooling.
Avionic equipment has been affected by high humidity,
ambient temperature, and sand and dust contamination. Crews must perform continuously for many hours

9-6.6.2

in these environments, which tends to reduce their effi-

Transducers

ciency. For these reasons, in helicopters under develop-

It is probable that, except for simple applications,
interfacing will be required among fluidic, electrical,
and mechanical portions of a total helicopter system.
As with actuators, it is expected that conventional
transducers, or slight modifications thereof, will suffice
for the majority of helicopter applications; no difficulty
is seen in providing these interfaces. Table 9-9 presents
typical analog and digital fluidic/electrical and electrical/fluidic transducers presently available,

9-7

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SYSTEMS

9-7.1

ment
and thoseenvisioned
for future applications,
overall
environmental
control-including
air conditioning
all
envinment
cool-including conditinin
for both heating and cooling-is receiving considerable
attention.
For worldwide combat operational capability, ECS
provisions (heating, cooling, and ventilating) shall be
specified for personnel and equipment compartments.
Complete ECS s for troop and/or cargo compartments
can be justified when it becomes more cost-effective
than a simple heating and ventilating system or when
a special mission requirement must be met.

A preliminary design of an ECS must include the
following studies, which are discussed in detail in subsequent paragraphs:

GENERAL

In providing an environmental control system (ECS)
for a helicopter, a primary consideration is its integration with the airframe, the propulsion unit(s), anid the
secondary power system.
Helicopters in the current inventory use heating and
ventilating systems for personnel anc avionic environmental control purposes. Avionic components are

1. Design requirements
2. Conceptual development and synthesis
3. Trade-off studies and selection.
Optimization involves a reiterative cost-effectiveness
evaluation of the possible combinations of main and
secondary power generation, functional equipment arrangements, and equipment interfaces with the airframe. As a major helicopter subsystem, the ECS influ-
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Fig. 9-63. Hydraulic Control System
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TABLE 9-9
TYPICAL TRANSDUCER CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETER

FLUIDIC/ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL/FLUIDIC

DIGITAL
ANALOG
DIGITAL
ANALOG
SWITCHING SPEED 10 rsec
1.6 msec
CJ1 SWITCH LEVEL
-0.5..C.15 psi_
p: AMPERAGE
20 A
0.25W 412 V DC
.,. SCALE FACTOR
40 mV/psi
0.1 psi 'V
SLINEARITY
0.5^o FJLL SCALE
21u FULL SCALE
Cl- RANGE POWER
0,5 To 100 psi
0.5 TO 1.0 psi
POWER
_
V :_35 mA
_20
4 V, mA
RESPONSE
-- 00 Hz
15 Hz
SWITCHING SPEED 5 msec
0.5 TO 100 psi
SWITCH LEVEL
SAMPERAGE
7A
40 mV/psi
'
SCALE FACTOR
cff-' LINEARITY
0.5% FULL SCALE
!
RANGE
0.5 TO 100 psi
POWER
i_0 V ý 35 mA
RESPONSE
-100 Hz
ences and is influenced by the balance of the secondary
power system (SPS) and the main power subsystems.
As such, the most appropriate ECS for a particular
helicopter will be the result of cost-effectiveness analyses of the system with regard to its role in the total
secondary power system.

9-7.2

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Generally, goals relating to reliability, maintainability, survivability, and vulnerability are dictated by the
helicopter design criteria and mission objectives. In
addition, system loads and operational performance
requirements must be established for the design mission
profiles.
With the possible exception of pressurization, ECS
redundancy for personnel conditioning usually is not
considered a requirement. However, redundancy for
avionic equipment conditioning might be essential to
mission safety. This requirement will depend upon the
high-temperature operational characteristics of the
equipment, and mission durations also must be considered.
Maintainability, survivability, and vulnerability design requirements affect equipment location, access
provisions, protective implementations, and, in some
cases, the type of ECS permitted in the design.
ECS operatioilal performance and system loads are
dependent upon nission environments and durations;

1,6 mse¢

i_

i_

0.25W s 12V DC
0.0015in/sec/rA
<_7FoFULL SCALE
10 psi (diff)
10 mA
125 Hz

physiological (crew), component (avionics), special
cargo requirements, and compartment configurations.
Crew station environmental requirements are presented in par. 13-3.2.3. These are defined not on
the basis of providing crew comfort but are the maximum acceptable environmental limits before serious
crew performance decrements are likely to occur.
Avionic cooling requirements shall be in accordance
with MIL-E-5400. Applicable climatic conditions for
worldwide operations are given in MIL-STD-210 and
in AR 70-38.
Heating and cooling loads are dependent upon climatic conditions, compartment requirements, heat
generation within controlled zones, and hea, flux
through compartment structures.
In determining the ECS load requirements, it is necessary to evaluate the conditions under which the helicopter will perform its mission. Variations of allowable
internal temperatures must be considered with reference to external temperatures, velocities, and altitudes,
which affect both thermal load and available ECS
capacity, Critical conditions and requirements can be
derived from MIL-E-38453 or par. 13-3.2.3.2 for the
particular helicopter mission.
A typical helicopter cockpit is shown in Fig. 9-64.
which illustrates the various elements that comprise the
total steady-state ECS load. Transfer of heat occurs by
convection, radiation, and conduction in the following
manm.,:
4.5Q

i..........
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C)(.F
= CI-S +
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+
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+
+
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l.'hi

(9-16)

The heat transfer Q,.-sthrough external compartment
surfaces consists of two terms-heat flow through the
walls and structural elements, and internal convection.
Thus.

where
Q_ = total compartment thermal
load, Btu/hr
QES = heat transfer through external
compartment surfaces, Btu/hr
= heat transfer through internal
compartment surfaces, Btu/hr
QsL = solar heat load, Btu/hr
Q, = personnel heat load, Btu/hr
QIL = heat infiltration or leakage,
Btu/hr
QE = electrical heat load, Btu/hr
Normally, helicopter flight profiles are subsonic and
below 50,000 ft altitude. As such, skin temperatures
simply are equal to the ram air temperature.

Fi-C.

,,(7.

T,)

,Btu/hr

(9-17)

where

C ,p

U = overall surface conductance,
Btu/hr-*F-ft2
A = surface area, ft2
(UA),
= effective conductance of fins,
etc., Btu/hr-*F
T. = average compartment air
temperature, *F
T,. = external surface temperature, *F

m,

9-60

QES

QIL

Fig. 9-64. ECS Compartment Loadcs
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Svective

The equation accounts for basic conductive and conheat transfer (wall construction and material

member and 300 Btu/hr for a passenger, recognizing
the different levels of activity. The resulting load Q1.can

characteristics) and fin effects,
Total heat transfer Qs through internal compartment surfaces-such as floors and bulkheads attached
to the helicopter skin-is the sum of the heat flow
through these surfaces and is expressed by the equation:

be expressed as:

QS=UA(7T.QsAH

7"¢l+(UA)h,(Tf, - T,)

,Btu/hr

(9-18)

where
(U),b = effective conductance of
bulkhead, Btu/hr-*F
"T,, = average air temperature of
-adjacent compartment, *F
T. = effective temperature of
bulkhead, *F
The amount of solar radiant energy Qst transmitted
through transparent surfaces is given by:
QSL

-

rGA

(9-19)

Btuhr
,Moisture

p

where
= transmission factur for
transparent surfaces,
dimensionless
G, = solar radiation intensity,
Btu/hr-ft2
A., = projected area of transparent
surface normal to sun's rays, ft2
Fig. 9-65 describes solar heat transmission through a
transparent material for a range of surface thicknesses.
Normally, for preliminary estimates of heat loads,
heat loss
rates Hof 400 Btu/hr are used for each crew
S~Eq.
7

Qp

=

(-HN)crew + (-HN)passenger
400
Ncrew - 300Npassenger ,Btu/hr (9-20)

where

N = number of persons
= heat loss per person, 400

Btu/hr for crew members and
300 Btu/hr for passengers
Infiltration loads Q1 caused by air flowing into the
compartments of nonpressurized helicopters may be
estimated from the following relationship:

,Btu/hr

Q =I wicp(Tg - Te)

(9-21)

where
W, = infiltration airflow rate, lb/hr
c = specific heat of air at constant
Btu/ib-*F
Moipressure,
also must be considered; i.e., the heat of condensation of the H0 vapor may constitute as much as
80% of the ECS heat load. Leakage loads QL from
pressurized compartments may be estimated from the
following relationship:
=

WCP(T
a - Tc)

, Btu/hr

(9-22)

where the leakage airflow rate WL is
WL = 0.07 VL 2/3 + 0.05

, lb/hr

(9-23)

9-23, defining leakage flow rate WL as a function
of the volume VL of the adjacent pressurized compartment, is empirical and its use is described in MIL-E-
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38453.
The probability of infiltration and leakage occurring
in the same compartment is highly unlikely.
The heat load caused by electrical units Q, is a funcof the power consumed by the avionic and electrical equipment. The conversion of electrical power P, in
watts to Btu/hr is given by:

THICKNESS, in.

Q=
Fig. 9-65. Solar Transmission Factor for
Transparent Areas

-

3 4 15

.

Pe

,Btu/hr

(9-24)

(The procedure for determining steady-state compart9-61
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ment ECS loads is a condensation of that described in
Ref. 16.) A sample calculation of heat loads is included
in Chapter 13, AMCP 706-202.
9-7.3

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND
SYNTHESIS

The development of candidate secondary power system concepts must include consideration of the ECS
technology available. As a major part of the secondary
power system, each ECS concept must meet certain
performance and cost-effectiveness objectives. The irapact of system losses on size, weight, and cost of the
conversion components, which must be operated from
an engine and/or APU power source, is of primary
importance in developing comparative factors. Potential economic benefits can be derived by having some
degree of commonality in subsystem generation equipment and in power transport media.
It is important to recognize the impact of the ECS

upon power requirements to avoid undue penalties in
size and installed power, particularly when using an
APU as the source of power. Operational methods
should be considered, and it may be necessary to limit
conditioning capacity for ground operation to selected
compartment areas.
Primary sources of air for helicopter ECS are engine
bleed, APU bleed, and fan-delivered outside ambient
air. Adequate precautions shall be taken to insure that
locations of the engines and air inlets will minimize the
possibility of ingesting contaminant vapors from fuel
expulsion exits, oil drains, gunfire exhausts, engine
and/or APU exhausts, etc.
Appropriate ECS subsystems that should be . ...
gated for possible integration are:
2.Heating and ventilation systems
a. Blowers and ejectors
b. Bleed air heating
c. Electric heaters
d. Combustion heaters
3. Air-cycle systems
4. Vapor-cycle systems
5. Thermionir cooling (avionics)
6. Combination vapor- and air-cycle systems.
Distribution Systems
9-7.3.1
Distribution systems will affect operation of the ECS
as well as personnel comfort, equipment operation.
size, cost. envelope, and power requirements of the
conditioning equiptment. Fig. 9-66 depict,, a typical di.,tribution system at a personnel flight station.

........................

The detailed environmental requirements that must
be met for personnel compartments are listed in
MIL-E-38453 or par. 13-3.2.3.2. The Specification discusses allowable interior wall-to-air temperature differences, air temperature gradients within the compartment, and maximum air velocities impinging upon
personnel. Appropriate values of these pI- "-ters will
govern the number, size, and direction (
.Atlets
and the amount of airflow through ea(
t in accordance with the heat flux being injecte .,.o the avea.
Ducts interconnecting the outlets with the £CS conditioning equipment should be sized for minimum power
loss (velocity, bends, roughness, etc.), inasmuch as this
loss can increase the size of required ECS equipment.
The distribution power loss Po,,
can be expressed in
0
terms of airflow, specific volume, and pressure loss as
follows:
Pls= 0.7273 X 10

WaVi(Pd

-

P

,hp (9-25)

where
airflow rate entering air-cycle
machine or distribution system,
lb/hr
II = specific volume of air at exit of
conditioning equipment, ft3/lb
p,. = compartment pressure, psi
Pd = conditioning equipment exit
pressure, psi
')7273 X 10
for conversion of
units
W

=

'=constant

drop characteristics are determined by the
the pressure losses developed in each
sumn'
partic,
it of the system-such as exit nozzles,
ductijg, oiow balance orifices, bends, turns, expansion
joints, and manifolds. Equations, ýomputation methods, and configuration factors of applicable arrangements can be found in various publications such as
those listed in Refs. 17, 18, and 19.

9-7.3.2

Heating and Ventilating Systems

Separate heating systems must be incorporated on all
helicopters not equipped with total ECS. Applicable
heating systems are:
I. Bleed air heating

2. Blectr heaters
2. ComE usticn heaters.
Because fresh air ventilation is a requirement on all
hehcopters. a source exists for providing air to the heaters. Mission characteristics, particularly hover opera-
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Fig. 946. Flight Station Air Distribution Schematic

"tion,usually prevent the use of ram air techniques and
require the use of blowers or ejectors to draw fresh air
through the conditioning equipment and the distribution systems. Both the blower and the ejector can introduce high ,oise levels, especially when high rotating
speeds or his1, velocities are used for the purpose of
minimizing stzt and weight. Complicated mufer devices that attenuate the noise generated by the blower
or ejector might be required to eliminate an intolerable
condition in the compartment.
Avionic compartments can be designed to accept

*
.

cockpit-conditioned air at proper locations and quantities to cool the components; the air subsequently can be
ejected from the helicopter by an exhaust blower or fan.
Power requirements are based upon the efficiency ',of
the fan or blower, the volumetric flow rate WUv, and the
pressure head Ap developed, where the fan power I,,
is given by:
0.7273 X 10" 4 Wev,Y"A
P=

lihp

(9-26)

Methods. formula*, and characteristics of various axial

and centrifugal blower%or fans and ejector design%are
descrihed in Refs. 1K, 19. and 20.

Bleed air can be used simply and inexpensively in
heating systems. Heat may be injected directly into the
airflow using an ejector to power and min. hot bleed air
from an engine or APU. Usually a blower is used to
provide the circulating air supply. Simple control systems can be devised to modulate the quantity of hot air
necessary to meet the compartment temperature requirements.
Electrical and combustion heaters can he used as
heat sources. Electrical heaters, although very efficient
in operation, can impose severe weight and power pen.
allies upon the electrical power generating equipment.
Control systems can be relatively sinmpie and inexrpen.
sive. and can provide complete and rapid heat rate
modulation for act;urate temperature control.
Combustion heaters, while imposing minimal requirements on secondary power generation equipment.
present disadvantages because o(f the need of a fuel
supply and a control system. Ltoation ofthe equipnment
is of utmost importance. not only to minimi/e fuel
transport lines, but to minimie infrared signature.
Method- must be incorporated to inure that thi,"igaa.
ture level is consistent with mission requirements.
Often, it ij preferable t•o proside heating in the form
of a removable winteri.ation kit. Bly tlhs means. it is
possible to avoid penaliing the payload and.&or _ X'
formance of the helicopler with t0e ,,eight o,'f h.catini
n).h

AMCP 706-201
equipment during operation in those climatic environ.
ments where heating is not required. This alternative
may be specified by the procuring activity, depending
upon anticipated utilization of the helicopter. If not so
specified, it still may be shown to be preferable as a
result of trade-off studies during the preliminary design
phase.

Q.

W c (T'
a

74 )

,7Btu/hr

(9-27)

The airflow rate U, and the conditioned air temperature 7, leaving the air-cycle machine are determined by
conducting a cycle. analysis to satisfy the given eqta.

Complete cooling, heating, and ventilating ECS
functions can be achieved by air-cycle systems. Numerous system configurations have been developed to accommodate various capacity or temperature requirements. Generally, air-cycle systems applicable to
helicopters use an air-to-air heat exchanger with ambient air as a heat sink. In addition, a small, high-speed
expansion turbine is used to reduce the cooling air
temperature further below ambient conditions. A simpie air cycle is shown schematically in Fig. 9-67. Pressurized air is supplied by engine- or APU-powered cornpressors or by bleed extraction. Condensed moisture in
the cooled air is extracted, usually by mechanical

tion. The dry air rated method of analysis is given in
Refs. 17 and 18. Appropriate provision must be made
for the energy required to extract moisture.
The analysis requires an iterative solution to find
W{ and T4 for the required Q(, The equations used also
apply for all critically defined conditions for heating
and cooling. The analysis requires a knowledge of offdesign performance of the heat exchanger and cooling
turbine, and the ram and bleed air inlet conditions.
Many variations of the described system are available. One of these, the bootstrap cycle, uses a turbinecompressor arrangement with an additional heat exchanger to absorb the work of the turbine and io
provide an additional heat sink for the airflow before
expansion in the turbine. Detailed sizing formula anal-

means, as it passes through a separator to the entrance
of the distribution system. A bypass control system,
which also diverts a portion of the hot air to the entrance of the distribution system, is provided to modulate the cooled air for meeting intermediate heat loads
or to meet a purely heating requirement.
The generalized approach to initial sizing and aircycle performance calculations for a total thermal load
Q. is as follows:

ysis methods and component characteristics fcr the
simple air cycle, bootstrap cycle, and various hybrid
cycles can be found in Refs. 17 and 21.
Air-cycle systems will impose considerable power
requirements upon main engines or the APU, and,
therefore, it is essential that air be supplied or extracted
from these engines at minimum pressure ratios, consistent with the needs of cooling and/or pressurizing the
helicopter.

9-7.3.3

Air-cycle Systems
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Fig. 9-67. Simple Air-cycle System
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between the cold and hot junctions increases with increasing electrical power in the circuit.
The systems have low coefficients of performance
and presently are limited to specific applications where
accurate temperature control is required at low refrig-

can be beneficial for cooling avionic compartments,
which require control of contamination and humidity
to very low levels.
9-7.3.5

Thermionic Cooling Systems

eration loads. This method of cooling is most effective
when integrated directly into the avionic components.
Particular or complete areas of component assemb!ies
can be conditioned to meet i desired requirement. It
compartshould be noted that sveral experimental
ment installations, demonstrating complete air conditioning capability. are in existence today.

(Avionics)
Cooling systems using thermionic principles are in
use today. Thermionics can be described by comparison with a thermocouple circuit. In using a thermocouple. temperatures are measured by the electrical potenof a pair of
tial generated between the junctions
subjected to
being
junctions
two
the
dissimilar metals,
different temperatures--one junction at a known and
constant (reference) temperature and the other in the
environment being measured. The greater the temperature difference between the junctions, the greater the
electrical potential. In thermionic cooling, the process
is reversed in that an electrical potential is superimposed upon the circuit in opposition to that normally
developed in the thermocouple. The result is a cooling
effect at one junction (formerly the measured junction).
Sirpilarly. the temperature of the other junction (formerly the reference temperature) will increase and releae heat to the heat sink. The temperature difference

TRADE-OFF STUDIES AND SELECTION

9-7.4

The %electionof an ECS for the particular mission or
application will depend upon comparisons of performance. weight, cost, life, envelope, etc., and upon the ease
of integration of the system into the overall secondary
power system. Use of advantage-disadvantage summaries, or applying judgment to weighting factors for systern attributes, will facilitate initial selections of candidate concepts. A typical weighting factor/trade-off
chart is shown in Table 9-1G.

TABLE 9-10
TYPICAL FORMAT FOR SYSTEM TRADE-OFF STUDIES
IGHT GRADE
'G,'E
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*

Optimization stadies must be conducted to establish
location and envelope allotments for each candidate
system and its relationship to the secondary power gen.
eration equipment. Sufficiently detailed design layouts
must be generated for each concept chosen to determine transport media losses, power requirements; and
overall performance, weight, volume, and installation
complexities.
The evaluation and selection process will form a basis for assessing the influence of the ECS upon range
and takeoff gross weight of the helicopter, system reliability, vulnerability, maintainability, and flight safety.
This evaluation necessitates the availability of a
definitive helicopter model and a detailed mission profile, so that cost differences for the systems and helicopter parameters listed can be established and tabulated.

9-8

LIST OF SYMBOLS
4 = area of surface, ft
projected area of transparent
A,
surface normal to the sun, At:
COP. = coefficient of performance,
dimensionless
c = sonic velocity, fps
c' = specific heat of air at constant
pressure, Btu/lb-°F
c, = specific heat of air at contant
volume, Btu/lb-'F
D = drag, lb
e = base of natural logarithms
G,= solar radiation intensity,
Btu/hr-ft'
g = acceleration due to gravity.
ft/sec:
H
heat loss per person, 400
Btu/hr for crew members and
300 Btu/hr for passengers
hp,
horsepower

The preliminary design data generated will enhance
selection of the best overall system. The interplay of
parameters is illustrated by Fig. (-69, which is an example of relationships to the total helicopter system.

-~extracted

ECS
POa'E R

EGS

ECSL

lfl
lfb

A' = number of persons

VOLUME

'EIGHT

REQUIREMENTS

L

'r = compressor power, hp
. .....
P,. = electrical power, W

P, = fan power, hp
P,,,,,
system power loss, hp
TAKEOFF
GROSS

P,= pump power, hp

EIGCIHT

p

compartment pressure, psi
conditioning equipment exit
pressure, psi
"p,= reference pressure immediately
upstream of control or shutoff
valve at maximum flow rate,
psi
Q fluid flow, gpm
Q. = total compartment thermal
Btu/hr
p,=electric~al heat load, Btu/hr
Qps = heat transfer through external
.=
A,

AIRCRAFT
DESIGN

RA NGE
SLIFE CYCLE

COSTS

REAINARINi

AITI

RELIAI~iTYload,
VULNERABILITY
SURVIVAPILITY

compartment surfaces, Btu/hr
= infiltration load, Btu/hr
Q1. = heat infiltration or leakage,
Btu/hr
Qu,
heat transfer through internal
compartment surfaces, Btu/hr
- leakage heat load, Btu/hr
Q1 = personnel heat load, Btu/hr
QsI. - solar heat load, Btu/hr
R
required amount of
refrigeration, tons

SAFE TY
S
MISSION
SUCCESS

pressure, psi

,Q,

Fig. 9-69. Primary ECS Parameters
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R = gas constant, 1544
ft-lb/(lb-mole-*R)
= rotational speed, rpm
RA+ -. range, n mi
SFC = specific fuel consumption,

V.

lb/hp-hr
lhtemperature, R

T=temperature,
= torquc, lb-in.
T, = average temperature of air in
adjacent compartment, *F
T,. = average temperature of air in
cabin or compartment, OF

weight, lb/hr
ratio of specific heats of air
c,,/c,, dimensionless
Ap = pressure head, Ib/in.2
= prese hea
lb/in
/
A w4, =increasie in fuel flow rate, lb/hr
71 = fan efficiency, dimensionless
= transmission factor of

y

transparent surfaces,
dimensionless

T, = external surface temperate, OF
T,. = effective temperature of
bulkhead, *F
T,i
temperature of cooling air
leaving the evaporator, 'F
T,
turbine inlet temperature, OR
T, = temperature of air leaving
air-cycle machine, OF
mission time, hr
tm
U = overall surface conductance,
Btu/hr.OF-ft 2
(UA),b = effective conductance of
bulkhead, Btu/hr-OF
(UA)¢/ = effective conductance of fins,
etc., Btu/hr-°F
kt
V = cruise velocity,
volume, ft3
V volume of pressurized
=
compartment, ft•
= maximum allowable line fluid
velocity, fps
v, = specific volume of air at exit of
conditioning equipmeat, ft '/lb
W, = airflow rate entering air-cycle
machine or distribution system,
lb/hr

I. Crash Survival Design Guide, TR 71-22, US
Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory, Eustis Directorate, Fort
Eustis, Va., Revised, October 1971.
2. W. G. Beduhn, Fluidic Three-Axis Stability
Augmentation System for the CH-46A
Helicopter, Doc.ument 20725-FR, Honeywell,
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., January 1969.
3. Fabrication and Functional Test of a Flitqht.
worthy Fluidic Yaw Damper, TR 68-62, US'
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort
Eustis, Va., October 1968.
4. Haugen and Waters, Advanced Fluidic Contrcls for Integrated Propulsion, Volume III,
Fluidic Techniquesfor Multiple Engine Thrust
Stability Control, Aero 20268-800 FR, Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., April 1969.
5. C. A. Belsterling, Fluidic System Design
Manual, TR 67-32, US Army Aviation
Materiel Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Va., July
1967.
6. Fluid State Hydraulic Damper- UH-lB, TR
66-87, US Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Va., February 1967.
7. Fluidic Reliability,TR 68-36, US Army Avia-

W1 = airflow through the evaporative

tion Materiel Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Va..

W,
W, =

W1 =
W, =
W, =
W., =
w'

heat exchanger, lb/hr
fixed weight of system, lb
takeoff fuel weight required to
carry fixed or variable weight,
lb
infiltration airflow rate, lb/hr
leakage airflow rate, lb/hr
variable weight. lb
bleed airflow rate. lb/hr
fuel flow rate, lb/hr

= ram airflow rate, lb/sec
w,= rate of consumption of variable
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June 1968.
8. J. C. Kidwell, Flight Te't of a Honeywell Inc.
Fluidic Yaw Damper. TR 68-53, US Army
Aviation Materiel Laboratories. Fort Eustis,
Va., July 1968.
9. Three-Axei FluidicStability Augmentation Systen Flight Test Report, TR 71-34, US Army
Air Mobility Research and Development
Laboratory, Eustis Directorate, Fort Eustis,
Va.. September 1971.
10. R. A. Evans, "Applied Fluids Technology,
SAE Transactions". 74. 1966.
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"11. Fluid Technology State-of-the-Art, Report
4
12.
13.
14.

15.

R-ED 5195, Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis,
Minn., July 1964.
Fliddle Yaw DamperSystem, AFFDC TR 24,
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., February 1967.
Development and Flighe Test of a PowerSupply
Conditionerfor a Fluidic Computer, Report
No. NADC-AM-691 1, July 1969.
Fluid System Applications to Naval Equipment
Areas, Report R-ED 5196, pp 17-21, Honey.
well, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., September
1964 (C).
Development and Flight Testing of a Fluidic
Flight Control System, CR-1913, Honeywell,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., October 196'/.
16. Torgeson, Johnson, and Wright, Engineering
Study of Air Conditioning Load Requirements
for Aircraft Compartments, AF-TR-55-254,

Research, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., March
1956 (PB 121-139).
17. Aerospace Applied Thermodynamics Manual,

SAE AIR 1168, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., New York, N.Y., November 1969.
14. Airplane Air Conditioning Engineering Data
Hteat Transfer, SAE AIR No. 24, Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., New York, N.Y.
(Included in Ref. 17).
19. HVAC Guide, American Society of Heating
and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., New
York. N.Y. (Superseded by Handbook of Fundamentals and Guide and Data Book. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Airconditioning Engineers, Inc., New York, N.Y.,
1972).
20. R. D. Madison, Fan Engineering, Buffalo
Forge Co., Buffalo, N.Y., 1949.

21. J. E. Coppage, et al., Study of the Performance
of Aircraft Air Cycle Refrige~ration Units with
Internal Turbomachine Components, WADC
TR 56-584, Wright Air Development Center,

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, June 1958 (PB
131-841).
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CHAPTER 10

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
10-1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the responsibilities and functions related to mass properties and weight engineering
in the aircraft design field. Aircraft include helicopter,
compound helicopter, fixed-wing, and V/STOL type
vehicles. The weight and balance concepts discussed
apply to all types of aircraft, but are directed toward
helicopters and compound helicopters,
A generalized treatment, rather than a more definitive discussion, has been chosen in order to permit the
flexibility necessary in a constantly changing art. Contractors are encouraged to exchange weight data and
ideas frequently so as 'o improve techniques and to
keep abreast of the increasing sophistication of aircraft
design.
The weight engineer may utilize this chapter as a
basis for outlining, planning, developing, and performing the various functions and tasks pertaining to this
important discipline of engineering,
The Military Specifications and documents noted
herein--MIL-W-25140, MIL-STD-1374--form the
basis for most weight engineering requirements in aircraft contracts. Army helicopters will be designed in
accordance with Military Specifications and Standards.
On occasion, Army aircraft may be procured that meet
the civil aviation requiremetits detailed in applicable
Federal Aviation Regulations, i.e., Parts 21, 27, 29 and
133, etc. The complexity of the overall design and
weight engine.cring tasks may be increased in such
cases.

10-2 WEIGHT ENGINEERING
10-2.1

IMPORTANCE OF WEIGHT AND
BALANCE CONTROL

The requirement to prevent overweight (referred to
as one type of growth) prior to first delivery is imporrant. Overweight can cause serious deficiencies in other
critical areas such as performance, cost, reliability,
scheduling, etc. These degradations usually are corn-

pounded after initial delivery due to additional weight
required to correct original design deficiencies and ti,
changes necessita',ed by flight experience and tests.
Such events as product improvement programs
(PIP), the addition of new equipment, and new mission
requirements also contribute to weight growth. Typical
Army experience with weight growth is shown in Fig.
10 1. This experience indicates how important it is to
define and consider growth potential in the early stages
of design.
Overweight on all types of aircraft has plagued the
military services. These overweight problems may be
attributed to any number of causes, such as ch,,,nges itn,
initial design policy, errors in initial weight prediction.
engineering management failure, or unwillingnes,,s to
recognize the need to control weight. Experience
proves that removing weight after the fact is both costly
and time-consuming. These factors indicate the necessity for vigorous weight surveillance in all phases of a
program.
Failure to recognize the overall effect and importance of weight and of the need to develop effective
control at the inception of'an aircraft development proect can place the entire program in jeopardy. Probable
effects are increased costs, schedule delay (due to corrective action), and/or reduction in the utility of the
vehicle. In some cases the severity ot the problemni may
be cause for program cancellation.
10-2.2

GROWTH FACTOR

Many knowledgeable weight engineer. h,,vc spent
considerabie time, energy, and money studs ing aircraf:
weight growth and how to predict its efto..'t. Sc'.eai
papers have been published and presented hv the Society of Aeronautical Weight Engineers (SAWE) ow
this subject. The numerical value of the ,rov.th fact,,ii
(GF) varies with the differing characteristics and st/es
of aircraft, and each parameter should be evaitined
individually. The effects (if compromising or rvditi •g
margins of safety, independently or collecttiel. ,-iih
the various performance parameters (speed. r,:j.w.
•
hover, rate of climb, etc.), will have considerable hl...
10-1
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ing on the growth factor value and, therefore. must he
taken into consideration. Inasmuch as individual contractors have their own methods ror developing GF. no
further discussion on the subject will he presented in
this chapter. Sample techniques for establishing appropriate values of GF are discussed in Refs. I and 2.

various task%that must he performed to exercise weight
control include, hut are not limited to, the following:
I. Weight control program
2. Preliminary weight prediction
3. Weight estimation and calculation
4. Mass property analysis

WEIGHT ENGINEERING GROUP

5. Weight control status report
6. Actual weight and balance determination.

10-2.3

MIL-W-25140 requires a propective contractor to
establish and maintain a well-organized and competent
Weight Engineering Group.
In general. mass properties/weight engineering
groups have the responsibility of planning. developing,
and performing weight control, assignments during all
phases of design. deveiopment.'and production.
Unlike many other eingineeng disciplines, weight
engineering is required during the entire life of a vehi
tie. i.e.. from the preconceptual through tme operational phases. The various weight functions or tasks
generally are governed by the type of vehicle being
developed and by the overall requirements of the procuring activity,
10-2.4

WEIGHT CONTROL

The Army's increasingly complex and stringent requirements make weight control a factor of prime importance during all design and fabrication phases. The

18

10-2.4.1
Weight Control Program
The weight control program generally functions in
conjunction with the efforts employed to estimate
weight during all phases of design. This program, repeatedly emphasized in this chapter, is one of the most
important functions in the aircraft weight and mass
properties field; and for ultimate success it should inelude, but not be limited to. the following:
1. An accurate preliminary design weight estimate
of the proposed helicopter
2. The establishment of an equitable "target"
weight systen,
3. Management of the program by qualified
weight engineers
4. Prompt, periodic, accurate reporting of weight
and CG status, and related analysis
5. Complete support and backing from the various
structural and system design groups
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6. Most important. comple!e ;upport from management during all phasec of tht program.

1000.
W, K fX X ýX,:;.

10-2.4.2

X".
,

Preliminary Weight Prediction

Prediction of weight during preliminary design normally involves the use of purely statistical approaches.
The most rudimentary forms of weight expressions are
used initially, with more sophisticated weight predicýtion methods being used-as the design advances. In the
early phase.s, little is known of the vehicle except its
intended mission, -some of its basic equipment. and the
applicable design requirements. Therefore, to estimate
total weight. very simplified weight expressions that
involve a minimum of parameters may be used. These
conceivably may involve only gross weight. payload,
radius, and hover ceiling or installed power. As the

.
S;
---

-

5

design progresses and additional design details are

--

known, the weight expressions will involve several
more parameters, increasing the accuracy of the resuits. Additional information of value to the weight
engineer making weight predictions and estimations is
conained in Refs. 3-10.
A commonly used method of weight prediction is the
development ofa series of equations based upon a logical group of design parameters. The primary equation
is obtained by s.tatistical analysis using all the applicable parameters. An example of the validity of such an

In general, the equailon %ithi iic t'.:%\cs, 'aiiari's has
the largest value of standard dce i:,lion aid the. sallesl
coefficient of correlation.
This type of analysis can he us-d fOr prcdictiin of
almost all the group weighls that comprise the helicop-

equation is shown in Fig. 10-2. This typical curve is the

ter empty weight, and is particularly applicable for the

result of a regression model using the indicated weights
from actual systems and the values of appropriate de-

structural groups. The weight prediction can 'ic refined
as the design progresses and alpplicahle values for il-

sign parameters.

creasing numbers (if design parameters are determined.

More rudimentary expressions are obtained by dropping variables in the order of their increasing statistical
significance. The result is a series of equations, each
having a unique value of standard deviation and coefficient of correlation. An example group of equations
may he of the form

.

W
WI=

A

S8,1
".
X
X

A 2Xdxv'
PI.'XY,
1Vf

.

.lh

.

lb
(10-I)

h

Fig. 10-2. Validation Chart, Typical Group WVeiht
Prediction Equation

10-2.4.3

Weight Estimation and Calculation

In proceeding to the more deftnmifie ,,agcs o(f -weight
estimation and calculation Lisuallv encounitered during
response to solicitations, the ,pec'trum of weight determinatiots widens greatly. W'ei1ht prediclion equattions
of numerous types are employed.
:Itilieing a greatei
number ol paramceers that by this stage are hetter defined f"or the vehicle under sludy. There usually I's a
separate eqtation for each of t he J,ruct 1II al alnd System
groups.
ltDuring this phase. the fo ll,•eigp
thro'' methodxs o•
estinations generally are applied:
1. Advanced stafistical
2. Analytical

t'eststnlhed

grimp weigl, lbh
coits;Int ir li"ptolirtiomlallty

3. Statistieal/atalytieai.
The slatist'ical mnethmls e.,niplo>ed at 1hi,,
cvolrasted \"itl th11se ol' 1h11plo'hnimsa\ slage. wmllhe

applicable design pararnieer

paraneters noi pi•cviotialy ;mIailal'h. or djoniel lVoeach

Cs•pinemilll

irp.The itnlro\ ed
cit ktnmmt
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data narrows the range within which the weight may
varv, thus establishing greater confidence in the results.
Tie analytical method of weight determination can
be very useful during contract negotiations, and may be
used for both weight prediction and optimization. A
typical discussion of weight prediction through structural analysis is provided in Ref. I1, and includes
weight optimization by the "structural-index" method.
Statistical/analytical weight estimation employs elements of both methods for its development. This area
of weight prediction, therefore, produces a large varietyC
of weight equations based upon the correlation of actual weight, physical and design descriptors, and analytical design parameters. Typical examples of this application are found in Refs. 12-17. The weight
prediction methods outlined above often are used as
substantiation data for aircraft system proposals.
Finally, layout designs are completed and are the
basis for weight estimates and calculations based upon
a preliminary structural analysis. Scaling of actual
weights from vehicles of similar design may be helpful
in furnishing weight predictions in areas not as well
defined,
It becomes possible to make more precise weight
determinations as design progresses to the release of
detail drawings. Aids such as the SAWE Handbook
(Ref 18) generally may be used to facilitate layout
calculations, including uniform and established standards of material densities and gage tolerance factors,
etc. Most contractor:i have weight standards based
upon many years of experience,
10-2.4.4

Mass Property Analysis

All phases of vehicle development require some form
of mass property prediction or analysis to assist other
engineering specialities in the analysis of structure. stability and control, dynamics, etc. These mass property
analyses may use some of the most rudimentary forms
of prediction involving statistics for the preliminary
studies. The analyses progress to more exact and precise forms with improved vehicle definition and are
discussed in more detail in the paragraphs that follow,
Moments of Inertia
10-2.4.4.1
One of the important tasks performed by weight and
mass property control groups is the determination of
aircraft mass moments of inertia (MOI) and products
of inertia (POI). Formulas for determining moments of
inertia can be found in most engineering design handbooks, the most useful being Ref. 18.
For advanced design work, and for applications requiring mass properties of an approximate nature, sta-

tistical data may he used. As the design develops, group
and component sizes and weights are defined more
clearly and a manual calculation of the vehicle mass
properties may be performed.
In the layout and detail design stage, the large numher of weight elements makes a manual computation of
mass properties impracticable. At this point, the
manual computations normally are replaced by computer programs and the vehicle mass properties are
generated by high-speed computers.
o
Center of Gravity Envelope
10-2.4.4.2
The center of gravity (CG) envelope is a plot of
weight versus permissible CG limits (refer to MIL-W25140). and is used to determine the potential or actual
extreme excursions of weight and CG for a vehicle. The
envelope should account fbr all expected mission configurations. capable of producing these extremes. The
plot should show the effects of expendable and variable
items of useful load and of alighting gear retraction.
The lines connecting these critical weight and CG
points form an envelope (sometimes called a potato
curve) within which the vehicle shall be able to operate
without exceeding its design limitations. The weight
and balance classification in accordance with MIL-W25140 can be determined from these various envelopes
or curves. Lateral CG limits, which are based upon
control capability, are not normally a function of gross
weight. Therefore. a chart presentation usually is not
required. However, lateral CG limits should be listed
in all types of weight reports.
10-2.4.5

Weight Control Status Reporting

The status report provides weight engineering with
its primary me'ans of "ommunication among the procuring activity (when required), engineering management, and appropriate design groups. Experience has
proven that a timely, accurate, and thorough weight
reporting system will contribute significantly to both
successful design and weight control programs.
Part III of MIL-STD-1374 presents a typical format
for a helicopter weight status reporting and includes all
pertinent data. Weight control program documentation
requirements are discussed in detail in par. 10-2.5.
10-2..6

Actual Weight and Balance
Determination

The final weight erification of a vehicle takes place
when it is placed on a weight measuring ,,vstem (scal•s)
to determine its "actual" weight and C*G Prior to this,
however, gradual accumulation and compilation of'actual data replace the estimated and calculated weights
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2. Request for Proposal (RFP)
3. Invitation for Bid (IFB)
4. Hardware Contract-Experimental, prototype
and production.
Typical weight data and the types of reports required
are shown in Tables 10-1 and 10-2.
The preparation, technical content, and format of
most of these weight data are established in detail in

used in establishing vehicle weight and balance predicted for the proposal and specification. Although the
methods employed by most aircraft manufacturers are
similar, they generally reflect the characteristics of
their manufacturing systems, i.e., the actual weighing
of manufactured parts. Therefore, it is important to
recognize the degree of coordination required between
the weight engineering group and the manufacturing
division if the program for weighing detail parts is to be
effective and efficient. It is the "actual weighing" that
finally proves the overall effectiveness and competence
of the group.
10-2.5

MIL-W-25140 and include the application of Parts I,
II, and III of MIL-STD-1374. MIL-W-25140 outlines
the data required to demonstrate contract compliance
during design and manufacture as well as the data necessary to establish a system of weight and balance con.
trol during service operation of the aircraft.
Additional data requirements, such as substantiation
of weight predictions and/or estimates, post-design
analysis report, weight control and management plan
report, special studies, etc. usually are specified in the

DOCUMENTATION

Weight data requirements for aircraft are specified in
one of the following documents:
1. Request for Quotation (RFQ)

TABLE 10-1
WEIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS-TYPE OF REPORT

LI= OPTIONAL
REQUIRED DATA

3.+.+

PARAGRAPH4I

3.7,1 3.72? 3.i.3

DTAPARAGRAPH
REQIRD

SUMMARY TABLE
GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT

-

DETAILED WEIGHT STATEfMENT

______...._T__

I

3.7.4j 337.5 3.7.63.7.837,

-f-] •

i,

BALANCE CALCULATIONS "DETAILED;

____

-'1EIGHT EMPTY_______
GROSS ;'EIGHT CONDITIONS __---_-----_---__
GEAR RETRACTION DERIVATION .

_

_

---

4-

SPECIAL LOAD ITEMS
REVISIONS TO PRLVIOUS CALCULATIONS

7--,--

LIST OF GFAE 7EIGHTS
-SPEC VS CURRENT,
GTAE WýIEIGHTS
STRUCTURAL DIA'RAt,M3
CHANGES
TABLE
9CR AUTHORIZED
ETER,. INA, ION

::ETTED

AREA

BREAKDO';,'N

,____________

..

TABULATION "F OVER "UNDER ,'EIGHT
SUIMMARY rABULA-!)N -r -HANGE-

OVER PRO-TOTvPE

_____
.

SERIAL NUMBERS OF APPLICABLE AIRCRAFT

,.

-

-

-

-

ACT.IEIGHT EMPTY &LISTS OF EQUIP REMOVED &ADDED ,
UNUSABLE FUEL AND OIL DATA ____.________.____

"TABULATION OF ALL CHANGES SINCE LASr REPORT

.'.'EIGHT HANDBOOK DATA tSAMPLE CHTS. A& E
_
---.,
,'El(;Hl SUBSTANTIATiON, DERIVATION AND BACKUP DATA ----.

;_

1;

-

i

-'I

.. -___

4-

i i

_
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"How to Respond" section of the solicitation. These
types of data have not been standardized in format and
usually are outlined by the procuring activity. Detail
format usually is established by coordination between
the contractor and the procuring activity.
10-2.5.1

are technical engineering descriptions that are not employed in the operational phases of weight and balance
work.
The definition of guaranteed weight empty is discu,ssed in MIL-W-25140 as applied to both experimental and production contracts. The definition of trapped
and unusable fuel and oil also is presented in MIL-W25140.

Summary Weight Statement

For all levels of weight determination, a summary
weight statement comprising the applicable functional
groups is to be provided in accordance with MIL-STD1374, Part I. The useful load condition shall be as
determined for the primary or basic mission defined by
the applicable document- i.e., specification, RFQ, etc.
It is important that the dimensional and structural data
page of Part I be completed in every detail.
10-2.5.2
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DEFINITIONS OF WEIGHT TERMS

Fig. 10-3 describes weight terms generally used in
weight and balance conmrol work. Some of these terms
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CHAPTER 11

MAINTAINABILITY
11-1 INTRODUCTION
11-1.1

'i

IMPLEMENTATION

source constraints of the design. The preliminary maintenance concept should be updated whenever factors
affecting the original concept are identified.

Maintainability is defined in MIL-STD.721 as "a
characteristic of design and installation that is expressed as the probability that an item will be retained
in or restored to a specified condition within a given
"period of time when the maintenance is performed in

2. Participation in design trade-off studies. This is
required to evaluate the effects that alternative designs
would have upon the system maintenance requirements. As a minimum, trade-off studies present the
relationships between helicopter alternatives based

accordance with prescribed procedures and resources".

upon:

"Todesiga for maintainability is to incorporate features

that reduce the resources (time. manpower. personnel
skflis. test equipment. tools, technical data, or facilities)
required to perform maintenance. The following specific areas serve in the planning process as a point of
departure from which specific measures can be developed, for "pie
coordination
these and mitiaiiy
any other discirga
itiniof epc!t
plines in a program with respect to maintainability:
I. Analytical techniques
2 Maintainability analysis
3. Maintainability demonstrations,
Implementation o~f" maintamnabilit features in the
preliminary design of helicopters and helicopterinstalled
equipment require, the development of a
maintainability
program as described in MIL-SID470. The standard describes in detail those tasks or
elements that must be incorporated into a maintainability program to assure effective, timely, and economical
accompli
maintainablity
tof
acco)mplishmentofmitiaiiydsgobeivdesign objecte
' ...Id begin with
plan
The maintainability program
. Included in
lielicopi.
the
of
design
the preliminary
the program are:
1. l)eelopment of a preliminary concept The
preliminary maintenance concept is based upon the
proposed operational requirements for the helicopter
and the Army maintenance support structure. The
malntenance concept is a summary of' the total mainieniance planmed tI) assure proper functitoning of the hehcopter and its equipment Io meet the operational requirenitts. I)istiribution of the maintenance concept lto
appro)priate desi"gnl personnel is required to insure their
u nde rsi inidinig ()Fihe mailtlenl.inic ent vi ro-)nmeni anld re-

IIl-I

b.
c.
d.
e.

(MMH/FH)
Mean-time-to-repair (MTTR)
Personnel skill requirements
Training requirements
Maining
requirements

Ideally. the trade-off study findings would rank helicopter design alternatives in the order of their demand
for maintenance resources. The maintainability prediclion techniques outlined in MIL-HDBK-472 are useful
for establishing the necessary parametric values used in
trade-off analysis.

J
,

3. Preparation of maintainability design guidelines. Based upon the maintenance concept. maintainabilitv design criteria can be stated and design guidelines
established that must be considered in order that the
overall design will meet the applicable criteria. The
maintainability design criteria of Refs I and 2 are representati•,! of mechanical and electronic equipment.
respectively.
4. Participation in design reviews. Participation of'
maintainability engine-ring personnel in formal and
inflormal design resiL~s is required to insure that con-

I

linuiig attention is given to maintenance considcra-

lions as the helicopter design evoles The design review provides a means of exchanging inftrmation
regarding maintainability problems and solutions: and
ot'coordi|aitiig maintainability engineering itnputis with

those cofthe structural. reliability, mnanuflicturing. qualily ass,,urance, and human engilieciing disciplines.
5. Identification of polential maintl enance pro-

]
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lerns.
*tainability

Trhis is a contntiumng responsibility of' the miain.

engineer. Somec potential problemis are:
a. Use of subsystemls or equipment that have
known hlmb F'ailure rates
b. Nonopi
ninroutine maintenance schedules
c. Lack of* Ir, ssibility to installed equipment
d. Hinderail,,- to equipment lault isolation .apabilit'.
e. Any) apparent excessive maintenance resource demands
f. Undue complexity of' maintenance tasks
g. Hazardous conditions anid procedures
It. Undue comiplexit) of system design.
6. )emonstration op- verification of'requirements.
As part of any maintainability program, provisions
must be made for the continuous monitoring or data
that can be compared with predicted values. This is
required b) MIL-STD-473 anid is important especiallv
durig tephses
erlytesefbe te sste eners
operational service.
Items I through 3 arc essential to the prelinuniarN
design phase anid 4 ihrough 6 are essential to the deselOpmetit and airwkorthiness qoalificationt phas'-s osec
Chapter 10, AMCP '706-203).

11-1.2

possible. One approach advocates the replacement of
anl entire subsystem when service life has expired. Trhis
approach could require the stockage of large numbers
of costly anid bulky spares, anid thus may be uineconomical. Also, under this approach the direct support level of maintenance would be responsible for testing enore subsystems to effect a repair, thus duplicating
the roles of the higher-level organizations. At the opposite extreme is ant approach that provides for the stockage of large quanititnvs of' many types of equipment
subassemblies anid tit dules, at the organizational level
anid necessitates the Introduction of special test equipnient arid highly skilled personnel at that level. An
approach that provides spares for the major equipment
functioiujl packages arid components-without providin spares for their subassemblies, modules, or piece
parts, (with the exception of installation hardware)-might prove more efficient. TUhe determination of an
optimium mnaintenance approach to apply at the various
organizational levels is a prime objective of the maintaitnability programi.
l)irect support spares most often are modular mechairical or electrical subassemoblies that can be testud,
replaced, or adjusted ssithoul requiring special skills,
test equipment. or f'acilities. Tht. replaceable module
Should he acce',siblc directly when installed on equip-

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION AND

ment anid should perform a complete function or

THE MAINTENANCE ENVIRONMENT

relited group of luiictions when ope~rating within theI
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MAINTENANCE-INDUCED FAULTS

Fitle I I *I presen is t he percentage ol* accidents (toIiil. m~atjor. arid ittin1or) and of'all miishaps (tctal. major.

nim ir, Incident .

'oreed landing, and precautionary

lanidiing) attribuottable to tmaminetnance errors.
hI'se%(
tcatuires of a helicopter design that offer p0teritiat for gencrating irainitenance-induced filiults are:
t A ii iiiallai ion i hat canl be poisitioned tin moreI
thia n oiie s.m
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2. A design that requires unnecessarils comnplex

nlite the rieed for individual judgment in determining

proc.edures to maintain
3. Locations of hardware, connectors, aid adjustment features in areas that are not readily accessihile
4. A design that neither features equipment han* itiing aids nor considers transportability need-,.

either the need for replacement or the status of equip.
ment. Desirable features of highly deeloped huiltin
test system,.are:
a. Fault isolation capahilit\ 1O% or more

Specific design guidelines for reducing maintenance
error potential are conitained in Ret.s. I and 2. Design
techniques that eliminate or reduce maintenanceinduced faults include:
1. Eliminate the possibility ofinstalhingequtpment
in morelimie eway. his includes positioning
e if tme
inluds poitinin ofthe
in mrehanoneway.Thi
equipment in the helicopter: attaching electrical, fuel,
hydraulic, or pneumatic lines; and making connections
*to ground support equipment.
2. Do not permit components or assemblies to he
interchangeable unless they arc identical functionall,
an h"lerrors
nd phSialy

3. Mimmize the dependence upon training of personnel, marking of equipment, or maintenance and operating instructions to eliminate or reduce maintenance
error.
4. Do not position those provisions for adjustments that are not to be made by lower levels of maintenance in such a wa) that they are exposed to lowerlevel maintenance personnel in the normal conduct of
their work.
5. Identify complex maintenance tasks early in design developments in order that design changes that
will reduce the complexity and criticality of the task
may be effective.
6. Design for ease of handling atid include special
handling aids, fixtures, cradles, and dollies where they
would aid the accomplishment of maintenance.
7. Incorporate builtin test features in equipment
whenever possible. Builtin test features should mini-

TABLE 11-1
RELATIONSHIP OF HELICOPTER
ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS TO MAINTENANCE
ERRORS
PERCENI OF tOfAW

OH

1

-

i(A .41
47
S. t :F"

)

self-te,,t capability

Ltin sela-test rateh (2i ,
i.tv. falsec alarm rates t2'% or less)
d. Failure indicators that identify the failed replaceable unit
c. Automatic start-to-finish test canability.
s. Place earl\ emphasis upon the human factors
,aspects of maintenancc work. This includes simplification of'"maintenance training programs. diagnostic and
repair mnanuals, audio-visual aids, special maintenance
tolsfr
theuhlip
dign
recognition of the
design and
and aapecognitintofathe
helicopter
tools
for the
cost-effectivenes aspects of the depth to which builtin
test |,atures should be tncluded and described.
Ihe major thrust of efforts to reduce maintenance
c.
e.

most often is directed at the organizattonal level
of maintenance because errors at this level have a di-

rectly visible effect upon helicopter safety arid availability. The guidelines applied to the design of equipment
maintained at the organizational level, however, also
should apply to the higher levels. These guides extend
to the special equipment supplied to support the new
equipment. For example, consideration should be given
to the operational interfaces of special support equipsent to insure that the equipment is connected easily
to the equipment being tested and that connectors cannot be joined improperly. Special test equipment also
could feature utilization of autoniatic test and fault
isolation capability to reduce the dependence upon operator skills and prevent operator error.

1 1-2
1.1-2.1

INTERCHANGEABILITY
REPLACEABILITY

AND

INTERCHANGEABILITY

Components are coni:;Jered interchangeable when
they are structurally. physically, and functionally identIeal arid utilize the same attachment provisions. Calibration, aligninent, or adjustment of interchangeable
equipment components is undesirable. For example.
MIL-E-196OO state,, that electronic modules are de-

ACCIDENTS

ALL MISHAPS

signed for interchange without the need for alignment

FY

FY

or adjustment of the replacement module or the equip-

6.24

IL OH - b8A
I OH-GA

i-RRORS__

h. Builti

1
7.25
_.4_j

I

3.99

I 2.13

12.I8

4.84 t1.56

3.7

7.793

4.35

13.24

.'.ARM(A0; i",

I(

5 ,

-, II .l

4.931
___.2

r: -n,, r"

-1ient in which the module is being installed.
lie advantages of' interchangeable components are

obvious. At the two lowest levels of maintenance, the
use of interchangeable parts fits well ,ith the objectives
ofrniiimizing helicopter down times, minimizing technical skill level deriainds, arid reducing the -;pare parts
11.3
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requirremient At the general and depoit lewels ofmai~rnteriance. thle need for suich part-, can he expiccted to he
ls.Anr> decisions insolsing tile initroductrirot
Olinterchangceable parts In to the supplý
tet htmescixr must
he sweiged atga iist tilie mipact Liponr helicoL pt er pertormiatce arid resource demnands
Ili.- principal technique% used to achiese jInterinet~li andtnlantifiactur
Lirare stanhidrd
t I Liihrou11
itindLst r% Hi ev tInclutde:
I L*, it'o stanidard enpgriec~ring drass tog pract ices
;Mtt.-SI)-RX~la

~~~~~~~~
Fstahl ish ment ot 'corntiion

*

I
*

ionic mod L.Ciesncr coii, Cut iOdIona
tritrting ho!lt and
tolerances tfor sion Itar

cqutprient cormpoinetnts
3 se o contrucionmateialsthat
sa nie

ase

r si mil r ph > s cal pro ert
sar eh %ric itl il ro er ie .to
Selected examiples oft rilore speciati/ed efforts, to diesinfor irirerchari-eabiliry are discussed in thle paragrapihs that follow%.
Aligtniient of subs> steni equipmnirt (such as that required to horesight a weapon subsystem) or calibration
of as ionic subsystems often are Comiplex tasks,. Methods of easing the alignmierit problem hase heen found.
One insolses the incorporation of controlled niechanicat hard points and the use of miachined surfaices to
permit single adjustments in azimuth arid elesation.
The self-calibrating, avionic module, a technique of reducirig avionic adjustments in digital subsystemns, offers
potential for helicopter application. Self-cal!brat irg
modules employ digital logic circuitry that allows, the
regulation and correction ot input arid ')utput data.
Accuracy requirements associated wit h air data subysessomretimies necessitate the use ol'calibration. or
compensatory. circuits nmounited on circuit cards,
which provides compatibility of a pressure sensor with
the subsystem. For interchangeability, the peculiar %ensor card and senisor can be packaged together so that
tie individually rioriirterchangeable comnponientt
become a single interchangeable package.
The designi of wire bundles arid harness assembibes
miounited in airframes and within equipment assemblies
should receive particular attention in helicopter design.
Layout within structures, restraint methods, arid size
should he considered carefully to ease replacement.
One possibility for interchangeability is to use wire
harnesses assembled with disposable nylon ties that do
not terminate in screwdown or solder termuinal boards.
arid that serve a limited number of functional subsystems. Such assemblies offer the obvious advantage of'
ease of replacement by lower levels of maintenance.
At the higher levels Lof maintenance, the use oif modutar design for interchangeable mechanical arid electrical conipottent assemblies can reduce the tine required
11-4

to restore equip)rieiit to it seri ,abhle condition. Eveni
t urbinie engines have been decsigned as a group of
mo~dules tha~t Can he repaired hv eLplaCeoIMrt oif the
tailed ni( du Ic. ()I -thle nlight litle, t hese engine%can be
replaced as a coplet;e
iii
uit
i rapidly aid( easily by usinrg
ain Installation ltechnique similar to thle rack and panel
t> pie. Ali adaptation ol this tinstaillationti ethod may he
Suitable iii certain helicopter applications. Rack and
parire inst aI atnori of' airhborne a(ion ics alIso( provide
significanlt itilprosmernert iii thle ease (if interchange of
LuiLc k diisconnecitie

InustatlIatiroii.

thle Lise of Mi litary Standard discrete component,,
aid piece part hardwsare provides for thle tolerance,
1. i Ltc tu ri rg t-o niiro t, arid p r(1 Le s,, co nt ro t n ecessa ry
tiar
ilns ire
r ha i e b
ttxaartthle lowest com p o nen t
leset. D~esigmn requiiremients triust he established that
aissuire iiaxiuni
u11
iii/lar on oft stich parts and permit
des atll
t11
onCI
onJhnLSt
itIed.
1 ioutat Lu isoii tilhe use of coatings,. po t ting niaterials,,
and other ericapsutat rug riaterrals, oser cornponerits
and assemblic-. iriuisi he estabilished Where cost of' the
coated ssrb permhits. a tlirosav aN Concept should
he reciimmiended. All lL'sk-cost. tonoimechaiiicait cornporients Classed as throska%4 as itcnii, shoulld he ericapsulated wvhern practicable to pirr-cnlt any attemipt at
repair.
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REPLACEABILITY

.oniplorenrrs are considercdl retilaccahte when thes
niert all requiiremlents ofrtrhigarivexcept
that
their installation ri iil
requiire adt'juitment, or opera(itlorisin addi tio
rit) oiwiitil atliaio oitIlie aittaclii rg nica us.
'Itiese proiCedulre% rnaN ron:uid drrlling, rearning. filing,
Int
rrii rig, or ortier operatow
ins ecessarý for iristallattori
of the conipornent into tilie atii'ass'eriblN Such operatLiris do riot Include shecarivig, betidiing. forrinirg. or
other basic opcratioits that canirot he perfornied readily
wkith ordinary hand tools.
Strulctural' comiponeint
Inistallatiloris hIOrii
he
miaJority of this class, and rmost are ins-talled with rivets.
Plate nluts arid other captise lasicrici des ices, also are
secured w it h ris ets. the stfUr'ut ra! Componients, offieircoipers and oif installed eqiirprnicm are secured tit Oris
miannier primarily to assure that sirtictiral rirtegnir> rS
maintained.
Somietimes. reductiron of the shafi length of clevtrrcal
Comt)portents suich ;Ii. s aruiblc resis.tors is, requliretd to
comnfoirml %ithi spccihei Inst alla tioni rcttirnr -nl-r
i
I ririiruing of coinhporwiL-lt gcrrer att% is,rqliired mopros ide aI
Comiponient that, Can be Lused tol ses er t applrcat toll%
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The widespread use of components that must be
processed prior to installation is undesirable, but they
may be employed to facilitate meeting environmental
requirements (vibration, shock, and strength). Their
use in other applications is reasonable when the failure
rate of the components is low enough to indicate an
extremely low probability of repair. The consequences
of using components that must be processed prior to
their installation are increased MMH/FH and MTTR,
additional :o•,mmlexity of maintenance, and increased
c, potential. Any trade-off involving a
maintenatic.
ceir use must be justified on the basis
consideratio;'
-'

that it is the or,.y :ceptable solution to meeting design
requirements. Item cost, by itself, cannot be the deciding factor. Any savings in obtaining the component in
its noninterchangeable form may be lost in an increase
in the cost of performing the work prior to installation
and the reduced helicopter availability due to increased
maintenance downtime.
Certain items in the replacement part category are
not components in the normal sense. Repair stock used
to patch the skin or equipment fairings is used commonly and justifiably, preferably by maintenance personnel at the direct support level. Its use permits
needed repairs at an austere site and makes it unnecessary to stock large preformed skin sections and fairings.
Sheet metal, usually aluminum, of the type used to
cover the frame, and Fiberglas kits for fairing repairs
are maintained for this purpose. Any major repairswhere extensive forming or rebuilding is requiredshould be performed at higher levels of maintenance,
Avionic and other mechanical equipment requiring repairs of this type should be sent to higher maintenance
levels because the suitability of such repairs and the
equipment performance cannot be verified with the test
equipment normally available at the lower levels,

11-3 STANDARDIZATION
There are levels of standardization applicable to helicopter system design that have separate and distinct
out related advantages. The extent to which standardization beiiefits system development is dependent in one
respect upon system and equipment performance and
design requirements. Requirements that permit the use
of existing developed subsystem equipment or the modification of such equipment without a complete development program Lre especially advantageous. Subsystems-such as engine, armament, navigation, fire
control, communication, and airframe-that can be
used in or adapted to the new system requirements
provide the following advantages:

1. Decrease in weapon acquisition and ownership
costs due to reduction of:
a. Scope of design development program
b. Scope of official qualification requirements
c. Training requirements
d. Introduction of new spares
e. New tool requirements
f. Requirements for special support equipment
2. More rapid development of the total system
3. Product improvement through modification of
equipment to correct design deficiencies recognized by
using organizations, and/or by taking advantage of
state-of-the-art improvements
4. Compatibility with special tools and support
equipment
5. Experience of maintenance technicians.
Although all of the advantages described may not
result from subsystem standardization for a particular
application, only partial benefits are required to realize
a significant savings in cost of development and ownership. Attainment of these savings must begin in the
proposal design phase. The system specification should
be studied in detail and its requirements compared with
equipment specifications of procured equipment. Studies of this nature should not be limited to Army inventories alone, but should evaluate other military, federal,
or commercial equipment. For example, head-up displays, central computers, instrumentation, and fuel
control components used in high-performance aircraft
might be adaptable readily to meet helicopter equipment specifications.
A more common form of standardization-the use
of standard parts-offers obvious potential for the design of new equipment. Standard parts are identified by
Air Force-Navy (AN), Military Standard (MS), Joint
Air Force-Navy (JAN), and National Aeronautical
Standard (NAS) prefixes followed by a numerical suffix. This designation identifies the mechanical or electrical equipment component as complying with a Governmental specification. The component is designed,
fabricated, and finished to the requirements peculiar to
that specification and may be available for procurement by order from a number of manufacturers. The
production of the standard component is subject to
inspections and tests at the manufac!urer's facility to
assure that the component physical and functional
characteristics are interchangeable and as specified.
Requiring incorporation of standard components in
new equipment design is essential to reducing the quantities of component spares and simplifying the procurement process. Deviations from the requirement, all I-5
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though sometimes necessary, must be limited in order
to avoid the complications associated with nonstandard
part use. Nonstandard
parts may penalize support and
add o deelopentcostbecase:Helicopter

1 1-4 ACCESSIBILITY
accessibility often is limited because of

the necessity of meeting physical design constraints
i. The parts must be specially manufactured

2. The parts must pass qualification tests prior to
use
3. A sole source of supply may exist for the part,

in which case the source may go out of business and/or
theecmay gouofebusiness and/or

One method of attaining maximum part standardization is to establish a master standard part list. There are
many standard parts, and any one contractor involved
in the design of a helicopter is likely to maintain a list
of preferred standard and special parts based upon his
part investigations and applications. These preferred
part lists c.,l vary radically from one contractor to
i thci if each contractor designs to his own list, a
lat ., ii imber of differing parts is required to support
the .stem. The majority of parts in this case may be
standard but the quantities of distinct types are a burden to maintain. Reduction in the number of types
required to support the system is obtained through the
development of a single master standard preferred part
list. Cost reduction also is attained when a single contractor is responsible for the ordering and distribution
of parts to associate contractors. Criteria for the selection of preferred parts are established by the contractors as a joint effort that takes advantage of each contractor', experience related to the use of the part. The
individual part then is selected on the basis of its reliahilit•. maintainability, and environmental characteristics.
Existing ground support equipment and tools should
be usable for the new helicopter system. Design requirements must specify that the helicopter be compati-

imposed upon the system to assure performance and
other design requirements. The specific physical design
requirements affecting accessibility are weight, volume,
sCG limitation, and structural integrity. These characteristics in turn affect the density of equipment installations; selection of installation locations; and the size,
methods of security, and numbers of access panels/doors. Flight performance requirements normally do
not permit external installation of equipment except for

special applications such as releasable fuel and weapon
stores. Optimum location of equipment components
not always is permissible because of the effects of equipment weight on the CG. Physical configurations often
require that equipment be installed in dense arrays
wherein equipment access is impeded by the proximity
of surrounding equipment. Structural integrity requires
the use of braces and ribs to strengthen helicopter
structure and also requires that liccess doors locatcd at
certain locations be secured with quantities of structural mounting bolts. The permissible size of access
doors at certain critical locations also is limited.
R
Rapid and easy access to equipment is required to
perform servicing and preventive and correvitive maintenance withio a reasonable amount of time. Therefore,
accessibility priorities must be establithed during the
preliminary design phase to insure that special design
attention is focused upon access to critical equipment
and interfaces. The factors that should be considered
when establishing these priorities are, in order of importanice:
1. Servicing to satisfy operational requirements.
Fueling, munition loading, and other mission-dependent requirements demand that access to helicopter
ground support equipment interfaces and preflightinspected equipment be attained quickly.

hie with electrical power. hydraulic power, pneumatic

2. Frequently performed scheduled maintenance.

power. and test and refueling equipment. The performancc characteristics of this equipment also must hc
compatible. Standard mechanics* tools should he sui-

Daily and weekly inspection tasks account for a significant percentage of all maintenance time expenditures at
the
organizational level. Providing ready access for perthrrginspectionand
e
serovicing tasks facilitaes
treperh inanec it' i h
,e taskre
acin
te

cient to( renmioe and install all common helicopter
equipment and lie requirement for special tools should
be kept to an absolute minimurn.
Cornipatbih.it \with existirig automatic test equipmenit is another important aspect of standardi/ation.
lhis equipment is used to coilfrni t(lie presence of maltunctions, locate the malfunctio n. and pertorni repair
cri'icatiomi test ng.

..--

nance load.
F
[req
uent l, pert'ormted corrective maintenance.
[quipmtent with a rclatixel. high failure rate should be
loca(ed in readtilt accessible positions wýithin the helicopier.
4 Inhfrequci thl pcri'ini cd s.cliduled and u mislched-
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uled maintenance tasks. Access to support these tasks
given the lowest priority.

*is

}

*

nstalaton dsig sholdmemntTh todeelopng
tored
assure that access requirements are me.Detat
re:15.
-n idfatues
acesibilty
1. Location of access doo~rs at heights where they
may be opened and closed readily at normal working
levels without auxiliary stands or other equipment. All
high-priority equipment and interfaces should have this
characteristic.
2. ncoportio
ofbuitinaid suh a wakwas,
2. Icororaionof
biltn ads uch s wlkwys,
work surfaces, and telescoping ladders that afford access to work areas that are out of normal reach and
otherwise would require maintenance stands or other
equipment to reach them
3. Provision of spring-loaded, single-fastener, or
latchl-secured doors at refueling, rearming, and ground
poweLocation of inpcingages, meters, mainte-

*

*tural

*access

*

13. Provision of test points and adjustment controls.
that are accessible directly without requiring case co%ers or panels to be removed
14. Use of minimum quantities of captive quick release fastener-% to secure case covers and panels
Location of subassemblies with high failure
rates in a manner that assures immediate access for
maneac fe oer rpnl r eoed
1.Pcaigo eesadcnrl nmdlst
aowteremvlfmeqienwthureiig
cov~er or panel removal
17. Provision of direct access to mounting screws
and bolts, and incorporation oif tool guides to them
when visual access is limited or a hazardous condition
eit
eodcistscio
18. Avoidance of the use of cord%%dcosruto
anistltoneciqs
1.Aodneo o-ihnabxdsgsecp
as they- are necessary to permit pressurizaltion or pro-

nance panels, high failure rate equipment, fluid rill
ports, and support equipment behind readily actuated

vielctoanicnerrnepoeto.

door%

1 1-5 SPECIAL TOOL
CONSIDERATIONS

5. Provision of inspection windows or directly accessible indicaiors for determining fluid levels, pressures, weapon safing, rounds remaining, and filter
statustemp!ates
6. Provision of hinged doors in lieu of panels requiring complete removal to obtain access
7. Placement of access doors within larger strucdoors when it is necessary to attain quick access
to facilitate high-priority maintenance tasks
8. Use of rack and panel installations. This type of
installation is particularly advantageous because the
need for access to disconnect and connect the equipment is eliminated or reduced substantially.
9. Location of equipment connectors, metering devices, controls, and indicators on the most accessible
equipment surface
10. Provision of mechanical stops or braces to hold
doors open
I I Avoidance of locations (for high-priority acthatfeaure
roxmit to ulkead, ros, ire
cess)refusal
har,'ess, pneumatic and hydraulic lines, shelves, structural ribs, or other potential sources of access interference
12. Provision of equipment bays wherein arrays of
subsystem equipment are installed by rack and panel
methods. The equipment installed in such bays should
be components of the sa~me subsystem and interfacing
subsystems in order to facilitate maintenance,

The need for special tools such as jigs, fixtures, and
to support maintenance actions is undesirable. The factors that follow should be considered in the
event that a special maintenance tool requirement is
being considered in the design:
1. Cost. Use of special tools involves more than the
cost of their design and fabrication. MIL-STD-454
speciries that the special tools be mounted accessibly
within equipment or in arrays located near the equipment installation. Conformance to this requirement
adds to the cost of the design installation and of the
securing fixture. A worst-case possibility of satisfying
this requirement is the necessity of extensive equipment
design to accommodate the tool.
2. Maintenance and human factors engineering.
Technicians do not like to use special tools and often
find other means of accomplishing tasks that the special tool was designed to support (Ref. 3). Individual
to use the special tool also could cause the task
tobomteorpfredirprlwhrsuan
tomabe tomitted oruiperomedn
mrpelwihrsutn
dmg oteeupet
Maintenance time sometimes is increased when a
special tool is used. This is because the amount of time
to perform the maintenance tasks must include time to
secure the tool. At maintenance levels higher than the
organizational level, special tools generally are kept in
11-7
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a tool crib with a.'ss and inventory control proce-

wherein the life of the least resistant material estab-

•p•sed. If a special tool is lost or misplaced. it
ieconies a critical item itf a replacement cannot be obtained readily. The technician's unfamiliarity with the
'speial tool also hampers its use. The technicians available often are involved in on-the-job training programs
and have no prior knowledge of the special tolKi.

lishes the overhaul interval. L.ess resistant materials
have a place in the design and may be u'sd effectively
in applications where they are not subject to stress and
wear and have finishes that provide resistance to galvanic corrosion and moisture.
The use of modular design permits a reduction in the
complexity of overhaul task%and an increase in intervals between overhaul%. This increase will be due
primarily to the reduced number ofcomponents subject
to environmental degradation; ':onsequently. interval
selection is less critical.

dur,.es i

11-6 MAXIMUM TIME BETWEEN
OVERHAULS (TBO)
11-6.1

FACTORS IN DETERMINING OPTIMUM
TBO

Overhauls are required to assure continued performance. arrest degradation, and restore mechanical and

electrical subsystems to their specified operating conditions throughout their useful lives. Helicopter engines.
transmissions, weapons, flight controls. hydraulic subsystem components. electrical power generating components. and landing gear make up the bulk of helicopter equipment requiring overhaul. Avionic subsystems
chiacteristically do not require overhaul because of
their peculiar component life characteristics. The
necessity for overhaul of mechanical equipment is inherent within the subsystem components themselves
and is dependent upon their operational environment,
the physical properties of the materials used to fabricate them, and the processes used to protect them in
their environm ent.
Manufacturers of equipment recommend overhaul,
intervals. The basis for their recommendations i
derived from the failure history of similar components

used in like applications, the results of dynamic testing
of components, and the analysis of materials. AdditionIer must factor in the elements of
the manufactur
ally,
alythe
new
asinthaturfer
t atoverhaul. tthis
the new design that affect overhaul.
The new design may use materials and' processes

having little history by which an accurate overhaul
estimate can be made. On the other hand, the materials
and processes may have properties that appear to permit a state-of-the-art advancement in the equipment
design. Some properties that affect overhaul intervals
are wear, fatigue, corrosion, erosion, crystallization,
and fracture. Materials that resist failures due to their
being less susceptible to these factors are the most
desirable for use in mechanical equipment design. The
usc of these materials should be on such a scale that an
even distribution of degradation occurs within the
equipment in the prescribed environment and opera.
tion. The use of materials with substantial differences
in resistance properties will promote a condition
11.8

11-6.2

ADVANCES IN AIRBORNE
MONITORING SYSTEMS

Airborne Integrated Data Systems (AIDS) and Engine Control and Monitor Systems (ENCOMS) are recent developments applicable to helicopters that were
made possible by component state-of-the-art advancements. Digital and sensor technological improvements
are the primary factors permniting the use of these
systems in airborne applications.
A typical AIDS consists of sensors, comparators.
multiplexer computer, data processor. recorder, and
annunciator panel. The sensors and comparators permit the monitoring of temperatures. vibration amrlitudes, and acceleration to determine operating conditions and detect deviation of these parameters trom
fd o
pa ram me
prescriand d it it d evia ti pleoerhis
to
programmed
is
multiplexer
The
limits.
prescribed
and
computer
A
periodically.
data
sample the sensed
processor
convert on
these
into digital
formThe
for
and display
thedata
annunciator
panel.
recording then
annunciator panel provides the airerew with data on
therecrew with data on
equiat panditide%
equipment condition. The recorder permits retrieval of

information for subsequent analysis if desired.
AIDS equipment provides several features particularly attractive for the perfo~rmance of maintenance.
The typical capabilities of an AIDS are:
a ndlisolan AulS a ics
1. t oring

systems
2. Monitoring and controlling engine status and
performance. Where sufficient information is provided.
the AIDS data can be analyzed to indicate that degradaltion of engine components has progressed to the
point that overhaul is due. The overhaul then can be
performed in response to a menasured need rather than
in accordance with a schedule established on the basis.
of statistical study of similar engine use,.
3. Gathering data on the stresses applied to sirlictures and the numbers of linmes thai established strs.-,s
-
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These data may be used it,
eu
>imits hav beetxce'edW.
derminet What insemi'thits of struetures, are required.
4. Gatheiing other flight history data. Thesk. data
amc wed to detect potenrtial design deficiencies anid it)
provide a bas;is foir produict improvement decisions.
ENCOMS are similar to AIDS except that the
capabilitie%are limited to the collection and analysis tit
engineu data only.
Incorpo-ration of an airborne mlonlitorinlg system in
smaller helicopters would not appear practical f'ronm
ct'st, weight. and subsystem complexity points oif view
in light of the current state of development. T-or larger
helicopters, the size and weight of the airborne monitoting system might be reduced if ground equipment
were provided to piroess and display selected tnforma-

The inispectioni reqttiremtelits cani he just ified fvid1I>
when the Kenel'its oft inspection are Conisideredl anid the
C011%equences Of* failinig ito make the ini eCtbotis art,
undersitood. Scheduled Inspection. lho-.%cer. repre~eiit
atsignlificanit Iflainielttaice load ito the nilaiIteiian!CC cie%%
at the organization le'.el; Dail% tnspeciioiis inI partICLlar tax the capabilities of using unilts. In a':ital praciiec.

tion.

technicians tend to concentrate on inoperati'.e umis:
thus, the inspections may' ht: cut short or ngetd h
helicopter designer. the'refore. should incorporat eisign f'eature-, that minimize the%necessit% opcrilorming,
inspection%and make inspectI101i equirements as iple as possible.
Minimizing inspection requirements is,achie'.cd hest
by using inspection standard,. such as Ml L-M-504t.
'rhe inspection criteria become the basis tbr prehlininary inspection requirement,.. Flight test programis cavi

Where weight. volumes, and cost constraints are less
critical, the possibility exists for expanding the moni-

be used to verify the effectiveness of the InspectionI
requirements. An inspection \ralidation prog-ramn pr.-

toring, display, and computer capacity of airborne

vides a basis for decisions as to which requirenients \%ill

Imonitoring

systems to store diagnostic and repair in- ,be
retained and which will he discarded. Addimotlall\.
structions. The use of a complete airborne monitoring
the validation program can he uL~d ito identitfy Ile\%
inspection requirements. The major task to be per0 apability of this scope could provide the potential to:
formed during the preliminary design period is to
'1.
Ease maintenance technical requirements by
translate the inspection requirement criteria Into
providing the technician with aids for isolationof faults
and instructions to guide the repair
preliminary inspection requirement-,. Criteria uised for
this purpose are:
Preiclude the performance of unnecessary scheduled maintenance
1. Inspections that will guard against hazards that
could contribute to equipment damiage and affect per3. Detect potentially hazardous conditions

)2.

I4.

Increase helicopter system effectiveness.

1 1-7 MINIMUM INSPECTION

sonnel safety

12. Inspections that insure that svstenis. assemblies.
and components checked or removed during the Course

of maintenance are reinstalled properly and secure

al eeto n
3o.eIonsofdectios ta ilisr
Scheduled inspections of helicopters and helicopteieet
cr-cino
techniby
performed
are
generally
installed equipment
4.Isetoshawilsurathruhndon
cians either by visual observations or with the aid of
tiigefotomnmierpretthdelpet
special equipment such a. -an X ray or a dye penetrant
of corrosion and will assure the early recognition otf
for irfamestruturl
cecks Manteanceactons
for irfamestruturl
cecks Manteanceactons
corrosion -prod ucing conditions,
normally are initiated to correct deficiencies found during the course of inspection. Inspection thus provides5.Rqientth wlasuehtispcon
replacement, etc., needed otiia repeating basis are
the
enefts:test,
olloing

4

1. Sustains aircrew confidence in the integrity of
the aircraft
2. Uncovers potentially hazar'4 ous conditions
fighttion
priorto

4

45.

3. Provides a means of identifying conditions that
might prevent successful mission performance
4. Determines the effectiveness of corrosion control programs and other preventive maintenance tasks
Detects malfunctions of equipment subsystems,
particularly of little-used modes of operation.

acmlse
6. Assurance that no inspection is required of
items that are observed daily during equipment opetior that are monitored during operation (equlipment
that is automatically monitored hy builtin test)
7. Assurance that every inspection eopnit

permtts determination of component condition.
Simplification of inspections should be considO`Ckl a
design requirement. One oif the motst etllecti'e wa's ot1
simplifying inspection is to provide rapid. simple ackcess

At"
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to the area to be inspected. The techniques and criteria
Ibr attaining the necessary accessibility are discussed in
par. 1-4. Another means of simplifying inspection is to
provide builtin inspection aids. For example, air vehicle
tires have been designed with inspection aids such as
grooves or holes in the tread that, when worn to a
specified level, indicate that the tire requires change.
Hydraulic filters are designed with flag indicators that
alert the inspector that they should be replaced or
cleaned. Similar aids should be considered and incorporated whenever possible. The procedure of inspection itself provides a means of simplification. Inspection procedures should be written in simple syntax with
a limited and consistent vocabulary and using a se-

BIT, coupkd with maintenance instructions (a status
panel and failure indicators), also is easier to use than
GSE when performing corrective maintenance and has
the added advantage that it does not have to be obtained, transported, connected, and disconnected. Tuie
penalties realized by its use are increased equipment
weight, cost, complexity, failure rate, and volume.
However, the development of integrated circuitry and
digital techniques is reducing rapidly the disadvantages
of BIT and permitting an increasing capahility in term,
of percentage of fault isolation allowable without serious penalty.
An additional capability of BIT that has not been
used to any major extent is its application in detewcting

quence of steps that yields the most effective use of

and isolating faults in modules of replaceable as.eni-

maintenance time. The instructions for the preparation
of inspection procedures and work cards have been
standardized in MIL-M-5096.

blies. Incorporation of this capability would entail additional BIT complexity but also would serve to reduce
GSE requirements at the direct support level and possibly beyond. As the direct support maintenance facility

the capabilities that make helicopters desirable,
such as operation from remote sites and from unimproved fields, also suggest that the needs for ground
support equipment be minimized and standardized to
permit flexibility of use. Requirements for the GSE
should be established simultaneously with the helicopter design development. If self-sufficiency of the helicopter in an austere environment is a primary design
goal, it is achieved best if all maintenance support
equipment is self-contained. Total self-sufficiency is. of
course, beyond attainment within normal economic
constraints.
Builtin test (BIT), one of the most promising current
technological advances, offers the potential for reducing GSE requirements at the organizational level of
maintenance. BIT is discussed briefly in par. 11-1.3.
BIT use has been associated predominantly wi:h elec-

in the field is austere, the advantages realized from this
feature would be similar to those described for the
organizational level of maintenance. This capability
would require that equipment modules be provided
with fault indicators similar to those used on the helicopter replaceable assemblies using conventional BIT
capabilities.
The elimination of other GSE such as hydraulic
power carts and electrical power generating units.also
can be achieved. Some helicopters are provided with
onboard auxiliary electrical power units that permit
operating of subsystems (n the ground to perform
verification. Also, incorporating an electric motordriven hydraulic pump to permit hydraulic subsystem
operation would eliminate two of the largest GSE itemis
normally required. the auxiliary hydraulic and electrical power units. The helicopter still would retain the
compatible interface connector for use with existing
auxiliary hydraulic and electrical power units to conserve the onboard units for austere %iteuse. Hlowever.
this auxiliary power feature would he limited to heli-

tronic and electrical subsystem equipment, and it has

copters that could afford the weight and volumie repre-

served to reduce associated GSE requirements substantially. The AIDS and ENCOMS subsystems discussed
in par. 11-6 indicate that BIT capabilities adaptable to
mechanical subsystems possess further potential for reducing GSE. The self test, fault detection, and fault
isolation capabilities of BIT eliminate both the standard and ..pecial GSE required to support corrective
maintenance and scheduled functional tests of equipment. BIT, coupled with technological improvements
in avionic design, has all but eliminated requirements

sented by the addition. The auxiliary electrical po\ er
unit would exact the greatest penalth.: electric mitordriven, compact. lightweight hydraulic pumps hal'e
been developed that provide pressures and t1hm rate,
consistent with helicopter requirements. Currently. "ga,
turbine electrical generators provide the best physical
characteristics for use as auxiliary -'Pctirical ro"Ver
units.
The smaller GSE, such as level,. gage,,. theim~melers, and meters, also can he hmiilt into the helicopter
either as modified \ersiotns ofthc (;•Si it is replacimg or
as a BII function, iflprictieahle. 'he adva|nt:ges of thie

11-8 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

(GSE) INTERFACE

.for performing functional tests and has reduced re-

quirements for inspections prior to flight. Automatic
11-10
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buillins are redmued here because supplying the%. -.mall
Sitems at an austere site is accomplished more easily.
As GSE requirements are identified. currently avail.
able GSE as defined in MIL-HDBK-300 should be
studied to determine which existing items will meet the
new helicopter requirements or whether the helicopter
design can be changed to enable it to use existing GSE
without compromising system objectives. When the
GSE capabilities are compatible with the identified design requirements. the design also must provide a compatible GSE-to-helicopter interface. Compatible connectors. fluid port.m etc.. should be of a size and type
that permit direct connection to the GSE. Failing this
degree of compatibility. adapters should be designed to
provide the desired interface compatibility,
At the highcr levels of maintenance-particularly
depot, where automatic support equipment composed
of a variety of components is used--.compatibility also
should influence the design. The types of test connectors used with the equipment are of particular importance. The versatility of the automatic test equipment
will not penalize or restrict the equipment design in
*other ways. As an example, if a requirement to measure
a parameter is identified as being beyond the capabilities of the automatic test equipment, this new capability
can be added to the GSE. This may be made possible,
for example, by the simple reprogramming of a tapedriven test command unit. The number of building
blocks and test equipment components, and the range
of capabilities of the building blocks, make it unlikely
that any additional requirement will be placed on, the
command unit. When the interface between the GSE
and the equipment is compatible, all that is required to
permit testing of the equipment is to establish the appropriate levels for the test parameters of time, stimulus, and response to make an equipment test tape.
The direct support and general support levels of
maintenance are provided with equipment and module
test sets and standard test equipment. Standard test
equipment available to these levels includes multimeters, oscilloscopes, voltmeters engine test stands,
weapon mounting fixtures, and other electrical and mechanical test sets and fixtures. A new helicopter design
introduces other special GSE of the equipment and
module tester types with which the technician must
become familiar. This new GSE must be compatible
with the facility power and standard interfacing power
fixtures; otherwise, special facilities would have to be
designcd and procured to permit operation of the new
siljptft ,equipment.

f l,,nklhg cqiiipment compatibility also must be con*,,,-:d (. ",uch as weapon loaders, engine transport
Iv.tirc.... o d tugs should be compatible with the new

equipment or compatible when adapters are ,,upplied.
For example. a weapon loader used hy all three sre ices
(most recently by the Army to suppoirt the All-5hAM
is equipped with a bomb table that is compatihle with
a variety of cradles and other special fixtures. This
weapon loader is capable of supporting loading and
unloading of special weapons. large missiles, smaller
air-to-air missiles, a variety of bombs. tow targetsý external fuel tanks, and special purpose pods. Providing
these stores with hard points compatible with the
adapters and tiedowns is all that usually is required to
make this weapon loader compatible with new equipment. Engine cradles also must be compatible with new
engines if a specific piece of handling equipment is
considered when the new engine is designed. Again.
appropriate hard points and tiedown areas must be
incorporated in the design.
Due to the uniqueness of some equipment designs.
special GSE is required to support new helicopter subsystems. The special GSE should be designed to provide ma.ximum ease of utilization, and rapid fault isolation and test capabilities. Many special GSE designs in
the past have failed to accomplish their function because. for the sake of design simplicity and economy.
they failed to have these desirable characteristics. The
GSE was difficult to use or otherwise was undesirable
because:
1. Test control required the use of a quantity of
interacting, multiposition switches or test jacks and
auxiliary test equipment.
2. The GSE was heavy, requiring two or more men
to transport it to the helicopter.
3. Modifications of helicopter equipment occurred
faster than update of the support equipment capabilities. (This could be avoided if both the helicopter and
GSE were procured with the same sense of urgency.)
4. Alternative procedures of maintenance were
used by technicians because of the undesirable features
previously listed.
The design of special GSE, therefore, should proceed
after consideration of past design errors. Accordingly,
new designs of GSE might:
1. Be automatic or semiautomatic
2. Employ medium- or large-scale use of integrated circuits and digital technology
3. Be within the one-man-lift capabilities established by human factors engineering standards
4. Employ self-contained maintenance iJnstructions
5. Require minimum judgmental skills from the
user.
11.11
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radily a%a ialuable maintenan'e r,,ource.
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CHAPTER 12

RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY
12-1 INTRODUCTION

S

Technological. growth is accelerated by the continuous search for improved military weapon systems.
However. realization of this improved capability seldom is achievable without increasing system complexity, a factor normally associated with high cost and
reduced availability. The significance of this apparent
relationship is clear when one considers that cost and
availability are two of the primary variables used to
measure ultimate value of a military system, i.e., mission Aectiveness (see Chapter 2).
Design
have been
Design methodologies
methodoloes
(s
haver
ben developed
develoIn in recent
years that, when properly applied, insure that degradation of availability as a result of increased complexity
is held to a minimum. One of the prime techniques
employed is referred to as "reliability engineering".
This chapter discusses various Upects of reliability
and their impact upon the availalb'illty variable used in
mission effectiveness measuremenMThe purpose is to
emphasize to the designer the importance of including
reliability considerations in the d9Ilopment of Army
helicopters.
For the purposes of this handbook the follow;ng definitions are applicable:
1. Maintenance reliability. The probability that
the helicopter, when operated in the specified environment and maintained in accordance with specified procedures, can launch and complete a specified mission
without incurring a malfunction requiring unscheduled
maintenance. Maintenance reliabilittv-with its related
variable, unscheduled maintenance frequency-is a
forcing function for required spares, maintenance
personnel and support equipment requirement,. aircraft availability, and operation and maintenance
(O&M) cost.
2. Mission reliability. The Probahility that the helicopter, when operated in the specified environment
and maintained in accordance with specified proce.
dures, can launch and complete a specified misioui
without incurring a malfunction that cati•es delay. cmncellation. or ahort. Mission rehahilit% i%a forcing tmic.
"

tion for mission planning, aircraft assignment, and mission success rate.
3. Flight safety reliability. The probability that the
helicopter, when operated in the specified environment
and maintained in accordance with specified procedures, can launch and complete a specified mission
without inctirring a malfunction resulting in loss or
withou icrag a malfti
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AVAILABILITY, COMPLEXITY, AND
RELIABILITY

Chapter 2 the availability A, of a system, in Ohis
instance a helicopter, was shown to be a function of the
combined availabilities of each of its major suboystems.
i.e.,

SN

where
A, = availability of an identifiable
(or defined) subsystem (per
AMCP 706-134)
A, = availability of Nth subsystem
A, = system availability
This same relationship holds for the component parts
of each subsystem, e.g.,
AN: A •A 2 • A.

n
:I n

Ai

(12-2)

where
.4.

availahilitv of an identifiable
component
..A..
availahility or nth complorinent
It' necessary, this concept could he extended to each
part or the entire helicopter. The omerall availahility.
1hcil, would hecovml, a tuiicltion ot' the availabilities of
each part.
-
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The complexity of any system is proportional directly to the total number of discrete elements or separate component parts. In highly complex, nonredundant systems there is the clear implication of a
plobability of reduced availability, if for no other reason than a dependency upon a greater number of parts.
If each of the parts was capable of 100% assured performance at all times, no degradation of availability
would occur. Unfortunately, perfect components are
enc, te
of.
not btanaberelisicaly;
not obtainable realistically;
hence,
the prbablit
probability of
lower availability due to larger aggregations of parts is
high (Ref. 1).
"the probability that an item
tepobblt ha nie
Reliability.R, definw
will perform satisfactorily for a specified period of time
when operated under prescribed conditions", usutlly is
based upon the mean time between failures (MTBF) or
its reciprocal, failure rate X.
As with availability, the reliability R, of an overall
system can be shown (Ref. 2) to be the product of the
reliability of each subsystem and, in turn, each component part, e.g.,
R$=fRl " R2

R3 ...RN=FR Ri

(12-3)

1= 1

and
RN =R1 " R2 "R3 -" Rn

- R
RN 1

(12-4)

where
=

reliability
subsystem of an identifiable

Rj = reliability of an identifiable
component
R.= reliability of Mh subsystem
R,, = reliability of nth component
R, = system reliability
Because reliability always is less than one, the greater
the complexity or total number of parts, the lower the
overall reliability and availability of the helicopter.
This general relationship is depicted conceptually in
Fig. 12-I. Note the exponential relationship of failure to complexity.
12-1.2

its system reliability may be increased by a variety of
design techniques:
I Redundancy. The provision of parallel or multipie subsystems or components, which assures continuity of performance despite the failure of one; normally these are provided at the risk of increased
complexity, size, weight, cost, and additional maintenance requirements.
2

Derating. The operation of a subsystem or com-

ponent at some level of performance significantly below
its maximum design output; normally provided at some
sacrifice of size, weight, and operating efficiency.
3. Diagnostic aids. The provision of subsystem or
component status monitors that can predict incipient
failure so as to allow remedial replacem..at; normally
complex devices in themselves, requiring specialized
maintenance provisions. These devices, if installed,
must comply with AR 705-50.
4. Conservative design. The deliberate design of
generous safety factors so as to insure operational integrity under a wide variety of operating conditions;
normally obtained with some sacrifice in size and
weight.
5. Component development. The refinement of design by repetitive test procedures so as to optimize the
safety factors within the expected operational environment; requires additional testing (costs) and demands
accurate specification of expected operating conditions
(Ref. 2).
6. Selection. As part of the overall quality assurance program, selection of parts effectively can enhance
reliability. Such a technique uses some combination of
100% acceptance testing, burn-in, and overstress "aging".
there
lre Obviously,
nraei
ot is a concomitant (and sometimes
large) increase in cost.

-<

IMPROVING RELIABILITY
COr.'PLE XITY

Given that a certain degree of complexity is necessary if a helicopter is to satisfy its mission requirements.
12-2

Fig. 12-1. Reliability as a Function of Complexity
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"Theappropriate technique(s) may be selected on the
basis of trade-off analyses, the nature of which are
dependent strictly upon the characteristics of the particular problem. Factors such as cost, maintainability,
size, weight, and producibility-as '!,"11 as the system
mission requirements and operati,, cnvironment---are
variable parameters that must be considered in such
evaluations. Obviously, cost exerts maximum influence
in most instances. Par. 3-4 describes general techniques
for trade-off analyses.
There are a number of trade-offs required among
reliability and maintainability, safety, survivability,
vulnerability, and human factors engineering disciplines. These generally fall into c(ne of the following
categories:
I. Intra-reliability trades. Achieving the proper
balance among the various reliability parameters of
flight safety, mission success, and maintenance frequency requires assessing the impact of effectiveness
and cost on the system life cycle. The three factors, in
effect, compete with, rather than complement, each
other during the design process. Reliability engineering, working closely with project designers during the
performance of design trades, provides quantitative
data upon which decisions can be reached that will
achieve the established objectives,
2. Reliability, safety, and survivability/vulnerability trades. Survivability/vulnerability disciplines emphasize reduction in the consequences of equipment
loss. Techniques that accomplish this include redundancy (backup functions) end equipment capable of
failure detection prior to progression to a hazardous
state. Unrestricted use of these approaches can compromise reliability because both add to the amount and
complexity of equipment in the design.
3. Reliability and human factors engineering
trades. The human factors engineering discipline eraphasizes the human in relation to ease of operation and
maintenance. The human ". cto s discipline aids reliability by considering the duction in operational and
maintenance engineering ei rors through proper design,
which,
reduces equipment
malfunctions due to
ro.Hmnfcosegoprtro in turn,aneac
,operator or maintenance error. Human factors engineers, in their efforts to reduce crew workloads, can
compromise reliability by adding relatively complex
automatic features.
4. Reliability and maintainability trades. The
maintainability discipline emphasizes the need for ease
and quickness of maintenance. By considering such
parameters as accessibility, standardization, and diagnostics, to name a few, maintainability directly contributes to equipment reliability by reducing total mainte-

nance actions and the related chance for maintenance
errors. As with human factors engineering, care must
be taken to insure that maintainability does not compromise reliability by adding complex automatic features.
12-1.3

RELIABILITY PREDICTION

Purpose and Scope
12-1.3.1
Reliability engineering techniques are employed to
insure that the degree of system availability is maximized for its military operational role. This process
normally is applied throughout the developmental and
operational life of the helicopter. Improvements are
being sought constantly.
During the preliminary design stage, however, reliability engineering primarily is predictive in nature. i.e.,
preselected levels of reliability are achieved by application of design techniques. Normally, considerable
amounts of reliability data must be accumulated to
support this effort.
Overall system reliability need not be predicted on
the basis of exhaustive and conclusive tests to failure of
each and every component part. The costs and time
associated with such tests would in most cases be
prohibitive (Ref. 3). This does not mean that testing is
of no value. Material, component part, and subsystem
tests are fundamental to the science of reliability prediction provided the designer recognizes the inherent
limitations of the techniques, namely:
1. The intended operational environment normally cannot be duplicated by testing. This environment includes the actual operating system and the interrelationship of all components in that system.
2. Realistic test limit criteria are difficult to
specify.
Regardless of the limitations, reliability data obtained from testing often are the only tangible point of
departure in design.
Other data sources can be used. Normally, the helicopter is monitored during all phases of development,
test, and service life. Detailed maintenance records provide failure information on many subsystems and component parts. Vendor-supplied component reliability
data also may be used.
The designer should be aware of the fact that failure
rates are not uniform but may vary significantly with
time (par. 2-3). The failure rate data selected for use in
reliability prediction must be truly representative of the
normal period of operations. With new systems, no
such "experience" data are available, and the designer
must rely on less valid information.
12-3
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.Gaussian Reliability Distribution
Although different systems exhibit markedly different failure rates, as time elapses and a system/subsystem design becomes more refined, a large population of
statistical reliability data-i.e., time-to-failure data-tends to result in a bell-shaped, normal, or Gaussian
curve as shown in Fig. 12-2. If times to failure are
distributed normally, then one can be 68% confident
that an item chosen at random will operate within the
mean value I, plus or minus one standard deviation
o-, 95% confident that it will operate within the mean
value plus or minus two standard deviations, and
99.7% confident that it will operate within the mean
value plus or minus three standard deviations,
The achievement of desired reliability is a continuing
process that goes beyond the design phase. Regurdless
of the accuracy of prediction techniques, considerable
quality control must be exercised during manufacture
and assen'oly to insure that reliability objectives will be
met. Periodic random testing should be employed to
insure that the desired levels of reliability are being met
(Ref. 4).
12-1.3.2

System and Component Reliability

Theoreticai!y, every component of the helicopter
could limit the reliability and availability of the overall
system. All equipment is subject to failure, though the
failure rates for various components vary greatly, as do
the effects of individual failures. Absolute precision in
a reliability model tor any helicopter would involve an
extremely complex set of relationships. For example,
simultaneous failure of components A, B, and C, or of
A, C, and D, might make a system inoperable, whereas
failure of A, B, and D would not. Failure of A and F
might make failure of G highly probable, while failure

of component H might render the system unavailable
Ior mission Type I but not for mission Type 2.
Despite these obstacles, the designer can and must
identify and quantify the reliabilit) and availability of
the system in terms of the reliability and availability of
its subsystems and components. The MTBF of a system
is determined primarily by the weakest link or links in
the system chain of components, i.e., the component
most likely to fail in the shortest time in the environmental conditions to be encountered. The following
considerations may be helpful in defining subsystems
and components that tend to limit helicopter reliability
and availability:
1. Criticality of function. Components operating
in a series fashion in performing a critical mission function affect availability and reliability in a direct, readily
identifiable manner. The main rotor and its associated
nonredundant bearings and linkages are an example.
2. Degree of innovation. Both components and
systems show a strong tendency to have high failure
rates duri.,g the early part of their operating histories.
The more radical the departure from conventional design, the greater the likelihood for factors that introduce deficiencies.
3. Environmental conditions. Environmental conditions such as temperature, moisture, shock, vibration, pressure, and contamination have a significant
impact upon the mean life of a component or subsystern. Components that must be subjected to adverse
environmental conditions will limit helicopter reliability and availability unless great care is exercised and
added expense is incurred in strengthening, protecting,
or assembling these items. The reliability of most cornponents and materials is highly dependent upon factors
such as temperature and rotational speed.
4. Marginal design. In the trade-off process it may
occur that the margin of safety for some items is reduced significar, ly compared with the remainder of the
system. For e: ample, critical weight requirements may
dictate the selection of lightweight materials for functions for which heavier materials would have given
increased reliability.
For helicopter systems that have many types of missioits and complicated interrelationships among cornponents and subsystems, the task of system reliability
prediction requires much more than the prediction of
component reliability. Reliability models are helpful in
calculating system reliability from subsystem or component reliability. In general, the process involves the
formulation of a block diagram of the system, showing
every known relationship necessary for successful oper-
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ation, and then developing mathematical expressions
that relate system reliability to the blocks shown in the
system reliability model. Some of the elements will be
found to operate in series, insofar as mission success is
concerned, and some in parallel (active and standby
redundancy). Some subsystems will include both parallel and series functions, and some systems may involve
redundant relationships in which the system can operate successfully if particular combinations of elements
out of some number n of elements do not fail. All of
these combinations, once identified, can be treated by
straightforward mathematic ' .aethods (Ref. 5).

12-2 MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND

COMPLETION
Fundamental to achieving adequate reliability and
availability of a helicopter is a valid set of mission
requirement statements. These requirements become
the basis for establishing appropriate reliability design
criteria for the subsystems and component parts. The
mission profiles and expected operating environments
used for reliability analysis, therefore, should represent
the actual operating conditions expected if the analyses
are to be meaningful.
12-2.1

a localized, extremely high heat and humidity environment. Likewise, a component part could experience an
aperiodic vibration or shock that was undetectible otherwise in a relatively smooth-running, well-damped
subsystem.
Fortunately, years of operational experience, testing,
design, product improvement programs, etc., have enabled designers and users to establish standardized reliability and maintainability specifications for many generally used subsystems and component parts.
MIL-HDBK-217 describes sources such as the Bureau
of Weapons Failure Rate Data Program (FARADA),
the Interservice Data Exchange Program (IDEP), Defense Documentation Center Technical Abstract Bulletin (TAB), RADC Reliability Central, and NASA
Parts Reliability Information.
The failure rates shown in MIL-HDBK-217 are not
complete. In order to use that handbook properly, the
drcin o ehiussc
ssrsigaddrtn
directions for techniques such as stressing and derating
must be followed in order to approximate the "real
world" more closely in the prediction process. When
new or special-purpose devices are incorporated, extrapolations of existing requirements may be used as
first order approximations until testing programs either
confirm or reject the selection.

RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

The fundamental questions that must be answered in
order to establish reliability requirements are a function of the basic, general definition (par. 12-1.1). These
questions are:

12-2.2

MISSION COMPLETION

Certainly, no mission can be attempted if there is
zero probability (P = 0) for availability or reliability.
. What is the specified time period of operation?availability
hthghvilbiy
Hoeetreinoa.uac
prescribed operating conditions.
are the
i.e., 2.
theWhat
operating
environment?
and reliability probabilities will result in a high proba3. What constitutee
ei.e.. satisfactory operationn
bility that the helicopter mission will be completed.
3.ccess
Whfatlurcntituesaisfa cr
o
. i)
Mission completion is dependent upon the same gen-

(

Answers to these questions may appear to be
straightforward when the helicopter is considered as a
unit; e.g.. it may be required that a helicopter have a
specified availability rate and a specified maintenanceto-flight hour rate for a series of widely diverse geo-

eral variables that are associated with mission etfeci%.eness measuremnents, i.e., availability, survivability, and
performance. Chapter 2 shows that availability, survisability, and performance can be estimated or predicwed
by several methods. and that the probability of niksion
completion caui be described as the product of the in-

graphic operating environments. In addition, generalized mission profiles, representative of actual operating
situations, may be detailed and used as basic guides.
With respect to the subsystems and component
parts, however, the problem of stating the necessary
criteria for quantifying availability and reliability objectives becomes much more difficult. For example,
although the helicopter is operating under arctic conditions, the subsystem in question could be subjected to

dividual probabilities assigned to these general variables. Because the value of each of these probabilities is
less than one in all real-world situations, the combined
product is much less than any of the variahles. The
emphasis, therefore, should be upon iiaxirnizing properly the major contributing elements, and upon caluating reliability in the context of'its impact upon ite
total utility and overall cost of the helicopler, including
the costs of ownership.

"
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12-3 SYSTEM AND COMPONENT

RELIABILITY
Reliability theory is based upon four assumptions:
b 1. Reliability goals and requirements can and must
bdheable
2. System reliability can be forecast while the system is in the paper stage of development,
3. Disparities between the goals of Assumption 1
and the estimates of Assumption 2 can be eliminated
systematically via design or at least measured so that
design/operational/maintenance compensation can be
made.
4. The implied measurement of the disparities of
Assumption 3 must be made on a continuous basis
throughout system development, and ultimately must
culminate in a contractual compliance assessment by
the customer so that the contractor knows whether or
not he has complied with the goal and/or requirement,
or is contractually in default.
Two basic types of effort are implied in these four
assumptions. First, technical activity--consisting of
design or analysis-is necessary to take the action required in the latter three assumptions. Second, statistical activity is implied in all four assumptions. The reliability function has been considered, mistakenly, by
many to consist solely of statistical activity. This misconception undoubtedly arises not only because of the
numerical aspects of the four assumptions, but also
because reliability most often is defined as a probability
that satisfactory operation will occur over a specified
time span in a specified environment.
However, statistics is, at best, only a tool for describing the interrelationships of parts and components in a
system. A strong effort in design and analytical technology is basic to production of a reliable helicopter.

The statistics of reliability can be kept in proper
balance if the probability of success--e.g., 0.985 in the
previous example-is treated simply as a measure of
the state of knowledge concerning the helicopter. This
probability is not a characteristic of each helicopter, in
that weight, shape, and color are discernible or measurfor each vehicle, but rather it is a probability figure
that can be considered valid for an entire series of
helicopters.
Then what does the 90% confidence have to do with
the reliability? It is actually a range indicator of the
basic reliability number. In other words, it tells us how
much faith to put in the basic 0.985 probability of
success.
In sum-nary, reliability statistics are reserved for
those phenomena associated with adequate amounts of
data. These data must be homogeneous, i.e., must be
observed under identical conditions on identical systems. If these conditions cannot be met, the usefulness
of statistics degenerates rapidly.
12-3.2 ESTIMATING WITHOUT DATA
Frequently, reliability data are not availablc for.a
specific design or concept in the paper stage. This is
true particularly for innovative design because no
previous equipment has been exactly like the new design for which a reliability estimate is desired. Alternative means for estimating reliability must be applied.
Several alternatives can be considered. One alternative is to !ocate data available from equipment performing similar functions on similar types of helicopters.
These data can be extrapolated and utilized with caution, perhaps by a compensatory derating index (sometimes denoted as "-' factors) to allow for the unknown
relationship between an operational and a proposed
model.
A second possibility is to simulate operation of a

If a helicopter system had a reliability requirement
that failure-free operation in a specific environment
would occur 12 hr a day for six consecutive months
(permitted a limited amount of preventive maintenance) with probability of at least 0.985 with confidence limits of 0.90, what would this mean in practical
terms? It would mean that. if'an infinitely large sample
of these helicopters were to be built and flown, one
could be 90V' certain that no more than 15 out ofever
1000 would not perform the mission described. At least

helicopter by preparing a mathematical model in which
failure data for smaller elements of the system--e.g.,
parts, components. and subsysteras-are interrelated
dynamically by computer. In this approach, various
types of data can be used or interchanged to measure
the overall effect of any given element upon system
teliability. Monte Carlo simulation commonly is used
for this technique. Monte Carlo simulation uSes compoter programs with random input, that are run suffiicnt times for each problem to obtain the statistical
distribution of the parameters of the solution.
Once( judgment is converted into ,(ome quantitative
index (0uchas a probability of success,or filure), there

985 helicopters would complete this mission, given survivability equal to 1.0.

is a temptation to paice too much confidence in the
number. There is no aprioriwa. to dislinguish between

12-3.1
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and valid numbers. The manager or engineer
should investigate the basis or source of the numbers
used in reliability estimation prior to taking any action
based upon those numbers. This point becomes even
more critical when reliability estimation has been required without the availability of data.
12-3.3

S,

RELIABILITY MODELING

The ultimate objective of deriving subsystem and
component reliability indices is to combine them by
some means into an overall system index of reliability,
The means most commonly used are mathematical
models,
Basically, a mathematical model represents the systern characteristics that are unique to the solution of a
problem. In this discussion, the problem is the determination of system reliability. Mathematical models, if
properly constructed, can be used to evaluate the expected reliability of complex systems such as helicopters.
However, trade-offs mnust be made between model
complexity and practicality,
The primary limitations of reliability models are the
difficulties associated with mathematically representing the actual environmental conditions that constitute
the operating medium of the system, subsystem, cornponents, and elements. Another problem is the ,alidity
of the input data, i.e., the reliabilities of the subsystems,
components, etc.
MII.--IDBK-217 and AMCP 706-191 describe more
completely the use of modeling techniques that can be
applied with judgment to helicopter reliability analysis.
The probability density function for occurrence of
failures in a system as a function of time (sometimes
called the mortality function) is highly dependent upon
factors such as the type of system tested, the arrangement of the experiment or test, the environmental conditions of testing, the definition of failure, and even the
interpretation of te experimental data. In fact, six
basic mortality functions are known to apply to various
complex equipment systems (Ref. 0).
The ;statistical techniques for modeling reliability

*

usually involve a failure probability distribution that is

T = length of time for which
failure-free operation is desired
M0 = mean time between failures
(MTBF)
The five assumptions discussed in pars. 12-3.3.1 .1
through 12-3.3.1.5, which justify use of the exponential
distribution, are not confirmed entirely by reliability
data. The modes of possible failure for any item will
affect the analytical form of the failure distribution.
Early failures resulting from improper design or manufacture and late failures caused by wearout are not
predicted by the exponential model.
However, the selection of a failure distribution on the
basis of physical considerations is difficult (Ref. 5). The
differences among such distributions as the gamma,
Weibull, and log normal become most significant only
in the tails of the distribution, and knowledge of the
shape of the tail comes only through analysis of extremely large samples of homogeneous populations.
Early or "birth" failures can be reduced or eliminated
by thorough testing and checkout before the equipment
it; placed in operation. Wearout failures can be exeluded by good preventive maintenance provisions and
practices (Ref. 7). The remaining failures almost certainly would be chance failures, which would be predictable with reasonable accuracy and convenience by
means of the exponential distribution.
The exponential distribution is popular because it
lends itself to easy calculation of reliability. By assuming a constant failure rate inherent in the exponential
distribution, wearout of equipment is ignored, based
upon the assumption of rebuilding, retrofitting, or
retiring the equipment prior to entering the period of
increasing failure rate. Eq. 12-5 also provides a mathematical means for conmerting MTBF data into
probabilities. This is a convenient conversion because
much of the operational data oii equipment is collected
in terms ot MTBF.
When the exponential distribution is used, there are
five assumptions that must be true if this distribution
is to represent reality (Ref. 8).
1. Constant hazard
2. Random failure

exponential and follows the equation

3. Ilomogeneous equipment
R
whe

v V-M,,

(12-5)

e
R
V

probability (I'L ,.uccCss
(reliabili(,)
base oft Naperian I r tgrithnts

4. Perfi'cl restoratioln
5. Independencc.
Because of the Imlpact of Illese fik e atsuimpliolls upon
the likelihood of M'IF hebing an accurate aind realisiic
measurement of reliability. cach assulmnptiotn is dihcussed separately.
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12-3.3.1

MTBF Assumptions

12-3.3.1.1

MT8F Assumption No. 1-Constant
Hazard
The use of MTBF as a reliability measurement demands the assumption that there exists a constant hazard rate for the equipment under test and evaluation for
the entire period during which data are recorded; i.e.,
there is no wearout occurring in the equipment. Because absenre of wearout is assumed, 1000 systems that
individually operate without failure for one hour provide the same proof of reliability as one unit that operates successfully flor 1000 hr.
As an absurd but valid application of this assumption, it would be possible to prove that a simple 24-hr
alarm clock had demonstrated millions of hours MTBF
if thousands of clocks were to be wound and measured
for only the first 8 hr after winding. If none of the
clocks failed in the first 8 hr, eight failure-free hours
would be tabulated for each one. Because MTBF is
computed by simply adding up the hours of successful
operation and dividing by the number of failures that
occurred during the same period, the MTBF based on
the 8-hr test would be extremely high. Yet the clock
was designed to operate only 24 hr without failure (i.e.,
without being rewound).
12-3.3.1.2

:

*.

MTBF Assumption No. 2-Random
Failures
The use of MTBF as a reliability measurement demands the assumption that all failures are random, i.e.,
that their frequency of occurrence and the severity of
their effect cannot be predicted. In practice, this assumption generally is interpretated as meaning that
random failures are "one-time-never-to-occur-again"
failures. Further, they often .=re treated as a class of
failures differentiated from a class of wearout failures;
therefore, chance is cons.idered to be a cause of failure,
as is %4earout (Ref. 9).
In real world operation, many of the failures occurring in complex equipment are due to wearout. There
i-,, of course, a large percentage of design or human
error, which contributes to wearout failures. Each failure. therefore, should be treated as having a basic, definahle cause.
.
Ation
12-3.3.1.3
MTBF Assumption No.
3--Homogeneous Equipment
-•
-I Ile Use of MTBI+: as a reliahiht, measurement demands the assumption that the environment in which
the helicopter operates during the entire period in
Shitli data are recorded is identical in every respect-

S-inicluding concurrent stresses such as vibration,
12.N

shock, temperature, humidity, altitude, and constant
acceleration loading-with the environment to which
the helicopter will be subjected in actual field service
(Ref. 9).
Environmental simulation of operational stresses in
a laboratory (where most MTBF measurements are
made) is virtually impossible due to the inability of test
equipment to impose a complete envelope of stresses
simultaneously upon the helicopter.
12-3.3.1.4
MTBF Assumption No. 4-Perfect
Restoration
The use of MTBF as a reliability measurement demands the assumption that, upon repair of any failure,
100% restoration of life for the helicopter occurs; e.g.,
a helicopter that operates successfully for 630 flight
hours before the first failure will be, after the repair of
that failure and regardless of its magnitude, in exactly
the same condition as it was prior to the start of the 630
flight hours.
It is accepted that all equipment begins to wear out
with its initial operation. While some components of a
helicopter might have very low rates of wearout, other
components would show rates that were very high.
12-3.3.1.5
MTBF Assumption No.
5-Independence
The use of MTBF as a reliability measurement demands the assumption that all failures are independent
in both cause and effect; i.e., each failure can be isolated
totally and repaired, and no othe portion of the helicopter will suffer any degradation as a result of this
failure.
Seldom can a failure occur that does not affect, at
least superficially, other parts of the ,ystem. The effect
may be only in loading or unloading some other portion
of the equipment, but there is likely to be some chatge.

12-3.3.2

Exponential Distribution

The exponential distribution, as pointed out previously, is reliable only if the! conditions outlined in the
five basic assumptions are met. Obviously, these coiditions rarely are obtainable in real world operations. For
example, care must be exercised in defining the system
so that the subsystems or components under e, aminaare operating simultaneously and in the same environment. Hlowever, during the accomplishment of a
mission, all the subs)stems of a helicopter need riot
operate at the s.ame time and a completely homnogeneous enm ironnieni is impossible to achieve.
Regardless oflits limitations, hoever. the e.ponen-

tial distribution is ýaluable in quickl. establishing mitial design objective.s tfcognitance is taken of the prac-
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tical environment. It should be noted that reliabilities
established by this technique tend to be somewhat pes.
simistic.

12-4 RELIABILITY PREDICTION,
APPORTIONMENT, AND
ASSESSMENT
12-4.1

GENERAL

Prediction, apportionment, and assessment are three
quantitative techniques or quantitative indices (QIs)
that aid in meeting predetermined objectives for reliability and serviceability of helicopters. These techniques are described in the order in which they are
employed in the life cycle of a helicopter.
12-4.1.1

Prediction

Prediction is a methodical activity that attempts to
estimate future helicopter performance based upon histories of other helicopters and analytical insight into
proposed designs. This activity would be described better as estimation, but the term prediction customarily
is used. In its technical sense, prediction provides a
basis for immediate action to preclude undesirable
events that appear probable in the future.
12-4.1.2

Apportionment

Apportionment has two aspects. First, it is the division of the overall helicopter reliability requirement/goal into appropriate requirements/goals for all of the
components and subsystems in the helicopter system.
Second, these requirements/goals then are assigned to
their appropriate elements as targets of achievement
that must be met if the overall helicopter reliability
objectives are to be reached,
12-4.1.3

Assessment

Assessment is the measurement of the current state

of achievement of helicopter reliability objectives. This
measurement is based upon data derived from testing
actual, rather than generic, elements of the helicopter.
While prediction, apportionment, and assessment
appear to be interdependent, they must be kept independent. This is to preclude a circle of logic in which
one technique justifies the conclusions reached by the
other, and vice versa, and none of the results is trustworthy.

12-4.2

PROGRAM LIFE CYCLE

Development Phase
12-4.2.1
During development, prediction provides a baseline
tor comparison with apportioned goals. Disparity between the two values gives engineering an opportunity
to evaluate constantly the resource allocation Ibr design. This disparity also isuseful inplanning field maintenance strategy, e.g., the number and tspes of spare
parts, field engineering training requirements, and preventie maintenance policy. Predicted ,alues are also a
standard with which assessed %,aluesare compared to
measure progress.
Apportionment is revised constantly during the development phase as the design continues in a high state
of change. Revised goals are communicated to the designers to avoid both underdesign and overdesign.
Resisions in apportionment are possible if the overall
helicopter reliability objectives are adjusted to reflect
changes in mission scenario.
By the development phase, breadboards and other
small elements of the helicopter will have been constructed and tested. Data from these tests are the initial
data to be used in the assessment process.
Qua•iification Phase
12-4.2.2
Prediction is the least important of the three activities during the qualification phase (see Chapter 10,
AMCP 706-203). Its primary role during this phase is
to indicate what maximum performance might be expected during the helicopter test program.
Conversely, apportionment aids the testing activity
by furnishing minimum design limits for the tests as
well as contributing to the overall design of experiments. In addition, because it is not economical to test
all elements of the helicopter system, the apportionof the helicopter design requirements helps to
ement
determine which helicopter elements should be tested.
The test program provides a major portion of the
data required for assessment of helicopter reliability.
Because the tests are condu.,d under controlled conditions, the statistical reliability of the data recorded
during this phase is higher than that of data from tests
conducted either during development or in field operation. However, unless actual operating conditions are
rpent poper,
thless
mayibe ovdotimisrepresented properly, the results may be overoptimis-

12-4.2.3

Manufacturing Phase

Although prediction has diminished in importance
long before the helicopter reaches the manufacturing
phase, prediction can be helpful in establishing reason12-9
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able yield levels for manufacturing. Further, it may
give some indication as to the types of problems to be
anticipated during manufacturing.
Apportionment contributes information vital to the
establishment of minimum acceptance levels as well as
the types of manufacturing verification tests required
for high confidence.
Additional information will be included for assessment during the manufacturing phase. However, assessment can be used effectively in combination with
other manufacturing data to determine whether adequate manufacturing integrity of the helicopter has
been achieved.
SCOPE OF APPLICATION
-'nd
level of effort for prediction, apportionment,

12-4.3

The
assessment is not a constant, with respect either to time
or to depth of application.
The purpose of prediction is to influence designers to
avoid pitfalls of the past, as well as to optimize,
economically, the allocation of resources for the helicopter. Thus, the predictive effort should start alh 3st
concurrently with the development of a helicopter concept. It is a mistake to wait until hardware has been
created because many design decisions are irrevocable
by that time.
Apportionment can begin prior to the completion of
a system prediction. The timing for the initiation of
apportionment is nearly as critical as that for prediction, because designers must have some indication of

Sstarts

their individual contributions to overall helicopter reliability objectives as early as possible.
Assessment covers a considerably longer time period
than either prediction or apportionment. Because assessment is dependent upon having actual helicopter
elements available, the effort is not initiated nearly as
earl) as are the other two activities.
Although all three activities involve component
parts in the helicopter, the extent to which this is true
depends upon the economics of the individual helicopter program. A significant consideration is the direction that each of these activities takes.
Prediction, which is built up from generic data, runs
from component parts to system, while apportionment
with a system value and breaks it into component
parts. Assessment goes in both directions but rarely
below the component level, and can be used as one
means of evaluating both the prediction and the apportionment.
The direction of activity involves the depth of application. There are no easy rules for establishing the level
of hardware that will be included in a prediction. In
12-10

some designs, even eyelets and rivets are considered in
a reliability prediction.
If the overall helicopter reliability requirement is
severe, there is a practicable limit upon subdividing this
already rigorous goal. Therefore, an element of common sense is involved in establishing the depth to
which either prediction or apportionment is applied.
The depth -of assessment seldom is established, a
priori,or controlled, by those responsible for it. By its
nature, it is dependent upon all types of test data from
tests conducted by various organizations for a variety
of reasons under all kinds of test conditions. The important point regarding depth of assessment is that no
data should be rejected if they are technically sound.
12-4,4

EXECUTION OF ACTIVITY

The preparation of the three quantitative indices
(Qls)-i.e., prediction, apportionment, and assessment-has several requirements, some of which are
general and others more specific.
12-4.4.1

Antecedent Requirements

Several prior activities can affect the preparation of
predictions, apportionments, or assessments.
Helicopter System Definition
12-4.4.1.1
Prior to the preparation of a QI, the helicopter system must be defined in parameters that are consonant
with the reliability requirements for that system. System definition generally is considered to consist of five
steps:
1. Definition of purpose or intended use of the
helicopter
2. Specification of system and subsystem operational parameters and limits
3. Determination of physical and functional boundaries of the helicopter system
4. Definition of what constitutes helicopter system
failure
5. Establishment of reliability and availability criteria for each intended use of the helicopter.
Detailed discussion of these five steps is available in
MIL-HDBK-217.
Profiles
12-4.4.1.2
Although environmental and operational parameters
sometimes are included as part of system definition,
they are sufficiently important to be discussed separately. Profiles are two-dimensional, graphic representations of events occurring in chronological time.
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SOperational profiles particularly are helpful in illus•

trating the amount of time, for example, that maximum
stresses are imposed upon a helicopter. Therefore, they
serve as an aid in optimizing duty cycles as well as
assisting in the preparation of maintenance strategies.
The area under the profile gives information useful in
estimating wearout thresholds.
In environmental profiles, simultaneous environmental factors are superimposed to illustrate the type
of testing required to simulate operation. An environmental profile is an ideal way to show simultaneity of
stresses. These profiles additionally aid in stimulating
imagination during analysis.
12-4.4.1.3
Data Base
AIt three QIs require an extensive source of failure
and success data. If the contractor does not possess a
data center that can provide these types of data, other
sources may be utilized. Using other source data is
risky because the conditions under which the data are
generated often are unknown or unavailable.
To provide adequate data for QIs, the concept of an
integrated data system has become well-known (Ref.
10). Providing an adequate data base involves five separate types of activity:
1. lata gathering and reporting
S
2
t
nsentations
3. Data processing
4. Data recovery
5. Data utilization,
12-4.4.2

Prediction

Several different techniques are used for reliability
predictions. These techniques can be ordered into a
spectrum that ranges from close correlation to a previous helicopter design to essentially no correlation with
any previous helicopter. All are defined in MILHDBK-217.
12-4.4.2.1
Techniques
Fora helicopter that is evolving in an orderly fashion
and with minor changes from a previous helicopter, the
Similar Equipment Technique may be the most meaningful. To use this technique, the new helicopter must
be similar to an older design, and the small differences
between the existing and proposed helicopters must be
capable of being isolated and evaluated easily.
A second method is the Similar Function Technique.
This method considers the differences in achievable
reliability levels that can be attributed to the functions
to be performed by the helicopter. This technique does

not have a widespread application due to its limitations
in comparing functions that are dissimilar.
The Minimum/Maximum Method also is available.
It is the least definitive of the three techniques and is
used primarily in the earliest stages of prediction. Instead of using point estimates for reliability values, it
stipulates ranges for these values. Thus, engineering is
furnished with the most pessimistic and the most optimstic values for reliability.
These three techniques have been discussed in an
order running from most meaningful to least meaningful. But as the advancement in the state of the art
increases in scope from an existing helicopter to a
proposed one, the less meaningful techniques become
more appropriate.
12-4.4.2.2

Activity Sequence

On the assumption that the helicopter system has
been defined and that operational and environmental
profiles have been prepared, the first step in prediction
is the construition of a reliability model. This model
defines what is required for helicopter system success
and translates these success criteria into system success
diagrams. These diagrams actually are graphic repreof system functions to which QIs of success
have been assigned.
The second step is to develop an equation for each
system success diagram. Several methods are used to
derive these equations. Four of these methods, as described in MIL-HDBK-217, are:
1. Redundancy equations
2. Boolean truth tables
3. Probability maps
4. Logic diagrams.
All four of these methods can be used with either
,ingle-function or multifunction systems. However, for
multifunction systems there obviously will be one equation for each function.
The third step in prediction is to calculate probabilities or failure rates. This is done by using one of the
three techniques discussed in par. 12-4.4.2.1. Use of
failure rate calculation as the basis for probability prediction is easier than calculation of failure pi'obabilities
directly.
The ftourth and last step in the prediction process is
the computation of the reliability prediction. This cornputation is done hy taking the calculated probabilities
of the third step and substituting them into the reliability equations developed during the second step.
12-I1
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12-4.4.3

Apportionment

Apportionment has an advantage over prediction
early in design because the reliability requirement (the
starting point for apportionment) is an established
value whereas prediction ultimately must culminate in
a number that is unknown when the activity begins.
The weakness of an early apportionment is that the
system model may not be sufficiently complete to permit consideration of the true complexity of the helicopter. Thus, apportionment, like prediction, is an iterative
process.
12-4.4.3.1
Techniques
Apportionment of reliability requirements can be accomplished by several different techniques, namely:
1. Time/Data method
2. Time Only
3. Minimum Information
The ostmeaingfl
tchnqueis te Tme/ata
method (Ref. 11), which requires accurate data on not
only the operating time of the helicopter, but also of all
the subsystems. In addition, available failure rate data
are assumed to apply to the proposed helicopter. By
combining failure rates of subsystems with the assumed
operating time and operating modes, reliability requirements are subdivided and allocated among all subsys-

nomic numerical goals at levels below the subsystem
level. Therefore, the motivation that apportionment is
i eddt to provide
rvd can
a diminish
iiihwe when the
h goals
ol
intended
ecome totally unrealizable or inconceivable.
Activity Sequence
12-4.4.3.2
If an apportionment preceded the preparation of the
prediction, the reliability model discussed in par. 124.4.2.2 would have to be constructed as the first task of
apportionment. However, this would be an exceptional
case. In either event, the same reliability model is the
framework for both prediction and apportionment.
The second step is to allocate an appropriate portion
of the overall helicopter reliability requirement to all
subsystems (and subassemblies, if appropriate) using
one of the techniques discussed earlier. By means of
Boolean logic, for example, the various subsystem goals
can be computed.
The third step is to compare the allokated
values
(only after the entire allocation has been completed)
with the equivalent predicted values. By noting the
system elements with the greatest discrepancies betem element withot
eg atestdisreanieb
of resources in the helicopter design becomes obvious,
For example, if the improvement of an existing system.
apportioned value is relatively equal to the predicted
value for a given subsystem, few or no development
resources should be required. On the other hand, if

tems on the basisropotio
of areas such
as relative failure rate,
therethe
is wide
disparity
between the apportioned
value
nd
se.and
predicted
one, further'design
effort appears
to
criticality, and critcalty,
proportion of
of use.be
m n aoy
A second apportionment method is the Time Only
approach (Ref. 11). This technique assumes that failure
12-4.4.4
Assessment
rate data are not available for either the helicopter or
The function of assessment gradually supersedes preits subsystems. The allocation of subgoals for reliability
diction during helicopter development. Both prediction
is made only on the basis of operating times for the
various subsystems. If the subsystems are entirely inmeasurements,
apportioninent is a standard for measurement. while
Therefore,
both
series, this simply means that each subsystem will have
prediction and assessment ;'. compared with apporan equal reliability subgoal.
tionment.
S TheMinimum Information technique is a third apAssessment can be improved by increasing test reproach (Ref. 11). In this case, neither failure rate nor
entirely upon historical data. Whereas prediction and
time information is available for subsystems. Thered
rimal influene helicopter
p
ent
the
fore, the reliability requirement is subdivided on
icprodesino
ifee
primail
a
helicopter,
the
in
basis of the number of elements
at
.
S tin,
whether they are in series or in parallel.
C.Nisling s•stei.
In these three techniques, only two factors are considered: operating time and failure rates. A good appor12-4.4.4.1
Techniques
tionment, however, also must consider other factors
The techniques used for assessment have not been
such as complexity, criticality, maintainability, and
categorized as neatly as have the techniques f'i predicrepairability. These factors often are accounted for by
tion or apportionment. However, three loose categories
weighting or "k" factors (Ref. 11).
of techniques for assessing reliability are described:
It should be obvious that apportionment can be carI. Integrated Assessment
ried to a point of diminishing return. A relatively high
helicopter reliability requirement can result in astro2. Fractional Assessment
12-12
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3. Fragmentary Assessment.

Analysis (FMI'A), and Fault Tree Analysis to gain
,nsight for designitg the failure analysis criteria
2. Prepare failure analysis criteria that will yield
reliability measurement

S....

The preferred approach could be called Integrated
Assessmefnt (Ref. 10). This technique combincs two
major sources of information, i.e., tests run on the
product and analyses of failures in the helicopter. The
est data either can be from tests specifically conducted
to measure reliatilIt parameters or from other tests in

3s
monitor the data desired for assessment.
The third step is to combine the test data and the

which reliabtht, reqUirenlents "sere in3cluded. The failtire analysis data used in this method come from anal ISes in which attempts were made not only to ascertain
[he cause of failure but also to measure reliability re-

failure analysis data into the reliabilitv model for an
overall assessment of achieved helicopter reliability.
Because many assumptions will be necessary in the
early stages of assessment, they should be documented

quirements. Obviously, these data are one product of
the integrated data system discussed in par. 12-4.4.1.3.
The second technique is Fracti nal Assessment. Portions of an Integrated
Assessment are included in a
Fractional Assessment. The differenrie between the two
is primarily in the amount of design or planning beforehand to insure that assessment information will be
available. In the absence of such preplanning, the Fractiona! Assessment method is the next best means of
obtaining assessment data.
All remaining assessment efforts can be grouped into
a classification called Fragmentary Assessment. This is
the only method available if there has not been ade-

for review.

12-5 RELIABILITY SUBSTANTIATION
12-5.1 GENERAL
The previous discussions have dealt with fundamental reliability engineering techniques that may be
applicabie to a helicopter development program. How,ever, there are certain basic requirements regarding
application of reliability engineering that must be satisfled if proper consideration of reliability is to b,.
achieved. Generally, any development program must

pilanning,
not only offoritthe
of data but
'} quate
also for
the processing
by generation
those responsible.
In

include
a reliability
program thb during
1 .sdivided into
two majorsubstantiation
segments: substantiation

practice, this technique consists of gathering scraps of

design and substantiation during test. The following

data from tests run for other purposes and extrapolating from these data. The valje of this technique is
highly questionable.
The value
of the assessment depends upon the
•€
amount of applicable data available for the assessment.
Mathematical statistics use this same basis in establishing confidence intervals or limits. If the data available

paragraphs provide specific and general requirements
for the reliability substantiation program.

for assessment are either too scanty or irrelevant to the

program plan. MIL-STD-785 provides specific plan re-

helicopter under consideration, the insestment of resources for assessment may not be warranted.

quirements and also lists certain minimum engineering
functions considered essential to the proper development of reliability. The reliability substantiation program described herein augments the reliability pro-

t,

*.

12-4.4.4.2

5IR
12-5.2

RELIABILITY PROGRAM PLAN

The integration of all engineering activities relative
to reliability normally is addressed in the reliability

Activity Sequence

Assessment, like the other two QI,, is based upon the
reliability model of par. 12-4.4.2.2. Because this model

gram plan.

undoubtedly will have been prepared previously for the

12-5.2.1

other two Qls, the first step in assessment involves
either design of specific tests that will yield reliability
data or active participation in the design of tests being
conducted for development, qualification, manufacturing, quality assurance, and customer acceptance. This
step includes following the progress of these tests once
they are designed to insure that the desired data will be
available
"'he second step in assessment is to:

Design
For purposes of the reliability substantiation pro
gram, design includes those actions associated with establishment of detail design criteria and concepts, finalization of design drawings, fabrication of flight quality
hardware, and release of hardware for initiation of reliability testing. The design substantiation program
shallmaximum
assure thatprobability
the initially
fabricated all
articles
ha'e
the
of achieving
reliability

I. Analyze and study Failure Mode and Effect

Reliability Substantiation During

objectives. Specific areas of concern are:
12-13
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1.Apport totnmen /predict ron
2. Assessmniit of design criteria relative to quanti
tative requirements
3. Utilization of detailed design review,
upprt.techntiques
tilzaton
4. f erlydesgn
4.0 tAiliati(fl
ealy dsigsupp~t.arid
12-5.2.1.1
Apportionment..,Prediction

itra roo oref ahi liy %/iall
beachieved through a combiU-

n.at ion of' exterrsive reliability testting and a design reaction process that require,, air aetlori for each failure
mode discovered. Appropriate analytical/judgmnental
U/ia/l be employed to proivide continuous
instani~aiious assessment such that all reliability
requirements Lire being or have heen achieved.

Fach s%
stemi reliahilitý require'ment J~iu// be apportionled ito the subsysteml/comlponlent level through applic:at ion orf techniques. similar ito those decs.ribed il

MIL-STI)-785.
12-5.2.1.2

Assessment of Design Crit~eria

o reiabiityrequreuanifie
All
aportinmets
elibilty equreAll
aporionentsof
uanifid
mi'ents sha 1 ' be substantiated lthrough detail assessmient
of pertinient design criteria, and comparisotn %kith
qualitatis e/quantnrative reliability history of' similar
equipment where possible. *Thle suitability of* conliparis~i
dtaNh//be established pro to hi use. Spca
attetntion should be directed toward establishment of
valid environmenta! "k- factors for coniserting experi-

enee data for use in quantitative predictions. Similarly,
other -k- factors may be necessary to adjust experienice
data properly for changes in operational parameters
suIch as stress, speed. pressure. voltage, arid currenlt
12-5.2.1.3

Design Reviews

Early atid continuing in-house design reviewvs s/hall
be used by the contractor to substantiate that reliability
reqirmetsare reflected properly in all designs. A
listing (if' all potential failure modes s/hall be available
for each subsystem and dynamic component prior to
design review arid used as a checklist during the rev iew
Potential failure modes shall be grouped as they relate
to e~ach reliability requirement, e.g., nirssioni reliabilirv
and dynamic component MTBR(mean time between
removals ).A
All failure modes identified by. the contraictor's Failtire M4ode, Effects, arid Criticality Analysis
.iha// be considered during all design reviews,
12-5.2.1.4

Design Support Tests

har-ly design support tests at [the component, subasseriiblyor part/piece level s/ia//hbe used wherever pract icable ito substantiate achievement of reliability design
objectives prior to release of drawings for fabrication of'
flight test hardware.

12-52.2

tibsantatio
12-52.2 Relibilty

Teliblt

y

Duing

sa tai n D rn

Reliability substantiation durinig test begins iriimedt_ely upon av ailability of nlight quality hardware and
concludes upon delivery of'test or production hardw~are
to thle procuring activity for evaluation. Final substant-

Assessment
12-5.2.2.1,
A technique for- cont inuous and instantaneous assessnilenit of subsysteni and dynaiantr component reliabilir y status withI respect to objectives.%hall he establislied. TIhis technique shiall be key ed to the conrcept

that substantiation of' reliability dunrig- developnilent
testing is achievable through statist ical inference arid
eiigineering judgments. Integral to this approach
A/ia/i be a concept of risk analysis for all proposed]
d.sg
hne
ecoe
sarsl
f etfnig
that cannot he evaluated prior to conclusioni of' etigitIceii
eeonet
a ea elnoe
aib
ent shllbed
ca
eablty
assss
supelpornt.of reli
utlizedii

uiie

uissc
reliability
i.ispoto
got

asthsessdesc. riedincRet'

chpacticaloe. dysamibe inmpowher
r2lshouldt be\A-I cused
gtoedwthe myre pratcbe.dynnictd/asesse
r12nshould
desribd
thet lic ironkt maytec'niq edisch das
thog MT1
in Ref. 13. Ili either case, reliability growth should be
predicted as a fL'ur~icton of'accuniiilard test hours. Max11iniu attention must be directed towxard assuring that
all test hours are Suitable f'or satisfying thre growth
process.
etn
... 22
Sbtatain
The objectives of reliability testing are to identify\
ths ailure modes inherent to tire final design thait
prohibit achievemnent of reliability requirements, arid toi
%alidate. where possible. thle responisiveness oft' desigii
chatiges necessitated by discovered failure niodes. Additionially, thle reliability test progranm s/ha/l be arranged
to pr-oside reasonable substarntiatiorn thlat those pol.'iitial failure modes not experienced during testing atrc
not, in fact. tinhererit to1the design. Types of reliabilit
tests (bench, ground test vehicle, subsystem, flight. etc.)
for each subsystem aind dynrainic comiponenit v/ia/I be
conibinied, structured, arid scheduled srich that niaxiuniu achievemneit of' reliability substantiiation is
achieved during engineering development Threse testss

s/ia/l be based upon detailed subsystem antd coimporient

failure mode analyses arid rthe cnpabifit of' xariouts test
techitiques to detect potential finilutre ttuodes. A ppropri ate cor1ISider'at i ni iia/I be gis en to mictgrarting ref ibibl itry testing iithr other test requiremnters (specifically.
environmental).

12.14
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The following shall apply in establishing the reliabil-

ity test program:

1. Abusive overload and environmental extreme

testing may be considered for early detection of certain
failure modes. Prior analysis must provide the basis for
using these types of tests and must establish firm
ground rules for interpretation of results.
2. Subsystem testing may be satisfied through a
combination of subsystem test rigs, utilization of the
test vehicle, and utilization of flight test vehiles.However,
.V7ground

12-6 AVAILABILITY
1-.

EEA

There are many definitions of availability. Perhaps
the simplest could be expressed by the equation
Hours Available
(12-6)

Availability =
Total Hours

availability generally has a more ,iophis-

ties.

5. Inherent constraints of any particular test type
must be considered in establishing total test hours.
6. All reliability testing must be integrated with
other system test requirements where practicable to
minimize total development cost.

ticated meaning. Most often, it is considered to be one
of the major elements of a larger measurement or index.
Availability in the broader context of mission readiness
is discussed in Chapter 2. The "mission capability"
aspect of mission readiness relates to the correspondence
between the helicopter equipment and configuration and
the types of missions the helicopter may be
expected Io perform. The other aspect of mission..adiness--availability-is defined as the probability, under
stated conditions, that the operation of the system is
satisfactory vt any point in calendar time when it might
be needed.

7. The number of test samples must be based upon
a combination of test schedule requirements and con-

12-6.2

3. Component reliability bench testing may be
utilized to augment system and subsystem tests.
4. Maximum consideration of the stated operational environment conditions must be included in finalizing all test setups.

sideration of potential failure modes due to manufacturing quality or wearout.
8. Full scale flight quality hardware shall be used
for these tests.
12-5.2.2.3

Substantiation Testing Process

DESIGN INFLUENCE ON AVAILABILITY

The most effective and economic point at which to
influence availability is during preliminary design of
the helicopter. Availability is not an accidental byproduct of good design, it must be designed deliberately
into the helicopter. Three specific aspects of availability
are discussed in detail:

Prior to the initiation or restart of any reliability test.
a listing of all failure modes that could be detected

I. Serviceability
2. Modularization

shall be prepared and used for comparison ,vith actual

3. Standard versus nonstandard parts.

test results. Following each test period, tl,- contractor

should conduct an analysis of test procedures and resuits to validate the test adequacy.
12-5.2.2.4

Reliability Model

Serviceability
12-6.2.1
Axailability is influenced greatly bv the amount of
time required to repair the helicopter. Trade-off studies
1ahould be made during preliminary design to e~aluate

The contractor shall use a mathematical reliability
model to assist in providing continuous and instantaneous assessment of reliability characteristics throug'hout

field repair (possibly under combat conditions) \ersus
Army depot lev el maintenance. Three primary factors
must be considered during preliminary design--calen-

engineering development. This model .%hall include

dar mime, maintenance manhours, and letl of mainte-

provisions for mathematically assessing the extent of
reliability achievement at the subsystemn and dynamk
component levels and must be compatible with the ob-

nance skill. Calendar time is important because it is the
measure of how long the helicopter will be dow ri (tunavailable)ý maintenance manhours because this frcior
aht eis the number oflogistic personnel who nutist be on
hand to maintain rhe hehfirpicrr and nmaintenmance skill
leel because of the reed to train the personmitel ito iaintain the mIcii.

jectives set forth above for reliability substanmtniation.
Use of techniques such as instantaneous MIiF connputatmon, and best and wire case pr•ojections. .%hall bhe

considered in establishing detail mnodl capabilities.

12-15
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Modularization
12-6.2.2
Durin3 preliminary design, basic decisions are
reached regarding repairable versus nonrepairable
(throwaway) units. Rather than simply evaluating the
repairability of the defective module, this trade-ofT
must be extended to include consideration of the ease
of removing and replacing the module. Maintenance
per:ý;onnel skills also must be considered during preliminary design when decisions are made concerning
modular replacements.
12-6.2.3

Standard Versus Nonstandard
Parts

The problem of whether to use standard parts or to
design uniquely applicable parts is a major factor in
designing availability into the helicopter. The use of
standard parts not only reduces the logistic problem,
but also enhances the probability that proper tools will
be available in field locations for maintenance personnel and that lower maintenance skill levels can be employed to repair the helicopter,
12-6.3

FACTORS IN HELICOPTER DOWNTIME

Minimizing downtime is the key to maximizing
availability. Although some of the factors--e.g., logistics, maintainability, and administrative policies-involved in helicopter downtime are beyond the control
of the design engineer, their impact upon availability
depends to some extent upon design efficiency.
12-6.3.1
Logistics
The downtime may be due as much to lack of parts
on site as it is to difficulty of repair. Likewise, lack of
consumables-such as piopellants, fuel!,, and lubricants--may cause the helicopter to be inoperative,
Items such as batteries and supplies of gases and fluids
are likely sources of downtime if they are depleted or
contaminated. The lengmn of supply lines, in terms of
both distance and time, also influences availability.
andlesevieailt
2Maintainabilityreaiailt

F~•o

Ini addition to repairability and serviceability (discussed previously because they are established
primarily during the design phase), other maintainabil[ty facets are important in keeping downtime minimal,
For example, the
maintenance program
must be optimized so that helicopters are repaired prior
to failing in service and yet are not being repaired unnecessarily. Unscheduled maintenance must be e.tiiated and it,, effect upon logistics measured so that
allocation ofsspare,, is adequate. Other maintainability
1"-lb

aspects include access to tools, both standard and special, wherever they may be needed.

12-6.3.3

Policy Factors

Administrative policies can be as responsible as design factors in influencing helicopter downtime. Inspection policies, for example, can result in unnecessary downtime if scheduled maintenance is too
frequent. In the same way, diagnoitic testing policies
can enhance availability through the reduction of repair time. One way for this to occur is to provide advanced fault isolation systems.

12-7 SYSTEM SAFETY
The concept, requirements, design integration, a.
planning cf system safety are discussed in Chapter 3,
AMCP 706-203. Because system safety must be an indigenous part of preliminary design, placement of the
major discussion of system safety in A MCP 706-203,
the Qualification Assurance part of this handbook,
could be misleading. However, the importance of initiating system safety activity during conceptual design
phases cannot be overemphasized.
Fig. 12-3 shows the relationship of the System Safety
Program Plan (SSPP) to the three parts of the Helicopter Engineering Handbook. Note that the role of the
SSPP changes during preliminary design (AMCP 706201), detail design (AMCP 706-202), and qualifitation
assurance (AMCP 706-203).
The SSPP will have a significant intedace with reliability. The following specific areas sti.ve as a point of
departure in the planning process from which ,pecific
measures for coordination and integration of these and
any other disciplines in a program can be developed:
1. Analytical techniques
2. Failure modes and criticality analyses
3. Failure probabilities and prediction
4. Failed item experience, analysis, and corrective
exeiedanlsis-oretv
actions
5. Critical item tests and demons•
ratitons.
System safety actiity is differcnt in ea,:h pho.,c
represented by the three handbook olunies. The "'PI
objectives must he established during the preliminaar
design. These )bjeciives may be expressed as goals.
targets, or requirements.
Much ofr the actilal %ork of designiig safeit. into the
helicopter occurs du;ring the detail design phase co\cred in AMCI' 7t)•-202. Tlx ptcl tasks performed at ihis
time arc lisie.1 in tihe SSPIl.
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Fig. 12-3. Role of System Safety in Helicopter
Engineering Haiadbook
Bý the time the design reaches the qualification assurance stage, whatever safety the helicopter ultimately
will possess essentially is fixed, and the emphasis is then
on msung whether
or not the achieved level of
safety is commensurate with the required level.
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CHAPTER 13

CONFIGURATION AND ARRANGEMENT
13-1 INTRODUCTION

•-

. Rear ramp.

A completed preliminary design should include the
basic drawings describing the helicopter configuration
and the arrangement of components and systems.
Drawings that depict the cc iguration must consist of
at least a three-view, a general arrangement, and an
inboard profile. Other drawings normally are included
to provide additional details in areas of primary interest
peculiar to the design.
The data required for the completion of these draw-

The design and location of the rotors shall provide
sufficient clearance for the blades above the ground

ings derive from the background data and techniques
discussed in the foregoing chapters of this volume. This
information first should be used for configuration stud-

support equipment or personnel on the ground, from
each other, and to other parts of the helicopter. In
order to provide head clearance for ground personnel,

ies consisting of such items as program objectives and
mission requirements. Overall configuration restraints
then should be considered along with detail considerations such as the designated power plant and type of
landing gear. Finally, all data must be integrated and
sumearance
preliminary
dhi drawigsenn
summarizts
in the preliminary design drawings and

a minimum distance of 85 in. shallbe provided between
the blade tip and the ground when the blades are on the
droop stop under a 1-g load condition. Any auxiliary
rotor, such as a tail rotor, not meeting the 85-in. ground
clearance shouid be protected adequately to prevent
be prthte
toig
inadvertent injury to ground personnel. In general, because of blade length, flexibility, anti articulation, the

13-1.1

S

10. Weapon clearance

CONFIGURATION RESTRAINTS
dtins,
The final preimiarydesign should represent an
timization of all design variables but must be held
within certain well-defined configuration restraints.
The quantity and nature of these configuration restraints vary according to the specific mission and the
design requirements and objectises. Pertinent restraints
normally will include, but will not bx limited neces%rily to:
I. Rotor clearance
2. Engine installat:,on
.3. Interior arrangement
4. Transportability
S5.Personnel emergency egress
S6.Fuel storage
7. Aerodynamic requirements
, Turnover angles
9. Step height

These configurauin restraints are st..nmarized in more
detail in the paragraphs that follow.

13-1.1.1

Rotor Clearance

clearance during operation will be different from static
clearance. During operation under all normal condispreliminary
including ground/air taxi, flight maneuvers, and
tplandings (power-on or autorotation touchdowns, the
clearance between the main rotor blades and other
parts of the helicopter shall not be less than q in. For
landings up to and including 120q of the resere energy sink speed. clearance shall esist between the main
rotor blades and other parts of the helicopter (a symmetrical load distribution shall be assumed). The clearance between auxiliary rotor blades and other parts of
the helicopter shall not be less than b in., and bet\ween
blades of auxiliary rotors and other rotors not less t..
4 in. under all operating conditions. The abohe clearance., are based upon a conmentional helicopter cotfigu,',ution. When nosel rotor configurations-such as
stopped, stosed. or telescoping rotors-are used. speclal conditions, for such clearances will be specified in
the solicitation or should be requested of the procuring
acttitIy by contractor, a% required.
13-1
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13-1.1.2
Engine Installation
The engine installation
establishes
The ngie istalatin
etablshe mare
moe configuracofigration restraints than does any other helicopter system or
component. The exact engine and/or number of engines to be used usually is specified by the procuring
activity. In addition, the following must be considered:

size and orientation, and installation of mission-essential
equipment
such as suppressive fire weapons are all
major
conside
.rations in the overall design.

It is normal for the design requirements to include
the capability for the helicopter configuration to be
transported and shipped on other vehicles, including a
cargo aircraft. This requirement establishes restraints
on size and volume so that the helicopter can be prepared easily for shipment. Items such as stowage of
rotor blades, removal of aerodynamic surfaces, and removal of tail boom if applicable must be considered in
establishing a configuration that meets or exceeds the
transportability requirements. The undercarriage
clearance and wheelbase of helicopters must be capable
of clearing knuckles formed at the intersections of 14ramps and loading surfaces. The sizes of cargo

1. Inlet. The engine air inlet shall be designed to

prevent formation of ice and ingestion of snow, and
must be located to minimize ingestion of foreign objects
and dirt. The most frequent causes of foreigr object
ingestion in Army helicopters are tools and materials
left in or near the inlet by maintenance personnel and
foreign objects picked up by rotor airflow circulation.
Other factors to be considered in the location of engine
inlets are the proximity of external hoisting systems
of materials thrown or ejected from
and helicopter
the traject'ry
the
in flight,
4. 1deg
2:. Exhaust. The exhaust system must be designed
to. niinimize
a. the impingement of hot gases on the structure
b. the recirculation of engine exhaust gases into
the engiie inlet or into inlets for ventilation
of crew and/or passenger compartments. The
sshall be located to prevent
impaired crew vision at night.

considered for transportation of
normally are
vehicles
Army helicopters
discussed in par. 13-2.

13-1.1.5

Personnel Emergency Egress

Emergency exits must be placed in a location convenient for use by the operating personnel; consideration of these exits in the preliminary design is essential
because load paths and major structure may be affected. The requirements summarized in par. 13.3.2.1
shall apply. Another design restraini consideration involving personnel is the location of the personnel where
maximum attenuation is provided under crash conditions, and hence where there is the least likelihood of
injury from displaced helicopter systems and components.

3. Firewall. All engine compartments, including
hot section and compartments carrying combustible
fluids suhject to ignition, shall be separated from the
helicopter structure by a firewall,
4. Personnel Protection. All personnel-including
crew. passengers, and ground personnel--must be protected from flying objects due to possible failure of
engine components having a high rotational speed.
5. Infrared Suppression. The location of the engine
hot section and exhaust system within the helicopter
structure may have a significant
upon the ease of
sinatre.age,
he I effect
provdin supresionof
providing suppression of the IR signature,
6. Separation. The separation of each engine and
its systems from other engines and their systems
shall be such that,
installations,
a failthe cases
atte dmageor
egin
fforoemultiengine
uredueto
ure of one engine due to battle damage or other causes
may not in itself induce the failure of a second engine.

13-1.1.6
Fuel Storage
Few helicopters have a surplus of space for fuel storaccordingly, the initial consideration of locations

for the fuel tanks is of major importance. It is extremely
desirable to have all the fuel stored at the helicopter
normal CG as related to the longitudinal and lateral
axes, and it is mandatory that consumption of the fuel

13-1.1.3
Interior Arrangement
The interior arrangement is determined by the rr,,:-

does not cause a significant CG location change. Trade.
offs of locating the fuel near the bottom of the fuselage
to enhance minimum turnover tendency versus Ieating the fuel tanks to minimize the probability of rupture
due to crash impact must be considered carefully.

sion requirements and constitutes a configuration restraint because accommodation must be provided for
the applicable cres. troops, equipment, and disposable
loads. The anthropomnetric data of par. 13-3.1.1 shill
be used in the siting and space allowance for the crew
and other personnel. Ingress and egress of troops, seat

Aerodynamic Requirements
13-1.1.7
The aerodynamic conIr[gLration necessitated by mission performance requirernetts introduces manuflcturing and cost restraints as related to body contours.
surface smoothness, and requirements for fairings.

13-2
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Three-dimensional contours should, in general, be
avoided on the major skin areas, thus permitting the use
of flat wrap construction for maximum cost-effectiveness. In those areas where three-dimensional contours
cannot be avoided, minimum structural requirements
should be investigated and alternate manufacturing
methods such as molding should be studied in conjunction with establishing the final preliminary design configuration. Another aerodynamic restraint applicable
to some helicopters would consist of the size require-

All helicopter configurations have design restraints
that are peculiar to the type and model. These: must be
considered on an individual basis as applicable. Some
possible examples include rotor . stem isolation,
ground resonance considerations, phasing of rotor
blades, and externally mounted equipment provisions.

ments for aerodynamic surfaces necessary to provide

13-1.2

13-1.1.12

inherent flight stability.
13-1.1.8

Turnover Angle

landings on slopes up to 15 deg in any direction. Conpliance with this requirement often is demonstrated by
landing on a slope while holding partial thrust of approximately 1/3 the weight of the helicopter on the
main rotor. Because an operational requirement exists
for 15 deg, a minimum turnover angle of 30 deg has
been established. This constitutes a configuration restraint in regard to the distance between the landing
gears and the relative vertical position of the CG.
.
13-1.1.9
Step Height
Recent tests have established a maximum step height
of 25 in. for fast boarding and unboarding oif troops.
Step heights for single steps, therefore, shall be a maximum of 25 in. and multiple steps shall be spaced per
MIL.-STD-1472.

S

Weapon Clearance

shaI/ riot pass through the rotor disk area, damage the

landing gear. or strike any other part if the helicopter.
be made to prevent damage to
/hall
Provisions also
to propellant gases and muzzle
due
structure
nearby
blast In addiion, spent cature
eight
damage
nrajectory
that
ted to he disposed of. in a
a trjecory
hatmigh
daage
portions of the helicopter, such as the tail rotor, or
interfere with the operation of flight control micclanisms Olher installation requirements include hocanon dih: weapons where personnel can ervice them
tly rlnioe
cn ,ifrice
a
fihti arinl
t0 vci-r,"tew
to rruirv,,
le.i rs,,miilI ibipjry
13-1.1.11

Rear Ramp

I liet rwar ramrip. if .hiitiahi.
hafi haw- ;i s
X 12 ,,' An X dr
,p ds
ly + ,v,
is r.tlrrt-d

Once the general configuration has been agreed upon
and the configuration restraints have been established,
it becomes possible to analyze the major subsystem
requirements. There is no single Figure of Merit for any
of these major subsystems. Decisions on them are interrelated, and the final design should be an intelligent
compromise, based upon fundamental design goals
(i.e., safety, performance, cost, and reliability).
The discussion that follows describes examples of
criteria commonly used in establishing subsystem characteristics. The design process is similar to that involved in the development of other military systems. Its
special characteristics include a unique emphasis upon
the dynamics of the total system. Dynamic considerations in helicopters. involve rotor system and blade design, control systems, structures, and landing gear.
A primary design task is to maintain cognizance and
control of the interrelationshins among the individual

subsystems in order to insure that the efforts of the

*The weapons must be located and restrained in bore
excursion so that a projectile or any other fired missile

*

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

CONSIDE
RAT ION
CONSIDERATIONS

Army helicopters normally have a requirement for

13-1.1.10

Other Restraints

various subsystem design groups do not diverge. Of the
II major subsystems of a single-rotor configuration.
the main rotor, tail rotor, flight
nuictnadnsrm
control, electrical, com-tsbytesane
munication, and instrument subsystems can be exchanged freely among airframe arrangements with few
exceptions. The fuel. power plant, transmission, struc(including transparent areas), and furnishing subsystems are interdependent, and never should be selectedi without first making preliminary layou~t of all of

them to determine the effect itf each one upon (he
other.
As the design eflfrt progresses, each fe.ture of the
proptised helicopter .hotlud ht evaluated continually
fo<r c'nticrtnly with design criteria. hn particular. cist.
weig hi, liitnln
m
'actfc
ors, aiid dyn;itli coneriduler:rt ia ail'e
vital elkmneills abiii1 whrich

111Re
RpIiiil;itc
as thilt d'",igill
io l

•blect ive data rapidly ;ic-

telils c+,<l,.. ('luCniiiiil c•llo"

licrall tin .1Il
required
that ssit',l l goalt'. alc ' nlt'l.

put ltlll't ;aindl

III

order
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13-2 TRANSPORTABILITY
REQUIREMENTS
13-2.1

GENERAL

The policy of'the l)evartnent ol'efense with regard
to the Iransportahility of materiel is set forth in AR
705-8. It direct,. that "transportability will be a major
consideration when formulating the priority ofcharacteristics to be considered in the design cf any new item
of materiel and equipment". Accordingly, helicopters
must be designed to permit ready handling and movement by available transportation favilities-air, road,
ship, or rail.
Important factors that affect design for transportability are the limitations imposed upon size, shape, and
weight by existing facilities, equipment, and practices
of normal transportation modes. Special or unique arrangements of rights-of-way, clearances, or other operating conditions will be undertaken only in exceptional
cases and after first obtaining approval from the appropriate transportation agency.
these reasons isthis
discussion
of helicopter
design
forFor
transportability
organized
around
considerations
fof thercnsprtrabiintys ofga
m ajor
dt
portio
d
dera s
of the constraints of major transportation modes.
Those aspects that are peculiar to helicopters per scare
presented under the discussion of the transportation
modes.
The factors to be considered in the selection of a
transportation mode for a helicopter are distance of the

move, urgency of the need at the new station, cost of
preparation and shipment, and the feasibility and availability of the various transportation modes for the particular move required. The normal transportation
modes that can be considered are self-delivery and
transport aircraft. Highway transport by truck or
trailer, ship or barge transport, or rail are not used
frequently, but also should be considered.
3t
linternally

13-2.1.1

Sectionalization

Sectionalization refers to that characteristic of a helicopter design that enables subsystems, e.g., rotor
blades, tail boom, to be removed or reoriented to reduce
weight or shipping dimensions. This may be necessary
for large helicopter systems to assure that the vehicle
may be accommodated within normal transportation
envelope dimensions. For smaller systems, sectionalization should be minimized to facilitate rapid deployment and reaction.
Water movements generally require that the item fit
into the hatch opening for stowage below deck in the
between-deck area. If a helicopter is to be used by both
the Army and Navy, operational compatibility with
134

;,itr;lt c10rrier•s,,,ci

s.1the I.MIA. is an important

ith
s'tli,,Iali,,ati1,,l cotsia,.rati,,,. ( nipatihilityv
ilia airke';ll catrier leck ih'vaitur isity)ic'llV the mllost
critical cim.tt•ta;it. particularly with heavyv lilt helicrtlf rwr(1tl,1 fs,. Any
t
ecti mali/ation mlist he., ac-

c(Imlplisthed ill a1 tnanner that will permit reassem bly
itt the field with a minimumn of special tools, personnel. atd handling equipment.
To date, sectionalization of helicopters has included
blade folding and/or removal of rotor blade%and tail
boom and removal-of external antetin and mirrors.
Fom
and
tal antenna,, an
more
Folding of blades and tail hoom,, generally is more
desirahl. than removing them. Removed blades and tail
booms require boxes, fixtures, or special cushioning for
stowage during shipment. Further secttionalizat ion usually requires removal of mechanical equipment such as
the rotorhead, main shaft, and control rod parts. In
some cases, pylons may be removed. Transmissions
usually are part ol" the structure of the helicopter and
generally are considered inappropriate for sectinnalzation. Large helicopters, if divided between the landing
gear, should have easily applied supports or wheels,

installed prior to the separation to reduce or eliminate
the need for a crane as a sectionaliization aid. Each
section should incorporate handling provisions. In all
designs, quick-disconnections, electrical plugs and
receptacles, and other easy-to-separate and reconnect
devices
should
be incorporated
at separation
folding
points and
designed
to be connected
in only or
one
way.

13-2.1.2

Preparation for Shipment

Except for self-delivery over relatively short distances, every helicopter will require some sort of preparation for shipment (see MIL-P- 116). Long ferry flights
may require installation of additional fuel tanks either
or externally. Shipment by surface will require the folding or removal of rotor blades and tail
booms; removal of externally mounted antennas and
mirrors; and protection of plastic and glass surface
from abrasive particles, in some instances pointed appendages also will need protection. Exposed machined
metal surfaces will need a protective coating to prevent
corrosion. Dissimilar metals will set up a galvanic action, and must be insulated from each other in the
original design or as part of the preparation for shipment by ship. Fuel systems may have to be drained.
purged, and preserved. These features must be considered during the design of the helicopter to reduce the
time required to accomplish these tasks, ease their performance, and reduce the pos.ibility of damage.

AMCP 706-201
13-2.1.3

Tiedown and Lifting Points
The design of a helicopter limits the points at which
attachments may be placed for lifting and tiedown.
Certain tiedown practices may cause extensive damage
to the helicopter rtructure. Therefore, consideration
must be given to the design, location, and marking of
attachments for lifting, ground handling, and restraint
for surface transportation. MIL-STD-209 provides
guidance for the design and location of lifting and tiedown eyes. Restraint criteria must be met for all modes
of shipment applicable (e.g., aircraft, ship, and truck).
H,)wever, the designer also must consider the tiedowns
and any other appurtenances or possible attachment
points from the viewpoint of the person charged with
moving the helicopter to determine how an inexperienced person would go about restraining it. Certain
parts must be marked to preclude improper use as restraining points, and other parts marked for use as
restraining points.
1 -. 1.

13-2.1.4

sections that limit load concentrations. When an item
does not have sufficient footprint area, shoring and/or
load spreaders are required to distribute the bearing
pressure upon the flooring surface until it is within
acceptable limits. Total cargo load in pounds for different aircraft versus the mission range indicated in AR
70-39 is shown in Table 13-I.

3-222
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Cargo destined for air movement generally must be
compatible with highway movement restrictions in order to be traniportable to and from the air terminal.
Packaged cargo normally is palletized for ease of handling. The Military Airlift Command (MAC) terminals
are nw- :..pable of using the 463L Materials Handling
System, which provides a rapid loading and unloading
roller conveyor apparatus. The heart of this system is
the 108-in, >X 88-in. pallet with a 10,000-lb capacity.
Restraint

Asistnce13-2.2.3

Assistance

Terminal Facilities

DA TB 55-100 provides appropriate guidance for

AR 705.8 designates the Military Traffic Management and Terminal Service (MTMTS) as the agency to
implement the DOD Engineering for Transportability
Program fot the Army. The U.S. Army Transportation

restraint of air cargo. AR 70-39 and the applicable
TO/TM contain load factors for which all cargo must
be restrained in each model aircraft.

Engineering Agency of MTMTS is a field activity or-

13-2.3

ganized to provide assistance in transportability: its
services are available without charge and should he
requested before, during, and after, engineering desigt
drawings are prepared.

land nosenent consideraticns require careful analsi to allow effective and efficient movemen: .'f cargo
under all physical, legal. and environmental conditions

13-2.2

AIR TRANSPORTABILITY

AMCP 706-130) summarizes thle requireients, iposed to provide air transport and/or !lr >i-op capabilit) f"c materiel. Thecquipment and s>stems used are
described, including the characteristics and capabilities
of the Army and Air F-orce aircraft that nima bc used
for air transport o' ArmI) equipment.
13-2.2.1

Aircraft Size and Weight
Limitations

Physical limits for air-transportable equipment cur
rently are governed by the existing military transportation aircraft that probably will be in u,,e •*ot10-20 yr.
These aircraft include the C-130. C-141, and C-5. LI)restricted cargo conmpartnment lenigths., sidihs, and
heights for these aircraft are illustrated in Figs. 13-1.
13-2, and 13-3
Load density and tread or t'uotprmt area fthlie cargo
are important factors in air tranisporlabilit) Flooring
of each type of aircraft has different structural support

HIGHWAY TRANSPORT

The %ehicle and cargo mnust be compatible in size and
weight with the highway systems involked. Specific
areas of interest for all highway movement are discussed in the ensuing paragraphs.
i many areas ot'the Continental ;.S. (CONES) and
otiher areas of the world, the only means of mass mowenent of persons and things is the highwa. transport
s
I s.tll
itc
55•ell
Il
nacstisI. this
the only mot'de ot"
iranisportation that caan he used to molve un',erslceable
aircraft Most niosenenis that emploN other modes ot
transportation begin and end the journey on the higha, (see M 55-h. 0 for CON-S intormnation and routing restrictioiis). The largest cargo item that can be
transported h\ htghwa', is determined b%the adniinistratisc limitations of the indisidual states in the U.S.

and by the ho-t coaitr%outside of'the U.S. For spectfic
iiiformatioii on pcrmnssible si/e and %%eight rest rictionii
see par. 13-2 1.2.
For cargo ti'I c\,ecds ilt: legal si/C and/oi %%eight
limitations, the states and foreign countries re%Ie\• each
such load and may grant noscrnent permits. -ach state
and foreign ctuntry must be cotit acted separatcl. and
13-5
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STATION
245

73
7

BOTTOM OF A FRAME
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36I
1!

-

109 2

8711-2......

108

11.5 deg
45 in. EMPTY
45 in.•PW
}A
AND D MODELS
40 in. AT 108.000 lbb
42 in. EMPTY
8BMODELS
40 in. AT 135.000 Ib
B
41 in. EMPTY
39 in. AT 155.000 Ib
E MODELS

CARGO FLOOR

123

ABOVE CARGO FLOOR

4923

NOTE:
1
DIMENSIONS IN
/

.A1,

i.

108 in. WITH LITTER BRACKET INSTALLED.
WITH DUAL - RAIL AIRDROP SYSTEM INSTALLED DEDUCt1 2.625 tn.

AIRCRAFT ON HARD SURFACE, LANDING GEAR STRUTS AT STANDARD I2FLATION,
NOMINAL DIAMETER TIRES AT 35 PERCENT DEFLECTION, THIS DISTANCE IS:
C-130A AND D: 1-6 in. AT 108,000 Ib
C-130B: 147 in. AT 135,000 1t)
3828 AND C-130E: 143 in. AT 1"55,000 Ib

CD I

GI IN

K LI

ii
STAIO
25 8133

41

57

517

597627 682

737

802

858

Fig. 13-1. Cargo Compartment Envelope and Weight Limits, C.13O/382B Aircraft
(from AMCP 706-130)
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I.

NOTES:

N

.I DIMENSIONS IN i
2

3

THE HEIGHT AND WIDTH OF THE COMPARTMENT ARE REDUCED 2 m. ACROSS THE
UPPER OUTSIDE CORNERS OF THE COMPARTMENT AT FUS STA 1198 AND 1238
BY THE TROOP DOOR TRACKS.
WHEN THE ROLLER CONVEYORS ARE TURNED UPRIGHT, USABLE HEIGHT WILL BE
REDUCED 1.6 in.

c

B
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"ACREW DOOR

TROOP DOOR

48 TO 58

:482

1423
o133.25-.'
RAMP

840
CARGO COMPARTMENT

STATION 452

fl"

•'-,23--

I

in.R

09

k

( IAISLE

0CA8f

FLOOR

TYPICAL FROM STA 452 TOD
1108 EXCEPT AS NOTED

TYPICAL AT STA 734.7 AND 958

0

00

14 deg

B1292

SECTION AA

1.

CARGO FLOOR

TYPICAL AT 998 AND 1058

SECTION 8B

SECTION C.C

CAR' T0COMPARTMENT DIMENSIONS AND CONTOURS. C-141 AIRCRAFT

1'
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D j11

STATION 052 482

558 618 678

735

H

I

I

838

L

.1K

898

M

958998 1058

N

1138

1

P

1218 1292

Q

358. 1423

CARGO COMPARTMENT WEIGHT LIMITS. C-141 MAICRAFT

STATION
458 498 338 578 618 658 698

738 778 818 858 898 938 978 1018,058 1091317I1151

!478518.55F 598 633,678 71a 758 798 838 878 98938 998 103 1078

'1158;9 238

133813,1

1318 13 98,
0000000

00

0

Ei.1-. !

. ]rg

.n oprmn

Il-m~. Enelp

000000

e

ý9110712'214

80in.

000000

Acrf
92

1378141

-,-AP--

oTIEDOWN FITTING 10,000 lb)
*TIEDOWN FITTING 2bj.U~( it) ANCHORING ARRANGEMENT, C-141 AIRCRAFT

Fig. 13.2. Cargo Compartment Envelope and Weigbt Limits, C-141 Aircraft (from
AMCP 706-130)
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-
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CARGO COMPARTMENT. C*SA AIRCRAFT (I Of' 2)

Fig. 13-3. Cargo Compartment Envelope and Weight Limits, C-5 Aircraft (from
AMCP 706-130)
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)

INTERIOR LADDER
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163ni

in.

2284

SECTION E-ESETO

n

-

AFT PRESSURE
________AIRDROP

AFT RAMI' IN

~AIRDROP POSMON--

2

226in

r

SECTION CP.O
CARGO COMPARTMENT,

Al

C.SA AIRCRAFT (2 OF 2)

FWD RAMP

25,000 lb SINGLE AXLE
OR WV10 18,000 lb AXLES
SIDE BY SIDEI

lb SINGLE AXLE
OR TWO 10,000 lb AXLES
SIDE BY SIDE

____14,000

,..,10,000

AFT RAMP
6477

lb SINGLE AXLE

OR TWO 7000 l b AXLES
SIDE BY SIDE

NOTE:

A 25,000 lb SINGLE AXLE MAY BE DRIVEN OVER ENTIRE FLOOR AND RAMP AREA
OPERAIONS.CARGO

COMPARrtMENT

D)URING LOADING

WEIGHT LIMITS, C.SA AIRCRAFT

Fig. 13-3. Cargo Compartment Envelope and Weight Limits, C-5 Aircri ft (from
AMCP 706-130) (Cont.)
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TABLE 13-1
CARGO LOAD FOR U. S. AIR FORCE
TRANSPORTS

RANGE,
rl

m

..

1000
2500
CARGO LOAD,

j C-130E

CR lb
38,492 27,000

C-141A
C-5A

64,120 64,120
207,046 207,046

AIRCRAFT

highly developed foreign areas the truck tractor with
semitrailer has a general length limit of 14 meters, or
45.93 ft. There is no single figure that is considered to
be re'pre!entative of other vehicle combinations.
Weight limits generally are stated with respect to
single axle weight, tandem axle weight, gross vehicle
weight as related to the number of axles and their distances apart, and maximum gross weight. As stated
previously, almost all figt,;es are compromises. In
CONUS all states permit 18,063 lb single-axle loads
arid, with certain limits, all states permit 32,000 lb on
tandem axles spaced 4 ft apart.
In foreign areas, 16,000 lb is an acceptable singleaxle load for first class pavements. For tandem axles
the limit is 28,500 lb.
13-2.3.3

each makes its own decisions. A publication of maximum dimensions and weights for which permits will be
issued does not exist. Each movement is considered in
relation to the dimension and weight of the item and
vehicle, the weather, and the exact route over which the
vehicle will move.
S13-2.3.1

Interior van dimensions include a 93-in. width,
91-in. door width, and 7-ft 8-in. height. Average load
bed height of a cargo van is 56 in. Specialized equipment in the heavy hauler inventory may be as low as
18 in. from the ground.
13-2.3.4
Restraint
Consideration must be given to transportation envi-

Cargo Vehicles

Highway vehicles can be classified by type, by axle
arrangement, by size, and by weight-carrying capacity.
Most straight trucks do not exceed 35-40 ft, although
recent construction tends to the longer lengths. In
weight-carrying capacity, trucks can carry up to 50
tons. Regardless of the weight rating of the vehicle, the
resulting axle load must comply with the individual
state or country in order to permit unrestricted movement.
13-2.3.2

Van Loading

Size and Weight Limitations

The data that follow gene Ally fit all CONUS and
worldwide conditions. For movement over a given
route, the restrictions of that route should be determined,
For practical purposes, the vertical height of a vehitie or vehicle and its load for unrestricted movement in
CONUS is 12.5 ft. For world-wide movement on the
same basis, the height is 11.0 ft. The legal width of a
vehicle and/or its load is 8 ft in CONUS. This same
width generall% is used for foreign counlrites. The
length dimension introduces more %ariahles, but 35 ft
for a single-unit truck generally is accepted for both
CONUS and foreign areas. In CONUS the c .1bination truck tractor with semitrailer is limited to 50 tft
omerall, and the same limit is applied to a truck tractor
with semitrailer and fuil trailer, where permitted. In

ronments encountered over public highways. DA TB
55-100 provides appropriate guidance in this area.

13-2.4

WATERBORNE TRANSPORT

In general, materiel that is transportable by air, highway, or rail modes is accommodat -d readily by waterborne transport equipment. Specia: problems that arise
in waterborne transportation include the potential for
exposure of the helic pter to water and salt spray and
the requirement for ioisting of the helicopter during
loading/unloading operations.
For general cargo vessels the dimensions of the clear
hatch opening at the main deck level limit the size of
materiel to be stowed below deck. These dimensions,
which vary between hatch locations on a given ship,
and the between-deck heights for various ships are
shown in Fig. 13-4. The largest cargo item that can be
transported by a given ship is determined hN the
clear-deck loading space available.
13-2.5

RAIL TRANSPORT

Transportation of Arniy heicopters by rail gencrall.%
Is not undertaken, unlssn,,o
H other alternati'e, are

a~ailable. The legal andi en irollilnental conditions are
not a1 crilltcal f1,1r nI.senCllenil- hN rail ;, wihi other
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T
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4

8

9

UNDER4
UNDER

HA•TCH GIRDER
COMPARTMENT No.
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HATCH GIRDER

7'7

108

11'-7

7
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114
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16

83

7-7

7-11

10.6-

T143
131'j17

18
61'1

I82
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" 10
19

S -- STARBOARD

7'9 T"
12'13
20
1

-

10-T'3
5_

21

18 3
T -LONG

TONS

HOLD HEIGHT LIMITATIONS FOR C4-S-1.\ MARINER CLASS SHIPS

Fig. 13-4. Hatch Openings and Between-deck Heights

_I.LERN

modes; however, certain clearances and/or restrictions
due to physical limitations imposed by obstructions
(Fig. 13-5) may be encountered along the right-of-way,
E N E
the outline diagram for generally
Fig 13-6 shows

types of rail equipment are boxcars and flatcars. Typical boxcars have a capacity of 50 ton and are 40-50 ft
long and 9-9.5 ft wide. Typical flatcars have a capacity
of 56.5 ton, with a loading surface 52.5 ft long and 10.5

unrestricted railway clearances, referred to as the

ft wide.

Berne International Clearance Diagram.
Other areas of the world each have specitic clearance
diagrams pertaining to the railroads in those areas. Fig.
13-7 shows rail clearances for three sizes of narrow

The door openings in the average boxcar vary in size
from 6 ft wide by 9 ft 4 in. high to 8 ft wide by 9 ft 10
in. high. Larger boxcars of up to 90 ft in length with
70-100-ton capacities have door openings up to 20 ft

gage track (36-in., 39 3/8-in., and 43-in, gages).

wide by 12 ft 7 in. high. These larger and more sophis-

Railway cars generally are classified by type and
nominal capacity. Among these the most common

ticated cars are not available as readily as the average

C

13-1l
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models. Anthropometric instruments are well stand.
ardized and include measuring sticks. calipers, metal
tapes, and foot-measuring blocks, Designers also hamc
found scale model articulated mannequins useful in
measuring work space in mock-ups.
Figs. 13-8, 13-9, and 13-10 deal with typical values
ofbasic huntan body measurements (anthropometrics).
The document defining anthropometry to be used in
the design of a particular helicopter generally will be
defined in the solicitation.
The larger number in Fig. 13-9 represents the 95th
percentile and the smaller number the 5th percentile.
The reach characteristics of a seated crew member (5th
percentile) are shown in Fig. 13-10. These are relati'.e
to the distance from the center of plane. A common
seat reference point is the base point for the dimensions.
The charts show the locations at which a control can
be grapped between the thumb and forefinger while the
shoulders are against the backrest of the seat (inclined
13 deg from the vertical). If the layout is such that the
smaller man can reach and grasp within this envelope.
any larger crewman generally will find all controls
within his reach. Unless otherwise specified by the pro-

cars. Railway cars of foreign countries are generally
smaller in size and vary in capacity from 20 to 40 onns.

13-3 MAN/MACHINE
CONSIDERATIONS
'1

13-3.1
13-3.1.1

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Anthropometrics

Anthropometry is the study of the "measure of
man". Because military equipment is used by a wide
range of personnel, it must be designed with reference
to the ranges in strength, and physiological makeup of
those likely to operate or maintain the hardware. Areas
to be considered in the optimized anthropometric design include those that follow,
. ody Dimensions
B
Static measurements to torso, head, and limbs in a
standardized position and dynamic measurements
taken in working position or task movement must be
predicted. These measurements can be obtained directly from the body, or from precision photographs or
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Fig. 13-5. Types of Physical Barriers That Control Railroad Equipment and
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TOP OF RAIL4

Fig. 13-6. Berne International Clearance Diagram
curing activity, the flight crew stations for Army aircraft shall be designed to accommodate the 5th
through 95th percentile UoS. Army aviator (Fig. 13-8).
Additional data are available in Ref.1. The seat/control
relationships shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-

1333. The general arrangement of flight crew station

controls and displays shall be in accordance with MILSTD-250,
Fig. 13-8 shows selected dimensions for U.S. Army

iaviators from Ref. 1. The center of mass of the human
body varies somewhat due to weight, stature, and build.
It varies downward for shorter men and upward for
taller ones. The CG or center of mass is slightly more
than 50% of the height above the soles (standing). It
does not vary with age.
From these illustrations, Ref. 1, and the applicable
Military Standards, a first approximation of the crew
duty station can be determined.

be the design criterion for crew-operated systems. Human strength varies with:
1. Age
2. The plane in which the force must be exerted
with relation to the rest of the body
3. Hand used (the average individual's preferred
3. and use (teaverage
i
dal'spreerr
adadamaeaot1%srne
hnhsohr
4. The direction of force

5. The length of time of exertion
6. The shape and size of the manipulated object.
(See Tables 13-2 and 13-3 and Figs. 13-11 and 13-12.)
These data will be of value during systems analysis of
flight crew station requirements (par. 13-3.1.3). Ranges
of joint motion are shown in Fig. 13-13. Range of head
motion is shown in Fig. 13-14.

13-3.1.2
13-3.1.1.2

Muscular Strength

The maximum force that can be exerted by the weakest 5% of normal American males aged 18 to 30 should

Vision

The human visual system is highly sensitive and
adaptive. The lower absolute threshold (laboratory
investigations with dark-adapted subjects) is on the or13-13

.....

,j(.

f

AMCP 706-201
der of 10 *~foot lambert (0.000001 millilamber). The
upper absolute threshold determinations are limited
because of the danger of injury to the retina. Effectively, the upper threshold can be stated as 16,000 footlamberts. Exposure for even a few minutes to white
light above this level is painful and may result in retinal
damage.
Acuity is in part a function of how it is measured.
The finest width of line that can be detected subtends
an angle of approximately 1 sec of arc. Vernier acuity
involvMs the detection of a break in a single line (as
lat,;ral displacement), and experiments give values of
approximately 5-10 sec of arc as the lower threshold.
Landolt ring studies reveal about I min of arc as a
threshold for existence of space between contours. This
is a good absolute minimum figure to remember.
MIL-STD-850 lists the aircrew vision requirements
for military helicopter design. Controls, consoles, and
instrument panels shall be located so as not to restrict

vision--particularly over-the-nose visibility. MS 33575
specifies the minimum angles of unimpaired vision that
shall be available to the pilot. 'rhe crew vision requirements on all missions envisioned for a specific helicopter shall be investigated to determine if the above criteria are adequate.
Visual acuity varies as a function of brightness (Fig.
13-15). The contrast ratio for light-reflecting crew station displays shall be at least 80% for both red and
white illumination. Although there is some disagreement among sources as to how to compute contrast
ratio, the safest method is shown in Eq. 13-1.
- 82)

Contrast ratio =

,%

(13-1)

where
B= brightness of brighter portion

;

A"

*

___

100
B,

TNACK

= I

,

Fig. 13-7. Fxample Rail Clearances
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Fig. 138. Static Human Body Measurements, U.S. Army Aviators (1970)

.8

(e.g., letter of "white on black"
display), lambert
=brightness of the less bright
portion (e.g., background of
"/"white on black" display),

lambrt
Fig. 13-16 shows the relationship between the minimum visual angles discernible and contrast ratio in
percent under three levels of illumination.
.

13-3.1.2.1

Glare

Glare is the most unwanted effect of illumination. It
is controlled or mitigated through use of nonreflective
coatings; by dull, minimally reflecting surface, in panels and other cockpit structures; by proper placeni-t
of light sources; and by shielding. Overhead illumination should be shielded to about 45 deg to prevent

direct glare,
sbe
eunless
the light source is
Eyeglasses cause reflections ues ight
sorce
30 deg or more above the line of sight, 40 deg or more
below, or outside 15 deg laterally from a straight line
drawn from outside the corners of on.'.ý spectacles,
Fogging
Maximum transmission of light through a wind-.
screen bubble is required to assure the best possible
external night vision. Polarized glass, nonreflective
coatings, and the use of polarized goggles must be considered. Matte, nonreflective paint and surfaces, and

glare shields, should be used whenever necessary.
Prevention and removal of windshield fogging and
icing that would reduce visibility through transparent
surfaces is an important priority. The instrument panel
must be positioned and shielded to prevent reflections
on the interior surfaces of the windscreen, transparent
hatches, and canopy.
13-3.1.2.3

Adverse Visual Effects

While contrast between figures and background
should be maximal within a light reflecting display, the
general illumination of the crew's field of vision should
have "hot spots" reduced to a minimum. At night the
panel should be fairly uniform. This is best accomplislied through the use of integrally lighted inst:uments and panels. It is preferable that instruments
iliuminated in groups, so that the crew member
caoi adjust the intensity by group. Research has
shown individual differences in pilot preference as to
how the illumination intensities of his display panel
h o nth
e
When siti e
r changing ex
are 'contoured". When flying under changing external ambient lighting conditions, the crew member
must be able to adjust the illumination levels as his
degree of light or dark adaptation progresses. Unless
otherwise specified, the primary instrument panel
lighting shall be integral red lighting in accordance
with MIL-L-25467. Although red lighting is more
fatiguing than white lighting and does not lend itself
to color-coded maps and displays, it is used as the
primary panel lighting color in order to achieve
13-15
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maximum dark adaptation. A secondary panel flood

of sight of the pilot or other crew members. Similarly,

lighting system shall be provided that is selectable red
or white. The white flood lighting shall provide a maximum intensity of at least 150 footcandles to provide

the design for the shape of the windscreen should be
established with proper concern for minimizing the
distortion of vision caused by differential refraction of

Ssufficient illumination after exposure to lightning or

light through curved surfaces.

nuclear flash.
Patterns of flashing or moving lights can produce
hypnotic effects and should be avoided. Particular attention should be given to placement of navigation,
formation, and anticollision lights. Single points or
patches of light when surrounded by total darkness can
appear to float or move (the autokinetic effect). This
condition can cause vertigo and must be avoided,
Therefore, special consideration should be given to the
selection of paint color and finish for rotor blades in
order to minimize the reflection of light into the cockpit.
Parallax should be minimized by placing the faces of
instruments in planes perpendicular to the normal line

13-3.1.2.4
Optimal Visual Areas
The optimal visual area is the solid angle through
the optica vi n ew is
e
ye thromgh
which the operator can view displays by eye movement
alone. The maximal visual area is limited by the
amount of movement of both head and eyes that can
occur without muscle strain. Under conditions of acceleration, vibration, or other stresses, this field is narrowed.
Table 13-4 gives optimum and maximum viewing
angles as well as the optimum vertical and lateral dimensions. The dimensions correspond to the optimum
angles at a 28-in. viewing distance. The main instru-

UP.PER FIGU.RE-5th PERCENTILE
7'*"-•.,LOWER FIGURE-95th PERCENTILE

/

37.6

T

STANDING

7_.8

18.8

88.5

22.8
KNEELING

49.3

_

S- ...

33.5
CRAWLING
ALL MEASUREMENTS ININCHES
84.!7_

_

__

_

_

_

12.
PRONE
Fig. 13-9. Human Body Measurements of Working Positions
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~25

'

FORE & AFT
DISTANCE, in.
25 20 15 10 5 0 -10

,40
30
20

"'

30 ,,.

10

-

SEATRFERI0

-

T

SEAT REFERENCE POINT

THE ACCOMPANYING GRAPH SELECTED DATA
ARE SHOWN. THE SUBJECT WAS RESTRICTED BY
SHOULDER HARNESS.

Fig, 13-10. Arm Reach Envelopes
ment panel shall be from 28 to 30 in. from the design

6. Design should provide the appropriate degree of
resolution.

eye position.
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) and Other
Light-emitting Displays

Electroluminescent (EL) displays require a contrast
ratio between figure and background of 20-30%. EL
displays with appropriate dimming controls are ex-

The following design recommendations apply to
CRT:
I. Scope brightness should be variable between
10 foot lambert,
0.05 and
':

tremely well suited for night flying. In bright sunlight.
some have a tendency to "wash out". Appropriate
high-contrast construction, combined with antireflecor filters, can meet the contrast and legitive
bilitycoatings
requirements.

"2.Phosphor excitation caused by ambient illumination should be eliminated.

13-3.1.3

13-3.1.2.5

System Analysis

3. Brightness ratio between CRT and other dish
t
drequirements

Frequently, in the design ofnew helicopters. mision
will require trade-off decisions to be

4. Specular and diffuse reflections from surfaces of
the tube, overlay, and filters should be eliminated.
5. Design should permit an observer to view the
scope from as close as he may wish (see MIL-STD1472).

made regarding the allocation of certain functions to
man or machine and the arrangement of controls, displays, and other mission equipment within a crew station. In the case of a flight crew station where no new
or special controls or displays are required. MIL-STD-

p
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AMCP 706-201
250 may prove sufficient. However, when special
equipment or unique mission requirements are involved, system analysis should be performed, using the
techniques that follow, as required.
13-3.1.3.1
Flow Charting
The broad analysis of information required for the
mission should be represented in flow chart form. As

these analyses progress, more refined and detailed
charts should be developed.
13-3.1.3.2 Function Analysis
From the flow charts, points must be identified
where information transformations and/or transfers
are required. The load, accuracy, and rate and time
delays, as well as cost and other known constraints,

TABLE 13-2
ARM FORCE DESIGN VALUES FOR HELICOPTER CONTROLS
DISTANCE, in., FROM
ILAE
SR*I

PUSH

PUL.L

IN

OUT

8 (LEFT)
412 (LEFT)
0
412 (RIGHT)

12
18
26
34

26
28
34
39

24
31
30
26

8

37

39

26

34
31
23
15
12

8 (LEFT)
8 (RIGHT)

18
43

33
49

23
22

31
16

(L.EFT)

23

39

20

25

43

54

24

20

(RIGHT)

53

55

24

13

8 (LEFT)
0
8 (RIGHT)

36
64
70

45
56
58

16
8
22

22
15
14

8 (LEFT)

29

51

11

19

0

54
56

62
58

14
20

13
12

SRP*

MIDLANE

9

12'2
t-C

"

S8
"1512

0

C8
__1

Uj

=
o

18,.

F-_

23 3

8 (RIGHT)

"FOR1'UARD CONTROL IS 132 in. ABOVE SEAT REFERENCE POINT(SRP)

1.
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TABLE 13-3
DESIGN VALUES FOR MOTOR PERFORMANCE (MUSCLE STRENGTH)

ARM STRENGTH. lb.
-

*O

Up

*

DOWN

OUT

PRONE
'R

LIR
W

L I R L'R

iI4

-

L'R

L'R

I

I

I

1-20146 1*I1
. t Il.is.1. 0,
12912412912111317 115110 11518]12151

~ft"-.

24 1162t J1201I1 1f

""I0t2IO

.291211.31 122113111115 11j1151911l161

126118 1241231151151-16[12 16131_3j3 61
I

iI

60

-o

HAND STRENGTH,Ib
THUMBNGER GRASP

GRIP

"',-•

4J
12142t,$I1 IS
111
24117121117113113113110
11611 112?I12
8

R L

/_,_

MOMENTARY 9 55

PALMAR

SUSTAINED 4238

13
13
LEG STRENGTH,Ib

0 mrin)

L
MOMENTARY- 387 413
SUSTAINED--300 300

TIPS

LATERAL
15

ANGLE: KNEE IIIdeg±5deg
ANKLE 6Od*g±5deg

(2 min)
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should be analyzed to determine the optimal allocation
of functions to men and machines, as well as the degree
of automation introduced. Sufficient justification presenting analyses of crew locations and workload
shall accompany any proposals to automate crew tasks.
A major part of this determination i%a function of the
sensory and psychomotor capabilities and limitations
of the human.
13-3.1.3.3 Operational Sequence Diagramming
Operational sequence diagrams differ from flow
charts in that the latter depict decisions/operations
without reference to any specific machine implementation or level of human involvement. The various columns of the operational sequence diagram identify the
man or machine and the type of information processing
that takes place at that point in the system. Sequentially
diagramming and symbolically representing the proc-

essing of operational information are the preferred
approaches and should be followed wherever feasible.
13-3.1.3.4

In order eventually to define control. display, and
communication requirements, it is necessary that a
comprehensive determination be made of information
requirements for all major or critical operator and
maintenance positions. The sources of information for
this purpose arc the operational sequence diagrams pre.
viously constructed. The information requirements are
meudla
frchsmajor
ope
rator
and
time
delay for
each major
operator and
maintainer
position.

THE PREFERRED NEUTRAL POSITION FOR
A SIDE-ARM CONTROLLER ISAPPROXIMATELY
degTO THE RIGHT. AND 15 deg FORWARD OF

THE VERTICAL.
THE MAXIMUM RIGHT-ROLL TORQUE WHICH

Definitions of Operator/Maintainer
Information Requirements

160 PUSHK
.=120

-PULL

"--

I

C

..

_

CAN BE APPLIED IS APPROXIMATELY 57 lb-in.

FOR THE PREFERRED POSITION, ALTHOUGH

ABOUT 12 lb-in. ISRECOMMENDED FOR OPERATIONAL USE. FOR LEFT ROLL, 87 lb-in. ISMAXIMUM, WITH 13 lb-in. RECOMMENDED FOR OPERA-

60 LIFT

I
-

I

TF

30 LOWEi

TIONAL USE.

MAXIMUM PITCH-DOWN TORQUE ISAPPROX-

IMATE LY 131 lb-in., WITH 18 lb-in. RECOMMENDED

I

I

I

90

60

30

0

-30

UPPER ARM RELATIVE TO VERTICAL, deg

FOR OPERATIONAL USE.

THE FORCE WHICH CAN BE APPLIED TO A

SIDE-ARM JOYSTICK CONTROLLER VARIES WITH
THE POSITION OF THE SUBJECT'S ARM AS IL-

VERTICAL

LUSTRATED BELOW.
15 deg

" FORWARD
NEUTRAL POSITION

,

i
/,ll'

Up

"

RIGHT

8 deg

LIFT

t

TO RIGHT
PULL,,-

LEFT

DOWN
I

'

y H\ W

6

LOWER

0

-30

Fig. 13-11. Arm Strength With Elbow Flexion (Right Arm/Forearm-Wrist
Strength)
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),(
I-ý
TOEOPERATED
T l
EViF

0
0-

5;
C)
I

;;•0
1,

(SRP)

t-~-~-~-~-

-4

U-'i-l0

SEAT REFERENCE
POINT

. H'EELI.O•

-,

RT•

40
30
20
10 0
DISTANCE FORWARD OF SRP, in.

,-

OPTIMUM AREAS FOR LOCATION OF TOE.OPERATED AND
HEEL-OPERATED
_.
PEDAL CONTROLS

•.

IA)
ENVELOPEH
= LEG REACH
N

0

SEAT REFERENCE

0
2

4

30_20.10"0

SDISTANCE FOR:IARD OF SRP.

im.

THE FOLLOWING MAXIMUM FORCES CAN BE APPLIED TO
PEDAL CONTROLS BY THE AVERAGE MAN ASSUMING PROPER
BACK SUPPORT AND OPTIMUM LEG ANGLE
UP TO 40T I) OF FORCE CAN BE APPLIED BY AN AVERAGE
,1AN IN AREA A. UP TO 600 IhINAREA B. LINE C REPRESENTS
A RECOMMENDED OPTIMUM PATH OF PEDAL TRAVEL "/HERE
FORCE APPLICATION ISCONSIDERED A REQUIREMENT.
B' LEG STRENCTH
Fig. 13-12. Leg Reach Envelope/Leg Strength

13-3.1.3.5

Operator/Maintainer Task
Descriptions and Analyses

Task descriptions should be developed from the decisions that determine the assignment of functions to
man and to machines and that. therefore, influence
both hardware operations and human tasks within the
system. Once developed, task descriptions should serve
as a basic reference for all later designs and plans for
the personnel subsystem. The summaries of operational
,equence diagram requirements may serve as the prime
source of information from which task descriptions and
task analyses may be compiled. Task descriptions may
be prepared as narrative--describing, through specific
statements, all the interactions of man with machines
and with the system environment--or symbolic format
with appropriate comments. The task description

specifies, along a time scale, the cues the human should
perceive in a task environment and the related responses that the human should make in his task environment.
Where greater detail is needed-as with tasks that
are new. difficult, dangerous, or contain elements of
critical human involvement-a more detailed task
analysis will be required. The analysis should include
operator interaction where more than one operator is
included.
13-3.1.4

General Control Principles

The following guidelines for direction of control
movement refer to increasing the magnitude of. or
"switching-on", the controlled element:
13-21
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-

LATERAL BENDING

70 deg,'

30 deg

2
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•
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Fig. 13-13. Ranges of Joint Motion (Cont.)
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Primary and emergency controls should be distineguishable, readily from secondary controls and from
other both visually and tactilely. Additional inon control location and actuation is provided
MIL-STD-250.
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Various Brightness Levels
1. Linear controls should move forward, upward.
to
the operator's right.
or
2. Rotary controls should move clockwise.
3. Movement of controls associated with visual
displays should correspond to the display movement.
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13-3.1.5
Vibration
effects of vibration on a body SThe
depend upon the
physical parameters of the impinging energy; its direc(ion of application with respect to the axes of the body,
and the mechanical impedance and absorption coefficient of body tissue, organs, and the rest of the body,
plus the consideration of the body as a whole. The

may be blocked if the aircraft should come to rest on,
Tits side, thus leaving an effective occupant/exit ratio of
20: 1. Ideally, it is expected that evacuation of all occupants can be accomplished at an exit rate of 1.5 sec per
man, on the assumption that there is no occupant
debilitation and that all exits are open. Ini addition, the
location, size, and actuation of emergency exits should

resonant frequencies of the body and its parts are of
special importance. High amplitude-low frequency (up
to 20 Hz) vibrations cause discomfort and can cause
physica! damage. The main range of human resonance
is 2-5 Hz. Cushions used for comfort and to damp
stnta usdwohcmorindthdm
2.irnena Hz.iton Cushiogh
vibrations also must consider crashworthiness. See
Chapter 5 for additional discussion on the effects of
vibration on human performance and the various dentechniques used to minimize its effects.

be in accordance with Ref. 2.
13-3.2.1.2
Emergency Environments
evacuation provisions of a
military helicopter should consider the full range of

13-3.2

SAFETY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF
PERSONNEL

The primary method of identifying hazards and prescribing corrective actions in a timely, cost-effective
manner is a system safety program in accordance with
MIL-STD-882, Some typical safety considerations that
must be addressed during the preliminary design phase
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Requirements

Ref. 2 establishcs that emergency evacuation of helicopters shall be accomplished ,vithia a maximum of 30
sec for aircre% and passengers on all multiplace and
cargo transport vehicles, using one-half of the available
exits. This requires a minimum of one exit for every ten
persons expected to occupy any independent section.
This requirement for an occupant/exit ratio of 10:1 is
based upon the possibility that at least 50% of the exits

TABLE 13-4
DIMENSIONS OF VISUAL ANGLES
Lb)r

SUNITS
SEREISE

OPT IIU

'.'V

'17

13-3.2.1.3

Human Factors Engineering
Considerations
Three major human factors engineering (HFE) con-

siderations are established by MIL-H-46855 as basic to
developing an optimum emergency evacuation system.
i.e., anthropometric, physiological, and psychological.
Ref. 2 deals with dimensional clearance requirements for passage through hatches and other avenues
of egress, and the reach limitations of crew and passengers as they interface with structural and exit release
mechanisms. It is extremely important that the design
include the added requirements of clothing, especially
protective garments that increase clearance requirements and/or restrict body and linib reach. tiobilitv.
and agility.
Psychological considerations include th-. limlits of'
human strength and reaction time for the operation o(
specific controls, and abnormal response characteri,tics that may be induced by various enm ironmental factors, i.c., air sickness, disorientation, loss of postural
control, asphyxiation, fatigue, or degyraded visual
by severe %ehicle mnotions and
about
capacity
attitudes,(brought
fumes, fire,
heat,
smoke, or lack of illumination).
Psychological considerations encompass both normal and abnormal perceptual-niotor and cogntivce

IJ,

MAXII,'UPt95

INCHE/t

'RE

potential environmental conditions through which
emergency situations can arise and progress. Examples
of abnormal environmental conditions that could exist
before or during the evacuation are severe attitude,
abnormal maneuvers including spins, sideslips, and
rolling or phugoid oscillations; buffeting and vibration,
fire, heat, and smoke; darkness; noise: the presence of
combat threat; structural damage; or blocking debris.
Emergency evacuations may be required when the hellcopter is airborne or after it is on the ground or in
water.

1

behavior of crew and passengers. Because most emergency evacuations will occur under codlitions of extreme stress, emergency egress sstenis must he tie13-25
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signed on the assumption that crew and passenger may
not react according to normal behavior patterna,. They
likely will not think clearly, be prone to error, "freeze"
into inactivity, forget recent training, and revert to
previous habit patterns,

Emergency exits must be designed similarly and operable under crash landing conditions. Design consideration should include outside handles and latches capable of being operated by personnel equipped with the
standard fircfighter's asbestos gloves. Emergency exit

13-3.2.1.4

closures must be capable of being removed within 5 sec;
Ref. 5 points out the desirability of removal in even less
time. Opening mechanisms should be simple to operate

Emergency Egress Preliminary
Design

'rhe development of an adequate system for emergency egress should be based upon thorough analysis of
egress procedures versus hardware configuration. Although the design specification of a given helicopter
will
notconfiguration
be complete concepts
when thewill
analysis
is begun, well
the
be sufficiently
general
geneal onfgurtio
coceps wll e sffiienly ell
defined to establish
egress design requirements and
constrints.Actuation
constr
oints. upreclude
Ref. 3 points up the importance of considering the
emergency egress early in the overall design development. If this is not done, commitments to design details
in other areas may limit the opportunity for egress
system optimization.

It is likely that the design team wold wish to enlist
the aid of human factors specialists, familiar with human capabilities and limitations, in the conduct of system analyses (see par. 13-3.1.3) and design selection.
Consideration should be given not only to operation,
but also to maintenance of the emergency evacuation
design elements.
The following should be considered during preliminary design:
1. Hatch Openings. Hatch opening size and shape
must be based upon the dimensions of crew members,
including the special garments and gear that they are
expected to wear or use during evacuation (see Refs. I
and 4). The shape and position of the opening also are
affected by the mobility of the crew member and accessibility to the opening. Abnormal, as well as normal,
access situations should be considered. Further guidance to hatch opening design is provided by Ref. 2.
2. Exit Doors. Outward opening doors are preferred: however, inward opening doors may be considered. Generally, sliding doors are undesirable for emergency exits because they are subject to jamming in a
crash.. Door attaciiment and release must be designed
with priority consideration given to crew survivability
and rapid egress. Doors should be designed so they will
open easily even with ice accumulation, seal vulcanization, or reasonable amounts of distortion. Prime consideration must be given to the location of inside operating handles and to the need for the unlocking
mechanism to operate under structural distortion following crash landings.
13-26

to allow for crew debilitation. Opening by one person
using one hand exerting a force of no more than 30 lb
is required. The exits should be designed so that only
cle is necessary
ine
ooncence
h been
n i;cthe
handle has
releaseexhandle
the the
clear
tuated. Up-and-down sliding action should be avoided.
tuationUo-an
ina releas
mustdnot
release hanle
handle must
not
of an internal
simultaneous actuation of an external release
handle. A "locked position" indicator should be provided on both internal and external handles to indicate
positive locking of the door in accordance with Ref. 5.
Rapid ingress/egress is mandatory foi troop opera-.
tions under emergency and tactical situations.
3. Explosively Created Exits. The feasibility of applying shaped charges to create emergency exits has
been demonstrated. The significant design considerations involved are high reliability in the arming and
firing of the explosive and protection against inadvertent actuation.
4. Canopy Enclosures. Sections should be removable by means of latched assemblies of shaped charges.
thus eliminating the need for brew members to cut
transparent canopies with tools, knives, axes, etc.
5. Location of Exits. Exits should be distributed
equally on each side of the vehicle; but, if possible,
should not be directly opposite one another. The exits
should be located so as to be least exposed to distortion
of surrounding fuselage structure, and so that it is not
necessary to handle equipment, cargo, or furnishings to
gain access to the exit. External access to the exits
should not be inhibited unnecessarily by external cornponents, armament, and landing gear, nor should exit
location expose rescue crews to fuel spillage or major
ignition sources. External access should be viewed in
terms of distance from the ground. or other normal
support for the rescue crew.
6. Exit Access Routes. Access from aisles to exits
must not be obstructed by troop scat components. seat
back webbing and webbing support, litter installations,
or other protrusions. The aisles should be wide enough
"'or passengers or crew to run to an exit; and the location and direction of opening of doors separating compartments should not impede or block passage to other

j
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,eits or intert'cre

itth access to ot use of special enter-

and surittJ equipment.
)gen1
'•[• • ......

and unlock
SAircrew
members should he ahle to reach
emergency release handles without firt removing their
seat restraints. (This should not he co ,,ruIred as a
recommendation to remove emergenc exit, prior to an
ei p r,1
impending crash.)
Strategically located locomotion aids (handholds,
rope slides, or escape reels) should be pro, ided to assist
crew and passengers in gaining access to the emergency
exit oi to the ground, This is important particularly
where an exit may be located in an inaccessible place
(in the event the aircraftr lying on its side, the exit may
be above the person trying to reach t).
7. Evacuation Aids. Special evacuation aids
(ropes, slides, etc.) should he proided at exits that
normally are 90 in. or more front the ground. If tiflatable slides are used. the design should insure that the
side is available for immediate use simply by opening
the exit and actuating the inflating mechanism. The
design must preclude improper installation and should
he operable manually in the event the automatic inflat-

physical magnitude of the sound that ha a mort or lrs,
direct relation to loudness. 1 his measure is the sound

level 1.. defined as:

p

ing, with provision for activation also from the pilot's
compartment, should be included. This system should
be independent
of the primary....electrical system of the
• /
aircraft.,

.0
dB

where
p
sound pressurv. dyne,'cm
p..
reference pressure. dyne/cm
B- international agreement, p
2
0 "(1
dyne/er: In English unis, p. - 2.'
10 psi. Ordinarily, conversational speech has a sound pressure
level of 60-65 dR at a distance of about 3.28 ft (I tmit.
In the calculation of the sound pressure level in enclosed spaces, a more useful quanuit% is the total sound
power radiated into the enclosure. T'his is obtained hb
integrating the intensity (power per unit area) uoer the
area concerned.. Intens'ity level L, is defined bN
-

i 1

1
I

ing mechanism fails. Impact activated emergency light-

where.

I0 log,

0

-

(

I = sound intensity, W/cm,

= reference intensity, W/cm:

Excessive helicopter interior noise can impair mis,ion performance directly by interfering with crew
comfort and communication. This excessive noise, con-

The reference intensity I,, is standardized at 10
W/cm' or 6.45 / 10 "' W/in.:
The psychoacoustic attribute of sound that is called
pitch has a close physical equivalent in frequency. The
sense of pitch arises from the position of maximum
vibration on an inner-ear structure called the basilar
membrane. Male voices usually have a normal pitch in
the i00-to 150-Hz range. A 30-blade compressor turning at 10,000 rpm would have a pitch of 5 kUz. The
importance of frequency in damage due to noise is that
the basilar membrane apparently is most easily damaged in the 2-to 6-kHz range.

tinued long enough, can cause permanent damage to
hearing. Noise reduction is of direct economic interest
to the military due to the large number of individuals
r,:ceiving military disability retirement payments due
to hearing loss. The discussion that follows deals with
hearing damage. including speech interference effe-ts.

Psychologically, noise is any sound undesired by the
recipient. Physically, noise is regarded as a chaotic
sound in which single-pitched tones may be present,
but do not predominate. Noise usually can be described
best by its spectrum. This is the statement of the
amount oF sound within given frequency intervals.

13.32.2.1
Acoustical Concepts
The ear is sensitive to the rapid variations of air
pressure above and below ambient pressure; these variations con.titute the physical cause of the sensation of
sound. The most common description of that sensation
is loudness. It then is natural to seek a measure of the

13-3.2.2.2
Hearing Loss
The end organs of hearing are nerve ends that are
stimulated mechanically by sound. Intense and continued sound first will fatig'e the nerves, causing "i
temporary loss of hearing. If acoustic inputs are repeated too often, permanent loss of function of the ear

The designer should take maximum advantage of the
helicopter mock-up in order to verify the adequacy of
emergency exits (see Chapter 5, A MCP 706-203). Also,
Ref. 2 should he consulted and used throughout the
de,,ipner's crash survival analysis and design.
13-3.2.2

Acoustical Noise Level and
Suppression

•7]
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can be caused because neme tissuei doe%not regencrate
w hen -suhjected its this en'ironie-a:t. I learingi loss alis
can arise from decreased capahilit% ti'r conducting
sound to the inner car. The first loss i%more important
hecause it i%irre~ersible.
Hearing lo%-s usuatll% i, finea-sured h% the increase InO

sound pressure le~ el of pure tone-, of different frquený:ie% that just barel% are audible. The %idues are comnpared with an international!% accepted set of ref~erence
le~el% that give the threshold of hearing tior an a'erage
%.ourgpopulation. These threshold shufts a're measured
u~ith an instrument called an audiomieter. Hearing i
does not produce noticeable impairment (if ahility to
understand speech until the a%erage of the losses a. 5()0.
1000. and 2000 Hz exceeds '6 dB. A hearingc aid wvill
be tneces-sary starting at the 40-dl~loss. level.
13-.2..3
ois Exosue1.
13-3..2.3
Expsure2.
Nois

Noise exposure isýthe physical measure (if noise frorn
which hearing damage risk reasonably can be predicted. For noise with~out marked pureitotie or impulsive components. the noise exposure essentially is prothe total energy transferred to the ear. For
c rional to
indus(trial noise, the amount o-f noise permitted is based
on an 8 hr/day. 5 day/wk. 50 wk/rt. 20-year work
1fe.
Experience in the replacement of octave band incasurements by a single-number statement of noise magni.
tude has resulted in increasing acceptance and use of
the A-scale reading, in dB(A). Recent limits on industrial noise exposure issued by the Department of Labor
under the Walsh-Healey Act provide that for each 8-hr
day, the maximum exposure times permitted at each
level (in dB(A)) shall not exceed those given in Table
13-5.

The Walsh-lIcleay limit will result in moderate occupat ioiial hearing hiss for a 20-yr *work life. Some k,
would like to %cc it cisentually reduced hy 5 to 10
dB A). so that a %er%safe condition would he attained.
13-3.2.2.4
DDNieLmt
oseLmt

T'he applicahle DOD1 limit% opn noise in aircraft are
gi~ien in ~1l--0.which was derived from an Air
Force stukdy (Ref. h). This specification gives limit., in
terms%of octave hand level%from 31.5 to 8000 Hz, for
four operating conditions. If the maximum octave hand
levels define a spectrum. thcse can he expressed in
terms%of dB(A) hy procedures given in the Walsh-Healey limits. InI ternms of the four operating conditions of'
MlI.-A-880t). the Ie~.el% and maximum permitted
(Walsh-Healcy) timesc then would be:
Maximum continuou% power 100 dB(A): 2 hr
-Maximium short duration conditions 105

dB(A): I hr
S aiu
vt rtcied~cs15d()
folotetvwsie%15d()
thath
Maximutmn
olw
seCmetta
4. Normal cruise power (Na'al aircraft) 94 dB(A):
4.5 hr.
No time duration is stated for the condition with protective devices: if these atford at least 15 dB protection,
then the permissible exposure timec would he 8 hr.
Again, recall that these would be f1or 250 days/yir. for
210 yr. For less total flying time. the levels can be higher.
However, abo-ve 115 d13(A) damage is so certain that
it constitute%a very real ceiling on noise of a duration
of at least 15 miin.
The main consideration oif M1IL-A-8806 was not the
effect of no,Ise on hearing damage, hilt its etfect upon
intelligibility. annoyance. comfort, and ahi lit v to ac-

If the noise levels vary, then the total exposure i%

K

f

computed as attime fraction. Let the the time for which
the sound level is L,,dBA). Then from the given data

(or from the appropriate smooth curve drawn with
those data) obtain t, the maximum time permitted to
that level. If for all noise segments the quantities
01/0. when summed exceed unity, then the litmiting

TBE1MAIAMBOIELEVE EXOSRETIE
(WAI.SH.HEALEY ACT)
SOUND.

noise exposure has been exceeded. A rough measure o1'
the equivalent exposure level (EEL) is

lie? 8-1 ý!>.
1
90

Q + log, 0
40,

,dlI

8.00
4.00

(13-4)
102

1.5-C
10;

'~hereIM

t=time, hr
t,,=raximum permissible time, hir
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complish the mission. It generally has been agreed by

divide the skin into areas of unequal size, shape, and

the military services that the sound pressure levels at
the various octave bands quoted in MIL-A-8806 are
achievable without serious weight and cost trade-offs.

orientation. Thus the new, higher frequency resonances
of the divided panel will occur at different frequencies,
reducing chances of excitption.

13-3.2.2.5

Control of Noise at Source

There are a number of means of exercising engineering control over the noise in helicopters. Choice of
quiet equipment and components, reduction of driving
force, isolation of vibration, reduction of fluid velocity,
reduction of air turbulence, use of total or partial enclosures, and attenuation along transmission paths are the
usual schemes. The airborne noise from engines, rotor,
and propeller may be attenuated by appropriate cabin
wall design and increased thickness of windshields and
canopies. The attachment of these components to the
cabin structure often can be resilient to reduce vibration transmission. Rotor noise is minimized by design
techniques such as reduced blade loading, reduced tip
speed, and special-geometry blade tips. Aerodynamic
noise is reduced by assuring that no protuberances or
holes in the aircraft structure are placed in the slipstream. However, the requirements of stability and
alignment conflict with this suggestion.
Cabin wall construction for noise attenuation is complex. with much design information being empirical.
Generally, division of the available wall material into
several decoupled layers produces the most attenuation
for a given mass per unit area. There should be at least
two imperforate skins, each with some damping
material adherent to it, and a layer of absorptive
material between. The requirement of decoupled layers
is inconsistent with that of strength and stability. Vehicle performance degradation from added weight must
oe evaluated against crew performance degradation
from increased noise. If crew communication performance is critical, then added emphasis must be placed
upon noise reduction. This should be introduced at the
earliest stages of specification and design.
Every opening in the cabin-windows, doors, access
panels, and holes for controls and wiring-introduces
the possibility of a considerable leak. Sich leaks can
compromise seriously the performance of a superior
wall construction. For example, if the wall attenuation
is 20 dB, then a leak of about 1% of the total cabin wall
area will pass as much noise as the entire cabin wall.
If the cabin is to be pressurized, such leaks, of course,
ordinarily will not exist. Hole closures should have at
least as much attenuation as the wall proper.
Some cabin panels may be excited into vibration by
aeroelastic effects. Spot damping treatments usually
reduce the sound thus radiated. If stiffening of skin
sections is required, the stiffeners should be placed to

Transmission quieting remains a very difficult problem. Components preselected for quietness can be used
in a new vehicle. The noise directly radiated can be
in a n
v ile. Th
ise
liaed cansbe
reduced by building an isolating, lined enclosure
around the transmission. However, it is likely that most
of the noise is radiated from the cabin boundary itself,
owing to its rather solid connection to the transmission.
The best solution is noise-resistant initial design.
Shaft noise similarly is difficult to isolate. The added
radiation from torque fluctuations at twit e shaft speed
from a nonconstant-velocity universa! joit.t cani be reduced by using a constant-velocity jc•.•.. Journal bearings can be used in place of ball or roller bearings where
operating conditions permit.
If the helicopter has a large electronic load, the cooling fans may contribute excessive noise to a vehicle that
otherwise may be quiet. This eventually can be handled
by using a centralized cooling system ducted to the
electronics. Also, a lower velocity air system can be
used.
Absorptive material in the cabin interior can be helpful in the frequency range of 500-4000 Hz, to which
speech interference and hearing damage effects are sensitive. Materials using a thin plastic septum over a
resilient layer of fine fibers can be tuned for maximum
absorption at selected frequencies in this range. Spacing
such materials away from a wall improves the lowfrequency absorption. Absorptive material is used most
efficiently in the vicinity of the crew members to be
protected.
Baffles are useful in specific locations to shield a
localized source of noise. They should be at least three
wavelengths in minimum transverse dimension at the
lowest frequency to be shielded, and should be covered
with absorptive material. Baffles should be close to
either the source or the receiver to increase the size of
the shadow zone.
Electronic noise reduction by introducing out-ofphase cancelling noise often has been suggested. This
may be effectise if a stable pure-tone component is to
be removed. Feedback information then can be fed to
phase and amplitude controls for cancelling at a given
location.
13-3.2.3

Environmental Considerations

Much effort has gone into determining conditions
under which people feel comfortable, i.e.. will be una13-2q

1'1
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ware of their environment. The criteria evolving from

expressed in "clo" units. One tio is defined as the cloth-

this effort are set forth in Ref. 7.

ing insulation required to keep a resting-sitting man

When designing a military system, however, the

whose metabolism is 50 kcal/(mk-hr) indefinitely corn-

main focus is not on comfort but on performance. Environmental design criteria should define the points to
which human performance begins to deteriorate, rather
than the range of comfort. Thermal conditions and
atmospheric contaminants are primary considerations
in the designer's environmental consideration.

fortable in an environment of 70°F with an air movement of 20 fpm and with a relative humidity of less than
50%. This is equal approximately to normal indoor
clothing. The insulation of most clothing materials is
about 4 tio/in, of thickness.
Because heat transfer to the surface of the body takes
place by conduction, convection, evaporation, and
radiation, the thermal conditions of a satisfactory environment are determined not only by the temperature,
but also by humidity, airflow velocity, temperature,
configuration, and distance of objects radiating or absorbing heat in the vicinity of the crew.
If cockpit environments are designed so that crew
members can carry out their tasks while wearing heavy
clothing 0.8 clo), cockpit temperatures can drop to
about I0°F. At these temperatures (and with 3.8 clo
protecting them), crew members can be expected not to
lose efficiency for approximately an 8-hr period. Protective clothing heavier than 4 tdo will not permit the
crew sufficient flexibility of movement to carry out
their tasks. In high-temperature environments, onset of
performance decrement can be delayed through use of
water-cooled protective clothing.
There are only two Military Specifications that cover
heating and ventilating requirements for new vehicles:
MIL-H-18325 and MIL-E-38453.

Human comfort and ability to perform are functions
of the heat balance maintained within the body. Heat
balance is defined as that condition existing when the
heat generated by the body is equal to the heat passing
outward through the skin. The heat balance equation
can be stated as follows:

S =M

--

(R + C + E) + Q

Btu/fir

(13-5

where
S = rate of storage of heat in the
body. Btu/hr
M ý rate of metabolic heat
production, Btu/hr
R = rate of heat loss from radiation,
Btu/hr
C = rate of heat loss from
convection, Btu/hr
E = rate of heat loss from
evaporation, Btu/hr
Q =- rate of heat gain from
surroundings. Btu/hr
If heat is lost more slowly than it is being produced, the
storage heat S will increase and the body's internal
temperaturealso will increase. lfthephysiological processes (e.g.. p,.'.spiring) cannot compensate for the rise
in internal temperature, the body temperature will continue to rise, ultimately causing a heat stroke. Conersel~v. where heat production is less than heat loss,
Swill decrease and body temperature will decrt-ase. If
mechanisms for the ,:onservation of heat prove inadeSquate.
the man eýentually will freeze to death.
There is ample eNidence that perftrmance is related
to bodN heat content. That r,. it' Scan he maintained at
or close to zero. performance will not ,utffr. Where the
%.lue ot S is either p(o'sitive or negatixe. human performance suffers, Also. the longer man is exposed to
the extreme condition, the worse his performance
become',,

The trantsfer of heat through clothing depends upon
(fthe thermal qualities of the material. Trhisusal

is

Environmental Control System
13-3.2.3.2
Unless otherwise stated in the RFP, the cockpit/
cabin environmental control system (ECS) must meet
the performance requirements for the ambient environments as follows:
1. Heating: Dry bulh temperature - -25°F
0
(- 65 F with heating kit)
ative humidity
ltumidity
98-100174 relatv
uiiy(H (RH)
Solar radiation
0
2. Cooling:
120°F
a. Condition h Dr, bulb temperature
I lumidit%
5r- Rif (Point B on Fig. 13-17)
Solar radiation
360 Btu/ft'-hr
b. Cotnidion 2: l)ry bulh temperature
95OF
74r; Rif (Point A on Fig. 13Iftumidity
17)
30 Hiti/ift
t
'-hi
Solar radiation
13.3.2.3.2.1

Heating Requirements

Unless otherwie ,pecified in the RFP, the "CS
Ahal h1
e capable tit' niaititaining a cockpit/cabin tem.-
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Fig. 13-17. U.S. Army Psychrometric Chart
perature of WEF Temperatures measured at head, foot,
and waislt levels at any occupant position shall not vary
more than 10'F. For extreme cold-weather operation
(-65*F) a heater kit may be used to provide the required cockpit/cabin temperature.
13-3.2.3.2.2

WBGT

=0.7

(13-6)

X wet bulb temperature

+ 0.2 X globe temperature
+ 0.1 X dry bulb temperature

'F

The detailed procedures for measuring WBGT are contamned in Appendix I of TB MED 175. The specific
ECS cooling requirements are as follows.
For ambient conditions defined in par. 13-3.2.3.2
(cooling), the ECS shall decrease the cockpit/cabin
WBGT to 85'F or less within I min after takeoff and

Cooling Requlirements

ECS cooling requirements for Army helicopters are
defined in terms of Wet-Bulb Globe Temperature
(WBGT). WBGT index is defined as follows:

13-31
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maintain this condition throughout all representative
mission flight profiles. (A two-minute ground run prior
to takeoff may be assumed.) For ambient conditions
defined in par. 13-3.2.3.2 (cooling), the ECS shall decrease the cockpit/cabin WBGT to 88'F within 5 min
for ground operation with all doors and windows
closed and aircraft engines (except an APU) operating
at no higher than the FLIGHT IDLE throttle setting.

An alternate air ventilation system will be installed
to provide outside ambient air to each crew member as
a secondary system in the event the primary air condi.
tioning system fails. The ventilation system should
meet the following design criteria:

system so that the same fresh air intake, blower, and set
of ducts and diffusers are used for both. An example
thermal analysis is presented in Chapter 13. AMCP
'706-202.

13-3.2.3.3

Atmospheric Contaminants

During the design of the heating and ventilating sv,tem, consideration also should be given to possible
sources of pollutants in the cabin and cockpit of the
vehicle.
Possible sources of contamination are engine exhaust
systems, fuel vapors, heater exhaust, hydraulic fluid.
oius (uereand

roket).

In general, avoidance of pollution probleni, is a mat-

I. It should distribute air uniformly over each
crew member from 0 to a maximum airflow within a
range of 300-800 linear fpm. The maximum ventilation
airflow must be obtainable while the aircraft is flying
at maximum endurance speed,
2. The source of the air shall be outside the heli-

ter of providing pathways for spilled liquids that lead
them away from cockpit or cabin areas, locating exhaust ports and air intakes so that uncontaminated air
is brought into the vehicle, and providing a good ventilation system so that any contaminants that are present

copter, free from possible contamination from the helicuiIn
copteran gine exhaust stem, hydrauli anbeen

cannot build up concentrations to unacceptable levels.
general, the current Military Specifications have
found adequate for helicopter use. USAF Specification Bulletin 526 contains a listing of various toxic

It should be pointed out that these environmental
design criteria are not based upon providing crew comfort, but rather are the maximum acceptable environmental limits before serious crew performance decrements are likely to occur.

,;heniicals and allowable concentrations that are permitted in crew compartments. This bulletin also contains references that describe approved test methods for
assaying air samples and addresses from which the references can be obtained. Specific requirements are
given by the following Standard and Specifications:
1. MIL-STD-800 describes maximum allowable

13-3.2.3,2.4 ThermnalAnalysis

concentrations and specific ground and flight tests required for carbon monoxide gas.
2. MIL-H-18325 contains requirements for the
elimination of fuel vapors and other flammable gases.
3. MIL-E-38453 states that contaminants should
be prevented from entering crew-occupied areas or, if
such penetration cannot be prevented, then ade-uate
ventilation should be provided.

When performing a heating, ventilation, or air-conditioning analysis,
at least
the following
heat sources or
hea
beequirements
sinks132
accotnt
mustin
heat sinks must be taken into account:
1. Metabolic heat given off by the occupants
2. Heat given off by electrical equipment
3. Solar radiation effects
4. External ambient temperature
5. Ventilation rate of fresh air (varies with altitudo-)
6. Rate of cabin air infiltration
7. Humidity of ambient air
8. Mechanical heat sources (power plants, transmission, etc.)
9. Fan work in ventilation ducts.

Oxygen Requirements
13-3.2.3.4
In the past, helicopter missions generally have been
limited to flights at altitudes that have not necessitated
installation of oxygen equipment. It is felt that no
unique helicopter requirements exist and, therefore,
standard fixed-wing practices with regard to the use of
oxygen are applicable and satisfactory.
AR 95-I is the governing Army Regulation regarding the use of oxygen and should be used by the designer.

Ambient temperature shall be determined from the

"outside design curve" shown in Fig. 13-17. The yentilating system should be combined with the heating
13-32
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brightnessaf the brighter
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of the less bright
Bbrihtness
-b
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=

portion, lambert
C = rate of heat loss from
convection, Btu/hr
E = rate of heatevprain
loss /ma
from

evaporation, Btu/hr

I =sound intensity, W/cm
1.. = reference intensity, W/cm:
L-und
= intensity level, dB
L, = .ound pressure level, dB
V = rate of metabolic heat
production,
Bt u/h~r
proundpressure,
dB ecm
p = sound pressure, dyrne/cm :
P= rateoferen pest
ga
nfom
surraofuh ings, fromr
surroundings, Btu/hr
Btu/hr
S = rate of storage of heat in the
body, Btu/hr
t = time, hr
t, = maximum permissible time, hr
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CHAPTER 14

DOCUMENTATION
14-1 INTRODUCTION

)

Two types of data are required during development
of the helicopter. First, the contractor is required to
submit data in his response to the solicitation. The
procuring activity will evaluate the contractor's
proposed design; therefore, engineering data will be

The bidder's response must answer the solicitation
clearly, and as concisely as possible, and backup data
must be available as required. Each bidder must answer
to the best of his ability. A bidder who has starttt
preliminary design considerably before issuance of a
solicitation should be able to respond more intelligently
and with more pertinent detail than one who performs

required to be submitted with the proposal response.
The amount of detail will vary among development
programs. The solicitation will state the requirements
however, the contractor should be prepared to substantiate his methodology and design.
The second type of data is the data that will be
required to substantiate the contractor's design after
the contract has been awarded. The requirements for

his initial preliminary design efforts coincidentally with
his response to the solicitation.
T
The solicitation must be understood thoroughly by
the bidder so that his response will be complete enough
for an accurate appraisal by skilled military and civilian
specialists, yet concise enough to provide a balanced
appraisal of technical, cost, and management aspects of

these data will be listed in the Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL) that will be a part of the final
contract. Chapter 4, AMCP 706-203, provides a list of
this type of data that may be required.
In the paragraphs that follow, the proposal data requirements are discussed in detail.

the proposal. The paragraphs that follow discuss the
types of information that should be developed during
preliminary design and should be included-if not formally, at least in essence-in the bidder's proposal.
The data and documentation discussed in the remainder of this chapter represent typical engineering

14-1.1

COMPETITIONS

General guidance and basic principles for solicitation, proposal, evaluation, and source selection are proThe primary purposes of the
in
vided
competvtided
in AMCP
AMCP
rmal715-3.
7
.u T n e
cpima
purposess
ote
competitive formal evaluation and selection process are

to insure (I) that there is an impartial, equitable and
comprehensive evaluation of the proposals, and (2) that
the contractor or source whose proposal offers optimum satisfaction of the Government's performance,
schedule, cost, and other objectives is selected.
1

.
t14-1.2

Sfull

SOLICITATIONS

requirements during the preliminary design phase of a
new development program. The Army's general data
and documentation needs during the detail design and
qualification assurance phases are defined in Chapter 4.
AMCP 706-203. For programs involving minor or maCP7623Foprgasivlngmorrmjor
modification
a previously
helicopter,
these requirementsofmay
be tailoredqualified
to include
only significant changes.
For unsolicited proposals and any other presentations for which a solicitation has not been issued, sufficient information to allow the Army to determine possible initial interest should be provided. (The data for
preliminary design or contract definition are deferred until positive interest is shown and mut tI agree-

There are three basic types of solicitations: Invitation
for Bid (IFB), Request for Proposal (RFP), and Re-

ment on a desired program is reached.) For such
proposals, the importance of the various data submit-

quest for Quotation (RFQ). The definitions, uses, and
requirements of each may be found in ASPR 3501.
Issuance ofan IF3, RFP, or F.FQ is the Government's
first official solicitation,

ted depends upon the particular design being presented.
As a minimum, however, the data described in pars.
14-3.1, 14-3.3, 14-3.4, 14-3.5, 14-3.7, 14-4.1,and 14.4.2
are desirable.
14-1

.

.. .
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14-2 DATA REQUIREMENTS

listed, additional reports, drawings, or schematic diagrams may be submitted.

Data and documentation shall be submitted at the

has inaccrdo
prlimnarydesgn
competin
th
acpewtioho the peurelminary designpuhasequint a(corancewitthereqiremntslised sbseuenty (um-

All proposed deviations from solicitation requirements shall be indicated in the pertinent paragraphs of
the proposal documents. A separate summary listing
of, and justification for, such deviations must be in-

marized in Table 14- 1), except as modified or amplified
in a solicitation.
The proposal should describe the helicopter configu-

cluded in each of the proposal reports subsequently
dsrbd
ttmn utb aeta h itn
dsrbd
ttmn utb aeta h itn

ration in sufficient detail to evaluate the ability of the
proposed system to meet the Army's objectives. If sig-

contains all of the bidder's proposed deviations from
the provisions of the solicitation and other applicable

nificant items are not covered by the specific data

documents.
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SUMMARY: ENGINEERING INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
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REPORT
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I

14-3.22

____________________________CONTROL

INCLODING, 10;'CPIES

OF

THE PIPS

S

14-3 REPORTS, PLANS, AND

/

MISC ELLAN EO US DATA
14-3.1

PRIME ITEM DEVELOPMENT
SPECIFICATION

The bidder's proposed Prime Item Development
Specification (PIDS) shall delint:ate, in the format of
the type specificafi•m furnished in the solicitation, all
applicable reqmrements, design criteria, and characteristics of the bidder's proposed overall helicopter systern, subsystems, and associated equipment. The PIDS
shall identify all Government-furnished Equipment
(GFE) upon which the proposal is based, including
quantity per helicopter, designations, and unit weight,
14-3,2

AIRWORTHINESS QUALIFICATION

AMCP 706-201

lures of his proposed weight control management program to implement the objectives
S.......
and requirements, of
MI L-W-25140 and M I L-S'I'D-1374. The plan shall refleet the proposed we•:,ht control staff and organization: their roles and re',ponsibilities: and their relationships to design groups and monitoring and review
levels throughout the layout, optimization, selection of
material and processes, drawing release, manufacture,
qualification assurance, and production phases. The
plan also shall propose weight control procedures for
GFE associate relationships, where al:propriate, fi•r
subcontractor effort', and for purchased cquipmenl:
general nature of other techniques, such as analyr, is and
testing for weight optimization, stimulation of v,eight
consciousness among de',ign groups, and establishment
of value per pound criteria: and procedures for moni,
toring weight targets and ovccall status.

SPECIFICATION
]'his document, submitted by the bidder..shall contain sufficient qualification assurance data to define for
contractual purposes the proposed qualification assurance program. Chapter 2, AMCP 706-203, describes
the requirements for this .,,pecification. The contemplated analyses; investigations; airframe and lighting
mock-ups; reviews; wind tunne!, component, structural
and fatigue articles and testing; and all applicable forreal demonstrations of the total system and subsystems,
based upon the requirement of AMCP 70b-203 as amplified and amended by the solicitation, shall be ineluded.
14-3.3

WEIGHT AND BALANCE REPORT

14-3.4

PERFORMANCE DATA REPORT

This report shall be in accordance with the requiremerits of MII,-C-5011. and shall include a set of Standard Aircraft Characteristics and Performance Charts
(proposal category). A Characteristic Summary Chart
is not required. The report shall include the performante values that the bidder is willing to guarantee. The
performance data shall be based only upon power plant
ratings obtained from approved model specifications or
from other engine data that have been approved by the
Army, and losses from the power plant analysis report
(par. 14-3.7). Analyses shall include the derivation or
establishment of all aerodynamic data used in calculating helicopter performance. "[hebasis forestablishment
of these data shall be documented and referenced com.
pletely. If the performance is based upon •,id tunnel
or flight test data, the procedur,-'," ,'v ." :d in adjusting
these test data for differences su• . configuration,
Reynolds number, surface conditions, ground effects,
and vertical drag regimes shallbe explained fully. The

This report .shall be in accordance with the requirements of MIL-W-25140 fo• an "Estimated Weight Report". The summary weight statement defined in Part
I of" MIL-STD-!374 shall be complete, including the
"Dimensions and Structural Data". The detailed
weight statement described in Part II of MIL-STD1374 .shall have sufficient data to show that all items
of the power plant systems and equipment groups have
been included. Justification of estimates shall be submitted, i,,cluding calculations; formulas: basic curves
with model designations for plotted points; allowances
for special features and items not included in values
obtained from basic curves; comparative tabulations
and extrapolati,•ns from weight data of actual helicopters; or other means used for deriving the estimated
weights of the structural, power p•ant, and equipment

2. Detailed description of all airfoil sections, ineluding coordinate.,,, leading edge radius, amount of
camber, location of maximum camber, and location of
maximum thickness, for other than identifiable standard airfoils

groups.
In addition, the bidder shall submit a weight control
plan that outlines briefly and discusses the major lea-

3. Wetted areas of all components and total hellcopter
4. For helicopters carrying external ordnance,

report shall provide a complete description of the helicopter aerodynamics and performance, including:
1. Geometry of rotors, rotor blades, wings, and
control surfaces--such as areas, radii/spans, chords,
hinge lines and offsets, twists, and tapers

14-3
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pods• fuel tanks, or range extension kits, dimensional
scale drawings adequate for use in the preparation of
drag estimates for these items
5. All applicable performance data in accordance
with USAAVSCOM ADS-10
6. For helicopters with hulls, or for those capable
of alternate configuration with floats, anslyses showing
the deri\ati,)n of aerodvnaimic and hvdrodntamic data

configuration, angle of attack, speed, dynamic pressure, etc.. to improve or after flying qualities
6. All applicabhl stability and control data it, accordance with LSAAVSCO(M AI)S-10
7. Minimum, normal, and maximum alternate
gross weights, C(is and longitudinal and lateral (Gi
limits measured from the centerline of the rotor shaft,
and rnoment-of-inertia data as required for flight char-

used in the performance calculation,,. including water

acteristic calculations, including the effects of various

re-,istance \,ersus %
elocity and takeoff time and distance
\,ersus selocity, based upon characteristics of floats or
hulls as defined in the Hydrodynamic Report (par.
14-3.18).

significant external store loadingrs. The source or denvation of weight and CG data must he referenced or
furnished.
8. A sunrmary table of nondinmensional stability
and control derivatives, referenced to vehicle body
axes. and flight control sstem characteristics for
takeoff, climb/cruise. approach/descent. and di, e cornditions for several significant altitudes, including the
effects of significant external load and/or pod
arrangements. Data shall be furnished for forward,
rearward, and sideward flight as applicable. including
the effects of significant external load configurations.
9. Discussion of major problem areas, their impact
upon the final configuration, and information showing
why certain design approaches were abandoned or pursued
10. Information showing the source of the data prein Item 3. When these data are obtained direct ly
from wind tunnel tests, the actual data stall he provided as appropriate. When the wind tunnel data are
obtained on a model similar to the proposed design, the
method of converting the data to the proposed configuration shall be shown. Supporting data calculated
theoretically or on the basis of semi-empirical methods
must be discussed clearly and refereaced. If biddergenerated references have not been furnished to the
procuring activity already, one copy of such referenced
material must be submitted.

14-3.5

,
?

STABILITY AND CONTROL REPORT

This report shall provide adequate data to substantiate that the proposed helicopter will meet the flying
quality requirements. and must provide the background information concerning the evaluation of the
proposed configuration from a stability and control
viewpoint. The stability and control computer simulations shall contain at least the following information
and data:
1. Quantitative data showing compliance with the
flying quality requirements of Chapter 6 of this docuor amended
mm:rent and of
o7AMCP 706-202. as
a amplified
i
asented
by the solicitation, at normal and maximum alternate
gross weights; at most critical forward and aft CG
locations; with and without stability augmentation; and
over the applicable speed range
2. V-n diagrams for sea level and best cruise altitude for normal and maximum alternate gross weights,
within which the bidder warrants that the helicopter
will be suitable operationally and free of undesirable
blade stall effects such as noticeable loss of control,
erratic changes in flight characteristics, excessive control loads, vibration, or other limiting characteristics
3. Graphs for all flight conditions, speeds, altitudes, and configurations defined in the flying quality
requirements. The graphs vhall show variations of the
stability and control derivatives over the speed and
angle-of-attack ranges for which the helicopter is to be
designed, including effects of aeroelasticity, power, and
significant external store arrangements, as applicable,
4. Significant flight control system characteristici
and control kinematics, such as control rates; feel
forces; gearings; control system schematics; longitudinal, lateral, and collective control travels and cyclic/collective pitch ranges at 0.75R; directional control
travel and tail rotor pitch range at 0.75R
5. Special features programmed as functions of

DESIGN DATA REPORT

This report shall contain all required structural design and analysis data, including that for the wing
group, tail group, body group, power plant cowling,
engine mount, rotor system, transmission installation.
landing gear, operation of the control system, external
hard points, and cargo-carrying and restraining arrangements on cargo floors. Structural arraingement
drawings required by par. 14-4 may be referenced instead of being included in this report. The location,
skin-panel size and material gage, and material condilion of the skin, stringers, longerons. ribs,. formers.

14-4
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frames, and spars shall be indicated. Typical structural

)

design data and design criteria to be included shall
meet the pertinent requirements of this document, as
amplified or amended by the solicitation, as follows:
i. A summary of gross weights used for structural
design, an envelope of design and operational gross
weights versus CG limits, and applicable data concerning mass moment of inertia
2. Flight load design criteria, including a summary
of all related speeds, as defined in par. 4-2 of this docu-

ment, and their derivation; altitude-Mach number diagrams, V-n diagrams including gust curves and buffet
boundaries; criteria for carrying external stores in symmetrical and asymmetrical flight, at weights up to and
including the maximum alternate gross weight for takeoff with maximum internal and maximum external
loads: and flight load conditions proposed for design of
the various loading configurations. Any limitations restricting takeoff and flight with all store stations loaded
to capacity in combination with maximum internal fuel
shall be stated explicitly. Data shall show that release
of any combination of stores, including salvo release of

8. Special weapon criteria
9. Description of the nature and extent of
proposed compliance with fail-safe design requirements
from a structural standpoint
10. Description of components, parts, or elements
of the airframe that must be replaced, with stated intervals for these replacements, in meeting the repeated
load and fatigue design and construction criteria.

14-3.7 POWER PLANT ANALYSIS REPORT
Thi- "eport shall describe the derivation of available
power for use in calculating helicopter performance.
All power losses and the effects of speed, altitude, and
temperature thereon shall be shown. The power losses
shall include those due to the induction system (including induction system drag), airframe, oil temperature
system, exhaust system, IR suppression (if applicable),
air bleed and power extractions, transmission, gearboxes, propellers (including slipstream and blockage
drag), and the effects of fuel temperature extremes. A
thorough analysis showing the derivation of these

total helicopter capacity store load, does not produce
rigid body or elastic responses that result in exceeding
specified limit strength. The flight criteria also shall
include airspeed-altitude envelopes and a summary of
gust, symmetrical flight, asymmetrical flight, and au-

losses also shallbe furnished. For turbojet performance
or turboprop engines, refer to MIL-D-17984 for installed engine performance and air induction system
data presentation requirements.

torotative flight conditions proposed for design. with

14-3.8

related speeds and load factors
3. Crash load design criteria, including a summary
(if
crash with
conditions
and
comply
these conditions
a the des;-gn .approach used to
4. Ground and water load, as applicable: design
criteria for landing. ground handling. tiedown. and
miscellaneous conditions: the proposed landing design
load conditions: and the derikation of the loads and
related speeds,
5. An evaluation of the helicopter relative to flutter, divergence, mechanical instability. other elastic
and aeroelastic instabilities, vibration (including vibratory levels at all personnOl stations). and sonic efTects
6. Repeated load design criteria including normal
flight spectrum. maneuver load spectrum. gust load
spectrum, landing load spectrum. and other typical repeated load spectra consistent with the expected ciironmental history of the helicopter; and substantiating
data for selection of loads
7. Stress analysis data consisting of a brief.
preliminary stress analysis indicating sizes, loads in
members, and stresses in the major structural components

POWER PLANT INSTALLATION AND
FUEL AND LUBRICATION SYSTEM

REPORT
This report shall describe the power plant installation: the power transmission system, including shafting. gearboxes, couplings, and free-wheeling units: and
the cooling, inlet, exhaust. engine control. engine starting. engine lubrication, and fuel systems. The report
shall include the items that follow:
I. Engine installation features. mountings. and accessibility data, including engine accessories and contractor-furnished airframe accessories that supplement
the engine and transmission system installations
2. Details and schematics of engine installation
features such as anti-icing. use of engine bleed air. engine and rotor and propeller control systems, intake
and exhaust systems. engine and accessory cooling %%
i.
terns, special engine configurations, fire detection and
suppression. IR suppression. and all other applicable
s,'stemrs. Bleed air system descriptions shall include a
brief load analysis of available bleed air and the demands of systems using bleed air for appropriate configurations and flight conditions
2. A listing of all connections (fuel. oil. hydraulic.
14.5
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drain, electrical, pneumatic, mechanical, etc.) that
must be disconnected for engine removal
4. Description of the starting system with explanation of the functions of the various components, identification of the starter, external power requirements,
estimated starting time, auxiliary power unit installation, etc.
5. Complete fuel system schematic diagram and
lubrication system schematic diagram with detailed descriptions of both systems
6. Calculation of fitigue and ultimate stresses of
drive shafting, gear shafting, and main rotor shaft.
Transmission gear stresses and bearing life calculations
also shall be included,

14-3.9

FLIGHT COWTROL SYSTEM REPORT

Thi.
Fproposed,
This report shall discuss the flight control system
design and philosophy, and explain the functions of the
components. Simplified schematics shall be provided
to show actual function of the system and all related
components. Pilot control, rotor control, and control
surface travels shall be shown on the schematics. When
automatic stabilization and/or other automatic flight
controls are proposed, block diagrams and automatic
control system authority shall be included.

14-3,10

HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC

SYSTEM REPORT

This report .%hall specif. the type arid class, ot the
%N,.,tenms.asdefintedby %41 L-11-5440. Ml L-H-81)I and/or \41I -P-551 8. describe the functions and operation
of" all major components with refe.rence to schematic
14-6

........
.....

14-3.12

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM REPORT

This report shall present a preliminary electrical
load analysis substantially in accordance with MIL-E7016. The report shall contain a block diagram of the
electrical power and distribution systems, showing the
main components and listing component ratings,
weights, and locations. The report shall include an
analysis stating the reasons for selecting the proposed
power, conversion, distribution, and lighting systems
and components. If constant-speed drives are
such units and their supporting components
(remotely mounted controls, oil coolers, reservoirs, rilters, etc.) shall be included in the block diagram and
analysis portions of the report. The report also shall
present information on proposed high-density harriess
construciion, if used.

14-3.13

ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATION
SYSTEM REPORT

LANDING GEAR SYSTEM REPORT

This report shall describe the landing system, including controls, provisions for emergency operation, steering system, anti-skid brake system, supplemental or
alternate deceleration devices, etc. Calculated maximum loadings of wheels, tires, and brakes produced by
the most critical operating conditions must be presented, arid the adequacy of the proposed sizes must be
substantiated for static load, fatigue life, and softground characteristic,. Load stroke and tire deflection
data for both the main and auxiliary gear shall be
showkn. For skid. ski. bear paw, and beaching gear,
pertinent data vhall be presented to substantiate the
adequacy of soft-ground flotation characteristics and
the size of ground-handling wheels.
14-3.11

diagrams, and provide substantiation that the systems
are adequate to provide the required services.

This report shall delineate the purpose, principles of
operation, and control relationships of each electromechanical actuation system. Environmental parameters
and schematic diagrams of mechanical linkages and
electrical circuits shall be included.

14-3.14

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM REPORT

This report shall describe and summarize the dectronic system as a whole, including Government-furnished equipment. The following items shall be ineluded: sytem radio interference problems, heat
transfer or cooling problems, moisture problems arising from the cooling system, arid the proposed installation configuration, arrangement. and operation. In addition, this report shall detail the equipment (.) be
designed and furnished as contrnctor-furnished equipnient (CFE) and s/hall sumrnaritc design rationale, perfornmance requirements, rcliabi.
ain
taitnability. microelectronics to be used, type of cooling. antentlas, "Ic.
If contractor-furniiied or contractor-modified (t'o\ernnent-furnished itenis are proposed. their ph.,steal
characecrtstics %hailbe presented.

.

....
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14-3.15

FLUIDIC SYSTEM REPORT

This report shall describe the technology, functions,
and operation of proposed fluidic systems, including
sketches and block or schematic diagrams as necessary:
and provide substantiation that the system is adequate
to provide the required services.

4. Spray characteristics
5.Takeoff time and distance as derived in the per.
formance data report (par. 14-3.4)
6mWater resistance curve as derived in the perr
formance data report (par. 14-3.4)
7. Behavior in design sea state.
14-3.19

14-3.16

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
(ECS) AND CREW SERVICE REPORT

This report shall describe the environmental control
system for maintaining the crew and equipment environments at desired levels, including services such as
oxygen, emergency oxygen, suit pressurization. ventilation, anti-blackout air, and communications. Analyses
shall substantiate the adequacy of the proposed systemns to provide the required services. Capacities, flow
rates, temperatures, pressures, and ambient and local
conditions shall be considered in the analyses.
14-3.17

ARMAMENT SYSTEM REPORT

This report, in conjunction with the armamnt installation drawings described in par. 14-4.15, shall provide a unified and coherent presentation of the
proposed armament system. The report shall discuss
the reasons for the particular disposition of guns, bomb
racks, rocket and missile launchers, and special annament equipment. The armament control system shall
be described with respect to the helicopter mission and
human factors engineering. A discussion of the rearming capabilities of the helicopter shall be included to
illustrate the loading time, effort, and personnel required. The anticipated armament maintenance proce.
dure, from the standpoint of accessibility and durability, shall be described.

ESCAPE SYSTEM ANALYSIS REPORT

This report shall present the results of an analysis of
the escape system: it shall describe the system capabilities as required for the helicopter under flight c:nditions throughout the performance envelope (underwater escape. ditching, etc.). A system capability analysis
shall be based upon the use of the specified anthropometric body size ranges and required personnel support
equipment. If applicable, the components that comprise the ejection system and the operational sequence.
including sequencing of multiple ejections,also shall be
described.
14-3.20

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
REPORT AND PLAN

The results of the bidder's preliminary analyses, reflected in the proposed configuration. shall be described in the human factors engineering report. This
study shall identify the operation of all aircraft subsystems in suificient detail to identify the function of all
controls and displays, the interfaces between related
sabsystems, and crew coordination requirements.
In the human factors engineering plan. the bidder
shall present his proposed program for ongoing human
factors engineering efforts to implement the requirements of MIL-H46855 and this chapter during the
development program.

HYDRODYNAMIC REPORT

14-3.21 SURVIVABILITY/VULNERABILITY (S/V)
REPORT AND PLAN

This report, required only for helicopters to be
equipped with floats or hulls, shall include the following:
1. Float or hull line drawing (half sections and
profile), and hydroski, hydrofoil, and supporting strut
drawings, if appropriate
2. Static water line and static stability data
3. Estimated stability and control characteristics
(longitudinal, directional, and lateral)

The S/V report submitted in response to a Government solicitation shall include, as a minimum, the following data:
1. Vulnerable area tabulation by type of kills for
the specified threats (six to ten threat directions), with
and without armor installed
2. Scale drawings showing major components critical to S/V, armor, routing of hydraulic lines and major
electrical buses

14-3.18
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3, Description of all proposed protective armor

at the system level shall be described. The report also

(including fixed, flexible, and transparent)
shall include an analysis of the effectiveness of the
helicopter weapon system and the operational model
4, Description of emergency lubrication proviused in making the analysis. Block diagrams for reliasions
maintainability, logistics, and manpower of the
bility,
insystem,
suppression
IR
5. Description of the
operational model shall be included. Input information
cluding the effectiveness of the system and associated
for effectiveness evaluation shall be included and must
weight and power/p.zrformance penalties
be capable of being used on a per-sortie basis, as well
6. Preliminary acoustic detection analysis and preas on a multiple-or continuous opera.ion-basis.
equivalent)
or
plot,
(polar
distances
dicted detectability
7. Description ofdesign features that minimize raMinimum acceptable reliability levels for the overall
dro of desn
thtmnimsystem, subsystems, or components, and prediction and
darallocation
calculations required by the RFP and the
oviredtherewithe
r
mens
lifications oalcu
8. Description of design features that enhance
therewith, shall
provided
documents
or
iati
spec
of
probability
the
crash survivability and minimize
be summarized in an appendix to the plan.
post-crash fires.
A S/V Program Plan shall be submitted in accordance with the requirements of USAAVSCOM ADS-1 I.

14-3.25

14-3.22 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
(EMC) CONTROL PLAN

The bidder shall present his proposed maintainability program to implement the requirements of MIWSTD-470 and MIL-STD-471, Chapter II of this document, and par. 10-2, AMCP 706-203, during the
development program. Minimum acceptable maintainability levels and maximum times between overhauls
for the system, subsystems, or components, as required
by the RFP and the specifications or documents provided therewith, shall be summarized in an appendix to
the plan. A separate section of the plan shall describe
any special tools and ground support equipment anticipated or special personnel skills envisaged for maintenance of the helicopter.

In this plan the bidder shall discuss and present his
proposed program for controlling the electromagnetic
environment, and the testing of all components and
subsystems contributing to the total electromagnetic
environment, in accordance with the requirements of
par. 9-11, AMCP 706-203.
14-3.23

SYSTEM SAFETY PROGRAM PLAN

In this plan the bidder shall present a system safety
program plan that will implement the requirements of
MlI,-STD-882 and Chapter 3, AMCP 706-203, during
the development phase. This plan shall be prepared in

accordance with Ref. I.
14-3.24

RELIABILITY PROGRAM PLAN

In this plan the bidder shall discuss and present his
reliability program proposed to implement the require-

14-3.26

MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM PLAN

PROOUCIBIUTY PLAN

A producibility engineering plan shall be prepared

and submitted to assure the compatibility of component and assembly design with selected manufacturing
materials, processes. and assembly techniques. It
should address the following:
1, The techniques employed in the engineering ded
inconideraton of the enenin
phe
sg
sign
phase in consideration of the eventual adaptation
to production

ments of MIL-STD-785, Chapter 12 of this volume,
and par. 10-1 of AMCP 706-203 during the developeinclude allocament phase. The areas to be covered
tions; predictions; design reviews; spe.cification reviews:
vendor and subcontractor controls: manufacturing
controls, individual tests; flight tests, failure reporting,
analysis, and corrective action procedures; training

sponsibilities. and controls for implementation of
prodcibuie deisonloodtemiato
producibility decisions or determination
3. Program trade-offs in terms of weight. equipment selection, manufacturing and assembly techniques. and production costs

plans; reports; and schedules proposed by the bidder to
meet the design goals. The proposed methods of
demonstrating reliability at the "black box" level and

4. Producibility engineering controls, which, as a
minimum, should include:
a. Design controls

14-8

2. Program management authority. policies. v'e-
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b. Critical engineering terms
Quality control and inspection
5. Coordination of produc;hility engineering requirements

sha!l be shown, The scale of this drawing shull he
one-tenth unless otherwise specified in the solicitation.

)c.
;•

144.3

6, Engineering and manufacturing interfaces
7. Other producibility engineering interfaces.

DRAWINGS
These drawings shall show the essential characteristics of the structure of the major components, including
the wing, body, hull, floats, empennage, and rotor systems, as applicable. Centerlines of the main members
and
necessary
to toclarify
arrangement
shallsections
be included.
Solutions
difficultthe
structural
prob-

14-4 DRAWINGS, SKETCHES, AND
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS
The drawings listed shall be provided, as applicable,
All major items and features shallbe shown, and means
of access to items requiring adjustment or removal presented. The scale must be indicated on all drawings.
These drawings shall not be reduced in size.The sketches and schematic diagrams should be larger than
report or foldout page size, for detail and clarity of
information, and may be referenced in the applicable
reports of par. 14-3 in which they are discussed. Where
necessary for clarity, similar size schematic or block
diagrams may be substituted for those already called
out in the individual report requirements in par. 14-3.
14-4.1

lems such as major discontinuities shall be indicated.
Wing folding, blade folding, and/or any other structural part of the helicopter that is folded for storage (or
flight) shallbe shown in detail, with a description of the
operation and locking provisions. Details of the locks
and lock controls also shall be shown.

14-4.4

POWER PLANT INSTALLATION

This drawing shall indicate the complete propulsion
system that include engine(s); fire protection provisions; shrouds; fuel system (including fueling, defueling, fuel jettisoning, and venting arrangements); oil sys"tem;
system;
system; cooling system;
waterinduction
injection system; exhaust
starter and starter system cormand
transmission
portents; auxiliary power unit; adpower
including clutches, brakes, and gearboxes for
rotor drives and accessory drives. Access, servicing.
and removal provisions shall be shown.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT DRAWING
AND SKETCH

The general arrangement drawing shall be prepared
in accordance with the requirements in Appendix A of
Chptr4,AMP70-23
Chapteneral
4, Ah ra 7
n3
bsystem,
The general arrangement sketch shall be a simple,
three-view drawing, of report page size, for general
reference purposes and for use in the V[DS described
in par. 14-3.1, Dimensions (in feet) shall include rotor(s) diameter; wing span, including wing folded/swept, if applicable: tail span; height of rotor, tail and
fuselage; tread; and wheel base.
14-4.2

STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT

14-4.5

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DRAWINGS

These drawings shall present the complete flight
control system as it will appear in
the helicopter. The
drawings shall depict the pilot's controls, cable runs,
pulleys, bellcranks, pushrods. idlers, torque ttibes,.

INBOARD PROFILE DRAWING

This drawing shall show majo,- structure, power
plant. drive system and gearboxes, equipnwnt, armament, useful load items, entrances, emergeny exits,
escape hatches, location of the crew and their :quipment, major instruiment sensors, comruters, gyro platforms,. autormatic flight control components, etc. The
drawing vhall include an eleation and a plan vtew, and
shull have numerous sectional views to show the Ioca-

guards, etc., and their locations in the airframe. All
components of the automatic flight control systemn
shall he shown.

tions of the items of equipme it. Each item .shall be
labeled plainly. The informatiom shown vhtall agree
\with the weight and balance data submitted. and the
reference data for the longitudinal and vertical CG
information used in thbe Weight and Balance Report

ment of the main. auxiliary, tail skid or bumper. and
beaching gear; and of the retracting meehani,,m and
locks, it' applicable. The length of" stroke ftr shock
struts vhall be noted, with diiensitI
S sSn
'osn
t'orIhe
landing gear in full. extended. static, and tull\ corn-

14-4.6

LAND;NG, BEACHING, AND AUXILIARY
GEAR DRAWINGS

These drawings .shall sh.o

the struciural arrange-
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pressed positions. Data shall be provided, as applica.
ble, for skids, skis, and bear paws.

14-4.7

HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC
SYSTEM SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

On these diagrams, the pneumatic systems shall be
presented separately or on separate diagrams. The
flight control and utility systems, when completely independent of each other, also shall be shown separately. Where practicable, line diagrams of mechanical
or electrical sequencing or other functions shall be presented.

144.8

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

The pressurization and air-conditioning systems of
occupied spaces and of equipment spaces shall be
shown on a schematic layout in sufficient detail to
allow system operation analysis. Portions of the system
that are included with individual related systems, such
as radar pressurization, may be omitted.

14-4.9

14-4.12 INSTRUMENT SYSTEM INSTALLATION
DRAWINGS

These drawings shall show the location and identit.
of components of in.,trument systems such as pitotstatic systems and fuel quantity gaging systems. Wirine
and tubing connections for such systems alNo shall he
shown.

14-4.13 EXTERIOR LIGHTING SYSTEM
DRAWING
This drawing shall show the locatioi! and candlepower for each exterior light assembly. The angles of
obstructed visibility of the anticollision light(s) shall be
s/hall be given to the light
included. Special attention
locations to prevent situations detrimental to the crew's
vision.
14-4.14 ANTI-ICING SYSTEM SKETCH

CREW SERVICE DRAWING

This drawing shall present crew services and supplies including oxygen, emergency oxygen, suit pressurization, ventilation, anti-blackout provisions, and

This sketch shall show the area of the wings, fuselage, empennage, enclosure bubbles, canopies, rotor systems, radome, power plant air induction systems, and
heating and ventilating systems, as applicable, to be

communications.

protected against ice accretions. The type of ice protec-

Tubing, disconnects, methods of routing, and attachments to the helicopter structure shall be included.
Access and provisions for servicing and removal of
equipment shall be indicated. Similar data shall be
shown for each crew member, as applicable.

agains ice acretion
indsystem s

the tyeof

p
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14-4.15 ARMAMENT INSTALLATION
DRAWINGS

14-4.10 ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DRAWING
This drawing shall show the location, size, and identity of each component of electronic equipment including antennas, radomes, and all other units carried externally. Cooling provisions and accessibility
provisions also shall be indicated,
14-4.11

INSTRUMENT PANEL ARRANGFMENT
DRAWING

This drawing shall show the arrangements and locations of all instruments on the pilot's, copilot's, navigator's, and other crew members' panels. as applicable.
14-10

These drawings shall present the armament installations including fixed guns, flexible guns and turrets
diagrams),
bombs,
(with
effective-field-of-fire
torpedoes, rockets, guided missiles, and locations of
displays and controls. If contractor-furnished or contractor-modified Government-furnished items of
equipment are proposed, the characteristics of those
items shall be presented. Principal clearances in critical
helicopter attitudes and locating dimensions shall be
shown, as well as the location of fire control equipment
with optical and radar field of action diagrams. The
methods and equipment, both primary and backup, to
be used in arming the helicopter shall be shown, particularly new or unique equipment and/or techniques.

............
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14-4.16 CARGO-HANDLING ARRANGEMENT
DRAWING

copters equipped with hulls or floats, the anchor and
mooring features while waterborne shall he shown.

This drawing shall indicate the internal and external
cargo-handling and restraint features and installation,
including loading and unloading equipment, rails,
ramps, special or roller floors, tiedown restraint patterns, external slings, cargo hooks, winches, controls,
and any hard points for external carriage.

14-4.18 ESCAPE SYSTEM DRAWING

14-4.17 TOWING, JACKING, MOORING, AND
TIEDOWN
SKETCH
-SK

C.

This sketch shall present the towing, jacking, mooring, and tiedown provisions for the helicopter. For heli-

This drawing, if applicable, shall show the configuration of the system, means of actuation, location of
seats and components; a s:hematic diagram of the ejection seat clearance also is required.

REFERENCE
USAAAVS TR 72-8, Preparationof a System

Safety Program Plan for Aviation Systems
Development, US Army Agency for Aviation
Safety, Fort Rucker, Ala, July 1972.
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GLOSSARY
Absolute altitude. The measured distance above a
ground reference, as would be recorded by a
radar altimeter. Also called tapeline altitude.
Acceleration:
Angular. The time rate of

change in angular velocity
Engine. The time rate of
change in gas generator speed
Rotor. The time rate of
change in rotor speed.
Advancing mode. Multiblade mode where the oscillation of the kth blade, counted in direction of
rotation, lags in phase by 2kir/n as compared
to 0th blade.
Air resonance. Same as ground resonance, but with
the helicopter in flight, or without weight on
landing gear.
Airworthiness. A demonstrated capability of a helicopter or helicopter subsystem or component
satisfactorily when used within the
pofuctiond lithe
Anthropometry. The study of the dimensions and
ranges of motion of the human body and its
parts.
Arizona Road Dust. Uniquely defined particulate
material compositions used to test hydraulic
and pneumatic filters and fuel system components (see MIL-F-5504 and MIL-F-8615).
Articulated rotor. A rotor consisting of a central part
rigidly attached to the drive shaft or rotor mast
and a number of blades attached to the central
part by flapping and lead-lag hinges.
Attitude flare. The second of the three stages of helicopter landing, preceded by approach and followed by deceleration. During attitude flare
the rate of descent is reduced and the pitch
attitude is increased above the flight trim
value.
Availability. The probability that the system is operating satisfactc-ily at any point in time when
used under stated conditions, where the total
time considered includes operating time, active
repair time. administrative time, and logistic
time.

Blade azimuth angle. Position angle of blade in the
rotor plane measured from the aft position in
the direction of rotor rotation.
Blade chord. Width of the blade: the dimension in the
plane of the blade at right angle to the length-

wise axis.
Blade elcment theory. Rotor analysis procedure in
which the rotor blade is considered to be made
up of individual blade elements, each of which
contributes to performance. Each spanwise element is then considered as a two-dimensional
airfoil section, and the thrust and torque Are
found by integration.
Blade incidence. The angle between the zero-lift line
of the blade section and the plane of the rotor
disk. For a blade having-built-in twist, the
blade incidence is measured at a reference section, either root or 0.75R.
Blade pitch. See: Blade incidence.
Blade retention system. The mechanism that keeps
blade attached to the hub against centrifu-

gal loading while permitting blade pitch varia-

tions.
Blade section. The cross-sectional shape of the blade
in a plane perpendicular tc its lengthwise axis.
Bode analysis. A method of analyzing the stability of
a closed-loop control system by using plots of
the response and the phase angle versus frequency to determine both gain and phase margins as measures of system damping characteristics.
Boundary layer. Region of fluid flow adjacent to a
solid surface which is influenced in its velocitv
profile by surface contact and fluid viscositv.
Breakout force. The minimum force required at the
cockpit for a pilot to initiate motion at a prescribed control surface.
Camber. Curve of the centerline of the blade section.
i.e., the dist:imce between the mean line of an
airfoil and the chord lie.
Chord line. Line joining the ends of the mean-camber
line.
Climb efirtiencyv Jfztor K,. Multiplier that adjusts
theoretical forward :ate ofclimb to account for
transmission etficiencv. rotor efficiency. and
G.I
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increases in fuselage download. Usually obtained from flight test data.
Collective mode. Multihlade mode with equal phases
for all blade oscillations.
Combat ceiling. The maximum altitude, at a given
temperature, at which the aircraft can climb at

obstacle clearance. An equivalent definition
applies to landing.
Cyclic flare. Precision maneuver associated with autorotation, in which the pilot uses cyclic and
collective controls to place his vehicle within
narrow limits of height above the ground, rate

of descent, forward speed, and angle of attack.
a rate of at least 500 fpm.
Damping ratio. Ratio of actual damping over critical
Compound helicopter. Vehicle that has a wing to relieve, partially or totally, the rotor of its lifting
damping for which the mode becomes aperirequirements, and that also has an auxiliary
odic.
propulsion devire to relieve, partially or toDensity altitude. Pressure altitude adjusted for temtally, the rotor of its propulsion requirements.
perature deviation from standard.
Confidence level. A concept of statistics which states,
Differentialcollective mode. Multiblade mode where
as a percentage, the probability that a true
adjacent blades oscillate in counterphase; only
value of a quantifiable parameter is to be found
confidence
possible for even-bladed rotors.
between prescribed limits (termed
Divergence. Nonoscillatory instability; may occur in a
limits) in relation to a quantitative evaluation
single degree of freedom system due to negaof a statistical samiple.
Controlharmony. 'I he relationship among pitch, roll,
tive spring-like forces or moments.
and
terms s,of of dis-Drag. Aerodynamic force parallel to relative wind
and yaw
yw controls--in
cnrols-intobreakouorm
placements--related to breakout forces, con-anacigopsttohedrtonfflh.
and acting opposite to the direction of flight.
trol force gradients, human capability, and
Droop stop. The mechanism that is loaded by the
overall helicopter flight response and dampweight of the rotor blade at rest.
ing.
mounting. A mounting arrangement appliDynafocal
of
control
Control power. Control moment per unit
cable to helicopter engine installations, which
displacement.
is designed to "isolate" the helicopter drive
Control sensitivity. Maximum aircraft angular
system vibration frequencies from those of the
velocity per unit control input. Also, ratio of
engine by damping transmissible forces at
control power to damping moment per unit of
resonance frequencies.
angular velocity,
Dynamic instability. An oscillation for which the amI Coriolis acceleration. The tangential acceleration
plitude increases with time without external
caused by a radial displacement of a mass movexcitation.
ing in a rotating plane.
Dynamic rotor model scaling. An attempt to match,
Cost-effectiveness analysix A technique that defines
in a model rotor, the natural frequencies and
alternative means of accomplishing a stated
ratios of aerodynamic-to-inertia parameters of
objective, and that analyzes both the costs and
the actual rotor. This permits investigation of
effects of each alternative as a basis for deciflutter, mechanical vibration and stability, persion-making.
formance. and flying qualities.
Cost-estimating relationship (CER). A quantitative
Emissivity The ratio of the rate at which radiant enstatement describing how a specified cost of a
ergy is transmitted from a given body to the
helicopter system, subsystem, or component is
rate at which radiant energy would transmit
influenced by one or more changes in the defrom a blackbody of equal temperature in the
sign or operating variables of the system.
same medium.
Crashworthiness. The quality of a helicopter design
Endurance. The length of time a helicopter can rewhich aims at assuring the safety of pilot and
main airborne while using a specified quantity
passengers in the event that the vehicle is inof fuel.
volved in an accident or receives damage as the
Endurancelimit. The magnitude of the repeated load
result of an abnormal condition.
(or stress) which the structure can endure inCriticaldecisionpoint (CDP). A combination of speed
definitely.
and altitude at which, if an engine of a multienEntry into autorolation. The maneuver that begins at
gine helicopter beca'ae inoperative, the takeoff
the instant of helicopter power failure and concould be rejected and a safe landing made, or
tinues until steady autorotation is achieved.
the flight could be continued with a prescribed

G-2
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Fail-safe. A principle of design to assure continued
safe flight in the event of a structural failure of
a component or part.
FailureMode and Fffect Analysis (FMEA). That analysis of a helicopter system or subsystem design
which traces the probable types of failure that
could occur and the criticality of failure in
regard to the accomplishment of system operational objectives.
Fatigue. Characteristic of a material that causes it to
fail at a repeated load smaller than its static

a

caused by a combination of aerodynamic, inertial, and elastic effects in such a manner as to
extract sustaining energy from the air stream.
Flutter, blade. Aerodynamically induced self-excited
blade oscillations with essential torsional mode
content.
Flutter,stall. Aerodynamic self-excitation of a blade
torsion mode by nonlinear pitching moment
characteristics at high angles of attack.
Flutter,wake. Blade flutter induced by the rotor vortex wake at zero forward speed and low thrust.

load capacity.

.

)

It disappears with forward speed and moderate

Fatigue damage. Ratio of the number of repeated
load applications sustained to the number at
which fatigue failure occurs.
Figure l' Merit. Index of rotor efficiency: minimum possible power required to hover (ideal
rotor) divided by actual power to hover.
Figure of Merit Rati., Method. Method of predicting
rotor performance based on empirical evaluation of isolated rotor whirl stand test data.
Particularly useful at high rotor loading conditions.
First harmonic motion. A motion proportional to the
sine or cosine of the azimuth angle.
Flapping motion. Blade motions in a plane perpendicular to the plane of rotation.
Flare angle of attack. Highest angle from which a
helicopter can be rotated nosedown to a level
attitude in the time for which rotor energy can
be used to develop hovering thrust,
Flexure;flexplate. Part of the rotor hub having a low

thrust loading.
Flutter, whirl. Prop-rotor airframe self-excited oscillations in a multiblade advancing or regressing
out-of-plane mode. Whirl flutter is not a form
of blade flutter, since blade torsion is not essentially involved.
Foot-lambert. Unit of luminance equal to 1/" candle
per square foot.
Free-turbineengine. A turboshaft engine that incorporates an independently mounted turbine to
transfer gas generator power to the output
shaft.
Frequency response function. Complex valued function obtained by setting s = iw in the transfer
function.
Fuselage. The structure that supports the useful load,
supports and connects the dynamic components, and provides an interface between the
aerodynamic and ground environment.
Gasgenerator. The basic power-generating section of

bending stiffness in the flapping plane, allow-

a turboshaft engine consisting of a compressor,

ing flapping motions of the blade under load.
Flight idle (power). The power required to maintain
governed rotor speed at minimum rotor load
conditions.
Flight spectrum. A descriptive array, including estimates of the frequency of occurrence, of each
maneuver that a given helicopter design is expected to perform in operational use.
Floating hub. Rotor unit in which the assembly is
mounted to the vertical mast by means of a
universal joint, through which power to the
rotor is passed.
Flueric device or system. A fluidic device or system
which accomplishes its function without the
use of moving mechanical elements.
Fluidics. The use of fluids to sense, process, display,
and control functional changes in physical systems.
Flutter. The self-excited oscillation of an aerodynamic surface and its supporting structure,

combustion chamber, and turbine.
Generalizedcoordinate. A time function representing
the contents of a particular mode (usually a
normal mode) in the motion of an elastic system.
Gimbal-mounted rotor. Attachment of the rotor hub
to the rotor mast, allowing tilting of the rotor
in two planes perpendicular to each other.
Ground idle (power). The rated power output of the
engine with a control setting at ground idle.
Groundresonance mechanicalinstability.Rotor-airframe
self-excited oscillations in a multibladc regressing lead-lag mode not involving aerodynamic
effects.
Gust model. Mathematical representation of atmospheric disturbances to which the helicopter
could reasonably be subjected.
Height-velocity diagram. That combination of heights
and speeds from which a safe landing can be
made if an engine becomes inoperative.
G-3
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Helical gears. Gears that run on parallel axes but
mate on helical surfaces.
Hertz stresses Highly localized compression stresses
characteristically found in rolling machine elements.
Hooke's coupling. A type of universal joint used to
iransmit power from one rotating shaft to
another whose axis is at a relatively large angle
to the first.
Humanfactors engineering (HFE). The development
and application of scientific methods and
knowledge about human capabilities and limitations to the selection, design, and control of
operations, environment, and material, and to
the selection and training of personnel.
Hunting tooth. A tooth on a pinion which will not
mate with the same space on the gear on each
revolution,
Impulse. For ordnance or rocket devices, the measure
of total energy of thie device, expressed as the
product of the average thrust multiplied by the
duration of energy release.
Inplane soft blade. Blade chordwise natural frequency below frequency of rotor revolution,
Inplane stiff blade. Blade chordwise natural frequency above frequency of rotor revolution,

Load station. Coordinate of (resultant) load application point.
Long period mode. Aircraft free body pitching mo,:2.
with substantial flight velocity changes.
Mach instability. Torsional moments on the rotor system, caused by distortion of the airflow across
the blade as the blade tip speed approaches the
speed of sound.
Maintainability. A characteristic of design and installation that is expressed as the probability that
an item will conform to specified conditions
within a given period of time when maintenance action is performed in accordance with
prescribed procedures and resources.
Maneuver. Any flight condition different from
straight and level flight.
Maneuver stability. A measure of helicopter stability
in terms of pilot-required control force per unit
of normal acceleration.
Mathematical model. A quantifiable representation
of a system operating in a prescribed context.
A mathematical model generally can he expressed by a set of equations where the known
factors are constants, the independent variables are inputs, and the data sought are the
dependent or output variables.

Interchangeable components. Components that are

Maximum power. The maximum power the engine

structurally, physically, and functionally identical and use the same attachment provisions,
Isochronouscontrol. A device that maintains a system
constant speed by continuously changing the
speed control input in response to any detected
error between the actual and the desired speed.
Laplace transformation. A linear transformation allowing a time derivative d/dtto be replaced by

will produce for a period of time not in excess
of ten (10) min per application.
Mean line (airfoil). The locus of points one-half the
distance between the upper and lower surfaces
of an airfoil.
Mean-time-to-repair(MTTR). The expected value of
time required to restore a system to a condition
of satisfactory operation.

the Laplace operator.

Mechanicalflightcontrolsyst-m. t. reversible control

Lead-lag motion. Blade motions in the plane of rotation.
Life-cycle cost. The total cost of ownership of a helicopter system or subsystem over the system
life cycle, including all research, development,
test, and evaluation (RDT&E); initial investment; and operating and maintenance costs.
Lift. Aerodynamic force perpendicular to the relative
wind.
Load factor. The ratio of a given load to the weight
of the structural element which serves as the

system in which the cockpit controls are mechanically linked, by a series of rods and bell
cranks, directly to the control horn of the rotor
blade.
Mission capability. Y."at characteristic of a design
which provides for the accomplishment of the
functional requirements of a prescribed mission.
Mission effectiveness. The value of a helicopter design
in terms of the combination of its mission
availability, survivability, and performance.

load reference.
Loadpath. The structural elements effective in carrying loads and moments to the supporting stations, going from the extremities to the center
section.

Mission profile. A quantitatively defined representation of the sequence of maneuvers which a
helicopter must perform to accomplish a designated purpose, e.g., observation, transport,
and medical evacuation.
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Mission readiness. A measure of the degree to which
a helicopter is operable and committable to
start a particular mission at a random point in
time.
Modal representationof blade displacements. Method of
representing blade dynamics, based upon the
assumption that blade displacemcnts can be
represented by the sum of a series of orthogonal
functions.
Multiblade mode. A mode where all blades oscillate
with the same frequency and amplitude in a
certain phase relationship to each other.
Normal mode. An oscillation where all masses of an
elastic system have the same frequency and
constant phase relations to each other.
Oilscavenge ratio. The ratio of the rate of oil flowing
out of a gear case to the flow rate of incoming
oil.
Operations research (OR). That branch of management science which seeks to improve the planning and operations of physical systems
through analysis.
Overtorque (condition). The transmission of torque
loads greater than the maximum allowable
torque loads.
Performance. A measure of how well a helicopter system is able to accomplish a designated mission
profile.
Pilot-induced oscillation. Pilot involved self-excited
oscillations of any type; for example, air resonance caused by the pilot being in the feedback
loop.
Pitch element. The instantaneous line of contact between two mating gears.
Power-operatedflight control system. An irreversible
system in which the pilot, through a set of
mechanical linkages, actuates a power control
which in turn moves a linkage attached to the
control horn of the rotor blade.
Power spectral density. A frequency domain measure
of the probabilistic structure of a stationary
random process.
Preconeangle. Angle between the spanwise axis of the
blade and the plane of rotation, built into the
hub, that aligns the blade with the iesultant of
average lift and centrifugal load.
Prescribed Wake-Momentum Analysis (PWMA).Theoretical three-dimensional rotor performance prediction method. Uses the basic strip momentum
theory modified to include the effects of the
near wake by adding a wake-induced "interference" velocity to the calculated inflow.

Pressure altitude. The absolute altitude above mean
sea level in a standard atmosphere at which a
given pressure is to be found. Recorded by a
standard altimeter when its zero setting is adjusted to standard sea level pressure of 29.92
in. of mercury.
Proportionalcontrol. A device that maintains a systern constant speed by changing the speed control input in proportion to detected change in
the output speed.
Proportionalfeedback A feedback signal directly
proportional to the output at" a given loop of a
dynamic system.
Pylon. Structure, mounted on the fuselage, which
supports a main rotor at sufficient height to
provide clearance over the tail boom, tail rotor,
fuselage, and personnel on the ground.
Quasi-static aerodynamics. Contrary to unsteady
aerodynamics, the lift is assumed proportional
to angle of attack.
Ram recovery loss That portion of the inlet dynamic
pressure which cannot be recovered because of
losses of energy due to turbulence and wall
friction.
Range index method. Method of determining range
capability of a helicopter, based upon an integral expression for initial and final gross
weights. Normally evaluated by numerical integration.
Rate feedback. Feedback signal proportional to the
time rate of change of the output of a given
loop of a dynamic system.
Refraction. The bending of a light ray as it passes
obliquely from one medium to another of a
different density.
Regressing mode. Multiblade mode when the oscillation of the kth blade leads in phase by
2klr/n as compared to Oth blade.
Reliability. A quantitative expression of probability
that an item or system of items will perform its
intended function for a specified duration under stated conditions.
Reliability apportionment. The process of allocating
quantitative reliability goals to components or
subsystems of a system. The process is used to
control the attainment of the quantitative reliability objective for the total system design.
Replaceable components. Components that are interchangeable, except that their installation requires use of ordinary hand tools to make-adjustments.
Rigid rotor. A rotor whose blades are rigidly attached
to a rigid hub.
0-5
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Rotor mast. Drive shaft that imparts rotation to the
rotor and transmits flight loads to the airframe.
Rotor solidity. The ratio of the total blade area of a
rotor to the disk area swept by the rotor.
Rotor speed. Rate of rotation of the rotor around its
axis.
RyderResult
scoring
eutfastnadspaced
ine.
test proceof a standard
gindex.
dure to measure the load capability of a lubriant. Tomines
Scavenge flow. The portion ofairflow through an air
particle separator which carries dirt particles
overboard,
Scoring hazardrating. A measure of gear design quality which expresses the tendency for an operating gear set to break down oil film or otherwise
wear excessively or destroy itself.
Sectionalization. Those provisions in a helicopter design to allow ready removal or reorientation of
subsystems-rotor blades and tail boom-to
reduce weight or protrusion and thus ease
transportation and storage and preclude handling damage.
Seesaw hinge. Hinge in the hub of a two-bladed rotor;
perpendicular to rotor mast and lengthwise
axis of the rotor. (Also called "teetering"

hinge).
Service ceiling. The maximum altitude, at a given
temperature, at which the aircraft can climb at
a rate of 100 fpm.
Short-period mode. Aircraft free body pitching mode
with little flight velocity change.
Shuffling. Sometimes used for phenomena described
under air resonance.
Single-spool engine. A turboshaft engine with the output drive mechanically connected to the gas
generator (also known as fixed shaft engine).
Southwell diagram. Method of plotting blade frequencies against rotor speeds to determine
coincidence of exciting and resonant frequencies.
Specific fuel consumption (SFC). The ratio of fuel
witight consumed per unit of time to the delivered power of the engine. For helicopter engines, SFC is measured in pounds of fuel per
brake horsepower hour; for turbojet engines,
pounds of fuel per hour per pound of thrust.
Specific power. Power produced in the turbine cycle
by each pound per second of airflow. This index, which tends to establish the overall engine
volume, is a function of both cycle pressure
ratio and turbine inlet temperature.
G-6

Spectrum of flight (of loading). Tabulation of time
spent in each flight condition in an average
flight.
Speed stability. A measure of helicopter stability as
the variation in the rate of change of'pitching
moment with speed.
Spline. A machine element consisting of integral keys
equally
(spaces)
keyways
teeth) and
(spline around
a circle
or circular
segment.
Stability. That quality of a helicopter which deterits ability to return to an established
flight condition following a disturbance.
Stability derivatives Those terms in an equation of
motion which describe the relationship between the aerodynamic forces or moments acting on a helicopter and the linear or angular
'displacements or velocities from which they
result.
Static stability. A measure of helicopter stability as
the variation in the rate of change in pitching
moment with angle of attack.
Steradian. The unit of solid angle or the solid angle
that subtends a surface on a sphere equiva!ent
to the square of the radius.
Subharmonicmode. A mode with a natural frequency
equal to a fraction of the rotational frequency
fl/2 or fl/3 ... etc.`'
Supercooled water. A condition in which, in the absence of a nucleus for crystallization, water
droplets can remain in a liquid state even
though the temperature is below the freezing
point.
Survivability. A measure of the degree to which a
helicopter system or subsystem can withstand
a prescribed manmade environment or inadvertent operational accident, and still accomplish a desired mission.
Swashplate. Structural element with a rotating and a
nonrotating portion which transfers control inputs to the rotating blades.
Synchropter. A helicopter design which uses two intermeshing laterally displaced rotors.
System life cycle. A quantitative estimate, usually expressed in years beyond the delivery of the first
production unit, of the expected or intended
period of operation of a helicopter system.
Tail boom. Structure that attaches longitudinal control and/or directional control surfaces or devices to the fuselage, e.g., a tail rotor and its
mechanical drive.
Task analysis. An analytic process used to determine
the human behavior requirements of a man/machine system. The process involves the de-

AMCP 706-201
velopment estimates of the sequential tasks required of man and machine. Within each task,
behavior steps are isolated in terms of perceptions, decisions, memory storage, and motor
inpu.s as well as errors expected.
Thermionic cooling. A process by which heat can be
transferred from one side of a bimetallic junction to the other by imposing an electrical p
tential across the junction.
Thrust. Resultant of airloads on a rotor in a direction
perpendicular to the plane of rotation.
Time between overhauls (T8O). Duration, usually expressed in hours of operation, of a mechanical
or other system which defines when the system
set,
Initially
be overhauled.
shall
the duration
is adjusted
based arbitrarily
on experience.

Vertical bounce. Rotor-airframe self-excited oscillations in a multiblade collective mode.
V.n diagram. A plot of helicopter forward velocity
Vagainst normal load factor n. Generally, this
diagra is used to define the regime of strucrural ad.iq,o~v of t.e derign.
Vortex ring
'xts.,
an which
with sta,
it a
air
rotating
downrot,
thr... carries
.. e
middle c
i•oto.r and up on the
Je,
becoming vcrV unstable after a short period
and making the helicopter difficult to control.
Vortex theory. Basis for including three-dimensional
considerations in rotor blade performance calculations. Includes an analysis of the rotor
vortex system and the character of the generated wake
structure.
Wargaming.
A technique
which predicts the proba-

Topping. The maximum gas generator speed at which
the engine is allowed to
"ýransferfunction. Ratio of output over input in terms
ox' the Laplace operator.

ble outcome of a prescribed military conflict by
simulating the engagement.
Weaving. Sometimes used for phenomena like those
described under whirl flutter (see FluJter,
whirl) when they occur in helicopter flight.

Trim.

Weight fraction. The ratio of the weight of a designated helicopter subsystem to the helicopter
design gross weight.
Weight growthfactor. An empirically developed multiplier that is used to estimate the increase in
design gross weight that results from an increase in payload weight.
Wind tunnel wall corrections. Corrections to be applied to wind tunnel test results. For rotors, a
function of the wake skew angle and the dimensions of the tunnel test section with respect
to the rotor diameter.
Windage. The air movement caused by rotating machinery.

A helicopter is "trimmed" in steady-state flight
when the resultant forces and moments on the
helicopter are equal to zero, and the force on
the pilot's controls is equal to zero.
Trim controls. A system of pilot set devices used to
stabilize a helicopter for a given flight condiLion or reduce a pilot's workload by nulling
forces on primary contro'
Underslinging. Distance betwet
"etering hinge
or gimbal center of rk t
he point of
intersection o' ', ,gthwis
of the
blades.
Variablegeometry ent,,,,
tigine that( oi.
iiable stators in the compressor and/or variable
vanes in the turbine section.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AMCP 706-201
alternating current
aerodynamic center

AC a.c. -

ADF - automatic direction-finder
absorbed energy

AE -

AFBMA - Anti-Friction Bearing
Manufacturers Association
AFCS - automatic flight control system
Advisory Group for

AGARD -

Aeronautical Research and
Development
AGMA - American Gear Manufacturers
Association
attack helicopter
AH
Al - autorotative index
Airborne Integrated Data

AIDS AN -

)

Army Spectrometric Oil
Analysis Program

Armed Services Procurement

Regulation
ASW -

antisubmarine warfare

ATF

automatic terrain-following

BIT
BPR

--

builtin test
bypass ratio

CAS

-

calibrated airspeed

-

critical decision point

CDRL

-

CI+R
CF.VM

--

Contract Data Requirements
Lis,
cost-estimating relationship
consummable electro,tde acuuil
melict
constant trequtency
cont ractor-furnished equipllnen,

cf

CFE

--

cathode ray tube

CRT -

CSD - constant-speed drive
CSM - controlled-speed hydraulic
motor
DAVI - Dynamic Antiresonant
Vibration Isolator
duplex "back-to-back"
direct current

DB DC dN DT -

ASE - automatic stabilization
equipment
ASK - automatic station-keeping
ASPA - Armed Services Procurement
Act

"CDP

COP - coefficient of performance
CONUS - Continental U.S.
CP - center of pressure

Air Force-Navy Aeronautical
Standards

AQS - Airworthiness Qualification
Specification

ASPR -

container-on-flatcar

COFC -

DF - duplex "face-to-face"

auxiliary power unit

ASOAP -

CH - cargo or transport helicopter

Systems
AND - Air Force-Navy Design
Standards
APU -

convertible fan shaft
center of gravity

CF/S CG -

diametet times rpm
duplex tandem

D/T - diameter-to-torque ratio
EAPS - engine air particle separator
electron beam

EB -

ECM - electronic countermeasure
ECS - environmental control system
EEL
EL

EMC
EMI
ENCOMS

---

electromagnetic compatibility
electromagnetic interference
Engine Control and Monitor
Systems
effective perceived noise le~el,

-

EPNL
ESEOD
FARADA

--

Equivalent Sharp Edge Orifice

-

Iiameter
failure rate data
Failure Mode and Ft-fct

FMEA

Analysl,
Figure of Merit Ratio

FMR

FOI)
FORTRAN

GF1:
GFAF
FitFl"

equivalent exposure level
electroluminescent

-

tforeign object damage
lormula translation computer
language
growth tfctor
(',oIerntent-fttrished a.irbornc
equipment
( or einrent -f urInll:ed
eqnlllnllt

GRIR l

lenerahl/'ed Rotoi
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GSE
HFE
HLH
HOGE
H-V
HV
IAS
ID
IDEP

Performance
ground support equipment
human factors engineering
heavy lift helicopter
- hover out-of-ground effect
- height-velocity
heating value
indicated airspeed
diameter
- -inner
Intervice
Data Exchange

Program
IFB - Invitation fbr Bid
IFF - Identification Friend or Foe
IFR - instrument flight rules
IGE - in-ground effect
IR - infrared
ISO - International Organization for
Standardization
IVSI
instantaneous vertical speed
indicator
JAN - Joint Air Force-Navy
Standards
L/D -lift/drag
L/d - length to diameter
LDP - landing decision point
LOH - light observation helicopter
MAC - Military Airlift Command
MC - mission capability
"MGT - measured gas temperature
MMH/FH - maintenance manhours per
flight hour
MOI - moment of inertia
MS - Military Standard

Z.

*-

-

margin of safety

MTBF - mean-time-between-failures
i
MTBMA
nean-tinmc-hctwccn-iiintcnaincc
actions
MTBR - mean-time-between-removals
MTMTS - Military Traffic Management
and Terminal Service
MTTR -- mean-time-to-repair
NAS - National Aeronautical
Standards
NASA - National Aeronautical and
Space Administration
O&M - operation and maintenance
OD - outer diameter
OEI - one engine inoperative
OGE - out-of-ground effect
OH - observation helicopter
OR - operations research
OSD - operational sequence diagram
OWE - operating weight empty
L-2

PCE

-

positive continuous engagement

PIDS

-

PTO
PIP

-.
-

Prime Item Development
Specification
pilot-induced oscillation
product itprP~cncmri i)rogtan

PNL - perceived noise levels
POI
product of inertia
PTO - power takeoff
P-V -- pressure-velocity
PWMA
Prescribed Wake-Momentum
Analysis
quick attach-detach
quality control
quick engine change
- quantitative index
- research and development
- Request for Proposal
- Request for Quotation
Required Operational
Capability
R/C - rate of climb
RH - relative humidity
SAC - Standard Aircraft
Characteristics
SAE - Society of Automotive
Engineers
SAS - stability augmentation system
SAWE - Society of Aeronautical Weight
Engineers
SDP - System Development Plan
SFC - specific fuel consumption
S-N - failure load to number of cycles
to failure
SPS - secondary power system
SRP - seat reference point
SSPP - System Safety Program Plan
S/V - Survivability/Vulnerability
TAB - Technical Abstract Bulletin
TACAN - tactical air navigation
TAS - true airspeed
TBO - time between overhauls
TEQ - twin-engine climbout torque
TH - training helicopter
TIT - turbine inlet temperature
TOFC _. trailer-on-flatcar
TOGW
takeoff gross weight
TRU - transformer rectifier unit
TSFC - thrust specific fuel consumption
UH - utility helicopter
vf - variable frequency
VFR - visual flight rules
VOR - very high-frequency
omnidirectional range
QAD
QC
QEC
QI
R&D
RFP
RFQ
ROC

-

-

!
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V/STOL - vertical/short takeoff and
landing
VTOL - vertical takeoff and landing

VWS
WAT
WBGT

--

voice waring %ystem
weight-altitude temperature
Wet Bulb Globe Temperature

)
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9§
SPECIFICATIONS, STANDARDS, AND OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
DOCUMENTS
The listed Governmental documents are referenced
in the text.
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
M I L- P- 116. Preservation. Methods of
MIL-C-501 1, Charts, StandardAircraft Characteristics
and Performance. Piloted Aircraft
MIL-W-501 3, Wheel and Brake Assemblies.- Aircraft
MIL-T-504 1, T'ires, Pneumatic. Aircraft
MIL-W.5044, Walk-way Compound. Nonslip. and
Walkway Matting, Nonslip
MI-W-5050, Walk-way, Coating and Matting, Nonslip, Aircraft, Application of
MJL-M-5096, Manual, Technical, Inspection and
Maintenance Requirements. Work Cards. Inspection and Lubrication Requirements.
Manual, Technical, Acceptance and Functional
Check Flight
% MIL-E-5272, Environmental Testing, Aeronauticaland
Equipment. General Speciflcation
for
MI L-E-5400, Electronic Equipment, Airborne, General
Specification for
MIL-ti-5440, Hydraulic Systems. Aircraft 7)'pes I and
11 Design, Installation and Data Requirements
for
MIL-A-5498. Accumulators, Aircraft Hydropneumatic
Pressure
MI L-C-5 503, (]ylindets: 4eronautical. Hydraulic Actuating General Requirements for
MIL-F-5504, Filters and Filter Elements Fluid Pressure, Hydraulic Micronic Type
MIL-F-5509, Fittings, Flared Tube, Fluid Connection
MIL-G-55 14, Gland Design,-Packings, Hydraulic', General Requiremnents fo~r
MIL.P-55 18, Pneumatic System;' Aircraft. Design. Installation and Data Requirements
M IL-R-5 520, Reservoirs. Aircraft Hydraulic. Nonseparated 7).pe
MIL-W-552 I, Washer, Aircraft Hydraulic Packing.
Back-up
MII.-T-5578, Tank, Fuel, Aircraft. Self sealing
MIL1.4-5606, Hydraulic Fluid, Petroleum Blase, Aircraft. Missvile, and Ord-nance
M11.4I-5624, TurbinelFuel. Aviatitn, Grade'. JP-4 and
J11-5

.2Associated

MIL-P-5954, Pump Unit, Hydraulic, Electric Motordriven Fixed Displacement
M IL-T-5955, Transmission Systems, VTOL-STOL.
General Requirements for
MIL-P-5994, Pump, Hydraulic, Electric Motor-driven,
Variable _Delivery
MIL.E-6051, Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements, Systems
MIL-G-6 162, Generators, 30-volt, Direct Current, Aircraft Engine-driven, General Specification for
MIL-T-6396, Tank, Fuel Oil1, Water-akcohol, Coolant
Fluid, Aircraft, Non-self-sealing, Removable.
Internal
MIL-G-6641, Gearbox, Aircraft Accessory Drive, General Specification for
MIL-T-6845, Tubing, Steel. Corrosion-resistant(304),
Aerospace Vehicle HydraulicSystem, 1/8 Hard
Condition
MTIL-E-7016, Electrical Load and Power Source
Capacity. Aircraft, Analysis of'
MIL-T-708 1, Tube, Aluminum Alloy. Seamless,
Round, Drawn, 6061 Aircraft l-h.draulic
Quality
MIL-F-7092, Fittings, Cargo Tiedown. Aircraft
MIL-T-7378, Tank. Fuel. Aircraft. External.Auxiliarv,
Removable
MIL-S-7471, Shaft. Power Transmission. Aircraft.
Model Specification for. Outline and Instructions for. Preparationof
MIL-M-7700. Manual, Flight
MIL-L-7808, Lubricating Oil, Aircraft Turbine Engine
Synthetic Bace
MIL-P-7959, Pump, Hvedraulic. Pow'r-drhen,.Fxe
Displacemneni
MIL-F-7972, lire and Overheat Warning~ i~,~c
Continuous%, Aircraft. Isi amid Instaillation o!'
MI L-1I-X501, Ileliocpter Fl~ying and Ground Ilmindling
Qualitiev. General Requirements .for
MII -'T-go4, Tubimng. Ste.Corrosion-reldsta,,t(304).
Aerospace Vehicle hlydraulic Smienteu .. nnwa/ed, Seamlcecs and Welded
MI L-P-8564,
Pneumatic System
('nnpon.,,mr.,',
Aeronautical. General Specifications .fir
MIL-13-8594, ftrake Systemns. Wheel, Aircrqfi, De~ip,
o
Ml1
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MIL-A-8591, Airborne Stores and Associated Suspension Equipment, General Criteria for
MIL-E-.8593, Engine, Aircraft, Turboprop, General
Specification for
MIL-F-861 5, Fuel System Components, General
SpecifIcations for

MIL-C- 18244, Control and Stabilization Systems, Auto-

mnatic Piloted Aircraft. General Specjfeation
for
MIL-F- 18280, Fittings, Flareless Tube. Fluid
Connection
MIL-i- 18325, Heating and Ventilating Systems. Air-

MIL-T-8679, Test Requirements, Ground, Helicopter
MI-P-8686, Power Units;-Aircraft Auxiliary, Gas-turbine Type, General Specification for
Structural Design Requirements,
MIL-S-8698,

craft, General Specification for
MI-F- 18372, Flight Control Systems
MIL-T-1 8847, Tank, Fuel, Aircraft, Auxiliary Exver-

Helicopters
MIL-H-8775, Hydraulic Systems Components, Aircraft

MIL-E- 19600, Electronic Modules, General Aircraft
Requirement.; for
MIL-P- 19692, Pumps, Hydraulic, Variable Delivery.

and Misviles, General Specification for
MIL-F-8785, Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes

nal, Design and Installation

General Specification for

MI L-O. 19838, Oil Systems, Aircraft, Installation and
MIL-H-8790, Hose Assemblies, Rubber, Hydraulic,
Test of
High Pressure ('3000 psi)
M4LL-G-2 1480, Generator System, Single qjenerator.
MIL-H-8795, Hose, Assemblies, Rubber. Hydraulic,
Frequency Alternating Current, AirFuel andOil-esisantConstant
Class C, General Specifkcation for
Lvel n Arcrat. en-craft,
MIL--886, AousicalNoie
MIL-P-22203, Per/brmance Data Report for Standard
MIL--886,
couticl NiseLevl i Aicrat, enCharacteristics (Charts for Piloted
eralSpecfictionforAircraft
MIL-V-88 13, Valves; Aircraft, Hydraulic Pressure ReAircraft
Fire Warning Systems, Aircraft Radialief
SytemsMIL-F-23447,
ype I
MIL-F-8815, Filter and Filter Elements, Fluid Prestion Senzing 7.Vpe, Ii'st and Installation of'
sure, Hydraulic Line, IS Micron Absolute, Type
MIL-L-23699. Lubricating Oil, Aircraft Turbine EnII.Sysvtems
gines, Synthetic Base
MI L-W-25 140, Weight and Balance C'ontrol Data (Por
MIL-A-8860, Airplane Strength and Rigidity. General
Airplanes and Rotorcraft)
Specification for
MIL-L-25467, Lighting. Integral. Aircraft Instrument.
MIL-A-8861, Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flight
General Specification for
Loads
MIL-A-9862. Airplane Strength and Rigidity, LandMI L-H-25579, Hose A.',semblv. Tetrafiuoroethvlene.

I.plane

Landing and Ground Handling Loads

High Temperature. Power Plant, Aircraft

M IL-A-8865. 4irplane Strength and Rigidity. Miscellaneous Loads
MIN
L-A-8866,A.irplane Strength and Rigidity, Reliability Requirements, Repeated Loads, amid
Fatigue

MI L.V-25675, Valves, C'heck. Miniature. Hydraulic.
Aircraft and Aifissile
MI I. P-25732, Packing. Prt!brmned. Petroleum HYvdraulic Fluid Resistant 275F
MI L-T-2742 2, Tank. Fuel. Crash-resistant. .4ircra/i

MIL-A-8870.A.i~plane Strength and Rigidit~v Vibration,
Flutter, and Divergence
MI L-Ii--'4 I, hyvdraulic Sys(tems., Mannted Flight VehicLePs. Type III, Design. Installation and Data
Requirement~s br
Ml L-A -8897, Accumulators. Hydraulic-, CVlindrical,
3.00 0 psi Aircraft Tývpc 11 Systemt
MIL-R-89.1I. Reservoirs, Aircraft and.Mi'sile. IlYdraulie. Separated Type
MI IL-f-9-4~4O, Fh4ght Control.Yiwte'm.v- I1csign 1NIntlu,1tiomi and 1''.t of. Pilotdedirerafir General .Specif icution fior
MIL1D-1)I7984, Miata Pri-wittati,'n Re quire~nit-w. In%tmall"rdEngine Performnance- and liir Inuto

MIL-D3-27729. Detecting Systctm. Flammc--Smno~e. -ircraft and Aerospace I ~'liicles, General Per/brimance. Installation and ieAt of'
MI L-H-383160, I/om .ssvinb/v. l*'mra/luorotvilctlne.
High 7'mnperature. lI~gh Pressure. Ht-draulic
and Pneumautic C'ap. Iluidl I inA Filler
icat hsivn. Pvr/orinMI L-F-38363. FulSDte~.
ane, Inqtallation. li'sting. and Data Requirent.
nraNpc/laiPi
M11 -S-383tM. Starter. Pnc',u;iamic. .4'c ralil knp.ine.
I,/(nr,)%~'ifa
'a
%1114`-.-18453. Fn is~roltincnc'al Cowrol,~ F'?ivvr, nii,
iecd -fir-Np'tepm~. 41"IPr, 'mc'on *nul A'P'ncR,m,
ra/i and lin"-"'ai I aun'ic'd tIhwhl,%. (u'pra!
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MIL-H-46855, Human Engineering Requirements jbr
Military Svytets, Equipneent and Facilitth"
MIL-S-58005, Seat System. CrashworthY, .Vonciection,
Aircre,½ General Specifivation jor
MIL.T.81259. Tie-downs, Airframe Design. Requirementls fjr
MILITARY STANDARDS
MIL-STD-209, Slinging Eyes atnd Attachments for Lift'Vting Down Heavy Military
ing and
Equipment
MI L-STD-210, Climatic Extremes for Military
Equipment
MIL-STD-250, Aircrew Station Controls and Displays
for Rotary Wing Aircraft

MS 3329, Design Standardfir 10.00 Bc Round Drie
Pad - Accessory
MS 28773, Retainer, Packing Backup, I etrafluoroethylene, Straight Thread Tube Fitting Boss
MS 28775, Packing, Preformed. Hydraulic. Plus 275
Deg F. (0 Ring)

MIL-STD-454, Standard General Requirements for
Electronic Equipment
MIL-STD-470, MaintainabilityProgram Requirements
(For Systems and Equipments)
MIL-STD-471, MaintainabilityDemonstration
MIL-STD-473, Maintainability Verification/Demonstration Evaluation for Aeronautical Systems
MIL-STD-704, ElectricalPower, Aircraft, Characteristics and Utilization of
MIL-STD-72 1, Definitions of Effectiveness Terms for
Reliability, Maintainability, Human Factors,
and Safety
MIL-STD-785, Reliability Programfor Systems and
Equipment Development and Production

Straight Thread
MILITARY HANDBOOKS
MIL-HDBK-5, Metallic Materials and Elements for
Aerospace Vehicle Structures
MIL-HDBK-17, Plasticsfor Flight Vehicles
MIL-HDBK-23, Composite Construction jbr Flight
Vehicle
MIL-HDBK-217, Reliability Stress and Failure Rate
Data for Electronic Equipment
MIL-HDBK-300, Technical Information Fileof Aerospace Ground Equipment
AMCP's
AMCP 706-127, Engineering Design Handbook, Infrared Military Systems, Part One

MI L-STD-800, Procedurefor Carbon Monoxide Detec.
tion and Control in Aircraft
MIL-STD-810, Environmental Test Methodsfor Aerospace and Ground Equipment
MIL-STD-850, Aircrew Station Vision Requirements
for Military Aircraft
MIL-STD-882, System Safety Programjbr Systems and
Associated Subsystems and Equipment: Requirementsfor
MIL-STD-1306, Flueric Terminology and Symbols
MI L-STD- 1333, Aircrew Station Geometryfor Military
Aircraft
MIL-STD-1374, Weight and Balance Data Reporting
Formsfor Aircraft (Including Rotorcraft)
MI L-STD- 1472, Human Engineering Design Criteria
for Military Systems. Equipment and
Facilities
MS 3325, Design Standardfor 2.653 Bc Square Drive
Pad- Accessory
MS 3326, Design Standardfor 5.000 Bc Square Drive
Pad- Accessory
MS 3327, Design Standardfor 5.000 Bc Round Drive
Pad- Accessory
MS 3328, Design Standardjbr &000 Bc Round Drive
Pad- Accessory

AMCP 706-i28(S), Engineering Design Handbook, Infrared Military Systems, Part Two (U)
AMCP 706-130, Engineering Design Handbook, Design for Air Transport and Airdrop of
Materiel
AMCP 706-134, Engineering Design Handbook,
Maintainability Guide for Design
AMCP 706-136, Engineering Design Handbook, Servomechanisms, Section 1, Theory
AMCP 706-191, Engineering Design Handbook, Systern Analysis and Cost-Effectiveness
AMCP 706-202, Engineering Design Handbook, Helicopter Engineering-PartTwo, Detail Design
AMCP 706-203, Engineering Design Handbook, Helicopter Engineering-PartThree, Qualification
Assurance
AMCP 706-285, Engineering Design Handbook, Elements of Aircraft and Missile Propulsion
AMCP 715-3, Proposal Evaluation and Source
Selection
MISCELLANEOUS
FAR Part 21, Certification Proceduresfor Productsand
Parts
FAR Part 25, Airworthiness Standards Transport Category Airplanes

MS 28778, Packing, Preformed, Straight Thread Tube
Fitting Boss
MS 33566, Fitting, Installation of Flareless Tube,
Straight-threadedConnector
MS 33575, Dimension, Basic, Cockpit, Helicopter
MS 33620, Chart, Hose Selection
Internal
MS 33649, Bosses, Fluid Connection -
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FAR Part 27. Airworthiness Standards. .Vormal Cate.
gory Rotorcraft
FAR Part 29, Airworthiness Standards. TransportCate.
gory Retorcraft
FAR Part 133, Rotorctaft External Load Operation
AR 70-38, Research, Development. Test. and Evalua.
"tion of Materiel for Extreme Climatic
Conditions
AR 70-39, Research and Development Criteria]br Air
Transport and Airdrop of Materiel
AR 95-I, Army Aviation. General Provisions, a ncl
Flight Regulationsfor Arrmy Aircraft
AR 70f -8, Eqgineeringfor 2 ransportabilityProgram
AR 705-50, Army Materiel Reliability and
Maintainability

ing, Raring Quality. Consumable Vacuum
Melled
AN 6227, Packing. 0 Ring Hydraulic
AN 6299, .Vut--Flared Tube Universal Fitting
AN 7516, Fitting. Cargo Airplane Tic, Down
AND 10050, Bosses, StandardDimensions for Gasket
Seal. Straight Thread
AND 10064, Fitting-Installation of Flared Tube,
Straight Threaded Connector.%
AND 10230. Retfrence Chart Aircraft Engine Accessory Drivesv
DA TB 55-100. Transportability Criteria, Shock and
Vibration
FAA ADS-53, Development of a Power-Spectral Gust
Design Procedurefor Civil Aircraft

AMS 6260, Steel Bars, Forging, and Tubing (SAE
9310)
AMS 6263, Steel Bars, Forging, and 7ubing (SAE
9315)
AMS 6265, Steel Bars, Forging, and Tubing (SAE
9310), Prenium Quality, Consummable, Electrode Vacuum Melted
AMS 6415, Steel Bars, Forging and Tubing (SAE
4340)
AMS 6440, Steel Bars, Wire, and Forgings
AMS 6444, Steel Bars, Forgings, and Mechanical Tubing, Premium Bearing Quality, Consumable
Electrode Vacuum Melted

SD-24, Design and Construction of Rotary Wing Aircraft Weapon Systems, General Specification
for
TB-MED-175, Etiology, Prevention, Diagnosis, and
Treatment of Adverse Effects of Heat
TM 55-650, Highway TransportabilityCriteriafor the
U.S.
USAF SB No. 526, Contaminants, Cabin Air, Maximum Allowable Concentration of
USAAVSCOM ADS-10, Air Vehicle Technical Description Data, September 1972.
USAAVSCOM ADS-Il, Survivability/Vuhlerability .
Program, September 1972.

AMS 6490, Steel Bars, Forgings,and Mechanical Tub-
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INDEX
A
A-scale reading. 13-28
AC generator. 9.10
AC systems, 9-6
Accelerated flight.
power required in. 3-161
Acceleration. 3-140
Acceleration capability,
normal, 3-161
Accelerometer, 6-78
Access doors, 11-7
Access openings, 4-47
Accessibility, 11-6, 11-10
Accessories, 7-4, 7-55, 8-20, 8-27
bleed-air-driven, 8-21
mechanically driven, 8-21
redundancy requirements, 8-22
remote mounting, 8-22
Accessory drive pad, 7-56
Accessory drive pads, 7-56
Accessory drives, 7-55
Accumulator, 9-22
diaphragm-type, 9-30
piston-type, 9-30
Accumulators, 9-27, 9-28
bag-type, 9-29
Acoustic detection analysis, 14-8
Acoustical concepts, 13-27
Actuators, 9-25
Acutating cylinders, 9-27
Additives, 7-75
Adiabatic flow, 9-45
Aerodynamic excitation, 4-123
Aerodynamic requirements, 13-2
Aerodynamics, 3-2
Aerospace Gearing Committee, 4-73
AGARD, 6-26
AGMA, 4-73, 7-20, 7-78
AIDS capabilities, 11-8
Air and power extraction, 8-22
Air bleed, 9-24
Air-cycle systems, 9-64
Air entrainment, 9-24
Air Force-Navy Aeronautical Design Standard
(AND), 7-56
Air induction anti-ice, 8-25
Air induction system anti-icing. 8-12
Air induction system inlet location, 8-6
-

Air induction system pressure losses. 8-6
Air outlets, 9-62
Air resonance. 5-19
Air turbine system, 9-6
Airborne Integrated Data Systems (AIDS), 11-8
Airborne monitoring systems. 11-8
Aircraft life. 4-6
Airflow. 4-50
Airfoil characteristics. 4-52
Airfoil sections, 14-3
Airfoils.
symmetrical. 4-59
Airframe modification, 5-9
Airspeed,
"'red-line", 4-2
Airspeed-altitude,
definitions, 3-146
Airspeed-altitude limits, 3-146
Airspeed system. 3-167
Ai worthiness qualification specification. 14-3
Alarm system, 3-153
Alignment, 11-4
"All-weather" operation, 6-28
Allowable temperatures. 9-59
Altitude, 3-146
Altitude dependence of power output. 3-93
Altitude-select modes, 6-80
AMCP 706-127, 8-16
AMCP 706-127 and -128(S), 8.14
AMCP 706-128(S), 8-16
AMCP 706-130, 13-5
AMCP 706-134, 12-1
AMCP 706-136, 2-6, 2-8
AMCP 706-191, 2-1, 12-7
AMCP 706-201, 12-16
AMCP 706-202, 3-72, 4-47, 6-27, 7-78, 9.21. 9-52,
12-16, 14-4
AMCP 706-203, 3-155, 4-41. 4-125, 4-131, 4-133.
7-58, 8-16, 9-2, 11-2, 12-9, 12-16, 14-1, 14-3,
14-8, 14-9
AMCP 706-285, 3-43, 3-45, 3-46, 3-88
AMCP 715-3, 14-1
American Gear Manufacturers Association
(AGMA), 7-18
Amplitudes, 5-3
AMS-6260, 7-73
AMS-6263, 7-73
AMS-6265, 7-73
!-I
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AMS-6415, 7-73
AMS 6440, 7-3
AMS 6444, 7-3
AMS 6490, 7-'
Analysis, 4-86
partial system, 5-35
total system, 5-35
Analytical methods, 3-2
AND 10050, 9-32
AND 10064, 9-32
AND 10230, 8-21
Angle of contact, 7-16
Annular space, 7-73
Antecedent requirements, 12-10
Anthropometrics, 13-12
Anticycling protection, 9-16
Antirotation, 7-38
Antitorque power required, 8-26
Antitorque rotor drive shaft, 7-64
Antitorque rotor transmission. 7-46
Aperiodic divergences, 5-18
Application, 12-10
Apportionment, 12-9, 12-10, 12-12
Apportionment activity sequence. 12-12
Apportionment techniques, 12-12
Apportionment/prediction, 12-14
Approach, 3-144
APU, 9-62
compressed air bleed combined with combi, stion
products, 8-34
compressed air power, 8-34
shaft power, 8-33
APU combination energy transfer, 8-35
APU direct drive energy transfer, 8-35
APU electrical energy transfer, 8-35
APU hydraulic energy transfer, 8-35
APU performance, 8-36
APU pneumatic energy transfer, 8-35
APU space optimization, 8-35
APU trade-off consideration's, 8-34
APU weight optimization, 8-35
APU/helicopter interface considerations. 8-36
AR 70-38, 9-59
AR 70-39, 13-5
AR 705-50, 12-2
AR 705-8, 13-4, 13-5
AR 95-1, 6-28, 13-32
Armament system report, 14-7
Armor, 7-56, 14-8

Articulated rotor, 3-66, 8-37
ASE,
automatic hover, 6-83
automatic navigation, 6-81
automatic terrain-following, 6-84
automatic transition, 6-83
pilot-assist modes, 6-75
ASE altitude-hold and altitude-select, 6-79
ASE attitude-hold, 6-75
ASE automatic turn coordination, 6-78
ASE control stick maneuvering, 6-77
ASE guidance modes, 6-81
ASE hardover failures, 6-85
ASE heading-hold/select mode, 6-76
ASE passive failures, 6-85
ASE velocity vector control, 6-80
ASPR 3501, 14-1
Assessment, 12-9, 12-10, 12-12, 12-14
Assessment activity sequence, 12-13
Assessment techniques, 12-12
Assistance, 13-5
Associated matrices. 5-9
Asymmetrical flight. 4-14
Asymmetrical landings. 4-22
Atmospheric contaminants, 13-32
Attitude, 3-151
Audiometer, 13-28
Augmentation systems. 3-87
Autogyro, 3-1
Autokinetic effect, 13-16
Automatic coupling, 6-82
Automatic flight control systems, 6-61
Automatic stabilization equipment. 6-75
Automatic stabilization equipment (ASE), 6-73
Automatic stabilization equipment failures, 6-85
Automatic stationkeeping, 6-84
Automatic test equipment, 11-6
Autorotation. 3-165
hasic mechanism of, 3-1.51
entry into. 3-152
forward flight, 3-154
ratc of descent in. 3-154
vertical, 3-153, 3-154
Autorotational capability indices, 4-28
Autorotational characteristics. 3-151
Autorolational dive speed, 4-2
Autorolational landings. 4-17
Autorolativc index .41, 3-165
Auxiliary fuel tanks, 3-120

Arr.,or prtitt:'-l11. 9-17
Arni. I rarvirialt l in lin.'vrinp;
itw
Ap-,incy, I I.9

Aiixili;iry power unil. 7.56
Au xiliary lxiwer unil (APt). 8-3, 9-13
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Auxiliary power unit (APU) installations, 3-33
Auxiliary power units, 9-34, 11-10
Auxiliary propulsion,
turbofan and turbojet, 3-86
Availability, 2-5, 12-1, 12-15
complexity, and reliability, 12-1
Available rate response, 6-61
Avionic cooling, 9-63
Axes,
body, 6-2
choice of, 6-2
gravity, 6-2
stability, 6-2
Axial flow, 5-27
Axial plane, 7-16
Axis systems, 6-1
B

t
t.

Backup rings, 9-31
Baffles, 13-29
Balance,
dynamic, 5-36. 5-38
static, 5-36
Balance weight attachments, 5-38
Balance weights, 5-38, 7-61
Ball bearing, 7-25
Ball joint bearing, 7-83
Ball spline, 7-69
Band pass filtering, 7-59
Barometric altitude-hold, 6-79)
Barrelling, 7-84
Brrier filter (porous media), -8Base circles., 7-17
Base procedure C[DP. 3-170
Basic stability and stabilization systems, 6-6
Batteries, 8-11
Battery, 9-13, 9-19
Beamn deflection. 4-87
Bearing,
hall/roller. 7-25
cylinidrical roller. 7-23
double row spherical. 7-.'t
double row thrunst, 7.20
pr-eloiadedl. 7-28
spiierical-ende.
-2
sipport roller. 7-2S
Iieariiqe caiges. 7.38

Blearing installations., 7-25
Rearing hlle. 4-68
BearingL

sillness. 7 -4"

................................................--.
%s.

Bearing stress, 7-78, 7.80
Bearing support, 7-68
Bearings, 4-72, 7-3, 7-12, 7-24, 7-65
accessory, 7-25
angular contact, 7-26, 7-30
antifriction.. 7-22
back-to-back, 7-26
Conrad, 7-25
duplex ball, 7-26
face-to-face, 7-26
oscillating, 7-31
plate thrust, 7-26
preloacied, 7-23
rc-to-%hft 7-28
resilient laminated, 7-32
restraining, 7-9
roller-roller, 7-26
special purpose, 7-26
supporting, 7-28
thrust, 7-9
Beeper control, 6-78
Bell stabilizer bar, 6-14
Belt drives, 7-95
Bending frequencies, 7-87
Bending modes, 7-87
Bending stresses, 4-60
Bennett, 3-1
Berne International Clearance D~iagranm. 13-11
Best-range speed. 1-1 117
Bifilar ahsorber. 5-14
Bifilar pendulum absorher. 7-88
"Birth" failures. 12-7
Blade element t heory. 3-4, 3-11), 3-72
graphical mietho'd-NASA charts. 3-21
iterative procedure, 3-20
numericatl met hods, 3-21
Blade flutter, 5-18
Mlade fodn.7-45
Mlade stall. 3-20, 3-14S, 4-88
l11lade twist. 3-30, 4.41)
liav.t o~ erpressures. 4-42
Bleed air hear in.
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Bootstrap cycle, P-64
Boot(trap reservoir, Q-24
Bo,esighting. 4-124
Br:ke valves. ()-27
Brakes, 7.69
Br:,king conditions, 4-33
Branch circuits, 9-38
Brayton cycle, 3-52
Britikout force, 0-54
Breikout forces, 6-56
Bre:'uct endurance eqiation, 3-127
Bre,.uet range equation. 3-123, 9-5
Brus!'less DC starter-gcnerators, 9-6
Buckling, 4-61, 4-110
Builtin test (BIT), 11-10
Builtin aids, 11-7
BuIltin inspection aids, 11-10
Builtin test, 11-3
Bulk modulus, 9-42
Bundled conductors, 9-2c
Bureau of Weapons Failure Rate Data Frogram

C-Rs,
use of, 2-18
CF AC ,vstem with onboard AIPU, 9-13
CG,
,ingle-rotor helicopters, 6-21
tandem-rotor helicopters. 6-23
Chance failures, 12-7
Check vahle, 9-32
Check valves, 9-27, 9-37
Chip detcction, 7-58
Churning, 7-43. 7-48
Cier~a. 3-1
Ct.. tit breakers, 9-6
("earance, 6-21
Climb. 3-141
fo ru ard, 3-130
time, fuel, and distance required to. 3-133
vertical, 3-133
Climb angle, 3-131
Climb efficiency, 3-130
Climb to cruise altitude, 3-111

Bus fault protection, 9-17

Clothing,

Bus faults, 9-17
Bus system, 9-IF
Bus voltage. 9-15
Bypass ratio, 3-87

protective, 13-30
Clutch, 7-45
cam-roller. 7-2
freewheeling, 7-70

(FARADA), 12-5

C
Cabin wall construction, 13-29
Cage plate, 7-12
Calibration, 11-4
Camouflage, 2-10
Canopy enclosures, 13-26
Cargo vehicles, 13-10
Carrier, 7-12
Cartridge-boosted electrica, .arting systeiii:., S-33
Cathode Ray Tube- (CRT), 13-17
Cavitation, 9-29, 9-36
Ce*ings,
service and combat, 3-133
Center of gravity ernveope. 10-4
Center of gravity travel, 6-21
Central f, tration 9-23
•.entral hydraulic ..y,.!ems vs remotely located
packaged hydrautlic systems, 9.22
Ceriltiful-al ft.rccs, 7-62
Centrilfugal (Iniertial) s. n trator, 8-10
C(ern rIfLgal stresses, 4-60
C`R dervaiifri, 2-18
CF dipla,
h
.C,rnat,.. 2-17

I4

Climb velocity, 3-131

overrunning, 7-69
roller, 7-77
sprag, 7-2
sprag overrunning. 7-69
Clutch drive mode loads, 4-70
Clutch free-wheel mode loads, 4-71
Clutch races,
overrunning, 7-72
Clutches, 7-2, 7-69
Coated assembly, 11-4
Coefficient 4f performance, 9-65
Coleman theory, 5-15
Collapse press.ire, 9-31
Collective control, 4-76, 6-26
Collective pitch ,inal, 8-40
Combination heaters, 9-62
Combustion heaters, 9-63
Combustor, 3-46
Common problems, ` 38
Cotmpatib"".:y between tke drive system and iihc
engine and engia.u control systeto, 5-46
Competititonls 14-1
(Comiplexity, 12.2
Comtponet( development, 12-2
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Component failure modes. q.35
Compound configurations. 3-26
Compound helicopter. 3-1. 4-4. 4-5
autorotation, 3-33
rotor. 3-29
Compound helicopter performance. 3-32
Compound helicopters. 4-6. 6-60
auxiliary propulsion. 3-30
directional control. 3-30
preliminary design considerations. 3-27
selection of configuration parameters. 3-28
torque balancing. 3-30
wing, 3-28
Compressor, 3-45, 9-42, 9-56
Compressor bleed, 9-55
Computer simulation models, 2-12
Computer simulations, 14-4
Concentrated masses, 7-67
Condensation. 9-61
Conditions,
landing, 4-17
Configuration and arrangement, 13-1
Configuration restraints, 13-1
Configuration selection, 3-101
Configurations,
feasible, 3-101
minimum cost, 3-104
minimum weight and minimum size, 3-104
Coning angle, 3-68, 4-62
Connections, 14-5
Connectors,
brazed and welded, 9-26
permanent, 9-26
Conservative design, 12-2
Constant-frequency AC system, 9-10
Constant hazard, 12-8
Constant-speed drive system, 9-6
Contactor, 9-14
Contamination, 9-55
Continuous wire detection systems, 8-29
Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL), 14-1
Contrast ratio, 13-14
Control, 6-1
lateral, 3-61
longitudinal, 3-61
pitch and roll, 6-35
vertical, 3-61
yaw, 6-38
yaw or ditectior'l, 3-61
Control characteristics,
determination of, 6-35

Control feel, 6-54
'Control force sensitivity, 6-57
Control forces, 6-56
Control free-play, 6-58
Control harmony. 6-58
Control irput, 6-11
Control inputs, 4-49
Control kinematics, 14-4
Control linkage. 6-58
Control loads, 3-148
Control margin, 3-150
Control motion. 6-34
Control position.
physical phenomena involved, 6-40
single-rotor helicopters. 6-40
tandem-rotor helicopters, 6-41
Control position vs speed, 6-39
Control power, 3-96, 6-28
Control power considerations,
other, 6-34
Control power requirements. 6-29. 6-34
Control principles, 13-21
Control sensitivity, 6-25. 6-28
Control sensitivity and damping requirements. 6-29
Control surface balance,
and stiffness criteria, 5-38
Control surface reversal, 5-36
Control system description, 4-76
Control system lags, 6-26
Control systems, 6-54
Control valve, 9-43
Control valves, 9-33
Controllability, 3-150
Controlled-speed hydraulic motor system. 9-6
Controls,
isochronous, 8-41
lower, 4-86
static strength, 4-88
stiffness requirements, 4-89
structural concepts, 4-89
synchropters, 6-41
upper, 4-37
Cooling, 9-59, 13-31
Cooling fan, 9-42
Cooling power requirements. 8-20
Cooling system air inlet, 8-20
Corrective maintenance, 11-6
Correlation analysis, 2-18
Corrosion, 7-81
Cost,
constant dollar, 2-16
I-5
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direct, 2-16
discounted, 2-16
incremental, 2-15
indirect, 2-16
inflated. 2-16
investment, 2-16
life cycle, 2-14
operating, 2-16
opportunity, 2-16
Cost analysis, 2-13
Cost concepts, 2-14
other, 2-16
Cost data development, 2-17
Cost-effectiveness, 3-91, 3-104
Cost-effectiveness analysis, 2-13, 2-19
Cost-effectiveness methodologies, 2-4
Cost-estimating relationships (CER), 2-16
Cost estimation, 2-16
Costs,
amortized. 2-16
joint, 2-16
nonrecurring, 2-14
recurring, 2-14
Coupling, 5-2, 6-19
Bendix, 7-84
curvic. 7-54, 7-85
flanged, 7-54
flexible, 7-54
laminated ring, 7-82
mechanical, 7-81
Coupling problems, 7-81
Couplings, 4-75, 7-54, 7-61, 7-68, 7.69
contoured diaphragm, 7-55
crown spline, 7-55
crowned gear, 7-84
elastomeric, 7-81, 7-84
flexible disk, 7-83
glass fiber flexure, 7-83
laminated disk, 7-55
laminated ring, •2
rigid, 7-54
Cracking pressure, 9-30
Crash environment, 4-29
Crash load design criteria, 14-5
Crash loads, 4-28
Crash safety, 9-2
Crew complaints, 7-58
Critical decision point, 3-167
Critical function, 12-4
Critical speed, 7-67
Cri•ical speeds. 7-63
I.6

Cross-coupling, 6-59
Cross-shafting, 7-52
Crown gear, 7-7, 7-8, 7-9, 7-15
Cruise at constant altitude, 3-111
Cumulative damage hypothesis, 4-133
Current transformers, 9-16
Current unbalance, 9-16
Cycle parameters,
selection of design point, 3-53
Cyclic flare, 3-158
Cyclic pitch, 3-65, 4-76
Cycloconverter system, 9-6
D
DA TB 55-100, 13-5, 13-10
Daily inspections, 11-9
Dampers, 7-61
Damping, 5-6, 5-16, 5-34, 6-7, 6-25, 6-31, 6-33, 6-60
pitch and roll, 6-7
Damping force limiters, 5-33
Data base, 12-11
Data requirements, 14-2
DAVI (Dynamic Antiresonant Vibration Isolator).
5-11
DC electrical systems, 9-6
DC generator, 9-6, 9-14
DC systems, 9-5
Deadman's curve, 3-158
Deceleration, 3-145
Decoupling,
pitch-roll, 6-8
Defense Documentation Center Technical Abstract
Bulletin (TAB), 12-5
Deflection, 7-38
Deformation, 4-86
Defueling, 8-27
Degrees of freedom, 5-5
Dehydrator. 9-42
Depot level spares, 11-2
Depth of assessment, 12-10
Derating. 12-2
Derivatives,
pertinent rotor, 6-7
Descent to landing site, 3-112
Descent velocities. 4-26
Design, 9-35
Design considerations, 7-17
Design constraints, 3-91
Design criteria,
work platform. 4-45
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Design influence on availability, 12-15
Design limit flight speed, 4-1, 4-2
Design limit loads, 7-59

Drag estimates, 14-4
Drain filter, 9-23
Draining, 9-29

Design reviews, 11-1, 12-14
Design support tests, 12-14
Design synthesis, 3-90
Design techniques, 11-3
Design weight estimate,
preliminary, 10-2
Detection avoidance, 2-10
Determination of loads, 4-81
Development, 12-9
Deviations, 14-2
Diagnostic aids, 12-2
Diagnostic systems, 7-58
Differential current fault protection, 9-16
Differential current protection, 9-15
Differential fault protection, 9-17
Differential pressure indicators, 9-23, 9-31
Dimensional clearance, 13-25
Direct control, 3-65
Direct current system protection, 9-14
Direct support spares, 11-2
Disconnect control stick maneuvering, 6-77
Disconnect stick steering, 6-79
Disk warpage, 7-87
Distortion, 7-38
Distribution,
aerodynamic load, 4-106
Divergence, 5-1, 5-37
Divergence phenomenon, 7-62
Documentation, 14-1
DOD noise limits, 13-28
Doors, 11-7
Doors and hatches, 4-45
concentrated loads, 4-46
deflection criteria, 4-47
design criteria. 4-45
distributed loads, 4-46
emergency jettison. 4-47
production tolerance, 4-47
removal and replacement. 4-47
size of opening,, 4-47
Doppler guidance. 6-82
*Il}onhnad test facilitie.. 3-41
Downtime, 12-16
Drag. 4-53
body. 3-2

Drawing, 14-9
cargo-handling artangement, 14-11
crew service, 14-10
electronic equipment, 14-10
escape system, 14-11
exterior lighting system, 14-10
inboar, profile, 14-9
instrument panel arrangement, 14-10
power plant installation, 14-9
Drawings,
armament installation, 14-10
flight control system, 14-9
instrument system installation, 14-10
landing, beachi.ng, and auxiliary gear, 14-9
sketches, and schematic diagrams, 14-9
structural arrangement, 14-9
Drift and heading velocity control, 6.82
Drive,
coaxial, 7-55
constant-speed, 8-21
friction belt, 7-55
variable-speed, 8-21
Drive designs, 8-22
Drive line mismatch, 7-81
Drive scissors, 4-76
Drive shaft life, 7-59
Drive system, 7-17
Drive system design philosophy and design criteria,
5-39
Drive system dynamics, 5-39
Drive system mathematical methods, 5-40
Drive torque, 4-63
Drive train,
main, 7-26
Droop stop pounding, 4-83
Dry sump. 7-40
Dual actuators, 9-37
Duct hvises. 8-7
Ducted fan. 8-26
Ducts. q-62
I)unkerlcy' formula. 7.67
yvnamic absorbers. 7-8t
Dynamic balance. 5-37
l)yniamic instability. 6-71
Dynamic presure. 3-14S. 4-50
IDynamic ,tabilit.s boundarie,. 5-35
I. namit" eni. 6- 1%
C-I. 11-.
I nailliv.
f

clleclive. 3-117
induced. 3-2

prolilc. 3-2
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Dynamics and vibration,
airframe, 5-3
E
EAPS system. 8-6
Economic analysis. 2-13
elements of, 2-13
ECS conceptual development, 9-62
ECS design requirements, 9-59
ECS distribution systems, 9-62
ECS trade-off studies and selection, 9-66
Effect of rotor characteristics, 5-46
Effectiveness criteria,
forms of, 2-13
Efficiency, 7-44
Egress openings, 4-48
Ejectors, 8-20, 9-63
Elastici'y and restraints, 7-65
Elastomer, 7-32, 9-31
Electric fan, 8-11
Electrical distribution system, 9-20
Electrical heaters, 9-62, 9-63
Electrical load analysis, 9-5
Electrical system, 9-1
Electrical system reliahility, 9-19
Electrical system report, 14-6
Electrical system safety, 9-19
Electrical systems, 9-5
emergency, 9-19
Electroluminescent (EL) displays, 13-17
Electromagentic interference (EMI), 9-21
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), 9-20
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) control plan,
14-8
Electromechanical actuation system report, 14-6
Electron beam welding, 4-74
Electronic feedback systems, 6-19
Electronic system report, 14-6
Electrostatic filter, 8-8
Emergency and authority limitations, 8-42
Emergency egress, 13-25
Emergency environments, 13-25
Emergency loads, 9-20
Emissivity factor, 8-14
End thrusts, 7-69
Endurance, 3-126
analysis, 3-126
effect of gross weight and altitude on, 3-127
Endurance level diagram, 4-137
Endurance limit, 4-125, 4-133
Energy absorption, 4-95
1-8

Energy method, 3-169
Energy methods, 3-14
Energy states, 3-161
Energy transmisibility curve, 9-39
Engine,
gas turbine, 3-52
reciprocating, 3-51
turbofan, 3-86
turbojet, 3-87
turboshaft, 3-51
Engine air bleed, 8-25
Engine air induction system, 8-2, 8-5
Engine air particle separator (EAPS), 8-2, 8-8
Engine analytical design, 3-56
Engine and rotor damping, 8-38
Engine bleed air ejector, 8-11
Engine characteristics and selection, 3-51
Engine compartment cooling, 8-19
Engine Control and Monitor Systems (ENCOMS),
11-8
Engine control system, 3-57
simple, 3-57
variable-geometry, 3-58
Engine cycle modifications, 3-52
Engine exhaust ejector, 8-11
Engine exhaust noise, 8-13
Engine inlet temperature, 8-25
Engine installation, 8-4, 13-2, 14-5
Engine installation losses, 8-24
Engine limit control requirements, 8-37
Engine lubrication,
cooling, and exhaust systems, 8-2
Engine maintenance, 8-23
Engine mount installation, 8-5
Engine mounting and vibration isolation, 8-4
Engine mounting forces and reactions, 8-4
Engine parameters, 8-30
Engine partial power operation, 3-56
Engine performance relationships, 3-93
Engine power losses, 8-12, 8-24
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine

power output shaft, 8-1
pressure ratio, 3-48
replacement, 8-1
response, 8-39
restraining points, 8-4
safety requirements, 8-3
selection, 8-1
starting, 9-5
starting and power control lever systems,
8-43
Engine starting system, 8-2
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Engine-starting systems, 8-2q. 9)-34
+''Engine
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torque, 4-36

Engine transmission, 7-52
Engine vibration isolation, 8-4
Engine/airt'i-ame integrated control system. 8.36
Engine(s) ofl/inoperative conditions. .- 165
Entry openings, 4-47
Environmental conditions, 12-4
Enironmental considerations, 13-29)
Environmental control system, 13-30
Environmental control system (ECS) and crew
service report. 14-7
Environmental control systems. 9-58
Environmental profiles, 12-11
EP greases. 7-84
Epicyclic reductions, 7-7
Equations, 10-3
Equations of motion, 5-5
Equipment,
cabin, 4-119
externally installed, 4-120
Equipment and stores, 4-32
Equipment bays, 11-7
"Equipment load types, 4-120
Equipment outside cabin, 4-120
Equipment types, 4-119
Equivalent Sharp Edge Orifice Diameter, 9-45
Escape system analysis report, 14-7
Estimated Weight Report, 14-3
Estimation,
analytical, 10-3
statistical, 10-3
Evacuation aids, 13-27
Evaporative heat exchanger, 9-65
Excitation failures, 9-17
Exciting frequency, 7-87
Execution of activity, 12-10
Exhaust, 13-2
Exhaust duct, 3-47
Exhaust IR emissions, 8-16
Exhaust performance losses, 8-13
Exhaust pressure rise, 8-24
Exhaust subsystem, 8-13
Exhaust wake, 8-13
Exit access routes, 13-26
Exit doors, 13-26
Exit location, 13-26
Exits,
explosively created, 13-26
Expansion turbine, 9-64
Exponential distribution, 12-7, 12-8

External cargt

4-42

rigidly attached. 4-42

sling-loaded, 4-43
External equipment,
other considerations, 4-124
preliminary si-ing. 4-125
substantiation. 4-125
External load mission, 3-113
External store aerodynamic load detertnination. 4-40
External store analysis. 4-40
External store center of gravity, 4-40
External store design criteria. 4-39
External store dynamic loads, 4-40
External store installations, 4-3)
External store substantiation. 4-40
External store weight, 4-40
External stores.
asymmetrical loadings. 6-52
effects on static and dynamic stability. 6-52
F
FAA ADS-53,4-109
Face seals, 9-36
Fail-safe. 4-89, 7-53
Fail-safe design, 14-5
Failure detection methods. 7-58
Failure distribution, 12-7
Failure Mode,
Effects and Criticality Analysis. 12-14
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA). 12-13
Failure modes, 7-80. 12-14
Failure rate, 2-7
Failure rates. 12-3, 12-5. 12-11
Failure warning systems, 7-57
False alarm, 7-58, 7-59
False alarms, 7-58
Fans, 8-18
FAR Part 133, 10-1
FAR Part 21, 10-I
FAR Parf 25. 5-39
FAR Part 27, 4-118, 10-1
FAR part 29. 4-16, 10-1
FAR-29, 7-85
Fatigue, 7-39, 14-6
Fatigue analysis, 4-6. 4-13
Fatigue considerations,
fuselage, 4- 100
Fatigu--critical compcnents, 4-125
Fatigue failure, 7-57
Fatigue failures, 7-80
Fatigue life, 4-6, 4-125, 4-133
I -'1
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infinite, 4-137

Flight control, 9-21

Fatigue life determination, 4-125

Flight control analysis, 9-39

Fatigue loading, 7-59
Fatigue loadings, 4-17, 4-126
Fatigue loads, 4-86
Fatigue properties, 4-132
Fatigue strength, 7-79
"'"ult currents, 9-20
-It isolation systems, 12-16

Flight
Flight
Flight
Flight
Flight
Flight
Flight

It protection, 9-16
a ..z Tree Analysis, 12-13
Feedback system, 6-18
Feedbacks, 6-25
Feeder, 9-20
Figure of Merit, 13-3
Fillets,
unground, 7-23
Filling. 9-29
Filter, 9-42
Filter elements, 9-23
Filters, 9-27, 9-31
Filtration, 9-21
Finite element analysis, 5-8
Fire containment, 8-29
Fire detection, 8-29
Fire extinguishing, 8-29
Fire prevention, 8-28
Fire protection, 8-3
Firewall, 13-2
Firing frequency dynamics, 4-41
Fitting,
end, 7-85
flared, 9-26
reusable, 9-26
swage, 9-26
Fittings, 4-121, 4-125, 9-27, 9-32
Fixed aerodynamic surfaces, 3-26
Fixed weight penalty, 9-3
Flanged outer ring, 7-31
Flap, 3-60
Flapping angle, 4-62, 7-49
Flapping hinge offset, 6-6, 6-10
Flapping instability, 5-18
Flapping motion, 3-66
Flapping restraint, 6-10
Flapping stability margin, 5-22
Flare, 3-156
Flared tubing, 9-32
Flareless tubing, 9-32
Flexible coupling, 7-46
Flight characteritic calculations, I '-4

Flight load determination, 4-41
Flight loading conditions,
basic, 4-5
Flight or alternate support functions, 8-34
Flight paths,
calculation of, 3-169
Flight safety reliability, 12-1
Floating hub, 3-69
Floating parts, 7-69
Floating shaft end, 7-83
Flooring,
durability. 4-45
interchangeability and replaceability, 4-45
Flooring and work platforms, 4-44
Flooring design criteria, 4-44
Floquet's theory, 5-22
Flow charting, 13-18
Flow comparator, 9-38
Fluid, 9-27
Fluid compressibility, 9-42
Fluid discharge, 9-56
Fluid level, 9-29
Fluid storage, 9-29
Fluid temperature, 9-24. 9-26. 9-41
Fluid velocity, 9-24
Fluidic applicability. 9-46
Fluidic applications, 9-47
Fluidic auxiliary equipment, 9-55
Fluidic comparison with equivalent electronic
system, 9-55
Fluidic complexity, 9-46
Fluidic component development. 9-47
Fluidic design and test specifications, 9-47
Fluidic development cost. 9-46
Fluidic environmental capability, 9-47
Fluidic flight test. 9-55
Fluidic maintenance. 9-46
Fluidic parameters, 9-47
Fluidic power requirements. 9-47
Fluidic production cost, 9.46
Fluidic reliability. 9-46
Fluidic shape, 9-46

1•- It

control subsystems, 9-33
control system characteristics, 14-4
control system report, 14-6
control systems, 9-27
dynamics, 6-28
envelopes, 4-3
load design criteria, 14-5
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Fluidic size and weight, 9-46
Fluidic stability augmentation systems, 9-46
Fluidic system, 9-50
Fluidic system design requirements, 9-50
Fluidic system mechanization, 9-50
Fluidic system performance, 9-46
Fluidic system report, 14-7
Fluidic systems, 9-45
Fluidics, 9-1
Fluidics compared to electronics, 9-46
Flutter, 5-1, 5-37, 6-72
stall, 5-20
wake, 5-20
Flutter analysis,
classical, 5-19
Flying qualities, 6-1
Flying quality, 14-4

Fuel system, 8-2, 8-27, 14-6
Fuel tank support structure, 4-95
Fuel tanks, 8-21
Fuel weight ratio,
available, 3-102
required, 3-102
Fuel weight ratio method, 3-103
Function analysis, 13-18
Fuselage fail-safe aspects, 4-100
Fuselage load curves,
specific maneuver and landing condition, 4-98
Fuselage load determination, 4-96
Fuselage preliminary sizing, 4-102
Fuselage structure, 4-90
Fuselage substantiation, 4-102
Fuselage unit shear,
moment, and torsion distribution, 4-96

Flying quality requirements, 6-61
Focke, 3-1
Fogging, 13-15
Force feel, 6-54
Force levels, 9-39
Force proportional control maneuvering, 6-78
Forces,
reaction, 4-41
Forcing frequency, 5-9
Foreign object damage (FOD), 8-7
Forward flight, 3-14, 3-94
structural constraints, 3-147
Forward tilt, 7-44
Fractional Assessment, 12-13
Fragmentary Assessment, 12-13
Frequencies,
natural, 5-6
Frequency, 5.2, 5-3
Frequency of occurrence, 4-126
Frequency separation, 5-37
Fretting, 7.38
.
Fretting corrosion, 7-79, 7-83, 7-84
Frozen azimuth analysis, 5-20
Fuel and lubrication system report. 14-5
Fuel and lubrication systems, 8-27
"ucl 'onsumption, 3-52, 3-127
Hie] fecd w,,stems, 8-27
Fuel flow. 3-51s. --113
Fuel It1o• ill Ch1111, 3-100
1'
[*Fuel 11,%, in forard flight. 3-100
Fuel flo in holer, 3-100

Fuselage weight distribution, 4-96
G

Fuel healig value. 3-48
Fuel requircments, 3-100
i:ul s.Ilsir.ge. 13-2

Gas turbine engine characteristics, 3-43
Gas turbine engine cycle description, 3-43
Gas turbine engine process analysis, 3-45
Gear,
case-hardened, 7-22
load-rating limitations, 7-18
pressure angles, 7-12
ring, 7-11
straight bevel, 7-7
sun, 7-9
Zerol bevel, 7-9
Gear and bearing loss calculations, 7-43
Gear and bearing loss predictions, 7-42
Gear and bearing losses, 7-42
Gear and transmission power losses, 3-97
Gear loadings, 7-8
Gear mounting, 7-8
Gear pitch line velocities, 7-43
Gear pressure angle. 7-5, 7-7
Gear ratios, 7-5
Gear stresses. 7-6. 7-9, 7-12
Gear systems, 7-14
Gear teeth stresses. 7-5
Gear tooth size, 4-68
Gear train, 7-17
Gear types. 7-18
Gearbox design, 7-23
Gearbox lubrication. 7-2p
Gearbox weight, 7-24
Geared Iran..mis.ontyp..
Gearing.

"-5
I1'~
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,.double-helical.
7-24
miscellaneous, 7-12
7-2
*'Gears.
bevel, 7-7
•,case-hardened, 7-22
arc, 7-13
,.circular
""*compoundplanet, 7-29
cone-drive, 7-12
conformal, 7-13
.
double-enveloping, 7-13
double helical, 7-7
duplex tandem, 7-31
helical, 7-7, 7-24
herringbone. 7-7
high-ratio compound planetary, 7-12
idler, 4-74
involute spur, 7-5
multiple row planetary, 7-12
parallel axis, 7-14
recess action. 7-18, 7-23, 7-24
ring, 4-72
single row planetary, 7-12
spiral bevel, 4-71, 7-8, 7-24
split path planetary, 7-12
spur, 7-5, 7-24
worm, 7-12
Gear teeth, 7-13
General arrangement drawing and sketch, 14-9
General support spares, 11-2
Generalized mass, 5-7
Generalized Rotor Performance (GRP) Computer
Program, 3-21
Generator feeders, 9-20
Generator field voltage, 9-15
Generators, 7-56, 7-57
Geometry, 14-3
Glands, 9-31
Glare, 13-15
Glauert, 3-1
Glide distance, 3-156
Goodman diagram, 4-132, 4-137
Government-furnished Equipment (GFE), 14-3
Governors.
slow time constant, 8-41
"Graphical techniques, 3-92
Graphs. 14-4
Grease lubrication, 7-49
Gripping angle, 7-70
Gross weight.
minimum design. 4-3
Gros%weight and rotor speed distributions,
1-12

determination of, 4-128
Gros%weight summary, 14-5
Ground effect.
hover, 3-11
Ground handling, 4-1
Ground idle rotor speed,
determination of, 4-36
Ground maneuvering, 4-33
Ground resonance, 3-69, 5-1, 5-15, 5-19, 7-87
method of analysis, 5-16
Ground-speed-hold system, 6-82
Ground-speed-select system, 6-82
Ground support equipment, 11-6
Ground Support Equipment (GSE), 11-10
Ground support functions, 8-34
Ground warning unit, 7-59
Growth potential, 4-66
Gust alleviation, 6-16, 6-67
Gust alleviation systems, 6-62
Gust influence, 4-16
Gust load factors,
conditions requiring, 4-16
Gust loading, 4-108
Gust loads during maneuvers, 4-17
Gusts, 4-15
Gyratory systems,
mechanical, 6-14
Gyro, 6-18
Gyros, 6-67
Gyroscopic effects, 7-67
Gyroscopic moment, 7-49
H
Handholds, 4-48
Handling equipment, 1I-11
Hard points, 4-2
Hardover, 6-73
Hardware Contract, 10-5
Harmonic drive, 7-12
Hatch openings, 13-26
Heading-select, 6-76
Hearing loss, 13-27
Heat balance, 13-30
Heat exchanger, 7-40, 9-64
Heat exchangers, 8-17, 9-65
Heat
Heat
Heat
Heat
Hleat
Heat

loss, 7-44
loss rates, 9-61
rejection, 7-41, 9-22
sinks, 13-32
sources, 13-32
transfer, 9-60
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Heating. 9-5), 13-30
Heating and ventilating systems. 9-62
Height-velocity curve. 3-158
multiengine helicopters. 3-160
single-engine helicopters. 3-158
Height-velocity (HV) limitation curve. 3-167
Height-velocity profile. 3-138
Helicopter, 3-1
Helicopter preliminary design study, 3-90
Helicopter system definition, 12-10
Helix angle, 7-7
Helmholtz resonator, 9-36
Hertz stress,
inner race, 7-71
"Hertz" stresses, 7-22
High control power, 6-34
High-temperature insulations, 9-20
High-voltage DC system, 9-6
Highway transport, 13-5
Hiller control rotor, 6-14
Hinge moment, 9-40
Hinged doors, 11-7
Hingeless rotor, 5-23
Holzer Method, 5-8
Homogeneous equipment, 12-8
Hooke's coupling, 7-68
Horizontal stabilizer, 4-102
Hose assemblies, 9-27
Hoses, 9-36
Hot-gas,
solid-propellant gas generator systems, 9-43
Hot gas cycle, 3-50
Hot gas turbine generator, 9-19
Housing, 7-23, 7-38
Housings, 7-3
Hover, 3-94, 4-12
Hover at landing site, 3-112
Hover at takeoff, 3-110
Hover ceiling, 3-105
method of analysis, 3-106
Hover height control, 6-24
Hover power required in ground effect (IGE), 3-99
SHover power required out-of-ground effect (OGE),
3-97
Hovering flight, 3-3
three-dimensional prediction method, 3-7
vertical drag/thrust recovery, 3-12
vortex theory, 3-6
Hub moment, 3-149
Hub rotor,
floating, 5-33

Human factors. 4-124. 11-3, 11-7
Human factors engineering. 13-12
Human factors engineering considerations. 13-25
Human factors engineering report and plan, 14-7
Human factors system analysis. 13-17
Hunting tooth, 7-6
Hydraulic accumulators. 9-29
Hydraulic and pneumatic system report, 14-6
Hydraulic boost. 4-80
Hydraulic component. 9-35
Hydraulic distribution system. 9-32
Hydraulic filtration. 9-23
Hydraulic fittings. 9-32
Hydraulic fluid, 9-23
Hydraulic fluids, 9-21
Hydraulic hose, 9-33
Hydraulic packaging, 9-25
Hydraulic power, 9-1, 9-56
Hydraulic power output, 9-40
Hydraulic pump, 8-22, 9-23
Hydraulic pumps, 9-27
Hydraulic reservoir, 9-24
Hydraulic reservoirs, 9-28
Hydraulic system,
routing, 9-35
Hydraulic system class, 9-27
Hydraulic system operation, 9-27
Hydraulic system power analysis, 9-39
Hydraulic system type, 9-26
Hydraulic system/component design, 9-27
Hydraulic systems, 9-1, 9-21
Hydraulic trade-off considerations, 9-21
Hydraulic transmission, 9-10
Hydraulic tubing, 9-32
Hydrodynamic data, 14-4
Hydrodynamic report, 14.7
Hydrofluidic control system, 9-56
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system, 9-50
Hydrofluidic yaw damper, 9-46
Hypod gears. 7-13
Hypoid pinion, 7-13

Icing, 6-28, 13-15
IFR stability and control characteristics, 6-27
Implementation, 11-I
Impressed blade pitch, 4-49
Independence, 12-8
Induced velocities, 4-58
Induction motors, 9-20
Inertial separator, 8-8
1-13
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Inertial separators, 8-8
Inertial systems, 6-82
Inflow, 4-51
Infrared or surveillance detection system, 8-29
Infrared radiation suppression, 8-13
Infrared signature, 9-63
Infrared suppression, 13-2
Inlet, 3-45, 13-2
Inner race, 7-70
Innovation, 12-4
Inplane forces, 5-2
Inplane shear, 5-13
Inspection, 11-9
Inspection validation program, 11-9
Inspection windows, 11-7
Instabilities, 14-5
aeromechanical, 6-72
effect of rotor configuration on, 5-32
flapping, 6-72
free-body, 6-72
Instability, 5-1
analytical methods, 5-35
coupled rotor-airframe lead-lag. 5-30
important parameters, 5-16
multiblade flapping, 5-27
Instability analyses,
coupled rotor/airframe, 5-26
Installation, 7-37
Installed power and tip speed selection, 3-101
Installed power charts, 8-26
Instantaneous axis, 7-14
Instrumentation, 9-37
Insulation, 8-16
Insulation methods, 8-17
Integrated Assessment, 12-13
Integrated control requirements, 8-37
Intensity level, 13-27
Interaction curve, 7-49
Interchangeability, 11-3
Interference, 7-38
Interior.arrangement, 13-2
Intersecting axes, 7-14, 7-18
Interservice Data Exchange Program (IDEP), 12-5
Intra-reliability trades, 12-3
Inverter, 9-6
Inverters, 9-7
Invitation for Bid (IFB), 10-5. 14-1
Involute, 7-17
IR shielding, 8-14
IR %uppres%%on. 14.-8
IR suppression with e'ioled surfaces, 8-15
I.t4

e,~

"

-

Isolated AC system protection, 9-15
Isolation system,
passive, 7-88
Isolation systems, 7-87
active, 7-88
Isothermal flow, 9-45

Jacking and mooring conditions, 4-35
Jacking loads, 4-35
Jet engine, 3-30
Jet pump, 9-56
Jettisoning, 4-41, 6-27
Jettisoning of stores, 6-51
Jettisons,
forced, 6-51
Joints,
Cardan and Hooke's, 7-84
K
Keys, 7-77
Keyways, 7-77

L
Lag, 6-31
Lagrange method, 4-57
Lagrange's equation, 5-41
Landing, 3-167
Landing attitude requirements, 4-18, 4-23
Landing capability. 3-139
Landing decision point (LDP), 3-167
Landing gear, 4-32
structural sizing, 4-118
Landing gear design substantiation, 4-119
Landing gear system report, 14-6
Landing performance, 3-144
Landing requirements.
design limit, 4-17
Landings,
symmetrical, 4-17
Lateral impact, 4-31
Lead-lag, 3-60
Lead-lag instability, 5-18

Leakage,

9-44

Level flight, 4-12
Life-load, 7.22
Life-load relationship, 7-22
Lift, . 3
L ifting and aerial to wing, 4-43
l.ifting devices,

-
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auxiliary, 4-5
Lifting surface dynamics, 5-36
Light-emitting displays, 13-17
Light transmission,
reflection, and fogging, 13-15
Lighting,
flood, 13-16
red, 13-15
white, 13-15
Limit control forces, 6-57
Limit load factors,
control of, 4-11
Limit of action, 7-16
Line of action, 7-16
Line size, 9-24
Line velocity, 9-24
Liners, 7-3
Load,
cubic mean, 4-66
static design, 4-86
Load analysis, 4-68
Load criteria,
ground condition, 4-84
"Load cycle,
ground-air, 4-64
Load determination,
landing gear, 4-115
Load division current transformer, 9-17
Load factor capability, 4-5
Load factor determination, 4-112
Load factors, 4-10
limit, 4-.0
Load factors for other than normal gross weights,
4-13
Load paths, 4-96, 4-123
redundant, 4-89
standby, 4-89
Load protection, 9-16
Load reactions,
control, 4-95
Load sensor, 9-22
Load-sharing, 7-11, 8-42
Load sources, 4-77
fuselage, 4-91
1.oad spect 'a. 4-66
Loading,
wing and empennage, basic considerations. 4-103
Loading analysis co nputer program. 4-103
Loading conditions,

combined, 4-111
flight and takeoff, 4-3
t-3

miscellaneous, 4-36, 4-64
special, 4-39
Loading requirements, 4-1
Loadings,
cargo and passenger floor, 4-95
fuselage, other, 4-95
Loads,
aerodynamic, 4-41
air, 4-120
alternating design, 4-87
applicable, 4-5
blade control, 4-82
cabin equipment, 4-121
control system, 4-81
crash, 4-94
critical condition selection and superposition of
fuselage system, 4-98
drive shaft and coupling, 4-74
drive system reaction, 4-95
endurance, 4-64
equipment, 4-1 19
equipment, determination of, 4-121
externally attached equipment, 4-122
fatigue, 4-64, 4-68, 4-84
flapwise, 4-63
flight maneuver, 4-56, 4-91, 4-120
float gear, 4-118
folding, 4-65
free-wheeling unit, 4-70
2,zound-handling, 4-109
gust, 4-56, 4-93
hard-point, 4-39
hoisting, 4-65
hub, 4-62
induced or secondary, 4-96
inertial, 4-104
inplane. 4-63
internal. 4-101
internal equ~pment, 4-122
landing. 4-1. 4-93
limit, 4-2
limit pilot effort. 4-81
main and tail rotor gearbox. 4-69
main housing. 4-74
main rotor control, 4-83

main transmission bevel gcixr stages. 4-"1
maneuver, 4-64
mcchauical drive system. 4.t(5
nmiscellaneous contr'ols. 4-84

mooring and tiedown. 4-(,5
ijoorioig,

ja.cking.

ttoist
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SLubricant,

overpressure. 4-41
pitch link, 4-87
planetary gear stages. 4-72
reserve energy, 4-118
rotor. 4-49
rotor acceleration, 4-36
rotor braking, 4-39
skid gear. 4-115
spur and helical gear systems, 4-73
starting and shutdown, 4-64
static. 4-39
steady. 4-68
stop-banging, 4-65
suspension, 4-40
system failure effects, 4-84
towing, 4-35
towing and transport, 4-35
transport, 4-36
vibratory, 4-40, 4-121
wheel gear, 4-115
wind, 4-65
Localizer mode, 6-81
Lock, 3-1
Lock number, 6-21
Locking ring, 7-31

Maintenance effectiveness, 2-8
Maintenance environment, 11-2
Maintenance-induced faults, 11-2
Maintenance problems, I1-1
Maintenance reliability, 12-1
Maintenance support structure, 11-2
Malfunction, 9-17
Maneuver criteria, 6-55
Maneuver limit loads, 4-10
Maneuver loads, 4-56
Maneuver spectrum,
composite, determination of, 4-126
Maneuverability, 3-150
Maneuvering performance, 3-160
Maneuvers (symmetrical flight), 4-12
Manual reversion, 9-21
Manufacturing phase, 12-9
Margin of safety, 4-87, 12-4
Margler, 3-2
Mass balance of control surface, 5-38
Mass properties, 10-4
Mass property analysis, 10-4
Mast,
stationary, 7.44
Master gear, 7-8

Lcknut, 7-.31

Master standard part list, 11-6

Logic analysis, 7-59
Logic diagrams, 12-11
Logistics, 12-16
Long-period mode, 6-66
Longitudinal impact, 4-31
Losses between engine shaft and main rotor, 8-26
4-72
Lubricants, 7-75
Lubricating oil, 7-40
Lubrication, 7-3, 7-37, 7-39, 7-47, 7-75, 7-84, 9-36
circulating, 7-39
oil jet, 7-84
splash, 7-39
Lubrication system, 14-6
Lubrication system components, 7-40
Lubrication systems, 7-39
M

Material, 7-87
Material allowables, 4-87
Materials, 4-125, 5-37, 7-80, 11-8
bearing ring, 7-38
Mathematical methods, 7-63
Mathematical model, 12-6, 12-7, 12-14
Matrix iteration, 5-8
Matrix methods, 5-40
Maximum seeking methods, 3-92
Mean-time. between-maintenance-actions (MTBMA),
2-5
Mean-time-to-repair (MTTR), 2-5
Mechani-seal, 7-33
Mechanical feedback systems, 6-18
Mechanical overrunning clutch, 9-18
Mechanical power extraction, 8-22
Mechanical speed sensing, 9-18
Mechanically driven fan, 8-11
Metallurgy, 7-80
MIL-A-5498, 9-27, 9-29
MIL-A-8591, 4-40
MIL-A-8806, 13-28
MIL-A-8860, 4-5, 7-52
MIL-A-8861, 4-5, 4-16
MIL-A-8862, 4-33, 4-34, 4-35, 4-119

Mach instability, 4-83
Maintainability, 2-5, 2-8, 9-2, 11-1, 12-16
Maintainability design guidelines, 11-1
Maintainability program plan. 11-1, 14-8
Maintenance, 9-2
Maintenance allocation, 11-2
Maintenance concept, 11-1
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MIL-A-8865.
MIL-A-8866.
MIL-A-8870,
MIL.A-8897.

)

4-5
4-5. 5-36. 5-38
5-34, 5-36. 5-38. 7-52
Q-27, 9-29
MIL-B-8584, 4-33. 9-27
MIL-C-1244. 6-67. 6-75, 6-76, 6-77. 6-78. 6-79.
6-80. 6-82
MIL-C-5011. 3-110. 3-127. 3-146. 3-147. 14-3
MIL-C-5503, 9.27
MIL-D-17984. 8-24. 8-25. 14-5
MIL-D-27729. 8-29
MIL-E-19600, 11-3
MIL-E-38453, 9-48. 9-59. 9-61. 9-62. 13-30. 13-32
MIL-E-5007, 8-8
MIL-E-5272, 9-49
MIL-E-5400. 9-49, 9-59
MIL-E-6051, 9-20
MIL-E-7016, 9-5, 14-6
MIL-E-8593, 4-38, 8-5, 8-31, 8-44
MIL-F-18280, 9-27, 9-32
MIL-F-18372, 9-48
MIL-F-23447, 8-29
MIL-F-38363, 8-2, 8-27
MIL-F-5504, 9-31
MIL-F-5509, 9-27, 9-32
MIL-F-7872, 8-29
MIL-F-8615, 8-27, 9-49
MIL-F-8785, 6-59, 6-63. 6-85
MIL-F-8815, 9-27, 9-31
MIL-F-9490, 6-75, 6-76, 6-77, 6-78, 6-79, 6-80, 6-82,
9-27, 9-48
MIL-G-21480, 9-6
MIL-G-5514, 9-31
MIL-G-6162. 9-5
MIL-G-6641, 7-57
MIL-H-18325, 13-30, 13-32
MIL-H-25579, 9-27, 9-33
MIL-H-38360, 9-27, 9-33
MIL-H-46855, 13-25, 14-7
MIL-H-5440, 9-24, 9-26, 9-47, 14-6
MIL-H-5606, 9-23, 9-27, 9-47
MIL-H-8501, 3-157, 5-17, 6-1, 6-23, 6-24, 6-28, 6-29,
"6-31, 6-33, 6-34, 6-35, 6-40, 6-47, 6-48, 6-52,
6-59, 6-60, 6-61, 6-62, 6-64, 6-66, 6-73, 6-74,
6-85, 9-47
MIL-H-8775, 9-27, 9-47
MIL-H-8790, 9-27, 9-33
MIL-H-8795, 9-27, 9-33
MIL-H 8891, 14-6
MIL-HDBK-217, 12-5, 12-7, 12-10, 12-11
MIL-HDBK-300, 11-11

\M1I.-HI)BK-472. I1-M
MII.-Ifl)BK-5, 4-66, 4-86, 4-87, 4-110, 7-22
MIL-.-236Q9. 7-19, 7-22, 7-40, 7-75
MIL-I-25467. 13-15
MIL-L-7808, 7-19. 7-22. 7-40. 7-75

MIL-M-5096, 11-9, 11-10
MIL-M-7700. 3-110
M!I.-O-19838, 8-28
MII.-P-116. 13-4
MIL-P-19692. 9-27
MIL-P-22203. 8-26
MIL-P-25732, 9-31
MIL.P-5518, 9-48, 14-6
MIL-P-5954. 9-27
MIL-P-5994. 9-27
MIL-P-7858, 9-27
MIL-P-8564. 9-48
MIL-P-8686, 8-33
MIL-R-5520. 9-27, 9-28
MIL-R-8931, 9-27. 9-28
MIL-S-58095, 4-32
M1L-S-7471. 7-57
MIL-S-8698, 4-2, 4-3. 4-5. 4-11, 4-12. 4-13. 4-15,
4-16, 4-18. 4-26, 4-33. 4-39. 4-59, 4-87, 4-115,
4-119, 4-120. 5-34. 5-3Q. 7-52, 7-56
MIL-STD-100, 11-4
MIL-STD-1306, ()-47
MIL-STD-1333. 13-13
MIL-STD-1374, 10-1, 10-4, 10-5, 14-3
MIL-STD-1472, 4-45, 4-46. 4-47. 4-48. 4-84. 13-3.
13-17
MIL-STD-209, 13-5
MIL-STD-210, 9-59
MIL-STD-250. 13-13, 13-17, 13-24
MIL-STD-454. 11-7
MIL-STD-470, 11-1, 14-8
MIL-STD-471, 14-8
MIL-STD-473, 1I-2
MIL-STD-704, Q-5. 9-6. 9-16
MIL-STD-721, I1-I
MIL-STD-785. 12-13. 12-14, 14-8
MIL-STD-800, 13-32
MIL-STD-810, 9-49
MIL-STD-850, 13-14
MIL-STD-882, 13-25. 14-8
MIL-T-18847, 8-27
MIL-T-27422, 8-27
MIL-T-5041. 4-33
MIL-r-5578, 8-27
MIL-T-5624, 8-2
MIL-T-5955, 4-66, 4-60. 5-39, 7-52, 7-57, 7-85
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MIL-T-6396, 8-27
MIL-T-6845, 9-27, 9-32
MIL-T-7081, 9-27, 9.33
MIL-T-7378, 8-27
MIL.T-8504, 9-27, 9-32
MIL-T-8679, 7-52
MIL-V-25675, 9-27
M
MIL-V-8813, 9-27
MIL-W-25140, 10-1, 10-2, 10-4, 10-5, 14-3
MIL-W-5013, 4-33
"MIL-W-5044, 4-48
MIL-W-5050, 4-48
MIL-W-5521, 9-31
Military Airlift Command (MAC), 13-5
Military specification requirements, 9-26
Military Traffic Management and Terminal Service
"(MTMTS), 13-5
Miner's Rule, 4-133
Minimum control power margin, 6-61
Minimum Information technique, 12-12
Minimum/Maximum Method, 12-11
Misalignment, 7-23, 7-30, 7-33, 7-46, 7-54, 7-56,
7-61, 7-6F, 7-81, 7-83, 7-84
Misalignment coupling, 7-68
Misalignments, 7-8, 7-54, 7-78, 7-81, 7-83
Miscellaneous data, 14-3
Mission capability (MC), 2-5
Mission completion, 12-5
Mission effectiveness, 2-1
Mission-effectiveness equation, 2-3
economic factor, 2-4
operational factors, 2-4
Mission performance, 3-104, 9-21
"Mission profile, 2-11, 3-110, 4-6
Mission profile definition, 3-1 10
Mission profile elements, 3-110
Mission profiles, 4-3, 4-6
Mission readiness, 2-3, 2-5
Mission reliability, 12-1
Mission requirements, 12-5
Missions, 4-6
Modal functions, 4-57
Mode coupling, 5-18
Mode shapes, 5-6
Mode shapes calculated by Porter's method, 5-42
Modular design, 11-4, 11-8
Modularization, 12-16
Modules, 11-7
Moisture separator, 9-42
Moment restraint, 7-65
Moments of inertia, 10-4

""I-I

Momentum theory, 3-3
Monopropellant, 9-19
Monte Carlo simulation, 12-6
Mooring loads, 4-35
Mortality functions, 12-7
Motion,
equations of, 6-3
Motor-driven hydraul~c pump, 11-10
Mount stiffness, 4-123
Mounting,
gears, 7-23
tail rotor gearbox, 7-49
Mountings, 7-31
Mounts,
offset, 7-44
MS 3325, 7-56, 8-22
MS 3326, 7-56, 8-22
MS 3327, 7-56, 8-22
MS 3328, 7-56, 8-22
MS 3329, 7-56, 8-22
MS 33566, 9-32
MS 33575, 6-26, 6-37, 6-59, 13-14
MS 33620, 9-33
MS 33649, 9-32
MTBF, 12-7
Mufflers, 9-63
Multiblade flutter, 5-27
Muscular strength, 13-13
Myklestad Method, 5-8
Myklestad's method, 7-64

N
Nap-of-the-earth, 2-10
NAM.A Parts Reliability Information, 12-5
Natural frequencies, 7-87
Natural frequency, 5-9, 7-65, 7-68
Negative load factors, 4-11
Nickel cadmiurm (NiCad) batteries, 8-31
Nodalized beam, 5-12
Noise, 3-151, 13-27
Noise absorptive material, 13-29
Noise control, 13-29
Noise exposure, 13-28
Noise level and suppression, 13-27
Noise spectrum, 13-27
Nondimensional stability and control derivatives.
14-4
Nonextrusion, 9-30
Nonintersecting axes, 7-18
Nonlinear analysis, 8-42
Nonlinearity, 5-34
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Nonparallel operation, 9-19
Nonparallel shafting, 7-24
Nonstandard parts, 11.6
Normal acceleration control, 6-65
Normal mode solution, 5-6
Normal modes and natural frequencies,
methods of calculating, 5-7

Overrunning capability, 7.75
Overspeed protection, 9-18
Overvoltage circuit, 9-16
Overvoltage protection, 9-15
Overvoltage relay, 9.16
Overweight, 10-1
Oxidation, 9-24
Oxygen, 13-32

P

)

5-29
Oblique flow,
OEI range and endurance, 3-166
OEI takeoff and landing, 3-167
Offset gearbox, 7-56
Oil condition detectors, 7-58
Oil cooler, 7-40, 8-28
Oil cooling fan, 7-56
Oil flow requirements, 7-41
Oil jets, 7-40
Oil lines and couplings, 8-28
Oil pumps, 7-40
Oil reservoir, 7-40
Oil system components, 8-28
Oil systems, 8-28
Oil tanks, 8-28

Parallax, 13-16
Parallel AC system protection, 9-17
Parallel axes, 7-18
Parallel operation, 9-18
Parallel-shaft, 7-24
Parametric analysis, 3-90
basic relationships for, 3-92
Parametric studies, 5-42
Partial failure indicator, 4-90
Partial power cycle analysis, 3-48
Payload, 3-107
Payload-range capability, 3-109
effect of altitude on, 3-113
Peak engine torque,

determination of, 4-38

Onboard warning system, 7-59
One engine inoperative (OEI),
performance with, 3-165
One-g dive, 4-12
One-way clutches, 4-70
Open circuit, 9-17
Open-phase protection, 9-17
Operating pressure, 9-27
Operational environment, 12-3
Operational factor analysis, 2-5
Operational profiles, 12-11
Operational sequence diagramming, 13-20
Operations research (OR), 2-2
Operator/maintainer information requirements,
13-20
Optimization. 3-104
Optimization in helicopter design. 3-90
Optimization techniques. 3-92
Orifices. q-45
Out-of-limit conditions. 7-59
Outer race. 7-70
Output force, 9.-45
Output shaft. 7-49
Overflow. 9-29

Peak hydraulic power, 9-41
Perfect restoration, 12-8
Performance, 2-10
Performance calculations, 9-3
Performance Charts, 14-3
Performance criteria, 2-11
Performance data report, 14-3
Performance effectiveness, 2-11
Performance (overall), 2-3
Performance requirements, 2-11
Personnel,
safety and effectiveness, 13-25
Personnel emergency egress, 13-2
Personnel protection. 13-2
Phase sequency relays, 9-16
Pilot-induced oscillation, 5-1N
Pilot-induced oscillations. 6-24
Pilot relay. 9-14
Pilots. 7-78
Pitch. 0-33, 13-27
Pitch change hinge, 3-60
l'iich-cone coupling. 6-72
Pitch cone%. 'Y-14, 7-15

Overhauls. 11-8
Overhead rilasses, 4-32

[cichne~linders

Overhaul life, 7-22

0iic

comntro. 6-20. 6-(2. "-48

l'itch coupling. 4-41)
. I,;
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Pitch elen.ent. 7-14

Power required. 3-32, 3-113

Pitch elements, 7-13
Pitch-flap coupling, 6.72
Pitch-lag coupling. 5-25
Pitch links. 4-76
Pitch plane, 7-15. 7.16
Pitch surfaces. 7-15
Pitch/cone coupling, 6.26
Pitching moment. 5-13
Pitting. 7-18. 7-21, 7-22
Pi',oting, 4-34
Planet pinions, 7-9
Planetary gearing, 7-11
Plans, 14-3
Pneumatic fluid, 9-41
Pneumatic power, 9-55
Pneumatic starter, 9-13
Pneumatic system,
airborne compressor-charged, 9-42
Pneumatic system analysis, 9-45
Pneumatic system installation, 9-44
Pneumatic systems, 9-1, 9-41
:Policy, 12-16
Poppet valves, 9.36
Porter's method, 5-41
Position proportional,
control system, 6-77
Potential energy, 7-64
Power,
accessory, 3-96
auxiliary propulsive, 3-96
constant-frequency, 9-5
induced, 3-15
main rotor, 3-94
main-rotor induced, 3-94
main-rotor profile, 3-95
parasite, 3-18, 3-95
profile, 3-3, 3-17
variable-frequency, 9-5
Power boost, 9-2i
Power boost actuator, 9-33
Power constraints, 3-147
Power control systems, 9-24
Power extraction, 8-25
Power loading, 3-102
Power loss, 9-62
Power losses, 7-18, 7-42, 14-5
Power management requirements, 8-36
Power management system, 8-3
Power plant analysis report, 14-5
Fower plant installation report, 14-5

comlpund helicopters, calculating procedure for,
3.32
level flight, 3-2
total, 3-4
Power required in forward flight. 3-99
Power required to climb, 3-99
Power requirement,
total helicopter, 3-97
Power requirements, 3-93
Power requirements for tandem-rotor configurations,
3-95
Power source, 9-19
Power supplies, 9-55
Power systems, 4-80
Power train effects, 3.14
Precession, 6-59
Prediction, 12-9, 12-10, 12-11
Prediction activity sequence, 12-11
Prediction techniques, 12-11
Preliminary design,
objective functions, 3-90
Preliminary design considerations, 13-3
Prescribed Wake-momentum Analysis (PWMA), 3-7
Pressure angle, 7-17, 7-23
Pressure angles, 7-13
Pressure drop, 9-62
Pressure drop analysis, 9-45
Pressure gage, 9-43
Pressure gages, 9-42
Pressure indicator, 9-37
Pressure jet systems, 3-70
Pressure loss, 9-44
air induction system, 8-24
Pressure ratio,
optimum design, 3-53
Pressure ratios,
compressor, 3-56
Pressure regulator, 9-27
Pressure relief valves, 9-30, 9-42
Pressure-sensing elements, 9-37
Pressure sensors, 7-58, 9-37
-'ressure switches, 9-42
Pressure transmitters, 9-37
Pressurizing, 9-29
Price, 2-16
Prime item development specification, 14-3
Priorities, 2-3
Probability densiiy function, 12-7
Probability maps, 12-i,
Problem areas, 14-4
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Producibility plan. 14-8
Product improvement programs (PIP), 10-1
Products of inertia. 10.4
Profile power, 3-95
Profiles. 12-10
Program life cycle. 12.9
Prohl's method. 7-64
Propeller. 3-30. 4-103
ducted. 3-84
pusher. 4-103
shrouded. 3-83
Propeller analytical procedures. 3-71
Propeller and rotor whirl flutter/propeller and rotor
divergence, 5-36
Propeller blade definition, 3-72
Propeller definitions, 3-73
Propeller-nacelle whirl flutter, 5-38
Propeller performance calculation method. 3-74
Propeller propulsion, 3-78
Propeller selection, 3-71
selection procedure, 3-72
types, 3-71
S~Propeller Propeller
P
l
y
3Radial
Propeller weight, 3-75
Propellers,
helicopter application, 3-71
•,: Proportional control system, 8-37
Propulsion, 3-42
Sprimary, 3-80
Propulsion system analysis, 3-42
8-16
system
Propulsion
-•
P
l
s m cooling,
l
8effect
Propulsion system fire protection, 8-28
Propulsion techniques, 3-42
,•. Propulsive devices,
auxiliary, 3-75
other, 375
SPrototype tests, 5-35
Psychological considerations, 13-25
.Pullup, 4-12
Pump,

)

lubrication, 7-45
pressure, 7-0
scavenge, 7
Pump output curve, 9-39
SPumps, 9-27
Pylon elasticity, 5-37

Q
QAD adapters, 7-57
QAD pad, 8-21
Quadricycle gear, 4-19, 4-25

Qualification assurance program, 14-3
Qualification phase. 12-9
Quality control, 12-4
Quantity-measuring fuse, Q-38
Quick attach and detach. 7-56
Quick engine change (QEC). 8-1
Quick release fasteners, 11-7
R
Race deflection, 7-73
Race deflections. 7-73
cylindrical, 7-73
Rack. 7-15
Rack and panel installations. 11-7
Radar altitude-hold. 6-80
Radar cross section. 14-8
RADC Reliability Central. 12-5
Radial flow. 4-55
flow corrections. 3-22
Radial shear. 5-13
Rail transport, 13-10
Ram air
9-4
8-24
Ram drag,
dragp8-24
Ram effects, 3-118
Random failures, 12-8
Range, 3-113
of altitude and gross weight o01.3-119
ferry, 3-120
variation with gross weight, 3-118
Range capability,
effect of wind on, 3-120
Range extension, 3-120
Range index method, 3-1 18
Range parameter,
generalized, 3-123
Rate-measuring fuse, 9-38
Rate of climb, 3-130
Rate restrictors, 4-79
Rates of motion, 9-39
Rayleigh Method, 5-9
Rayleigh-Ritz Method, 5-9
Rayleigh's method, 7-63
Reaction drive system, 3-42
Reaction loads, 7-44
Reaction system,
hot (or warm) gas, 3-49
tip drive, 3-49
Reaction systems, 3-49
1-21
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Real gas flow, 3-50
Real resource utilization, 2-15
Rear ramp, 13-3
Reducing drive, 7-44
Reduction ratio, 7-46
Reduction ratios, 7-11, 7-12
Redundancy, 9-33, 12-2
Redundancy equations, 12-11
Refueling system, 8-27
Regeneration, 3-52
Regenerative gas turbine engine, 8-16
Regression analysis, 2-18
Reheat, 3-52
Reliability, 2-5, 2-6, 3-51,"1 , 9-35, 12-1, 12-2
safety, and survivability/vulnerability trades,
12-3
Reliability and human factors engineering trades,
12-3
Reliability and maintainability trades, 12-3
Reliability design criteria, 12-5
Reliability engineering, 12-1
Reliability estimating, 12-6
Reliability improvement, 12-2
Reliability model, 12-11, 12-15
Reliability modeling, 12-7
Reliability models, 12-4
Reliability prediction, 12-3, 12-11
apportionment, and assessment, 12-9
Reliability program plan, 12-13, 14-8
Reliability requirements, 12-5
Reliability statistics, 12-6
Reliability substantiation, 12-13
Reliability substantiation during design, 12-13
Reliability substantiation during test, 12-14
Reliability tests, 12-14
Relief valve, 9-43
Relief valves, 9-27
Repeated load, 14-5
Replaceability, 11-4
Reports, 14-3
Request for Proposal (RFP), 10-5
Request for Quoiation (RFQ), 10-5
Reseating pressure, 9-30
Reserve allowance, 3-112
Reserve energy design considerations, 4-27
Reserve energy requirements, 4-26
Reservoir installation, 9-29
Reservoir level sensing, 9-39
Reservoirs, 9-27, 9-36
Residual value, 2-16
Resonance, 5-1
1-22

Resonances, 4-100
Resonant frequencies, 5-13
Restraint, 13.5, 13-10
Restraint systems, 4-95
Restrictors, 9-32
Reverse braking, 4-33
Reverse power protection, 9-17, 9-18
Reversed flow, 3-18
Rigid rotor, 8-37
Ring shaft, 7-38
Risk analysis, 12-14
Rod seal, 9-31
Roll and yaw, 6-33
Roll control, 6-30
Roller end wear, 7-38
Roller gear drive, 7-12
Roller skid, 7-39
Rollover, 4-31
Rotation, 3-140, 3-145
Rotor, 5-2
floating hub, 3-60
fully hinged, 5-33
hingeless, 5-34
seesaw, 5-33
semihinged, 5-33
semirigid (teetering hinge), 3-60
working states of a, 3-1
Rotor airloads, 4-49
Rotor and propeller analysis, 3-59
Rotor blade loads, 4-39
Rotor blade stresses, 3-148
Rotor blades, 5-2
Rotor brake,
controllable, 7-86
Rotor brake clearances, 7-87
Rotor brake requirements, 7-86
Rotor brake safety features, 7-86
Rotor brake service experiences. 7-87
Rotor brake sizing considerations. 7-87
Rotor brake system,
full-on/full-off, 7-86
typical, 7-86
Rotor brake systems. 7-96
Rotor brakes, 7-4, 7-85
Rotor clearance, 13-1
Rotor configurations, 3-59
Rotor control systems, 3-37, 3-60
Rotor Figure of Merit, 3-4, 3-98
Rotor forces. 5-13
Rotor huh,
offset hinge, 3-60
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Rotor hub characteristics, 4-62
Rotor hub geometry, 3-60
Rotor load prediction,
analytic approach, 4-57
Rotor loads, 4-57
analysis, 4-62
preliminary design considerations, 4-59
Rotor motion,
elements of, 3-65
Rotor position and motion, 4-52
Rotor power supply, 3-37
Rotor sensitivity, 6-16
Rotor solidity, 3-29
Rotor speed and power ranges, 4-12
Rotor speed requirements, 8-36
Rotor stiffness, 6-36
Rotor system dynamics, 6-3
Rotor system instabilities, 5-17
Rotor system response, 8-37
Rotor tip speed, 3-29
Rotor transient loads, 4-56
Rotor types, 3-59
Rotor whirl tower testing, 3-41
Rotors,
articulated, 4-39
characteristics of, 3-67
flex-hinge or strap-hinge, 3-60
fully articulated, 3-60, 3-67
fully rigid or hingeless, 3-60
jet-driven, 3-70
modified two-bladed, 3-69

SAS null-offset failures, 6-74
SAS passive failures, 6-73
SAS redundancy, 6-74
SAS system, 6-34
SAWE Handbook, 10-4
SA.341, 3-86
Scavenge pump, 7-24, 8-11
Scheduled maintenance, 11-6
Schematic diagrams,
environmental control system, 14-10
hydraulic and pneumatic system, 14-10
Scoring, 7-9, 7-23, 7-42
Scoring index value, 7-19
Scoring probability rating, 7-19
SD-24,
Volume II, 6-80
Seal,
floating, 7-36
pressure-balanced, 7-36
slitiger, 7-33
Sealing, 9-36
Seals, 7-33, 9-31
contacting, 7-34
face-rubbing, 7-35
felt, 7-33
heavy-duty, 7-34
integral, 7-33
labyrinth, 7-33, 7-36
land-riding, 7-34
separate, 7-35
wiping, 7-35

rigid, 4-39
rigid or hingeless, 3-60, 3-69
semirigid or floating-hub, 3-60
shaft driven, 3-70
two-bladed teetering semirigid, 3-68
Ryder scoring index, 4-72

S-N diagram. 4-132
SAE involute standards. 7-79
Safe-life, 7-52
Safe-life designs, 4-89
Safety. 9-2, 9-35, 12-16
maintenance, and reliability. Q-44
Sample calculations. 5-43
SAS.
other considerations. 6-75
SAS hardover failures. 6-73
S

Seat and restraint system design, 4-32
Secondary power system, 8-2
Sectionalization, 13-4
Selection, 12-2
Self-contained power sources, 8-31
Self-sufficiency, 8-34, 11-10
Sentri-seal, 7-34
Separation, 13-2
Service life calculation. 4-135
Serviceability, 12-15
Servicing. 11-6
Servo-actualor. q-22
Servomechanism-,, 9-42
Servos, 6-67
Shaft.
input, 7-49
thick-walled, 7-65
thin-walled. 7-65

SAS hardware, 6-67
SAS monitoring. 6-74

Shaft angle. 7-7
Shaft critical frequencics, "-61,
1-23
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Shaft critical speeds, 7-62
Shaft deflections, 7-61
Shaft design, 7-59
Shaft design criteria, 7-69
Shaft design parameters, 7-59
Shaft drive system, 3-42
Shaft dynamic considerations, 7-61
Shaft dynamics, 7-62
Shaft end configurations, 7-61
Shaft fatigue strength, 7-60
Shaft horsepower extraction penalty, 9-4
Shaft installation, 7-85
Shaft limit loads, 7-59
Shaft maintenance, 7-61
Shaft noise, 13-29
Shaft static strength, 7-60
Shaft strength/weight, 7-59
Shaft system weight, 7-60
Shaft vulnerability, 7-61
Shafting, 7-53
hypercritical, 7-61
subcritical, 7-54, 7-61, 7-69
supercritical, 7-54, 7-61, 7-69
transmission, 7-2
Shafts, 7-59
large-diameter, 7-61, 7-62
nonuniform, 7-63
size, 7-62
small-diameter, 7-62
uniform, 7-64
universal, 7-61
Shield,
standard, 7-33
Shipment preparation, 134
Shock mounts, 4-122
Short-circuit protection, 9-15
Short circuits, 9-16
Shot-peening, 7-23
Shuttle valve, 9-42
Side force, 7-44
Sign converndon, 4-104
Signal processing, 7-59
Similar Equipment Technique, 12-11
Similar Function Technique, 12-11
Simulation modeling: an example, 2-19
Single-blade coupled pitch-flap-lag instability, 5-25
Single-blade flal,)jing instability, 5-21
Single-blade flutter and torsional divergence, 5-19
Single-blade instability analyses, 5-19
Single-rotor transmission, 7-52
Sinking velocity, 4-18
1-24

Size and weight limitations, 13-5
Sketch,
anti-icing system, 14-10
towing, jacking, mooring, and tiedown, 14-11
Skewed flow, 4-55
Skid gear. 4-18, 4-24
Sling load bounce, 4-123
Slings,
aerodynamic loads, 4-43
asymmetrical loading, 4-43
combined loads, 4-43
static loads, 4-43
Slipper seals, 9-31
Snap rings, 7-31, 9-36
Society of Aeronautical Weight Engineers (SAWE),
10-1
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standard%,
7-78
Solar heat transmission, 9-61
Solenoid valve, 9-25
Solicitations, 14-1
Solid bus, 9-18
Sonic analysis, 7-58
Sonic orifice, 9-56
Sound level, 13-27
Source bus system, 9-20
Southwell diagram, 5-14
Spare parts, 11-2
Special GSE, 11-11
Special tail-gear conditions, 4-34
Special tool, 11-7
Special tools, 11-6
Specific fuel consumption, 3-93
Specific fuel consumption (SFC), 3-44
Specific power, 3-44
Specific range parameter computation, 3-I 13
Spectrometric oil analysis, 7-58
Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program, 7-57
Spectrum testing, 4-136
Speed,
autorotational dive, 4-2
cruise, 4-2
design limit flight, 4-I, 4-2
endurance, 4-2
maximum level flight, 4-2
"never-exceed", 4-2
operating limit flight, 4-2
Speed capability of helicopters, 3-26
Speed for maximum rate of climb, 4-2
Speed for minimum rate of descent, 4-2
Speed stability, 6-39
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calculation of, 6-41

Standard Aircraft Characteristics. 14-3

Speeds.
design flight. 4-2
Spiral angles. 7-13
spline.
clamped-up. 7-85
curvic, 7-78
design consideration, 7-78
major or minor diameter fit, 7-78
side fit, 7-78
Spline capacity. 7-79

Standard parts, 11-5
Standard test equipment, I I.11
Standard versus nonstandard parts. 12.16
Standardization, 11-5
Starter parameter,,, 8-31
Starting system, 14-6
Starting system selection, 8-30
State-of-the-art. 7-57
Static anal'sis, 4.14
Static deflection curve. 7-63

Spline lubrication. 7-80
Splines, 7-68, 7-77
ball, 7-54
high-capacity, 7-79
involute, 7-78. 7-80
straight, 7-54
Split bus, 9-17, 9-18
Sprag,
positive continuous engagement, 7-74
Sprag clutch design, 7-71
Squire, 3-1
St. Venant's principle, 4-101
Stability, 6-1
dynamic, 6-9, 6-47
effects of external stores, 6-48
effects of weapon recoil, 6-52
external stores, angle of attack, 6-48
external stores, attitude, 6-49
high-impulse, single-shot weapons, 6-54
high-rate-of-fire weapons, 6-53
longitudinal, 6-9
medium- and low-rate-of-fire weapons, 6-53
sling loads, 6-54
speed, 6-7
static, 6-7
Stability and control,
definitions, 6-1
fundamentals, 6-1
Stability and control report, 14-4
Stability augmentation, 4-81, 6-60, 9-21
Stability augmentation system, 4-76, 9-33
Stability augmentation system failure analysis, 6-73
Stability augmentation systems, 6-28, 6-62
Stability constraints, 3-150
Stability derivatives, 6-5
Stability requirements, 6-60
Stability substantiation criteria and methods, 5-34
Stabilization,
automatic, 6-11
Stall, 4-52

Statistical significance. 12-6
Steady-state aerodynamic coefficients. 4-62
Step height, 13-3.
Steps, 4-48
Steps and handholds. 4-48
Stewart, 3-2
Stiffness, 7-73
Stodola Method, 5-8
Storage bottle system, 9-42
Straddle mounting, 7-23
Stress, 4-62
surface compressive. 7-71
Stress analysis, 14-5
Stresses, 4-66, 7-71
allowable. 7-19
contact, 7-8
race hoop, 7-73
Structural description and design data report. 14-4
Structural design, 4-29, 4-102
Structural failure, 4-86
Structural fuse, 7-61
Structural index, 10-4
Structural resonance, 4-87
Suboptimization, 3-92
Substantiation,
aitframe structural, 4-90
control system, 4-75, 4-85
landing gear, 4-112
wing and empennage, 4-102
Substantiation of mission equipment installations.
4-119
Substantiation requirements, 4-22
Substantiation testing, 12-14
Substantiation testing process, 12-15
Subsystem selection, 9-2
Suction, 9-29
Supporting data, 14-4
Surface durability rating, 7-18
Survivability. 2-3, 2-9, 8-20, 9-35, 9-37
Survivability/reliability, 9-23
1-25
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SSurvivability/vulnerability (S/V) report and plan,
14-7
Survivable accidents, 4-29
S/V Program Plan, 14-8
Swashplate, 4-76
Switches, 9-6
Symmetrical flight, 4-10
Synchronizing bus, 9-18
Sy.tem and component reliability, 12-4, 12-6
System complexity, 2-5
System index of reliability, 12-7
System line and fitting trade-off, 9-25
Systeni pre.ssure trade-offs, 9-21
System reliability, 12-3
System requirements,
budgetary considerations, 2-2
design cycle, 2-3
military, 2-I
System safely program, 13-25
System Safety Program Plan (SSPP), 12-16, 14-8
System selection, 7-5
System stops, 4-81
System success diagrams, 12-11
System trade-offs, 4-21
T
Tail rotor. 3-80, 8-26, 8-37
drive, 7-44
swiveling, 3-83
Tail rotor drive shaft, 7-62
Tail rotor ieponse, 3-150
Tail-wheel ge.ar. 4-18, 4-25
lakeolr and climb, 4-12
lakeoff and landing, 3-137
procedure ror calculating, 3-170
Slakeoltf distance.
miniinim, 3-138

"lalcofl"t't'rforlllance, 3-140
'lakeol" weight penalty method, 9-3
Ialident-rotor drive system, 7-52
Latldein-rolor interference, 3-23
I'ngcintial velocity, 4-50
lak analysis. 13-21
Iask dci-criplions. 13-21
hIa', and grotind-handling, 4-33
I'a \iing. -1-34
III MI.I) 175, 13-31
I colering. 3-60
lellon. 9-31
1.26

Temperature, 9-41
Temperature dependence of available power, 3-93
Temperature rises, 7-58
Temperature warning, 7-58
Temperatures,
allowable, 7-48
Tensile preload, 7-49
Terminal facilities, 13-5
Test limit criteria, 12-3
Testing, 12-3, 12-9
qualification, 7-85
reliability, 7-85
Tests,
proof and burst pressure, 7-85
Thermal analysis, 13-32
Thermal capacity, 9-20
Thermal control, 8-16
Thermal efficiency, 3-44
Thermal stress, 13-30
Thermionic cooling systems, 9-66
Thermocouple, 9-66
Thermocouple detection system, 8-29
Three-point braked roll, 4-33
Throwaway elements, 9-23
Thrust,
tail rotor, 7-48
Thrust vector, 4-62
Tiedown and lifting points, 13-5
Time Between Overhauls (TBO), 7-56, 11-8
Time Only approach, 12-12
Time-to-failure, 12-4
Time/Data method, 12-12
Tip jet, 3-51
Tip loss, 3-6
Tip loss factor, 3-6
Tip-mounted engines, 3-70
Tip speed, 3-102
Titanium, 9-27
TM 55-650, 13-5
Tooth,
spherical, 7-84
Tooth bending strength, 7-21
Tooth loads, 7-11
Tooth-phasing, 7-11
Tooth strength rating, 7-18
Tooth surface finish, 7-42
Torque, 3-70, 4-66, 7-71
engine, 4-36
engine output, 4-38
net, 4-38
peak transient, 4-38

.
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temperature effects, 4-38
Torque capacity, 7-71
Torque loading, 7-60
Torque loads, 7-74
Torsion frequencies, 7-88
Torsional deflections, 7-79
Torsional instabilities, 7-62
Torsional natural frequencies, 7-61
Torsional oscillating loads, 7-61
T"Drional oscillation, 8-37
Touchdown speed, 3-157
Trade-off analyses, 12-3
Trade-off studies, 11-1
Trade-offs among constant-pressure,
variable-flow; constant-flow; and load-sensitive
hydraulic systems, 9-22
Transducers, 9-58
Transformer-rectifier, 9-13
Transient load factor capability, 3-162
Transient peak pressure, 9-25
Transient softening, 6-77
Translational control, 6-67

"Transmission,

Turbine engine cycle,
other considerations, 347
Turbine engine gas properties, 348
Turbine engine leakage, 347
Turbine engines,
coupled and free power, 3-52
Turning, 4-33
Turnover angle, 13-3
Two-point braked roll, 4-33
U
Ultimate stresses, 14-6
Unbalance, 7-61
Underfrequency, 9-16
Underspeed, 9-16
Underspeed protection, 9-18
Undervoltage protection, 9-16
Universal fittings, 9-32
Universal joint, 7-68
UrniveW-sa joints, 7-84
Unlimited life, 7-60
Unsteady aerodynamic effects, 4-55
Unsymmetrical braking, 4-33
USAAVSCOM ADS-10, 14-4
USAAVSCOM ADS-11, 14-8
Useful load, 3-110, 10-5
fixed, 3-109
Utility functions, 9-33
Utility hydraulic system analysis, 9-41
Utility systems, 9-24

combining, 7-44, 7-51
intermediate, 7-51
main rotor, 7-44
single-rotor, 7-45
tandem-rotor, 7-45
Transmission design, 7-44
Transmission efficiency, 7-41, 8.26
Transmission quieting, 13-29
Transmission requirements, 7-14
Transmission system, 9-20
Transmission systems, 7-1
Transportability, 13-2, 13-4
air, 13-5
Transverse contact ratio, 7-16
Transverse plane. 7-16
Tricycle gear. 4-18, 4-23
Trim actuators, 4-79
Trim characteristics. 3-171
Trim controls, 6-56
Trim systems, 6.60
Truck size and weight limitations. 13-10

V-n diagram, 4-12
V-n diagrams, 14-4
Valve, 9-45
Van loading, 13-10
Vapor-cycle refrigeration systems, 9-65
Variable-frequency AC electrical system. 1-10
Variable gain devices. 8-41
Variable-stability, 6-61
Variable-stability aircraft. 6-2Q
Variable vanes. 3-58
Variable weight penalty. 9-3

Tube-joining, 9-44
Tubing, 9-27. 9-32, 9-44
Turbine. 3-47
Turbine cooling. 3-55
Turbine engine.
Reynolds number effects, 3-48
Tturhbine engine cooiling, 3-47

Vehicle design. 4-26
Vehicle designs.
c aluation ot' 4-21
Velocito vector control. N-8.2
VCenlilntioni. 0)-(Q. 13-.*1
VCrlical and forward r'•ullmlnu
Vcrl'ical biounce. 5-.I

V

coc

.

4-31
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Vertical drag calculation,
polar area moment of inertia ratio method, 3-13
strip analysis, 3-13
Vertical impact, 4-31
Vertical stabilizer, 4-103
Vf AC system, 9-10
VFR/IFR flight. 6-27
Vibration, 3-151, 5-3, 13-25, 13-29
effects of, 5-3
free, 5-1
mechanical, 5-3
nonperiodic, 5-3
rotational, 5-3
self-excited, 5-1
translational, 5-1
Vibration absorbers, 4-81, 5-9
Vibration analysis, 5-5
Vibration characteristics, 5-17
Vibration control, 5-4
Vibration control analysis, 5-4
Vibration design criteria and considerations, 5-17
Vibration excitation sources, 5-13
Vibration isolation, 5-10
mathematical methods, 5-10
Vibration isolator, 8-5
Vibration level, 7-87
Vibration monitoring, 7-58
Vibration mountings, 8-5
Vibration reduction, 5-9
Vibration signal, 7-58
Vibration sources, 5-14
Vibrations, 5-1
forced, 5-1
Vibratory loads,
rotor, 5-4
Vision, 13-13
Visual acuity, 13-14
Visual areas,
optimal, 13-16
Visual effects, 13-15
Voltage drop, 9-20
VOR and TACAN, 6-81
Vortex ring, 3-153
Vortex rintg state, 3-2
Vortex tube inertial separators, 8-8
Vulnerability, 2-10
reduction in, 2-10
SW
Walsh-Healey Act, 13-28
Warmup, 3-110
1-28

Water hammer, 9-25
Waterborne transport, 13-10
Weapon clearance, 13-3
Weapon mounting, 6-27
Weapon platform stability requirements, 6-26
Weapon selection controller, 6-27
Wearout failures, 12-7
Weather protection, 6-28
Wedging angle, 7.70
Weibull distribution, 4-132
Weight,
basic, 3-109
basic structural design gross, 4-3
documentation, 10-5
empty, 3-109, 10-3
gross, 4-1
maximum alternate design gross, 4-3
operating, 3-109
takeoff gross, 3-107
Weight-altitude-temperature characteristics, 3-170
Weight analysis, 9-7, 9-10, 9-13
Weight and balance, 10-1
Weight and balance control, 10-1
Weight and balance determination, 10-4
Weight and balance report, 14-3, 14-9
Weight and balance status, 10-5
Weight and CG factors, 4-20, 4-26
Weight comparison, 9-11
Weight control, 7-52
Weight control plan, 14-3
Weight control program, 10-2
Weight control status reporting, 10-4
Weight definitions, 10-8
Weight engineering gvotip, 10-2
Weight engineers, 10-2
Weight estimates, 7-24
Weight-estimating relationships, 3-101
Weight estimation and calculation, 10-3
Weight growth factor, 10-1
Weight penalty, 2-7
Weight prediction,
prelimkinary, 10-3
Weight statement,
summary, 10-5
Weight system,
target, 10-2
Weights,
definition of, 3-107
gross, 4-2
Wet-Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT), 13-31
Wet sump, 7-40
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Wetted areas. 14-3

X-22A, 3-86

Wheatley. 3-1
Wheatley method. 3--19
Wheel.
brakes, and tire heating. 4-33
Wheel (skid) height, 3-106
Whirl flutter. 5.19. 5-27
Whirl mode. 5-36
Whirling speed. 7-62
Wind tunnel, 6-5
Wind tunnel data. 14-4
presentation of results, 3-40
Wind tunnel data reduction, 3-40
Wind tunnel model, 5-35
Wind tunnel model instrumentation, 3-37
"Wind tunnel model test procedures, 3-40
Wind tunnel models,
design considerations, 3-36
dynamic, 3-35
powered, 3-35
special, 3-35
Wind tunnel models with rotors,
design, 3-37
Wind tunnel models without rotors, 3-36
Wind tunnel testing, 3-33
airframe drag and stability studies, 3-34
support of a project, 3-33
Wind tunnel testing of actual hardware, 3-36
Wind tunnel tests,
other, 3-41
Wind tunnel two-dimensional airfoil tests, 3-36
Wind tunnel wall corrections, 3-40
Windage, 7-43
Windage and churning losses, 7-43
Windmill brake state, 3-2
Winds, 3-120
Wing and empennage structural design requirements,
4-109
Wing area, 3-28
Wing flaps, 3-28
Wing incidence, 3-28
Wing location, 3-28
"Wingspan, 3-28
Wing stall, 4-109
Wing/rotor
lift sharing, 3-32
Wings,

v axis. 6-2
Yaw dampers, 6-27
Yntema's Method. 5-14

z
z axis. 6-2
Zoom maneuver. 3-156

effect of, 3-163
Winterization kit, 9-63

X
x axis, 6-2
l-29
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